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MI'KMAQ PROTEST ACTIVITY AND THE OIll1.....,Q
~l 

(S- that CAF Bases in Maritime Provinces (would say New 
Brunswick and Nova Scotia) may experience increased interactions with (First Nations (FN)) would say Aboriginal people 

communities in the coming months. Canadian Military officials at CFB Gagetown (were recently approached by a small 
group of Mi'kmaq from Nova Scotia and New Brunswick) and asked to intervene in their ongoing disputes with the 
RCMP over (recent protest activity) hydraulic fracturing (hydrofracking) 

Conflicts have flared in New Brunswick throughout the summer as both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal activists and 
militants (primarily from NB and NS) have attempted to stop activities relating to the exploration for shale gas (fracking) 
in the region. While RCMP have reportedly made 35 arrests during the protests (assume you have the open-source 
document to support), the Mi'kmaq contend that the RCMP are conducting surveillance and otherwise harassing them. 
The (self-described representatives of the) Mi'kmaq warrior society believe that the Canadian military has a duty to 
protect the Mi'kmaq nation from "enemies, both foreign and domestic" under the Peace and Friendship treaties signed 
by the Mi'kmaq and the British Crown during the 1700's. 

(5- ) On Thurs 12 5ep 2013 a small delegation of FN personnel visited CFB Gagetown and met with Base 
Officials with a request for the CAF to intervene in ongoing conflicts between FN persons and the RCMP relating to the 
fracking protest movement. The delegation was advised that the CAF would not be involved and were given a point of 
contact with RCMP. The FN group departed the Base, disheartened, stating that ..... a refusal to fulfill this request for 
assistance is a violation of the pre-Confederation Peace and Friendship Treaties". While exploration activities (have 
temporarily stopped) stopped in July they are set to re-commence later this month. The Mi'kmaq warrior society plans 
to bolster protests against the exploration work and its members say the will use "any means necessary" to stop the 
shale gas exploration on their territory. 
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Classification: SECRET 

Hi 
Here is my proposed article. Please let me know how you feel , and add/delete as necessary. 

n this matter, however if you think that would not be appropriate, I wont. 
Cheers 
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Our warrior problem: Militant Natives are causing trouble, and they aren't going away 

Bl' KRIS SIMS ,ATLANTIC BUREAU 

FIRST POSTED: SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 02, 20\3 07 00 AM EDT 

HALIFAX - They block roads, stop trains and fight the cops. Men and women dressed in camouflage, boots and 
bandanas. They come from reserves, wave red flags, set fires, tear up roads and declare sovereignty for their tribes. 
They are the so-called Warrior Societies' and they mean business. 

They even award themselves ranks such as general and lieutenant, insisting a military wing is a part of any sovereign 
nation. Many aboriginal rights activists consider themselves as members of a sovereign people, separate from 
Canada. 

Many arrested at a recent riot in Rexton, N.B., where six police cruisers were torched, are members of the Mi'kmaq 
Warrior SOCiety. Charges range from possession of a firearm to unlawful confinement and uttering threats. 

Dressed head to toe in combat fatigues, Susanne Paties was released on a $400 bond and talked to reporters 
outside court and explained where their anger was coming from. 

"(Warrior societies) are the boots on the ground to emancipate people, to have the people rise up," she said 

'We are a nation. We are above Canada. We are above it all, because we are a nation. Canada is a corporation, we 
are a nation, and when we signed on to our pre-Confederation treaties it was on a nation-to-nation basis, and we 
signed it with the British nation, not Canada." 

And, while the claims, though rooted in history, might be spurious to many across the country, Canada's security 
agency has taken the warriors seriously for a long time. 

Initially connected to the extremist Native movements in the U.S., such as Red Power and the American Indian 
Movement (AIM) in the 1970s, the Canadian movement really took root in the 1980s. 


Most Canadians first saw the red warrior flag during the Oka crisis in Quebec in 1990, when Mohawks - and their 

warriors - blocked access to a burial ground set to be developed into a golf course. 


A November 2008 eSls report warned: "Multi-issue extremists and aboriginal extremists may pursue common 

causes, and both groups have demonstrated the intent and the capability to carry out altacks against critical 
infrastructure." 

Douglas Bland, a retired lieutenant-colonel with the Canadian milrtary, offered similar warnings in his 2009 political 
thriller, Uprising. 

Bland says warrior societies are paramilitary organizations Vt'ith easy access to weapons and ex~osives and believe 
they have the moral high ground. 

'Whether they are very competent or not doesnl malter - they are an element and they are sometllng we have to 

deal with," Bland said. 'What if a smali militant group shut down the railways for three months?" 


Such a scenario is not out of the question. 


The Idle No More movement, that shook up the Canadian economy with rolling blockades and other damaging 

protests in 2012, showed the disruptive power of Native militants. 




'The Idle No More movement has the people and the numbers that can bring the Canadian economy to its knees," 
Derek Neplnak, the grand chief of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, boasted in January 2013. "It can stop Prime 
Minister (Stephen) Harper's resource development plan and his billion-dollar plan to develop resources in ancestral 
territories. We have the warriors that are standing up now that are willing to go that far. So we're not here to make 
requests." 

FACT: 

The "warrior flag" was painted by Mohawk artist Louis Hall in the 1970s. Hall was born in Quebec on January 15, 
1916. His writings indude the Warrior Handbook wIlich calls on all First Nations to band together and assert 
sovereign rights. 

On sovereignty: 

Gavin Taylor, history professor at Concordia University: 

'There was never a point at wIlich those groups signed over their sovereignty to the Crown, or certainly not to 
Canada ... In the eyes of the Canadian state, yes they are Canadian. In the eyes of the Canadian law, yes they are 
Canadian. But have they actually formally accepted that ever? Have they ever actually given consent to that? Not 
really , no, Canada is a colonial country, formed by the arrival of Europeans who took land and resources away from 
people wIlo lived here originally, and we tend to forget that and paper over it, but it's still there." 
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Updated: Wed, 05 Jun 2013 11 :09:00 GMT I By esc News, cbc.ca 

Keep shale gas protests peaceful, energy 
minister urges 

New Brunswick's Minister of Energy and Mines says he hopes any protests against the shale gas industry will remain 

peaceful. 

Craig Leonard was responding to an incident in Elsipogtog First Nation on Tuesday afternoon, when a group of 

protesters surrounded and seized a truck owned by a shale gas company's contractor. 

'We certainly support everybody's right to protes~ as long as ifs done in a lawful manner," said Leonard. 

'We would hope that's the kind of protest takes place, if there are going to be protests regarding the industry," he 

said. 

The protest in Eisipogtog continued into the evening Tuesday at the local RCMP detachment, where the truck 

containing seismic testing equipment was taken after protesters had seized rt at a gas station along Route 116 during 

the lunch hour. 


Abcut 65 people, including children, gathered around the truck in a bid to keep it from being moved from the RCMP 


parking lot. 


"I think [SWN) should pack up their gear and go," said John Levi, who led the protest. 

"This is not going to end until they do that," he said. "That's our goal." 



Levi said he is not affiliated with the band chief and council , but was appointed a few days ago as a warrior chief for 

his traditional native territory. 

He said he represents about 5,000 people in Elsipogtog and the surrounding area,j ncluding non-native groups who 

oppose the development of a shale gas industry. 

"They broke the law a long time ago when they started this tracking in our traditional hunting grounds, medicine 

grounds, contaminating our waters," Levi said. 

Hydraulic fracturing, also known as hydro-fracking, is a process where exploration companies inject a mixture of 

water, sand and chemicals into the ground, creating cracks in shale rock formations. 

That process allows companies to extract natural gas from areas that would otherwise go untapped. 

Opponents of the process say it could have a negative effect on local water supplies and many of them have held 

protests across the provi nee. 

Fracking secrecy questioned 

The Opposition Liberals argued Tuesday there will be too much secrecy surrounding shale gas development in the 

province. 

They noted sections of the Oil and Gas Act will remain off-limits from the Right to Information law. 

But the energy minister contends the exempt sections apply to the geophysical data companies will collect and ifs 

unreasonable to expect it would be made public. 

"That information, the companies that are putting the investment into that research, they should have the opportunity 

to utilize that information to their advantage, for a reasonable amount of time, and that's what the Oil and Gas Act 

says," Leonard said. 


The Liberals argue they want to make sure the public knows what chemicals are us.ed by shale gas companies. The 


government says the list of chemicals will be released publicly. 
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Event Description- Shale Gas Protest 

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE ALL NEW INFORMATION IS BOLDED. 

SITUATION 

The Department of Public Safety has been advised that a contracted water sampling crew 
working for SWN was blocked in at the Wilson Gas Stop at Elslpogtog FN by a group of about 
30 local residents. The contracted crew had reportedly chosen to stop at Elsipogtog for 
lunch. 

RCMP are present, and report that the situation is calm and under control. The water 
sampling crew are at no risk, and RCMP negotiations have led to the vehicle being moved to a 
site under the RCMP's control. Negotiations continue. No further details are known at this 
time. DPS will be in regular contact with the RCMP to monitor the situation. 

The next security event report will be issued at 161Sh. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS 

This event will likely gain significant media attention. The tone of this event may affect work 
over the coming days. 

GOVERNMENT OF NEW BRUNSWICK ACTIONS AND AREAS OF INTEREST 
Previous protests occasionally become unlawful, and in the past impacted government 
operations and oil and gas exploration operations. As seismic operations are set to commence, 
it is expected that protests will be of regular occurrence over the next couple of months. 

Public Safety is in regular communication with the security, intelligence, and law enforcement 
community, SWN, and all other affected parties. Public Si;lfety will provide more information as 
appropriate, and coordinate govt activity should an event escalate to have significant impacts. 

MEDIA AND PUBLIC INTEREST 

There are no indications that the media are aware of this event at this moment; that should 
be expected to change. 



Coordination of public communication amongst RCMP, government and the private sector 
will be coordinated. As this is an operational matter, the RCMP are the lead. 



Headline: First Nations group backs SWN; ? Despite protests and criticisms, Chief to Chief 
Consutting Group believes shale gas exploration work can be done safely and without harm 
Publication: Times & Transcript (Moncton) 
Pub Date: 20130604 
Recv Date: 04/06/20134:05:42 AM 
Page: A1 
Section: Main 
Byline: cole hobson Times &TRANSCRIPT STAFF? 

The direc10r of a new group working as _ monitors on SWN Resource Canada's summer seismic 
program said he's tired of hearing "flat out lies" from those who oppose shale gas exploration and he 
believes the company doing testing in Kent County will safely carry out their work without any harm to 
New Brunswickers or the environment. 
"I believe there is more than one way to protect Mother Earth and I donl think it has to be through a 
protest, I think it can be working side-by-side with somebody and making sure they are following what it is 
they said they would do," said Stephen Sewell of Chiefto Chief Consulting Group. "As far as our group, 
we've educated ourselves on the subject. We've gotten significant education and facts on it and I think the 
only things peopie are hearing on the reserve are what this non-native anti-shale gas group is saying and 
to be honest with you irs quite a lot of rhetoric, it's not actual, it's not very' factual , it's propaganda more or 
less." 
Chief to Chief Consutting Group has agreed to serve as _ monitors, using their experience and 
traditional knowledge in protecting water, wildlife and traditional medicines. The group is comprised of 
eight First Nations individuals from New Brunswick who work with companies aimed at ensuring 
traditional territories are respected. 
The group said it will provide an additional ass.urance that the seismic program will be carried out in a 
safe and responsible manner as promised by SWN Resources Caneda, by following their crews into the 
field and making sure traditional native medicines aren't impacted and no environmental damages are 
caused . 
"If I thought seismic testing wasnl safe I would not be here today," said Gary Augustine, one of the group 
leaders from Chief to Chief. "I'm here to ensure there will be no cutting corners when it comes to the 
environment." 
Sewell said he first spoke to SWN Resources Canada over a year and a half ago to learn more about the 
company and their exploration program in New Brunswick. 
"We have full confidence in SWN; since we first met them they have been nothing but honest and upfront 
and have demonstrated integrity in all they do," he said. 
Those same viewpoints arenl shared by a group of New Brunswick First Nations members who held a 
prayer ceremony at the side of Gorge Road yesterday in opposition to shale gas exploration work. 
The event, dubbed a Sunrise Ceremony, was peaceful and featured drumming and spoken prayers. It 
was held at 1149 Gorge Rd. , near where SWN has trucks and equipment stored for seismic testing , 
which has begun this week near Route 126. 
'We are here to pray. We are here to pray for Mother Earth , for the future, for the water," said Willi Nolan, 
noting they have seen the "devastation" caused by hydro-fracking in other locations. 
"We donl want that to happen here. We're here to protect the Earth. Irs our responsibility as women to be 
standing here for that water, to be standing here for Mother Earth. We're here to pray that these people 
will wake up and be sensible, because this is insanity. They have to stop." 
Those demonstrating believe the New Brunswick government doesnl have the right to issue permits for 
this work. 
Max Daigle, a spokesman for the group, said First Nations, and more specifically the Mi'kmaq of the 
Sikniktuk territory of District 6, have inherent right to their land and the present oil and gas activity is being 
done maliciously and should not proceed, as consent was not given. 
"New Brunswick has no constitution and therefore it's illegally allowing oil and gas exploration within 
Sikniktuk territory," he said in a prepared statement. 'The project is unnatural work and is detrimental to 
protect the spirits." 
But Sewell countered that while he's generally pro-treaty, the reality of the law says that the province has 
a duty to consutt First Nations people. He noted that last year he was involved with two meetings in 



Eisipogtog where the Assembly of First Nations said they were consu~ing with the province on the shale 
gas issue. 
"So as far as legally they've met their obligation. They've consu~ed with First Nations and First Nations 
have consu~ed with the province and nobody is arguing that," he said. 
SWN is doing approximately 210 kilometres of 2D seismic imaging in various parts of Kent County. The 
majority of their program, 72 per cent, is expected to be on Crown land or Department of Transportation 
right of way. 
The work is slated to start soon and to be completed with·in 90 days. 
There are four total lines being explored by SWN during this summer project. One is basically along 
Route 126 between Moncton and Rogersville, another is west of Rogersville all in the woods and the two 
remaining lines are east of Rogersville, a combination of highway and off-road. 
Sewell said he understands that most people's concerns are with the hydro-fracking process - which will 
only proceed in Kent County after a lengthy exploration process and if SWN finds what they are looking 
for in seismic testing . 
He said at this point what Chief to Chief is supporting is the seismic testing efforts, which he said he can 
"guarantee 100 per cent" is not going to hurt anything. 
Should SWN move forward with exploration and hydro-fracking, Sewell said their group would further 
educate themselves on that and also likely perform the same monitoring role. 
Sewell said that nothing in life is completely safe or foolproof, but technology is fairly advanced these 
days, which makes any possible harm quije minimal compared to other industries. 
"I think any industry you're never going to have 100 per cent, absolutely that there is no risk and I think as 
far as hydro-fracking I think ij can be done in a safe manner and I think the province has put in a lot of 
regulations there to ensure that would happen." he said. "If a tractor-trailer flipped over on the highway ... 
and spills diesel, that's harmful too. What are we going to do, take every tractor-trailer off the road? We 
have to be realistic." 

CCl 2013 Times & Transcript (Moncton) 
Supplier: CanWest 



SWN truck seized by group near Elsipogtog 

Chief said earlier in day band council does not support shale gas exploration 

CBCNcw. 
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First Nations consultants support SWN exploration 
SWN Resources plans for seismic testing in Kent County 

aboriginal consulting company hired by SWN Resources 
Canada to monitor its seismic testing strys SWN has been nothing but honest and upfront. (CBC) 

SWN Resources Canada had one of its vehicles seized by a group of people near Elsipogtog First 

Nation on Tuesday, RCMP confirm. 


A company truck was taken from a gas bar along New Brunswick's Route 116, police said, 

referring to it as a peaceful incident. 


The truck is now at the RCMP detachment, where it will remain for the time being, police said. 


An SWN official described the incident to CBC News as a "security event." 


Elsipogtog Chief Aaron Sock had said earlier in the day his council does not welcome SWN's 

seismic testing in New Brunswick. 



Meanwhile, an aboriginal consulting firm in the province is supporting SWN Resources Canada 
and its seismic testing program in Kent County this summer. 

Chief to Chief Consulting Group has been hired by SWN to monitor its work as it continues 
exploring for shale gas. 

Stephen Sewell, a director of the firm and a member of the Pabineau First Nation, said 
employees will serve as subcontractors, using their traditional knowledge of the land to protect 
the water, wildlife and traditional medicines. 

Sewell believes SWN Resources Canada has an undeserved bad reputation that he blames on 
anti-shale gas groups. 



First Nations consultants support SWN 
exploration 
Aboriginal company hired to monitor Kent County seismic testing 
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SWN Resources plans for seismic testing in Kent County . 
SWN Resources cancels Kent meeting over safety concems 
Kent mayor questions SWN's decision to halt meeting 

An aboriginal consulting firm in New Brunswick is supporting SWN Resources Canada and its 
seismic testing program in Kent County this summer. 

Stephen Sewell of the Pabineau First Nation is a director at Chief to Chief Consulting Group, 
which has been hired by SWN to monitor the work ofthe company as it continues exploring for 
shale gas. 

'Don't just sit there and listen to what someone is telling you coming into your living room, 
that your well is going to cave in and flames are going to shoot out of your taps. That's a bit 
of a stretch to think that's going to happen every time a well is drilled.'- Stephen Sewell, 
Chief to ChiefConsulting Group 

Sewell says employees will serve as subcontractors, using their traditional knowledge of the land 
to protect the water, wildlife and traditional medicines . 

"We've got the regulations with us in our vehicles and the slightest thing that we see, any 
shortcut taken, is going to be reported and it's going to be screamed loud from every rooftop," 
Sewell sai d. 

SWN doesn't deserve bad reputation 

Sewell believes SWN Resources Canada has an undeserved bad reputation that he blames on 
anti-shale gas groups. 



"It strikes me kind of strange why nobody says anything about say just for example Corridor, 
Windsor or of these other companies that are doing shale gas." 

aboriginal consulting company hired by SWN Resources 
Canada to monitor its seismic testing s~s SWN has been nothing but honest and upfront. (CBC) 

"Only when SWN decides to move it seems that there's an issue. So to me you're either all in or 
you're not, you can't be 'Well we're okay with shale gas as long as it's not in Kent County.' Are 
they okay with shale gas going on in Sussex?" 

Sewell says everyone is entitled to their own opinion, and he respects people who are protesting 
SWN's activities. 

"Our role is to protect Mother Earth and you know what - we probably have the same role 
because their hearts are sincere and they believe that that's what they're doing also. We just 
believe that there's another way to ,Protect Mother Earth and that's actually physically being out 
there looking over SWN's shoulder" 

Chances of anything 'going wrong "slim" 

Sewell said he has not decided whether he supports hydraulic fracturing to extract shale gas, but 
is confident that seismic testing is safe and will not hann the environment. 

"Don't just sit there and listen to what someone is telling you coming into your living room, that 
your well is going to cave in and flames are going to shoot out of your taps ." 

"That's a bit of a stretch to think that's going to happen every time a well is drilled ." 

Sewell says elderly people are being terrified by claims that seismic testing could be harmful, 
and says the reality of anything going wrong is slim. 

"We're not going to let that happen, not on our traditional territory on crown land or in 
downtown Rogersville." 

Sewell is confident that if people educate themselves on seismic testing they will come to the 
same conclusion that he has. 

"Because the anti-shale gas group tends to be the loudest group, no matter what size it is, I don't 
think it's right that everybody has to get all painted with this brush. There's a lot of people in 
N.B. that probably would like shale gas and there's probably a lot that are sitting on the fence and 
maybe don't care either way whether they go abead with shale gas." 
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SWN Resources Canada 
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A shale gas exploration company's service vehicle was surrounded and seized by a group of self
described native warriors near Elsipogtog First Nation in New Brunswick on Tuesday, RCMP 

I say. 

The truck driver was confronted at a gas bar along Route 116 during the lunch hour, police said, 
referring to it as a peaceful incident. 

RCMP would not confirm who owns the truck, but it has a Stantec logo on its doors. Stantec is a 
Fredericton-based engineering firm doing work for SWN Resources Canada, a major industry 
player in the province. 

described the incident as peaceful. (Facebook) 

Elsipogtog Chief Aaron Sock had said earlier in the day his council does not welcome SWN's 
seismic testing in New Brunswick. 

SWN spokeswoman Tracey Stephenson described the incident as a "security event" involving 
one the company's subcontractors. 

"The safety of our employees and subcontractors is our top priority and while we cannot speak to 
the details of this security event we can confirm that people and equipment are safe," Stephenson 
stated in an email. 

RCMP moved the truck to their detachment "to keep it safe." 



John Levi, a warrior chief in the community, then parked his truck behind the Stantec truck, 
blocking it in . 

EISipO'KtC)K member John Levi later blocked the Stantee truck 
with his own truck at the RCMP detachment. (Jennifer ChoiICBC) 

Officers were speaking to Levi and a couple of other men, as about 20 other people milled about 
outside. 

RCMP are monitoring the situation, which remains peaceful, Cpl. Chantal Farrah told CBC 
News. 

"As police, we support anyone's rights to hold a peaceful and lawful demonstration, but things 
need to remain peaceful and lawful ," Farrah said. 

"That is very important and for us as a police agency. We have to balance our security operations 
with individuals' rights and freedoms in order to maintain public safety, peace and good order," 
she said. 

It's unclear how long the Stantec truck will remain at the RCMP office. 

Meanwhile, an aboriginal consulting firm in the province is supporting SWN Resources Canada 
and its seismic testing program in Kent County this summer. 

Chief to Chief Consulting Group has been hired by SWN to monitor its work as it continues 
exploring for shale gas. 

Stephen Sewell, a director of the firm and a member of the Pabineau First Nation, said 
employees will serve as subcontractors, using their traditional knowledge of the land to protect 
the water, wildlife and traditional medicines. 

Sewell believes SWN Resources Canada has an undeserved bad reputation that he blames on 
anti-shale gas groups. 
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Seismic testing has begun in Kent County. Laura Brown/Global News 



they see no threat to SWN Resources ' shale gas exploration in Kent County and say (~nti-shalc gas groups 

throughout the province arc stirring fear among the comlllunjty. 

"They' re terrorizing them," he says Stephen Sewell, Director of Chief to Chief Consulting. ''They're telling 

them their wells are going to be caving in and there ' s going to be fire coming (rom their taps. Like, are you 

serious?" 

., 

Chief to Chief Consulting has been monitoring for over a year SWN as they begin their seismic testing 

program. 

The group of eight took interest whcn Uley say they wanted to leam more about shale gas exploration - more 

than what they were hearing from anti-shale gas groups. 

"We 've been educating ourselves on shale gas because none of us knew what it was before," say Sewell. 

It was in April that they fonnally incorporated themselves as a consulting company - aimed at monitoring 

industries and Uleir impact on the environment. Sewell confirmed they do get paid a salary by SWN. 

On Tuesday, Elsipogtog RCMP responded to a situation at a gas station on the reserve where SWN eonfinned 

several people tried to seize one of their subcontractor vehicles. 

" Earlier today there was a security event that involved a vehicle from one ofour subcontractors," SWN 

Resources said in a statement via email. "The safety of our employecs and subcontractors is our top priority 

and while we cannot speak to the details of this security event we can confirm that people and equipment are 

safe." 

The vehicle is now in the hands of the RCMP. Sewell believes incidents like this happen because of false 

information being spread. 

SWN said tltey' re eager to have the group on board- especially if shale gas extraction becomes possible. 

" If resource development is possible SWN's relationship with first nations will be integral to achieving its goal 

of developing a safe and responsible resouree development in the province that first nations can proudly 

participate in without compromising thcir rights, values and traditions," saId SWN in a statement. 

But somc fccl as thought their questions have rcmained unanswered. 



"The people who are against it are very, very against it. We have people that are for it and they are very, very 

[or it. We would like to see the reality," Danielle Dugas, Mayor of Saint-Louis -de-Kent. 

Sewell says the group will remain wary tllroughout the process, 

"Ifwe believe they can do tl,is safely, we' ll be more than happy to work witi) thcm . .But ifwc don ' t believe it 

can be done safely, you know what, we' ll be out there with the protestors." 



-4' June 3, 2013 - Protest at Moncton Gravel on Gorge Rd. 

Truck currently in RCMP control & secured. 

4 June 2013 - 14:30 AST 
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Six _ First Nations have signed a memorandum of understanding to create a land titles lew and an 

electronic registry system. 

The signing took place at last week's Council of _ First Nations' (CYFN's) annual general assembly 

in Whitehorse. 

The Carcross-Tagish First Nation, the Champagne and Ashihik First Nations, the Kluane First Nation, 

First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun, Ta'an Kwach'an Council, the Teslin nngit Council and the T(ondek 

Hwech'in have all signed on. 

The land registry system will give First Nation citizens the long-sought ability to apply for mortgages on 

settlement lands by providing the certainty lenders need to provide financing, said a CYFN release. 

"The _ First Nations wish to lease certain portions of their settlement lands to their citizens and 

others to use and occupy First Nation lands for residential, commercial and other purposes without 

ceding, releasing or surrendering the aboriginal claims, rights, titles and interests on category A and 

category B settlement lands," the release said. 

"This registry system will allow the _ First Nations to register leasehold interests to parcels of 

category A and B settlement lands without surrendering those aboriginal claims, rights, titles, and 

interests: 

The land titles law and electronic registry system is expected to be complete by the end of the year. 

The release said other self-governing First Nations may become a member of the memorandum of 

understanding at anytime. 

"The establishment of a _ First Nation land registry system will allow _ First Nations to make 

lands available to meet the housing needs of our citizens," Kluane Chief Math'ieya Alatini said in the 

release. 

"It will also allow us to promote and generate economic opportunities related to the use and occupation of 

our lands. . 

"This is self-government: "END-IO-STORY" 

Supplier: Cedrom 
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The New Brunswick government is pitching the development of a shale gas industry in the province as a 

potential economic boom and job creator, but opponents are strengthenin their resolye to block the idea, 

right at the exploration stage.- ~ 


Since early June, there have been protests while SWN Resources conducts the latest series of seismic 

testing near Eisipogtog, north of Moncton. 

Chief Arren Sock ofthe Elsipogtog First Nation is calling for an immediate moratorium on shale gas 

exploration in the province and says his people have an obligation to protect the land and water. 

"Most New Brunswickers wouldn1 understand the _ cutture and they wouldn1 understand the 

connectiveness of the _ people with the land. If they did, they would understand why we are so 

adamant against shale gas." 

Opponents say the gas wells threaten water supplies, something the industry denies. 

The RCMP say there have been 33 arrests since early June as a resutt of people blocking roads' and 

vehicles. Police are also investigating a number of cases of vandalism. 

There are about 10 companies licensed to explore for shale gas in the province but SWN Resources is 

the only one doing seismic testing right now. 

Sock said the government ignored First Nations people when it allowed work to begin. 

"The province of New Brunswick entered into exploration licenses without proper duty to consutt our 

people on our territory," he said. 

David Coon, leader of New Brunswick's Green party, said First Nations in the Maritimes have never 

ceded territory, so governments have a unique responsibiity to consutt. 

"The treaties are peace and friendship treaties and we are all signatories in a sense to those treaties, and 

they need to be honoured," he said. 10 

Coon said Premier David Alward has to get personally involved by visiting the community and taking 

action. 

"He's got to pull the plug on the licences for exploration ... irs the only honourable way out for him." 

A spokesman for the premier said he was not available to comment, while officials with SWN Resources 

could not be reached for comment. Tom Bateman, a political scientist at St. Thomas University in 

Fredericton, said the provincial government set the stage for opposition by announcing prospects for the 

industry before ensuring regulations to protect the public and the environment were in place. "END-IO

STORY" 
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Late last month, two dozen protesters broke into an oil pipeline pumping facility in Westover, Ont., just 
north of Hammon. 
It was the pipeline company's private property. These were trespassers. The poUce were notified right 
away. But they did nothing. They just parked on the road nearby and watched tOr six days. 
How would you feel if you had trespassers in your backyard, you called 911 and all the poWce did was 
come to watch? . 
The protesters weren1 even from Westover. They are professional troublemakers, who go from town to 
town doing this. Like David Prychitka, who was charged in the G20 riots in Toronto several years ago, 
atthough those charges were subsequently dropped as part of a larger plea deal. 
And Floyd and Ruby Montour, who were involved in another illegal protest in Brantford, and were fined 
$350,000 by the courts for their illegal conduct. 
And John Garlow, a regular at the illegal Indian occupation of homes in Caledonia, Ont. In other words, 
this wasn1 a genuine protest against the company, Enbridge, or its pipeline, called Line 9. It was just the 
latest chapter in a permanent war being waged against Canada's rule of law, democracy and industry. Irs 
Occupy Wall Street and Idle No More merged together. 
For the week the police stood by, the company negotiated with the intruders. What else could it do? The 
cops were there, but did nothing. So the company had to negotiate. Ironically, one of the protesters' 
demands was for fuel for the generator. This, from anti-oil protesters. Another demand was that Enbridge 
come in to clean the toilets. Seriously. 
There was another strange innovation at the Line 9 occupation: A corporate sponsor for the trespassers. 
The protesters had professionally produced lawn signs with a corporate logo on them. 
That corporation is a lobby group called Environmental Defenca, with an annual budget of $3.6 million, 
much of it from foreign foundations whose express mission is to undo the Canadian oil industry. But 
they're not just a corporation. They're a registered charity, with tax-free status at the Canada Revenue 
Agency. 
And they're the sponsor of this week-long trespass that ended only when Enbridge got a court order and 
police finally moved in to make arrests and lay charges. 
Environmental Defence wasn1 the only charity involved. So was the Sierra Club. One of their youth club 
officers, Elysia Petrone, was the media spokesman for the protest. The Sierra Club, too, receives foreign 
subsidies to attack Canada's oilsands. And they have registered charity status with Revenue Canada. 
Extremist groups like the Sierra Club and Environmental Defence have had a series of political setbacks. 
Their preferred party, the anti-oil NDP of British Columbia, got thumped at the polls in May's provincial 
election. And the National Energy Board ruled in favour of allowing Line 9 to ship Canadian ethical oil 
west to east, instead of OPEC conflict oil east to west, as currently is being done. Environmental Defence 
argued the NEB should forbid that. So they've lost in the court of law and in the court of public opinion. So 
they've decided to break the law. The Sierra Club actually publicly surveyed their members about the shift 
to lawlessness. 
~ping station in Westover is back in Enbridge's control. For now. But the new alliance between 
_ "warriors" and international environmental lobbyists has only just begun. 
Supplier: SunMedia 
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Dundas neighbourhood to protest the Enbridge proposal. Kaz Novak, The Hamilton Spectator 

A small group of volunteers collected signatures in Dundas over the weekend as part of wider efforts to 
pressure the province into ordering a full assessment of Enbridge's proposed Line 9B reversal and 
expansion. 
"The vast majority of signatories felt that _ was a public safety issue since no independent 
environmental assessment has taken place," said Matt Nash, 32, who works at the Hamilton branch of 
Environmental Defence Canada and helped collect signatures on Sunday. 
"Irs a legitimate concern. We have to ensure we are protecting people's safety." 
Enbridge Pipelines plans to move diluted bitumen through the cross-country pipeline. 
The door-to-door canvassing comes· less than a week after protesters who spent six days camping out at 
Enbridge's hub in Westover were removed by police. 
Eighteen people face charges, including breaking and entering , trespassing and mischief. 
Nash said residents and members from the group Envir~nmental Defence Canada have been canvassing 
since January, collecting more than 500 petitions. 
They have been sent to Premier Kathleen Wynne, Liberal MPP Ted McMeekin and Minister of 
Environment James Bradley. 
The door-to-door campaign finished late Sunday afternoon with six volunteers collecting 100 signatures 
and delivering 10 lawn signs to residents. 
A statement from the petition reads: A spill into any of the major rivers _ crosses could contaminate 
the drinking water of Ontarians and cause permanent damage to ecosystems. 
The National Research Council of the Washington , D.C.-based National Academies recently released a 
study called Effects of Diluted Bitumen on Crude Oil Transmission Pipelines. 
The findings of the study, commissioned by the u.S. Department of Transportation, showed no causes of 
pipeline failure unique to the transportation of diluted bitumen. 
Graham White, Enbridge's media communications officer in charge of Uquids and pipelines, said Santec, 
a consulting engineering firm, conducted an Environmental and Socio-Economic Impact Assessment 
("ESEIAi late last year on both the Line 9B reversal and the _ capacity expansion project to fulfil a 
regulatory requirement by the National Energy Board (NEB). 
"We follow alliegal and regulatory requirements for environmental assessments of this existing pipeline 
that has been occupying the same right of way for nearly 40 years," he said in an emailed response. 
"There will be no edditional environmental impacts by returning the flow to its original direction." 
According to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, the National Energy Board ordered the 
province to undertake an environmental assessment on Aug. 10, 2011 . But on July 6, 2012, a new act 
came into force, and a provincial environment assessment was no longer a requirement. 
The Ministry of Environment could not be reached on the weekend for comment. 
Quebec's Minister of Environment, Yves-Francois Blanchet, recently announced his province will launch 
its own review of_. 
Rose Johnson, who has lived near the Westover site for 20 years, was out knocking on doors Sundayand 
hopes the provincial govemment will conduct an environmental assessment to quell her fears over 
potential health risks. 
"En bridge has a poor track record in clearing oil spills. The Beverley swamp might be vulnerable too," she 
said. 
"There has to be an environmental assessment. Thars the main concern right now. Irs just not right. If 
there isn1, it could have terrible effects." 
jrobertson@thespac.com 
905-526-3434 @Justinatthespec 
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WINNIPEG - The American Indian Movement is reaching out to the aboriginal community to come 

forward with information to help find five missing or murdered First Nations women, or their remains. 

The AIM figures it may have better luck getting information from its own people than authorities because 

of a lack of trust between the two. 

"I can see when people are scared to step forward , especially when you have warrants or something," 

Jackie Traverse, a local visual artist who has become a part of the new task force, said Thursday. 

"Sometimes, we just say, 'I have no credibility. People won't take me seriously.' But we will take you 

seriously. 

The five women, whose disappearance has not been solved, are: Tanya Jane _ , Sunshine Wood, 

Claudette Osbome, Mildred Flett and Jennifer Catcheway. 

"Anything that you guys know, anybody in the community - ~ might be small to you, you might think iI's 

insignificant - but if you know something or you heard something, send something down the line and let 

us work on il. You will remain anonymous and maybe we can find our women and bring some closure to 

our families." 

Those with such info are encouraged to e~her drop it off or mail ~ to: AIM Manitoba, No More Stolen 

Sisters, 30-360 Main Street, Unit 13B, PMB 130, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 3Z8. 

AIM assures that the identities of those who do so will be pro-t ected. It even advises those mailing 

information to make sure not to get their fingertips or saliva on the letters. 

"We know that people know stuff, but we know that they don1 trust the police," said AIM Winnipeg leader 

Ozzie SI. Croix . "I'm not trying to go out there and ·incriminate anybody or put anyone behind bars. That's 

not my job. I'm not a police officer. But when ~ comes to our missing women, every tip counts." 

Their search will include profiling Shawn Lamb, who has been arrested and implicated in the murder of 

_ and two others. 

"I'm tired of having to hear of another sister that's gone by tile hands of someone else," SI. Croix said. 

"It's time for us to start talking to each other." 

The group will take whatever information it gets to police. 

"We're hoping to be able to work with the police, so we can see that they are really searching , and help 

them," Traverse said. "We want to get together. We want to find our missing women." 

Supplier: SunMedia 
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Newspeper baron David Black, who is proposing to build a large oil refinery in Kitimat, is reportedly 
puzzled by the lack of interest by potential Canadian investors. 
The answer to his puzzlement is fairly straightforward: in free (and even free-ish) markets, capital flows to 
its most efficient use. Compared to gains that can be had from new oil production, expected gains from 
new refineries are scant these days. 
Most of the growth in Canada's oil production will come from continuad expansion in the capacity to 
produce raw, and in some cases upgraded, bitumen from the Alberta oilsands. 
This requires a tremendous amount of capi1aI, including the additional cost of implementing new 
technologies to reduce on-site natural-gas consumption and to mitigate environmental impacts. 
Oil refineries, which also require large amounts of capital, offer only limited profit margins and therefore 
aren1 very attractive to investors at this point. It's simple competitiveness. 
Black's opinion that shipping refined petroleum products from our shores instead of crude oil is preferable 
because gasoline and other refinery products are less costiy to clean up in the event of a spill makes 
sense. And yes, countries such as China and India will be consuming increasing volumes of gasoline, 
diesel fuel and other refined petroleum products. 
Further, Canadian producers will have oodles of crude oil to supply any refineries that might be buitt on 
the West Coast. 
However, basic economic considerations suggest that oilsands producers will avoid investing in refineries 
on either the West or East Coast. 
First, there is the matter of price. Western crude-oil exports are heavily discounted because of excess 
supplies and quality differentials in the U.S. mid-continent region where the West Texas Intermediate oil 
price marker that drives the price of most Canadian crude oil shipments to U.S. refineries is set. 
In fact, there is a double discount because WTI has been trading at substantially lower levels than other 
leading oil-price markers such as that for Brent (North Sea) crudes. 
Atthough plans are underway to increase the limited pipeline capacity available to ship oil from Cushing, 
Okla., to the U.S. Gulf Coast, growth in indigenous supply sources, including both bitumen from the 
oilsands and production from oil shale, will probably prevent Western Canada crudes from achieving 
world prices. 
That is, producers seling crude oil to refineries on the west coast would unlikely be able to make the 
same profit as they could from exporting to growing markets in Asia , despite the greater transportation 
costs. 
Second, oil refineries are not only complex and costly, but need to be tuned, technically, to refined 
petroleum product specifications (e.g. for gasoline and diesel fueO which are subject to changes in 
environmental policy. 
This means investors in refineries face risks from changes in product specifications in the targeted 
markets. Stringent environmental regulations also make it very expensive to build and operate refineries 
in North America. By remaining focused on crude-oil exports and establishing supply relationships with oil 
refineries in a number of Asia-Pacific countries, Canada's oil producers can avoid the risks surrounding 
oil-refinery ventures here. 
Finally, the largest petroleum producers - those with sufficient financial strength and flexibility to invest in 
oil refineries as well as new oil production facilities - have other objectives. Large Canadian oil companies 
such Suncor Inc. and Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. plan to continue to develop their oilsands 
production capacity, the highly specialized business that they know best. 



Foreign-owned oil companies heavily involved in the oilsands have similar plans. Moreover, some of 
them, including Conoco-Phillips, Exxon and Shell, have plans !o develop huge, costly LNG export 
facilities on the B.C. coast. This suggests they don't regard investment in new Canadian oil refineries to 
be attractive relative to other investment opportunities. 
If Black can secure the necessary financing and long~term purchase commitments from oil-product 
distributors overseas and builds the refinery, he will likely be able to purchase the necessary feedstock 
from western Canadian oil producers. 
But this assumes that pipeHnes or other means are put in place to transport the required crude from 
Alberta to the refinery and that the producers are unable to market their oil to refineries in the Asia Pacific 
where they can realize higher prices. 
Black cannot count on the producers to participate in his project. 
Gerry Angevine is an economist and a senior fellow at the Fraser Institute, Canada's leading free-market 
think tank. 
gerry.angevine@fraserinstitute.org 
fraserinslitute .org 
Supplier: CanWest 
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Retired Supreme Court justice Frank Iacobucci has been appointed Ontario's lead negotiator in talks with 
the Matawa Tribal Council over resource developments in the socalled Ring of Fire region. 
Iacobucci, who was a Supreme Court judge from 1991 until his retirament in 2004, will report directly to 
Michael Gravelle, Ontario's minister of northern development and mines. 
The province says Iacobucci will also be supported by the Ring of Fire Secretariat in his negotiations with 
nine First Nations in the area over resources development. 
"The Ring of Fire is a wonderful opportunity for Ontario to create jobs and grow i.ts regional economies, 
but ~ is vital that we work with First Nations communities to make sure this development brings long-term, 
sustainable benefits," Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne said in a statement Tuesday. 
"I am very pleased that the Honourable Frank Iacobucci has agreed to lead· negotiations for Ontario. His 
expertise as a negotiator and experience with First Nations communities in norlhem Ontario is a 
tremendous asset to this important process." 
Sitting across the negotiating table from Iacobucci will be former Uberal MP Bob Rae, representing the 
Matawa Tribal Council. Rae resigned his seat in the House of Commons last month to focus his attention 
on the negotiations. 
The Ring of Fire, located 540 kilometres northeast of Thunder Bay, Ont., is a treasure trove of minerals 
and contains the largest depos~ of chromite - a key ingredient in stainless steel - ever discovered in North 
America. 
Both the federal and provincial governments have high hopes for bilUons of dollars of investment in the 
Ring of Fire - development they hope will bring prosperity to struggling First Nations and royaHies to their 
own coffers. 
Federal and provincial ministers have compared the region to the Alberta oilsands in terms of ~ potential 
to produce weaHh and development. 
This is not the first time Iacobucci has worked with the province on _ issues. 
The Ontario government previously asked him to look into the lack of First Nations representation on 
juries. In .February, Iacobucci released a report that found aboriginals face "systemic discrimination" when 
it comes to criminal justice or child services and the courts - especially in the north. 
Supplier: CanWest 
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The right to peaceful, legal protest is fundamental to Canadian democracy, and history has shown that 
protests indeed playa central role at key times in the development of our society. History also tells us that 
there is a leg~imate time and place for civil disobedience and peaceful law-breaking When the cause is 
truly just. We need only look to Rosa Parks during the u.S. civil rights movement and Mahatma Gandhi for 
examples in this regard. 
But in Canada today, justifications for illegal protest have become increasingly dubious. Canadian 
communities are being subjected to illegal protests that do not derive their inspiration at all from the 
selfless and righteous principles espoused by Parks and Gandhi. Instead, protests are increasingly more 
about building the fame and glorification of the protestors themselves. 
An excellent example ofthis is the recent protest at enbridge's facility near Hami~on , where enbridge 
employees are fortifying a pipeline intended to carry light, sweet crude oil. The work was approved last 
year by Canada's National energy Board (NeB). 
While the group of protestors was small in number, their actions were aggressive, illegal, and entirely 
lacking that necessary righteous principle. These protestors instead took up occupation of enbridge's 
facility by trespassing on private property, changing the locks on the company gates, holding captive 
company employees, and engaging in bullying behaviour by blogglng claims against enbridge employees 
with their mobile phone numbers to encourage harassment. Ordinary working men and women, enbridge 
employees, were trying to earn an honest living. Instead, they and their families were subjected to 
unnecessary threats and worry. And for what? This protest was about fame, not facts. The occupiers 
claimed to be peacefully protesting the proposed reversal of enbridge's Line 9B pipeline - an initiative, 
presently under consideration by the NeB, to pump Alberta oilsands oil to eastern Canadian refineries. yet 
they occupied the site of an entirely different en bridge project - one already approved by the NeB. 
Moreover, they claim that this occupation was necessary because their voice had been marginalized and 
excluded from the NeB's hearing process on Line 9B. yet the facts tell an entirely different story when one 
examines the list of individuals and groups made eligible by the NeB to participate in the hearings this fall . 
Worse still, on the very same day that these occupiers took over the enbridge facility, I attended an open 
house a few kilometers away at which 15 en bridge technical staff were on hand to answer questions from 
interested citizens. Not a single protester bothered to show up and ask questions about the Line 9B 
Reversal. They were far more interested in staying where the media cameras might be. 
As a member of the leadership team of the Progressive Contractors Association of Canada, Whose 
member companies employ more than 25,000 skilled construction workers across Canada, I can tell you 
these protesters do not speak for us. 
We represent several businesses employing hundreds of workers in the Greater Hamitton Region . These 
business owners, workers and their familes live and work near the enbridge pipelines in the region. When 
I talk to them about the impact this protest has had on their communities, this is what I hear: At best, it is 
a pointless distraction. At worst, it is criminal trespassing , vandalism, intimidation and harassment. 
There is no argumeni that enbridge's Line 9B Reversal must continue to adhere to the highest possible 
environment, health and safety standards. There is no question that enbridge must continue to take into 
account the views of all potentially impacted parties, especially local communities and groups. 
But protests like the one we have seen in Hamitton, protests focused more on the fame of the occupiers 
than the facts of the project, will do nothing to help inform local citizens. Neither will these illegal actions 
do anything to contribute to our economy or move our communities and our nation forward in a 
constructive, sustainable and prosperous manner. 
Corporations operating in Canada have obligations. They are required to operate openly and 
transparently. They must communicate with all of those Who might be affected by their projects. They 



must answer questions and be available for dialogue. But they must also be met with willing participants 

in that dialogue. 

Sean Reid is the federal and Ontario director of the Progressive Contrll!;lors Association of Canada. 

Supplier: CanWest 
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Resolution passed unanimously at annual general assembly 

CBCNews 

The Council of Yukon First Nations says it is opposed to all hydraulic fracturing, a method used in oil and 

gas exploration and extraction. 

This yea~s general assembly passed a resolution which declares traditional territories to be 'frack free '. 

The resolution was brought forward by the Na-cho Nyak Dun First Nation, and passed unanimously. It 

calls on the Yukon government to prohibit tracking . 

In her re-election address, Grand Chief Ruth Massie said environmental protection is a core value for 

Yukon First Nations. 

"I pledge to continue to protect our inherent rights, our land, our water, our environment as our ancestors 


would have wanted : she said. 


The resolution is being welcomed by one environmental group. Don Roberts, who chairs Yukoners 


Concerned about Oil and Gas Development, said the council is a powerful ally. 


"This is a game-changer," he said . "The First Nations are there to protect the land, protect the 


environment. ' 


Roberts and the council both say the practice is too wasteful and too risky. 


"The basic issue is water. It takes millions of litres of water to do this process and it poisons the land and 


it poisons everything around you: said Roberts. 
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By Kristen Douglas - Campbell River Mirror 

Strathcona Regional District directors may not have welcomed a First Nations representative to its board 

as scheduled Thursday but they did receive some welcome advice on what to expect once Lillian Jack 

arrives. 

Jack, a member of the Ka: 'yu :'k't'h'/Che:k'lIes7el'h' First Nation which has been granted observer status 


at Strathcona Regional District board and committee of the whole meetings, was expected to take her 


spot at the board table at last week's meeting but was unable to attend. 


Instead, she will be welcomed to the table at the board's next meeting on July 10. 


In the meantime, John Jack, a Huu-ay-aht First Nation councillor, spoke of his nation's experience with 


joining the Alberni-Clayoquot Regional District in April, 2012. 


"The Huu-ay-aht has learned rt's better to be at the board table than on the blockade lines: Jack said. 


"We get more done." 


Teri Fong, finance manager for the Alberni-Clayoquot Regional District, shared that having the two Huu


ay-aht members on regional district board has been an eye-opening experience. 


"II's fostered some great discussions: Fong said. "Both new directors have excellent insights to add to 

I 	 . 

the table. II's been a great experience." 


The Huu-ay-aht are one of five First Nations that have the right to join their respective regional district 


boards under a provision in the Maa-nunh treaty. 


One of those communities is the Ka :'yu :'k'l'h'/Che:k'tles7el'h' First Nation which will be joining the 


Strathcona Regional District. 


Fong encouraged directors and staff to go out and visit the First Nation community to get a feel for the 


people and an understanding of their goals and values. 




"One thing we learned is there can never be enough communication," Fong said . 

"There was a lotto learn. It 's easy to get caught up in the lillie things but when you step back and reflect 


at what you now have at the table , rt's fabulous." 


Jack said for the Huu-ay-aht First Nation, reaching treaty was a humbUng experience. 


"Now our people feel like we're a part of Canada and making an impact on Canada," Jack said. 


"It's happening slowly, but it's happening in an historic movement. This treaty is about us being a part of 


Canada and the communrties around them. We're a part of this country. We want to add to it as well as 


live in it." 
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Saskatchewan First Nation says 'no' to federal mone~ managel1!en o~.,.h~l 

Kawacatoose First Nation to control its own finances 

Reported by Penny Smoke 

Kawacatoose First Nation is breaking economic ground by being the first band to opt of the money 


management provision of the Indian Act. 


This votes is a process that has been years in the making. 


Wesley Machiskinic was one of about 50 band members to wait up to the early morning hours to hear the 


resu~s of the First Nations Oil and Gas Money Management Act (FNOGMMA) referendum held on Friday. 


'The final vote tally was 100S-yes and 201-no so ~ was unanimous," Machiskinic explained. 


"We needed 622 to pass ~ (FNOGMMA) and once we M that goal everyone was cheering. This means 


financial stability for our children and it's set up in a way so that it can grow." 


Currently the federal government holds all capital and revenue money for First Nations bands in trust in 


Ottawa. 


Usually the process that First Nations bands have to follow is to file a request to get approval from 


Aboriginal and Northern Affairs Canada which is quite timely. 


Machiskinic says that this vote means economic growth for the community. 


"Our housing is aging anti pretty weak; our infrastructure is pretty poor. We don't have a band 

, 

(community) hall due to the fire that we had about a year and a half ago but we have to propose a budget 

to propose to the band membership," he explained. "It's the membership that has the vote on how the 

money will be spent." 

The band now will wait to proceed until the official vote goes through Aboriginal and Northern Affairs 

Canada. The next step would be a meeting with the minister to figure out how the money will be 

dispersed to the Kawacatoose Firsl Nation. 



Kawacatoose is also known for being hit by an F3 tornado in 2010 and for a fire that destroyed the 

community hall. 

Edited by CJME's Adriana Christianson 
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Manitoba First Nations serve eviction notices to miJ in com anies 

CTV Winnipeg 

Two Manitoba First Nations are serving eviction notices to mining companies they say are operating 

illegally on their land. 

A delegation from Red Sucker Lake First Nation descended on the work camp of Mega Precious Metals 

Inc., a mineral exploration company, to stop working and vacate the land immediately. Mathias Colomb 

First Nation (MCCN) issued a similar order to Hudbay Mining and Smelting Co., Ltd . and the Province of 

Manitoba. 

Red Sucker Lake chief Les Harper said in a press release that Mega's operations the band voted on April 

13 to hatt the mineral exploration on their territory. MCCN delivered two previous stop work notices to 

Hudbay on January 28 and March 5. 

The bands claim they are protecting their land and resources and demanding respect for their treaty 

rights and that promises of job training and environmental protection have not been kept. 
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(Ottawa, ON) - Assembly of First Nations National Chief Shawn A·ir>-chut Meo issued a statement today to support 

the Tsilhqot'in Nation regarding the upcoming Federal Review Panel hearings on the proposed New Prosperity Gold

Copper Mine project: 

"The Assembly of First Nations fully supports the Tsilhqofin Nation in asserting their inherent Indigenous rights to 

have a say over any activities that could impact their trad,itional territories. The Crown must act honourably in a 

manner consistent with the principles of free, prior and informed consent as articulated in the United Nations 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Ultimately, it is the Tsilhqot'in Nation - the people and the territory • 

that would be affected by any development and they must have the final say on any proposals. Myself and the AFN 



will fully support them in this matter.' 

~ 
The public hearings are scheduled to begin in on July 22, 2013 in Williams Lake, B.C. and are to be completed within 

approximately 30 days 

The Assembly of FilSt Nations is the national organization representing FilSt Nations citizens in Canada. Follow us 

on Twitter@AFN_Updates, @AFN_Comms 0 

For more information please contact: 

Alain Garon AFN Bilingual Communications Officer 613-241-6789, ext 382; 613-292-0857 or agaron@afn.ca 

Jenna Young AFN Communications Officer 613-241-6789, ext 401 ; 613-314-8157 or jyoung@afn.ca 
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'Cyberwar' threatens Brazil rift 
Globe and Mail, Stephanie Nolen, Colin Freeze and Steven Chase, 2013 10 08 
Rio De Janeiro, Toronto and Ottawa - The2resident ofBrazil is accusing Canada of "cyberwar" 
after allegations that government hackers in Ottawa tried to steal state secrets from the South 
American country's mining and energy ministry last year. The disclosure threatens to create a 
lasting rift between the two nations. Canadian Foreign Minister John Baird visited Brazil in 
August to court the country, now the world's sixth-largest economy, as a crucial bilateral 
business partner. On Monday, the Canadian ambassador in Brasilia was asked to account for the 
brewing scandal. "The espionage infringes on the sovereignty ofnations and the privacy of 
individuals and enterprises .... It is unacceptable among countries that claim to be partners," 
Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff said in a statement on Twitter. "We reject the cyberwar." The 
fallout stemming from this alleged act of spying could soon be felt in Canada, as well. There are 
an estimated 40 Canadian mining companies working in Brazil, controlling billions in assets. 
Officials in Ottawa are now girding for similar diplomatic rows in other parts of the world . One 
of the NSA's closest allies is Canada's electronic eavesdropping agency, Communications 
Security Establishment Canada, which has never had to contend with a leak of this magnitude 
before. On Sunday, in partnership with Mr. Greenwald, Brazil's flagship news program 
Fantastico aired an expose featuring CSEC-stamped documents from June, 2012. The computer 
slideshow suggests the Canadian hackers used a program known as "Olympia" to gain a glimpse 
into smartphones and computers controlled by staff at Brazil's Ministry of Mines and Energy. 

Brazil demands answers from Canada over eavesdropping allegations 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Brazil demanded answers Monday following allegations Canada's electronic 
eavesdropping agency mounted a sophisticated spy operation against the South American 
country's ministry of mines and energy. Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff accused the Ottawa



based Communications Security Establishment Canada of engaging in industrial espionage, 
Foreign Minister Luiz Alberto Figueiredo summoned the,C;; adian ambassador in the capital of 
Brasilia to " transmit the indignation of the Brazilian government and demand explanations," the 
Foreign Ministry said in a statement. The accusatio sJli ed on B azil's Glo 0 television network 
also prompted questions from Canadian intelligen~elexRe'ns about exactly what the spy service 
should be doing and how much Canadians should be tOli} of Its 'Priorities, A spoKesman for Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper would neither confirm nor deny the allegations when asked to respond 
to the report late Sunday night. CSEC said it " does not comment o~ foreign intelligence 
gathering activities," Defence Minister Rob Nicholson, the cabinet ember responsible for 
CSEC, said much the same thing, " I don't comment, nor do we comment on foreign i telligence 
gathering activities," Nicholson said, lOll': lJ. ( 0,

"c ~ Brazil demands Canada answer spying allegations 
Toronto Star, Isabel Teotonio, 2013 1008 
Toronto - An outraged Brazilian President Dilma RoussefT demanded answers Monday after a 
media report alleged Canada electronically eavesdropped on the Brazilian mines and energy 
ministry in an act of industrial espionage, Canada, however, is saying little, In the capital city of 
Brasilia, Foreign Affairs Minister Luiz Al6eno Figueiredo Machado summoned the Canadian 
ambassador to "denounce the espionage" and express the "indignation of the Brazilian 
government." Machado also demanded an explanation and condemned the "serious and 
unacceptable violation of national sovereignty ana of the rights of people and companies," 
according to a statement released by the ministry after the meeting, The criticisms surfaced after 
a TV report Sunday night on Brazil's Globo network said Canada's.electronic eavesdropping 
agency targeted the ministry responsible for the nation's mineral and energy resources, The 
report was based on documents leaked by former U,S, National Security Agency (NSA) 
contractor Edward Snowden, It was co-authored by Glenn Greenwald, a Guardian reporter based 
in Rio de Janeiro, who first broke the stories about the NSA's global spy program, 
Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) is alleged to have used software called 
Olympia to target the metadata of emails and telephone calls of the Mines and Energy Ministry, 

Brazil Demands Canada Explain Spying Allegations 
Associated,Press, Staff report, 2013 10 07 
Brasilia - Brazil on Monday demanded clarifications from the Canadian government about 
allegations that its spies targeted Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry, in what Brazilian President 
Dilma RqussefT said appears to be an act of industrial espionage, Foreign Minister Luiz Alberto 
Figueiredo summoned the Canadian ambassador in the capital, Brasilia, to "transmit the 
indignation of the Brazilian government and demand explanations," the Foreign Ministry said in 
a statement that followed the revelations, aired Sunday night on Brazil's Globo network. The 
report said the metadata of phone calls and emails from and to the ministry were targeted by 
Canada's Communications Security Establishment to map the ministry's communications, It 
didn't indicate if emails were read or phone calls listened to, A spokeswoman for Canada's 
Communications Security Establishment said the "CSE does not comment on foreign 
intelligence gathering activities," A spokeswoman for the Canadian Defense Department also 
declined comment. Ray BOisvert, a former high-ranking member of Canada's spy service and the 
deputy director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service until last year, said he thinks the 
documents might have been a case of Canada using Brazil as part of a pretend war game scenario 



and not actual espionage. He added that he didn't think there was industrial spying going on 
because "we're all too busy chasing things that could kill people, frankly ." Boisvert said from the 
reports there's no indication that it's about real targeting. "It's a hypothetical thing, like 'Could we 
do something?' Quite often it's an exercise and they' I use any country just to test the theories," he 
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Brazil demands Canada explain spying allegations ~,o..l'l ~4'c. O"Ao~4c ~~Il 
.... -q, it" ....,." "Ie

CBC News, Laura Payton, 2013 1008 II bE; Q 

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff says her country's foreign affairs lIepartment will demand an 
explanation from Canada regarding allegations that a Canadian spy agency has been tracking 
communications at Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry, Reuters reports. Canadian officials have 
refused to respond to questions by reporters about the allegations by a Brazilian television 
network that the Communications Security Establishment Canada used phone and email 
metadata to map the communications of Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry. Roussefftweeted 
in Portuguese on Monday that, because many Canadian companies are active in Brazil's mining 
industry, the spying could be a clear case of industrial espionage, Reuters reports. "The United 
States and its allies must immediately stop their spying activity once and for all," she tweeted. 

Brazil demands explanation from Canada over spying report 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 10 07 
Brasilia - Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff demanded on Monday that Canada explain a media 
report that said it spied on Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry, and she called on the United 
States and its allies to stop spying over the ,Internet. A Brazilian television report said on Sunday 
that Canada's electronic eavesdropping agency targeted the ministry that manages the South 
American nation's vast mineral and oil resources. The report was based on documents leaked by 
former U.S. National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden. "That is unacceptable 
between nations that are supposed to be partners," Rousseff said via Twitter. "We repudiate this 
cyber warfare." The Globo report said Canada's secret signals intelligence agency, the 
Communication Security Establishment (CSE), used software called Olympia to map the 
ministry's communications, including Internet traffic, emails and telephone calls. The report 
provided no details of the alleged spying other than a slide presented at an intelligence 
conference a year ago that mentioned Brazil's mines and energy ministry. The CSE, Canada's 
equivalent to the NS1\ said it would not comment on its foreign intelligence-gathering activities. 

Brazil President 'Blasts Canada's Alleged Spying 
Wall Street Journal, Paulo Trevisani, Matthew Conley, 2013 1007 
Brasilia - President Di,lma Rousseff on Monday demanded an end to electronic eavesdropping by 
the U.S. and its allies "once and for all" after a report claimed the Canadian government had 
spied on Brazil's-Mines and Energy Ministry. he latest report by Globo television claimed that 
Communications Security Establishment Canada, or CSEC, which monitors electronic 
communications, allegedl" mapped out p,ho,ne and Internet communications between top 
Brazilian energy officials, including'calls and emails made through supposedly secure channels. 
The report said results were shared with four other partners that make up an intelligence ring 
referred to as Five Eyes: the U.S., U.K., Australia and New Zealand. "It's urgent that the U.S. 
and its allies end their spying activities once and for all, " Ms. Rousseff said in comments sent on 
her Twitter account. The president's spokesman confirmed the president had published the 



tweets. Ms. Rousseff said the report points to Canadian interests in Brazil's mining industry, and 
added that targeting the Mines and Energy Ministry confirms "economic and strategic reasons" 
behind the spying. In an emailed statement, the NSA declined to comment on specific 
allegations, and reiterated that it gathers foreign intelIi~ence, just as all nations do. Canada's 
intelligence capability is relatively small compared tth its main Westeflll,alIies. Yet the NSA 
leak could also prove embarrassing for the U.S., given that just a year ago, U.S. offie" als had 
chastised Canadian military intelligence for security lapses that allow~d a Canadian av~l officer 
to leak U.s. military secrets to Russia. (. 70" o~~1i ,... ON.. 't. 
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Brazil spying allegations part of a 'war game scenario,' former ~mc(al s@~s' Former CSIS 
deputy director plays down likelihood of Brazil actually being targetea 'I 
The Globe and Mail, Steven Chase, 20 \3 10 07 (It 
OTT A W A -- A former high-ranking member of Canada's spy service says he suspects the leaked 
documents that purport to show Ottawa was spying on Brazil are in fact part ofa pretend 
"wargame scenario." "There's no smoking gun here. It's again more little snippets and snapshots 
from the Snowden revelations; they actually mislead more than they inform," says Ray Boisvert, 
until last year a deputy director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. "I don't believe it's 
likely Brazil was targeted." A Brazilian television report on Sunday said Canada's electronic 
eavesdropping agency, the Communication Securi!y Establishment Canada (CSEC) targeted the 
ministry that manages the South American nation's vast mineral and oil resources. The report 
was based on documents leaked by former U.S. National Security Agency contractor Edward 
Snowden. Mr. Boisvert, who left tile Canadian Security Intelligence Service in 2012, said the top 
priority for CSIS and CSEC is counter-terro)"ism. TJte directiye from on high was national 
security, not infiltrating a Brazilian government department of mining. "When I worked there, 
very closely with CSEC and I was a top-line operational leader, we were all too busy chasing bad 
guys who want to kill people," the former CSIS officjal said." At the end of the day CSIS and 
CSEC have a mandate to go after foreign powers if those are acting in a way that's inimical to 
our interests, so the poster child for that would be Iran. Everything from nuclear proliferation to 
state-sponsored terror," he said. 

Brazil summons Canadian envoy over spy claims 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 1007 
London - Brazil has summoned the Canadian ambassador for explanations over the latest 
electronic spying accusations leaked by the former US intelligence contractor, Edward Snowden. 
Canadian intelligence monitered communications of the mines and energy ministry, Brazilian 
TV Globo reported. President Dilma Rousseff wrote on Twitter the US and its allies "must stop 
spying activities immediately.· Recent reports have suggested that she had also been a target of 
US spies. Brazi)'s Foreign minister, Luiz Alberto Figueiredo, said he has told the Canadian 
ambassador in Brasilia, Jamal Khokhar, that he was "indignant. " 

< 
Brazilian President demands Canada explain spying report 
Globe and Mail, Stephanie Nolen, 2013 \008 
Rio De Janeiro - Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff says Canada has violated her country's 
sovereignty and demanded an explanation for "unacceptable" spying carried out by 
Communications Security Establishment Canada on Brazil's Ministry of Mines and Energy. The 
spying was revealed Sunday night by Brazil's flagship investigative program Fantastico, in a 



report made by Sonia Bridi and the American journalist Glenn Greenwald, who lives in Rio. It is 
based on documents from the former U.S. National Secutit,,; A;gency contractor Edward 
Snowden. "The fact that the Ministry ofMines and Energy Was the target of espionage confirms 
the economic and strategic reasons behind such acts; s e salehn a stream of tweets Monday 
morning. According to Natural Resources Canada; h'ere 'ru-e 40 C"anadiattmini.1}S companies 
working in Brazil, with an aggregate value of $4. 7-oillio of ssets in this co ntry" though the 
Ministry has good systems of data protection, I have asked Minister Lobao to (10 a rigorous 
evaluation and improve these systems," Ms. Rousseff tweeted, referring to..Mines and nergy 
Minister Edison Lobao. "The report points to Canadian interests4n mini g. e ForeignMi1ii$try 
will demand explanations from Canada. The espionage infringes on the ovqeignty of nations 
and the privacy of individuals and enterprises. It is urgent that the U.S. and it,s a1\ies,epd their 
espionage once and for all. It is unacceptable among countries that claim to be partnet:S. w'e 
reject the cyberwar. " 8 

Bresil I Canada - Bresil: nouveau scandale d'espionnage (Canada) 
Radio France Internationale, Francois Cardona, 20 \3 1008 
Rio de Janiero - Le Canada, tout comme les Etats-Unis, a espionne les communications du 
ministere bresilien des Mines et de l'Energie. selon des documents des services de renseignement 
canadiens nlveles par la television Globo. Le secteur minier au Bresil est strategique. II 
represente plus de la moitje des exportations du pays. Pourtant, Ie CSTC, Ie Centre de la securite 
des telecommunications du Canada, a pu espionner les communications du ministere bresilien 
des mines, ses appels telephoniques, ses !pails ainsi qUllla navigation sur Internet de ses 
fonctionnaires. ( l I)~~ ... "" 

I) " " . ~ l)/0-t 
Canada has ability to spy on Brazil, but lacks motive, security officials say 
National Post, Stewart Bell and Peter Koven, 201'3 10 08 ~ 
Toronto - Canadian security officials and mining companies were skeptical Monday over claims 
Canada had spied on Brazil's mining and energy department, even as Brazil's president accused 
Canada of apparent industrial espionage. The Brazilian Foreign Minister summoned the 
Canadian ambassador to "transmit the indignation of the Brazilian government and demand 
explanations," the Foreign Ministry said in a statement that followed the revelations that were 
aired Sunday night on Brazil's Globo network. The report said the metadata of phone calls and 
emails from and to the ministry were targeted by Communications Security Establishment 
Canada ~CSEC) to map the ministry's communications. It didn't indicate if emails were read or 
phone calls listened to. Ray Boisvert, who was director general of counter- terrorism at the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service, said on Monday Canada would have little reason to spy 
on Brazil's mining sector. "Like any crime drama, you look for capability and intent. Could 
CSEC do Brazil? Ofcourse, it has significant capability to collect intelligence in the national 
interest. But on motive, you come up way short. Ifit was Iran, nobody would be surprised. But 
this is Brazil," he said / 'I'm really short on motive." The Brazilian TV report was based on 
documents leaked by former Natio at Secqrity Agency contractor edward Snowden and was the 
latest showing Brazil has been a target for U.S., British and now Canadian spy agencies. Mr. 
Boisvert, though, said a leaked document cited by the TV network could show nothing but an 
exercise. Neither. CSEC, the Department ofNational Defence, nor the Department of Foreign 
Affairs would discuss the matter. "[CSEC) does not comment on foreign intelligence gathering 
activities. Under the law, this organization cannot target Canadians," said spokeswoman Lauri 



Sullivan. Globo previously reported that the communications ofMs. Rousseff herself, and also 
state-run oil company Petrobras, were targeted by NSA spying. The fallout over the spy 
programs led her last month to cancel a planned visit to the United States, where she was to be 
the guest of honour for a state dinner. "" ~ 

Canada in diplomatic hot water following report it spied on Brazilian government 
Postmedia News, Jason Fekete & Douglas Quan, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - The Harper government is saying very little about what Brazil calls an "unacceptable 
violation of national sovereignty," following reports that Canada spied on Brazil's mines and 
energy ministry, as Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff demanded answers and urged other 
countries to immediately halt their espionage. But the political fallout is already spreading, as 
Brazilian Foreign Minister Luiz Alberto Figueiredo on Monday summoned Canadian 
. Ambassador Jamal Khokhar to explain Canada's actions. The Brazilian government used the 
meeting to condemn "this grave and unacceptable violation of national sovereignty," according 
to a statement by the Brazilian foreign ministry. The spying allegations have sparked new 
questions about the activities of the ultra-secret Communications Security Establishment Canada 
(CSEC), and may further erode Canada's threadbare relationship with Brazil, an emerging 
economic powerhouse and Latin America's largest country. Ray Boisvert, president ofI-Sec 
Integrated Strategies and former assistant director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, 
said Monday he doubted Canada's alleged spy activities in Brazil were for economic advantage 
or a way to help the work of Canadian companies in South America. He cautioned against 
drawing conclusions from "snippets" ofleaked documents. "I think it's overblown. I don't see a 
smoking gun on this one," he said. Boisvert said he couldn't see Canada "wasting" its time 
targeting Brazil. CSEC's roughly 2,000 employees are focused on counterterrorism and "deeply 
embedded" in targeting "bad guys," such as Iran, he said. Boisvert suggested a likelier scenario 
was that Brazil was just part of a "paper exercise." Before targeting the communications signals 
of a foreign country, it is not uncommon for CSEC to engage in "war gaming" exercises - test 
runs - on another foreign target with similar infrastructure, he said. According to CSIS's most 
recent annual report, Canada remains an "attractive target" for economic espionage because of its 
lead role in communications, biotechnology, mineral and energy extraction, aerospace and other 
fields. 

Canada spied on Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry: Snowden 
Mining.com, Cecilia Jamasmie, 2013 10 07 
Vancouver - Brazilian television OGlobo aired Sunday night a program showing that U.S . 
National Security Agency contractor, Edward Snowden, leaked documents that reveal Canadian 
spy agencies tracked the country's Mines and Energy Ministry e-mails and phone calls. 
According to the report, the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) used a 
software application --Olympia-- to map the ministry'S communications with third parties for an 
unknown period of time. Asked about the issue by CBC News, the press Secretary for Canada's 
Defence Minister, Rob Nicholson, said the office doesn't comment on foreign intelligence 
gathering activities. "Under the law, this organization cannot target Canadians," Julie Di Mambro 
told CBC on Monday. However, the CSEC is not foreign to economic espionage, as former 
Carleton University Professor, Martin Rudner, explains in a research paper, published in 2000. 
He. notes the agency began recruiting economists and business analysts in the mid-1990s. 

http:Mining.com


Canada spying in Brazil: more to come, Greenwald promises 
CBC News, Laura Payton, 2013 1008 
Canada hasn't seen the last of stories alleging spying activity in B.;azil, journalist Glenn 
Greenwald told CBC News on Monday. Greenwald collaborated with the news agency that first 
reported the latest details, working from records leaked to him by former u.s. National Security 
Agency contractor Edward Snowden, he said in an inte(View with Carol Off, host ofCBC 
Radio's As It Happens. And there may be more to come. In the interview on CBC Radio, 
Greenwald said he "absolutely" has "a lot more" to report on spying by Canada. "There's a lot of 
other documents about Canadians spying on ordinary citizens, on allied governments, on the 
world, and their co-operation with the United States government, and the nature of that co
operation that I think most Canadian citizens will find quite surprising, if not shocking, beCause 
it's all done in secret and Canadians are not aware of it," Greenwald said. 

Canadian spy agency 'dissected' Brazilian Energy Ministry 
RT (Russia), Staff report, 2013 1007 
Moscow - Canada, as well as the US, infiltrated and spied on the Brazilian Energy Ministry, a 
new leak by Edward Snowden has revealed. The leaked documents show how the data gleaned 
through espionage was shared with international spy network the 'Five Eyes.' Newly-released 
documents handed over to Guardian journalist Glenn Greenwald by former CIA employee 
Edward Snowden describe in detail how Canadian intelligence infiltrated Brazil's Energy and 
Mines Ministry. "I was overwhelmed by the power of the tools used. The Ministry of Energy and 
Mines was totally dissected," security expert Paulo Pagliusi told Brazilian program Fantastico, 
which first reported on the leak. The program showed documents from a meeting of the 'Five 
Eyes' spy network, comprising the US, UK, Canada, New Zealand and Australia, in June of last 
year. In a presentation the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSRC) - the 
Canadian version of the NSA - outlined how they used a program called Olympia to break 
through the Brazilian ministry'S encryption. As a result of the infiltration of the ministry over an 
unspecified period, the CSCE developed a detailed map of the institution's communications. As 
well as monitoring email and electronic communications, the CSCE also eavesdropped on 
telephone conversations. Able to identify mobile numbers, SIM card registrations and the make · 
of a phone, Olympia even snooped on former Brazilian ambassador to Canada Paulo Cordeiro. 

Charges that Canada spied on Brazil unveil CSEC's inner workings 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze and Stephanie Nolen, 2013 1008 
Toronto and Rio de Janeiro - Leaked documents showing that Canada's electronic intelligence
gathering agency targeted the Brazilian government threaten to disrupt relations between the 
countries - and thrust the secretive CSEC into the public spotlight. On Sunday night, Brazil's 
flagship Fantastico investigative program on the Globo television network revealed leaked 
documents suggesting that Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) has spied 
on computers and smartphones affiliated with Brazil's mining and energy ministry in a bid to 
gain economic intelligence. The report, attributed to documents first obtained by the former U.S. 
government contractor Edward Snowden, includes frames of a CSEC-earmarked presentation 
that was apparently shared with the United States and other allies in June, 2012. "Brazilian 
Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME)," a title page of the leaked case study reads. "New target 
to develop." The presentation then rhetorically asks "How can I use the information available in 



SIGINT [signals-intelligence] data sources to learn about the target?" before delving into specific 
hacking techniques. ,I)~o"l °c 
Espionnage : Ie Bresil demande des explications au CanaJa~OI\t.t olJ~o~,.. 
Radio-Canada.ca, Marc Godbout, 2013 10 07 ,I)~v~ )-. ~ "<. 
Ottawa - Ces lanceurs d'alerte, traitres ou heros? Selon Le Brtsil, Ie Centre de Ia s6curite des 
telecommunications du Canada (CSTC) aurait cible des appels au Bresil al'aide d'un logiciel 
nomme Olympia. Le Bresil demande des clarifications au gouvernement Ganadien sur 
l'espionnage qui aurait cible les communications du ministere bn.\silien des Mines et de l'Energie. 
Un haut responsable aOttawa a confirme que I'ambassadeur canadien Ii Brasili Jamal Khokhar, 
a ete convoque par Ie gouvernement bresilien. ( 

Espionnage au Bresil 
Journal de Quebec et AFP, Journaliste maison, 2013 0807 
Ottawa - la chaine Globo affirme que Ie Centre de la securite des telecommunications du Canada 
aurait espionne les communications du ministere bresilien des des Mines et de l'Energie. Le 
Canada a refuse lundi de commenter des revelations de la television bresilienne selon lesquelles 
Ottawa, tout comme Washington, a espionne les communications du ministere bresilien des 
Mines et de l'Energie. S'appuyant sur des documents des services canadiens de renseignement, 
rendus publics par I'ancien consultant americain Edward Snowden, la chaine Globo a affirme 
dimanche que Ie programme canadien d'espionnage, surnomme Olympia, surveillait les 
communications du rninistere bn.\silien pour verifier les contacts du Bresil «avec d'autres groupes 
que (Ie groupe bresilien) Petrobas, au Bresil ou al'etranger». Le Canada a refuse lundi de 
commenter des revelations de la teh.\vision bresilienne selon lesquelles Ottawa, tout comme 
Washington, a espionne les communications du ministere bresilien des Mines et de I'Energie. 
S'appuyant sur des documents des services canadiens de renseignement, rendus publics par 
l'ancien consultant americain Edward Snowden, la chaine Globo a affirme dimanche que Ie 
programme canadien d'espionnage, surnomme Olympia, surveillait les communications du 
ministere bresilien pour verifier les contacts du Bresil «avec d'autres groupes que (Ie groupe 
bresilien) Petrobas, au Bresil ou al'etranger». 

Five highlights from the Canada-Brazil spying revelations 
Globe and Mail, Staff reporter, 2013 10 08 
Toronto - Canada's signals-intelligence agency has been spying on Brazil's Mines and Energy 
Ministry, according to documents the former U.S. government contractor Edward Snowden 
leaked to Brazil's Globo television network. Globo obtained a copy of a slide presentation made 
by someone at the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC). The document was 
shown at a June 2012 gathering of members of the "Five Eyes," the signals- intelligence alliance 
of Canada, the United States, Britain, Australia and New Zealand. 

Harper says he's 'very concerned' by reports of Canada spying on Brazil 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 10 08 
Bali, Indonesia - Prime Minister Stephen Harper says he's "very concerned" about reports that 
Canada's top-secret electronic spy agency is doing industrial espionage in Brazil. Harper said 
Canadian officials are "reaching out very proactively" to their counterparts in Brazil. Brazilian 
President Dilma Rousseff is accusing the Ottawa-based Communications Security Establishment 

http:Radio-Canada.ca


Canada of mounting a sophisticated spy operation against her country's ministry of mines and 
energy. The claim is based on documents leaked to Brazilian media by Edward Snowden, a 
former contractor with the National Security Agency the American counterpart of Canada's CSE. 
Speaking at the Asia Pacific leaders summit in Bali, Harper said there is a commissioner of the 
spy agency who audits the organization to ensure it operates within Canadian law and added that 
his the government will be doing what he called "appropriate follow-up.· The Prime Minister's 
Office initially brushed off the reports, saying it would not comment on national security issues, 
but the allegations are threatening to tum into a major diplomatic fire between the emerging 
South American economic powerhouse and Canada, which hopes t extend trade ties in the 
region. (full report) 0, ,,..1,,.1'> .. 

La surveillance en pleine croissance '?(=tc.~"'~ 
La Presse, Nicolas Berube; William Leclerc, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Le budget du Centre de la securite des telecommunications Canada (CSTC)a explose en 
lOans Le nombre d'employes du centre canadien charge de la surveillance electronique des 
communications a presque double depuis lOans, et son budget anouel a augmente plus 
rapidement encore, passant de 166 millions II plus de 400 millions cette annee, une hausse de 246 
%. Ces donnees obtenues par La Presse en vertu de la Loi sur I'acces II l'information temoignent 
de la croissance phenomenale du Centre de la securite des telecommunications Canada (CSTC), 
dont les activites sont largement tenues secretes. Elles arrivent au moment ou Ie Bresil reclame 
des explications officielles d'Ottawa au sujet d'un programme d'espionnage du CSTC ciblant Ie 
ministere des Mines et de l'Energie du pays, et dont Ie fonctionnement detaille a filtre dans la 
presse bresilienne. 

Le Bresil exige des explications du Canada 
Agence QMI, Jessica Murphy, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - La presidente Roussefveut clarifier les allegations d'espionnage La presidente du 
Bresil, Dilma Rousseff, a demande des explications, hier, concernant les allegations voulant que 
Ie Canada ait espionne son ministre des Mines. Furieuse, la presidente a fait savoir que son 
ministre des Affaires etrangeres allait communiquer avec des responsables canadiens pour 
clarifier les choses, ajoutant que l'espionnage presume etait en lien avec I'economie et les interets 
strategiques canadiens en energie. Selon la station de television bresilienne Globo, des 
documents qui ont fait l'objet d'une fuite par l'ancien analyste II l'Agence americaine de securite 
nationale (NSA), Edward Snowden, indiquent que Ie Centre de la securite des 
telecommunications du Canada (CSTC) a cible Ie ministre des Mines et de l'Energie de ce pays 
d'Amerique du Sud. 

Rousseff: U.S. sharedErazii data with aUies, companies 
EFE News Agency, Staff report, 2013 10 08 
Rio de Janeiro - "Everything indicates" that the fruits of the u .S. government's electronic spying 
in Brazil were shared with friendly governments and even with private companies, Brazilian 
President Dilma Rousseff said Monday. "The United States and its allies must immediately stop 
their spying activity once and for all," she said on Twitter. Her comments came a day after 
Brazil's Globo television reported that a Canadian intelligence unit joined the U.S. National 
Security Agency in targeting the communications of the Brazilian Ministry of Energy and Mines. 
The Globo report cited documents from whistle-blower Edward Snowden, who was also the 

• 



source for the network's earlier stories about the NSA's spying on Roussetf and on Brazilian state 
oil company Petrobras. Brazil's foreign ministry on Monday summoned the Canadian 
ambassador in Brasilia to formally demand an explanation for the spying by the Communications 
Security Establishment Canada. /t~,. co ... 
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Spy agency CSEC needs MPs' oversight, ex-director sano"",/t~ '-\I.e: .0.0,1-. 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2013 10 08 l'~c-l' c 
The former head of the Communications Security Establishment of Canada says til ere needs to 
be greater parliamentary scrutiny of the highly secretive intelligence sc~.rvice . Calls for more 
openness are sure to get louder in the wake of fresh allegations CSEC spie<lon Brazil's mining 
and energy ministry, in search of corporate secrets. In a rare interview, John Adams told CBC's 
Greg Weston he thinks the government must do more "to make Canadians more knowledgeable 
about what the intelligence agencies are trying to do on their behalf." CSEC's mandate is to 
monitor foreign communications, including those coming into Canada. But by law, it cannot 
target domestic telephone or email traffic. "That's against the law," said Adams, who left the 
highly secretive Ottawa-based agency last year and has a deep understanding of its inner 
workings. "Absolutely not." But, he adds, "We have got capability that is unique to this country. 
No one else has it," Adams said. 

Spy games 
The Telegram (St.John's), 2013 1008 
Editorial: For years, the federal government and Canada's spy agencies have been quietly 
concerned about China's intelligence service infiltrating Canadilln business. And the tone has 
always been that the kind of economic intelligence the Chinese government has been 
undertaking is, well, improper, akin to cheating. In 1996, the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service (CSIS) was warning about precisely that sort of systemic espionage, and the warnings 
haven't stopped. It's a concern that has been regularly raised, with a CSIS spokesman telling the 
CBC as recently as last September that there is "no denying that Canada is an attractive target for 
economic and political espionage, owing to our prominence in strategic sectors such as 
communications, biotechnology, mineral and energy extraction, aerospace and others." The 
concerns have occasionally been muted, as federal officials try t<;l strike a balance with 
maintaining good relations with a potentially huge trading partner while decrying the "dirty 
tricks" nature ofgovernments using their intelligence services to further economic interests. 
Well, the suggestion that it's somehow wrong to use dirty tricks to spy on foreign business 
interests may just have gotten turned on its ear. Because it appears our intelligence services may 
be involved in the same kind of cheating. A report by Brazil's Globo television station, using still 
more documents leaked by former U.S. National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden, 
says that Canada's electronic spying agency, Communications Security Establishment Canada 
(CSEC), was using email tapping programs, including one called Olympia, to target Brazil's 
Mines and Energy Ministry and break through encryption programs. In the report, a security 
expert had this to say about CSEC's methods: "I was overwhelmed by the power of the tools 
used. The Ministry ofEnergy and Mines was totally dissected." 

Spying allegations could cast cloud over Brazil-Canada business relationship 
Canadian Press, Craig Wong, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Allegations Canadian spies targeted Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry could cast a 



cloud over tens ofbillions of annual trade and investment between the two countries. Brazil 
President Dilma Rousseff recently cancelled a scheduled state isit to the Unit~d States over 
similar allegations, Maxwell Cameron, a political science professor at the University ofBritish 
Columbia, said Monday ... She is now demanding an explanation from the Canadian 
government," he said ... I think we're in hot water hefe and this is a major set back for the whole 
policy with respect to Latin America that this government has been pursuing." The report on 
Brazil's Globo television on Sunday night said the metadata ofphone..calls and emails from and 
to the Brazilian ministry were targeted by the Communications Security Establishment Canada. 
The Canadian government has declined to comment. But the Brazilian president said Monday it 
appeared to be an act of industrial espionage and summoned the Canadian ambassador to 
explain. 

Spying charges anger brazil 
QMI News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 2013 1008 
Ottawa - Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff demanded answers Monday into reports Canada 
spied on that country's mining ministry. In a flurry of outraged tweets, Rousseffwamed Brazil's 
foreign ministry would be calling Canadian officials to the carpet over the allegations, and 
claimed the reported espionage was linkCd to our economic and strategic energy interests. The 
diplomatic spat was sparked by a Brazilian TV news report that aired Sunday. According to 
Brazil's Globo TV, documents leaked by former National Security Agency analyst Edward 
Snowden indicate the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) targeted the 
mining and energy ministry of the Latin American country. The eavesdropping agency allegedly 
monitored e-mail and phone communications during an unspecified period of time. The station 

reported that CSEC accessed communication between the ministry and computers in regions as 

far-flung as the Middle East and South Africa using a program called Olympia. The Canadian 


. government and CSEC has so far only offered a terse response to the report, saying: "We do not 

comment on foreign intelligence gathering activities. Under the law, this organization cannot 
target Canadians." NDP MP Guy Caron said Monday the allegations should be taken "very 
seriously" and that the feds should be more forthcoming. "We understand there's some caution 
because it might be a matter of national security," he said. "But the fact eavesdropping was done 
to the ministry of mines and energy raises the possibility this was not for national security but 
industrial purposes. It will create some tension in Canada- Brazil diplomatic and economic 
relations. " . 

State-owned corporate mayhem 
National Post, Terence Corcoran, 2013 1008 
Column: State Capitalism Update: News today from Malaysia and Brazil, where state-owned 
enterprises (SO s) are making headlines and generating fresh evidence that Canada has its hands 
full with the emerging global business of government business. First to Rio de Janeiro, where an 
eight-minute documentary report on Brazil's Globo TV network painted a mighty bleak picture 
of dark Canadian government espionage, an image that is now the focus ofhigh-level Brazilian 
corporate and political agitation. Canada's ambassador to Brazil has been called to account. Big
name Brazilian corporations - state-owned Petrobras and Electrobas, Aneel, Epe - are said to be 
the targets. The eight minutes begin slow, with long shots of a massive office complex of 
distinctly Brazilian design overlayed with creepy music of the kind that's now mandatory 
whenever TV networks need to build a story of sinister doings. In this case, the Canadian 



government is portrayed as the operator of a telecom network spy operation, tapping into 
cell phones and communications networks, whose main pUrPose is to obtain business secrets on 
the inner workings of Brazil's mining and energy sectors. At several points Canada is essentially . 
accused of conspiring to obtain secret commercial information, including possibly plugging into 
communications with the Brazilian energy department regarding the ,auctions of electric power. 
Half a dozen talking heads appear to lament this grave possible threat to Brazil. Paulo Pagluisi, 
an information security specialist, said he is "shocked by the pofential capabilities. "the first 
slide says: "And they said to the Titans:Watch Out, Olympians in the House." That's followed by 
a series of slides that appear to be diagrams and flow charts showing Brazil's mining and energy 
department at the centre of a communications web that feeds all over the world, from Singapore 
to Poland, Saudi Arabia to Canada. The presentation was apparently prepared by a little-known 
agency - Communications Security Establishment Canada -within Ottawa's department of 
national defence. Delivered at an international conference in June, 2012, by a CSEC official, it 
was apparently captured on video by U.S. document leaker Edward Snowden. Now in Russia, 
Mr. Snowden is said to have leaked this latest bit to U.S. journalist Glenn Greenwald. Mr. 
Greenwald is based in Rio de Janeiro with The Guardian. 

The slides that came in from Brazil 
Globe and Mail, 2013 1008 
Editorial: Brazil is entitled to an explanation from the Canadian government about what appear 
to be plans for economic espionage on the Brazilian Ministry ofMines and Energy (and 
consequently on Brazilian companies) by the Communications Security Establishment Canada. 
And Canadian citizens are entitled to a clear, principled statement of the views of the CSEC and 
the Canadian government as a whole on what kinds ofeconomic intelligence they believe 
themselves to be justified in collecting. Possibly, the CSEC slide presentation in question 
included among documents disclosed by Edward Snowden, a former U.S. National Security 
Agency contract analyst - was merely a scenario for "war -game" educational purposes. If so, it 
would have been far better to target the mines ministry of a fictitious country, such as Lilliput, 
Utopia or Freedonia - home to equally fictitious business corporations. 

Why is Canada spying on Brazilian industry? Time to examine priorities 
Globe and Mail Online, Wesley Wark, 2013 1008 
Op-ed: The revelatioQ - courtesy once again of the U.S. National Security Administration leaker 
Edward Snowden - that Canada has been spying on a Brazilian government agency seems to 
confirm that electronic espionage is trying to peer into every global comer and is using ultra
modern techniques of metadata collection as a principal tool. The Canadian agency involved, 
according to a report on Brazilian television, is the secretive Communications Security 
Establishment Canada. he CSEC has a long history but was given enabling legislation and 
some public profile nly in 2001 with the passage of the Anti-Terrorism Act. That legislation 
tells us a good deal of the little we know about CSEC, including the fact that a part of its 
mandate is to collect foreign int lligence "from the global information infrastructure" to meet 
government of Canada intelligence priorities. Communications to and from Brazil's Mines and 
Energy Ministry is clearly part of the global information commons these days, whatever steps the 
Brazilian government might take to keep its communications secure. What is more puzzling, and 
more important, is the question of how Canadian intelligence gathering targeting the Brazilian 
government might accord with Canadian government's priorities and needs. There might be an 



answer to this question, but if there is one, no government since the passage of the Anti
Terrorism Act has provided one. Note: Wesley Wark is a V,isitiJ! Professor in the Graduate 
School ofPublic and International Affairs at the University of0ltawa and an expert on 
intelligence services. ~CI."~l cc~~:~:.~). 
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Armed Forces target waste, inefficiency ., /o~~b~ ~,,~ ~..C:"" 
Globe and Mail, Steven Chase, 2013 \0 08 " o~ ,,~ ltl'(, • vOlt 
Ottawa - In 2005 the enemy was the Taliban, but now the Canadian Arnted Eorce- liave slapped 
a target on a fresh adversary: waste and inefficiency. The military will squeeze up to 1.2Cfiillion 
in annual savings from existing spending and redirect it to higher priority areas in an effort 10 
keep soldiers, sailors and air force personnel in a higher state of readiness, Defence Minister Rob 
Nicholson announced Monday. The goal, in military parlance, is "more teeth and less tail." 
Between 2,400 and 4,800 military and civilian staff will be reassigned to "higher priority tasks," 
Mr. Nicholson said. "In line with the Prime Minister's intent to free up support for operational 
capability and readiness, National Defence has put forward an ambitious plan to reduce corporate 
overhead," the minister said. Back in 2005, t e Canadian Armed Forces began combat operations 
against the Taliban in southern Afghanistan a -military spending in this country expanded in 
response. In 2013, with Ottawa's books awash i red ink and Afghan combat operations long 
behind them, the Forces are trying to cope with bildget cuts that have raised concerns that the 
training of front-line staff is suffering. 1"0cit. -" :t 

, 'o~~b~ 
Baird accused of 'inappropriate and derogat0-Q' remarks' to Maldives official 
Canadian Press, Steve Rennie, 2013 10 08 I. 
Ottawa - Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird is in hot water with the Maldives. Maldives 
President Mohamed Waheed wrote to Prime Minister Stephen Harper to complain about Baird's 
conduct during recent Commonwealth meetings in New York. In a statement posted on the 
Maldives president'S website, Waheed alleges Baird made " inappropriate and derogatory 
remarks" and " posed several harshly worded questions" to his acting foreign minister. The 
remarks pertained to " domestic politics in the Maldives," according to the statement, but Baird's 
exact words remain unclear. Baird's office says the minister raised concerns about the first round 
ofvoting in the Mafdives' presidential election, which the country's highest court on Monday 
declared was flawed, as well as reports ofviolence and intimidation. 

Boycotttwon't help Tamils 
Toronto Star, 2013 1008 
Editorial: Prime Ministef Sfephenltarper's distaste for Sri Lanka's current leadership is one 
many Canadians share. Fqur years after winning a brutal civil war, President Mahinda 
Rajapaksa's authoritarian government has been fiercely criticized by the United Nations and 
human rights groups for failing to fully probe war crimes, to devolve any substantial power to 
the Tamil minority or to demilitarize its heartland. Canada's large Tamil diaspora is painfully 
aware that friends and family remain second-class citizens under an appointed governor and 
military control, years after the gunfire ceased. Attacks on Tamils are common. Promises of 
"substantive" autonomy, stronger rights and a fair crack at jobs· in government and the army have 
failed to materialize. Yet while the injustice Tamils suffer is real, it's hard to see how Harper can 



ease it by boycotting the coming Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in 
Sri Lanka on Nov. 15-17. And his threat to take a wrecking bal! to the Commonwealth itself by 
reviewing Canada's "engagement and our financing" of the -~ntlY. organization is even 
harder to fathom. ~CI.~~"l cc~::o~~:~,. 
. "~It'lt~~~,. "'0J.-,,~,.~/~ 
Canada PM to miss Commonwealth summit, cites 'Srj, loki .gbts ~"01t,'It,,,..Ct+b~ 
Reuters, David Ljunggren, 2013 10 08 ~<J4!c.,.1. c~" :tt.9.,.;'"...... .,.", . 
Ottawa - Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper said on MpndayO' e oul<L-,R0t tt n .a+.~ 
November summit of the Commonwealth in Sri Lanka because 6"f.wliaf' ~·eall@ humk'?riglits 
abuses on the island. "We remain disturbed by ongoing reports ofintimi , tion 'lin incarceration 
of political leaders and journalists, harassment of minorities, reported disa~p~araitces, an(l 'I 
allegations of extra judicial killings," he said in a statement. Sri Lanka's envoy to C'itmida 
disputed Harper's comments. The U.N.'s human rights chief said last month that Sri LanKa could 
be sliding toward an authoritarian system as President Mahinda Rajapaksa gathered power 
around him. Harper is the only leader from the Commonwealth, which groups Britain and many 
former colonies, to announce he will boycott the November summit. Britain also has criticized 
human rights in Sri Lanka. . ,. OI""~O 

1.t/OC~,,& 
Canadian PM won't attend CHOGM~~~o~~b~'" 
Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka), 2013 1007 ""'0 ~ C 
Canadian Prime Minister Stephen'Haq,er while"confirming he would not attend the forthcoming 
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) inColombo said the Sri Lankan 
government had failed to uphold the cor,e values of the Commonwealth. Issuing a statement 
Harper said, "It is clear that the Sri Lank'an government has failoo to/. phold the 
Commonwealth's core values, which are cherished by Canadians. As such, as the Prime Minister 
of Canada, I will not attend the 2013 CHOGM in Colombo, Sri Lanka. This is a decision that I 
do not take lightly." The full statement: "When Sri Lanka was selected to host the 2013 
Commonwealth Heads ofGovernment Meeting, Canada was hopeful that the Sri Lankan 
government would seize the opportunity to improve human rights conditions and take steps 
towards reconciliation and accountability. Unfortunately, this has not been the case. 

Canadians tangled in red tape in Egypt 
Globe and Mail, Carol Berger and Jill Mahoney, 2013 10 08 
Cairo and Toronto - Two Canadians released from an Egyptian prison early Sunday have been 
block'edftom leaving the country, pending further investigation into allegations of their 
involvement in terroris&:r~lated offences. The sudden release ofJohn Greyson and Tarek 
Loubani from 'tora Prison, south of.6:airo,. came after six weeks of imprisonment without charge. 
At some point on Sunday, in,the hOurs foUowing their release from prison, the men were 
reportedly prevented from boarding a Frankfutt-bound plane after officials at Cairo International 
Airport found the men's names on a no-fly advisory. Family members in touch with the men 
would not reveal their whereabout~ on Monday, but said they were in safe hands with Canadian 
officials. Cecilia Greyson, Mr. Greyson's sister, said: "They're in a safe location with consular 
staff." It was unclear whether the failure to allow the men to leave Egypt was a mere technicality 
or part of a more serious development aimed at preventing their return to Canada pending 
completion of a criminal investigation. 



Du mouvement II la Defense nation ale 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste mais<in, 20 I3 10 08 
Ottawa - Jusqu'll 4800 employes civils et militaires du ministere de la Defense nationale 
pourraient, d'ici les quatre ou cinq proclmines annees, etre affectes a d'autres taches, suivre des 
formations pour de nouvelles fonctions rileme perdre leur poste. Ces changements II venir font 
partie de ce que Ie ministere qualifie lie "strategie de renouveau" qui a ete devoilee par Ie 
gouvemement conservateur<t lundi. Ce plan pourra:it permettre d'economiser jusqu'll 1,2 milliard $ 
par annee d'ici 2017. En point de presse lundi, I~ rilinistre de la Defense, Rob Nicholson, a insiste 
pour dire que cette somme ne serait pas pour autant perdue ala Defense. "Notre intention n'est 
pas de roouire nos forces armees regulieres et reservistes ou d'employes civils", a-t-i1 assure. 
L'objectif viserait plutot II redistribuer la main-d'oeuvre et deplacer le personnel administratif 
vers des postes non administratifs dans des bases militaires a travers Ie pays. 

(", ~'" Egypt the new Mideast bad guy c 
National Post, Jonathan Kay, 2013 1008 
Column: At the time of their release from Egyptian custody this past weekend, filmmaker and 
pro-Palestinian activist John Greyson and his travelling companion Tarek Loubani were just two 
of 1,610 Canadians imprisoned abroad. Yet since their arrest in August, amid the chaos and 
violence of post-coup Egypt, this pair has commanded the attention of a huge swath of our 
country's activists and public luminaries. Dozens ofwebsites and Facebook pages sprouted 
during the 51 days of their captivity. The CBC covered the story daily, bringing on a steady 
parade of the captives' friendS'and family members to offer updates on their condition. The two 
are still reportedly unable to leave Egypt: Authorities refused to let them board a plane to 
Frankfurt on Sunday reportedly ecause Egyptian prosecutors are investigating the possibility of 
laying more charges and that.,they must wait for charges against hundreds of others - arrested at 
the same deadly, antigovernment demonstrations as Greyson and Loubani were-to be 
determined. 19~ 0, 'I. <.0 
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Freemen not budging .. c~ 
Edmonton Sun, Dave J.;azzarino, 2013 10 08 
Alberta trappers are getting anxious as armed freemen continue to occupy a cabin south of 
Grande Prairie. Gordy Klassen, president of the Alberta Trappers' Association, has received calls 
from members who are concerned about their businesses. "They want to have a meeting and see 



what they can do for themselves," Klassen said. "Hopefully nobody's advocating doing 
something radical because that would just be silly." The situation began in May when a group of 
people claiming to be Freemen-on-the- Land, a group that uses' c¥c1~llogic and outdated legal 
arguments to try and get around laws, began stayin& i a cabin abou ()'(km south of Grade 
Prairie. The situation was relatively harmless until ut thr~ weeks 0 'hen the trappers who 
own the traplines confronted them. ~~o~J>lto~1t~~ '+"0.. 1", C/+o~
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Greenpeace hits out on activists' jail conditions o4~, 70C/''''o~ '" '" c,. l) 

The Guardian (London), Adam Vaughn, 2013 1008 1.1/1'0o~ " tI "0 
London - Some of the 28 Greenpeace activists and two journalists being-detained in Russia while 
awaiting piracy charges are being kept in solitary confinement for 23 hours a day or hflld in 
"extremely cold" cells, according to the head of Green peace. Kumi Naidoo, GreenpeaC'e 
International's executive director, told the Guardian that the crew had been split up and sent to 
several prisons across the port city ofMurmansk, above the Arctic Circle in north-west Russia. 
Three of the group have been sent to a prison 90 miles away. Naidoo said the organisation would 
have to take into account the way the protesters had been treated but added that Greenpeace had 
not been silenced by intimidation in tlie past and would continue to show leadership on the 
Arctic issue. Naidoo said: "Some oftlie co ~gues are in cells which are pretty warm and 
reasonably OK to be in . . . whereas som..e ar~'n cells that are extremely cold. This is the Arctic 
we are talking about." J>~ It...." 8 "0 1'#f~J>C I" 
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Harper planning Commonwealth"bOicQ$l Cit" '"....;,)"4'li'lt ~ 
QMl News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 20m) ~'Q8 '" ~ 0 ~"'+.~ 
Ottawa - Prime Minister Stephen Harpe" wil 'l,oycott fie upcoming Commonwealth meeting in 
Sri Lanka because of human rights concerns in tqat country. Harper made the announcement late 
Sunday in Bali, Indonesia, where he was attending the Asia Pacific,Economic Co-operation 
Summit. He also said Canada will review its roughly $20 million in annual funding to the 
Commonwealth. Canada is the second-largest donor to the 54-member intergovernmental body. 
"Canada is deeply concerned about the situation in Sri Lanka. The absence of accountability for 
the serious violations of human rights and international humanitarian standards during and after 
the civil war is unacceptable," Harper said in a statement. 

Harper wise to pass on Colombo hug-a-thon 
Toronto Star, Rosie DiManno, 2013 1008 
Column: Newspapers in Sri.Lanka, most of which are controlled by the ruling regime of 
President Mahinda Rajapaksa, J1ave been for months breathlessly reporting on preparations for 
the Commonwealth heads ofstate meeting. While in the country recently, I read daily front page 
dispatches about the number of buses thatowill be required, the fleet ofVIP vehicles, the security 
arrangements, the "forging of new frienllships," the goodwill opportunities, the boastful 
economic news that will be delivered and, crucially, the chance for Colombo to "correct" all 
those nasty stories that have been acct1mulating about Sri Lanka's descent into oppressive state 
tyranny. Prime Minister Stephen H r n Monday confirmed what he'd long been warning - he 
will boycott the summit of the Commonwealth's 54 member nations. 

Harper's decision to boycott Commonwealth summit is purely political 
Globe and Mail, John Ibbitson, 2013 1008 



Column: Politics Insider delivers premium analysis and access to Canada's policymakers and 
politicians. Visit the Politics Insider homepage for insight available only to subscribers. 
Presidents and prime ministers routinely grouse that they travel too much, which is hard on sleep 
and worse on digestion. Tony Blair and George W. Bus.h both complained in their memoirs 
about the time they spent on the road. So Stephen Jiarp r may be just a ~it relieved that he won't 
be attending the Commonwealth meeting in Sri Lanka tbls November. But in a way, the 
Conservative government's decision to boycott the summit - and to perhaps cuf funding to the 
Commonwealth as well - over human-rights abuses in that country is a bit·ofa surprise. While 
the Conservatives look upon the Commonwealth as a club that doesn't do much, it's a paragon of 
purpose compared to some of the alternatives. The Commonwealth, a senior government official 
once observed off the record, is a diverse mix of nations mostly bound by common lies to ,the 
British crown and the Westminster parliamentary tradition - even if some members breach that 
tradition more often than they honour it. 

La Defense nationale prevoit des compressions pouvant s'elever a1,2 G$ 
Agence QMI, Daniel Proussalidis, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Le gouvernement federal prevoil reduire Ie budget administratif de la Defense de 750 
millions $ a1,2 milliard $ par annee d'ici 2017-2018. PHOTO S'ARClllVES «Le 
renouvellement de la Defense aidera Ie minist~re de la Defense nationale acontinuer de fournir 
une force armee de premier ordre, prete arelever les defis de demaim>, a precise Ie ministre de la 
Defense, Rob Nicholson. Le ministre de laJ)efensey Rob Nicholson, a presente hier un plan qui 
expose la fayon dont les Forces canadiennes pourront (eduire leurs frais administratifs. La 
reduction des frais administratifs permettra (Ie degager des fonds qui pourront etre reinvestis 
pour repondre aux besoins des soldats, des marins et des pilotes.lJn responsable a declare que 
cela donnerait aux commandants I'option d'avoir «davantage de journees en mer pour la marine, 
davantage d'heures de vol pour I'aviation et davantage de possibilites d'entrainement pour 
I'armee». 

Law flouting 'Freeman' arrested 
. Calgary Sun, Jeona McMurray, 2013 10 08 
Calgary - Just weeks after a self-proclaimed Freeman on the Land came to light in Calgary, the 
saga of another man who says he's part of the same movement continues south of the city. 
Darren Clifford, 40, who claims to be a Freeman, is scheduled to appear in Okotoks provincial 
court via CCTV for a bail hearing Tuesday after he was picked up Friday on several outstanding 
warrants. Clifford faces charges including assaulting a police officer, which stems from an 
alleged altercation with Const. Tom Christie of the Turner Valley detachment last year. 
Apparently a resident of the Millarville area, Clifford came onto RCMP radar in 2011 and was 
charged with assault in relation to a custody issue, said RCMP Sgt. Patricia Neely. A warrant 
was put out for Clifford's arrest after he 'failed to show up for fingerprinting and, in December of 
that year, he was charge with operation of a motor vehicle while being pursued by police. 

Maldives president critical of Baird . 

Postmedia News and The Canadian Press, Andrea Hill, 2013 10 08 

The president of the Maldives is accusing Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird of making 

"inappropriate and derogatory remarks" at a meeting of Commonwealth foreign ministers last 

month. A statement posted on the Maldives government website Monday said President 




Mohamed Waheed has written to Prime Minister Stephen Harper criticizing Mr. Baird for 
comments about domestic policy in the Maldives, which--is in the midst of a presidential election. 
He said Mr. Baird "posed several harshly worded questions" to his acting foreign minister. But 
the Canadian minister's exact words remain unclear. An official with he ~aldives embassy in 
New York, who spoke to The Canadian Press on contlition of anonymity because he was not 
authorized to speak publicly, said Mr. Baird's comments contained a "pe nal bias." 

National Defence staff to be redeployed to save up to $1.2B a year: Nicholson 
Canadian Press, Murray Brewster, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - As many as 4,800 military and civilian staff at the Department ofNational Defence 
could find themselves doing other work, training for new positions or perhaps even out of a job 
over the next four or five years. It's part of a so-called defence renewal strategy unveiled Monday 
by the Harper government. The plan could save as much as $1.2 billion a year by 2017-18, but 
the savings will be plowed back into the department to maintain readiness, Defence Minister Rob 
Nicholson told a media briefing. " The intent here is not to reduce the number of regular force, 
reserve force or civilian employees," Nicholson said. Rather, the goal is to rebalance the 
workforce and move administrative staff towards non-administrative positions at military bases 
across the country. But while the plan is not meant to reduce the number of staff, senior defence 
officials at a technical background briefing said there could be some" individual" job losses 
among those who can't retrain or move. 

New Brunswick premier, First Nation to form group to end shale gas dispute 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 10 08 . 
Fredericton - New Brunswick Premier David Alward and members of the Elsipogtog First 
Nation have agreed to form a working group to help end a protest over shale gas exploration that 
is now into its second week. Alward and Chief Arren Sock left a three-hour meeting at a 
Fredericton hotel Monday to say they will continue talking in an effort to resolve the dispute... I 
can say that we have a consensus that we're working towards finding a peaceful resolution and 
we will continue that work," Alward said. He said the working group, which would include 
members from his government, Elsipogtog and the energy industry, is to begin its work 
immediately. But Sock said there were still many details to be worked out. 

Ottawa cites security concerns for rejecting Egyptian's bid on Manitoba company 
Globe and Mail, Steven Chase and Rita Trichur, 2013 1008 
Ottawa and Toronto - The Canadian government has rejected another high-profile foreign 
takeover, quashing an Egyptian billionaire's bid to buy a division ofManitoba Telecom Services 
Inc. because ofunspecified national security concerns about the $S20-million deal. Federal 
Industry Minister James Moore did not spell out the precise reasons for nixing the deal, but in a 
statement issued Monday evening he noted his decision followed a review of Accelero Capital 
Holdings' proposal to buy MTS A1lstream under the "national security provisions of the 
Investment Canada Act" - the legislation that governs reviews of foreign takeovers. The decision 
is certain to sow confusion among international investors as to how open Canada is to foreign 
capital. Mr. Moore's statement also pointed out that the government of Canada relies on 
infrastructure from MTS A1lstream, the company's business services division. 



PM to boycott Commonwealth summit 
Globe and Mail, Campbell Clark, 2013 1008 
Ottawa - Prime Minister Stephen Harper has fired one shot at Sri Lanka and another across the 
bow of Commonwealth friends, confirming he will boycott next month's leaders' summit and 
threatening to cut off funding to the organization. Mr. Harper is the only leader in the 
Commonwealth - the 54-nation organization ofcountries once part of the British empire - who 
will skip the November summit to protest against the host's human-rights record, although he has 
hinted at his plans for two years. But he made a new threat by asserting he will reconsider 
Canada's substantial funding for the group - intensifying a dispute fuelled by frustrations with the 
Commonwealth and its secretary-general, Kamalesh Sharma. Mr. Harper's special envoy to the 
Commonwealth, Senator Hugh Segal, accused the organization's secretariat of acting as a "shill" 
for Sri Lanka's government. Vo 

Protests planned across southern Ontario over migrants' "arbitrary" jailing 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 10 08 
Toronto - Rallies are planned across southern Ontario today to protest what activists say is the 
unfair detention of nearly 200 migrants at a provincial jail. The group End Immigration 
Detention says 191 detainees ordered deported are being kept locked in cells for up to 22 hours a 
day at the Central East Correctional Centre in Lindsay. It says some of the migrants have been 
held for years in what it calls ' . arbitrary" detention because they can't be sent back to their home 
countries. The group says protests and other events are scheduled in Guelph, Kitchener, Lindsay, 
London and Toronto. It says migrants should never be held in maximum- security detention. If s 
also calling for a 90-day limit to hold migrants pending deportation, and full Jegal aid access for 
detention reviews. 

Two radical grandstanders 
Globe and Mail, Margaret Wente, 2013 1008 
Column: The two Canadian men who were jailed in Egypt are now free (and not much the worse 
for wear, they say) and may soon be heading home to heroes' welcomes. I'm glad they're safe. 
I'm glad our government and our consular officials did their job in extremely chaotic 
circumstances and got them out in just a few weeks. They're lucky, and I hope they're grateful 
although I doubt it. John Greyson and Tarek Loubani have been portrayed as innocents abroad, 
humanitarian do-gooders who were caught in the wrong place at the wrong time. This picture is 
inaccurate and incomplete. The two are hard-core anti-Israel activists who've been mixed up in 



Middle East politics for years. They should have known what they were getting into. When they 
were arrested, the two were on their way to deliver medical equipment to a hospital in Hamas
controlled Gaza. The whole world knew that the situation in Egypt was highly volatile. The 
government was determined to shut down the Muslim"Brotherhood (an ally of Hamas) and 
unlikely to look kindly on a couple of foreigners wh6 decided to film a bloody crackdown. .. " , '+~01 ,., 0." 
United States· Etats-Unis ("~~'O+~ ~ 1"'O/f'fc,. ¥~ 

-4 ('1:'!11 "t~~8.'+ "~"''' .'fc~./foAI-Qaeda suspect 'was drugged by US snatch squad' ." ....'" or, "0., 
London Times, Will Crisp, 2013 10 08 ~ 'I ~ 
Tripoli - The alleged al-Qaeda leader snatched from the streets of Tripoli by US spe,cial fofces 
appeared to have been drugged after being pulled from his car by men in balaclavas carrying 
handguns with silencers, according to his son. Abu Anas al-Liby, 49, who was on the FBI's Most 
Wanted list for his alleged role in the 1998 bombings of US embassies in East Africa, cried a 
warning to his family as he was surrounded by Delta Force soldiers. His 21-year-old son said 
that he watched from the family's gated compound as his father was dragged from his black 
Hyundai Tucson by men driving three cars and a minibus as he returned from prayers at 6.30am 
on Saturday. Abdullah Nazih al-Ruqaie said that the attackers rammed his vehicle before getting 
out and smashing the driver's window. They shouted "get out" and "get down" in Arabic before 
pulling al-Liby from his vehicle and pinning him to the bonnet. He said that three men led the 
squad, supported by seven others who spoke in Tripoli accents. The Libyan Government has 
denied knowledge of the raid and asked Washington to explain.Mr al-Ruqaie said that he 
believed the Americans drugged his father..because his body went limp before he was bundled 
into the Mercedes minibus with blacked-out windows and the attackers sped off "All we can do 
now is pray that God protects him," his son said, adding that the family had been convinced for 
days that they were being watched. 

Alleged al-Qaeda operative captured in Libya was among terrorist organization's early 
elite 
Washington Post, Ernesto Londono, 2013 lO 08 
Washington - During al-Qaeda's early years in the I990s, when Osama bin Laden ran the 
terrorist group out of Sudan, a young Libyan man who was part of his country's besieged 
diaspora of Islamists used his advanced computer skills to rise to the top of the organization long 
before it emerged as a global menace. After the Libyan uprising started in early 20 II , Nazih 
Abdul-Hamed al-Ruqai -- who was detained by U.S. Special Operations forces over the weekend 
-- was among the Islamists who flocked back home. He soon received an important assignment 
from al- Qaeda leaders in Pakistan, according to a U.S. intelligence official: establish a cell for 
the network in his strategic North African.homeland, which was reeling from a brutal civil war. 
"He was tasked to create a terrorist network in Libya and involved in strategic planning between 
al-Qaeda and Libya," said the official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss an 
intelligence assessment. The official said the order was delivered within the past year, which 
might help explain why the Obama administration authorized the rare and risky "rendition" 
carried out Saturday by U.S. commandos. Ruqai, 49, is being held somewhere in the 
Mediterranean Sea aboard the USS San Antonio, an amphibious transport dock, U.S. 
counterterrorism interrogators are hopeful that he will offer new insight into the recent 
transformation of al-Qaeda into a decentralized network that has consolidated new footholds in 



North Africa. "My guess is that he will have a good deal to tell us about what has been going on 
in Libya and a significant amount of information to tell uSllboilt what al-Qaeda has been up to 
between 200 I and the present," said Daniel Benjamin, who recently step,ped down as the State 
Department's coordinator for counterterrorism and is aj oreign p.ol fey el'pe at Dartmouth 
College. "Possibly that will help us identify priorit.ies'llnd'decide who else need~ to be paid 
attention to." I""....0$'0"': 0,.."(~ 1'1: 1",,~ 1I 
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Congress now is expected to revise NSA, FISA court operation! g'"0 It 10", c,. "I.~ 
McClatchy News Service, Ali Watkins, 2013 1007 C lIA 
Washington - In the four months since former defense contractor Edward Snowden revealed the 
National Security Agency's electronic data collection programs, the question or inteliigence 
restructuring has been persistent in Congress. Despite the focus on the government shutdown and 
the upcoming debt-ceiling fight, a surge in legislation that touches on the surveillance programs 
suggests that the issue isn't going away without some kind of action from lawmakers. Twenty
two standalone bills have surfaced on Capitol Hill since Snowden's leaks in June, ranging from 
minor changes to massive policy overhauls for the NSA and its metadata collection programs. 
The sheer number signals a collective agreement from lawmakers that some kind oflegislative 
response is needed to curb growing public concern over the nation's intelligence practices. 
"Something is absolutely going to happen," said Michelle Richardson, a legislative counsel for 
the American Civil Liberties Union. "But the question is what. How aggressive will it be?" 

Des raids conformes ala loi americaine, selon Washington 
Le Monde, Corine Lesnes, 2013 10 08 
Washington - A peine les raids en Somalie et en Libye annonces, les autorites americaines se 
sont efforcees de justifier leur legalite. " En vertu des autorisations militaires, Ie departement de 
la defense a mene Ie 5 octobre une operation pour apprehender Abou Anas AI-Libi, membre 
d'Al-Qaida de longue date, a fait savoir Ie porte-parole du Pentagone, George Little. II est 
actuellement detenu legalement, conformement au droit de la guerre, dans un endroit sur, hors de 
la Libye. " L'operation contre AI-Chabab - apparemment moins reussie - a fait l'objet de 
beau coup moins de commentaires officiels. Mais, tout comme l'enlevement du militant libyen, 
elle a ete justifi6e par I'" autorisation d'utiliser la force militaire " (autorisation for use of military 
force, AUMF), adoptee par Ie Congres Ie 18 septembre 200 I, une semaine apnls les attentats 
contre Ie World Trade Center et Ie Pentagone. 

Des reseaux durement touches, mais qui renaissent 
Le Figaro, Georges Malbrunot, 2013 1008 
Washington - Jamais al-Qaida n'a ete aussi durement touchee par les attaques ciblees 
americaines, pas moins de 350 ordonnees par Barack Obama depuis sa premiere election en 
2008. Une periode ou la mouvance terroriste a perdu sa tete, Oussama Ben Laden, ainsi que 
plusieurs cadres importants, dont Ie dernier en date, Abou Anas al-Libi, capture samedi lors d'un 
raid dans sa maison de Tripoli en Libye. Pas moins de vingt-cinq des quarante plus importants 
responsables d'al-Qaida ont ainsi ete mis hors d'etat de nuire. Parmi eux : I'Americain 
d'ascendance yemenite Anwar al- Awlaqi, qui etait retourne sur ses terres pour organiser Ie 
recrutement de musulmans en Europe et aux Etats-Unis, mais aussi Ie Saoudien Said al-Shiri, son 
adjoint it la direction d'al-Qaida dans la peninsule Arabique (Aqpa), qui constitue la principale 
menace pour les interets americains. Avec les zones tribales afghano-pakistanaises, c'est au 



Yemen que les forces speciales americaines ont concentre leur lutte. Et s'il est vrai que les 
attaques de drones au Yemen - pas moins de 79 sous l'Administration Obama - ont decapite 
Aqpa, l'efficacite tactique de ces tirs cibles n'a pas empeche la mouvance locale de prosperer. 

Edward Snowden 'pictured out shopping in RUSSia~~.s: soc. ;a-~ ! c.t 8 
Agence France-Presse, Staff report, 2013 1008 ;to ""( tI",~ 
Moscow - A photograph purporting to show Edward Snowde~ th~pS intellige!lce I er, out in 
public for the first time since being granted asylum, has been published by a ,Russian news 
website. In the blurry image published by Life News, a casually dressed man sporting a goatee 
with sunglasses perched on his head is pictured pushing a supermarket t olley II of Qceries 
across a road. A car with partly legible Russian plates and a crossing sign identify die scene as in 
Russia. "The photograph was taken in Moscow," said Life News, which is known for it~ c1o~e 
ties to the Kremlin and security services. There has been no reported sighting ofMrSnowrten 
since he walked out ofMoscow's Sheremetyevo airport on August 1 after obtaining temporary 
asylum in Russia despite protests from Washington. It was not clear when the photograph was 
taken, however it is likely to be several weeks old as it is now autumn in Russia and the picture 
shows trees covered with green leaves. 

Heeding new counterterror guidelines, U.S. forces backed off in Somalia raid 
Washington Post, Karen DeYoung, 2013 1008 
Washington - When Navy SEALs were met with gunfire as they attempted a raid on a seaside 
militant compound in southern Somalia early Saturday, the commander of the operation had the 
authority to call in a U.S. airstrike. Instead, he opted to retreat. The site had been under 
surveillance, and the operation against an al-Qaeda-affiliated group had been in the planning 
stages, for months, current and former Obama administration officials said Monday. A drone 
strike against the al-Shabab compound had been rejected, officials said, because there were too 
many women and children inside, the same reason that the commander opted against an airstrike 
once the operation was underway. Destroying the compound probably would also have defeated 
a primary purpose of the mission: to capture, not kill, a Kenyan~born al-Shabab commander 
named Abdulkadir Mohamed Abdulkadir, also known as Ikrima. He has long been on a U.S. 
"capture or kill" list, along with al-Shabab leader Mukhtar Abu Zubeyr, known as Godane, and 
was considered the group's primary planner of attacks outside Somalia. As they provided more 
details of the aborted operation in the town ofBarawe, current and former administration 
officials said it was designed within restrictive counterterrorism guidelines that President Obama 
signed in the spring. Under the 200) congressional Authorization for the Use ofMilitary Force, 
the guidelines say that lethal force can be used only when there is a "near certainty that non
combatants will not be injured or killed." 

Kerry appears to reject Iran's call for new nuclear proposal 
Washington Post, Anne Gearan, 2013 ) 0 08 
Bali - Warming relations between the United States and Iran do not mean that the United States 
will back off its demands about Iran's nuclear program or roll back missile defenses in Europe 
aimed at intercepting an Iranian attack, Secretary of State John F. Kerry said Monday. Iran's 
foreign minister, who met with Kerry last month at the United Nations, was quoted in state 
media Sunday as saying that the United States should bring new proposals to a nuclear 
bargaining session next week. Kerry appeared to reject that, saying Iran still hasn't responded to 



the last offer put forth by the United States, Russia and others, in February. "We're waiting for 
the fullness of the Iranian difference in their approach now," Kerry said after a meeting here with 
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov. "But we're encouraged by the statements"that were 
made in New York, and we're encouraged by the outreach. " 

CJ Ir. )
La nouvelle doctrine antiterroriste d'Obama ~ 0 I",~1>/1 '8 (J. 

Le Figaro, Isabelle Lasserre, 2013 10 08 c) 1": 

Washington - Revisee au printemps 2013, la strategie americaine remet dans Ie jeu les 
commandos, Ii cOte des drones. TERRORISME Apres Ie refus d'intervenir militairement en 
Syrie, les deux raids audacieux menes par les forces speciales americaines en Somalie et en 
Libye signalent-ils un changement de strategie de la Maison-Blanche dans la lude contre Ie 
terrorisme ? La nouvelle doctrine en la matiere a ete reveiee par Barack Obama en mai dernier, 
douze ans apres Ie II septembre 2001 et les promesses faites par George W. Bush de porter la « 
guerre contre la terreur » partout ou se trouvaient les terroristes. Depuis les attentats contre Ie 
World Trade Center, les militaires americains ont concentre leurs forces dans des batailles 
menees contre un ennemi asymetrique, souvent invisible, aguerri aux techniques de la guerilla. 
Deux echecs plus tard, en Irak et en Afghanistan; Barack Obama a ete elu en promettant d'etre un 
homme de paix, qui eviterait desormais Ii I'Amerique de s'enliser dans de longs conflits au sol. 

Meltdowns Hobble NSA Data Center 
Wall Street Journal, Siobhan Gorman, 2013 1008 
Washington - Chronic electrical surges at the massive new data- storage facility central to the 
National Security Agency's spying operation have destroyed hundreds of thousands ofdollars 
worth of machinery and delayed the center's opening for a year, according to project documents 
and current and former officials. There have been 10 meltdowns in the past 13 months that have 
prevented the NSA from using computers at its new Utah data-storage center, slated to be the spy 
agency's largest, according to project documents reviewed by The Wall Street Journal. One 
project official described the electrical troubles -- so-called arc fault failures -- as "a flash of 
lightning inside a 2-foot box." These failures create fiery explosions, melt metal and cause 
circuits to fail, the official said. The causes remain under investigation, and there is disagreement 
whether proposed fixes will work, according to officials and project documents. One Utah 
project official said the NSA planned this week to tum on some of its computers there. 

NSA inundated with by FOIA requests after Snowdon leaks 
MuckRock.com, Zak Simpson, 2013 10 07 
Unidentified placeline - A veritable FOIA frenzy ensued in 2013 following a series ofleaks 
about NSA surveillance programs, recently released documents show. From June 6 to September ' 
4, the National Security Agency's FOIA load increased 1,054 percent over its 2012 intake. In that 
three-month span, the agency received 3,382 public records requests. For comparison, the NSA 
received just 293 requests over the same period in 2012. The statistics come from an internal 
agency email released to MuckRock last week. The ernails show the FOIA flood unleashed when 
whistleblower Edward Snowden leaked information about Internet and telephone surveillance 
programs. The number of requests sent to the agency appears to be unprecedented. The NSA 
statistics indicate that the agency received 1,809 public records requests in 2012. That amount 
was nearly doubled just this summer. According to the email, the heaviest flow ofrequests hit 
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the agency in the early summer shortly after publication of the first media stories about the 
NSA's spying on American citizens. 

The Next Breeding Ground for Global Jihad 
Wall Street Journal, Reuel Marc Gerecht, 2013 1008 
Op-ed - When President Obama declared that Syrian dictator Bashar Assad must "step aside" 
two years ago, many believed that it was only a matter of time before the U. S. intervened on 
behalf of the rebels battling the regime. Now that seems increas·ngly outofthe question. The 
growing power of hard-core Islamic radicals among the rebels has made the White House, and 
many in Congress, look upon the Syrian opposition with little enthusiasm. Instead, Washington 
focuses on the charade of trying to relieve Assad of his chemical weapons, as if that will have 
any effect on the civil war. America ignores the rebels at its peril. Yet on the left and right, anti
interventionists argue against American airstrikes, or any serious military aid, because such 
assistance would abet al Qaeda-linked jihadists. Perhaps what these anti-interventionists don't 
realize is that the president and Congress may have already done their part to create the most 
deadly Islamic movement since the Taliban merged with al Qaeda in the 1990s. Right now, the 
three seriously radical, armed outfits in Syria -- Jabhat al-Nusra, the Ahrar ai-Sham, and the 
Islamic State ofIraq and Syria -- likely have no more than 15,000 fighters among them, 
according to a study of the Syrian opposition by the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. 
That's less than 15% of the opposition's forces -- ·too small a number to consolidate power and 
rule a post-Assad Syria. That may be the only good news out of Syria: It's not too late for the 
U. S. to influence the war in favor of the rebels who are not bent on establishing an Islamist state. 
Right now, Washington seems paralyzed by fear ofU.S. weaponry getting into jihadist hands, 
which is why it has held off on doing more than having the CIA train rebels in Jordan. To make a 
real difference, the CIA will have to get involved inside Syria, but it won't take a lot of men to 
monitor supply lines and figure out who is using u.S. weaponry. Note: Mr. Gerecht, a former 
CIA operative, is a senior fellow at the Foundation for Defense ofDemocracies. 

U.S. aborts Somali 'snatch and grab' mission 
Toronto Star, Michelle Shephard, 2013 1008 
Toronto - When members of the elite U.S. Navy SEAL team raided a Somali villa this weekend 
in an attempted "snatch and grab" operation, they were faced with not one, but three high-level 
targets and were driven back by fighters ready to defend their leaders. Western and Somali 
sources with knowledge of the pre-dawn raid in the southern seaside town of Barawe say the 
commandos' main target was Kenyan insurgent Abdukadir Mohamed Abdukadir, known by the 
nickname "lkrima." A Kenyan intelligence report, leaked in the wake oflast month's four-day 
siege ofNairobi's Westgate mall, cites Ikrima as an active operative in Kenya with links to the 
Somalia-based AI Shabab and to AI Qaeda's leadership in Pakistan. Also in the villa during the 
raid was Mahad Mohamed Ali, known as "Karate," said an intelligence source, who spoke to the 
Star on the condition of anonymity. A 2013 UN Security Council Monitoring Group report lists 
Karate as a leader of Al Shabab's clandestine Amniyat division. And while there may not be a 
direct connection between the Navy SEAL raid and the Westgate attack, the weekend raid took 
on greater urgency in the wake of the Nairobi assault, which killed more than 65 people, 
including two Canadians. 



u.s. official: Raid's target was AI-Shabaab foreign fighter commander 
CNN.com, Barbara Starr, 2013 1007 
Washington - A pre-dawn raid by elite U.S. forces in southern Somalia, in the heart of territory 
controlled by the al Qaeda subsidiary Al- Shabaab, targeted an Al-Shabaab commander 
connected to one of the 1998 U.S. embassy bombings, a senior Obama administration official 
said Sunday. The suspected foreign fighter commander is named Ikrima, a Kenyan of Somali 
origin about whom little is known. The official said Ikrima is associated with two now-deceased 
al Qaeda operatives who played roles in the 1998 bombing of the U.S. embassy in Nairobi, 
Kenya, and the 2002 attacks on a hotel and airline in Mombasa, also in Kenya. A recent Kenyan 
intelligence report alleged that Ikrima was behind several foiled terror conspiracies against 
targets in Kenya between 2011 and 2013 . The most recent was a plot to attack Mandera Airport 
in Kenya's North Eastern province in April. Kenyan officials said last year that Ikrima had a 
significant role in recruiting and training Kenyans in AI-Shabaab. He is thought to have been a 
close associate of Saleh Ali Nabhan, a fellow Kenyan and senior al Qaeda operative in east 
Africa, who was killed by U.S. forces in 2009 in Somalia. 

US team questions seized al-Qaeda suspect 
AI Jazeera, 2013 10 08 
Doha - A US interrogation team is questioning the alleged senior al-Qaeda figure who was 
seized by special operations forces in Libya and then whisked onto a navy ship in the 
Mediterranean Sea, US officials said. Nazih al-Ragye, better known by the cover name Abu 
Anas al-Liby, is being held aboard the USS San Antonio, an amphibious transport dock ship, the 
officials said on Monday. He is being questioned by the US High Value Detainee Interrogation 
Group, an inter-agency unit created in 2009 and housed in the FBI's National Security Branch. 
The group specialises in garnering information from suspects to prevent planned attacks. A 
suspect in the 1998 bombings of the US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania that killed 224 
civilians, Liby was captured on the streets of Tripoli on Saturday and quickly taken out of the 
North Mrican country. The raid in Tripoli was carried out by the US army's special operations 
Delta Force, an official said. 

Wife of captured al Qaeda operative speaks to CNN 
CNN.com, Jomana Karadsheh, 2013 1008 
Unidentified placeline - CNN's Jomana Karadsheh talks exclusively to Umm Abdul Rahman, 
wife of recently captured terror suspect Abu Anas al Libi. Wanted for his possible role in the 
1998 US embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania, al Libi was captured early Saturday 
morning by U. S. forces in Tripoli, Libya. Rahman, who witnessed her husband's capture, 
maintains his innocence. On her husband's role in 1998 US embassy bombings: "I am sure of 
what I am saying - he did not take part in any bombing anywhere in the world . He participated in 
the jihad in Afghanistan ... He was a member of al- Qaeda and he was personal security for 
(Osama) bin Laden - that's true - but he did not take part in any operation." On her husband's 
capture: "What I saw were Libyans. Maybe they had Americans with them, but I didn't see them 
because there was more than one car. They say there were 1 0 people involved, but I believe there 
were more than 1 0 - I couldn't count them because there were many of them. "I can't confirm if 
they were Americans or not, but what I saw were Libyans." (Full report). 
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Four British men arrested over links to Silk Road website 
London Times, Philippe Naughton, 2013 10 08 
London - Four men arrested in the UK on drugs offences are being investigated over their 
alleged role in the Silk Road website, an "Amazon for criminals" whllse suspected founder was 
arrested last week. The suspects - one in his early fifties from Devon and the others in their early 
twenties from Manchester - were detained last week, hours after the FBI arrested Ross Ulbricht, 
the militant libertarian who is thought to have been behind the encrypted site. The UK's new 
National Crime Agency (NCA) said today that more arrests were certain to follow. The hidden 
website, which has now been closed, generated sales of more than $1 .2 billion; American 
prosecutors say that it earned Mr Ulbricht more than $80 million in commission over a five- year 
period. He denies any wrongdoing. ,. 

Four suspected usen of Silk Road held in UK 
London Daily Telegraph, Staff report, 2013 1008 
London - Four British men suspected ofbeing significant users of Silk Road, the billion dollar 
online narcotics bazaar, have been arrested in the UK. The arrests were the first in the UK after 
the collapse of the world's biggest internet drug dealing hub and the detention by the FBI last 
week of its alleged founder Ross Ulbricht, 29, in San Francisco. One man in his 50s was held in 
Devon and three others in their 20s were held in Manchester on suspicion of supplying 
controlled drugs. They are being investigated by the National Crime Agency. 

How terror suspect slipped through British hands 
London Times, John Simpson, David Brown, 2013 10 08 
London - The man captured in Libya at the weekend had been granted political asylum by 
Britain in 1995 despite warnings that he was an al-Qaeda terrorist. Abu Anas al-Liby was seized 
on Saturday by US special forces, 14 years after fleeing Britain during an investigation into his 
role as the mastermind of an al-Qaeda terror cell. The computer expert had been arrested by 
counter-terrorism officers in Manchester in 1999 at the request of the FBI as part ofan 
investigation into the bombing of the US Embassy in Nairobi, which killed 212 people and 
injured 4,000 a year earlier. Despite warnings from the FBI, al-Liby was released on bail and 
shook off a police surveillance team to flee the country before the American authorities obtained 
sufficient evidence to charge him. Theresa May, the Home Secretary, said yesterday that the 
Government had "tightened up" the rules on granting asylum to extremists. Mrs May will face 
questions-from the Home Affairs Select Committee next week. 

I was only doing my job, says journalist arrested by Russia 
London Times, Rhoda Buchanan, 2013 10 08 
London - A British journalist held in a Russian jail facing a piracy charge has asked his parents 
and friends to fight for him, writing in a letter to his family: "I was doing my job, that is all." 
Kieron Bryan, a freelance videographer, was on board the Arctic Sunrise, a Greenpeace ship, as 
she sailed towards a Russian oil rig in the Barents Sea. The Russian authorities have imprisoned 
all those on board the ship while they investigate charges of piracy -- which Greenpeace 
describes as "outrageous". Mr Bryan, 29, who is not a member of Greenpeace and whose role 
was to document the protest, wrote: "Keep telling the world the truth -- I'm a journalist, I was 
doing my job, that is all." The letter, seen by The Times, was sent from Murmansk just over a 



week ago. Mr Bryan writes: "No one expected this to happen." Under Russian law, piracy carries 
a maximum sentence of 15 years in prison. According to The Moscow Times, acquittal rates in 
Russia's courts are 0.3 per cent. l 

Les banques restent vulnerables aux cyberattaques, seron MWR InfoSecurity 
Publinet, Jo Cohen, 2013 10 08 
Londres - Dans une mise en garde faite par la societe britannique de conseil en securite MWR 
InfoSecurity, les banques et les institutions financieres pourraient quitter Ie business suite Ii des 
cyberattaques contre des infrastructures qui restent vulnerables. Cette alerte intervient apres que 
la Banque d'Angleterre et Ie Tresor aient exhorte les directions du secteur financier it elaborer des 
plans afin de faire face aux niveaux croissants de menace de cyberattaques. « A10rs que la 
question de I'amelioration de la securite est une question complexe, elle devrait etre abordee dans 
Ie cadre d'une approche reposant sur les actifs. L'accent doit €Ire mis sur la protection des 
infrastructures c1es de I'industrie, tels que les systemes de paiement, en bloquant toutes les voies 
d'attaque qui y menent, ce qui ne peut etre realise que par une evaluation approfondie des actifs 
de la societe» explique Alex Fidgen, directeur de MWR InfoSecurity. « Afin que Ie secteur de la 
finance comprenne ou la securite peut €Ire amelioree, il doit aussi adopter des evaluations qui 
reproduisent certaines des methodes d'attaque utilisees par les cybercriminels les plus 
sophistiques, qui sont souvent parraines par des Etats » ajoute Ie directeur de MWR InfoSecurity. 

Son of seized terror suspect tells of family's life on tbe run 
London Daily Telegraph, Richard Spencer, 2013 10 08 
Tripoli - The family of Abu Anas al-Libi, the al-Qaeda suspect seized by American forces in 
Libya, last night claimed he was innocent and had been working in a pizza restaurant while in 
Britain, not masterminding international terrorist attacks. His son, Abdullah al-Ruqaie, told The 
Daily Telegraph his father had been forced to leave Britain because of "police harassment". He 
described how his own childhood had been spent on the run, leaving primary school in 
Manchester for a life first in Afghanistan, where his father became close to Osama bin Laden, 
and then in prison in Iran. But he insisted that his father had gone to Afghanistan to "help the 
oppressed" and was innocent of the murders of224 people in the twin bombings of the US 
embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam, ofwhich he is accused by the US. "My father is a 
normal man." he said from his home in Tripoli. "He told us everything about his life. He went 
from Libya to Afghanistan to help oppressed people there. I assure you that he is innocent, and 
this will be clear soon. when they fail to provide any evidence against him." 

Australia· Australie 

Abbott says won't toe Canadian line 
Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka), 2013 1007 
Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott says he has no intention of following Canada's leader in 
boycotting next month's Commonwealth summit in Sri Lanka because of human rights concerns. 
Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper issued a statement on Monday, shortly before he met 
with Mr. Abbott in Bali, confirming his boycott of the Commonwealth Heads of Government 
Meeting (CHOGM). Mr. Harper and Mr. Abbott are on the Indonesian holiday island for the 
annual APEC leaders summit. The two countries have a lot in common but they certainly don't 
see eye to eye on the CHOGM, due to start in Colombo on November 10. Mr. Harper said he'd 
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hoped Sri Lanka would seize the opportunity presented by its selection as host to improve human 
rights conditions and move toward reconciliation and accountability after the country's long
running and bloody civil war against Tamil separatists, which ended in 2009. 

Australia prepared briefing on US global internet spying program PRISM before Snowden 
. lreve ahons 

ABC (Australia), Will Ockenden, 2013 1008 " 
Canberra - Documents obtained under Freedom ofInformation laws show the Federal 
Goverrunent knew about the secret US internet spying program PRISM months before a " 
whistleblower made details public. The Attorney- General's Department prepared a secret 
briefing about PRISM in March, two months before former National Security Agency (NSA) 
contractor Edward Snowden leaked information on the global spying program to The Guardian 
newspaper. Snowden's revelations showed that the US government had in place a global spying 
system which taps deep into millions of individuals' lives via social media platforms and email. 
It prompted questions about how widely the US government was sharing the information with its 
allies, including Australia. Greens Senator Scott Ludlam, who has long been vocal about his 
concerns concerns over digital privacy rights, says the timeline is interesting. 

Australia's Fastmail secure email service claims it is 'NSA proor 
The Guardian (London), Alex Hem, 2013 1008 
London - The Australian technology firm Fastmail is claiming to be NSA-proof, stating that it 
"does not co-operate with blanket surveillance" and does not give information on its users to 
anyone outside Australia. Responding to growing public debate over online surveillance by the 
US National Security Agency, a blogpost from Fastmail to its users emphasised the fact that it is 
incorporated in Melbourne, and so only has to respond to demands made under Australian law, 
though it conceded that some of Fastmail's servers are in the US. Robert Norris, Fastmail 
technical lead, said: "Australia does not have any equivalent to the US National Security Letter, 
so we cannot be forced to do something without being allowed to disclose it. "We are required to 
disclose information about specific individual accounts to properly authorised Australian law 
enforcement with the appropriate supporting documentation, which means a warrant signed by 
an Australian judge," Norris says. 

Police return people to detention 
The Australian, Paul Maley, 2013 \0 08 
Sydney - Asylum-seekers charged With, but not yet convicted of, criminal offences have had 
their bridging visas revoked and have been returned to detention. Immigration Minister Scott 
Morrison said yesterday that 28 asylum-seekers had been removed from the community after 
being charged with an array of offences, from murder to people-smuggling. Half were on 
bridging visas while the other half were being held in community detention arrangements. Mr 
Morrison said \0 ofthose visa cancellations had occurred since the September election. " While 
.there is no suggestion that the incidence of charges is disproportionate for illegal boat arrivals 
released into the community, I have a zero tolerance attitude for those who violate the trust given 
by granting them permission to live in the community," Mr Morrison said. 

The road's closed for these drugs (Canada) 
The Age, Eileen Ormsby, 2013 10 08 



Column: Australians were enthusiastic users of the online illicit drug market Silk Road. But now 
its owner has been arrested and the site closed. Will they return to the more dangerous alternative 
ofbuying on the streets? Eileen Ormsby reports. It's a familiar story. A geeky academic high
achiever moves to Silicon Valley to try his luck in the start-up business. More successful than 
most, his venture, an e-commerce website, turns oves $1.2 billion in less than three years. But 
then the story takes a tum that comes straight out of an episode ofBreaking"Bad On October 3, 
the FBI swooped on 29-year-old Ross William Ulbricht in the sci-fi section of a local library in 
Glen Park, San Francisco, as he chatted online. According to the arreSt',gocuments, the easygoing 
Texan is the mastermind behind a massive online drug-dealing, comp ter- acking and money.. 
laundering empire. They also claim he ordered at least two contract killings and the to(ture of a 
former employee. His parents have described him as "a really stellar, good person and verY' 
idealistic". The website is Silk Road, the most famous online black market in the world, And 
Ulbricht, the FBI claims, is its enigmatic founder, known until last week only as Dread Pirate 
Roberts, or DPR. The anonymous website sold illegal drugs such as heroin, cocaine and MDMA. 
Outside the US, it is understood to have been most used by people in the UK and Australia. "Silk 
Road has emerged as the most sophisticated and extensive criminal marketplace on the Internet 
today," is how Christopher Tarbell, an FBI agent, described it last week. More than 900,000 
registered users bought and sold drugs using the digital currency Bitcoin. According to the 
charges, users could buy drugs from the site and have them shipped to an address oftheir choice. 
According to the FBI complaint, Ulbricht, who shortened his alias from Dread Pirate Roberts to 
DPR when posting on Silk Road's forums, operated the site from San Francisco. At times, he 
used computers at Internet cafes to access the servers running the website, which employed 
several technological tools to mask the location of its servers and the identities of its 
administrators and users. Based on a image of the servers on server on 23 July last year, there 
were over 13,000 listings for illicit substances, most ofwhich were of individual-use quantities. 
There had been about 1,229,465 transactions, valued at around 9.5 million bitcoin, the equivalent 
ofUS $1.2 billion in revenue and $79.8 million in commissions to the site's owner. There were 
957,079 registered users of which 30 percent were from the United States, 27 percent 
"undeclared," and the remainder, in descending order of prevalence: the United Kingdom, 
Australia, Germany, Canada, Sweden, France, Russia, Italy, and the Netherlands. 

New Zealand· Nouvelle-zelande 

Bali high for Key ashe meets big players (Canada) 
The Daily Post (New Zealand), Staff reporter, 2013 10 08 
Wellington - Prime Minister John Key yesterday held bilateral meetings with the leaders of 
Malaysia, Chile, Peru and Canada. Mr Key is attending the Apec Summit in Bali and will also 
meet the organisation's new executive director, Allan Bollard, the former Reserve Bank 
Governor ofNew Zealand. Apec was an ideal opportunity for a country as small as New Zealand 
to cosy up to the big players, Mr Key said. " In any Apec meeting we get face time with leaders 
who, otherwise, it's very difficult for us to get on their calendar. We can do it maybe once a term 
but we certainly couldn't do it, in the case of some of these leaders, every year or twice a year," 
he said. 

Afghanistan· Pakistan 



En Afghanistan, vingt-sept candidats en lice afin de succeder II Hamid Karzai 
Le Monde, Frederic Bobin, 2013 1008 
Kaboul - 2014 sera marquee par un scrutin presidentiel et la fin du retrait des troupes de I'OTAN 
Le scenario politique post-2014 en Afghanistan s'est quelque peu eclairci, dimanche 6 octobre, 
avec la cloture du depot de candidatures pour I'election presidentielle du printemps vouee a 
trouver un successeur a Hamid Karzai, ala tete du pays sans discontinuer depuis Ie renversement 
du regime taliban fin 200I . Cette annee e1ectorale a venir s'annonce d'autant plus sensible qu'elle 
marquera la fin du retrait des troupes de I'OTAN apres plus de dix ans d'une guerre dont les 
forces afghanes - armee et police - prennent la direction progressive face al'insurrection des 
talibans. Aujourd'hui s'elevant II 87 000 soldats - dont 52 000 Americains -, I'effectif des troupes 
internationales est cense etre reduit fin 2014 II un niveau minimum qu'il reste II determiner . .Dans 
ce contexte d'incertitude securitaire, la stabilite de la sphere politique officielle apparait cruciale 
aux yeux de la communaute internationale, qui continue d'assurer I'essentiel des financements du 
regime. 

International aid agencies barred from Awaran 
Pakistan Dawn, Khawar Ghumman, 2013 1008 
Islamabad: The government is not allowing international humanitarian aid agencies to go into 
earthquake-affected districts of Balochistan. In a press statement posted on its website on Oct 4, 
France- based Doctors Without Boarders has resented the government's reluctance to allow its 
medical care providers to enter Awaran, the area which suffered the most when the earthquake 
struck the province on Sept 24. It said: "Despite daily discussions with the government of 
Pakistan, Medecins Sans FrontieresIDoctors Without Borders (MSF) has not yet been granted 
permission to work in the affected area." MSF's spokesperson in Pakistan said as of today 
(Monday) there was no headway in negotiations between the government and MSF officials. She 
said: "Our teams of doctors are ready to go to the affected areas, but we are yet to get a formal 
authorisation from the government. " 

Loya Jirga on BSA in a month: Karzai 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Zarghona Salehi, 2013 1008 
Kabul - President Hamid Karzai, insisting on the acceptance of his government's conditions, on 
Monday indicated a Loya Jirga would be called in a month's time to discuss the Afghan-US 
bilateral security agreement. Negotiations on the security pact with the US began a year ago, 
with the Obama administration saying in mid-September the deal could be clinched during the 
current month. But Karzai, who said on September J7 that his government was in no rush for 
wrapping up the agreement, told reporters in Kabul on Monday the two sides had reached some 
understanding but several sticking points were yet to be addressed. He once again made clear 
Afghanistan would sign the pact only when its conditions were met. "The Afghans want to be 
friends with the US and the West, but this friendship should guarantee the protection ofour core 
national interests." 

'I 
Pak Taleban vow to attack Malala 
Khaleej Times, 2013 10 08 
Islamabad - The Pakistani Taleban on Monday said schoolgirl campaigner Malala Yousafzai had 
"no courage" and vowed to attack her again if they got the chance. Having spread a message of 
"education for all" across the globe, the 16-year-old is now a~ong the favourites for the Nobel 



Peace Prize, which will be awarded on Friday. Shahidullah Shahid, spokesman for the main 
Tehreek-e- Taleban Pakistan umbrella group, slammed Malala and said they would try again to 
kill her. Malala said on Monday she hoped to become a politician to "change the future of my 
country. "I will be a politician in my future. 1 want to change the future of my country and 1 want 
to make education compulsory," Malala said in a BBC interview. (Full Report). 

1': ( v. C- l)~~
President offered my party $100m. Noor claims " (;" (! ,.. 

Pajhwok Afghan News, Ahmad Quraishi, 2013 1008 /0 .,. 

Kabul - In the race for the presidency, Balkh Governor Atta Mohammad Noor on Monday " 
claimed President Hamid Karzai had offered him a $100 million cheque in returning for support 
his team. Also a key member of the Jamiat-I-Islami Party (JIP), the governor levelled the 
allegation against the president at an inaugural ceremony for a party office in Kabul. He insisted: 
"President Hamid Karzai's team offered us a colossal amount of dollars, a blank cheque and 
other favours. But we rejected the offer out ofhand. " Noor said in categorical terms that Karzai 
and his electoral team had repeatedly tried to lure his party into joining the incoming cabinet. "I 
was told the fragile presidential team will get stronger if the Jamiat-i-Islami throws its weight 
behind it," Noor maintained. 

Senate supports Loya jirga on security pact 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Abasin Zaheer, 2013 1008 
Kabul - The Meshrano Jirga, or upper house of the parliament, on Monday said the proposed 
bilateral security agreement (BSA) was in favour of Afghanistan, supporting a Loya Jirga on the 
subject. A day earlier, President Hamid Karzai insisted on the acceptance of his government's 
conditions, indicating a Loya Jirga would be called in a month's time to discuss the agreement. 
Negotiations on the security pact with the US began a year ago, with the Obama administration 
saying in mid-September the deal could be clinched during the current month. Participating in a 
Senate debate on BSA, a public representative from central Bamyan province said Afghanistan 
was currently going through a sensitive phase and needed a strong international ally like the US. 

US hopes security pact to be signed soon 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Lalit K Jha, 2013 1008 
Washington - The Obama administration remains committed to working with the Afghan 
government to conclude the bilateral security agreement (BSA) as soon as possible, a US official 
said here on Monday. Both countries were engaged to conclude BSA negotiation, State 
Department spokesperson Marie Harf told reporters at her daily news conference, hours after 
President Hamid Karzai indicated a Loya Jirga on the pact would be convened in a month. 
"We've always said that October's a common goal set out in the SPA (special partnership 
agreement) and reaffirmed by both President Karzai and President Obama in January. So we're 
prepared to conclude a reasonable BSA, and we're working toward that goal," she said. After 
October, she added, it would become a little bit more difficult, not necessarily impossible by any 
means, but Afghans would be focused on the upcoming presidential and provincial council 
elections in April 2014. 

Wide consultations likely: PM to fill top army posts on same day 
The Express Tribune, Sumera Khan, 2013 10 08 
Islamabad: A day after army chief General Ashfaq Parvez Kayani ruled out a longer tenure for 



himself, the Prime Minister House announced that the new Chief of Army Staff and the 
Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee would be named simultaneously following intense 
consultations. As rumours swirled over the possible successors of Gen Kayani and Gen Khalid 
Shameem Wynne, the PM House spokesman said in a statement on Monday that the prime 
minister has decided to announce the appointments at the same time after holding consultations. 
"Expectations regarding the announcement of the suceessors of the outgoing CJSC who retired 
on Monday and the army chief whose tenure ends on Noventber 29 are important issues but need 
comprehensive considerations." "Every decision will be taken in the country's supreme interest," 
the premier was quoted as saying. 

China' Chine 

China hits back at trilateral statement 
Global Times, 2013 10 08 
China on Monday urged the US, Japan and Australia to refrain from any activities that may 
affect regional stability or from using their alliance to interfere in territorial disputes, said foreign 
ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying. Hua made the comments in response to a joint statement 
of the fifth trilateral strategic dialogue issued on Friday by US State Secretary John Kerry, 
Australia's Foreign Minister Julie Bishop and Japan's Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida, which 
encompasses issues related to the East China Sea and South China Sea. The three ministers 
opposed any coercive or unilateral actions that might break the status quo in the East China Sea, 
according to the joint statement issued on the sidelines of the Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation (APEC) meeting in Bali ofIndonesia. "The alliance between the US, Japan and 
Australia should not be used as an excuse to interfere in disputes over territorial sovereignty, 
otherwise it will only complicate the situation and hurt the interests of the relevant parties," said 
Hua. Tensions had been increasing between China and Japan since the Japanese administration 
announced the "nationalization" of the Diaoyu Islands in the East China Sea in September 2012. 
Although the US publicly states that it does .not take sides in sovereignty issues, it also opposes 
any unilateral actions to change the "administration status" of the Diaoyu Islands under the 
Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the US and Japan, which is consistent with 
the position shown in the latest joint statement, Meng Xiangqing, a security strategist at the 
People's Liberation Army University ofNational Defense, told the Global Times. 

China teUs US, Australia, Japan: Stay out of sea row 
Philippine Inquirer, 20 \3 10 08 
China said yesterday the United States, Australia and Japan should not use their alliance as an 
excuse to intervene in territorial disputes in the East China Sea and South China Sea, and urged 
them to refrain from inflaming regional tensions. On Friday, Australian Foreign Minister Julie 
Bishop, Japanese Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida and US Secretary of State John Kerry raised 
the maritime disputes during a trilateral strategic dialogue in Bali, Indonesia. The trilateral 
meeting took place on the sidelines of the annual Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) 
summit in Bali that was attended by regional leaders including President Aquino. 

China's Xi expresses firm opposition to N. Korean nuclear program: official 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 1007 
Bali - Chinese President Xi Jinping expressed staunch opposition to North Korea going nuclear 



or conducting additional atomic tests, and pledged to vigorously carry out U.N. sanctions 
resolutions on Pyongyang, a South Korean official said. Xi ade the remark when he met 
bilaterally with South Korean President Park Geun-hye on the sidelines of an Asia Pacific 
Economic Cooperation summit in Indonesia's resort island ofBl\!i., after Park voiced concerns 
about Pyongyang's nuclear ambitions, the official said. "The Chinese side (Xi) said he opposes 
North Korea's possession of nuclear weapons and that he is also resolutely opposed to an 
additional nuclear test by North Korea," the official said. Xi also pledged to "strictly abide" by 
U.N. Security Council resolutions on Pyongyang, he said. The rem.arks came in response to Park 
citing a need to stop North Korea from honing its nuclear capabilities, and asked China to help 
prod Pyongyang to focus on rebuilding its broken economy, the official said. "(North Korea) 
can't pour everything into nuclear weapons at a time when many North Korean people are said to 
be suffering from chronic malnutrition," Park said at the start of the talks. "I hope China will 
work hard to persuade North Korea to concentrate on economic development." The 45-minute 
meeting came days after North Korea said Friday that it will move steadfastly forward with its 
line of simultaneously seeking economic construction and nuclear armament, making clear it has 
no intention of desisting from its nuclear weapons push. Last month, a U.S. research institute 
said that recent satellite images appeared to show that North Korea was restarting a nuclear 
reactor at the country's main Y ongbyon nuclear complex, which can yield weapons-grade 
plutonium. 

Xi Pledges to Stand Firm Against N.Korean Nukes 
Chosun I1bo, 2013 10 08 
Chinese President Xi Jinping on Monday said he is against NorthKorea having nuclear weapons 
and firmly opposes any more nuclear tests, a senior government official here said. Xi made the 
remarks when he met President Park Geun-hye in Bali, Indonesia on the sidelines of the APEC 
summit. It was already their third meeting this year. Xi pledged that China will "strictly abide by 
UN Security Council resolutions" against North Korea. "We need to prevent a repeat of the 
vicious cycle related to the North Korean nuclear issue," he added. 

Europe 

" Toute la France se durcit, chaque parti deplace son logiciel " 
Le Monde, Alexandre Lemarie et Jean-Baptiste de Montvalon, 2013 1008 
Paris - Dominique Reynie est Ie directeur general de la Fondation pour I'innovation politique, 
proche de I'UMP. II est l'auteur des Nouveaux Populismes, II paraltre Ie 6 novembre (Hachette 
Pluriel, 376 p., 9,50 ). En Europe, les partis populistes progressent. Quelle est leur influence en 
France? Ylls ont reussi II imposer leur rhetorique et leurs thematiques ces dernieres annees. La 
campagne presidentielle de 2012 a ete saturee de discours populistes. Ni Hollande, ni Sarkozy ni 
meme Bayrou n'ont su eviter ce registre dont, bien silr, Melenchon et Marine Le Pen ont me les 
champions. 11 est tres frappant de constater que Ie langage reserve jusque- III aux populistes est 
desormais au centre du debat politique. Prenons Ie debat sur les Roms. Les mots et Ie registre 
employes par Manuel Valls sont tres impressionnants. Quand vous comparez ses propos it ceux 
tenus par Sarkozy lors du discours de Grenoble, en 2010, c'est bien Valls qui emploie les mots 
les plus durs et qui porte un discours authentiquement stigmatisant. Cela montre que I'influence 
ideologique des populistes, qui se diffuse partout en Europe, touche meme les partis de 
gouvemement. II y a vingt ans, Ie discours de Valls sur les Roms serait venu de Jean-Marie Le 



Pen. II y a trois ans, les propos du president Sarkozy avaient choque. En 2013, des propos pires 
emanent d'un ministre de I'interieur socialiste. Pres de 80 % des Franvais sont d'accord avec lui. 
Le president Hollande Ie soutient de facto. C'est un temoin du glissement du terrain vers la 
droite. Toute la France se durcit. Chaque parti deplace son logiciel. 0 

1 ,. 

Aquoi sert Ie G20 ? '" (! 11r'!I>/i/~ (, 

Le Figaro, Alexandrine Bouilhet, 2013 10 08 'I ~ 

Washington - Ce club des vingt premieres economies de la planete est au centre de la reforme de 
la finance mondiale. C'est une belle tribune pour les pays emergents. Mais pour durer, une 
transformation s'impose. MONDIALISAT10N Apres Ie sommet de Saint-Petersbourg, qui a 
marque Ie retour fracassant de Vladimir Poutine sur la scene diplomatique internationale, Ie G20 
reprend son baton de pelerin et revient cette semaine sur des terres plus familieres, a 
Washington. Une reunion des ministres des Finances du G20 est prevue en marge de I'assemblee 
generale annuelle du FMI et de la Banque mondiale. L'an prochain, Ie club des vingt plus 
grandes puissances economiques de la planete poursuivra ses peregrinations en Australie. En 
2015, ce sera au tour de la Turquie de presider Ie G20. Cannes, Los Cabos, Saint-Petersbourg, 
Canberra: Ie G20 choisit des villes de plus en plus agreables pour accueillir les chefs d'Etat et 
leurs ministres, ce qui explique I'assiduite des delegations. Mais, sur Ie fond, Ii quoi sert 
reellement Ie G20 ? Cette instance est-elle vraiment representative? Que valent ses decisions? 
Ces questions paraissent d'autant plus h\gitimes, que Ie dernier sommet, celui de Saint
Petersbourg fut accapare par la question syrienne, passant sous silence un agenda officiel 100 % 
economique, qui ne fut pas denue d'avancees. 

Interpol va proposer au secteur prive de participer Ii la verification des papiers d'identite 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 08 
Paris - Interpol va proposer ases membres, lors de sa prochaine Assemblee generale en 
Colombie, d'autoriser Ie secteur prive, notamment les hotels, aparticiper ala lutte contre 
I'utilisation de pieces d'identite volees ou frauduleuses, a revele lundi aParis son secretaire 
general. S'adressant aParis aquelques journalistes, I'Americain Ronald Noble a precise qu'une 
periode test pour une experience pilote de ce projet, baptise "I-Checkit", sera proposee aux 
delegues des 190 pays membres lors de I'AG prevue du 21 au 24 octobre aCartagena 
(Colombie). 

La France invite un depute du Hezbollah 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Scarlett Haddad, 2013 1008 
Paris - A10rs que la classe politique passe son temps aessayer d'obtenir des indices sur I'etape 
future dans la region, une ouverture europeenne discrete est en train de se faire en direction du 
Hezbollah. II y a une semaine, Ie responsable des relations internationales au sein du Hezbollah, 
Ie Dr Ammar Moussaoui, s'est rendu en Italie pour participer II une conference sur les relations 
entre les peuples et les Etats du bassin mediterraneen, ainsi que sur I'immigration clandestine et 
la lutte contre Ie terrorisme. Certes, Ie Hezbollah est regulierement invite aparticiper ace genre 
de conferences en tant qu'acteur important au Liban, voire dans la region. Mais Ie timing de ce 
rendez-vous lui donne une toute autre dimension. De plus, c'est desormais au tour du depute 
membre du bloc de la Resistance, Ali Fayad, d'entamer des aujourd'hui une visite en France. II a 
ete invite officiellement pour participer avec deux de ses collegues, Samir el-Jisr et Ghassan 
Moukheiber, aun Mbat aI'Assemblee nationale franvaise sur I'abolition de la peine de mort. La 



France milite activement pour cette abolition au sein de I'Europe mais aussi dans Ie monde, et les 
deputes ont ete sciemment choisis parce que les partis ou blocs qu'ils representent ont une 
opinion precise sur Ie sujet. ~ 

(; l'~ ~.t II> ~ ..
La grande solitude des defenseurs des Iibertes . • 

Le Monde, Jean-Baptiste de Montvalon, 2013 1008 

Paris - Roms, prisons, espionnage sur Internet, droits des etrangers... Le discours securitaire est 

Ie seul audible Doux reveurs ", " angeliques ", "iIIegitimes ", "droits-de-I'hommistes " ... Qu'its 

soient defenseur des droits, contrOleur general des lieux de privation de liberte, responsables 

associatifs, avocats, magistrats, ils ont I'habitude de ces noms d'oiseaux..dont on les affuble pour 

les disqualifier d'emblee, eux ou la cause pour laquelle ils se battent : la protection de libertes 

fondamentales et de droits universels. Autant de garanties indispensables, en particulier pour les 

plus demunis, mais qui sont balayees (avec leurs defenseurs) comme quantite negligeable par 

gros temps populiste, comme celui qui frappe notre continent. " Dans cette espece de maelstrom, 

on n'est pas audible ", observe Florent Gueguen, directeur general de la Federation nationale des 

associations d'accueit et de reinsertion sociale (Fnars). " II est difficile de sensibiliser les gens, et 

encore plus de les convaincre ", rencherit Patrick Baudouin, avocat et ancien president de la 

Federation intemationale des droits de I'homrne (FIDH), qui evoque un " rouleau compresseur ". 

" Les gens se recroquevillent. On a un peu I'impression d'emmerder Ie monde ", resume Antoine 

Grezaud, directeur de cabinet du defenseur des droits, Dominique Baudis. 


Le plan choc d' Alcatel pour se sauver 

Le Figaro, Marc Cherki, 2013 10 08 

Paris - Le groupe fran~ais de telecoms devrait reduire ses effectifs mondiaux de 10 000 

personnes. TELI~:COMS Traitement de choc pour Alcatel-Lucent, Ie champion fran~ais des 

equipements telecoms. Ce mardi, Ii I'issue d'un comite de groupe, la direction devrait annoncer la 

suppression de 10 000 postes dans Ie monde, soit 15 % des effectifs de 68 000 personnes, selon 

nos informations. Toutes les regions sont concernees : 4 100 departs pour I'Europe, Ie Moyen

Orient et I'Afrique, 3 SOO pour I'Asie-Pacifique et 2100 pour la region Amerique. Un site sur 

deux d'Alcatel-Lucent devrait fermer dans chaque pays. Ces suppressions de postes seraient 

engagees des Ie debut de 2014 et s'achever fin 2015. En France, qui compte 8 300 salaries, au 

moins 900 departs devraient etre engages pour les fonctions supports (services administratifs, 

informatique, ressource humaine, etc.). Et 900 salaries supplementaires seraient concernes par 

des mobilites internes en raison de la reconversion de sites ou des transferts d'activites Ii des 

partenaires. Deux implantations d'Alcatel-Lucent devraient fermer, Ii Toulouse et Ii Rennes, qui 

comptent chacune une centaine de salari~s. Trois autres sites seraient transferes ou reconvertis 

d'ici ala fin de 2015. II devrait s'agir des etablissements d'Eu (Seine-Maritime), d'Ormes (Loiret) 

et d'Orvault (Loire-Atlantique) . Dans l'Hexagone, les activites seraient regroupees Ii Lannion 

(Cotes-d'Armor) et Ii Vitlarceaux (Essonne). Ce dernier site conservera son rang de premier 

centre de recherche et developpement d'Alcatel-Lucent en Europe. La filiale fran~aise devrait 

meme recruter 200 chercheurs pour developper les competences pour la quatrieme generation de 

telephonie mobile (4G), les plateformes logiciels et les reseaux optiques Ii tres haut debit. 


Les utilisateurs d'Andro'id sont-ils en danger? 

Atlantico (site web), Alexandre Garret, 2013 1008 

Non identifie - L'Android est Ie Smartphone qui subit Ie plus d'attaques de logiciels malveillants. 




Quelques conseils pour eviter les problemes. Atlantico : Selon un recent rapport, Androjd serait 
la cible privilegiee des attaques de logiciels malveillants dit « mal wares » . Que sont ces logiciels 
? Pourquoi Androjd est plus touche que les autres ? Alexandre Garret: On trouve deux grandes 
typologies dans les logiciels malveillants : les spywares et les chevaux de trois. Les malwares 
sont une sous-categorie des spywares. Ces derniers sont des logiciels espions qui ont pour 
objectifs d'aller capter de I'information. Ce sont des informations stockees sur des telephones 
mobiles : liste de contacts, geolocalisation, interception d'appel 01) de sms ... Les chevaux de trois 
ont pour vocation de rester et d'effectuer des actions. L'application s'installe et envoie des Sms 
vers des numeros surtaxes, par exemple, Ie tout sans que vous vous en rendiez compte. C'est 
ainsi que Ie hacker se remunere. 

Marina Litvinenko vows to fight on for public inquiry into husband's death 
Press Association, Staff report, 2013 10 08 
London - The widow ofRussian dissident Alexander Litvinenko, who died after being poisoned 
in London, has "courageously" decided to continue her fight to force a public inquiry. Last week 
Marina Litvinenko broke down in tears as she said she was struggling to fund her battle against 
the British government's decision to await the outcome ofa normal inquest before deciding 
whether there should be a wider-ranging inquiry. Litvinenko said she wants to get to "the truth" 
of how her husband, a former KGB spy, died seven years ago. She appealed to the British public 
for money to finance her case after high court judges refused last Thursday to protect her against 
potentially ruinous costs ofup to £40,000 if she loses. 

Moscou met sur ecoute les Jeux de Sotchi 
Tribune de Geneve, Etienne Bouche, 2013 10 08 
Moscou - Le systeme de surveillance mis en place dans Ie cadre des JO d'hiver en Russie serait 
Ie plus intrusif de l'histoire de la competition Tandis que la flamme olympique vient d'entamer, 
au depart de la place Rouge, son mediatique tour de Russie, Ie Guardian publie des informations 
relatives aI'encadrement des Jeux. Selon Ie journal britannique, Ie Service federal de securite 
russe (FSB) disposerait Ii Sotchi d'un acres privilegie Ii toute forme de communication durant la 
competition. Sur la base d'une enquete menee par deux journalistes russes, Ie quotidien evoque 
I'existence du systeme SORM - un «Prism sous sterojdes» selon une des sources - permettant aux 
services secrets d'exercer un controle etroit des echanges telephoniques et sur Internet. 

Russian Court Hears Appeals in Greenpeace Case 
RIA Novosti, Staff report, 20 I3 10 08 
Moscow - A court in Russia's Arctic port ofMurmansk began hearings Tuesday to decide if the 
30 detainees from a Greenpeace icebreaker seized last month on piracy allegations should stay 
behind bars pending trial. The three people having their appeals heard Tuesday are all Russian 
nationals: Yekaterina Zaspa, the ship's doctor; Andrei Allakhverdov, a Greenpeace spokesman; 
and Denis Sinyakov, a freelance photographer who was covering the ship's two-month voyage in 
the Russian Arctic. All sought to be released on bailor placed under house arrest. By mid-day, 
the court had rejected Zaspa's appeal. Sinyakov's was ongoing and Allakhverdov's would be 
heard later in the day. The Greenpeace vessel, the Arctic Sunrise, was seized by Russian border 
guards in mid-September after several activists tried to scale an oil rig operated by an affiliate of 
state-run gas giant Gazprom in the Pechora Sea to protest against oil drilling in the Arctic, which 
environmentalists call hazardous and unprofitable. 



Snowden fait son marche ? 

La Presse, Nicolas Berube, 2013 10 08 

Moscou - Refugie en Russie, Ie delateur Edward Snowden reprendrait-il un semblant de vie 
normale ? Hier, Ie site russe de nouvelles Life News diffuse une photo floue montrant un 
homme ressemblant Ii Snowden, 30 ans, en train de pousser un chariot de supermarche. Le site 
affirme que la photo a ete prise Ii Moscou et qu'elle montre l'ex-consultant americain, qui a 
obtenu l'asile politique en Russie Ie ler aout. L'ancien travailleur de'ta~ational Security Agency 
(NSA), recherche par les autorites americaines pour avoir diffuse des documents secrets, n'a pas 
fait d'apparition publique depuis qu'il a obtenu I'asile politique. )). 

Syria be able to eliminate chemical weapons within year - Putin 
ITAR-TASS World Service, Staff report, 2013 1008 
Bali - Russian President Vladimir Putin said it was rather real to eliminate chemical weapons 
within a year. Speaking at a news conference after the APEC summit, Putin said, "Syria will be 
able to eliminate chemical weapons within a year - the term, which was determined by U.N. 
specialists." "I don't know, but we trust in international experts for chemical disarmament. 
Americans and we trust them," the Russian president said, adding that the whole world 
recognised the authority of these specialists. "If U.N. specialists say it can be done within the 
year, that's it so," he said. 

Terrorisme : des derogations provisoires qui perdu rent 
Le Monde, Laurent Borredon, 2013 10 08 
Paris - C'est Ie mot magique, qui permet toutes les derogations aux libertes publiques : Ie 
terrorisme. Parfois, Ie legislateur culpabilise, et vote des dispositions proviso ires. Ce qui ne 
change pas grand-chose. En 2005, apres les attentats de Londres, Ie gouvernement Villepin 
elabore dans l'urgence une loi antiterroriste, la huitieme en dix ans. 'Elle prevoit une " clause de 
rendez-vous ". " Les dispositions les plus sensibles - j'ai bien conscience qu'il en existe! - du 
projet de loi sont d'une duree de trois ans ", defend alors Ie ministre de I'interieur, Nicolas 
Sarkozy, devant des deputes PS sceptiques. II insiste sur Ie besoin d'un " consensus' face aux " 
intimidations des fanatiques, des assassins et des barbares ". " Fatalisme juridique " Ces 
dispositions, ce sont la possibilite de controles d'identite dans les trains internationaux, l'acces 
aux donnees de connexions Internet et telephonique et aux fichiers administratifs (permis de 
conduire, carte d'identite, etc.) pour les services de renseignement. Au PS, les deputes 
s'abstiennent et les senateurs s'opposent. 

India·lnde 

Massive infiltration bid in Keran sector foiled: Army 
Press Trust ofindia, 2013 10 08 
Hindon - A massive infiltration bid by terrorists backed by suspected Pakistani special forces, the 
biggest after the 1999 Kargil confrontation, was foiled by the Indian army, which on Tuesday 
called off its 15-day-long major operation in Keran sector along the Line of Control (LoC) in 
Kashmir. "I have now given direction to call off the concerted search (in Keran sector). But our 
counter-infiltration deployment is being strengthened. We are now going to launch operations 
which are intelligence based, which are surveillance based so that we can eliminiate and meet the 



challenges," General Officer Commanding-in-Chief of Army's Northern Command Lt General 
Sanjiv Chachra told reporters here. The Army has been maintaining that it has been on a 
concerted search operation in Keran sector for the last 15 days after it foiled a major infiltration 
attempt by terrorists backed by suspected Pakistan special forces last month,; 

v. ~ 

It 0 I. " bPrithvi-II missile test-fired 
CTimes ofIndia, Jatinder Kaur Tur, 2013 10 08 

Hyderabad - The indigenously developed Prithvi-II missile, the baby of.Research Centre, Imarat, 
the Hyderabad-based lab ofDefence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) was 
successfully test-fired by the Strategic Forces Command ofIndian Defence froml-aunch 
Complex-III, ITR, Chandipur in Balasore district ofOdisha on Monday. It was the 19th launch 
and sources revealed that the launch was not pre-planned unlike the rest of such test-fires. Highly 
placed sources shared that the test firing of the missile on Monday was directed at Pakistan. In 
view of the ongoing firing by infiltrators from Pakistan in the Keran sector along the Line of 
Control (LoC) in Kashmir, the Indian Army has actually sent a strong message of defence 
preparedness of India to Pakistan with the Agni launch. "In fact, most of the DRDO officials 
were also not aware of it since it was a swift decision and definitely aimed at generating 
confidence that the Army can do it on its own", said an official. 

Prithvi-II successfully test-fired for second tim.e in two days 
Press Trust ofIndia, 20 \3 10 08 
Balasore: India on Tuesday successfully test-fired for the second time in two days its 
indigenously developed nuclear-capable Prithvi-II missile, which has a strike range of350 km, 
from a test range at Chandipur near here. The surface-to-surface missile was test-fired from a 
mobile launcher in salvo mode from launch complex-3 of the Integrated Test Range (ITR) at 
about 12.20pm. "Today's test fife ofPrithvi-II missile is also successful and achieved all its 
targets," Director ofITR, MVKV Prasad told PT!. He said today's test fire was as accurate as 
yesterday's exercise. The scientists randomly chose a missile from the production stock and put it 
on test. The total launch activities were carried out by the specially formed SFC and monitored 
by the scientists ofDRDO as part of practice drill. The trajectory of the missile was tracked by 
the DRDO radars, electro-optical tracking systems and telemetry stations located along the coast 
ofOdisha. 

Samba terror attack: BSF, J&K police found wanting 
Times oflndia, Bharti Jain, 2013 1008 
New Delhi - The Centre has found lapses on part of the Border Security Force (BSF) as well and 
Jammu & Kashmir Police while analyzing the September 26 fidayeen attack on a police station 
and Army camp in Jammu region. The Onion home ministry, based on inputs from intelligence 
agencies, concluded that 13SF, which is in charge of the International Border (18) at Kathua, was 
not carrying out patrolling at the unfenced stretch through which the three terrorists sneaked in 
from across Pakistan. Reports indicate that the terrorists infiltrated on the morning of the attack, 
taking advantage of the elephant grass that provided them a perfect cover. This is confirmed by 
the absence of any breach in the fenced stretch. "Th~ unfenced arch, covered with elephant grass, 
was an attractive infiltration point for infiltration. The BSF should have been carrying out regular 
patrolling of the area, given its vulnerability. 



Iran 

Geneva 2 sees Burry of terms, counter-terms 
Lebanon Daily Star, Marlin Dick, 2013 1008 
Beirut - Leading opposition groups are showing little enthusiasm about attending a proposed 
Geneva II conference, whether they are based inside or outside Syria. The sponsors of the 
conference, the U.S. and Russia, saw their top diplomats Monday "recommit" themselves to 
efforts to move forward with the talks. U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and his Russian 
counterpart Sergey Lavrov met on the sidelines ofa summit in Indonesia to discuss ways to "lay 
the groundwork for a round of talks. " Kerry said they would meet the U.N.-Arab envoy for 
Syria, Lakhdar Brahimi, to iron out a date forthe summit. But the head of the National Coalition, 
Ahmad Jarba, and the Turkey-based leadership of the rebel Free Syrian Army, have dismissed 
the idea ofgoing to Geneva without "guarantees" that President Bashar Assad will leave power. 
The announcement was made Sunday after several days of talks between Jarba and rebel 
commanders: 

Iran Warns of Emergence of3rd Wave of Terrorism in World 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1008 
Tehran - Secretary ofiran's Supreme National Security Council (SNSC) Ali Shamkhani in a 
meeting with Head of the Islamic Supreme Council ofiraq (ISCI) Ammar aI-Hakim warned of 
the emergence of the 3rd wave of terrorism in the world, and called for indiscriminate fight 
against this ominous phenomenon. "The grounds are being prepared through the metamorphosis 
of noble human beliefs for the emergence and living of the third wave of modern terrorism as a 
comprehensive threat to the global peace and security," Shamkhani said during the meeting in 
Tehran on Monday. He said that despite the claims made by the influential countries' officials 
about campaign against terrorism, no firm will is witnessed in them to this end. Shamkhani 
underlined that fighting terrorism without giving any concessions is merely possible by giving up 
double-standard policies on this phenomenon, and called on the main international actors to 
reach consensus over eradicating terrorism. 

IRGC Monitoring Enemies' Moves in Persian Gulf 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1008 
Tehran - Commander of the !RGC's Second Naval Zone General Ali Razmjou reiterated Iran's 
constant watch on the movements made by the trans- regional states' fleets ofwarships in the 
regional waters, specially in the Persian Gulf. "The intelligence superiority and operational 
moves of the Army's and !RGC's naval forces have led to an acceptable level of security in 
different aspects along the borders ofBushehr province (Southern Iran bordering the country's 
territorial waters in the Persian Gulf),"'Razmjou said in Bushehr province on Monday. "Given 
their intelligence superiority, today, the !RGC's Second Naval Zone and the Navy in Bushehr 
province are monitoring the enemy's moves in the sea very well," he added. The TRGC was 
appointed to defend the Persian Gulf security in 2008. The Iranian army has been tasked with 
controlling the Sea of Oman and the Caspian Sea, while the full responsibility for defending the 
Persian Gulf security has been entrusted to the !RGC. 

Netanyahu crosses red line with Iranian blue jeans faux pas 
The National (UAE), Michael Theodoulou, 2013 1008 



Undisclosed placeline - It was an unprecedented attempt by the Israeli prime minister, Benjamin 
Netanyahu, to reach out directly to young Iranians over the heads of their leaders. But it 
backfired spectacularly when he casually claimed in an interview with BBC Persian television 
that clampdowns by Iran's rulers extended to a ban on blue jeans. Socia media sites were 
flooded on Monday with Iranians ridiculing his remarks, which many said were patronising and 
offensive and showed how out of touch he was with life in Iran. "I bet he thinks we ride horses 

. instead of cars!· Mohamad Nezamadadi, a Tehran University student, scoffed. he hawkish 
Israeli premier - who commands the Middle East's sole ifundeclared nuclear arsenal - was also 
given a dressing down for expressing concern for ordinary Iranians while pressing for tighter 
sanctions against Tehran and threatening to bomb Iran's nuclear facilities. 

President: Iran Firmly Defends N. Rights 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1008 
Tehran - Iranian President Hassan Rouhani underlined Tehran's willingness to obviate 
ambiguities about its peaceful nuclear program, but meantime, reiterated Iran's firmness in 
defending its nuclear rights based on the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPn. "Iran considers the 
nuclear rights stipulated in the NPT as its inalienable right and is ready to obviate the ambiguities 
within the framework of talks with the Group 5+1 (the US, France, Russia, China and Britain 
plus Germany)," Rouhani said in a meeting with the Netherlands's new Ambassador to Tehran, 
Johans Duma, in Tehran on Monday. "The Islamic Republic ofIran is determined to have its 
nuclear issue settled in a short period of time," he added. President Rouhani also blasted the cruel 
sanctions imposed on Iran by the US and its allies, and said the embargos which have even 
troubled the Iranian people's access to their needed medicines are a violation of the human rights. 

Middle East· Moyen-Orient 

'KSA, France views identical on Syria' 
Saudi Gazette, Saleh Fareed, 2013 1008 
Jeddah - French Defense Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian said on Monday that France and the 
Kingdom agree on the need to strengthen the Syrian opposition and rebel forces. "Our approach 
to the situation is identical," Le Drian told reporters at a press conference following his talks with 
Saudi leaders including Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques King Abdullah here on Monday. 
"We believe in strengthening the Syrian National Coalition and the general staff ofgeneral 
(Selim) Idriss," the chief of staff in the rebel Free Syrian Army, said Le Drian. "The National 
Coalition should be strong and respected... We support the Coalition on the military level, as 
well as the humanitarian and political levels," he said. France "hopes that the Geneva conference 
would succeed because there will be no military solution in Syria," Le Drian said in reference to 
a US-Russian proposal for talks to end the bloody conflict. 

100 experts to carry out Syria disarmament 
Gulf News, Rick Gladstone, 2013 1008 
Washington: One hundred specialists drawn from the United Nations and the organisation that 
polices the global ban on chemical weapons will be sent to Syria over the next eight months to 
help dismantle and destroy its I,OOO-ton arsenal, an extremely hazardous task that has never been 
tried and that could fail without Syria's cooperation, Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said 
Monday. In a 10-page report submitted to the Security Council that provided new detail on the 



undertaking, Ban said he would establish a joint mission with the policing group, the 
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. Iti'will be based in Damascus, the Syrian 
capital, but will include a staging ground on the Mediterranean island nation of Cyprus, about . 
500km west. He said the staging ground would help increase security for t!1e workers and the 
specialised equipment needed to help monitor and n~utralize Syria's vast quantities of deadly 
chemical compounds. ~ (~J. ,,~Q, 1I 
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100 Specialists to Carry Out Tricky Syria Disarmament C,""'0 ~~ i\' " "t.. ..~ 
New York Times, Rick Gladstone, 2013 10 08 z ~ III r. C. lIA ~ 
The United Nations - One hundred specialists drawn from the United Nations a~d the 
organization that polices the global ban on chemical weapons will be sent to Syria over the next 
eight months to help dismantle and destroy its roughly 1,000-ton arsenal, an extremely hazardous 
task that has never been tried and that could fail without Syria's cooperation, Secretary General 
Ban Ki-moon said Monday. Tn a 10-page report submitted to the United Nations Security 
Council that provided new detail on the undertaking, Mr. Ban said he would establish a joint 
mission with the policing group, the Organization for the Prohibition ofChemical Weapons. It 
will be based in Damascus, the Syrian capital, but will include a staging ground on the 
Mediterranean island nation ofCyprus, about 300 miles west. Mr. Ban said the staging ground 
would help increase security for the workers and the specialized equipment needed to help 
monitor and neutralize Syria's vast quantities of deadly chemical compounds. It is "highly 
probable," he said, that he will ask other member states, which he did not identity, to help the 
joint mission complete its work. His report provided the first official indication of the size of the 
staff for the mission. The roughly 35-member advance team currently in Syria would grow to 
"approximately 100 personnel." 

AI-Qaeda replaces state presence in Ra'ada 
Yemen Times, Nasser AI-Sakkaf, 2013 1008 
Beidha - Locals ofRada'a district of AI-Beidha governorate comp'lained that they are often 
forced to resort to AI-Qaeda affiliates to mediate their disputes in the absence of a strong state 
presence. Abdulrab Abu Saleh, Ra'ada resident, said the increase of armed militants has to do 
with the .absence of security in the district, which he says drove them to seek help from armed 
militants. Although Ra'ada security manager Hamoud AI- Amari said the district needs at least 
6000 soldiers to maintain security, Ra'ada currently has no more than 1500 soldiers. AI-Amari 
said that armed militants launch surprise attacks on security checkpoints and flee the scene, 
usually leaving between eight and 20 casualties. The latest attack on Monday saw seven men 
killed during clashes with the 139 Mechanized Brigade soldiers at Dar AI Najd checkpoint, east 
ofRa'ada city. Two soldiers were injured in the attack and two others were taken hostage. 

Doha conference to address research technologies 
Gulf News, Habib Toumi, 2013 1008 
Manama: The latest innovations in sustainable solutions for natural resources will be highlighted 
at an international conference in Qatar next month. The Annual Research Conference (ARC'\3), 
organised by Qatar Foundation Research and Development (QF R&D) and its research institutes, 
will bring together experts to discuss and debate issues in critical areas. "The Qatar Foundation 
Annual Research Conference provides the perfect opportunity for research institutes to share 
details about projects and plans with people, academics and industry leaders within Qatar," said 



Mohammad Khaleel, Executive Director of Qatar Environment and Energy Research Institute 
(QEERI) that conducts research to support Qatar's energy independence, water sustainability, 
and food self-sufficiency goals, "We can explain exactly how our work will help reach national 
goals, increase and build human capacity and ensure that industries in Qatar are successful. The 
institute will share its own innovations in energy and water security, 

Germany sets the record straight 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 to 08 
Sana'a - Following Sunday' speculations as to who was targeted at a shoot -out involving a 
German Security Guard at a local supermarket of the southern diplomatic district ofHadda in the 
Yemeni capital, Sana'a, German officials confirmed this Monday that unlike what some media 
theorized, German Ambassador Carola Mueller-Holtkemper had never been the intended target 
of an attempted kidnapping, "We must unfortunately confirm that a German security official who 
was employed at the embassy in Sana'a was killed in Yemen," a German foreign ministry 
spokeswoman said in a statement about Sunday's incident. "Reports about an attempted 
abduction of the German ambassador are unfounded," she added, Already on Sunday, a 
spokesman for Yemen Foreign Ministry tried to contain the media frenzy by telling AFP that the 
German Ambassador was not actually in the country at the time of the attack and therefore could 
not have been involved, 

Government increases checkpoints, security precautions 
Yemen Times, Ali Ibrahim Al-Moshki, 2013 to 08 
Mukalla - The Interior Ministry announced increased troop deployments nationwide on Sunday, 
in anticipation of Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) attacks, the ministry said, The 
ministry cited recent terror attacks for the increased security precautions, including the seizure of 
a military camp in Mukalla on Sept. 30, which AQAP has claimed responsibility for. 
Mohammed Al-Mawari, the spokesperson for the Interior Ministry, told the Yemen Times that 
the ministry has deployed thousands of soldiers and security forces nationwide following the 
most recent attacks in Shabwa, Hadramout and Sana'a, Al-Mawari said the ministry had received 
intelligence about more Al-Qaeda plots, The ministry has set-up more checkpoints around the 
country, focusing on entrances to cities, All security forces are in a state of high-alert, the source 
said, 

Interview with Bashar Assad 
Der Spiegel, Staff report, 2013 10 07 
In a SPIEGEL interview, Syrian President Bashar Assad discusses his fight for power, his 
arsenal of weapons of mass destruction and the special expectations he has for Germany, 
SPIEGEL: A president's legitimacy is not a question of phrases and declarations, You are 
measured by your deeds, Through the deployment of chemical weapons against your own 
people, you have definitively lost the legitimacy to hold your office, Bashar Assad: We did not 
use chemical weapons, This is a misstatement. So is the picture you paint of me as a man who 
kills his own people, Who isn't against me? You've got the United States, the West, the richest 
countries in the Arab world and Turkey, All this and I am killing my people and they still 
support me! Am I a Superman? No, So how can I still stay in power after two and a half years? 
Because a big part of the Syrian people support me, the government and the state, Whether that 
figure is greater or less than SO percent? I am not saying that it is the bigger part of our 



population. But a big part means that you are legitimate. That is very simple. And where is 
another another leader who would be similarly legitimate? PIEGEL: President Obama said after 
the investigation into this crime by the United Nations that there was "no doubt" that your regime 
used chemical weapons on Aug. 21 in an attack that, killed more than 1,000 people. Assad: Once 
again, I dare Obama to give a single piece of evidence, a single shred. The,only thing he has is 
lies. SPIEGEL: But the conclusions of the UN inspectors ... Assad: What conclusions? When the 
inspectors came to Syria, we asked them to continue the investiglition. We are hoping for an 
explanation ofwho is responsible for this act. SPIEGEL: And you stillJhink you have a chance 
of winning this war? Assad: Even if we don't have the chance, we don't have any other choice 
but to fight and to defend our country. <.. .. #S 
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Is Assad winning? ""c.~&Now Lebanon, Hussain Abdul-Hussain, 2013 1008 
Beirut - Bashar aI-Assad and his proponents make their defeats look like victories. Their 
detractors do the opposite. So while heavily bruised, Assad projects an image of a strong man 
beaming with confidence. His opponents come across as whiners who want the world to defeat 
Assad for them, while they have failed - for two years - in electing a body that would represent 
all of them. And even though the Syrian opposition - inside of Syria and outside of it, military 
and non-military - has displayed incompetence, Assad has still suffered heavy losses. This is due 
to his many faux pas and the strength ofIslamist terrorists; mostly non-Syrian, who have 
bloodied Assad and his irregular militias, including Lebanon's Hezbollah. Perhaps it is 'time for 
Hezbollah's leader Hassan Nasrallah to rethink his Syria plan. But for all the talk about a reversal 
in fortunes, Assad and Hezbollah have yet to show other significant gains. 

1 

Journalists humiliated at Hezbollah checkpoints 
Lebanon Daily Star, Staff Report, 2013 10 08 
Beirut - A number ofjournalists were detained and interrogated in the month of September at 
Hezbollah checkpoints in the Beirut southern suburbs, the Samir Kassir Eyes Center for Media 
and Cultural Freedom said in its monthly report released Monday. The report said journalists 
were detained and "humiliated" at the checkpoints, citing the example ofHussein Shamas, who 
works for the Higher Shiite Council media department, who was stopped by members of 
Hezbollah manning a checkpoint near the Mar Mikhael church in Shiyah. Shamas' car was also 
confiscated in the incident. Cameraman Abbas Hayek, from A1-Jadeed TV station, was stopped 
at the same checkpoint and interrogated for an hour, the report said. SKeyes added that the ISF's 
cybercrime unit summoned journalist Rasha al-Amin for an investigation over an article she 
published in A1-Muhasaba, in which she described Lebanese Forces leader Samir Geagea as a 
criminal. 

Kurdistan: ISIS attack on security base was attempted prison break 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Sherzad Shekhani, 2013 1008 
Erbil - Last month's suicide attack on the headquarters of the Security Directorate in Erbil, 
capital of Iraqi Kurdistan, which the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) claimed responsibility 
for, was intended to free ISIS-linked prisoners, Asharq A1-Awsat has learned. The attack took 
place on September 29 and led to the death of the six attackers along with six local security 
personnel, while 62 security officers and local residents were also injured. Speaking to Asharq 
A1-Awsat on the condition of anonymity, Kurdish sources said that the aim of the attackers was 



to "stonn the prison that belongs to the Directorate of Security, which is believed to hold 
detainees affiliated with the organization [ISIS] who have been arrested in previous pursuits by 
the local forces." "But they failed to break through the prison's main gate after the prison guards 
confronted and killed them," the source added. ~ ce. o".~ ~ 
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Le Figaro, Delphine Minoui, 2013 10 08 ~ ~ 

Beyrouth - Le Parti de Dieu chiite paye aujourd'hui Ie prix fort de son implication dans Ie conflit 

syrien. Mais, prisonnier de sa dependance militaire vis-a-vis de Damas et de Teheran, et 

soucieux d'assurer sa survie, il reste fidele a ses parrains. C'est donc la que I'appareil securitaire 

du Hezbollah a ete ebranle. Sur cette avenue commer~ante saturee d'immeubles, une artere du 

labyrinthe de la banlieue sud de Beyrouth, fief ultraprotege du Parti de Dieu chiite. e IS aofit, 

Mohammed somnolait devant son televiseur. Vne fin d'apres-midi, aux environs de 18 heures, 

entre appel II la priere et coucher du soleil. « Et soudain, « bourn! » . J'ai ete projete sur Ie 

carrelage du couloir. La porte d'entree gisait au sol. J'etais recouvert de debris de fenetres, 

souffiees par I'explosion » , se souvient I'imprimeur de 63 ans. 


Life terms for nine bombers 

Bahrain Daily News, Noor Zahra, 2013 1008 

Manama - Nine bombers have been sentenced to life in prison for planning and carrying out 

terrorist attacks in Bahrain. It follows the seizure of five tonnes of explosive materials and 110 

Iitres ofchemicals during police raids in June last year. However, only four of the nine 

defendants are in custody and the remaining five were sentenced in absentia by the High 

Criminal Court yesterday. Forensic experts from London's Metropolitan Police were flown in to 

assist. with the investigation. All nine defendants were handed 25-year jail terms by judges, who 

found each of them guilty of manufacturing explosives, being part ofa terrorist network, 

endangering lives, subverting security and planning and carrying out terrorist attacks. Four of 

them, one already in custody and three still at large, were handed additional I O-year jail 

sentences and fines ofBD I 00,000 for funding the terrorist organisation with cash from abroad. 


Plots against GCC bound to fail, Bahrain PM says 

Gulf News, Habib Toumi, 2013 1008 

Manama: Bahrain's Prime Minister has reiterated the significance of the Gulf union in bolstering 

achievements and success stories in the region. The Gulf Cooperation Council (GeC) has 

succeeded in becoming an outstandingly robust and highly significant entity that is capable of 

defeating all conspiracies against it, thanks to the awareness of its people, Prince Khalifa Bin 

Salman AI Khalifa said. The Gulfunion remains the most effective means to protect and increase 

Gulfaccomplishments and gains, the prime minister, one of the most prominent champions of 

the union between the GeC countries, said in remarks to the GeC ministers of housing in 

Manama, Bahrain News Agency (BNA) reported. The GeC, established in Abu Dhabi in 1981, 

groups Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the VAE. 


President ai-Assad: Palestinian rights will remain priority for Syria 

Syrian Arab News Agency, H. Sabbagh! Mazen, 2013 1008 

Damascus - President Bashar ai-Assad on Monday affirmed that the vicious attack targeting 

Syria will not change its pan-Arab principles. Meeting Abbas Zaki, the personal envoy of 




Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas, President ai-Assad asserted that the central nature of the 
Palestinian cause and adherence to the legitimate historic rights of the Palestinian people will 
remain priority for Syria. The President noted that the current events in Syria didn't change the 
attitude of the Syrian people towards their Palestinian brothers in Syria; rather the events 
increased their solidarity and cohesion in the face of the terrorist attack that target them alike. 
For his part, Zaki said that the Palestinian people support Syria in the face of the aggression 
targeting it. ,..o~ 11 ~ 

President chairs meeting with governors, military and security leaders C): +4/0-, 
Yemen News Agency, 2013 1008 
Sana'a - President Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi held on Monday a meeting with the governors, 
executive and military leaders of the provinces of Marib, Shabwa, Sa'ada, Amran, Jawf, Hajjah, 
in the presence of Ministers Defense and Interior, heads and senior officials of the Political 
Security and National Security Services. During the meeting, the President talked about how 
critical is the situation Yemen is going through, saying "These provinces which you are 
responsible for are of the inflamed areas, in which a lot of security troubles are occurred at 
various levels." He added that sabotage acts are taken place incessantly against power cables and 
oil pipelines in Marib, wondering ofgoals of such vandalism. He made reference to the terrorist 
attack occurred yesterday, resulting in killing a German citizen. The President pointed to an 
attack carried out by a terrorist group shot dead a German citizen, who is a guard at the German 
embassy in Sana'a as he was leaving a supermarket in Hadda neighborhood. 

Riyadh-Paris SR6.62bn naval deal bolsters ties 
Arab News, Siraj Wahab, 2013 1008 
Jeddah - Saudi Arabia has awarded France a SR6.62 billion (1.3 billion euros) contract to 
modernize four frigates and two refueling ships. French Defense Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian 
announced the deal during a press conference at the Royal Terminal in Jeddah on Monday. The 
deal indicates a significant upswing in ties between the two countries. The two countries have 
synchronized their foreign policy goals on a host of issues, especially on Syria and Iran. "The 
multibillion-riyal contract to overhaul frigates and refueling ships came into effect on Monday," 
said Le Drian. His aides indicated that the frigates and refueling ships have been in service since 
the 1980s. "This deal marks just one aspect of our relationship. It highlights the strategic political 
and military relationship that exists between our two countries," said Le Drian. 

Saharoni, Ie centre de detention qui divise les Israeliens 
La Presse, Leslie Rezzoug, 2013 10 08 
Jesuralem - Saharoni, Ie centre de detention qui divise les Israeliens La recente decision de la 
Cour supreme d'Israel d'annuler la loi de 2012 permettant I'emprisonnement sans proces des ... 
C'est une fournaise betonnee, un purgatoire barbele, une prison a: ciel ouvert ... Atrois kilometres 
de la frontiere egyptienne, dans Ie desert du Neguev, Saharonim est Ie cauchemar de tous les 
immigrants c1andestins d'Israel. Dans ce centre de detention, plus de 2000 personnes, 
majoritairement d'origine africaine, sont detenues dans des conditions deplorables. « II n'y a ni 
c1imatisation ni chauffage malgre les temperatures extremes de la region. II est presque 
impossible de se procurer des draps et I'hygiene est minimale », indique Daniel, un Ivoirien qui a 
passe plusieurs mois Iii-bas. « On passe notre temps iI attendre. Se retrouver Iii-bas, c'est 
veritablement mourir iI petit feu, perdre chaquejour un peu plus espoir », resume-t-il. Retrouves 



par la police israelienne apres avoir traverse it pied la frontiere poreuse du Sinai, les migrants 
sont conduits it ce centre en attendant un hypothetique proces ou une improbable liberation. En 
effet, la loi prevoit que leur detention peut s'etendre sur une « periode illimitee », sans tenir 
compte du statut de refugie politique ou de demandeu[ d'asile auguel pourraient pourtant 
pretendre certains immigres venus do£rythree ou du Soudan. 1'0 "'" 
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Sana'a under complete diplomatic lockdown ~(" '),"c. °It.tt "'Ie ...~ 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 1008 i 
Sana'a - Following the targeted killing on Sunday ofa German diplomat (a Security Guard) in 
the south-western diplomatic district ofHadda in the Yemeni capital, SaJ)a'a foreign diplomatic 
missions have called on their staff and diplomats to stay home while Yemen authorities assess 
the situation. All social gatherings and leisure activities have been barred for now: coffee shops, 
restaurants, shopping and so on, as fears remain that militants ·will attempt to target yet more 
foreign nationals. Yemeni security officials have confirmed that security has been increased in 
and around all foreign embassies and that all diplomats have been advised to stay home under 
careful lock and key until further notice. Yemen Foreign Minister Abu Bakr al-Qirbi said 
Monday, "The government will spare no effort to pursue and arrest the criminals who killed a 
German guard employee works for the German Embassy in Sana'a." 

Syria could be baven for radicals 
Los Angeles Times, Ken Dilanian, Raja Abdulrahim, 2013 10 08 
Washington - U.S. intelligence officials are increasingly concerned that AI Qaeda and other 
radical Islamist groups could carve out a haven in Syria that will offer the kind of sanctuary they 
once enjoyed in northwestern Pakistan, current and former U.S. officials say. Officials say a 
clandestine CIA program that provides rudimentary training and weapons to U.S.-backed 
politically moderate insurgents is unlikely to curb the growing strength of extremists among the 
opposition militias seeking to overthrow Syrian President Bashar Assad. Though the fighting 
remains limited to Syria, U.S. intelligence officials already are looking at worst-case scenarios if 
the country breaks into distinct government- and rebel- controlled enclaves. The alarm grew 
recently when militants from AI Nusra Front, an AI Qaeda affiliate considered the most capable 
and best-armed rebel force, and its allies seized a border crossing between Syria and Jordan near 
the Syrian city of Dara. "I think Syria is heading toward becoming the next FATA," said a U. S. 
official regularly briefed on intelligence, referring to the Federally Administered Tribal Areas of 
Pakistan, where AI Qaeda and its allies plotted attacks against the West until U.S. drone strikes 
and other counter-terrorism efforts decimated their forces. The official, who spoke on condition 
of anonymity in discussing intelligence, said he worries that the growing presence of Islamic 
militants could pose unique dangers to the West because of Syria's "close proximity to strategic 
U.S. interests, ease of travel to Europe, and the availability ofadvanced conventional and 
nonconventional weapons." 

Syria: Brabimi expresses doubts about Geneva II 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Layal Abu Rahal, 2013 1008 
Beirut - The United Nations peace envoy to Syria, Lakhdar Brahimi, said on Sunday he was "not 
100 percent certain" that the Geneva II talks planned for mid-November will take place, in an 
admission of the obstacles to a political solution to the Syrian conflict. In an interview with 
France's TV5 and RFI radio, Brahimi said that peace talks going ahead as planned "is not a 



certainty," though he said he is "trying to invite ... everybody to come to Geneva in the second 
half ofNovember. " Brahimi urged both sides in Syria to sit on the negotiating table in Geneva 
this November "without preconditions." "Mr. Bashar Assad cannot say that he does not want to 
negotiate with this or that and the same thing applies to the opposition," Brahimi said. Both the 
government of Bashar AI-Assad and the Syrian opposition have previously' set preconditions on 
their attendance at Geneva II, resulting in diminished hopes that the proposed peace conference 
will go ahead. Co 
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Syrian Arab army flushes terrorists out II towns in Aleppo i>~ ~ ~" Vo 
Syria Times, 2013 10 08 
Provinces - Some II towns in Aleppo countryside have became safe amid reports of eliminating 
15 terrorists in a series of operations in Darayya city outside Damascus and destroying several 
weapons-laden boats in al-Rastan lake in Horns province. In details, an official source declared 
today that the anned forces restored stability and security to II towns- Tal Zgheb, Torkat, 
alNerab, Tal Abor, a1Barakeh, aIMasyadeh, aIHabeseh, Tat, Berj aIRemman, alAmereyeh, and 
aIHmera- in the southwestern countryside of Aleppo in the wake of vanquishing terrorists from 
there. Tens of explosive devices, planted by terrorists in the towns, were defused during a 
mopping up operation, according to the source. In other areas in Aleppo province, the armed 
forces ambushed armed terrorist groups trying to infiltrate into quarters of Sliman al-Halabi and 
al-Arqob from al-Sakhor and ai-Sheikh Kheder areas. 

UAE's nuclear programme 'best-resourced in the world,' UK expert says 
The National (UAE), Caline Malek, 2013 1008 
Abu Dhabi - The UAE's nuclear programme is the best thought- through and resourced in the 
world, a leading expert said on Monday. Barbara Thomas, Lady Judge, chair of the United 
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority and a member of the International Advisory Board for the 
nuclear programme, told the audience at a public forum of the Emirates Nuclear Energy 
Corporation of her pride in being associated with the project. "When I talk about the programme 
anywhere around the world, we refer to the Abu Dhabi programme as the gold standard," she 
said. "It's clearly the best thought-through and resourced nuclear programme in the world today. 
Everyone is proud to be associated with it." She said the commitment of having Emiratis run the 
nuclear power plants was impressive and made it different from other nuclear programmes. 

UN chief outlines Syria chemical weapons plan 
Al Jazeera, 2013 10 08 
New York - UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has proposed the formation ofa IOO-member 
strong mission to oversee the cataloguing and destruction of Syria's chemical weapons stockpile, 
according to a letter from the UN chieEto the Security Council. Ban said that international 
chemical weapons inspectors and support staff were operating in a "dangerous and volatile" 
environment, and that such a mission, to be conducted in three phases and ending June 30, 2014, 
was unprecedented. The joint mission of the UN and the Organisation for the Prohibition of 
Chemical Weapons (OPCW) "will seek to conduct an operation the likes ofwhich, quite simply, 
have never been tried before," Ban said, in a report to the UN Security Council on Monday. Ban 
said that a team of 19 OPCW and 16 UN inspectors had already been sent to Syria as part of an 
advance team, but that the overall mission would involve as many as 100 people, and would be 
based in Cyprus. 



US and Russia praise Assad for chemical weapons compliance 
The National (UAE), Bradley Hope, 2013 10 08 
Beirut - The United States and Russia were "very pleased" withothe Syri,an government's efforts 
in destroying chemical weapons stocks, the US secretary of state John Kerry said yesterday. The 
comments represented a rare modicum ofpraise foT'Bashar AI Assad's regime from. the US, 
which has backed the rebellion fighting against his government for the past two years.Jt also 
showed a slight thawing of relations between the US and Russia, which has backed Mr AI Assad. 
"Let me be crystal clear," Mr Kerry said at a news conference with Russian foreign minister 
Sergey Lavrov in Bali, where the two top diplomats were attending an economic summit. "We're 
very pleased with the pace of what has happened with respect to chemical weapons." Mr Kerry 
described the efforts to destroy Syria's chemical weapons as a "terrific example of global 
cooperation, of multilateral efforts to accomplish an accepted goal". 

Who is funding Syria's hardliners? 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Tariq Alhomayed, 2013 1008 
The expression ofregret and revulsion at what some hardline groups are doing in Syria is not 
enough. Also, continually quoting Western news agencies on the activities of these groups is not 
enough. This serves Assad's media machine, especially since it has been pushing the line that it 
is fighting "extremists" from the first day of the revolution. Therefore, the question that must be 
raised is: Who is funding these groups? Someone may argue that asking this is to be sucked into 
the realm of conspiracy theories, which is untrue. It would be naive to content ourselves only 
with what the Western media is publishing about those hardliners, particularly given that the 
majority of these stories reach the Western media through either Assad's media machine or that 
of his allies. Thus, we must inquire about who is funding these groups: we must, as they say, 
'follow the money.' 

Yemen will spare no effort to hunt German guard's killers 
Yemen News Agency, 2013 1008 
Sana'a - The government will spare no effort to pursue and arrest the criminals who killed a 
German guard employee works for the German Embassy in Sana'a, Foreign Minister said 
Monday. Abu Bakr al-Qirbi made the statement during a phone conversation he made with 
German Foreign Minister Guido Westerwelle. AI-Qirbi extended the Yemeni government's 
profound condolences to the victim's family, the German government and people. The German 
Foreign Minister expressed appreciation of the efforts of the Yemeni government, stressing that 
such crimes will not affect the excellent relations between the two countries and Germany will 
continue to support and help Yemen in all fields. AI-Qirbi and Westerwelle also reviewed the 
latest developments on the political process and the National Dialogue Conference (NOC) in 
Yemen. 

Others' Autres 

"Pour les popUlations du sud, la conversion vers Ie biometrique est un sesame" 
L 'Express, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 08 
Rabat - Le marche mondial de la biometrie representera 8,5 milliards d'euros d'ici 2015. Cette 
expansion se fait surtout sentir dans Ie monde emergent, Ie continent africain en tete: etat civil au 
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Maroc, listes electorales au Gabon, au Benin, au Burkina Faso, au Senegal, au Mali, etc. Devant 
la volonte de ces Etats d'informatiser et de securiser les donnees et documents ayant trait it 
l'identite civile, un constat emerge: l'identification des personnes revet, ur une partie du 
monde, une importance croissante. o? (. 

v. 1r. 
After Botched U.S. Raid, Somalis Fear Looming War With AI-Shabal) 
Time Magazine, William Lloyd George, 20\3 \0 08 
Mogadishu - On Oct. 5, the same day the U.S. whisked leading al- Qaeda operative, Anas al
Liby, from his home in the Libyan capital to a suspected holding ce I aboard a ship in the 
Mediterranean, it tried a similarly audacious operation in Somalia. Unfortunately for the 
Pentagon, the second raid, aimed at a suspected leader of al-Shabab, an al-Qaeda- linked militant 
group based in southern Somalia, did not succeed. Following the U.S. raid, Abdi Aynte, director 
of the Heritage Institute, the first think tank in Somalia, told TIME if no leaders were taken this 
would be "the icing on the cake for al-Shabab as they have now rebuffed the global super power 
and the same SEALs who took out Osama Bin Laden." It's a significant statement of their 
prowess, not least because, before the events of recent weeks, the group was considered to be a 
faction in retreat and disarray. "They will be using this as a victory and selling it everywhere," 
labril Abdulle, co-director of the Centre for Research and Dialogue, told TIME from his office in 
Mogadishu. "It is great propaganda for them." Despite the concerns this raid will have only 
boosted al-Shabab's morale, residents from Baraawe told this reporter, that al-Shabab are 
seriously shaken up by the attack. "It is obvious that the Islamists are terrified," one man in his 
forties told TIME over the phone from Baraawe, speaking on condition of anonymity because 
the town is still controlled by al-Shabab fighters who would execute him for leaking information. 
"They cannot trust each other now," he says. "They know they must have informants in their 
ranks and it's driving them crazy. " 

AI Qaida's AI Libi was wanted for 15 years 
GulfNews, Staff Report, 20\3 1008 
Dubai: Abu Anas AI Libi has been all around the world -- Afghanistan, Pakistan, Sudan, Kenya, 
Britain, Iran and beyond -- making friends with some of the world's most notorious terrorists and 
enemies with the United States and its allies. On Saturday, his escapade ended wliere it began: In 
his homeland ofLibya. US special operations forces snatched the 49-year-old AI Qaida operative 
in broad daylight in the capital of Tripoli, a mission that was conducted with the knowledge of 
Libya's government. AI Libi had been living in that still unsettled nation, more or less in the 
open, for over a year despite his alleged associations. US authorities have long wanted Al Libi to 
stand trial in an American court to face charges for his role in the twin 1998 bombings at US 
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania that left well over 200 dead and thousands wounded. Born 
Nazih Abdul Hamid AI Ruqhay, AI Libi joined AI Qaida soon after its founding as the terrorist 
organisation built up its presence in Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

Alleged embassy bomber fought with Bin Laden 
The Guardian (London), Ian Black, 20\3 1008 
London - Abu Anas al-Liby, the alleged al-Qaida operative abducted by US forces in Tripoli at 
the weekend, is a survivor from the early days of Osama bin Laden's organisation who had 
shown signs of disenchantment with the jihadi movement years ago, according to an ex
colleague. Liby, now 49, was a member of the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG), which the 



Gaddafi regime believed had links with British intelligence. Libya's External Security 
Organisation, headed by Moussa Koussa, made representations to the UK authorities but failed 
to block his 1995 asylum bid, the former Gaddafi official told the Guardian. Liby fought with 
Bin Laden in Afghanistan and was badly injured in the battle of Jalalabad in 1988, according to 
Noman Benotman, an ex-LIFG commander who knew him well . Later he ~ent time in Sudan 
and Qatar. Benotman said: "Abu Anas may be the last one left from the cell who mounted the 
attack in east Africa. All of the others have been killed or captured. With his arrest the 
Americans can claim that justice has been served." Another former Libyan activist privately 
welcomed the raid. "I'm very comfortable with what the Americans did and I wish they would 
take out anyone who is aligned to al-Qaida or extremist groups who want to ensure that Libya 
never becomes a functioning state," he said. 

Au Caire, afTrontements meurtriers entre freres musulmans et anti-Morsi 
Le Monde, Marion Guenard, 2013 1008 
Le Caire - Au moins 50 personnes sont mortes en marge du 40e anniversaire de la victoire de 
1973 contre Israel II est minuit place Tahrir. Le couvre-feu sonne la fin des festivites. Les 
vendeurs ambulants repartent les bras charges de camelote aux couleurs nationales. Les derniers 
spectateurs rentrent chez eux satisfaits des celebrations de ce quarantieme anniversaire de la 
victoire du 6 octobre 1973, seule bataille remportee par l'armee egyptienne contre Israel, devenue 
jour de rete nationale et date incontournable des manuels d'histoire. " D'ordinaire, je regarde Ie 
defile ala maison. Mais cette annee, c'est special. Je viens pour soutenir notre armee, qui est 
descendue Ie 30 juin au cote du peuple contre les Freres musulmans ", precise Ahmed Rabia, 
ingenieur, habitant un quartier populaire du nord du Caire. A ses cOtes, sa fille arbore un masque 
representant Ie general Abdel Fattah AI-Sissi, ministre de la defense et chef d'etat-major. " II 
nous faut un chef charismatique pour conduire Ie pays", s'enthousiasme Ie pere de famille. 
Homme fort du pays depuis la destitution, Ie 3 juillet, de Mohamed Morsi, president issu des 
Fn)res musulmans, Ie general Sissi s'adresse ala nation depuis un stade militaire en peripherie de 
la capitale. 

Egypt on alert after 10 police, army killed 
Gulf News, Ramadan AI Sherbini, 2013 1008 
Cairo: Egyptian security authorities have been put on alert after 10 police and army personnel 
were killed in two separate attacks on Monday in a surge of deadly violence in the country. 
Security measures were beefed up around state buildings in several areas around Egypt shortly 
after six army personnel, including an officer, were killed in a drive-by shooting near Ismailia, 
some 120km east of Cairo, according to security sources. The attack was the third of its kind in 
the area in less than a week. Authorities have also ordered removal ofabandoned cars from 
streets for fear they could be used as car bombs by suspected Islamist insurgents, said the 
sources. Four policemen were Monday killed in southern Sinai when a car bomb exploded 
outside the security department in the area. The Egyptian army is pursuing a massive-scale 
campaign in volatile Sinai, which has suffered security problems since a popular revolt ousted 
president Hosni Mubarak in early 2011 . 

Egypt's Mansour arrives in Saudi Arabia for first official visit 
The National (UAE), Elizabeth Dickinson, 2013 10 08 
Riyadh - Egypt's interim president Adly Mansour arrived in Riyadh yesterday as part of his first 



overseas trip, a visit that analysts and officials said was intended to thank Saudi Arabia for its 
political and economic support. Saudi's King Abdullah was the first Arab leader to recognise 
congratulate Mr Mansour's government and pledged US$5 billion in aid to Egypt after Islamist 
president Mohammed Morsi was removed from power i July. "Visiting the kingdom was a 
must, as I had to thank the custodian of the two holy mosques (King Abdullah) personally on his 
supportive stances that comforted the ~gyptians, " Me Mansour told the Saudi daily Asharq AI 
Awsat. With the Egyptian economy in turmoil, Mr Mansour wilf be relying on continued support 
from Saudi Arabia. After Egypt's military removed a widely unpopular Mr Morsi on July 3, 
Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Kuwait offered the interim government a combined $12bn in aidPA10 

Egypte: anti et pro-Morsi continuent de s'affronter, alors que Ie pays s'enfonce dans la 
violence 
Jeune Afrique, Journaliste maison, 2013 1007 
Le Caire - Trois attentats en Egypte ont cause la mort de neuf personnes, lundi, au lendemain de 
violences ayant fait 51 morts lors de manifestations islamistes. Trois attentats ont tue neuf 
personnes, lundi 7 octobre, au lendemain de heurts ayant fait 51 morts civils, en marge de 
manifestations islamistes essentiellement au Caire. L'un des attentats, une voiture piegee qui a 
tue trois personnes dont un pol icier, devant un commissariat de police it A1-Tur, a ete perpetre 
dans Ie sud de la peninsule du Sinal, au coeur des stations balneaires de la mer Rouge, dont la 
celebre Charm el-Cheikh, OU les touristes sont pourtant de retour apres une longue absence. 

Egyptian Attacks Are Escalating Amid Stalemate 
New York Times, David D, Kirkpatrick, 2013 1008 
Cairo - The lethal conflict between Egypt's military-backed government and its Islamist 
opponents escalated on Monday, with an expansion of attacks against government targets, signs . 
that the authorities have failed to secure the streets and a refusal by either side to back down. 
Three brazen attacks across the country included a drive-by shooting near the Suez Canal that 
killed six soldiers, a car bomb that killed two police officers and wounded dozens near the Red 
Sea resorts area, and the first rocket-propelled grenade launched in the struggle, exploding near 
an elite enclave of the capital and damaging a satellite transmitter. The attacks came a day after 
security forces killed 53 protesters, many shot in the head and chest, in the worst outbreak of 
street mayhem in Cairo since mid-August. Three months after the military ouster ofPresident 
Mohamed Morsi of the Muslim Brotherhood, the violence was the latest evidence that the new 
government installed on July 3 by Gen. Abdul-Fattah el-Sisi had failed to neutralize the Islamist 
opposition even after arresting its leadership and demonstrating its willingness to use lethal 
force. To many in the government, the protests and attacks seemed only to underscore the need 
to redouble its fight against the Brotherhood, which officials quickly blamed for Monday's 
attacks. 

En Somalie, les Navy Seals ont cibh\ AI-Chabab 
Le Monde, Cyril Bensimon, 2013 10 08 
Baarawe, Somalie -Deux semaines apres I'attaque contre Ie centre commercial Westgate de 
Nairobi, qui a fait au moins 67 morts, les forces speciales americaines ont lance samedi 5 octobre 
un assaut sur la ville cotiere de Baraawe, it 180 kilometres au sud de Mogadiscio, contre Ie 
mouvement islamiste A1-Chabab. L'operation commando menee par les Navy Seals aurait vise, 
selon des responsables americains cites par I'agence Reuters, un Kenyan d'origine somalienne, 



connu sous Ie nom d'lkrima. Apres plus d'une heure d'intenses combats, selon des temoins, les 
soldats americains ont dfi se retirer sans avoir capture ce chef militaire d'AI-Chabab et sans avoir 
pu confirmer sa mort eventuelle. Aussitot apres eette operation .militaire, la plus importante 
menee par les Etats-Unis sur Ie sol somalien depuis que des forees speciales ont tue, il y a quatre 
ans, Ie chef islamiste Saleh Ali Nabhan, Ie porte-parole d'Al-Chabab, Abdulaziz Abou Moussab, 
a assure que ses combattants ont fait de " nombreuses victimes " parmi les forces etrangeres, et 
fait etat d'un mort dans les rangs du mouvement islamiste. 

Kenyan in failed raid was linked to White Widow 
London Times, Jerome Starkey; Tristan McConnell, 2013 10 08 
Nairobi - US Navy Seals who raided a beachside villa in Somalia were hunting a Kenyan 
terrorist alleged to have plotted attacks with Samantha Lewthwaite, the British fugitive. A US 
official said that the target of Saturday's mission was Abdulkadir Mohamed Abdulkadir, a 
Kenyan of Somali descent, who is also known as lkrima. Members of Seal Team 6 -- the unit 
that killed Osama bin Laden -- approached the house in two small boats, fought their way in, but 
were forced to retreat under heavy fire. Witnesses said that the battle lasted almost an hour, with 
helicopters circling overhead and a series of explosions. Al-Shabaab militants later posted 
photographs showing ammunition, magazines and a stun grenade they claimed to have captured 
in the raid. A leaked Kenyan intelligence document suggests that lkrima, "a Kenyan in al
Shabaab management", led at least two foiled plots in 2011. One of them was sanctioned by "al
Qaeda core in Pakistan". According to the report, seen by The Times, he planned to establish 
sleeper cells in Kenya, to prepare for a "maJor attack". In December 2011, it claims, he was 
working with Lewthwaite, the widow of Germaine Lindsay, one of the suicide bombers who 
killed 52 people in London on July 7, 2005. 

L'absence de Barack Obarna retarde I'accord de libre-echange transpacifique 
Le Monde, Claire Guelaud, 2013 1008 
Bali - En raison de la paralysie budgetaire aux Etats-Unis, Ie president americain est absent du 
Forum de cooperation de l'Asie-Pacifique, Ii Bali L'ambition americaine de conclure, d'ici Ii la fin 
de I'annee, Ie Partenariat transpacifique (Trans Pacific Partnership, ou TPP), cet accord de libre
echange entre douze pays representant 40 % du produit interieur brut (pm) mondial, apparalt 
aujourd'hui de plus en plus sujette Ii caution. L'absence, lundi 7 octobre, pour cause de paralysie 
budgetaire aux Etats- Unis, du president americain, Barack Obama, au sommet du Forum de 
cooperation de I'Asie-Pacifique (APEC) Ii Bali (Indonesie), puis Ii eelui de l'Asean (Association 
des nations d'Asie du Sud-Est) et de l'Asie orientale Ii partir de mercredi, va en effet peser sur 
I'avancee des discussions. Le premier ministre malaisien Najib Razak a reconnu que I'echeance 
de la fin 2013 etait tres ambitieuse. " C'est un calendrier tres serre. Notre sentiment est que eela 
pourrait prendre plus longtemps ", a-t-il souligne dimanche. 

L'Algerie durcit son code penal pour rnieux lutter contre Ie terrorisme 
Jeune Afrique, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1007 
Alger - Moins d'un an apres I'attaque sanglante d'un commando jihadiste contre Ie site gazier d'ln 
Amenas, dans Ie sud du pays, I'Algerie a decide de durcir son code penal en requalifiant 
plusieurs delits en actes terroristes. Toujours confronte Ii la menace terroriste, Alger a decide de 
renforcer son arsenal judiciaire en la matiere. SeIon Ie nouveau code penal adopte Ie 30 
septembre par Ie Conseil des ministres, Ie "financement d'un terroriste ou d'une organisation 



terroriste, Ie detournement et la degradation des aeronefs, des navires ou de tout autre moyen de 

transport, sont consideres comme des actes terroristes" . 


La Centrafrique, une atTaire de securite nationale pour N'Djamena 

Agence France-Presse, Michel Cariou, 2013 10 08 . 

Bangui - Parrain historique de la Centrafrique, Ie regime tchadien a desormais decide d'imposer 

directement sa loi a Bangui via Ie president de transition Michel Djotodia pour etoutTer toute 

tentative de destabilisation de sa frontiere, selon des sources diplomatiques et militaires. Apres 

avoir soutenu a bout de bras - y compris financierement - Ie regime centrafricain de Frant;ois 

Bozize pendant des annees, Ie president Idriss Deby IIno I'a laisse brutalement tombe -Ie jugeant 

incapable de garantir la stabilite de la longue frontiere commune entre les deux pays - et a 

impose un nouveau president a Bangui au debut 2013 . "Sans I'aide de N'Djamena, Djotodia ne 

serait jamais rentre dans Bangui" ala tete des rebelles de la Seleka, Ie 24 mars, rappelle un 

diplomate africain. Des combattants d'origine tchadienne fournissent un bonne part des forces de 

Michel Djotodia. Et I'armee tchadienne apporte Ie contingent Ie plus nombreux de la force 

africaine deployee a Bangui. 


La Libye, nid de terroristes et de migrants 

Le Progres (Lyon), Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 08 

Tripoli - La revolution Iibyenne « se solde aujourd'hui par un echec retentissant : meurtres, 

reglements de compte, tortures, arrestations arbitraires, viols, massacres ... pour ne pas dire 

genocide al'encontre des Africains et des tribus noires du pays, presence massive d'Aqmi dans Ie 

Sud, implantation d'al-Qaida en Cyrenaique, trafic de drogue, d'armes, destabilisation regionale ... 

» Tel est Ie severe constat que dresse Samuel Laurent, auteur de Sahelistan (editions du Seuil), 

un ouvrage redige apres une enquete approfondie sur place. 


La paix de plus en plus en peril au Nord-Kivu: Les FDLR et les ADF inquietent la 

Monusco 

L'Observateur (RD Congo), KIeber Kungu, 2013 1007 

Nord-Kivu, ROC - Le retablissement de la paix en R6publique democratique du Congo, 

particulierement dans la province du Nord-Kivu n'est pas pour demain. Tant que les groupes 

armes se font et se defont chaque jour qui passe, I'insecurite aura de beaux jours devant elle. Les 

casques bleus deployes dans I'est de la ROC ont exprime leur inquietude dimanche 6 octobre 

aupres des ambassadeurs du Conseil de securite de l'Onu en visite a Goma. Les casques bleus de 

la Monusco leur ont declare qu'il restait encore beaucoup a faire pour garantir la securite de cette 

region. Le responsable de la mission de maintien de la paix de l'Onu (Monusco) dans la province 

du Nord-Kivu, Ray Torres, a declare que deux autres groupes rebelles etaient tres mena,.ants 

dans cette province. II s'agit des Forces democratiques pour la liberation du Rwanda (FDLR) et 

des islamistes des Forces democratiques alliees (ADF), a en croire Reuters. 


Lamamra apropos des otages algeriens enleves aGao 

La Depeche de Kabylie, Journaliste maison, 2013 1007 

Gao, Mali - «lis sont en vie» Les otages algeriens enleves a Gao au nord du Mali sont «en vie» a 

declare, hier a Alger, Ie ministre des AfTaires etrangeres, Ramtane Lamamra. «Les diplomates 

algeriens sont en vie, ce sont les informations de ces derniers jours», a assure M. Lamamra. 

«Nous ne voulons pas entrer dans les details, mais l'Etat algerien restera mobilise» pour leur 




liberation, a-t-il afTirme lors d'une conference-debat organisee au siege du ministere it l'occasion 
de la celebration de la Journee de la diplomatie algerienne. Le ministre des AtTaires etrangeres a 
fait part de son «souhait» pour que ces otages «retrouvent leurs families respectives, Ie plus tot 
possible». 

Libya Militants Seek to Avenge Al Qaeda Leader Capture 
Reuters, StatT report, 2013 10 08 
Dubai - Libyan militants have called for the kidnapping of American citizens in Tripoli and for 
attacks on gas pipelines, ships and planes to avenge the capture ofa senior al Qaeda figure by 
U.S. special forces in Libya last week. Nazih al-Ragye, better known by the cover name Abu 
Anas al-Liby, is a suspect in the 1998 bombings of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania 
that killed 224 civilians. He was snatched on the streets of Tripoli on Saturday and is being held 
aboard a Navy ship in the Mediterranean Sea, U.S. officials said. Messages posted by Libyan 
jihadists on the Internet and monitored by the SITE service included a Facebook page called 
"Benghazi is Protected by its People" . It told Libyans to close otT entrances and exits to the 
capital and kidnap citizens of the United States and its allies in order to use them to bargain for 
the release of imprisoned militants. It also urged them to damage pipelines exporting gas to 
Europe, and target ships and planes. 

Libyan government demands explanation for Liby kidnapping 
Asharq Al-Awsat, StatTReport, 2013 1008 
London - Facing domestic suspicions regarding the Libyan government's role in the kidnapping 
ofLibyan Al-Qaeda suspect Abu Anas Al- Liby, Libyan prime minister Ali Zeidan released a 
statement on Sunday calling for "clarifications" from the United States government regarding the 
abduction operation. Zeidan confirmed that Libyan authorities have contacted their US 
counterparts for an explanation. In a press release published on the website of the Libyan interim 
government, Libyan officials said they were closely following updates regarding the arrest and 
were cooperating with US authorities. Abu Anas Al-Liby, born Nazih Abdul-Hamed Al-Ruqai, 
was abducted at dawn by the US Army's Delta Force, which is responsible for counter-terrorism 
in North Africa, as he was coming home from morning prayers. The AI-Qaeda leader was 
wanted for allegedly being one of the orchestrators of the US Embassy attacks in Nairobi and 
Tanzania in 1998, which killed 224 people. 

Libyan Suspect Settled Down After Years on the Run 
New York :rimes, Carlotta Gall, 2013 10 08 
Tripoli - When Delta Force commandos homed in on Abu Anas al-Libi in a neighborhood of 
Tripoli this weekend, they found him settled with his wife and four children in his family's 
traditional home after nearly three decades on the move. According to one son, Abdullah al
Ruqai, 20, they were enjoying being in that home together for the first time in their lives, 
acquainting themselves with uncles, aunts and cousins who all live in the same middle-class 
neighborhood, Noflieen, in the northeast of the capital near the sea. It was a short period of calm 
for Mr. Ruqai after a lifetime of following his father, a native of Libya who pulled his wife, four 
sons and a daughter through war zones and repeated flight, passing through at least six countries 
over 20 years. On Saturday, Abu Anas was abruptly seized by the United States during a raid in 
which three vehicles carrying armed men in masks cO)lverged on his car, broke the window and 
hustled him away. To the United States, Abu Anas -- born Nazih Abdul-Hamed al-Ruqai -- is a 



Qaeda computer expert who helped conduct surveillance on the United States Embassy in 
Nairobi, Kenya, ahead of the 1998 bombings there and in Tanzania that killed more than 200 
people. He was indicted in 2000 in those attacks, as well as for conspiring with Osama bin Laden 
to attack American forces in Saudi Arabia, Yemen and Somalia. He is now being interrogated 
while in military custody on a Navy ship in the Mediterranean Sea, officials said. To his son, he 
was a fighter with a storied past who tried to provide for and protect his family, despite being 
exiled from Libya decades ago for his opposition to Col. Muamrfiar el-Qaddafi, suffering police 
harassment in Britain after seeking asylum there and undergoing years of harsh detention in Iran, 
a Qaeda foe, after the Sept. 11 attacks. Iran, in fact, held the entire family, Mr. Ruqai said. 

Lutte contre Ie terrorisme 
La Presse de Tunisie, Mohsen Zribi, 2013 10 07 
Jebel Chaambi, Tunisie ~ Evitera-t-on des "remakes" de la bataille de Jebel Chaambi? Le risque 
de voir d'autres monts «contamines» persiste ... en depit de I'intensification de raids aeriens Au 
lendemain du declenchement de «Ia bataille de Jebel Chaambi» pour deloger les combattants 
d'AI Qajda, nous avions prevenu, sur ces memes colonnes et dans une mise en garde exclusive, 
contre Ie risque de voir d'autres monts «contamines» par Ie cancer de la nebuleuse integriste, 
persuades que celle-ci «excelle» dans ce genre de bataille. En attestent des precedents 
inoubliables au Pakistan, au Yemen, en Libye, au Mali et en Tchetchenie. Mais c'est 
incontestablement en Afghanistan et en Algerie ou «Ia guerre des montagnes» avait fait Ie plus 
de degats au debut des annee 90, ce qui a assure, II I'epoque, une longevite certaine aux poches de 
resistance terroristes, tant en Algerie ou Ie bras de fer «montagnard» a dure une bonne decennie, 
qu'en Afghanistan ou les Arnericains, face II I'accumulation des pertes humaines et materielles, 
ont dil se resoudre II .. . raser la tristement celebre montagne de Tora Bora, sans pour autant 
arreter ou tuer un certain Ben Laden qui y etait embusque des mois durant ! 

Mali: des jihadistes ont tire des obus sur Gao 
Jeune Afrique, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1007 
Gao - Plusieurs obus sont tomhes sur la ville de Gao, lundi matin. Une attaque jihadiste dont on 
ne sait pas encore si elle a fait des victimes. C'est Ie genre d'attaques qui, avec les attentats 
suicide, risquent de mettre du temps II disparaitre du paysage malien. Lundi 7 octobre au matin, 
des jihadistes ont tire des obus sur la ville de Gao, a annonce un militaire de I'etat-major malien 
base dans la ville, qui n'a pas pu preciser s'il y avait eu des victimes. "Je confirme qu'il y a eu 
effectivement cinq explosions ce lundi II proximite de Gao. On ne sait pas encore s'i1 s'agit de tirs 
d'obus ou de roquettes. On cherche", a explique un membre du service de communication de 
Serval II Bamako. "Deux maisons ont ete touchees en ville. Cote bilan, pour Ie moment, on sait 
qu'un militaire malien a ete blesse. Nous avons depeche sur place des hommes aux cotes des 
troupes maliennes", a- t-il precise. 

Mali: la ville de Gao visee par des tirs aI'arme lourde 
Radio France Intemationale, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 07 
Gao - Plusieurs tirs II I'arme lourde ont vise la ville de Gao au nord du Mali ce matin, lundi 7 
octobre. Une maison au moins a ete detruite. II y aurait plusieurs civils et un militaire blesses. On 
ne connait pas encore ce soir la provenance exacte des tirs. C'est a6h ce matin que les tirs ont 
retenti sur la route de I'aeroport et dans plusieurs quartiers. Beaucoup d'habitants qui dorrnaient 
ont ete reveilles par les defiagrations. II 'y aurait eu au moins quatre defiagrations, selon un 



temoin. Plusieurs civils auraient ete touches par des impacts mais seulement deux femmes 
enceintes sous Ie choc ont ete admises II I'hopital, pour un controle, et un militaire malien. 
L'homme, blesse II la tete et aux jambes, a ete pris en charge ensuite par les medecins de 
I'operation Serval, puis evacue dans la journee sur Bamako. (; 

North Korea puts army on alert, warns US of "horrible disaster" 
Reuters, 2013 10 08 
North Korea said on Tuesday its military would be put on high alert and be ready to launch 
operations, stepping up tension after weeks of rhetoric directed against the United States and 
South Korea, who it accuses of instigating hostility. Reclusive North Korea has often issued 
threats to attack the South and the United States but has rarely turned them into action. Such 
hostile rhetoric is widely seen as a means to perpetuate its domestic and international political 
agenda. In the latest outburst, a spokesman for the North's military warned the United States of 
"disastrous consequences" for moving a group of ships, including an aircraft carrier, into a South 
Korean port. "In this connection, the units of all services and army corps level of the KP A 
received an emergency order from its supreme command to reexamine the operation plans 
already ratified by it and keep themselves fully ready to promptly launch operations any time," 
the spokesman said, referring to the Korean People's Army (KPA). (full article) 

Park, Abe Avoid Each Otber at APEC 
Chosun Ilbo, 2013 10 08 
President Park Geun-hye ended up having to sit next to Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe 
during the APEC Summit in Bali, Indonesia on Monday despite assiduously trying to avoid him 
amid chilly ties. The seating arrangement was in alphabetical order of participating countries, so 
Korea comes after Japan. Park and Abe ignored each other as they sat side by side. A Cheong 
Wa Dae official said the two leaders "looked in different directions" and did not exchange 
greetings as they passed by each other during the event. 

Pourquoi Aqmi est surmediatisee 
L'Humanite, H. Z. , 2013 1008 
Tripoli - La foeale mise sur cette organisation, issue de l'ex- GSPC present dans Ie Sahel des 
2003, vise II legitimer les interventions occidentales. Aqmi est-elle differente de l'ex- Groupe 
salafiste pour la predication et Ie combat (GSPC) dont elle est issue ? Des sa creation en 1998 par 
Hassan Hattab, l'ex-GSPC avait entame une strategie de reconversion politico-ideologique et de 
ralliement sous sa banniere des islamistes maghrebins (libyens, marocains et tunisiens), en 
mettant II leur service son expertise, aidant ainsi II la creation du Groupe islamique combattant 
marocain (GICM) et du Groupe islamique combattant libyen (GICL), tout en portant un interet 
particulier au Sahel. Objectif : porter Ie djihad dans toute la region en la divisant en neuf entites 
politico-militaires. De ce fait, Ie rapt des 32 touristes europeens en 2003, acte fondateur de cette 
strategie d'internationalisation II l'ensemble maghrebo-sahelien, suivi des attaques en Mauritanie, 
au Mali et au Niger, entre 2004 et 2007 n'etaient rien d'autre que l'annonce du repositionnement 
d'un islamisme djihadiste II la recherche d'un second souffie dans un contexte de declin de la 
violence en Algerie, sous la forme d'une nouvelle organisation fondee par Abdelmalek Droukdel, 
Ie successeur de Hassan Hattab, qui prendra Ie nom d'Aqmi en janvier 2007. 



Raids america ins en Libye et en Somalie 
Radio France Internationale, Caroline Pare, 2013 1007 
Tripoli - Raids americains en Libye et en Somalie: «Les Etats-Unis sont encore capables de 
frapper leurs ennemis oil ils se trouvent» Une capture« justifiee, legale », c'est Ie secretaire 
d'Etat americain John Kerry qui juge ainsi I'arrestation d'un chef presume d'al-Qaida par les 
forces speciales americaines il y a plus de 24 heures enLibye. « Legale » quand de son cOti: 
Tripoli denonce un « enhlvement». Un raid donc en Libye, apparemment I'objectifa ete atteint. 
Ce qui n'est pas Ie cas pour I'autre attaque menee toujours samedi par les Etats-Unis, cette fois en 
Somalie avec les shebabs vises. Alain Rodier, directeur de recherche pour Ie Centre frant,;ais de 
recherche sur Ie renseignement, repond aux questions de RFI. 

<!tft "'h,S. Korea: DPRK troops on high alert due to joint drills .. 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 1007 
Seoul - South Korea's Defense Ministry said Tuesday that all military forces of the Democratic 
People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) had been placed on high alert in protest against a scheduled 
joint maritime drills involving a U.S. aircraft carrier. "It is estimated that North korea (DPRK)'s 
emergency order of mobilizing posture is in line with its condemnation of the U.S. aircraft 
carrier's entrance (to the South Korean port city) and the subsequent response to it," S. Korea's 
Defense Ministry spokesman Kim Min-seok told a press briefing. Earlier on Tuesday, the 
DPRK's General Staff of the Korean People's Army said in a statement carried by the Korean 
Central News Agency that all DPRK troops had been ordered to maintain mobilizing posture, 
which enables all military forces to be mobilized for operations at any time. The DPRK's 
instruction came in protest against the joint maritime drills among South Korea, the U. S. and 
Japan off the southern coast of the Korean Peninsula. It would involve the nuclear-powered U.S. 
aircraft carrier USS George Washington, which entered the South Korean port city of Busan last 
week. The military exercise, which Seoul and Washington claimed would enhance capabilities 
for search and rescue of private ships, was originally scheduled to be staged for three days from 
Tuesday, but it was delayed for at least two days due to bad weather, spokesman Kim said. 

SKorea Spy Agency: NKorea Has Restarted Reactor 
Associated Press, Staff report, 2013 10 08 
Seoul - South Korean lawmakers say the country's spy agency has told them that North Korea 
has restarted a plutonium reactor at its main nuclear facility. North Korea said in April it would 
restart the reactor but has not confirmed that it has done so. Recent satellite photos have shown 
signs that the reactor may be operating. The offices of two lawmakers, Jung Chung-rae and Cho 
Won Jin, say the National Intelligence Service presented its assessment to a parliamentary 
committee on Tuesday without saying how it obtained the information. Jung's office cited the 
spy agency as saying North Korea also conducted missile engine tests at a northwestern site in 
August. 

Somalia welcomes U.S. raid, says America doesn't need permission 
CNN.com, Mick Krever, 2013 1007 
Washington - Somalia welcomes the U.S. raid on an al-Shabaab leader this weekend, deputy 
prime minister and foreign minister Fawzia Yusuf Adam told CNN's Christiane Amanpour on 
Monday, adding that the U.S. does not have to ask permission for future action. "We are 
welcoming more if this will help us get rid ofal-Qaeda, al-Shabaab," she said from London. "We 



have a cooperation, and they don't have to ask us, because we are fighting a common enemy." 
"We are grateful to their support," Adam told Amanpour. "Otherwise the whole region will be in 
turmoil." The US. launched a pre- dawn raid this weekend on a costal Somali villa. The target, a 
senior Obama administration official told CNN, was a foreign fighter commander: a Kenyan of 
Somali origin known as Irkma. Despite the Shabaab attack in Nairobi, Adam told Amanpour that 
al-Shabaab is on the ropes. "They were in fact controlling, before we came, the capital city, 
Mogadishu, and had most of the country," the foreign minister said, "But now they are in a very, 
very small pockets in the country, including that small port where this incident happened." 

i. 0 ' 

U.S. raid target tied to plots in Kenya, Somalia 
Washington Post, Sudarsan Raghavan, Colum Lynch, 2013 1008 
Nairobi - The man whom US. Navy SEALs tried to seize in Somalia this past weekend is a 
senior operative ofal-Shabab who has tried to expand the reach of the al-Qaeda-linked militia 
into Kenya, a critical US. ally in East Africa, according to analysts and officials. The attempt to 
capture Abdulkadir Mohamed Abdulkadir, also known as Ikrima, failed. Arriving in speedboats, 
the US. commandos engaged in a fierce gun battle with al-Shabab militants in the oceanside 
town ofBarawe before retreating. Ikrima is believed to have survived the assault on his villa. 
Ikrima is suspected of being an operations planner and recruiter for al-Shabab as well as a key 
figure in al-Hijra, a shadowy Kenyan group that has become al-Shabab's wing inside Somalia's 
East African neighbor. A U.S. military official, speaking on the condition of anonymity to 
discuss a sensitive mission, said that the goal of the operation was to capture Ikrima alive but that 
the Navy SEAL team withdrew after encountering heavy fire and concluding that it would be too 
difficult to take him alive. The team was also concerned about the risk of inflicting casualties on 
innocent bystanders. "It was a capture mission, and when it became evident that we couldn't 
capture him alive, the team decided" to withdraw, the official said. "Ifwe wanted to kill this guy, 
we have lots ofways to do that." According to the Kenyan intelligence report, Ikrima sometimes 
worked with South African operatives to bring grenades, guns and explosives into Kenya. In the 
plot approved by al-Qaeda central in Pakistan, Ikrima allegedly worked with two British 
jihadists, Jermaine Grant and Samantha Lewthwaite, whom the British media has dubbed the 
"White Widow." 

Un « historique» d'al-Qaida pris dans Ie guepier libyen 
Le Figaro, Thierry Oberle, 2013 10 08 
Tripoli - Vingt annees separent Ie sejour de Nazye al-Raghie alias Abou Anas al-Libi au Soudan, 
pays ou i1 a pris Ie sillage d'Oussama Ben Laden, de son arrestation, samedi pres de Tripoli par 
un commando des forces speciales americaines. En capturant I 'un des responsables presumes des 
attentats de Nairobi et de Dar es-Salaam d'aout 1998 (plus de 200 morts et quelque 5 000 
blesses), les Etats-Unis pensent avoir mis hors d'etat de nuire un element du disque dur d'al
Qaida. Qualifiee d' « enlevement » par les autorites libyennes, la prise de ce chef historique du 
Groupe islamique combattant libyen (GICL) rappelle que l'ex-Djamahiriyya arabe de Kadhafi est 
devenue un « nid de guepes » islamistes frequente par Ie gotha djihadiste. Pour la CIA qui Ie 
piste depuis I'attaque contre ses ambassades africaines, Abou Anas al-Libi etait une cible 
prioritaire. L'ingenieur feru d'informatique figurait en cinquieme position sur la liste des 
dirigeants d'al-Qaida les plus recherches. 



U ne figure d' AI-Qaida capturee par les Americains 
Le Monde, Isabelle Mandraud, 2013 1008 
Tripoli - Un commando s'est empare, samedi 11 Tripoli, d'Abou Anas AI-Libi. C'est la premiere 
operation de ce type en Libye Capture 11 I'aube, sa~edi 5 octobre, dans une banlieue de Tripoli, 
Abou Anas AI-Libi serait desormais detenu " dans un lieu siir, 11 I'exterieur de la Libye ", selon 
un responsable du Pentagone qui s'exprimait dimanche au lendemain d'un raid lance par les Navy 
Seals, 11 la fois en Libye et en Somalie, contre des figures djihadistes. Abou Anas, de son vrai 
nom Nazih Abdel Hamed AI-Raghie, etait recherche par les Etats-Unis pour son role suppose 
dans les attentats commis, Ie 7 aout 1998, contre les ambassades americaines de Nairobi, au 
Kenya, et de Dar es-Salaam, en Tanzanie, qui ont fait pres de trois cents victimes et blesse des 
milliers d'autres personnes. Depuis, Ie FBI proposait 5 millions de dollars (3,7 millions d'euros) 
pour toute information permettant la capture du djihadiste libyen. 

Wave of bomb blasts rocks Iraqi capital 
AI Jazeera, 2013 10 08 
Baghdad - Multiple bombs have exploded in quick succession in the Iraqi capital, Baghdad, 
killing at least 37 and injuring 107, according to officials. The apparently coordinated string of 
attacks, mostly involving car bombs, struck mainly commercial areas across the Iraqi capital on 
Monday evening, Associated Press reported. Police reported casualties from explosions in ten 
different neighbourhoods in the Iraqi capital, including Meshahda town in the north, Dora, 
Zafaraniyah, Husseiniyah, Ubaidi neighbourhoods and Elaam and Aidiyah in the south. The 
deadliest attack happened when a car bomb and roadside bomb exploded in a market and nearby 
parking lot in the northern Shia district ofHusseiniya, killing five, while another five were killed 
in Ubaidi. Hospital officials confirmed the casualties. The authorities spoke on condition of 

. anonymity because they weren't authorised to brief reporters. 
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A dark stain on Canada's conscience 
Saudi Gazette, Mohammed Azhar Ali Khan, 2013 10 18 
It is a heart-rending, ongoing tragedy. Aboriginal women have been disappearing mysteriously 
since the 1960s. The victims number 600 by one estimate. The Native Women's Association of 
Canada says there may be more but their cases were not reported. Their relatives fear that the 
women fell prey to violent crime. Year after year relatives of victims and their supporters flock 
to Parliament Hill to demand that the federal government arrange a public inquiry to find out 
what happened and how these crimes can be stopped. This year's annual Sisters in Spirit vigil 
was the eighth one in Ottawa and drew hundreds of people to Parliament Hill in heavy rain to 
express their pain. It was one of the 216 protests throughout Canada and abroad. This year's vigil 
took place just before James Anaya, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Rights of 
Indigenous People, arrived in Canada to look into the situation of the Aboriginal people. 

Access-to-info system failing: watchdog 
QMI News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 2013 1018 
Ottawa - The system that lets Canadians request data about their government institutions is 
failing, says the federal information watchdog. Suzanne Legault delivered a scathing indictment 
Thursday of the current status ofCanada's access to information system in her annual report to 
Parliament. "The faltering in the system is actually quite dramatic and it's not getting better," 
Canada's information commissioner said. She warned it's beset by previously unseen delays, a 
"resource crunch," and a government and public service with a laissez faire approach to 
following the access law. And while Legault acknowledged the feds are processing 
unprecedented numbers of requests, she argued long delays meant actual transparency was moot. 

Affrontements entre des autochtones 'et la GRC au Nouveau- Brunswick 
Agence QMI, Kris Sims et Charles-Antoine Gagnon, 2013 1018 



Rexton, Nouveau-Brunswick - Les Micmacs manifestent contre I'exploitation du gaz de schiste. 
La GRC a arrete au moins 40 personnes, hier, lors d'une manifestation contre I'exploration de 
gisements de gaz de schiste durant laquelle des vehicules de police ont ete incendies, Ii Rexton, 
au NouveauBrunswick. Les arrestations sont survenues lors de violentes confrontations qui ont 
eclate hier matin entre des membres des Premieres Nations et des policiers de la GRC. Au moins 
cinq vehicules de la GRC ont ete incendies, a indique la Gendarmerie royale du Canada dans un 
communique. Selon la GRC, au moins un coup de feu a ete tire par une personne qui n'est pas un 
policier, et des cocktails Molotov ont ete lances contre les forces de l'ordre. Des engins suspects 
ont ete decouverts sur les lieux. La GRC tente de determiner s'il s'agit d'explosifs. 
NOMBREUSES ACCUSATIONS Les affrontements sont survenus pres d'un site d'exploration 
de gaz de schiste, Ii Rexton, au nord de Moncton. La Premiere Nation micmaque d'Elsipogtog est 
situee aproximite. Des autochtones ont violemment reagi lorsque la GRC est intervenue pour 
mettre un terme Ii leur barricade. Les routes II et 134 ont ete fermees par les policiers dans ce 
secteur de la province. Les personnes arretees font face Ii des accusations pour avoir prof ere des 
menaces, pour intimidation et en matiere d'armes afeu. 

Alleged Hill attack shocks Wife 
Toronto Sun, Terry Davidson, 2013 10 18 
Toronto - The wife of a Toronto man who allegedly threatened to blow up the Prime Minister's 
Office in Ottawa says her husband has been mentally ill for the better part of two decades. Fos 
Elmi, 44, told the Toronto Sun Thursday she doesn't know why her husband, Mohamoud Hirsi 
Jimale, 45, allegedly ventured into the government building housing the PMO on Wednesday 
with a briefcase he said contained a bomb and began threatening people. Elmi called her husband 
of 18 years a gentle man dedicated to his Muslim faith. "I don't know why he went to Ottawa," 
Elmi said outside the Weston Rd. apartment she shares with Jimale and their seven children. 

Behind the barricades, stillness before the violence 
New Brunswick Telegraph Journal, Adam Huras, 2013 \0 18 
Fredericton - An hour before sunrise on Thursday, just two Mi'kmaq warriors were awake 
patrolling the blockade that shale gas protesters erected near Rexton almost three weeks ago. 
They were the protest shift workers on night duty. Their job was to eye each car intently that 
passed through the makeshift tent village, with one lane ofRoute 134 open to traffic still 
allowing passersby. Only a little flicker oflight was left from the several bonfires that burned 
bright just the night before. The other 40 or so protesters had left their lawn chairs encircling 
each fire pit, trading them in for sleeping bags. 

Big fracking dispute 
QMI News Agency, Staff reporter, 2013 10 18 
Halifax - Mounties arrested at least 40 protesters at an antifracking blockade in New Brunswick 
after police cruisers were torched when RCMP moved in. Charges include firearms offences, 
uttering threats, intimidation, mischief and refusing to abide by a court injunction. Native 
protesters complained they were hit with rubber bullets and pepper spray. They apparently 
retaliated by torching at least five cop cars. Mounties said at least one shot was fired by someone 
other than police, and Molotov cocktails were thrown at cops. The RCMP are also investigating 
other suspected explosive devices. Mounties were trying Thursday to enforce an Oct. 3 court 
injunction at the standoff near Rexton, where SWN Resources Canada is testing for shale gas. 



Bomb threat accused in court 'I' 
Ottawa Citizen, Chloe Fedio and Blair Craw Ford, 2013 1018' 
Ottawa - A Toronto man accused of making a bomb threat in the building that houses the Prime 
Minister's Office was ordered during a brief court appearance at the Ottawa courthouse Thursday 
afternoon to meet with a psychiatrist. Mohamoud Jimale, 45, is accused of threatening to kill a 
security guard at the Langevin Block on Wednesday by dropping offa briefcase he claimed was 
a bomb. He is also charged with mischief because he allegedly"did interfere with the lawful use 
of the Prime Minister's Office," according to court documents. None of thea lie gat ions has been 
proven in court. His lawyer, Solomon Friedman, requested a publication ban after Jimale made 
statements in court. The Langevin Block, at 80 Wellington St., was evacuated Wednesday and 
downtown streets were shut for several hours as a joint RCMP-Ottawa police bomb team 
examined the briefcase. 

Canadian free after months of captivity 
Globe and Mail, Patrick Martin, 2013 10 18 
For eight months, the family and friends of Carl Campeau received increasingly chilling news 
from his captors in Syria. They were told that Mr. Campeau, a Canadian United Nations official, 
was sick, that one ofhis legs had been cut off, that he would be killed unless someone came up 
with millions of dollars in ransom and released dozens of political prisoners in Iraq. Mr. 
Campeau's elderly mother felt powerless and despaired ofever again seeing her son. Mr. 
Campeau himself, in one of the rare late-night phone calls he was allowed to make to his family 
to let them know he was still alive, despaired of ever again seeing his own young son. That 
nightmare came to an end Thursday with an unexpected phone call to the family and these 
words: "It's Carl. I'm in Damascus and I'm okay." "It came out of the blue," said Laurence Hengl, 
Mr. Campeau's ex-partner and the mother of his young son, Raphael. The call, she said, came 
about noon on Thursday at her home in Vienna, where Mr. Campeau kept an apartment, too, for 
when he was not in the field in Syria and wanted to be near his son. 

Canadian man escapes rebel captivity in Syria 
AI Jazeera, Staff Reporter, 2013 10 18 
Damascus - A Canadian lawyer working for a UN peacekeeping mission in Syria has escaped 
from rebel fighters who held him for eight months, according to the Syrian government. Faisal 
Mekdad, Syrian deputy foreign minister, handed over Carl ~ampeau to a senior UN official in 
Damascus, Yacoub E1-Hillo, on Thursday and lauded the lawyer's escape. Mekdad congratulated 
Campeau for managing to escape from "these criminal gangs" and said the Syrian government 
"left no stone unturned to bring him back to the United Nations, his family and his people". A 
rebel source said at the time of Campeau's disappearance that he was being held for ransom by a 
rival brigade of Syrian rebels battling to overthrow President Bashar al-Assad. Campeau, a legal 
adviser to the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), went missing in mid-February. His 
capture was followed by the detention of 21 Filipino UNDOF observers by rebels. 

Canadian UN worker released in Syria 
Reuters, 2013 10 18 
Damascus - A Canadian man working for the United Nations peacekeeping mission in the Golan 
Heights has been released, Syrian state television said on Thursday, eight months after he was 



reported to have been captured by rebel fighters. Carl Campeau, a legal adviser to the UN 
Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), went missing in February. He was handed over by 
the Foreign Ministry to a United Nations representative in Syria, the television said. At the time 
of his disappearance a rebel source in southern Syria said Campeau had bee/l taken by another 
rebel brigade and held for ransom. State media reports did not clarify how Campeau's release 
was secured. His capture was followed by the detention of21 Filipino UNDOF observers by 
rebels, which forced the mission to scale back patrols along a ceasefire li/le between the Golan 
Heights and Syria. They were freed three days later. 
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Charge laid in PMO bomb threat 4~ (, b~ 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 10 18 ~ 
Toronto - A Toronto man has been charged with uttering threats after the building that houses the 
office ofPrime Minister Stephen Harper was evacuated hours before Wednesday's throne 
speech. Mohamoud Hirsi Jimale, 45, allegedly arrived at the Langevin Building in Ottawa on 
Wednesday and claimed he had a bomb inside his briefcase, according to the charge sheet. The 
charges gave his home address as 2100 Weston Rd., Toronto, the site of the Humberview 
Housing Co-op. A woman there, who did not want to be identified, said Mr. Jimale lived in a 
three-bedroom unit with his wife. Together they collect $3,000 a month in welfare for 
themselves and their seven children, she said. She said on Tuesday he had become angry when 
the co-op asked him to provide proof that his childr.en still lived in Canada. 

Charles McVety, free speech hypocrite 
National Post, Rob Breakenridge, 2013 10 18 
Op-ed: There are legitimate reasons why Canada might deny entry to a particular individual. The 
website of Citizenship and Immigration convenientl)' lists some ofwhat those reasons are. Yet 
nowhere on the list does it say anything about having controversial views, because one's views 
should have nothing to do with your admissibility to Canada. Unfortunately, though, there are 
many who feel otherwise. On Oct. 19, a symposium called "Sexuality, Childhood, and 
Classroom Life" is scheduled to take place at University College in Toronto. The keynote 
speaker for this symposium is a U.S. academic by the name of James Kincaid. Dr. Kincaid is a 
professor at the University of Southern California (USC), and the author of several books on the 
sexualization of children. Many find his views controversial. On his page at the USC website, 
Kincaid's work is described as focusing on "the history and current cultural practices of 
eroticizing children and instituting elaborate scapegoating rituals to disguise what we are doing." 
As easy as it is to write off the whole field as creepy, these are legitimate issues to discuss in our 
society - consider our recent debate over where to set the age ofconsent for sexual activity (it 
was raised from 14 to 16). 

Cop cars set afire, Molotov cocktails tossed at shale gas protest: Mounties 
Canadian Press, Melanie Patten, 2013 10 18 
Rexton, N .B. - The RCMP say dozens of people were arrested after Molotov cocktails were 
thrown at officers and police vehicles torched Thursday when they began enforcing an injunction 
to end an ongoing demonstration against shale gas exploration in eastern New Brunswick. "I'm 
just happy nobody got killed today," said 36-year-old Lori Simon of the Elsipogtog (ell-see
book-took) First Nation. Simon went to survey the damage of burnt police cruisers after the 
protest in Rexton calmed down. "My heart was aching. I just wanted to cry." Donald Sanipass, 
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34, hopped up on the hood of one of the police cars, saying he wasn't surprised the situation 
escalated. 

Des routes pour manifester ou pour "s'epanouir" ? 
La Presse, Annabelle Blais, 2013 10 18 ( 
Montreal - La Ligue des droits et libertes s'inquiete serieusement pour Ie droit de rnanifester au 
Quebec apres ce qu'elle a entendu en Cour municipale, hier. Sa coordonnatrice, Nicole Filion, se 
dit meme troublee par les propos tenus par I'avocat du bureau du Procureur general du Quebec. 
Selon Me Patrice Claude, manifester sur la chaussee entrave la circulation, ce qui va i1l'encontre 
de "I'epanouissement personnel" . Loin de favoriser Ie debat democratique, ce moyen 
d'expression instaure plutot un "climat d'afTrontement" . C'est ce qu'a plaide Ie procureur, hier, 
dans la cause des quelque 230 personnes qui contestent les arrestations pour entrave ilIa 
circulation au cours de la manifestation du Comite oppose ilIa brutalite policiere (COBP) Ie 15 
mars 20 II . La bataille juridique entamee I'hiver dernier a repris ses audiences cette semaine 
apres trois mois de suspension. Elle vise I'article 500.1 du Code de la securite routiere, qui 
interdit les entraves de la circulation routiere au cours d'une action concertee, sauf si la 
manifestation a ete prealablement autorisee. L'amende varie de 350 ill 050$ et, en cas de 
recidive, de 3500 iI 10 500$. Me Etienne Poitras conteste les contraventions de ses clients, mais 
aussi la validite de cet article contre les manifestants. 

Ex-Commissionaire says religious views cost him top-secret clearance 
Postmedia News, Elizabeth Payne, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa - A former Commissionaire says he was denied the chance to get the top-secret security 
clearance needed to work at a government agency after telling interviewers he is Catholic and 
believes armed conflict is wrong. Tyler Cybulski, 24, says he was told his views could "put into 
question" his loyalty to Canada. The alleged incident was the subject of an Ontario Human 
Rights Tribunal hearing this week in which secrecy was a theme. Not only does the complaint 
involve pre-screening for top-secret security status, but the name of the government agency 
where he hoped to work is the subject of a publication ban. Tribunal vice-chair Paul Aterman 
also banned publication of the names of the two people who conducted the screening interview 
with Cybulski in March 20 II, but declined a request by lawyer David Law to issue a more 
sweeping ban on the proceedings. 

Experts to tell Khadr's story 
Edmonton Sun, Pamela Roth, 2013 10 18 
Who is Omar Khadr? That's a topic an Edmonton English professor at the King's University 
College (KUC) is anxious for Canadians and Edmontonians to learn. In the next month, the 
University of Alberta and KUC will be bringing two renowned authorities to Edmonton to share 
their knowledge and answer quest ions about Khadr, who is currently serving time at Edmonton 
Institution (the Max) after pleading guilty in 2010 to charges of murder, spying and terrorism. 
The speakers include Brigadier General (ret) Stephen Xenakis and attorney Samuel Morison with 
the U. S. Department ofDefence. Dr. Xenakis, a psychiatrist who's spent hundreds of hours with 
Khadr over the past five years, will speak about his experiences with him at Guantanamo Bay. 
"Certainly the issues that touch Omar and his particular case have the potential to touch all of 
Canadians," said Arlette Zinck, associate professor ofEnglish at KUC. 



Federal info commissioner says integrity of access-to-information system at risk 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 10 18 0 

Ottawa - Poor leadership and scant resources have left government agencies struggling to answer 
access-te-information requests from Canadians, warns,a federally al?pointed watchdog. In her 
annual report tabled Thursday, Information Commissioner Suzanne Legau!t said the integrity of 
the system is at risk and the weaknesses must be urgently addressed. The Access to lnformation 
Act allows people who pay $5 to request a variety of records from federal agencies from~ 
correspondence and briefing notes to expense reports and audits. The government is supposed to 
respond within 30 days or provide good reasons why a delay is necessary. But Legault said staff 
shortages meant one institution the RCMP routinely went six months without even 
acknowledging receipt of requests. ( ~~o.( 

C'C'~~ 
Fight still on for man hoping to reunite with Toronto family 
Toronto Star, Peter Edwards, 2013 10 18 
Toronto - The federal government has acted in bad faith and refuses to provide information that 
it claims links former Toronto librarian's assistant Douglas Gary Freeman to the Black Panther 
party, Freeman's lawyer argued in federal court Wednesday. Barbara Jackman said Ottawa has 
repeatedly refused to provide disclosure in the case to support its allegations that Freeman, 64, 
has any terrorist links or that he was once connected to the now-defunct radical group. "There 
has been a clear withholding of relevant evidence," Jackman said. She made her comments 
before Justice Anne Mactavish, who is conducting a judicial review ofOttawa's blocking of 
Freeman's application to re-enter Canada. Freeman fled to Canada four decades ago after 
wounding Chicago police officer Terrence Knox with three gunshots in 1969, in what he said 
was a case of self- defence. The shooting caused permanent injuries to Knox, who died in 20 II 
at age 63 after a prolonged illness. Now that he has served his American sentence, Freeman, a 
father of four and a grandfather, remains barred from re-entering Canada and rejoining his family 
in the GT A. Jackman argued that information Freeman's family has gathered under the Freedom 
ofInformation and Protection ofPrivacy Act suggests that Canada's spy agency, the Canadian 
Security and Intelligence Service, repeatedly investigated Freeman and found there was nothing 
to link him to terrorism. 

Hidden, erased, invisible 

Ottawa Citizen, Amanda Lindhout and Sara Corbett, 2013 10 18 

Book excerpt: We named the houses they put us in. We stayed in some for months at a time; 

other places, it was a few days or a few hours. There was the Bomb-Making House, then the 

Electric House. After that came the Escape House, a squat concrete building where we'd 


. sometimes hear gunfire· outside our windows and sometimes a mother singing nearby to her 
child, her voice low and sweet. After we escaped the Escape House, we were moved, somewhat 
frantically, to the Tacky House, into a bedroom with a flowery bedspread and a wooden dresser 
that held hairsprays and gels laid out in perfect rows, a place where, it was clear from the sound 
of the angry, put-upon woman jabbering in the kitchen, we were not supposed to be. When they 
took us from house to house, it was anxiously and silently and usually in the quietest hours of 
night. Riding in the back seat ofa Suzuki station wagon, we sped over paved roads and swerved 
onto soft sandy tracks through the desert, past lonelylooking acacia trees and dark villages, never 
knowing where we were. We passed mosques and night markets strung with lights, and men 
leading camels and groups of boisterous boys, some of them holding machine guns, clustered 



around bonfires along the side of the road. If anyone had tried to see us, we wouldn't have 
registered: We'd been made to wear scarves wrapped around our heads, cloaking our faces the 
same way our captors cloaked theirs - making it impossible to know who or what any ofus were. 

Hill protesters back N,B, natives 
Ottawa Sun, Michael Aubry, 2013 1018 
Ottawa - Dozens of Aboriginal protesters gathered in solidarity on Parliament Hill Thursday 
night to support their comrades after an anti- fracking blockade turned violent in New 
Brunswick. Protesters rallied at the Human Rights Monument on Elgin St. before marching to 
the Hill and holding a vigil at the eternal flame. Elsipogtog Mi'kmaq First Nation members in 
New Brunswick were blocking access to fracking operations Thursday -- a way of using 
hydraulics and pressurized liquid to extract oil from rock -- when violence broke out. Supporters 
in Ottawa backed their members in New Brunswick, insisting the oil operations are destroying 
the water supply on their native land. 

Homme accuse d'avoir depose un colis suspect au bureau de Stephen Harper aOttawa 
La Presse canadienne, Journaliste maison, 2013 1018 
Ottawa - L'homme qui a depose un colis suspect mercredi a I'edifice Langevin qui loge Ie bureau 
du premier ministre Stephen Harper a Ottawa a ete formellement accuse jeudi. Mohamoud 
Jimale, 45 ans, de Toronto, a ete accuse d'avoir profere des menaces et d'avoir commis un mefait, 
a indique jeudi la Gendarmerie royale du Canada (GRC). Le mefait est d'avoir empeche 
I'exploitation d'un bien, vraisemblablement I'usage des bureaux evacues en raison de ses gestes. 
II a ete amene a la Cour jeudi matin pour sa comparution. L'homme etait detenu depuis son 
arrestation mercredi matin, a precise la GRC. La GRC avait confirme que Ie premier ministre 
n'etait pas dans son bureau lorsque I'homme s'est presente avec son colis. Stephen Harper 
s'appretait ce jour-Ia a presenter Ie discours du Trone. L'homme etait entre par la porte principale 
du batiment mais n'avait pas franchi la barriere de securite qui se trouve a I'interieur. 

Information watchdog says lack of transparency a threat to democracy 
Postmedia News, Mike De Souza, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa - Canada's information commissioner has put Prime Minister Stephen Harper's point man 
for transparency issues on notice that he must answer for significant failures within government 
in respecting Canada's freedom-of information law. Releasing her annual report to Parliament, 
Suzanne Legauh slammed the government for a deteriorating record in providing information to 
the general public, explaining that it was now the responsibility of Treasury Board President 
Tony Clement to clean up the mess. Without a quick fix, she said the situation was threatening 
the health of Canada's democracy. "T think it's really time to actually (attribute) accountability 
where it lies," Legault said at a news conference. Legault said she spoke to Clement in recent 
days to warn him about her report's findings. She also dismissed his previous claims that the 
government could tout its record on transparency simply because it was dealing with an 
increasing number of requests for information. 

L'accord UE-Canada elargit Ie marche du fromage fran~ais (Canada) 
Le Figaro, F. N.-L., 2013 1018 
Bruxelles - Commerce L'accord de libre-echange que s'appretent it conclure ce vendredi a 
Bruxelles Ie premier ministre canadien, Stephen Harper, et Ie president de la Commission 



europeenne, Jose Manuel Barroso, devrait doper les echanges bilateraux d'une vingtaine de 
milliards d'euros par an. A I'issue de quatre ans de negociation, les derniers differends ont ete 
ftlsolus. Parmi les ultimes points de blocage figuraient des dossiers agricoles. Le Canada a 
consenti, en echange d'un meilleur acces au marche europeen pour ses exportations de viande de 
boeuf et de porc, Ii doubler, jusqu'li 30 000 tonnes, les importations de fromages europeens qui 
seront exemptees de tarifs douaniers. De quoi ftljouir les producteurs laitiers et de fromage 
fran,.ais. Et lacher leurs collegues canadiens. Ces derniers estiment que I'accord menace de 
petites exploitations qui ne soutiendront pas la concurrence des agriculteurs europeens 
subventionmls. Les eleveurs laitiers canadiens regrettent aussi de ne pouvoir ecouler leur brie ou 
leur feta sur Ie Vieux Continent, qui ferme la porte Ii ces fromages avec I'arme des indications 
geographiques protegees (IGP). 

L'Union europeenne et Ie Canada vont condure leur accord de Iibre-echange (Canada) 
Les Echos, Richard Hiault, 2013 10 18 
Bruxelles - Le Premier ministre canadien rencontre Ie president de la Commission Ii Bruxelles 
aujourd'hui .Le conflit sur Ie boeuf et les produits laitiers en passe d'etre resolu. Le president de la 
Commission europeenne, Jose Manuel Barroso, et Ie Premier ministre canadien, Stephen Harper, 
devraient annoncer ce midi iI Bruxelles la conclusion de I'accord de libre-echange entre les deux 
blocs economiques. Entamees en 2009, les negociations sont en passe d'aboutir. Elles « sont 
maintenant bien avancees, ce qui permet la rencontre avec I'objectif de conclure les negociations 
», a declar'e hier Olivier Bailly, porte-parole de la Commission. Mais il y a « encore des 
discussions Ii avoir pour perrnettre cet accord », a-t-il ajoute. Les points en suspens concernent 
notamment Ie secteur agricole. En particulier les quotas sur Ie boeuf canadien et les produits 
laitiers europeens. L'an dernier, 95 % du chemin avaient ete parcourus, jusqu'iI ce que ces 
questions agricoles ne viennent compliquer les negociations. Au coeur de la dispute figuraient les 
demandes canadiennes de pouvoir exporter chaque annee jusqu'iI 100.000 tonnes de boeuf non
OGM, un seuil en de~iI duquelles autorites canadiennes estiment qu'il n'est pas viable de 
developper la filiere. Les Europeens souhaitaient de leur cote doubler Ie volume d'exportations 
de leurs produits laitiers outre-Atlantique sans droits de douane, tout en exigeant la sauvegarde 
de leurs indications geographiques protegees (IGP) dans ce domaine. Selon des sources proches 
des negociations, Ie dossier s'est debloque quand Ie Canada' a accepte de doubler Ie quota de 
fromage europ6en admis sans droits tarifaires, en echange d'un plus grand acres au marche 
europeen pour ses producteurs de boeuf. 

La Bible de la Commission des droits de la personne 
Le Huffington Post, Maxime Duchesne, 2013 10 18 
Montreal - La mosquee Anabawiya de Montreal, qui serait sous la loupe du Pentagone et du 
Service canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS), car soup~nnee d'etre reliee Ii A1-Qaeda, 
a recemment ferme son site web. Comme plusieurs, j'ai failli m'etouffer en consultant la position 
de la Commission des droits de la personne sur la Charte des valeurs quebecoises. Dans un 
document adopte Ie 16 octobre puis publie Ie 17 octobre, la Commission explique sa position: 
e1le est contre une modification de la Charte quebecoise des droits et libertes de la personne, 
contre une hierarchisation des droits, contre une clause interpretative favorisant I'egalite homme
femme, contre I'interdiction d'afficher sa religion pour les employes de I'Etat, etc. Bref, la 
Commission n'est pas seulement contre une partie du projet de Charte du Parti quebecois, elle est 
contre tous ses elements. Selon Ie document, nous pouvons comprendre que Ie Parti liberal, la 
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Coalition avenir Quebec, Ie rapport de la Commission Bouchard-Taylor et les nombreux autres 
groupes s'etant prononces contre des elements de la Charte vont trop loin puisqu'ils appuient la 
majorite des elements du projet de Charte. 

La colere gagne Montreal U 

La Presse avec La Presse canadienne, Hugo Pilon-Larose, 2013 10 18 
Montreal - Les manifestations c~ntre Ie gaz de schiste s'etendent Ii la metropole quebecoise 
Environ deux cents personnes ont marche tard hier soir dans les rues de Montrtial en signe de 
solidarite avec les manifestants du Nouveau-Brunswick, qui veulent empecher une entreprise 
gaziere d'effectuer des tests sismiques dans leur region. De fa<;:on pacifique, ils ont parcouru la 
rue Sainte-Catherine, en plein coeur du centre-ville, jusqu'au parc de la Paix, theatre de plusieurs 
rassemblements autochtones, pres de I'angle du boulevard Rene-Levesque et du boulevard Saint
Laurent. "Nous sommes ici aujourd'hui en solidarite avec nos freres et soeurs qui se font battre 
par les policiers de la Gendarmerie royale du Canada (GRC)", a explique I'un des organisateurs 
de la manifestation, Mateo Pekuakami. "Encore une fois, Ie pouvoir militaire est au service des 
multinationales et non au service des peuples, souverains sur leur territoire. Ces terres leur 
appartiennent et les compagnies doivent [partir)", a poursuivi Ie jeune homme. Vers 7h30, hier 
matin, la police neo-brunswickoise a commence afaire respecter une injonction prononcee plus 
tot ce mois-ci pour mettre fin au blocus visant Ii empecher I'entreprise gaziere SWN Resources 
d'effectuer des tests sismiques dans la region. Le blocus se tenait pres de Rexton, aproximite de 
I'entrepot Oll se trouve l'6quipement d'exploration de I'entreprise. 

La Commission des droits de la personne fustige la Charte 
La Presse, Denis Lessard, 2013 10 18 
Quebec - Pour la Commission des droits de la personne, Ie projet de Charte des valeurs du 
gouvernement Marois contrevient carrement aux droits et Iibertes et viole "I'esprit et la lettre" de 
la Charte quebticoise des droits. "Le droit de manifester ses croyances religieuses est protege par 
la Charte qui garantit la Iiberte de religion et la liberte de conscience", affirment les membres de 
la Commission, convaincus que Ie projet de Bernard Drainville ne passerait pas Ie test des 
tribunaux. Quand la Commission des droits de la personne examine une proposition 
gouvernementale, elle signale des problemes "a gauche ou adroite". Mais avec Ie projet de 
Charte des valeurs du ministre Bernard Drainville, il y a des problemes partout. "Dire que c'est 
generalise n'est pas une mauvaise lecture", affirme Ie president de la Commission, Me Jacques 
Fremont. "Seule la clause derogatoire permettrait de sauver une politique comme <;:a", selon lui. 

La fille d'un procbe de Ben Ali s'adresse aUI tribunauI 
La Presse, Hugo Pilon-Larose, 2013 10 18 
Montreal - L'adolescente a ete mise ala porte de son ecole en raison des activites de son pere La 
fille de Belhassen Trabelsi, agee de 17 ans, s'adresse aux tribunaux pour forcer Ie college prive 
montrealais Lower Canada Ii la reintegrer. Elle allegue qu'elle a ete mise Ii la porte de I'ecole en 
raison des activites de son pere, Ie beau-frere de I'ex-dictateur tunisien Ben Ali. Soufia Trabelsi a 
ete expulsee du college de langue anglaise Ie II octobre dernier, un peu moins de deux mois 
apres avoir commence ses etudes dans un programme preuniversitaire. Les directeurs de 
I'etablissement, qui ont rencontre sa mere Ii deux reprises, ont affirme qu'ils ne pouvaient 
accepter son argent pour payer les droits de scolarite, qui s'elevent Ii 9573$. Selon eux, iI serait Ie 
fruit de la corruption. Le pere de I'etudiante, Belhassen Trabelsi, est designe par Ottawa comme 



un "etranger politiquement vulnerable" en vertu de la Loi sur Ie blocage des biens de dirigeants 
etrangers corrompus. Ses avoirs, tout comme ceux des membres de sa famille, sont bloques. Pour 
payer Ie college, la famille Belhassen a fait appel au grand-pere maternel de I'etudiante, Hedi 
Djilani. Si ce dernier fait "I'objet d'allegations de corruption" en Tunisie, a ecrit un porte-parole 
du ministere des Affaires etrangeres dans une lettre envoyee aux procureurs de la mere de Soufia 
Trabelsi, il peut neanmoins envoyer legalement de I'argent Ii sa famille au Canada par Ie compte 
de ses avocats pour payer, entre autres, les droits de scolarite de sa petite fille . 

Leaders appeal for peace 
New Brunswick Telegraph Journal, Chris Morris, 2013 10 18 
Fredericton - As shots rang out in Kent County and protest spread across the province, ,New 
Brunswick's native and non-native leaders appealed for peaceful negotiations to settle differences 
over shale gas exploration. Premier David Alward, who was in Moncton on Thursday for several 
public announcements, told reporters the RCMP, not the province, was responsible for the 
decision to take action against the protesters. He said he supports the RCMP in its effort to 
maintain safety and make sure the laws ofNew Brunswick are protected. "I fully respect people's 
right to protest, to voice their concerns in a respectful, lawful way, but as New Brunswickers we 
cannot condone, and quite frankly I am greatly troubled by the violence we have witnessed 
today," Alward said. 

Lenovo interest in BlackBerry raises national security fears 
Globe and Mail, lain Marlow, 20131018 
Toronto - Lenovo Group Ltd. is joining the list of suitors considering a bid for BlackBerry Ltd., 
raising concerns that the Canadian company's ultra-secure communications network for the 
global elite might end up owned by a firm based in China. BlackBerry provides mobile phones 
and an encrypted wireless network to many ofthe world's largest corporations and most Western 
governments, including top officials in the United States and the country's military - and would 
likely draw scrutiny in Washington and Ottawa. If Lenovo's reported interest resulted in a deal, 
the takeover attempt would be subject to a tough regulatory review in Canada. The federal 
government has killed several foreign takeovers under the Investment Canada Act. That act 
permits reviews of deals worth more than $344-million. The government has also granted itself 
broader powers to halt takeovers of Canadian firms by foreign state-owned companies, 
particularly those from China. And Ottawa recently barred a bid for Winnipeg-based telecom 
company MTS Allstream by an Egyptian-led group on national security grounds. "If the 
Egyptian company raised some red flags for the Canadian government, we should have red 
fireworks going off if a Chinese company wants to buy BlackBerry," said Michel Juneau
Katsuya, the former head of Asia-Pacific at the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) 
and chief executive of the Northgate Group, an Ottawa-based cyber-security firm. 

Lenovo looking at BlackBerry bid: reports 
Financial Post, Matt Hartley, 2013 10 18 
A familiar suitor has reemerged as a potential bidder for BlackBerry Ltd., adding another voice 
to a growing chorus ofprospective buyers who are mulling an offer to acquire some or all of the 
embattled Canadian smartphone maker. Chinese computer manufacturer Lenovo Group Ltd. has 
reportedly signed a non-disclosure agreement with BlackBerry in order to get a deeper look 
inside the Waterloo, Ont.based company's books, according to a report from The Wall Street 



Journal. Lenovo, the world's largest personal computer manufacturer, has expressed interest in 
acquiring all or part ofBlackBerry in the past, and in this case is reportedly considering 
acquiring the whole company. For BlackBerry, Lenovo represents the latest in a growing queue 
of potential suitors rumoured to be kicking the tires of the struggling technology company. 

Lenovo Scopes BlackBerry Bid (Canada) 
Wall Street Journal, Multiple reporters, 2013 1018 
New York - Lenovo Group Ltd. is actively considering a bid for all of struggling Canadian 
smartphone maker BlackBerry Ltd ., according to people familiar with the matter, the latest sign 
of the voracious appetite ofChinese companies for foreign acquisitions. The Chinese personal
computer maker has signed a "nondisclosure" agreement that allows it to look at BlackBerry's 
books, one of the people said, joining a list of potential bidders for the company, which has put 
itself up for sale. Spokesmen for BlackBerry and Lenovo, the world's largest PC maker, declined 
to comment. A Lenovo purchase ofBlackBerry would be one of the biggest and most 
noteworthy Chinese acquisitions ofa Western company. It would again highlight the desire of 
companies in the world's second-largest economy to become bigger players in the West, where 
they stand to gain both industrial expertise and a wider array of products to sell their customers. 
The Committee on Foreign Investment in the U.S. would likely review any proposed purchase of 
BlackBerry by Lenovo. Cfius, an interagency panel, focuses solely on national-security risks. 
The Treasury, which leads the committee, doesn't comment on cases under review. A 
spokeswoman for Canadian Industry Minister James Moore, the official responsible for 
approving any foreign-led bid that might emerge for BlackBerry, said Canada's government is 
aware that the company is exploring a sale, but she declined to comment on the process. 

Lenovo will face obstacles in any BlackBerry deal: source 
Reuters, 2013 10 17 . 
Chinese computer maker Lenovo, which has signed a non-disclosure deal to examine 
BlackBerry's books, faces regulatory obstacles if it bids for all of the company and will likely 
pursue just parts, a source familiar with the matter said on Thursday. BlackBerry Ltd said in 
August it was exploring options that could include an outright sale. And the Canadian company, 
which helped pioneer smartphones, has since been linked with a string of potential buyers from 
private equity firms to rival technology companies. Its shares, which rose 4 percent after the 
Wal1 Street Journal first reported the interest from Lenovo Group Ltd, ended up less than a 
percent at $8.20 on the Nasdaq. 

Lenovo will face obstacles in any BlackBerry deal: source (Canada) 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 I 0 18 
New York - Chinese computer maker Lenovo,which has signed a non- disclosure deal to 
examine BlackBerry's books, faces regulatory obstacles ifit bids for all of the company and will 
likely pursue just parts, a source familiar with the matter said on Thursday. BlackBerry Ltd said 
in August it was exploring options that could include an outright sale. And the Canadian 
company, which helped pioneer smartphones, has since been linked with a string of potential 
buyers from private equity firms to rival technology companies. Multiple sources close to the 
matter have told Reuters BlackBerry is in talks with Cisco Systems Inc, Google Inc and 
Germany's SAP AG among others, about selling al1, or parts of itself. The potential buyers have 
all declined to comment. The sale of BlackBerry, or any of its assets wi11likely undergo tough 



regulatory reviews in both Ottawa and Washington. Most security experts believe BlackBerry's 
most vital asset, a secure network that handles millions ofconfidential corporate and government 
emails every day, is likely to be sold to a North American entity because of the security 
concerns. Its less contentious handset business, howe er, could be shopped to an Asian device
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""" LTITE cadre pleads guilty in US for arms procuring ~... ~~ "'C-'" 0ll'...."!"...~~ .....,. r .:-: 

Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka), 2013 1017 \I 

Seven years after he was arrested by the RCMP in Toronto, a Canadian man has pleaded guilty 
in New York to conspiring to buy anti- aircraft missiles for Sri Lanka's Tamil Tigers. 
Piratheepan Nadarajah, 37, is to be sentenced on Jan. 31 after the U.S. District Court accepted 
his guilty pleas on two counts related to his work as an arms supplier for the separatisuebels. 
Three other Canadians are already serving sentences ofat least 25 years for their roles in the 
same procurement network that was caught trying to buy $I-million worth of missiles in Long 
Island, N. Y. They had also negotiated to buy 500 AK-47 assault rifles, unaware they had walked 
into a sting operation and that the FBI was recording their conversations with an undercover 
informant who was posing as an arms dealer. 

Native blockade of Highway 6 ends without incident 
Hamilton Spectator, Daniel Nolan, 2013 10 18 
Hamilton: A Six Nations protester warns a blockade ofHighway 6 will recur if there is another 
flare up between the RCMP and natives protesting shale gas exploration in New Brunswick. 
Members and supporters of the Haudenosaunee Men's Fire blocked the highway Thursday for 
more than four hours to show their anger at the RCMP's attempt to enforce a court injunction on 
members of the Elsipogtog First Nation. The move turned violent and the Mounties said at least 
40 people were arrested for firearm offences, threats, intimidation, mischief and violating the 
injunction. Six Nations demonstrators supported their east coast brethren and were also upset 
there were women and children caught up in the RCMP action. They began the blockade at about 
3 p.m. at Highway 6 and Fifth Line, just south of the Caledonia bypass, but ended it at about 
7:30 p.m. 

Native shale-gas protest erupts in violence 
Globe and Mail, Gloria Galloway and Jane Taber, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa and Rexton, N.B. - A native protest against a shale-gas project in New Brunswick has 
exploded in violence, sending dozens of people to jail and reducing five police cars to 
smouldering ruins. The clash between the RCMP and the Elsipogtog First Nation, north of 
Moncton, began early Thursda.y morning when a large number ofofficers arrived at a compound 
where SWN Resources Canada stores equipment. The police intended to enforce an injunction 
against a native blockade that has prevented SWN, a natural gas and oil exploration company, 
from conducting seismic testing. The protesters refused the demands to disperse, and the 
confrontation devolved into a melee of tear gas and rubber bullets. By the end, at least 40 people, 
including Elsipogtog Chief Arren Sock and several council members, had been arrested and five 
police cruisers had been set ablaze. The situation had calmed by early evening with news that 
Mr. Sock and some of the other protesters had been released. . 



Needed changes 
Cornwall Standard-Freeholder, Roy Berger, 2013 10 18 ~o 
Letter: As we get closer to the federal election, hep cats from all political stripes are creating 
policy to advise their members and format for the public interest. There are a few changes in law 
that I recommend that would serve Canadians well across all party lines. I. Members of 
Parliament shall not have dual or multiple citizenship. Most Canadians don't know that MP's can 
and do. On a bad day let's be sure that memory does not cloud ideals. 2. Government executives 
shall not have financial instruments or bank accounts outside of Canada. The intent here is clear 
and simple. 3. Ifa government executive is found guilty of indictable crimes that required 
executive office to commit, that member shall lose his/her extra-ordina(Y, pension. The intent is 
to attract more citizens to politics and to respond to Richard Fadden, the head ofCSJS, who 
insists to the Canadian public on several occasions that the House of Commons is heavily 
infiltrated and under the shadow of foreign control agents, to prevent characters like Arthur 
Porter from becoming a member of SIRC and to reinstall confidence in political life. 

Opposition, experts concerned about renewal of defence strategy 
iPolitics.ca, Michelle Zilio, 2013 1018 
One day after the Conservative government committed to renewing the Canada First Defence 
Strategy (CFDS), opposition critics and defence management experts are concerned about how 
the modernization plan will unfold. In the throne speech Wednesday, the government revealed 
that it will renew the CFOS, a 2006 Conservative campaign promise. The strategy sets up a 
detailed roadmap for the modernization of the Canadian Forces, including the allocation of 
investments across four military pillars: personnel, equipment, readiness and infrastructure. For 
the NDP, the renewal of the strategy is "passe." The party's defence critic Jack Harris said the 
CFDS has failed to keep up with the changing needs of the Canadian Forces and, therefore, 
needs an overhaul. He suggested the government start with a defence white paper. 

Protest 'escalated quite fast' 
Chronicle-Herald (Halifax), Selena Ross, 2013 1018 
Halifax - Dozens ofNova Scotians headed to Rexton, N.B., on Thursday after a 7:30 a.m. clash 
between the RCMP and anti-fracking protesters. A Pictou Landing woman was pepper-sprayed 
at close range and an Eskasoni man was reportedly shot twice with beanbag bullets sometime 
during the dayLong confrontation, while at least 40 people were arrested and more were held at 
bay at gunpoint. More carloads of supporters planned to leave from Pictou Landing and other 
indigenous communities around the province, said Chief Andrea Paul of the Pictou Landing First 
Nation. 

Protesters block highways around the province 
New Brunswick Telegraph Journal, Robert Lafrance, 2013 10 18 
A long line of tractor-trailers and some other vehicles lined the Trans-Canada Highway west of 
Perth-Andover Thursday afternoon as protesters from Tobique First Nation and their supporters 
blocked the four-lane highway. But by sunset the blockade was lifted and traffic began to flow. 
After the anti-fracking protests in Rexton turned violent with injuries and the burning of police 
cars Thursday morning the people of Tobique decided to protest in support of those determined 
to stop fracking in the eastern New Brunswick county. By 4 p.m., the line of stopped vehicles 
extended kilometres, with only a few RCMP officers visible. 

http:iPolitics.ca


Six Nations blocks southern Onto highway in solidarity w'tlt; , .B. protesters 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 10 18 "~/O:~ ot 
Caledonia, Ont. - Ontario Provincial Police say Fir t Nations prOtestet;s: e shut down Highway 
6 in southern Ontario between the communities ofHa'gersville and Caletlonia. Const. Mark 
Foster says the the protest blockade involves 30 to 40 pepple. A Local news agency, 'Turtle Island 
News, says people from Six Nations shut down the road in sohamty with First Nations , 
protesters arrested Thursday during a demonstration against shale gas el'ploration in eastern New 
Brunswick. Foster says the protesters are walking on the highway and"blocked motorist during 
the evening rush, but adds the protest has been peaceful. Foster says a liaison !eam is talking 
with the protesters in an effort to get the road reopened, (full report) Q (. ( 

Syrie/ Canada/ONU - Syrie : un employe de I'ONU libere apres huit mois de captivite 
(Canada) 
Radio France Internationale, Karim Lebhour, 2013 10 18 
New York - Les autorites syriennes ont annonce Ie 17 octobre avoir remis Ii l'ONU un membre 
de son personnel qui avait disparu en fevrier en Syrie. Damas accuse les rebelles de l'avoir « 
enleve » . Carl Campeau est conseiller juridique pour la mission de I'ONU dans Ie Golan. Le 27 
fevrier dernier, il circule en voiture dans la banlieue de Damas. Son vehicule est arrete Ii un 
check-point. II est enleve par un groupe islamiste, L'ONU a toujours garde Ie silence sur cet 
enlevement, refusant de donner des details. Carl Campeau va rester en captivite pendant huit 
mois. Puis il y a quelques jours, ses ravisseurs oublient de fermer la porte de la piece OU il se 
trouve. Carl Campeau s'echappe. Les autorites syriennes l'ont remis aux Nations unies, 
denon~ant au passage les « terroristes » qui I'ont pris en otage. 

Tentative d'intrusion al'Edifice Langevin: un Torontois accuse 
Le Droit, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa - Un homme de Toronto a dfi repondre Ii deux chefs d'accusation criminels au lendemain 
de sa tentative d'intrusion dans Ie bureau du premier ministre Harper Ii Ottawa. La Gendarmerie 
royale du Canada (GRC) a confirme que Mohamoud Jimale, 45 ans, est l'homme arrete mercredi 
pres de l'edifice Langevin, sur la rue Wellington. Les policiers ont aussi trouve un colis suspect. 
Jimale a ete accuse d'avoir prof ere des menaces et d'avoir commis des mHaits. 

Un accord gagnant pour Ie Quebec 
La Presse, Jean-Philippe Decarie, 2013 10 18 
Chronique - L'entente de principe sur I'accord de libre-echange entre Ie Canada et l'Union 
europeenne, qui doit etre signee aujourd'hui , est Ie resultat d'une longue et laborieuse negociation 
qui a force les deux parties Ii jeter du lest. Aussi imparfait que soit Ie resultat final de ce 
processus, Ie Quebec sortira gagnant de l'implantation de ce nouvel accord commercial. II a fallu 
un an de negociations pour que Ie Canada coneiue, en octobre 1987, son premier accord de libre
echange avec les Etats-Unis. Les negociateurs des deux pays avaient convenu d'un echeancier 
serre de rencontres sectorielles, double d'une date butoir au-delli de laquelle tout Ie processus 
tombait Ii l'eau si aucune entente n'etait intervenue. 

Un Montrealais libere en Syrie 
La Presse, Eric-Pierre Champagne, 2013 10 18 



Damas - Carl Campeau etait detenu par les rebelles depuis huit mois Un avocat montreaiais, Carl 
Campeau, a ete transfere hier Ii l'Organisation des Nations unies (ONU) par Ie ministre des 
Affaires etrangeres de la Syrie. II avait ete fait prisonnier par des rebelles en fevrier dernier. 
L'organisation internationale s'etait contentee alors d'annoncer la disparition d'un de ses 
employes, sans donner plus de precisions. Dans une video de Reuters diffusee hier, on aper~oit 
I'avocat en compagnie du ministre des Affaires etrangeres, Wallid al-Mouallem.,M. Campeau 
semble en bonne sante. Selon La Presse Canadienne, il a declare Ii la television syrienne s'etre 
enfui de la maison OU il etait retenu prisonnier lorsque ses ravisseurs ont oublie de verrouiller la 
porte. "J'ai ete prisonnier durant huit mois", a-t-il affirme. 

Un Quebecois Iibere en Syrie 
La Presse canadienne, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 18 
Damas - Un employe canadien des Nations unies (ONU), Ie Montrealais Carl Campeau, aurait 
ete remis Ii I'ONU huit mois apres sa disparition en Syrie. Plusieurs medias precisent que ce sont 
les autorites syriennes qui ont remis M. <;:ampeau II I'ONU en accusant des rebelles de I'avoir 
enleve en fevrier. Carl Campeau, un conseiller juridique, travaillerait pour la force de I'ONU 
pour I'observation du desengagement entre la Syrie et Israel (FNUOD). Au moment de sa 
disparition, iI semble qu'i1 etait charge de veiller au respect du cessez-Ie-feu entre la Syrie et 
Israel dans la zone demilitarisee du plateau du Golan. 

United States· Etats-Unis 

Barack Obama, vainqueur de la crise budgetaire 
Le Monde, Corine Lesnes, 2013 10 18 
Washington - Defaits, les republicains ont ete contraints de voter, mercredi 16 octobre, Ie texte 
permettant de financer I'Etat L'affaire a ete conclue en trois heures. Le Senat a vote II 20 heures, 
mercredi 16 octobre, un accord qui a mis fin II la crise politique qui agitait Washington depuis 
deux semaines. Deux heures plus tard, la Chambre des representants, qui s'y refusait depuis Ie 
debut du mois d'octobre, a adopte Ie projet de loi relevant Ie plafond de la dette des Etats-Unis et 
autorisant Ie financement du gouvernement. Les fonctionnaires qui etaient depuis Ie Ier octobre 
en chomage force ont ete avertis par l'Office de management du budget de se presenter II leur 
poste des jeudi matin. Et Ie 18e " shutdown" depuis 1976 a ete declare enterre, seize jours apres 
avoir commence. Vainqueur indeniable : Ie president Barack Obama. A 20 h 25, quand il est 
apparu dans la salle de presse de la Maison Blanche, il a evite de pavoiser mais etait 
eminemment soulage. Son pari de refuser tout compromis avec les republicains avait paye. 
C'etait sa troisieme confrontation avec I'opposition sur les questions budgetaires. 

Edward Snowden: US would have buried NSA warnings forever 
The Guardian (London), Ed Pilkington, 2013 \0 18 
New York - Edward Snowden, the source ofNational Security Agency leaks, has insisted that he 
decided to become a whistleblower and flee America because he had no faith in the internal 
reporting mechanisms of the US government, which he believed would have destroyed him and 
buried his message for ever. One of the main criticisms levelled at Snowden by the Obama 
administration has been that he should have taken up an official complaint within the NSA, 
rather than travelling to Hong Kong to share his concerns about the agency's data dragnet with 
the Guardian and other news organisations. But in an interview with the New York Times, 



Snowden has dismissed that option as implausible. "The system does not work," he said, 
pointing to the paradox that "you have to report wrongdoing to those most responsible for it." If 
he had tried to sound the alarm internally, he would have "been discredited and ruined" and the 
substance of his warnings "would have been buried forever" . Snowden, 3Q, conducted the . 
interview with the New York Times over the past few days, communicating from Russia, where 
he has been granted a year's asylum, with a TilJles journalist in New York via encrypted email. 
He took the opportunity to try to quash several of the most widely aired criticisms of his actions . • 

Fonner Pentagon Official to Be Chosen as Homeland Security Chief 
New York Times, Michael S. Schmidt, Charlie Savage, 2013 10 18 
Washington - President Obama plans to nominate Jeh C. Johnson, who framed many of the 
administration's national security policies as the Defense Department's general counsel during 
Mr. Obama's first term, to become the next secretary of the Homeland Security Department, 
according to administration officials. If confirmed by the Senate, Mr. Johnson, 56, will fill the 
vacancy left by Janet Napolitano, who resigned in July to lead the University of California 
system. Mr. Johnson -- whose first name is pronounced"Jay" -- has little experience with some 
of the issues that Ms. Napolitano faced, like border security and immigration. But he was a legal 
adviser to Mr. Obama during his first presidential campaign and has similar views to the 
president's about the future of the United States' counterterrorism operations. He was at the 
center of Mr. Obama's first-term efforts to re-evaluate the counterterrorism policies of President 
George W. Bush. During his tenure at the Defense Department, Mr. Johnson shaped the Obama 
administration's policies on the detention of terrorism suspects and on targeted drone strikes in 
Yemen and Somalia. 

India, US agencies join hands to set up center to counter cyber attacks 
Times ofIndia, Kim Arora, 2013 10 18 
New Delhi - The Center for Development and Advanced Computing (CDAC) has joined hands 
with the US-based agency, International Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers 
(ICANN), to set up a research facility that will help tackle cyber attacks and online security 
threats. The institution has been named, Center for Excellence in DNS Security. Officials from 
the CDAC, an agency of the union ministry of communications and IT, and the ICANN signed 
an expression of intent regarding the same on Thursday. The ICANN allocates web addresses 
and assigns uniqye protocol numbers on the internet. A non-profit body, it functions under a 
contract with the US government, where the US department of commerce vets changes and 
additions to top level domain names (for example, country codes like .in or .pk). "We are always 
in doubt when accessing the internet whether whatever is being shared is visible to someone else. 
We need to dispel this fear, which is associated to the internet," said J Satyanarayan. . 

New NSA deputy expected to be leaks task force head: sources 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 10 18 
Washington - Richard Ledgett, who heads a new task force at the National Security Agency to 
handle information leaks, is expected to take over as the deputy director of the spy agency after 
the current No. 2 retires in January, sources told Reuters. Ledgett is the executive in charge of 
matters related to unauthorized media disclosures, a position that was created after the 
unauthorized leaks to media of top secret spy surveillance programs by former NSA contractor 
Edward Snowden this year. Ledgett's duties include overseeing improvements to internal 



systems and assessing what information was taken in unauthorized disclosures. He was 
previously director of the NSA's Threat Operations Center and director for collection/national 
intelligence manager for cyber at the Office of the Director ofNational Intelligence. He is 
expected to replace John "Chris" Inglis who is due to retire in January, said sources who spoke 
on condition ofanonymity. .:" 

Obama to nominate Jeh Johnson, former Pentagon officia~ as next DBS secretary 
Washington Post, Scott Wilson, Greg Miller, 2013 1018 ' 
Washington - President Obama will nominate Jeh Johnson, formerly the Pentagon's top lawyer 
and a key figure in the administration's debate over the legality of drone use, to head the 
Department ofHomeland Security, according to White House officials. The official 
announcement will take place Friday at the White House. Johnson, if confirmed by the Senate, 
would succeed Janet Napolitano, who announced she was leaving the Cabinet post in July. As 
the former Defense Department general counsel, Johnson was responsible for the legal work at 
the nation's largest bureaucracy. Hisjob placed him at the center of some ofObama's most 
important national security decisions, from the practice of targeted killings beyond America's 
defined battlefields to the intervention in Libya. "The president is selecting Johnson because he 
is one the most highly qualified and respected national security leaders," said a senior 
administration official, speaking on the condition of anonymity to discuss the nomination before 
its announcement. "During his tenure at the Department ofDefense, he was known for his sound 
judgment and counsel. " 

. Skepticism persists despite reported progress on Iran nuclear deal 
Washington Post, JoWarrick, Jason Rezaian, 2013 10 18 
Geneva - In a rare moment of accord, Iranian and Western diplomats decided during nuclear 
talks this week to keep the details of their negotiations strictly seGret. The fear, they said, was 
that even modest gains could be endangered if they were publicized prematurely. "You need to 
allow us the space to move forward," pleaded Catherine Ashton, the European Union's foreign 
policy chief But Ashton had barely uttered the words when the first salvos landed from skeptics 
ofa possible nuclear deal with Iran. Opponents in Tehran and Washington rejected the Geneva 
proposals even before the details were publicly known. Prominent U.S. lawmakers such as Sen. 
Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) declared their opposition to granting Iran any relief from sanctions, 
suggesting instead that economic penalties should be made even tougher. And an Iranian 
legislator suggested that a compromise on Iran's nuclear capabilities will not be acceptable. 

Snowden assure n'avoir emporte aucun document avec lui en Russie 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 1018 
Washington - L'ex-consultant de I'Agence de securite nationale americaine (NSA) Edward 
SnQwden assure dans un entretien publie jeudi par Ie New York Times n'avoir emporte aucun 
document classifie dans sa fuite en Russie, OU il est refugie depuis Ie mois de juin. Dans 
l'entretien, Edward Snowden assure avoir donne tous les documents qu'il possedait il des 
journalistes quand il etait encore il Hong Kong, avant de partir en Russie, ou il a obtenu I'asile 
pour un an. Emporter des documents "n'aurait pas servi l'interet public", declare-t-il au Times: 
"Quel interet y aurait-il il transporter personnellement une copie de ce materiel?". L'ex-consultant 
de la NSA affirme egalement avoir pu proteger ces documents des services de renseignement 



chinois, notamment grace aux connaissances qu'il avait acquises sur eux en travaillant pour la 
NSA: "II n'y a aucune chance que les Russes ou les Chinois aient pu recevoir un document" . 

Snowden Says He Took No Secret Files to Russia 
New York Times, James Risen, 20 \3 10 18 
Washington - Edward 1. Snowden, the former National Security Agency contractor, said in an 
extensive interview this month that he did not take any secret N.S.A. documents with him to 
Russia when he fled there in June, assuring that Russian intelligence officials could not get 
access to them. Mr. Snowden said he gave all of the classified documents he had obtained to 
journalists he met in Hong Kong, before flying to Moscow, and did not keep any copies for 
himself He did not take the files to Russia "because it wouldn't serve the public interest," he 
said. "What would be the unique value of personally carrying another copy of the materials 
onward?" he added. He also asserted that he was able to protect the documents from China's 
spies because he was familiar with that nation's intelligence abilities, saying that as an N.S.A. 
contractor he had targeted Chinese operations and had taught a course on Chinese 
cybercounterintelligence. "There's a zero percent chance the Russians or Chinese have received 
any documents," he said. Mr. Snowden said he had never considered defecting while in Hong 
Kong, nor in Russia, where he has been permitted to stay for one year. He said he felt confident 
that he had kept the documents secure from Chinese spies, and that the N.S.A. knew he had done 
so. His last target while working as an agency contractor was China, he said, adding that he had 
had "access to every target, every active operation" mounted by the N.S.A. against the Chinese. 
"Full lists of them," he said. 

White House Weighs Easing Iran Sanctions' Bite With Slow Release of Assets 
New York Times, Mark Landler, 2013 1018 
Washington - The Obama administration, in the wake ofa promising first round of nuclear 
diplomacy with Iran, is weighing a proposal to ease the pain of sanctions on Tehran by offering it 
access to billions of dollars in frozen funds if the Iranian government takes specific steps to curb 
its nuclear program, a senior administration official said Thursday. Such a plan, under which the · 
United States could free up Iran's frozen overseas assets in installments, would avoid the political 
and diplomatic risks of repealing the sanctions, which had been agreed to by a diverse coalition 
of countries, the official said. It would also give President Obama the flexibility to respond to 
Iranian offers that emerge from the negotiations without unraveling the global sanctions regime 
the administration has spent years cobbling together. The official likened the plan, which is still 
being debated inside the White House and the State Department, to opening and closing a 
financial spigot. While the two days of talks in Geneva this week did not produce a 
breakthrough, Iranian officials were more candid and substantive than in previous diplomatic 
encounters, officials said, particularly in direct negotiations between Iranian diplomats and the 
senior American representative, Wendy R. Sherman. Now, though, the administration faces a 
complex calculation on the future of the sanctions, which have been crucial in bringing the 
Iranians back to the bargaining table. Administration officials said they would urge the Senate to 
hold off on voting on a new bill to strangle Iran's oil exports further until after the next round of 
talks on Nov. 7. 

United Kingdom· Royaume-Uni 



Cheltenham MP confident GCHQ has nothing to fear in 'major' inquiry 
Gloucestershire Echo, Michael Yong, 2013 10 18 . 
Cheltenham - Cheltenham-based GCHQ should welcome a parliamentary inquiry into its 
surveillance activities. That is the view of Cheltenham MP Martin Horwood, after news the 
parliament's intelligence and security committee (ISC), the body overseeing the work of GCHQ, 
MIS and MI6, is investigating the leaks from whistleblower Edward Snowden. Mr Horwood 
said: "GCHQ should welcome the inquiry and have nothing to fear about it. "It is very important 
in a democracy and to know our civil liberties and our privacy are being safeguarded. I am very 
confident that GCHQ will come out with flying colours. It is important not just for the ISC and 
me, but for the outer public to know that their rights are being protected.'" ' . 

Jake Davis: The teen hacker who came in from the cold 
The Independent (UK), Sarah Monison, 2013 1018 
London - As "Topiary", he was the witty spokesman for the group ofhacktivists once dubbed the 
"most-wanted cyber-criminals on the planet". He acted as the chief promoter for Anonymous and 
offshoot LulzSec as they went on a high-profile hacking spree in 2011 , targeting the likes of 
News International (replacing The Sun's homepage with a fake story claiming Rupert Murdoch 
had died), Sony, the CIA, the UK's Serious Organised Crime Agency, the Arizona police force 
and even a website affiliated with the FBI. It all ended for Jake Davis two years ago when he was 
arrested in his home in the Shetland Islands on suspicion of more than 80 charges of conspiracy. 
He eventually pleaded guilty to two counts ("with intent to impair the operation of a computer") 
and was banned from doing anything on the internet for two years. He was also electronically 
tagged and locked up at Feltham Young Offenders Institution for 37 days. Davis, now 20 years 
old, is still on probation and is not allowed to leave the country, erase his internet history, or 
speak to anyone currently or formerly associated with Anonymous or its offshoots. Today he will 
be giving a talk on his experience at Wired 2013 to an audience who have paid more than £1,500 
to attend the two-day conference. He is also planning on publishing a "nerd's perspective" on his 
time behind bars. He shrugs off the threat ofbeing extradited to the US (he was also indicted for 
his crimes in America), and said would-be hackers should be helped to find a "different outlet for 
their creativity". He is adamant that if you give most hackers a "reward mechanism" or ajob, 
they'll "immediately drop what they're doing" . He warns against portraying hackers as an "elite 
cool" who "go against the system in an edgy way" because it will encourage more people to do 
it Davis insists the life of a hacker is not glamorous. "I would never have done it if there was 
something else outside my front door to get involved with," he told The Independent 

Prominent UK Muslims under police protection after al-Shabaab threats 
The Guardian (London), Mutliple reporters, 2013 10 18 
London - A prominent British Muslim commentator is being protected by police following 
concerns over his safety following the release of a video by Somali-based terror group, al
Shabaab, which singled out several British Muslims for having criticised jihadists in the 
aftermath of the Woolwich murder. Mohammed Ansar, a filmmaker and journalist who has 
spoken out against extremism in Islam and the far right, said police visited his home at midnight 
on Wednesday, concerned for his safety after Shabaab released an hour-long film, The 
Woolwich Attack: It's an Eye for an Eye. Other British Muslims named in the film have also 
been contacted by police and offered security advice since the video's release, the Guardian has 
learned. Narrated by a man with a British accent, wearing a black mask and a camouflage jacket, 



the Shabaab production praises those behind the murder ofDrummer Lee Rigby, describes the 
Woolwich killings as "a new and terrifying reality" and incites others to carry out attacks in the 
UK. In the film, the jihadist group, which has also claimed responsibility for the bloody Kenyan 
Westgate mall attack, singles out specific British Muslims, including Ansar, who have distanced 
"themselves from the mujahideen who carried out these attacks" as having "mutilated the 
teachings ofIslam". 

Senior Labour MP welcomes public debate over security service powen 
The Guardian (London), Patrick Wintour, Rowena Mason, 2013 1018 
London - Hazel Blears, the senior Labour member of parliament's intelligence and security 
committee, said yesterday it was right that a debate was under way in Britain over the powers of 
the security services, adding that the inquiry into agencies' powerful new capabilities would go 
wherever the evidence takes it. She also hit back at Nick Clegg for suggesting that there needed 
to be a review of the oversight of the security services, noting that the powers of the ISC had 
only just been enhanced. Blears, a former cabinet minister with responsibility for counter
terrorism, was speaking the day after the ISC announced it was broadening its inquiry into the 
legal accountability of the services to include the balance between individual privacy and 
national security. Blears said: "We are going to ask people to come and give us evidence on 
these issues, and provided we are not dealing with classified information, then we should be able 
to do that in public. In the next week or so, I think we are going to be sending out invitations to a 
wide range of people. We want as wide a range ofviews as we can get. There is a public debate 
going on, rightly so. Some of what we do is in private because we are dealing with classified 
information, but if you can do it in public, that is a good thing." 

Australia' Australie 

Aussie passports stolen in terror-zone security threat 
Adelaide Advertiser, Miles Kemp, 2013 10 18 
The theft of hundreds of Australian passports in terrorism hot spots around the world is a direct 
threat to national security, experts have warned. After fighting for two years to keep secret the 
locations where the passports were stolen, the Department ofForeign Affairs has been forced to 
release all reports of stolen documents since the September 11 2001 attacks on the US. The 
details show that while the majority are taken in Australia's favourite travel destinations, many 
are reported missing from the nation's consular offices in crime and terrorism capitals like 
Baghdad, Amman, Bali, Cairo, Kabul, Islamabad and Riyadh. Since September II , 1633 
Australian passports have been stolen or lost across the Middle East, including 29 in war-tom 
Baghdad, and 60 in the Iranian capital, Tehran. 

Special forces 'need recognition' 

The Courier-Mail, Staff reporter, 2013 10 18 

It's time for Australia's special forces to come in from the shadows and have their strategic role 
fully acknowledged in the next Defence White Paper, a defence analyst says. Before the 9/11 
terror attacks in the United States, Australia's special forces were a "boutique arm" of the 
Australian Defence Force, conducting long surveillance missions, Peter Layton says in the 
Australian Strategic Policy Institute blog. Now special forces is a highly valued, well-resourced 
and sizeable part of the ADF force. Mr Layton said that was not reflected in recent Defence 



White Papers. The most recent, in May, covers special forces in four paragraphs. The Coalition 
government has promised another White Paper in 18 months. "It's time to bring our SF in from 
the shadows and into the next White Paper," he said. 

Afghanistan. Pakistan 


Bilawal declares war on "hijackers offaith" 

Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 18 
Karachi - Chairman of the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP), Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari, on Friday said 
he was declaring jihad (holy war) against "hijackers of the faith", DawnNews reported. 
Addressing his supporters at Karachi's Karsaz on the occasion of the sixth anniversary of the Oct 
18, 2007 bomb blasts that killed 176 people during a historic rally led by Benazir Bhutto, 
Bilawal promised supporters that he would fight for the people. The PPP chairman said that on 
Oct 18, the Taliban had used a child in the suicide attack on the rally led by his mother on her 
return from Dubai. He said the PPP was a party ofjiyalas (zealots), adding that it had given 
numerous sacrifices on several occasions. Speaking at the site of the attack amid cheer from 
party supporters, Bilawal said he had "sacrificed" his childhood and his mother for the country. 

Demands hi BSA made clear on US: Karzai 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Javed Hamim Kakar, 2013 1018 
Kabul - In his latest public remarks after a series of meetings on the Bilateral Security 
Agreement with US Secretary of State John Kerry this week, President Hamid Karzai on 
Thursday said they had made it clear on the Americans the deal should guarantee a lasting peace 
and stability in Afghanistan and its protection from a foreign aggression. In a radio speech to the 
nation, Karzai said Kabul and Washington spent one year continuously holding talks on the 
agreement's text and the parleys were still in place on the document, which would determine US 
troops' fate in a post-2014 Afghanistan. As part of the deal, the president said Afghanistan's 
priorities and interests included a fillly-respected national sovereignty, the safety of Afghan 
homes and respect to their sanctity. "Our demands are an end to civilian casualties, unilateral 
military operations by foreign troops, as well as the definition of a foreign aggression." 

Germany shuts Kabul embassy over attack threat 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok Report, 2013 1018 
Kabul - Germany has closed its embassy in Kabul after the country's intelligence agency, the 
BND, warned of a risk of terrorist attack, reports said on Friday. On Thursday, Germany's 
foreign minister confirmed its embassy in Afghanistan was shut but declined to comment on a 
media report it had been closed in response to a "serious" security threat. "It is correct that the 
German embassy in Kabul is currently closed," a foreign ministry spokesman told a foreign news 
agency, AFP, confirming a report in the Welt newspaper. However, the spokesman would not be 
drawn on the newspaper report that the embassy had been closed for "several days" after 
warnings of an "Islamist terrorist attack" from the German secret service (BNO). 

Jamal laid to rest in Kabul 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Khwaja Basir Ahmad, 2013 1018 
Kabul - The governor of central Logar province, Arsala Jamal, was buried near the Parliament 
House's new building in Kabul on Thursday, two days after his assassination in a bomb attack at 



a mosque. Jamal, a close confident of President Hamid Karzai, was killed on Tuesday, the first 
day of religious festival Eidul Adha, when a bomb hidden in the microphone went off inside the 
main mosque in Pul-i-A1am, the capital of Logar province. However, the National Directorate of 
Security, a day after the assassination, said the explosives had been hidden in a copy of the holy 
Quran, condemning insurgents for having no respect for the religious book. and)llosques. Senior 
government officials, lawmakers, relatives and hundreds ofpeople atteniled amal's funeral 
procession held at the Eid Gah mosque in Kabul. (.'1-~ c." ',.". c 

1:1 ° (.,,,,°111>:~8~:!., "l~ "'1>..-.Karachi operation: Rangers, police arrest 60 suspects 

Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 18 

Karachi - Rangers' personnel arrested 16 suspects Friday during targeted operations in different 

parts of Karachi while the East and West Zone police arrested 44 suspects in the past 24 hours, 

DawnNews reported. The arrested suspects were guilty of various crimes. Security forces' 

personnel moreover confiscated weapons and explosives from the suspects during the raids. 

Targeted operations were conducted by security men in Alfalah, Fakir Colony, lehangirabad, 

Nazimabad and Garden areas of the city. Separately, the East Zone police arrested 16 suspects 

over the past 24 hours. The arrested persons were said to be involved in various crimes. 

According to Deputy Inspector General (DIG) Munir Sheikh, security forces' personnel also 

confiscated drugs, weapons and explosives from the suspects. Meanwhile, the West Zone police 

also arrested 28 other suspects in the past 24 hours. 


KP cabinet approves anti-terror task force, demands Fe back again 

Pakistan Dawn, Zahir Shah Sherazi, 2013 10 18 

Peshawar - Following the death of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) law minister Israrullah Gandapur 

in a suicide attack, the KP cabinet in a special meeting on Thursday approved tough decisions to 

control the law and order situation in the province. A special meeting of the KP cabinet, headed 

by Chief Minister Pervez Khattak, approved the establishment ofan anti- terrorism task force 

which will be led by the Inspector General ofPolice and comprise members of all law 

enforcement and intelligence agencies including Army, Frontier Corps and Frontier 

Constabulary. The cabinet has also demanded of the center to return the Frontier Constabulary's 

platoons back to the province so that they can be deployed at sensitive places for controlling law 

and order and fighting terrorism. The cabinet in another decision called upon the federal 

government to pace up· the peace talks process as KP is facing the brunt of terrorist attacks. 


Musharraf denies ordering Lal Masjid operation 

Khaleej Times, Afzal KhaQ, 2013 10 18 

Islamabad - Former military ruler Gen Pervez Musharrafhas again denied having ordered the Lal 

Masjid operation and says it was carried out on the directive of the capital administration at that 

time. A three-member joint investigation team (TIT), whose two members had earlier refused to 

be part of it, interrogated Musharraf this week at his Chak Shahzad farmhouse which has been 

declared a sub-jail. According to sources privy to the investigation, Gen Musharraf was 

interrogated in connection with a double- murder case registered by Islamabad's Aabpara police 

on a complaint ofHaroon Rasheed, son of Abdul Rasheed Ghazi, deputy Khateeb ofLaI Masjid, 

who was killed in the 2007 operation at the mosque. Haroon has alleged that Gen Musharraf 

issued the order for the operation in which his father and grandmother Sabiha Khatoon were 




killed. Musharraf told the JIT that the operation had been ordered by the then elected government 
and he had nothing to do with it. 1>"0",1>"0 

7.t/C>~8« 
US can't account for S230m in spare parts for ANA: SIGAR It".OI>~IJ~)o 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok Report, 2013 10 1 & ~ I> t ~O 1: 0 
Kabul - NATO-led military coalition, failing to keep track of hundreds ofmillions ofdollars in 
vehicles parts purchased for the Afghan National Army or AN,A;(could not account fo $230 
million in this regard in 2012, the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruct~on 
(SIGAR) has said. In its latest report released on Wednesday, SIGAR SlIid the military alliance's 
Combined Security Transition Command-Afghanistan (CSTC- A), which orders spare'jlarts for 
Afghan army, has spent $370 million on vehicle parts since 2004. "Much ~fwhich an~ be 
accounted for because neither has accurate records of what's been purchased, distributed and 
used," said Special Inspector General for Afghan Reconstruction (SIGAR), John F. Spoko, said 
in the report. The report said extra parts could sit in overflow lots for more than a year, pending 
AN A inventory, leaving the parts vulnerable to fraud and wasting US dollars. 

China' Chine 

Chinese scholar skeptical about nuclear talks with N. Korea 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 1018 
Beijing - Even if nations resume the long-stalled talks on ending North Korea's nuclear weapons 
program, it "could take decades" to get the secretive communist state to give up its atomic 
weapons, a Chinese scholar said Friday. Jin Qiangyi, a professor ofKorean Studies at Yanbian 
University, said in an op-ed published by state-run China Daily that convincing North Korea to 
open up its economy could be the best way to denuclearize the North. "The DPRK (North 
Korean) nuclear issue cannot be resolved in the short run. Resumption of the six-party talks 
could open new avenues for resolving the issue, but then it could take decades to achieve the 
denuclearization of the peninsula," Jin said. Jin said North Korea has shown no intention of 
abandoning its nuclear weapons, and its declaration of simultaneously pursuing nuclear and 
economic development makes the situation more complex. "There is a need to search for 
channels other than the six- party talks and sanctions to resolve the DPRK nuclear issue," Jin 
said. "The best way to tackle the issue would be to convince the DPRK that by opening up to the 
outside world it will not only end the hostility with the international community but also get 
untold benefits," the professor said. 

L'heritage adouble tranchant du pere de Xi Jinping 
Le Monde, Brice Pedroletti, 2013 10 18 
Pekin - La commemoration, mardi 15 octobre, du centenaire de la naissance de Xi Zhongxun, Ie 
pere de l'actuel president chinois, Xi Jinping, a surpris par son ampleur et ne laisse pas 
d'interroger sur la maniere dont M. Xi souhaite en tirer des benefices politiques. Le numero un 
chino is, au cote de sa mere et de son epouse, a assiste mardi au Grand Hall du peuple it une 
ceremonie it la memoire de I'ancien heros revolutionnaire, mort en 2002 it 88 ans. Des timbres 
commemoratifs ont ete publies, tandis que la television a diffuse six documentaires sur la vie de 
cet ancien vice-premier ministre purge par' Mao en 1962, puis rehabilite sous Deng Xiaoping au 
debut des annees 1980. II mena alors les reformes economiques pilotes du Guangdong. Engage 
tres jeune dans la lutte armee communiste, Xi Zhongxun accedera it de hautes fonctions apres 



1949. II est strict avec ses enfants, obligeant Xi Jinping et son frere a porter les habits d'une 
grande soeur. L'anecdote n'a pas manque d'etre relayee dans la presse chinoise, car elle justifie la 
campagne de Xi Jinping pour la " frugalite " au sein du Parti communiste. 
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Analysis: Turkey's unprecedented act of betrayal against .Israel It"" ~c.. ~~ 
Jerusalem Post, Y ossi Melman, 2013 10 18 /, 
Jerusalem - In April 2012, Iran announced that it had uncovered a sp ring of 15 operatives 
working at the behest ofIsrael. Iranian authorities identified the operatives as those responsible 
for the killings of nuclear scientists in recent years. Tehran had long suspected the Mossad as the 
mastermind of these operations. In announcing the arrests, Iran touted the apprehensioQof 
"Zionist spies" and the revelations regarding "Zionist" intelligence activity in a neighboring 
country. The announcement, which didn't garner much attention at the time, took on added 
importance Thursday, when The Washington Post reported that Turkish intelligence had leaked 
the identities of 10 Iranian spies working for Israel, who would meet with their Mossad handlers 
on Turkish soil. This information was revealed by the newspaper's senior foreign affairs analyst, 
David Ignatius, a journalist known to maintain extensive contacts with both the American and 
the Israeli intelligence communities. 

Caucase russe: explosion pres d'une mosquee, des morts 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 1018 
Moscou - Des morceaux de corps ont ete retrouves dans la cour d'une mosquee en Kabardino
Balkarie, republique du Caucase russe proche de 1a Tchetchenie oil une puissante explosion a 
retenti dans la nuit de jeudi a vendredi, a annonce la police locale. "Un engin non-identifie a 
explose a 03H20 dans la cour de la mosquee du village de Dougouloubgue\ oil ont ete retrouves 
des morceaux de corps", indique la police dans un communique. "L'explosion a brise les vitres 
des maisons voisines", selon la meme source. "Nous sommes en train d'etablir Ie nombre exact 
des'victimes", a indique'al'AFP un responsable de la police locale. Selon les premieres 
informations, les victimes de I'explosion sont ceux qui ont pose I'engin, ont indique des sources 
dans les forces de I'ordre citees par I'agence Interfax. 

Ce Fran~ais oublie depuis un an en Afghanistan 
Europe I, Pierre de Cossette, 2013 10 18 
Khost, Afghanistan - Voila un an qu'un Francais est detenu en Afghanistan... et I'affaire est restee 
jusqu'ici totalement confidentielle. Un Francais parti faire Ie djihad est retenu par les soldats 
americains. Difficile d'en savoir plus sur son profit, meme aupres des autorites francaises. 
Europe 1 a enquete sur cet homme. On vous explique sa situation. Arrete dans un endroit 
sensible. II y a un an tout juste, les autorites francaises apprennent que les militaires americains 
viennent d'arreter un homme. L'interpellation s'est deroulee dans I'est de l'Afghanistan, dans la 
province de Khost. Cette wne ala frontiere du Pakistan est particulierement connue pour etre 
I'un des bastions des djihadistes afghans. Une enquete preliminaire est ouverte. Depuis, comme 
une centaine d'autres etrangers, il est detenu par les Americains, sur la base militaire de Bagram. 
Paris ne sait pas grand-chose de lui et de ses intentions djihadistes. Pour tenter d'en savoir plus 
sur les conditions de son interpellation, Ie parquet antiterroriste a ouvert une enquete 
preliminaire. 



Cyberespionnage: les telephones cryptes ne sont plus reserves aux elites politiques 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 1018 
Paris - Jusqu'alors reserves aux dirigeants politiques, les telephones ultrasecurises et cryptes se 
democratisent pour viser PDG, avocats d'affaires, banquiers et journalistes echaudes par les 
revelations d'Edward Snowden et les risques d'espionnage economique. II y a deux semaines, Ie 
groupe informatique francais Bull devoilait "Hoox", son smartphone "hautement securise" 
accessible aux professionnels et aux entreprises au prix de 2.000 euros, disponible des janvier, et 
qui permet de chimer les communications. Jeudi, Ie consortium portant Ie projet d'antivirus 
francais Davfi a annonce la sortie debut 2014, pour Ie marche professionnel, de terminaux du 
commerce fonctionnant sous systeme d'exploitation Android, mais qu'il aura equip6s de sa 
solution securisee cryptant la voix, les SMS, Ie systeme et les donnees. Les telephones seront 
vendus "pour quelques centaines d'euros supplementaires" par rapport a leur prix habitue!. Ce 
marche jusqu'a present ultra-confidentiel permet d'equiper en France Ie chef de l'Etat, certains 
ministres ainsi que des hauts fonctionnaires, qui utilisent Ie telephone mobile chimant Teorem, 
construit par Thales exclusivement pour l'Etat et qui permet de passer des communications 
securisees jusqu'au niveau "secret defense". 

Ibrahim makes unplanned Turkey trip 
Lebanon Daily Star, Wassim Mroueh, Dana Khraiche, 2013 1018 
Beirut - Maj. Gen. Abbas Ibrahim, director-general ofGeneral Security, flew directly from 
Belgium to Turkey in an unplanned visit Thursday to follow up on negotiations for the release of 
nine Lebanese pilgrims held hostage by Syrian rebels. Speaking to The Daily Star, a General 
Security source said "a development" prompted Ibrahim to cut short his visit to Belgium and 
head to Turkey, declining to offer details or even disclose whether it was a positive or negative 
development. "If there hadn't been a development in the case, he [Ibrahim1wouldn't have gone to 
Turkey," the source said, requesting to remain anonymous. "These are negotiations, and in 
negotiations there are complicated issues, some that can be resolved and some that cannot," the 
source said. Ibrahim left for Turkey after taking part in the 15th International Summit on 
Transnational Crime in Brussels. 

Le cadavre encombrant du nazi Priebke 
Le Figaro, Richard Heuze, 2013 10 18 
Rome - Six jours apres la mort de I'ex-capitaine SS, I'!talie cherche toujours a se debarrasser de 
sa depouille. Mais que faire du corps d'Erik Priebke ? Six jours apres son deces, ce criminel nazi 
n'avait toujours pas jeudi de sepulture, alors que la polemique s'envenimait en !talie. L'ex
capitaine SS fut responsable du terrible massacre des Fosses ardeatines, en mars 1944 a Rome : 
335 otages, dont 75 Juifs, avaient ete executes a la mitraillette, en represailles d'un attentat de la 
Resistance qui avait coute la vie Ii 33 soldats allemands. Extrade d'Argentine, ou il avait vecu 
cache pendant quarante ans, Priebke avait ete condamne en mars 1998 par un tribunal militaire 
italien a la reclusion criminelle, peine ulterieurement commuee en residence surveillee pendant 
quinze ans au domicile de son avocat romain. Priebke est mort la semaine derniere a 100 ans, 
sans avoir jamais manifeste Ie moindre remords, ni fait acte de contrition. Sa famille aurait voulu 
organiser des funerailles religieuses. II s'est meme trouve une institution integriste, l'Institut Pie 
X qui represente en Italie la communaute de Mgr Lefebvre, pour mettre son seminaire a sa 
disposition. Un porte-parole de la communaute affirmait jeudi matin que Priebke etait mort en « 



chretien repenti » et « avait reyu Ie sacrement de la penitence » . Mardi dernier, Ie corbillard avait 
ete accueilli au seminaire situe II Albano Laziale, aux portes de Rome, aux cris d' « assassin » 
lances par un demi-millier de militants antifascistes. 1Is ont aftTonte un groupe de neonazis venus 
en autocar d'Allemagne. 

Le trouble passe de Reshat Dibrani 
Le Figaro, Paule Gonzales, 2013 10 18 
Paris - De la misere humaine et une famille prise en otage. L'affaire de Leonarda s'est 
compliquee hier, apres que Reshat Dibrani a lui- meme affirme avoir menti aux autorites 
franyaises sur l'origine kosovare de sa femme et de ses enfants pour tenter d'obtenir I'asile. « 
Toute la famille, rna femme et mes enfants sont nes en Italie. lis n'ont rien II voir avec Ie Kosovo 
» , a raconte Reshat Dibrani II l'agence Reuters. « Nous avons demande l'asile en France et nous 
ne pouvions pas montrer nos papiers italiens. Nous avons dit que nous avions fui Ie Kosovo » , a 
ajoute cet homme de 43 ans dont Ie pedigree se trouble un peu plus II mesure que les heures 
passent. Et d'ajouter que « les enfants ont peur parce qu'ils ne connaissent pas la langue, ici » . 
Meme constat du cOte des autorites kosovares qui deplorent : « Nous ne savons pas quoi faire 
avec cette famille. Elle n'est pas du Kosovo. II n'y a que Ie pere qui soit ne au Kosovo. » Reshat 
Dibrani a egalement avoue II BFMTV avoir verse au dossier de regularisation un faux certificat 
de mariage, achete « 50 euros » II Paris en 20II. 

New EU rules to curb transfer of data to US after Edward Snowden revelations 
The Guardian (London), Ian Traynor, 2013 10 17 
Brussels - New European rules aimed at curbing questionable transfers of data from EU 
countries to the US are being finalised in Brussels in the first concrete reaction to the Edward 
Snowden disclosures on US and British mass surveillance of digital communications. 
Regulations on European data protection standards are expected to pass the European parliament 
committee stage on Monday after the various political groupings agreed on a new compromise 
draft following two years ofgridlock on the issue. The draft would make it harder for the big US 
internet servers and social media providers to transfer European data to third countries, subject 
them to EU law rather than secret American court orders, and authorise swingeing fines possibly 
running into the billions for the first time for not complying with the new rules. The new rules, if 
agreed, would ban the transfer of data unless based on EU law or under a new transatlantic pact 
with the Americans complying with EU law. 

Norway Investigates Possible Assailant in Kenya MaD Siege 
New York Times, Henrik Pryser Libell, 2013 10 18 
Larvik, Norway - The trail in the investigation into the deadly attack on a Kenyan shopping mall 
leads all the way to Scandinavia, where the Norwegian police have identified a man who may 
have been among the assailants. Investigators are questioning relatives and friends of Hassan 
Abdi Dhuhulow, a Norwegian citizen born in Somalia, to try to determine whether he was one of 
the four militants captured on surveillance footage inside the shopping mall, calmly killing 
shoppers on a Saturday afternoon last month. His sister, who spoke on the condition of 
anonymity, said in an interview that officers from the Norwegian security police had asked her 
whether her brother had placed calls from Nairobi, including from the Westgate shopping mall, 
during the siege. She said that he had not and that the family was unaware of any role he might 



have played in the attack. "My mother and father and me, we don't even know ifhe is dead or 
alive," she said. "We are waiting for the whole issue to become clearer." 

Norwegian suspected of being Kenya mall attacker named 
BBC News, Staifreport, 2013 10 18 
London - The man being investigated by Norwegian police over the attack on Kenya's Westgate 
shopping centre is Hassan Abdi Dhuhulow, BBC Newsnight has learned. The 23-year-old 
Norwegian citizen of Somali origin is suspected of helping to plan and carry out the attack. BBC 
Newsnight has spoken to a relative of his in Norway who said he left the town ofLarvikfor 
Somalia in 2009. One relative, who spoke to our correspondent on condition of anonymity, said 
that Dhuhulow left for Somalia in 2009. He made infrequent, increasingly erratic, phone calls to 
the family, they said, the last one coming in the summer when he said that he was in trouble and 
wanted to return home. On being shown the CCTV footage of the Kenya attackers by 
Newsnight, Dhuhulow's relative said: "I don't know what I feel or think. .. If it is him, he must 
have been brainwashed. " 

Pressure Over Arctic Detainees Mounts 
Moscow Times, Staff report, 2013 10 18 
Moscow - International pressure on Russia over the arrest of Greenpeace activists has mounted 
Thursday, as 11 Nobel Peace Prize winners urged President Vladimir Putin to drop the piracy 
charges against them. The 11 laureates made such an appeal in a letter sent to the Russian 
president, Greenpeace said. The letter, which may hold special significance for the president in 
light of his recent nomination for the Nobel Peace Prize, came just a day after German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel expressed her concern to Putin over the arrest of the activists, and 
Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff and Argentinian Foreign Ministry said they would ask Russian 
authorities to release their citizens. Twenty-eight Greenpeace activists, as well as a freelance 
photographer and a videographer, were arrested last month and charged with piracy after trying 
to place a Greenpeace banner on the Prirazlomnaya oil platform, owned by state-run energy giant 
Gazprom Neft, to protest oil drilling in the Arctic. The case against the multinational crew has 
attracted international attention, with top Western politicians raising the issue with Russian 
authorities and people around the world organizing demonstrations in support of the detainees. 
"We, like millions of people around the world, are watching this case, eager to see Russian 
authorities drop the piracy charges, treat the 'Arctic 30' in accordance with international law, 
reaffirm the right to nonviolent protest and rededicate its efforts to protecting the Arctic," Nobel 
Laureates from 1 0 countries, including Archbishop Desmond Tutu, said in their letter to Putin. 

Reports of leaking Israeli intelligence to Iran meant to discredit Turkey 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 10 17 
Ankara - A report that Turkey had leaked Israeli intelligence information to Iran was an attempt 
to discredit Turkey, Ankara officials said on Thursday. Earlier, the Washington Post reported 
that Turkey deliberately blew the cover of a Mossad spy ring working inside Iran in early 2012 
and dealt a significant blow to Israeli intelligence gathering. Officials in Ankara, speaking on 
condition they not be named, described the article as part of an attempt to discredit Turkey by 
foreign powers uncomfortable with its growing influence in the Middle East. The Washington 
Post allegation angered officials in Ankara, already on the defensive after a Wall Street Journal 
article last week suggested Washington was concerned intelligence chief Hakan Fidan had 



shared sensitive information with Iran. A senior official from Erdogan's ruling AK Party said 
such accusations were part of a deliberate attempt to discredit Turkey and undermine its role in 
the region following election oflran's relatively moderate president Hassan Rohani. "Turkey is a 
regional power and there are power centers which are uncomfortable with this ... Stories like 
these are part of a campaign," the official said, asking not to be identified because of the 
sensitivity of the subject. 

Russia urges removal of sanctions against Iran 
Press TV, 2013 10 18 ., 
Tehran - Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov has called for the removal of 
international and unilateral sanctions against Iran in case the West's dispute over the Iranian 
nuclear energy program is resolved. "The beacon, the main arrangement that we follow is the 
proposal by [president1Vladimir Putin that the recognition ofIran's right to [uranium1 
enrichment as part of its inseparable rights under the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) should be 
accompanied by the introduction of full comprehensive international control over the Iranian 
nuclear program," Ryabkov told journalists in Geneva on Wednesday. He added, "If such an 
understanding is reached, i.e. if all the rights oflran as a signatory to the NPT are recognized in 
exchange for the introduction ofcontrol, then all sanctions - unilateral and multilateral - must be 
lifted in full." Ryabkov also described Iran's latest plan for a solution that would put an end to the 
nuclear standoff as "concrete and logical." 

Spy games: Russian security set to monitor all phone, Web traffic 
Globe and Mail, Mark MacKinnon, 2013 1018 
London - Come February, the eyes of the world will be on the southern Russian city of Sochi as 
it hosts the flying skiers, sleds and pucks of the Winter Olympics. But in Sochi itself, it will be 
Russia's security services that will be doing an unprecedented amount ofwatching. Combing 
through government procurement records, independent Russian researchers have uncovered an 
effort by the Federal Security Bureau, or FSB, to monitor all telephone and Internet traffic in and 
out of Sochi during the period of the Games, which run from Feb. 7 to 23 . Telephone and WiFi 
networks in the Black Sea resort city have been overhauled to allow unimpeded access for a 
surveillance system known as SORM, the Russian acronym for System for Operative 
Investigative Activities. SORM - initially developed by the FSB's Soviet-era predecessor, the 
notorious KGB, to monitor telephone traffic - has been specifically updated for Soch~ the 
researchers say. It allows the FSB to monitor all phone calls, e-mails and Internet use, including 
encrypted traffic such as credit-card transactions. And it's foreign visitors to the Winter 
Olympics who will be watched most carefully. 

Turkey denies blowing cover of Israeli spy ring in Iran 
The National (UAE), Hugh Naylor and Thomas Seibert, 2013 10 18 
Ramallah - Turkey denied yesterday allegations it blew the cover of an Israeli spy ring in Iran 
saying the claim was aimed at destabilising Recep Tayyip Erdogan's government. The 
Washington Post reported that Ankara deliberately revealed to Tehran early last year the 
identities of as many as 10 Iranians working for the Mossad spy agency. The disclosure resulted 
in a significant setback for Israeli espionage efforts in Iran and may have been retaliation for 
Israel's killing of nine Turks on-board a Gaza-bound aid flotilla in 2010, according to the report 
published yesterday. Turkish Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said the allegations were 



"without any foundation". The countries are both allies of the United States and used to maintain 
robust diplomatic, military and intelligence relations, with ~rael's air force regularly using 
Turkish airspace for training operations. 7. ,••~ 

C 'r. ~I) 

Turkey denies claims on disclosure ofIsraeli spies, intelligence chief ,. 

Hurriyet Daily News, Staff report, 2013 10 17 

Istanbul - Turkish government officials were quick to deny' claims reported by Washington Post 

columnist David Ignatius that Ankara blew the cover on a group oflsraeli spies, disclosing their 

names to Iranian intelligence. "Various campaigns both at international and national level are 

recently underway," Foreign Minister Davutoglu said from his hometown of Konya on Oct. 17, 

blaming those campaigns for trying to discredit the government's "mission" and Ankara's goal to 

raise Turkey's global profile. Ignatius had claimed in his Washington Post column that during a 

bitter period in bilateral relations, Turkey gave up the identities of around 10 Israelis to Tehran, 

who had been working with Israeli intelligence, in "an effort to slap the Israelis," according to . 

sources that Ignatius described as "knowledgeable." Mustafa V arank, one of the prime minister's 

advisers, also responded to Ignatius' article, describing the report as "incoherent" via Twitter. 

Varank argued that Ignatius' story clashed with the reality of intelligence agencies. "Ignatius' 

article is so incoherent. The intelligence world operates according to agreements," he tweeted. 


Turkey dismisses report it exposed Mossad spy ring in Iran 

Times oflsraet, Gavriel Fiske and Raphael Ahren, 20 I3 10 18 

Jerusalem - Turkey's Foreign Minister Abmet Davutoglu on Thursday dismissed allegations that 

Turkey last year deliberately exposed to the Iranian authorities a group ofup to 10 Iranians 

working as Mossad "assets." He claimed the allegation -- made in a Washington Post article 

early Thursday and not denied by Israel -- was part of an orchestrated campaign to discredit 

Turkey. There have been "various campaigns, both on [an] international and national level," 

aimed at the policies of senior government officials, including Recep Tayyip Erdogan and the 

head of the Turkish intelligence Hakan Fidan, Today's Zaman reported Davutoglu as saying. 

"There has been a campaign ... to discredit our 10-year experience," Davutoglu said, referring to 

the decade that Erdogan has been in power. "They wanted to see [the] old Turkey returning 

back." 


Un ancien dirigeant presume de I'ETA remis ... 

Sud Ouest, Journaliste maison, 20I3 10 18 

Pau, France - Un ancien dirigeant presume de I'ETA remis al'Espagne Justice La France a remis 

hier, ala police espagnole, un membre presume de I'ETA, liiigo Vallejo, considere comme 

I'ancien numero deux de I'appareil militaire du groupe arme basque, qui avait ete arrete dans 

I'Hexagone en 2003. L'Audience nationale, principale instance penale espagnole, chargee 

notamment des affaires de terrorisme, " Ie recherche pour des delits de terrorisme et blessures ", 

explique la police espagnole. 


India·lnde 

Deputy NSA questions U.S. control over critical Net resources 
The Hindu, Sujay Mehdudia, 20 I3 10 18 
New Delhi - India on Thursday questioned the control ofUS. contracted entities over critical 



Internet resources like allocation of domain names and pointed out that the current system 
needed to be revitalised to make the global Internet governance regime truly "multilateral, 
transparent and democratic." "The present system cannot really be reflective of the international 
character or community of Internet users. This cannot really be said to be truly representative or 
reflective of the international character or community ofInternet users;' Deputy National 
Security Advisor Nehchal Sandhu said at a seminar here on "Internet to Equinet - Empowering a 
Billion Online," organised by FlCCI. As an open, pluralistic and democratic society, India 
recognised and valued the bottom- up nature of the Internet and wanted all stakeholders to be 
involved in its global governance. 

PM's China trip to focus on boundary defence pact 
Times ofIndia, Indrani Bagchi, 20 \3 10 18 
New Delhi - India and China will be keen to project the bilateral relationship as being stable and 
mature during Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's visit to Beijing, beginning October 22. The 
PM will not only meet Chinese president Xi Jinping, but will also have a meal with him, a rare 
gesture, according to sources. The conversation during that meal will have greater significance 
because Singh is expected to raise several issues close to New Delhi's heart. A boundary defence 
agreement, which will emphasize "mutual and equal security" and set in place incremental 
confidence-building measures, will be the highlight of the PM's last trip to China before he 
leaves office. Water remains high on the agenda. Despite China sharing data on the 
Brahmaputra, India remains concerned about Beijing's intentions on trans-boundary rivers. Thus 
far, China's activities on the Brahmaputra have been run-of-the-river projects. 

Tamil Nadu police arrest all 35 crew members of detained US ship 
Times ofIndia, V Mayilvaganan, 20 \3 10 18 
Tuticorin: In an early morning operation,all the 35 members on board the US ship Seaman 
Guard Ohio, a floating armoury, were arrested by sleuths of Tamil Nadu's Q branch, a state 
intelligence wing, on Friday. A team of officials led by Q branch SP Bhavaneeswari and 
Tuticorin SP M Durai entered the vessel, docked in the V 0 Chidambaranar port since October 
12, and arrested the ten crew members and 25 security guards. Thirty three of the men were 
taken to Muthayapuram police station in Tuticorin where they were interrogated while two of the 
arrested were left on board the ship to carry out maintenance work. As many as 31 assault rifles 
and more than 5000 rounds of ammunition in the ship were confiscated. The passports of the 
arrested men as well as one of their agents in Tuticorin were also confiscated. Sources in Q 
branch said measures were being taken to produce the arrested before a court and remand them. 

Iran 

Embargo sur l'Iran : halte ala naivete europeenne 
Le Monde, Xavier Houzel, 20 \3 10 18 
Washington - Les diktats inacceptables des Etats-Unis Les foumisseurs europeens du 
constructeur automobile americain General Motors ont r~u recemment une circulaire de leur 
client leur indiquant que tout contact avec I'industrie automobile iranienne, lie ou non a OM, 
conduirait ales eliminer de la liste des fournisseurs. Des 2012, OM, forte de ses 7 % du capital, 
avait contraint Peugeot a sabrer son activite iranienne, qui representait alors 30 % du marche de 
ce pays. OM n'a fait que repercuter Ie decret de 20 \3 par lequelle president Barack Obama 



menace de sanctions, d'ailleurs toutes contraires aux regles de l'Organisation mondiale du 
commerce, les entreprises qui commerceraient avec I'industrie automobile iranienne. Et ce decret 
ne fait lui-meme qu'etendre a I'automobile des regles deja en vigueur dans Ie secteur petrolier 
depuis 2010, voire depuis 1996 (Ioi D'Amato). Un autre decret permet d'" expulser" du systeme 
financier americain les banques etrangeres coupables d'avoir achete la devise iranienne, ainsi 
frappee par Washington d'inconvertibilite generale. Le creancier fran~is d'un importateur 
iranien doit aller quemander la permission du Tresor americain pour pouvoir se faire payer son 
du! Ce qui est nouveau n'est cependant pas cet unilateralisme americain, meme si, sous Obama 
comme sous George Bush, iI s'etale desormais sans vergogne. La nouveaute, c'est I'inertie des 
pouvoirs publics et Ie silence des medias en Europe. En 1996, Bruxelles avait interdit aux 
entreprises europeennes de se soumettre a la loi D'Amato. Aujourd'hui, les dirigeants europeens 
ne trouvent rien a redire aux diktats de Washington. 

Iran: Israel's Nuclear Arsenals Threatening Global Peace 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1018 
Tehran - Iran once again warned nations about the threats posed by Israel's nuclear arsenals to 
global peace and security. Addressing the UN Disarmament and International Security 
Committee, Iran's Deputy Permanent Representative to the UN Gholam Hossein Dehqani 
described nuclear-armed Israel as a threat to peace and security in the region and in the whole 
world, and reiterated calls for putting pressure on the Zionist regime to join the nuclear Non
Proliferation Treaty (NPT). The Israeli regime, as the sole non-signatory to the NPT in the 
Middle-East, is jeopardizing regional and international peace and security and should 
immediately join the treaty and put all its nuclear facilities under the Comprehensive Safeguards 
Agreements of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Dehqani said on Wednesday. 

Un dialogue approfondi s'est noue aGeneve sur Ie nucleaire iranien 
Le Monde, Serge Michel et Yves-Michel Riols, 2013 1018 
Geneve - L'Iran et les Six ne sont pas parvenus a une avancee majeure mais doivent se retrouver 
debut novembre Pas d'avancee spectaculaire mais une nouvelle atmosphere de dialogue et des 
discussions approfondies. C'est sur ce resultat que se sont terminees, mercredi 16 octobre a 
Geneve, les premieres negociations sur Ie dossier nucleaire depuis I'election du nouveau 
president iranien, Hassan Rohani. Les parties se sont entendues pour ne rien reveler du contenu 
de leurs discussions. Et surtout, elles sont convenues de se retrouver dans trois semaines, les 7 et 
8 novembre, a Geneve, afin de les poursuivre. Une autre rencontre, entre experts des deux bords, 
aura lieu d!ici la dans un lieu non precise. " C'etaient des reunions tr.es intenses, tres importantes 
( ...), les plus detaillees que nous ayons jamais eues ", a declare Catherine Ashton, la haute 
representante de I'Union europeenne pour les affaires etrangeres, qui coiffe les negociations entre 
I'lran et Ie groupe appele P5 + I : les membres permanents du Conseil de securite des Nations 
unies (Etats-Unis, Russie, Chine, Royaume-Uni et France), ainsi que I'Allemagne. Meme 
satisfaction a Washington, un porte-parole de la Maison Blanche ayant souligne une approche" 
serieuse et substantielle dont nous n'avions pas ete les temoins dans Ie passe". 

US, Iranian Delegations Hold Specific, Candid Discussions in Geneva 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1018 
Tehran - A senior US official announced that the US and Iranian delegations attending the 
Geneva talks on Tehran's nuclear issue held specific and candid discussions for the first time. 



( 

The US diplomatic team has "never had such intense, detailed, straightforward, candid 
conversations with the Iranian delegation before" a US administration official, speaking on the 
condition of anonymity, said Wednesday at the end of the two-day talks over Iran's nuclear issue 
in Geneva. "Although there remain many differences in each area, and what sanctions relief 
might be appropriate, specific and candid discussions took place," the official said. In earlier 
remarks on Tuesday, Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister and Spokesman of Iran's team of 
negotiators in talks with the world powers Seyed Abbas Araqchi announced tha no discussions 
were held on bilateral relations between Tehran and Washington during the meetings ofth,eir 
representatives on the sidelines of the Geneva negotiations. 

White Bouse Welcomes Iran's "New Proposal" 
Fars News Agency, 2013 10 18 
Tehran - White House Press Secretary Jay Carney announced that the US hails the new proposals 
raised by Iran to settle its nuclear standoff with the West. "We found the Iranian presentation 
very useful. The Iranian proposal was a new proposal with a level of seriousness and substance 
that we had not seen before," Carney said on Wednesday. He, however, added that no one should 
expect an "overnight" breakthrough in the nuclear talks between Iran and the six world powers 
(the US, Russia, China, Britain and France plus Germany), the latest round ofwhich was held in 
Geneva on Tuesday and Wednesday. Meanwhile, top US negotiator Wendy Sherman also called 
the negotiations "detailed" and "substantive." The talks in Geneva marked the first time Iran and 
the world powers had met since President Hassan Rohani's election. Questions remained 
Wednesday over the proposal presented by Iran's foreign minister the day before. 

Middle East· Moyen-Orient 

115,000 Dead in Syrian Conflict 
The Media Line, Rye Druzin, 2013 10 18 
Tel Aviv - A report released by the British-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights at the 
beginning of October tallied the overall death toll from the Syrian conflict at more than 115,000 
people. To date, it is the most detailed breakdown of casualties since the fighting began in March 
2011 . The numbers were confirmed on Oct. 16 by Israeli intelligence sources, which were cited 
by Israeli Homeland Security, a local think tank. "Israel is doing a lot to know what is going on 
in Syria, for many reasons," a member of the think-tank, who asked not to be named, told The 
Media Line. "Israel has the resources to know what is going on there." However, members of 
other international organizations said that it is hard to know what is really happening in Syria and 
to verify the number ofdeaths from the war. "The bottom line is I don't think anybody knows," 
Nadim Shehadi, an associate fellow at the non-profit independent research firm Chatham House, 
told The Media Line. 

Abu Dhabi journalists go missing in Syria 
Khaleej Times, Allan Jacob, 2013 10 18 
Abu Dhabi - Concerns are rising about the fate of the missing Abu Dhabi-based TV channel Sky 
News Arabia crew, with no trace of the men since Tuesday: The channel said it had lost contact 
with the team while they were covering the situation in the Syrian town of Aleppo. Watchdog 
Reporters Without Borders said it was worried about Ishak Moctar from Mauritania, cameraman 
Samir Kassab, a Lebanese national and an unnamed Syrian driver. The watchdog said they were 



filming Eid AI Adha celebrations in the Syrian town and were returning from Anadan (10 kIn 
north-west of Aleppo). The circumstances surrounding their disappearance were still unclear, 
Reporters Without Borders said. The sectarian strife in Syria has been a graveyard for working 
journalists with watchdog Reporters Without Borders putting their death toll at 25 . The number 
rises for bloggers and citizen journalists with 80 reported killed in over two years of war. It also 
said 37 foreign journalists had been imprisoned by the warring sides. 

Army anti-terrorism large-scale· operations continue in several areas 
Syrian Arab News Agency, 2013 10 18 o 
Damascus - The army's anti-terrorism large-scale operations continued in several Syrian 
provinces and areas. The source added that army units targeted dens of armed terrorist groups in 
al-Rastan countryside and killed a number of terrorists and destroyed their criminal tools. Army 
units eliminated numbers of terrorists in a series of qualitative operations against their hideouts 
in al-Kaboun and Barzeh neighborhoods and several villages and farms in Damascus 
countryside. An official source told SANA that the operations resulted in killing a number of 
terrorists, among them Hamada Adnan in al-Kaboun neighborhood, and destroying a car with the 
weapons and ammunition inside near the Syrian Educational Channel building in Barzeh. An 
army unit foiled the attempt of terrorists to detonate three IEDs weighing between 15 and 25 kg 
planted east of the al-Cornishe al- Wastani in Jobar. 

Attacks including Baghdad car bombs kill 66 in Iraq (Canada). 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 18 
Baghdad - A series of car bombs hit Baghdad province on Thursday, killing at least 44 people, 
while 22 died in other attacks, including two suicide bombings in northern Iraq, officials said. 
The attacks come as Iraq witnesses its worst violence since 2008, when the country was just 
emerging from a brutal sectarian conflict. The violence, which has included sectarian attacks, has 
raised fears ofa relapse into the intense bloodshed that peaked in 2006-2007 and killed tens of 
thousands of people. Eleven car bombs exploded in eight areas in and around the Iraqi capital on 
Thursday, killing at least 44 people and wounding more than 120, officials said. More attacks, 
including two suicide bombings, were carried out in northern Iraq. A study released this month 
by academics based in Canada, Iraq and the United States said nearly half a million people have 
died from war-related causes in Iraq since the U.S.-led invasion of2003. 

Canadian UN worker freed after 8 month Syria captivity 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 18 
Damascus - The United Nations said Thursday that a Canadian staffer held by a radical group in 
Syria for eight months had been freed without a ransom being paid. Carl Campeau, a legal 
advisor with the UN force that monitors a ceasefire in the Golan Heights between Syria and 
Israel, was abducted on February 17 as he drove in a Damascus suburb, UN officials said. 
Campeau has since been held in two villas in the Damascus region while the United Nations 
negotiated his release, according to the officials who spoke on condition of anonymity. The 
Canadian "is healthy and in good spirits," a UN spokesman Farhan Haq told AFP at the UN 
headquarters in New York. "No ransom was paid," Haq added. Campeau was to imminently 
leave Syria, the spokesman said. The United Nations has been working on the case in an 
"extremely intensive fashion," the UN spokesman Martin Nesirky told a press briefing. 



Canadian UNDOF adviser released after 8 months in Syria captivity 
Times ofisrael, Lazar Berman, 2013 10 18 ,. 0 

Jerusalem - A Canadian legal adviser to the UN peacekeepin~ mission on the Golan Heights was 
released after eight months in captivity, the United Nations announced Thursday. Carl Campeau 
was kidnapped in February -- reportedly by Syrian rebels -- while working for the United 
Nations Disengagement Observer Force'. According to Syrian state news agency SANA, he was 
kidnapped by "terrorists" -- the government's term for opposition supporters -- in the Damascus 
suburb of Khan ai-Sheik. Campeau was stationed at the UNDOF base 01) the Syrian side of the 
demilitarized zone separating Israel and Syria until he went missing. Attempts by The Times 0 

Israel to contact Campeau on his cell phone and at his office at the time were unsuccessful. The 
Canadian government said it is "thrilled" that Campeau was released. 

Feared Syrian intelligence chief killed by rebel forces 
Washington Post, Loveday Morris, 2013 1018 
Beirut - A senior Syrian intelligence chief has been killed by rebel forces in the eastern province 
ofDeir al-Zour, the opposition and Syrian state media said Thursday, as the rebels claimed new 
gains in the region. Gen. Jameh Jameh, who led the Syrian military intelligence unit in the 
province, died "carrying out his mission in defending Syria," state television said in a report. It 
gave no details, but Lt. Col. Mohammad Abboud, a top rebel commander for the eastern front, 
said Jameh, 59, was fatally shot near his home in the al-Joura neighborhood of Deir al-Zour city, 
the provincial capital. The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said rebel snipers 
shot Jameh in the midst of a battle. Jameh, one of Syria's most powerful generals, was frequently 
linked to the 2005 car-bomb assassination ofRafiq al-Hariri, a former Lebanese prime minister 
and an outspoken critic of the Syrian army's presence in his country. Jameh, who was based in 
Beirut at the time, was questioned by U.N. investigators in relation to the assassination. "General 
Jameh Jameh has been a household name of terror in the province even before the uprising," said 
Hassan Hassan, a Syria analyst and columnist for the Abu Dhabi-based National newspaper and 
a native of the province. "After the uprising, he was even more brutal, running an intricate web 
of informants and agents. People across Deir al-Zour are celebrating his death." 

Foreign Ministry hands over Canadian lawyer 
Syria Times, 2013 10 18 
Damascus - Foreign and Expatriate Ministry handed over the Canadian lawyer, Karl Sergey 
Cambo, working for The United Nations Disengagement Observer Force in Golan (UNDOF) 
who was kidnapped by terrorists last February in Khan al-Sheeh area in Damascus Countryside. 
Speaking to reporters after the handing over, Deputy Foreign and Expatriates Minister, Fayssal 
Mikdad was quoted as saying: "We can consider that the tragedy of kidnapping Cambo by 
terrorists with no justification has ended." Mikdad stressed that "the Syrian government exerted 
strenuous efforts to set Cambo free since his kidnapping last February until he was handed over 
to the UN and his family," said Mikdad adding that "the events taking place in Syria boosts our 
conviction of the role of the UN which should be objective and against terrorism and terrorists." 

Foreign Ministry hands over UN Canadian UNDOF worker kidnapped by terrorists 
Syrian Arab News Agency, R. Milhem / M. Ismael, 2013 1018 
Damascus - Foreign and Expatriate Ministry handed over the Canadian lawyer, Karl Sergey 
Cambo, working for The United Nations Disengagement Observer Force in Golan (UNDOF) 



who was kidnapped by terrorists last February in Khan al-Sheeh area in Damascus Countryside. 
Deputy Foreign and Expatriates Minister, Fayssal Mikdad, pointed out in a statement to 
journalists after handing Cambo over" We can consider that the tragedy ofkidnapping Cambo by 
terrorists with no justification has ended." Mikdad stressed that the Syrian government spared no 
efforts to set Cambo free since his kidnapping last February until he was handed over to the UN 
and his family, clarifying that "the events taking place in Syria boosts our conviction of the role 
of the UN which should be objective and against terrorism and terrorists." 

4~~1),
General Security chief: Migration a global issue that must be addressed • '0 
Lebanon Daily Star, Staff Report, 2013 1018 
Beirut - General Security head Maj. Gen. Abbas Ibrahim said Thursday that migration was a 
global phenomenon that needed to be addressed by source and destination countries, according to 
a statement issued by the security body. "An integrated policy between source and destination 
countries should be sustainable, especially on the part of source countries, with measures to 
improve the internal job market to keep citizens in their countries," he said. Ibrahim made the 
comments at the 15th International Summit on Transnational Crime in the Belgian capital of 
Brussels, which was attended by prominent international figures and will conclude on Saturday. 
Ibrahim said the issue of migration could fuel existing tensions in some countries, especially 
when there was an influx of people who were ofa different race or religion than the recipient 
community against a background ofeconomic struggle. 

ISIS-Nusra rift divides Tripoli salatis 
Now Lebanon, Mona A1ami, 2013 1018 
Tripoli - The rift betweeri The Islamic State in Iraq and ai-Sham (ISIS) and Jabhat al-Nusra has 
reverberated through the Lebanese political scene, with reports ofgrowing divisions among 
Lebanese salafis and news of dozens of Tripoli's youth traveling to Syria to fight alongside ISIS. 
NOW investigates. The rivalry between ISIS and Nusra in Syria has grown to such proportions 
that Ayman A1-Zawahiri, al-Qaeda's leader, called recently for greater unity between Islamist 
factions. In an indirect reference to ISIS practices in the Syrian war, Zawahiri advised jihadists to 
avoid targeting minorities, to refrain from killing civilians related to enemy fighters and targeting 
Muslims in their homes or places ofworship, or to kill during religious holidays. Zawahiri also 
recommended that mujahideen promote moral behavior in the areas under their control without 
provoking the ire of the local population. 

Israel mulls destroying missiles transferred from Syria to Hezbollah in Lebanon 
Jerusalem Post, StafTReport, 2013 1018 
Jerusalem - Israel has information on the location oflong-range missiles transfered from Syria to 
Hezbollah in Lebanon and is considering taking military action to destroy the weapons, Kuwaiti 
newspaper AI-larida reported on Friday. The paper, quoting an Israeli security source close to 
Defense Minister Moshe Ya'alon, reported that the remote-operated missiles, with a range of 
1,500 kilometers, were made in China and further developed in Iran. According to the source, the 
missiles are being stored by Hezbollah in the Bekaa Valley in eastern Lebanon. The Jerusalem 
Post could not confirm the veracity of the report. A1-1arida quoted the Israeli source as saying 
that Jerusalem views the missiles as posing a danger to the security ofIsrael and are therefore 
examining the possibility of destroying the arsenal. Israel has said repeatedly that while it does 



not wish to interfere in Syria's civil war, it would act to halt the transfer of chemical arms or 
"game-changing" weapons to Hezbollah. I><to "'<to 

"'~l ~e.t 
Kingdom's election to the UN Security Council wefcome! Cc.° " 4'~ 
Arab News, Rodolfo C. Estimo Jr. , 2013 10 18 u<t I> .t r ~ 
Riyadh - The diplomatic community in the Kingdom welcome'd on Thursday th-e election of 
Saudi Arabia as one of five new members of the United Nations Sepirity Council for a two-year 
term. "This is a great development indeed," said Emmanuel Bel, French Embassy deputy chief of 
mission. "Saudi Arabia is a big country and a member of the G20.J:t,has a good standing to take 
a responsible role in the international community." Saudi Arabia was elected along with Nigeria, 
Chad, Lithuania and Chile. The five members replace Azerbaijan, Guatemala, Morocco, Pakistan 
and Togo. German Ambassador Dieter W. Haller said: "We are happy indeed over Saudi 
Arabia's election ... we congratulate the Saudi government headed by Custodian of the Two Holy 
Mosques King Abdullah and Crown Prince Salman." He added: "Germany has been supportive 
of the Kingdom's candidature since the beginning and looks forward to a fruitful and meaningful 
two-year membership for Saudi Arabia in the UN Security Council. " 

Le carnage evite dans la banlieue sud et les pressions sur Ie Hezbollah 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Scarlett Haddad, 2013 10 18 
Beyrouth - Eclairage C'est une rete de I'Adha sanglante qui attendait Ie Liban, et en tout cas la 
banlieue sud, si la vigilance de la force de securite deployee dans cette zone n'avait ete efficace. 
C'est en effet de justesse que, lundi soir, une voiture de type Jeep Cherokee bourree d'explosifs a 
ete decouverte dans un quartier tres frequente de la banlieue sud, surtout ala veille du conge de 
la rete, garee sur Ie bas-cOte de la route et prete aexploser. Un communique officiel de I'armee a 
d'ailleurs confirme la nouvelle. Des sources de securite precisent que c'est la seconde voiture 
bourree d'explosifs destines ala banlieue sud qui a ete decouverte, I'autre ayant ete abandonnee 
par son chauffeur (non identifie) dans la Bekaa, des qu'il a senti qu'it etait suivi. Selon les memes 
sources, it en resterait une, car les services de renseignements auraient ete alertes sur I'existence 
de trois voitures piegees all ant de la Bekaa vers la banlieue sud de Beyrouth. Des mesures 
drastiques ont d'ailleurs ete prises et, dans la banlieue chiite, malgre la rete, ra vigilance est ason 
comble. Toutefois, la question qui se pose aux autorites concernees est la suivante : comment la 
Jeep Cherokee a-t-elle pu passer les barrages de fouilles dresses aux entrees de la banlieue sud, 
pour etre heureusement decouverte atemps au croisement de Maamoura? La question se pose 
avec insistance en cette periode particulierement delicate OU toutes les donnees laissent prevoir 
une certaine recrudescence des troubles, dans Ie but notamment de mettre Ie Hezbollah en 
difficulte. 

Palestinian Authority: We won't aUow Israeli security presence in W. Bank 
Jerusalem Post, Khaled Abu Toameh and Tovah Lazaroff, 2013 10 18 
Jerusalem - Following comments by Prime Minister Netanyahu saying peace accord will 
necessitate an Israeli security border in the Jordan Valley, PA president Abbas's spokesman says 
Palestinians won't allow any Israeli presence in area. The Palestinian Authority on Thursday 
rejected any Israeli plans to retain territory or even maintain a security presence on any portion 
of the West Bank or east Jerusalem after the establishment of an independent Palestinian state. 
Peace with Israel is not possible unless a Palestinian state with full sovereignty is established in 
the pre-1967 lines with easJ Jerusalem as it capital, Nabil Abu Rudaineh, spokesman for PA 



President Mahmoud Abbas, announced. His statement comes after a series of three speeches 
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu delivered this week, in which he said peace was possible 
only ifIsrael's security needs were taken into account and if Palestinians accepted Israel as the 
national homeland for the Jewish people. 
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Police officer is gunned down in Aden ""Y'.s: _ .......< "'''' u. 

Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 10 18 C 
Aden - Officials confirmed on Tuesday that a police officer identified as Mahmoud al-Nakhii 
was gunned down earlier this afternoon in Ghayl Bawazir, a city located in the south-eastern 
province ofHadhramawt. The officer who was in a marked police vehicle at the time of the 
attack is said to have succumbed to his injuries almost immediately. A local official was quoted 
by Agence France Presse as saying, "Two armed men suspected of belonging to al-Qaida opened 
fire at the officer, Mahmoud al-Nakhii, who was in a police car in the main street of Ghayl 
Bawazir." The unidentified armed men were seen running away on motorbikes by several 
residents; al-Qaeda preferred Modus Operandi. It is important to note that until now, no group 
has claimed responsibility for the attack. However since it bears all ofal- Qaeda hallmarks, 
officials have been treating the incident as a terror- related assassination. 

Report That Turkey Exposed Spies Strains Its Relations With Israel 
New York Times, Isabel Kershner, 2013 1018 
Jerusalem - Persistently strained relations between Israel and Turkey have not been helped by a 
report that last year Turkey revealed to Iran the identities of up to 10 Iranians who had spied for 
Israel. 'the Israeli government refused to comment on Thursday on the report, but Danny Yatom, 
a former chief ofMossad, Israel's intelligence agency, told Israel Radio, "Assuming that this is 
true, this was an extraordinarily malicious thing to do." A column published Wednesday on The 
Washington Post's Web site reported that in early 2012, the Turkish government made the 
disclosures about Iranians who had been meeting Israeli intelligence officers on Turkish soil. The 
column, by David Ignatius, said that "knowledgeable sources" called the episode a "significant" 
loss of intelligence and "an effort to slap the Israelis," and that the betrayal had marred a 50-year 
intelligence alliance between Turkey and Israel. The Turkish foreign minister, Ahmet Davutoglu, 
said in televised remarks on Thursday that the allegations in the column were "without any 
foundation. " 

Rights group warns against alleged pillage of Yemen's natural resources 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 20 J3 10 18 
Sana'a - Aseer, a Yemeni-based human rights group has warned against an alleged hatched by 
Saudi Arabia to pillage Yemen's natural resources in the northern province of al-Jawf, which sits 
directly south of the kingdom. Activists have stressed that tribes were resentful over what they 
perceived as trespassing over their territories. Tribal chiefs said they are ready to defend their 
land and underground riches to whatever cost, hinting to potential military repercussions should 
tribesmen feel strengthen in the slightest. A1-Jawf sits directly over large reserves of oil and gas. 
Oil wells have already been dug up in region in the 1980's and experts have established that one 
of them is considered the third largest oil well in Yemen and Saudi Arabia. Local tribes have 
long accused Saudi Arabia of trying to muscle Yemen out of its wealth to quench its own grid. 



S.Korea Test-Fires Patriot Missiles 
Chosun I1bo, 2013 10 18 
Two patriot missiles were fired and hit their targets in a first test-firing mission at a training field 
in Daecheon, South Chungcheong Province, the Air Force said Wednesday. A Patriot missile is 
being launched during a live-fire drill in Daecheon, South Chungcheong Province on 
Wednesday. !News I The patriot missiles were deployed' 2012 to intercept missiles from 
North Korea. (full article) 

Saudi Arabia to join UN Security Council 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Staff Report, 2013 10 18 
London - Saudi Arabia was elected to the UN Security Council for the first time on Thursday. 
The kingdom was elected to the body by the 193 members of the UN's General Assembly, along 
with Chad, Chile, Lithuania and Nigeria. The five states were elected unopposed, but still 
required the backing of two-thirds of all UN member states in a secret ballot. The five new 
members will serve for two years, with each taking a tum to act as chair of the body for one 
month. The term of all five states will begin on January 1, 2014, and conclude at the end of2016. 
While Nigeria and Chile have both served on the council four times each, this marks the first 
time Saudi Arabia, Chad and Lithuania will serve on the UN's central decision- making body. 
Only the five permanent members hold powers ofveto over Security Council decisions, though 
all may propose motions and vote. . 

Saudi Arabia turns down U.N. Security Council membership 
AI Arabiya, Staff Reporter, 2013 10 18 
Dubai - Saudi Arabia said on Friday it refuses to accept its rotating U.N. Security Council seat, 
saying the council is incapable of ending wars and resolving conflicts. "The kingdom sees that 
the method and work mechanism and the double standards in the Security Council prevent it 
from properly shouldering its responsibilities towards world peace,· the foreign ministry said in 
a statement carried by state news agency SPA. On Thursday, Saudi Arabia won, for the first 
time, a seat as a non-permanent member in the U.N. Security Council. But the kingdom later said 
it was unable to take its seat until reforms were introduced. The Saudi Foreign Ministry blamed 
the Council for failing in its duties toward Syria. It said this has allowed Syrian President Bashar 
ai-Assad to commit crimes against Syrian people without facing any punishment. 

Saudi King Abdullah's warning on interference 
Gulf News, Habib Toumi, 2013 10 18 
Manama: Saudi }(ing Abdullah Bin Abdul Aziz AI Saud has warned that the Islamic nation 
would not allow anyone, regardless of their status, to interfere in its affairs or undermine its 
security. Muslims at the same time should put aside their differences and rivalries and work 
together, based on their common concerns and shared hopes, not allowing disagreements to be 
used to undermine the unity of the Islamic nation, the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques said. 
"Islam, as a religion of moderation, tolerance and clarity in its purity, is our way to understand 
the others and engage in a dialogue with them. It is also our way to understand the freedom of 
religions, cultures and beliefs with no coercion towards anyone," the Saudi monarch said in his 
address read out by Crown Prince Salman at the annual reception for leaders ofIslamic 
countries, dignitaries and heads ofHaj missions performing Haj. 



Sky News Arabia crew reported missing in Syria 
The National (UAE), Kyle Sinclair, 2013 1018 
Abu Dhabi - A news crew from Sky News Arabia, based in Abu Dhabi, has been reported 
missing in Syria. Mauritian reporter Ishak Moctar, Lebanese cameraman Samir Kassab and a 
Syrian driver whose name has not been disclosed went missing while on assignment near 
Aleppo, in the country's north, on Tuesday morning. Sky News Arabia has called on all 
concerned parties to assist with the trio's safe return and said it "considers the safety of its crew 
members of paramount importance". "We will continue to make eve,ry effort to contact them and 
to ensure their safe return so they can continue their vital work," news director Nart Bouran told 
Reuters. Mr Bouran said Sky News Arabia had contacted the families of the men and was 
keeping them informed of any developments. "The missing colleagues are among the best talents 
at the channel," he said on the station's website. 

Suspected Palestinian terrorist shot dead trying to enter IDF base in West Bank 
Jerusalem Post, Yaakov Lappin, 2013 10 18 
Jerusalem - A Palestinian terrorist was shot dead after trying to enter an IDF base in the West 
Bank by breaching the base's fence with a tractor, the army said on Thursday evening. According 
to an initial report from the IDF, Younis Obaidi from Beit Hanina drove the tractor towards a 
base near AI-Ram, southeast ofRamallah, ramming the mechanical digger through a gate in the 
base's perimeter fence. "A Palestinian ... posed an immediate life threat to soldiers nearby. They 
opened fire towards the suspect and reported a direct hit," an IDF spokeswoman said. An IDF 
soldier was lightly injured by the tractor. Obaidi's brother, Mir'i Radeideh, also attempted to 
carry out a terrorist attack with a tractor, in March 2009. Radeideh attempted to run over two 
policemen in a police car in Jerusalem in March 2009. He was also shot to death. Obaidi arrived 
at the base and directed his vehicle towards the IDF soldier guarding its entrance, according to a 
Channel 2 report. 

Syria rebel groups announce split from opposition coalition 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Staff Report, 2013 10 18 
London - A large number of Syrian rebel groups have split from the main opposition umbrella 
group, the Syrian National Coalition, according to a video statement by a group offighters inside 
the country. In the video, a rebel spokesman, backed by two dozen others carrying a Free Syrian 
Army (FSA) banner, says that "the Coalition and its leadership" have failed, and that almost 70 
rebel groups based in southern Syria were withdrawing their support for it. "Having seen the 
failure ofthe political groups that claim to represent the opposition and the revolutionary groups, 
we leaders of the military and revolutionary groups in the southern provinces withdraw our 
recognition from any political group that claims to represent us," the spokesman said. A 
spokesman for the FSA, Louay Mikdad, said that the video was genuine and informed the 
Associated Press news agency that the spokesman in the video was a member of the Anwar AI-
Sunna group. l 

Syria rebels kill top intelligence officer 
Lebanon Daily Star, Staff Report, 2013 1018 
Damascus - Rebels have killed a top intelligence officer in the eastern province ofDeir al-Zor, 
Syrian state media said Thursday. "Major General Jamaa Jamaa was martyred while carrying out 
his national duties to defend Syria and its people and pursuing terrorists in Deir al-Zor," state 



television said in a breaking news alert. Jamaa was head of military intelligence in the province, 
where the regime has been battling rebels seeking to overthrow President Bashar Assad. State 
media gave no immediate details on where in the province Jamaa was killed or how, but jihadist 
forums said he died during clashes with jihadist fighters in the city ofDeir al-Zor. Rami Abdel
Rahman, director of the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, said initial reports suggested 
Jamaa had been shot by a sniper in the Rashdiya district ofDeir al-Zor citX, but there was no 
confirmation. Jamaa was one of Syria's top security officers in Lebanon during Damascus' 
military deployment in the country between 1976 and 2005. 

o 
Syrian civil war !Iriving apart Arabs and Kurds 
The National (UAB), Batint Szlanko, 2013 1018 
Undisclosed placeline - The two videos, shot .sometime in the early morning, are ofa sad 
spectacle: civilians fleeing their homes in cars, on motorbikes, atop a lorry, on foot. Some are 
taking their meagre belongings with them: blankets, a few bags - one family even has a sheep. 
Some are taking nothing at all. In the background, the cameraman's voice says that the 
inhabitants of Tel Hasil, a small Kurdish-majority town east of Aleppo, are fleeing because the 
Nusra Front and the Islamic State oflraq and Syria (ISIS), two radical Islamist groups, said they 
would shell the town. The killing and kidnapping of non-combatants is widespread in this war
wrecked country, where as many as 110,000 people are estimated to have been killed in the last 
two years. But these cases suggest that the conflict between the mainly Arab rebels and Kurdish 
militias, continuing since last November, is taking an ever-growing toll on civilians and with 
increasingly ethnic hues. 

Syrian intelligence chief killed in Deir aJ-Zour 
BBe News, Staff report, 20 \3 10 18 
London - A senior Military Intelligence officer has been killed in eastern Syria, state media and 
activists say. State television reported on Thursday that Gen Jamaa Jamaa had died while 
"carrying out his national duties" and "pursuing terrorists" in Deir aI-Zour. The Syrian 
Observatory for Human Rights said he was shot by a sniper during clashes between government 
and rebel forces in the city's Rashdiya district. Gen Jamaa was close to President Bashar aI
Assad, the UK-based group added. 

Syrian military spy chief killed in battle 
AI Jazeera, Staff Reporter, 2013 10 18 
Damascus - A high-level Syrian general has been killed during a battle with rebels in the eastern 
province ofDeir Ezzor, according to state media. Major-General Jameh Jameh was head of 
military intelligence in the province, where the regime has been battling armed opposition 
fighters seeking to overthrow President Bashar aI-Assad. "Major-General Jameh Jameh was 
martyred while carrying out his national duties to defend Syria and its people and pursuing 
terrorists in Deir Ezzor," state television said on Thursday. State media gave no immediate 
details on when, where in the province Jameh was killed, or how, but rebels forums said he died 
during clashes with fighters in the city ofDeir Ezzor. Rami Abdel Rahman, director of the UK
based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, said initial reports suggested Jameh had been shot 
by a sniper in the city's Rashdiya district, but there was no confirmation. 



Syrian Official Says Peace Talks Could Be Held in Late November 
New York Times, Alan Cowell, 2013 10 18 
London - A Syrian government official said on Thursday that long- postponed peace talks under 
international auspices -- known in diplomatic shorthand as Geneva n -- tould be held in late 
November, raising speculation about who would attend and who would represent the fractured 
Syrian opposition, which is seeking to topple President Bashar aI-Assad. The official, Qadri 
Jamil, a deputy prime minister, said in Moscow that the discussions could be held in Geneva on 
Nov. 23, according to SANA, the official Syrian news agency. Some reports from Moscow 
quoted him as saying the talks could extend into Nov. 24. His remarks were theiirst to publicly 
mention a specific date. Diplomacy surrounding Syria has gathered pace since September, when 
Russia and the United States brokered a deal for the Syrian government to give up its chemical 
weapons. But as the fighting continues, the question ofwhich countries and which Syrian 
factions would take part in new talks remained unanswered. At the United Nations, Martin 
Nesirky, a spokesman for Secretary General Ban Ki-moon, said that he could not confirm the 
dates mentioned by Mr. Jamil, and hinted that talk of a date was premature. "When it is time for 
an announcement, the secretary general will make one," Mr. Nesirky said. Russia, an important 
backer of the Syrian government, also indicated that there was no deal on the talks. Reuters 
quoted Russia's Foreign Ministry spokesman, Alexander Lukashevich, as telling reporters, "We 
shouldn't get ahead of ourselves." 

Syrie Liberation d'un employe canadien des Nations Unies retenu en otage (Canada) 
La Croix, Journaliste maison, 2013 1018 
Damas - Les autorites syriennes ont annonce, hier, avoir remis aI'ONU un employe des Nations 
unies, Ie Canadien Carl Campeau, qui avait disparu en fevrier en Syrie, accusant les rebelles de 
I'avoir {( enleve». En revanche, Ie journaliste americain James Foley, qui a eu cette semaine 40 
ans, est toujours detenu en Syrie, depuis presque un an, a declare sa famille. Selon Reporters sans 
frontieres (RSF), au moins 32 journalistes, dont 16 etrangers, sont portes disparus en Syrie. 
Parmi eux, quatre Fran(j:ais, Didier Fran(j:Ois, Edouard Elias, Pierre Torres et Nicolas Henin, un 
collaborateur de La Croix. 

Yemeni businessmen increasing target of kidnappings 
Yemen Times, Adham Manasrah, 2013 1018 
Sana'a - The words 'kidnapping' and 'Yemen' always bring to mind the phenomenon of 
kidnapping foreigners in Yemen to secure funding for tribes who want schools, roads or 
development projects. There is also the more recent, and less innocent model of selling 
foreigners to A1-Qaeda, who in tum demand millions of dollars. For some, Yemenis are suitable 
enough for targeting, and the kidnapping of businessmen in Yemen continues to occur. The latest 
known case is that of Jayid Hassan Jayid, a Yemeni national kidnapped in Sana'a. Relatives of 
Jayid continue to call for his release and to raise awareness about the kidnapping. The latest 
effort was a letter sent to media this week, pleading with authorities and the public not to neglect 
the case. Jayid's uncle, Mohammed Turki, sent the letter to press outlets reminding them of the 
kidnapping case that happened two months ago by seven armed men. 

Others· Autres 



A Bariloche, refuge andin de nazis, I'omerta reste de mise 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1018 
Buenos Aires - Bariloche, station touristique huppee de la Cordillere des Andes, ou Ie criminel 
de guerre Erich Priebke a trouve refuge apres la Deuxieme Guerre mondiale, continue d'afficher 
un mutisme absolu sur son lien avec les nazis. Pendant 40 ans, Erich Priebke a pu y vivre 
paisiblement sans etre denonce. C'est en pistant Ie peintre Toon Maes, collaborateur beIge, qu'un 
enfant de Bariloche, Esteban Buch, a revele la retraite de Priebke en Patagonie argentine, dans 
son ouvrage EI pintor de la Suiza Argentina (Le peintre de la Suisse argentine, editions 
Sudamericana, 1991) consacre aux nazis exiles a Bariloche, dont la region est souvent comparee 
ala Suisse. II etablit alors un lien formel entre Erich Priebke, president <Ie l'Association 
germano-argentine de Bariloche, et I'officier de la Gestapo responsable du massacre des Fosses 
Ardeatines, pres de Rome en 1944. "II m'a spontanement parle de I'episode des Fosses 
Ardeatines, arguant qu'il n'etait qu'un simple executant des ordres d'AdolfHitler, s'etonne encore 
Esteban Buch dans une conversation avec I'AFP. Jusque hi, la rumeur disait qu'il etait I'un des 
fameux nazis installes a Bariloche. J'ai eu la confirmation recemment que c'est mon livre qui est 
al'origine de I'arrestation", de cet ex-officier nazi, extrade en 1995 en Italie ou il avait ete 
condamne ala reclusion a perpetuite en 1998. 

Algerie: retour aIn Amenas 
Jeune Afrique, Farid A1ilat, 20131017 
In Amenas, Algerie - Les employes occidentaux de BP et de Statoil devraient revenir sur Ie site 
du complexe gazier algerien d'ln Amenas dans Ie courant de decembre. Cible d'une attaque 
terroriste entre Ie 16 et Ie 19 janvier 2013, Ie complexe gazier de Tiguentourine (In Amenas), 
dans Ie sud de I'Algerie, a repris ses activites, mais attend toujours Ie retour des cooperants 
etrangers. A10rs que les responsables de British Petroleum (BP) annoncent que leurs employes 
seront "bientot de retour en Algerie", Ie norvegien Statoil, qui gere Ie site en partenariat avec BP 
et la compagnie petroliere publique Sonatrach, attend davantage de garanties en matiere de 
securite. Pourtant, dix mois apres I'assaut qui s'est solde par la mort de 37 otages et I'elimination 
de 29 terroristes, Tiguentourine a beaucoup change. La base de vie et Ie site gazier ont fait I'objet 
de travaux de renovation pour gommer les sequelles de I'attaque. La securite a ete renforcee La 
securite autour de la ville d'ln Amenas, de son aeroport, ainsi que du complexe a ete renforcee, 
tant et si bien qu'un joumaliste de Reuters a qualifie Ie site de "veritable bunker". Des avions de 
I'armee survolent regulierement la region et plusieurs barrages militaires en filtrent I'acces, tandis 
que l'6tranger de passage se doit d'etre muni d'un sauf-conduit sous peine d'etre expulse manu 
militari . Last but not least, une nouvelle piste d'atterrissage est en cours de construction et devrait 
etre op6rationnelle avant la fin de I'annee. 

Congo-Brazzaville - Angola - Des soldats angolais penetrent au Congo-Brazzaville 
France 24, loumaliste maison, 2013 1018 
Congo-Brazzaville - Des hommes des forces armees angolaises ont fait incursion dans Ie sud
ouest du Congo-Brazzaville, ou ils ont enleve des militaires congolais. AI'origine de I'incident : 
I'enclave de Cabinda, en Angola, ou sevit un mouvement separatiste. Des elements des forces 
armees angolaises ont fait une incursion dans Ie sud-ouest du Congo-Brazzaville, ou ils auraient 
pris en otage des militaires congolais, a appris I'AFP, jeudi 17 octobre, aupres de sources 
concordantes. Les militaires venus de Luanda, la capitale de l'Angola, sont entres dans la zone de 
Kimongo, un chef-lieu de district dans la region du Niari (Sud-Ouest), et penetre dans cinq 



localites dont Ie poste-frontiere, selon les temoignages d'un habitant de la zone et d'un 
journaliste. 

~ '10 
Des centaines de prisonniers morts dans des condj{ions suspectes 
All Africa, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 17 U. 

Maiduguri - Des prisonniers nigerians asphyxies, affames et executes : c'es! Ie terrible constat 
dresse par Amnesty International. Selon I'organisation de defense des droits de I'homme, ces 
detenus, soupfiXlnnes d'avoir des liens avec Ie groupe islamiste Boko Haram, seraient morts en 
detention au premier semestre 2013 . Ces deces auraient eu lieu principalement ala caserne de 
Giwa, aMaiduguri, dans l'Etat de Borno, et dans les centres de deiention Sector Alpha et 
Presidential Lodge, aDamaturu, dans I'Etat de Yobe. L'organisation explique par ailleurs que Ie 
probleme ne date pas de cette annee et reclame une enquete. 

Des soldats angolais penetrent au Congo-Brazzaville, via Ie Cabinda 
All Africa, Journaliste maison, 201310 17 
Brazzaville - Pour la premiere fois, sans y etre invites, des militaires angolais conduisent une 
operation au Congo-Brazzaville. Ce mercredi 16 octobre, on s'interroge sur les raisons qui·ont 
pousse I'armee angolaise amener cette action. Les soldats pourchassaient-i1s des rebelles 
cabindais qui se seraient replies en territoire congolais ou s'agit-il d'une simple provocation de 
Luanda? Depuis Ie 14 octobre, ces derniers occupent cinq localites en territoire congolais. A 
Brazzaville, c'est Ie mutisme total. 

Egyptian government criticized over draft protest law 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Mohamed Hassan Shaban, 2013 1018 
Cairo - The Egyptian government, with support from the army, has approved a controversial 
draft protest law. The legislation, which awaits the approval of interim President Adly Mansour 
before becoming law, is facing harsh criticism by lawyers and activists, who say it represents a 
return to the times of the Islamist-dominated parliament, led by former President Mohamed 
Mursi of the Muslim Brotherhood. A source with knowledge of deliberations over the law, 
speaking to Asharq A1-Awsat on the condition of anonymity, said that there had been 
contentious debates in ministerial meeting which decided on the draft legislation. Despite the 
objections of many of the ministers, including Deputy Prime Minister Ziad Bahaa EI-Din, the 
law passed with a wide margin. The government, led by prime minister Hazem EI-Beblawi, 
claims that the country faces a battle against terrorism, referring to the bloody clashes between 
supporters of the ousted President Mursi and security forces from across the country. 

Elysee - Ces otages qui troublent Ie sommeil de Hollande 
All Africa, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Paris - A peine a-t-it acheve sa visite d'Etat au pays de Nelson Mandela que Fran<;ois Hollande a 
ete tire ce mercredi 16 octobre de son sommeil sur Ie sort des otages fran<;ais. Ces derniers qui 
seraient toujours aux mains de leurs ravisseurs quelque part dans les sables mouvanls du Sahel. 
La piqure de rappel de leurs proches visait surtout aalerter l't'>pinion publique internationale, 
mais aussi surtout Ie president sur son devoir regalien de veiller sur tous les Fran<;ais, et de 
permettre aceux qui sont kidnappes, de recouvrer la liberie, ou qu'ils soient. Mission accomplie 
pour les proches des otages d'Arlit au Niger? Rien n'est moins sur. Cela fait plus de trois ans 
maintenant que dure Ie cauchemar de l'enlevemenl de Pierre Legrand, Marc Feret, Thierry Dol et 



Daniel Larribe. Malgre I'offensive de I'armee fran~aise qui a permis de liberer Ie Nord-Mali des 
mains des groupes armes qui controlaient cette region, 1'Elysee a toujours du mal it rassurer 
veritablement les families des otages et I'opinion fran~aise sur I'espoir de retrouver ces hommes 
et de les delivrer du piege de leurs ravisseurs. Plus les jours, les mois et les annees passent, plus 
I'angoisse augmente. t.I. t' 

''''/1:~ It4'", 0-t& "c,.~I!,t>Huawei: No government has asked for customer data 
Associated Press, 2013 10 18 
Beijing ~ Chinese tech giant Huawei said in a report Friday on cybersecurity that it never has 
been asked to provide information about a citizen to any government. Huawei Technologies Ltd. 
has spent recent years trying to allay fears in the United States and some other countries that it is 
controlled by China's Communist Party or might be a security risk. Its statement Friday that it 
doesn't aid official information-gathering follows an outcry over disclosures about the role of 
Internet and telecoms companies in sweeping U.S. government surveillance. "We have never 
been asked to provide access to our technology, or provide any data or information on any 
citizen or organization to any government," said Huawei's deputy chairman, Ken Hu, in a 
foreword to the report. . 

Kenya attack: Westgate mall.bodies 'probably gunmen' 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 18 
London - wo charred bodies pulled from Kenya's Westgate shopping centre on Thursday are 
"highly likely" to be two of the attackers, an MP has told the BBC. Ndung'u Gethenji, chairman 
of the committee investigating the attack, said AK47 rifles used by the militants were found next 
to the bodies. The authorities will now conduct forensic tests on the bodies. Mr Gethenji said the 
bodies recovered on Thursday were likely to be militants because the army does not use AK47s. 
Officials initially said 10 to 15 gunmen were involved, but CCTV footage appears to show only 
four militants. The BBC's Newsnight programme has revealed that one of the suspected attackers 
is a 23-year-old Somalia-born Norwegian national, Hassan Abdi Dhuhulow. 

L'armee egyptienne tentee par Ie pouvoir 
Le Figaro, Delphine Minoui, 2013 10 18 
Le Caire - La grande institution du pays se met en scene pour soigner sa popularite, mais aussi 
pour preserver ses interets. PROCHE- ORIENT Renovation ou restauration ? Depuis I'eviction 
du president Morsi, Ie 3 juillet, I'armee egyptienne se targue d'avoir sauve I'Egypte, de I'avoir 
remise sur les rails de la democratie. Pourtant, Ie cours des evenements recents temoigne plus 
d'une volonte de reconstruire un Etat fort,. dans Ie but de sauvegarder ses intenlts. Eradication des 
Freres musulmans, prolongation de I'etat d'urgence, controle renforce des medias ... S'i1 a remis 
officiellement les renes du pouvoir au president de la Haute Cour constitutionnelle, Adli 
Mansour, dans I'attente de futures elections, Ie general Abdel Fattah al-Sissi est aujourd'hui Ie 
decideur en chef du pays des pharaons. « En fait, si I'armee a repris Ie contrOle, elle ne I'a jamais 
perdu» , observe I'an!,:ien lieutenant gem!ral Adel Soliman, un des rares militaires aoser critiquer 
I'institution. Quand, Ie 12 aoilt 2012, Ie rais islamiste nouvellement elu demet Ie vieux marechal 
Tantaoui de ses fonctions de ministre de la Defense, en Ie rempla~ant par a1-Sissi, Ie geste est 
d'abord per~u comme une mise it I'ecart de la junte militaire. « Un an plus tard, tout laisse a 
penser qu'il s'agissait d'une manoeuvre concertee d'al-Sissi et de la nouvelle generation de 
militaires pour reconquerir Ie pouvoir en ecartant les Freres musulmans » , avance I'ex-militaire. 



IQ 

La rebellion du M23 veut asphYlier Goma en erigean 
All Africa, loumaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Goma - Les rebelles du M23 semblent avoir pris I'optlon d'asphyx;ier la ville de Goma en 
erigeant une barriere dans la localite de Ruhunda su a route Butembo-Goma, empechant ainsi 
les habitants des groupements de Buhumba et Kibumba; dans Ie territoire de Nyiragongo (Nord
Kivu) de se rendre it Goma, chef-lieu de la province du NordcKivu.l'our les habitants de ces 
deux groupements, l'erection de cette barriere signifie qu'ils sont pris en otage par la rebellion a 
dominance tutsi, Mais Ie M23 nie tout. Selon Radio Okapi, les habitants des localites d'e Rutovu, 
de Rudiranga, de Kingarame et d'autres sont obliges de rester chez eux, alors que deja ils ne 
peuvent meme pas traverser la frontiere vers Ie Rwanda en cas des problemell, d'insecurite,O, 
affirment-ils. • 

Le suspect norvegien de I'attaque de Nairobi s'appelle Hassan Abdi Dhuhulow, selon la 
DBC 
Agence France-Presse, loumaliste maison, 2013 10 18 
Nairobi - Un Norvegien d'origine somalienne de 23 ans, Hassan Abdi Dhuhulow, est soup~nne 
par la police norvegienne d'etre l'un des membres du commando islamiste ayant attaque Ie centre 
commercial Westgate it Nairobi fin septembre, selon une enquete de la BBC. Le jeune homme, 
ne en Somalie, etait arrive en 1999 en Norvege OU sa famille s'etait refugiee, selon des proches 
interroges par la BBC a Larvik, ville situee it 120 km au sud d'Oslo, dans cette enquete diffusee 
jeudi soir. "II avait des vues tres extremes, n'aimait pas la vie en Norvege, ( ...) s'attirait des 
ennuis, se retrouvait dans des bagarres, son pere etait inquiet", a temoigne I'un de ses anciens 
voisins, Morten Henriksen, en decrivant Ie jeune homme quand il etait adolescent. Les services 
de renseignement norvegiens, Ie PST, avaient annonce Ie 10 octobre avoir ouvert une enquete 
pour etablir l'implication eventuelle d'un ressortissant norvegien d'origine somalienne dans la 
planification et I'execution de I'attaque, revendiquee par les insurges islamistes shebab somali ens 
lies a A1-QaYda. L'agence de renseignement avait aussi indique que des enqueteurs norvegiens 
avaient ete depeches a Nairobi pour collaborer avec leurs homologues kenyans. 

Michel Reveyrand de Menthon : liD faut tenir compte de toutes les fragilites des pays 
saheliens" 
leune Afrique, Pierre Blaise, 2013 1017 
Addis Abeba - Securite, developpement, cooperation ... Al'occasion de sa premiere visite au 
siege de l'Union africaine, it Addis Abeba, Ie representant special de I'Union Europeenne (UE) 
pour la region du Sahel, Michel Reveyrand de Menthon, a expJique aleune Afrique les grands 
axes de sa strategie. Michel Reveyrand de Menthon etait cette semaine Ii Addis Abeba, pour son 
premier voyage au siege de l'Union Africaine (VA) depuis sa nomination, en avril, comme 
"Representant special de l'Union Europeenne (UE) pour la region du Sahel". Le diplomate 
fran,.ais connait bien Ie Sahel : depuis 2006, il a ete successivement ambassadeur au Mali puis au 
Tchad. Son credo : une approche regionale et concertee avec les differents acteurs de la zone. 
Jeune Afrique : Que fait I'VE au Sahel, et sur quels axes travaillez-vous ? L'VE, comme l'Union 
africaine, est active depuis longtemps, et nous nous sommes retrouves it chaque grande etape de 
cette crise, que ce soit sur Ie Comite de suivi de la situation malienne ou les accords de 
Ouagadougou. Le partenariat est tres etroit entre les Nations unies, la Cedeao, I'UA et I'VE. Cette 



cohesion de la communaute internation;de, avec les memes objectifs et les memes valeurs sur 
l'ensemble du processus, est une caracteristique de cette crise sahelienne. 

7. o 
N. Korea to jointly build hi-tech industrial park with foreign firms 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 10 18 ~ 1: ~ 
Seoul - North Korea will jointly build a hi-tech industrialyark in its border city of Kaesong with 
a consortium of foreign firms from Singapore and other nations according to the communist 
country's official media. The firms include lurong Consultants and O.KP Holdings of SingliPore, 
P and T Architects and Engineers of Hong Kong and other "well-knoWll:( companies in East Asia 
and the Middle East, according to a brief dispatch released Thursday by the Korean Central 
News Agency (KCNA). "The consortium agreed with the DPRK's related organs on , 
collaboration in building the Kaesong Hi-Tech Industrial Park and Highway Toll Road 'from 
Capital Airport to Pyongyang City," the KCNA said, referring to North Korea by its official 
name, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. "The projects will soon begin," it added, 
giving no further details. In May, North Korea introduced a law that calls for building special 
economic zones, including a hi-tech industrial park, across the country. Under that law, the 
special zones would give preferential treatment to foreign businesses. The two Koreas recently 
resumed operations at ajoint industrial park in Kaesong, just north of the inter-Korean border, 
after the communist country withdrew all its 53,000 workers from the zone in April in protest of 
American-involved military drills in the South and new U.N. sanctions against its regime. 
"Considering Kaesong's geographical location, it appears that North Korea is trying to attract 
South Korea's advanced technology with the expectation that inter- Korean ties will improve in 
the long term," said Lim Eul-chul, a research professor at Kyungnam University in Changwon, 
about 400 kilometers south of Seoul. 

N.Korea Woos Investors for More Special Zones 
ChosunIlbo, 20131018 
North Korea is trying to attract investment for its special economic zones while stalling over 
moves to bring foreign businesses into the more viable joint-Korean Kaesong Industrial 
Complex. The regime held a promotional event in Pyongyang and hosted a seminar in China, but 
pundits believe it is unlikely they will have much success. The official KCNA news agency said 
the North launched an agency calling itself the Korea Economic Development Association "to 
assist potential foreign investors in newly- established special economic zones." Its first project 
was an international seminar at the Yanggakdo Hotel in Pyongyang on Wednesday that brought 
together some economists from Canada and Malaysill, KCNA added. 

Otages d' Arlit - action coup de poing des families devant l'Elysee 
All Mrica, lournaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Paris - Des proches des otages franr,:ais d'Arlit ont mene une action symbolique clevant l'Elysee, 
ce mercredi 16 octobre 2013 dans la matinee. Ils ont deploye une banderole avec un message 
adresse directement au president Franr;ois Hollande : «Liberez les otages ! » . Pierre Legrand, 
Marc Feret, Thierry Dol et Daniel Larribe, enleves au Niger, sont retenus quelque part au Sahel 
depuis plus de trois ans. Les proches des otages franr;ais d'Arlit avaient fait une tentative la 
semaine derniere, mais la police les attendait. Cette fois, il ne fallait pas que « l'operation » soit 
eventee. IIs sont donc arrives en toute discretion devant l'entree principale du palais de I'Elysee 
vers 11 h ce mercredi mat in. Au signal, ils se sont enchaines les uns aux autres et ont deploye une 

l 



banderole pendant une dizaine de minutes appelant a la liberation des quatre otages. «L'idee 
n'est pas de venir en grand nombre, mais d'etre la regulierement Jl9ur rappeler aux ministres, au 
president que nous sommes toujours dans l'attente depuis trois ans, explique Frederic Leclair, un 
ami de Pierre Legrand. 

.ttl.... 
~ 

Pirates somaliens - Ie secret-defense, enjeu du proces du « ranit » 
C"All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 17 1'l 

Rennes, France - A Rennes, suite du proces des trois pirates somaliens juges pour avoir detoume 
l'equipage breton du Tanit en avril 2009. Un evenement qui s'etait solltee par la mort dujeune 
skipper F10rent Lemavon, tue par erreur par un tir franvais au moment de l'assaut, Mercredi 16 
octobre 2013, I'ancien ministre francais de la Defense, Herve Morin est venu temoigner alors que 
les debats ont porte essentiellement sur Ie secret- defense. « C'est pour vous Ie secret-defense ? », 
tout commence par une question posee a Herve Morin par I'un des avocats des pirates somaliens. 
Une provocation de maitre Ronan Appere qui reclame l'ajout de pieces au dossier, des pieces 
detenues aujourd'hui par les militaires : « II y a les armes, les commandos marine, les douilles 
qui ont ete percutees, il y a les conversations telephoniques entre les pirates et leur 
c5>mmanditaire qui ne sont pas au dossier. Je ne vois pas en quoi les conversations entre les 
pirates et leur commanditaire, de pres ou de loin, ont un lien avec la defense nationale » . 

RDC: reprise des negociations entre Ie pouvoir congolais et Ie M23 Ii Kampala 
Radio France Intemationale, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Kampala - A Kampala, les negociations entre Ie pouvoir congolais et la rebellion du M23 ont 
repris Ie mercredi 16 octobre au soir dans la capitale ougandaise. Cette fois, serait-ce Ie signe 
d'une possible avancee ? Le ministre des Affaires etrangeres congolais, Raymond Tshibanda, 
mais aussi l'envoyee speciale des Nations unies pour les Grands Lacs, Mary Robinson, ainsi que 
Ie chef de la Monusco - la mission de paix au Congo - Martin Kobler se sont deplaces. Voila 
plusieurs semaines que Ie ministre des Affaires etrangeres congolais etait attendu a Kampala. 
Depuis hier, il est la, signe que peut-fue enfin les discussions avancent ou du moins qu'on peut 
aborder les demiers points cruciaux. Et de fait, trois questions fondamentales seraient en 
discussion depuis 24 heures, a savoir tout d'abord celie de I'amnistie. Le gouvemement congolais 
tente toujours de convaincre la rebellion du M23 d'une amnistie, au cas par cas, quitte a 
retrancher encore quelques noms de leur liste noire, ou bien de laisser d'autres pays gerer la 
possibilite de poursuivre ces personnes en justice. 

S. Korea gives jet, backs PH approach in sea row 
ABS-CBNNews, 2013 1017 
Seoul - President Aquino and South Korean President Park Geun-hye discussed the current 
situation in the West Philippine Sea during their summit talks at the Blue House. Aquino thanked 
South Korea for supporti~ the country's position in taking a rules-based approach in resolving 
conflicting territorial claims with China. "We do not want to pick up a fight with anybody but we 
will do what is needed to protect our sovereignty. As we respect other nations' rights, we expect 
them to respect ours," Aquino was quoted by Communications Secretary Sonny Coloma as 
saymg. 

S. Korea requests Pentagon's information on THAAD missile defense system: source 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 10 18 



Washington - The South Korean military has formally asked the Pentagon to provide detailed 
information on Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) systems, an informed source 
here privy to defense issues said Thursday. As part of efforts to bolster its missile defense against 
North Korea's threats, South Korea is apparently seeking to combine U.S. technologies with its 
own, added the source. "South Korea recently requested additional information on THAAD as 
well as PAC-III from the Pentagon, including prices and capabilities of the systems," the source 
told Yonhap News Agency. The source said the missile defense issue was among major topics in 
the annual high-level military talks between the allies held in Seoul this month. It's an open 
secret that the U.S. hopes for integrated missile defense systems with Japan and South 'Korea to 
enhance effectiveness and reduce costs. U.S. defense officials have emphasized the need for 
South Korea to beef up its missile defense as Seoul seeks to delay the transfer ofoperational 
control (OPCON) from the U.S., slated for 2015 . The OPCON transition would make South 
Korea playa leading role in its national defense, with U.S. Forces Korea shifting to support 
mISSIons. 

S.Korea's top security advisor to visit U.S. to discuss DPRK issue 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 10 17 
Seoul - South Korea's top presidential security advisor planned to visit the United States next 
week to discuss issues on the Democratic People's Republic ofKorea (DPRK) 's nuclear threat 
and the restarting of its Yongbyon reactor, a local daily reported Friday. Kim Jang-soo, top 
security advisor to South Korean President Park Gam-hye, will travel to Washington to meet 
with White House national security advisor Susan Rice and other U.S. foreign affairs and 
security officials for talks about the DPRK nuclear standoff and bilateral security issues, 
according to the Dong-a IIbo newspaper. An official at the presidential office Cheong Wa Dae 
told reporters that Kim will visit the U.S. next week, saying that detailed schedules had yet to be 
decided. His visit came amid heightened concerns over the DPRK's nuclear threats. South 
Korea's spy agency confirmed on Oct. 8 that the DPRK has restarted its 5-megawatt plutonium
producing reactor in the Yongbyon nuclear complex sin40e around August of this year. South 
Korea had asked the U.S. to delay the transfer of its wartime operational control from the current 
deadline ofDec. 2015; citing growing nuclear threats from the DPRK. Seoul has handed over the 
command of its troops to Washington after the 1950-53 Korean War broke out. (full article) 

Sud-Kivu -Ies FDLR kidnappent 20 penonnes aMwenga 
All Africa, Tournaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
WiJebela, Sud-Kivu - Environ vingt personnes ont ete kidnappees, mercredi 16 octobre, a 
Wilebela dans Ie territoire de Mwenga (Sud-Kivu) par des hommes armes, identifies comme des 
rebelles des Force$ democratiques pour la liberation du Rwanda (FDLR). Des sources de la 
region indiquent que ces assaillants ont fait irruption dans la matinee dans un champ collectif Oll 
ils ont exige aux victimes de tout abandonner et de les suivre. Selon les memes sources, les 
otages ont ete sommes de transporter les colis constitues en partie des produits pilles dans la 
meme contree. Sept personnes, dont six femmes auraient ete relachees quelques heures plus tard 
au motif que les ravisseurs n'avaient besoin que des hommes. Les treize autres personnes ont ete 
conduites vers une destination inconnue. Le commandant du 100ge regiment des F ARDC base 
dans la region affirme que les militaires se sont lances ala poursuite de ces ravisseurs en 
direction de la localite de Lubumba. 



Tunisie : des jihadistes tuent deux gendarmes dans la region de 8eja 
Jeune Afrique, Journaliste maison, 2013 1017 
Beja, Tunisie - Selon Ie gouvernement, deux gendarmes tunisiens ont ete tues par des terroristes, 
jeudi 17 octobre, dans la region de Beja. Aune cinquantaine de k.m II I'ouest de Tunis. Dans un 
communique publie ce jeudi, Ie ministere tunisien de I'Interieur indique que "deux agents de la 
garde nationale sont morts et un troisieme a ete blesse, Ie 17 octobre, lors d'un affrontement avec 
un groupe arme terroriste" dans Ie district de Goubellat de la region de Beja. Une zone OU les 
autorites tunisiennes n'avaient jamais fait etat de presence jihadiste auparavant. Selon une source 
policiere, Ie gendarme blesse est dans un etat grave. Et selon la Radio Shems-FM, les gendarmes 
ont ete pris pour cible alors qu'ils allaient verifier une information faisant etat de la presence d'un 
groupe arme dans une maison de la region. Puis les assaillants auraient pris la fuite. Tunis est 
confronte II des groupuscules lies II Aqmi II la frontiere algerienne, en particulier dans Ia region 
du Mont Chaambi (centre-ouest) ou une quinzaine de policiers et soldats ont ete tues depuis fin 
2012. 

US businessman accused of being mob boss in China 
Associated Press, 2013 10 18 
When more than 500 policemen swoop~ in to arrest 40 suspected gangsters in southern China 
last year, the alleged kingpin was a Los Angeles businessman who had hoisted an United States 
flag amid a crowd to welcome Xi Jinping, now China's president, to California. Vincent Wu's 
children and lawyers say he's an upstanding, philanthropic Chinese-American entrepreneur who 
has been framed by business foes who want to seize his assets, including a nine-story shopping 
mall. But police in the southern city ofGuangzhou say he was a ruthless mob boss who led 
gangsters with nicknames such as "Old Crab" and "Ferocious Mouth." Mr Wu is expected to 
stand trial within weeks in Guangzhou on charges ofheading a crime gang that kidnapped rivals, 
threw acid at a judge, set fire to farmers' sheds, operated illegal gambling dens and committed 
other offences. Mr Wu has told his lawyers that police interrogators tortured him into confessing. 

What's behind South Korean president's new strategy on North Korea? 
Christian Science Monitor, Peter Ford, 2013 10 17 
Seoul - South Korea's President Park Gyeun-hye, in office since February, has blended hard and 
soft lines toward her northern neighbor into a policy she calls a "trust building process." "We 
need to keep a balance between the carrot and the stick, security and exchanges," South Korea's 
Unification Minister Ryoo Kihl-jae told reporters last month. "We would like to take some time 
to unravel the problem step by step and hopefully strike up a relationship." Even Ms. Park's allies 
acknowledge the policy has borne little fruit yet, aside from the recent reopening of a jointly 
operated industrial park just inside North Korean territory. There have been "no signs of 
reciprocity" from North Korea, says Lee Iung-hoon, South Korea's new human rights 
ambassador. "Whatever she [park] said and hoped for, she has not been given an opportunity to 
do it." Critics say the bid to build inter-Korean trust is an ad hoc policy without a clear plan or 
ultimate goal. "There is a lack ofvision," says Chang Y ong-seok, a researcher at the Institute for 
Peace and Unification Studies at Seoul National University. "It is very hard to see this policy of 
cooperation with North Korea succeeding." North Korea's new young leader, Kim Jung-un, 
however, has made it clear that he wants to make economic development of his impoverished 
and isolated nation a priority. That might give South Korea, a natural partner in such a venture, 
anopemng. 
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CSEC in the News 0 Le CSTC dans les nouvelles 

Shining a Spotlight on Canada, Washington's Junior Partner in the Americas 
Huffington Post, Nikolas Kozloff, 20 \3 10 21 
Column - Edward Snowden, who divulged secret activities ofthe National Security Agency or 
N.S.A., is now safely ensconced in Moscow. However, the notorious whistle-blower's 
disclosures continue to illuminate Washington's underhanded and unsavory agenda in the 
hemisphere, as well as U.S. links to junior partners such as Canada. According to Brazil's 
flagship news program Fantastico, which got access to Snowden's intelligence, Canada's 
electronic eavesdropping agency hacked into Brazil's Ministry ofEnergy Mines in a likely 
attempt to garner valuable industrial intelligence. The recent reporting does not indicate what the 
super secret Communications Security Establishment Canada or CSEC was after precisely, 
though it is possible that Ottawa has actually been spying on Brazil for years. There is some 
suggestion, moreover, that the Canadians carried out their intelligence with the active 
collaboration of the United States. Indeed, the Fantastico report was based on CSEC documents 
which had been presented at an intelligence conference attended by the U.S. and its allies. 
According to the documents, Canada worked with an elite group of cyber spies at the N.S.A. 
when it hacked into the Brazilian Ministry of Energy and Mines. Though certainly incendiary, 
Snowden's revelations concerning Canada's wider role in the region should not come as a 
surprise. Indeed, even before the recent reports about Brazil surfaced,. CSEC reportedly targeted 
Latin America by spying on Mexico in advance ofNAFT A trade talks in the mid-1990s. What is 
more, a Canadian eavesdropping station based at Leitrim, Ontario is said to be aimed at the 
interception ofLatin American satellite communications. In light ofCanada's earlier support for 
anti-democratic forces in Venezuela and Honduras, it is hardly surprising that Ottawa should 
now be caught spying on another progressive regime, that of Dilma RoussetT in Brazil. While the 
contours of such spying are still unclear, it seems likely that Canada seeks a leg up for its mining 
companies in South America, and may view Brazil with some political suspicion. Canada's 
spying agency CSEC may not have the technological wherewithal to fully monitor Latin 



American governments, though serendipitously Ottawa has been able to profit from highly 
sophisticated N.S.A. resources. Note: Nikolas Kozloffis the author ofRevolution ! South 
America and the Rise of the New Left. 

Canada 

'Most wanted' man granted a new detention review 

Toronto Star, Nicholas Keung, 2013 1021 

Toronto - The Federal Court has ordered a new detention hearing for one of Canada's "most 

wanted" men after finding government officials deliberately withheld information that could 

have led to his release. Arshad Muhammad was among 30 men on former immigration minister 

Jason Kenney's highly publicized "Most Wanted" list released in the summer of2011. The 

Pakistani man has been held in detention since he was arrested shortly after the government 

launched a website listing the alleged foreign criminals and posting their photos online. 

Muhammad came to Toronto as a refugee in 1999 and went underground in 2003 after 

exhausting all legal means to remain here. He was described as having links to an Islamist group 

involved in terrorist attacks against Pakistan. 


Attaques contre les peuples autochtones 

Le Devoir, dine Juchs et Melissa Leblanc, 2013 10 21 

Opinion - Jeudi 17 octobre, la GRC attaque une barricade de la nation Elsipogtog au Nouveau

Brunswick. Depuis Ie 29 septembre, elle bloquait l'acces aux vehicules de la compagnie South 

Western Energy Resources (SNW, Texas), laquelle menait des travaux d'exploration et des tests 

sisrniques sur Ie territoire micmac, en vue d'y exploiter du gaz de schiste. Depuis I'ete dernier, 

diverses actions contre la compagnie ont ete menees par 1a population locale, entrainant plusieurs 

arrestations. L'assaut de la GRC contre la barricade a ete lance la veille d'une journee nationale 

d'action fixee au 1 g octobre, et quelques jours apres Ie Jour de Christophe Colomb - jour de 

celebration de 521 ans de genocide contre les peuples autochtones des Ameriques... En reponse, 

une vague de protestations et d'actions de solidarite s'est repandue atravers Ie pays Ie jour meme. 


Brian Mulroney speaks out against boycotting Commonwealth meeting 

Postmedia News, Andrea Hill, 2013 \0 21 

Ottawa - Canada should not boycott the upcoming Commonwealth meetings in Sri Lanka, 

former Prime Minister Brian Mulroney said Sunday. "If you were going to boycott the 

Commonwealth because of illustrations of improper government or abusive treatment of people 

within some ofthe member countries, Some days you wouldn't have too many people around that 

Commonwealth table for tea," Mulroney said during an appearance on CTV's Question Period. 

"There's a lot of developing countries in there, countries with problems, and the best thing I think 

that we can do is be there at the table and illustrate, by our presence, the value of what we've 

learned as a country over 146 years and how we conduct ourselves with our democracy and with 

our generosity to friends internationally." 


Broadband forum that will set the agenda for ground-breaking technology (Canada). 

The National (UAE), Colin Randall, 2013 1021 

Dubai - For those not at Gitex Technology in Dubai this week, Amsterdam is the place to be. 

Technology experts from the UAE and the wider Arabian Gulf have joined the procession to the 




Netherlands capital for the Broadband World Forum, which runs until Thursday. The forum 
styles itself "the world's largest broadband event", a global howcase for ground-breaking 
broadband technologies, applications, solutions and services. Some of the visiting experts 
possess the hottest tickets in town - the right to take part in to orrow' "executive summit" , 
which has developed into the highlight of the annu'aI conference and , liibit"on. Jim Pine, the co
leader ofEorn, a Canadian project providing a high-spetl.d, high-capacity broadband network run 
on behalf of 13 local government administrations in Ontario, says the event last year 'exposed us 
to new and interesting technologies and to projects from around the glo!le" . j. 4~ 

~~b 
Canada welcomes Chinese investment ~, ~1. ~<.t 
China Daily, 2013 10 21 O+, "~., I, 

Canada will continue to welcome Chinese investment and has taken concrete steps to facilitate 
capital inflow to further strengthen economic interdependence with China, Canadian Governor 
General David Johnston said on Saturday. A foreign investment protection act between Canada 
and China is being ratified as part of the latest attempts to encourage cross-border investments 
between the two countries, said Johnston, who is on his first state visit to China. "Canada is 
amongst the most open jurisdictio!ls in the world for foreign investment, and that will continue to 
be the case. So of course Chinese investment will be highly welcome," he told China Daily in 
Shanghai. Ottawa has turned down only three proposed foreign investment deals in the past 
decade, Johnston said, two of them for national security reasons. The third one is in the oil sands 
sector, he said, where a specific review process is a prerequisite before a Canadian company's 
majority ownership takeover by a foreign entity is allowed. This is reflected in the case of the 
acquisition of Canada-based oil producer Nexen by China National Offshore Oil Corp. The 
buyout was put under regulatory approval from the Canadian government. Johnston said the 
process will not prevent joint ventures or other investments from State-owned enterprises from 
any part of the world, including China, into Canada's energy sector. 

Chiefs back Elsipogtog in resource fight 
Globe and Mail, Jane Taber, 2013 10 21 
Halifax - Native leaders are warning that the violent clash between RCMP and the Elsipogtog 
First Nation - which last week saw police vehicles torched, rubber bullets fired and rocks thrown 
- is just the tip of the iceberg. The protest against shale-gas exploration near the village of 
Rexton, N .B., took place as some aboriginal groups across the country are expressing frustration 
over being excluded from consultations, especially when it comes to resource development. Last 
week's incident is galvanizing native groups, which have been sending statements of solidarity to 
the East- Coast band. On Sunday, the Grand Chief of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, Derek 
Nepinak, visited the community, just north of Moncton, to show his support. He attended a 
meeting and came out of it with the view that "people are resilient and people will heal." He does 
not see an immediate resolution. 

First Nations leaden meet to tackle shale-gas tests 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 10 21 
Rexton, N .B. - Hundreds ofpeople gathered at a community hall on Sunday to discuss their 
opposition of the development of a shale gas sector in the province, as their protest garnered 
support from a Manitoba grand chief. Elsipogtog Chief Arren Sock said the meeting at 
Elsipogtog First Nation was a chance for people in his community to tell their stories. "It's just 



part of the healing process and I wanted that to begin," said Sock after the meeting, which drew 
about 300 community members and protesters and was closed to media. Sock and grand chief 
Derek Nepinak of the Assembly ofManitoba Chiefs were expected to hold a news conference at 
Elsipogtog Monday morning. Nepinak said the assembly chiefs in Manitoba sent him to New 
Brunswick to stand in solidarity with the community and protesters. 

Governor General 'delighted' by reception in China, encourages Canadians to participate 
in change , 
Postmedia News, Peter Robb, 2013 10 21 
Shanghai - The Governor General ofCanada was sounding very much liKe Margaret Thatcher 
when he said that the new leadership duo in Beijing is open to doing business with Canada. The 
late British prime minister said much the same thing about Mikhail Gorbachev when the Soviet 
leader burst onto the world scene in the 1980s. David Johnston is on the first state visit to China 
during his tenure, a trip that will last eight days and take him to five major cities, from the capital 
in Beijing to Shanghai, Nanjing, Chengdu and finally to Guangzhou. Immediately after, he will 
visit the capital ofMongolia, Ulan Bator, where he will be the first Canadian governor general or 
prime minister to visit the resource rich country strategically located between China and Russia. 
He will also speak to the country's parliament called the Great Khural. These are the 26th and 
27th countries he has visited. The Governor General's trip coincides with a full-court Canadian 
press in China this October. The National Arts Centre Orchestra has toured the country; the 
mayor of Ottawa, Jim Watson, has led a delegation to Beijing and Shanghai, the Canada-China 
Business Council has held a week of meetings in the Chinese capital and federal ministers John 
Baird and Joe Oliver were in Beijing for meetings with their counterparts. 

Is China's Lenovo Bidding For BlackBerry To Destroy It? 
Forbes, Gordon G. Chang, 2013 1021 
Column - As we learned Thursday, Lenovo Group, the Chinese consumer technology firm, has 
signed a non-disclosure agreement with BlackBerry in preparation for a bid to buy the struggling 
Canadian business. Lenovo surely knows it will not be permitted to take over BlackBerry. 
Canadian and American authorities are expected to block any sale to a company subject to 
Beijing's control, even if that control is only indirect, as it is in the case of Lenovo. So why is 
Lenovo in the process of making a bid? In all probability, Chinese government officials want to 
destroy BlackBerry, just as they destroyed another Canadian tech company, Nortel Networks, 
last decade. For almost a decade, the Chinese hacked Nortel, gaining access to nearly everything 
on its internal networks. As John Tkacik, a retired chief of China intelligence analysis at the 
State Department, told Forbes at the end oflast week, "Not surprisingly, throughout the 2000s, as 
Nortel's networks were wholly accessible to Chinese hackers, the Canadian company found itself 
underbid by the Chinese in the Chinese market and by Chinese competitors in its traditional 
global markets." As a result, Nortel declared bankruptcy in 2009. The company was then split up 
and the parts sold off. Lenovo's bid is much more sensitive than anything that has already been 
turned down. "BlackBerry is the prime phone used by all government officials and top officials" 
said Michael Juneau-Katsuya, a former Asia-Pacific head at the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service, to The Globe and Mail, the Toronto paper. "For that reason alone, it shall not and could 
not be sold to a foreign entity that is not within the realm ofclose network of friends ." 



Israeli minister presses Ottawa on Iran 
Globe and Mail, Campbell Clark, 20\3 1021 
Ottawa - A senior Israeli minister has come to enlist the Canadian government in efforts to 
persuade the world to keep up pressure on Iran until it gives in - thoroughly - on its nuclear 
program. Yuval Steinitz, Israel's Minister of Strategic Affairs, was briefed Friday by British and 
other officials now in nuclear talks with Iran. He flew to Canada for meetings Monday with 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper and Foreign Affairs Minister John,Baird, and heads to 
Washington Tuesday. Amid all the other Mideast issues, there's little doubt what tops Israel's 
agenda: pushing an uncompromising stance on nuclear talks with Iran. "The greater the pressure, 
the greater the chances for diplomacy to succeed," Mr. Steinitz said in an interview. with The 
Globe and Mail. "It would be unwise, to say the least, to ease the pressure on Jrarl before you get 
a final and satisfactory solution to the problem. " 

L'importance d'assurer ses donnees 
Le Soleil, Yves Therrien, 2013 1021 
Ottawa - Les risques entourant les cyberattaques, les pertes de donnees confidentielles Ii cause 
d'une breche dans la securite ou d'une erreur humaine Ii I'interne sont en croissance. L'assurance 
contre Ie cyberisque est en croissance aussi, bien que ce ne sont pas tous les assureurs qui entrent 
dans ce creneau de niche assez jeune dans Ie monde des assurances. Les entreprises au Canada 
ne sont pas toutes assurees contre Ie cyberisque, souligne Alexis Heroux, gestionnaire service 
client chez la firme de courtage d'assurance BFL CANADA. "Contrairement aux Etats-Unis ou 
46 Etats ont une legislation obligeant les entreprises Ii devoiler qu'ils ont ete victimes de· piratage 
ou d'une breche de securite concernant les donnees personnelles de clients, au Canada, la loi 
n'oblige pas Ii rendre publics ces evenements, sauf dans les cas ou Ie commissaire Ii la vie privee 
I'exige. Les clients sont avises." 

L'Union europeenne et Ie Canada finalisent leur accord de Iibre- ecbange (Canada) 
Le Monde, Philippe Ricard, 2013 \0 21 
Bruxelles - Les concessions faites sur les produits agricoles font I'objet de critiques Apres quatre 
ans de negociations, I'Union europeenne et Ie Canada ont conclu vendredi 18 octobre un vaste 
accord de libre- echange. Le compromis a ete finalise it Bruxelles par Ie premier ministre 
canadien Stephen Harper et Ie president de la Commission europeenne, Jose Manuel Barroso. 
Les deux hommes co-pilotaient les negociations ces demiers mois afin d'eviter qu'elles ne 
s'enlisent. C'estJa premiere fois que I'Union europeenne signe un tel accord de libre-echange 
avec un pays industrialist\, membre du GS. Le resultat constitue meme, Ii en croire M. Barroso, 
une " reference" pour les negociations du meme type engagees depuis deux mois, en depit des 
controverses, avec les Etats-Unis. Avec Ie Canada, les tractations ont achoppe sur quantite de 
sujets, comme les medicaments generiques, les services financiers, ou les appels d'offi"es publics 
organises par les provinces canadiennes. Grande premiere, ces demieres devraient accepter de 
passer commandes aupres de foumisseurs europeens, comme EADS, Siemens, ou Alstom. Vne 
forme de reciprocite, dans la mesure OU les marches publics europeens sont ouverts depuis 
longtemps aux groupes canadiens, en particulier dans Ie domaine des transports, avec 
Bombardier. 

Le militant Patrick Bourgeois rejoint Option nationale 
La Presse canadienne, Journaliste maison, 2013 1021 



Montreal - Le militant independantiste Patrick Bourgeois a ete choisi samedi comme candidat 
d'Option nationale en vue de I'election partielle provincial'e dans la circonscription montrealaise 
de Viau. Aucun autre aspirant n'a presente sa candidature, Patrick.,Bourgeois a ete un proche du 
regrette cineaste Pierre Falardeau, avec qui il a organise de nombreuses manifestations en faveur . ~ 

de I'independance. M. Bourgeois est president du Reseau de resistance du Quebecois et il dirige 
Ie journal Le Quebecois. Option nationale se choisit actoellement un nouveau chef Le resultat du 
vote sera devoile Ie 26 octobre. 

Nouvelle man if contre la Charte 
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La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 ( , 
Montreal - Une autre manifestation pour denoncer Ie projet de Charte des valeurs quebecoises du 
gouvemement Marois s'est deroulee hier apres-midi aMontreal. La coalition appelee "Ensemble 
contre la charte xenophobe" a reussi arassembler quelques centaines de personnes au centre
ville. Dans un communique, Ie regroupement a affirme que Ie projet de charte attaque la dignite 
et I'autodeterrnination des personnes, ainsi que leur capacite de "travailler et de survivre" au 
Quebec. La coalition soutient que la Charte est xenophobe, parce que ses "partisans" font appel 
au sensationnalisme et a de fausses peurs, entre autres pour des motifs electoraux. Elle s'oppose 
egalement au sexisme qui, selon elle, sous-tend Ie projet et notamment aux stereotypes a propos 
des femmes qui portent Ie hijab. Le comite organisateur de la manifestation deplore par ailleurs 
que Ie debat entourant la Charte ne reconnaisse pas Ie fait que Ie Quebec et Ie Canada ont ete 
batis "a meme des terres volees aux autochtones et qu'ils se sont constitues grace a la 
depossession et au genocide de ces peuples". 

Plus de vols, plus de pertes 
La Presse, Annabelle Blais, 2013 10 21 
Ottawa - Selon Michel Juneau-Katsuya, ancien agent du Service canadien du renseignement de 
securite (SCRS), explique que Ie passeport canadien est tres recherche par les organisations 
criminelles et terroristes, Le nombre de passeports canadiens disparus a monte en fleche depuis 
lOans Le nombre de passeports canadiens declares voles ou perdus a explose de plus de 400% 
en lOans, revelent des documents obtenus en vertu de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information. Entre 
2003 et 2012, Ie nombre de passeports perdus ou voles est passe de 12 134 a 65892. Pour 2013, 
les donnees demontrent que la tendance devrait se maintenir, voire augmenter par rapport a I'an 
dernier. II y a quelques annees, La Presse avait deja revele que Ie nombre de passeports signales 
perdus ou voles atteignait 46 956, en 2008. Questionne ace sujet, Passeport Canada maintient 
depuis quelques annees qu'environ 55 000 passeports sont perdus ou voles chaque annee. 
Pourtant, les documents obtenus demontrent c1airement que ce chiffre est plus eleve, 

Populaire la puce? 
La Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 21 
Ottawa - Passeport Canada mise beaucoup sur Ie nouveau passeport et les nouveaux frais pour 
ameliorer la sante financiere de I'organisme. L'organisme refuse toutefois de reveler a La Presse 
combien de passeports electroniques ont ete delivres depuis qu'il est offert aux Canadiens (en 
juillet 2013). Mais selon des documents d'acces, 504 115 demandes de passeports ont ete reyues 
en juillet seulement, ce qui est legerement plus eleve que Ie mois precedent, mais plus bas qu'en 
janvier et en fevrier de cette annee. En juillet, plus de 10 % des plaintes reyues par Passeport 



Canada concernaient Ie passeport electronique. Passeport Canada refuse de donner davantage de 
details et maintient qu'aucune lacune n'a ete constatee. A A~ 

"'ot 
Protesters claim victory after NEB hearings cancelled C~O""8~~i) 
QMI News Agency, Terrry Davidson, 2013 1021 

... 
Toronto - Land and water are more important than oil, protesters wanted to convey to those 
responsible for a controversial plan to increase the flow oferode through the Line 9 pipeline. 
Amanda Lickers was one of the estimated 1,000 that gathered. outside \!Ie Metro Toronto 
Convention Centre Saturday to march in protest of the National Energy Board ~B) hearings 
being held there to discuss Enbridge's plan to reverse the flow ofa section of its Line 9 pipeline 
that runs between southern Ontario and Montreal. Enbridge executives say1he reversal of flow -
which would include an increase to 300,000 barrels ofcrude oil a day -- is safe. Oppooents..say it 
will be an environmental hazard, with increased risk of a leak due to stress placed on an aging 
pipeline. Enbridge was due to deliver closing arguments on Saturday, but the NEB cancelled the 
hearing because of security concerns after a group of protesters showed up for Friday's hearing. 

Public service losing its ability to provide policy advice, former top bureaucrat says 
Ottawa Citizen, Kathryn May, 2013 1021 
Ottawa - There are not a lot of policy ideas floating around Ottawa these days because cabinet 
ministers don't ask for any and public servants may not be offering them. As Mel Cappe, one of 
Canada's former top bureaucrats puts it, there is a "supply and demand" problem for ideas in 
public policy. On the supply side, there is a shrinking number of smart policy analysts and 
researchers in the public service. That's exacerbated on the demand side, where ministers are not 
asking for evidence or advice. And to use the analogy of the free market further, Cappe argues 
the policy role of Canada's public service is in a deep "secular decline" to which he sees no end 
in sight. "Ideology doesn't need analysis, and if you have the answers you don't need questions, 
and that's where we are these days," said Cappe, a longtime deputy minister and former clerk of 
the Privy Council Office. "The public service runs the risk ofbeing in decline and if this 
continues to happen, Canadians will be worse off." 

Quebecois Jewish community: We are not alone 
Jerusalem Post, Sam Sokol, 2013 1021 
Montreal - The Commission des droits de la personne et des droits de la jeunesse, a Canadian 
human rights watchdog, on Thursday panned a Charter of Quebec Values proposed by the Parti 
Quebecois as an infringement on religious liberty. The commission, an independent organization 
established under Quebec's Charter ofHuman Rights and Freedoms in 1976, took issue with the 
terms of the new charter, depicting them as representing a "break with the quasi-constitutional" 
text of the charter. The most controversial of the proposed measures, a ban on the wearing of 
"conspicuous" religious symliols by government workers, "does not meet the Quebec charter 
test," the commission asserted. In addition, the rights watchdog stated that an additional 
"proposal to formalize 'religious' accommodations could restrict the scope ofaccommodations 
granted on the basis of other grounds ofdis.crimination, including for disabled people." 

Tories reverse plans to withhold public seryants' pay 
Ottawa Citizen, Kathryn May, 2013 1021 
Ottawa - The Conservative government is giving up plans to claw back four per cent of public 



servants' paycheques next year as it moves to a modernized pay system. Treasury Board 
President Tony Clement said the government reversed tHe ecisi n when it was brought to his 
attention that Public Works and Government Services Cana II, tlie ederal paymaster and 
receiver-general, wanted to recover two weeks' pay/ rom every ublic servant's paycheque for 
2014 beginning in January. "When it came to our att. ntioll; this government did what was fair 
and reasonable for its employees," said Clement in an email. "AS we transition fi'om the 40-year
old computer pay system to the new system employees will nol'ses\ any, interruption iQ,the 
biweekly pay cycle." Clement met with union leaders last wee abo t tlie new "pay in arr~rs" 
system and assured them the government had found a way to proceed Without a claw back. "'0-t 
Details will be announced this week. ~ <0, (I <.t 
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Vn grand chef du Manitoba en renfort 
La Presse canadienne, Journaliste maisoll; 2013 10 21 
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Rexton - Des centaines de personnes se sont rassemblees hier dans une salle communautaire de 
Rexton, au Nouveau-Brunswick, pour discuter de leur opposition au developpement du secteur 
du gaz de schiste dans la province, alors que leurs demarches ont reyu l'appui d'un grand chef 
autochtone du Manitoba. Le chefde la Premiere Nation Elsipogtog, Arren Sock, a declare que la 
rencontre, qui a attire environ 300 membres de la communaute et manifestants, et qui etait 
interdite aux medias, etait I'occasion pour ses concitoyens de raconter leur vecu. Le chef Sock n'a 
pas voulu dire si quoi que ce soit avait ete decide concernant la far,;on de proceder avec la 
manifestation contre l'exploration des gaz de schiste par l'entreprise SWN Resources. Le grand 
chef Derek Nepinak, de l'Assemblee des chefs du Manitoba, a indique que les chefs membres de 
l'assemblee manitobaine l'avaient envoye au Nouveau-Brunswick pour se montrer solidaire de la 
communaute et des manifestants. ,. 0.. 
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Vne autre marche contre la charte 0 (0,I 

Agence QMI, Agnes Chapsal, 2013 1021 
Montreal - Des manifestants ont passe leur message lors de la marche contre Ie pro jet de charte 
des valeurs quebecoises, hier. Le mouvement de contestation ne semble pas s'affaiblir dans la 
metropole, depuis la presentation du texte par Ie ministre Bernard Drainville en septembre. Au 
debut de la manifestation organisee par la coalition « Ensemble contre la charte xenophobe » , 
une femme a interpele les manifestants rassembles au coin de la rue Guy et du boulevard De 
Maisonneuve Ouest pour exprimer son soutien ala charte, estimant ce texte « tres bien » . Le ton 
est alors monte, mais I e cortege a ensuite pris d'assaut la rue Sainte- Catherine, au rythme de 
slogans comme «on lache rien» ou « si tu aimes t on foulard! ta kippa, tape des mains.» 

Vne Charte xenophobe? 
Le Devoir, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Montreal - Quelques centaines de manifestants ont n\pondu al'appel du collectifEnsemble 
contre la charte xenophobe, dimanche apres- midi, aMontreal. Dans la foule, Chloe Marill; qu'on 
aperr,;oit ci-dessus avec son voile beige, a tenu adire que Ie gouvernement Marois devrait 
repenser sa Charte : " C'est vraiment stressant de ne pas savoir si je vais garder mon emploi . Tout 
r,;a, parce que je risque de me faire dire "desole, tu ne peux pas travailler si tu gardes ton voile" ." 

United States' Etats-Unis 



An Interview With Pierre Omidyar 
New York Times, David Carr, 2013 1021 0 

Interview - Pierre M. Omidyar, the founder of eBay and now a philanthropist, has been much in 
the news after it was revealed last week that he would be backing a general-interest news site to 
the tune of $250 million. NYT: : You could be putting your time and money into a lot of things. 
Why news? Pierre Omidyar: I'm a technologist by origin and by training, but I'm focused on 
philanthropy. One of the key areas was taking the lessons from technology andllpplying them to 
making the world better. And part of that interest really led me to go el:l1menttransparencyand 
accountability: how do we explain to a broad audience what government is doing? We've lived in 
Hawaii for about seven years and I saw a gap in coverage as newsrooms ere/merging -- there 
was a real reduction in reporting capacity and so I felt it was critical to just bujld a newsroom 
that is exclusively focused on public affairs. I wanted to get my hands dirty learning what it's like 
to work with journalists and editors day in and day out, to see how the sausage is made. Through 
that experience, I saw firsthand the impact that really good investigative stories have at every 
level and so this is the next step in a very long journey. NYT: This next step seems focused on 
secrecy and transparency. What pulled you in that direction? Omidyar: A number of things 
happened: Even before the Snowden leaks, we saw a number of what I would characterize as 
missteps by the Justice Department. We saw the Justice Department wiretap the A.P. newsroom. 
We saw [Fox News reporter James] Rosen being labeled as co-conspirator label in affidavits; we 
see the many leak prosecutions including the use of the Espionage Act. It alerted me to the fact 
that even in this great country of ours with this fantastic Constitution, there's a real pressure 
against press freedoms that's going on. Perhaps unintentionally in the hot pursuit ofleakers and 
trying to protect secrets, we are really putting pressure on press freedom here. When you have 
mass surveillance, it's impossible to meet the i ntent of the First Amendment because reporters 
can't talk to sources because sources are afraid to talk. 

Hacker Test Finds Flaws in Market 
Wall Street Journal, Ryan Tracy, 2013 1021 
Washington - Hackers were able to force a shutdown ofU.S. equity markets in a simulated 
cyberattack on the U.S. financial sector, suggesting industry and government could do more to 
harden the financial system against external threats. The Securities Industry and Financial 
Markets Association, which represents the largest global financial players as well as smaller 
firms, is expected to release on Monday the results of its "Quantum Dawn 2" exercise, in which 
about 50 government and private-sector entities responded to a simulated financial system attack. 
The July drill included cyberthreats individual firms have experienced but that haven't been tried 
in a coordinated way on a grand scale, said Karl Schimmeck, Sifma's vice president for financial 
services operations. First, participants posing as hackers executed an automatic sell off of targeted 
stocks with stolen passwords in a computer simulation. Then they engaged in a series of tactics 
designed to confuse market participants, including causing problems with telecommunications 
equipment and issuing fraudulent news releases written to substantiate the price drops. They shut 
down access to government websites, caused problems with the software many firms use to 
manage stock orders and spread a virus, degrading exchanges' ability to process trades . 

. 
Les Etats-Unis veulent reprendre leur aide antiterroriste au Pakistan 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Washington - Les Etats-Unis ont r~u dimanche soir Ie Premier ministre pakistanais Nawaz 



Sharif en visite officielle et indique vouloir reprendre leur aide antiterroriste II Islamabad qui etait 
quasiment interrompue depuis Ie raid contre Oussama Ben Laden en 2011 . Au moment ou M. 
Sharif etait accueilli II Washington par Ie secretaire d'Etat John Kerry, Ie departement d'Etat a 
annonce qu'il avait demande au Congres il y a plusieurs -semaines de voter Ie financement de 
cette assistance en matiere de securite destinee II appuyer les forces armees pakistanaises dans 
leur lutte contre les talibans pakistanais et Al-Qaida. "Au cours de I'ete passe, Ie departement 
d'Etat a notifie au Congres comment il comptait financer certains programmes au Pakistan ( ...) 
dans Ie cadre d'un long processus de redemarrage de notre assistance en matiere de seGurite", 
d'une valeur de 305 millions de dollars annuels, a declare une porte-parole du ministere, Marie 
Harf, dans un courrier electronique it l'AFP. 

o 
Mexico lashes out against report of U.S. spying 
CNN.com, Dana Ford, 20\3 1021 
Washington - Unacceptable. illegitimate. And against the law. That's how the Mexican 
government responded Sunday to new allegations ofU.S. spying reported by Der Spiegel. 
According to the German news magazine, the National Security Agency "systematically" 
eavesdropped on the government. It hacked the public e-mail account offormer Mexican 
President Felipe Calderon, which was also used by Cabinet members, Der Spiegel said. The 
magazine quoted documents leaked by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden. "This practice 
is unacceptable, illegitimate and against Mexican and international law," Mexico's foreign 
ministry said in a statement. 

Secret no more? 
Washington Post, Editorial Board, 20 \3 10 f 1 
Editorial - In 2008, Congress authorized a warrantless wiretapping program. Five years later, the 
U.s. Supreme Court has said a grand total of nothing about its constitutionality. That finally 
looks likely to change - and relatively soon. Earlier this year, the court heard a challenge to the 
warrantless wiretapping program, which is supposed to be targeted at foreigners, from a group of 
human rights activists. The group claimed that its extensive work with foreign sources implied 
that the government had looked at its communications in its warrantless monitoring of overseas 
information flows. But the court found that the activists hadn't demonstrated that the government 
had harmed them, or that it would do so in the future. The justices were probably right on that 
one, but for skeptics of the law, the ruling raised a fair question: Will anyone ever be able to 
demonstrate that they have the legal standing to challenge the secret program? The answer will 
soon be yes. The New York Times reported Thursday that the Justice Department will inform an 
as-yet unnamed defendant that prosecutors are using evidence against him that they obtained 
from the warrantless wiretapping program. That reflects a new and long-overdue policy at 
Justice. Now that Justice is fixing its disclosure rules, though, at least one open case is likely to 
result in an actionable constitutional claim against the government's warrantless wiretapping 
authority. Even if you favored the warrantless wiretapping law in 2008, as we did, that's a good 
thing. 

US Congress asked to resume Pakistan aid, Nawaz meets Kerry 
Pakistan Dawn, 20 \3 10 21 
Washington - The US State Department has asked Congress to resume more than $300 million in 
blocked security assistance to Pakistan, officials said Sunday amid an upswing in relations. "This 



is part of a long process of restarting security assistance cooperation after implementation was 
slowed during the bilateral challenges of2011 and 2012," deputy State Department 
spokeswoman Marie Harftold AFP. The development came as Secretary of State John Kerry 
met with Pakistan's Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, who is making his \A>untry's highest-level 
official visit to the United States in years. "We're very anxious to have a series of high level, 
important discussions over the course of the next few days. Th.e vice-president, the president, 
tonight's dinner. We have a lot to talk about and the relationship with Pakistan C9uld not be more 
important," Kerry said at the start of the meeting. I>. C 
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'tcc 1',s-Cyber attacks on companies double ,s-

Financial Times, Caroline Binham, 2013 10 21 
London - The number of companies suffering external cyber attacks designed to steal 
commercial secrets doubled in 2012- 13 compared with the previous financial year, according to 
statistics that underscore the growing cyber threat to companies. The figures were published 
amid warnings from cyber experts that companies were not doing enough to defend themselves 
against hackers despite the numbers of attacks. Of the companies that reported information theft 
over the period, 35 per cent said they were victims of external hackers, compared with 18 per 
cent during the previous year, according to annual fraud statistics compiled by Kroll, the 
investigations agency. Information theft is the second-most common form of fraud suffered by 
companies after the physical theft ofassets, with more than one in five respondents globally 
claiming that they were victims of the crime. 

GCBQ Tempora sign-otT should be investigated, says Chris Buhne 
The Guardian (London), Patrick Wintour, 2013 1021 
London - The former cabinet minister Chris Huhne has called for an investigation into which 
Labour cabinet ministers signed off GCHQ's Tempora programme, the clandestine electronic 
surveillance programme revealed by leaks from the former US intelligence contractor Edward 
Snowden. Huhne, the Liberal Democrat who resigned from parliament after being jailed over 
lying about a speeding offence, has revealed the cabinet was not informed about T empora, which 
was tested in 2008 and fully implemented in 2011 . Writing in the Guardian, the former member 
of the coalition's national security council asks whether the Labour cabinet was similarly kept in 
the dark and suggests the decision to authorise the programme could yet be made subject to 
judicial review. He speculates that Labour's relative silence on the issue may have been 
prompted by the fact that the programme could have been signed off by the former Labour 
foreign secretary David Miliband, brotl~er of Ed Milband. 

Libyan politician to fight UK attempt to keep role in his rendition secret 
The Guardian (London),,Richard Norton-Taylor, 20131021 
London - Lawyers acting for a Libyan politician who accuses MI6 and the CIA of secretly 
sending him and his pregnant wife to be tortured by Muammar Gaddafi will on Monday fight a 
UK government attempt to prevent those responsible from being brought to justice. Abdel Hakim 
Belhaj and his wife Fatima accuse the government, MI6 and the former foreign secretary Jack 
Straw of false imprisonment, conspiracy to cause injury, abuse of public office and negligence. 
The government is expected to argue that the case should be thrown out because it would 



damage UK-US relations. It is also expected to argue the case is beyond British courts' 
jurisdiction given the alleged unlawful' acts took place wit other states' help, notably the US and 
Libya. Government lawyers have indicated that if necessary they will seek to have the case heard 
in secret courts set up this year by the Justice and Security Act. .,. ",'f!O. 

. ~ ~O~....~~ ;r,~ 
Two held in police raids face terrorism charges ~ '''''''0 ~ ,.. Q 

London Times, Danielle Sheridan, 2013 10 21 . ~c,. ~ 
London - Two men arrested in a dramatic and carefully co-ordinat~ operation a week' ago were 
charged last night with terrorism offences. A 25- year-old British man of Turkish origin was~ 't 
accused of "preparing a terrorist act with the intention of committing or assisting another to •commit such an act" . A British national of Algerian origin, also 25, was charged with possession 
of false identity documents. Both men were accused of making a record of information, which 
would "be useful to a person committing or preparing an act of terrorism or possessing a 
document or record containing information of that kind" . They will appear at Westminster 
Magistrates' Court today. 

US diplomat chooses not to attack the Guardian 
The Guardian (London), Patrick Wintour, 2013 1020 
London - The US ambassador to Britain, Matthew Barzun, has rejected an opportunity to 
criticise the Guardian newspaper for publishing leaks from the former National Security Agency 
employee Edward Snowden, saying he wanted to focus on the importance of the debate about the 
trade- offs between security and privacy. Barzun was appearing on the BBC's Andrew Marr 
Show for the first time since his arrival in London in June, and talked about the impact of the 
debate on national security created by Snowden's leaks. He also stressed that President Barack 
Obama was clear that his response to the leaks should not have "a chilling effect on the press". 
Asked if he shared the UK security services' concerns about the threat to national security from 
the leaks, he said he wanted to focus on the "importance of having this debate about what the 
trade-offs are between security and privacy, between transparency and secrecy, and to do so in a 
way that protects whistleblowers - which is different, by the way, from wholesale releasing of 
information, hundreds of thousands of documents" . 

Australia· Australie 

Can Australia claim to be a sovereign nation? (Canada) 
The Age, Malcom Fraser, 2013 1021 
The increasing American attention to the Pacific is bad news for Australians. Anyone who has a 
sense of pride in Australia as an independent nation, as a nation that can make up its own mind, 
whose values are worth supporting, should be disheartened. We have followed the United States 
into three wars: Vietnam, Iraq and Mghanistan. Vietnam and Iraq were costly and tragic failures. 
Afghanistan is a failure in waiting. US policies have failed in the Middle East. As a consequence, 
that region is in greater turmoil and America's influence has greatly diminished. The US is now 
turning its attention to the western Pacific, the famous "pivot", the policy of containment of 
China. If American policy is no more successful in the western Pacific than it has been in the 
Middle East, then those ofus who live in this part of the world are in for a rough time. America 
claims that a growing and more powerful China is being assertive, some even say aggressive. 
However, that charge could equally be laid at the door of the US.China has 250 nuclear 



· warheads, America has 7700. China, committed to a no-first-use policy from the start, may be 
concerned about the adequacy of its present programs, because the ABM system being put in 
place by America and Japan will seriously limit China's dete e t nu~ear force. Pine Gap is 
integral in such developments. ~ '" C'C' 0 0 &,.. 
In any conflict in the western Pacific, because of th~t e Darwin taskforce' andJlipe Gap, it 
would be impossible to ~y that we are not involved. Therefore if; Amerlcit goes to war in the 
western Pacific, we also will be at war. Washington will determifi'e whether Au§tralilt)goes to 
war or not, just as Britain and the empire did in days of old. . ~ 
We should be finding ways of asserting Australian sovereignty and establishing strategic " 
independence, as Canada has, for example (Note: Malcolm Fraser was prime minister from 1975 
to 1983.) 0 

C'C'~4' 
Majority don't want asylum seekers: survey 
Australian Associated Press, Jessica Evans, 2013 1021 
Melbourne - Australians say they support multiculturalism but a new survey reveals that a third 
think asylum seekers arriving by boat should not be allowed to settle in the country. The 
Mapping Social Cohesion report says the proportion ofpeople who say asylum-seeker boats 
should be turned back has risen from 23 per cent in 2010 to 33 per cent this year. Just 18 per cent 
say asylum seekers who reach Australia by boat should be able to apply for permanent residency, 
although that leaps to 70 per cent among those who vote Greens. The report, which covers 
attitudes to multiculturalism, immigration, trust in politicians and discrimination, also says 
reported experience of discrimination on the basis of race, ethnic origin or religion has increased 
to the highest level since surveys began in 2007. 

Rethinking the privacy debate 
Special Broadcasting Service Corporation, Sydney (Website), Mark Fletcher, 2013 1021 
Comment: The Greens' most vocal advocate for cyber-rights, Senator Scott Ludlam, has penned 
an argument over on New Matilda about six ways to fight surveillance by the State on Australian 
citizens. The democratisation of communications is leading to information sharing, scientific and 
technical innovation and the formation of a global civil society and that is extraordinarily 
valuable. We won't get these benefits unless we actively resist the medium being rapidly 
transformed into a giant surveillance tool at the hands ofunaccountable security agencies. To 
paraphrase a meme going around the net at the moment, in America you don't browse the 
internet - the internet browses you. It's time we pushed back. The six methods are listed 
cursorily. Senator Ludlam wants security agencies to be subject to the Freedom ofInformation 
Act and to be subject to the reporting requirements of the Telecommunications Interceptions and 
Access Act. He wants security agencies to require a warrant prior to accessing 
telecommunications information, and to be compelled to provide data breach notifications. 
Senator Ludlam also wants telecommunications providers to alert customers to agreeme.nts 
they've entered with governments that might breach their privacy. Finally, Senator Ludlam seeks 
a revision of the 'Five Eyes' agreement. There is a certain appeal to Senator Ludlam's proposals. 
Who can shake the thought of some Orwellian nightmare where we can't even send e-mails to 
our friends without the State cataloging our every keystroke? Doesn't it make you uneasy to 
know that some bureaucrat has access to your shoe porn, hat porn, tree porn, and all your most 
popular Tumblr posts? What if ASIO, ASIS, ASD, and the ARG were to bust into your house 
right now, confront you with all of the DMCA-infringing e-mails you've sent over the past 



thirteen years, and stuff you into a black body bag and ship you to some secret prison -- wait, no: 
gulag -- in the Middle East where they'd torture you just like what happened in Zero Dark 
Thirty? Wouldn't that be awful? Wouldn't that just be the worst? (Mark Fletcher is a Canberra
based blogger and policy wonk who writes about conservatism, atheism, and popular culture. He 
blogs at OnlyTheSangfroid. This article was originally published on Au Opinion. com.) 

It, 

SA family tells of Thai kidnap terror 
The Advertiser, Nigel Hunt, 2013 1021 /. 
Adelaide - The young children of an Adelaide couple have narrowly avoided being kidnapped 
during a family holiday in Thailand. James and Naomi Strange had just arrived at the island 
resort of Ko Chang a fortnight ago when an unidentified woman attempted to take their 
daughters Milly, 7, and A1annah, 3. The pair, who have lived in WA for the past 12 m6nths, 
described the incident as "surreal" and warned other Australians travelling overseas to be alert to 
the danger. Mr Strange, 36, said they first noticed the woman who attempted to abduct his girls 
while they were on the ferry travelling from the mainland to Ko Chang, where they stayed for 
five days after travelling through Cambodia. He said the girls were standing next to the railing on 
the passenger deck of the ferry, while he and Noami, 35, were seated nearby, when he saw the 
woman talking to Milly. After several minutes A1annah joined her older sister and was also 
talking with the woman and they spoke for the remainder of the ferry trip, about 10 minutes. 

Afghanistan. Pakistan 

"Strong evidence" Pakistan military approved US drone strikes 
Pakistan Dawn, Sajjad Haider, 2013 10 21 
Islamabad - A recently released UN report suggests there is "strong evidence" that top Pakistani 
military and intelligence officials approved US drone strikes on Pakistani soil during 2004 and 
2008. The study says in some cases, even "senior government figures" gave their approval to the 
strikes in the country's militancy-hit tribal areas. "There is strong evidence to suggest that 
between June 2004 and June 2008 remotely piloted aircraft strikes in the Federally Administered 
Tribal Areas were conducted with the active consent and approval of senior members of the 
Pakistani military and intelligence service, and with at least the acquiescence and, in some 
instances, the active approval of senior government figures," says the report by Ben Emmerson, 
UN Special Rapporteur on human rights and counter-terrorism. The report, however, does not 
elaborate on the details of the evidence collected. 

Drone attacks violate Pak sovereignty, says Sharif 
Khaleej Times, Staff Correspondent, 2013 10 21 
Islamabad - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has said that drone attacks violate the sovereignty of 
Pakistan and that the issue will be raised during his visit to the United States. Talking to reporters 
in London before flying to Washington on Sunday on a three-day official trip , Sharif said that 
during his meeting with US President Barack Obama on the sidelines of the United Nations 
General Assembly meeting last month, he had placed the drone issue at the top ofhis agenda and 
also called upon Washington to stop them. The prime minister also said that all political parties 
are on one platform for talks with the Pakistani Taleban. Sharif said Islamabad was in favour of 
restoration of peace in Afghanistan, but did not support any group or party. Earlier he told 



reporters in Lahore that he would talk to President Obama about the regional situation, including 
Afghanistan during their meeting scheduled on October 23-. ~~o 
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Drone strikes against Pakistan's sovereignty "cc:.....~ o!~o~ 
Pakistan Dawn, 20 13 10 21 Cl"o )-It~ c 
London - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has said that (troJle attJlcks viola~e the sover~gnty of 
Pakistan and that the issue will be raised during his visit to the United States, DawnNews 
reported . Television channels quoted the prime minister as recalling t'hat during his meeting with 
Barack Obama on the sidelines of the United Nations General Assembly meeting last month, he 
had placed the drone issue at the top of his agenda and also called upon.,Washington to stop 
them. The prime minister also said that all political parties are on one platform with regards to 
having talks with the Pakistani Taliban. Nawaz Sharif said Islamabad was in favour of 
restoration of peace in Mghanistan, but did not support any group or party. Mr Sharif told media 
at the Lahore airport earlier during the day that he would talk to President Obama about the 
regional situation, including Mghanistan. 

Ordinance adds teeth to law against terror 
Pakistan Dawn, Khawar Ghumman, 2013 1021 
Islamabad - The government has promulgated yet another ordinance, the second in as many 
weeks, to further tighten the noose around terrorists. In the 'Pakistan Protection Ordinance', the 
minimum punishment for terrorists involved in various crimes has been set at 10-year 
imprisonment. On the face of it, the ordinance is aimed at strengthening the hands of law
enforcement agencies against terrorists and ensuring speedy disposal of cases by the courts. The 
media wing of the President's Secretariat didn't release an official copy of the ordinance, but 
gave its key features and justification in a detailed handout issued on Sunday. The handout said: 
"The extr.aordinary disposition dictates unusual dispensation. New legislative initiatives have 
been proposed in line with international best practices to declare that: The constitution and rule 
of law shall be our overarching umbrella." 

Pakistan: au moins 6 morls dans un attentat contre un train de passagers 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Quetta, Pakistan- Au moins six personnes ont ae tuees et' une vingtaine blessees lundi lors de 
l'explosion d'une bombe au passage d'un train de passagers dans la province pakistanaise instable 
du Baloutchistan (sud-ouest), ont annonce des responsables locaux. "C'etait un attentat II la 
bombe, la cible etait Ie train de passagers. Au moins six personnes sont mortes et 17 personnes 
blessees", a declare aI'AFP, Ie ministre de l'Interieur de cette region minee par une rebellion 
locale et des attaques des insurges talibans. 

Security aid to Pakistan restored as Nawaz reaches Washington 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 21 
Washington - The United States has quietly restarted security assistance to Pakistan, US officials 
said on Sunday, after freezing much of that. aid during a period of strained relations beginning 
with the 2011 Navy SEAL raid that killed al Qaeda chiefOsama bin Laden. While the move to 
free up the aid has been underway for some months, it became public as President Barack 
Obama prepares for a White House meeting on Wednesday with Pakistani Prime Minister 
Nawaz Sharif, who has now landed in Washington. Sharif was received by US Civilian Aid 



Coordinator Ambassador Robin Raphael, US Ambassador to Pakistan Richard Olson and 
Director Pakistan Affairs at the State Department Jonathlln ar~ at the Joint Base Andrews just 
outside Washington D.C. Foreign Secretary Jalil Abbas Jilam w 0 has been picked to be next 
Pakistan ambassador to the US, was also present to recei e tHGprime..mini ter. (t., I. 8' ~ "'_ 

\I> (.q ~,. "'0 l1t~,."""Jl18 
Special Forces officer defects to Taliban 0"',..,0....,(~ 'Ai"'0/t.'It'''4 &"'b.e: 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok Report, 2013 10 21 'Ai~(, l!~,.8c". ..",.,.;'"4,.""., 
Asadabad - An Afghan Special Forces unit commander has defecteq,to tHe TiJliban, taking 20 
weapons and a military tank with him in eastern Kunar province, officials said' o' unday. b., 
Governor Shujaul Mulk Jalala told Pajhwok Afghan News the Sarkano district-base<l fficer fled 
in a tank with 20 weapons to the Sheigal district on the second day (Wedn~saay ofEiduI>:1\dha. 
He said the officer set alight the tank as the road he travelled on ended in Sheigal ancf'llte. oved 
ahead with the stolen weapons on foot. Jalala said he had a meeting with tribal elders from 
Sheigal and they had promised to extend their cooperation in finding the officer and the 
weapons. The Ministry ofDefence has confirmed a soldier was missing in Kunar, but gave no 
details. Security officials said the officer had joined the Taliban. (Full Report). 

China· Chine 
,

China Asked Korea Not to Sell Jets to Philippines 
Chosun Ilbo, 2013 10 21 
. China asked Korea not to sell FA-50 fighter jets to the Philippines, the Yomiuri Shimbun 
reported Saturday. The daily said Beijing made the request ahead of a summit in Seoul between 
President Park Geun-hye and Philippines President Benigno Aquino on Oct. 17. Korea declined, 
saying it cannot accept "interference" in arms exports, an issue of its national interest, according 
to the daily. In their meeting, Park thanked Aquino for Manila's decision to buy the FA-50 jets 
and urged a speedy signing of the contract. 

China court to issue Bo Xilai appeal decision on Friday 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 10 21 
Beijing - A Chinese court will rule on Friday on the appeal of the once-powerful politician Bo 
Xilai, it announced on Monday, another step towards closi'ng a scandal that has rocked the ruling 
party. Bo was sentenced to life in prison in September by the Intermediate People's Court in 
Jinan, the provincial capital of Shandong. The Shandong provincial high court said on its website 
that it will "issue a decjsion regarding the bribery, embezzlement and abuse of power case of the 
appellant Bo Xilai". Appeals in such high-profile cases are almost unheard of in Chinese courts, 
which are tightly controlled by the ruling Communist part. Analysts have said the appeal is 
unlikely to succeed. (full article) 

China's Arms Industry Makes Global Inroads 
New York Times, Edward Wong, Nicola Clark, 2013 10 21 
Beijing - For years, Turkey's military had relied on NATO-supplied Patriot missiles, built by the 
American companies Raytheon and Lockheed Martin, to defend its skies, and the system was 
fully compatible with the air-defense platforms operated by other members of the alliance. There 
were other contenders for the deal, of course. Rival manufacturers in Russia and Europe made 
bids. Turkey rejected those -- but not in favor of the American companies. Its selection last 



month ofa little-known Chinese defense company, China Precision Machinery Export-Import 
Corp oration, stunned the military-industrial establishment in Washington and Brussels. The sale 
was especially unusual because the Chinese missile defense system, known as the HQ-9, would 
be difficult to integrate with existing NATO equipment. China'P-recision is also subject to 
sanctions from the United States for selling technologies that the United States says could help 
Iran, Syria and North Korea develop unconventional weapons. A State Department 
spokeswoman said this month that American officials had expressed to the Turkish government · 
"serious concerns" about the deal, which has not yet been signed. Industry executives and arms
sales analysts say the Chinese probably beat out their more established rivals by significantly 
undercutting them on price, offering their system at $3 billion. Nonetheless, Turkey' s selection of 
a Chinese state-owned manufacturer is a breakthrough for China, a nation that has set its sights 
on moving up the value chain in arms technology and establishing itself as a credible competitor 
in the global weapons market. 

Chinese court to hear ousted politician 80 Xilai's appeal against verdict, life term on 
Friday 
Associated Press, 2013 10 21 
Beijing - A Chinese provincial high court said Monday that it will hold a hearing this week to 
rule on disgraced politician Bo Xii ai's appeal of the guilty verdict and life imprisonment he was 
handed last month. The Shandong Provincial Higher People's Court said in a notice on its 
website that Bo's appeal will be heard Friday morning. Bo is expected to be allowed to appear in 
court for the session. The court described the hearing as " open," but access will likely be limited 
to a few official media outlets and selected members of the public. Bo was found guilty of 
embezzlement, bribery and abuse of power by the Jinan Intermediate People's Court last month 
and sentenced to life in prison. He has denied the charges. The court can uphold the lower court's 
decision, modify the sentence or ask for a retrial. It is expected to stick to the verdict because 
Bo's fate has been seen by political analysts as predetermined by the highest leadership of the 
Communist Party, which controls the court system. Bo, once the party boss of the megacity of 
Chongqing, had been an up-and-coming political star before his downfall in one of China's 
messiest political scandals in decades. It was triggered early last year by his former police chief, 
who made a high-profile flight to a U.S. consulate bearing revelations that Bo's wife had 
murdered a British businessman. Bo's naked ambition and penchant for publicity had also run 
afoul ofChina's consensus rule and posed a challenge to Xi Jinping, who ascended to China's top 
leadership position in a power transition late last year. (full article) 

Huawei denies ever being told to spy on customers 
The Guardian (London), Alex Hem, 2013 1021 
London - Chinese tech firm Huawei has sought to dispel rumours that it spies for the Chinese 
government. In a foreword for a cybersecurity paper issued by his company, deputy chairman of 
the board Ken Hu writes that}luawei has "never received any instructions or requests from any 
government or their agencies to change our positions, policies, procedures, hardware, software or 
employment practices or anything else, other than suggestions to improve our end-to-end cyber 
security capability. "We can confirm that we have never been asked to provide access to our 
technology, or provide any data or information on any citizen or organization to any 
Government, or their agencies. " Hu's statement comes after an American congressional report 
from last October that labelled Huawei a security risk. The chairman of the committee which 



authored the report, Mike Rogers, told US corporations to "find another vendor if you care about 
your intellectual property, if you care about your consumer' rivacy, and you care about the 
national security of the United States of America". "4'/O:'~.t.t. 

'" CCf> or o",'l!1J It 
Le chinois Huawei se pose en champion de la tran'spa% nce o)o~ ,..C. 
Le Figaro, Sebastien Falletti, 2013 1021 A 

Seoul - Apres Ie scandale de la NSA, Ie geant des telecoms"tente de se racheter une virginite. 
TELECOMS Persona non grata sur Ie marche americain, Ie deuxie~e equipementier mondial des 
telecoms chinois Huawei se pose en champion de la transparence en..surfant sur Ie scandale de Ja 
NSA. La firme de Shenzhen a appele les gouvernements et ses principaux concurrents it etablir 
des standards communs pour lutter contre la cybercriminalite dans un « livre blanc» ', IJl 18 
octobre, it Seoul, it l'occasion d'une conference mondiale sur Ie sujet. Un defi lance it ses 
concurrents directs A1catel- Lucent ou Nokia Solutions Network et une pierre dans Ie jardin de 
Washington au lendemain de I'affaire Snowden. « II est ironique que les Etats-Unis nous 
accusent alors que ce sont eux qui espionnent Ie monde ! » , explique Ie vice-president, Scott 
Sykes. 

UK worries over Chinese nuclear deal far-fetched 
Global Times, 2013 1021 
George Osborne, the UK's finance minister, gave his word that Chinese enterprises will be 
allowed to take a stake in British nuclear power plants. He announced the decision during his 
visit to China's Taishan Nuclear Power Plant in Guangdong Province on Thursday. His 
endorsement will probably signal the end of the marathon negotiation over the 14 billion pound 
($22.63 billion) Hinkley Point project between China General Nuclear Power Group, Electricite 
De France and the British government. Given the fact that the UK's nuclear plants are in dire 
need of private funding to keep their lights on, Chinese nuclear companies with abundant 
financial resources have become their primary potential partners. It is being hailed as a win-win 
result for both Britain's and Chinese companies. On the one hand, the UK will potentially open 
up China's expanding nuclear energy market and maintain abundant electricity supply for its own 
consumers. On the other hand, Chinese companies will get management experience by running 
advanced nuclear plants, and acquiring more qualifications in the nuclear power market. But not 
everyone is pleased with the decision. Former UK energy policy adviser Nick Butler showed his 
concern in a Financial Times blog, saying the Chinese "will be inside the system, with access to 
the intricate architecture of the UK's National Grid and the processes through which electricity 
supply is controlled, as well as to the UK's nuclear technology." 

Europe 

Comment l'Elysee veut clore I'affaire Leonarda 
Le Monde, Laurent Bonedon et David Revault d'Allonnes, 2013 10 21 
Orly - Une circulaire va interdire les interpellations pendant les temps scolaire et periscolaire Sur 
quelle piste atterrir? A Orly, d'abord, ou Manuel Valls est arrive, samedi 19 octobre des I'aube, 
apres avoir ecourte un deplacement aux Antilles qui devait s'achever 24 heures plus tard. Sur une 
position de compromis, ensuite, destinee it extirper Ie gouvernement de la crise politique vers 
laquelle Ie cas de Leonarda Dibrani semble tout droit I'emporter. Une issue de secours qui devrait 
se materialiser par une nouvelle circulaire " sur la sanctuarisation des temps scolaires et 



periscolaires ", indique-t-on a l'Elysee. C'est pour se voir remettre samedi matin, " a lui et a 
personne et d'autre avant ", selon I'un de ses conseillers, Ie rapport de l'Inspection generale de 
I'administration (IGA) sur les circonstances de I'expulsion de la collegienne de Pontarlier 
(Doubs), lequel a ete redige dans la nuit, que M. Valls a abrege un sejour en Martinique et en 
Guadeloupe qui I'a tenu, trois jours durant, eloigne de la principale tempete qu'il ait eu a affionter 
depuis son installation place Beauvau. 0 

~c 
Entre l'Europe et l'Afrique, une barriere contre I'immigration clandestine 
Agence France-Presse, Sylvie Groult, 2013 1021 
Melilla, Espagne - Entre l'Europe et I'Afrique, bordant I'enclave espagnole de Melilla, s'etire sur 
onze kilometres une frontiere grillagee de sept metres de haut, balisee de cameras: une barriere 
entre deux continents qui ne suffit pas a decourager.1es assauts de clandestins prets atout. A 
I'aube, postes dans un mirador, les hommes de la Garde civile espagnole scrutent Ie territoire 
marocain a travers leurs puissantes jumelles de vision nocturne, depuis la route eclairee par des 
reverberes qui court Ie long des trois epaisseurs de grillage. En face, plongee dans I'obscurite, se 
dessine la masse du mont Gurugu, Oil des centaines de migrants d'Afrique noire guettent Ie 
moment propice pour s'elancer vers Ie sol europeen. "Depuis plusieurs mois, chaque jour, nous 
observons des groupes qui s'approchent. lis sont plus ou moins nombreux, ils ne parviennent pas 
tous a s'approcher, mais les tentatives sont presque quotidiennes", explique Ie sous-officier de 
garde, Javier Martinez. "lis se mettent pieds nus pour escalader Ie premier grillage, puis ils 
franchissent Ie deuxieme, puis Ie troisieme" . 

Espagne: arret tres attendu de la CEDH sur Ie cas d'une militante ETA 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Strasbourg - La Cour europeenne des droits de I'Homme (CEDH) va rendre lundi un arret 
attendu concernant la duree de detention d'une militante d'ETA, qui pourrait avoir des effets en 
cascade: en cas de condamnation, I'Espagne craint de devoir liberer des dizaines de detenus. 
Madrid a deja fait I'objet d'un premier desavoeu, la CEDH ayant juge en 2012 que la detention 
pro10ngee d'Ines Del Rio Prada, condamnee pour terrorisme, etait irreguliere. Mais la Cour a 
accepte de reexaminer I'affaire et de rendre un nouvel arret via sa Grande chambre, qui sera cette 
fois-ci definitif. Dans leur premiere decision de juillet 2012, les juges de Strasbourg avaient 
considere que la militante basque avait ete victime de I'application retroactive, et donc fautive, 
d'une nouvelle jurisprudence espagnole sur Ie calcul des remises de peine, dite "doctrine Parot". 
Mme Del Rio Prada, 55 ans, emprisonnee depuis 2009, avait ete condamnee en Espagne it 
differentes peines pour son implication dans des attentats. Le total s'elevait it plus de 3.000 ans 
de prison, rnais la duree avait ete ramenee it 30 ans, conforrnement la legislation alors en vigueur. 

France summons US ambassador over 'spying' 
AI Jazeera, 2013 1021 
Paris - France has called in the US ambassador to protest at allegations in Le Monde newspaper 
about large-scale spying on French citizens by the US National Security Agency, French Foreign 
Minister Laurent Fabius said. "I have immediately summoned the US ambassador and he will be 
received this morning at the Quai d'Orsay [the French Foreign Ministry]," Fabius told reporters 
at a European Union foreign ministers' meeting in Luxembourg on Monday. France and Mexico 
have demanded prompt explanations from Washington following fresh spying allegations leaked 
by former US security contractor Edward Snowden. Reports in Le Monde and German weekly 



Der Spiegel have revealed that the National Security Agency secretly recorded tens of millions 
of phone calls in France and hacked into former Mexican President Felipe Calderon's email 
account. \' 
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France summons US envoy over NSA surveillance claims ~.t II> ~ )0co 

The Guardian (London), Sam Jones, 2013 1021 
London - The French government has summoned the US ambassador in Paris, de;;anding an 
explanation about claims that the National Security Agency has been engaged in widespread 
phone surveillance of French citizens. On Monday, Le Monde published details from the NSA 
whistleblower Edward Snowden suggesting that the US agency had been intercepting phone calls 
on what it terms "a massive scale". The French interior minister, Manuel Valls, has described the 
revelations as shocking, and said he will be pressing for detailed explanations from Washington. 
"Rules are obviously needed when it comes to new communication technologies, and that's 
something that concerns every country," he told Europe-I radio. "If a friendly country - an ally 
spies on France or other European countries, that is completely unacceptable." The report in Le 
Monde, which carries the byline of outgoing Guardian journalist Glenn Greenwald - who worked 
with Snowden to lay bare the extent of the NSA's actions -- claims that between 10 December 
2012 and 8 January 2013 the NSA recorded 70.3m phone calls in France. 

France summons US envoy over spying claims 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 1021 
London - French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius has summoned the US ambassador over 
newspaper claims that the US spied on millions of phone calls in France. France has labelled 
such activity between allies as "unacceptable". Le Monde says the data, based on leaks from ex
intelligence analyst Edward Snowden, suggest the US NSA agency monitored businesses and 
officials as well as terrorism suspects. The intercepts were apparently triggered by certain key 
words. The paper says the National Security Agency (NSA) spied on 70.3 million phone calls in 
France in just 30 days between December 10 last year and January 8,2013. The paper did not 
say whether the operation, codenamed US-985D, was still in progress. 

Inside Israel's Frenemy Diplomacy With Turkey 
The Daily Beast, Eli Lake, 2013 10 21 
Washington - Last week, the Washington Post's David Ignatius revealed that in early 2012, 
Turkey gave sensitive information about Israel's spy operations to Iran--specifically, the names 
ofup to ten Iranians who had been meeting with Israeli intelligence officers in Turkey. To many 
people in the intelligence community, the news was seen as a grave betrayal. "The fact those ten 
spies were burned by the Turks by purposely informing the Iranians is not only a despicable act, 
it is an act that brings the Turkish intelligence organization to a position where I assume no one 
will ever trust it again," said Danny Yatom, a former chiefofIsrael's intelligence service, the 
Mossad, in an interview. A retired senior CIA officer who spoke to The Daily Beast compared 
the incident to the betrayal of the Cambridge Five, a network of Soviet moles that provided 
highly sensitive intelligence to Moscow at the dawn of the Cold War. All of which makes it 
especially surprising to some that Israel appeared to move on from the incident so quickly. This 
is evidenced by the fact that Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu authorized a diplomatic 
outreach to Turkey to restore ties even after he learned about the alleged security breach. (While 
U.S. officials confirm the details revealed by Ignatius, the Turkish government has denied them.) 



La NSA a recolte des millions de donnees en France (C~a(la 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 1021 Ii: Q ~ 
Paris - L'agence americaine de renseignement NSA utilise une forme d'espionnage tiree du 
programme appele " US-985D ". Cette serie de num~I:,os concerneraitles pays anglo-saxons 
historiquement proches de Washington, Ie Royaume~niJ Ie Canada, I'Australie et la Nouvelle
Zelande, connus sous Ie nomm de " Five Eyes ". L'agence americaine de renseignemen!, NSA, a 
intercepte de fayon massive les communications telephoniques des citoyens fj:an~is, 'tlvele lundi 
Ie quotidien Le Monde, citant des documents de I'ancien consultant de la SA, Edwar " 't 
Snowden. Sur une periode de trente jours, entre Ie 10 decembre 2012 et Ie 8 janvier, 2013, 70,3 . 
millions d'enregistrements de donnees telephoniques des Franvais ont ete ~ffed es pllr aNSA, 
precise Ie site lemonde.IT avant la publication de la version papier. Ces pieces, devoilee ~n juin 
par I'ex-consultat de I'agence, Edward Snowden, decrivent les techniques utilisees pour capter 
iIIegalement les secrets ou la simple vie privee des Fran~is, ajoute Ie quotidien. 

La resistance au gaz de schiste s'internationalise (Canada) 
Le Monde, Audrey Garric, 2013 \0 21 
Paris - Des manifestations etaient prevues dans de nombreux pays tentes par I'exploitation de 
cette energie. AIors que de plus en plus de pays s'ouvrent aI'exploration et I'exploitation des 
petrole et gaz de schiste, les contestations se succedent. Samedi 19 octobre, des manifestations 
etaient organisees en France (a Paris, Toulouse, Lille), aux Etats-Unis, au Canada, en Angleterre, 
en AIlemagne ou encore en Roumanie aI'occasion de la Joumee mondiale contre Ie gaz de 
schiste. Car, si ces hydrocarbures non conventiQnnels font miroiter aux entreprises et aux pays 
revenus, recettes fiscales et emplois - jusqu'au reve d'une independance energetique -, i1s sont 
vertement critiques pour leurs consequences nefastes sur I'environnement ainsi que sur Ie climat. 
Tour d'horizon de ces mouvements d'opposition. 

Le spectre du terrorisme sur Ie val de Suse 
Le Figaro, Richard Heuze, 2013 \0 21 
Lyon, France - Les manifestations des «No"TAV», ces opposants au projet de TGV Lyon-Turin, 
se font de plus en plus violentes en Italie. L'interminable guerilla des anti-TGV du val de Suse 
Au petit matin, Ie bersaglier de bronze di Porta Pia, qui commemore I'irruption victorieuse des 
forces de Savoie dans Rome en septembre 1870, brandissait Ie drapeau «No TAV», symbole des 
opposants au projet de TGV Lyon-Turin. Nombreux etaient les irreductibles presents la veille 
dans la manifestation qui a paralyse Ie centre de Rome et a vu des affrontements violents avec la 
police. Dans Ie val de Suse, Ie chantier du TGV, situe ala Maddalena, dix kilometres apres la 
sortie du tunnel autoroutier du Fn\jus, s'est transforrne en camp militaire. Barrieres antiemeutes 
surmontees de barbeles et grilles coulissantes en fer en dHendent I'acces. L'armee contr61e les 
portes tandis que des pelotons de policiers parcourent Ie site en permanence. La securite est 
maximale sur cet imposant chantier: des ouvriers - une centaine au total - achevent de construire 
ala hiite un immense hangar pour proteger Ie tunnelier en cours d'assemblage. 

Les services secrets americains tres interesses par Wanadoo et Alcatel-Lucent 
Le Monde, Jacques Follorou, Glenn Greenwald, 2013 1021 
Paris - Les adresses de messagerie de I'entreprise franco- americaine de tehlcommunications et 
celles de I'ancienne filiale d'Orange, qui compte encore 4,5 millions d'utilisateurs, ont ete 



espionnees. La toile tissee par la NSA, revelee par Edward Snowden, l'ex-consultant de la plus 
importante agence de renseignement americaine, est symbole de gigantisme. On en sait, 
aujourd'hui, davantage sur les procedures et l'exhaustivite de l'intrusion americaine. C'est une 
certitude, les Etats-Unis fouillent les secrets de leurs allies comme deJeurs ennemis. En 
revanche, peu d'elements ont encore filtre sur l'autre visage de cet espionnage, celui ou 
apparaissent les individus ou les entreprises cibles par Ie gouvernement americain. Cette facette, 
sans doute la plus explicite en termes d'atteinte aux libertes publiques et individuelles, ne 
concerne donc pas que les pays consideres comme des adversaires mais egalement des nations 
amies comme la France, au coeur des centres d'intenlt de la NSA. Des documents de cette 
agence, obtenus par Le Monde, illustrent cette intrusion, iI grande echelle, dans l'espace prive des 
citoyens fran~is comme dans les secrets de grandes entreprises nationales. 

N-Iiability pact still elusive 
The Hindu, Nirupama Subramanian, 20 \3 10 21 
Moscow - A crucial agreement on Kudankulam is still not on the table but on what is possibly 
his last official visit to an old friend ofIndia, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh will seek to 
reiterate the "strategic congruence" of a relationship that New Delhi believes has been 
successfully reinvented for the new century. As Manmohan Singh landed in the Russian capital 
on Sunday afternoon for the 14th annual bilateral summit, it was clear that the agreement most 
sought after by both countries was still proving elusive. Lawyers on both sides are said to be 
poring over the fine print of the liability clauses that Russians are apprehensive about in any deal 
to supply two more reactors to the Kudankulam nuclear power station in Tamil Nadu. The 
convergence on strategic issues, including·the shared interest in Afghanistan'S future, and peace 
and stability in the region, is likely to form the centrepiece of the talks between Prime Minister 
Singh and Russian President Vladimir Putin at the Kremlin on Monday. 

Nairobi Mall Attack: AI Shabaab's Scandinavian Connection 
The Daily Beast, Christopher Dickey, 20\3 1020 
New York - Larvik, a former whaling village on the eastern coast of Norway, would seem an 
unlikely hotbed ofjihadists. But it now appears that among those men who attacked a shopping 
mall in Nairobi last month, killing at least 70 people, there may have been a 23-year-old 
Norwegian citizen from Larvik named Hassan Abdi Dhuhulow. If so, he would be part of a long, 
and sometimes surprising line of young men born abroad but raised in Scandinavia who have 
embraced the most violent versions ofislam. They have sought to wage what they see as holy 
war wherever they think they stand the greatest chance of glory and "martyrdom." But as the 
most recent surveillance videos from the Westgate Mall attacks in Kenya demonstrate all too 
clearly, they become nothing more or less than cold-blooded murderers. Stig Jarle Hansen, an 
associate professor at Norwegian University of Life Sciences near Oslo and author of AI
Shabaab in Somalia has studied the phenomenon for years. He says the terrorist nexus in the land 
of the midnight sun suggests just how complex and interwoven the world of international jihadist 
gangs and organizations has become. AI Qaeda, in its various iterations, is a significant player, 
but not always the decisive one. Allegiances shift unpredictably. 

Revelations sur la NSA: Valls veut des "explications" 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 20\3 \0 21 
Paris - Les informations selon lesquelles l'Agence de securite nationale americaine (NSA) a 



intercepte de fayon massive les communications telephoniques des Franyais sont "choquantes" et 
"vont appeler des explications", a declare lundi Ie ministre de l'Interieur, Manuel Valls. Les 
revelations du quotidien Le Monde sont "choquantes et vont appeler des explications precises 
des autorites americaines dans les heures qui viennen~", a-t-il afflfme sur Europe I . "Avec les 
nouvelles technologies de la communication, il faut evidemment des fI\gles, cela concerne tous 
les pays", a souligne Ie ministre. "Si un pays ami, un pays allie espionne la France ou espionne 
d'autres pays europeens c'est tout afait inacceptable", a-t-il poursuivi. Sur une peoode de trente 
jours, entre Ie 10 decembre 2012 et Ie 8 janvier 2013,70,3 millions d'enregistrements de donnees 
telephoniques des Franyais ont ete effectues par la NSA, a revele lundi Ie site lemonde.fr, citant 
des documents de I'ancien consultant de l'agence americaine Edward Snowden. 

Wby Turkey is firing on jibadistsin Syria 
Now Lebanon, Tony Badran, 2013 \0 21 
Beirut - On Tuesday, the Turkish military fired across the border with Syria onto positions of the 
jihadist group known as the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). This action marked a 
first for the Turks, spurring commentary that Ankara has finally become aware of the supposed 
danger of its permissive border policy with Islamist groups in Syria. Perhaps. Or perhaps the 
shelling was an attempt by Turkey to deflect criticism from the US, as the incident occurred as 
anonymous US officials have taken to the media to criticize Turkey and other regional backers of. 
the Syrian rebels. The likely purpose of this media campaign is to get allies to fall in line behind 
the White House's preferences in Syria and the direction of its regional policy more broadly. For 
a while now, the Obama administration has been using the media to air its complaints about 
financial and other support going to salafist groups in Syria. 

India'lnde 

Indian Mujahideen trying to turn into Qaida-style network 
Times ofIndia, Caesar Mandai, 2013 10 21 
New Delhi - Indian Mujahideen is now trying to grow up as a terror network like Al-Qaida, 
keeping a close liaison with Pakistan based Qaida network Tehreek -E -Taliban, admits arrested 
1M leader Yasin Bhatkal, during his recent interrogations by different intelligence agencies. 
Yasin Bhatkal claimed that their ultimate mission is to uphold Sharia in India like the 
Mujahideen in Afghanistan and Somalia. In both countries Islamic terror networks are believed 
to be a part of Al-Qaida. To define 1M links with Pakistan, Yasin reportedly claimed that 1M is 
totally different from LeT who works as a puppet ofPakistan-based counter espionage agency 
lSI. Yasin has to say that they keep a tactical understanding with lSI for logistic support. Yasin's 
interrogation also unearthed that more than half a dozen 1M recruits from north India were killed 
in Afghanistan who went there to fight for the Talibans. 

Manmoban Singb-Vladimir Putin talks will focus on Taliban 
Times ofIndia, Rajeev Deshpande, 2013 1021 
Moscow - Signaling a strong convergence to protect their strategic stakes in Afghanistan, India 
and Russia are set to emphasize that Pakistan's bid to rehabilitate Taliban is not an acceptable 
outcome post the US drawdown. A "fundamental commonality" over combating terrorism is 
expected to be the focus of the joint statement to be issued on Monday after Prime Minister 
Manmohan Singh's bilateral summit with Russian President Vladimir Putin at the Kremlin . India 
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and Russia will not ink contracts for units 3 and 4 of the Kudankulam nuclear power plant 
negotiations are held up in legal nitty-gritty - but will look to m~e up for the disappointment by 
leveraging a strategic confluence over the security scenario in Mglianistan. Speaking on 
background, a senior official said, "Any resurgence of regressiv forces ~seen as a code for 
Taliban) or extremism is not desirable. A chance tp ~xchange views at the highest level is always 
helpful." .., < i. "'" 
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o/f~(;q <::',,~ 1I~.11 Terrorist Attacks Foiled in Southeastern Iran 
Q ' ~ Fars News Agency, 2013 1021 

Tehran - Commander of the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) Major General 
Mohammad Ali Jafari announced on Sunday that his forces have thwarted II foreign-backed 
terrorist plots, including suicide attacks, in the Southeastern parts of the country this year. "This 
year, the terrorist groups and hirelings of the arrogant powers have sought to carry out II 
different operations, including a suicide attack, in the Southeastern parts of Iran which were all 
defused as a result of the efforts made by the IRGC forces," Jafari said in the holy city of 
Mashhad, Northeastern Iran today. He warned Washington and other countries which support the 
terrorist groups against Iran that their puppet terrorists might one day betray them, and said, "If 
these puppet groups stand against the US, they will be able to carry out their suicide and savage 
operations at the very heart of the US." 

Iran has swiftly achieved diplomatic success: Rouhani 
Tehran Times, Political Desk, 2013 1021 
Tehran - Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said on Sunday that in a short period oftime, his 
administration has been able to halt the trend of increasing sanctions on Iran through active 
diplomacy, constructive interaction with the outside world, and the support of the Supreme 
Leader. "With the grace of God and thanks to the political epic of the people in the election, the 
diplomatic movement of the government, in constructive interaction with the world and through 
the support and trust of the Supreme Leader of the Islamic Revolution, has produced valuable 
results in this short time, which has both prompted governments to praise democracy in Iran and 
also halt the increasing trend of sanctions against Iran," Rouhani said at a cabinet session on 
Tuesday afternoon. He went on to say that Iran has taken the initiative on the international stage 
through active diplomacy and has won the battle in the court of public opinion in the countries 
that have imposed sanctions OQ Iran. 

Iran's Armed Forces Stage Massive Air Defense Drills 
Fars News Agency, 2013 10 21 
Tehran - The Iranian Armed Forces, including the Army and the Islamic Revolution Guards 
Corps (IRGC), have taken part in massive air defense exercises in October, a senior Iranian 
commander announced on Sunday. Commander of Khatam ol-Anbia Air Defense Base Brigadier 
General Farzad Esmayeeli said that his base along with the country's Armed Forces' units, 
including the IRGC, have participated in the massive aerial drills codenamed 'Modafe'an-e 
Aseman-e Velayat 5 (Defenders of Velayat Skies 5)'. "These exercises were held in an area 
stretching over 700,000 kilometers of land," Brigadier General Esmayeeli said. He added that 
12,000 forces ofboth the Army and the IRGC have taken part in the drills. Last month, Brigadier 



General Esmayeeli pointed to an air defense drill held last year, saying the exercises involved a 
large number oftroops as well as indigenously- developed air defense systems and were staged 
in a warm region of the country. 

Iranian, Russian Commanders Discuss Air Defense Cooperation 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1021 
Tehran - Commander ofIran's Khatam ol-Anbia Air Defense Base Brigadier Generalfarzad 
Esmayeeli and Russian Air Force Commander Lieutenant General Vilctor Bondarev in a meeting 
in Tehran on Sunday discussed mutual cooperation in defense fields. During the meeting in 
Tehran today, Brigadier General Esmayeeli and Lieutenant Bondarev also discussed exchange of 
information, air defense techniques, electronic and radar as well as missile systems. Lieutenant 
General Bondarev arrived in the Iranian capital at the head of a military delegation on Sunday. 
Earlier today, Iranian Air Force Commander Brigadier General Hassan Shah Safi and his 
Russian counterpart discussed mutual cooperation and regional developments. The two top air 
force commanders underlined the need for the further expansion of bilateral and mutual 
cooperation. The Iranian and Russian air force commanders also exchanged views over 
important issues, including missile and defense cooperation. 

Middle East· Moyen-Orient 

30 more Palestinian prisoners to be released, sources say 
Times ofIsrael, Lazar Berman and Avi Issacharoff, 2013 10 21 
Jerusalem - Israel is expected to release a second group of 30 Palestinian prisoners on October 29 
as part of ongoing peace efforts, Palestinian and Israeli sources told The Times ofIsrael Monday. 
The batch will include more members of the group of 104 pre-Oslo Peace Accords inmates Israel 
has pledged to release, contingent on progress in the talks. Twenty- six prisoners were released 
in the first wave on August 13, just after talks started. The most dangerous prisoners would be 
banished to the Gaza Strip, Yedioth Ahronoth reported. The government still has not approved 
the release, the paper said. The Prime Ministers Office declined to confirm the reports, but said a 
public notice would be sent out before any prisoner release and it would not be done in the dead 
of night. Israel agreed in July to a four-stage release of 104 prisoners, many of whom were 
convicted of brutal murders, serving sentences for acts of terror committed before the signing of 
the Oslo Accords in 1993. 

AI Qaeda-linked extremists cause new Syria refugee crisis 
NBC News, Ammar Cheikhomar, Henry Austin, 2013 1020 
Ankara - Syrian refugees once sought sanctuary in Turkey from the forces ofPresident Bashar 
Assad, but now a reign of terror imposed by hard line Islamic fighters linked to aI Qaeda is 
what's forcing many to flee across the border, Syrians have told NBC News. "We get killed now 
by two terrorist parties. Bashar and the ISIS," said Urn Mohammed, referring to one of the 
groups known as the Islamic State of the Levant. Speaking from a refugee camp inside Turkey, 
Mohammed said she had run away to escape from the "extremist Islamic group" after they came 
to her hometown near the border. "I'm afraid of the ISIS," said the 34-year-old mother ofeight 
whose husband was killed while fighting Assad's forces in Aleppo. "They prevented the teaching 
ofgirls in schools, imposed lengthening beards, banned smoking, playing music, loud laughter 
and asked the women to cover their faces." Groups like the ISIS have "expanded their influence 



significantly in 2013," according to a recent report by military journal Jane's Defense Weekly, 
bolstered by an increasing number of foreign fighters among their ranks. 

o 
AI-Nusra Front sent 4 car bombs to Lebanon '" (. ~O 
Now Lebanon, Staff Report, 2013 10 21 Ct~.( I 

Beirut - The AI-Qaeda-Iinked AI-Nusra Front has allegedly assembled four car bombs and sent 
them to Lebanon, according to a document sent by the General Security chief for Beirut Airport 
to the head of the airport's security. The document, which LBC received a copy of, said that two 
of the cars -a 1988 white Mercedes-Benz 300 with a forged license plate, and a 1985 sifver four~ 
wheel drive Nissan Patrol- were sent from Arsal to unidentified destinations on October 17. The 
two remaining cars were identified by the document as a black Mercedes-Benz 230 bearing a 
Hezbollah badge on its windows for camouflage and a silver four-wheel drive Chevrolet Blazer. 
The operation took place under the supervision of head of the AI- Nusra Front, Palestinian 
Sheikh Abou Imad Toufic Hijazi, and Lebanese citizen Kayed Ghadada, who has become the 
head ofOmar al-Atrash Group, which has been accused of carrying out the Dahiyeh bombings in 
August. 

AI-Qaeda targets oil tanker in Hadhramawt 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 10 21 
Sana'a - As more news is coming through ofanother terror-run attacked against Yemen's 
economic interests, security experts and the international community are increasingly concerned 
over Yemen's coalition government ability to stem off Islamic militants and prevent a return to 
power. Back in 2011, at the height of the Arab Spring al-Qaeda militants used the power vacuum 
which the popular uprising created to seize large swathes of land in the restive southern province 
of Abyan. Both the cities ofJaar and Zinjibar were declared Islamic Caliphate under al-Qaeda's 
rule, an event which profoundly shocked Yemenis as for the first time, the reality of Islamic 
extremism became a ground reality. President Abdo Rabbo Mansour Hadi had to enrol the help 
oflocal tribes and dispatch several military battalions to dislodge al-Qaeda militants and reclaim 
ownership over its territories in 2012. 

All clues point to Israel in Vasser Ararat death 
GulfNewsJ Staff Report, 2013 1021 ' 
Dubai: At first they thought it must have been something he'd eaten. About two hours after 
having supper, at 11.30pm on the evening of October II , 2004, Vasser Arafat felt sick. The 75
year-old chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) vomited twice, then felt a little 
better. But when he awoke the next morning, he felt worse. A doctor diagnosed viral 
gastroenteritis, and the Palestinian leader was given medicine. By that evening he seemed to be 
responding well, and a report later stated he "continued with his usual activities" at his 
compound in Ramallah on the West Bank. Over the next few days Arafat's condition stahilised, 
but did not improve. Medical staff were bamed, and it was only when Tunisian doctors were 
summoned, nearly two weeks after he fell ill, that the real cause of Arafat's illness was 
diagnosed: thrombocytopenia -- a reduced number of platelets in the blood. 

Arab League announces date for Syria peace talks 
The National (U AE), Phil Sands, 2013 10 21 
London - International peace talks to end the war in Syria are scheduled to take place on 



November 23, the head of the Arab League said on Sunday. The likelihood of that date being 
met was, however, immediately called into question by Dlkhdar Brahimi, the UN special envoy 
to Syria, who said no firm timetable had been set, and that peace talks could not take place 
without credible opposition involvement. "I discussed the Syria file w' th Lakhdar Brahimi and it 
was decided that the Geneva meeting would take place on November 23 and arrangements are 
being made to prepare for this conference," Arab League chiefNabil Elaraby said in Cairo after 
meeting Mr Brahimi. "Of course there are many arrangements and many obstacles and f, 

difficulties that have to be overcome," he said. These obstacles to the much delayed Geneva 2 
peace talks, a follow up to the initial Geneva conference of June last year, may prove 
insurmountable. t 
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. Arab states send mixed messages on Saudi UN seat ~c. 
Gulf News, Staff Report, 2013 10 21 8 

CairolUnited Nations - Arab League chiefNabil AI Arabi on Sunday backed Saudi Arabia's 
rejection of a seat on the UN Security Council, saying the diplomatic body had failed in its 
responsibility towards the Arab world. AI Arabi told reporters that Saudi Arabia was right to 
object to the Security Council's management methods and the fact that it failed in its 
responsibility to secure international peace, "which it is not doing at all. " He said Arab states, 
including Palestine and Syria, were the worst affected by the Security Council's weakness in the 
last six decades. On Saturday, however, the Arab Group at the United Nations urged Saudi 
Arabia to reconsider its decision. "We hope that they (Saudi Arabia), who are amongst the 
blessed who represent the Arab and Islamic world at this important and historical stage, 
specifically for the Middle East region ... maintain their membership in the Security Council," 
the Arab Group's statement said. 

(Arabian Gulfsecurity top agenda at Bahrain conference 
Gulf News, Habib Toumi, 2013 1021 
Manama: The status of the Arabian Gulf security in a changing environment will be reviewed at 
an international conference to be held in Bahrain next week. The Gulf Strategic Conference, 
organised by the Bahrain Centre for Strategic, International and Energy Studies (DERASAT), 
will also discuss the global strategic transformations and their impact upon the prevailing world 
order and the 2011 Arab world transformations and their effect on regional order in the Middle 
East and North Africa (MENA). The conference will also address the strategic GeC-US 
partnership and the chances available for Gee countries to build a new security system. It will 
also look at the GeC-Turkish relations, the Iranian nuclear issue and its impacts on the region, 
cyberspace era and measures to face its challenges, the strategic developments in the Middle 
East, the impact of the 2011 Arab upheavals on regional order, cross-border extremist religious 
organisations and the geopolitical threats they pose and scenarios to resolve the Syrian crisis. 

Bahrain set for security forum 
Bahrain Daily News, 2013 1021 
Manama - A major security summit that will draw policy makers, senior government officials 
and top military officials is set to take place in Bahrain. The ninth International Institute for 
Strategic Studies (IISS) Regional Security Summit - The Manama Dialogue 2013 - will be held 
from December 6 to 8. It will focus on the Syrian conflict, energy security in the Middle East and 
other major issues. The inter-governmental summit is held so that national security leaders from 



the Gulf, wider Middle East, North America, Europe and Asia can consult bilaterally and 
multilaterally on key security and foreign policy challenges, organisers said. The forum, 
launched in 2004, has established itself as an important platform to debate major regional and 
global security, political and economic issues. Senior governmental delegations will assemble to 
address key themes such as Syria, Egypt, sectarianism and extremism, Gee ihtegration and 
military co- operation. ~ 

Court orders Iranian spy Mansouri remanded to custody I}o..,"Ie,. ~~ 
Jerusalem Post, Yonah Jeremy Bob, 2013 10 21 "I) 

Jerusalem - The Lod District Court ordered the alleged Iranian spy who was arrested last month 
to be remanded to police custody until the end of his case. The suspected agent, Ali Mansouri 
was arrested while trying to leave Israel on September 11 . Mansouri made no attempt to oppose 
the prosecution's request to keep him detained. Also, Mansouri was formally arraigned and the 
court ordered him to make a formal plea and respond to the charges against him on December 1. 
The Central District Attorney's Office filed its indictment against Mansouri on October 6 for 
spying and assisting an enemy in time of war. Mansouri had been sent to Israel to set up a base 
for Iranian intelligence and terrorism networks, security sources said when he was arrested. The 
Shin Bet (Israel Security Agency) said the 55-year-old suspect had been recruited by Iran's Quds 
Force, the extraterritorial unit responsible for special operations, terrorism and subversion run by 
the Revolutionary Guards Corps. 

Deadly clashes erupt at Iraqi police headquarters in Fallujah 
AI Arabiya, 2013 1021 
Baghdad - A coordinated attack including several gunmen and two suicide bombers has killed 
five policemen in a former al-Qaeda stronghold in Iraq, officials said. According to a police 
officer, speaking to the Associated Press, one bomber detonated his explosives-laden belt at the 
main checkpoint outside police headquarters in the central city ofFallujah on Monday morning. 
A second bomber' blew himself up near the headquarters'gates as security forces engaged in a 
shout out with gunmen, who later fled the scene. The attack wounded nine policemen, reported 
the Associated Press. A medical official confirmed the causality figures. Both officials spoke on 
condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to make public statements. Fallujah, a 
former insurgent stronghold, is 65 kilometers west ofBaghdad. (Full Report). 

Death toll rises to 37, dozens injured of Hama terrorist suicide bombing 
Syrian Arab News Agency, 2013 1021 
Rama - Thirty-seven citizens were martyred and dozens injured after a suicide terrorist blew up a 
truck near the Agricultural Mechanization Company at the outskirts of the central province of 
Rama Sunday. An official source announced that a suicide terrorist blew himself up in a truck 
loaded with 1.5 tons of explosives at the eastern entrance ofRama to al-Salamiyeh area, 
claiming the lives of thirty-seven citizens, among them two children, while dozens others were 
wounded .. The death toll is likely to rise due to the critical cases among many' injured citizens, 
according to the source. The terrorist bombing took place amidst heavy traffic when a truck filled 
with gas cylinders for domestic use was passing by, leading to their burst, in addition to causing 
heavy material losses to more than 32 cars and residential and trade buildings in the area, the 
source added. (Full Report). 



Barnas chief favors renewed armed struggle against Israel 
Saudi Gazette, Staff Report, 2013 1 0 21 
Gaza - The Gaza Strip's Hamas Prime Minister Ismail Haniyeh Saturday called for an "armed 
resistance" against the restarted peace talks between Israel and Palestinians, the Associated Press 
reported. Haniyeh, who made the remarks in a speech marking two years since captured Israeli 
soldier Gilad Shalit was exchanged for 1,027 Palestinian prisoners, urged all Palestinian factions 
to reject the talks. Israel and the West Bank government ofPresident Mahmoud Abbas are 
currently in negotiations. Israeli officials on Sunday said troops uncovered a tunnel running from 
Gaza 450 meters into Israel and allegedly intended as a springboard for attacks. The Hamas chief 
has also denied reports that his group was involved in fighting in the neighboring Egyptian Sinai 
or in Syria, Agence France-Presse reported. "We did not interfere in the affairs of any country 
and are not involved in the events or differences or internal conflicts ofany country," Haniyeh 
said. 

Bow millions of violent Muslim deaths feed the cycle of terrorism 
NBC News, Robert Windrem, Richard Engel, 2013 1021 
New York - The West, especially the United States, is waging a campaign ofgenocide and 
oppression against Muslims aimed at wiping Islam's followers off the map -- at least that's how 
radical Islamists see it. That propaganda message - publicized and parroted by Islamic militants 
the world over - has reverberated with deadly results this year in Boston, London and Nairobi. 
And underscored by continuing conflicts in Egypt, Syria, Africa and elsewhere, it is gaining 
traction among mainstream Muslims and even forcing the White House to consider its impact 
when setting foreign policy. Why? Because of this fact, according to Ed Husain, senior fellow 
for Middle Eastern Studies at the Council on Foreign Relations: Muslims have been dying 
violently in staggering numbers over the past three decades in conflicts around the world, many 
of them instigated by non-Muslim nations. "The ugly truth is that it is real," he said. "You can't 
go past a single month in the past 30 years without reports ofMuslims being killed in some part 
of the world or another, and that sticks." An NBC News analysis of data from a variety of 
sources indicates that more than 4 million Muslims have died in conflicts in Afghanistan, Iraq, 
Bosnia, Chechnya and elsewhere since 1980. The data, which is imprecise, politically charged 
and often unverifiable, comes from human rights organizations, academic studies, the U.N. and 
from groups representing the victims. Many terrorism experts and Islamic scholars caution that 
the notion that the West is orchestrating "a genocide" is a gross oversimplification. 

Improvised Explosive Device: Terrorists' weapon of choice 
The Express Tribune, Asad Kharal, 2013 10 21 
Lahore - It is the perfect weapon for asymmetric warfare and urban militant groups. The 
Improvised Explosive-Device (lED), or crudely homemade bomb, has increasingly been used by 
insurgents on both sides of the Durand Line. Reason: It's cheap and easy to make. More than 
51 ,000 people have lost their lives as a result of lED blasts since the war against terrorism began, 
said Director-General Military Operations Major General Ishfaq Nadeem Ahmad at the C-IED 
symposium in Rawalpindi on May 20. At the same symposium, army chief Ashfaq Parvez 
Kayani said, "The threat and impact of these weapons is not Oust1Pakistan-specific. These have 
been used with unfortunate consistency in Iraq and Afghanistan. The recent Boston bombings 
involving the use of an lED manifest the international dimension of this threat and serves as a 



stark reminder that even the most developed nations of the world remain vulnerable to this 
threat. " 

Iraq's Sahwa fighters awaken to threats from AI Qlteda 
Reuters, 2013 10 21 
Baghdad - Ahmed froze as he opened the small white envelope left on his doorstep in the town 
of Latifiya. Shaking, he looked around before reading the words scrawled on the envelope. 
Inside was a bullet. "The message was clear: I must leave or I will be slaughtered," said Ahmed, 
who immediately left home with his family and is now living with relatives in another town. 
Ahmed was targeted for belonging to a government-backed Sunni militia formed at the height of 
Iraq's sectarian conflict in late 2006, when Sunni tribesmen joined forces with US troops and 
rebelled against AI Qaeda in what came to be known as the "Sahwa" (Awakening). But the tide 
is now turning back towards AI Qaeda and other insurgents whose onslaught against the Shiite
led government and its allies has killed more than 6,000 people this year in an ominous echo of 
the bloodshed that peaked in 2006-07. 

Le Barnas revendique I'usage de tunnels depuis Gaza pour lutter contre Israel 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Gaza,Territoires palestiniens - La branche militaire du Hamas a reconnu lundi etre aI'origine 
d'un tunnel creuse entre Gaza et l'Etat israelien, devant lui permettre I'enlevement de soldats 
israeli ens. "Ce tunnel a ete creuse par des hommes de (Izzadine) al-Qassam qui ne flechiront pas 
dans leurs efforts pour frapper I'occupatio" (israelienne) et kidnapper des soldats", a declare Ie 
porte-parole du groupe Abou Obeida sur I'antenne de al-Aqsa, la radio du Hamas. "Nous 
agissons sur Ie sol et dans Ie sous- sol pour faire liberer les prisonniers (detenus par Israel)". 
"Enlever des soldats est la seul maniere de lutter contre I'occupation (israelienne)", a- t-il ajoute. 

Le vent du changement regional sur Ie point de toucher Ie Liban 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Fady Noun, 2013 10 21 
Beyrouth - La situation Petit apetit, la donne - et Ie vent - changent. Le vent d'abord. La 
liberation des otages chiites a fait des rides, sinon des vaguelettes, ala surface de I'eau stagnante 
que I'on nous fait croire etre I'hegemonie du Hezbollah sur la communaute chiite. La fascination 
qu'exerce Hassan Nasrallah sur Ie commun des mortels de la banlieue sud n'est certes pas encore 
remise en question, mais la verite commence a poindre au travers de quelques breches dans Ie 
mur de la pensee officielle. L'inoubliable et folle soiree de dimanche al'Aeroport Rafic Hariri en 
est la meilleure preuve. II fallait en effet entendre Abbas Cheaib remettre en question les sacro
saints axiomes du Hezbollah et sa rhetorique, pour comprendre que quelque chose ne va plus au 
sein de ce parti . 

Mass support for Smart City initiative at Gitex Technology Week 
Gulf News, Zaher Bitar and Faisal Masudi, 2013 10 21 
Dubai : The new 'Smart City' initiative for Dubai has received mass support at the Gitex 
Technology Week, with government departments showcasing the latest gadgets and systems to 
provide services. The initiative was announced on Saturday by His Highness Shaikh Mohammad 
Bin Rashid AI Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai. It 
aims to empower delivery of services and information through smart devices and systems 
interconnecting various government departments on high-speed networks. Government officials 



at Gitex said they expect details of the initiative to follow and pledged support to ensure its 
success. Many said it was too early to comment on specifi% but added that developments at 
Gitex indicate progress in on track. Ahmad Bin Humaidan, director general ofDubai Smart 
Government, told Gulf News: "Dubai Smart Government has the best infrastructure to transform 
into Smart City and serve the interest of Dubai nationals, residents, business community and 
tourists. " 0 v. ,. 

1"/0 "'~~~ 
Neuf otages libanais detenus en Syrie ont ete Iiberes 
Le Monde, Journaliste maison, 20\3 1021 
Beyrouth - Neuf pelerins chiites libanais enleves en mai 2012 en Syrie par des rebelles syriens 
ont cite liberes, a annonce, vendredi 18 octobre, Marwan Charbel, ministre libanais de I'interieur. 
lis ont franchi la frontiere turque avant de regagner Ie pays du Cedre. Ces neuf otages avaient cite 
enleves dans la province d'Alep (nord de la Syrie) alors qu'ils revenaient d'un pelerinage en Iran. 
Malgre les dementis des families, les ravisseurs les accusaient d'appartenir au Hezbollah, Ie parti 
chiite libanais qui soutient activement Ie regime syrien. 

North Bekaa gears up for Syria battle 
Lebanon Daily Star, Rakan al-Fakih, 2013 10 21 
Beirut - Amid media reports poi)1ting to signs that the Syrian army is preparing to launch an 
attack to regain rebel-held areas in the strategic border area of Qalamoun, officials in the 
adjacent Lebanese village of Arsal say they will only take up arms if provoked by Hezbollah. In 
Arsal, the anticipated battle in Qalamoun was the talk of the town, with residents speculating 
many scenarios. The worst entailed Hezbollah dispersing rocket launchers along the western 
mountain trails ofBaalbek and Herme! facing the Qalamoun range, which includes Arsal. 
Residents expressed fear that their village would be seized in the attack, cutting off access to 
surrounding mostly Shiite villages, on which they are dependent economically to sustain their 
livelihoods. The main road leading to Arsal passes through the Shiite town ofLabweh, which is 
controlled by Hezbollah. The Qalamoun region is a rugged expanse extending from rural 
Damascus and flanking Lebanon's borders to the east. 

Qatar recovers websites after hacking by pro-Assad Syrians 
The National (UAE), Staff Report, 20\3 1021 
Doha - Qatari authorities have restored se~eral government websites attacked by hackers from 
the Syrian Electronic Army, which supports President Bashar AI Assad's regime, local media 
reported on Sunday. Qatar's Supreme Council ofinformation and Technology (ictQatar) said in a 
statement carried by local media that it has "recovered all government web sites hacked on 
Saturday" . It said it was ready to "deal with any similar future operations". No financial losses 
were caused by the hacking that targeted websites with the "gov.qa" domain name, local media 
quoted ictQatar as saying on Twitter. The Qatari interior ministry's page was among the websites 
hit. But the ministry said on Twitter that data registered on the website was not affected. Qatar, 
along with Saudi Arabia, has openly supported rebels battling Mr Assad's regime since an 
uprising against his rule broke out in March 20 II . 

Riyadh favours engagement with Iran 
GulfNews, Staff Report, 20 \3 10 21 
Dubai : Senior Saudi Prince Turki Bin Faisal AI Saud has said that new Iranian President Hassan 



Rouhani will have to deliver before others take him seriously. In his recent address to the Iranian 
American community, Prince Turki said that despite King Abdullah Bin Abdul Aziz's invitation 
to the new Iranian President to perform Haj this year, Rouhani has "unfortunately declined to 
accept" . Prince Turki, a former Saudi Ambassador to US, said Saudi Arabia favours engagement 
with Iran, and President Barack Obama's overture to Rouhani will hopefully lead to Iran's return 
to the International community as a contributor to peace and stability. "Rouhani's sensible 
discourse is in distinct contrast to [Mahmoud] Ahmadinejad's bluster and bombast. With the 
world community opening its arms to embrace Rouhani, his major obstacle lies in the orces of 
darkness in Qum and Tehran. 

Saudi move 'represents Muslim world view' 
Arab News, Abdullah AI-Bargi, 2013 1021 
Jeddah - Experts have welcomed the Saudi government's decision to reject a two-year stint on 
the United Nations Security Council (UNSC). The Kingdom rejected the seat on Friday, a day 
after its election onto the body, because it believes the UNSC has failed to solve world conflicts 
including the Syrian crisis. Abdullatif Al-Zayani, GeC secretary-general, said the Kingdom 
wants the UNSC to reform and fulfill its mandate outlined in the UN Charter to maintain peace 
and security in the world. Al-Zayani said the UNSC has failed to carry out its responsibilities on 
issues affecting Arab countries. Saudi columnist Ali Al-Mousa agreed with the decision, despite 
the heated competition for the seat on the UNSC. "I was not surprised by this unprecedented 
move following the UN failure to do what it said it would do. It is better for the Kingdom to 
withdraw than to engage in mere political debate in a region ofpolitical unrest. 

Spike of Western, Caucasus jihadists enter Syria 
Jerusalem Post, Benjamin Weinthal, 2013 10 21 
Berlin - France's intelligence service reported a significant spike in the number of jihadists who 
travelled to Syria to fight against President Bashar Assad's regime, according to a report in the 
daily Le Monde. John R. Schindler, a professor of national security affairs at the US Naval War 
College, analyzed the report on his blog The XX Committee, saying" A detailed new report in 
the Parisian daily Le Monde, based on sources inside France's foreign intelligence service, paints 
a dire portrait of the rising number ofWesterners going to wage jihad in Syria." The report on 
Wednesday stated thatjihadists from Western and Caucasus countries vastly increased the 
number ofentry points into to Syria since the summer. It said that the civil war represents a 
"power"of attraction" for radical Islamists. "Nothing like it has ever been seen before, even for 
Afghanistan," said a senior French intelligence official. 

Syria: Lebanese hostages and Turkish pilots freed 
Asharq Al-Awsat, Thair Abbas, 2013 10 21 
Beirut. - Nine Lebanese hostages have been released after 17 months of detention at the hands of 
lslamist rebels in Syria. The release comes at the same time as two Turkish airline pilots, who 
were kidnapped in Beirut in August, are freed in Beirut in exchange. The nine hostages, who 
were kidnapped by the opposition's Northern Storm Brigade in Syria, arrived in Beirut late on 
Saturday on a flight from Istanbul, while a plane took the Turkish pilots back to Istanbul around 
the same time. Hundreds ofpeople converged on Rafik Hariri airport in Beirut to welcome the 

. nine Lebanese hostages home. The hostages were also met by a number of officials, including 
Lebanese Foreign Minister Adnan Mansour and Interior Minister Marwan Charbel. The deal 



which allowed the hostages to be freed also included the release of more than 100 female 
prisoners by the Syrian government. Reports said the North Storm Brigades also received EUR 
100 million in the exchange deal. Q 

Syria: Tensions escalate between Islamist rebels and Barnas 
Asharq Al-Awsat, Staff Report, 2013 1021 
Beirut - Syrian rebel groups have expressed dismay at recent statements issued by'Hamas leader 
Khaled Mishal in which he criticized the military and sectarian dimensions of the Syrian co)lflict, 
calling on the Palestinian group to stop interfering in Syria's domestic affairs. In a recent 
statement, Mishal urged the "groups fighting in Syria to direct their rifles towards Palestine," . 
announcing his "support ofa peaceful solution in Syria that guarantees the freedom and dignity 
of people." "Peoples have the right to rise up for their rights, but this must be done through 
peaceful means," Mishal said in reference to Syria's armed rebels. However the Hamas leader 
affirmed that he "opposes sectarian violence, regardless of its source." Mishal's remarks 
prompted the Army ofIslam, one of the most active rebel groups in Rif Dimashq, to strongly 
criticize the Palestinian leader, accusing him of "having links with Iran." 

Syrian Arab army fights terrorists in several areas 
Syria Times, 2013 10 21 
Provinces - Units of the armed forces on Sunday foiled a car bomb explosion in Horns province, 
made progress in the "capital shield" operation and clashed with terrorists in Aleppo, Idlib and 
Quneitra provinces, according to the official news agency. In details, the armed forces defused 5 
explosive devices planted by terrorists inside a car near the general phosphate company in central 
Horns province where military operations continued against terrorist groupings in more than 14 
areas. They also eliminated armed terrorist groups trying to sneak from al-Ghasebeyeh town into 
al-Dwer town in Horns province and to attack the central prison in Aleppo province. Other 
terrorist groups were killed as they were trying to infiltrate into towns of al-Hamedeyeh and al
Za'alaneh outside Idlib province. 

Voyageur russe enleve en Syrie: une nouvelle photo publiee sur internet 
RIA Novosti, Journaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Beyrouth - Une nouvelle photo du voyageur russe Konstantin Jouravlev, 32 ans, capture Ie 
groupe islamiste syrien Liwa al-Tawhid debut octobre, a ete publiee dimanche sur un site 
d'information lie aux extremistes, rapporte Ie correspondant de RIA Novosti au Liban. Sur la 
photo, nous pouvons voir Ie Russe retenu en otage assis dans un fauteuil et tenant un papier sur 
lequel est marquee la date "samedi 19.10.2013". A cote de lui, nous voyons deux telephones 
portables, une camera video GoPro et son passeport. Le cliche est accompagne de I'inscription 
disant: "Une nouvelle photo de l'espion russe retenu par Liwa al-Tawhid" . Aucune information 
sur Ie lieu de detention du voyageur russe, ni sur les revendications de ses ravisseurs n'a ete 
fournie pour Ie moment. Konstantin Jouravlev a disparu debut octobre alors qu'il se trouvait en 
Syrie. Le groupe islamiste syrien Liwa al-Tawhid a plus tard mis en ligne une copie du passeport 
de Jouravlev, affirmant que ses "unites de securite" avaient "capture un espion russe qui 
recueillait des donnees sur les insurges afin de les remettre aux services secrets russes et 
syriens" . 



World powers to discuss Syrian connict 
AI Jazeera, 2013 1021 
Doha - European Union foreign ministers have arrived in Lu embourg for talks that will have 
the Syria conflict high on its agenda. Catherine Ashton, the EU foreign policy chief, said on 
Monday that the delegates will discuss how the bloc should act on the issue of Syria's chemical 
weapons, political developments and humanitarian crisis. Western and Arab diplomats have been 
trying to build support for long-delayed peace talks aimed at bringingtogether President Bashar 
al-Assad's regime and Syria's opposition. Nabil el-Araby, the Arab League chief, said in Cairo on 
Sunday the talks would convene on November 23. However, Lakhdar Brahimi, the joint'UN
Arab League envoy for Syria, said the peace talks were in doubt unless a "credible ol?position" 
agreed to take part. "There is an agreement to attempt to hold Geneva 2 in November but the 
date has not been officially set," Brahimi said. C 

Yemen Human Rights Minister calls for a truce in Sa'ada 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 10 21 
Sa'ada - Following of mounting tensions and sporadic clashes in the between the Houthis (a 
Shiite group headed by Abdel Malek al-Houthi which is now organized under the political 
denomination: Ansar Allah) and Salafis (Sunni radicals) in the northern province of Sa'ada, a 
stronghold of the Houthis; Human Rights Minister Hooria Mashour has called for an immediate 
cease-fire. As both warring parties have )leen blaming one another for the surge in violence, 
Minister Mashour has urged tribal leaders to immediately return to the negotiating table, if 
anything for the sake of the people of Sa'ada who have been held hostage to religious enmity. In 
a statement, Minister Mashour said to be gravely concerned at the number of alleged human 
rights violations and the increase in violence in Dammaj (where most of the fighting has been 
taken place). She urged all parties to exert restraint as to prevent further senseless bloodshed. 

Others· Autres 

Arrestation de cinq individus suspectes d'appartenance aI'ex- GSPC 
La Depeche de Kabylie, Salim Haddou, 2013 \0 20 
Boumerdes - Un important reseau de soutien ill'ex- GSPC est sur Ie point d'etre demantele ill'Est 
du chef-lieu de la wilaya de Boumerdes. Les services speciaux de la police judiciaire locale y 
ont, en effet, dejil arrete, la semaine derniere, pas moins de cinq individus fortement souPVOnnes 
d'accointances avec Ie groupuscule islamiste d'EI An~ar. Exploitant les indications d'un 
terroriste, capture quelques jours auparavant au maquis de Bou Arbi, pres de Dellys, les policiers 
ont mis la main tout d'abord sur trois suspects. Une seconde action policiere, enclenchee 
quelques heures plus tard, aura perrnis I'arrestation de deux autres individus pour Ie meme chef 
d'inculpation, dans les communes voisines de Sidi Daoud et Benchoud. Ces mis en cause, dont 
I'age varie entre 23 et 31 ans, a-t-on indique, etaient charges de fournir aux terroristes des 
renseignements sur la mobilite des services de. securite. .Et ce, en·plus de leur participation 
eventuelle dans les operations de racket et de rapt avec ran~on . Se basant encore sur des indices 
precis, les brigades de la police judiciaire traquent encore, actuellement, d'autres relais de la 
nebuleuse sanguinaire locale, au niveau d'autres localites de I'Est de Boumerdes. 

Bipartisan row escalates over spy agency scandal 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 1021 



Rival political parties stepped up their attacks on each other Monday amid fresh claims about the 
state intelligence agency's alleged meddling in last year's presidential election. Last week, Rep. 
Kim Kwang- jin of the main opposition Democratic Party (OP) claImed that members of the 
defense ministry'S cyber warfare command conducted an online smear caqlpaign against then 
opposition presidential candidate Moon Jae-in in a bid to sway public opinion in favor of the 
ruling party ahead of the December election. The opposition party has linked the operations to a 
similar smear campaign allegedly conducted by National Intelligence Service (NIS) agents ahead 
of the election. The scandal surrounding the spy agency has been a persistent source ofconflict 
between the two parties. The DP even took to the streets in August, demanding President Park 
Geun-hye apologize over the scandal and take steps to punish those responsible and reform the 
spy agency. On Sunday, the DP raised fresh allegations that the NfS agents posted more than 
55,000 messages on Twitter during the presidential race in order to manipulate public opinion. 
The party also claimed that the prosecution, under pressure from the government, recently 
dismissed a senior prosecutor from leading an investigation into the alleged tweets after he 
arrested three NfS agents suspected of posting the messages. The ruling Saenuri Party has 
rejected the claims,. saying the prosecutor was dismissed for neglecting his responsibility to 
report the arrests in advance to the justice minister and the head of the Supreme Prosecutors' 
Office. 

Egypt: Ismailia explosion raises fears for Suez Canal safety 
Asharq A1-Awsat, Abdelsitar Hetieta, 2013 1021 
Cairo - An explosion at the headquarters of the Egyptian intelligence service in the city of 
Ismailia, which lies on the Suez Canal, has raised fears for the safety of navigation in the 
international waterway. Kamal Habib, an expert on jihadist groups, told Asharq A1-Awsat that 
Salafi jihadists had widened the scope of their activities in Egypt's Sinai peninsula to include 
cities on the Suez Canal, which presented a threat to the waterway, especially since some had 
previously attempted to attack ships in the canal. An official of the Canal Authority, however, 
replying to questions by Asharq Al-Awsat, stressed that the explosion in Ismailia on Saturday 
had no effect on navigation in the canal. He added that the explosion only affected one of the 
residential buildings belonging to the authority, which was close to the intelligence HQ. 

In cyberarms race, North Korea emerging as a power, not a pushover 
Christian Science Monitor, Mark Clayton, 2013 10 20 
Washington - Often dismissed as a laggard in the global cyberarms race, North Korea has long 
been seen as a chronic cyber-superpower wannabe. Its poverty, minimal Internet access, and 
paucity of malicious software to its credit together have indicated that the "hermit kingdom" has 
just not yet arrived. But that equation is changing. While the North's nuclear ambitions and 
maltreatment,of its citizens absorb diplomatic bandwidth, a four-year cyberattack-and-espionage 
campaign targeting South Korean banks, news media, telecoms, and military think tanks has 
revealed North Korean cyberwarfare capabilities to be far more potent than previously believed, 
US experts say and new analyses show. What's more, say American cyberwarfare and North 
Korea experts, the North's advancing capabilities show a dangerous potential to slide into real
world conflict. "Over the past four years the North has seriously intensified its cyberwarfare 
development efforts at South Korea's expense," says Alexandre Mansourov, a visiting scholar at 
the US-Korea Institute at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. "The [Korean People's Army1 
is basically planning for a future cyberwar and has been hacking to collect intelligence and 



prepare to disrupt information and communications, surveillance, and reconnaissance systems of 
its enemies: South Korea, the US, and Japan." Analyses of these attacks, while falling short of 
"smoking gun" proof, leave little doubt North Korea is not only behind major attacks against the · 
South - but that its capabilities are much broader than previously believed, Dr. Mansourov and 
others say. As a result, these experts are boosting their estimates of the sophistication and pace of 
the North's cybermilitary development - and of its threat to the United States. 

Korea-Japan Security Talks to Resume After 3-Year Gap 
Chosun IIbo, 2013 10 21 ' 
Security talks between Seoul and Tokyo will apparently resume next month after a three-year 
hiatus, despite a widening rift between the neighbors over the Japanese government's lurch to the 
far right. A senior Foreign Ministry official on Sunday said "an agreement was reached" to 
resume the consultation because there a "strong sense of urgency. " The official said more talks 
are needed to set a concrete date. Another official said the talks could be held next month or in 
December. The Korea-Japan security policy meeting involves officials from the foreign and 
defense ministries of both sides to discuss regional security issues. 

L'opposition guineenne conteste les elections 
Le Figaro, Tanguy Berthemet, 2013 10 21 
Conakry - Les chiffres des elections iegislatives, Ie premier scrutin Iibre jamais organise en 
Guinee, placent Ie Rassemblement du peuple de Guinee (RPG), Ie parti du president Alpha 
Conde, en tete avec 53 sieges sur 114. Legislatives ahaut risque en Guinee"Mettre fin au pillage 
de nos ressources"Robert Sarah, ennemi numero un des dictateurs guineens Laborieusement, 
avec plus de deux semaines de retard, les resultats des elections legislatives en Guinee ont ete 
publies vendredi dans la nuit. Les chiffres du premier scrutin libre jamais organise dans ce pays 
placent Ie Rassemblement du peuple de Guinee (RPG), Ie parti du president Alpha Conde, en tete 
avec 53 sieges sur 114. Sans surprise, cette victoire a ete immediatement contestee par 
l'opposition, qui denonce des «fraudes massives» et reclame I'annulation pure et simple du vote. 
Dans Ie climat de Conakry, tres tendu depuis la pn:sidentielle de 20 I0 sur fond de rivalites 
politiques et ethniques, cette annonce laissait craindre des debordements. Reunis samedi, les 
responsables de I'opposition, sans jouer l'apaisement, ont cependant evite de jeter de l'huile sur Ie 
feu. 

Le Mexique veut des explications de Washington apres des accusations d'espionnage 
Agence France-Presse, 10urnaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Mexico - Le gouvernement mexicain a demande dimanche des explications aWashington apres 
des revelations d'un journal allemand affirmant que les services de renseignement americains ont 
espionne les courriels de I'ex-president Felipe Calderon. Le magazine Der Spiegel, citant des 
documents fournis par l'ancien analyste de la CIA Edward Snowden, indique que la NSA, 
l'agence de securite nationale americaine, a surveille les communications du gouvernement 
mexicain pendant des annees. 

Leaked findings blame Kenyan security failures for Westgate siege 
The Independent (UK), Kim Sengupta, 2013 1021 
London - Intelligence failures, weaknesses in anti-terrorism laws, corruption, excesses and 
rivalry among police and army units, created the conditions for the Nairobi shopping-mall siege 



to take place, according to a leaked Western security report. There was a "high degree of 
likelihood", it also maintained, that al-Shabaab, the Somali Islamist group behind the siege in the 
Kenyan capital last month, would carry out attacks in other countries in the region. Dozens of 
FBI officers arrived in Kenya following the Westgate siege to help with the investigation. Based 
on information received from the US administration, Uganda has just raised its threat-alert level 
for possible attacks. Although Islamists from abroad may ha.ve been involved in planning the 
attack, Kenyan nationals also have extensive links with al- Shabaab and play key r les in attacks 
in the country and elsewhere, the assessment says. The report, seen by The I ndependent, was 
compiled by one of the security agencies ofa Western power with military presence in the 
region. Samantha Lewthwaite, the British jihadist known as the "White Widow·, has been the 
subject ofhuge publicity, but intelligence analysts maintain she is oflittle more than ·symbolic" 
and "propaganda" value to Islamist terrorists. They said there was little credible evidence she has 
meaningful knowledge or experience ofoperations. 

Liberation des cbauffeurs egyptiens enleves en Libye 
Radio France Internationale, Alexandre Buccianti, 2013 1020 
Tripoli - La centaine de chauffeurs egyptiens enleves en Libye depuis trois jours ont ete liberes 
dimanche 20 octobre en fin d'apres-midi . Une liberation que tout Ie monde revendique : Libyens, 
Egyptiens, civils et militaires. Le succes a cent peres et I'echec est orphelin. Aujourd'hui, les 
autorites Iibyennes affirment etre II I'origine de la liberation des chauffeurs enleves. L'ambassade 
d'Egypte II Tripoli revendique elle aussi la liberation qui aurait eu lieu grace II son activite auprc:s 
des autorites Iibyennes. Toutefois, il semble clair aux yeux des observateurs que ce sont les 
services de renseignement de I'armee egyptienne qui ont accompli Ie plus gros du travail. Ce sont 
en effet les militaires egyptiens qui ont annonce en premier la liberation. Une information que les 
autorites libyennes eUa diplomatie egyptienne se sont contentees de confirmer. 

N. Korea slams Japan's tbreat to strike missile bases 
y onhap News Agency, 20 \3 10 21 
Seoul - North Korea blasted Japan's defense minister Monday for threatening to attack its missile 
bases, claiming such comments reveal Tokyo's plot to become a military power. The 
denunciation carried by the Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) followed a statement by 
Itsunori Onodera that hinted at taking tough military action at the U.S.-Japan Security 
Consultative Committee held in Tokyo on Oct. 3. The North's official news wire service said the 
minister hinted at considering a strike against missile bases during talks with his U.S. counterpart 
earlier this month. "The ludicrous statement made by Onodera showcases Tokyo's dark plan to 
take advantage of the anti-North Korean policy espoused by Washington to become a military 
power," the media outlet said. The KCNA also said that Japan is using Washington's so-called 
pivot toward the Asia-Pacific and exaggerating North Korea's missile and nuclear threat to lay 
the legal and material foundation to become a militarist country. Pyongyang, like many Asian 
countries, is wary ofany attempts by Japan to build up its arms since the island nation invaded 
large parts of Asia before and during World War II. The Korean Peninsula was a colony ofJapan 
for 36 years in the first half of the 20th century. The KCNA, meanwhile, claimed it is becoming 
apparent that Japan is poised to start another Asian war and that every effort must be made to 
thwart such a plan. (full article) 



N. Korea still deliberating on S. Korean lawmakers Kaesong visit: official 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 1021 
Seoul - North Korea has yet to make a decision on permitting South Korean lawmakers to visit 
the inter-Korean factory park in Kaesong, a government official said Monday. "Negotiations are 
underway between representatives at the joint managemel)t committee secretariat on the issue of 
the lawmakers' visit, although nothing has been reached that warrants notification," said 
unification ministry spokesman Kim Eui-do. He pointed out that Seoul had passed on the request 
to the North last Wednesday after it received formal notificatioJ;l from the National Assembly. 
"The North has accepted the proposal and seems to be deliberating it internally," the spokesman 
said. A total of 57 lawmakers, aides and staff directors have expressed their desire to '{isit the 
Kaesong Industrial Complex on Oct. 30. The visit can allow lawmakers to see how companies 
are coping with the resumption ofoperations that had been shut down for more than five months. 
The industrial park had been closed since early April amid a spike in tensions on the Korean 
Peninsula and reopened after a landmark deal allowed the 123 South Korean companies to restart 
work on Sept. 16. The visit, which is scheduled to take place within the parliamentary audit 
ses'sion, would allow lawmakers from the Foreign Affairs and Unification Committee to listen 
directly to businessmen. Businesses have been asking Seoul for more support and a longer grace 
period to repay insurance money they received as they try to get production back on track. 

Nigeria: Boko Haram assassine 19 automobilistes pres de la frontiere avec Ie Cameroun 
Jeune Afrique, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 20 
Logumani, Nigeria - Dix-neuf personnes ont ete tuees dimanche par des islamistes du groupe 
Boko Haram portant des uniformes de soldats nigerians dans Ie nord-est du pays, pres de la 
frontiere avec Ie Cameroun, ont indique des habitants. "Nous avons trouve 19 cadavres sur les 
Iieux de I'attaque menee par les hommes de Boko Haram", a indique aI'AFP Musa Abur, I'un des 
responsables d'une milice locale civile. Les assaillants, circulant amoto et armes de 
Kalachnikovs, ont bloque dimanche matin la route pres de la ville de Logumani, a30 km de la 
frontiere camerounaise, tuant 19 automobilistes et bn1lant trois camions, selon les temoins "Cinq 
des victimes, dont les conducteurs et leurs assistants de deux camions ont ete tues par balle, les 
autres ont ete abattus acoup de machettes", a-t-il ajoute. Selon lui, les assaillants avaient attaque 
vendredi soir la ville frontaliere de Gamboru Ngala, pres de Logumani, mais ils avaient ete 
repousses par des soldats et des miliciens locaux. 

Qui, mais que raisons-nous contre Ansar AI Chariia 
Le Temps d'Algerie, Salah Ben Hamadi, 2013 1020 
Goubellat, Tunisie - Une conference de presse a ete donnee, hier, dans I'apres midi, au siege du 
ministere de I'interieur, au cours de laquelle il a ete annonce officiellement la mise hors d'etat de 
nuire du groupe terroriste de Goubellat qui a essuye des pertes severes aI'occasion de sa traque 
par les unites de la garde nationale et de I'armee. Le porte parole du ministere de I'interieur 
Mohamed Ali Laroui a declare aux representants de la presse nationale, arabe et internationale, 
venus au complet au rendez vous, que les unites de I'armee nationale et de la garde nationale 
engagees depuis jeudi 17 octobre dans la poursuite du groupe terroriste de Goubellat ont tue 9 
elements du groupe terroriste et arrete quatre terroristes dont deux lors de la poursuite, I'un au 
pied de la montagne de Toual, pres du village Ouled ismail 011 Ie groupe terroriste se cachait 
dans une maison louee acet effet, alors que Ie second a ete arrete dans un autre endroit, apres 
avoir quitte Ie groupe dans I'intention de se sauver. Mort d'un tres dangereux terroriste Mohamed 



Ali Laroui a precise qu'il y avait parmi les morts un element terroriste tres dangereux implique 
dans des af'faires d'assassinats terroristes, mais il n'a pas donne son nom, promettant de Ie faire, 
dans une autre occasion similaire apres l'obtention d'une autorisation de la justice. . 

~ 

RDC: poursuite des pourparlers II Kampala dans un contexte des plus tendus sur Ie terrain 
Radio France Intemationale, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1020 
Kampala - Les pourparlers se poursuivent aKampala, en Ouganda, entre les delegations du 
gouvemement congolais et du M23 . Cette semaine avait ete presentee comme cruciale par tous 
les observateurs intemationaux. Les envoyes speciaux des Nations unies, de lUnion europeenne 
et des Etats- Unis, notamment, avaient fait Ie deplacement mercredi 16 octobre, ainsi que Ie chef 
de la Monusco, Martin Kobler, avec l'espoir d'arracher un accord. Les negociations se 
poursuivent encore ce dimanche soir 20 octobre, les delegations enchainent les reunions. Selon 
plusieurs sources, les questions du desarmement et du cantonnement des rebelles du Mouvement 
du 23-Mars (M23) ont me abordees ces demieres heures. La force des Nations unies en RDC, la 
Monusco, pourrait superviser ce cantonnement dans Ie camp de Rumangabo. Mais pour cela, il 
faudrait l'accord du Conseil de securite de I'ONU. Martin Kobler doit justement aviser Ie Conseil 
ce lundi, par videoconference. 

Rodman Describes Kim Jong-un's '7-Star' Lifestyle 
Chosun Ilbo, 2013 10 21 
Former NBA superstar Dennis Rodman has spoken to a tabloid newspaper about the luxury 
lifestyle he shared with North Korean leader Kim Jong-un during his visits. Rodman's September 
visit to North Korea was his second since February. Rodman said he spent seven days on Kim's 
private island, partying, jet skiing and horse riding and saw an array of big yachts there. "It's like 
going to Hawaii or Ibiza, but he's the only one that lives there," Rodman told the Sun. "He likes 
people to be happy around him." "He's got 50 to 60 around him all the time -- just normal people, 
drinking cocktails and laughing the whole time," he added. 

S.Korea's Top Security Adviser to Visit U.S. 
Chosun Jlbo, 2013 10 21 
South Korea's top security adviser will travel to the United States this week for talks on North 
Korea and other bilateral issues. During his four-day trip starting Wednesday, presidential 
national security office chief Kim Jang-soo will meet U.S. National Security Adviser Susan Rice, 
where North Korea's nuclear issue is to top the agenda. The talks come as Pyongyang has 
restarted a reactor at its Yongbyon nuclear facility. The two sides will also discuss the possibility 
ofdelaying Washington's transfer ofwartime operational control to Seoul, which is due to occur 
in 2015. Another item on the agenda will be Seoul's own missile defense development. (full 
article) 

The theocratic threat 
National Post, 2013 1021 . 
Editorial : A single spasm of violence that shook Egypt earlier this month serves as a metaphor 
for what's become of the Arab Spring. In fact, it's a useful symbol of the existential religio
political crisis unfolding everywhere in the Islamic world. Sunday, Oct. 6 marked the 40th 
anniversary of the beginning of the 1973 Arab-Israeli War. The war didn't end with an Arab 
victory. But Arab armies pushed into Israeli territory in the campaign's early stages, and struck 



panic into the Jewish state's citizens. This restored a measure of credibility and pride to an 
Egyptian military that had seen its forces annihilated in a matter of days during the Six DayWar 
in 1967. For four decades, the date has served as a rallying pointfor Egyptians of all stripes. But 
two weeks ago, when Egyptians celebrated, they were divided into two camps. "As the military's 
supporters celebrated the anniversary in Tahrir Square in Cairo with music and fireworks, 
officers and armed civilian loyalists set upon Islamist protesters who were also trying to reach 
the square, driving back their marches with tear gas and gunfire," The New York Times reported. 
"[The] Islamist supporters, who have re-branded themselves [as] the 'anti-coup' movement

1 
said 

they intended to salute 'the soldiers who fought the October war.' " II 

Un chefterroriste arrete par I'armee algerienne ala frontiere avec Ie Mali 
Agence Nouakchott d'Information, Journaliste maison, 2013 1020 
Alger - L'emir de la katiba Ennour (la section de La Lumiere) appartenant aA1-Qajda au 
Maghreb Ishimique (AQMI) a ete arrete Ie jour de I'Ajd EI Adha, soit mardi dernier, par I'armee 
algerienne ala frontiere avec Ie Mali, a indique samedi aXinhua une source securitaire 
algerienne. II s'agit, selon la meme source, d'un chef terroriste de nationalite algerienne connu 
des services de securite sous Ie nom de "Hanar'. II est poursuivi par la justice et condamne a 
mort par contumace en 2008, au meme titre qu'un autre chef terroriste, Mokhtar Belmokhtar, 
alias Belaouar (Ie Borgne), pour y etre I'un des responsables de I'assassinat Ie II fevrier 2006 de 
treize douaniers aEI Menea, dans la province de Ghardaja, situee a650 km au sud d'A1ger. 

Vigilance face aux ceUules dormantes 
La Presse de Tunisie, Karim Ben Said, 2013 1020 
Oum Esmail, Tunisie - Une liste composee de personnalites publiques et de la sphere securitaire 
a ete trouvee dans I'une des maisons perquisitionnees. La cellule terroriste prevoyait I'attaque 
d'institutions etatiques. Le porte-parole du ministere de I'Interieur, Mohamed Ali Laroui, a 
annonce hier, lors d'un point de presse, que Ie bilan des operations militaires et securitaires 
declenchees jeudi 17 octobre amidi dans la localite de Oum Esmail, pres de Goubellat 
(gouvemorat de Beja), s'est solde par la mort de neuf membres de la cellule terroriste et la 
capture de quatre terroristes presumes. «Nous deplorons la mort de deux valeureux agents de la 
Garde nationale : il s'agit de Mohamed Ferchichi et Karim EI Hamdi», a-t-i1 declare en faisant 
reference aux deux agents de la Garde nationale tombes jeudi demier. La cellule, liee au groupe 
terroriste Ansar Echaria, a ete demantelee selon Ie porte-parole, meme si deux de ses membres 
sont toujours en fuite. Certains de ses membres sont classes «tres dangereux et impliques dans 
des assassinats politiques». «Nous sommes ala recherche de ces membres en cavale, et des 
personnes impliquees dans Ie financement de la cellule terroriste sont egalement pistees», a-t-il 
precise. Le ministere de l'Interieur evoque une saisie d'armes plus ou moins sophistiquees, ainsi 
que d'une quantite importante de produits pouvant etre utilises dans la fabrication de bombes 
artisanales. 
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CSEC should target Internet scammers 
Victoria Times-Colonist, Dick Hainsworth, 2013 10 25 
Editorial: Re: "Spying infringes on right to free speech: suit," Oct. 23. Given the extraordinary 
skills ofour Communications Security Establishment at reaching into the most guarded 
information centres offoreign governments and corporations, it would surely be easy for them to 
spend a mere hour or two finding and silencing those infuriating scammers who waste my time 
almost daily posing as Microsoft technicians. Please, guys. And whatever you do to them, I'll 
never go public. Dick Hainsworth, Victoria 

Des lois desuetes pour proteger la vie privee 
Radio-Canada - Nouvelles (site web), Bruno Maltais, 2013 1025 
Montreal - Recemment, les fuites sur les programmes de surveillance de plusieurs pays ont 
souleve des inquietudes quant al'utilisation des donnees par les organismes gouvernementaux, 
notamment Ie Centre de la securite des telecommunications Canada (CSTC), une importance 
agence d'espionnage au pays qui fait I'objet d'une poursuite deposee cette semaine par par 
I'Association des libertes civiles de la Colombie- Britannique et l'organisme OpenMedia. 

Senate seeks answers to- CSEC activities 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze and Stephanie Nolen, 2013 1025 
Toronto and Rio De Janeiro - Senators pressed the government about why a federal spy agency 
has been probing telecommunications in Brazil, seeking clear answers about the activities of 
Communications Security Establishment Canada. Asking whether the spy agency has sufficient 
oversight, both Liberals and Conservatives in the Red Chamber demanded more information on 
Thursday about CSEC and its interest in Brazil's Ministry of Mines and Energy. A leaked CSEC 
"case study" from June, 2012, describes the Brazilian ministry as a "new target to develop." The 
presentation does not say why CSEC was looking at Brazilian telecommunications traffic, nor 



what information it hoped to find. Representatives ofCSEC have declined, several times, to 
comment on the slides. Around the world, ongoing leaks about technological spying are fuelling 
concerns about the "Five Eyes," a group of allied intelligence agencies that includes CSEC and 
the U.S. National Security Agency. 

Canada 

'Sovereign citizens' worry police 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 10 25 
Ottawa - Training for front line officers and better information sharing between police and 
government agencies can help protect law enforcement officials from potentially aggressive 
"sovereign citizens," says a newly declassified briefing to Canadian police chiefs. The 
presentation, prepared for a meeting of the Canadian Association of Chiefs ofPolice, calls the 
libertarian-inspired philosophy "a growing concern" that poses a "threat to officer and public 
safety. H Enforcement agencies are becoming increasingly wary of sovereign citizens, members of 
the Freeman-on-the-Land movement and other likeminded people who resist police and 
government authority. Adherents ·say they shun violence and merely want to live free of 
government-imposed shackles. However, police say those who espouse the ideology have been 
involved in numerous violent encounters with law- enforcement and government employees in 
the United States and, to a lesser extent, in Canada. PA copy of the presentation was obtained by 
The Canadian Press under the Access to Information Act along with a pamphlet prepared by the 
chiefs of police that helps explain the Freeman-on-the-Land ideology. "This movement is based 
on a decentralized, libertarian ideology, which is often motivated by personal gain, self
gratification or justification of illegal behaviour," says the pamphlet. The phenomenon has 
already attracted the attention of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, which noted last 
year that law-enforcement agencies had seen "an increase in the number of incidents related to 
(Freeman) anti-government ideology in Canada." . 

'Tricorder' eyed in germ warfare fight 
QMT News Agency, Daniel Proussalidis, 2013 1025 
Ottawa - Amid the global threat ofgerm warfare, Canada's military is taking its first steps toward 
creating a device sci-fifans might recognize as a Star Trek tricorder. Defence Research and 
Development Canada (DROC) says it wants to develop a "hand-held biological sensor for real
time detection ofbioaerosols." So DROC is offering private companies up to $50,000 for a study 
to determine what kind ofdevice could be developed for soldiers. While there are some 
commercially available detectors already available, DRDC says they're just not practical for 
Canadian soldiers. "The current size and weight are not amenable for personal use or for 
integration into small mobile robotic platforms," officials said in documents soliciting bids for 
the project. 

Anti-money laundering agency still keeps too much personal info: watchdog 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 10 25 
Ottawa - Canada's anti-money laundering agency continues to keep too much personal 
information about people, the federal privacy watchdog says. In a newly released audit report, 
privacy commissioner Jennifer Stoddart says the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis 
Centre has made limited progress in addressing the problem since she flagged it four years ago. 



The centre, known as FinTRAC, zeros in on cash linked to money laundering, terrorism and 
other crimes by sifting through data from police, intelligence officers, banks, insurance 
companies, securities dealers, money service businesses, real estate brokers, casinos and others. 
Institutions must report large cash transactions or electronic runa transfers of$IO,OOO or more, as 
well as any transactions where there are reasonable frounds t9 suspect monexJaundering or 
terrorist financing. 0 P ( '/ U. 

l, ~co,. co." 1f~ 
Bilateral border efforts moving too slowly, say both Canada, U.S. stakeholders c,."f 
Canadian Press, Lee-Anne Goodman, 2013 10 25 "(. 0 

Ottawa - A Canada-U.S. group that's supposed to be streamlining trade and commerce between 
the world's two biggest trading partners is instead suffering from a lack of momentum, ~ 
disregarding new ideas and ignoring those industries affected the most by border barriers, 
stakeholders say. No fewer than 28 different organizations and associations sent a letter to the 
U.S. Federal Register about the Regulatory Co-operation Council, created almost three years ago 
as part of the Beyond the Border initiatives and announced with fanfare by Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper and U. S. President Barack Obama. The dispatch, obtained by The Canadian 
Press, was among several about the RCC that was sent to the register, the official daily journal of 
the U. S. government, containing most routine publications and public notices concerning various 
federal agencies. The organizations complain that they aren't being consulted about how to slash 
red tape at the border, which thickened significantly after the terrorist attacks of Sept. II , 200 I. 

BlackBerry bientat fixe sur son avenir (Canada) 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 1025 
Montreal - Du chinois Lenovo au fondateur de Blackberry Mike Lazaridis, les candidats, 
presumes ou declares ala reprise de l'ex-fleuron canadien des smartphones se pressent a 
l'approche de I'expiration de l'offi-e de rachat du groupe financier Fairfax. Au bord du gouffi-e, Ie 
pionnier des smartphones a conclu fin septembre un accord avec un consortium emmene par son 
premier actionnaire, Ie fonds d'investissement canadien Fairfax, en vue de son rachat pour 
quelque 4,7 milliards de dollars. L'offi-e, qui prevoit Ie retrait de BlackBerry de la bourse, arrive a 
echeance Ie 4 novembre. Les investisseurs ne semblent toutefois guere convaincus par cette 
solution. Depuis que Ie consortium a annonce ses intentions, Ie titre de BlackBerry a toujours ete 
inferieur aux 9 dollars proposes pour Ie rachat., 
Canada says no return for torture victim until bill paid 
Postmedia News, Tobi Cohen, 2013 1025 
Ottawa - A man who was tortured after he and his family lost their bid for asylum and were 
deported to Libya was told this week to pay $6,800 to cover their removal costs before Canada 
would issue their visas. Adel Benhmuda, who was brutalized at the hands ofMoammar Gadhafi's 
security forces, was told in January that he, his wife and four children could return to Canada 
after Citizenship and Immigration approved their request for refugee status on humanitarian and 
compassionate grounds. But what was supposed to take mere weeks turned into months and early 
Wednesday, their Toronto lawyer received an email from the Canadian Embassy in Paris, 
instructing them to pay up. "I was really very taken aback by the idea that they would insist on 
trying to recoup the costs in this particular case," lawyer Andrew Brouwer said. 



Canadian Muslims under a shadow 
Saudi Gazette, Mohammed Azhar Ali Khan, 2013 10 25 
Canadian Muslims would probably agree that Canada is one of the world's best countries for its 
Muslims and other citizens. But Muslims have reason to be concerned - recent polls suggest that 
their fellow Canadians of other faiths view them unfavorably. In the past Canada discriminated 
against Aboriginals, Jews, Asians and most non-whites and non-Christians. Even in the Hitler 
era, Canada turned back a boat of Jewish refugees though they faced persecution and death in 
Nazi Germany. But the trend now has been to view diversity as an asset that enriches all 
Canadians. Recent desecration of mosques (and some synagogues) and isolated physical attacks 
on Muslims in Quebec and Ontario are danger signals. The overwhelming majority of Canadian 
Muslims, by all evidence, love Canada and serve it with dedication. Still, 68 percent of 
Quebecers harbored an unfavorable view ofIslam in 2009 and today it is 69 percent, Angus Reid 
reported. 

Entrevue avec Ed Fast, ministre du Commerce international 
La Presse, Maxime Bergeron, 2013 10 25 
Montreat - Q Vous n'avez rien annonce de neufce matin. Quel etait Ie but de cel exercice, avec 
tous ces gens d'affaires montrealais? R Vendredi dernier, Ie premier ministre Harper eI Ie 
president Barroso, de l'Union europeenne, ont signe l'accord de libre-echange. Puis, lundi, nous 
avons annonce aOttawa que des rninistres, membres du Parlement et autres parties prenantes 
iront partout au Canada pour expliquer aux Canadiens pourquoi cet accord est important et quels 
seront ses benefices immense's pour les travailleurs, les consommateurs, les importateurs eI les 
exportateurs. On veut s'assurer que les Canadiens comprennent pleinement ce que cet accord 
represente pour eux. Q Lerole de Jean Charest a ete mentionne aplusieurs reprises dans la mise 
en oeuvre de cet accord. Quel role a-t-il donc joue? R Jean Charest a initialement suggere qu'un 
accord de libre-echange entre Ie Canada et I'UE profiterait grandement aux deux parties. II a ete 
un grand supporteur de ces negociations pendant toute leur duree. En 2008, M. Harper a pris Ie 
taureau par les comes. n a dit: "nous avons fait les analyses, les etudes qui montrent que cel 
accord pourrait beneficier significativement anotre economie", et c'est Ie premier ministre qui a 
pris la decision d'aller de l'avant et d'annoncer que Ie Canada irait de I'avant avec ces 
negociations. 

Espionnage 101 
Journal de Montreal, Lolc Tasse, 2013 10 25 
Chronique - Un jeu auquel s'adonnent tous les pays qui Ie peuvent J'etais etudiant en Chine. Des 
machines un peu etranges occupAient une piece presque toujours fermee, adroite de la porte 
d'entree de la residence etudiante. C'est un etudiant roumain, BUlme de colere, qui m'a confirme 
ce dont je me doutais : ces machines etaient des tables d'ecoutes, les memes que celles qui 
existaient dAns son pays. Nous tlIions sous ecoute. Pensezvous que les diplomates se sont emus 
de la situation? Pas Ie moins du monde. Parce que l'ecoute electronique est un jeu auquel 
s'adonnent tous les pays qui Ie peuvent. Depuis longtemps. 

Family deported to Libya can return - if it pays $6,800 
Toronto Star, Sandro Contenta, 2013 10 25 
Toronto - The painful saga of the Benhmuda family has taken a tum for the worse. In 2008, the 
Mississauga family of six lost a bid for refugee status and was deported to Libya. Upon arrival at 



the airport, Adel Benhmuda, the father in the family, was imprisoned and tortured. They 
eventually fled to Malta and lived in a shipping container in a refugee camp. In January this year 
- after a Federal Court slammed Canadian immigration officials for treating the case unfairly 
Ottawa agreed to let them back into Canada on humanitarian grounds. On Wednesday, however, 
Canadian officials apparently set a condition for their return - the Benhmudas must pay $6,000 
for the price it cost the government to deport them to Libya in 2068. The family's lawxer, 
Andrew Brouwer, is outraged. . ~ t: 7. 11 

r. 0 r 
'IIO!~8 v~~ ~ l)AFINTRAC collecting too much info on innocent Canadians 

CBC News, Greg Weston, 2013 1025 'l. 

Canada's privacy watchdog is blasting a federal agency that is supposed to be gathering financial 
intelligence on suspected terrorists and money launderers, but has also collected personal 
banking records of thousands of ordinary Canadians not suspected of anything. By law, 
Canadian banks, casinos and thousands ofother businesses are required to report all financial 
transactions over $10,000, and any movement of money they suspect may be linked to terrorism 
or laundering the proceeds of crime. But in a special report to Parliament today, Privacy 
Commissioner Jennifer Stoddart complains that an investigation of the Financial Transactions 
Reports Analysis Centre, known as FINTRAC, found far too many files that have nothing to do 
with terrorism or money laundering. Instead, Stoddart's investigators found everyday financial 
transactions of ordinary .Canadians -- things such as down payments for homes and cars, and 
wire transfers from families overseas to their children studying here. 

FINTRAC database continues to collect Canadians' personal info, despite warning 
Ottawa Citizen, Vito Pilieci, 2013 10 25 
Ottawa - The federal agency responsible for monitoring financial institutions for evidence of 
nefarious activity is still collecting and keeping personal information it should not have, even 
though it was warned to stop collecting such data four years ago, the federal privacy 
commissioner says. A new audit of the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of 
Canada (FINTRAC) - the department responsible for monitoring consumer bank accounts across 
Canada for signs of terrorist fundraising or fraud - has found information is collected and kept 
seemingly without reason. The commissioner's office said, for example, the personal financial 
information of a store owner was found in FINTRAC's systems after a financial institution filed a 
report on the person. The report was filed because the person deposited $570 in $100, $50, $20 
and $5 bills. No reason was given about why the transaction was considered suspicious. , ,. 
Fugitive librarian a step closer to returning 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 1025 
Toronto - An American who shot a Chicago police officer, and then fled to Toronto until he was 
caught 30 years later, was treated unfairly by Canadian immigration officials, a judge has ruled. 
The Federal Court of Canada said there were several problems with the way officials handled 
Douglas Gary Freeman's immigration case and, as a result, he was "denied procedural fairness." 
The decision is a setback for the government, which has been fighting Mr. Freeman's attempts to 
return to Canada. Although his wife and four children live in Toronto, Ottawa says he can't come 
back because he was involved in a serious crime and was a member of a terrorist group, the 
Black Panthers. While not disputing the allegations of criminality, Mr. Freeman has long denied 
being a Black Panther - and in a judgment released Monday the court upheld his appeal on that 



aspect of the case, ruling he was never given the chance to answer the allegations in an 
interview. 

Keystone pitch gets Trudeau touch 
Toronto Star, Susan Delacourt, 2013 1025 
Ottawa - Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau spoke out in favour of the Keystone XL pipeline on 
Thursday, in front of a Washington audience largely opposed to the controversial proposal to 
ship oil from Canada to the United States. At a conference organized by the Centre for American 
Progress, which has long been a staunch opponent of Keystone, Trudeau said: "I'm actually 
supportive of the Keystone pipeline because it's an extremely important-energy infrastructure 
piece for both ofour countries. " He acknowledged that the challenge was to demonstrate the 
pipeline could be built in a way that wouldn't harm the environment - a task at which he hinted 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper has fallen short. But Trudeau also said: "This isn't the place to air 
domestic grievances" - a dig at NOP Leader Thomas Mulcair, who sounded warnings about 
Keystone and the environment when he went to Washington earlier this year. ' 

La denonciatrice de I'assurance-emploi congediee 
La Presse canadienne, Lise Millette, 2013 ) 0 25 
Montreal - QUotas des enqueteurs federaux Congediee pour avoir divulgue des informations sur 
les quotas des enqueteurs federaux de I'assurance-emploi, I'ancienne fonctionnaire Sylvie 
Therrien est privee de revenus depuis Ie mois de mai. Si elle ne regrette pas son geste, elle ne 
s'attendait pas non plus Ii payer aussi cherement sa denonciation des enquetes selectives, qui 
pointaient particulierement les travailleurs "saisonniers", Identifiee comme une taupe, elle a ete 
congediee pour inconduite. Mais ironiquement, Mme Therrien n'a pas droit aux prestations de 
I'assurance-emploi, . 

Les menaces roumaines n'ioquietent pas Ottawa 
La Presse, Maxime Bergeron, 20) 3 ) 0 25 
Montreal -.ottawa ne s'inquiete pas des menaces de la Roumanie de faire derailler I'accord de 
libre-echange Canada-Union europeenne (UE), des represailles qui seraient, de toute fa<;on, 
difficiles Ii mettre en application, selon des experts. Le chef de la diplomatie roumaine a menace 
hier de bloquer I'entente si Ottawa ne levait pas I'obligation de visa pour ses ressortissants. De 
passage Ii Montreal, Ie ministre canadien du Commerce international, Ed Fast, a fait valoir qu'une 
solution etait Ii portee de main, « On accorde une grande, grande importance Ii nos relations avec 
des pays comme la Roumanie et la Bulgarie, et nous sommes confiants de pouvoir regler la 
situation Ii court ou Ii moyen terme », a declare M, Fast devant un parterre de gens d'affaires 
montrealais reunis pour appuyer I'accord Canada- VE. 

Ottawa treated terror suspect 'unfairly' 
Toronto Star, Peter Edwards, 2013 ) 0 25 
Toronto - The federal government acted in bad faith in dealing with former librarian Douglas 
Gary Freeman when it labelled him a terrorist and linked him to the Black Panther party, a judge 
has ruled. The decision was announced this week by Federal Court Justice Anne Mactavish, who 
reviewed Ottawa's blocking of Freeman's application to re-enter Canada. Federal officials had 
argued that top-secret evidence not shown to him tied him to the Black Panthers. "I have 
determined that Mr. Freeman was unfairly treated in this process in several respects," Mactavish 



wrote. The judge dismissed claims he was a security threat. "No meaningful reasons were 
provided to explain the rationale for finding Mr. Freeman to be inadmissible to Canada on 
security grounds." In an email. Freeman. 64.said he hopes this means he can finally celebrate 
Christmas in Toronto with his family. He has an outstanding application from last December 
requesting a Temporary Residence Permit to spend Christmas with his family . 

Pirate informatique II 12 ans 
Journal de Montreal, Michael Nguyen, 2013 10 25 
Montreal - Le garyen a paralyse des sites gouvernementaux Quebecois lors du printemps etudiant 
Un gar~on de 12 ans etait derriere Ie piratage de plusieurs sites internet gouvernementaux et de la 
police pendant la crise etudiante. Certains sites avaient ete mis hors- service jusqu'a deux jours 
au nom d'Anonymous. Les membres d'Anonymous, un mouvement international de pirates 
informatiques qui defend la liberte d'expression, utilisent en public comme symbole Ie masque 
porte par Ie personnage de V dans la bande dessinee V pour Vendetta, qui represente Ie militant 
anglais Guy Fawkes. L'enfant en cinquieme annee d'ecole primaire avait cause des dommages 
evalues II 60 000 $Iors du printemps etudiant de 2012, mais il n'avait pas agi par conviction . 
politique. Car en !\change des informations piratees, il demandait II Anonymous des jeux video. 
Accompagne de son pere au Tribunal de la jeunesse hier, Ie petit garyen habille en uniforme 
d't\cole semblait gene devant la juge Michele Lefebvre. C'est d'ailleurs d'une petite voix fluette 
qu'i1 a plaide coupable de trois accusations en lien avec des crimes informatiques. Car Ie petit, 
vivant II Notre-Dame-de-Grace, adepte de I'informatique depuis I'age de neuf ans, avait cause de 
graves dommages II des sites web gouvernementaux. II avait cible la Caisse des policiers, Ie site 
de la police de Montreal, I'lnstitut national de sante publique du Quebec (INSPQ) et un site web 
gouvernemental chili en. 

Reporter pushed, threatened in N.B. 
QMI News Agency, Staff reporter, 2013 1025 
Moncton - Another Sun News journalist said he was threatened by Native anti-fracking 
protesters Thursday while covering a gathering featuring Assembly of First Nations National 
Chief Shawn Atleo. Joshua Skurnik said he was outside a community hall on Elsipogtog First 
Nation near Rexton, N.B., when a man shoved him and, along with others, told him to leave. "A 
large guy came up to me and said, 'I know you're a fighter, but·you've never met me before'." 
Skurnik said the man was likely referencing his cauliflower ear injuries from when he was a 
wrestler at the University of Missouri . The man then grabbed his arm and pushed him, Skurnik 
said. That's when he decided it was best to leave the area. This comes after Sun News reporter 
Kris Sims and four other members of the media were swarmed by Native protesters Saturday 
while filming razed cop cars that were set ablaze by anti-ITacking protesters a few days before. 

Security raises red flag 
Burnaby Now, Don Hauka and Jennifer Moreau, 2013 1025 
Burnaby - A lack of security at facilities like Kinder Morgan's Westridge Marine Terminal poses 
a threat to public safety, says an SFU security expert. Douglas Ross, of Simon Fraser's political 
science department, said the ease with which Greenpeace activists occupied the oil terminal last 
Wednesday illustrates the vulnerability of Canadian industrial sites. Ross said corporations are 
unlikely to spend big bucks on security until after an incident takes place. "Security all around, 
all the time, is really expensive," said Ross. "Until an incident happens, corporations are unlikely 



to pay what is necessary to protect highly sensitive sites such as refineries, pipelines - incredibly 
vulnerable, given (the) vast size and mostly in remote locations - chemical storage facilities or 
transportation equipment." While local oil facilities, such as the Chevron refinery and the Trans 
Mountain pipeline tenninus, have been in place for decades, Ross would like to see these kinds 
of facilities located away from populated areas. "Pre 9111, nobody was thinking about home
grown terrorists potentially getting a hold of trucks loaded with explosives, gasoline bombs or 
things like that to wreak havoc in a facility like that. That's the dilemma," he said. 

~ II'b/l
Si votre vie privee vous interesse;.. • 0 
La Presse, Ariane Krol, 20 \3 10 25 
Editorial - La loi censee proteger nos renseignements personnels est depassee et manque (Ie 
mordant, denonce la commissaire federale a la protection de la vie privee. Son appel a-t-i1 ete 
entendu? La Loi sur la protection des renseignements personnels et les documents electroniques 
(LPRPDE), qui date de plus de lOans, ne fait plus Ie poids. Nous en avons eu un exemple 
flagrant cette semaine avec Bell Mobilite, qui commercialisera bientot I'information dont elle 
dispose sur ses abonnes. En cherchant bien, on trouvera sur Ie site du Commissariat a la 
protection de la vie privee un document proposant des lignes directrices sur Ie consentement, Ie 
profilage et Ie ciblage en ligne. Mais iI y est surtout question de navigation internet devant un 
ecran d'ordinateur. 

Terror expert lifts curtain on Hezbollah 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 20 \3 10 25 
On Oct 23, 1983, Hezbollah introduced itself to the world with twin bombings that killed 241 
American and 58 French peacekeepers in Beirut. Thirty years later, Hezbollah has thousands of 
fighters in Syria propping up the Assad regime, tens of thousands of rockets aimed at Israel and a 
global network of terrorist operatives. In his new book, Hezbollah: The Global Footprint of 
Lebanon's Party of God, fonner U.S. counterterrorism official Matthew Levitt examines how 
Hezbollah's operatives around the world raise money, buy equipment and commit terror. Before 
lecturing in Toronto on Thursday night, he spoke to National Post reporter Stewart Bell. His 
comments have been edited for length and clarity. 

Transmission de renseignements personnels par Bell Le PLQ et Ie NPD s'inquietent 
La Presse, Philippe. Mercure, 2013 10 25 
Quebec - Le Parti liberal du Quebec (PLQ) et Ie Nouveau Parti democratique (NPD) s'inquietent 
de la nouvelle politique de transmission de renseignements personnels de Bell Canada. "Bell 
veut modifier unilateralement Ie contrat qui la lie avec ses clients. Comme citoyenne, je suis 
inquiete que mes renseignements puissent etre collectes et partages sans mon consentement 
explicite", a dit hier la porte-parole de I'opposition officielle en matiere d'acces a I'information, 
Rita de Santis, lors des debats a l'Assemblee nationale. Habitudes de consommation Bell a 
annonce qu'a partir du 16 novembre prochain, elle pourrait partager les habitudes de 
consommation de ses clients, incluant I'historique de navigation sur I'internet, les emissions tele 
regardees et les habitudes d'appels telephoniques, avec des agences de publicite afin d'effectuer 
de la publicite ciblee. Bell assure que I'anonymat de ses clients sera respecte en tout temps, et 
que les clients qui Ie desirent peuvent s'exclure du programme. 



UN pushes Canada over First Nations 
Press TV, 2013 1025 
Montreal - The United Nations says the government of Canadian prime minister Stephen Harper 
needs to step up to the plate and build trust with first nation people in Canada... calling it a 
"crisis." The UN Rapporteur who has been investigating Canadian aboriginal affairs made that 
announcement in Ottawa and is requesting the government commit to bringing light several 
issues.. . including the government run residential schools, poor. education and health of 
aboriginals and investigate the missing and murdered aboriginals. Prime Minister Stephen 
Harper has repeatedly declined to investigate the hundreds of missing and murdered aboriginals, 
This is while the government continues to have disputes over aboriginal land. Meanwhile, the 
Canadian Minister for Aboriginal Affairs said the social well-being of aboriginals is "at the 
center of Canada's preoccupations. 

UN urges Canada to end mistreatment of Aboriginal peoples 
Press TV, 2013 1025 
Ottawa - The United Nations has called on Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper's 
government to end mistreatment of Aboriginal peoples, calling the current situation a crisis, 
Press TV reports. "The Canadian Human Rights Commission has consistently said that the 
conditions of Aboriginal peoples make for the most serious human rights problem," said UN 
Special Rapporteur on the Rights oflndigenous Peoples James Anaya during a visit to Ottawa on 
Monday. The UN official criticized the Canadian government for failing to build trust with the 
First Nations people, and to narrow the disparity between Aboriginal members and non
indigenous people. Anaya stated that Harper's government needs to address certain issues, 
including the government-run residential schools, poor education and health of Aboriginals, and 
investigate the missing and murdered Aboriginals. 

Will the real Khadr please stand up? 
Toronto SU.n, Farzana Hassan, 2013 1025 
Column: Perhaps the psychiatrist who recently commented on convicted terrorist Omar Khadr's 
nature as the "gentlest, most decent man" is the one who needs his head examined. Ret'd Brig. 
Gen. Stephen Xenakis believes that Khadr is now ready to be part of society. This is more than 
what Khadr has requested. He simply wants to be moved to a provincial prison, for now. Xenakis 
also believes Khadr did not throw the grenade that killed an American soldier in 2002. He stated 
all this in a teary-eyed lecture he delivered at the University of Alberta, Tuesday. After spending 
five years with Omar Khadr, no doubt the psychiatrist thinks he knows him well . 

United States • Etats-Unis 

Aafia case not open to discussion: US 
Pakistan Dawn, Anwar Iqbal, 2013 10 25 
Washington - There will be no change in US drone policies, senior American officials said on 
Thursday while acknowledging that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had raised the issue at both 
private and public meetings during his four-day stay in the US capital. The officials said that the 
prime minister also mentioned Dr Aafia Siddiqui, a Pakistani-American imprisoned in the US for 
allegedly attacking American soldiers in Mghanistan, in one of the meetings. "But there's no 
discussion on this issue as this issue is not open to discussion," one of the officials said. The 



officials said the United States understood that there's a consensus in Pakistan for holding talks 
with Taliban militants and the US had no objection to this decision. At a special briefing for 
Pakistani journalists in Washington, the officials described the visit as "historic", which kept the 
prime minister "unusually busy". 

Allegation of U.S. Spying on Merkel Puts Obama at Crossroads 
New York Times, David E. Sanger, Mark Mazzetti, 201310 25 
Washington - The angry allegation by the German government that the National Security 
Agency monitored the cellphone of Chancellor Angela Merkel may force President Obama into 
making a choice he has avoided for years: whether to continue the age-old game of spying on 
America's friends and risk undercutting cooperation with important partners in tracking 
terrorists, managing the global economy and slowing Iran's nuclear program. The presS1,!re to 
make such a choice builds each day, as some of the United States' closest allies have demanded 
explanations from Washington after similar disclosures about the breadth and sophistication of 
American electronic spying. Inside the administration it has touched offbehind-the- scenes 
recriminations between the White House and the intelligence agencies over how much detail was 
given to White House officials about which world leaders are being monitored. "This was 
colossally bad judgment -- doing something because you can, instead ofasking if you should," 
said one career American official with long experience in Europe. A senior administration 
official declined to say what Mr. Obama knew or did not know about monitoring ofMs. Merkel's 
phone, but said the president "doesn'~ think we are in the right place." 

Former NSA chief learns the other side of eavesdropping thanks to a Twitter user 
Washington Post, Brian Fung, 2013 10 24 
Washington - He should've taken the Quiet Car. But that's not what Michael V. Hayden did 
Thursday afternoon as he boarded Acela No. 2170, bound for New York. Instead, Hayden 
nestled into a regular coach seat and soon began what for many travelers is an Amtrak ritual: 
talking, often nonstop, on a cellphone as the train rolled on.A passenger a few seats away 
couldn't help but be intrigued by the conversation, which included chatter about President 
Obama's 2008 BlackBerry, specially modified to block foreign eavesdropping. Could it be James 
Clapper, Tom Matzzie wondered, referring to the director of national intelligence. But why 
would a sitting official be talking so openly about CIA black sites and rendition? It took nearly 
half an hour, but then it clicked for Matzzie, a former Washington director of the political group 
MoveOn.org. He whipped out his phone and began tweeting. "Former NSA spy boss Michael 
Hayden on Acela behind me blabbing 'on background as a former senior admin official,' " 
Matzzie wrote. "Sounds defensive." 

From Berlin to Brasilia, US leaves trail of broken fences 
The Guardian (London), Dan Roberts, Paul Lewis, 2013 1025 
Washington - International anger over US government surveillance has combined with a 
backlash against its Middle East policy to leave President Obama increasingly isolated from 
many of his key foreign allies, according to diplomats in Washington. The German chancellor's 
furious call to the White House asking if her phone was tapped is only the latest diplomatic 
rebuke by once close allies including France, Brazil and Mexico who have distanced themselves 
following revelations of spying by the National Security Agency. "The [NSA] revelations have 
clearly caused tension in our relationships with some countries and we are dealing with that 
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through diplomatic channels," said White House spokesman Jay Carney yesterday. "These are 
very important relations both economically and for our security and we will work to maintain the 
closest possible ties." But the Guardian has spoken with several diplomats and foreign 
government officials about the recent disclosures - all on the condition of anonymity - who say 
the White House underestimates the anger felt in their countries. They argue that US officials are 
being deliberately disingenuous when they say that aU countries engage in similar forms of 
espionage, even against allies. While it is widely accepted that the US, Britain, France, Rus~ia 
and China are constantly engaged in counter-espionage, other countries do not have the tools to 
conduct sophisticated surveillance. 

L'espionnage US est devenu un avion fantome 
Le Soir, Beatrice Delvaux, 2013 10 25 
Editorial - Si ce n'etait grave sur Ie principe, on serait d'abord enclin ase moquer: mais pourquoi 
donc les services secrets americains perdent-ils leur temps amettre sur ecoute Ie portable 
d'Angeia Merkel, une chanceliere allemande qui n'est pas, a priori, Ie danger Ie plus immediat 
qui menace les Etats-Unis? Rien de mieux a ecouter? Rien de plus urgent et de plus evidemment 
terroriste? Cela etant pose, il y a dans la revelation de I'ampleur et de la systematique de 
I'espionnage pratique par les Etats-Unis - vis-a-vis de pays allies ou non, de dirigeants ou de 
citoyens lambda-, matiere a indignation mais aussi a rappel ala realite. 

La NSA aurait espionne au moins 35 chefs d'Etat 
La Presse, Richard Hetu, 2013 10 25 
Bruxelles - Au bout du compte, Angela Merkel, Dilma Rousseff et Felipe Calderon ne 
representeraient que la pointe de I'iceberg. Loin de limiter son espionnage aux dirigeants de 
I'Allemagne, du Bresil et du Mexique, I'Agence de securite nationale (NSA) aurait intercepte les 
conversations telephoniques d'au moins 35 chefs d'Etat, a revele hier Ie quotidien britannique 
The Guardian, citant un memo fourni par I'ex- consultant du renseignement americain Edward 
Snowden. Dans ce document remontant a octobre 2006, deux employes de la NSA encouragent 
des responsables de la Maison-Blanche, du Pentagone et du departement d'Etat, entre autres, a 
refiler ill'agence les numeros de telephone de politiciens etrangers. Le memo precise qu'un 
responsable non identifie lui a deja remis plus de 200 numeros, y compris ceux de 35 chefs 
d'Etat, dont les telephones ont aussitot ete mis sur ecoute. 

Le contr61e de I'internet par les Etats-Unis remis en cause 
La Presse, Richard Hetu, 2013 10 25 
New York - Les revelations mediatiques sur I'espionnage de la NSA ne compliquent pas 
seulement les relations diplomatiques des Etats-Unis. Elles menacent egalement sa domination 
de I'internet. Ce sujet a fait I'objet de discussions celie semaine au huitieme Forum sur la 
gouvernance de I'internet a Bali. La rencontre annuelle, qui prend fin aujourd'hui, rassemble les 
grands acteurs du reseau, qui y decident de son avenir. Depuis les revelations mediatiques sur Ie 
systeme americain d'espionnage Prism, plusieurs des acteurs de I'internet ont remis en cause Ie 
controle americain du reseau, qui passe· nolammenl par des organismes internationaux donI les 
sieges se trouvent aux Etats-Unis et qui sonl soumis au droit americain. Figure au nombre de ces 
organismes I'ICANN, qui gere les noms de domaines el les reserves d'adresses IF. 



Le Royaume-Uni, serviteur zele et relais europeen de la NSA (Canada) 
Le Monde, Yves Eudes, 2013 10 25 
Washington - Vu d'Europe continentale, rune des revelations les plus troublantes contenues dans 
les documents divulgues par Edward Snowden est I'etendue du programme" Five Eyes ", 
instaurant une collaboration entre les agences de renseignements des Etats-Unis et de quatre 
autres pays anglophones : Canada, Australie, Nouvelle-ZeIande et bien sur Royaume-Uni. On 
savait que depuis la seconde guerre mondiale, les services secrets de ces pays avaient des 
relations privilegiees, mais Ie fait que Ie travail en commun etait aussi intense, et Ie partage des 
renseignements aussi complet, etait reste un secret bien garde. 

NSA monitored calls of 35 world leaders after US official handed over contacts 
The Guardian (London), James Ball, 2013 10 25 
Washington - The National Security Agency monitored the phone conversations of35 world 
leaders after being given the numbers by an official in another US·government department, 
according to a classified document provided by whistleblower Edward Snowden. The 
confidential memo reveals that the NSA encourages senior officials in its "customer" 
departments, such the White House, State and the Pentagon, to share their "Rolodexes" so the 
agency can add the phone numbers ofleading foreign politicians to their surveillance systems. 
The document notes that one unnamed US official handed over 200 numbers, including those of 
the 35 world leaders, none of whom is named. These were immediately "tasked" for monitoring 
by the NSA. A memo, dated October 2006 and which was issued to staff in the agency's Signals 
Intelligence Directorate (SID), was titled "Customers Can Help SID Obtain Targetable Phone 
Numbers". It begins by setting out an example of how US officials who mixed with world 
leaders and politicians could help agency surveillance. "In one recent case," the memo notes, "a 
US official provided NSA with 200 phone numbers to 35 world leaders ... Despite the fact that 
the majority is probably available via open source, the PCs [intelligence production centers] have 
noted 43 previously unknown phone numbers. These numbers plus several others have been 
tasked." 

Officials alert foreign services that Snowden has documents on their cooperation with U.S. 
Washington Post, Ellen Nakashima, 2013 10 25 
Washington - U.S. officials are alerting some foreign intelligence services that documents 
detailing their secret cooperation with the United States have been obtained by former National 
Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden, according to government officials. Snowden, U.S. 
officials said, took tens of thousands of documents, some ofwhich contain sensitive material 
about collection programs against adversaries such as Iran, Russia and China. Some refer to 
operations that in some cases involve countries not publicly allied with the United States. The 
process of informing officials in capital after capital about the risk of disclosure is delicate. In 
some cases, one part of the cooperating government may know about the collaboration while 
others -- such as the foreign ministry -- may not, the. officials said. The documents, ifdisclosed, 
could compromise operations, officials said. "It is certainly a concern, just as much as the U.S. 
collection [of information on European allies] being put in the news, if not more, because not 
only does it mean we have the potential of losing collection, but also of harming relationships," a 
congressional aide said. The Office of the Director ofNational Intelligence is handling the job of 
informing the other intelligence services, the officials said. ODNI declined to comment. 



On the NSA, the media may tilt right 
Colombia Journalism Review, Albert Wong, Valerie Belair-Gagnon, 2013 10 24 
New York - Since June 6, the world has been roiled by an ongoing series of disclosures based on 
Edward Snowden's document leaks, with coverage led by the Guardian and the Washington Post, 
about clandestine mass surveillance conducted, with little oversight, by the NSA and its 
international partners. Given the importance of this issue, we decided to analyze major US 
newspapers' "post-Snowden" coverage of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) and 
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) to determine if there was an overall bias in 
either a pro- (traditionally conservative) or anti-surveillance (traditionally liberal) direction. Our 
analysis of total press coverage ofFISA and FISC between July I and July 31 (July was the first 
full calendar month after the initial disclosures in June) revealed that the widely held assumption 
that major media outlets uniformly tilt to the left does not match reality. In fact, if anything, the 
media appears to tilt to the right, at least on this issue. We did a LexisNexis search offour of the 
largest US newspapers by circulation: The New York Times, USA Today, the Los Angeles 
Times, and the Washington Post. Of the 30 traditionally pro- or anti- surveillance terms we 
examined (15 each, listed below) in all four newspapers, key words generally used to justify 
increased surveillance, such as security or terrorism, were used much more frequently than terms 
that tend to invoke opposition to mass surveillance, such as privacy or liberty. USA Today led 
the pack, using pro-surveillance terms 36 percent more frequently than anti-surveillance terms. 
The LA Times followed at 24 percent, while The New York Times was at 14.1 percent. Even the 
Washington Post, where Barton Gellman was the first US journalist to break the news of the 
NSA's surveillance, exhibited a net pro-surveillance bias in its coverage of 11.1 percent. 

On Twitter, Eavesdropper Reveals Former N.S.A. Head's Train Chat 
New York Times, Eric Schmitt, 2013 1025 
Washington - It was just a background conversation on the Acela train ride north on Thursday. 
Or that's what Michael V. Hayden, the former head of the National Security Agency, thought as 
he chatted away with three journalists who called him for comment on the recent reports of 
N.S.A. eavesdropping on the leaders ofFrance and Germany. What Mr. Hayden did not realize 
was that a passenger a few seats away was doing some eavesdropping of his own. Tom Matzzie, 
a former Washington director of the political group MoveOn.org, was so intrigued by the tidbits 
he heard from Mr. Hayden, who is also a former c.I.A. director, that he pulled out his cellphone 
and started posting Twitter messages. Reached Thursday night on the Acela home to Washington 
from a speech in Newark, Mr. Hayden said, "I cannot recall a single disparaging comment I 
made about the administration," disputing Mr. Matzzie's post. "I wasn't saying anything sensitive 
or classified. These were just routine conversations. I can't believe you guys are making such a 
big deal out of this. " 

Probe of NYPD sought for surveillance of Muslims 
Washington Post, Sari Horwitz, 2013 1025 
Washington - The American Civil Liberties Union asked the Justice Department on Thursday to 
investigate efforts by the New York City Police Department to conduct surveillance in Muslim 
communities. In a letter signed by 125 state and national organizations, the ACLU and the other 
groups urged the Justice Department's civil rights division to open a probe of the "unlawful 
religious profiling and suspicion less surveillance of Muslims in New Yark City and beyond. " 
"Putting a class of Americans under surveillance based on their religion is a clear violation of our 
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Constitution's guarantees of equality and religious freedom," said Hina Shamsi, director of the 
ACLU National Security Project. "The NYPD's surveillance program has stigmatized Muslims 
as suspect and had deeply negative effects on their free speech, association and religious 
practice." The Justice Department is reviewing the letter, spokeswoman Dena Iverson said. 

The Spy Who Didn't Love Me 
New York Times, Roger Cohen, 2013 1025 
Column - Germany, of course, has already concocted a compound word for it: 
Handyiiberwachung. That would be spying on cell phone calls. The U.S. surveillance in question 
targeted the phone ofChancellor Angela Merkel. Or at least she was convinced enough of this to 
call President Obama, express outrage at a "serious breach of trust" and declare such conduct 
between allies "completely unacceptable." The White House's assurance to her that the United 
States "is not" and "will not" monitor her communications was tantamount to confirmation 
through omission that in the past it has. Merkel is measured. For her to lift the phone and go 
public with her criticism leaves no doubt she is livid. As she said last July, "Not everything 
which is technically doable should be done" This, on the now ample evidence provided by the 
former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden, is not the view of the N.S.A. , 
whose dragnet eavesdropping has prompted fury from Paris to Brasilia. Obama, in his cool 
detachment, is not big on diplomacy through personal relations, but Merkel is as close to a 
trusted friend as he has in Europe. To infuriate her, and touch the most sensitive nerve of Stasi
marked Germans, amounts to sloppy bungling that hurts American soft power in lasting ways. 
Pivot to Asia was not supposed to mean leave all Europe peeved. But all Europe is. 

Through the Cracks: Bottom Line Drove Security Clearances 
Wall Street Journal, Dion Nissenbaum, 2013 1025 
Washington - About seven months before his company gave Edward Snowden a clean 
background check, Bill Mixon was flogging his executives for not pushing security clearances 
through fast enough. Mr. Mixon, then chief executive ofUS Investigations Services LLC, 
warned managers at its Grove City, Pa., operations that USIS wasn't meeting targets for 
completing clearances, say former USIS officials. Federal agencies use those clearances to 
decide who gets access to America's secrets. "You better not have one f- -- case on your books," 
one former company official says he was told by Mr. Mixon. USIS was approaching the end of 
its 2010 fiscal year in September. It was a demand, former USIS officials say, that Mr. Mixon 
made repeatedly that year: Do what it takes to finish background checks, even if they aren't 
thoroughly vetted. Mr. Mixon didn't respond to requests for comment. 

u.S. and Mexico's tangled ties are on display amid outrage over reports of spying. 
Los Angeles Times, Richard Fausset, 2013 10 25 
Mexico City - It was a minor gaffe, but a telling slip that spoke volumes about the tangled love
hate relationship between Mexico and its northern neighbor. The respected newspaper Reforma, 
in an article Wednesday about new allegations of U.S. spying on Mexico, accidentally referred to 
Earl Anthony Wayne, the American ambassador to Mexico, as John Wayne. Though individual 
Mexicans' opinions about the United States are complicated, many cling to the opinion that the 
U.S. is a brash cowboy ofa country. It is a view, at least as old as the 1846 U.S. invasion of 
Mexico, that has gained new traction this week after the German magazine Der Spiegel 
published an article alleging that the U.S. National Security Agency had hacked the email 



account of former President Felipe Calderon, one of the most pro-U.S. presidents in recent 
Mexican history. 

US 'concerned' over Turkey's choice of Chinese defence system 
The National (UAE), Thomas Seibert, 2013 10 25 
Istanbul - The United States is "seriously concerned" about Turkey's decision to counter possible 
missile threats from Syria and elsewhere with the help of a Chinese defence system. The 
declaration by Francis Ricciardone, the US ambassador in Ankara, is the latest sign of tensions 
between Turkey and its Nato allies and shows concern in western capitals about a growing 
distance from its traditional partners in Europe and the US. Ankara said last month it would enter 
into talks with a Chinese corporation about co-production of a long-range air and missile defence 
system. In doing so, Turkey turned down bids by companies from the US, Europe and Russia for 
the deal, valued at US$4 billion (DhI4.7bn) according to reports. The reports said the Chinese 
company won because it offered a competitive price and the possibility of a technology transfer 
during the joint production of the missile defence system known as FD-2000. 

We're reviewing our capabilities 
USA Today, Lisa Monaco, 2013 10 25 
Op-ed - Over the past few months, a series ofunauthorized disclosures ofclassified information 
have led to criticisms of our intelligence activities. These disclosures have created significant 
challenges in our relationships with some of our closest foreign partners. To be clear: Our 
intelligence capabilities, and the dedication of the men and women who work in the U. S. 
intelligence community, including at the NSA, are beyond compare. Their contributions and 
sacrifices are a significant reason we have enjoyed relative security since 9/11 . No one disputes 
the need for careful, thorough intelligence gathering. Nor is it a secret that we collect information 
about what is happening around the world to help protect our citizens, our allies and our 
homeland. So does every intelligence service in the world . While our capabilities are unmatched, 
the U.S. government is not operating unrestrained. We are not listening to every phone call or 
reading every e-mail. Far from it. There are legal limits to what the NSA can and cannot do, and 
the recent disclosures and additional documents the government has declassified prove just how 
seriously the NSA takes these limits. All three branches ofgovernment playa role in overseeing 
our intelligence activities. And though we collect the same sort of intelligence as all nations, our 
intelligence community has more restrictions and oversight than in any other country in history . 

. Note: Lisa Monaco is assistant to the president for homeland security and counterterrorism. 

White House Official's Career Twitters Out 
New York Times, Jennifer Steinhauer, Jackie Calmes, 2013 1025 
Washington - Until his Twitter adventures under the handle @NatSecWonk ended his career this 
week, Jofi Joseph embodied all the elements of a Washington cliche, down to the security card 
around his neck. His degree in foreign service was earned at Georgetown, which propelled him 
to his first job as an analyst in the Congressional Budget Office, the ultimately anonymous D.C. 
gig. A Harry S. Truman and Rotary International scholar, he clocked his time on Capitol Hill, 
working for both Senator Bob Casey, the Democrat from Pennsylvania, and the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee. Then he was off to the executive branch, where he found a perch at the 
State Department before moving to the White House as a junior staff member on loan to the 
National Security Council, buried in the deepest weeds of nuclear proliferation. "I was stunned 

• 




by the news," Senator Casey said through a spokeswoman. "I saw no sign of this kind of 
behavior. This conduct is inexcusable for someone working for the federal government, 
especially in the area of national security." A consistent snapshot ofMr. Joseph emerges from 
the strands ofrecollections from his associates and friends in recent ),eaFs: Of a man who stood 
out as smart and savvy even in a world full of such people, and as a funny colleague whose 
humor occasionally tended to the kind of sarcasm and bite that would define his Twitter feed -
but not to the personally petty and mean spirit of many of the now-infamous messages. "Like the 
rest of us, he could be caustic and eviscerate people if he didn't think they were up to the job," 
said a former close colleague ofMr. Joseph. "He's got an edge, but it ,*asn't without purpose." 
Now, in retrospect, some associates say that they saw signs of the more negative tendency. 
Increasingly in recent years, these associates say, Mr. Joseph could convey a sense either of 
disgruntlement that he was not being recognized as he thought he should be, or of resentment 
toward those who were getting ahead, undeservedly in his view. 

United Kingdom· Royaume-Uni 

Cameron backs EU statement criticising US spying 
London Times, Sam Coates, Charles Bremner, 2013 1025 
Brussels - David Cameron has endorsed an EU agreement expressing concern at the way the 
United States has been spying on world leaders, in a rare criticism of its intelligence gathering 
partner that could open him up to accusations of hypocrisy. Britain also went along with a 
condemnation of spying between EU nations - likely to be a reference to Britain's intelligence 
gathering activities on Italy which drew fire from the Italian Prime Minister yesterday. At 
sometimes tense late-night talks in Brussels, the Prime Minister"agreed to endorse the EU 
statement condemning the US phone hacking, which follow accusations that the US had tapped 
the phone of Angela Merkel, the German Chancellor, as part ofa spying operation on as many as 
35 other world leaders. In a statement in the early hours, the leaders of the 28-state EU 
"underlined the close relationship between Europe and the USA and the value of that 
partnership". However, in a clear criticism of the US, they "expressed their conviction that the 
partnership must be based on respect and trust, including as concerns the work and co- operation 
of secret services". 

Guardian 'has given away how we catch terrorists' 
London Times, Sean O'Neill, 2013 10 25 
London - The dissemination and publication of sensitive security documents that could expose 
Britain to terrorist attack must be investigated by police, the former reviewer of anti-terrorism 
legislation has said. Lord Carlile ofBerriew, QC, a Liberal Democrat peer, condemned the 
contractor Edward Snowden, who stole classified papers from the US National Security Agency, 
and The Guardian, which has published articles based on the papers. In his lecture, Lord Carlile, 
who was the anti-terrorism law reviewer from 2001 to 2011, questioned the claim of The 
Guardian, its writer Glenn Greenwald and others to be "virtuous whistleblowers", and said it was 
"worth investigating" whether there had been any form of criminal conspiracy. Lord Carlile said: 
"I would emphasise that my main concern about The Guardian is not about whether it has been 
involved in any criminal activity. My main concern is that The Guardian, by publicising Mr 
Snowden's material, has given away how we catch terrorists and has put people in danger." 



Guardian reports on Snowden leaks 'criminal not virtuous' 
London Daily Telegraph, Staf'freport, 2013 1025 
London - Publication of stolen state secrets by The Guardian was a "criminal" act and it is wrong 
to paint its journalists as "virtuous whistleblowers", a former terrorism watchdog said. Lord 
Carlile, a leading QC, said printing details about secret surveillance methods from Edward 
Snowden, the former US National Security Agency contractor, had done huge damage to British 
security. He said The Guardian had "given away how we catch terrorists" and "put people in 
danger". Lord Carlile said police who searched David Miranda~should have arrested him and 
launched a full inquiry after he was found carrying 58,000 highly-classified British documents at 
Heathrow in August. Mr Miranda is the boyfriend of a Guardian journalist, Glenn Greenwald. 
The barrister, who was the government's independent reviewer of terror legislation for 10 years 
until 2011, argued the publication could have "put back for years" the struggle against global 
terrorism. He said: "Is it anything other than criminal to seek to publish such secrets? 

Police discover Britain's 'first 3D gun factory' 
London Times, Tom Knowles, 2013 1025 
London - Police have discovered a 3D printer which they believe criminals were using to make a 
gun in what could be Brttain's first 3D gun factory. In what is thought to be the first case of this 
kind, officers in Manchester yesterday seized a printer and other components that may have been 
used in the manufacturing offirearms. As part of an operation to target organised criminal gangs 
in Manchester, officers found a trigger and magazine that they believe could hold bullets, both of 
which are thought to have been made using the 3D printer. The raid came just two weeks after 
the newly established National Crime Agency warned that measures will have to be taken to 
monitor the potential criminal use of 3D printers. 3D printers can bought on the high street for 
around £1,200 and work by squirting molten plastic to mould everyday objects. This means they 
could in theory be used to make a gun which contained no metal parts and could therefore evade 
detection by security scanners at airports and other potential targets. 

Australia· Australie 

Abbott dismantles role of national security adviser by stealth, insiders say 
The Age, Jason Koutsoukis, 2013 10 25 
Melbourne - Prime Minister Tony Abbott has moved to scrap the position of national security 
adviser that was created by his predecessor Kevin Rudd in December 2008 as the principal 
source of advice on all matters relating to the security of the nation. While the Department of 
Prime Minister and Cabinet website still lists Margot McCarthy as national security adviser, 
government insiders say she has been formally stripped of the title and is now referred to 
internally as "associate secretary". Further evidence of the stealth dismantling of the national 
security adviser infrastructure has been the decision to shift the office's deputy, Allan McKinnon, 
to the people-smuggling taskforce Operation Sovereign Borders. Despite being downgraded to 
"associate secretary", Dr McCarthy is still occupying a plush comer office within the 
department's headquarters on National Circuit, and is still receiving her annual $350,000 salary. 

Chinese teIco a key in trade talks 
Sydney Morning Herald, Adele Ferguson, 2013 1025 
Sydney - Chinese telecoms company Huawei is set to become a pawn in the controversial free 



trade agreement (FTA) review between China and Australia. Prime Minister Tony Abbott has 
made it clear he wants a free trade agreement between the two countries within 12 months. 
Against this backdrop federal Trade Minister Andrew Robb, who is touring China this week, 
described free trade talks with China as his "highest priority" . Given the political tightrope that 
will need to be walked - both locally and in China - to make it happen, Huawei will playa key 
role. Huawei opened for business in Australia in 2004, hoping to use the country to improve its 
image. It didn't go according to plan. 

New Zealand· Nouvelle-Ulande 

Goffwarns on sharing crime data with US 
New Zealand Herald, Claire Trevett, 2013 10 25 
Wellington - Labour's Phil Goff says New Zealand should refuse to hand over information such 
as fingerprint data on its citizens to United States authorities if it will be used to prosecute for a 
crime punishable by the death penalty, or if the request is predominantly politically motivated. 
MPs on the Foreign Affairs seleclcommittee were briefed this week by officials about a pending 
agreement for mutual access by New Zealand and the US to fingerprint as well as other data for 
investigating crimes and terrorism, and for use by immigration. There is also provision for DNA 
data to be included in the agreement in the future. The agreement allows either country to specify 
certain crimes for which it will not provide such information. Mr Goff said there were good 
reasons for two exemptions - if fingerprint or other evidence was to be used in the conviction and 
execution of a New Zealander under the death penalty, and if the data were requested for 
political rather than criminal reasons. 

Afghanistan· Pakistan 

Afghan SIMs being used for terror acts 
Khaleej Times, Afzal Khan, 2013 \0 25 
Islamabad - Over 40,000 cellphone SIM cards of Afghan telecom companies are operational in 
Pakistan and most of them are used in acts of terrorism, kidnapping for ransom and extortion. 
The information was placed before a Peshawar High Court bench by National Accountability 
Bureau, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, on Wednesday during the hearing into a case about unregistered 
SlM cards. Chief Justice Dost Mohammad Khan headed the bench. NAB Deputy Prosecutor
General Jamil Khan produced the initial report of the inquiry done on the court's orders into 
unregistered SlM cards of Afghan cellphone companies. Jamil Khan said currently there were 
two mechanisms through which the Afghan SlM cards had been operating. In some cases they 
were activated in Afghanistan and functioned in Pakistan's tribal areas through the signals 
emanating from Afghanistan, and the second category of SlM cards functioned due to the 
roaming facility given to the relevant Afghan company by a mobile phone operator in Pakistan. 

Facebook on the rise in Pakistan 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Umar Farouq, 2013 1025 
Islamabad - It seems that Pakistanis are becoming increasingly more active on social media 
networks such as Facebook and Twitter after Facebook Ads Manager--the site's marketing tool-
revealed that Pakistani users of the social networking website passed the 10 million mark for the 
first time last month. In a country of approximately 200 million people, Pakistan's Facebook 



users are dominated by the country's affluent youth, with many utilizing Facebook not just to 
interact with others, but also to discuss politics and religion. In fact, half of all Pakistan's 
Facebook users are registered as being between the ages of 18 and 24. The social networking 
website is also used as an inexpensive means of informing friends and families about important 
events, including illnesses, weddings, anniversaries and birthdays. Pakistan's politicians and 
entertainment figures have also been keen not to allow the Facebook revolution to pass them by, 
establishing Facebook pages of their own to interact with the public. 

o 
Intelligence agents detain 'future child bombers' 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Mahbob Shah Mahbob, 2013 1025 
lalalabad - Intelligence operatives in eastern Laghman province have detained 21 children, some 
as young as 7, being taken to Pakistan for receiving suicide attack training, an official said 0)1 

Thursday. The children, aged between 7 and 12 years, were detained a day earlier after they 
entered Laghman from Nuristan province, the provincial National Directorate of Security 
spokesman Nasrullah Nasrat told a press conference. He said the children had been picked from 
various areas in Nuristan and were being taken to Pakistan through Laghman by Qari Usman 
when they were arrested as a result ofan intelligence report. He said Usman had been arrested 
and was being interrogated and the children were officially released to the Nuristan peace 
committee. A member ofNuristan peace committee, who did not want to be named, said abject 
poverty and lack of schools were some of the major reasons forcing youth and children into 
joining terrorists. 

Issues with US to be resolved soon: Sharif 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 1025 
London - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif expressed the hope on Thursday that following his 
meeting with US President Barack Obama, the issue ofviolation ofPakistan's territorial integrity 
and sovereignty by drone strikes would be resolved soon. Talking to reporters soon after his 
arrival here from Washington at the end ofhis four-day official visit, the prime minister said 
"hopefully soon the drone issue will be resolved according to the wishes ofPakistani people" . He 
said there would be progress on the matter definitely as violation of Pakistan's territorial integrity 
and sovereignty was being committed. "I think this issue will now settle down somehow," he 
said. Giving an overview of his visit to the United States, Mr Sharif said: "We talked about all 
issues; I understand that in the past all issues should have been discussed. But if these issues 
were not discussed in the past, it does not mean they should not be discussed now. 

Karachi: Didier Schuller met en cause M. Cope et M. Balladur 
Le Monde, Gerard Davet et Fabrice Lhomme, 2013 1025 
Paris - L'ancien conseiller general (RPR) des Hauts-de-Seine a ete interroge, mercredi 23 
octobre, par les juges Van Ruymbeke et Le Loire L'ancien conseiller general (RPR) des Hauts
de-Seine Didier Schuller a ete interroge, mercredi 23 octobre, par les juges Renaud Van 
Ruymbeke et Roger Le Loire, saisis du volet financier de l'affaire de Karachi. M. Schuller a 
denonce, sur proces-verbal, Ie financement illicite de la campagne d'Edouard Balladur en 1995, 
et mis en cause nommement plusieurs personnalites de droite, dont lean-Fran~is Cope, l'actuel 
president de l'UMP. L'audition de M. Schuller, entendu comme temoin, fait suite ala demande 
de Me Marie Dose, conseil de plusieurs victimes de I'attentat de Karachi . 



No US aid until BSA inked, Karzai told 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok Report, 2013 1025 
Washington - The United States will not be able to provide any assistance to Afghanistan until 
the Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA) between the two countries is signed) a top American 
senator has told President Hamid Karzai. Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman Carl 
Levin conveyed this message to Karzai at a meeting in Kabul during his week-long trip to the 
country, the senator's office said. "I told President Karzai that we will not able to provide such 
assistance unless an acceptable Bilateral Security Agreement is reached in the near future and 
also stressed that his words have too often not been helpful to promote confidence between our 
countries," Levin said. The lawmaker added he was struck by positive changes in Afghanistan 
since he first started visiting the country about 12 years ago and how the improvement had 
accelerated in the last three years. 

Pakistan's drones consent: FO says no details, all know govt view 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 25 
Islamabad - Responding to a question regarding a Washington Post report that the Pakistani 
government had been on board with regard to drone attacks, at least during the four -year period 
from 2007 to 2011, the Foreign Office spokesman said he did not want to go into details, adding 
that everyone was aware of the present government's stance on these attacks, DawnNews 
reported. FO spokesman Aizaz Chaudhry said Friday that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had 
reiterated the country's stance on drone strikes during his meeting with US President Barack 
Obama in his visit to America. The FO spokesman said the US was also being pressured on the 
global and local levels to stop drone attacks. Chaudhry said Prime Minister Sharifs visit to 
America had been fruitful , adding that counter-terrorism, energy, trade and other matters of 
mutual interest were discussed with concerned officials during the trip. 

Policeman detained over poisoning plot 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Ali Mohammad Nazari, 2013 1025 
Sharan - A member of the border police force has been detained with toxic substances he 
allegedly planned to use to poison his colleagues in the southeastern province of Paktika, an 
official said on Friday. Provincial police chief, Brig. Gen. Dawlat Khan Zadran told Pajhwok 
Afghan News the suspect, who wanted to poison food for policemen had been arrested at a 
checkpoint in Tarwa district. Dozens of policemen would have been poisoned if the detainee had 
succeeded in his plan, Zadran said, adding the man hailing from Tarwa was currently under 
investigation. Elsewhere in the restive province near the Pakistan border, a policeman was killed 
in a bomb blast in Barmal district, Gen. Zadran said. But the Taliban put the number of fatalities 
at two. (Full Report). 

China· Chine 

Angela Merkel phone-bugging claims are result of Snowden leaks, MP claims 
The Guardian (London), Nicholas Watt, Rowena Mason, 2013 1024 
London - The international debate prompted by the leaking of the NSA files by the US 
whistleblower Edward Snowden led to the disclosure that Angela Merkel's mobile telephone was 
allegedly monitored by the US, a Labour MP has claimed. David Winnick, a member of the 
home affairs select committee, said the disclosure showed it was right for parliament to hold a 



debate on an "orchestrated campaign of intimidation" against the Guardian, which has published 
a series of articles about mass surveillance based on the leaked NSA files. Shortly after Winnick 
spoke it was announced that parliament would hold a three-hour debate next week on the 
oversight of the UK's spying agencies. The debate will' be held next Thursday afternoon and 
follows one led by Tory MP Julian Smith to highlight his call to the Me ropolitan police to 
investigate whether the Guardian has broken the law. Asked whether Prime Minister David 
Cameron has received assurances from the US that his phone has not been bugged, a Downing 
Street spokesman said: "I am not going to comment on matters of security or intelligence." 

80 Xilai's appeal rejected by Chinese court ( 
The Guardian (London), Jonathan Kaiman, 2013 1025 
Beijing - A court in eastern China has rejected an appeal by the ousted Chinese leader Bo Xilai 
and upheld his life sentence for bribery, embezzlement and abuse of power. Bo, the 64-year-old 
former Communist party head of the south-western metropolis ofChongqing, was once known 
for his charisma, elaborate anti-crime campaigns, and neo-Maoist politics. He fell from grace last 
year after his second-in-command fled to the US consulate in a neighboring city, exposing his 
wife's murder of a British businessman in a Chongqing hotel. Last month, the Jinan intermediate 
people's court in thecoastal Shandong province sentenced Bo to life in prison for accepting 
£2.lm in bribes, embezzling more than £500,000, and abusing his position by blocking an 
investigation into the murder. After a brief session on Friday, the Shandong high people's court 
upheld the lower court's decision, China's state newswire Xinhua reported via its official 
microblog. It did not provide further details. Bo will not have another chance to appeal. 

China rejects ousted politician 80 Xilai's appeal 
Associated Press, 2013 10 25 
A Chinese court has dismissed an appeal by disgraced politician Bo Xilai of the guilty verdict 
and life sentence he was handed last month. The official Xinhua News Agency said the 
Shandong Provincial Higher People's Court rejected Bo's appeal in a ruling delivered Friday. Bo 
was found guilty of embezzlement, bribery and abuse ofpower by a lower court in the same 
province last month and sentenced to life in prison. Bo was an up- and-coming politician whose 
downfall was set in motion in February 2012 when his former top aide attempted to defect to a 
U.S. consulate with information about his wife's murder of British businessman. The scandal 
came as Chinese leaders were preparing for a once-a-decade transition. (full article) 

Chinese court upholds ousted politician 80 Xilai's conviction,life sentence 
Globe and Mail, Nathan Vanderklippe, 2013 1025 
Beijing - It took just an hour to make final: on Friday morning, in an eastern China courtroom 
surrounded by police and a protective wall, Bo Xii ai's appeal ofcorruption charges was rejected . 
The man once considered among China's brightest political stars - once in line for the top 
political office in the country - would spend the rest of his life in prison. State television showed 
images ofMr. Bo standing in court, hands handcuffed before him, bearing a wry smile. "The 
court rules as follows: reject the appeal, uphold the original verdict. This verdict is the final 
ruling," the Shandong Provincial Higher People's Court wrote in a verdict posted on its website. 
At a subsequent press conference, officials said Mr. Bo had been questioned and the superior 
court had reviewed facts and video from the original trial, which sentenced him to life in prison 
Sept. 22. Officially, Mr. Bo, who had served as a key conduit to China for Canadian business and 



political interests, was sentenced on charges of embezzlement, bribery and abuse ofpower. But 
his trial, whose outcome was never in serious doubt, had a clear political subtext. 

En Chine, I'espionnage au service de la croissance economique (Canada) 
Le Figaro, Patrick Saint-Paul, 2013 1025 
Pekin - La Chine collecte les renseignements en matiere industrielle, comme militaire. Les Etats
Unis, Ie Canada, I'Allemagne, la Grande-Bretagne ou la France, mais aussi l'allie russe, sont des 
cibles privilegiees. La Chine a erige I'espionnage en « sport national » . AI'interieur de ses 
frontieres, Ie regime communiste a leve une armee pour surveiller ses citoyens, notamment sur 
Internet, afin de desamorcer toute contestation. AI'exterieur, la Chine a fait du renseignement 
une arme au service de son developpement economique. Elle surveillerait aussi les dissidents, les 
militants tibetains et les membres de la secte Falun Gong refugies ill'etranger. 

Germans launch probe into allegations of U.S. spying 
Washington Post, Michael Birnbaum, 2013 1025 
Berlin - The Obama administration's relationship with Europe appeared to have suffered a major 
setback Thursday over accusations of eavesdropping, including a new report alleging that the 
National Security Agency had monitored the phone conversations of more than 30 world leaders. 
Furious Europeans threatened to delay trade negotiations over a report that U.S. intelligence 
agencies listened in on German Chancellor Angela Merkel's cellphone conversations. German 
officials launched a legal investigation and said the scandal could disrupt counterterrorism 
collaboration between the United States and the European Union. The Web site ofBritain's 
Guardian newspaper, meanwhile, published what it described as a secret memo in which the 
NSA encouraged U.S. officials to share their "rolodexes" with the agency. The memo said that in 
one case, an American official had provided the NSA with 200 phone numbers tied to 35 world 
leaders. The memo went on to say that the numbers had resulted in "little reportable 
intelligence," apparently because they were not used for "sensitive discussions." 

Huawei to dominate PNG's telecoms update 
The Australian, Rowan Callick, 2013 10 25 
Sydney - The controversial Chinese telecommunication systems .company Huawei is becoming 
the Papua New Guinea government's core international partner as it modernises its 
communications. A series of agreements have been struck over the past few years, but it is only 
now that the projects are starting to be implemented. Huawei is taking on two core roles. 
Through the Integrated Government Information System, funded by a $55 million soft loan 
arranged via the Chinese Exim Bank, Huawei is integrating information and data used by the 
government's 52 departments and agencies around the country so that it can more easily be 
shared. The program also involves Huawei establishing online processing for work permits, 
visas, passports, tax files and commercial transactions. It is installing equipment at key hubs such 
as police headquarters, telephone exchanges, the headquarters of state-owned enterprise PNG 
Telikom, and Port Moresby's airport. 

Manila sees early ruling on sea dispute with Beijing 
Reuters, 2013 10 24 
Manila - The Philippines expects an early ruling from the United Nations' tribunal on its 
arbitration case questioning China's claim on the South China Sea, Manila's foreign minister said 



on Thursday, in the first public announcement of hopes for a swift outcome. Friction over the 
key shipping route has surged as China uses its growing naval might to assert a vast claim over 
the oil-and-gas rich area more strongly, raising fears of a conflict with other nations bordering 
the water body. China, Taiwan and Vietnam have claims on the whole of the South China Sea, 
while Brunei, Malaysia and the Philippines claim only parts of the disputed waters. 

I 

Europe , 
'That's Just Not Done': Merkel Comments on Spying Allegations 
Der Spiegel, Staff report, 2013 10 24 , 
Berlin - German Chancellor Angela Merkel responded sharply Thursday to reports that her cell 
phone has been the target of United States intelligence gathering. "Spying between friends, that's 
just not done," she said upon arriving in Brussels for a planned, two-day summit ofEuropean 
Union leaders. The chancellor confirmed to reporters that she told US President Barack Obama 
by phone on Wednesday that there needs to be trust among allies and that "such trust now has to 
be built anew." Spying among friends is unacceptable, Merkel continued, "This applies to every 
citizen in Germany. Thus, as chancellor, I am responsible for enforcing it." Several other EU 
leaders at the summit in Brussels echoed Germany's concerns about US spying. "Facts are facts. 
We cannot accept this systematic spying, whatever it may be," said Elio di Rupo, the Belgian 
prime minister. "We need to take measures and I can't imagine measures at the national level. 
We need to take European measures." Swedish Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt said: "Our 
capacity to search for this kind of information is to hinder terrorism, criminal activities, the risk 
ofwar. That should be clear." 

Agents etrangers: pas une cible explicite des Belges 
Le Soir, Alain Lallemand, 2013 1025 
Bruxelles - Le Comite permanent de controle des services de renseignement (Comite R) a pointe 
du doigt ce mercredi un fait etonnant: «Le contrOle des activites des services de renseignement 
etrangers sur Ie territoire beige ne fi$Ure pas (explicitement) en tant que tel au titre de 
competence legale de la Sfirete de l'Etat ou du Service general du renseignement et de la 
securite.» En clair, la Belgique ne dispose pas d'un service de contre-renseignement, meme si la 
Sfirete a notamment pour mission de traquer I'espionnage et I'ingerence, et si I'un des principaux 
departements du SGRS est denomme «CI», Counter Intelligence. 

Angela Merkel espionnee par la NSA 
Le Monde, Frederic Lemaitre, 2013 10 25 
Berlin - L'ambassadeur americain it Berlin a ete convoque apres les soup«ons de mise sur ecoute 
du telephone de la chanceliere Le scandale declenche par la revelation des ecoutes massives 
pratiquees par I'Agence nationale de securite (NSA) americaine a franchi une nouvelle etape, 
mercredi 23 octobre. Deux jours apres Ie coup de telephone de Fran<;ois Hollande it Barack 
Obama faisant suite aux revelations du Monde sur I'etendue de I'espionnage americain en France, 
c'est au tour d'Angela Merkel de mettre en cause, spectaculairement, les services secrets 
americains. La chanceliere allemande les soup«onne d'avoir ecoute ses communications sur son 
telephone portable. Mercredi, un communique de Steffen Seibert, Ie porte-parole de la 
chanceliere, faisait savoir en debut de soiree que" Ie gouvernement federal avait obtenu des 
informations selon lesquelles Ie telephone portable de la chanceliere pourrait etre ecoute par les 



services americains ". Des informations suffisamment credibles pour que la chanceliere ait 
telephone, mercredi, it Barack Obama. " Elle a clairement affirme que, si de telles pratiques 
etaient confirmees, elle les desapprouverait categoriquement etlles considererait comme 
totalement inacceptables ", poursuit Ie communique de la chancellerie. 

Angela Merkel: NSA spying on allies is not on 
The Guardian (London), Ian Traynor, 2013 10 25 
Brussels - The spiralling scandal over mass US surveillance of digital communications has 
moved to the top ofEuropean politics for the first time , with the EU's two key leaders, Angela 
Merkel and Franyois Hollande, seeking a joint response to the spying claims. With Germany and 
France reeling from allegations this week that the US National Security Agency tapped Merkel's 
mobile phone and intercepted the calls and text messages of millions in France, an EU~mmit in 
Brussels was forced to grapple with the issue on Thursday. The Germans made plain that they 
were unhappy with the White House response to the tapping allegations following a,20-minute 
phone call between Merkel and Barack Obama on Wednesday. "Spying on friends is not on at 
all," Merkel said going into the summit in her first public comment on the row. In Berlin, the 
German foreign minister, Guido Westerwelle, summoned the new US ambassador, John 
Emerson, to demand answers. The foreign ministry said German views would be presented "in 
no uncertain terms" . After seeing the ambassador, Westerwelle said: "We need the truth now" . 

Angela Merkel: The spies who love her (Canada) 
London Daily Telegraph, Nigel West, 2013 1025 
Op-ed - Angela Merkel, the Chancellor of Germany, is complaining to the US about the alleged 
tapping of her mobile phone. Mrs Merkel feels that she must protest for the sake ofdomestic 
public opinion - just as Franyois Hollande, the French president, did earlier this week about the 
National Security Agency's acquisition ofFrench telephone records - but she cannot pretend to 
be surprised that the capability to monitor her phone calls exists, because she will have 
authorised similar operations herself. The unpalatable truth is that eavesdropping is as old as any 
occupation. GeHQ argues that any informed discussion of its methods and capabilities 
handicaps its operational effectiveness, and details of its relationships with its foreign 
counterparts, especially those in Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the US, must be regarded 
as sacrosanct to ensure continued cooperation. These "Five Eyes" nations form the backbone of a 
global reach that can identify the precise location of a terrorist's cellphone in the "denied 
territories" ofWaziristan, Baluchistan, Yemen and Somalia, where no amount of local liaison or 
attempts to infiltrate physical surveillance teams or snatch squads will ever match the instantly 
actionable intelligence acquired from electronic collection systems. But the Five Eyes are not the 
only players in the field. The French GeR, the Swedish FRA, the Dutch A VI, the Norwegian 
SIGINT agency at Saeter and, yes, the German BND, Angela Merkel's own foreign intelligence 
agency, all toil in the same vineyards, hoping to assemble an electronic haystack of metadata 
that is, the time, duration and location information required for telephone billing purposes, in 
which the tell-tale needles may be traced. Note: Nigel West is the author of the 'Historical 
Dictionary ofSignals Intelligence'. 

Comment les « services» securisent I'Etat fran~ais 
Le Figaro, Christophe Comevin, 2013 10 25 
Bruxelles - Surrealiste, la scene s'est deroulee il a quelques annees it Bruxelles, Oil se reunissaient 



jeudi Fran'rois Hollande et son homologue allemande Angela Merkel. Un haut fonctionnaire 
fran(j:ais affecte au secretariat general du Conseil de l'Union europeenne re'roit un parlementaire 
dans son bureau avant de I'inviter II sortir « fumer II I'exterieur» des que la conversation se met II 
rouler sur I'intelligence economique. Entre deux volutes, Ie technocrate confie qu'alerte par Ie 
contre-espionnage, il a decouvert que son bureau a eM truffe de micros. Toutcomme celui de ses 
plus proches collaborateurs, assure-t-il, epies comme lui par une centrale americaine. Consigne 
lui avait ete donne depuis Paris de ne pas faire de vague pour eviter d'inutiles tensions 
diplomatiques avec un pays «allie » . Cet episode, que I'on dirait droit sorti d'un roman de fohn 
Ie Carre, serait d'une gla'rante banalite. « Personne n'est dupe, confie un fin connaisseur du 
contre-espionnage. Tout Ie monde sait en particulier que les telephones sont ecoutables et tout est 
mis en place pour allumer des contre-feux. » 

Dans I' affaire Prism, " une Iigne rouge a He franehie " , denonee la presidente de la CNll.. 
Le Monde, Nicolas Chapuis et Yves Eudes, 2013 \0 25 
Paris - Isabelle Falque-Pierrotin est presidente de la Commission nationale de I'informatique et 
des libertes (CNIL), dont la mission est de " proteger la vie privee et les libertes dans Ie monde 
numerique ". La CNIL avait-elle conscience de I'ampleur de la collecte indifferenciee et 
automatisee des donnees des citoyens europeens par les Etats-Unis? Ces revelations confortent 
une situation qu'on subodorait depuis Ie mois de juillet, apres les revelations sur Prism. Cette 
pratique est inacceptable au regard des droits et des libertes. L'affaire Prism est la confirmation, 
dans Ie domaine du renseignement, d'un phenomene plus vaste, qu'on avait observe depuis 
quelque temps : I'acces aux donnees de citoyens europeens par des autorites etrangeres. 

Dans les racs, une revue pro met la mort BUll" gBuchistes " 
Le Monde, Abel Mestre et Caroline Monnot, 2013 1025 
Paris - C'est un seize-pages qui est diffuse sur certains campus, sous Ie label " Action fran'raise 
universitaire " (AFU). n se presente comme un " hebdo intelligent et violent", reference claire II 
la phrase de Charles Maurras : " Nous devons etre intellectuels et violents. " Le portrait du 
chantre du nationalisme integral figure d'ailleurs en " une ", II cOte, notamment, du nom de 
Theodore Kaczynski . Ce celebre terroriste americain, surnomme " Unabomber ", se reclamait de 
la lutte contre Ie progres technologique. Mais c'est surtout Ie titre principal choisi pour son 
premier numero qui retient I'attention : " Tuons tous les gauchismes. " Pour la petite histoire, Ie 
titre initial etait : " Tuons tous les gauchistes ", amende quand I'auteur a realise qu'il tombait sous 
Ie coup de la loi. Ce redacteur perspicace n'est autre que Rodolphe Crevelle, qui deborde 
d'initiatives ces derniers temps. Ce vieux routier de I'extreme droite radicale au passe sulfureux 
s'est signale en 2012 en lan~ant Ie Lys Noir, revue d'extreme droite " anarcho-royaliste ", et en 
participant II la liste anti-radars lors des legislatives dans I'Herault. Plus recemment, une autre 
publication ultra-confidentielle de son cru, la revue l'Arsenal, evoquait un projet.de putsch 
mi litaire durant Ie mouvement contre Ie mariage homosexuel. 

Espionnage : Big Brother peut respirer ! 
Le Point, Alain Franco, 2013 \0 25 
Bruxelles - Pour notre correspondant II Bruxelles, "I'initiative" franco-allemande est une position 
minimaliste, qui ne devrait pas inquieter Washington. L'avis de tempete n'aura pas dure . 
longtemps. Sans revenir au beau fixe d'avant les revelations d'Edward Snowden, Ie climat entre 
I'Europe et les Etats-Unis va rester tempere. Les nuages qui se bousculent dans Ie ciel au-dessus 
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de l'Atiantique depuis la multiplication de n!velations sur l'ampleur de l'espionnage americain ne 
vont pas toumer al'orage. Les 28 dirigeants de l'UE reunis a Bruxelles pour leur habituel sommet 
d'automne ont adople une position minimaliste : une declaration commune soulignant "l'intention 
de la France et de l'Allemagne d'engager des discussions avec les Btats-Unis dans Ie but de 
trouver d'ici ala fin de l'annee un accord sur leurs relations mutuelles dans ce domaine". Big 
Brother peut respirer ! 

Espionnage americain : Ie coup de colere d'Angela Merkel 
Le Monde, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 25 
Berlin - Les Etats-Unis, suspectes d'espionner les chefs d'Etat, sont en position d'accuses avant Ie 
sommet europeen Les informations du Mondeet du Spiegel sur l'etendue de l'espionnage 
americain en Europe provoquent une crise diplomatique entre les Etats-Unis et leurs allies.l..e 
Conseil europeen doit evoquer, jeudi 24 et vendredi 25 octobre, les suites a donner ala revelation 
de la surveillance electronique secrete de l'Europe par l'Agence nationale de securite americaine. 
Angela Merkel a vivement proteste et convoque l'ambassadeur des Etats-Unis, apres avoir 
decouvert que sOn telephone aurait ete ecoute par les services americains. La chanceliere 
allemande a appele Barack Obama pour affirmer que, " si de telles pratiques etaient confirmees, 
elle les desapprouverait categoriquement et les considererait comme totalement inacceptables ". 

EU leaders unite over US spying allegations 
AI Jazeera, 2013 1025 
Brussels - European leaders united in anger as they attended a summit overshadowed by reports 
ofwidespread US spying on its allies, allegations German Chancellor Angela Merkel said had 
shattered trust in the Obama administration and undermined the crucial trans-Atlantic 
relationship. France, which also vocally objected to allies spying on each other, asked that the 
issue ofreinforcing Europeans' privacy in the digital age be added to the agenda of the two-day 
summit. After summit talks on Thursday that lasted until after midnight, Herman Van Rompuy, 
European Council president, announced at a news conference that France and Germany were 
seeking bilateral talks with the US to resolve the dispute over "secret services" electronic spying 
by the end of this year. "What is at stake is preserving our relations with the United States," 
French President Francois Hollande told reporters at his own early-morning news conference. 

EU says distrust of US on spying may harm terror fight 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 1025 
London - EU leaders meeting in Brussels say distrust of the US over spying could harm the fight 
against terrorism, and urge a new code by the end of the year. A statement agreed by the leaders 
says a lack of trust "could prejudice co-operation in intelligence gathering" . But it also says they 
value the "close relationship" with the US. The statement of heads of state or government, 
released on Friday, reflects the leaders' conclusions following their talks on Thursday. 

European Fury Over U.S. Spying Mounts 
Wall Street Journal, Multiple reporters, 2013 1025 
Washington - Outrage over alleged U.S. monitoring of German Chancellor Angela Merkel's 
personal cellphone spread across Europe on Thursday, threatening to complicate an array of 
America's trans-Atlantic interests. A U.S. official said that too much outrage will expose what 
the official called hypocrisy, because the U.S. is aware that other countries also work to spy on 



u.s.government officials. That view was by echoed some in· Europe as well, including the 
former head ofFrench intelligence, who said he was astonished by the reaction in Paris. "The 
French intelligence services know full well that all countries, whether or not they are allies in the 
fight against terrorism, spy on each other all the time;' Bernard Squarcini, who ran the service 
until last year, told Le Figaro newspaper. Former US. Secretary ofState Madeleine Albright said 
in Washington on Thursday that the French were snooping on her when she served as United 
Nations ambassador. She said that French officials were aware ofa personal conversation she 
had had because of an "intercept." Q . 

I 

Germany and France demand talks with US over NSA spying revelations (Canada) 
The Guardian (London), Sam Jones, James Ball, 2013 1025 
London - The French and German governments have demanded talks with the US by the end of 
the year as the row over the spying activities of the US National Security Agency intensifies. 
Their calls follow reports that the German chancellor, Angela Merkel, had her phone monitored 
by the NSA and reports that the agency eavesdropped on calls made by members of the French 
administration. The revelations are threatening to create a major rift between the US and its 
European allies. The former Belgian prime minister Guy Verhofstadt told BBC Radio 4's Today 
programme that such activities had to be curtailled. "There is no reason to spy on Angela Merkel. 
It's a real scandal," he said. "A new agreement is needed between the EU and the US; this cannot 
continue. Others, however, were less shocked by recent reports. "I can't believe anyone is terribly 
surprised," Kurt Volker, a former US ambassador to Nato, told the same programme. Volker said 
every government tried to collect the best possible information, adding: "As a government 
official for many years I assumed that my cellphone and email account were susceptible to 
spying." Britain and the US - along with Canada, Australia and New Zealand - are members of 
the so-called Five Eyes group, who share signals intelligence and are supposed not to spy on 
each other. 

Germany and France Propose Talks With U.S. to Rein In Spying 
New York Times, James Kanter, 2013 10 25 
Brussels - The leaders of Germany and France offered on Friday to hold talks with the United 
States in an effort come up with mutually acceptable rules for surveillance operations, easing a 
trans-Atlantic spying dispute that has plunged relations between America and Europe to a low 
point. Fury over reports that American intelligence had monitored the cellphone of Chancellor 
Angela Merkel of Germany spread from there to other European leaders a day earlier and 
prompted calls to suspend trade talks with the United States. Seeking to rebuild trust among the 
longstanding allies, Ms. Merkel said at an early-morning news conference here that a pact should 
be agreed to by the end of the year ending the kind of surveillance that was made public as part 
of the disclosure of documents harvested by Edward J. Snowden, the former National Security 
Agency contractor. The aim is to "come to a common understanding of the services between the 
United States and Germany and France so that we put down a framework for cooperation," Mrs. 
Merkel said after European Union leaders ended a first day of talks. In a joint statement, the 28 
European Union leaders at the two-day summit meeting "took note of the intention ofFrance and 
Germany to seek bilateral talks" with the United States. The leaders also "noted that other E. U 
countries are welcome to join this initiative," which they said "underlined the close relationship 
between Europe and the US.A. and the value of that partnership." 



Hopes fading for swift release of the Arctic 30 (Canada) 
London Times, Nick Holdsworth, 2013 10 25 
Unidentified placeline - Hopes were fading last night that 30 imprisoned Greenpeace activists 
and journalists might soon be freed, even though piracy' charges against them have been dropped. 
Prosecutors decided to bring a lesser charge of "hooliganism" against the group, who were 
arrested during an attempt to scale a Gazprom oilrig in the Barents Sea last month. Judges in 
Murmansk yesterday denied appeals for bail and remanded in custody the last two activists, 
Canadian Paul Ruzycki, 48, chief mate on the Arctic Sunrise, and crew member Ana Paula 
Alminhana Maciel, 31, from Brazil. Their trials are due to start on November 24. The crew had 
been facing up to 15 years in a penal colony iffound guilty of piracy. The charge of hooliganism 
carries a maximum sentence of seven years. Those in custody include two journalists, one of 
whom, Kieron Bryan, worked as a video journalist for The Times for three years. Mr Ruzycki, 
from Port Colbourne, Ontario, told the court: "We are not criminals, nor pirates. We are peaceful 
people from all over the world. Our actions were not acts ofviolence." 

Italian PM says spying by allies unacceptable 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 10 24 
Rome - Alleged monitoring ofItalian telecommunications by U.S. and British intelligence is 
"inconceivable and unacceptable", Prime Minister Enrico Letta said on Thursday. He was 
speaking after a weekly magazine, L'Espresso, reported that telecoms surveillance by the two 
close allies had targeted the government and companies, as well as suspected terrorist groups. 
Apart from the alleged NSA surveillance, L 'Espresso said a separate program dubbed Tempora 
and run by Britain's Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) spied on telephone, 
Internet and email traffic carried through three undersea fibre-optic cables in Sicily. It said 
among areas of interest to the British was advanced military technology, which could include 
legitimate Italian trade deals with Arab countries. The report said ftalian intelligence services had 
knowledge of the information collected by the British under an information-sharing agreement, 
but gave no details. No comment was immediately available from Italian intelligence officials. 

L'Espagne craint la liberation d'anciens terroristes 
Les Echos, Gaelle Lucas, 2013 10 25 
Madrid - La CEDH censure la politique penitentiaire espagnole. Jamais, depuis l'arret definitif de 
sa lutte armee, il y a deux ans, I'ETA n'avait autant fait parler d'elle. Depuis lundi, Ie sort de 
dizaines d'anciens membres de la bande terroriste basque fait couler des flots d'encre au sud des 
Pyrenees. D'apres Ie ministere de I'Interieur, au cours des prochains mois, 61 anciens « etarras » 
actuellement derriere les barreaux pourraient profiter d'une sentence rendue lundi par la Cour 
europeenne des droits de l'homme (CEDH) pour reclamer leur mise en liberte dans les prochains 
mois. Plus d'une vingtaine d'autres criminels pourraient faire de meme. Les medias ont alimente 
la psychose en dressant la liste des prisonniers plus ou moins celebres qui pourraient bientot 
circuler librement. 

La face obscure des JO de Sotchi 
24heures (Suisse), Yannick Van der Schuereil, 2013 1025 
Sotchi - A cent jours de I'ouverture de la grand-messe' sportive, les associations de defense des 
droits de l'homme denoncent les abus du Kremlin et un climat repressif sans precedent A cent 
jours de l'ouverture des JO, les associations de defense des droits de I'homme denoncent les abus 



du Kremlin et un climat repressif sans precedent En 2007, la station balneaire de Sotchi 
decrochait les 22es Jeux olympiques d'hiver. L'occasion pour la Russie d'ouvrir ses portes au 
monde entier, et I'espoir pour les organisations de defense des droits de I'homme de voir la 
situation progresser. Sept ans apres, les ONG dechantent. La situation n'a fait qu'empirer. Depuis 
Ie retour de Vladimir Poutine a la tete du Kremlin, la repression exercee a I'encontre de la societe 
civile et de I'opposition est sans precedent dans I'histoire postsovietique du pays, affirment 
Amnesty International et Human Rights Watch. Cette derniere vient d'ailleurs de publier une 
«carte alternative» du parcours de la flam me olympique pour mettre en lumiere les abus du 
Kremlin en matiere de droits humains. Coup de projecteur sur neuf v"illes etapes du relais de la 
celebre torche. 

Latifa Ibn Ziaten contre .. les derives sectaires .. 
Sud Ouest, S. C., 2013 10 2S 
Perigueux - Mere d'une victime de Mohamed Merah, elle anime une conference Ie 6novembre 
Latifa Ibn Ziaten, mere de la premiere victime du terroriste Mohamed Merah - Imad, soldat a 
Montauban - sera I'invitee de la Ligue internationale contre Ie racisme et I'antisemitisme (Licra), 
Ie 6 novembre a perigueux. Imad a ete abattu Ie 11 mars 2012, iI avait 30 ans. Depuis, sa mere va 
a la rencontre des jeunes tentes par Ie Djihad. Pour parler de son fils, " mort debout ", et " de 
toutes les autres victimes civiles et militaires ". Pour dire que" c'est a la democratie, au vivre 
ensemble et a la Republique que s'est attaque Mohamed Merah, jusqu'a la mort" : Mohamed 
Merah " a tue Imad et deux autres soldats, Ie caporal Abel Chennouf et Ie caporal Mohamed 
Legouad. II savait qu'i1s etaient militaires et les a tues pour cela, les considerant comme ennemis 
parce qu'i1 avait pris Ie parti des talibans d'Afghanistan. " 

Le deli de l'Europe face aI'espionnage americain 
Le Figaro, Laure Mandeville et Jean-Jacques Mevel, 2013 1025 
Bruxelles - Les ecoutes de la NSA se sont invitees au sommet europeen qui s'est ouvert a 
Bruxelles jeudi soir, donnant un motif de rapprochement au couple franco-allemand . 
ESPIONNAGE La NSA et Ie lanceur d'alerte americain Edward Snowden ont finalement amene 
ce qui manquait depuis plus d'un an a tout grand rendez-vous europeen : une entente franco
allemande prealable et clairement affichee entre deux dirigeants, Fran\X>is Hollande et Angela 
Merkel, jusqu'ici reputes pour leur froideur reciproque. Comme souvent a Bruxelles, Ie risque est 
de confondre I'atmosphere avec Ie contenu. Au debut du sommet, iI restait a etablir si Ie tete-a
tete du president et de la chanceliere debouchera sur du concret. Et si les autres dirigeants 
europeens comptent eux aussi reclamer des comptes a Barack Obama, ou simplement exprimer 
leur sympathie. L'espionnage americain s'est impose a la table des Vingt-Huit, et ils peuvent 
ensemble exprimer leur mauvaise humeur. Mais I'VE n'a pas de competence reconnue en matiere 
de contre- espionnage. 

Le Parlement europeen demande la suspension de Swift 
Le Monde, Journaliste maison, 2013 1025 . 
Bruxelles - Apres avoir approuve et renforce, lundi 21 octobre, un projet de la Commission 
europeenne sur la protection des donnees, Ie Parlement europeen a demande, mercredi, la 
suspension de I'accord conclu avec les Etats-Uriis sur la surveillance du financement du 
terrorisme. Ce texte (" TFTP " ou " Swift ", du nom de la societe basee en Belgique qui organise 
les transferts interbancaires) prevoit Ie transfert de donnees de I'VE vers les Etats-Unis. 



Les espions russes reprennent pied en Europe 
Le Figaro, Isabelle Lasserre, 20\3 10 2S 
Moscou - Depuis I'arrivee au pouvoir de Poutine, les services de Moscou redoublent d'activite. 
ESPIONNAGE Assoupis apres la chute de I'Union sovietique, les services de renseignement 
exterieurs russes - Ie SVR, qui a succooe ala 1re direction generale du KGB - ont redouble 
d'activite depuis I'arrivee au pouvoir de Vladimir Poutine. Un ancien officier du KGB. Le niveau 
de I'espionnage russe en Europe aurait meme atteint, selon certains experts, celui qu'it avait 
pendant la guerre froide. Les services russes sont particulierement actifs dans les ex-Republiques 
sovietiques, surtout celles qui lorgnent vers 1'0tan et I'Union europeenne. « En Georgie, les 
hommes du KGB ont ete places dans les structures de securite. En Ukraine et en.Bielorussie, la 
penetration des services russes est tres profonde : les KGB locaux sont contr61es par Moscou » , 
explique un diplomate en poste dans la region. Les affaires d'espionnage ponctuent la vie 
politi que regionale. En 2008, Herman Simm, un haut fonctionnaire estonien, a ete arrete a 
Tallinn pour espionnage au profit de la Russie. 

Norway tried to stop Kenya suspect 
Associated Press, Staff report, 20 13 10 23 
Oslo - Norway's domestic intelligence service tried to prevent one of the suspected gunmen in 
the Nairobi mall attack from joining Somali militants more than three years ago, but failed to talk 
him out of it, the agency's chief said in an interview Wednesday. The man has been identified in 
Kenya as Hassan Abdi Dhuhulow, a 23-year-old Somalia native whose family moved to Norway 
in 1999. Norwegian authorities have still not named him, and had previously not said whether 
they knew ofhim before the four-day siege ofthe WestS!lte mall that killed nearly 70 people in 
the Kenyan capital. But Marie Benedicte Bjoemland, the head ofNorwegian security service 
PST, told The Associated Press that the Norwegian suspect was well known to her agency and 
that it even tried to dissuade him from becoming a jihadist. "We had several talks with him ... 
before he left Norway more than three years ago," BjoernJand said at PST's headquarters in Oslo. 
"Obviously we didn't succeed, but there was quite an effort put into the preventive side of this ... 
Bjoemland declined to give details of the conversations, and said the Norwegian "most likely" 
died in the attack, though PST investigators haven't confirmed that. 

Otages du Sahel.la France dement une acceleration des negociations 
Le Telegramme, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 2S 
Paris - La France a dementi formellement, hier, les informations faisant etat de la presence, hier, 
au Sahel, d'emissaires pour « accelerer les negociations »en vue d'obtenir la liberation d'otages 
fran~is dans cette region. Six otages fran~ais sont detenus au Sahel par des groupes islamistes 
armes lies aal-Qaida. 

Pour Hollande. les revelations de Snowden "finalement" sont "utiles" 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 102S 
Bruxelles - Fran~is Hollande a estime vendredi que les revelations d'Edward Snowden sur 
I'espionnage par les Etats-Unis de leurs allies pourraient finalement s'averer "utiles", conduisant 
a"plus d'efficacite" des services de renseignement et davantage de protection de la vie privee des 
citoyens. "Finalement, ces revelations Snowden peuvent etre utiles", a declare Ie president 
fran~ais lors d'une conference de presse aI'issue de la premiere joumee du sommet europeen. 
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Renseignement 
Le Soir, A.L., 2013 1025 
Bruxelles - L'annee 2012 a vu trois fois plus de «methodes exceptionnelles» En 2012, la Sfirete a 
fait usage II 102 reprises de methodes «exceptionnelles» (penetration dans un lieu prive, 
ouverture de courrier, ecoutes, intrusions dans un systeme informatique, etc .. '), contre 33 fois 
seulement en 20 II. La hausse des ecoutes est sensible: 50 en 2012 contre II I'annee precedente. 
Le SGRS a lui aussi plus que triple son recours aux methodes exceptionnelles : 24 fois en 2012 
(dont 14 ecoutes), contre 7 fois en 2011. Les dossiers de terrorisme et extremisme sont en baisse 
alors qu'augmentent ceux d'espionnage, d'ingerence et de proliferation. Les sectes et 
organisations criminelles mobilisent peu les methodes particulieres de renseignemenL 

Russia's female suicide bombers: Well organized and hard to stop 
RIA Novosti, Staff report, 2013 1024 
Moscow - Investigators say that moments after Naida Asiyalova, a wan 30-year-old from 
Russia's violence-plagued republic of Dagestan, boarded a public bus one afternoon this week in 
the city of Volgograd, the bomb she was carrying exploded, claiming six lives. The apparent 
attack serves as another reminder of the grim effectiveness of female suicide bombers, who have 
taken part in 20 attacks claiming at least 780 lives across Russia since June 2000, or 8J1 average 
of 60 lives a year. Even without including the death tolls from two major attacks involving 
explosive-bearing female militants - the hostage crisis at Moscow's Dubrovka Theater in 2002 
and the seizure of a school in the southern town ofBesian in 2004 - female suicide attacks in 
Russia have killed more than 24 people a year or nearly 18 people each. Recalculated to exclude 
a six-year lull in such attacks, the numbers rise to over 44 people per year, or more than 110 
'counting Dubrovka and Beslan. While Russian and Western analyses offemale suicide bombers 
have largely attributed the phenomenon to the psychological trauma wrought on individual 
women by the brutality of conflict, there is growing evidence to suggest that the attackers are 
high-visibility end players in organized campaigns of terror. 

Why tapping mobile calls is 'trivial' 
BBC News, Rory Cellan-Jones, 2013 1024 
Column - The allegations that American spies have been tapping the phone of the German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel have sparked a political storm. But just how easy is it to listen to 
mobile phone calls? In theory, it has become a lot harder since the advent of the 3G networks, 
where calls are encrypted with technology which so far appears not to have been cracked. But 
Steve Gold, a former hacker who is now the editor of IT Security Pro, does not believe that 
would have been insuperable for the Americans. "For very little, you can buy something that will 
jam all calls over 3G and 4G, and force them back onto the GSM network," he explained. The 
GSM security system dates back to the late 1980s, and cracking that, he says, would be 
"relatively trivial." Intelligence agents could set up an "evil twin" or rogue base-station which, in 
conjunction with the jammer, would mean that all mobile calls made in the vicinity could be 
intercepted. "You could put the equipment necessary into a suitcase and do the whole thing for 
under £1000," said Mr Gold. "It isn't rocket science." 
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Baffied, intelligence officials slam Rahul Gandhi 
Times ofindia, Bharti Jain & Deeptiman Tiwary, 2013 1025 
New Delhi - Rahul Gandhi's reference to his briefing by an "intelligence official" on the lSI 
having "contacted" 10-15 youth whose kin were killei! in the Muzaffarnagar riots, for potential 
recruitment, has puzzled both retired and serving bureaucrats. They are questioning how an 
intelligence official could brief the vice-president of a political party, who is not bound by the 
oath of secrecy. They also criticized the Gandhi scion for goi(lg publiC with information that 
should have ideally prompted a secret intelligence operation to identify the youth contacted and 
neutralize the lSI agents carrying out sabotage and subversion in the hinterland. "A potential 
prime minister of the country should have had more sense of national security. ISUs a hostile 
foreign agency recruiting people in the hinterland for sabotage and subversion. "Rahul's response 
should have been more robust and decisive. 

India warns Israel of terror threat to tourists in Rajasthan 
Times ofIsrael, Gavriel Fiske, 20 \3 10 25 
Jerusalem - Israeli embassy officials in India were briefed last month by the Indian government 
on possible dangers to Israeli tourists traveling in Rajasthan, a largely desert, Hindu-majority 
east Indian state bordering Pakistan. According to a Wednesday report in the Hindustan Times, 
Indian officials believe that Indian Mujahideen, a known terrorist group believed to be the Indian 
arm ofLashkar-e-Taiba, the Pakistani terror organization behind the 2008 Mumbai attack, is 
looking to target Israelis travelling specifically in Pushkar, Jodhpur and Jaisalmer, three popular 
tourist areas. According to the report, the Israeli embassy in India declined to issue a travel 
warning "beyond the normal" in response to the briefing. The plot was allegedly revealed 
following the recent arrest by Indian authorities of the organization's co-founder, Yasin Bhatkal. 

India will be isolated if it boycotts CHOGM: Sri Lanka 
The Hindu, Staff Report, 20 \3 10 25 
New Delhi - With Prime Minister Manmohan Singh yet to take a decision on whether to attend 
the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in Colombo next month, Sri Lanka has made 
it clear that India would be isolated if it does not participate in the summit. "Human rights 
violation takes place in every country in the world. We have our share of it and we are making 
effort to correct them. "All the governments in the Commonwealth had decided unanimously that 
the Commonwealth Summit will be held in Sri Lanka, so there is no boycott. Isolation will 
happen to those who do not participate not the other way round," Sri Lankan High Commissioner 
to India Prasad Kariyawasam said in New Delhi. He also told that the "Prime Minister of India is 
not only leader in this region but leader in Asia, leader in Commonwealth and even in fact the 
world, so bearing that in mind... .it is a decision that India will have to take bearing in mind the 
national responsibilities and their profile." 

Terror emanating from 'neighbourhood' affected India, China: Manmohan Singh 
Times of India, Staff Report, 2013 10 25 
Beijing - With Pakistan in mind, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh on Thursday warned that 
terrorism and radicalism emanating from "our neighbourhood" had directly affected both India 
and China and could lead to instability across Asia. Singh made the remark without naming any · 
country while addressing future leaders at the Chinese Communist Party's Central Party School 
here. He was obviously referring to Pakistan-based terror groups that are active in India and 



China, especially in the Muslim- dominated Xinjiang province bordering Pakistan-occupied 
Kashmir. "India and China have also benefited from a largely stable global order and peaceful 
periphery. But we cannot take a stable political and security environment in our region and 
beyond for granted," he said. "If we look carefully many of our challenges are common. 
Terrorism, extremism and radicalism emanating from our neighbourltood affect-both of us 
directly and can create instability across Asia," Singh said. 
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Iran Raps UN Rapporteur's Biased Human Rights Report (~ 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1025 
Tehran - Iran's UN mission lashed out at a report by the UN's Special Human Rights Rapporteur, 
Ahmed Shaheed, on the situation of human rights in Iran, describing it void of the existing 
realities of the country. On Wednesday, the Iranian mission in New York rejected the report 
prepared by Ahmed Shaheed and called for a balanced and unbiased report devoid of political 
manipulations and tendencies. The mission condemned the nature and the elements of the report 
and regretted the fact that it was prepared by a person without any familiarity with Iran's political 
and social conditions. The Iranian representative said the report "has not paid sufficient notice to 
Iran's legal system and Islamic culture and considers whatever he sees in the West as an 
international standard for the entire world.· Khazaei described Iran as the anchor of human rights 
and religious democracy in a region infested by extremism, terrorism and despotic regimes. 

Iran, Britain to reopen embassies in 8 days 
Islamic Republic News Agency, 2013 1025 
Tehran - Iran and Britain will reopen their embassies in London and Tehran by their non-resident 
charge d'affaires within the next eight days, Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Marzieh Afkham 
confirmed yesterday. "Iranian and British charge d'affaires are to be appointed in eight days but 
will not be residing in Tehran and London permanently. They will rather carry out their tasks by 
making regular visits to the two capitals," she added. Speaking to reporters at her weekly press 
conference, she said the Iranian and British embassies would officially reopen after the two non
resident charge d'affaires began their terms. "This would be considered as the start of Tehran
London diplomatic relations," Atlcham stressed. She further said that Iran is to hold a meeting 
with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) prior to its next round of talks with the 
Group5 + 1 in Genva, Switzerland, slated for November 6-7. 

Iranian Armed Forces Fully Prepared to Give Crushing Response to Threats 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1025 
Tehran - Iranian Army Ground Force Commander Brigadier General Ahmad Reza Pourdastan 
praised the growing power of the Iranian armed forces, saying that they are fully ready to give 
crushing response to any possible enemy threat. "The Islamic Republic's Armed Forces are today 
fully prepared and they will respond to any threat with readiness," General Pourdastan said in a 
ceremony in the Southwestern province of Khuzestan on Wednesday. He reiterated that Iran's . 
Armed Forces have manufactured advanced weapons by utilizing indigenized knowledge and 
they are powerful in the world. Iranian military commanders have on several occasions warned 
the enemies of the grave repercussions of any possible threats against Iran. Earlier this month, 



Iranian Navy Commander Rear Admiral Habibollah Sayyari termed Iran the most secure country 
in the region, and said the Navy will give a crushing response to any possible aggressor. 

'0 
New report says Iran can have nuclear bomb in a month 
Times ofIsrael, Joshua Davidovich, 2013 10 25 
Jerusalem - Iran can enrich enough weapons-grade uranium for a single nuclear bomb in about a 
month, according to an estimate by a nuclear non-proliferation think tank released late 
Wednesday. The report by the Washington-based Institute for Science and International Security, 
claims Iran has significantly shortened the time needed to "break out" to a nuclear bomb with the 
installation of new centrifuges in the Fordo and Natanz plants, and advanced IR-2 machines at 
Natanz. According to ISIS, which has tracked Iran's nuclear program for several years, Tehran 
could make have enough uranium for a nuclear bomb in 1-1 .6 months by converting all of its 20
percent enriched stockpile. Using only 3.5% enriched uranium, Iran could have four nuclear 
bombs in about two months, the group estimates. Using new IR-2 centrifuges, which are 
currently being installed in Natanz, the time could be shortened to just a week or two, according 
to the study. 

Talks between Iran, West may take 'several months' to produce tangible results 
Jerusalem Post, Michael Wilner, 2013 1025 
Washington - Intelligence Minister Yuval Steinitz is "cautiously optimistic" that negotiations 
with Iran could lead to a peaceful diplomatic solution to the slow-motion nuclear crisis, he told 
The Jerusalem Post in an interview on Thursday. But the minister said that talks between Iran 
and the P5+ 1-- the United States, United Kingdom, France, Russia, China and Germany- - may 
take "several months" to produce tangible results. "I think it will take several months at least, but 
you have to see that finally the Iranians are coming with a real willingness to give up, and it's not 
the case yet," Steinitz said. Steinitz is in Washington for a series of high-level meetings, 
including talks with US Vice President Joseph Biden on Thursday afternoon, which he said were 
dominated by the Iranian threat. While characterizing the meetings as "very friendly, very open 
and candid" with "no tension," Steinitz acknowledged that there still exist some "differences in 
views on the way to get" to a deal. 

Middle East· Moyen-Orient 

2,355 inmates in GDI prisons: MOl 
Saudi Gazette, Mansour A1-Shehri, 2013 10 25 
Riyadh - There are 2,355 prisoners from 37 nationalities involved in state security cases in the 
General Directorate ofIntelligence (GDl)'s prisons, according to the Ministry oflnterior's recent 
list of prison inmates. There are 1,223 prisoners who have cases pending before courts, 393 have 
been handed down sentences and will appeal, 225 are under investigation, while 200 have been 
given final sentences. One hundred and seventy-one inmates are still under arrest, 79 have been 
referred to the Bureau ofInvestigation and Prosecution, 43 have been rehabilitated at the Prince 
Muhammad Bin Naif Advice and Care Center, and 21 others are still waiting to be admitted to 
the center. The inmates are from the Kingdom, Jordan, Afghanistan, US, Pakistan, Iraq, UK, 
Palestine, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Bangladesh, Australia, India and Russia, among others. (Full 
Report). 



Bahrain court releases AI Wefaq leader Khalil Marzouq 
Gulf News, Habib Toumi, 2013 1025 A 

Manama: A Bahrain court on Thursday released Khalil Marzouq, the deputy secretary-general of 
AI Wefaq National Islamic Society, after adjourning his trial to November 18. Marzouq is facing 
charges of "inciting terrorism and promoting acts that constitute crimes of terrorism. " First 
Attorney-General Abdul Rahman AI Sayed earlier this month said that the charges levelled after 
the Public Prosecution completed its investigations of the case also included "using a position 
within a legally formed political association to call for committing cAmes that constitute acts of 
terrorism punishable under the Community Protection Law." Marzouq told the court hearing on 
Thursday that he rejects violence but stands by his calls for peaceful anti-government protests to 
force reforms in the country. He told the three-judge panel that he supports peaceful efforts to 
force political concessions from the government. But he denied any support for bombings and 
other attacks, which have been on the rise. 

Civil war between Hezbollah and Global Jihad has erupted in Lebanon 
Jerusalem Post, Staff Report, 2013 10 25 
Jerusalem - Defense Minister Moshe Ya'alon said Thursday that a "civil war" has erupted in 
Lebanon between Hezbollah and Global Jihad elements that have attempted to drag Israel into 
the conflict. "To those who are not yet aware, there is already a civil war in Lebanon. Global 
Jihad, which has infiltrated Lebanon and is attacking Hezbollah, is blowing up car bombs in 
Dahia and is firing rockets at Dahia and the Beka'a Valley," he said, referencing recent attacks on 
Hezbollah strongholds. Ya'alon stated that the same Global Jihad elements were behind the firing 
offour rockets il!lO northern Israel from Lebanon in August. The defense minister claimed that 
the Global Jihad elements were attempting to elicit an Israeli response against Hezbollah with the 
rocket fire . "However Hezbollah was quick to deflect responsibility, saying 'it wasn't me.' This is 
another example ofour deterrence capability," he said. 

Du adds Fortinet security 
Khaleej Times, 2013 10 25 
Abu Djabi - Fortinet, a leader in network security, has announced a deal to provide its cloud
based unified threat management solutions for du's managed security services portfolio. 
Speaking at GITEX TECHNOLOGY WEEK, Bashar Bashaireh, Senior Regional Director at 
Fortinet Middle East, said: "We are proud to partner with du to bring our joint Cloud UTM 
solution to the DAE market. This highly cost-effective, flexible and reliable security solution 
leverages our high-performance security technology to provide businesses of all sizes with broad 
protection against a vast array ofInternet threats, including advanced targeted attacks." Fahad AI 
Hassawi, ChiefCommercial Officer, du, added: "Our Cloud UTM service, powered by Fortinet, 
is the ideal addition to our suite ofManaged Security Services, through which we provide the 
DAE's businesses with fully cbmprehensive protection against cyber threats and more. 

Elite Hezbollah fighters are spearheading battle in Syria 
Jerusalem Post, Henry Rome, 2013 10 25 
Jerusalem - Elite Hezbollah fighters are leading the Syrian government's battle against rebels in 
the country's most violent regions, a senior IDF commander said on Thursday. "We must 
understand that this is not a war in Syria where Syrians are fighting against Syrians anymore," 
Maj .- Gen. Noam Tibon, commander of the IDF Northern Corps, said at The Jerusalem Post 



Diplomatic Conference in Herzliya. Hezbollah, he said, is the "elite force today fighting against 
the rebels in Syria." Tibon's speech expanded upon commen,ts Prime Minister Binyamin 
Netanyahu made on Sunday, when he told NBC's Meet the Press that Syria is essentially a 
protectorate oflran. The general appeared to challenge reports that Hezbollah's role may be 
declining in Syria. The Times of London reported earlier this month that Hezbollah had reduced 
its presence in Syria from 10,000 fighters to about 3,500. 

Farmers pay taxes to Taliban on govt farms 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Mahbob Shah Mahbob, 2013 1025 
lalalabad - Farmers cultivating government lands against rent in the Batikot district of eastern 
Nangarhar province say they paid the rent both to the government and the Taliban this year. 
Growers, who have leased government lands in the town, say earlier they would make rent 
payments to the government alone, but now the Taliban have threatened them with dire 
consequences if they did not pay the same to them. Noor Rahman, who cultivates 40 acres of 
government land in the third farm area, said he paid the Taliban 1,000 Pakistani rupees per half 
an acre in rent, which he had already surrendered to the government. He said now he had grown 
maize crop on the rented land and had made payement to the Taliban for cultivating the crop. 
Rahman warned if such treatment continued, farmers would abandon government lands, which 
would become barren. 

Gitex gets overwhelming response 
Khaleej Times, Staff Report, 2013 10 25 
Abu Dhabi - The 33rd edition of Gitex Technology Week 2013, ran under the theme "Lets 
Create, Disrupt and Re-imagine Together" from October 20-24 at the Dubai World Trade Centre, 
with Dubai Internet City as Strategic Partner. Gitex Technology Week 2013 began with the 
major announcement of the innovative Smart City project that would transform Dubai into one of 
the world's leading "smart cities". Trixie LohMirmand, senior vice-president at Dubai World 
Trade Centre, said: "We are delighted with the sheer number and variety of launches, 
partnerships, and announcements this year. In many respects, this has been a step up to the next 
level for Gitex Technology Week, with a range of new features ensuring that there has never 
been a dull moment on the show floor. I am confident that the strategic deals and connections 
that have been made during the past week will leave a lasting impact on the region's ICT 
industry." 

Intelligence officer is gunned down 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 10 25 
Sana'a - Officials confirmed on-Thursday that an intelligence officer was gunned down earlier 
today in a drive-by shooting at the heart of the Yemeni capital, Sana'a. Colonel Abdulrahman 
Mohammed al-Shami reportedy was leaving his domicile at around noon on Thursday when two 
unknown armed men on motorbikes shot him down. The attackers managed to escape the scene 
of the crime without the police being able to apprehend them. The Colonel immedi.ately 
succumbed to his injuries. Although no group has claimed responsibility for the killing, officials 
have said that all evidences so far pointed to a1-Qaeda. The terror group, which has been growing 
ever bolder in its attacks in recent months, slowly eroding Yemen's coalition government 
authority across Yemen's tribal regions as the state appears weaker and politically fractured. 



Le Hezb met en garde Ie 14 Mars contre.les retombees du blocage 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 25 f 

Beyrouth - Politique Le numero deux du Hezbollah, cheikh Nairn Kassem, accuse Ie camp 
adverse de se soumettre aux « ordres d'un Etat arabe du Golfe». 'Le bloc parlementaire du 
Hezbollah a tenu hier sa reunion hebdomadaire sous I'egide de son chef, Mohammad Raad, et a 
publie Ii I'issue de ses travaux un communique dans lequel iI reaffirme sa position au sujet du 
processus gouvernemental et du blocage de I'activite du Parlement. :Sur ce demier dossier, Ie bloc 
estime que « Ie pretexte constitutionnel » avance par Ie 14 Mars pour boycotter les seances 
legislatives de la Chambre « ne parviendra pas Ii dissimuler Ie revanchisme » de ce camp ni son 
souci de « satisfaire des interets politiques etriques et de se mettre au service de politiques non 
libanaises ». « Le Parlement est I'institution constitutionnelle mere dans Ie pays. Le sabotage de 
son activite est une atteinte Ii la logique etatique et releve d'une politique vindicative ayant pour 
etfet de paralyser toutes les institutions », ajoutent les deputes du Hezbollah. lis accusent 
egalement Ie 14 Mars de « saboter Ie dialogue qui est toujours necessaire entre Libanais ». 

Le Hezbollah et son implication en Syrie inquietent « vivement» Ban 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Sylviane Zehil, 2013 1025 
New York - Le secretaire general de I'ONU Ban Ki-moon est « profondement prooccupe par les 
informations faisant etat de la montee des tensions au Liban et par I'effet de la crise syrienne sur 
la dynamique de la securite et la vie politique dans Ie pays », indique Ie dix-huitieme rapport 
semestriel sur I'application de la resolution 1559 (2004). Ce rapport a fait I'objet de consultations 
privees du Conseil de securite tenues hier au siege de I'ONU, Ii New York, en presence de Terje 
Roed-Larsen, representant special de Ban Ki-moon pour I'application de cette resolution. 

Manual on safe use of social websites handed out 
Gulf News, Staff Report, 2013 1025 
Abu Dhabi : A manual on 101 safe ways to use social networking websites has been distributed 
among thousands of children across the country, a statement by the Ministry of Interior said on 
Tuesday. This step comes within the framework of a campaign designed to educate the younger 
generation on the safe use of various websites such as Facebook, YouTube and Twitter and smart 
devices which are commonly accessed in the UAB. Major General Nasser Lakhreibani AI 
Nuaimi, Secretary-General ofthe Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, said that these measures 
are being taken to ensure that no harm comes to children using these tools. Police officials also 
urged parents to monitor their children's activities online and to be aware ofwho they are friends 
with. "We are hoping to distribute these manuals to the largest number of children possible. This 
is a sign of the Ministry ofInterior's determination to better the UAB's future," the statement 
said. (Full Report). 

Mysterious website seeks names, phone numbers of alleged Hezbollah agents 
McClatchy News Service, Mitchell Prothero, 2013 10 23 
Beirut - A mysterious website offering financial rewards for information about alleged members 
of Hezbollah's international operations wing has become a major topic of conversation in 
intelligence circles around the Middle East, with operatives wondering who is behind the effort. 
The site, which appeared without fanfare in recent weeks, claims to be the work ofan alliance of 
Western intelligence agencies. But two Western security officials familiar with the project said it 
is likely an Israeli operation to gather data on one of the world's most secretive organizations. 



The site, which can be found at www.stop910.com. says its mission is to bring attention to 
Hezbollah's so-called "Unit 910," which the site accuses of being Hezbollah's international 
operations unit tasked with conducting intelligence gathering and performing operations around 
the world. The site contains photographs of dozens of alleged operatives along with requests for 
readers to submit any information on the men, who range from suspects already known to 
authorities to dozens of apparently unidentified Hezbollah members. In many cases, the site 
shows a picture and no further information and offers rewards for phone numbers, real names 
and even home addresses of the men. 

PA forces thwart Harnas attack drone plot in West Bank 
Times ofIsrael, Avi IssacharofT, 2013 10 25 
Jerusalem - Palestinian security forces recently uncovered a terror cell in the West Bank plotting 
to launch unmanned aerial vehicles laden with explosives at Israel, Palestinian security officials 
told The Times ofIsrael Friday. During intensive activities near Hebron, in which PA security 
authorities arrested Hamas activists at the city's university, officers uncovered a terrorist network 
in the advanced stages of planning to launch a UA V into Israel. Multiple suspects were arrested 
and the plot was foiled . Investigation of the cell found that Hamas operatives had already run 
several test flights on the drone, and had intended to attach explosives to it in order to strike 
targets in Israel. Israeli defense officials confirmed the report and noted that the PA seCurity 
forces had recently chalked up other unspecified impressive achievements in their fight against 
terrorist groups operating in the West Bank. 

Selling Hezbollah (Canada). 
Now Lebanon, Drew Gough, 2013 1025 
Beirut - Driving through the Beqaa Valley during Eid al-Adha down the mountains from Bsharre 
and the Cedars - from the arid hills to fertile valley, and away from the Lebanon I've grown to 
know and - am just beginning to understand, I saw the first visible support of Hezbollah. Here, 
the party's yellow-and-green flags and banners spanned the potholed highway through tiny towns 
and larger-than-life cardboard cutouts of Hassan Nasrallah towered over roundabouts. For me, a 
Canadian writer and longtime tourist in Lebanon, one who has previously stayed out of the 
southern suburbs ofBeirut and the small towns of the country, this was my introduction to the 
real-world presence ofHezbollah. The commercialization of controversial political movements 
isn't new. We've all known someone with a Mao or Che Guevera shirt, sitting around in college 
dorms, someone else's revolutionaries boldly emblazoned on their chest. There's a market for 
everything, even for communism and for Lebanon's resistance party. 

Six injured in prison riot in Sana'a 
Yemen Times, Nasser AI-Sakkaf, 2013 1025 
Sana'a - A prison riot left four prisoners, one guard and the director of investigations injured in a 
Political Security prison in Sana'a on Tuesday, according to officials. One prisoner has been 
charged with attempted murder of the director of investigations. During the riot, prisoners 
captured two soldiers working as guards and held them as hostage, according to Adel AI
Hamadi, the city's prosecutor. They were set free Tuesday after two representatives from a 
human rights group and AI-Hamadi, went to the prison to negotiate the guards' release. In a letter 
published in the AI-Wasat newspaper recently, prisoners complained that soldiers guarding the 
facility had insulted Allah, which many are speculating may have culminated in Tuesday's riot. 

http:www.stop910.com


While prisoners held in Political Security facilities used to be primarily those with charges of 
drug trafficking, the prison is now known for housing those who have been detained for their 
alleged connections with Al-Qaeda or AI-Qaeda-affiliated groups. 

STL confident Lebanon's share of funding forthcomi~g 
Lebanon Daily Star, Kareem Shaheen, Hasan Lakkis, 2013 10 25 
Beirut - The Special Tribunal for Lebanon's top administrator met Thursday with caretaker Prime 
Minister Najib Mikati amid speculation over the court's funding and questions about preparations 
for trial. Lebanon owes nearly $38 million to the Hague-based court as part of its annual 49 
percent contribution to the budget. It is months overdue. The STL is tasked with prosecuting 
those responsible for the Feb 14, 2005, attack that killed former Prime Minister Rafik Hariri and 
21 others. The court indicted four Hezbollah members in 20 II . It indicted Hasan Merhi, a fifth 
Hezbollah suspect, earlier this month. Merhi is accused ofbeing a part of the network that 
orchestrated an alleged false claim of responsibility for the Hariri assassination. The court 
announced it would hold a hearing Tuesday on trial preparation. It is also engaged in a public 
advertising effort before it can rule whether Merhi, who has not been arrested, is to be tried in 
absentia. 

Syria Arab Army confronts terrorists in different areas 
Syria Times, Basma Qaddour, 2013 \0 25 
Provinces - Units of the armed forces have imposed control over Htaitet al-Terkman area in the 
eastern Ghouta ofDamascus and seized weapons for terrorists in Mazzeh area in Damascus, 
according to AlIkhbaria AI Soreyeh TV channel. The TV channel quoted a military source as 
confirming that Htaitet al-Terkman area became under the control of the Syrian army after 
eliminating all terrorist groupings there. In this context, the official news agency quoted a 
military source as saying that the fresh achievement comes after a tailored operation that took up 
less than 48 hours after cordoning off the area from several axes. The source said: "As many as 
100 terrorists died and 150 other injured in the operation," noting that the terrorists were 
belonging to al-Nusra Front, the so-called the "Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant", and 'Seraj 
al-Haq' battalion. It added that the armed forces are now hunting down the remained terrorists on 
the outskirt ofHtaitet al-Terkman area. 

Syria: Govemlllent release female detainees in prisoner swap 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Nazeer Rida, 2013 1025 
Beirut - An unconfirmed number of female prisoners were released by the Syrian government on 
Tuesday and Wednesday as part of a three-way detainee swap brokered by Qatar and the. 
Palestinian Authority (PA), Asharq AI-Awsat has learnt. The ambitious prisoner exchange also 
involved Syrian rebels freeing nine Lebanese Shi'ite pilgrims and Lebanese gunmen releasing 
two Turkish pilots. While no official statements have been issued by the Bashar AI-Assad 
government regarding the deal, several opposition sources confirmed the release of the female 
prisoners. The precise details regarding the number of female prisoners released by the 
Damascus regime remain unconfirmed with the BBC saying that 48 female prisoners have been 
released, while Reuters reported that 61 prisoners have been freed . The UK-based Syrian 
Obs.ervatory for Human Rights said that this prisoner release represents the first batch of the total 
128 prisoners set to be released as part of this three-way deal. 



Trial of Kuwait scholar in sectarian controversy postponed 
GulfNews, Habib Toumi, 2013 1025 
Manama: A court in Kuwait on Thursday adjourned the trial of local scholar Abdullah AI Nafissi 
on charges of targeting the Shiite sect and the country's national unity to November 7. The case 
was the first to be considered by the court under the national unity law and its provisions that 
stipulated penalties and fines, local news site AI Aan reported. The prosecution allowed AI 
Nafissi, 68, to go home on a KD5,000 (Dh65,05 1.5) bail, lfut it prevented him from leaving the 
country. The case against him had been brought by Shiite lawmakers who charged that the 
scholar attacked the Shiite sect in a lecture and pushed for the application of the anti- hatred law. 
However, reports in Kuwait quoted Ali AI Naqi, the head of the political bureau of the 
Conservatives' Reform Movement, as stating that the speech by AI Nafissi did not include any 
attack on the Shiite sect. 

US lashed back at critics over its drone campaign in Yemen 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 10 25 
Sana'a - Following scathing reports from two prominent rights groups: Human Rights Watch and 
Amnesty International regarding America's drone policy (unmanned planes) Washington lashed 
back at its detractors, keen to defend its position both legally and morally. In its 96-pages report 
HRW argues that Washington has infringed on international law by endangering local civilian 
population. It also challenges America's casualties figure, advancing that US officials had tried to 
play down the impact drone actually generates on the ground as to retain popular support at 
home and prevent having to justify its decisions. Amnesty International wrote in a statement, 
"The USA's promise to increase transparency around drone strikes, underscored by a major 
policy speech by President Barack Obama in May 2013, has yet to become a reality, and the 
USA still refuses to divulge even basic factual and legal information." 

. Yemen takes down al-Qaeda militants 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 1025 
Sana'a - Following a series of attacks against its interests by al-Qaeda, Yemen coalition 
government stroke back this Thursday by carrying a series of air strikes against alleged terror 
strongholds in the southern restive province of Abyan. Military official confirmed that military 
planes carried two subsequent strikes in Abyan which led to the killing of at least six identified 
terrorists, thus bearing a significant blow to the terror organization. "There were two separate air 
strikes launched by the air force and targeted hideouts of the al Qaeda militants in Wadi Mahfad 
town in Abyan province. At least six terrorists were killed, three in each air strike," a local 
military official told Xinhua on condition of anonymity. The official added that several al-Qaeda 
commanders are reportedly among the dead." About three al-Qaeda local leaders, who were 
responsible for several armed attacks and suicide bombings against the army forces in Abyan, 
were also among the dead elements," he explained. 

Others· Autres 

Au Mali, les groupes djihadistes· se reorganisent et multiplient les attaques 

Le Monde, Cyril Bensimon, 2013 1025 

Tessalit, Mali - Un attentat soigneusement planifie a tue au moins deux soldats tchadiens it 

Tessalit, dans Ie nord L'attaque perpetree, mercredi 23 octobre it Tessalit, dans Ie nord-est du 




Mali, contre des soldats tchadiens de la Mission des Nations unies au Mali (Minusma) demontre 
une nouvelle fois la capacite de resilience des groupes djihadistes. L'operation franyaise Serval, 
lancee en janvier, appuyee par des soldats afiicains, les a affaiblis mais pas defaits. Signe d'une 
reelle reorganisation dans les rangs des islamistes, des militaires franyais deployes dans Ie nord 
evoquent cette fois une " attaque complexe ". Selan ces sources, les assaillants, qui se sont 
revendiques d'un petit groupe proche d'Al-Qaida au Maghreb Islamique (AQMI), ont procede en 
plusieurs temps. Tout d'abord, vers 9 h 40, un vehicule piege a pu acceder au niveau du biitiment 
oil sont stationnes les soldats tchadiens avant que son conducteur fasse exploser sa charge. 

o 
Dialogue open for N. Korea but no provocative acts: presidential aides 
y onhap News Agency, 2013 10 25 ~ 
Washington - Top South Korean and U.S. presidential aides agreed Thursday that the allies will 
deal sternly with any North Korean provocations, with the door kept open for dialogue. Meeting 
with White House National Security Adviser Susan Rice in Washington, Kim Jang-soo, chief of 
Cheong Wa Dae's national security office, also agreed to establish a "hotline" to discuss the 
North Korea problem and other pending issues, according to Kim's office. "As part ofefforts for 
substantial progress in denuclearizing North Korea, they reaffirmed the common position of no 
talks for the sake of talks," it said in a press release . Kim and Rice shared the view that it is 
crucial for North Korea to take sincere steps toward denuclearization, it added. They also agreed 
to work together for an early deal on one of the most sensitive alliance issues -- setting a new 
timeline for the transfer of operational control (OPCON) of South Korean military forces in the 
event ofwar, said the office. The defense ministers of the allies failed to set a new target date for 
the OPCON transition when they held the annual Security Consultative Meeting in early 
October. 

Face a I'escadron de la mort terroriste - La Tunisie martyre 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1024 
Tunis - Les terroristes ont encore frappe. Lachement, comme toujours. La bataille contre Ie 
terrorisme atteint un nouveau palier. Les guets-apens meurtriers visent les forces de I'ordre, selon 
un plan preetabli, dementiel. Les faisceaux et groupuscules islamo-fascistes propagent la mort a 
large echelle, methodiquement. II y va de la Tunisie, de ses institutions, de la Republique, de la 
paix sociale. Le spectre de la guerre civile et de la partition se profile, dangereusement. 

Forces in 'large-scale' operation against Mali extremists 
Agence France-Presse, Staff report, 2013 10 24 
Paris - French, UN and Malian forces were engaged in a major operation aimed at preventing a 
resurgence oflslamist rebels in Mali, the French military said Thursday. "We have engaged, with 
the Malian army and (UN mission) MINUSMA, in a large-scale operation" in the so-called Niger 
Loop, an area hugging a curve of the Niger River between Timbuktu and Gao, French general 
staff spokesman Colonel Gilles Jaron said. "It is the first time we have seen forces of significant 
size working together," Jaron said. About 1,500 troops were involved, including some 600 
French, 600 Malians and 300 UN sold~ers. The goal of the mission -- dubbed "Hydra" -- was "to 
put pressure on any terrorist movements to avoid their resurgence," he said. 

Is Japan Eyeing Nuclear Armament? 
Chosun Ilbo, 2013 10 25 



Japan is gearing up to build its own nuclear weapons as part of a wider rearmament drive that 
would allow it to send troops abroad, experts warn. Tokyo is believed to have the technology to 
build nuclear weapons anytime.Two leading Japan experts in the U.S., Richard Samuels of the 
Center for International Studies at the MIT and James Schoff'of the Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace, sounded the warning in a recent report titled" Asia in the Second Nuclear 
Age." So far, they write, "memories of horrific nuclear attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki have 
sustained anti- nuclear sentiment and helped justify national policies championing 
nonproliferation and forgoing an indigenous nuclear arsenal. "They warn that the view no longer 
holds true that "associated institutional and diplomatic constraints on nuclear breakout" mean 
that Japan "will find it virtually impossible" to build nuclear weapons. 

( 

La vie dans I'ombre des Freres 
Le Figaro, Delphine Minoui, 2013 1025 
Le Caire - II y a trois mois, ils etaient ala tete de I'Egypte. Aujourd'hui, ils sont en prison ou 
contraints ala clandestinite. Asphyxies par l'armee, les Freres musulmans affichent pourtant une 
persistance atoute epreuve. Quel avenir et quelle strategie pour cette confrerie vieille de plus de 
80 ans ? Reportage aupres de ses membres. D'un pas presse, ils se faufilent atravers les avenues, 
sautant d'un trottoir al'autre, la peur aux oubliettes. lis crient que la mort est une of'frande quand 
on se bat pour celie des autres. Hommes, femmes, enfants ... Avec leurs quatre doigts tendus vers 
Ie ciel en guise d'antenne - une allusion au massacre de Rabaa, « quatrieme » en arabe - ils sont 
des milliers aformer une chenille humaine face aux blindes. Dans la foule, des photos de Morsi, 
Ie rais dechu, mais surtout des slogans hostiles au general Sissi, Ie nouveau commandant du 
navire egyptien. Nous sommes Ie dimanche 6 octobre, aux abords de la place Tahrir. Les 
militaires ont quadrille I'ex-epicentre de la revolution pour que leur « rete » , retransmise en 
direct ala television arenfort de drapeaux et de youyous, donne l'illusion d'un pays qui revit. 
Mais de I'autre cote des barrieres de barbeles, l'ambiance est tout autre. 

Le pays salue pour ses efforts de lutte contre Ie blanchiment des capitaux 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1024 
Paris - Le Groupe d'action financiere (GAFI) vient de retirer Ie Maroc de sa liste noire, saluant 
les "progres significatifs" accomplis par Ie royaume dans la lutte contre Ie blanchiment d'argent 
et Ie financement du terrorisme. L'instance intergouvemementale a annonre sa decision lors de sa 
seance pleniere, qui s'est terminee Ie 18 octobre aParis. Le Maroc a mis en place un cadre 
legislatif et reglementaire pour remedier aux lacunes strategiques qui avaient ete identifiees en 
2010, a anilOnce Ie GAFI. Dans Ie cadre de ses fClforrnes higislatives, Ie Maroc a introduit des 
modifications ala loi sur Ie blanchiment des capitaux en avril 2013 . 

Mali: I'attentat de Tessalit revendique par un groupe proche d' Aqmi 
Jeune Afrique, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 24 
Tessalit, Mali - L'assaut mene mercredi par des jihadistes contre des positions de I'armee 
tchadienne aTessalit, qui a fait au moins trois morts et plusieurs blesses, a ete revendique par 
Sultan Ould Bady, chef d'un petit groupe islamiste radical lie aAqmi. Cet attentat est Ie dernier 
d'une serie d'attaques terroristes en cours dans Ie vaste Nord malien depuis pres de trois 
semaines. 



Mali: nouvelle offensive contre les djihadistes 
Le Figaro, Tanguy Berthemet, 2013 1025 
Bamako - L'armee fram,aise, les forces de I'ONU et les troupes maliennes ont declenche leur 
premiere operation conjointe d'envergure. SAHEL Les forces de I'OW, les troupes maliennes et 
I'armee franyaise ont lance jeudi une operation pour endiguer les actions des djihadistes dans Ie 
nord du Mali . Baptisee « Hydre » , la manoeuvre de «grand!}ampleur » , selon Ie ministere 
franyais de la Defense, met pour la premiere fois en coordination les Ca59,ues bleus, I'armee 
malienne et les hommes de « Serval » . Les effectifs engages dans cette offensive, tout comme 
ses objectifs, demeurent flous. « Plusieurs centaines » de Franyais sont presents sur Ie terrain 
pour « faire pression sur les mouvements terroristes » , explique-t- on Ii I'etat-major. 
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Mali: vaste operation militaire conjointe des soldats fran~ais, onusiens et maliens 
Radio France Internationale, Journaliste maison, 2013 1024 
Bamako - Une operation militaire de «grande ampleur » baptisee Hydre a ete lancee ce jeudi 24 
octobre 2013 au Mali . Elle associe soldats franyais, maliens et de la force de I'ONU, pour « 
eviter une resurgence » de « mouvements terroristes », selon Ie communique de I'etat-major 
franyais . Une operation qui intervient au lendemain d'une attaque jihadiste Ii I'arme lourde contre 
des positions de I'armee tchadienne Ii Tessalit dans I'extreme nord-est du pays. Deux soldats 
tchadiens avaient lite tues et plusieurs civils. 

Manila expects early UN ruling on sea dispute with Beijing 
Reuters, 2013 10 24 
Manila - The Philippines expects an early ruling from.the United Nations' tribunal on its 
arbitration case questioning China's claim on the South China Sea, Manila's Foreign Minister 
said on Thursday, in the first public announcement of hopes for a swift outcome. Friction over 
the key shipping route has surged as China uses its growing naval might to assert a vast claim 
over the oil-and-gas rich area more strongly, raising fears of a conflict with other nations 
bordering the water body. China, Taiwan and Vietnam have claims on the whole ofthe South 
China Sea, while Brunei, Malaysia and the Philippines claim only parts of the disputed waters. 
Foreign Secretary Albert del Rosario said the Philippines initiated arbitration proceedings this 
year after exhausting all political and diplomatic avenues of resolution, and called China's claim 
on the South China Sea "expansive and excessive" . (full article) 

N. Korea seeks release of ship crew in Panama 
Associated Press, 2013 10 25 
Panama City - Panama's security minister says two North Korean diplomats have left the country 
after trying to settle the status of the crew ofa ship seized in July that was found to be carrying 
weapons from Cuba. Security Minister Jose Raul Mulino said Thursdays the diplomats met with 
top Panamanian prosecutors. He did not give details of the outcome. Foreign ministry officials 
have said most of the 35 crewmen would be released and allowed to return to North Korea. 

N. Korea to return 6 S. Koreans citizens through Panmunjom 
y onhap News Agency, 2013 10 25 
Seoul - North Korea was to hand over six South Korean citizens at the neutral border village of 
Panmunjom Friday, a rare move that has raised speculations that the country may be trying to 
mend fences with its southern rival. A government source said that the six men will cross over 



into South Korea at around 4:20 p.m. and will be taken to a secure location where they are to be 
questioned about how they came to be in the communist count!);. The exact identities, other than 
the family names ofthe six, have been withheld, but the MinistIy ofUnification confirmed 
Thursday, when Pyongyang first announced they were sending the men back, that they were not 
on the list of people abducted by the North. The oldest, who is 67, has been identified by his 
surname Yun, while the youngest named Song is 27. "None seem to be notable figures," the 
official said. He added that it is highly likely that they entered the country over the Chinese
North Korean border. He added that Seoul could not say at the moment that they had been 
forcibly abducted. The insider said the North's media reported it was questioning four South 
Koreans who entered the country illegally on Feb. 26, 20 I 0, while there was a separate report 
that one man entered the North a month earlier by crossing the Tumen River from China's 
Yanbian region. "The men will be questioned with appropriate measures taken depending on the 
results of the inquiry," he said. 

N. Korean leader urges company commanders, commissars to rally around party 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 1025 
Seoul - North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has called on company commanders and political 
commissars to rally around the ruling Workers' Party of Korea and help it overcome all 
challenges, Pyongyang's media reported Friday. The call was made at the fourth meeting of 
military officers and political directors of the Korean People's Army (KPA) that took place in 
Pyongyang on Tuesday and Wednesday, the Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) said. Kim, 
who took power after the death of his father Kim Jong-i1 in late 2011, ordered officers to prepare 
their troops both militarily and ideologically, and to instill a greater sense of discipline. "The 
leader stressed that when the People's Army repays the party's trust and expectation, the might of 
the powerful revolutionary army will be highly displayed," the news wire service reported. The 
KCNA also said that Kim made both the opening and closing speeches at the gathering, an 
unusual show of the leader's interest in the proceedings. 

N.Korea Suspected of Preparing for Fresh Nuke Test 
Chosun I1bo, 2013 10 25 
North Korea appears to have been digging two new tunnels at a nuclear test site in Punggye-ri, 
North Hamgyong Province since May, sparking fears that it is preparing for another nuclear test. 
Specialist website 38 North, which is run by Johns Hopkins University, said it discovered two 
new tunnel entrances and a mound of earth while analyzing satellite pictures of the test site taken 
on Wednesday. 

New constitution to enshrine Egypt's borders 
Asharq A1-Awsat, Jamal A1-Qassas, 2013 1025 
Cairo - The geographical map ofEgypt will be enshrined in the country's new constitution as 
part ofefforts to protect the North African state's territorial integrity. This move aims to preserve 
and protect Egypt's geographical identity following rumors that maps printed during the era of 
Islamist former president Mohamed Mursi had been tampered with and did not include the 
southern areas of Hala'ib and Shalateen. The Hala'ib Triangle is a vast tract of disputed territory 
located on the Red Sea's African coast between Egypt and Sudan. Sudan withdrew its forces 
from the area in 2000, ceding control of the border zone to Egypt. Mursi's administration was 



also beset by rumors that it intended to divide the Sinai Peninsula, allowing the establishment of 
an Islamic emirate to host a large number ofPalestinians as an extension to the Gaza Strip. 

• 
North Korea to allow 6 South Koreans to return home across heavily armed border Friday 
Associated Press, 2013 10 24 
Seoul - North Korea plans to allow six detained South Koreans to return home, officials in Seoul 
said Thursday. Pyongyang's Red Cross sent a letter to the South saying the South Koreans will 
cross over the heavily armed border at the so-called truce village ofPanmunjom on Friday, 
according to a short statement from the South's Unification Ministry, which is responsible for 
cross-border ties. The statement says Seoul plans to accept the South Koreans and investigate 
how they entered North Korea. Seoul provided only scant details, saying they were men ranging 
in age from 27 to 67. North Korea said in 2010 that it was investigating four South Koreans for 
allegedly illegally entering the country; it wasn't immediately clear whether any of them are 
among the six people being released Friday. Seoul says it has repeatedly asked Pyongyang to 
confirm the four citizens' identities but has received no reply. Relations on the Korean Peninsula 
have recently improved, but the rival Koreas were trading threats ofwar in March and April. 
They've since reopened operations at a jointly run industrial park in the North. South Koreans 
visiting North Korea without government approval can be punished by up to 10 years in prison 
under South Korea's National Security Law. The Korean Peninsula is still technically in a state 
ofwar because the 1950-53 Korean War ended in a truce, not a peace treaty. (full article) 

Residents trapped as Tripoli clashes hit fifth day 
Lebanon Daily Star, Misbah ai-Ali, 2013 1025 
Tripoli - Fighting in Tripoli raged on for a fifth consecutive day, reaching a fever pitch with 
intense sniper and rocket fire early Friday. Residents of the northern city voiced feelings of 
helplessness and anger, as the death toll rose to six with dozens more wounded. Maha ai-Ali, a 
resident of the predominately A1awite Jabal Mohsen, which is currently locked in battle with its 
Sunni rival, Bab al-Tabbaneh, said she, her family and neighbors had stayed inside since the 
violence erupted Monday. "I stay at home during the clashes because 1 may get attacked by some 
irrational groups who would harm me because I'm A1awite," she said. "Unfortunately, this is not 
the diverse and tolerant Tripoli [I know], this city is becoming ugly and doesn't accept other sects 
anymore." Tripoli, Lebanon's second largest city, has seen recurrent clashes linked to the crisis in 
neighboring Syria, namely between Jabal Mohsen, which backs Syrian President Bashar Assad, 
and Bab al-Tabbaneh, which supports his opponents. 

Sri Lankan court jails LITE member over 2006 bus bombing 
Colombo Page, 2013 1024 
Colombo - A Sri Lankan court today sentenced the Tamil Tiger suspect arrested in connection 
with the 2006 bomb attack on a bus in Kebithgollewa in North Central Province. Anuradhapura 
High Court today sentenced the LTTE suspect, Mahilingam Muthulingam, also known as Indran, 
to five years of rigorous imprisonment for his role in the bombing of a commuter bus. The Judge 
also ordered the Prison Commissioner General to send the convict for one year rehabilitation 
after he completes the 5-year jail sentence. 

Tensions II Haiti Emeutes apres I'arrestation d'un avocat 
La Presse, Etienne Cote-Paluck, 2013 10 25 



Port-au-Prince - Un avocat tres critique it I'endroit du regime hattien, Andre Michel, a ete 
apprehende mardi soir dans des circonstances controversees, poussant it la rue des centaines 
d'opposants au president Michel Martelly. L'avocat, membre d'un parti d'opposition, a finalement 
quitte Ie tribunal de Port-au-Prince Ie lendemain dans une voiture en compagnie de trois 
senateurs denonyant Ie caractere politique de son arrestation.jv1e Michel avait refuse qu'on 
fouille sa voiture sans mandat lors d'un contrOle policier> ce qui lui a valu une nuit en prison. 
Tout de suite apres son arrestation, mardi, des manifestations violentes ont eclate it l'ort-au
Prince. Toute la nuit, des armes lourdes ont ae entendues dans son fief au sud de la capitale, ou 
il avait ete arrete. Mercredi, plusieurs manifestations ont garde les policiers antiemeutes tres 
occupes. 

Tunisia Mourns for Slain Security Officers 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Monji Saidani, 2013 10 25 
Tunis - Tunisian President MoncefMarzouki annoul)ced three days of national mourning for 
eight security officers killed by suspected Salafist militants in the country's central Sidi Bouzidi 
province. Tunisian security officials, speaking to Asharq Al-Awsat on the condition of 
anonymity, said that the death toll is expected to rise in the coming days due to the serious nature 
of the injured sustained by a number ofother security officers in the attack. "A firefight erupted 
when a counter-terrorism unit from the Sidi Bouzidi region stormed a hideout of a Salafist group 
in the town of Sidi Ali Ben Aoun. The incident resulted in the death of two terrorists, while eight 
security officers were slain, including the counter- terrorist unit's commanding officer," the 
security official informed Asharq Al-Awsat. Tunisian authorities claim that Ansar Al-Sharia, one 
of the Islamist militant movements that has emerged in the country following the 20 II uprising, 
is behind a string of attacks on security forces. 

Tunisie : les violences retardent Ie processus de sortie de crise 
Le Monde, Isabelle Mandraud, 2013 10 25 
Tunis - L'ouverture du dialogue national, prealable it la demission du gouvernement islamiste, a 
ete repoussee, apres la mort de six membres de la garde nationale Qui veut Ie chaos en Tunisie? 
Quelle entreprise, quel reseau, s'emploie it destabiliser Ie pays? La question aflleure sur les levres 
apres la mort de six agents de la garde nationale tues mercredi 23 octobre, vises par des tirs alors 
qu'ils s'appretaient ainvestir une maison suspectee d'abriter un groupe arme aSidi Ali Ben Aoun, 
pres de Sidi Bouzid, berceau de la revolution tunisienne. 

Tunisie-Societe: Les salafistes de la Cite Ettadhamen retent Ie meurtre des 7 agents de 
I'ordre 
Kapitalis, 10umaliste maison, 2013 1024 
Cite Ettadhamen, Tunisie - Les salafistes jihadistes de la Cite Ettadhamen, aI'ouest de Tunis, 
tetent, jeudi, en pleine rue, Ie meurtre, hier, par des elements terroristes, de 7 agents de la garde 
nationale (6 aSidi Ali Ben Oun et I aMenzel Bourguiba). Les manifestants previennent aussi Ie 
«taghout» (membres des forces de I'ordre) d'une fin similaire. Ces gesticulations, de tres mauvais 
gout, ont suscite la colere de nombreux habitants de cette cite populaire, consideree comme I'un 
des fiefs de I'organisation terroriste Ansar Charia. Ces demiers on! explique aux medias que la 
declaration de Ali Larayedh, chef du gouvernement proviso ire, hier soir, refusant de presenter la 
demission de son gouvemement, ainsi que les sanctions administratives decidees it I'encontre des 
responsables des syndicats des forces de I'ordre pour avoir crie «Degage» aux presidents 



Marzouki, Ben JaMar et Larayedh, vendredi dernier ala caserne de Laouina, lors des obseques 
officiel1es de 2 agents de la garde nationale tues aGoubellatl Beja), a revigore les religieux 
extn\mistes et les a incites asortir de leur silence pour c1ame ouvertement leur ideologie 
jihadiste, qui s'exprime par les armes et Ie sang. /I. 'c ~. o~ 0 

'''I' .t,..o 1t1i!A C,s/.t 
Une cache d'armes decouverte en Algerie, pres de la Libye ~(Ii! '''"'~O''l'.'''1'I,,- c,. 
LeMatin DZ, 10urnaliste maison, 2013 10 24 J C -" c 
Illizi, algerie - L'armee algerienne a decouvert une vaste cache d'armes pres de la frontiere avec 
la Libye, comprenant notamment des. missiles sol-air, rapporte jeudi une source au sein des 
services de securite. L'arsenal de guerre est important. "C'est un arsenal de guerre", a declare 
celie source souhaitant rester anonyme. Les armes ont me trouvees dans la province d'Illizi, dans 
Ie sud de l'Algerie. Les militaires ont denombre une centaine de missiles anti-aeriens ainsi que 
plusieurs centaines de roquettes anti-helicopteres, de mines terrestres et de grenades RPG. La 
cache se trouvait aenviron 200 km du complexe gazier d'ln Amenas qui avait ete pris d'assaut 
par des militants islamistes venus de Libye en janvier. Trente-sept employes etrangers du site 
avaient ete tues dans cette attaque. 
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CSEC in the News 0 Le CSTC dans les nouvelles 

Too much info going in ••• 
Globe and Mail, 2013 10 28 
Editorial: A court is probably not the ideal forum in which to try to clarify the purposes and 
activities of an intelligence agency. But the Communications Security Establishment Canada is 
so murky and perplexing that a constitutional challenge by the British Columbia Civil Liberties 
Association is a welcome opportunity. The BCCLA is suing for a declaration that CSEC is 
unjustifiably infringing the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. If the association were to win on 
every issue, CSEC would probably have to close down. That extreme result may not be 
desirable, but closer oversight of the agency is. The lawsuit may help articulate what the agency 
is, what it should be - and what it shouldn't be doing. The sections of the National Defence Act 
that govern CSEC are badly drafted. The definition of "foreign intelligence" is too broad, and 
doesn't limit the agency's scope to actual or potential threats to Canada. That may go some 
distance to explaining the puzzling surveillance of the Brazilian Ministry ofMines and Energy. 
CSEC is also not supposed to engage in surveillance of Canadians except when it gets a special 
authorization to do so. Is that how it works in practice? The Edward Snowden revelations 
suggest widespread abuse oJ the spirit of the law by U.S. intelligence agencies. What's the story 
here? Who is overseeing the governments gatherers of secrets, and who is protecting us from 
them? 

Canada 

... not enough out 
Globe and Mail, 20 J3 10 28 
Editorial : The Conservative government is often seen as being secretive and obsessed with 
hoarding information - a characterization that is not entirely unfair. So when the federal 
Information Commissioner recently reported that the past year saw signs of"clear deterioration 



in the access to information system," the law by which Canadians can get their hands on most 
government data and documents, it wasn't exactly unexpected news. The headlines, and the 
articles, practically wrote themselves. Yet a closer reading of Suzanne Legault's annual report 
tells a different, and surprising, story. The impression of diminishing transparency isn't borne out 
by the Commissioner's statistics. The number ofcomplaints handled by the Office of the 
Information Commissioner rose by 9 per cent in 2012-13 . That\s not ideal. But when considered 
over a longer period, the volume ofcomplaints has been dropping. Over the past four years, 
complaints are down nearly 5 per cent. The inventory of outstanding complaints has also steadily 
decreased, from 2,086 in 2009-2010 to 1,796 this year. 0 

1590 Canadiens sont detenus aI'etranger 
La Presse canadienne, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 28 
Ottawa - Le ministere des Affaires etrangeres est avare de details sur ces emprisonnements Si 
certains Canadiens detenus it I'etranger font la manchette, tels les Ontariens John Greyson et 
Tarek Loubani, recemment rentres au pays apres avoir croupi dans une cellule en Egypte, ou 
encore les militants de Greenpeace Alexandre Paul et Paul Ruzycki, emprisonnes en Russie, 
nombreux sont ceux qui ne profitent pas d'un aussi large reseau de partisans. Selon les plus 
recentes donnees du ministere federal des Affaires etrangeres, on compte 1590 Canadiens 
detenus dans des prisons it l'exterieur du pays. La vaste majorite d'entre eux, soit 1097 
prisonniers canadiens, sont incarceres aux Etats-Unis. Les autres se retrouvent derriere les 
barreaux dans plus de 85 pays differents .. 

Canada faces issue of federal records 
Press TV, 2013 10 28 
Ottawa - Canada's information commissioner says an increasing number of complaints are being 
filed against the government's unwillingness to release federal records. Suzanne Legault said on 
Sunday that since April there has been a surge in complaints that the government is too often 
citing security to withhold documents requested under the Access to information Act. Under the 
act, every Canadian resident can ask for records from the federal government, but many of the 
requests are subjected to exemptions and long delays. Legault said the problem has become acute 
this year. In the first six months of this fiscal year, the number of filed complaints was almost 40 
percent ahead of the same time last year. The commissioner previously said that the system is 
rapidly deteriorating, with departments consistently failing to meet legislated timelines in the 
release of information or even acknowledging the receipt of requests. 

Charte des valeurs quebecoises - Les personnalites publiques choisissent leur camp 
Le Devoir, Bahador Zabihiyan; Melanie Loisel, 2013 1028 
Montreal - Des marches pro et anti-charte ont eu lieu samedi et dimanche De nombreux artistes 
et politiciens ont pour la premiere fois participe, en fin de semaine, aux differentes 
manifestations entourant la Charte des valeurs quebecoises. Aplusieurs occasions, des marches 
avaient ete organisees, mais les personnalites publiques se faisaient plutot rares. Dimanche apres
midi, Ie depute de Quebec solidaire, Amir Khadir, s'est notamment joint it la manifestation contre 
la Charte organisee par I'Association des musulmans et des Arabes pour la lajcite au Quebec, Ie 
Congres maghrebin au Quebec et les Quebecois musulmans pour les droits et libertes. M. Khadir 
a accepte d'y participer parce que les organisateurs tenaient it defendre la lajcite et les droits 
individuels. " Je sl!is pour la lajcite, mais elle ne doit pas se faire sur la tete des femmes ni sur la 



tete des musulmanes ", a indique M. Khadir alors que des centaines de personnes attendaient Ie 
signal de depart de la manifestation au square Phillips au centre-ville de Montreal. 

Fint Nations aren't swayed by vague promises 
Globe and Mail, Ken Coates and Brian Lee Crowley, 2013 10 28 ,.~ 
Op-ed: Until the shale gas exploration protests by members ofthe Elsipogtog First Nation took a 
nasty turn recently, the country was paying little attention to aboriginal concerns about resource 
activity in New Brunswick. Now Elsipogtog is Burnt Church redux, another exampl!:l of angry 
clashes over First Nations rights. The New Brunswick controversy has two elements. Unease 
about shale gas development brought many non-aboriginal people to join with the First Nations, 
with escalating demands for a provincial government moratorium on exploration activity. Jhis 
kind ofenvironmentalist-indigenous alliance is not uncommon; similar joint protests interrupted 
plans for the Enbridge pipeline project in northern British Columbia. These connections have 
proven shaky in the past and are not certain to endure. The second element - the assertion that 
First Nations deserve a much greater role in resource development decision-making and the 
resulting prosperity - is much deeper and more important. Members of the Elsipogtog First 
Nation do not want exploratory activity to continue, insisting that their right to be consulted and 
accommodated starts at the first stages of'development. Without greater involvement - the word 
"veto" is not being used officially, but is clearly in the air - they see no value in allowing 
resource development to proceed. Note: Ken Coates is senior fellow at the Macdonald-Laurier 

.Institute and Canada Research Chair at the University of Saskatchewan. Brian Lee Crowley is 
the ML!'s managing director. They are authors ofNew Beginnings: How Canada's Natural 
Resource Wealth Could Re-shape Relations with Aboriginal People. 

Flood of security-related complaints overwhelms statT of info watchdog 
Canadian Press, Dean Beeby, 2013 1028 
Ottawa - Canada's information watchdog has been flooded with fresh complaints that the Harper 
government is too often citing security to withhold documents requested under the Access to 
Information Act. Suzanne Legault says that since April, her office has seen a surge in such 
complaints prompting her to ask for more specially trained investigators. " I have observed a 
worrying trend in the number of new complaints of this type in the past four months," Legault 
wrote in August to Tony Clement, president of the Treasury Board. " So far this fiscal year, we 
have received I 07 new special delegation (security related) complaints, amounting to 80 per cent 
of the average number of incoming complaints that my office has previously received over the 
course ofan entire year." Legault said the problem has been growing over the last five years, but 
has become acute this year. 

Le droit de manifester s'i.nvite dans la campagne 
Le Soleil, Olivier Parent, 2013 \0 28 
. Quebec - Plus d'une centaine de personnes ont repondu 11 I'appel de Subvercite, hier, en se 
joignant 11 sa manifestation pour Ie droit de manifester Iibrement 11 Quebec. Le but du nouveau 
collectif anticapitaliste etait de profiter de la campagne electorale municipale pour ramener sur Ie 
radar Ie reglement "arbitraire" qui oblige, depuis juin 2012, les manifestants 11 donner leur 
itineraire 11 la police. Le groupe Subvercite dit avoir ete approche par des candidats d'Equipe 
Labeaume et de Democratie Quebec prets 11 discuter du reglement avec leur chef "Comme c'est 



dans aucune plateforme electorale, ils nous parlent toujours sous Ie manteau. lis sont pris pour 
respecter les )ignes de parti", precise David Gagnon, membre du collectif. 

c 
Le SPVM demeure "dans Ie neant" c. 
La Presse, Philippe Teisceira-Lessard, 2013 1028 
LaSalle - Colis suspect it I'aeroport Montreal-Trudeau Ic;e Service de police de la Ville de 
Montreal (SPVM) a indique hier etre "toujours dans Ie neant" quant au mysterieux colis suspect 
qui a force I'evacuation d'une partie de I'aeropon de Montreal et, un peu plus tard, de plusieurs 
residences de I'arrondissement de LaSalle. L'enquete a debute tres tot dans la matinee, lorsqu'un 
homme de 71 ans, connu des policiers, a eu un comportement suspect avant de monter it bord 
d'un avion, it I'aeroport. Un sac lui appartenant a rapidement ete considere comme un "colis 
suspect" par la police, parce qu'i1 contenait "des choses avec lesquelles on ne devrait pas se 
retrouver dans un aeroport", selon Ian Lafreniere, porte-parole du SPVM. La police a confirme 
que les objets etaient dissimules it I'interieur du sac, mais aussi qu'i1 ne s'agissait pas de matieres 
explosives. 

Les pro-Janettes se font entendre II Montreal 
La Presse canadienne, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 28 
Montreal - Debut de la lutte it I'integrisme et I'extremisme, selon certains Quelques milliers de 
personnes ont manifeste samedi en faveur du projet pequiste de charte des valeurs, it Montreal, it 
I'occasion d'un rassemblement organise par les Janettes, les signataires d'une lettre ouverte 
appuyant Ie projet charte reunies sous I'egide de Janette Bertrand. Scandant des slogans 
favorables it I'egalite hommes-femmes et it la neutralite de I-Etat, les partisans du projet de charte 
s'agglutinaient derriere quelques-unes de ces Janettes, it savoir I'ex-leader etudiante Martine 
Desjardins; I'animatrice Julie Snyder; I'auteure Djemila Benhabib - candidate pequiste dans 
Trois-Rivieres defaite aux dernieres elections - ou encore la scenariste et femme de Bernard 
Landry, Chantal Renaud. Mme Bertrand elle-meme a prononce quelques mots sur la Place des 
festivals, mais n'a pas participe it la marche en tant que telle. Si plusieurs manifestants disaient 
appuyer, dans son integralite, Ie projet de charte des valeurs presente par Ie ministre pequiste 
Bernard Drainville, d'autres ont fait part de reserves, et ont laisse entendre que Ie projet devrait 
faire I'objet de modifications, y compris sur la question des exemptions qui seraient accordees it 
certaines institutions. 

Manitoba Liberals' first ever Canadian-Pakistani leader 
Pakistan Dawn, Mohsin Abbas, 2013 1028 
Winnipeg: A Canadian lawyer and politician ofPakistani descent scored a first-ballot victory at 
Saturday's Liberal leadership convention in western Canada's prairie province ofManitoba. Rana 
Bokhari, 36, is first- generation Canadian who was born in Winnipeg and grew up on a farm in 
Anoia, Eastern Manitoba, where her Pakistani immigrant parents operated the largest poultry 
farm in the province. Bokhari won 431 votes to take the party's top job on the first ballot at a 
leadership convention in Winnipeg. The minimum number of votes needed to win on the first 
'round ofvoting was 430. With the win she has became Manitoba's first ever Canadian-Pakistani 
provincial leader. She will lead Manitoba's third party into the next provincial election, expected 
in the spring of 2016. She succeeds Jon Gerrard, who had been leader for the past 15 years. 



Montreal airport scare leads police to LaSalle apartment 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2013 10 28 
Montreal - Montreal police have cordoned off a five-block residential section of a LaSalle 
neighbourhood tonight after security officials at Pierre Elliott Trudeau Airport found a suspicious 
package that caused panic and delays. Several homes were evacuated and about 20 residents 
were displaced as officers taped off a security perimeter. Police said they were going to search a 
nearby house. Montreal police spokesperson Ian Lafreniere dismissed reports tbat a suspect who 
was detained had been carrying multiple passports. He said police ave already searched the 
suspect's vehicle, but have not yet questioned him. " 0 I. 

More than 1,500 in foreign prisons: The unknown Canadians detained abroad 
Canadian Press, Benjamin Shingler, 2013 1028 
Montreal - For nearly two months all eyes were turned to John Greyson and Tarek Loubani, the 
Canadian activists held in an Egyptian prison before being allowed to return to Canada. Two 
other detained Canadians, Greenpeace activists Alexandre Paul and Paul Ruzycki, have also been 
in the headlines as they remain held in a Russian prison and could face a lengthy prison sentence 
on piracy charges. But there are other Canadians detained abroad who don't have such a network 
of supporters, and fail to capture similar public attention. Overall, 1,590 Canadians are in prison 
outside the country, according to figures provided by Canada's Foreign Affairs department, 
accurate to Oct. 10. The bulk of them 1,091 are behind bars in the United States. The rest are in 
prisons in more than 85 other countries. 

Natives march to protest Primrose oil spill 
QMI News Agency, Jordan Small, 2013 10 28 
Cold Lake - The tune for justice was on the mind and microphone of Cold Lake First Nations 
(CLFN) during the activists' Walk for Future Generations. CLFN, neighbouring first nations and 
Idle No More participants began a 106-km protest walk on the weekend to bring attention to the 
six- month ongoing Primrose oil spill at Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. (CNRL) and other 
resource extractive industries. The bitumen emulsion leaks were discovered in May and June at 
surface. To date, over 1.5 million litres ofbitumen has spillt;d on the four sites and over 200 
reported animals are dead as a result. A growing concern about the cleanliness ofgroundwater 
has risen after CNRL received an enforcement order from the province to investigate potential 
groundwater contamination on Oct. 21 . 

Operation policiere a I'aeroport Pierre-Elliott-Trudeau 
Agence QMI, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 28 
Dorval - Un homme portant un colis suspect a ete apprehende par les forces de I'ordre, causant de 
nombreuses perturbations. L'arrestation d'un homme avec un colis suspect al'aeroport 
PierreElliott-Trudeau a necessite la fermeture d'une partie d'un terminal de depart, hier, aDorval, 
et d'une rue dans I'arrondissement de LaSalle par la suite. Les policiers ont r~u un mandat de 
perquisition pour fouiller la residence du suspect situee rue Airlie, dans l'arrondissement de 
LaSalle. Le suspect, un homme de 71 ans connu des policiers pour differents del its, s'appretait II 
prendre l'avion, possiblement en direction de Los Angeles, lorsqu'il a ete intercepte par un 
employe de l'aeroport vers 5 h 45 du matin. II aurait tente de voyager en utilisant sa veritable 
identite, selon les policiers. 



Pres de 1600 Canadiens emprisonm\s aI'etranger 
lci Radio-Canada - Nouvelles (site web), 10urnaliste maison, 2013 1028 
Ottawa - Si certains Canadiens detenus ill'etranger font la manchett~ tels les Ontariens John 
Greyson et Tarek Loubani, recemment rentres au pays apres avolr cJ:..oupi dans une cellule en 
Egypte, ou encore les militants de Greenpeace Alexandre Paul et Paul Ruzycki emprisonnes en 
Russie, nombreux sont ceux qui ne profitent pas d'un aussi large reseau de partisans. Selon les 
plus recentes donnees du ministere federal des Affaires etrangeres, alees du 10 octobre, on 
compte 1590 Canadiens detenus dans des prisons ill'exterieur du pays. La vaste majorite d'entre 
eux, soit 1097 prisonniers canadiens, soni incarceres aux Etats-Unis . .Les autres se retrouvent 
derriere les barreaux dans plus de 85 pays differents. Le ministere des Affaites etrangeres a 
refuse de fournir des details sur la detention de ces ressortissants ou sur la duree de leur 
emprisonnement. On ne connait pas non plus Ie nombre de cas de detention actuellement 
contestes par les autorites federales. 

Slow oil, gas infrastructure development worry Chinese 
Globe and Mail, Shawn McCarthy, 2013 1028 
Ottawa - China's state-owned companies are still keen to invest in Canada's energy sector, but 
worry about the slow pace of infrastructure development to connect Western oil and gas 
producers with Asian markets, Natural Resources Minister Joe Oliver says. Mr. Oliver returned 
last week from visits to South Korea and China amid concerns that Ottawa's rules for state
owned enterprises (SOEs) have sent negative and confusing signals to Asia's government
controlled companies whose investment is needed to finance development in the country's 
resource sector. He met with Korean and Japanese executives attending an energy conference in 
South Korea, and with Chinese investors as well as President Xi Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang 
in Beijing. "I didn't encounter any confusion about the rules; I wasn't asked for clarity," Mr. 
Oliver said, although some Chinese investors indicated they weren't happy with the rules. 
"Nobody said to me directly or indirectly that the decline in SOE investment [in the Canadian 
energy sector 1was the result of those rules ... 

United States· Etats-Unis 

Birds, Bees and Spies (Canada) 
Wall Street Journal, Editorial Board, 2013 1028 
Editorial- Maybe the leaders of the European Union should have issued a communique at their 
summit in Brussels Friday, publicly thanking Edward Snowden for stealing U.S. secrets and thus 
giving them something to talk about other than their own economies. The euro zone's 
unemployment rate hit a near-record 12% in August, up from 11.5% a year ago, and the 
trumpeted European recovery is clocking in at 0.3% after 18 months of recession. But why Call 
too much attention to that unpleasantness when, OMG, the Americans might be eavesdropping? 
The German case is more sensitive even if the details remain unclear. Nobody doubts Mrs. 
Merkel's personal bona fides as a friend of the U.S. But there are good reasons the U.S. would 
want to eavesdrop on German chancellors, going back decades. In the 1970s, Gunter Guillaume, 
a top aide to then-Chancellor Willy Brandt, was exposed as a Stasi agent. The disclosure forced 
Brandt to resign. More recently, former German Chancellor Gerhard Schroder formed a de facto 
alliance with France's Jacques Chirac and Russia's Vladimir Putin to oppose the U.S. over Iraq. 
After leaving office in 2005 Mr. Schroder effectively went to work for Mr. Putin as chairman of 



Nord Stream AG, a pipeline consortium in which Russian gas giant Gazprom has a 51 % stake. 
Such history is a good reason the Obama Administration should resist calls from Berlin and Paris 
to adopt a "no spy" agreement of the kind the U.S. has with Britain, Canada, Australia and New 
Zealand. American and European interests have frequently and sharply diverged and will 
inevitably do so again. President Obama should not tie the hands of successors who may not 
have someone as sympathetic as Mrs. Merkel as a Berlin counterpart. 

C
Lawmaker Offers Strong Defense of U.S. Surveillance Efforts in Europe 
New York Times, Brian Knowlton, 2013 1027 
New York - The chairman of the House Intelligence Committee, Representative Mike Rogers, on 
Sunday offered one of the most vigorous defenses of American surveillance activities in Europe, 
saying that much of the anger and resentment they have engendered were the result of 
misunderstandings. Mr. Rogers, Republican ofMichigan, said that the National Security 
Agency's surveillance program in question -- particularly in regards France, but also Germany -
had been badly misrepresented in news reports. If the French understood that it was designed to 
protect them and others from the threat of terror, he said on CNN's "State of the Union," "they 
would be applauding and popping Champagne corks. " The widely reported notion that the 
National Security Agency had monitored 70 million French phone calls, Mr. Rogers said, was 
"100 percent wrong, and that's why this is so dangerous." Reporters who had seen one security 
agency slide provided by Edward 1. Snowden, aformer agency contract employee, 
"misinterpreted some of the acronyms at the bottom of the slide and saw this 70 million phone 
call figure - this was about a counterterrorism program that had nothing to do with French 
citizens," Mr. Rogers asserted. The congressman also said that reports of the monitoring of 
phone calls of Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany were incomplete, fragmentary and, 
therefore, misleading. The most recent report; published in the German news magazine Der 
Spiegel on Saturday, cited a document -- apparently from a National Security Agency database -
that indicated Ms. Merkel's cellphone was first listed as a target of surveillance in 2002. 

Les grandes oreilles d'Obama 
Le Devoir, Franyois Brousseau, 2013 10 28 
Chronique - II y a 80 ans, les Allemands etaient tous espionnes par les nazis ; i1 y a 40 ans, par la 
Stasi... et aujourd'hui, par les Etats-Unis ! Voila un raccourci certes approximatif, mais 
neanmoins saisissant, pour decrire la realite que nous donnent a voir les revelations, 
croustillantes et angoissantes, sur l'espionnage massif des Europeens par les services secrets 
americains. Selon la presse allemande du week-end, Ie malheureux telephone cellulaire d'Angela 
Merkel etait sur ecoute par la NSA americaine depuis 2002 (donc avant sa prise du pouvoir, en 
2005). Et Barack Obama, lui, aurait su depuis 2010 que ses services se livraient a cet espionnage 
d'une " alliee " et " amie " ! 

NSA 'monitored 60m Spanish calls in a month' 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 28 
London - The US National Security Agency secretly monitored 60 million phone calls in Spain 
in one month, Spanish media say. The reports say the latest allegations came from documents 
provided by the fugitive US analyst Edward Snowden. They say the NSA collected the numbers 
and locations of the caller and the recipient, but not the calls' content. This comes as a European 
Union parliamentary delegation prepares for a series of meetings in Washington. The officials 



from the European parliament's Civil Liberties Committee will speak to members of Congress to 
convey concerns and gather information. The White House has so far declined to comment on 
Monday's claims about US spying in Spain, published in the newspapers El Pais and El Mundo. 

c. 
NSA Director releases bizarre YouTube video " 
MSNBC, Staff report, 2013 1027 
Washington - National Security Agency Director Keith Alexander likened theNSA's spying 
duties to taking a bath, holding a hornet's nest and wearing a.seatbelt in a video posted to 
Y ouTube Thursday by the Pentagon's media arm. "When you were younger, well this is for boys, 
you say I don't want to take a bath, no I'll take a bath, why would I want to take a bath ... isn't 
there a better way?" Alexander asked. "We don't, so we have to take baths, right or showers, 
what about here, what's the better way to stop terrorists?" Alexander was defending the NSA's 
bulk collection of communications data under the Patriot Act. The video, which looks a bit like 
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting tried to produce an episode ofWayne's World inside a 
Pyongyang studio, features Alexander answering questions ostensibly posed by Jessica L. Tozer, 
a writer for the Pentagon's Armed With Science blog. Tozer never speaks-instead, her questions 
are represented by title cards. The video purports to be an attempt to "get the story straight" 
about the NSA's surveillance programs and responsibilities as an agency, but largely reiterates 
Alexander's prior defenses of the NSA through a barrage ofweird metaphors. Alexander argues 
that the NSA's programs are effective at stopping terrorism and that ending them would put the 
country in danger. "These are the best, most noble people in the world, from my perspective," . 
Alexander says ofNSA employees. "They do more to save our lives than anyone else that I 
know of" 

1 

NSA says its director never discussed surveillance of Merkel with Ohama 
The Guardian (London), Paul Lewis, Phillip Olterman, 2013 10 28 
London - The US National Security Agency was last night forced to deny that its director had 
ever discussed a surveillance operation against the German chancellor with President Barack 
Obama, as the White House tried to contain a full-scale diplomatic crisis over espionage directed 
at allied countries. The Obama administration appeared in disarray last night as it struggled with 
the fallout over the disclosure that the National Security Agency monitored the phone 
conversations of at least 35 world leaders. Earlier yesterday the White House had refused to 
comment on an overnight report in the German tabloid Bild, which alleged that Ohama was 
personally briefed about by the operation to target Angela Merkel's phone by the NSA's director, 
Keith Alexander, and allowed it to continue. Caitlin Hayden, the White House's national security 
council spokeswoman, declined to comment on the reports, telling the Guardian: "We are not 
going to comment publicly on every specific alleged intelligence activity." However just over 
three hours later, that position appeared to have been reversed, when the NSA said in a statement 
that Alexander "did not discuss with President Obama in 2010 an alleged foreign intelligence 
operation involving German Chancellor Merkel, nor has he ever discussed alleged operations 
involving' Chancellor Merkel. News reports claiming otherwise are not true" . 

Obama Unaware as U.S. Spied On World Leaders: Officials (Canada) 
Wall Street Journal, Siobhan Gorman, Adam Entous, 2013 1028 
Washington - The National Security Agency ended a program used to spy on German Cham;ellor 
Angela Merkel and a number ofother world leaders after an internal Obama administration 



review started this summer revealed to the White House the existence of the operation, U.S. 
officials said. Officials said the internal review turned up NSA monitoring of some 35 world 
leaders, in the U.S. government's first public acknowledgment that it tapped the phones ofworld 
leaders. European leaders have joined international outrage over revelations of U.S. surveillance 
ofMs. Merkel's phone and ofNSA's monitoring of call data in France. The White House cut off 
some monitoring programs after learning of them, including the one tracking Ms. Merkel and 
some other leaders, a senior U,S. official said. Other programs have been slated for termination, 
officials said. The account suggests President Barack Obama went nearly five years without 
knowing his own spies were bugging the phones of world leaders. Officials said the NSA has so 
many eavesdropping operations under way that it wouldn't have been practical to brief him on all 
of them. The senior U,S, official said that the current practice has been for these types of 
surveillance decisions to be made at the agency level. "These decisions are made at NSA," the 
official said. "The president doesn't sign off on this stuff." That protocol now is under review, the 
official added , Traditionally the U.S , and four other countries -- known as the five eyes -- don't 
spy on each other. The five eyes are the U.S" U.K., Canada, Australia and New Zealand. The 
administration reviews are largely focused on countries other than the five eyes, officia1s said , 

Obama was aware of spying on Merkel 
AI Jazzeera, 2013 10 28 
Washington - A German newspaper has reported that US President Barack Obama knew his 
intelligence service was eavesdropping on Angela Merkel as long ago as 20 I 0, contradicting 
reports that he had told the German chancellor he did not know. Germany received information 
this week that the US National Security Agency (NSA) had bugged Merkel's mobile phone, 
prompting the German government to summon the US ambassador. The NSA denied that Obama 
had been informed about the operation by the NSA chief in 2010, as reported by the German 
paper Bild am Sonntag on Sunday. But the agency did not comment directly on whether Obama 
knew about the bugging ofMerkel's phone. Both the White House and the German government 
declined comment. The Wall Street Journal reported on Sunday that the NSA ended the 
programme that involved Merkel after the operation was uncovered in an Obama administration 
review that began this summer. 

Reasons to Talk to N. Korea 
New York Times, Stephen W. Bosworth and Robert 1. Gallucci, 2013 10 28 
Op-ed - As officials in charge of American policy toward North Korea during the Clinton and 
Obama administrations, we met last month in Europe with senior representatives of the North 
Korean government to discuss relations between our countries. We believe that the current 
impasse, which only buys time for North Korea to develop its nuclear program, is unstable and 
that matters will only get worse if not addressed directly. It's time for the Obama administration 
to reopen dialogue with Pyongyang. The United States government has not had direct contact 
with a senior North Korean official for more than a year. Our private and unofficial meetings 
were an important opportunity to review the state of the regime's thinking on bilateral relations 
and its willingness to give up its nuclear weapons program, The North Koreans -- who are 
longtime participants in government- to-government talks and well plugged-in to their country's 
leadership -- stated that if dialogue were to resume, their nuclear weapons program would be on 
the negotiating table, They provided preliminary thinking on a phased approach that would start 
with a freeze of their program and end with denuclearization, That process, they said, would 



have to include steps by America, such as the conclusion of a peace treaty to replace the . 
temporary armistice that ended the Korean War, and the lifting of economic sanctions imposed 
on the North by the United States since the end of that war. We stressed that Pyongyang needs to 
indicate clearly the concrete steps it would take both before and immediately after a return to the 
negotiating table. The North Koreans told us that they were prepared to enter talks without 
preconditions and would consider some confidence-building measures once talks begin. Note: 
Stephen W. Bosworth and Robert L. Gallucci were responsible for negotiations with North 
Korea during the first Obama and Clinton administrations, respectively, 

The Deputy Director: Mike Morell 
60 Minutes (CBS), John Miller, 2013 1027 
Interview - There may be no period that so dramatically redefined the world ofU.S. intelligence 
than the decade following the September II th attacks. Through those tumultuous years, there 
was one man who was in the room for almost every important decision. Mike Morell was deputy 
director of the CIA and gave us the only television interview he's ever done. He spoke to us, 
largely because he believes the very. nature of the spy business keeps successes in the shadows, 
but often pushes failure into the bright lights. Morell operated in those shadows, but his insights 
have helped shape the key foreign policy decisions of the last three presidents. The first thing we 
asked Morell about was the last thing he did at the CIA: taking part in the damage assessment on 
Edward Snowden, the NSA contractor who leaked classified documents about America's secret 
electronic surveillance programs. Mike Morell: I do not believe he was a whistleblower. I do not 
believe he is a hero. I think he has betrayed his country. John Miller: How serious a hit is that to 
national security? Mike Morell : I think this is the most serious leak-- the most serious 
compromise of classified information in the history of the U.S. intelligence community. John 
Miller: Because of the amount of it? Or the type? Mike Morell : The amount and the type. 

u.s. sought Japan aid in tapping fiber-optic cables in 2011 . 
Kyodo News, Staff reporter, 2013 1028 
Tokyo - The U.S. National Security Agency sounded out the Japanese government around 2011 
for cooperation in wiretapping fiber-optic cables carrying phone and Internet data across the 
Asia-Pacific region, sources familiar with the matter said Saturday. The agency's overture was 
apparently. aimed at gathering information on Beijing given that Japan is at the heart of optical 
cables that connect various parts of the region. But Japan rejected the request, citing legal 
restrictions and shortage of personnel in the tapping operations, the sources said. The sources 
said the agency asked Japan if it could intercept personal information such as Internet and phone 
call data when communication data pass through Japan via cables connecting Japan, China and 
other parts of the region. Faced with China's growing presence in the cyberworld and the need to 
bolster information about international terrorists, the United States may have been looking into 
whether Japan, its close ally in Asia, can offer help similar as to Britain, the sources said. 

United Kingdom. Royaume-Uni 

British Tabloids on Trial, Along With Ex-Editors 
New York Times, Steven Erlanger, Stephen Castle, 2013 10 28 
London - The ethics of the once mighty and still powerful British newspaper industry go on trial 
here on Monday, with two former top editors from Rupert Murdoch's media empire facing 



criminal accusations involving phone hacking and obstructing justice. The case features one of 
Mr. Murdoch's favorites, Rebekah Brooks, and another editor who became a top aide to Prime 
Minister David Cameron, Andy Coulson. The trial is expected to be aggressive and detailed, 
with the potential for yet more revelations about the inner workings o( the competitive world of 
British tabloid journalism and its tangled relationships with the political elite and law
enforcement officials. The trial, in which all the defendants deny guilt, may also add momentum 
to efforts to regulate Britain's obstreperous press. That effort hit a stalemate after a lengthy 
revelatory inquiry, led by Lord Justice Sir Brian Leveson, ended I~st year after exposing a toxic 
web of criminal practices by the news media, including computer hacking and bribery of police 
officials. "The ethics of the whole of the British press are again in the spotlight" with this trial, 
said Brian Cathcart, a former newspaper deputy editor and director ofHacked Off, an 
organization campaigning for media reform and tighter regulation. Britain has had years of 
media "intrusion into peoples' lives without a public interest -- of distortion, ofbullying, even 
blackmailing," he said, as well as other illegal activities, like obtaining personal data under false 
pretenses, known here as "blagging." Judge'Leveson proposed regulations underwritten by law, a 
plan that was soon watered dOWl1. But the question of regulation quickly brings concern that 
Britain's press freedoms, a tradition of three centuries, could be at risk. So far, politicians have 
been arguing with newspaper groups in a fiery debate with no clear resolution. 

Leith City Council OKs building moratorium (Canada) 
Bismarck Tribune, Lauren Donovan, 2013 10 28 
Leith - The city of Leith approved a building moratorium and took other steps Sunday night to 
prevent white supremacists from living on property without sewer and water and squatting in 
tents and trailers. Law enforcement was only required to remove Craig Cobb from sitting at the 
city council's meeting table and to intervene when Cobb told members of the Standing Rock 
Sioux tribe they were off the reservation and should go back home. Cobb, a hate crimes fugitive 
from Canada with extremist neo-Nazi views, purchased a home and 12 other lots and is 
encouraging others to join him in taking over the tOWD. The new ordinances will require Cobb to 
put water and sewer into his house, where three other white male supremacists and two young 
children are also living with space heaters and no working furnace. 

UK spooks recruit fund houses over cyber attacks 
Financial Times, Steve Johnson, 20 \3 10 27 
London - UK government intelligence agents have held a series of meetings with large asset 
managers in an attempt to counter the mounting threat from cyber attacks. Agents from GCHQ, 
the government communications headquarters, have met senior figures from investors such as 
Legal & General, F&C and Aviva to urge them to push cyber security higher up the corporate 
agenda. The unprecedented move is a sign of the intelligence agency's fears of corporate cyber 
attacks, with attacks aimed at stealing commercial secrets doubling in the UK in the past year, 
according to Kroll, the investigations agency. "GCHQ said it was an issue up there with terrorist 
attacks and they want the market to solve it. They call it the wars of the future and talked about 
how our companies [that we invest in) could be entangled in it," said David Pall, corporate 
governance analyst at L&G Investment Management. "Some fairly chilling tales were told," said 
George Dallas, director of corporate governance at F&C Investments. "This is pervasive, it is 
happening at a fairly relentless level. Certain government regimes are maybe directly or 
indirectly linked to these issues. " 



White Widow Samantha Lewthwaite 'radicalised by to)) al-Qaida recruiter in Yemen' 
Belfast Telegraph, Jack Brennan, 2013 1028 
Belfast - Samantha Lewthwaite may have been radicalised by an al- Qaida kingpin in Yemen, it 
has emerged. The widow of one of the July 7 bombers, Lewthwaite, who was born and raised for 
some time in Banbridge, Co Down, has claimed to have Silent some time in Yemen, raising fears 
that she may have been influenced by al-Qaida's most prolific recruiter, Anwar al- Awalaki. 
Until now, Lewthwaite who has become known as 'the White Widow' was only thought to have 
visited Africa, where she is believed to have strong links to a1-Shabaab, the Somalian wing ofal
Qaida, which was responsible for last month's Kenyan shopping mall massacre. Lewthwaite (29), 
also recently made a bizarre series of Twitter rants making reference to Coronation Street and 
Strictly Come Dancing. It is believed that Lewthwaite is using a Twitter account called th 
Muslim Youth Centre, a Kenyan-affiliated offshoot ofal-Shabaab. 

Australia' Australie 

'Insider' attack injures Kiwi 
New Zealand Herald, TeuilaFuatai, 2013 1028 
Wellington - New Zealander and Australian hurt after exchange of fire with lone gunman. The 
exchange ofgunfire that injured a New Zealand soldier in Afghanistan involved three rounds 
being fired towards the New Zealander from a lone Afghan soldier. The " insider" attack at 
Qargha, near Kabul at about S.30pm on Saturday (New Zealand time), happened as a New 
Zealand soldier was being escorted from a meeting by two Australian soldiers, said Defence 
Force chief Lieutenant General Rhys Jones. The New Zealander received injuries to his foot. 
Lieutenant General Jones said the trio had been fired on from a lone Afghan soldier who 
appeared between two buildings. An Australian soldier was hit in the chest, but received only 
superficial injuries as all three soldiers were wearing full protection gear. " [The soldier1hit one 
of the Australian escorts and injured our person. The second Australian returned fire . 

ADM deal could open floodgates 
The Financial Revie~ (New Zealand), Tony Walker, 2013 1028 
Opinion: Never before in this country's history have we seen anything quite like the lobbying 
campaign to bring about a change in government policy than the one accompanying c:hinese 
company Huawei's attempts to persuade us it is an exemplary corporate citizen. No expense has 
been spared in Huawei's efforts to redeem whatever misgivings might be held about its possible 
connections with Chinese security (you'd have to be exceptionally naive to believe no such 
relationship exists); few constraints have been placed on generously endowed visits for 
Australian "opinion- makers" to its Shenzen "campus" and no amount of "window-dressing" has 
been forsaken in the appointment of ex-politicians to its "Australian board". Board members 
Alexander Downer, former foreign minister, and John Brumby, former Victorian premier, might 
not comprehend the intricacies of the printed circuit board or the complexities of the computer 
microchip, but they are useful adornments for a Chinese company seeking to make its way in the 
Australian market. An allied question is why a decision on whether to enable Huawei to gain 
access as a component supplier to the national broadband network is assuming such significance 
in the early days of a new government, and what relevance this may have to that other foreign 
investor decision weighing on Treasurer Joe Hockey's mind. ADM decision due in December 



This is the vexed issue ofwhether to allow the American grain trading giant Archer Daniels 
Midland (ADM) to swallow the Australian company GrainCorp. Hockey has indicated a decision 
will be announced on December 17. 

o 
CBA spy subject's legal threat 
Sydney Morning Herald, Michaela Whitbourn, Adele Ferguson, 2013 10 28 
Sydney - A customer who claims he was spied on by the Commonwealth Bank is threatening 
legal action that could expose records of further covert surveillance operations by the bank. 
Geoff Shannon, the founder of the Unhappy Banking advocacy group, said he had legal advice 
that the alleged spying could amount to an "interference with the administration ofjustice" 
because he is involved in litigation with the bank. "We're actually issuing subpoenas, I think, on 
them for all the reports and any other surveillance jobs," Mr Shannon said. Fairfax Media 
revealed on Saturday that the Commonwealth Bank had hired security firm G4S to spy on Gold 
Coast-based consumer advocate Michael Fraser, who calls himself "The Arbitrator". 

CCTV spy network growing 
The Courier Mail, Anthony Gough, 2013 10 28 
Brisbane - But then again, so is everyone else. Brisbane's surveillance arsenal is expanding, with 
the council rolling out hundreds of new security cameras over the past year bringing the total 
number in the Brisbane area to a whopping 1500. A further 60 cameras have been added to local 
businesses through a council grant to improve coverage ofcity streets, with such footage proving 
instrumental in solving the recent Jill Meagher murder. But the rollout has given rise to fears 
Brisbane is turning into a surveillance city, with privacy advocates warning the creeping increase 
in cameras is turning us into the equivalent of Soviet-controlled East Germany. Lord Mayor 
Graham Quirk said there were now 1500 security cameras monitoring a mix of traffic, safety, 
security and operational applications as part of a crime-fighting strategy. "It's important for our 
economy that local businesses can operate without the fear of their hard work being undone 
through crime," he said. In the past year 280 cameras have been added to Brisbane's CCTV 
network, and 60 cameras have been installed in local businesses through the Suburban Crime 
Prevention Grant established last year. 

Dlegals sounds soft - maybe we could call them invaden 
The Advertiser, Susan Mitchell, 2013 1028 
Opinion: Does the fact that a person arrives on our shores in an illegal way automatically make 
them into an "illegal"? Does their means of arrival define them more than why they have 
arrived? Surely the fact that we process them according to whether they are genuine asylum 
seekers or not, means that they should not all be immediately branded with the name "illegals". 
Why would the Abbott Government change the name "asylum seeker" to "illegal"? Doesn't this 
change of name automatically stigmatise this person? We might not want people seeking asylum 
to risk their lives on leaky boats in order to come here but do we want to make them feel less 
than human? Why doesn't Immigration Minister Scott Morrison just be honest and call them 
"invaders"? This has nothing to do with what the conservatives love to label "political 
correctness", this is just about treating other human beings with some kind of civility. No one in 
public life would call indigenous Australians "abos" any more. Nor do we name those born with 
both a white and Aboriginal parent "half-castes" . They deserve to be treated as human beings, 



not products of their breeding. What's next? Will we be ordered to describe people not born to 
parents who are legally married as "illegitimates"? 

Legal action against CBA could reveal more cases; Surveillance record sought 
Canberra Times, Michaela Whitbourn and Adele Ferguson, 2013 1028 
Canberra - A customer who claims he was spied on by the Commonwealth Bank is threatening 
legal action that could expose records of further covert surveillance operations by the bank. 
Geoff Shannon, the founder of the Unhappy Banking advocacy group, said he had legal adyice 
that the alleged spying could amount to an "interference with the administration ofjustice" 
because he is involved in litigation with the bank. "We're actually issuing subpoenas, I think, on 
them for all the reports and any other surveillance jobs," Mr Shannon said. Fairfax Media 
revealed on Saturday that the Commonwealth Bank had hired security firm G4S to spy on Gold 
Coast-based consumer advocate Michael Fraser. A leaked email from a bank executive to the 
firm requested "physical surveillance" ofMr Fraser from August 28 to September I, when he 
was in Sydney to attend a fund- raising dinner for Nationals senator John Williams. Senator 
Williams, along with Labor senator Doug Cameron, is part ofa parliamentary inquiry involving 
CBA. 

Many Sri Lankans in danger if sent back, lawyers warn 
The Age, Nick Toscano, 2013 1028 
Canberra - Hundreds of Sri Lankan asylum seekers are being sent home to face persecution 
because Australian authorities are rushing through refusals of their protection claims, human 
rights lawyers say. Research conducted in Sri Lanka by Melbourne's Human Rights Law Centre 
has found immigration authorities are grossly underestimating the country's ongoing danger. 
Despite the end of a three-decade civil war, it found increasing erosion of the rule of law, 
reprisals against dissent and one of the highest numbers of "disappearances" in the world - about 
two a month - second only to Iran. Almost 80 Sri Lankan asylum seekers who arrived by boat on 
October II were flown home last week, bringing the number of people returned to Sri Lanka to 
nearly 1400 since mid-2012. 

New Zealand· Nouvelle-Ulande 

Asylum 'cruises' to NZ touted 
New Zealand Herald, Audrey Young, 2013 1028 
Wellington -People-smugglers in Indonesia are promoting a passage to New Zealand in shipping 
containers for up to $17,000 a person and are describing it to would-be customers as .. the cruise 
ship option", an Australian news investigation has found. Immigration Minister Michael 
Woodhouse warns anyone contemplating the trip: " Don't come." He says a law passed in June 
for mass arrivals means New Zealand is prepared if any do. A Sydney Morning Herald 
investigation involving secret recordings of people- smugglers reveals that New Zealand is being 
promoted as a better option than Australia. The smugglers tell asylum seekers they can get 
permanent residency here after 45 days, and bring their family. 

Call for thorough review of spy agencies 
Stuff.nz, Cathie Bell, 2013 10 28 
Wellington - An independent and thorough investigation into all aspects of spy agencies' 
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activities is needed, says the Green Party following a key court ruling on Friday. The Appeal 
Court held that the three men who slashed a dome at Marlborougjl's Waihopai spy base in 2008 
were liable for $1.2 million in damages, dismissing their appeal. eter Murnane, Adrian Leason 
and Sam Land were found not guilty in 2010 of charges ofburgllll)' ana wilful damage to the . . 
Government Communication Security Bureau's Waihopai base when they went on to the 
property, and deflated the satellite dome cover. They believed the operation of the base was 
contributing to the second Iraq war, and their protest was aimed at exposing it. 

NATO shrinks scope of future Afghan mission 
Pajhwok Mghan News, Syed Mudassir Ali Shah, 2013 1028 
Kabul - NATO is planning a modest post-war mission in Mghanistan, with fewer combat 
trainers and more military managers to ensure that billions ofdollars in security aid are noL 
wasted, a media report said on Monday. The minimalist mission mirrors concerns the US 
Congress and European parliaments may revoke their financial pledges -- more than $4 billion a 
year -- unless foreign troops are positioned at Mghan military and police headquarters to oversee 
how the money is spent. "The reduced scope is also a result ofconflicting interests among 
military and political leaders that have been on display throughout the l2-year war," the New 
York Times reported. A senior NATO diplomat told the newspaper any long-term NATO 
military presence in Mghanistan was directly linked to the $4.1 billion aid and' the alliance 
ability to account for it. • 
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German embassy in Kabul reopens 
PajhwokMghan News, Khwaja Basir Ahmad, 2013 1028 
Kabul - The Ministry of Foreign Affairs on Sunday said the German embassy in Kabul had 
reopened after one week of closure over security threats. The embassy was shut on Oct 18 after 
Germany's intelligence agency, the BND, warned of a possible terrorist attack. The German 
foreign minister confirmed the embassy's closure but declined to comment on a media report that 
the step had been taken in response to a "serious" security threat. In Kabul, the Ministry of 
Foreign had said only the visa section of the embassy had been closed due to some problems. 
Ministry spokesman Janan Musazai told a news conference on Sunday the closed parts of the 
German embassy had reopened. He said there were no threats to the embassy, and the closure 
was not caused by security concerns. 

Kabul not taken board on drone strikes: Faizi 
Pajhwok Mghan News, Hakim Basharat, 2013 1028 
Kabul - The Karzai administration, contradicting media reports, on Sunday denied the United 
States had taken it on board on increasing drone strikes in Mghanistan. US militory officials has 
said armed drones would continue to fly over Afghanistan even after the 2014 pullout of combat 
troops. The United Nations' mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) says the number of drone strikes 
rose quite sharply in 2012 to 506, compared to 294 the year before. Tallies kept by the US air 
force' also reflect an increase: 494 weapons released by drones in 2012, compared to 294 in 20II. 
UNAMA has also reported 16 civilian deaths as a result of drone warfare in Mghanistan in 2012, 
as opposed to a single casualty in 2011. Asked for comments, President Karzai's spokesman 
Aimal Faizi told Pajhwok Mghan News that the increase in drone attacks was a serious issue, 



Karzai leaves for London on 5-day state visit 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Syed Mudassir Ali Shah, 2013 1028 
Kabul - President Hamid Kariai on Monday left Kabul for London on a five-day state visit to 
attend the World Islamic Economic Forum and a trilateral summit with British and Pakistani 
prime ministers. Leaders from 120 countries, economic experts, corporate managers, investors, 
educationists and others experts are scheduled to attend the 9th meeting of the forum at the 
ExCel London. Besides giving a speech at the Oxford University and visiting the British military 
academy, the president would hold wide-ranging talks with Cameron, Defence Secretary Phillip 
Hammond and International Development Secretary Justine Greening on bilateral cooperation. 
At the fourth tripartite summit with David Cameron and Nawaz Sharif, Karzai will seek an 
explanation from Pakistan on the whereabouts ofTaliban's former second-in-command Mullah 
Abdul Ghani Baradar. 

Leaders to be briefed on TalibaD talks 
Pakistan.Dawn, Iftikhar A. Khan, 2013 10 28 
Islamabad - In a sign that the government is finally getting down to opening talks with the 
Taliban, it has decided to take all political parties on board, with a view to making their leaders 
part of the dialogue process. The decision was taken during a meeting between Prime Minister 
Nawaz Sharif and In~erior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan at the Prime Minister's House on 
Saturday. What apparently prompted the prime minister to issue the directive was a letter written 
to him by the Leader of Opposition in the National Assembly, Syed Khurshid Ahmad Shah, 
asking the government to immediately inform the nation and parliament about progress on the 
direction unanimously set by an all-party conference on Sept 9. The opposition leader said the 
APC had unanimously passed a resolution authorising the government to initiate dialogue with 
Taliban or to take steps to eliminate extremism and terrorism. 

Meddling in polls won't be brooked: Karzai 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok Reporter, 2013 1028 
Kabul - President Hamid Karzai on Sunday promised next year's elections would be conducted 
in a free and transparent manner, saying no domestic or foreign interference would be brooked. 
At a meeting with a British parliamentary delegation, Karzai said holding fair polls on schedule 
was an important step toward promoting democracy in the country. In a statement from his 
office, the president called lasting peace a primary demand of the Afghans, who wanted to live in 
a peaceful environment and send their children to school. The training of Afghan security forces, 
the ongoing peace drive, the Afghan-US security pact, the 2014 presidential and provincial 
council polls and women's rights were also discussed. Pleased with the progress Afghanistan 
made over the past decade, tbe delegates signalled Britain's willingness to help train Afghan 
forces within the framework ofNATO. 

Mol sets up election security commission 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Ahmad Quraishi, 2013 1028 
Kabul - The Ministry ofInterior Affairs (Mol) on Sunday said a commission supervising election 
security had been established in compliance with a presidential decree. In a statement, the 
ministry said the commission had been set up under a decree issued by President Hamid Karzai 
last month. It directed security personnel to maintain security and stay impartial during the 



election process and never get involved in the interest or harm of any side running in the 
election. Led by Lt. Gen. Mohammad Salim Ihsas, the commission consists of 11 members, 
including nine high-level officials from the Mol and two from theNational Directorate of 
Security (NOS), the spy service. In coordination with the Independent Election Commission 
(IEC), the panel will hold meetings on a weekly basis to evaluate social challenges emerging 
during the poll campaign. 0 

Pak given 5 more 26/11 documents, but says not enough 
The Hindu, Staff Report, 2013 1028 
New Delhi - Pakistan has no excuses left. India turned over five key documents to Pakistan on 
October 15, completing the full list ofdocuments asked for by the neighbouring country for the 
trial of26/11 accused. Pakistan is expected to prosecute the seven 26/ 11 accused including the 
mastermind Zakiur Rehman Lakhvi. Indian officials said there were no documents left to give to 
Pakistan. On Saturday, the foreign ministry, in an unusually sharp reaction, said it was Pakistan's 
responsibility to present the evidence given by India in the case. Since the planning, training and 
financing of the terror attacks was done in Pakistan, "99 per cent" of the evidence would be 
available there. "The entire planning of the dastardly Mumbai terrorist attack was hatched in 
Pakistan, the training of the terrorists who launched that attack was undertaken in Pakistan, the 
financing of the conspiracy was in Pakistan. 

Safety of Pakistan's nuclear assets has improved: US 
Pakistan Dawn, Anwar Iqbal, 2013 1028 
Washington - In a document issued after Prime Minister Nawaz Sharifs visit-to the United 
States, the White House has acknowledged improvement in a key area ofUS concern: the safety 
and security ofPakistan's nuclear assets. "Pakistan is engaged with the international community 
on nuclear safety and security issues and is working to ensure its strategic export controls are in 
line with international standards," says the document. "Pakistan is a state party to both the 
Chemical Weapons Convention and the Biological Weapons Convention and is a partner in the 
Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism," the White House notes. "Pakistan is an active 
participant in the Nuclear Security Summit process and works closely with the International 
Atomic Energy Agency's Office ofNuclear Security to promote best security practices," it adds. 

Targeted operation, raids: TIP affiliate killed in encounter, 94 criminals arrested 
The Express Tribune, Staff Correspondent, 2013 \0 28 
Karachi - An alleged member of the outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TIP) was reportedly 
killed in an encounter between TTP members and the Rangers in Ijtamah Gah Road. It happened 
at the same place where on October 10 three suicide bombers had died in premature blasts while 
they were moving towards their target near Orangi Town's Ijtamah Gah (religious gathering 
spot). "We had some leads over the case and as we reached the spot, the TTP men opened 
indiscriminate firing at us," said a Rangers official. "Thanks to Allah, our men remained safe in 
the attack, however, our jawans also fired back and one TTP member was wounded, and who 
later succumbed to his injuries." A large number of rangers came to the site and conducted the 
operation, however, most of the culprits had already escaped under the cover of firing. 

Would-be suicide bomber shot dead in Paktika 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Ali Mohammad Nazari, 2013 1028 



Sharan - A would-be car suicide attacker was shot dead before he could reach his target in the 
Khairkot district of southern Paktika province on Monday, an official said. The incident took 
place at Ilam when a car suicide bomber tried to target the National Directorate of Security 
(NDS) office in the district, the governor's spokesman, Mukhlis Afghan, told Pajhwok Afghan 
News. Security forces identified the attacker, he said, ~ding NDS o~ratives shot him to death 
before he reached the target. Two NDS agents were slightly injured in the incident and taken to 
hospital for treatmeQt. (Full Report). 

China· Chine 

Les barons rouges chinois reglent leurs comptes it Nankin 
Le Figaro, Philippe Gelie, 2013 10 28 
Nankin - Derriere les accusations de corruption, les lultes de pouvoir semblent expliquer la 
disgrace du maire de la grande cite historique. ASIE Vne semaine apres I'eviction du puissant 
maire de Nankin, Ji Janye, annoncee par un communique lapidaire, Ie Parti communiste chinois 
(pCC) livre enfin quelques explications. Demis de ses fonctions et place sous Ie coup d'une 
enquete pour corruption, I'ancien edile aurait commis de « graves violations de la loi et de la 
discipline» . Selon Wang Weize, 50 ans, secretaire du comite du Parti aNankin - ace titre, 
I'homme Ie plus puissant de cette grande cite historique a300 km de Shanghai -, sont reproches a 
Ji Janye « certains echanges iIIegaux avec des entreprises locales. La corruption de M. Ji decoule 
de ce qu'il a fait prevaloir son interet personnel sur celui de la population, dit-il en recevant un 
groupe de journalistes occidentaux, aI'initiative de l'Institute for Strategic Dialogue. II fallait 
eliminer celte personne, c'est ce qui a ete fait» . 

Police say 3 killed, many hurt as vehicle veers into crowd at Beijing's Forbidden City 
Associated Press, Christopher Bodeen, 2013 10 28 
Beijing - A sport-utility vehicle plowed through crowds in front ofBeijing's Forbidden City and 
then crashed and caught fire Monday, killing three occupants and injuring II tourists and 
security officers, police and state media said. The injured were among the crowds in front of the 
iconic Tiananmen Gate, where a large portrait ofMao Zedong hangs near where tourists both 
Chinese and foreign enter the southern entrance to the former imperial palace. The vehicle burst 
into flames after crashing into a guardrail ofone of the ancient stone bridges leading to the gate, 
said a statement posted on the Beijing police's microblog. The statement said the driver veered 
inside ofa barrier separating a crowded sidewalk from busy Chang'an Avenue then drove along 
the walkway to Tiananmen Gate, which stands across the avenue from the sprawling Tiananmen 
Square. ( 

Appels it la liberation de Georges Ibrahim Abdallah, pour sa 30e annee de detention 
Le Monde, Soreen Seelow, 2013 1028 
Paris - L'ancien militant libanais propalestinien, condamne pour" complicite d'assassinats ", est 
liberable depuis 1999. Sa derniere demande a ete bloquee par Ie ministere de I'interieur debut 
2013 Georges Ibrahim.Abdallah a entame, vendredi 25 octobre, sa trentieme annee de detention 
dans les prisons francaises. Vne demi-vie derriere les barreaux qui fait de ce militant Iibanais 
propalestinien de 62 ans, condamne pour" complicite d'assassinats ", " Ie plus vieux prisonnier 
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politique d'Europe ", selon les mots de son avocat, Me Jean-Louis Chalanset. Un prisonnier 
politique, Georges Ibrahim Abdallah? De I'avis de I'ensemble des acteurs interroges sur ce 
dossier, Ie destin de cet ancien combattant marxiste chretien se joue davantage II l'Elysee que 
dans les palais de justice. Face a ce qu'elle considere comme un " regime d'exception ", la Ligue 
des droits de l'homme appelle samedi 26 octobre aun rassemblement a Lannemezan, dans les 
Hautes- Pyrenees, ou il est incarcere. 

Barack Obama aurait laisse Angela Merkel sur ecoute 
Le Soir, Christophe Bourdoiseau, 2013 1028 
Berlin - La nouvelle ambassade des Etats-Unis a Berlin abrite-elle une cellule d'espionnage de la 
NSA? Si I'on en croit les fllvelations de la presse allemande, certains diplomates americains 
joueraient les espions dans la capitale alle.mande, comme aux grandes heures de la Guerre froide. 
La representation americaine se trouve a cote de la porte de Brandebourg, en plein coeur du 
quartier gouvernemental. Elle est situee a quelques centaines de metres de l'assemblee federale 
(Bundestag) mais aussi a 800 metres de la chancellerie. Les ecoutes du telephone de Merkel 
auraient donc ete effectuees a partir du dernier etage de cette ambassade inauguree en 2008. Les 
Etats-Unis ont obtenu, apres plusieurs annees de querelles avec la mairie de Berlin, qu'on impose 
une bande de securite de 25 metres autour du biitiment et qu'on deplace une rue de 10 metres 
pour se premunir contre les attentats a la voiture piegee. Ces mesures de securite auraient-elles 
ete exigees pour mieux dissimuler des activites d'espionnage? En tous les cas, Ie jour de 
l'inauguration, les Berlinois n'avaiefit pas ete invites II penetrer dans les locaux. 

Barack Obama empetre dans Ie scandale de la NSA 
Le Monde, Philippe Bernard, 2013 10 28 
Berlin - Les revelations sur I'espionnage americain mettent II l'epreuve la confiance des pays 
allies envers les Etats-Unis Edward Snowden avait deja giiche, Ie 18 juin, Ie voyage de Barack 
Obama a Berlin. En pleine campagne electorale allemande, les premieres revelations sur la 
surveillance des" amis " allemands par I'Agence nationale de securite (NSA) americaine avaient 
jete un froid. A I'epoque, Ie president Obama affirmait que Ie contenu des communications n'etait 
pas concerne et que les interceptions avaient permis de dejouer des attentats. Quatre mois plus 
tard, il n'est plus question pour Ie president americain de mini miser, ni de se tenir ill'ecart d'un 
scandale qui met ill'epreuve la confiance des allies les plus proches et affaiblit la pretention de 
Washington iI incarner I'exemplarite et la moralite aux yeux du monde. La crise ouverte avec 
I'Union europeenne, apres la rtlvelation des ecoutes visant Ie portable d'Angel Merkel et 
l'interception massive de communications en Europe, menace d'affaiblir Barack Obama tant sur 
Ie plan international qu'interieur. 

Can Germany call on Snowden as a witness? 
Deutsche Welle, Staff report, 201310 27 
Berlin - His is the face of the NSA scandal: Edward Snowden, former employee of the CIA and 
NSA. Over the summer, and carrying thousands of secret documents, he traveled to Hong Kong. 
From there, it was onward to Russia. The latest revelation - about the NSA eavesdropping on 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel's cellphone - also came directly from the pages released by 
Snowden. To many German politicians, then, Snowden would clearly be the most appropriate 
person to speak to as a witness in the spying affair. "Snowden's allegations appear to be credible, 
while the US government clearly lied to us in this matter," said the Social Democrat Party's 



Oppermann considers such a scenario unlikely. r 

Data Suggests Push to Spy on Merkel Dates to '02 ('1;'°11b:"~ ~ ~A ~ 
New York Times, Multiple reporters, 2013 10 28 
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parliamentary chairman, Thomas Opperman, in the pages of Germany's mass-circulation BIlD 
newspaper on Sunday (27.10.2013). During that interview, Opperman called for an investigative 
committee to be formed into the eavesdropping affair. Such an inquiry, he argues, should try to 
question the whistleblower himself. The problem with this is that, although Snowden has 
enjoyed asylum in Russia since August, his exact place 0 residence is not publicly known. By 
traveling to Germany, he would run the risk ofbeing handed over to the US - although 
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Berlin - New details about the monitoring of Chancellor Angela Merkel's cellphone by the 
National Security Agency further stoked the German government's anger on Sunday and raised 
two questions: Why did the United States targether as early as 2002, and why did it take five 
years for the Obama administration to put a halt to the surveillance? The latest round of 
recriminations came after Der Spiegel, the German newsmagazine, published details from what it 
described as an entry from an N.S.A. database, apparently from the trove of documents 
downloaded by Edward 1: Snowden, the former N.S.A. contractor who is now in temporary 
asylum in Moscow. The database entry, according to Der Spiegel and outside experts, seemed to 
indicate that the request to monitor her cellphone began in 2002. But the document refers to her 
as "chancellor," a position she has held only since late 2005. That seems to suggest the database 
entry had been updated. The authenticity of the document could not be independently confirmed. 
But the German intelligence services believe it to be real, and in conversations between Susan E. 
Rice, the national security adviser, and her German counterpart, Ms. Rice made no effort to 
question the evidence, even while declining to confirm that Ms. Merkel's cellphone was ever 
monitored, according to both American and German officials. The N. S.A. issued a statement to 
deny another German news media report, published in Bild am Sonntag, that said Mr. Obama 
had been briefed on the surveillance ofMs. Merkel in 2010 by Gen. Keith Alexander, the head of 
the N.S.A. and of the United States Cyber Command. The report contradicted assurances given 
privately to the German authorities by Ms. Rice that Mr. Obama was unaware of any such 
operation. The N.S.A. statement did not question the validity of the database entry indicating 
when surveillance began, back when Ms. Merkel was the leader of the Christian Democratic 
Party. Nor did it shed light on why Ms. Merkel, a rare stalwart supporter in Europe of the Bush 
administration's plans to invade Iraq, was chosen for surveillance. 

Embassy Espionage: The NSA's Secret Spy Hub in Berlin 
Der Spiegel, Multiple reporters, 2013 1027 
Berlin - It's a prime site, a diplomat'S dream. Is there any better location for an embassy than 
Berlin's Pariser Platz? It's just a few paces from here to the Reichstag. When the American 
ambassador steps out the door, he looks directly onto the Brandenburg Gate. When the United 
States moved into the massive embassy building in 2008, they threw a huge party. Over 4,500 
guests were invited. Former President George H. W. Bush cut the red-white-and-blue ribbon. 
Chancellor Angela Merkel offered warm words for the occasion. Since then, when the US 
ambassador receives high-ranking visitors, they often take a stroll out to the roof terrace, which 
offers a breathtaking view of the Reichstag and Tiergarten park. Even the Chancellery can be 
glimpsed. This is the political heart of the republic, where billion- euro budgets are negotiated, 
laws are formulated and soldiers are sent to war. It's an ideal location for diplomats -- and for 



spies. Research by SPIEGEL reporters in Berlin and Washington, talks with intelligence officials 
and the evaluation of internal documents of the US' National Security Agency (NSA) and other 
information, most ofwhich comes from the archive offormer intelligence agent Edward 
Snowden, lead to the conclusion that the US diplomatic mission in the German capital has not 
merely been promoting German-American friendship . On the contrary, it is a nest of espionage. 
From the roof of the embassy, a special unit of the CIA and NSA can apparently monitor a large 
part of cell phone communication in the government quarter. A.nd there is evidence that agents 
based at Pariser Platz recently targeted the cell phone that Merkel uses the most. A "top secret" 
classified NSA document from the year 2010 shows that a unit known as the "Special Collection 
Service" (SCS) is operational in Berlin, among other locations. It is an elite corps run in concert 
by the US intelligence agencies NSA and CIA. The secret list reveals that its agents are active 
worldwide in around 80 locations, 19 ofwhich are in Europe -- cities such as Paris, Madrid, 
Rome, Prague and Geneva. The SCS maintains two bases in Germany, one in Berlin and another 
in Frankfurt. That alone is unusual. But in addition, both German bases are equipped at the 
highest level and staffed with active personnel. The SCS teams predominantly work undercover 
in shielded areas of the American Embassy and Consulate, where they are officially accredited as 
diplomats and as such enjoy special privileges. Under diplomatic protection, they are able to look 
and listen unhindered. They just can't get caught. 

EU Shifts Tactics to Bolster Iran Sanctions 
Wall Street Journal, Benoit Faucon, Laurence Norman, 2013 1028 
Brussels - The European Union is moving to a new approach in reinforcing its Iran sanctions 
regime in a bid to prevent legal challenges by companies from undermining the West's efforts to 
counter Tehran's nuclear program. In recent weeks, the EU has informed more than a dozen 
companies with ties to Iran that have won rulings against previous restrictions that it plans to 
target them with new sanctions, an EU official said. The notices to the companies mark the first 
attempt in a broader effort to shore up economic sanctions against Iran after a raft of defeats in 
European courts last month. Although the EU can still challenge many of the rulings before the 
EU's top court, European officials have voiced concern that the prospect of additional legal 
defeats could further weaken the sanctions strategy. Western diplomats have credited the tighter 
EU restrictions on Iran's financial, energy and shipping industries since 2010 as playing a key 
role in forcing Tehran back to the negotiating table over its nuclear activities. Talks with Iran are 
set to continue Nov. 7 in Geneva and hopes have grown of a possible breakthrough since the 
June election ofPresident Hasan Rouhani. EU officials say the measures are intended to 
safeguard its existing sanctions regime to maintain leverage with Tehran and aren't aiming at 
expanding it. But the move comes at a sensitive time: In the U.S., the Obama administration is 
pressing Congress to hold back on additional sanctions against Iran, arguing that diplomatic 
efforts need more time to contain Tehran's nuclear program and that further moves could 
undermine Mr. Rouhani's ability to negotiate. 

Iran-IAEA talks begin in Vienna in a new format 
IT AR-TASS World Service, Staff report, 2013 10 28 
Vienna - A regular round of talks between Iran and experts of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) begin here on Monday in a basically new format. It is the first time in recent 
years that such high- ranking politicians are the chief delegates: Deputy Minister ofForeign 
Affairs Abbas Araghchi for Tehran and Director-General Yukiya Amano for the IAEA. A.n 



official in the lAEA press service specified that Amano and Araghch would meet one-on-one at 
first and then experts would joint them and take their seats at the negotiating table. Discussion 
will refer to the plan, suggested by the Iranian side in Genev at talks with the Six, for a 
settlement of differences over the country"s nuclear programme. At that time, Tehran"s initiative 
was regarded with cautious optimism. In so doing, representatives of the mediator countries from 
among the Six noted a low level of mutual trust which must be strengthened first. Experts point 
out that how the process will evolve will depend precisely on the talks with the IAEA. The sides 
are to start a detailed elaboration of the Iran-advanced proposals. xperts had stated earlier that a 
solution to the issue concerning access to Tehran"s nuclear facilities, in connection with which 
IAEA experts still have questions, would be a substantial contribution to the implmentation of 
Iran"s proposals. 

L'Allemagne passe aI'offensive sur les questions d'espionnage (Canada) 
La Croix, Franyois d'Aianyon, 2013 1028 
Berlin - La Siiddeutsche Zeitung (SZ), un quotidien bavarois,souligne les services de 
renseignement fran~is ant signe sous Ie nom de code « Lustre» un accord de collaboration, 
dans Ie domaine des activites de surveillance, avec leurs homologues des Etats-Unis, de la 
Grande-Bretagne, du Canada, de I' Australie et de la Nouvelle-Ulande. Angela Merkel demande 
aux Etats-Unis des mesures pour n\tablir la confiance. Selon « Der Spiegel », son portable 
figurait sur la liste des ecoutes de l'agence de securite americaine NSA depuis 2002. Berlin et 
Paris veulent etablir un code de bonne conduite avec Washington d'ici ala fin de I'annee. 

Le Conseil federal veut se doter d'un reseau crypte 
Le Temps, Yves Petignat, 2013 1028 
Berne - Apres les revelations sur l'espionnage du telephone d'Angela Merkel par la NSA, Ie 
Conseil federal songe as'equiper d'un nlseau de telecommunications crypte independant du 
reseau public Le Conseil federal devrait beneficier d'ici peu d'un systeme de communication 
crypte, independant des reseaux publics afin d'echapper, autant que faire se peut, al'espionnage 
des telecommunications tel que reproche aI'agence de renseignement americaine NSA. Ueli 
Maurer s'est dit tres irrite du fait que ce soit un pays aini comme les Etats-Unis qui puisse se 
livrer al'espionnage sans aucune retenue. Le Conseil federal aurait decide de nouvelles mesures 
de protection bien avant la revelation des ecoutes par la NSA. C'est ce qu'a confirme Ie president 
de la Confederation, Ueli Maurer, au journal dominical SonntagsZeitung. Les specialistes en 
matiere de telecommunications doivent aussi etre mieux formes ace genre de risques, «car 
finalement Ie plus grand risque vient toujours des gens en contact avec des informations 
sensibles », selon Ie ministre. 

Madrid: contre la liberation des prisonniers basques 
Charente Libre, 10urnaliste maison 2013 1028 
Madrid - Reclamant «justice», des 

l
dizaines de milliers de personnes ont manifeste hier aMadrid 

al'appel des victimes de I'ETA, soutenues par Ie parti de droite au pouvoir en Espagne, pour 
denoncer l'arret des juges de Strasbourg qui pourrait entrainer la liberation de dizaines de 
prisonniers du groupe arme basque. A I'appel de l'Association des victimes du terrorisme (AVT) 
et du Parti populaire du chef du gouvernement Mariano Rajoy, la foule a converge sur la grande 
esplanade de la place Colon, dans Ie centre de la capitale, autour d'une immense banderole 
portant les lettres «Justicia» et deux rubans noirs en signe de deuil. Beaucoup de manifestants 



portaient Ie drapeau espagnol rouge et or, symbole de I'unite du pays, tandis que resonnait 
I'hymne national. «Contre I'ETA», criait un homme dans les haut-parleurs, sous les 
applaudissements. «Nous ne crions pas vengeance aujourd'hui, nous luttons pour obtenir 
justice», lanyait la presidente de I'AVT, Angeles Pedraza, depuis la tribune. 

1: 

Maurer veut des telephones cryptes 
Tribune de Geneve, 10urnaliste maison, 2013 10 28 
Berne - Le president de la Confederation se dit irrite par I'ampleur de I'espionnage. nveut aussi 
serrer la vis aGoogle, Facebook ou Apple. Le president de la Confederation Ueli Maurer sort 
enfin de sa reserve. II denonce Ie «sans-gene» des Etats-Unis concernant les ecoutes alarge 
echelle de·la NSA. II annonce la mise en service prochaine de natels cryptes ala Confederation 
et des mesures juridiques contre les geants des reseaux sociaux trop complaisants envers les 
services secrets. Ces informations ont ete devoilees hier dans une interview donnee a 
laSonntagsZeitung. Est-ce parce que les Etats-Unis sont un pays ami de la Suisse depuis 
longtemps? Toujours est-il que Ie president de la Confederation ne s'est pas montre tres critique 
depuis les premieres revelations d'Edouard Snowden sur les activites de la NSA. L'ampleur de 
I'espionnage en Europe, qui apparait de plus en plus clairement au til des mois, a cependant 
epuise la patience d'Ueli Maurer. «Un tel sans-gene m'irrite, declare-t-il. On ne peut pas violer 
ainsi la sphere intime de chefs d'Etat de pays amis. Celui qui agit ainsi sans egards, met en 
danger durablement la relation de confiance entre Etats. » 

New NSA leak stirs outrage in Berlin 
Washington Post, Michael Birnbaum, 2013 1028 
Berlin - German Interior Minister Hans-Peter Friedrich said Sunday that U. S. intelligence 
agencies broke German laws if they monitored cellphones in Germany, after a new report that 
the United States may have been monitoring Chancellor Angela Merkel's phone since 2002. 
Merkel's communications may have been tapped even before she became leader of Germany in 
2005, according to the German newsmagazine Der Spiegel, citing a leaked National Security 
Agency document from former contractor Edward Snowden. Eavesdropping activities were run 
out of the U.S. Embassy in Berlin as well as in about 80 other embassies and consulates around 
the world, including 19 in Europe, tbe magazine reported, citing another document leaked by 
Snowden. If it were disclosed that diplomatic facilities were being used to do spying, "serious 
harm" could be done to relations with host countries, Der Spiegel reported one document as 
saying. But the magazine said it was not clear from the leaked documents whether intelligence 
agencies had been listening to Merkel's conversations or whether they had simply been collecting 
connection data. 

Obarna savait que Merkel etait sur ecoute 
Le Figaro, 10urnaliste maison, 2013 1028 
Berlin - Le president americain aurait demande en 2010 aobtenir davantage d'informations au 
sujet de la chanceliere allemande, affirme Ie Bild am Sonntag. La NSA dement. Barack Obama 
savait qu'Angeia Merkel etait surveillee. Keith Alexander, Ie patron de I'Agence de securite 
nationale (NSA), aurait informe en 2010 Ie president americain du programme d'ecoutes visant la 
chanceliere allemande, aftirme Ie Bild am Sonntag. «Barack Obama n'a alors pas mis fin a 
I'operation mais I'a laissee se poursuivre», indique une source citee par Ie journal allemand. Le 
president americain aurait meme reclame davantage d'informations au sujet de la chanceliere et 



aurait ordonne it la NSA d'etablir un «dossier exhaustif». «Obama, d'apres la source it la NSA, 
n'avait pas confiance en Merkel et voulait tout savoir au sujet de l'Allemande», poursuit Ie Bild 
am Sonntag. 

c~ 
Operators have to pay for higher FSB control ov~r users' data 1l»~ 
Prime News (Russia), Staff report, 2013 1028 
Moscow - Russia's Communications and Mass Media Ministry has worked out a ruling obliging 
Internet providers to save and store traffic data from their users and then provide it to the security 
services with unlimited access. The news sparked a wide public outcry and provoked numerous 
discussions about whether this order complies with the country's existing legislation and even 
constitution. The ministry has reassured citizens that the disputed ruling only specifies the 
technical details of the cooperation between telecom companies and security services. The 
experts believe that the installation of the equipment required by the security services will cost 
operators U.S. $100 million to $400 million. Business daily Komrnersant reported on October 21 
that the ministry had ordered all Internet providers to install, by July 14, 2014, special equipment 
to save and store information about Web sites visited by their users across 12 hour intervals. The 
Federal Security Service (FSB) will have unlimited access to the users' data including phone 
numbers, IP and e-mail addresses of the social networks' users, as well as the users' account 
names, Kommersant said citing a letter sent to the ministry by mobile major VimpelCom 
commenting on the order. The operator also said that some provisions of the order contradict the 
constitution, which says that no personal data must be collected and kept without a court ruling. 
In addition, the order does not comply with the existing law on search and investigative 
activities, which does not oblige operators to buy and use special technical means for these 
activities, apart from the means used for protection, Kommersant reported citing VimpelCom's 
letter. 

Paris veut un tt code de conduite tt europeen 
Le Monde, Philippe Ricard, 2013 1028 
Paris - Franyois Bollande a reagi, vendredi 25 octobre, aux dernieres revelations du Monde 
concernant I'attaque informatique dont a ete victime I'Elysee entre les deux tours de I'election 
presidentielle de mai 2012. "Nous I'avons su des mon arrivee en fonctions ", a indique Ie chef de 
I'Etat depuis Bruxelles. " Nous avon~ conduit les investigations pour connaitre les auteurs de ces 
attaques ", a-t-i1 poursuivi, assurant par ailleurs que I'operation avait ete " dejouee ". Francois 
Hollande a confirme la visite, dans Ie cadre de cette enquete, de responsables francais du 
renseignement aupres de I'Agence nationale de securite (NSA), tout en laissant entendre que les 
autorites francaises n'avaient pas encore identifie les auteurs de I'attaque. " Le Monde evoque, it 
partir des documents Ii sa disposition, plusieurs pistes. Nous aussi, nous avons plusieurs pistes ", 
a dit Ie president, sans donner davantage de precisions. " On ne s'espionne pas entre amis et allies 
", a martele M. Hollande, it I'issue d'un Conseil europeen electrise par une semaine de revelations 
quotidiennes sur les pratiques de la NSA. D'apres nos informations, Ie chef de I'Etat a propose 
jeudi soir de mettie en place une sorte de " code de conduite ", non seulement avec les 
A.mericains, mais aussi entre les services europeens. 

Pour vous, la Suisse est sans doute sous surveillance 
Le Matin (Suisse), Detraz, 2013 1028 
Berne - Espionnage «The Guardiam> revele que 35 dirigeants ont ete surveilles par la NSA. Et 



notre president de la Confederation? Certainement, repondez-vous! On parle de 35 dirigeants qui 
ont ete surveilles par la NSA. Pour rna part, je crois qu'il y en a plus et que les 
telecommunications de la Suisse ont aussi ete surveillees comme dans tous les autres pays. A 
mon avis, les seuls qui n'ont pas ete surveilles par les Etats-Unis ce sont les populations de notre 
planete qui n'utilisent pas encore de moyens de telecommunication comme nous les concevons. 
Que peut comprendre la NSA au suisse allemand. Notre langue cry~tee est sans doute la 
meilleure defense face ala surveillance mondiale. La cybersurveillanee est certaineD;lent bien 
etablie en Suisse. Petit pays avec son transit perpetuel de personnages importants, imaginons une 
terrasse aGeneve clie clic et des satellites eapables de roomer sur des documents et de les lire! 
Les Etats-Unis vont trop loin, mais ce n'est malheureusement pas une surpri~. 

• ~~'1 
Russia opened for compromise on missile defence - Lavrov -'c 
lTAR-TASS World Service, Staff report, 2013 1028 
Rostov-on-Don - Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said Russia was opened for a compromise on 
missile defence. However, Lavrov said any talks saying nothing should be changed were 
unacceptable. "Missile defence remains one of the pressing issues," the minister said, adding that 
Russia's position on this problem was well-known. "We're ready for a constructive dialogue with 
the United States and NATO. We're opened for a compromise," Lavrov said, adding, "Permanent 
talks saying nothing should be changed and this isn't aimed against Russia are unacceptable for 
us." (Full report). 

Spain Calls in U.S. Ambassador in Spying Scandal 
New York Times, Raphael Minder, 2013 1028 
Madrid - The American ambassador James Costos was summoned by the Spanish government 
on Monday to address allegations that the National Security Agency collected data on millions of 
telephone calls in Spain. Adding to a worldwide scandal that includes France, Germany and 
Mexico, Spanish media reported on Monday that the agency recently collected data on 60 
million telephone calls in Spain. EI Mundo and EI Pais, two Spanish newspapers, based their 
reporting on documents seen by Glenn Greenwald, an American journalist, and provided to him 
by Edward 1. Snowden, the former N.S.A. contractor who has been at the center of the spying 
scandal. According to the Spanish newspapers, the N.S.A. gathered data on phone numbers and 
locations but did not monitor the contents of the calls. The data covered information relating to 
about 60 million Spanish phone calls and was collected between December and early January. 

The uncomfortable truth behind the Merkelphone scandal (Canada) 
The Business Spectator (New Zealand), Claudia Hillebrand, 2013 10 28 
Opinion: Revelations about the extent of the American National Security Agency's (NSA's) 
global communications surveillance have raised considerable media and political attention. The 
fact that the NSA not only bugs the phones of drug kingpins and reads the e-mails of al-Qaeda 
members, but aho targets so-called "friendly" states, such as Germany, Brazil and France, has 
had a significant impact on the current discussion. Der Spiegel's allegations that even the mobile 
of the German chancellor, Angela Merkel was not safe from American spying efforts were 
widely seen as scandalous. As Robert RoBmann in the Siiddeutsche Zeitung wrote: "(a) greater 
affront by a friendly state is hardly conceivable". For scholars and practitioners of intelligence 
the news is much less surprising, though. The former director of France's domestic intelligence 
agency DCRI, Bernard Squarcini, stated in an interview with Le Figaro that "there is no reason 



to be surprised" as allies have been spying on each other for a long time. And he is right, of 
course. The history of intelligence provides examples of occasional friend-on-friend spying. The 
point ofgathering information about foreign governments and countries is to establish an 
informational picture which is as accurate as possible and helps to make good political decisions. 
Everybody's doing it. .. The uncomfortable truth for those being outraged by the #Merkelphone 
revelations is that no government wants to be blind with respect to any other country or region in 
this interdependent world. As John McLaughlin, former acting director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA), said earlier this week: "All governments collect information on 
nearly all governments." This includes material gained from intercepting foreign 
communications data through Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) institutions, such as the NSA and 
the British Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ). However, spying among 
friends is an ethical grey area and a taboo topic. It can cause great embarrassment, if revealed. 
What has been truly remarkable about the revelations on the basis of leaked information 
provided by former private intelligence contractor Edward Snowden is that it allows the public to 
get some sense of the scope and detail of surveillance operations conducted by Western SIGINT 
services. And the picture is daunting. SIGINT agencies have been traditionally working under a 
cloak of secrecy. The long- standing UKUSA agreement which now provides for SIGINT 
cooperation among the "Five Eyes" - the UK, the US, Canada, Australia and New Zealand 
requires the members not to reveal the existence of the agreement to any outsiders. 

Turkey's 'white hackers' to work for cybersecurity 
Hurriyet Daily News, Staff report, 2013 10 28 
Ankara - Turkey will train "white hackers" to protect digital data in the public and private 
sectors, Technology Minister Nihat Ergiin said yesterday. Ergiin stated that experts trained in the 
Turkish Standards Institute (TSE) would work for country's cyber security, declaring that a "new 
era" in the field had begun. He said that while science and technology was advancing, it 
unfortunately created an environment for an "anti-sector" for every sector. 

Ueli Maurer, I'ignorance tranquille 
Le Matin (Suisse), Detraz, 2013 10 28 
Editorial - Quatre mois apresle debut des revelations d'Edward Snowden, Ueli Maurer, chef de la 
Defense et patron du Service de renseignement helvetique (SRC), semble toujours anesthesie par 
ce dossier. Si Angela Merkel et 34 aulres dirigeants de la planete ont ete ecoutes, lui, Ie chef de 
la meilleure armee du monde, declare ne rien savoir Ii son sujet. Dans la presse dominicale, il se 
justifie. Sa personne ne serait pas «assez interessante» pour faire I'objet d'ecoutes. Si c'est une 
ruse, elle est bien faite. De nombreux Suisses n'ont pas la meme modestie. Depuis des semaines, 
plusieurs parlementaires - et Ie public - veulent savoir dans quelle mesure la Suisse est touchee 
par les ecoutes de la NSA. Depuis des semaines, Ueli Maurer s'en remet Ii son fameux SRC, qui 
rendra rapport dans un mois, peut- etre. De toute evidence,la Suisse, sa place financiere et ses 
marchands d'armes, a tout pour eire «interessante». A1ors, vu I'attentisme et Ie peu de reaction 
d'Ueli Maurer, certains en arrivent Ii croire qu'en realite Ie SRC est une filiale de la NSA. 
Autrement dit: nos espions collaborent et se pretent leurs oreilles. 

India·lnde 



6 killed in 8 explosions as 1M targets Modi's Patna rally 
Times ofIndia, Gyan Prakash, Sayantanee Choudhury & Deeptiman Tiwary, 2013 10 28 
New Delhi - The political campaign for the 2014 election took a frightening tum on Sunday 
when six persons were killed and around 100 injured at the crowded venue ofNarendra Modi's 
rally here in a suspected terror attack designed to inflict mass casualties. Eight explosive devices 
with timers went off between 9.30am and 12.25pm as part ofa serial bomb attack suspected to 
be the handiwork of indian Mujahideen (1M). Four alleged operatives of the outfit have been 
detained, one ofwhom is in critical condition after being caught in a blast. During interrogation, 
they reportedly told the police that they had staged the attack in retaliation for the· Muzaffarnagar 
riots. They are also said to have named the 1M module involved in the Bodh Gaya. blasts. The 
names of the four detained are Imtiaz Ansari, Ainul, Akhtar and Kaleem. Ansari, a resident of 
Ranchi, was apprehended at the railway station just after the first two bombs went off. 

Google serves users from 700 p.c. more locations 
Press Trust ofIndia, 2013 10 28 
Washington - Google search has expanded its network, serving its users from 700 per cent more 
locations than a year ago, a new study, including an Indian-origin scientist, has found. Over the 
past 10 months, Google search has dramatically increased the number of sites around the world 
from which it serves client queries, repurposing existing infrastructure to change the physical 
way that Google processes web searches, according to researchers from University of Southern 
California (USC). From October 2012 to late July 2013, the number oflocations serving 
Google's search infrastructure increased from a little less than 200 to a little more than 1,400, and 
the number ofISPs grew from just over 100 to more than 850, according to the study. Most of 
this expansion reflects Google utilising client networks that it already relied on for hosting 
content like videos on Y ouTube, and reusing them to relay -- and speed up -- user requests and 
responses for search and ads, researchers said. 

Patna blasts: Basic sanitizing rules not followed, Central agencies say 
Times of India, Gyan Prakash & Deeptiman Tiwary, 2013 10 28 
New Delhi - Bihar CM Nitish Kumar has maintained that there were no security lapses on part of 
the state police but the central security establishment is livid with the arrangements made for the 
Hunkar rally at Gandhi Maidan and sources said even basic rules of sanitizing a venue were not 
followed. Sources said though there were no specific inputs, Bihar government was told about 
possible threats to the Narendra Modi rally. Still, security was so lax that even anti-sabotage 
checks, a routine in such rallies, were not done. Even policemen were not found in adequate 
numbers around the venue while several peripheral sections of the venue were seen guarded by 
private security. Bihar Police had earlier claimed that it had deployed nearly 5,000 policemen 
and women for security and smooth movement of people to Gandhi Maidan. But there was no 
bomb disposal squad at the rally venue or at Patna Junction. 

Patna serial blasts: Alleged mastermind held, several detained 
Press Trust oflndia, 2013 10 28 
Patna - Making headway in the Patna blasts case, police have arrested two suspected terrorists, 
including one possibly the mastermind, and detained several others, even as the toll in the serial 
explosions rose to six. A search operation by NlA and Patna Police is on at Gandhi Maidan, the 
area which witnessed six of the seven serial bomb blasts on Sunday that left 83 people injured, to 



locate explosives, ifany, a senior police officer said on Monday. The suspected terrorists have 
been identified as Tausim and Imtiyaz, official sources said. SS Patna Manu Maharaj earlier 
said that "one of the accused, who is being considered as the mastermind, has been arrested. He 
has confessed how the planning took place". Three to four suspects have been detained, he said, 
adding, "We are in the process of interrogation so things will be clear very soon". Maharaj said 
there were six-seven persons accompanying the alleged mastermind. "Based on that information, 
we conducted raids," he said. 

Possible 1M hand; NIA quizzes arrested suspect 
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Times ofindia, Deeptiman Tiwary & Bharti Jain, 2013 1028 
New Delhi - Though a tearn ofNational Investigation Agency (NIA) began a probe into the 
Patna serial blasts only late on Sunday evening with the arrest ofa suspect, sources said the role 
ofindian Mujahideen (1M) could not be ruled out. Second-in-command of1M, Tehsin Akhtar 
alias Monu, who belongs to Bihar and is part of the infamous Darbhanga module of the outfit, is 
still on the run and is now heading the outfit's India operations after Ahmed Siddibappa alias 
Yasin Bhatkal's arrest in August. Akhtar is wanted for several blasts including the 2011 Mumbai 
and 2013 Hyderabad blasts. Sources in the security establishment said 1M had a strong motive to 
target BJP's PM candidate Narendra Modi as much of the recruits in the outfit· had been 
indoc~rinated through the 2002 Gujarat riots videos and photographs. Sources, however, said the 
man was claiming to have recced the area only a day ago which is contrary to an 1M routine 
which plans its attacks well in advance through several recces. 

Serial blasts at Bihar BJP rally kill 5 
GulfNews, Lata Rani, 2013 \0 28 
Patna: A series of low-intensity blasts rocked the grounds ofa rally held in Patna in the eastern 
Indian state ofBihar killing five and wounding more than 80. The massive rally ofIndia's main 
opposition party, the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP), was addressed by the party's prime ministerial 
candidate Narendra Modi. A few blasts took place while the rally-was in progress and a large 
number of lives could have been lost but people maintained restraint and the police did not reveal 
that the attacks had taken place. Authorities said as many as eight serial blasts took place in 
Patna on Sunday -- the day of the BJP's first mega rally in the state after the split with chief 
minister Nitish Kumar's Janata Dal (United). While two blasts took place at the Patna railway 
station, six others went off in various part of Gandhi Maidan, the venue of the rally. 

Iran 

Anti-US billboards crop up across Tehran 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Shahrokh Sadeqi, 2013 1028 
Tehran - On the morning October 22, residents of Tehran leaving for work were confronted by 
huge billboards decrying, in Persian script, the "US's ·honesty." The billboards depict two men 
sitting, facing one another, with Iranian and American flags in the background indicating that 
one of the men is American and the other one Iranian. The image is an overt reference to direct 
talks between Tehran and Washington, which has become the talk of the town. In one of the nine 
images, the US negotiator is shown armed with a gun and wearing fatigues and military boots. In 
another image, the American is shown with a vicious attack dog at his side. Even to less
informed observers, it is clear that these billboards have been designed and installed across the 



capital city for one purpose: to call into question the sincerity of the Americans as signs of a 
thaw in the two countries' thirty- year standoff begin to appear. 0 

Closing Fordow facility, Iran redline 
Press TV, 2013 1028 
Tehran - Senior Iranian lawmaker Alaeddin BoroujerdLsays the closure oflran's Fordow nuclear 
facility is one of the country's redlines at the nuclear talks with the group of six major world 
powers. "Fordow is one ofIran's redlines and will definitely not be closed," the chairman of 
Iran's Majlis National Security and Foreign Policy Committee said on Saturday. Boroujerdi 
added that Iran has taken measures to make the facility immune to potential bombardment in 
case the Israeli regime commits the folly of actually attacking the site. Fordow is producing 
uranium enriched to the 20-percent purity. Iran decided to enrich uranium to the 20-percent 
purity to supply fuel for Tehran Research Reactor, which produces medical isotopes for cancer 
patients, after potential suppliers failed to provide the Islamic Republic with the required 
uranium. 

Iran's secret night flights to ann Syria's Assad revealed 
The National (UAE), Phil Sands, 2013 10 28 
Undisclosed placeline - Iran provides military support to President Bashar Al Assad by way of 
regular clandestine flights between Tehran and Damascus, according to a Syrian official with 
knowledge of air traffic between the two capitals. Up to three supply flights occur each week 
between the two cities, none of them appearing on public timetables, said the official, who has 
access to certain details ofair traffic in and out of Damascus International Airport. The flights 
typically take place at night, with no weekly schedule set in advance. "There are private flights 
every week, sometimes three a week, and they are controlled by an Iranian officer in Damascus," 
the Syrian official said. He spoke on condition of anonymity because of the sensitive nature of 
the information. "Everyone must follow this [Ifanianj man's orders. We have been told he is the 
second most important man in Syria and that we are to do as he says without question," said the 
official, who continues to support the Assad regime. 

Iran: Parliament approves two new ministers amid controversy over attack on Mousavi's 
daughter 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Staff Report, 2013 1028 
London - A prominent Iranian legislator, Ali Motahari, has called on the country's intelligence 
ministry and other authorities to launch an investigation into reports of an alleged attack on the 
daughter of reformist activist Mir Hossein Mousavi. In an interview published on Sunday, 
Motahari told Qanoon newspaper: "First, I am going to send a written note to the intelligence 
minister about this case and then, ifI don't achieve a tangible result, [Ij will summon him to 
Parliament." He added that the intelligence ministry should apologize to the family ofMir 
Hossein Mousavi and the Iranian people if it the allegations prove to be true. Nargess Mousavi 
has claimed she was struck across the head and bitten by a security guard after refusing to be 
strip searched during an authorized visit to her parents' house. Her parents were placed under 
house arrest in 20II , after calling for mass protests in emulation of the events of the Arab Spring 
in Egypt and elsewhere. 



IRGC Vows to Take Action against Terrorists 
Fars News Agency, 2013 \0 28 
Tehran - The Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) in a statement on Sunday vowed to take 

. action against terrorists after a group of outlaws killed 14 Iranian border guards in a cross-border 
attack in Southeastern Iran early Saturday morning. 14 Iranian border guards were killed and 6 
more were injured during the terrorist attack in Saravan border region in Southeastern Iran in the 
early hours of Saturday morning. "Under the present crucial juncture that the Islamic 
establishment is going through a sensitive historical juncture and is trying to gain a major 
achievement in area of nuclear talks strategic achievement, terrorist actions under the command 
and support of the spy agencies of the arrogant and colonial powers will not be able to harm the 
sincere and determined will of the Iranian nation," parts of IRGC statement read. 

La situation des droits de I'homme ne s'ameliore pas en Iran, selon I'ONU (Canada) 
Le Monde, Alexandra Geneste, 2013 10 28 
Teheran - Comme chaque annee depuis 2002, Ie Canada qui a rompu ses relations diplomatiques 
avec I'lran depuis 2012, s'apprete II adopter fin novembre par I'Assemblee generale de I'ONU un 
projet de resolution ferme, condamnant Teheran pour son bilan sur les droits de I'homme. 
D'apres un rapport, Ie discours d'ouverture du president Rohani est contredit par les faits. Seule la 
musique de la rengaine iranienne a change; les paroles, elles, restent les memes", resumait 
dernierement un diplomate occidental, en reference III'ouverture pronee par Ie president de la 
Republique islamique d'Iran, Hassan Rohani, depuis son investiture, en aout. Le rapporteur 
special de I'ONU sur les droits de I'homme en Iran, Ahmed Shaheed, confirme : " La situation 
des droits de I'homme reste preoccupante et ne montre aucun signe d'amelioration. " 

President: Iran Resolute to Defend Nation's N. Rights in Talks with G5+ 1 
Fars News Agency, 2013 \0 28 
Tehran - Iran's President Hassan Rouhani underlined that the Iranian negotiating team is 
determined to defend the nation's rights to advance its nuclear program in the upcoming talks 
with the Group 5+ I (the US, Britain, France, Russia and China plus Germany). President 
Rouhani attended the open session of the Iranian Parliament on Sunday morning to discuss the 
credentials of his three nominees to take over the ministries ofEducation; Science, Research and 
Technology; and Sports and Youth Affairs. Addressing the parliamentarians, President Rouhani 
said Iran is determined to properly defend the nation's rights and interest as well as its goals in a 
logical and rational way using the art of diplomacy in talks with the G5+ I. In such conditions, 
added the President, the Iranian negotiators need the support of both the nation and that of the 
members ofthe parliament. 

Saturday Terrorist Attack Done by Remnants of Rigi Group 
FaTS News Agency, 2013 1028 
Tehran - The early Saturday morning attack which resulted in the death of 14 Iranian border 
guards was carried out by the remnants of the terrorist Jundollah group which is based in 
Pakistan, the Judiciary branch of Sistan and Balouchestan province, where the attack took place, 
announced on Sunday. Jundollah is the main terrorist cell operating in Southeastern Iran. Tehran 
has arrested a majority of its members and executed its number one and number two men. Iran 
arrested Abdolmalek Rigi, the ringleader ofJundollalr, in late February 20 II and executed him in 
June 20II . Iran executed 8 members of the terrorist group in the Southeastern city ofZahedan on 



Saturday. "A11 the executed people were accused of belligerence, corruption on the Earth, 
cooperation with the Jundashaitan (Jundollah as it is called in Iran) and effective complicity in 
terrorist actions in Sistan and Balouchestan province in recent years," the Judiciary said in a 
statement today. 
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'Israel's missile-defense system could crumble at the moment of truth' ~ '" 
Jerusalem Post, Yossi Melman, 2013 10 28 
Jerusalem - In a piercing, informative and opinionated article based on data,"Dr. Nathan Faber 
criticized the Israeli missile-defense concept ("tiered defense") this week. The conclusion of Dr. 
Faber's article, published on the Magen Laoref ("Homefront Shield") foundation's website, is that 
ifIsrael finds itself in anall-out war on several fronts facing enemies that are showering it with 
hundreds of missiles a day (perhaps over a thousand), this concept could crumble due to 
financial, operational and technological reasons. The tiered-defense concept is based on different 
types of defense missiles to intercept the different variations of enemy projectiles in a number of 
ranges and altitudes ("interception tiers"). According to Dr. Faber's article, the Arrow 3 anti
ballistic-missile system (that is still under development) is designed to intercept Iranian Shahab 
missiles (that have a range of 1,300 km.), at an altitude of250-300 km., hundreds ofkilometers 
away from Israel's borders (over Jordan). 

Army achieves sweeping advance against foreign-backed terrorism 
Syria Arab News Agency, 2013 1028 
Provinces - The army units continued on Sunday crackdown on terrorist groups through large
scale operations in several Syrian cities and districts. Seven citizens were injured after terrorists 
launched mortar shells on the city ofJaramana in Damascus Countryside on Sunday. A source at 
the Police Command told SANA reporter that seven shells fell in the city, causing the injury of 
seven citizens. The source said that the injured persons were hospitalized, adding that the attack 
also caused material damage to the private properties in the area. Units of the armed forces 
carried out a number of operations against terrorists' dens and gatherings in the villages and 
towns of Damascus Countryside, killing and injuring many terrorists, in addition to destroying 
their dens and weapons. Units of the Syrian Arab Army eliminated an armed terrorist group in 
Maloula and Yabroud and Adra districts in Damascus countryside. 

Army fails to halt clashes in Tripoli 
Lebanon Daily Star, Antoine Amrieh, 2013 10 28 
Tripoli - The Lebanese Army reinforced its presence in Tripoli Sunday as six people, including a 
military sergeant, were killed in sniper fire over the weekend, raising the death toll in seven days 
of fighting between supporters and opponents of Syrian President Bashar Assad to at least 16 and 
over 80 wounded. Former Prime Minister Saad Hariri, meanwhile, accused the Syrian regime of 
triggering the latest bout ofviolence in Tripoli and criticized the Army for becoming "a false 
witness" in the ongoing war against the northern city. The Army began taking measures, 
including the setting up of checkpoints and mounting patrols between the warring parties, as 
preparations were underway to implement a new security plan to restore calm to ,Tripoli, ravaged 
by sectarian fighting linked to the 3 I-month war in Syria. The Army deployed heavily in the city 



in the morning hours as Rifaat Eid, the head of the Jabal Mohsen-based Arab Democratic Party, 
urged his fighters to withdraw completely. A (1,,1. 

Brahimi arrives in Damascus amid clashes 8 
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Damascus - The UN-Arab League envoy Lakhdar Brahimi arrives in Damascus for talks with 
Syrian government officials, amid reports of fierce fighting in and around the capital city. In his 
visit, which starts on Monday, he is expected to meet Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad and 
Foreign minister Walid al-Muallem. Brahimi has been trying to build support for peace talks 
planned in Geneva next month between the government and the opposition. The so-called 
Geneva II peace talks, backed by Russia and the US and due to take place on November 23, have 
been repeatedly postponed amid wrangling among the Syrian opposition, and a dispute over 
which countries, including Iran, should participate. Making the task harder for Brahimi has been 
the refusal of 19 powerful rebel groups in Syria to take part in the conference, saying that 
negotiating with the Assad government would be an act ofbetrayal. 

Bras de fer au Liban entre I'Arabie saoudite et l'Iran 
Radio France Internationale, Paul Khalifeh, 2013 10 27 
Tripoli, Liban - De violents combats entre miliciens sunnites et a1aouites secouent depuis 
plusieurs jours la ville de Tripoli, au nord du Liban, a10rs que la crise gouvernementale en est a 
son septh~me mois. Au- delades considerations purement Iibanaises, Ie pays est devenu Ie theatre 
d'un bras de fer entre I' Arabie saoudite et I'Iran. Tripoli, la deuxieme ville du Liban, est Ie theatre, 
depuis une semaine, de violents affrontements entre des miliciens sunnites, partisans des rebelles 
syriens, et des combattants a1aouites, favorables au regime du president Bachar el- Assad. Les 
combats d'une intensite sans precedent opposent Ie quartier populaire sunnite de Bab el
Tebbaneh acelui de Jabal Mohsen, peuple en majorite d'alaouites et surplombant la ville. 

Christians and Alawites target of Tripoli attacks 
Lebanon Daily Star, Misbah ai-Ali, 2013 10 28 
Tripoli - Residents of the Tripoli neighborhood ofZahrieh were still reeling from attacks 
targeting businesses owned by Christians and A1awites over the weekend, with some fearing the 
incidents were meant to fuel sectarian hostilities. The attacks took place overnight by 
unidentified armed men, as owners were surprised to learn early Friday when they arrived at the 
main street ofZahrieh to open up their shops. They rummaged through the debris, as many shops 
had been burned, to see'ifany of their merchandise could be salvaged. All of the owners belong 
to the Christian and A1awite communities ofZahrieh, causing some observers to muse that they 
were paying the price for long-standing sectarian tensions in the northern city. Belonging to a 
minority group in Tripoli, some shop owners said they didn't have authority figures to complain 
to either. 

CIA spied on 7.8 billion Saudi calls 
Arab News, M. Ghazanfar Ali Khan, 201310 28 
Riyadh - As controversy continues' to encircle the American surveillance program, Cryptome, the 
digital library host that was created by the US as a repository for secret documents and material, 
revealed that the CIA spied on 7.8 billion calls in Saudi Arabia. The Cryptome report said that 
"Saudi Arabia was the target of espionage operations," besides several other countries in the 



Middle East and Asia. Arab News could not reach officials at the Communications & 
Information Technology Commission of Saudi Arabia (CITO), the Kingdom's regulatory 
authority, for official comment. However, a top-notch IT expert working for a major telecom 
operator, who identified himself as R. K. Hussain, said that, "such monitoring of phone calls, 
though unethical, is regularly conducted by intelligence agen~ies from different countries, 
including the US." Hussain said many "target" international calls Rass through US carriers 
because they are cheaper and more accessible. 1 I
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Clashes in al-Baydha claim three soldiers' life 0 ~<.t '.I 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 1028 "'.. ( .0 
Sana'a - Government officials confirmed on Sunday that at least three soldiers had been killed in 
clashes against "unidentified gunmen" in the province ofal Baydha, located south of the capital, 
Sana'a. Speaking to reporters officials in Sana'a explained that a group of armed men targeted an 
army checkpoint in the eastern outskirts of al-Baydha (270 Km south of Sana'a) in the early 
hours of Sunday, forcing soldiers to engage in order to protect their positions. So far the Interior 
Ministry has confirmed that its losses amount to three dead soldiers and four casualties. All men 
were immediately transported to the nearest hospital where they are being treated and cared for. 
While officials were not allowed to comment on any potential terror links, several admitted that 
the possibility of an al-Qaeda-run attack against a military checkpoint remained of course an 
avenue the Defense and Interior ministries will have to look at seriously. 

French Embassy rejects terror accusations 
Publication, Staff Report, 2013 1028 
Beirut - The French Embassy in Beirut denounced Sunday accusations made by a Lebanese daily 
that it was a hub for terrorist acts. The embassy said in a statement that it "overwhelmingly 
denies these extremely serious and dangerous allegations and denounces them." The statement 
was a response to an editorial published on Oct. 22 by a local media outlet. The editorial claimed 
that French intelligence officials supportive of Saudi Arabia's views toward the Syrian crisis 
were turning the French Embassy in Beirut into a hub to sponsor terrorist acts. The French 
Embassy added that it was "committed to counterterrorism measures in all its forms and this is a 
permanent commitment which France has paid dearly for." Criticizing the ethics of the media 
outlet that published the editorial, the embassy said the allegations were fabricated . 

. Hezbollah blames Saudi Arabia for deadlock, Parliament paralysis 
Lebanon Daily Star, Hussein Dakroub, 2013 1028 
Beirut - Hezbollah indirectly blasted Saudi Arabia Sunday, accusing it of prolonging Lebanon's 
political crisis by using its March 14 allies to prevent the formation ofa new Cabinet and 
Parliament from meeting to approve draft laws. The party also accused an Arab Gulf state - a 
clear reference to Saudi Arabia - of holding Lebanon hostage to settle political scores with Syria, 
where the regime ofPresident Bashar Assad has accused Riyadh and other Gulf states, Turkey 
and Western countries of funding and arming Syrian rebel groups fighting to oust it. The 
accusations by Hezbollah, a key ally of Assad, are bound to heighten tensions in Lebanon, where 
the March 8 and March 14 parties are sharply split over the 31-month conflict in Syria. The 
charges come as Lebanon is in the throes of a chronic political crisis, deepened by Hezbollah's 
military intervention in Syria on the side of Assad's forces and a Cabinet deadlock which has 
entered its seventh month with no solution in sight. 



IAF strikes underground rocket launchers in Gaza following rocket attacks on Israel 
Jerusalem Post, Yaakov Lappin, 2013 1028 
Jerusalem - The Israel Air Force struck two underground rocket launchers in the northern Gaza 
Strip on Monday morning in response to earlier rocket fire on the Ashkelon region. Palestinian 
sources reported that the IAF strike targeted a site belonging to Hamas's Kassam Brigades 
terrorist group. No injuries were reported in the IAF strike, according to Palestinian news agency 
Ma'an. Earlier on Monday, the Iron Dome anti-rocket system intercepted'll Palestinian projectile 
fired from the Gaza Strip toward the southern city of Ashkelon, the IDF said. A second 
Palestinian rocket slammed into an uninhabited area in the Ashkelon Coast Regional Council 
area, an army spokeswoman added. There were no injuries or damage in the attacks, which 
triggered a Color Red rocket alert. The rocket fire came a day after two mortar shells fired from 
Gaza landed in southern Israel and coincided with the announcement of the names of26 
Palestinian security prisoners set to be released by Israel on Tuesday. 

Israel announces names of Palestinians to be freed in next stage of prisoner release 
Jerusalem Post, Tovah Lazaroff, 2013 1028 
Jerusalem - The Israel Prison Service publicized the names late Sunday of the 26 Palestinians to 
be released from Israeli jails, the second batch of pre-Oslo inmates convicted of terrorism who 
are to be freed as part of the ongoing peace negotiations between Jerusalem and the Palestinian 
Authority. Earlier on Sunday, a ministerial committee headed by Prime Minister Binyamin 
Netanyahu approved a list of the prisoners to be released in the second of a four-stage process by 
which 104 Palestinian prisoners will be sent to the Palestinian Authority as a measure for 
resuming peace talks. In the first stage of the release this past August, 26 Palestinians were freed. 
The issue of prisoner releases is a politically sensitive one for Israel, where the bereaved kin 
enlist public opinion to pressure the government against freeing Palestinians who have 
committed violent crimes against Israelis, including murder. 

Israel capable of setting back Iran's nuclear program 
Times ofIsrael, Yifa Yaakov, 2013 10 28 
Jerusalem - Sanctions alone are not sufficient to pressure Iran to abandon its nuclear program, 
former Israeli Air Force commander Ido Nehushtan said on Saturday morning, and he indicated 
that the Israel Air Force was capable of setting back the Iranian nuclear program if ordered to do 
so. Advocating a carrot-and-stick approach, Nehushtan said the option of a military strike on 
Iran, which claims its nuclear program is peaceful but has refused to honor international 
resolutions aimed to prevent it attaining nuclear weapons capability, must remain on the table. 
"Nobody's happy about the idea of a military strike. It is carried out when the alternative is 
worse. There's no knowing what'll happen as a result of a military strike," he said. Nehushtan 
stressed Tehran must realize that Israel is prepared to use the military option "as a means to an 
end." He was adamant that Israel did retain the capability to realize a viable military option. 

Israeli road tunnel hit by cyber-attack 
Times ofIsrael, 2013 10 28 
Hadera - When Israel's military chief delivered a high-profile speech this month outlining the 
greatest threats his country might face in the future, he listed computer sabotage as a top concern, 
warning a sophisticated cyber-attack could one day bring the nation to a standstill . Lt. Gen. 



Benny Gantz was not speaking empty words. Exactly one month before his address, a major 
artery in Israel's national road network in the northern city ofHaifa suffered a cyber-attack, 
cybersecurity experts tell The Associated Press, knocking key operations out of commission two 
days in a row and causing hundreds of thousands of dollars in damage. One expert, speaking on 
condition of anonymity because the breach of security was a classified matter, said a Trojan
horse attack targeted the security camera apparatus in the Carmel tunnels toll road on September 
8. A Trojan horse is a malicious computer program that users unknowingly install, which can 
give hackers complete control over their systems. 

Israeli tunnel hit by eyber-attaek 
Associated Press, Staff report, 2013 10 27 
Hadera, Israel - When Israel's military chief delivered a high- profile speech this month outlining 
the greatest threats his country might face in the future, he listed computer sabotage as a top 
concern, warning a sophisticated cyberattack could one day bring the nation to a standstill. Lt. 
Gen. Benny Gantz was not speaking empty words. Exactly one month before his address, a 
major artery in Israel's national road network in the northern city ofHaifa suffered a cyberattack, 
cybersecurity experts tell The Associated Press, knocking key operations out of commission two 
days in a row and causing hundreds of thousands of dollars in damage. One expert, speaking on 
condition of anonymity because the breach of security was a classified matter, said a Trojan 
horse attack targeted the security camera apparatus in the Carmel Tunnels toll road on Sept. 8. A 
Trojan horse is a malicious computer program that users unknowingly install that can give 
hackers complete control over their systems. The attack caused an immediate 20-minute 
lockdown of the roadway. The next day, the expert said, it shut down the roadway again during 
morning rush hour. It remained shut for eight hours, causing massive congestion. The expert said 
investigators believe the attack was the work ofunknown, sophisticated hackers, similar to the 
Anonymous hacking group that led attacks on Israeli websites in April. He said investigators 
determined ·it was not sophisticated enough to be the work of an enemy government like Iran. 

Israeli-Palestinian Security Cooperation Stronger than Ever 
The Media Line, Linda Gradstein, 2013 10 28 
Tel Aviv - As Israel prepares to release another group of 26 Palestinian prisoners later this week, 
Israeli security experts say security cooperation with the Palestinian authority remains solid 
despite three separate incidents in which Palestinians killed Israelis. The security experts say 
they do not see the killings as evidence of a new intifada, or Palestinian uprising. "This is the 
best security cooperation we've had in years," Shlomo Brom, a senior researcher at the Institute 
for National Security Studies and a: retired brigadier general in the Israeli army told The Media 
Line. "The Palestinian security forces are much more professional than in the past and they are 
not political." Brom said there has been a decision by Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas to 
maintain security cooperation with Israel, despite growing anger in the Palestinian street against 
Israel's continued construction in post-1967 areas. 

Le Hezb multiplie ses accusations contre Ie 14 Mars: Le Liban n'est pas un prix de 
consolation 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Journaliste maison, 2013 1028 
Beyrouth - Le Hezbollah a accuse une nouvelle fois Ie 14 Mars de vouloir instaurer Ie vide et 
destabiliser Ie pays, « sur ordre de forces regionales », afin de compenser une soi-disant defaite 



en Syrie et de justifier une eventuelle prorogation du mandat pnlsidentiel, selon des figures du 
parti . Ainsi, Ie ministre sortant de I'Agriculture Hussein Hajj Hassan a insiste sur « la 
determination du Hezbollah et de ses allies aformer un gouvernement au plus vite », avant de se 
desoler aussitot du fait que « I'autre camp, qui r~oit ses directives de l'etranger, paralyse ce 
processus, les parties auxquelles il prete allegeance etant actuellement en crise ». Ce sont 
egalement « les ordres de sponsors regionaux qui definissent les developpements securitaires ». 

Lebanon exposed to telecoms security risks by lack of legislation 
Lebanon Daily Star, Paul Cochrane, 2013 1028 

Co 

Beirut - The sheer scope of the United States' telecommunications surveillance is a hot topic, 
with recent revelations showing the U.S. was snooping on 45 world leaders and is bulk spying on 
millions of people around the planet. Yet while the European Union is updating its data 
protection legislation in the wake of the revelations from the documents leaked by former 
National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden, Lebanon is exposed at the internal and 
external level. It is an issue for citizens and businesses alike, with no law yet enacted for 
electronic commerce, e- transactions, cybercrimes such as phishing (stealing of data, account 
information and money from, say, an online bank account) or data security. "On the legal side I 
don't think we are protected at all," said Gabriel Deek, vice president of the Internet Society of 
Lebanon. One ofthe pillars of the economy, the banking and financial sector, is also exposed. 

Lebanon: Violence escalates in Tripoli as Syrian war continues 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Sawsan AI-Abtah, 2013 1028 
Beirut - The civil war in Syria continues to take its toll on Lebanon, with a spate of clashes 
between Sunni opponents and Shi'ite supporters of the regime ofBashar AI-Assad erupting over 
the last week in the northern Lebanese city ofTripoli. Violence escalated after militias from the 
Sunni majority Bab AI-Tabbaneh district blamed Shl'ite armed groups in the Jabal Moshsen 
district ofcarrying out twin attacks at Sunni mosques in Tripoli in August. Sunni-Shi'ite violence 
has killed six people and injured dozens of others over the past week. Estimates say that 50 shells 
fell on Tripoli on Friday alone. Given the gravity of the security situation in Lebanon, President 
Michel Sleiman cancelled his visit to Austria on Friday. For his part, caretaker Prime Minister 
Najib Mikati emphasized the importance ofusing security and judicial procedures and adopting 
more sedate rhetoric. 

Politicallslam '8 threat to Arab nation states', Abu Dhabi forum hears 
The National (UAE), Thamer Al Subaihi, 2013 1028 
Abu Dhabi - Tribalism and political Islam are the gravest threats facing the Arab nation state, the 
audience at a leading discussion forum heard today. The inability of some governments to 
provide acceptable levels of infrastructure, health care and education contribute to people's lack 
of respect and civic pride, said Mohammed AI Murr, the author, FNC Speaker and former editor 
in chief of Khaleej Times. "Economic failure has led to groups turning to their tribes and sects 
before the state," Mr AI Murr told the annual forum organised by AI Ittihad, the Arabic-language 
sister newspaper ofThe National. "An example is that a third ofLebanon is being provided for 
by Hizbollah." Political Islam viewed the nation state with doubt and fear, Mr AI Murr said. 
"One of the Islamist leaders in Egypt said he viewed belonging to his country as secondary. He 
has a vague concept of an ancient caliphate system he wants to enforce on the region today. " 



Saudi Coup Attempt to Topple Yemeni President Fails 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1028 
Tehran - The Saudi government's plot to stage a coup in Yemen to topple President Abd Rabuh 
Mansur Hadi fell flat after sensitive information leaked, informed sources disclosed on Sunday. 
"Saudi Arabia planned to stage a coup in Yemen similar to what it aided to happen in Egypt in a 
move to topple Yemeni President Mansur Hadi and replace him with one of the Yemeni generals 
loyal to ousted dictator Ali Abdullah Salih, but this coup plot failed before it could be put into 
action," an informed source in Yemen's army told FNA on the condition of anonymity. The 
source underlined that the AI Saud regime has been discontent with President Mansur Hadi's 
policies towards Yemen's Islamist groups, specially the Yemeni Congregation for Reform (A1
Tajammu A1-Yamani Lil-Islah), and first sought to bribe him into fighting against these grQUps. 

Sources allege Saudi Arabia seeks to overthrow President Hadi 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 10 28 . 
Sana'a - Fars new agency alleged on Sunday that sources in Yemen had confirmed that Saudi 
Arabia had failed to stage a coup d'etat against President Adbo Rabbo Mansour Hadi after the 
latter was tipped otrto Riyadh's plans for Yemen. "Saudi Arabia planned to stage a coup in 
Yemen similar to what it aided to happen in Egypt in a move to topple Yemeni President Hadi 
and replace him with one of the Yemeni generals loyal to former President Ali Abdullah Saleh, 
but this coup plot failed before it could be put into aetion," an informed source in Yemen's army 
told FNA on condition of anonymity. It is important to note that the Yemen Post could not at this 
stage independently verify such claims. However for the sake of argument, such theories of a 
shift in alliance have been flaunted by political analysts and politicians over the past weeks as 
Saudi Arabia has distanced itself from Washington; looking to change the focus of its foreign 
policy. 

Syria Meets Deadline for Submitting Destruction Plan for Chemical Weapons 
New York Times, Nick Cumming-Bruce, Michael R. Gordon, 2013 1028 
Geneva - Syria submitted a formal declaration of its chemical weapons program and its plans for 
destroying its arsenal three days ahead of the deadline, the international chemical weapons 
watchdog said Sunday. The watchdog, the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical 
Weapons, which has been charged with monitoring and destroying Syria's chemical weapons 
program, said that it had received the Syrian submission on Thursday and that the agency's 
Executive Council would review the declaration's "general plan of destruction" by Nov. 15. It 
was not immediately clear, however, whether the declaration's listing of chemical weapons sites 
was exhaustive, an important test ofPresident Bashar al-Assad's willingness to cooperate with 
the program to eliminate Syria's chemical weapons infrastructure and arsenal. Saying that such 
declarations are confidential, the chemical weapons agency declined to disclose or discuss the 
contents of the Syrian document. 

Others· Autres 

4 Chinese ships enter Japanese waten near Senkakus 
Kyodo News, 2013 1028 
Naha - Four China Coast Guard ships entered Japanese territorial waters near the Senkaku 
Islands in the East China Sea on Monday morning, the Japan Coast Guard said. The intrusion, 



which occurred around 9:30 a.m., was the first since Oct. 1 and the 68th since the Japanese 
government purchased a major part of the islands from a private Japanese owner in September 
last year. After a Japanese patrol ship told the Chinese vessels to leave Japanese waters, one of 
the four responded in Chinese and Japanese that the uninhabited jslets have been "China's 
inherent territory since ancient times," according to the 11 th Regional Coast Guard Headquarters 
in Naha, Okjnawa Prefecture. Earlier, the Chinese ships were seen sailing in the contiguous zone 
outside Japan's waters from shortly after midnight Sunday to around 2:30 am. Monday. The 
Senkaku chain is administered by Japan, but claimed by China and Taiwan, which ClIIl them 
Diaoyu and Tiaoyutai, respectively. (full article) 

Abe leaves no room for talk 
China Daily, 2013 10 28 
It is right to point out that whatever problems arise between China and Japan, they are not the 
whole of relations between the two, as they are close neighbors with profound common interests, 
as well as shared responsibilities, in the Asia-Pacific and beyond. But, although they disagreed 
on the causes, participants at the Ninth Beijing-Tokyo Forum agreed on the effect - Sino
Japanese relations are in danger and need sensible crisis management. A non-governmental 
platform dedicated to people-to-people communication between the two countries - co-sponsored 
by the Japanese think tank Genron NPO and China Daily - the forum found its latest session 
permeated with dismay over the coldness between Beijing and Tokyo. The well-hyped dispute 
over the Diaoyu Islands, which has created media frenzies in both countries, and grown tenser as 
a result, may be an explosive flashpoint. The war of rhetoric between the two countries' maritime 
authorities, and most recently the militaries, could take an abrupt tum into a physical one at any 
time. Still, even a Chinese People's Liberation Army general known for hawkish utterances told 
the forum that the situation, while "tense" militarily, remains "controllable". But such control 
entails a shared political will; a shared willingness to sort things out and find a solution 
acceptable to both parties. Which seems out of the question at present as Shinzo Abe, the 
Japanese prime minister, remains stubbornly resistant to acknowledging a territorial dispute 
exists over the Diaoyu Islands, and he accuses Beijing ofrefusing to talk, knowing full well that 
it will not do so until the dispute is acknowledged. 

Accule, Ie gouvernement tunisien lance un " dialogue national" perilleux 
Le Monde, Isabelle Mandraud, 2013 10 28 
TuniS - Dans un climat lourd de violences, les islamistes ont reitere leur promesse de quitter Ie 
pouvoir Deux interventions successives a une heure de grande ecoute sur la chaine de television 
nationale n'ont pas suffi . II a faHu un document ecrit et signe par Ie premier ministre, Ali 
Larayedh, confirmant la decision prise de presenter la demission de son gouvernement, pour que 
Ie " dialogue national" s'engage entin, vendredi 25 oetobre, entre Ie parti islamiste Ennahda au 
pouvoir, et I'opposition. D'ici a huit jours, selon la " feuille de route" adoptee deja depuis Ie 
debut du mois, M. Larayedh devrait done ceder sa place, et son equipe prendre conge dans les 
quinze jours suivants, mettant ainsi fin a la periode de transition menee par les islamistes 
tunisiens depuis deux ans. Du moins est-ce Ie calendrier prevu. Car vendredi soir, Ie syndicat 
national des forces de securite interieure (SFSI) s'est interpose d'une bien curieuse maniere en 
laneant, a l'issue d'une assemblee generale extraordinaire " restreinte ", un ultimatum de " 
quarante-huit heures " au gouvernement pour satisfaire ses revendications : remplacement des 
cadres du ministere de l'interieur " relevant de partis politiques " par des" personnalites 



competentes independantes ", autoris.ation pour les policiers de porter leurs armes en dehors des 
heures de service" en raison de la propagation du terrorisme ' ou bien encore creation d'une " 
cellule de crise" alliant des policiers, des soldats, des douaniers ou des magistrats. 

Chinese coast guard patrols Diaoyu Islands 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 1028 . 
Beijing - Four China Coast Guard (CCG) vessels patrolled territorial waters surrounding the 
Diaoyu Islands on Monday, according to a State Oceanic Administration statement. The CCG, 
which enforces maritime law for fisheries, surveillance, customs and border control, has 
conducted 59 patrols at a minimum distance of 0.28 nautical miles around the Diaoyu Islands 
since September 2012, when Japan announced a plan to "purchase" the islands. The fleet was 
comprised ofCCG 2350, 1123, 2102 and 2166. (full article) 

Combats dans I'est de la RDC: I'armee congolaise investit plusieurs places fortes du M23 
Radio France Intemationale, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1027 
Kibumba - Le M23 a de nouveau recule ce dimanche 27 octobre au troisieme jour des combats 
avec les forces congolaises (F ARDC). Apres avoir repris la localite de Kibumba aux rebelles, 
l'armee congolaise a pris aujourd'hui Kiwanja puis Rutshuru avec l'aide de la Monusco. Un 
casque bleu tanzanien est mort au cours de l'operation. Nouvelle joumee d'offensive pour I'armee 
congolaise, et apres trois jours de combats, I'heure est aux premieres victoires. En milieu d'apres
midi, les forces congolaises ont pris Ie contr61e de la ville de Kiwanja. Ce fut ensuite Ie tour de 
Rutshuru de tomber. Autant de places fortes de la rebellion, a 70 kilometres au nord de Goma. 
Les combats ont me intenses et compliques avec plus de 40 000 civils vivant dans la zone. Mais 
I'appui de la brigade d'intervention de I'ONU, qui a ouvert Ie feu, a sans doute me crucial. Le 
M23 s'est retire de la zone. 

CPI - Le president kenyan demande un report de son proces en raison de la menace 
terroriste 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1027 
Nairobi - CPI - Le president kenyan demande un report de son proces en raison de la menace 
terroriste Uhuru Kenyatta, Ie president kenyan, n'a nullement l'intention de se presenter devant 
ses juges de La Haye. Or ces demiers ne veulent pas se contenter de ses avocats : ils veulent Ie 
voir en chair et en os dans Ie box des accuses, comme c'est Ie cas pour son vice-president. A la 
Cour penale intemationale (CPl), Ie proces du president Uhuru Kenyatta doit se tenir Ie 12 
novembre prochain. Dans Ie bras de fer qui I'oppose a la CPl, Ie president Uhuru Kenyatta a fait 
Ie choix de s'abriter derriere ses avocats. Ce sont eux qu'il fait monter au creneau. Ces demiers 
demandent un report du proces pour la date du 12 fevrier prochain « au minimum» . Leur 
argument : une « CJise nationale et intemationale » depuis.I'attaque du centre commercial 
Westgate de Nairobi, la capitale. Pour les avocats, Ie Kenya et, bien silr, son chef, sont d'office 
en premiere tigne dans la lutte contre Ie groupe lie a al- Qajda qui a mene cette operation. 

Debut de negotiations chaotique it Tunis 
Le Figaro, Thibaut Cavailles, 2013 1028 
Tunis - Le syndicat des forces de securite appelle a manifester ce lundi contre Ie gouvemement 
islamiste, deja fragilise. MAGHREB Apres trois mois de paralysie politi que, l'opposition et Ie 
pouvoir tunisiens ont enfin reussi vendredi a s'asseoir autour de la table. Quatre semaines de 



negociations devraient permettre de constituer un nouveau gouvernement compose 
exclusivement de technocrates, de finaliser la future Constitution, de statuer sur la loi electorale 
et de mettre en place I'Isie, I'instance qui organisera Ie futur sCl)Jtin. 

Egypt: Brotherhood plans to block Mursi trial with sit-in 
Asharq A1-Awsat, Waleed Abdul Rahman, 2013 1028 
Cairo - High-ranking sources within the Muslim Brotherhood in~gypt have revealed to Asharq 
AI-Awsat the party's plans to mobilize proponents and supporters of' ousted president Mohamed 
Mursi ahead of his trial, which is scheduled to begin on November 4. In an interview with 
Asharq A1-Awsat on Saturday, Brotherhood sources--the majority ofwhom are grassroots 
leaders and students from A1-Azhar University in the Egyptian capital--said that the information 
they have received recently from Brotherhood leaders in Cairo and the provinces indicates that 
the group will try to disrupt the trial of former President Mursi and attempt to prevent the police 
from escorting him to the courtroom. The plans also call for Brotherhood supporters and student 
activists from the private AI-Azhar University to create disturbances in the main squares in Cairo 
and Giza, in order to divert the security forces from the area where the ousted president will be 
tried. 

Guatemala ties its drug policy to investment, security 
Globe and Mail, Campbell Clark, 2013 10 28 
Ottawa - Guatemala's Foreign Minister went straight from talking about investment in Ottawa on 
Thursday to a Denver conference where the legalization of drugs is being debated. For Luis 
Fernando Carrera Castro's country, the two issues are linked. In Guatemala - a country on the 
world's most heavily travelled drug route and threatened by powerful cartels - economic 
development and security go hand in hand. And now, as New Zealand is legalizing "party pills," 
Uruguay is opening the regulated sale of marijuana and some U.S. states are decriminalizing pot, 
countries such as Canada and the United States would face an unavoidable debate on changing 
drug policy, he said. The starting point, Mr. Carrera said in an interview with The Globe and 
Mail, is that "what we have done so far has strengthened organized crime." That debate has 
exploded across the Americas, with Guatemalan President Otto Perez Molina, who came to 
power promising to crush organized crime, one of many leaders calling for change - legalization 
or decriminalization of some drugs, though they have not yet specified the details. 

lnskurite - Le Kenya pointe du doigt I~ refugies somaliens 
All Africa, Journaliste maison, 2013 1027 
Nairobi - Le ministre de la Securite Joseph Ole Lenku pointe du doigt les refugies somali ens 
comme source d'insecurite pour Ie pays. Depuis I'attentat contre Ie centre commercial de 
Westgate aNairobi, les declarations officielles appelant les refugies somaliens arentrer chez eux 
se multiplient. Depuis plus de vingt ans, Ie Kenya accueille des refugies dont Ie nombre a atteint 
plus de 500.000 personnes ces dernieres annees. 

Japan PM Abe warns China on use of force as jets scrambled 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 1027 
Japan's leader warned China on Sunday against forcibly changing the regional balance ofpower, 
as reports said Tokyo had scrambled fighter jets in response to Chinese military aircraft flying 
near Okinawa. Verbal skirmishing between Asia's two biggest economies, who dispute 



ownership of an island chain, escalated as Beijing warned Tokyo that any hostile action in the 
skies against Chinese drones would be construed as an "act ofwar" . "We will express our 
intention as a state not to tolerate a change in the status quo by force. We must conduct all sorts 
of activit.ies such as surveillance and intelligence for that purpose," Mr Abe said in an address to 
the military. "The security environment surrounding Japan is becoming increasingly severe. This 
is the reality," he said. (full article) 

VAfrique de l'Ouest veut instaurer un cadre juridique pour lutter contre la piraterie 
maritime 0 

Radio France Intemationale, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1027 
Dakar - Au Senegal, des organisations regionales s'organisent pour monter un plan sur la surete 
et la securite maritime. Soutenues par les Nations unies, la CEAC, la Cedeao et la Commission 
du golfe de Guinee ont cree ce samedi 27 octobre un groupe de travail charge de mettre en place 
un cadre juridique pour mieux lutter contre la piraterie, qui prend dans cette zone Ie visage du 
banditisme et du tratic de drogue. Depuis Ie debut de l'annee 2013, l'Organisation maritime 
intemationale a denombre 47 attaques contre des navires au large des cotes ouest-africaines. 
Parmi ces attaques, figurent 28 bateaux qui ont ete abordes et six autres qui ont ete detoumes 
avant d'etre liberes. En 2011 et 2012 deja, cette structure recensait respectivement 62 et 60 
attaques de ce type. Ce phenomene inquiete les organisations regionales, telles que la 
Communaute economique des Etats d'Afrique centrale (CEAC). 

Vetat algerien restera mobilise pour la liberation de ses diplomates enleves au nord du 
Mali 
Horizons (Algerie), Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 27 
Bamako - L 'Etat algerien restera mobilise pour la liberation de ses diplomates enleves en 2012 au 
nord du Mali, a affirme, samedi demier, a Bamako, Ie ministre des Affaires etrangeres, Ramtane 
Lamamra. « L'Algerie ne s'inclinera pas face au terrorisme et restera mobilisee pour la liberation 
de ses diplomates enleves », a declare M. Lamamra dans un point de presse tenu au siege de 
l'ambassade d'Aigerie a Bamako en marge de la visite de travail et d'amitie qu'il effectue dans ce 
pays. « Je reitere notre profonde sympathie et notre solidarite avec nos compatriotes victimes de 
leur devoir professionnel », a-t-il souligne, reiterant Ie « profond engagement» de I'Etat a 
deployer tous les efforts pour « une issue heureuse a cette question » . 

V«Hydre», vaste offensive militaire contre les djihadistes 
Le Soir, David Bache, 2013 10 28 
Bamako - L'operation «Hydre» porte Ie nom de ce monstre mythologique dote de plusieurs tetes 
qui repoussent plus nombreuses lorsqu'on tente de les couper. Vne image qui en dit long sur la 
perception qu'ant les forces armees des groupes islamistes terroristes qu'il s'agit de combattre 
dans les confins du Nord malien... Lancee dans Ie plus grand secret il y a tout juste une semaine, 
Ie 20 octobre, l'operation Hydre est menee conjointement par la force fran~aise Serval et par 
I'armee malienne, avec Ie soutien des Casques bleus de la Minusma (Mission des Nations unies 
au Mali). Un soutien essentiellement logistique et de coordination, car Ie mandat onusien de 
maintien de la paix n'inclut pas les missions offensives de lutte antiterroriste. Pour cette 
operation d'envergure, plus de 1.500 soldats sont mobilises, dont la grande majorite, pres de 900 
hommes, appartiennent a I'armee malienne. Vne implication inedite. Vn bataillon est meme deja 



sorti des rangs de la mission de formation militaire de l'Union europeenne, mise en place dans la 
foulee de I'operation Serval. 

La MONUSCO demande aux groupes armes de Iiberer les enfants de leurs rangs 
All Africa, Journaliste maison, 2013 1027 I 

Kinshasa - La Mission de I'Organisation des Nations unies pour la stabilisation en Republique 
democratique du Congo (Monusco) est extremement prooccupee par des rapports persistants 
faisant etat de recrutements d'enfants par des groupes armes en RDC. C'est ce que rapporte un 
communique de presse de la Mission onusienne, parvenue II notre redaction. La source precise 
que la Monusco demande, par la meme occasion, II tous les acteurs de tout mettre en oeuvre, afin 
« d'arreter et d'empecher cette grave violation des droits de I'enfant » . Selon Ie rapport publie, Ie 
jeudi 24 octobre II Kinshasa, presque 1 000 cas de recrutement d'enfants par des groupes armes 
ont ete verifies par la Monusco, entre Ie ler janvier 2012 et Ie 31 aoilt 2013, principalement dans 
la province du Nord-Kivu. «Les groupes armes Nyatura, Forces democratiques pour la liberation 
du Rwanda (FDLR) et Mouvement du 23 mars (M23) ont ete identifies comme ayant 
respectivement recrute 190, 137 et 124 enfants au sein de leurs groupes durant la periode 
consideree », renseigne Ie communique. 

Le vice-president du Kenya n'echappera pas ason proces devant la Cour penale 
internationale 
Le Monde, Stephanie Maupas, 2013 1028 
Nairobi - Sauf circonstances exceptionnelles, William Ruto devt:a etre present dans Ie box des 
accuses William Ruto, Ie vice-president du Kenya, poursuivi pour" crimes contre I'humanite " 
commis en 2007 et 2008, devra sieger dans Ie box des accuses de la Cour penale internationale 
(CPI) jusqu'au terme de son proces, qui pourrait durer plusieurs annees, a decide la chambre 
d'appel de la CPI Ie 25 octobre. De Nairobi II La Haye en passant par New York, Londres et 
Paris, cette decision a fait I'objet d'une attention toute particuliere. Elle aura aussi des 
consequences sur Ie proces du president du Kenya, Uhuru Kenyatta, egalement poursuivi pour" 
crimes contre I'humanite ", et dont I'ouverture du proces est prevue Ie 12 novembre. 

Mongolian president to visit N. Korea to boost cooperative ties: report 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 10 28 
Seoul - The Mongolian president was to visit North Korea on Monday to strengthen economic, 
social and cultural ties, the communist country's media said. The Rodong Sinmun, an organ of 
the ruling Workers' Party of Korea, said President Tsakhia Elbegdorj's trip comes at the 
invitation ofKim Yong-nam, the president of the Supreme People's Assembly (SPA) Presidium, 
the North's ceremony head of state. In an editorial monitored in Seoul, the daily said that the 
arrival of the chief executive is a sign of the strong friendship that exists between the people of 
the two countries. The stature of the North is rising more in the international community, and the 
two sides have worked for some time to advance common goals and ideals, it added. The paper 
said Elbegdorj comes on the 25th anniversary ofNorth Korean founder Kim II-sung's second trip 
to the land-locked Asian country. In addition to the Rodong Sinmun, the Korean Central • 
Television alsO reported the Mongolian president's trip. Foreign media, meanwhile, speculated 
that Elbegdorj may meet North Korean leader Kim Jong-un for summit talks to discuss 
outstanding bilateral issues. (full article) 



NBI breaks up Chinese extort gang in Angeles 
Philippine Inquirer, 2013 1028 
National Bureau ofInvestigation (NBI) agents raided an Angeles City hotel at dawn on Friday 
being used as a base for "blackmail" by a syndicate offoreigners, a bureau official said. Agents 
of the NBI Investigation Services headed by Deputy Director Ruel Lasala raided 26 rooms of the 
Sothemberg Hotel in Clark, Pampanga. Lawyer Daniel Daganzo, NBI Foreign Liaison Division 
head, said 52 Chinese were arrested for financial fraud for allegedly threatening and extorting 
money from people in Taiwan and China. He said the Taipei Economlc and Cultural Office in 
Manila was the main complainant in the case. Daganzo said the suspects who were males and 
females in their 20s and 30s had posed as tourists. He noted that they sported the same tattoo 
designs on their backs, arms and legs, and that at the hotel they always declined room service ·or 
to have their rooms cleaned. 

Negotiations Begin Over Resumption of 6-Party Talks 
Chosun I1bo, 2013 10 28 
South Korea's chief delegate to six-party talks about North Korea's nuclear program will visit the 
U.S. early next month to discuss a possible resumption ofthe multilateral dialogue. The visit has 
renewed focus on whether the stalled six-way talks involving the two Koreas, the U.S ., China, 
Japan and Russia, can resume after being suspended in late 2008. A Foreign Ministry official on 
Sunday said Seoul's chief delegate Cho Tai-young plans to visit the U.S. soon, and talks are 
under way about a possible trip to Beijing as well. 

Nord-Kivu/Guerre du M 23 : Le verrou strategique de Kibumba a saute 
L'Observateur (RD Congo), Patient Ndoole, 2013 10 27 
Kibumba - Contraint de quitter Kanyamahoro, les rebelles pro- rwandais du M23 ont fini par 
abandonner la localite strategique de Kibumba, permettant aux FARDC d'avoir un controle total 
du territoire de Nyiragongo. Le cap est desormais mis sur Rumangabo apres la prise cette 
matinee de la bourgade de Rugari sur la route Goma - Rutshuru. Des scenes de liesse hier matin 
dans les rues de Kibumba ou des milliers de gens, hommes, femmes, jeunes et vieux, sont sortis 
de leurs maisons ou de leurs cachettes apres trois jours presque, d'insecurite et persecution par 
les troupes rebelles. "C'est pour nous une liberation, apres de"s mois sous Ie joug des rebelles qui 
tuaient pour un oui ou pour un non. Que les FARDC poursuivent leur avancee vers Kiwanja et 
puissent liberer I'ensemble du territoire de Rutshuru. Que les rebelles du M23 qui ont tue, viole 
et massacre de paisibles citoyens, soient poursuivis par la justice,.. . ". Autant de messages 
exprimes par cette population qui celebrait ainsi la victoire des FARDC. 

«Plus de 16000 criminels se font passer pour des revolutionnaires !>, 
La Nouvelle Republique, MoncefR.. 20n 1027 
Tripoli - La situation securitaire qui prevaut en Libye n'a pas laisse indifferent certains hauts 
responsables du gouvemement. C'est Ie cas du Ministre des affaires etrangeres qui a ose crever 
I'abces, indiquant que plus de 16000 criminels se font passer pour des revolutionnaires. La 
situation securitaire en Libye est compHquee par les formations paramilitaires, mais aussi par les 
nombreux criminels qui se sont evades de prison, et se font desormais passer pour des 
revolutionnaires, a indique Ie ministre libyen des Affaires etrangeres Mohamed Abdel Aziz. 
«Bien des problemes en matiere de securite sont dus it la grande quantite d'armes dans la 
population, mais aussi au fait que I'annee demiere pres de \6.000 prisonniers se sont retrouves en 



liberte et se font passer pour des revolutionnaires», a declare Ie ministre dans une interview au 
journal saoudien al-Sharq al-Awsat. II a toutefois reconnu que certains groupes ayant participe au 
renversement du regime de Mouammar Kadhafi aidaient it present I'armee et la police it 
maintenir la securite et I'ordre dans Ie pays. «Nous ne Ilourrons nous en passer que si nous 
arrivons it creer une puissante armee et achevons la formation d'une police et de forces de 
securite que les revolutionnaires pourrruent integrer», a indique ¥ .Abdel Aziz. 

PM vows to 'reveal truth' about election-meddling scandal 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 1028 
Seoul - Prime Minister Chung Hong-won promised Monday that the government will lay bare 
the whole truth about the spy agency's alleged meddling in last year's presidential election and 
punish whoever is found responsible for any wrongdoing. The statement from the chief of the 
Cabinet came as the opposition has demanded President Park Geun-hye to state her position on 
the snowballing allegations that state agencies, including the National Intelligence Service (NIS), 
attempted to influence last December's presidential race with online political postings. The 
statement was seen as an indirect response from Park to the demand. "The government will 
accurately reveal what happened and what caused it with regard to a series of suspicions 
including the NIS's online campaign ... Upon a judicial decision, the government will not hesitate 
to take necessary actions," Chung said in his statement to the nation. It'marks the first time that 
the Park government, launched in February, has issued this kind of statement. "The president has 
made it clear from the outset that she did not get any help from the intelligence agency during the 
election ... She also has said her government will carry out reform of the NIS more thoroughly 
than any other former governments," Chung added. Expressing deep regret over the ongoing 
controversy "at this critical juncture with signs ofa nascent economic recovery," he asked the 
people to "trust the government and wait. " 

S. Korean returnees 'had sought better life in N. Korea' 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 \0 27 
Seoul - Some of the six South Koreans sent home from North Korea Friday had entered the 
hardline communist state in search of a better life, a report said Sunday. The six were taken into 
custody for questioning after being handed over - along with the body of a woman - at the border 
truce village ofPanmunjom. One of the six was the woman's husband, who had strangled her in 
an aborted suicide pact, the South's Yonhap news agency quoted "public safety authorities" as 
saying. It said all six had entered North Korea illegally between 2009 and 2012 - either by 
jumping off a Chinese cruise ship in rivers along the North Korea-China border, or by walking 
across the rivers when they were frozen. (full article) 

Samantha Lewthwaite 'received British passport before going on run' 
London Daily Telegraph, Multiple reporters; 2013 1028 
Nairobi - Britain and South Africa both issued new passports to Samantha Lewthwaite in the 
months before she went on the run, having been linked to a terrorist plot, The Daily Telegraph 
can disclose. Lewthwaite, the widow of the one of the July 7 suicide bombers and now dubbed 
the "world's most wanted woman", received a new British passport in Feb 2011 from the British 
High Commission in South Africa's capital, Pretoria. Days earlier, on Jan 31, 2011, Lewthwaite 
had also been given a South African passport in the name ofNatalie Faye Webb, a nurse then 
living in Essex whose identity she allegedly stole. Naledi Pandor, the South African home affairs 



minister, insisted that this document was cancelled "in Feb 2011" and placed on an Interpol "stop 
list". Instead, the Kenyan authorities gave Lewthwaite new tourist visas - or renewed old ones 
on five separate occasions: Feb 26, March 28, May 3, Aug 25 and Nov 21. All these stamps were 
placed in the supposedly cancelled South African passpprt. 

Seoul Wants to Know Whether U.S. Wiretapped 'Park h 0 ",/ll>~ '1~ tI. 
Chosun I1bo, 2013 10 28 
The government has asked Washington to confirm whether Korean presidents were among 35 
world leaders who were the target of wiretapping by the U.S. National Security Agency in 2006. 
A Foreign Ministry official said the Korean Embassy in Washington has sought clarification 
from the U.S. government. The allegation arises from an investigation by a German magazine 
that revealed that German Chancellor Angela Merkel had been the victim ofwiretapping by the 
NSA for a decade and that 34 other world leaders were also targeted. 

South Korea rescues, returns North Korean fishing boat 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 1027 
Seoul - Seoul returned four North Korean fishermen and their boat on Sunday after it drifted into 
southern waters, military authorities said, two days after Pyongyang handed back six detained 
South Koreans. The vessel was picked up by a South Korean navy ship on Saturday after being 
spotted stranded off the country's east coast following engine failure, officials said. The 
fishermen and their boat were handed over to North Korea on Sunday in an operation along the 
sea border, they added. On Friday, in a move that may help relax tensions, North Korea returned 
six detained South Korean men across the two rivals' heavily-militarised land border. (full 
article) 

'I\(
Sri Lanka major Tamil party to boycott CHOGM l 
Colombo Page, 2013 1028 
Colombo - Sri Lanka's major Tamil party Tamil National Alliance (TNA) has decided to boycott 
the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) to be held in Colombo from 
November 15 to 17. "We will not take part in CHOGM. But our staying away does not mean we 
are protesting against the participating nations. We will be eager to meet them," Mavai 
Senathirajah, a senior Tamil National Alliance (TNA) legislator has told PTI said Saturday. 
However, the newly elected Chief Minister of Northern Provincial Council, C. V. Vigneswaran 
in an exclusive interview to Times ofIndia has asked the Indian leaders to attend the CHOGM to 
express their concerns over the Tamil cause and other issue. Disagreeing with the Chief Minister, 
party leader R. Sampanthan has asked India to boycott the summit. 

Top Brotherbood leader goes on trial on Tuesday 
Gulf News, Reporter, 2013 1028 
Cairo: The Muslim Brotherhood's head Mohammad Badie is to go on trial on Tuesday as part of 
a series of trials targeting leading Islamists rounded up in a relentless crackdown since the army 
deposed Islamist president Mohammad Mursi in July. Badie, 70, and his two deputies Khayrat 
AI Shater and Mohammad Bayoumi are charged with inciting the killing of nine people and 
injuring more than 90 outside the Brotherhood headquarters in Cairo on July I. Badie, a 
veterinary professor, is also indicted in other cases relating to complicity in violence. His trial 
comes a week before Mursi, who hails from the Brotherhood, stands trial allegedly for 



incitement to the murder of opponents while he was in office in December. Mursi, Egypt's first 
democratically elected president, has been held incommunicado since July 3 when the military 
ousted hm after enormous street protests against his one-year-old rule. "These trials are illegal," 
said Mohammad Ebrahim, a member of the Brotherhood's Freedom and Justice Party. 

Tripoli: I'annee renforce sa presence malgre un nouveau cycle de violence en week-end 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 28 
Tripoli, Liban - Combats La capitale du Liban-Nord a connu un week-end sanglant avec quatre 
morts et plus de seize blesses entre samedi soir et dimanche matin. Apres la flambee de violence 
de samedi soir, Tripoli a connu une treve precaire hier dans la joumee, suivie d'une reprise des 
affiontements en soiree. La capitale du Liban-Nord evolue done dans un terrible cycle de 
violence, malgre Ie deploiement de I'armee dans les differentes rues de Jabal Mohsen et de.Bab 
el-Tebbaneh, qui s'inscrit dans Ie cadre du plan securitaire etabli pour la ville. Ce plan securitaire 
suscite plus de reserves qu'il n'a convaincu de personnes jusque-lit. Ainsi, une source politique 
anonyme a affirme it NowLebanon hier que « Ie plan securitaire.ne donnera pas de resultats 
puisque Ie probleme central est celui des armes abondantes qui sont entre les mains des citoyens 
sur tout Ie territoire, en commencant par les armes du Hezbollah ». 
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How to hold our spies accountable 
Ottawa Citizen, Kent Roach, 2013 II 20 
Op-ed: The Edward Snowden revelations demonstrate how signals intelligence agencies can 
exploit technology to engage in unprecedented levels of spying. The question is whether there is 
any meaningful restraint or accountability on our spies. Canadians should be concerned that their 
accountability house is in particular disorder. The government has rejected the 2006 
recommendations of the Arar Commission, which stressed that accountability should keep pace 
with the increased intensity of the whole ofgovernment and transnational national security 
activities. The heads of the two main watchdogs on Canada's intelligence agencies have both 
recently raised alarms that they do not have the authority to chase intelligence threads beyond the 
agency that they review. Canada is alone among democracies in not giving even a small group of 
parliamentarians access to secret information. The Mghan detainee affair underlines the mischief 
that this can cause in an interconnected world where so much is classified as secret. 
Congressional committees have been briefed on most of the notorious American national 
security activities but have failed to prevent or blow the whistle on them. Briefing in legislators 
can ties their hands and provide the thinnest veneers oflegitimacy and accountability to 
problematic programs. Parliamentarians that were briefed in on a dodgy CSEC program would at 
most be able to demand that the minister ofdefence or the prime minister know of and take 
responsibility for the program. This in itself could be important. Nevertheless, it would not 
necessarily change, stop or reveal the program. The courts have played little role in restraining 
CSEC because its activities are authorized not by a judicial warrant but by a warrant from the 
minister of national defence. This approach is now being challenged by the British Columbia 
Civil Liberties Association and it remains to be seen what the courts will decide. The 
government will rely on restrictions that CSEC not target Canadians unless they are assisting the 
RCMP or CSIS presumably under a valid warrant. Note: Kent Roach is a former member of the 



Arar Commission's research advisory group, a 2013 Trudeau Fellow and a professor oflaw at the 
University of Toronto. 

Canada 

'Incendiary' evidence found in car's trunk 
Toronto Sun, Chris Doucette, 2013 11 20 
Toronto - Two men are in custody after the Toronto Police bomb squad blew up a suspected 
"incendiary device" found in a car during a traffic stop in the Entertainment District early 
Tuesday. Police say officers pulled over a white Honda Civic for an alleged-.tIighway Traffic Act 
offence in the westbound lanes of King St. W., at Peter St., around 3:30 a.m. "During a search of 
the vehicle, the officers found a suspicious package in the trunk," Const. Wendy Drummond said 
Tuesday. The area bounded by John St., Spadina Ave., Front St. and Adelaide St. was closed to 
pedestrians. "The package was then removed from the vehicle and imploded," Drummond said of 
the controlled detonation. 

Anti-fracking activists denied injunction in Canada 
AI Jazeera, Andrea Schmidt, 2013 11 20 
Fredericton, Canada - A judge ruled here Monday against an injunction to suspend controversial 
shale gas exploration activities in Kent County, New Brunswick, which last month created 
headlines across North America when protests in the area turned violent as activists burned 
police cars amid dozens of arrests. The injunction was filed last week by the Elsipogtog First 
Nation, who fear the exploration activity will lead to shale gas extraction - known as "fracking" 
and will harm their land and water. Justice Judy Clendening of the New Brunswick Queen's 
Court Bench made the ruling on the injunction, which had been filed by Elsipogtog Chief Aaron 
Sock and the First Nation band council against the government of New Brunswick, SWN 
Resources Canada and a provincial umbrella group ofFirst Nations Chiefs. "It is a small step 
backward, I guess," Sock told reporters outside the provincial court in New Brunswick's capital, 
Fredericton. 

Baird pledges S10M to combat cluster bombs, defends loophole in bill 
Canadian Press, Mike Blanchfield, 2013 II 20 
Ottawa - Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird pledged Tuesday to earmark $10 million over the 
next 18 months to help end the misery caused by deadly cluster bombs. Despite the commitment, 
Baird continued to defend a loophole in Canada's heavily criticized bill that would ratify 
Canada's participation in the international treaty to ban the deadly munitions that are a hazard to 
innocent civilians, especially children, in dozens of post- war countries. Baird said the so-called 
interoperability clause is necessary because Canadian Forces personnel need to participate in 
joint operations with the United States, which has opted out of the treaty. Senior Canadian 
military officers also enjoy privileged access to top-level exchange programs within the U.S. 
military. " These secondments improve the security and safety of all Canadians," Baird said 
during testimony before the House of Commons foreign affairs committee. 

Bombing victim returns 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 I I 20 
Toronto - A Somali Canadian who returned to his homeland last year to serve as a member of 



Parliament has returned to Toronto for medical treatment after being injured in a suicide 
bombing. Sooyaan Abdi Warsame, 42, was among more than a dozen people injured when an 
Al-Shabab car bomb exploded outside the Hotel Maka in Mogadishu on the evening ofNov. 8. 
Six died in the attack. He flew to Toronto from Dubai on Monday. He has shrapnel wounds but 
no broken bones or head injuries, his brother Liban Warsame said Tuesday. "He was going to the 
hospital this morning," he said. Mr. Warsame had lived in Toronto since the early 1990s and 
worked at various jobs including truck driving. The son of a minister who was in government 
before Somalia's collapse, he returned to help rebuild the troubled ~can country and was 
named to the Federal Parliament ofSomalia in August 2012. Somalia is emerging from decades 
of lawlessness and violence. With the help of an African Union peacekeeping force sanctioned 
by the United Nations, Somalis have beaten back an armed Islamist insurgency. 

Canada 'at odds' with allies on Syrian rebels as new report cites abuse 
Canadian Press, Mike Blanchfield, 2013 II 20 
Ottawa - Canada is " at odds" with key allies by not recognizing the Syrian opposition, says a 
newly released internal memo. But a separate human-rights report also released Tuesday offers 
support to the Harper government's decision not to follow the United States, Britain and others in 
recognizing the disparate coalition of rebel groups. The report from Human Rights Watch, the 
New York-based watchdog, says rebel fighters executed civilians in their custody and killed 
others with indiscriminate sniper fire and mortar attacks during a one-week battle in a mainly 
Christian village last month in northern Syria. The report was unable to say which of several 
opposition groups was responsible for the abuses documented. The memo, a briefing note on the 
Syrian crisis for Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird, reiterates Canada's opposition to 
recognizing the Syrian Opposition Coalition (SOC) in part because ofconcerns about extremist 
links. But it says the decision cost Canada membership in an II-country group that is trying to 
find a diplomatic solution to the long-running civil war. 

Canadians olTered refuge to U.K envoy at risk in Iran 
Toronto Star, Bruce Campion-Smith, 2013 II 20 
Ottawa - In echoes of the Iranian hostage crisis, staff at the Canadian embassy in Tehran olTered 
refuge to a member of the British ambassador's household after protesters stormed the British 
embassy in a scary 20 II incident, new documents show. Indeed, senior Canadian diplomat 
Dennis Horak noted the actions of his "distant predecessor" as he outlined the offer of help to the 
British who were scrambling to withdraw staff. "We stand ready to provide whatever assistance 
is necessary and doable while the UK. draws down," Horak writes in a Nov. 30, 2011, memo 
marked "Secret" and for "Canadian Eyes Only." "In keeping with the traditions established by 
one of my distant predecessors, we have agreed to offer refuge at (official residence) to one 
member of the Amb's household." That distant predecessor was Canadian ambassador Ken 
Taylor, who along with his colleagues famously helped shelter six Americans who escaped after 
Iranian protesters stormed the U.S. embassy in Tehran on Nov. 4, 1979. Those six were 
smuggled out of the country on Canadian passports while the 52 others taken hostage were held 
for 444 days before their release. 

Canuck activist gets bail 
QMI News Agency, Dave Johnson, 2013 1120 
Weiland - One of two Canadians charged by Russian authorities following a Greenpeace protest 



on an Arctic oil platform has been granted bail, the organization says. Paul Ruzycki ofPort 
Colborne was released Tuesday morning in a St. Petersburg court. Alexandre Paul of Montreal 
remains in custody. "This is a very pleasant surprise," said Ruzycki's sister, Debbie Reid. "Who 
thought I'd be happy my brother got bail." Reid said after seeing other members of the Arctic 30 
denied bail Monday, she didn't hold out much hope. Russian authorities arrested the Canadians 
and 28 others from the Greenpeace vessel Arctic Sunrise on Sept. 19. 

Chinese, Canadian relations 'sutTering' 
Postmedia News, Jason Fekete, Lee Berthiaume, 2013 1120 
Ottawa - Nearly two years after Xi Jinping, now China's president, initially ducked an invitation 
from Prime Minister Stephen Harper to visit Canada, the two leaders still have not held an 
official bilateral meeting, raising questions about the state of Sino-Canadian relations. Mr. 
Harper is one of only two G8 leaders who have not held a meeting with Mr. Xi since the Chinese 
president took office early this year, or who have not been invited for an official state visit. 
Canada and China have held other high-level talks, however. Other leaders, such as Australian 
Prime Minister Tony Abbott (who has only been in office two months) have already held a 
bilateral meeting with Mr. Xi or been in'lited to China. Canada-China observers believe a 
handful of lingering issues is straining the relationship between the two leaders and countries, 
including: Mr. Harper's changes to foreign investment rules for state-owned enterprises; 
Canada's delay in enacting the foreign investment promotion and protection agreement (FIPA); 
ongoing human rights concerns in the Asian country; and a continued lack of infrastructure to 
export Canadian resources to China. 

Closed-circuit cameras keep festival safe 
Leader-Post (Regina), Will Chabun, 2013 II 20 
Regina - Look up and smile. And behave yourself, too, because the central Grey Cup Festival 
area in downtown Regina will be protected by 33 closed-circuit TV (CCTV) cameras. Testing 
was to take place late Tuesday with the system .going live early this morning. "Our No. I job 
here is to protect patrons and facilities, athletes, dignitaries - everyone participating in the Grey 

. Cup - in the event of some situation that occurs," said John Hill, Grey Cup Festival committee 
chair for IT and communications. "It's prevention and protection, at the end of the day. " With 
workmen still poring over the Mosaic Underground tent on City Square in downtown Regina, 
Hill told a media briefing inside that the temporary cameras will watch Victoria Park and the 
festival tents on it, plus Telus Festival activities on the nearby Frederick W. Hill Mall. The 
cameras will be monitored by festival security staff in one of three command centres - Hill 
wouldn't say where they are - who can alert onsite security personnel or police. He said "privacy 
is absolutely at the forefront of a lot ofour conversations" in 20-month planning of this project, 
adding that if police or prosecutors seek access to video footage, they will have to go "to the 
proper legal authorities." A separate system is already in place at Evraz Place, site of even more 
festival activities, added Hill, who said, "We're not hooked up to it, but I would expect the 
authorities would have access to it if required. " 

Cutting size of military could be on the table for Harper government 
Canadian Press, Murray Brewster, 2013 II 20 
Ottawa - When Gen. Tom Lawson was sworn in as the country's top military commander, he was 
explicitly told the Harper government did not want to see the Canadian Forces reduced in size or 



capability in the name of saving money. Fast forward a year, however, and the uncomfortable 
notion of cutting the ranks ofuniform members is something the Harper government could well 
be grappling with next month as it reviews an updated defence strategy. " It is always an option, 
but the direction has not been given to us yet," Lawson said Tuesday following a speech to the 
Canadian Club in Ottawa. " You have to provide all kinds ofoptionality to the government when 
affordability is an issue." Faced with an appropriations budgetthat could shrink by up to $2.5 
billion by 2014, Lawson has been engaged in a tightrope act offinding the savings demanded by 
a deficit-minded government while still preserving the military's ability' to respond to unforeseen 
~~& ~ 
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Harper government's extensive spying on anti-oilsands groups revealed in FOb 
Vancouver Observer, Matthew Millar, 2013 II 20 
Vancouver - The federal government has been vigorously spying on anti-oil sands activists and 
organizations in BC and across Canada since last December, documents obtained under the 
Access to Information Act show. Not only is the federal government subsidizing the energy 
industry in underwriting their costs, but deploying public safety resources as a de- facto 
'insurance policy' to ensure that federal strategies on proposed pipeline projects are achieved, 
these documents indicate. Before the National Energy Board's Joint Review Panel hearings on 
the proposed Enbridge oil pipeline, the NEB coordinated the gathering of intelligence on 
opponents to the oil sands, The groups of interest are independent advocacy organizations that 
oppose the Harper government's policies and work for environmental protections and democratic 
rights, including Idle No More, ForestEthics, Sierra Club, EcoSociety, LeadNow, Dogwood 
Initiative, Council of Canadians and the People's Summit. Mandated as an 'independent federal 
agency', the NEB directed the police protection of their board members and officials from 
Enbridge and TransCanada Corporation, 140 pages of emails from December 2012 through April 
2013 show. In the emails, Richard "Rick" Oarber, the NEB's "Group Leader of Security", 
marshals security and intelligence operations between government agencies and private interests, 
and says in a January 31, 2013 email that the NEB "Security Team has consulted today with 
Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS) at national and regional levels; RCMP at 
national, regional and local levels, " "The Security Team, together with our police and 
intelligence partners, will continue to monitor all sources of information and intelligence," he 
says. The documents show the NEB working with CSIS and the RCMP to make "security plans" 
for the Vancouver, Victoria, Kelowna and Prince Rupert hearings and actively coordinating with 
officials from Enbridge ~nd TransCanada Corporation and a private security contractor hired by 
the NEB. 

Harper's NEB spies monitoring anti-pipeline groups 
Vancouver Province, Staff reporter, 2013 11 20 
Vancouver - The provincial chapter of a national non-profit environmental organization says 
Canadians should be chilled by a media report claiming the Harper government has been closely 
monitoring anti-oil sands groups in B.C. Bob Peart, the executive director of the Sierra Club of 
B.C., said the report, published Tuesday in the Vancouver Observer, raises all kinds ofquestions 
and casts a pall over the democratic process in Canada. "What we really want in a country like 
Canada is a healthy debate," he said. "What information have they gathered? What are they 
trying to do with it? There are all kinds of questions, not only about how they are doing it, but 
what they are doing with it. " Based on freedom of information documents, the Vancouver 



Observer repo.rted that the Natio.nal Energy Bo.ard (NEB) "coordinated the gathering o.f 
intelligence o.n o.pponents to. the o.il sands" ahead o.f the recent federal hearings o.n the No.rthern 
Gateway pipeline project. The sto.ry quo.tes excerpts taken fro.m 140 pages o.f emails, fro.m 
December 2012 to. April 2013, which sho.w the NEB "directed police pro.tectio.n o.ftheir bo.ard 
members and o.fficials fro.m Enbridge and TransCanada Corpo.ratio.n." The do.cuments also sho.w 
that the NEB wo.rked with CSIS and the RCMP to. co.-ordinate "security plans· fo.r the 
Vanco.uver, Victo.ria, Kelo.wna and Prince Rupert hearings, the Vancouver Observer repo.rted. 
The gro.ups identified in the emailsincludedIdleNo.Mo.re.Fo.restEthics. the Sierra Club and the 
Do.gwood Initiative. 

Joanne St. Lewis lawsuit against Denis Rancourt set for trial next May 
Ottawa Citizen, Do.n Butler, 2013 II 20 
Ottawa - The Ontario. Superio.r Co.urt has scheduled a fo.ur-week trial in Ottawa starting May 12 
in the $I-millio.n libel lawsuit filed by University o.fOttawa law professo.r Jo.anne St. Lewis 
against Denis Ranco.urt, a fo.rmer physics pro.fessor at the university. St. Lewis filed the lawsuit 
in June 2011 after Ranco.urt - who. was fired in 2009 after he awarded A+ marks to. every student 
in an advanced physics class - referred to. her as university president Allan Rock's "Ho.use 
Negro." o.n his blo.g. Ranco.urt po.sted the comment in respo.nse to. an evaluatio.n by St. Lewis that 
called a student-produced report alleging systemic racism at the university "unsubstantiated, 
inconclusive and inflammato.ry." In her statement o.f claim, St. Lewis alleged that Rancourt's 
comment likened her evaluatio.n to. academic fraud, implied that she suppo.rts racism and lacks 
integrity, and "acted in a servile manner" to.ward Ro.ck. No.ne o.fher allegatio.ns have been pro.ven 
in Co.urt. 

La SQ aurait sous-evalue Ie risque 
La Presse canadienne, Jo.urnaliste maison, 2013 II 20 
Quebec - Emeute aVicto.riaville Io.rs de la crise etudiante de 2012 La Siirete du Quebec avait 
so.us-evalue Ie risque de debo.rdements qui o.nt u1timement mene aI'emeute du 4 mai, la plus 
vio.lente durant la crise etudiante du printemps 2012. Deux jo.urs avant la manifestatio.n a 
Victo.riaville o.u Ie Parti liberal du Quebec tenait un conseil general, la directio.n du 
renseignement de securite, aQuebec, avait etabli la menace aun niveau mo.yen. Puis, Ie jo.ur 
meme de l'evenement, alo.rs que les manifestants convergeaient vers Victo.riaville, la SQ a revu Ie 
niveau de menace aeleve, ce qui a nui ala coordinatio.n du deplo.iement po.licier sur Ie terrain, 
selo.n une so.urce ano.nyme. «Le renseignement n'a pas fo.nctio.nne», a dit cette personne. Les 
equipes du renseignement criminel, aMo.ntreal, dispo.saient po.urtant de I'expertise po.ur 
reco.nnaitre les mo.uvements des gro.upes extremistes actifs qui se preparaient aaller faire du 
grabuge aVicto.riaville, a dit cette source. Or, la directio.n du renseignement de securite, sous la 
respo.nsabilite de Jo.se Bernard, n'aurait pas sollicite les info.rmatio.ns de la directio.n du 
renseignement criminel, qui auraient permis d'etablir Ie niveau de risque appro.prie. «1o.se 
Bernard a decide par souci d'eco.no.mie d'envo.yer I'equipe de Quebec. 

Le ministre Jason Kenney commet une bourde sur Twitter 
Le Dro.it, Philippe Orfali, 2013 II 20 
Ottawa - Le ministre federal de I'Emplo.i, Jaso.n Kenney, s'est rejo.ui du fait que ses emplo.yes ne 
so.nt pas syndiques, tard lundi soir sur Ie reseau so.cial Twitter, avant de retirer so.n co.mmentaire. 
<de viens de finir une reunio.n avec plusieurs membres de mo.n perso.nnel, aminuit. 

http:info.rmatio.ns
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Heureusement qu'ils ne sont pas syndiques», a indique Ie ministre Kenney dans un message 
envoye sur Twitter, quelques minutes apres minuit, accom~agnes du mot-clic #beststaffever 
(#meilleursemployesquisoient). Quelques instants plus tard, Ie ministre avait supprime son 
«tweet», Ie remplar,:ant par un message dans lequel ne figurait aucune reference syndicale. De 
nombreuses personnes, dont quelques elus, en ont toutefois enregistre des copies, afin de les 
rediffuser. De l'avis du Nouveau parti democratique, ce «tweet» nocturne demontre Ie manque de 
respect des conservateurs pour les employes syndiques, notamment ceux de la fonction publique 
federale . 

Man in Calgary freeman case to have psychiatric tests for alleged Quebec crimes 
Canadian Press, Sidhartha Banerjee, 2013 II 20 
Montreal - Tlie Montreal man evicted from a Calgary duplex after trying to declare it a sovereign 
embassy will be evaluated to determine whether he can be held responsible for alleged crimes in 
Quebec. Mario Antonacci appeared Tuesday in Quebec court in Montreal. Judge Jean-Paul 
Braun granted a request by Atonacci's lawyer to have him evaluated for criminal responsibility in 
crimes dating back nearly six years. Leandre Dube-Laberge told the court that new information 
suggests Antonacci may not have been mentally well at the time ofone of the alleged crimes and 
it is necessary to have her client assessed. She said Antonacci is showing more willingness to 
work with doctors at the institute where he'll be evaluated and has agreed to share his previous 
health files with them. 

Meanness is just a way of life in Ottawa 
Toronto Star, Linda Diebel, 2013 II 20 
Toronto - Cindy Blackstock knew something was up when officials threatened to cancel a 2009 
meeting on aboriginal child welfare if she was in the room. So she dutifully sat outside the 
Parliament Hill office, watched by a security guard, while deliberations continued within. 
Blackstock is executive director of the First Nations Child and Family Caring Society, a 
university professor, author and recipient of awards for distinguislied service over 20 years in her 
field . The Ontario chiefs had invited her to the meeting specifically because she is an expert in 
child advocacy. 6aftled by what she terms the "extreme reaction" to her presence, she filed a 
request under the Privacy Act and in due course received a 2,500-page file on herself. She was 
astounded by the findings . Senior officials in Justice and Aboriginal Affairs, she learned, had 
cast a broad surveillance net over her professional and personal life, including her Facebook and 
Twitter accounts. Moreover, in notes and emails to one another, they trashed her in terms that 
were arrogant, demeaning and sexist. "Our girl's on a roll," wrote one official. In February 2011, 
as the Conservatives were about to celebrate five years of minority government, the Star 
interviewed some 30 public officials, politicians, academics and consultants for their take on the 
mood in the capital. Some spoke off the record of an "us versus them" mentality under Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper. At that time, Wesley Wark, an expert on national security issues, 
warned that a climate of fear among civil servants was having "a stifling effect that gathers 
momentum the further it works its way down in the system." Today, the nastiness is deep and 
systemic. Recent interviews with many of the same people show that lack of civility has become 
a way of life in Ottawa - from committee meetings to tribunal hearings to everyday 
communications in which civil servants treat groups and citizens like Blackstock in a manner 
that suggests they have been actively targeted for meanness. 



Mounties bust S20M fraud ring based at bogus Montreal call centre 
QMI News Agency, Staff reporter, 2013 II 20 
Montreal- Telemarketing fraudsters bilked thousands of Canadians and Americans of$20 
million before the RCMP broke up the ring, police said. Mounties said officers arrested 15 
people Tuesday who worked at a bogus call centre in downtown Montreal. Quebec provincial 
police and U.S. authorities also took part in the operation. Several people had filed police 
complaints beginning in 20 II , investigators said. "The investigation suggests that the funds 
illegally obtained from the victims were cashed in by the suspect through his own money transfer 
and communication services company," the RCMP said in a statement. 

NASA eyes Ottawa firm's lunar rover 
Ottawa Citizen, Tom Spears, 2013 11 20 
Ottawa - Neptec Design Group of Ottawa is the front-runner to build the next moon rover - a 
travelling robot that will hunt for water on an unmanned NASA mission in 2017. NASA has 
asked the Canadian Space Agency specifically for Neptec's rover, called Artemis Jr., said Mike 
Kearns, president of spaCe exploration with the Ottawa aerospace engineering firm. It has chosen 
a Canadian drill and Canadian avionics, too. NASA wants to explore the moon as a stepping 
stone for an eventual human flight to Mars. "One of the missions on that path is called 
RESOLVE, renamed by some people now as the Lunar Prospector Mission," Kearns said. 

NDP push access to information, ethics law changes 
Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier, 2013 1120 
Ottawa - Accusing Prime Minister Stephen Harper's Conservatives of abandoning the principles 
ofaccountability and transparency they were first elected on, the opposition New Democrats are 
pushing a suite of reforms to Canada's access to information and conflict of interest legislation. 
The NDP are targeting three specific areas for reform: the federal Access to Information Act, the 
Conflict ofInterest Act, and Treasury Board President Tony Clement's push for "open 
government" initiatives. "Liberal and Conservative governments know how to use the language 
of accountability, but they have consistently failed to strengthen the ethics of their governments 
while they create loopholes large enough for them to drive trucks through," said Charlie Angus, 
the NDP's ethics critic, in a press conference Tuesday. 

Neuf militants de Greenpeace tiberes 
La Presse avec AFP, Hugo Pilon-Larose, 2013 II 20 
Saint-Petersbourg - Neuf militants de Greenpeace, dont un Canadien, sur les trente qui ont 
participe en septembre dernier a une action contre une plateforme petroliere russe en Arctique, 
ont me Iiberes sous caution hier par Ie tribunal de Primorskiy, II Saint-Petersbourg, en Russie. 
Ces nouvelles liberations portent a 12 Ie nombre d'ecologistes relaches jusqu'a maintenant. Un 
Canadien, Alexandre Paul, est toujours detenu. ndoit comparaltre demain devant un juge qui 
etablira la caution et les conditions permettant sa liberation, en attente d'un proces. «On ne sait 
pas trop ce que r,:a veut dire pour I'instant. lis sont liberes sous caution, mais doivent-ils demeurer 
en Russie? Et pour combien de temps? On n'a pas de reponse», a deplore Nicole Paul, mere 
d'A1exandre Paul, lors d'une entrevue avec La Presse. Greenpeace a confirme que I'organisation 
paiera pour I'ensemble des cautions. Cela occasionnera un coilt d'environ 64 000$ par liberation. 
Inquietudes Le directeur general de I'ONG, Kumi Naidoo, s'est dit inquiet des conditions de 
liberation, mais aussi des accusations portees contre eux. «Nous n'avons aucune idee des 



conditions dans lesquelles vont vivre nos amis lorsqu'ils seront reliiches. Ce dont nous sommes 
certains, c'est qu'ils sont toujours inculpes et qu'ils risquent des annees de prison s'ils sont 
condamntls pour un crime qu'ils n'ont pas commis», a-t-il dit. 

. 
Supremacist from Vancouver charged after North Dakota town 'telT\!rized' 
Vancouver Province, Stephanie Ip, 2013 11 20 
Vancouver - A former Vancouver man and neo-Nazi white supremacist has been charged with 
terrorizing the people of a small town he wants to take over and tum into a ~ite enclave. Craig 
Paul Cobb, 62, was arrested in Leith, North Dakota, while carrying out what he called an "armed 
patrol." Cobb has bought 13 properties in Leith during the past two years, outlining plans to 
develop a white supremacist community. In an interview three months ago with.The Province, he 
encouraged like-minded individuals to move to the area, citing plans to take over the local 
government. "I've always had the Little Europe concept in mind," Cobb told The Province in 
August. Residents finally sought help over the weekend because they claimed Cobb and K ynan 
Dutton, 29, a follower, were confronting them with b'IJns. 

Toronto police detonate suspicious package seized from car in entertainment district, 
arrest two men 
Toronto Star, Jodee Brown, 2013 II 20 
Toronto - Police detonated a suspicious package they seized from a car in downtown Toronto 
early Tuesday morning after arresting two occupants of the vehicle. The Toronto Police's 
Emergency Task Force discovered the package in the back of a white sedan during a traffic stop 
on King Street just west of Peter Street around 3 a.m. They used an explosive disposal robot to 
inspect the trunk's contents before removing a package, which was detonated at about 7:40 a.m. 
While media outlets are reporting that the package was an "incendiary device," Toronto police 
cannot confirm this information. They said that it is still a "suspicious package" at this point, and 
the investigation is still going on. No damage was immediately visible to surrounding buildings 
following the detonation and no injuries were reported. 

Trade secrets increasingly under attack from hackers, Foreign Affairs warns 
Postmedia News, Jordan Press, 2013 11 20 
Ottawa - Foreign affairs' networks face daily cyber attacks, with the "range and severity" 
increasing, raising the risk that secret information about trade negotiations could fall into the 
wrong hands, the department says. It's not only information about trade negotiations that is under 
attack from cyberspace: sensitive information about foreign policy passes through the worldwide 
network used by Department ofForeign Affairs, Trade and Development (DFATD) at all hours 
of the day. Messages can be sent to any of Canada's allies, or to one of more than 170 Canadian 
missions abroad. In a report to Parliament in early November, the department flagged cyber 
security as a key risk that it must continue to address, saying the loss of sensitive information 
"could have significant negative consequences for Canada." "A cyber attack that blocks access to 
IT systems or interrupts communications could also threaten the safety ofCanadian officials and 
place Canadian commercial, consular or passport clients at risk," the department's performance 
report says. "The range and severity of cyber threats is increasing, and attempts to compromise 
government communications are an almost daily occurrence. " 



TransCanada exec: Keystone XL denial would be 'tragedy,' spur more oil by rail 
Canadian Press, Lauren Krugel, 2013 11 20 
Calgary - A denial of the proposed Keystone XL pipeline would lead to more oil moving across 
the continent by rail, an executive with pipeline builder TransCanada Corp. said Tuesday, calling 
such an outcome a " tragedy." " While we view rail as a complementary short-term solution until 
more pipeline capacity is brought online, more rail terminals will be built to fill the capacity gap 
ifKeystone XL is not approved," Alex Pourbaix, president ofenergy and oil pipelines, told an 
investor conference. " And I think it's a real tragedy if this situation continues indefinitely, as 
pipelines are obviously much more cost-effective. They are statistically safer and more 
environmentally friendly to transport oil." By the end of2015, Pourbaix said rail loading 
capacity in Alberta is expected to double to 800,000 barrels per day almost as much as the long
stalled Keystone XL pipeline would carry south of the border. 

U.S.-Canada human smuggling up in 2011 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 II 20 
Ottawa - Smugglers were caught trying to slip dramatically more people into Canada in 20 II 
over the previous year at largely unguarded points along the border with the United States, says a 
newly declassified report. Authorities apprehended 487 people as smugglers attempted to sneak 
them into Canada at remote locales, up from 308 in 2010, says the binational report on border 
security. At the same time, the number ofpeople nabbed while being spirited into the U.S. from 
Canada fell slightly during the same period - to 360 from 376. The figures on smuggling between 
official ports of entry appear in the 2012 Integrated Border Enforcement Team threat assessment 
report, obtained by The Canadian Press under the Access to Information Act. The report 
indicates that stronger enforcement may partly account for the increase in arrests, but adds there 
is concern that "a significant portion" is the result of "a surge in human smuggling activity." An 
advocacy group for refugees attributes the 58-per-cent rise in Canada- bound human smuggling 
attempts to an agreement between the countries that has prompted desperate refugees to tum to 
criminal groups willing to help them across the border. 

UAE, Canada cement strategic partnership 
Khaleej Times, Suchitra Steven Samuel, 2013 II 20 
Abu Dhabi - Canada fully supports the UAE's desire to promote regional security, according to 
John Baird, Canada's Minister ofForeign Affairs. Minister Baird met Khaleej Times on Sunday 
at a reception held aboard the HMCS Toronto, a Halifax-class frigate that has served in the 
Canadian Forces since 1993. "I am here in the UAE to attend the Sir Bani Vas Forum with the 
UAE Foreign Minister Shaikh Abdullah bin Zayed AI Nahyan. 1 am also pleased to be in Dubai, 
along with Simon Kennedy, our Deputy Minister ofInternational Trade, to welcome Canadian 
participation in the Dubai Air Show. This visit hel ps to reinforce ties not only regarding 
commerce, trade and investment but also with regard to regional security," the minister said. The 
Sir Bani Vas Forum, held at Qasr AI Sarab, brings together a select number of foreign ministers, 
senior officials, business leaders and academic experts for frank and constructive discussion of 
the most pressing issues on the regional agenda. 

United States' Etats-Unis 



Dark internet site seeks funds to kill the President 
London Times, Murad Ahmed, 2013 II 20 I> 

London - A sinister new website has emerged on "the dark iniernet"> encouraging people to 
contribute money to fund the murder of leading American figures, includjJ)g President Obama. 
Its founder claims that he wants to destroy "all governments, everywhere". "Assassination 
Market" asks people to donate towards a bounty on the head of top public officials. Found on the 
dark net, part of the web hidden from ordinary users, it claims to allow people to "purchase 
murder using Bitcoins", a digital currency that exists outside banking, making transactions hard 
to track. To date, six public officials have been placed on the assassination list. They include 
Keith Alexander, the head of the NSA, America's spy agency, whose bounty has reached more 
than £5,000; President Obama, whose fund is close to £20,000; and Ben Bernanke, head of the 
US Federal Reserve, with a bounty at more than £50,000. The FBI and US Secret Service have 
not said whether they are investigating the website. 

Digging the NSA Out of the Snowden Storm 
Wall Street Journal, Mike Pompeo and David B. Rivkin Jr., 2013 II 20 
Op-ed - Former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden's leaks have subjected 
the NSA's surveillance programs to unprecedented attack, raising the possibility that Congress 
will not be able to pass the 2014 Intelligence Authorization bill needed to provide congressional 
guidance on a host ofcrucial national-security issues. It would be lamentable if the entirely legal 
and invaluable NSA surveillance program became more ofa political football than it already is. 
Some proposals would hamstring the NSA's ability to obtain, store and analyze information, 
while forcing disclosures of now-classified operations. Balancing the intelligence community'S 
need for secrecy with the public's appetite for disclosure is always difficult in a democracy. But 
the NSA's programs have from the start been tailored to balance constitutional requirements, 
statutory authorizations and operational needs. What's different today is not how we collect 
intelligence, but the new and extreme legal and policy arguments against doing so. For more than 
a decade, pursuant to orders issued by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, the NSA has 
acquired and stored bulk telephone metadata involving both Americans and foreigners. Federal 
law also authorizes the NSA to collect the content offoreign communications and -- only when 
authorized by the FISC following a showing of probable cause -- the communications of specific 
Americans. Every member of Congress has had access to these programs' inner workings and the 
relevant congressional committees have been consistently and fully briefed. Critics claim that 
bulk-data acquisition violates U.S. citizens' Fourth Amendment right against "unreasonable 
searches and seizures." But telephone metadata is generated by communications companies, and 
it belongs to them, not to their customers> Its acquisition by the government therefore doesn't 
implicate the Fourth Amendment interests of individual Americans. Even if it did, the judicially 
recognized "special needs" doctrine would still allow collection. Note: Mike Pompeo, a 
Republican from Kansas, is a member of the House Permanent Select Committee on 
Intelligence. David B. Rivkin is a partner at Baker Hostetler LLP and served in the Justice 
Department and the White House Counsel's Office during Reagan and George H.w. Bush 
administrations. 

Documents Show Years of Problems in NSA Programs 
Wall Street Journal, Siobhan Gorman, 2013 II 20 
Washington - The National Security Agency repeatedly mishandled a program to collect data on 



American Internet communications, such as email, according to newly released documents that 
provide a glimpse into possible reasons that program was shut down in 2011 . The documents 
underscore a continuing theme of many of the secret court opinions declassified in recent 
months: systems that are complex and difficult to operate, even for the NSA. Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Court Judge John Bates cites "serious compliance problems" and 
"frequent failures" to comply with court orders. The documents were among approximately 
2,000 some pages of court orders, opinions, and internal NSA documents released by the 
Director ofNational Intelligence Monday evening pursuant to a: lawsuit by the American Civil 
Liberties Union and the Electronic Frontier Foundation, an online rights group. Director of 
National Intelligence James Clapper said in a statement that the document release reflected the 
government's "continued commitment to making information about this intelligence collection 
program publicly available when appropriate and consistent with the national security of the 
United States." 

Intelligence community's top lawyer compares NSA violations to health care website's 
problems 
Associated Press, Staff report, 20 J3 II 20 
Washington - The intelligence community's top lawyer on Tuesday defended the surveillance 
violations by staff of the National Security Agency by comparing programs that collect mass 
amounts of information on Americans to problems with the troubled health care website. 
"Complicated technology systems frequently don't work as they expect them to," Robert Litt, 
general ~unsel for the Director ofNational Intelligence, told a conference at the Georgetown 
University Law Center. "Using the word 'abuse' in the context of the operation of the 
surveillance program is a little bit like saying the Department ofHealth and Human Services is 
abusing people because of the fact that the Obamacare websites don't work properly. They are 
complicated." In 20 II, after the government disclosed what it said were technical problems with 
its computer systems, a court found the NSA had violated the Constitution for three years. Litt's 
statement on Tuesday could be read as significantly downplaying the constitutional violations 
cited by the court or as highlighting the politically sensitive problems with the health care 
website. The Obama administration on Monday declassified another round of secret documents, 
showing that the NSA has made serious mistakes in collecting American communications 
records. The documents also show that agency reported those errors and took action to prevent 
future mi ssteps. • 

Lack of clearance reviews may mean less security 
Washington Post, Joe Davidson, 20 J3 II 20 
Washington - Federal officials understand the need to limit the number of security clearances 
they issue, but without regular reviews they can't be sure they are doing that, according to a 
report a Senate panel is to release Wednesday. That can contribute to the growth - and perhaps 
too much growth - in the number of federal employee and contractor positions with security 
clearances. The number is so high, almost 5 million, because Uncle Sam has so many secrets 
too many secrets, say some in Congress. To compound things, federal employee representatives 
complain that agencies can designate routine jobs as sensitive, leaving workers in those slots 
with weaker job protections. These are some of the issues the Homeland Security and 
Governmental Affairs subcommittee on the federal workforce will explore at a hearing that will 
review the Government Accountability Office (GAO) report. Congressional interest in security 



classifications rose after a cleared Defense Department contractor, Aaron Alexis, shot up the 
Washington Navy Yard in September, killing 12 people. 

Meet The 'Assassination Market' Creator Who's Crowdfunding Murder With Bitcoins 
Forbes, Andy Greenberg, 2013 11 19 
New York - As Bitcoin becomes an increasingly popular form o( digital cash, the cryptocurrency 
is being accepted in exchange for everything from socks to sushi to heroin. If one anarchist has 
his way, it'll soon be used to buy murder, too. Last month I received an encrypted email from 
someone calling himself by the pseudonym Kuwabatake Sanjuro, who pointed me towards his 
recent creation: The website Assassination Market, a crowdfunding service that lets anyone 
anonymously contribute bitcoins towards a bounty on the head of any government official-a kind 
ofKicks tarter for political assassinations. According to Assassination Market's rules, if someone 
on its hit list is killed-and yes, Sanjuro hopes that many targets will be-any hitman who can 
prove he or she was responsible receives the collected funds. For now, the site's rewards are 
small but not insignificant. In the four months that Assassination Market has been online, six 
targets have been submitted by users, and bounties have been collected ranging from ten bitcoins 
for the murder ofNSA director Keith Alexander and 40 bitcoins for the assassination of 
President Barack Obama to 124.14 bitcoins-the largest current bounty on the site-targeting Ben 
Bernanke, chairman of the Federal Reserve and public enemy number one for many of Bitcoin's 
anti-banking-system users. At Bitcoin's current rapidly rising exchanges rate, that's nearly 
$75,000 for Bemanke's would-be killer. Sanjuro's grisly ambitions go beyond raising the funds to 
bankroll a few political killings. He believes that if Assassination Market can persist and gain 
enough users, it will eventually enable the assassinations ofenough politicians that no one would 
dare to hold office. He says he intends Assassination Market to destroy "all governments, 
everywhere." "I believe it will change the world for the better," writes Sanjuro, who shares his 
handle with the nameless samurai protagonist in the Akira Kurosawa film "Yojimbo." (He tells 
me he chose it in homage to creator of the online black market Silk Road, who called himself the 
Dread Pirate Roberts, as well Bitcoin inventor Satoshi Nakamoto.) "Thanks to this system, a 
world without wars, dragnet panopticon-style surveillance, nuclear weapons, armies, repression, 
money manipulation, and limits to trade is firmly within our grasp for but a few bitcoins per 
person. I also believe that as soon as a few politicians gets offed and they realize they've lost the 
war on privacy, the killings can stop and we can transition to a phase of peace, privacy and 
laissez-faire." I contacted the Secret Service and the FBI to ask if they're investigating 
Assassination Market, and both declined to comment. 

New documents detail NSA privacy violations with email 
Los Angeles Times, Ken Dilanian, 2013 II 20 
Washington - The National Security Agency acknowledged that it repeatedly violated its own 
privacy guidelines in a now-defunct program to collect "to and from" data in American email, 
according to newly released documents that paint a picture of incompetence but offer no 
evidence that the agency intentionally misused its surveillance powers. A judge on the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Court, John D. Bates, said in an opinion whose date was redacted that 
there had been "systemic over collection" in the email program and that "those responsible for 
conducting oversight at the NSA had failed to do so effectively." The documents, released by the 
director of nationill intelligence in response to a Freedom ofInformation Act lawsuit by civil 
liberties groups, offer new details about that and other surveillance programs previously revealed 



through leaks by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden. The latest disClosures come as some 
members of Congress are pushing to rein in the NSA. On Thursday, the spy agency's top civilian 
is to testify before a Senate committee that is considering a bill to strip it of its authority to 
collect American phone records, which it says it needs to detect domestic terrorist plots. On 
Monday, three Somali immigrants -- an imam, a cabdriver and an employee ofa money
transmitting business -- were sentenced to federal prison in San Diego for sending money to a 
terrorist group in their homeland. It is the only prosecution the government has said resulted 
exclusively from its collection of American telephone records beginning in late 2001 . 

Top deputy defends NSA spying programs 
Washington Times, Guy Taylor, 2013 II 20 
New York - The top deputy at. the National Security Agency defended the organization'S spying 
activities Tuesday, asserting that, despite damaging leaks and media attention in recent months, 
the agency's secretive operations exist only under close scrutiny from officials across the 
government. "There's no lack, there's no dearth of insight into what the NSA does on a regular 
basis," NSA Deputy Director John C. Inglis told an audience during a rare public appearance at 
New York University's law school. Mr. Inglis said he hoped to generate a deeper conversation 
than the "battle of sound bites" that have rocked the world's media since the summer when 
Edward Snowden -- the former NSA contractor now living in Russia -- began leaking internal 
information about the far-reaching scope of the agency's telephone and computer data collection 
activities in the United States and around the world. Mr. Inglis, a top NSA official since the late
1990s, said Tuesday that the agency is actually far more concerned with civil liberties than has 
been suggested by critics. Eager to counter negative attention on the NSA during recent months, 
Mr. Inglis contended that the agency's spying activities are considerably more well-known to 
officials within the U.S. government than has been reported. There are "upwards of300 people" 
inside the NSA focused exclusively and "on a full- time basis· on assuring that the agency's 
operations do not breach U.S. laws, Mr. Inglis said. 

War in Afghanistan to end by 2014: US 
Pajhwok Mghan News, Lalit K Jha, 2013 11 20 
Washington - Despite differences on certain aspects of the bilateral security agreement (BSA), 
the White House on Tuesday said the war in Mghanistan would end by 2014. "The war in 
Mghanistan will end next year, as the president has promised. The combat mission will be over," 
White ~ouse Press Secretary Jay Carney told reporters at his daily news conference. "What we 
have said for a long time now, coming out of Lisbon, and consultations with our NATO allies, is 
that we would potentially come to an agreement with Mghanistan to engage in counterterrorist 
operations the training of Afghan troops... " Carney said. It would be a limited mission to assist 
Mghanistan in its counterterrorism operations and to assist in the training and equipping of 
Afghan troops, the official explained, saying the post-2014 engagement had long been under 
discussion. 

United Kingdom· Royaume-Uni 

Cameron rings Iran's President as relations thaw 
London Times, Michael Savage, 2013 II 20 
London - David Cameron became the first British Prime Minister to speak to an Iranian president 



in more than a decade yesterday in the latest sign that relations between London and Tehran are 
thawing. Mr Cameron made the approach to President Rowhani on the eve of crucial 
negotiations in Geneva over the Iranian regime's nuclear programme. He was the first to 
telephone the country's president since Tony Blair spoke with President Khatami in 2002. 
Downing Street said that Mr Cameron made the call yesterday afternoon a week after both 
countries mutually appointed a non- resident charge d'affaires. The move was also designed to 
bolster the improving relationship. British diplomats have been increasingly optimistic that 
President Rowhani's election victory in the summer could mark a change ofdirection for Iran, 
long regarded as an international pariah. Mr Cameron wrote to "President Rowhani after his 
victory, congratulating him and expressing his hopes that he would use the opportunity to restart 
Tehran's strained relationship with London. A Downing Street spokesman said last night that, 
during the call, the two leaders had discussed "the bilateral relationship between Britain and Iran, 
welcoming the steps taken since President Rowhani took office". 

Keyboard cops take on cyber gangs 
London Times, Mark Frary, 2013 II 20 
London - My contact -- I shall call her D -- ushered me along a corridor and then stopped in front 
of a solid wall. She swiped a badge over a card reader. Silently, the wall moved aside and D led 
me into a secret room that would not look out of place in a James Bond film, thanks to its 
monitor-covered walls and futuristic light fittings. D offered me a drink. I saw no obvious place 
to get one but nodded. She pressed a wall panel to reveal a fridge ofchilled drinks. D passed me 
one and I took a slug, wondering whether this control centre would be the last thing I ever saw. 
Welcome to the mysterious world of cyber security. A recent survey by the Center for Strategic 
and International Studies estimates that cyber attacks cost the global economy as much as US$1 
trillion. Attacks this year, including those by the Syrian Electronic Army, mean that more 
companies are now looking at greater protection. David Garfield, managing director of cyber 
security at BAE Systems Detica, which helps governments and companies do just that, says the 
threats come from a wide range of sources, "from enthusiastic bedroom hackers trying to gain 
notoriety through to a criminal gang or foreign state". "The gangs are now doing organised crime 
but with a cyber facet," he says. "Why would someone walk into a bank with a sawn-off shotgun 
these days -- you are far too likely to get caught and it is easier to go through cyberspace." 

Trade in spy systems must be reviewed, says committee chair 
The Guardian (London), Nick Hopkins, Matthew Taylor, 2013 II 20 
London - Advances in technology have given undemocratic countries unparalleled opportunities 
to buy powerful off-the-shelf systems for spying on people, the head of a committee ofMPs has 
warned. Sir John Stanley said governments must review the electronic equipment now being sold 
by private companies to ensure that authoritarian regimes were not allowed to acquire 
technology that could be used for internal repression. Stanley is chair of the parliamentary 
committee on arms export controls, which reviews the licences given to UK companies for the 
sale ofweapons and other controlled goods. Over recent years a number of new technologies 
have been added to the list of equipment that require a licence, but Stanley said this needed to be 
constantly updated. 

Australia· Australie 



'Five eyes' saving lives (Canada) 
The Australian, Brendan Nicholson, 2013 11 20 
Sydney - In Building M at the Australian Defence Force's Russell headquarters in Canberra, 
massive computers crunch their way through millions of phone conversations scooped up across 
the region hunting for clues to terrorist plans and other threats to Australia. At Russell, the 
Australian Signals Directorate (formerly the Defence Signals Directorate) uses key words and 
phrases across haIfa world oflanguages to find the scant clues left by plotters buried in the 
mundane discourse on everything from business deals to the state ofbaby's nappies. Australia 
constantly gathers vast amounts of information from its neighbours in a giant electronic 
eavesdropping operation that has long been regarded by its allies as one of its most important 
strategic assets. This silent surveillance of its Asian neighbours' civil and military 
communications covers a giant slice of the planet stretching from mid-Pacific to the middle of 
the Indian Ocean. As part of the " Five Eyes" alliance with the US, Britain, Canada and New 
Zealand, linked ground stations at Kojarena, near Geraldton, in Western Australia, Shoal Bay, in 
the Northern Territory and Waihopai, in New Zealand, can intercept the civil and military 
communications of many regional nations. 

Abbott stands firm in spying row 
The Australian, Cameron Stewart and Peter Alford, 2013 11 20 
Sydney - Indonesia is considering whether to escalate its spying row with Australia after Tony 
Abbott defied Jakarta's call for an explanation over revelations the Australian intelligence 
monitored the phones ofPresident Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, his wife and senior advisers. Dr 
Yudhoyono said the controversy had wounded his country's relationship with Australia, but he 
stopped short of asking Canberra to apologise . . , These US and Australian actions have certainly 
damaged the strategic partnerships with Indonesia, as fellow democracies," the President 
tweeted. ,. I also regret the statement of Australian Prime Minister that belittled this tapping 
matter on Indoriesia, without any remorse." Dr Yudhoyono said Indonesia would review " a 
number of bilateral co-operationagendas as a consequence of this hurtful action by Australia". 

Abbott's defiant stand threatens ties: Jakarta 
The Age, Staff reporters, 2013 11 20 
Sydney - Tony Abbott's unapologetic approach to spying allegations threatens to escalate 
tensions and damage relations, a confidant ofIndonesian President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono 
has warned. His warning came as the recalled Indonesian ambassador arrived back in Jakarta for 
"consultations": A defiant Mr Abbott on Tuesday ignored pleas by Dr Yudhoyono for an official 
explanation ofpast activities and for a halt to further spying on Indonesia. Instead the Prime 
Minister strengthened his stance on the issue, saying that Australia gathered information "to 
advance its national interests". In a statement before question time, Mr Abbott refused to 
apologise to Dr Yudhoyono for attempted phone intercepts in 2009, offering only "regret [for] 
any embarrassment that recent media reports have caused him". His comments came after the 
Indonesian President had taken to Twitter to express his personal affiont at revelations that his 
phone and those of his wife, Ibu Ani Yudhoyono, and eight in their close circle were subject to 
surveillance by Australia's Defence Signals Directorate. 

AFP confirms monitoring phone data of up to four Australian MPs 
ABC (Australia), Michael Brissenden, 2013 11 20 



Canberra - The Australian Federal Police has confirmed it has collected phone and internet data 
on up to four Australian federal MPs, sparking calls from local politicians for laws to be 
tightened to protect them. The Australian Federal Police has confirmed it has collected phone 
and internet data on up to four federal MPs. after it was revealed that Australian spies tried to tap 
his phone president Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono's phone. But on Monday night, while reporters 
were diverted by news about the spying allegations in Indonesia, the AFP was being grilled in 
Senate Estimates. In a lengthy exchange on the collection of metadata, Senator Nick Xenophon 
asked AFP Chief Commissioner Tony Negus how many members of parliament had been the 
subject of authorisation orders allowing the AFP to track their phone calls and email traffic. 

Australian PM refuses to apologize for spying activities in Indonesia 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 11 19 
Canberra - Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott has refused to apologize for the spying 
activities of monitoring the Indonesian President and other senior ministers' telephone 
conversation in a statement to the Parliament on Tuesday. Indonesia called on Australia to 
apologize over claims Australian spies in 2009 targeted the mobile phone ofIndonesia's 
President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, along with those of his wife and closest confidant, after 
the Australian Broadcasting Cooperation (ABC)'s report revealed the details of the spying 
activities in 2009 on Monday. Indonesia has recalled its ambassador on Tuesday from Canberra 
and is reviewing all cooperation with the Australian government. And according to the local 
media, the President of Indonesia has lashed out at Tony Abbott in a series of angry tweets, 
accusing him of taking the spying scandal too lightly. According to the statement from Abbott on 
Tuesday, Australia should not be expected to apologize for the steps it takes to protect itself now 
or in the past, "any more than other governments should be expected to apologize for the similar 
steps that they have taken". "The first duty ofevery government is to protect the country and to 
advance its national interests," he said on Tuesday. "That's why every government gathers 
information and why every government knows that every other government gathers 
information." And Abbott also confirmed that"Australia shouldn't be expected to detail what we 
do to protect our country any more than other governments should be expected to detail what 
they do to protect theirs" . Even so, he still insisted that he wants to make it "absolutely crystal 
clear" that Australia has "deep respect" for Indonesia. 

Australian spies have 'run amok': Indon 
Australian Associated Press, Karlis Salna and Adam Gartrell, 2013 11 20 
Jakarta -Indonesia has halted all co-operation with Australia on people smuggling after the 
phone-tapping controversy in a major blow to Prime Minister Tony Abbott's plan to stop the 
boats. Jakarta will also suspend all military co-operation, with Foreign Minister Marty 
Natalegawa warning ofa downgrade in bilateral ties. "We are turning off the tap by degrees," he 
said. Dr Natalegawa said on Wednesday the Australian intelligence community had "run amok". 
"Australia must take concrete steps and send strong signals of its wish to repair the almost 
irreparable damage that they are causing," he said. The nation could also look elsewhere for 
trading partners, said Trade Minister Gita Wirjawan, appearing to single out agriculture and the 
cattle trade as at risk. 

Brisbane traffic liable to cyber attack 
Australian Associated Press, Paddy Wood, 2013 11 20 



Sydney - Hackers could create mayhem on Brisbane's streets by targeting the computer systems 
that control the city's traffic lights, according to a report' /Tom the Queensland Audit Office. And 
the likelihood of them doing so is heightened with the city set to host the G20 summit meeting in 
November next year, it says. Investigators took on the role of hackers for three weeks, finding it 
was too easy to breach the city's traffic management systems, which are co-run by the 
Department of Transport and Brisbane City Council. On several occasions they managed to 
break into the IT systems responsible for traffic management and even managed to access 
restricted buildings. , 
Guardian 'sat on' spy records 
The Australian, Joe Kelly, 2013 II 20 
Sydney - The Guardian has been in possession of the Snowden intelligence documents for 
several months but its Australian arm only last week received material alleging Australia 
targeted the Indonesian President's phone, Guardian Australia editor-in-chiefKatharine Viner 
says. As ex-foreign minister Alexander Downer slammed The Guardian's behaviour in reporting 
the content of the documents and triggering a crisis in Australia's ties with Indonesia as 
.. contemptible", Viner defended the decision to share the story with the ABC. The Guardian's 
London-based editor Alan Rusbridger, who was in Australia last week, and ABC managing 
director Mark Scott are understood to be close. Both organisations declined to comment on 
whether they had met last week to discuss the copy-sharing arrangement. The intelligence 
document leaked by former National Security Agency operative Edward Snowden, which 
contained a Defence Signals Directorate slide presentation, dated /Tom November 2009 when 
Kevin Rudd was prime minister. 

Indo suspends people smuggling cooperation 
Australian Associated Press, Staff reporter, 2013 11 20 
Canberra - Dr Yudhoyono said cooperation in the area of intelligence gathering and the sharing 
of information would also be halted. "I have also asked to stop for a while joint training between 
Indonesian soldiers and Australians, whether army, navy or air force," he said. Dr Yudhoyono 
said he wanted to make it clear that cooperation on combating people smuggling would not go 
ahead until he received an explanation /Tom Mr Abbott. "It's impossible for us to continue when 
we're not sure that there's no tapping ofIndonesian soldiers who are performing a duty for both 
countries," he said. (full report) 

More leaks to come: former top US diplomat 
Australian Associated Press, Nick Perry, 2013 II 20 
Canberra - A top former US diplomat is warning America's allies to brace themselves for more 
damaging intelligence leaks, as Indonesia suspends all military co-operation with Australia over 
recent spying revelations. The latest leaks have triggered a diplomatic crisis with Jakarta, but 
former US assistant secretary of state Kurt Campbell says the intelligence secrets released so far 
could be just the tip of the iceberg. Mr Campbell, a senior official in the first Obama 
administration, said fugitive US intelligence whistleblower Edward Snowden had a "very 
substantial amount" of documents and would trickle them out over time. 

N.S.A. Spying Scandal Hurts Close Ties Between Australia and Indonesia 
New York Times, Joe Cochrane, 2013 1120 



Jakarta - The relationship between Indonesia and Australia, Pacific neighbors with a long history 

of cooperation and trade, has in recent years been marked by disagreements on a range of issues, 

including human rights, terrorism and asylum seekers. But relations reached a new low over the 

weekend over the latest bombshell ITom the surveillam:e scandal involving a third country, the 

United States. The Indonesian foreign minister, Marty Natalegawa, announced at a news 

conference on Monday night that he had recalled Indonesia's ambassador to Canberra, the 

Australian capital, for "consultations" over reports that Australia, a close ally of the United 

States, used its embassies in Asia to collect intelligence as part ofglobal surveillance conducted 

by the United States' National Security Agency. The Indonesian government also said it would 

review its security cooperation and information exchanges with Australia. Arguably Indonesia's 

most important bilateral relationship and security partner, Australia is a familiar target of 

Indonesia's anger. Yet Mr. Natalegawa curiously ignored the role of the United States, making 

no mention of the status ofindonesia's ambassador to Washington. "It has not been a very good 

day for the Indonesia-Australia relationship," Mr. Natalegawa said. 


PM repeats regret over spy revelations 

Australian Associated Press, Staff reporter, 2013 II 20 

Canberra - The president has indicated that he would shortly be writing to Mr Abbott. "I'd like to 

reassure the house that I will be responding to the president's letter swiftly, fully and 

courteously," Mr Abbott said. "As always, I am absolutely committed to building the closest 

possible relationship with Indonesia because that is overwhelmingly in the interest of both our 

countries." Opposition leader Bill Shorten also spoke, telling parliament Labor would support the 

government's efforts to rebuild the relationship. "We do not underestimate the seriousness of this 

matter, or the sense of offence that our Indonesian friends are feeling," Mr Shorten said. 


Sea rescue in wake of towing accident 

The Age, David Wroe, 2013 1120 

Sydney - An Australian Customs patrol boat had to rescue about 40 asylum seekers at the 

weekend after accidentally ripping the bow of their boat away and causing it to start sinking. 

Multiple sources said the patrol boat was trying to tow the fishing vessel when it damaged its 

bow, causing it to take on water. The fishing boat's engines had stopped about 20 kilometres off 

Christmas Island. It is understood Customs was at the time of the incident trying to tow the boat 

back towards Christmas Island, not towards Indonesia. The incident happened on Friday night 

and the asylum seekers were offioaded at Christmas Island on Sunday morning. Commander of 

Operation Sovereign Borders Lieutenant-General Angus Campbell refused to confirm or deny 

the incident when asked about it by Labor Senator Kim Carr in a Senate estimates hearing on 

Tuesday. 


Security agencies 'not vulnerable to stonos' 

The Australian, Peter Alford and Brendan Nicholson, 2013 11 20 

Sydney - Disrupting Australia-Indonesia intelligence and policing information exchanges would 

be " very regrettable and potentially quite damaging" to both countries' counter-terrorism efforts, 

warns former Defence Department deputy secretary Peter Jennings. One of the most significant 

risks, particularly if relations were suspended in key areas, would be the breakdown of habits of 

routine co-operation between intelligence and police agencies. "Ifyou get out of the habit, if 

contacts are broken, you find that when you need these connections, you really do need them," 




Mr Jennings, now executive director of the Australian Strategic Policy Institute, said yesterday. 
When the row about Australian and US electronic spying in ~ndonesia broke out a fortnight ago, 
Foreign Minister Marty Natalegawa pointedly nominated counter-terrorism and anti- people
smuggling as the two areas where information exchanges might be at risk. Again on Monday 
evening, he specifically mentioned intelligence and policing. 

Spy says Indonesia tapped Australia too 
Adelaide Advertiser, Ian McPhedran, 2013 II 20 
Indonesia's former spymaster openly boasted about spying on Australian politicians and officials 
and has said that Australia would be "silly" if it didn't do the same thing. As the diplomatic 
fallout widened yesterday over Australian phone intercepts of the Indonesian president, his 
family and staff, security experts and former spies accused Jakarta of hypocrisy and confected 
outrage. When he retired in 2004, Indonesian spymaster General Abdullah Mahmud 
Hendropriyono revealed his agency had not only tapped Australian civil and military 
communications and politicians' phone calls during the 1999 East Timor crisis, but he had 
unsuccessfully tried to recruit Australian officials as double agents. Then Prime Minister John 
Howard offered a muted diplomatic response to the allegations and maintained that Australia's 
relationship with Indonesia was "very strong". 

Afghanistan' Pakistan 

Afghanistan: Ie paete de securite avec les Americains finalise 
Le Figaro, Maeva Bambuck, 2013 II 20 
Kaboul - Kaboul et Washington sont tomb~s d'accord mardi sur les conditions qui nlgiront la 
presence americaine apres 2014. AFGHANISTAN Moins de deuxjours avant de consulter la 
Loya Jirga, Kaboul et Washington auraient trouve un compromis sur l'un des derniers points 
menaeant encore Ie traite bilateral de securite d'apres guerre (BSA) qui regira la presence 
americaine en Afghanistan apres 201 4. Lors d'une conversation telephonique avec Ie secretaire 
d'Etat americain John Kerry, Ie president afghan Hamid Karzai aurait accepte de permettre aux 
soldats americains de conduire des raids dans les domiciles afghans apres 2014, selon son porte
parole, Aimal Faizi. Jusqu'alors categoriquement oppose acette clause, Ie president afghan aurait 
accepte ces raids « uniquement dans des circonstances extraordinaires ou des soldats americains 
courraient des risques graves» . 

Afghans say agreed framework with Americans on military presence 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 1J 19 
Kabul - Afghanistan said on Tuesday it had agreed the framework of a security pact with the 
United States days ahead of a national gathering to debate the future of the U. S. military 
presence in the country. But the U. S. State Department said some final issues still had to be 
settled before a final text was ready. "We are not there yet," a spokeswoman said Thousands of 
Afghan tribal and political leaders are due to gather in Kabul on Thursday to decide whether to 
allow U.S. troops to stay after a 2014 drawdown offoreign military to help fledgling security 
forces fight a Taliban-led insurgency. Aimal Faizi, a spokesman for Afghan President Hamid 
Karzai . said President Obama Obama would write a letter to the Afghan people acknowledging 
mistakes made during the 12-year war. With the agreement, a U.S. force ofbetween 10,000 and 
15,000 will remain in Afghanistan. 



Army chief to chair meeting of commanders 
Pakistan Dawn, Staff Reporter, 2013 II 20 
Islamabad - Army ChiefGen Ashfaq Parvez Kayani ill chair on Wednesday a meeting of the 
Formation Commanders -- in all likelihood the last such gathering of his tenure. The conference 
held twice a year is attended by corps commanders, principal staff officers and the formation 
commanders. The event has assumed special significance because ofimpending change in the 
army's command. Gen Kayani, who retires on Nov 28, will brief the commanders on "external 
and internal security environment" and professional matters as he prepares to bid farewell to the 
arms after leading the army for six years. Gen Kayani's successor has not been named yet. The 
government has said it will announce the next army chief and chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff 
committee on the day Gen Kayani retires. Chief of General StaffLt Gen Rashad Mehmood and 
Chief of Logistic StaffLt Gen Haroon Aslam are frontrunners for the two slots. A change of 
command ceremony has been planned for Nov 29. 

Kabul all set to host jirga on US security deal 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Muhammad Hassan Khitab, 2013 1120 
Kabul - Kabul will host an epoch-making consultative Loya Jirga from Thursday (tomorrow) to 
Sunday to debate the nitty-gritty of the Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA) with the US and 
advise the government on whether or not the deal should be signed, an official said on 
Wednesday. Around 2,500 people's representatives, tribal chieftains and others would attend the 
assembly, for which all the arrangements have already been finalised . A literal security blanket 
has been thrown around the city, where several busy entry points have been blocked. National · 
assembly and provincial council members, scholars, women, civil society groups, the Kuchi 
tribe, people with disabilities, traders, industrialists, rights activists, governors, presidential 
runners and representatives of refugees are also among invitees. Numbering 532, elders from 
different parts and communities of the country constitute a vast majority of participants. 

Karzai, Kerry inch closer to deal on night raids 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Hakim Basharat, 2013 II 20 
Kabul - President Hamid Karzai on Tuesday floated two suggestions to US Secretary of State 
John Kerry on the Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA) between Kabul and Washington. The 
chief presidential spokesman said that Karzai spoke with Kerry over the telephone on a major 
sticking point in the security pact concerning night raids by American troops in post-2014 
Afghanistan. Speaking to a select group of reporters, Aimal Faizi said the president had floated 
two suggestions -- the US should either sign the deal with his predecessor or Kerry himself 
should attend a consultative Loya Jirga on the subject. Karzai asked Kerry to convince members 
of the jirga, which is scheduled to convene in Kabul from Thursday to Saturday, into approving 
the idea that US forces be allowed to conduct night raids under special circumstances. 

Special court set up for treason case against Musharraf 
The International News, Shoaib A Raja & Sohail Khan, 2013 II 20 
Islamabad - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Tuesday approved a panel of three judges for the 
establishment of a special court for the trial of former president General (retd) Pervez Musharraf 


. for high treason under article 6 of the Constitution. The criterion for selection of the three judges 

was strictly based on merit and seniority. The special court will be headed by Justice Faisal Arab 




from the Sindh High Court (SHC), while Justice Syeda Tahira Safdar of the Balochistan High 
Court (SHC) and Justice Yawar Ali of the Lahore High Court (LHC) will be its members. The 
notification of the tribunal has been issued by the government.Earlier, the Supreme Court 
received the names of five judges from the superior judiciary to initiate the treason case against 
Pervez Musharraf for subverting the Constitution while imposing emergency and the Provisional 
Constitutional Order (pC 0) on Nov 3, 2007. . ( 

Suicide attack injures four security personnel in N. Wazh:istan 
Pakistan Dawn, Dawn Report, 2013 II 20 
Miramshah - At least four security personnel were injured Wednesday morning during a suicide 
attack on a security forces' checkpost on Miramshah's Mir Ali Road in North Waziristan tribal 
agency, DawnNews reported. An unknown suicide bomber rammed an explosives-laden vehicle 
into the security forces' checkpost situated on Mir Ali Road. Subsequently, four security 
personnel sustained injuries. Following the attack, security personnel cordoned off the area and 
the Mir Ali Road was also closed to avert traffic. Meanwhile, a curfew was imposed in the area. 
North Waziristan is one of the seven regions in Pakistan's Federally Administered Tribal Areas 
(Fata) governed by tribal laws. An extremist insurgency led by the Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan 
(TTP) plagues the region and the area is known to be infested with militants, including those 
from Al Qaeda and other armed extremist organisations. The region also comes under attacks 
from US drones frequently which target militant hideouts in the area. 

Suicide bomber shot dead in Kandahar 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Basher Ahmad Naadem, 2013 1120 
Kandahar City - Police on Wednesday shot dead a suicide bomljer trying to force his way into a 
government-run guesthouse in southern Kandahar province, an official said. Javed Faisal, the 
governor's spokesman, told Pajhwok Afghan News police gunned down the bomber before he 
could enter the Mandigak Palace. The incident took place at 9:00am in Kandahar City. Provincial 
police spokesman Ziaur Rahman Durrani believed the Kandahar police chief, Gen. Abdul Raziq, 
who was inside the compound at the time, was the apparent target. He said the attacker, posing as 
a labourer, was trying to target the police chief at the under-construction site. The bomb disposal 
squad defused his explosive vest, he added. Gen. Raziq, who has survived a string of suicide 
assaults, was injured in one such incident. The Taliban have not yet commented the botched 
attack. (Full Report). 

Taliban talks, US assures Pakistan 
Pakistan Dawn, Dawn Report, 2013 II 20 
Islamabad - The United States has promised that it will not carry out any drone strikes in 
Pakistan during any peace taJks with Taliban militants in the future, the Prime Minister's Special 
Advisor on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz said Wednesday. Briefing a session of the Senate's 
Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs in Islamabad, Aziz said a team ofgovernment 
negotiators was prepared to hold iaJks with former Tehrik-i- Taliban Pakistan (TTP) chief 
Hakimullah Mehsud on Nov 2, the day after he was killed in a US drone strike in North 
Waziristan. Aziz said Mehsud had been sent a list ofnegotiators, and that the ex-TTP chief 
himself had added the names of two clerics to be part of the team. However, Aziz said the peace 
process had been on hold since Mehsud's killing and that the negotiations had been badly 



affected by the Nov I drone strike. The foreign affairs advisor said the US had assured that no 
drone strikes would be carried out during any peace talks. 0", 

1"'0 ~ c )\0"0 ~o~China· Chine • ".tot ~"It. ,.~ 
China says still keen to promote friendly ties with Japan o'If'!I>1f/" (I, 
Kyodo News, 2013 11 19 
Beijing - Chinese Vice Premier Wang Yang said Tuesday his country's policy of promoting 
friendly relations with Japan "has not changed at all" during a meeting with a delegation of 
executives from top Japanese companies, one of the executives said. During the meeting in 
Beijing, the Japan-China Economic Association submitted to Wang, one ofthe four deputy 
premiers in charge of commercial affairs, a set ofproposals to facilitate greater business 
cooperation and rebuild mutual trust between Asia's two biggest economies. One major point in 
the package was a request for an early resumption of high-level political dialogue between 
Tokyo and Beijing to mend soured bilateral relations. The meeting comes amid signs that 
economic relations, hit hard by a bitter territorial dispute, have been gradually recovering in 
recent months. Wang told the delegation, led by Fujio Cho, honorary chairman of Toyota Motor 
Corp., that the Japanese government should face history squarely, but the overall atmosphere of 
the meeting that lasted for about an hour was warm and he did not directly touch on the territorial 
spat, according to the executive. The delegation and Wang agreed that Japan and China should 
increase economic exchanges, despite the current difficulties facing the two countries, the 

executive said. 


China Stages Night Landing Drill Near N.Korea 
Chosun I1bo, 2013 11 20 
China staged a live-firing landing exercise with about 5,000 Army, Navy, and Air Force troops 
in Bohai Bay near North Korea on Sunday night, the official Chinanews website reported 
Monday. Photos showed tanks from a landing ship running on the beach, self-propelled guns 
firing shells, soldiers loading a landing boat and flares exploding above a fleet of ships.The 
website said the exercise focused on reconnaissance, warning, maritime transport, firepower, and 
landing. Chinese soldiers fire shells during a night landing drill in Bohai Bay on Sunday (top); 
Chinese soldiers load a landing boat onto a warship during a night landing drill in Bohai Bay on 
Sunday. IChinanews.com The live shell firing exercise continues until Wednesday, the website 
added, and ships are banned from the area for the duration. It is rare for China to stage a military 
exercise under North Korea's nose and make it public immediately. A diplomatic source in 
Beijing speculated that the drill aims to prepare for any serious instability in the North. Others 
guess that it was a show of force aimed chiefly at Japan in the conflict over the Diaoyu or 
Senkaku Islands in the East China Sea (full article) 

. Chinese firms' participation key to Kaesong internationalization: expert 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 II 19 
Seoul - Ensuring future participation of Chinese companies in an inter-Korean industrial 
complex in North Korea is crucial for its successful internationalization, an expert said Tuesday. 
Speaking at a seminar on enhancing Northeast Asian cooperation and the development ofNorth 
Korea, Troy Stangarone, the senior director at the Korea Economic Institute of America (KEI), 
said Chinese companies are used to dealing with Pyongyang, giving them an edge compared to 

http:IChinanews.com


others. He added that for the best benefits, it may be advisable to connect the Kaesong Industrial 
Complex with special economic zones being set up in the northern regions ofNorth Korea by 
China. The researcher said a Chinese presence in Kaesong can prevent the kind of shutdown that 
caused production to be halted for more than five months. All operations at the complex, which 
is home to 123 South Korean companies, came to a halt in early April when Pyongyang, citing 
political and military provocations from the South, ordered its 53,000 workers not to report for 
duty. Transforming Kaesong into a globally competitive business hub by attracting foreign ' 
companies is one of the goals agreed on by the two Koreas when they reached a deal to reopen 
the industrial complex on Sept. 16. The KEI expert also said at the gathering hosted by the 
Institute for Far Eastern Studies in Seoul that ongoing talks to forge a free trade agreement 
between Seoul and Beijing need to take into account investment in Kaesong and other special 
economic zones that Pyongyang wants to create. 

Computer giant Lenovo plays down China roots in favor of global reach 
Washington Post, Cecilia Kang, 2013 II 20 
Washington - Computer giant Lenovo wants to tweak its image. That means emphasizing its 
global reach as the largest maker of personal computers and de-emphasizing its roots in China 
where it has 35,000 employees. "We are a global company," said chief executive Yang 
Yuanquing in an interview with Washington Post reporters and members of the editorial board 
this week. He pointed to the interconnected nature of the global technology industry, where a 
smartphone's chips may come from the United States or South Korea and its glass screen from 
Japan or China. "We source from the same providers as U.S. companies." Jay Parker, Lenovo's 
president ofNorth America, added: "We don't characterize ourselves as a Chinese company." 
Congressional lawmakers last year introduced a provision in the continuing resolution that would 
prevent agencies such as the Commerce Department, Justice Department and NASA from 
buying information technology from China. The law comes from concerns raised by Rep. Mike 
Rogers (R- Mich.), chairman of the House Intelligence Committee, that telecom equipment 
makers Huawei and ZTE were tapping into U.S. networks for data on Internet users. Some 
analysts have criticized the language of the bill, saying it could unfairly cover too many 
technology companies. Yang said the legislation could hurt his business. 

Japanese team in China to mend ties 
Straits Times, 2013 II 20 
WITH relations still tense between China and Japan and a summit between their top leaders 
unlikely, businessmen and academics from both sides are stepping in to mend ties. A 178
member Japanese business delegation visited Beijing yesterday, the largest business group to 
visit China since bilateral ties soured due to territorial disputes over the DiaoyulSenkaku isles in 
September last year. The visit was organised by the Japan-China Economic Association, which 
has visited China yearly since 1975 but shelved their trip last year due to the disputes. Delegation 
members led by Toyota Motor honorary chairman Fujio Cho met Chinese Vice-Premier Wang 
Yang yesterday. But their wish to meet top Chinese leaders Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang is 
unlikely to be realised, Japanese media reported. China's Foreign Ministry spokesman Hong Lei 
said yesterday thatthe Japanese delegation would meet unspecified national leaders. "We will 
exchange views on Sino-Japanese ties, especially on things like economic and trade ties," he 
said. The visit comes after a low-key symposium was organised in Beijing last month by the 
China-Japan Friendship Association headed by former Chinese state councillor Tang Jiaxuan, to 



mark the 35th anniversary of a bilateral friendship treaty. Japanese media reported that the 
celebration, held two months after the actual anniversary on Aug 12, was initiated by the Chinese 
and a sign that China had softened its attitude towards Japan in business and trade areas. 

Le pari de Xi Jinping 
La Presse, William H. Overholt, 2013 11 20 
Opinion - Le virage chinois historique vers des politiques axees sur Ie marche dissimule une 
crise potentielle Le 12 novembre, la Troisieme seance pleniere du 18e Comite central du Parti 
communiste chinois (pCC) a annonce un tournant majeur vers des politiques axees sur Ie 
marche: les taux d'interet et la liberalisation de la monnaie, la reforme des banques et des 
entreprises d'Etat, la' propriete fonciere claire pour les habitants ruraux et de meilleures 
opportunites pour les migrants urbains. Cette decision historique dissimule une crise potentielle. 
La reussite de la Chine reposait jusqu'ici sur les exportations 11 bas prix rendues possibles par une 
main- d'oeuvre bon marche, des infrastructures construites par des entrep'rises d'Etat grace 11 un 
financement bancaire 11 faible cout et par des budgets gouvernementaux finances par la vente de 
terrains. 

Vne nouvelle ere agraire 
La Presse, Sylvain Charlebois, 2013 II 20 
Opinion - Les ref ormes annoncees en Chine vont bouleverser l'agroalimentaire sur toute la 
planete Fidele 11 lui-meme, Ie Parti communiste en Chine a publie la semaine derniere un 
communique avare de details au terme d'un plenum tres attendu. II s'agissait du troisieme plenum 
sous Ie regne du present secretaire general Xi Jinping et du premier ministre Li Kegiang. Bien 
entendu, les attentes etaient tres elevees, les ref ormes precedentes ayant connu beaucoup de 
sucres. Desormais, on semble vouloir miser davantage sur une reforme agraire d'importance. 
Malgre I'absence de precisions, ce changement de ton 11 Pekin marque Ie debut d'une nouvelle ere 
pour Ie pays. Plus encore, les ref ormes annoncees bouleverseront probablement Ie domaine 
agroalimentaire sur toute la planete. 

Europe 

A .. Liberation", malgre I'etat de choc, .. on continue .. 
Le Monde, Marion Van Renterghem, 2013 1120 
Paris - Au siege de Liberation, lundi 18 novembre, la redaction est en etat de choc, Ie journal 
continue. On cogite la " une " du lendemain. II est 19 heures et les " chefs" essaient des titres en 
vrae : " Western 11 Liberation ", " L'agression ", " 24 heures 11 Liberation ", " Balles tragiques 11 
Libe " Non, c'est nul. Le maquettiste revient avec un autre essai : sur une page blanche, une 
citation. Vne" citasse ", comme on dit dans Ie jargon. Fabrice Rousselot, directeur de la 
redaction, la trouve " pas mal ". " II ne faut pas faire une manchette comme une manchette, dit-il. 
Avec la citasse, on n;ste dans la sobriete, c'est un debut de reportage, c'est Ie bon moyen de s'en 
sortir. " Fran'Vois Sergent, directeur adjoint: " Mais cette citasse n'est pas tres forte Complique de 
parler de soi-meme. On est plus habitue 11 couvrir les horreurs qui ne nous concernent pas. " 
Fabrice Rousselot : " On ne va pas trouver une formule qui resume cette journee. Les guillemets, 
c'est bien, on comprend que 'Va se passe chez nous. " Eric Decouty : " La citasse n'apporte pas 
grand-chose 11 l'info, mais l'avantage, c'est que si Ie tireur se fait arreter dans la nuit, on reste 
bons. " 



A Paris, la police face aUI mysteres du tireur 
Le Monde, Laurent Borredon et Patricia Jolly, 2013 II 20 
Paris - L'homme qui a tire a " Liberation ", a la Defense et a BFM-TV restait introuvable et son 
mobile inconnu, mardi matin Un ancien detenu, a. -i1 assure a un te"19in. Un" tireur fou ", 
comme I'ont immediatement decrit les reseaux sociaux. L'homme qui a grievement blesse un 
assistant photographe au journal Liberation, lundi 18 novembre, avant de tirer sur Ie siege de la 
Societe generale a la Defense puis de fuir dans la voiture d'ul) automobiliste pris en otage, et 
enfin de s'evanouir dans la nature sur les Champs-Elysees, etait toujours recherche, mardi 19 
novembre au matin. Vendredi IS, il avait deja menace, a I'aide de son fusil a"pompe, un redacteur 
en chef de BFM TV. " La prochaine fois, je ne vous raterai pas ", avait-il affirme, ejectant deux 
cartouches de son fusil a pompeoLundi, en fin de journee, la police judiciaire a revele plusieurs 
photos du suspect, issues de cameras de videosurveillance. Sur I'une d'elle, I'homme est assis, sur 
les quais de la station de tramway Porte d'Issy. Quelques minutes plus tard, iI va entrer, 
calmement, dans Ie hall de la chaine, dont Ie siege est situe a quelques metres de la dans Ie 15e 
arrondissement de Paris. 

Canadian Greenpeace activist arrested during protest granted bail in Russia 
Associated Press, Staff reporter, 2013 1J 20 
A Greenpeace spokesman says a Canadian activist who was among 30 arrested during a protest 
in September has been granted bail by a Russian court. Spencer Tripp says Paul Ruzycki ofPort 
Colborne, Ont. , one of two Canadians being held in Russia, was granted bail Tuesday. The 
Primorsky court in St. Petersburg set bail at two million rubles (VS$61,500) each for the nine 
Greenpeace activists granted bail Tuesday. The court said they will be released if the bail is paid 
within the next four days. Greenpeace said it would make money available as soon as possible. 
Ruzycki and Alexandre Paul of Montreal are among the activists awaiting trial for taking part in 
a demonstration outside a Russian oil rig back in September. 

(<Comme chercher une aiguille dans une boue de foin>. 
La Presse, Agnes Gruda, 2013 11 20 
Paris - Le tireur qui a seme la stupeur a Paris demeure introuvable Malgre la diffusion d'une 
nouvelle photo qui montre clairement son visage, malgre I'analyse partielle d'un echantillon de 
son ADN et la mobilisation de milliers de policiers, Ie tireur qui a grievement blesse un assistant 
photographe du journal Liberation, lundi, etait toujours introuvable hier soir. Depuis cette 
attaque sans precedent en France, la prefecture de police de Paris a re~u 400 appels de citoyens 
croyant dclenir des informations pertinentes pour I'enquete. Plus d'une centaine de ces tuyaux ont 
fait I'objet d'une verification. Vne information relayee hier apres-midi par Ie journal Le Parisien 
annoncait I'arrestation de I'homme Ie plus recherche de la France. Mais elle a vite ete dementie: 
un suspect avait bel et bien ete interpelle, mais ce n'etait pas Ie bon. 

France - La parole raciste Iiberee ! 
All Africa, JournaJiste maison, 2013 II 19 
Chronique - Les violentes attaques racistes dont est victime la Garde des Sceaux, ministre de la 
Justice, Christiane Taubira, peuvent difficilement laisser indifferent. Mercredi dernier, elle a ete 
insultee par « Minute », un hebdomadaire d'extreme droite. Trois semaines auparavant, elle a eu 
droit aux memes outrages dans les rues d'Angers (Ouest de la France). Des politiques ne sont pas 



en reste. La parole raciste se libere en France. Plus que jamais, un sursaut rt\publicain est 
necessaire pour combattre la deferlante des propos nauseabonds a laquelle on assiste depuis 
plusieurs semaines. 

Greenpeace : la justice russe Iibere douze militan s sous caution (Canada) 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 II 19 
Saint-Petersbourg - Parmi les militants de Greenpeace liberes par la Russie, se trouve Ie 
Canadien Paul Ruzycki. La justice russe a Iibere mardi sous caution neuf membres de I'equipage 
du navire de Greenpeace arraisonne en septembre apres une action contre une plateforme 
petroliere dans I'Arctique, portant a douze Ie nombre des militants qui vont we reliiches. Le 
Franyais Francesco Pisanu, la Finlandaise Sini Saarela, la Bresilienne Ana Paula A1minhana 
Maciel, Ie Neo-Zelandais David John Haussmann, I'Argentin Miguel Heman Perz Orzi, Ie 
Polonais Tomasz Dziemianczuk, I'Italien Cristian d'A1essandro, I'Argentine Camila Speziale et Ie 
Canadien Paul Ruzycki, arretes en septembre, vont etre liberes apres avoir verse leur caution. 
Selon Greenpeace, neuf audiences etaient prevues pour mardi a Saint-Peterbsourg (nord-ouest), 
011 les 30 militants du navire Arctic Sunrise de Greenpeace ont recemment ete transferes apres 
avoir d'abord ete incarceres a Mourmansk, Ie port russe de la mer de Barents. L'examen des 
autres cas reprendra mercredi dans I'ancienne capitale imperiale russe. 

Greenpeace activists are granted bail 
London Times, Ben Hoyle, 2013 II 20 
Moscow - The brother ofKieron Bryan, the former Times video journalist who has been 
detained for almost two months in Russia after an environmental protest, said last night that the 
family was "hoping and praying" that he would be given bail today. Courts in Saint Petersburg 
granted bail to nine more Greenpeace activists from eight countries yesterday, bringing to 12 the 
total who have been told that they will be out of jail soon. The rulings are the first real indication 
ofleniency on the part of the Russian authorities since the 30 men and women aboard the 
Greenpeace ship Arctic Sunrise were detained at sea in September after protesting against Arctic 
oil drilling. Mr Bryan, who is not an activist and was hired to document the protest, is due to 
appear in court for a bail hearing today. Hearings for two other Britons, Alexandra Harris and 
Anthony Perret, have also been set for today. Russell Bryan said that he and his father, Andrew, 
planned to fly to St Petersburg as soon as their Russian visa applications were cleared but were 
making no assumptions about his brother's immediate future, given that one Australian activist, 
Colin Russell, had his prC(-trial detention extended to February 24 on Monday. 

Le contre-espionnage allemand va elargir ses operations 
Reuters, Sabine Siebold; Henri-Pierre Andre, 2013 11 20 
Berlin - Les services allemands du renseignement interieur vont elargir leurs operations de 
contre-espionnage y compris contre des Etats allies a la suite des revelations sur les pratiques 
d'ecoutes des services americains, a annonce un haut responsable du renseignement allemand. 
Jusqu'a present, parmi ses partenaires de l'Union europeenne ou ses allies de I'Otan, 1'A1lemagne 
ne surveillait que les pays consideres comme concretement suspects, a-t-il ajoute. A savoir des 
pays espionnant l'A1lemagne ou tentant de recruter des agents dans la republique federale. 

Le ra'cisme masque 
Le Devoir, Marie Darrieussecq, 2013 II 20 



Opinion - On a tendance en France a appeler "voile" tout morceau de tissu couvrant la tete d'une 
femme de type arabe. Mes voyages au Maghreb, au Proche et au Moyen-Orient, m'ont fait mettre 
un peu d'eau dans mon yin laique sur cette question. Al'Universite N Azhar du Caire, j'ai assiste 
a un debat sur Ie voile qui se tenait avec une liberte de parole decoiffante. Deux jeunes femmes 
salafistes, dontje ne voyais pas Ie visage, m'expliquaient que Ie voile integral, selon elles un 
imperatif islamique, les protegeait du regard des hommes. La plupart des professeures et toutes 
les autres etudiantes portaient des foulards colores, aux modes variees, qui laissaient leur visage 
apparent. Elles traitaient les deux salafistes de sectaires, ironisant sur Ie fait qu'elles avaient " 
toujours moins chaud, la-dessous, que dans les flammes de I'enfer ". Avec ces democrates 
musulmanes j'ai parle de tout, de contraception, du tabou de la virginite, et de I'excision, encore 
frequente en Egypte. Les salafistes n'ont voulu parler que du voile. Et c'etait un dialogue de 
sourdes pour une raison que je n'avais pas anticipee : je n'entendais pas bien ce qU'elles me 
disaient. 

Le tireur de «Liberation» toujours activement recherche 
La Croix, Journaliste maison, 2013 II 20 
Paris - La police recherchait toujours activement hier I'homme age de 35 a 45 ans qui a 
grievement blesse un assistant photographe lundi a Liberation. La brigade criminelle de la police 
judiciaire a recu plus de 400 appels, dont 120 « sont pris au serieux et ont fait l'objet d'une fiche 
de renseignement », selon une source policiere, et plusieurs personnes ont ete interpellees ou 
controlees, sans resultat jusqu'a hier apres-midi . Selon l'appel a temoin, I'homme, de type 
europeen, cheveux poivre et sel, mesure entre 1,70 m et 1,80 m. 

· Les Jeux de Sotchi, «terrain d'experimentation» du Kremlin 
La Presse, Nicolas Berube, 2013 II 20 
Moscou - Entrevue avec Ie journaliste Andrei Soldatov Les Jeux olympiques de Sotchi 
permettront au Kremlin d'experimenter avec la prochaine generation de technologies de 
surveillance. Athletes, spectateurs, dignitaires ... La collecte de renseignements prives est deja 
commencee, explique Ie journaliste d'enquete moscovite Andrei Soldatov, l'un des rares a 
denoncer ces pratiques. Pour assister aux competitions olympiques a Sotchi, les spectateurs 
devront avoir plus que leurs billets valides en main. Chaque spectateur age de 2 ans ou plus aura 
l'obligation de presenter une accreditation. Pour obtenir ce «laissez-passer du spectateUf» , on doit 
s'inscrire sur un site internet du gouvernement russe et donner son nom, sa date de naissance, son 
adresse, sa photo d'identite, son numero de passeport ou, pour les enfants russes, son numero de 
certificat de naissance. 

Les pistes pour retrouver Ie tireur isole 
Le Figaro, Christophe Cornevin, 2013 11 20 
Paris - Outre l'ADN et la videosurveillance, la police passe au crible de nombreux elements pour 
trouver I'homme qui a seme la panique dans Paris. Quelque 120 temoignages sont pris au 
serieux. SECURITE Lancees aux trousses du mysterieux tireur isole qui a seme la panique lundi 
dans Paris, toutes les polices se livrent Ii un veritable contre-Ia-montre. pour Ie capturer avant 
qu'il ne puisse repasser lil'acte. Plusieurs pistes sont explorees par les limiers de la Brigade 
criminelle. Mais mardi soir, Ie suspect n'etait toujours pas identifie. Un eventuel echantillon 
genetique pourrait accelerer l'enquete 



Nine Greenpeace activists to be freed on bail (Canada) 
The Guardian (London), Shaun Walker, 2013 11 20 0 

Moscow - A court in Saint Petersburg has ruled that nine Greenpeace activists can be freed on 
bail before their trial for hooliganism, raising hopes that the majority of the Arctic 30 will be 
released after two months in prison. New Zealander David Haussmann and Brazilian Ana Paula 
Maciel were granted release from pre-trial detention on payment of a 2m I:9oble (£38,000) bail 
surety on Tuesday morning, and as the day progressed activists from Finland, France, Italy, 
Argentina, Poland and Canada had bail requests approved on the same conditions. On 
Wednesday two of the six British citizens among the detainees, activist Alexandra Harris and 
freelance videographer Kieron Bryan, will have their bail requests heard. This week's decisions 
are the first time that Russian authorities or prosecutors have made concessions in the tough 

. stance they have taken against Greenpeace since the 28 activists and two freelance journalists 
were seized in September on board the Arctic Sunrise during a protest against Arctic drilling. 
Those named as being bailed on Tuesday are: Ana Paula Maciels, 31 , from Brazil, Miguel 
Heman Perez Orsi, 40, Argentina, David Haussmann, 49, New Zealand, Sini Saarela, 31, 
Finland, Paul Ruzycki, 48, Canada, Camila Speziale, 21, Argentina, Tomasz Dziemianczuk, 36, 
Poland, Francesco Pisanu, 38, France, Cristian D'Alessandro, 32, Italy. 

PET in hot water for allegedly spying on Pia Kjrersgaard 
Copenhagen Post, Staff report, 2013 II 19 
Copenhagen - The head of the domestic intelligence agency PET, Jakob Scharf: stands accused 
of forcing PET employees to illegally spy on the former head ofDansk Folkeparti (DF), Pia 
Kjrersgaard. A number of sources have told Ekstra Bladet tabloid that Scharf broke the rules 
when he coerced PET workers into looking into Kjrersgaard's calendar in order to prevent her 
from attending a meeting iii Christiania. According to Ekstra Bladet, Kjrersgaard's presence in 
Christiania would have been a costly affair for PET, which had just been handed its own budget, 
so Scharf ordered PET employees to access the former DF leader's calendar so that the 
Christiania trip could be organised on a day which Kjrersgaard would not be able to attend. 
Today, Scharf categorically denied the accusations, arguing that, as head ofPET, he had access 
to the the DF MP's schedule all along and never used it for illegal purposes. In related news, 
PETs week didn't improve after its head of administration, Mette Lyster Knudsen, resigned from 
her position amid accusations that the agency is laden with poor leadership and a slipshod work 
ethic. 

Snowden did not apply for Russian citizenship - source 
Interfax, Staff report, 2013 II 20 
Moscow - Former U.S. intelligence contractor Edward Snowden has not asked the Russian 
authorities to grant him Russian citizenship, a source familiar with the situation told Interfax on 
Tuesday. Snowden was granted temporary asylum in Russia in August. "The information 
available confirms that he has not left the Moscow region and has not applied for Russian 
citizenship," he said. 

Spy agency: NSA 'did not' monitor Norway calls 

The Local (Norway), Staff report, 2013 II 19 

Oslo - Norwegian secret services denied on Tuesday the US spy agency at the centre ofan 

international row had monitored millions of phone calls in Norway, responding to accusations 




made in a local newspaper. The Dagbladet tabloid claimed the National Security Agency (NSA) 
had monitored the details of33 million phone calls madeoinjust one month in Norway, citing 
information leaked by former NSA analyst turned fugitive Edward Snowden. Kjell Grandhagen, 
the chief ofNorway's military intelligence service, said the newspaper was mistaken and that the 
calls were made abroad and monitored by his agency as part of the fight against "international 
terrorism" and other Norwegian military operations outside th'e country: They were then shared 
with allies including the NSA, Grandhagen said, adding that the newspaper's claims were 
"incorrect". Prime Minister Erna Solberg said she thought the newspaper was unwittingly 
referring to "totally legitimate" phone calls of the same volume collected in Afghanistan. 

( 

Dne profileuse : « Frustre, I'individu va recommencer ••. » 

Le Figaro, Christophe Cornevin, 2013 11 20 

Paris - Criminologue et pionniere dans les techniques du profilage criminel, Lygia Negrier

Dormont, formee aI'academie du FBI, a enseigne les sciences du comportement aWashington, 

Pekin ainsi que dans les ecoles d'officiers de police et de gendarmerie en France. Elle livre son 

analyse sur Ie suspect. LE FIGARO. - Le tireur en cavale, sous des allures un peu brouillonnes, 

est decrit comme « methodique » . Est-on face aun criminel· structure? Lygia NEGRIER

DORMONT. - Sans aucun doute, nous avons affaire aun criminel de type organise, mais dont 

I'etat psychique un peu delirant est proche de celui de ce que nous appelons les border line. Je Ie 

crois anime par un tres profond desir de nlglement de comptes personnel, par une croisade 

intime. A travers sa serie d'agressions, iI semble vouloir repondre aune injustice qu'il estime 

avoir subie. S'i1 a fait de la prison comme ille pretend, il faudra eplucher son dossier judiciaire, 

voir dans quelles circonstances il a ete condamne et quel rOle precis les medias, qu'il cible, 

auraient pu jouer aI'epoque. II a manifestement soif de vengeance... 


India -Inde 

'SIMI sympathisers had links with Bihar blasts suspects' 
The Hindu, Devesh K. Pandey, 2013 11 20 
New Delhi - The suspected sympathisers of the banned outfit, Students Islamic Movement of 
India (SIMI), who were arrested in Chhattisgarh for allegedly providing logistical support and 
shelter to the four Indian Mujahideen members wanted in connection with the Bihar blasts, had 
close links with a person arrested in Andhra Pradesh a few months ago for alleged involvement 
in naxal activities, said the police. "During interrogation, the accused disclosed that they were in 
contact with one Mujeeb who was recently arrested at Konta in Andhra Pradesh for his role in 
naxal operations," said a senior Chhattisgarh police officer on Monday, adding that a National 
Investigation Agency team was in Raipur to interrogate the suspects. Among those arrested is 
Orner Siddiqui (35) who has allegedly been associated with SIMI since 2001 . 

Army gets final nod to deploy 80,000 troops along China border 
Times ofIndia, Rajat Pandit, 2013 11 20 
New Delhi - The ball has been set rolling for the Army to raise a new mountain "strike" corps 
with two "independent" infantry brigades and two "independent" armoured brigades, totalling 
over 80,000 soldiers, along the Line of Actual Control (LAC) with China. While the Cabinet 
Committee on Security (CCS) on July 17 had cleared the new mountain corps and brigades, as 
was then reported by To!, the defence ministry has now issued the "government sanction letter" 



to the Army for the new raising to be undertaken. The new corps .- the 1.13-million strong 
Indian Army already has three "strike" corps among the 13 uch formations but they are largely 
geared towards Pakistan - will eventually have its headquarters at Panagarh in West Bengal. The 
new formation to be called 17 Corps, along with its infrastructure, will come up over seven years 
at a cost of around Rs 90,000 crore. "Officers and soldiers are already being earmarked for 
posting to the new corps," said an official. 

Govt mulls norms to curb unauthorized phone tapping 
Times ofIndia, Bharti Jain, 2013 II 20 
New Delhi - The Centre, as part of an initiative to curb unauthorized access to Call data records 
(CDR) of phone users, may soon make it mandatory for law enforcement agencies to get aU 
CDR requests routed through the Superintendent ofPolice (SP) in a district or deputy 
commissioner of police (DCP) in a commissionerate. The proposed guidelines to tighten 
accessing ofCDR from mobile operators, being finalized by the department of 
telecommunications and the home ministry, are direct fallout of the Amn Jaitley CDR case. 
Several Delhi Police personnel and private detectives have been arrested for illegally securing 
call logs of the Leader of Opposition in the Rajya Sabha. The norms will make it imperative for 
the police and law enforcement agencies to exercise their powers under Section 92 of the 
Criminal Procedure Code -- which allows them to seek custody of messages from a postal or 
telegraph company for the purposes of investigation -- only through a SP or DCP. 

Iran 

Iran Criticizes Canada for Breaching Iranian Citizens' Rights 
Fars News Agency, 2013 11 20 
Tehran - Iran's Permanent Representative to the United Nations Mohammad Khazaei blasted 
Canada for proposing a resolution on human rights conditions in Iran, saying the move breached 
the Iranian citizens' rights. Referring to the proposed human rights draft resolution, Khazaei said 
that Canada's move definitely has roots in political intentions, adding that dealing with the 
human rights issue this way will not contribute to promoting it. "On the contrary, due to the 
political intentions of the Canadian government, the draft resolution lacks credibility and 
legitimacy, and is basically unrelated to basic freedoms and human rights," he added, press tv 
reported. The permanent representative ofIran at UN meanwhile referred to the process of 
observing democracy and strengthening the civil foundations in Iran, including the last 
presidential election and numerous other elections in Iran. 

Iran denies claim it is building secret nuclear site 
Tehran Times, Political Desk, 2013 11 20 
Tehran - Iran has dismissed the claim of the terrorist Mojahedin Khalq Organization (MKO) that 
it is building a secret nuclear site. Such claims are being made by the MKO to ruin the 
atmosphere of the upcoming talks between Iran and world power over the country's nuclear 
program, Atomic Energy Organization ofIran spokesman, Behrouz Kamalvandi, told IRNA on 
Tuesday. Iranian Defense Minister Hossein Dehqan also dismissed the report on the same day 
saying that the claim was meant to undermine Iran's "successful" diplomacy. According to 
Reuters, the MKO claimed on Monday it had information about an underground nuclear site 
being built in Iran and that this was among a number of secret venues for an atomic bomb 



program. The Islamic Republic and six world powers will resume negotiations on Wednesday 
aimed at agreeing the first stage toward a comprehensive deal to end a decade-long standoff with 
Tehran over its nuclear program. 

•
Iran holds Israel's agents responsible for Beirut>attack 

e.s.s It' 11 ~... 
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Tehran Times, Political Desk, 2013 II 20 
Tehran - Tehran has said that it holds the Zionist regime and its mercenaries responsible for the 
explosions that took place near the Iranian Embassy in Beirut on Tuesday, in which at least 23 
people were killed. It was an inhuman action carried out by the Zionists and their agents, Iranian 
Foreign Ministry spokesperson Marzieh Afkham said in a statement, noting that Iran will 
seriously investigate the incident. At least 146 people were injured in the blasts. Early reports 
said that Iran's cultural attache, Ebrahim Ansari, who was on his way to work at the diplomatic 
compound when the bombs exploded, had been killed. Speaking to Hezbollah's AI-Manar TV 
from inside the embassy compound, Iranian Ambassador Ghazanfar Roknabadi confirmed the 
report, saying that Ansari took his post in Lebanon a month ago. 

Iran nuclear talks: Tehran 'will not step back one iota' 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 II 20 
London - Iran's Supreme Leader has warned his country will not step back "one iota" from its 
nuclear rights, as it resumes talks with world powers in Geneva. Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said he 
would not intervene directly in the negotiations, but that he had set "red lines" for Iran's 
representatives. President Barack Obama meanwhile urged US senators not to impose new 
sanctions on Iran to allow time for diplomacy. He was unsure if it would be possible to reach an 
interim agreement soon. In a televised speech on Wednesday, Ayatollah Khamenei said Iran's 
negotiators had been set clear limits before they travelled to Switzerland for two days of 
meetings with representatives of the P5+ I - the US, UK, France, China and Russia, plus 
Germany. 

Iran, US Might Resume Direct Flights in 2 Months 
Fars News Agency, 2013 II 20 
Tehran - Iranian Deputy Road Minister for Aviation Affairs Ali Mohammad Nourian announced 
on Tuesday that Iranian airlines will be ready to resume direct flights to the US before the end of 
2013 in case an agreement is reached between Tehran and the six world powers (the US, Russia, 
China, France, Britain and Germany) in the upcoming Geneva talks. "If the negotiations in the 
next few days move towards good and positive results, we will be able to start this flight, 
maximum, in two months (by the end of2013)," Nourian said. He said ifIran and the US come 
into terms to resume their direct flights, they would start with chartered flights. He said that Iran 
Air can resume the Jlights with its Boeing 747 passenger planes and Mahan Air also has three 
long-distance Air Bus jets which can be used for the same purpose. On Monday, Iran Air 
President Farhad Parvaresh announced that his airline is ready to resume direct flights between 
Iran and the US and that President Rouhani's administration has also been informed ofthe same. 

Iranian, British envoys discuss steps to revive diplomatic ties 
Tehran Times, Political Desk, 2013 II 20 
Tehran - In a telephone conversation on Monday, Iranian non- resident charge d'affaires to 
Britain, Hassan Habibollahzadeh, and British non-resident charge d'affaires to Iran, Ajay 



Sharma, discussed initial steps meant to revive diplomatic relations between the two countries. 
The two officials also agreed that Tehran and London will exchange delegations to help pave the 
way for the resumption of ties. Britain ordered the closure of.fran's embassy in London after 
closing its own in Tehran following the storming of the compound by hundreds of angry students 
in November 2011. They were protesting at Western sanctions against Tehran over its nuclear 
program. However, after the victory in June elections of moderate cleric Hassan Rouhani as 
Iranian president with a pledge to engage the world constructively, London and Tehran have 
been working toward restoring ties. (Full Report). (; b ,.0.,.(.q I ~"'.t.' (fb
La diplomatie fran~aise testee sur Ie nucleaire iranien .. 
Le Figaro, Isabelle Lasserre, 2013 11 20 Q 

Geneve - Pour la troisieme fois en cinq semaines, un nouveau cycle de negociations avec 
Teheran s'ouvre mercredi it Geneve. PROLIFERATION Alors que les negociations sur Ie 
programme nucleaire iranien reprennent mercredi it Geneve, Franyois Hollande a reaffirme la 
fermete de la position franyaise. Le chefde l'Etat a prevenu que Paris « ne cederait pas sur la 
proliferation nucleaire )} et que les sanctions seraient maintenues tant que l'Iran n'aurait pas 
renonce it son programme militaire. Apres Laurent Fabius la semaine derniere, il a rappele en 
Israel, comme pour les graver dans Ie marbre, ses exigences : la mise sous contr61e international 
des installations nucleaires, la suspension de l'enrichissement de I'uranium it 20 %, la reduction 
des stocks existants et l'arret de l'usine it plutonium d'Arak. 

Nouvel episode de la guerre secrete saoudo-iranienne 
Le Figaro, Georges Malbrunot, 2013 II 20 
Beyrouth - Minutieusement prepare, Ie double attentat suicide, qui a vise mardi I'ambassade 
d'Iran it Beyrouth, marque une nouvelle escalade dans la guerre secrete meurtriere que se livrent 
l'Arabie saoudite suimite et l'Iran chiite, avec pour toile de fond Ie conflit syrien. L'aide 
logistique que Teheran et son allie libanais du Hezbollah apportent it Bachar el-Assad est 
insupportable it Riyad. Surtout depuis qu'en juin dernier, Ie regime de Damas, fortement epaule 
par les combattants du Hezbollah, a repris aux rebelles la ville strategique d'al-Qusayr, verrou par 
lequel transitaient arrnes et combattants en provenance du Liban. Un franchissement d'une « 
ligne rouge)} que l'Arabie saoudite s'est jure de faire oublier. 

Put Iran to the test 
Toronto Star, 2013 II 20 
Editorial: Give talks a chance. That should be the principle that guides American, Russian and 
other policy-makers as negotiations resume in Geneva to stop Iran from getting The Bomb. 
President Barack Obama wants to "buy some additional months" to broker a wider deal to defuse 
the threat Iran poses. And Russian President Vladimir Putin sees a "real chance" for success. Yet 
amidst this high-level hope of a breakthrough under Iran's moderate new president, Hassan 
Rouhani, pressure is nonetheless building in the U.S. Congress to slug Iran with tougher 
economic sanctions before a deal can be cut. That pressure has been driven, in part by alarmist 
messaging from Israel not to broker a "bad and dangerous deal." But striking out at Iran now 
would be perverse. It could undercut both Obama and Rouhani, ensure the talks fail before they 
start, prod Tehran into speeding up its bid for nuclear weapons, and just possibly force the U.S. 
to launch a military strike. 



Spokeswoman Dismisses Reports on Halt in Iran's Enrichment Activities 
Fars News Agency, 2013 11 20 
Tehran - Iranian Foreign Ministry Spokeswoman Marziyeh Afkham strongly rejected some 
western media news reports alleging that Iran has halted a part of its !lUclear enrichment 
activities, and reiterated that the activities of the Atomic Energy Organization ofIran (AEOI) are 
proceeding on a normal track. The western and Israeli media, including Reuters, CNN and the 
Jerusalem Post, reported that the six world powers (the US, Russi~ China, France, Britain and 
Germany) want Iran to halt its most sensitive nuclear fuel-making work and take other measures 
as part of a confidence- building deal that would buy time for negotiations on a more far
reaching settlement of the decade-old dispute, adding that Iran has started complying with their 
demands and stopped part of its enrichment activities momentarily. "The news reports released 
about the halt of our country's nuclear activities are not true," Afkham stressed during a weekly 
press briefing here in Tehran on Tuesday. 

UK's Cameron makes first call to Rouhani 
Press TV, 2013 11 20 
Tehran - Cameron has held a phone conversation with Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, in the 
first such call between a UK premier and an Iranian president in more than a decade. A Downing 
Street spokesman said on Tuesday that Rouhani and Cameron discussed a wide range of issues, 
including the forthcoming nuclear talks between Iran and the six major world powers in the 
Swiss city of Geneva. "On Iran's nuclear program, both leaders agreed that significant progress 
had been made in the recent Geneva negotiations and that it was important to seize the 
opportunity presented by the further round of talks which get under way tomorrow," the 
spokesman said. Iran and the five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council -
Britain, China, France, Russia and the United States -- plus Germany will resume their next 
round of talks on Wednesday. Rouhani and Cameron also discussed the situation in Syria during 
the phone conversation. 

Vote on Iran sanctions put ofT as talks resume 
Washington Post, JoWarrick, Ed O'Keefe, 2013 11 20 
Washington - Lawmakers acknowledged Tuesday that they were unlikely to impose new 
economic sanctions on Iran while sensitive nuclear talks are underway, removing a potential 
obstacle to a diplomatic settlement that U.S. officials say could come within days. The decision 
to delay action on new sanctions came as a new Washington Post-ABC News poll showed 
widespread approval for a deal with Iran, even if that deal means lifting some of the economic 
restrictions that have helped force Iran to the negotiating table. A bipartisan group of senators 
emerged from a two-hour White House meeting saying there would likely be no vote this week 
on proposed new sanctions targeting Iran's oil industry. Still, some lawmakers continue to push 
to ratchet up the pressure on Iran, despite warnings that such a move could prompt the country's 
representatives to abandon international negotiations scheduled to resume Wednesday in 
Geneva. "People are concerned that we're giving up some leverage," Sen. Bob Corker (Tenn.), 
the ranking Republican on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, told reporters after the 
White House meeting. 
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Abu Dhabi DED selects mM Security to protect private customer information 
Gulf News, Staff Report, 2013 11 20 
Abu Dhabi: The Abu Dhabi Department ofEconomic Development (ADDED) announced on 
Monday that it has chosen an mM managed security services solution to ensure protection of its 
information systems infrastructure and customer data. Using sophisticated predictive analytics 
technology, the solution will help anticipate and mitigate threats and any possible breaches, 
providing higher efficiency and productivity to the department's operations. The mM managed 
security services will facilitate round-the-clock monitoring and alerts to investigate and escalate 
incidents effectively, while delivering threat assessments of the severity of potential issues and 
enabling optimisation software to enhance the information security levels. (Full Report). 

AI Qaeda-Iinked group claims responsibility for Beirut's Iranian embassy suicide bombings 
The National (UAE), Staff Report, 2013 II 20 
Beirut - Two suicide bombers killed Iran's cultural attache and 22 other people outside the 
Iranian Embassy in a Shiite neighbourhood ofBeirut yesterday. Footage from local news 
channels showed charred bodies on the ground as flames rose from the remains of several 
vehicles. Aid workers and residents carried away some of the victims on blankets. At least 140 
people were also injured in the blasts in the upscale neighbourhood ofJanah, a stronghold of the 
Lebanese Shiite Hizbollah group. The Abdullah Azzam Brigade, which has links with AI Qaeda, 
said it was responsible for the bombings that have highlighted the intensifying proxy battIe 
between factions fighting in Syria's civil war. The brigade warned more attacks would follow 
unless Hizbollah, which is backed by Iran, withdraws its fighters from Syria. They have fought 
alongside Bashar Al Assad's military against Syrian rebels, helping them to several military 
victorices, notably in Qusayr in May this year. 

AI Qaida in Lebanon? 1 ~b.G",~ ( 

Gulf News, Joseph A. Kechichian, 2013 II 20 
Beirut: Immediately after two powerful explosions targeted the Iranian embassy in Beirut, news 
reports revealed that the Abdullah Azzam Brigades (A.A8) claimed responsibility for the 
dastardly acts that, once again, raised the spectre of the so-called AI Qaida organisation in 
Lebanon. In a Twitter post in Arabic, the group's spiritual guide, Shaikh Siraj AI Deen Zuraykat, 
affirmed that "two Sunni heroes ofLebanon," carried out the "double martyrdom operation," and 
warned that the group was ready to continue its operations until Hezbollah pulled its fighters out 
of Syria. However, details of the group remained murky and full of controversy. Some sources 
claimed the group was established in 2009, led by Saleh Al Qarawi, a Saudi national wanted by 
Interpol, while others insisted that it was created by Iranian secret services in 2003 . However, 
Lebanese Intelligence sources confirmed denied that the group had ties to Al Qaida saying the 
accusations were 'mere fabrications.' 

AI-Qaida frappe l'Iran au Liban 
Le Figaro, Sibylle Rizk, 2013 11 20 
Beyrouth - En visant I'ambassade d'lran it Beyrouth, les djihadistes ont voulu punir Teheran pour 
son soutien au regime syrien. PROCHE-ORIENT. La panique s'est emparee des Libanais mardi 
peu apres 9 h 30 du matin it l'annonce de I'attentat survenu dans Ie quartier tres frequente de Bir 
Hassan, en banlieue sud de Beyrouth. Les images de destruction et de sang inondent les ecrans 
de television. Le bilan apparait d'emblee comme tres lourd : au total au moins 24 personnes ont 



ete tuees et 146 blessees, ce qui en fait I'un des attentats les plus meurtriers au Liban, depuis 
I'assassinat de I'ex-premier ministre Rafic Hariri en fevrier 2005. L'armee affirme en debut 
d'apres-midi qu'il s'agit d'un double attentat suicide: une premiere depuis la periode de la guerre 
civile de 1975-1990. Le scenario rappelle etrangement les attaques meurtrieres imputees ill'Iran, 
qui avaient vise iI y a trente ans exactement les baraquements des marines americains et Ie poste 
militaire franyais du Drakkar. 

Armed Forces Control Qara, Seize Terrorists Criminal Tools in Daraa 
Syria Times, 2013 II 20 
Provinces - The armed forces continued successful operations across the country, eliminating 
large number of terrorists and re- controlling many areas. On Tuesday, units of the armed forces 
imposed full control over the city of Qara in Damascus Countryside after crushing the terrorists' 
last groupings there. In a statement to a local media, a military source said that all the dens of the 
terrorists and their ringleaders were eliminated, while scores of explosive devices, which the 
terrorists had planted in neighborhoods, streets and houses, were dismantled. The special 
operation, which the army carried out to seize control of Qara, took 24 hours and resulted in 
killing large numbers of terrorists, most of them are affiliated to Jabhat a1-Nusra and "Islam 
Brigade", according to the field commander. Terrorists ofLibyan, Saudi, Yemeni, Egyptian and 
Tunisian nationalities were identified among the dead, while some of the terrorists ran away 
towards Arsal town inside the Lebanese territories. 

Bahrain court upholds jail terms for 17 activists 
Bahrain Daily News, 2013 II 20 
Manama - A Bahrain appeals court has upheld jail terms of up to 15 years for 17 opposition 
activists convicted over attacks on police in the country, a judicial source said Tuesday. The 
Manama court, which delivered the verdicts on Monday, also reduced by seven years sentences 
for three other defendants in the same case, the source said. The group of activists were tried on 
charges of attempting to murder police, carrying out arson attacks on their vehicles, causing 
public disturbance and possessing Molotov cocktails. The charges followed a firebomb attack in 
February 2012 on a police station in Sitra, a predominantly Shiite village near Manama, that left 
one policeman injured and the front of the station damaged. It came a year after protests broke 
out against Bahrain's government, in an uprising to demand democratic reforms that was quelled 
in a month. At least 89 people have been killed since the protests began, according to the 
International Federation for Human Rights. (Full Report). 

Beirut bombing sees Iran drawn deeper into Lebanon quagmire 
Times oflsrael, Avi Issacharoff, 2013 II 20 
Jerusalem - The double suicide bombing at the Iranian embassy in Beirut on Tuesday morning 
was anything but a surprise. In fact, it was almost expected given the battles in Syria between 
radical Sunni forces, on the one hand and Hezbollah and Iranian Revolutionary Guards forces on 
the other, along with the threats by al-Qaeda groups in Syria to hit Iranian targets in the area. 
Nonetheless, the bombings raise the confrontation between Sunnis and Shiites in Lebanon and 
Syria to new heights. Two suicide bombers acting in coordination, bent on harming as many 
Shiites as possible, may be an almost routine phenomenon in Iraq, but in Lebanon it represents 
an unprecedented escalation in hostilities. In similar fashion to the methods used by Hezbollah 
and the Revolutionary Guards against Western targets in Lebanon in the early 1980s, Tuesday's 



assailants -- who apparently belong to an al-Qaeda offshoot -- sent two bombers in a coordinated 
attack: The result was devastating: 23 fatalities and almost 50 injured. 

Beirut Bombs Strike at Iran As Assad's Ally 
New York Times, Multiple reporters, 2013 II 20 ~ 
Beirut - A double bombing struck the Iranian Embassy compound in Beirut on Tuesday, in the 
deadliest assault on Iran's interests since it emerged as the most forceful backer of the Syrian 
government against an armed insurgency. The frontal attack struck a symbol of the country's 
powerful influence in Lebanon and neighboring Syria. The AbdullaH Azzarn Brigades, an 
offshoot of AI Qaeda that operates in Lebanon, claimed responsibility for the bombings, which 
killed at least 23 people, including an Iranian diplomat. Syria, Iran and He:lbollah, the Lebanese 
militant organization, pointed fingers at Israel and Saudi Arabia, and officials said it was unclear 
who had carried out the attack. Regardless, it was quickly seen as retaliation against Iran and 
Hezbollah, Iran's ally, for supporting the Syrian government. The double bombing highlighted 
the risks and costs that Iran faces over Syria, which some analysts have called Iran's Vietnam. 
Others say Iran has successfully turned its support for Syria's president, Bashar aI-Assad, into a 
powerful international trump card that strengthens its hand in negotiations over its disputed 
nuclear program. "Today's event demonstrates the political and economic costs of Syria for Iran," 
said Cliff Kupchan, an Iran analyst at Eurasia Group, a political risk consultancy based in 
Washington. "Syria is a kind offlytrap for the Iranians. They're just stuck to it." 

Beirut's Iranian Embassy is the target in a widening war between Shia and Sunni 
The Independent (UK), Robert Fisk, 2013 II 20 
Beirut - It was a message, of course: the two bombs only metres from the Iranian embassy, the 
Iranian cultural attache dead, the explosion heard across Beirut and all the vile detritus of the 
event; the leg under the broken balcony, the bits of teeth, the jaw with beard attached, the blood 
swamping the road. At least 22 others were slaughtered. But how could you tell amid this horror? 
This was Shia Muslim territory in Beirut and the burning cars and smashed buildings of Jnah in 
south Beirut were quickly surrounded by uniformed Hezbollah militiamen and young men 
waving silver pistols. A suicide bomber, we were told. There was another story. A small bomb to 
lure people into the street and then a massive car bomb to cut them down. Then one of the black
uniformed men said he believed a suicide bomber had set off the first, smaller bomb. Iranian 
embassy guards had tried to prevent the second blast - which tore the embassy gate from its 
hinges. At least 160 people were wounded in the two explosions. In the days ofTwitter, who can 
trust Ii self-proclaimed al-Qa'ida outfit called the Abdullah Azzam brigades, which claimed the 
bombings and told Hezbollah to leave Syria? But could there be a more obvious target for those 
who curse Hezbollah's military support for Bashar aI-Assad in Damascus? Could there be a more 
ruthless way of hitting at the Shias ofLebanon than to go for the jugular and set off bombs so 
close to the embassy ofa country which has sent its own Shia fighters to Syria? Offices of pro
Syrian television stations stand - or did stand - around the street. Only a week ago, Sayed Hassan 
Nasrallah, Hezbollah's leader, warned that Lebanon was heading for a grave crisis. He was right. 

Bombings in Beirut linked to Syrian conflict 
Washington Post, Loveday Morris, Ahmed Ramadan, 2013 1120 
Beirut - The debris-strewn, bloodstained street outside the Iranian Embassy in Beirut lay as mute 
testimony of another dark day in Lebanon on Tuesday, when nearly two dozen people were 



killed in a double suicide bombing, the latest in a string of sectarian attacks to blight the country. 
The first bomber, on a motorcycle, struck at a checkpoint just yards from the embassy in the Bir 
Hasan area of the capital, according to security officials and the army. The blast drew residents 
out onto the street and their balconies, exposing them to the more powei'&!1 suicide car bombing 
that occurred minutes later. By day's end, the death toll from the twin blasts stood at 23, with 147 
people injured, according to the Health Ministry. Iran's state-run Islamic Republic News Agency 
(IRNA) confirmed that the country's cultural attache, Ibrahim sari, was among the dead. The 
Abdullah Azzam Brigades, the al-Qaeda-linked Sunni militant group that asserted responsibility 
for Tuesday's attack, made clear that the Syrian war was the motive and demanded that 
Hezbollah pull out its fighters. "The attack on the Iranian Embassy in Beirut-was a twin 
martyrdom operation by two heroes of the Sunni in Lebanon," Sheik Sirajeddine Zuraiqat, a 
cleric affiliated with the group, said in a message posted on Twitter. 

Brotherhood members in UAE channelled millions to Egypt, trial hean 
The National (UAE), Ayesha Al Khoori, 2013 11 20 
Abu Dhabi - Members of a Muslim Brotherhood cell channelled US$2 million (Dh7.3m) back to 
the parent group in Egypt, prosecutors alleged on Tuesday. Egyptian members of the group also 
copied and spread the confidential contents ofa memory drive, a court was told. The court heard 
last week that the drive was given to an Egyptian, M?A, by mistake by a First Warrant Officer in 
the Supreme Council for National Security, The drive contained details of people connected to 
the Muslim Brotherhood and information and PowerPoint presentations about the group, the 
prosecution said on Tuesday. All the contents were strictly confidential and intended for use by 
National Security officers only, the court was told as the prosecution began the oral presentation 
of its case. Thirty men are on trial at the Federal Supreme Court accused of establishing and 
running a branch of the Muslim Brotherhood. 

Challenges in the Middle East for US defence companies 
The National (UAE), Tom Arnold, 2013 II 20 
Abu Dhabi - US defence companies are increasingly looking to Middle East buyers to help offset 
sagging military spending at home. But their quest to secure purchases is happening against a 
backdrop of more distant relations between Washington and some of its allies in the region. Last 
year about 7 per cent ofLockheed Martin's US$47.2 billion sales originated from the Middle 
East. "We certainly expect that to grow in the region as we think we have products and 
capabilities that our customers in the region need," said Marillyn Hewson, chief executive of 
Lockheed Martin, the largest US defence company, in an interview at the Dubai Airshow. 
"Certainly around missile defence products we provide, F-16s, C-130Js, work we're doing in 
satellite communication, cyber security - a whole range ofiT services we provide." 

Chechen Blowback: Meet the Rebel Commander Assad, Russia and the U.S. All Fear 
Wall Street Journal, Alan Cullison, 2013 11 20 
Unidentified placeline - For months, Syrian government forces hunkered down at a remote air 
base north of Aleppo, deftly fending off rebel assaults -- until one morning a war machine 
rumbled out of the countryside, announcing that the Chechens had arrived. The final capture of 
the airport in August immediately boosted the prestige of its unruly mastermind Tarkhan 
Batirashvili, according to analysts -- an ethnic Chechen whose warring skills, learned in the U.S.
funded Georgian army, are now being put to use by a group deeply at odds with more 



mainstream Western-backed rebels. The jihadi commander has recently emerged from obscurity 
to be the northern commander in Syria of the Islamic State ofTraq and the Sham (ISIS), an al 
Qaeda-connected coalition whose thousands of Arab and foreign fighters have overrun key 
Syrian military bases, staged public executions and muscled aside American-backed moderate 
rebel groups trying to topple President Bashar ai-Assad. Conversations with Mr. Batirashvili's 
relatives and two of his former army commanders reveal a complex portrait ofa modernjihadist 
from the former Soviet Union, motivated by misfortune as much as newly found religious zeal. 

China to build new power plants and develop ports in Yemen 
Yemen Times, Rammah A1-Jubari, 2013 1120 
Sana'a - Yemen's relations with China are expanding, President Abdu Kabu Mansour Hadi told 
state-run media. The Yemeni leaders statement came following the signing of multiple contracts 
between the nations, allowing China to build new power plants and develop ports in the Arab 
country. Hadi wrapped up a five-day visit to Beijing on Friday. Based on one of the mutual 
agreements President Hadi signed with his Chinese counterpart, Xi Jingping, China will provide 
Yemen with a new power plant that will have a total output capacity of 5,000 megawatts. Saleh 
Sumai, Yemen's minister of electricity and energy, said that the construction of new power plants 
will begin in the next one to two months and one of the plants will be based in Shabwa. The 
state-run Saba news agency quoted President Hadi as saying that the power plants will be gas 
and coal powered. 

Chronique d'une tragedie annoncee 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Elie Fayad, 2013 1J 20 
Beyrouth - La situation. II y a quelques mois, Ie secretaire general du Hezbollah, Hassan 
Nasrallah, portait au grand jour, lors de I'une de ses innombrables apparitions televisees, la 
nouvelle de I'implication de son parti dans Ie sanglant conflit syrien. Ce jour-la, il avait pris soin 
d'adresser au camp adverse un message dont la substance peut etre nlsumee en ces terme~ : etant 
donne que nous sommes en desaccord sur tout, mais qu'en meme temps nous voudrions preserver 
la paix civile au Liban, allons guerroyer tous ensemble en Syrie, vous aux cotes de l'opposition et 
nous avec Ie regime, et laissons Ie calme prevaloir sur Ie territoire libanais. A l'epoque, ce qui 
avait choque dans cette proposition, ce n'est pas tant son immoralite et Ie mepris qu'elle exprime 
pour les parties syriennes au conflit ; c'est surtout qU'elle reflete, du moins en apparence, une 
absence de sens des realites, ou plutot un surcroit de confiance en soi et, disons- Ie, d'arrogance. 

David's Sling shoots down baUistic missile in trial 
Jerusalem Post, Yaakov Lappin, 2013 11 20 
Jerusalem - The Ministry ofDefense and the US Missile Defense Agency (MSA) held a 
successful test of the David's Sling air defense system on Wednesday morning, in which a 
ballistic missile was shot down and destroyed. David's Sling is designed to intercept intermediate 
and short- range rockets and cruise missiles, and should be effective against a good portion of 
Hezbollah's rocket arsenal. The trial saw a David's Sling battery fire an interceptor at "a ballistic 
target from short range," and examined the remainder of the system's components for the first 
time, the Defense Ministry said in a statement. After a ballistic missile was fired, David's Sling 
MMR radar identified it, passed along its trajectory to the fire management system, which 
formulated a defensive interception. A David's Sling interceptor was then fired, striking and 
destroying the target successfully. 



Deadly bomb attacks strike Baghdad 
AI Jazeera, 20 \3 II 20 
Baghdad - A spate ofbombings in the Iraqi capital Baghdad mostly ta(geting Shia 
neighbourhoods has killed at least 28 people and wounded 65, security and medical officials 
said. Wednesday's blasts struck across Baghdad from around 7:30am (0430 GMJ) onwards, 
according to the officials who spoke on condition of anonymity. Police officials said the 
deadliest attack was in the central Sadria neighbourhood, where a parked car bomb went off at an 
outdoor market, killing five shoppers and wounding 15. Other attacks ·took place in Shaab, 
Tobchi, Karrada, Azamiyah and Amil neighbourhoods. AI Jazeera's Imran Khan, reporting from 
Baghdad, said the death toll could have been higher as the attacks happened on a day that has 
been declared a holiday by the government due to heavy rains. Our correspondent said there had 
been no reaction from the government yet. 

Dubai Police introduced to hand-thrown drone at Airshow launch 
The National (UAE), Caline Malek, 20 \3 II 20 
Dubai - A British defence company specialising in designing, developing and operating 
unmanned systems has launched a small precision product that has "eyes in the sky". The 75
centimetre wingspan Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UA V), called iStart, is to be used for 
surveillance. "It gets unfolded, shaken and thrown into the air with a ground control station to 
log in details about where it's meant to look and land," said Dr Y oge Patel, chief executive of 
Blue Bear, which launched the product. "It's a very high-precision flight. It has a high level of 
automation and autonomy. You don't need to fly this plane, you just unpack it and throw it into 
the air." The launch is automated by a flight control system that comes into playas soon as there 
is movement. "The avionics will do all the thinking," Dr Patel said. "The cameras are clipped on 
for day and night." She said the iStart, made of foam, was easier to use than current UAV s. 

Eight policemen killed in south Yemen ambush 
Agence France Presse, 2013 II 20 
Aden - Gunmen ambushed and killed eight policemen Monday near a gas terminal in southern 
Yemen, a security official told AFP. The attack took place as the police were driving to a 
security checkpoint near the Belhaf terminal, in the southern Shabwa province, the official said. 
"Armed men in two cars opened fire on the policemen, killing them on the spot," he said. He was 
unable to identify the assailants or explain their motives. Earlier Monday, a special forces officer 
was abducted by armed men northeast ofBalhaf, and his body was later found to the west. He 
had been shot three. times. The corpse was found not far from where the eight policemen were 
killed, another security source said. Yemeni security personnel have come under increasing 
attack in recent months, particularly in the south and east of the country, with authorities 
generally blaming AI Qaida. 

Entre Jerusalem et Ramallah, 15 km, un checkpoint et un changement de ton significatif 
Le Monde, David Revault D'AIlonnes, 2013 II 20 
Ramallah - " Je serai toujours I'ami d'Israel ", avait-il attaque en hebreu, la veille, apeine Ie pied 
pose sur Ie tarmac de I'aeroport de Tel-Aviv. " Vive I'amitie entre la France et la Palestine ", a 
lance Fran,<ois Hollande, lundi 18 novembre aRamallah, aI'occasion d'une conference de presse 
tenue avec Ie president de I'Autorite palestinienne, Mahmoud Abbas. Entre les deux formules, il 



y avait une vingtaine d'heures et quelques dizaines de kilometres d'ecart, ainsi qu'un checkpoint, 
celui de Betounia, passe sans encombre par Ie president. Uy ayait aussi et surtout, une variation 
de ton significative. Entre Israeliens et Palestiniens, Franoyois Hollande, certes, a dementi toute 
forme de double langage : " Je ne cherche pas un equilibre, une espece de parallelisme des 
formes. Ce que je fais ici en Palestine, ce que j'ai fait hier en Israel, c'est etre utile, a- t-i1 evacue. 
Je n'ai pas avouloir en faire plus pour les uns ou plus pour les autres, j'ai afaire plus pour la 
paix. " l; " 

~ OAf.. ,. 
French President in Israel Seeking Improved Political and Economic Ties 
The Media Line, Felice Friedson and Rye Druzin, 2013 II 20 .. 
Jerusalem - In the aftermath of a rare break with European allies that scuttled the anticipated 
agreement between Iran and the Western powers, an assertive French President Francois 
Hollande arrived in Israel on Sunday to a welcoming public and grateful government. But while 
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu may want to gush about France's role in delaying 
what he sees as a disastrous deal, Hollande is much more focused on tapping into Israel's know
how to help his country's beleaguered economy. "Israel is, from an economic point ofview, with 
the high-tech industry, considered to be very valuable," Dr. Tsilla Hershco, a senior research 
associate at Bar-Han University's Begin-Sadat (BESA) Center for Strategic Studies told The 
Media Line. "With all the turmoil around us, Israel is considered the one stable state in the 
Middle East from a political and economic point of view,. " 

Hezbollah's strategy in Qalamoun 
Now Lebanon, Qassem Qassir, 2013 II 20 
Beirut - Against a backdrop of the new developments regarding the start of the Qalamoun battle 
in Syria's Qara and the twin blasts that rocked Jnah near the Iranian Embassy in Dahiyeh, sources 
close to Hezbollah reported that the party is committed to its decision to fight in Syria and is 
leading the Qalamoun battle based on a new strategy of slowly munching away from the media 
spotlight even as it predicts new explosive attacks in various Lebanese regions. According to 
these informed sources, Hezbollah operatives' strategy in the Qalamoun campaign is different 
from the one implemented in the Qusayr battle. The current offensive is calm and slow, focusing 
on eating away at villages and regions gradually rather than launching a lightning-fast, direct 
attack, as was the case in the battle for Qusayr and its province. The mountainous geography of 
the vast Qalamoun region calls for different military tactics based on besieging each individual 
village and to~ the sources said. 

High Court refuses to free alleged al-Qaida arch terrorist held without charge for 3 years 
Jerusalem Post Yonah Jeremy Bob, 2013 II 20 
Jerusalem - The High Court ofJustice on Tuesday rejected a request from an alleged al- Qaida 
arch-terrorist to be freed from administrative detention after over three years. The court accepted 
the state's arguments that Samer Abed a-Latif ai-Barak was an arch-terrorist who had training in 
and headed al-Qaida's biological weapons program, had recruited many violent followers and 
had significant contact with top al- Qaida leaders such as its current chief Ayman al- Zawahiri. A 
three-justice panel ofDaphna Barak-Erez, Edna Arbel and Uzi Vogelman said that being kept in 
administrative detention for more than three years with no definite end in sight was "not a 
situation to be accepted lightly," but that in light of how dangerous Barak was, "at this time there 
is no less harmful method" for preventing him from returning to carrying out terrorist attacks. 



Noting what it called new intelligence regarding Barak, the court said there was no basis to argue 
that he had become less dangerous over time. 

IAF strikes targets in Gaza Strip in response to mortar fire 
Jerusalem Post, Yaakov Lappin, 2013 II 20 . • 
Jerusalem - The air force struck four terrorist targets in Gaza on Tuesday evening in response to 
Palestinian mortar fire earlier in the day' at soldiers in the Eshkol region. The IDF said it hit a 
weapons manufacturing site and two attack tunnels in southern Gaza, and a fourth terrorist 
activity center in the north of the Strip. "This is in response to the projectile fire on our forces 
who were working near the [border] fence this morning," the IDF Spokesman's Office. It added 
that the military will not tolerate any attempt to harm civilians or soldiers, and will act against 
any element seeking to activate terrorism against the State ofIsrael. "The terror organization of 
Hamas is the address, and it bears responsibility," the IDF Spokesman's Office said. On Tuesday 
morning, a Gazan mortar shell struck in the Eshkol region. No injuries or damage were reported. 
Soldiers were operating in the area where the mortar shell landed near the Gaza border fence. 

Iraq minister defends curbs on protests 
Gulf News, Mayada AI Askari, 2013 11 20 
Dubai : As a draft law to regulate demonstrations is currently under discussion in parliament, 
Iraq's Minister ofHuman Rights assured Gulf News that the government is keen on ensuring 
citizens their constitutional rights. Mohammad Shia AI Sudani has denied an outright ban on 
demonstrations and but insisted some regulations be implemented. Currently, all demonstration 
requests have been rejected by the government and security forces have been cracking down on 
any rallies that do take place. Iraq accuses some neighbouring countries of backing terrorist 
groups in the country and encouraging anti-government demonstrations. "There are conspiracy 
theories suggesting that some regional countries have supported groups in Iraq which are 
working to stir up sedition, sectarianism and hatred amongst Iraqis who have lived in unity and 
harmony for thousands of years," AI Sudani explained. 

Israel on alert over suspected Hezbollah tunnel activity 
Lebanon Daily Star, Mohammed Zaatari, 2013 11 20 
Sidon - Israel has stepped up its spying activities along the border with Lebanon, fearing 
Hezbollah may have built an underground tunnel into the Jewish state, Lebanese security sources 
said Monday. A senior security source told The Daily Star that Israel was increasingly worried 
that Hezbollah might have established a passage connecting south Lebanon to an unspecified 
area in Israel. The recent discovery of two tunnels from the Hamas-run Gaza Strip into Israel has 
increased their fears, the source added. The Israeli Army has said that one of the recently 
discovered tunnels was packed with explosives and stretched tens of meters into the Jewish state. 
The source said Israeli concerns f:Iezbollah might have dug a tunnel across the border prompted 
their military to survey the settlement ofMetula, located near the southern Lebanese village of 
Kfar Kila. Their activity reportedly drew the suspicion ofLebanese authorities, who are 
monitoring the situation along the border closely. 

L'ambassade d'Iran it Beyrouth visee par un double attentat, 23 morts 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 11 19 
Beyrouth - L'ambassade d'Iran II Beyrouth a ete visee mardi par un double attentat ayant fait au 



moins 23 morts et pres de 150 blesses, ont indique des sources officielles libanaises alors qu'un 
groupe jihadiste a revendique I'attaque. Le conseiller culturel, un religieux, a ete tue dans 
l'attentat selon des sources officielles libanaises et iraniennes. Un membre du service de securite 
de I'ambassade, lui aussi de nationalite iranienne, a egalement peri dans l'attaque, selon les 
medias iraniens. II s'agit de la premiere attaque visant I'lran depuis Ie debut du conflit en Syrie, 
ou Teheran a depeche des experts militaires et encourage Ie Hezbollah libanais ainsi que des 
miliciens chiites irakiens a participer aux combats aux cotes des troupes du president Bachar al
Assad. 

L'ambassade d'Iran visee par un double attentat: Bir Hassan compte ses victimes 
L'Drient-Le Jour, Anne-Marie EI-Hage, 2013 11 20 
Beyrouth - Des immeubles devastes. Des balcons effondres. Des volets debo1tes. Des vitres 
. brisees. Images de desolation d'une rue du quartier cossu de Bir Hassan, dans la banlieue sud de 
Beyrouth, la rue Mohammad Fakih, appelee communement rue des Ambassades, car elle 
regroupe les ambassades d'Iran, du Yemen et du Maroc. Une heure trente plus tot, peu apres 
9h30, ee quartier residentiel qui abrite aussi Ie Golf Club de Beyrouth, la television al-Mayadeen 
et la caseme Henri Ch6hab, est secoue par un double attentat-suicide qui vise l'ambassade d'Iran. 
Les incendies ont deja ete eteints. Les blesses, les morts evacues. Parmi ees demiers, Ie 
conseiller culturel de l'ambassade iranienne, cheikh Ibrahim Ansari, qui n'a pas survecu, de 
meme que cinq gardiens de l'ambassade et un technicien d'Dgero, Abdel Nasser Zanit 

Le service minimum de M. HoJlande aIa·Knesset 
Le Monde, David Revault d'A1lonnes et Laurent Zecchini, 2013 11 20 
Jerusalem - Arret de la colonisation et partage de Jerusalem : Ie president fran~ais a reitere la 
position traditionnelle de Paris Son equipe I'avait annonce, Ie discours du president ne serait pas 
fracassant La promesse, de ee point de vue, fut parfaitement tenue. Fran~ois Hollande a lui
meme reconnu, lundi 18 novembre, ala tribune de la Knesset, Ie Parlement israeli en, qu'il 
n'innovait pas : " La position de la France est connue : c'est un reglement negocie pour que les 
Etats d'Israel et de Palestine, ayant tous deux Jerusalem pour capitale, puissent coexister en paix 
et en securite. " C'etait dit, sans rien ajouter ni retrancher : la position traditionnelle de la France. 
Le president de la Republique savait qu'il ne pouvait manquer de rappeler au moins eela, 
puisqu'en eette meme enceinte, Nicolas Sarkozy, pourtant considere comme plus proche d'Israel 
que M, Hollande (du moins au debut de son mandat), avait souligne, Ie 23 juin 2008, qu'il " ne 
peut y avoir de paix sans la reconnaissance de Jerusalem comme capitale des deux Etats ". 

More attacks likely but Iran won't respond in kind 
Lebanon Daily Star, Mirella Hodeib, 2013 ] I 20 
Beirut - The twin suicide attack targeting the Iranian Embassy in Beirut Tuesday marks a 
significant escalation that is a direct result ofIran's role in Syria and is unlikely to be the last of 
such deadly incidents in Lebanon, analysts told The Daily Star. "Both the tactics employed and 
the specific targeting of the attack is a notable qualitative escalation from the previous bombings 
we've seen in Beirut in recent months," said Charles Lister, an analyst at the London-based IHS 
Jane's Terrorism and Insurgency Center. Lister and other analysts all agree that the latest 

. bombings are yet another indication that the region - and Lebanon in particular - is being drawn 
further into the Syrian war. "The conflict in Syria already encompasses dynamics far wider than 
Syria alone, and attacks like this one underline that concretely," Lister said. In a unique 



operation, two suicide bombers - one on a motorcycle with an explosives-laden belt and the other 
one driving a rigged car - targeted Iran's embassy in Beifl!t, illing at least 25 people and 
wounding more than 150. 

News agencies embrace information technology 
Arab News, Rashid Hassan, 2013 11 20 
Riyadh - Abdul Aziz Khoja, minister of culture and information, launched the fourth News 
Agencies World Congress (NAWC) in Riyadh on Monday. Khojah is also the chairman of the 
board ofdirectors of the state-run Saudi Press Agency (SPA), which is hosting the ,congress. He 
called upon the media fraternity at the largest gathering of international media to brace 
themselves for the challenges faced by the information technology sector in the 21 st century. 
"Today, the world is full of changes and contradictions," he said. "Media play an important role 
as a communicator around the world. The main goal of this media conference is to get a better 
understanding of new developments and the future role of media around the world. We aim to 
share experiences and expertise." The minister hoped the conference would lay foundations for 
positive cooperation among news agencies in the world during the three-day brainstorming 
session, 

Options Narrowed, U.S. Is Said to Weigh Destroying Syrian Chemicals at Sea 
New York Times, Thorn Shanker, Eric Schmitt, 2013 II 20 
Washington - Unable to find a country willing to dispose of Syria's chemical weapons, the 
United States is considering plans to place the chemical components of the weapons on a barge 
where they would be dissolved or incinerated, according to senior American officials. The two 
systems under review are intended to destroy the precursor materials that are designed to be 
combined to form chemical munitions. Syria's smaller arsenal of operational chemical weapons 
would be destroyed separately, officials said. Officials from the Organization for the Prohibition 
of Chemical Weapons, which is operating in Syria to locate and identifY the weapons, would 
monitor the destruction, which would be carried out following safety standards set by legislation 
in the United States and the European Union, according to officials familiar with the proposal. 
Officials did not say whether any chemical residue would be dumped in the ocean. The system 
could be operational in 75 days. 

Policemen are ambushed by al-Qaeda 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 11 20 
Sana'a - Officials confirmed on Monday that eight policemen were killed following an ambush 
by armed militants allegedly linked to al-Qaeda at an army checkpoint near the gas terminal of 
Belhafin the province ofShabwa. Belhafis now considered one of the main ports of Yemen, 
particularly after the success of Yemen LNG project for constructing a liquefied natural gas in 
2006. The policemen who were posted near the checkpoint as extra security were attacked by al
Qaeda in what the authorities believe to be yet another sabotage attempt by the terror group, 
Over the past two years, al-Qaeda has tried to derail Yemen's central government efforts to 
rebuilt the impoverished nation and successfully complete its transition of power without 
reverting to violence and senseless bloodshed. 

President Hadi will stay on 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 11 20 



Sana'a - Special UN Envoy to Yemen, Jamal Benomar confirmed that in all likelihood President 
Abdo Rabbo Mansour Hadi, who was elected as Yemen's transition president in 2012's one 
candidate elections, will stay on much longer than first anticipated. Benomar told reporters on 
Saturday that since President Hadi had faced many roadblocks and many delays, his term at the 
presidency would have to be extended in order for him to complete the tasks assigned to him by 
the GeC. Under the GeC-brokered power transfer initiative, Hadi was charged with 
transitioning Yemen into a modem civil state under the banner ofnew constitution and reformed 
institutions. Through the organization of a National Dialogue Conference, the impoverished 
nation's many warring tribal and political factions were meant to bridge their differences and 
mend their ties through dialogue; moving all conflicts onto the political arena and away from the 
battlefield. 

Quiet calm of Bir Hasan shattered, residents say 
Lebanon Daily Star, Wassim Mroueh, 2013 II 20 
Beirut - The twin suicide bombings that rocked the southern Beirut neighborhood ofBir Hasan 
shattered the peace and calm that has characterized the quiet residential area for years, sparking 
fears among its residents that the worst was yet to come. "I heard the sound ofa small explosion. 
Just like everybody else in the neighborhood, I went outside to see what happened and where the 
smoke was billowing from," Rabih Istanbuli said, standing outside one of two furniture 
showrooms he manages in the area. "A few minutes later, there was a very loud explosion. I saw 
people falling from balconies and glass falling on people who came out to see what was 
happening," he told The Daily Star. Two suicide bombers attacked the Iranian Embassy in Bir 
Hasan just before 10 a.m., killing at least 25 people and wounding more than ISO, security 
sources said. The Abdullah Azzam Brigades, an A1-Qaeda-linked group, Claimed responsibility 
for the attack. Several Arab embassies are located in Bir Hasan. 

Six Other Iranian Embassy Staff Confirmed Dead in Beirut Suicide- Blasts 
Fars News Agency, 2013 II 20 
Tehran - Six local embassy staff have also been killed in the terrorist bomb blasts near the 
Iranian embassy in Beirut today, local officials said, after the embassy's cultural attache was also 
confirmed dead earlier in the day. Head of the Iranian Embassy's security team and five of his 
men have also been among more than two dozen people killed in the twin blasts which struck an 
area near the embassy compound in Beirut Tuesday morning. "Rezwan Fares, a Lebanese 
national who was in charge of the security of the Iranian embassy in Beirut and was also known 
as Hajj Reza, and the Ambassador's personal bodyguard stopped the suicide-bomber from 
entering the embassy compound and opened fire on him, when the suicide- bomber exploded his 
jacket," local officials told FNA's bureau in Beirut Tuesday afternoon. A Lebanese government 
source said Iran's Cultural Attache Ebrahim Ansari was entering the embassy as the blasts took 
place, adding that the Iranian official died of his wounds at a Beirut hospital. 

Suicide bombers kill 25 near Iran embassy in Beirut 
Lebanon Daily Star, Rima S. Aboulmona, 2013 II 20 
Beirut - Two suicide bombers - one driving a rigged car and the other on a motorcycle with an 
explosives belt - attacked Iran's Embassy in Beirut Tuesday, killing at least 25 people including 
an Iranian diplomat and wounding more than ISO, security sources said. The attack, confirmed 
by Lebanon's military prosecutor as the work of suicide bombers, was claimed by an Al-Qaeda



linked group and is the latest in a spate ofdeadly bombings linked to the war in Syria. "The 
Abdullah Azzam brigades - the Hussein bin Ali cells - ... are behind the attack on the Iranian 
embassy in Beirut," Sheikh Sirajeddine Zuraiqat, the group's religious guide, said on his Twitter 
feed. "It is a twin suicide operation by two heroes from the Sunni community in Lebanon," he 
said, warning that that the group - a Lebanon- based Al-Qaeda affiliate - would carry out further 
attacks until Hezbollah withdraws its fighters from Syria and-Islamist detainees in Lebanon are 
released. 

<9c1' .....0
Suicide slaughter at Iranian embassy . O~ 
Now Lebanon, Alex Rowell, 2013 11 20 
Beirut - There was still a bloodied body squirming on the ground when NOW arrived at 
Jerusalem Street Tuesday morning, surrounded by rescue workers frantically trying to lift the 
semi-conscious man onto a stretcher. The Lebanese army, in tandem with plain-clothed security 
forces including some wearing yellow armbands bearing the Hezbollah logo, had sealed off an 
adjacent fifty-meter stretch of the street outside the Iranian embassy in Beirut's predominantly 
Shiite Jnah suburb, where earlier two suicide bombers had detonated over 50kg of explosives, 
killing 23 and wounding over 150. In the minutes following the explosions, television stations 
aired disturbing footage of charred corpses sprawled before blazing rows of cars, the air thick 
with clouds of black smoke. By the time NOW arrived, the fires had been doused, but pools of 
blood still dotted the street, dyeing the countless shards of glass blown out of hundreds of 
windows from the surrounding apartment blocks. At least a dozen cars lay mangled and 
squashed. 

Syria: Geneva n conference to be held in mid-December 
Asharq Al-Awsat, Caroline Akoum, 2013 11 20 
Beirut and London - UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon announced on Monday that the 
Geneva II peace conference on the Syrian conflict will be held in mid-December. The secretary
general said UN-Arab League envoy Lakhdar Brahimi will try to set the exact date during a 
meeting between US and Russian diplomats in Geneva on November 25. The Syrian opposition, 
meanwhile, is coming under American pressure to accept an invitation by Russia to go to 
Moscow to discuss the peace conference. The Syrian National Coalition, the most prominent 
alliance ofopposition groups, is waiting for Russia to set new dates for meetings with Russian 
officials after rejecting the first suggested dates ofNovember 18 to 21, in order to avoid meeting 
a Syrian government delegation. Speaking to Asharq AI-Awsat, Coalition member Samir Al
Nashar said he hoped that talks with Russia would adhere to the points previously announced by 
the Coalition on Geneva II. 

Targeting officials: Assassination toll casts shadow on Yemen 
Yemen Times, Ali Ibrahim AI-Moshki, 2013 11 20 
Sana'a - The Yemeni government is reckoning with troubling questions about its ability to 
respond to militant attacks both in its urban and rural areas and other ongoing security-related 
issues. Besides ongoing clashes between the Houthis and Salafis in Dammaj and increasing 
disagreements among major political stakeholders at the National Dialogue Conference (NDe), 
targeting military and security officials has become a major challenge facing Yemen's 
transitional government over the past year. A data-driven investigation conducted by The Yemen 
Times found that at least 93 security or army officials have been assassinated by unidentified 



gunmen across the country in the course of seven months, from April 1 through the end of 
October. Many have called 2013 the bloodiest year on record in terms of assassinations and 
attempted assassinations. I. 0 
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Terror attack puts Lebanon on brink ~ 0 '"''T 

Lebanon Daily Star, Hussein Dakroub, 2013 11 20 Q 

Beirut - Lebanon slid into further turmoil Tuesday, facing the threat-of Iraq-style sectarian 
violence, after two suicide bombers - one driving a rigged car and the other on a motorcycle with 
an explosives belt - attacked the Iranian Embassy in Beirut. Twenty-five people were li:iIIed, 
including an Iranian diplomat, and more than 150 wounded, security sources said. World leaders 
condemned the bombings and called for restraint to prevent tensions from escalating in Lebanon, 
which is already reeling under the repercussions of the conflict in Syria. The twin bombings, the 
first of its kind to target an embassy since the 1975-90 Civil War, showed how quickly Lebanon 
has been pulled into the Syrian war and the grave consequences for the country's fragile security 
and stability. The bombings, which have sent shockwaves across Lebanon and heightened fears 
of Syria- related sectarian violence, came a few days after Hezbollah leader Sayyed Hasan 
Nasrallah vowed to keep the party's fighters in Syria battling alongside President Bashar Assad's 
forces against armed rebel groups. 

UAE, Kuwait jail two Twitter users for dissent, bla;phemy 
Reuters, 2013 11 20 
DubailKuwait - A United Arab Emirates court has jailed a man for two years for tweeting about 
a political trial and Kuwait handed a five-year prison term to a Kuwaiti Twitter user for insulting 
the Prophet Mohammad, activists and a lawyer said on Tuesday. The cases and similar previous 
prosecutions highlight the sensitivity ofGulf Arab states to political dissent, criticism of senior 
officials,' ruling family members and to comments they regard as blasphemous, especially on 
social media. In the UAE, activists said Walid al-Shehhi, who was arrested in May, was 
convicted on Monday of violating the country's Internet crime law by a court in the capital Abu 
Dhabi. He was also fined 500,000 dirhams ($136,100). Shehhi had used his Twitter account to 
question the trial of94 alleged Emirati coup plotters and to call for the release of detainees he 
believed were held for backing democratic reforms, according to a local activist who asked not to 
be named. 

What is the Abdullah Azzam Brigades? 
Lebanon Daily Star, Staff Report, 2013 11 20 
Beirut - The A1-Qaeda-linked Abdullah Azzam Brigades, which claimed responsibility for 
Tuesday's twin suicide bombings outside the Iranian Embassy in Beirut that killed at least 25 
people, was formed in 2009 with the goal of carrying out attacks against Western interests in the 
Middle East. With branches in Lebanon, Jordan and the Arabian Peninsula, it is designated by 
the U. S. State Department as a terrorist organization. In recent years, the group claimed 
responsibility for launching grad rockets into northern Israel from south Lebanon. The Lebanon 
branch of Abdullah Azzam is called the Ziad Jarrah Battalion, in reference to Ziad Jarrah, a 
Lebanese citizen who was one of the masterminds of the Sept. 11 attacks on the United States. 
He was the pilot of United Airlines Flight 93, which crashed into a field in Shanksville, 
Pennsylvania, after passengers tried to retake the plane from the hijackers. 



Yemen: 3 policiers tues dans des affrontements avec AI-Qaida 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 II 20 0 
Aden - Trois policiers, dont un colonel, ont ete tues dans des affrontements mercredi avec des 
insurges d'AI-Qajda dans la province du Hadramout (sud-est du Yemen), ou Ie reseau extremiste 
est actif, a indique une source policiere. Les membres presumes d'A.l-QaYda, retranches dans 
deux maisons et un depOt dans la ville d'AI-Shahr, ont ouvert Ie feu sur les policiers qui voulaient 
effectuer une perquisition, selon cette source. Plusieurs membres d'A1-QaYda ont egalement 
trouve la mort dans les affrontements, les insurges opposant une resistance farouche' aux1'orces 
de securite, a ajoute aI'AFP la meme source. 0 b~(, ~~Jv." . ~ 
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Attentat it la voiture piegee dans Ie Sinai, 10 soldats tues 
Reuters, Michael Gregory; Pierre Serisier, 2013 11 20 
Ismailia, Egypte - Dix soldats ont ete tues et 35 autres blesses dans I'explosion d'une voiture 
piegee pres de la ville d'El Arich dans Ie nord de la region du SinaY, indique un responsable des 
services de securite. Cette attaque est I'une des plus meurtrieres commises dans la penirisule 
depuis que des insurges lies aAI QaYda ont pris les arnies apres la destitution du president 
islamiste Mohamed Morsi par I'annee Ie 3 juillet. 

Au Bresil, la .. Constitution de l'Internet .. en difficulte 
Le Monde, Joumaliste maison, 2013 11 20 
Sao Paulo - Apres les poings sur la table, la dure realite de la politique bresilienne. Dans les jours 
qui ont suivi les revelations d'Edward Snowden sur la mise sur eeoute, par l'Agence nationale de 
securite americaine (NSA), de ses communications et de celles de ses proches, la presidente 
Dilma Rousseff a annule la visite d'Etat qU'elle devait effectuer aWashington. Le 24 septembre, 
ala tribune de l'Assemblee generale des Nations unies, elle avait qualifie d'" affront" les 
agissements americains et promis de placer Ie Bresil au coeur du debat sur la gouvemance 
mondiale de l'Intemet. Une conference intemationale sur Ie sujet a ete annoncee aSao Paulo 
pour Ie 23 avril 2014. Et un deeret vient d'etre signe de sa main, Ie 5 novembre, afin d'imposer la 
mise en place d'un systeme de courrier electronique securise pour les organes federaux avec, 
dans Ie viseur, la volonte de rapatrier l'ensemble des donnees de l'Etat sur des serveurs bresiliens. 
Soit que1que 25 % de documents publics et municipaux encore stockes sur des machines 
etrangeres, selon Serpro, la plus grande entreprise publique bresilienne de technologies de 
I'information. 

o 
Au Caire, .. Ie quotidien d'un policier, c'est la loi du plus fort .. 
Le Monde, Marion Guenard, 2013 II 20 
Le Caire - Dans leur" lutte contre Ie terrorisme ", les autorites font toumer I'appareil securitaire 
egyptien Ii plein regime Les joumalistes n'etaient pas obliges de respecter Ie couvre-feu. Une 
nuit, je passais devant Ie ministere de I'interieur. Un officier m'a interpelle. II a fouille mon sac et 
a confisque la carte memoire de rna camera. Pourquoi tu fais 'Va? , lui ai-je demande. Ta gueule , 
a-t-il repondu. Tu n'es rien. Je peux te mettre en prison, je peux dire que tu es un terroriste, je 
peux meme te tuer. Personne ne te defendra. Desonnais, Ie peuple est avec nous. " Jeune 
photographe de 23 ans, Oussama agite sa carte de presse avec vehemence. " II me mena'Vait avec 
son arme afeu. Finalement, il m'a laisse partir. Mais j'ai dO faire tout un detour pour arriver chez 



moi. " Dans I'Egypte post-30 juin, apres Ie coup de force de I'armee qui a conduit a la destitution 
du president Mohamed Morsi, issu des Freres musulmans, Ie temoignage d'Oussama, jeune 
homme sans histoires issu de la petite bourgeoisie cairote, sans· passif particulier avec la police, 
n'a rien d'extraordinaire. Dans un contexte qualifie de " lutte contre Ie terrorisme " par les 
autorites, I'appareil securitaire egyptien tourne a plein regime, soutenu par la propagande 
mediatique qui I'accompagne. 

Egypte: joumee de commemoration des premiers affrontements de la place Tahrir 
Radio France Internationale, Perrine Mouterde, 2013 11 19 
Le Caire - Ce 19 novembre est une journee de commemoration en Egypte. A cette meme date, en 
2011, de violents affrontements opposaient de jeunes revolutionnaires aux forces de l'ordre dans 
la rue Mohamed Mahmoud, a deux pas de la place Tahrir. Le bilan etait d'au moins 47 morts en 
quatre jours. Ces violences marquent un toumant et obligent les militaires, alors au pouvoir, a 
annoncer un calendrier electoral. 

Enlevement du pere Georges: la France a demande I'aide du Cameroun 
Radio France Internationale, Journaliste maison, 2013 11 19 
Yaounde, Cameroun - APfElS l'enlevement du pretre fran.;:ais dans Ie nord du Cameroun, 
gendarmes fran.;:ais et camerounais travaillent de concert. Le president Fran.;:ois Hollande a 
officiellement demande I'appui de son homologue Paul Biya dans ce nouvel enlevement en 
territoire camerounais. On se souvient de la fin heureuse -et plus ou moins rapide-, apres 
I'intervention des reseaux camerounais, de l'enlevement de la famille Moulin-Fournier. La 
strategie ayant fonctionne en fevrier 2013 sera-t-eUe de nouveau utilisee ? Les autorites 
camerounaises restent muettes sur leur strategie, mais on peut supposer que Ie Cameroun 
utili sera ses reseaux habituels dans cette affaire. Particulierement avec les reseaux etendus et 
transfrontaliers des chefs traditionnels du Nord parce que les populations de cette zone sont 
quasiment les memes au Nigeria voisin. De plus la frontiere etant poreuse, les connexions avec 
les villes et villages nigerians facilitent l'echange d'informations. 

Espionnage: Jakarta suspend sa cooperation avec I'Australie sur les boat-people 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 11 20 
Jakarta - L'Indonesie a annonce mercredi qu'elle suspendait sa cooperation avec I'Australie dans 
la lutte contre Ie trafic de boat-people, en represailles aux allegations selon lesquelles Canberra 
aurait ecoute Ie telephone du president indonesien. "Nous faisons face a un probleme commun, 
qui est celui des passeurs (de clandestins; ndlr) et nous avons une cooperation militaire avec des 
patrouilles en mer. J'ai donne des instructions pour que cela cesse jusqu'a ce que tout soit 
c1arifie", a declare Ie president indonesien Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (SBY) lors d'une 
conference de presse televisee. 

G77+China Group walks out of Warsaw negotiation on financial assistance issue 
Times ofIndia, Vishwa Mohan, 2013 11 20 
Warsaw - In a rare show of solidarity against rich nations, the G77+China Group, comprising 
almost all developing countries, walked out of the negotiations on Loss and Damage (L&D) 
early Wednesday morning -- sending a strong message that the poor nations are not going to give 
an elbow space to the US-led group unless they get commitment over financial assistance. The 
move comes a day after the G77+China threatened to boycott the negotiations when rich 



countries refused to dilute their stand that the issue concerning L&D should be discussed only 
after the final climate deals come in Paris in 2015 . Loss and Damage is a mechanism where poor 
nations want financial assistance for adaptation and mitigation efforts on the premise that they 
had to suffer losses due to damage caused by high emissions ofgreenhouse gases by rich 
countries over the years during the industrialization period. (Full Report). 

" 
Indonesia 'downgrading' Australia ties amid spying row 
Agence F ranee-Presse, 2013 11 20 
Jakarta - Indonesia is "downgrading" ties with Canberra over allegations that Australian spy 
agencies tried to tap the phones of the president and his inner circle, the foreigh minister has 
said. President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono had already announced Indonesia would review its 
cooperation with Australia over the scandal and late Tuesday Foreign Minister Marty 
Natalegawa went further, telling reporters: "We are downgrading Australia's relations with us. 
"Like taps, we are closing off areas of cooperation one by one." "We will review Australia
Indonesia relations generally ... to make sure that it is not business as usual, not like it used to . 
be," he added. (full article) 

IT security: No place for complacency 
Straits Times, 2013 11 20 
THE authorities have named the suspects in the hacking attacks on the websites of the Ang Mo 
Kio Town Council, Prime Minister's Office and Istana ("Hacking probes show Singapore must 
be on its guard"; last Wednesday). The critical questions are: How safe and secure is our IT 
infrastructure? Are we equipped to deal with hacking attacks by more sophisticated sources? If 
amateurish hackers are able to attack government websites here, then the authorities should 
seriously consider tightening our IT security to prevent attacks by more sophisticated sources. If 
any vital and confidential information were to fall into the wrong hands, it could jeopardise 
national affairs and the economy. The aim is to protect national security, financial institutions 
and citizens' personal information from organised cybercriminals. It is difficult to catch these 
crooks as they are able to cover their digital tracks. There should be no complacency when 
dealing with issues of national interest. (full article) 

Liberation de Collomp - La police nigeriane ala recherche des ravisseun 
All Africa, Journaliste maison, 2013 11 19 
Kaduna, Nigeria - Au Nigeria, la police de l'Etat de Kaduna est apied d'oeuvre pour remonter la 
piste des gooliers qui ont detenu durant des mois l'otage franyais Francis Collomp. D'apres Ie 
recit qu'il a livre it ses proches, Francis Collomp avait minutieusement prepare son evasion. II 
avait notamment affaibli Ie til de fer de sa cellule. On a par ailleurs appris qu'il avait enferme ses 
gooliers apres etre sortie de la piece oil il etait detenu, dans cette ville paisible de Zaria, oil les 
terroristes d'Ansaru ont deja sevi. Apres avoir fausse compagnie a ses gooliers, Francis Collomp 
a parcouru quatre kilometres it pied avant d'heler une moto taxi qui l'a conduit au poste de police 
Ie plus proche, a indique a RFI Oulefemi Adenaike, Ie commissaire de police de I'Etat de 
Kaduna. Ses hommes sont a pied d'oeuvre pour remonter la piste des ravisseurs. Les habitants de 
Zaria, une ville universitaire paisible, ont ete surpris d'apprendre qu'un franyais y avait ete detenu 
durant deux mois, mais ils savaient que des membres d'Ansaru frequentaient la zone. 



Libyan troops in show of force in the capital 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Khalid Mahmoud, 2013 II 20 
Cairo - The Libyan army was deployed in the capital Tripoli on Monday in order to avert armed 
clashes, following unrest over the weekend. Eyewitnesses in Tripoli informed Asharq AI-Awsat 
that dozens of military vehicles carrying Libyan army soldiers were tleployed in the capital on 
Monday, and that they were warmly welcomed by the residents. The Libyan Ministry ofDefense 
had earlier issued a statement informing the residents of Tripoli that army units were about to 
enter the capital and called on them to cooperate. National Police Directorate chief, Col. 
Mohamed Suwaisi, said in a news conference on Monday that police would also deploy in all 
areas of the capital and would cooperate with the army to restore security. Aashim Bashr, the 
chairman of the Higher Security Committee in Tripoli, told Asharq A1-Awsat that these 
developments took place following the withdrawal of armed militias from the Gharghour suburb 
ofTripoli. 

N. Korea bolstering trade with China, developing WMD under new leadership 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 II 19 
Seoul - Under Kim Jong-un's leadership, Pyongyang has strengthened its trade ties with China 
while developing weapons of mass destruction (WMD) despite stiff external opposition, a report 
by a South Korean think tank showed. According to the report by the Korea Institute for National 
Unification (KINU), bilateral trade between China and North Korea has been fueled by the 
North's shipping ofvarious raw minerals while importing more food and basic necessities to ease 
the isolated country's chronic ration shortage. In the first nine months of this year, the two-way 
trade increased 4.4 percent on-year to reach US$4.69 billion. Ofthe total, North Korean exports 
shot up 9.4 percent to $2.09 billion while the country imported $2.6 billion worth of goods from 
the neighboring country in the same period a year earlier. In 2012, the country's exports hit $2.35 
billion, with minerals accounting for $1.60 billion and $101 million coming from fisheries and 
meat shipments. The South Korean think tank said while exports and trade with China have been 
on the rise in recent years, the leadership in Pyongyang is aware that the country will not be able 
to attract the kind of foreign investment it wants. "The government has started to emphasize the 
importance of people becoming self-reliant to make ends meet, although this policy has resulted 
in the general state of poverty among the population," the report said. It also showed that despite 
greater interest shown toward the economy compared with when Kim Jong-il was at the helm, 
there have been no signs of public funds going into bolstering the economy. A meeting of the 
North Korean Cabinet in April that would have touched on the issue did not deliberate on 
allocating more money to building up the national economy and necessary infrastructure. 

N.Korean Defeetors Are Not the Same as Immigrants 
Chosun Ilbo, 2013 n 20 
Government assistance for multicultural families is increasing as foreign brides and the children 
they have with their Korean husbands gain more attention in Korean society. This is a positive 
development, since many of them fall among the lowest income-earners. But the measures are 
also meant for North Korean defectors who now live here, and they do not want to be lumped 
together with multicultural families in terms of state support. They feel they should be treated 
differently from marriage or economic migrants, since they risked their lives to escape an 
oppressive regime. Government officials seem to think it is only natural to put them together in 
helping them adapt to their new home, and an overwhelming number ofacademics appear to 



agree that the social problems of North Korean defectors and multicultural families should be 
tackled together. It is not unreasonable to think that the s~ial treatment North Korean defectors 
demand can be seen another form of prejUdice. 7. I. " 
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Niger: Mohamed Akotey. profession negociateur 't .t,.o,.~ C l.t 
Jeune Afrique, Seidik Abba et Remi Carayol, 2013 II 19 0 '''' 
Niamey - Ancien ministre, directeur de la filiale du groupe nucleaire franyais Areva, cet homme 
discret a su gagner la confiance des Touaregs et des autorites nig~iennes et franyaises. Mais que 
sait-on au juste de Mohamed Akotey ? De Mohamed Akotey, heros discret de la liberation des 
otages d'Arlit, les Nigeriens disent qu'i1 a eu plusieurs vies. Toutes dictees par des circonstances 
exceptionnelles. Jeune etudiant en geographie aI'universite de Niamey, la vie de cet homme de 
46 ans originaire du village de Tidene, dans la region d'Agadez, bascule une premiere fois 
lorsqu'il quitte son pays dans les annees 1990 pour poursuivre des etudes d'archeologie en 
France, grace iI une bourse de la cooperation franyaise obtenue par sa famille. Le IS decembre 
1995, un evenement inattendu interrompt son cursus et change totalement sa vie : son oncle 
Mano Dayak, cofondateur avec Thierry Sabine du rallye Paris-Dakar et figure emblematique 
(surtout en France, ou les medias en ont fait leur coqueluche) de la rebellion touaregue qui a 
eclate cinq ans plus tot, decooe dans un tragique accident d'avion dans les montagnes du Nord
Niger alors qu'il se rendait iI Niamey pour un nouveau round de negociations. II faut vite trouver 
un nouveau chef, emblematique comme Mano Dayak, capable de federer une rebellion minee par 
les divisions et de laisser la place aux autres quand viendra Ie moment de toucher les dividendes 
de la lutte. Un leader capable aussi" de tact et de fermete avec les autorites nigeriennes. Akotey a 
Ie profil de l'emploi. "Ce n'est pas un va-t-en-guerre. C'est un intellectuel. Un homme qui ne 
parle pas beaucoup, mais en qui on peut avoir confiance. II est calme, reserve et correct", dit de 
lui un autre mediateur sahelien. 

S. Korea steps up defense on northwestern islands 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 II 20 
Seoul- South Korea has beefed up its forces on a group of northwestern islands along the tensely 
guarded maritime border with North Korea to counter provocations from its archrival, military 
officials said Wednesday. Following the North's shelling ofa front-line island in 2010, Seoul has · 
increased forces and firepower near the area to enhance strike capabilities, but some of the 
weapons systems were not deployed last year as planned. With the third anniversary of the 
Yeonpyeong attack three days away, military officials said that the deployment of advanced 
weapons has been nearly completed to counter provocations by North Korea, which has recently 
deployed longer-range artillery to its front-line troops. Among the new weapons are mUltiple 
rocket launchers, Artillery llunting Radar, Cobra attack helicopters and K-I 0 ammunition 
resupply vehicles, they said. In May, Israeli precision-guided missiles capable of striking North 
Korean coastal artillery were deployed to Yeonpyeong, which lies just II kilometers from North 
Korean shores. The satellite-guided Spike missile has a range of about 20km and weighs 70 
kilograms. The military more than doubled K-9 self-propelled howitzers, which fired back 
against North Korea's shelling three years ago. It also plans to introduce surveillance blimps as 
early as next year to monitor the communist state near the border. The move comes as Chairman 
of Joint Chiefs of StaffChoi Yun-hee visited units at the border islands earlier this month and 
warned that the possibility of a North Korean provocation near the West Sea is higher than ever. 
Early this year, Pyongyang set up 76.2-millimeter coastal guns, each with a range of 12km, on 



the coast northwest of Baengnyeong and Yeonpyeong. The North has also forward-deployed 
122-mm multiple rocket launchers, which have a 20-§o range, on land, according to military 
officials. (full article) 

Seoul urges N. Korea to identify detained S. Korean 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 11 20 ~ 

Seoul - The government again called on North Korea Wednesday to provide information on a 
South Korean citizen who Pyongyang says is being detained if! the communist country on 
espionage charges. Unification ministry spokesman Kim Eui-do said Seoul asked for the 
personal information of the man being questioned by the North, the circumstances related to his 
arrest and present status of the probe. "The request is being made because the North ignored a 
similar demand made on Nov. II," the official said. The communist country announced on Nov. 
7 that it apprehended a South Korean spy trying to enter its capital city. It said the man worked 
for the Seoul's National Intelligence Service (NIS) and worked in a neighboring country 
disguised as a missionary. The NlS from the outset denied that the man arrested is an agent, with 
some local media outlets suggesting the detainee is linked to a local Christian group involved in 
providing humanitarian aid to North Korean escapees, as well as conducting missionary work. 
"Every effort is being made to verify the exact identity of the man," Kim said. 

SL govt now under pressure than a week ago-Cameron 
Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka), 2013 11 19 
British Prime Minister David Cameron said that the Sri Lankan government is now under more 
pressure than a week ago or months ago regarding the alleged human rights violation. " .. .1 do not 
think that anyone can be in any doubt that they are under more pressure today than they were a 
week ago, or a month ago, because of the international attention that has been shone on these 
issues--they know that the world will be watching. One only has to watch President Rajapaksa's 
press conference, which was dominated by questions about human rights and inquiries into what 
happened at the end of the war, to see that there is pressure today that there was not a week ago," 
Cameron said in British Parliament on Monday. He also said that the Sri Lankan Government 
have set up some processes, including the ones to which he referred, but too many of them have 
been military-led inquiries. 

Somalia's al-Shabab Revives, Renews Attacks 
Voice of America, Huran Maruf, Dan Joseph, 20 \3 11 20 
Washington - In its seven-year existence; al-Shabab has faced strong opposition, including the 
Ethiopian intervention into Somalia, drone attacks that target top leaders, and the military forces 
of the Somali government and Afiican Union mission, AMISOM. But the group has persevered, 
and according to Cedric Barnes of the International Crisis Group, the setbacks of 2011 and 2012 
may have increased its ability to attack. He said, "And now AMISOM is in a similar position to 
al-Shabab before the big offensive - its lines are .more stretched, it has more responsibility to 
populations, logistics, whereas al-Shabab is more free from those responsibilities and now it has 
more capacity to react and change tactics quickly in what seems to be a new capacity to hurt both 
Somalis and foreign troops." In addition, al-Shabab appears to have settled internal unrest after 
the group's top leader, Ahmed Abdi Godane, reportedly ordered the killing of his opponents. 



Somalie: un Fran~ais et un Britannique detenus au Puntland pour "espionnage" 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 11 19 0 

Mogadiscio- Les autorites de la region semi-autonome somalienne du Puntland (nord-est) ont 
affirme lundi avoir arrete et detenir pour "espionnage" un Fran~ais et un Britannique entres sur 
leur territoire qui se faisaient passer, selon elles, pour des employes d'une ONG. Mais selon une 
source proche du dossier, Ie Fran~ais et Ie Britannique travaillent en fait pour Oversight 
International, une societe enregistree au Puntland specialisee dans Ie conseil -- notamment 
securitaire -- aux entreprises souhaitant investir dans la region semi-autonome. 

U.N. committee slaps Syria, Iran, North Korea, Myanmar for rights abuses 
Reuters, 2013 11 20 
United Nations - A UN. General Assembly committee on Tuesday condemned Syria for 
widespread human rights abuses and expressed concern about such violations in Iran,North 
Korea and Myanmar, but also welcomed pledges by Iran and Myanmar's presidents to improve 
some areas. The draft resolution on Iran was approved with 83 votes in favor, 36 against and 62 
abstentions; the draft on Syria was adopted with 123 votes in favor, 13 against and 46 
abstentions; while the drafts on North Korea and Myanmar passed by consensus, although some 
states disassociated themselves with the texts. The draft resolutions were approved by the 193
nation assembly's Third Committee, which focuses on human rights, and will be put to formal 
votes next month in the General Assembly. They are expected to pass with similar support. 

U.S. renews travel warning for N. Korea 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 11 20 . 
Washington - The US. government on Tuesday urged its citizens again not to travel to North 
Korea, citing the recurrence of arrests and long-term detention. It is the second renewal of the 
official travel warning in less than two months, which apparently reflects Washington's concern 
about the safety and security of American people in the communist nation. "Travel by US. 
citizens to North Korea is not routine, and US. citizens crossing into North Korea, even 
accidentally, have been subject to arbitrary arrest and long-term detention," the State Department 
said in a public notice. It alluded to the case ofKenneth Bae, a Korean-American man who has 
been detained in North Korea for more than a year. "The Department of State has also receive9 
reports ofDPRK (North Korea) authorities arbitrarily detaining US. citizens and not allowing 
them to depart the country," it said. The warning came as two American rappers -- Pacman, 20, 
and Peso, 21 , - reportedly plan to visit North Korea later this month to film a music video. (full 
article) 
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l.Militant Native rebellions won't stop anytime soon 
Sault Star (Sault Ste.Marie), Kris Sims, 2013 11 02 
Halifax - They block roads, stop trains and fight the cops. Men and women dressed in 
camouflage, boots and bandanas. They come from reserves, wave red flags, set fires, tear up 
roads and declare sovereignty for their tribes. They are the so-called Warrior 'Societies' and 
they mean business. They even award themselves ranks such as general and lieutenant, 
insisting a military wing is a part of any sovereign nation. Many aboriginal rights activists 
consider themselves as members of a sovereign people, separate from Canada. Many arrested 
at a recent riot in Rexton, N.B., where six police cruisers were torched, are members of the 
Mi'kmaq Warrior Society. Charges range from possession of a firearm to unlawful confinement 
and uttering threats. Dressed head to toe in combat fatigues, Susanne Palles was released on a 
$400 bond and talked to reporters outside court and explained where their anger was coming 
from. "(Warrior societies) are the boots on the ground to emancipate people, to have the people 
rise up. 'We are a nation. We are above Canada," she said. 'We are above it all, because we 
are a nation. Canada is a corporation, we are a nation, and when we signed on to our pre
Confederation treaties it was on a nation-ta-nation basis, and we signed it with the British 
nation, not Canada." A November 2008 CSIS report warned: "Multi-issue extremists and 
aboriginal extremists may pursue common causes, and both groups have demonstrated the 
intent and the capability to carry out attacks against critical infrastructure." Douglas Bland, a 
retired lieutenant-colonel with the Canadian military, offered similar warnings in his 2009 political 
thriller, Uprising. Bland says warrior societies are paramilitary organizations with easy access to 
weapons and explosives and believe they have the moral high ground. 'Whether they are very 
competent or not doesn't matter -- they are an element and they are something we have to deal 
with," Bland said. 'What if a small militant group shut down the railways for three months?" 

Spy debate needed 
Toronto Star, 2013 11 02 
Editorial: Do U.S. President Barack Obama and his White House security staff know what their 
nation's spies are up to? Not as much as Americans might hope, it tums out. A vast surveillance 
apparatus, much expanded after the Sept. 11 attacks, operates in its own mysterious ways. 
While Obama and his team "can and do" inquire into National Security Agency activities, ''we do 
not necessarily review with the White House what the collection deck is," NSA Director Gen. 
Keith Alexander told a hearing on Capitol Hill this week. That explains why Obama was out of 
the loop as the NSA intercepted German Chancellor Angela Merkel's phone calls until Edward 
Snowden's leaks put an end to it. Pressure is now building on both the Obama administration 
and Congress to curb the NSA's reach and to boost its oversight. A deeply embarrassed 
Obama has had to rein in NSA spying on United Nations diplomatic missions, promise Merkel 
that it won't happen again and try to assure friendly leaders that the NSA isn't tapping their 
phone lines. This is a mess, and it comes at a time when the NSA's vast domestic overreach 
hoovering up telecommunications metadata is under fire as well. Now the NSA is reported to be 
tapping into Google and Yahoo operations. Granted, we have nothing like the $10-billion-plus 
NSA operation, with its vast domestic and overseas scope. But we do have the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service and the super-secret Communications Security Establishment 
Canada with their combined budgets of more than $900 million, and their ability to pry into our 
lives and pluck phone calls and emails out of thin air. CSIS does have credible oversight. But 



CSEC, with its mandate to target foreign intelligence, gets nothing like the scrutiny the NSA 
does, despite recent revelations that it has tumed Canadian embassies into electronic listening
posts, spied on Brazil's mines and energy ministry and hel ped allies spy on G20 summit 
participants. As the Star has argued before, Parliament should take a greater interest in CSEC's 
many activities, as American lawmakers are doing with the NSA. But here in Canada, New 
Democrat defence critic Jack Harris got nowhere with his recent bid to raise support in 
Parliament for striking a special committee to review and strengthen Parliamenfs oversight of 
CSIS, CSEC and other intelligence agencies. Thafs a pity. OUf American neighboors,are 
waking to the dangers of security overreach, and the need for greater scrutiny and >- v" 
accountability. So should we. ~o'" 
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Afghan, Iranians found on Canada flight with fake tickets '0.", It,. I 

Agence France-Presse, Staff report, 2013 11 04 
Caracas - A Toronto-bound flight was stopped shortly before departure from Caracas when four 
Iranians and an Afghan were found aboard with fake tickets and no visas, Venezuelan officials 
said Saturday. The captain of Air Canada Flight 075 discovered there were five extra 
passengers aboard his flight as it was scheduled to depart late Friday, said Luis Graterol , the 
head of the Simon Bolivar Maiquetia Intemational Airport. All those on board were forced to 
disembark and military officials iClentified the suspicious passengers, Graterol told the state-run 
Venezuelan News Agency. The Iranians and the Afghan "did not have a visa to enter Canada, 
nor legitimate tickets," Graterol said. He added that the flight had been delayed for five hours 
due to the incident. The office of Venezuela's prosecutor general said that charges will be 
pressed against four people in the case: a member of Venezuela?s immigration office, an Air 
Canada employee, and two workers with an airport security company. The suspects will face 
charges "linked to the illegal trafficking of five foreigners" at the Simon Bolivar airport, the office 
said in a statement. No details were given on whether the five illegal passengers would face 
charges. The security lapse comes after 1.3 tonnes of cocaine were found aboard an Air France 
jet that departed from the same airport in September and landed in Paris. At least 28 people 
have been detained in that case, including eight members of Venezuela's National Guard, 
various airport officials, and an Air France employee. 

Air Canada flight reportedly boarded with fake tickets 
CSC News, Staff reporter, 2013 11 04 
Toronto - The Canada Border Services Agency says it is aware of an incident involving 
suspicious passengers on an Air Canada flight from Venezuela to Toronto. A media report says 
the flight's captain found five extra people on board with fake tickets. The four Iranians and one 
Afghan had no visas to enter Canada. They were reportedly all forced off the plane before it left 
the Venezuelan capital, Caracas. Air Canada did not provide details except to say the flight was 
delayed five hours because of "immigration issues." "Air Canada and the Venezuelan authorities 
are still investigating this matter so we have no further information to offer at this time," the 
airline said in an email to CBC News. (full report) , 
Alleged Bomber Fights Boot Ottawa Prof In Court Today 
Ottawa Sun, Chris Hofley, 2013 04 11 . 
Ottawa - An Ottawa man will be back in court Monday in an attempt to block his extradition to 
France. Hassan Diab was a sociology professor at the University of Ottawa when he was 
arrested in 2008 for his alleged role in a 1980 bombing of a Paris synagogue. Justice Minister 
Rob Nicholson ordered Diab be extradited in April but that order is pending his appearance in 
front of the Ontario Court of Appeal, scheduled to run Monday and Tuesday, in Toronto. The 
push to have Diab sent back to France stems from a handwriting sample that is alleged to show 
he was using the alias Alexander Pa nadriyu. The five words printed on a hotel registration for 



stay between Sept. 22 and 23, 1980 allegedly match Diab's handwriting. Panadriyu is known to 
have purchased a motorcycle and slept with a hooker before later filling the bike full of 
explosives to blow up outside the synagogue on Oct. 3. Four people were killed and more than 
40 others injured in the attack. Diab has maintained his innocence in the years since his arrest, 
stating he was the victim of mistaken identity. 

Amnesty concerned over Canada anti-fracking protests 
Press TV, 2013 1104 
Ottawa - Amnesty Intemational has expressed concem over Canadian police crackdown on 
anti-fracking protests in the province of New Brunswick, saying the provincial govemment 
should respect the "human rights of indigenous peoples." "It is critical to acknowledge that 
Indigenous Peoples have rights to their lands, territories and resources that predate the creation 
of the Canadian state," the organization said in an open letter sent to New Brunswick Premier 
David Alward earlier this week. Referring to violent clashes erupted during anti-fracking protests 
in the province last month, Amnesty wrote, "Use of force must always be a last resort and the 
scale and nature of the force deployed must be in proportion to the need to protect public 
safety." The failure of the Canadian govemment to protect the rights of indigenous Peoples "has 
been repeatedly condemned by intemational human rights bodies," it wrote. 

Amnesty pens open letter to N.B. premier after violent protest 
CTV.CA, 20131103 
Fredericton - Amnesty International Canada says it's worried more violence could break out at 
anti-fracking protests in New Brunswick unless the provincial govemment takes a different 
approach toward the First Nations groups inv,olved. In an open letter to New Brunswick Premier 
David Alward, the organization said it's "deeply concerned" about the government's response to 
the protests over shale-gas exploration in the province. Pointing to last month's rally in Rexton, 
N,B., that saw six police vehicles set on fire and 40 protesters arrested, Amnesty 
spokespersons wrote that the clash could have been avoided if the province had respected the 
human rights of indigenous peoples under Canadian and intemationallaw. "It is critical to 
acknowledge that Indigenous Peoples have rights to their lands, territories and resources that 
predate the creation of the Canadian state," Amnesty wrote in the letter released Friday, adding 
that Canada's failure to protect those rights "has been repeatedly condemned by intemational 
human rights bodies," 

Anti-frackers Set Up On Premier's Lawn 
24 Hours Vancouver, Jeremy Nuttall, 20131104 
Vancouver - A brief protest against the natural gas industry saw a 15-foot mock fracking rig set 
up on the Vancouver lawn of British Columbia Premier Christy Clark Sunday morning. Maryam 
Adrangi, local spokeswoman for the group Rising Tide, said the protest drew attention to 
fracking, a process used to extract natural gas on private property around B.C, "If (Clark) thinks 
the oil and gas industry can just set up fracking rigs wherever they want ... then why not bring it 
to her front door?" said Adrangi. 

Banning hijabs won't halt honour killings 
National Post, 2013 11 03 
Editorial- Quebec's Status of Women Committee has released a 167- page report that primarily 
addresses the disturbing phenomenon of honour killings of girls and women, 17 of which have 
been officially deSignated as such in Canada since 1991 . The report also considers strategies to 
combat non-lethal honour motivated abuses, including genital mutilations, virginity testing, 
forced marriage and "excessive control." One of the report's seven recommendations to the 
govemment is the creation of a plan to educate healthcare workers, teachers and protection 



specialists who work closely with populations in cultural communities considered at highest risk. 
Another recommendation would change the law by stipulating that youth-protection agencies 
must inform parents when children report honour-motivated abuses to them. The report has its 
conception in the revulsion experienced by all Canadians at the brutal 2009 murders of three 
Quebec sisters (Zainab, Sahar and Geeti) and their stepmother, Rona Amir, at the hands of 
their Afghan- bom parents (Mohammad Shafia and Tooba Mohammad Yahya) and brother 
Hamed. The document is welcome: Honour-motivated crimes are a reality (albeit a rare one) in 
this country. But the immediate response from the Quebec govemment, exploiting it as a prop 
for its controversial Charter of Values - which would ban "conspicuo!is" religious accessories 
such as the hijab and yarmulke from public life - is unwelcome. 

o 
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Bell data collection part of 'disturbing trend' 
CBC News, Ian Munroe, 20131104 
Bell Canada's recently announced plan to collect and analyze data from millions of customers is 
prompting public complaints, wamings from privacy advocates and has caught the attention of 
both the federal privacy commissioner and the CRTC. The ability of multibillion-dollar intemet 
behemoths like Facebook and Google to capitalize on users' information by offering so-called 
"targeted ads" to marketers has been crucial to their success. But critics say the idea of a 
telecommunications firm such as Bell- which is at once an intemet service provider, cable TV 
provider and phone carrier to many of its customers - implementing a similar scheme is part of a 
trend that will have serious implications for how Canadians' personal information is used. The 
telecom gianfs plan "is almost unprecedented" in terms of the amount of information it will be 
able to collect, said Micheal Vonn, policy director at the B.C. Civil Liberties Union. She 
described the targeted-ad system as part of "a disturbing trend" toward companies seeking to 
capitalize on data about how their customers behave. 

Canada blasts North Korea, and North Korea blasts back at UN panel 
Associated Press, 2013 11 03 
Ottawa - North Korea, one of the world's worst human-rights abusers, used a United Nations 
committee this week to publidy denounce Canada's rights record. The incident is another 
example of a trend that fuels the Harper govemmenfs disdain for the UN despotic, rights
abuSing countries using the world body as a podium to bash their democratic critics. A North 
Korean diplomat called Canada a land of broken promises, saying Ottawa has no right to 
criticize others because it has been accused of mistreating immigrants, aboriginal women and 
children. The diplomat was responding to earlier criticism of North Korea by Canada and the 
United States at Wednesday's session of the UN's social, humanitarian cultural affairs 
committee. Earlier in the meeting held in New York, Guillermo Rishchynski, Canada's 
ambassador to the UN, condemned the closed, totalitarian state. ··Canada and Canadians are 
deeply disturbed by the existence in North Korea of total control zones and labour camps, and 
the use of collective camps and coercive measures that target the rights of persons with 
disabilities including forced medical testing," the diplomat said. 

Canada's Beijing ambassador viSited Tibet, raised rights concerns 
Tibetanreview.net, Staff Writer, 20131103 
Beijing - Canada has said Oct 31 that its ambassador to China, ·Guy Saint-Jacques, had visited 
Tibet from Sap 24 to 29 and expressed concems about the human rights situation there. The 
information was given belatedly by Canada's Foreign Minister, Mr John Baird, during the third 
Annual John Diefenbaker Defender of Human Rights and Freedom Award ceremony held in 
Vancouver. "Canada's Ambassador to China recently had the opportunity to visit Tibet and raise 
concems directly with officials," Baird was quoted as saying. Ambassador Saint-Jacques was 
reported to have met with provincial and local officials to discuss developments in Tibet, 
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including the human and religious rights situation, during his visit to Lhasa and Shigatse 
prefecture in the Tibet Autonomous Region. ,.~,.~ 
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Canada's cyber-conundrum in today's espionage world c o&'~o 

Standard (St.Catharines), Charles Burton, 2013 11 02 ~ 

Opinion: Prime Minister Stephen Harper is "very concerned" about reports that Canada's 

electronic spy agency, the Communications Security Establishment of Canada, conducts 

industrial espionage in Brazil. He says he'll check to see if CSEC has been acting within the 
law, and presumably will get back to us on that "soon." Cyber-spying is a must-have skill in the 
Intemet age, but it's not cheap. With 1,800 employees, CSEC is moving into a new $880 million 
state-of-the-art complex next year, whose super computers reportedly devour enough electricity 
to power every light in Ottawa. Of course, all of this snooping capacity begs another question: 
Are these super computers also collecting information about Canadians? Modem espionage is 
far removed from the spycraft of yore, as depicted in my 1960s childhood copy of Stirring 

. Stories for Boys: steaming open envelopes, tapping phone lines with a screwdriver and copper 
cable, sneaking into offices with spy cameras to photograph documents onto microfilm, and so 
on. By the 1980s, Washington pigeons with tiny transmitters on their legs were being induced to 
roost on Soviet embassy window sills, in hopes of picking up secret conversations inside .. In the 
Cold War era, Canada, Britain and the United States shared technology to encrypt military and 
diplomatic communications. The deal was they wouldn't spy on each other, but nobody was 
surprised when the content of coded cables between Ottawa and its high commission in London 
--about strategy to induce Britain to repatriale the Canadian Constitution-- came up in the British 
House of Commons. This pooling of cyber-espionage means CSEC has to satiSfy the hunger of 
Canadian govemment departments for purloined data, but is also under pressure from foreign 
reciprocating agencies to supply its fair share of high-quality cyber-info, to justify Canada's 
continued membership in the club. Should we be worried? At least in Canada, classified 
information stays largely inside govemment, as the number of people outside govemment with 
security clearances is restricted. But many non-Canadians in the U.S., Britain, Australia, New 
Zealand and other ''friendly'' nations also have access to this data--not to mention the Julian 
Assanges and Edward Snowdens who see their mission as outing the digitized secrets of 
others. CSEC's defenders say the Commissioner for the Communications Security 
Establishment (a retired judge with a staff of six) is there to ensure CSEC does not abuse its 
position and violate Canadians' Charter rights to privacy and freedom from unwarranted 
intrusion. Because it is necessarily a process obscured by tight secrecy, it's difficult to know how 
effectively the Commissioner keeps CSEC in check. (Note: Charles Burton is a professor of 
political science at Brock University, and a former counselor at Canada's embassy in Beijing. 
His first job was at CSEC.) 

Canada: I'extradition du suspect de la rue Copemic en appel 
Agence France-Presse, Marc Braibant, 2013 11 04 
Montreal - La demande d'extradition par la France du Libano- Canadien Hassan Diab, principal 
suspect de I'attentat de la rue Copemic aParis il y a plus de 30 ans, va etre examinee en appel 
a partir de lundi a Toronto. Hassan Diab, un ancien professeur de sociologie et qui aura 60 ans 
dans quelques jours, conteste son implication dans cet attentat et a fait appel de la decision du 
gouvemement canadien en avril 2012 de I'extrader vers la France. Interpelle au Canada Ie 13 
novembre 2008 a la demande de la justice fran~ise, Hassan Diab est presente com me celui 
qui a confectionne et depose la bombe dans la sacoche d'une moto, qu'iI aurait ensuite placee 
aux abords de la synagogue de la rue Copemic aParis. M. Diab se dit victime d'une 
homonymie et clame son innocence, soutenant qu'il etait etudiant aBeyrouth au moment des 
faits. 



Cyber attack expected to hit Canada this fall: Public Safety 
iPolitics, James Munson, 2013 11 02 l 

Ottawa - Public Safety Canada is expecting a cyber attack on industrial infrastructure some time 
this fall, an official said Wednesday. Intelligence gathered by the Canadian Cyber Incident 
Response Centre (CCIRC) is pointing toward a threat that will attempt to infiltrate an industrial 
control system - a general term for computer systems that help large commercial operations 
function, said Windy Anderson, CCIRCC's director, while speaking at the Securetech 
conference in Ottawa. 'We have very good intel on this and we are asking all of our partners 
"that have industrial control systems under their control please go back and check you've done 
the basics," said Anderson, who was attending a panel on cyber security. CCIRC, which is 
overseen by the Public Safety department, is the federal govemment's office in charge of 
monitOring cyber attacks. It's main goal is to protect the country's critical infrastructure, which 
includes banking, oil and gas companies and the health sector. The private sector is supposed 
to feed the centre information on attacks they've experienced in order to build strong profiles of 
attack types, which are evolving extremely rapidly, said Anderson. 

Diab legal team prepares for crucial hearing to quash extradition order 
Ottawa Citizen, Chris Cobb, 2013 11 04 
Ottawa - Lawyers for alleged terrorist Hassan Diab take their case to the Court of Appeal for 
Ontario on Monday in an effort to have an extradition order against the former university 
professor quashed. Diab, arrested fIVe years ago this month at the request of French 
authorities, is a suspect in the 1980 bombing of a Paris synagogue in which four passersby 
were killed and many inside and outside the building injured. Dozens of children inside narrowly 
escaped the blast because a service they were attending ran several minutes late. The former 

. University of Ottawa and Carleton University sociology professor spent several months in jail 
before being released on strict bail conditions. Among the conditions he agreed to in exchange 
for his freedom was the wearing of a GPS ankle bracelet that costs his family $2,000 a month. 
He has not been able to work since being arrested by an RCMP SWAT team at his Gatineau 
apartment as he was preparing to go for a run. 

Don't take amigos for granted, Canada 
Globe & Mail, Konrad Yakabuski, 2013 11 04 
Column: Few Canadians likely even noticed when Ottawa recently signalled it was lifting the 
visa requirement for Czech citizens travelling to this country. But the Mexicans sure did. For 
Mexican govemment officials, Ottawa's move was another sign of the low priority Canada 
assigns to repairing its strained relationship with its North American free-trade partner, whose 
citizens face a visa requirement of their own that has deeply offended Mexicans and hurt 
business and tourism. Before that requirement was imposed in 2009, the number of tv'Iexican 
tourists visiting Canada was growing at double-digit rates annually. There were almost 260,000 
in 2008 and they spent about $365-million. Last year, there were just 132,000, with receipts 
below $2oo-million. With thousands of Mexicans joining the middle class each year and 
acquiring the travel bug, Canada is clearly cutting off its nose to spite its face. Canadian firms 
with operations in Mexico can't bring their Mexican employees here for meetings on short 
notice, a serious impediment to doing business. The visa was first imposed to stem a rash of 
bogus refugee claims. But it has amounted to using a sledgehammer to kill a spider, crushing 
our own toes in the process. Mexicans complain that the application process takes months and 
is unnecessarily intrusive. 

Greenpeace detainees, including Canadians, moved to new Russian jail 

Canadian Press, Lise Millette, 2013 11 03 




, 

Ottawa - The Greenpeace activists being held in a Russian jail including two Canadian men are 
being transferred after six weeks in detention in a remote prison. The environmental 
organization says it has leamed from diplomatic sources that the so-called Artctic 30 will be 
moved to a St. Petersburg jail from the current one in Murmansk, an isolated port city in the 
northwestern tip of the country. Montrealer Alexandre Paul and Paul Ruzycki, of Port Colborne, 
Ont. , were among those arrested on the Greenpeace ship Arctic Sunrise on Sept. 18. Paul 
spoke to his mother Friday for the first time time since his arrest six weeks ago and said that, 
although he hasn't been mistreated in prison, he's lost plenty of weight. In a recent letter, he 
said the Murmansk prison was cold and that the activists had been separated from each other. 
St. Petersburg will offer more sunlight than the current location, in the Arctic Circle. It's also 
closer to consular services. 

Les Peacekeepers d6noncent les actions de la GRC aRexton 
L'Acadie Nouvelle, Mathieu Roy-Comeau, 20131103 
Moncton - Les Peacekeepers autochtones de la Warrior Society dElnOncent les agissements de 
la GRC et les conditions de detention de ceux qui sont emprisonnes. Le chef regional des 
Peacekeepers, Jason Augustine, a tenu un point de presse, vendredi midi, devant Ie Palais de 
justice de Moncton en compagnie de I'avocate Alison Menard et de I'ex-chef de la Premiere 
Nation d'Elsipogtog Susan Levi-Peters. lis ont deene I'intervention policiere du 17 octobre 
contre les opposants au gaz de schiste ~r la route 134 pres de Rexton. Selon eux, la GRC a 
viole les traites des Autochtones en les delogeant de leur terre ancestrale. «Nous, les 
Peacekeepers de la Warrior Society, protegions notre mere la Terre pacifiquement quand des 
membres de la GRC ont fait leur descente. lis ont viole tous les traites qui existent», a declare 
M. Augustine. Le chef des Peacekeepers ell passe huit jours en prison avant d'6tre libere en 
attendant son proces. 

LNG opponents target Christy Clark's front lawn with fracking protest 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 11 04 
Vancouver - Opponents of the British Columbia govemment's liquefied natural gas plans set up 
a three-metre mock fracking rig on the premier's front lawn on Sunday, as Premier Christy Clark 
prepares for a trade miSSion to Asia to sell the province'S LNG potential. A small group from 
Rising Tide Vancouver Coast Salish Territories set up the mock rig and promised more protests 
to come in the westem province as the provincial govemment is set to pursue a massive 
expansion of the LNG industry. Maryam Adrangi, of the Council of Canadians, said there are 
already 23,000-plus fracking wells in operation in northern B.C. 'With Christy Clark touring North 
America to promote liquefied natural gas, fracking and gas extraction is set to take over the 
province," Maryam Adrangi, of the Council of Canadians, said in a statement. Opponents of 
shale gas extraction say the method of injecting high-pressure water into the ground to shatter 
rock and release the gas contaminates drinking water and causes other environmental 
problems, including increased greenhouse gas emissions and earthquakes. 

Man pleads guilty to murder of Saskatoon mom of 4 
Victoria Times-Colonist, Staff Writer, 201311 03 
Victoria - A man pleaded guilty to first-degree murder in the shooting of a mother of four in what 
turned out to be a case of mistaken identity. Kyle Darren Halbauer, 23, was one of three people 
charged in the Sept. 12,2012, death of Lorry Anne Santos in Saskatoon. According to an 
agreed statement of facts entered in court on Friday, eight shots were fired at the home. 
Halbauer fired one shot that was nowhere near Santos, while an accomplice fired the rest, 
including the bullet that struck and killed her. The statement said Halbauer and another accused 
were instructed to kill a former member of the White Boy Posse, an Alberta white supremacist 
gang they belonged to. 



Nuclear terror now on the books 0 .l>~ 
Calgary Herald, Daniel Proussalidis, 2013 11 02 Ci 
Ottawa - Nuclear terrorism is now a specific crime under the Cri,[ninal Code. The change came 
through the Nuclear Terrorism Act, which got the govemor general's signature in June, but only 
came into effect Friday. Using a nuclear device or material to commit terrorism, or attacking a 
nuclear facility ''with the intent to cause death, serious bodily harm or substantial damage to 
property or the environment" can get someone a life sentence. Even threatening to do so could 
put someone behind bars for up to 14 years. When she first introduced the bill in 2012, -4 
Conservative Sen. Raynell Andreychuk acknowledged that criminal law already applied' 
generally to nuclear terror. "However, I believe it would be fair to conclude that these existing ' 
laws do not fully describe or take into account the gravity of these nuclear terrorism offences," 
she said at the time. 

Ottawa man wanted by France in 1980 bombing challenges extradition order 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 201311 04 
Ottawa - An Ottawa sociology professor says an Ontario judge and the federal justice minister 
made legal errors in deciding he should be extradited to France as a suspect in a decades-old 
terror bombing. Hassan Diab heads to Ontario's appeal court today to argue the reasoning was 
flawed and should be overruled. French authorities suspect Diab, 59, was involved in the anti
Semitic 1980 bombing of a Paris synagogue that killed four people and injured dozens of others. 
In Jun~ 2011, Ontario Superior Court Justice Robert Maranger committed Diab for extradition to 
face French authorities, even though he acknowleged the case against him was weak. Last 
year, then-justice minister Rob Nicholson signed an extradition order. Diab denies any role in 
the deadly attack, saying the unwavering moral principle throughout his life has been to promote 
equality and respect for all. (full report) 

Ottawa targets $30B in counterfeit goods 
Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier, 2013 11 02 . 
Toronto - The federal govemment is attempting to more accurately gauge the size of Canada's 
black market for pirated and counterfeit goods, which recent estimates value at more than $30 
billion a year. Public Safety Canada is commissioning a study to assess current methods used 
to estimate the amount of counterfeit and pirated goods in Canada. In a document posted 
Friday, the department explained the end goal of the exercise is to recommend new methods to 
collect data and track illicit trade. "There were several past attempts to estimate the size of the 
market for counterfeit and pirated goods. No single method has been applied across all 
industries to calculate reliable estimates," the department noted. "The illicit nature of the 
counterfeit and piracy trade makes it extremely difficult to obtain reliable estimates of the size of 
trade." The best guess tI1e government currently has values black market counterfeiting at $30 
billion a year. That doesn't include trade in pirated software ($1.14 billion) or pirated movies 
($118 million). PubliC Safety bases those numbers on estimates from the website 
havocscope.com, which attempts to compile information on the global black market through 
newspaper articles, reports from international organizations, and documents from intelligence 
and security agencies. 

Porter ne sera pas de retour de sit6t 
Journal de Montreal, Camille Laurin-Desjardins, 2913 1103 
Montreal - L'ancien patron du CUSM a conteste sa demande d'extradition au Canada. Arthur 
Porter s'est officiellement oppose it son extradition au Canada, jeudi. II devrait rester encore 
plusieurs mois au Panama, ou il est detenu, estime son avoca!. Arthur Porter est toujours 
detenu au Panama. II est notamment accuse de fraude, commise it I'epoque ou il dirigeait Ie 
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CUSM. «Je ne crois pas qu'il sera de retour au Canada de sitOt. S'il revient. En tout cas, ce ne 
sera pas avant 2014» , a affirme son avocat, Ricardo Bilonick, que Ie Journal a joint au 
Panama, hier. Arthur Porter a ete arrete en mai dernier au Panama. L'ancien grand patron du 
Centre universitaire de sante McGill etait recherche depuis fevrier par l'Unite permanente 
anticorruption ( UPAC), qui Ie soupyonne notamment d'avoir accepte 22,5 millions de dollars en 
pots- de- vin de la part de SNC- Lavallin. La firme d'inganierie voulait s'assur/!r d'obtenir Ie 
mega contra! pour la construction du futur CUSM. Depuis I'arrestation de son client, Me Bilonick 
plaide qu'il contestera son extradition vers Ie Canada. Mais ce n'es! que jeudi que Me Bilonick a 
officiellement signa les papiers. L'avocat estime que la demande d'extradition etait a I'origine 
mal redigee, et ne decnvait pas clairement les accusations. Les autoritas canadiennes semblent 
avoir complete Ie dossier Ie 10 octobre, alors qu'une procureure de I'UPAC s'est rendue au 
Panama. 

Potential bidders expected to emerge as BlackBerry faces key deadline 
Canadian Press, David Friend, 2013 11 04 
Toronto - BlackBerry has been shopping for potential buyers, and today it could become more 
clear who's interested in bidding on the struggling smartphone company. Fairfax Financial , the 
investment firm that made a conditional $4.7-billion offer for BlackBerry in September, is 
scheduled to wrap up its due diligence period. That self-imposed deadline gave Fairfax about a 
month and a half to comb through the company's financial details and come up with a solid plan 
for BlackBerry's future. In the meantime, BlackBerry has been scouring the technology and 
investment communities for any other interest Companies who have considered a bid run the 
gamut, with reports claiming Facebook, Microsoft and Chinese computer maker Lenovo have all 
taken a peek at BlackBerry's finances. 

Shale gas protesters stake claims on Crown land 
CBC.CA, 20131103 
Fredericton - Members of the Elsipogtog First Nation in New Brunswick are staking symbolic 
claim on Crown land in their continuing opposition to shale gas exploration. About 20 members 
gathered on Saturday to reclaim public land in Kent County by placing plaques on 50 separate 
40- hectare lots. SWN Resources intends to resume operations on Monday. Now, band 
members, like Kenneth Francis, are taking action. "The plan today for us is to go out and plant 
our stakes of claims in areas that are very vulnerable to exploration. Because it seems to be the 
only way to get our message across that we are very, very determined on this issue," he said. 

The unpalatable truth is that the Commonwealth has no stake in taking a stand over Sri 
Lanka 
The Guardian (London), Priyamvada Gopal, 2013 11 04 
Op-ed - As the Commonwealth summit approaches, the shadow foreign secretary, Douglas 
Alexander, among others, has urged David Cameron to boycott the meeting next week in 
Colombo, while the Canadian prime minister, Stephen Harper, has withdrawn. At issue are the 
war crimes alleged to have been committed under the host government in Sri Lanka, for which 
there is mounting evidence. Thousands of Tamil civilians were killed during the bloody civil war. 
President Mahinda Rajapaksa is also accused of attacks on the press and violence against 
government critics. With the UN too calling for an independent investigation, refused so far, it is 
certainly depressing that Commonwealth leaders show so little appetite for challenging 
presidential intranSigence. This collective moral apathy has led to suggestions that the 
Commonwealth risks irrelevance, a fear as old as the organisation itself. Critics of the Sri 
Lankan regime understandably accuse the Commonwealth of not being fit for purpose since 
democracy and human rights ostensibly constitute its "core values". Secretary-General 
Kamalesh Sharma's rhetoric of "behind the scenes" engagement suggests appeasement. 



Others have hinted that only Britain and other "developed" (read white- majority) countries have 
human rights concerns, the Asian and African Commonwealth being more interested in aid. The 
unpalatable truth is that the Commonwealth wasn't set up to address how its national leaders 
exercised state power or to ensure compliance to agreed values. It was based on the 
foundational fiction that British Empire - no model of universal human rights - was established to 
teach colonies self-governance and equip them to take their place in the global order. The ideal 
was ''friendly co-operation" of member nations with each other and with British business and 
expertise (not least, military). Canada's critical stance on Sri Lanka is welcome but the former is 
accused of complicity in the systematic torture of Afghan prisoners while Harper has all~dly 
tarnpered with democratic institutions and muzzled opponents. Note: Priyarnvada Gopal 
teaches in the Faculty of English at Cambridge University. 

Two-pronged losses bite SNC-Lavalin 
Toronto Star, Madhavi Acharya-Tom Yew, 2013 11 03 
Toronto - Montreal-baSed SNC-Lavalin has spent two years battling the loss of its reputation . 
Now irs also fighting a loss to its bottom line. As expected, the beleaguered engineering and 
construction giant announced a loss of $72.7 million for the third quarter due to money-losing 
contracts and a restructuring charge in Europe. The company first warned of lower earnings in 
mid-October. By coinCidence, the results came on the same day as a brief court hearing in the 
case against former SNC-Lavalin executives who have been charged in connection with an 
alleged scheme to bribe officials in Bangladesh. In February 2012, Ramesh Shah of Oakville 
and Mohammed Ismail of Mississauga were charged under the Corruption of Foreign Officials 
Act. Former senior vice-president Kevin Wallace was charged in connection with the alleged 
scheme in September, 2013. Wallace left SNC-Lavalin in December, 2012 and has filed a 
wrongful dismissal lawsuit against the company. His lawyer, Scott Fenton, previously told the 
Star that Wallace maintains his innocence and ''will fight to clear his good name." The RCMP 
has also charged Zulfiquar Ali Bhuiyan, a Canadian citizen, and Abul Hasan Chowdhury of 
Bangladesh under the act. 

Un faux appal i la bombe i La Durantaye 
Le Soleil, David Remillard, 2013 11 04 

La Durantaye, Quebec - Un appel ell la bombe a force I'evacuation et la fermeture temporaire 

d'un bureau de vote ell La Durantaye, une municipalite de Bellechasse, hier apres-midi. La 

Surete du Quebec (SQ) a rec;u un appel vers 14h45 en provenance d'une cabine telephonique. 

L'individu au bout du fil a mentionne qu'un colis suspect se trouvait au bureau de vote situe ell 

I'ecole Plein Soleil, au 539, rue Piedmont. «Plusieurs policiers et pompiers se sont 

immediatement rendus sur place», a explique Audrey-Anne Bilodeau, de la SQ. Les activites 

electorales ont ete suspendues ju·squ'elI 16h30, une fois Ie batiment et ses alentours fouilles par 

les autorites. Des techniciens en identite judiciaire et des enquiiteurs se sont rendus sur les 

lieux d'ou I'appel a ete fait. Tout porte ell croire, selon la SQ, qu'il s'agirait d'un canular. 


Vous sentez-vous espionn6? 

Acadie Nouvelle, Jean Saint-Gyr, 201311 02 

Editorial - L'informaticien americain Edward Snowden est responsable de tout un tsunami 

politique apres avoir revele les activites d'ecoute electronique auxquelles se livre Ie 

gouvernement americain. Apres les evenements du 11 septembre, la NSA (National Security 

Agency) a multiplie les moyens pour traquer tout indice pouvant permettre de debusquer des 

complots terroristes. Par exemple, Ie simple fait d'ecrire «11 septembre» et «NSA» pourrait 

deciencher dans Ie systeme de surveillance de I'agence americaine un suivi des activites de 

I'auteur de ces lignes ... Les millions d'internautes qui frequentent les medias sociaux et qui 

utilisent les services de Google ou de Yahoo!, selon ce qu'on apprenait cette semaine, sont, 




eux aussi, susceptibles de se retrouver dans la banque de donnees presque sans limites de 
I'agence americaine. Des analystes specialises en infonnatique expliquent que, parce que la 
propriete intellectuelle du systeme d'encodage utilise sur pratiquement toutes les platefonnes 
est americaine, il n'y a, en ce moment, que Ie gouvemement americain qui dispose des moyens 
necessaires pour pouvoir glaner des infonnations sur des millions de gens, a leur insu. Chez 
nous, au Canada, il n'y a pas que des agents secrets qui nous espionnent, mais des 
fonctionnaires de l'Agence du revenu du Canada (ARC). Dans son rapport presente mardi au 
Parlement, la commissaire a la protection de la vie privee du Canada, Jennifer Stoddart, a 
fonnule treize recommandations visant specifiquement I'ARC. Apres' avoir verifie les activites du 
personnel de I'ARC, I'equipe de Mme Stoddart a releve que les employes de I'agence federale 
s'etaient rendus coupables, pendant des annees, d'acces inapproprie ades milliers de dossiers 
contenant les renseignements personnels des contribuables qui auraient dQ etre proteges. 
Nous ne pouvons qu'endosser les propos de Mme Stoddart quand elle declare que «Les 
Canadiennes et les Canadiens sont en droit de s'attendre a ce que I'on protege leurs 
renseignements personnels, surtout lorsqu'ils les communiquent au gouvemement sous 
contrainte legale ...» . 

Watch the government that watches us 
Victoria Times-Colonist, lain Hunter, 2013 11 03 . 
Comment: Govemments are obsessed these days with amassing infonnation, openly or 
surreptitiously, on their subjects or those of other countries. They're also obsessed with keeping 
secrets from the public on the assumption that their release would be damaging to the affairs of 
state or the public interest - which usually means embarrassing to govemments. We all know 
that the affairs of state involve some pretty shady deals and that govemments think they alone 
can define the public interest. What's called freedom of infonnation in some jurisdictions isn't 
free at all: It can cost a lot in time and money. What's called access to infonnation, as in the 
Canadian statute, is a misleading enticement. When that piece of legislation was introduced in 
the House of Commons, Pierre Trudeau declared that even before it became law, all 
govemment departments and agencies should act in its "spirit." Accordingly, I submitted a 
request for the prime minister's daily appointments agenda. The reply was soon in coming: The 
PMO was not covered by the bill. "Nice try," Trudeau scraWled under his Signature. So much for 
the spirit of a law that was supposed to improve the transparency of govemment. We might ask 
why the president of the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers is in on talks between 
federal and Alberta officials to set up a joint oil sands monitoring program when no other non
govemment representative is. We might ask what govemment scientists know that we're not 
entitled to know. We might ask why the govemment is planning to spend $4.2 billion on an 
operation centre for Communications Security Establishment Canada, which is one of the Five 
Eyes of a global spying network. If we ask these questions, we'll be told by a govemment that 
over- classifieS infonnation that some things must be kept secret for our own security, that truth 
doesn't make us free. Big Brother bears watching. 

Human rights groups' open letter to David Cameron on surveillance 
The Guardian (London), Multiple signers, 2013 11 04 
Letter - We have joined together as an intemational coalition of free speech, media freedom and 
human rights organisations because we believe that the United Kingdom govemment's 
response to the revelations of mass surveillance of digital communications is eroding 
fundamental human rights in the country. The govemment's response has been to condemn, 
rather than celebrate, investigative joumalism, which plays a crucial role in a healthy democratic 
society. We are alanned at the way in which the UK govemment has reacted, using national 
security legislation against those who have helped bring this public interest infonnation to global 
attention. We are concemed about: . The use of Schedule 7 of the Terrorism Act 2000 to detain 



the Brazilian media worker, David Miranda on 18 August 2013 at London Heathrow Airport. 
Miranda was carrying journalistic material on' behalf of the UK's Guardian newspaper and is the 
partner of the journalist, Glenn Greenwald, who broke the story of mass surveillance of digital 
communications by the UK and USA . The sustained pressure against the UK's Guardian 
newspaper for reporting the disclosures of whistleblower, Edward Snowden, including sending 
officials to force the Guardian to destroy hard drives allegedly containing information from 
Snowden. (Signed) Tasleem Thawar, PEN Canada (and others) . 

Australia feels the heat over spying role 
New Zealand Herald, Staff Writer, 2013 11 03 
Canberra - The diplomatic fallout from continuing disclosures about America's vast global spy 
network has begun descending on Australia after revelations that its foreign embassies are 
being used to intercept sensitive communications. Indonesia yesterday summoned Australia's 
ambassador in Jakarta, Greg Moriarty, to explain reports on intelligence eavesdropping that it 
described as " unacceptable". " The actions that were carried out, as they were reported, 
absolutely do not reflect the spirit of friendship that has been well maintained between 
neighbouring and friendly countries, and are a serious breach of security that is unacceptable to 
the Indonesian Government," an official statement said. Australia's use of diplomatic posts for 
electronic snooping adds to a growing awareness of the United States-led Five Eyes 
agreement, under which it swaps intercepted data with the United States, New Zealand, Britain 
and Canada. At least some of this information is passed to other countries, including Singapore 
and South Korea, under a " Five Eyes Plus" arrangement. Australia and the US are also further 
boosting intelligence co-operation with Japan. The revelations about the use of diplomatic posts 
followed the publication of documents leaked to the German weekly Der Spiegel by exiled 
American whistleblower Edward Snowdon. 

Sea Shepherd captain expects Australian government support for anti-whaling campaign 
Australian Associated Press, David Weber, 2013 11 03 
Canberra - Sea Shepherd founder Paul Watson is expecting the Abbott Government will support 
the anti-whaling campaign due to start in the Southern Ocean, at least in spirit. Mr Watson is in 
the United States after spending 15 months at sea avoiding authorities. He became an 
international fugitive after he was arrested and then skipped bail in Germany last year. He has 
had two Interpol notices for arrest hanging over his head, one from Costa Rica and one from 
Japan. Now he is in Seattle preparing for a civil case brought against him and Sea Shepherd 
USA by Japanese whaling interests. When Paul Watson disembarked in the United States 
earlier this week, he was welcomed by attorney and supporter Robert F. Kennedy Junior, along 
with a group of other lawyers, and volunteers. For 15 months, the only land that Paul Watson 
set foot on was the odd atoll in the Pacific. Now he is in the United States, and he thinks he is 
on solid legal ground. 

Surveillance shatters trust 
Canberra Times, Staff Writer, 2013 11 03 
Canberra - There can be few more sticky situations in an ambassador's career than being 
summoned by a foreign government official to explain alleged spy activities. Greg Moriarty 
found himself in just that place on Friday when Indonesia's foreign ministry demanded a 
response to allegations that Australia's embassy in Jakarta is used to amass signals 
intelligence. It is doubtful Mr Moriarty would have any more than a superficial knowledge of 
intelligence-gathering activities at the embassy. Nonetheless, he would have been obliged to 
deny the accusations, to dissemble or to give assurances that such activities are intended to 
facilitate counter-terrorism investigations and not to monitor the communications of political 
leaders. However, since former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden revealed 



last month that the United States routinely taps the telephones of at least 35 foreign leaders 
and because Australia is a member of the "Five Eyes" intelligence-sharing pact, along with the 
US, Britain, Canada and New Zealand - it is very probable the Indonesians may have found Mr 
MOriarty's explanations wanting. 

IBrutale restauration 
Le Devoir, Francrois Brousseau, 2013 11 04 
Chronique - La brutale reprise ·en mains se poursuit en Egypte, aU Ie regime militaire du general 
Abdel Fattah al-Sissi - de plus en plus semblable acelui de I'ancien dictateur Hosni Moubarak 
entame aujourd'hui Ie proces du president renverse Mohamed Morsi et de quatorze autres 
responsables de I'organisation des Freres musulmans. Pour " encadrer " ce proces, Ie regime a 
poigne qui, depuis quatre mois, gouveme Ie glorieux pays des pharaons, n'y va pas avec Ie dos 
de la cuillere : pas moins de 20 000 membres des forces de securite ont ete mobilises pour 
empllcher la manifestation annoncee par la Confrerie devant Ie lieu ou Morsi devait lltre juge. 
Ah ! Parce qu'il y a encore une telle Confrene en Egypte ? OUi, semble-t-il . Malgre Ie massacre 
en masse de ses partisans I'ete demier. Malgre la mise hors la loi de I'organisation et de ses 
antennes politiques. Malgre I'incarceration et maintenant Ie proces Ooue d'avance) de ses 
dirigeants.. . il semble encore y avoir, dans ce pays, assez de Freres musulmans pour justifier 
un aussi spectaculaire deploiement. 

A 'fox in the human-rights henhouse' 
Washington Post, Yang Jianli, 20131103 
Opinion: While it is debatable Whether the United States should intervene in criminal cases in 
China, such as that of the recently executed street vendor Xia Junfeng, it is unacceptable for 
Washington to ignore China's human rights record when it can raise the issue witho.ut being 
accused of "interfering in intemal affairs." Washington will have such an opportunity when the 
U.N. General Assembly chooses new members of its Human Rights Council this month. China, 
after a year of leave, is seeking a three- year term on the council. It is critical for the United 
States to show Beijing's new leaders that their horrific treatment of citizens matters. U.S. 
govemment agencies, Congress, U.N. human rights monitors and human rights organizations 
show the atrocious extent of Chinese repression. Putting China on the U.N. Human Rights 
Council would be like picking the fox to guard the henhouse - while it was still wiping feathers off 
its mouth. Yet the Obama administration appears to approve of doing so. For many reasons, 
China is unfit to sit on a council charged with protecting human rights: As the Congressional
Executive Commission noted in its 2012 annual report, forced abortions and sterilizations are 
still common in China. The State Department's 2012 report on human rights said that the denial 
of religious freedom in China remains pervasive and was particularly severe against Tibetan 
Buddhists, Muslim Uighurs, Falun Gong practitioners and members of house churches. Other 
nations have risked economic ties to criticize Beijing, including Norway, which awarded the 
Nobel Peace Prize to Liu Xiaobo over China's strong objection; Canada, which has sharply 
criticized Chinese treatment of Tibetans; and the European Union, which has condemned 
China's human rights abuses. (Note: Yang Jianli is founder and. president of Initiatives for China. 
He was imprisoned in China from 2002 to 2007 for attempting to observe labor unrest.) 

An uneasy peace between China and Taiwan 
Ottawa Citizen, J. Michael Cole, 2013 11 02 
OpEd: China's rise has sent the intemational community scrambling for ways to deal with its 
implications, and no country has more at stake in getting the relationship right than Taiwan, the 
democratic nation of 23 million people that Beijing regards as part of its "indivisible" territory. 
Yes, the world - and Canada - can and should leam a lot from Taiwan's experience in dealing 
with the Asian giant, and Crowley, who recently visited the island, is absolutely right when he 
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says that we should fully engage with China with our eyes wide open. That being said, there is a 
lot about Taiwan's dealings with China that is idiosyncratic and which therefore makes its 
relationship an imperfect model for the rest of the world. And that, sadly, is airbrushed out in 
Crowley's otherwise fine piece. A lot of what is left unsaid stems from the common perception 
that relations between Taiwan and China have improved dramatically since President Ma Ying
jeou of the Chinese Nationalist Party, or KMT, came into office in 2008. Indeed, tourism, trade, 
cultural and educational exchanges have boomed in the past five years, and the two countries 
have signed no less than 19 agreements during that period. China is now Taiwan's top source 
of tourists and, as Crowley paints out, an increasingly important trade partner for the island. The 
problem with the status quo - a stalling measure meant to diminish the risk of a Chinese military 
invasion - is that it is dynamic rather than static: Cross-strait trade, finanCial, services and 
cultural liberalization aren't normal exchanges, but political ones meant to transform Taiwan 
from within, create over-dependence and further draw it into China's orbit. This is where Taiwan 
ceases to serve as an example for Canada, as we do not face such an existential threat. We 
pretend relations between Taiwan and China are normal, or that peace is at hand in the Taiwan 
Strait, at our own risk. Ambiguity, a euphemism for keeping our heads in the sand, blinds us to 
the day of reckoning, when Beijing can no longer countenance the reality that Taiwan's and 
China's political systems are altogether incompatible, and will continue to be. (Note: J. Michael 
Cole is a Taipei-based contributor to Jane's Defence Weekly and the Diplomat, and a former 
analyst at the Canadian Security Intelligence Service.) 

Sri Lanka dismisses UK's Channel 4 video as fake 
Asian Age, 20131103 
Colombo - Sri Lanka on Saturday dismissed a latest video documentary released by Britain's 
Channel 4 as 'fake', saying attempts are being made to discredit the army ahead of the 
Commonwealth conference. In the latest video, Channel 4 shows a group of soldiers 
surrounding a half- naked Tamil lady. The video claim that lady, a Tamil television presenter 
who had served in the L TIE, was executed after being captured by the troops and not during 
the final battle as claimed by the government. She was found dead with her clothes stripped. "It 
is nothing new for Channel 4 to discredit Sri Lanka at important times such as the UN Human 
Rights Council sessions and the upcoming Commonwealth conference," military spokesman 
Brigadier Ruwan Wanigasuriya said. 'We reject outright the video. It is a complete fabrication," 
Wanigasuriya said. He said none of the L TIE members who had either surrendered or captured 
had been killed by the troops. 

Kosovo Seribs urged to end boycott of polls; Elections seen as bellwether for peace with 
Serbia 
Toronto Star, Olivia Ward, '2013 11 03 
Belgrade - On Sunday, Kosovo holds local elections that are widely seen as a pointer to the tiny 
territory's progress toward peace with neighbouring Serbia, and the fate of Belgrade's bid for 
membership in the European Union. They take place 14 years after NATO bombing drove 
Serbian forces out of mainly Albanian Kosovo, and the then Serbian province came under the 
control of the UN, backed by NATO troops. But the north of Kosovo remained bitterly divided, 
with mutual hostility and intermittent violence. At least 40,000 Serbs stayed there, including 
hard-line paramilitaries in the partitioned town of Mitrovica, split between Serbs and Albanians. 
It is Kosovo's storm centre, an unstable and crime-ridden zone that has evaded control by 
Kosovo's Pristina government, and has been largely administered by Belgrade. 

The Syrian Exodus: Into the unknown (Part 4) 
Postmedia News, Terry Glavin, 2013 11 03 
Za'atari Regufee Camp - At night, you can sometimes hear the fighting . It's the roar of artillery, 



the sound of rockets, or the explosion of missiles fired from airplanes. It is a mere 40 kilometres 
from the centre of this sprawling refugee camp in Jordan to what is left of the town of Oara'a, on 
the Syrian side of the border. Oara'a is where the Syrian revolution began. It started on March 6, 
2011, when some schoolboys were arrested for painting "The people want to topple the regime" 
on a wall in Oara'a. More than a dozen boys were arrested. In the following days, crowds began 
to assemble, demanding the children's release. By March 18, 2011 , the Baathist regime of 
Bashar ai-Assad was firing live rounds into groups of pratesters. The slaughter has not stopped. 
Za'atari is an immense and shambling bedlam of tents and "living oontainers" laid out on a grid 
pattern and enclosed by chain link and barbed wire where only two years ago there was nothing 
but an expanse of weeds and scorpions and dust-devils. The UN High Commission on 
Refugees doesn't claim to know exactly how many people live here but this past summer the 
UNHCR's best guess put the camp's population at 140,000. 
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Canada spied on Brazil energy ministry: report 
Agence France-Presse, Staff report, 20131007 
Brasilia - Canada spied on communications at Brazil's Mining and Energy Ministry, according to Canadian 
intelligence documents revealed late Sunday by Globo television. Documents leaked by former US 
intelligence contractor Edward Snowden, purportedly from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, 
show a detailed outline of the Brazilian ministry's communications including phone calls, email and 
Intemet traffic. According to Globo, Snowden obtained the documents at a June 2012 meeting of 
intelligence analysts from the Un~ed States, Canada, Britain, Australia and New Zealand, a group said to 
be called the "Five Eyes." A Canadian software spying program named Olympia "mapped" the ministry's 
phone communications and computers with the goal of studying contacts "made with other groups, within 
and outside of Brazil, aside from PETROBRAS," Globo said. PETROBRAS is the country's state-run 
energy giant. Canada has mining interests in Brazil, Mining and Energy Minister Edilson Lobao told 
Globo. He described the development as "serious." The documents Globo showed included instructions 
on the next steps the Canadian agency should pursue in Brazil, which included seeking help from a group 
code-named TAO, said to be an el~e US espionage un~. 

CSIS - Secret Supreme Court hearing focuses on security certificate 
CBC.CA, John Chapman, 2013 1006 
Ottawa - The Supreme Court of Canada has a well-eamed reputation for being an open, public and 
transparent court. Its hearings are televised and ~s rulings often reinforce the notion that courts function 
best when they are transparent. It once famously wamed of "the mischief that flows from a presumption of 
secrecy. So it is somewhat ironic that the Supreme Court will be holding a secret, in camera hearing later 
this week. It's a hearing so secret that the court will not even confirm where ~ is being held because of 
national secumy concems. At the centre of the hearing is a little-used immigration tool called a security 
certificate, which allows suspects to be detained for years w~hout charge on national secumy grounds. 
The certificates have been issued against six people in the past 15 years. "To find a precedent for this, 
you have to go back to early days of the Cold War, when you're looking at allegations around the 
Gouzenko affair and spy rings operating in Ottawa," says Mike Larsen, a criminology instructor at 
Kwanlien Polytechnic University in Surrey, B.C. Har1<at was picked up on a security certificate in 2002, 
based on CSIS intelligence that allegedly linked him to known al-Oaeda sympathizers, including Ahmed 
Said Khadr, an Egyptian-bom Canadian who had close ties to Osama bin Laden in the 1990s. Har1<at 
denies the charges and questioned the reliability of CSIS's intelligence after it was revealed that one of its 
agents on his case was fired after having an affair w~h someone she was inveStigating. Harkat was 
incarcerated without charge for 3Yz years. When he was released, he was placed under some of the most 
restrictive bail condnions ever ordered in Canada, including house arrest, a GPS monnoring bracelet, 24
hour surveillance and no access to cellphones or computers. Har1<at's bail restrictions were gradually 
relaxed over the past seven years, including the removal of his GPS ankle bracelet this summer. The 
Supreme Court hearing on Friday is being held in a secret location so the judges can examine the 
specific intelligence implicating Har1<at while protecting CSIS informants who provided ~. An open hearing 
is being held the day before to examine the legal~y of the entire system. 

Harper visit to Malaysia dwarfed by presence of Chinese President Xi Jinping 
Postmedia News, Matthew Fisher, 2013 10 05 
Kuala Lumpur - Prime Minister Stephen Harper was almost invisible to most Malaysians Saturday as his 
visit to this. increasingly prosperous southeast Asia nation continued to be dwarfed by a parallel vis~ by 
Chinese President Xi Jinping. Xi and Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak created a media frenzy here 
by announcing this weekend that their goal was to expand trade between their countries to a whopping 



$160 billion a year by 2017 from about $100 billion this year. Canada does about $3 billion a year in two
way trade with Malaysia, a figure that has been stagnant for several years despite a strong push by the 
Harper government to make doing business in Asia a top priority. As it was impossible to compete head
to-head with China's economic juggernaut or its newly appointed leader, Xi - who left Malaysia for the 
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit late Saturday - Harper chose to keep a low profile. 
Harper is to finally meet with Razak on Sunday when an aviation agreement between Canada and 
Malaysia is to be formally signed. After that, Harper and Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird will fly to Bali 
for the annual meeting of the 21 Pacific Rim nations. canada launched a capacity-building p{OQram to 
assist Malaysia and Thailand to stop people smuggling on the High Seas after 492 Tamils landed illegally 
in British Columbia in 2010. They had crossed the Pacific Ocean from Thailand aboard the MV Sun Sea 
cargo ship. "It is a large issue in which we have played a small, but Significant role," said Ward Elcock, a 
former director of CSIS who is heavily involved in such security issues. Canada faces a m'uch smaller 
problem with illegal arrivals by seas than does Australia, which detained about 20,000 would-be . 
immigrants arriving by sea last year, Elcock said. Nevertheless, Canada's collaborative efforts with 
southeast Asia nations had contributed to preventing between four and six vessels from reaching 
Canadian waters with their human cargo, he said. 

Letter warning Stephen Harper against appointing Arthur Porter to oversee spy agency raised no 
red nags 
Postmedia News, Stephen Maher, 2013 10 05 
Ottawa - A letter waming in stark language against the appointment of Arthur Porter to oversee Canada's 
spy agency in 2008 appears to have gone unheeded or unnoticed by the prime ministe~s office at the 
time. Porter is now in Panama's La Joya prison awaiting extradition to Canada, where he is accused of 
defrauding the McGill University Health Centre by taking bribes from former executives at engineering 
firm SNC Lavalin as part of a $22.5-million kickback scheme. Porter, who has lung cancer, says he is 
innocent, and the charges have not been tested in court. Just a year and a half ago, he was living in 
lUXUry in Montreal, running the hospital, socializing with politicians and travelling the wortd meeting with 
spymasters from allied nations. Prime Minister Stephen Harper appointed Porter head of the Security 
Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC) on Sept. 3, 2008, giving him access to Canada's most carefully 
guarded secrets, including information shared with Canadian spies by American and British intelligence 
agencies. In June 2010, Harper made him chairman of the five- member committee. SIRC's job is to 
review operations of Canada's spy agency, CSIS, by providing civilian oversight of operations and 
handling appeals from citizens who feel they have been mistreated by the agency. He stepped down 
amid controversy in 2011 . The PMO won't comment on the reasons he was initially appointed, but at the 
time Porter was popular with the Uberal govemment in Quebec, which was impressed by his work getting 
the McGill hospital buiH; and with Conservatives such as Sen. David Angus, who sat on the hospital's . 
board. Ron Atkey, a former Progressive Conservative MP from Toronto who in 1984 was appointed the 
first chairman of SIRC, said in an interview that if CSIS had uncovered troubling information about 
Porters past, it would have passed the information on and let the prime minister decide what to do with it. 
"It could have been ... some information was turned up, but someone in the prime ministe~s office said, 
well that's fine," he said. "Interesting to know but that does not disqualify him in our opinion for taking on 
this job. "That's not CSIS. CSIS has done its job. So I don't want to point the finger, but one should ask, 
what did the prime mlniste~s office know when the appointment was made of Porter?" Retired intelligence 
officials say that the security clearance level required for appointment to SIRC was too low at the time of 
Porte~s appointment: the same level that applies to cabinet ministers, not the tougher level required for 
most officials who deal with official secrets. Porter, and the other appointees, received a background 
check through databases maintained by RCMP, CSIS, the Canada Revenue Agency and the 
Superintendent of Bankruptcy, and interviews with references. After the National Post revealed Porte~s 
African business deal with the Russians, aoo he resigned from SIRC, the govemment made the process 
much tougher. 

Rising border corruption nagged 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze, 2013 1007 
Toronto - Canada's border agency pointed to an "increase in employee corruption" as it defended a move 
to grill its employees on their personal lives, according to documents obtained by The Globe and Mail. 



The federal privacy commissioner had challenged a move by Canada Border Services Agency to quiz 
employees in sensitive positions, as well as job applicants, on 57 questions, including drug use, weekly 
alcohol consumption and gambling debts. It was put only into limHed circulation for a short time before H 
raised privacy concems. The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada wrote to the CBSA last 
November, saying tt was concemed about "highly intrusive questions.· The CBSA defended the "integrity 
questionnaire" for enhanced employee screening, saying corruption was a growing problem. "There is 
currently an increase in employee corruption," reads an intemal 2012 report obtained under Access to 
Information laws. The border agency's main work is to keep illictt goods and dangerous people from 
entering Canada, and some of tts officials also play important roles in keeping terrorism suspects off of 
jetliners, and ensuring that contraband goods never reach rogue states such as Iran. OVer the past 
decade, CBSA 'border guards have been given permission to carry guns. They've also been given more 
access to databases logging the movements of people and goods. Such developments have spurred the 
agency to take more steps to ensure employees are trustworthy. Other federal employees do have their 
personal lives closely scrutinized. RecruHs to the RCMP or CSIS, for example, must face probing 
questions, and bureaucrats consent to detailed background checks during bids for top-secret clearance. 
The privacy watchdog argued that potential leaks of CBSA questionnaire information could have dire 
consequences - especially since the agency had not figured out how it would properly safeguard the 
forms once they were collected. 

$368 investment could help Harper at Asia-Pacific summit 
Canadian Press, Bruce Cheadle, 2013 10 07 
Nusa Dua, Indonesia - Prime Minister Stephen Harper anrived Sunday night in Bali for an Asia-Pacific 
leaders' summtt just hours after receiving an unexpected boon in Malaysia - a $36-billion vote of 
confidence from that country's state-owned oil and gas company. Malaysian Prime Minister Mohd Najib 
sprung the "gargantuan" investment figure during a joint photo-op earlier in the day wtth Harper, saying 
Malaysia's state-owned oil and gas company Petronas has committed ttself to building both a liquid 
natural gas plant in Bmish Columbia and the pipeline to feed it. "I'm told that this is the largest direct 
foreign investment in Canada by any country," Najib said, flanked by Harper following a formal welcoming 
ceremony at a sprawling new govemment precinct outside the Malaysian capital, Kuala Lumpur. Najib 
called tt a "significant landmark decision" by Petronas, which last year spant more than $5 billion to buy 
Alberta-based Progress Energy Inc. The Petronas takeover - and a bigger oilpatch buyout by China's 
state-owned CNOOC - triggered months of hand-wringing in the Harper govemment over majority 
takeovers of Canadian companies by foreign state-owned enterprises (SOEs) . 

A non-vegan sandwich? Oh, the horror 
National Post, Rex Murphy, 2013 1005 
Colum - Recently, two Canadians - one a doctor, one a filmmaker, both of them pro-Palestinian activists 
travelled to Egypt en route to a planned visit to Gaza. Upon their arrival in Cairo, they found themselves in 
the after tow of that country's violent political unheavels, amid street protests and a police effort to shut 
down .elements of the Muslim Brotherhood. Both Canadians were arrested, without charges, along with 
countless others. They are now enduring their second 45-day remand in an Egyptian jail. In an open 
letter, they have described some of their torments and the frightening condHions in which they are being 
held. I join the long and various queue that stretches from Sarah Polley to Stephen Harper, from John 
Baird to Judy Rebbick, in publicly urging their release. Long stays in Egyptian jails, at a time of near civil 
war, is something none of us wish on fellow cHizens, regardless of the carelessness these two 
demonstrated in undertaking a mission to the region during such a dangerous period. We might also give 
some mind to two other Canadian activists abroad -Greenpaacers how sitting in a Russian jail. They were 
part of a group that went to protest Russian drilling in the high north. Two Greenpeace activists tried to 
board a rig . The Russian Coast Guard was not amused, and promptly seized the Greenpeace ship and 
jailed all 30 of the activists. They have been charged with piracy, which canries a woeful penalty of 15 
years in jail. Between a frigid Russian jail cell somewhere inside the Arctic Circle, and a hot Egyptian one, 
there is not much to choose: Neither venue will be mistaken for the relative Shangri-La a modem Westem 
detention facility (complete with Westem standards of due process). 

Alberta's government never enforced eviction of 'Freeman on the land' 



Edmonton Sun, Matt Dykstra, 2013 1005 
Edmonton - Provincial officials never enforced a notice to vacate that was rejected by the "Freemen on 
the land" group accused of forcibly taking several trappers' cabins in Northem Alberta. A spokesperson 
for Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource Developmenl(ESRD), who is too afraid to be named, 
confinned officials discovered two people illegally camped roughly 80 kilometres south of Grande Prairie 
in late May. ESRD said officials accompanied by RCMP members issued a notice to vacate in June that 
was rejected by the men who "indicated that tt was not crown land, tt was land taken over by them". A 
second site visit by ESRD and Department of Justice officials in September confinned that not only had 
the group not left, but there were now a total of five people illegally camped, the spokesperson said. 

Anti~harter march on for Quebec City, pro~harter rally postponed 
The Gazette, Catherine Solyom, 2013 10 06 
Quebec Ctty - Quebec City police may be breathing easier now that a pro-Charter of Values 
demonstration initially scheduled for Sunday has been postponed until the end of October. The march 
was set to take place at the same time and place -- in front of the. National Assembly -- as an anti- charter 
rally organized by the Collectif Quebecois Contre l'lslamophobie (Quebec collective against 
Islamophobia), the same group that drew an estimated 40,000 protesters to a rally in Montreal Sept. 14. 
The CQCI, which counts among its spokespeople Imam Salam Elmenyawi of the Muslim Council of 
Montreal and Adil Charkaoui, whose case before the Supreme Court of Canada eventually led to his 
security certifICate being revoked in 2009, hailed the development as good news Saturday on their 
Facebook page. It is organizing buses to take demonstrators from Montreal to Quebec Ctty and hopes to 
rally people from all parts of Quebec. Wrth a new logo - a red circle on whtte background said to 
represent "the urgency of taking action against a govemment tuming around in circles rather than 
attacking real problems in society," the group says tt wants to take tts message right to Premier Pauline 
Marois and the minister for democratic instttutions, Bernard Drainville, the principal architects of the 
charter. 

Assembly of First Nations: Governments must resolve shale gas protests 
QMI News Agency, 201310 05 
Fredericton - The Assembly of First Nations says the federal, New Brunswick and First Nation 
govemments must resolve the issues surrounding the shale gas protests in New Brunswick. A protest 
against shale gas and hydraulic fracking has been underway near Elsipogtog First Nation in New 
Brunswick since early June. The community says fracking threatens groundwater supplies and native 
treaty rights. Protesters set up a barricade on Route 134 on Monday but a judge ordered its removal on 
Thursday. "This is about govemments respecting and recognizing First Nations rights and that we have a 
right to free, prior and infonned consent on any proposed development that could affect our lands, our 
waters or our people," AFN National Chief Shawn A-in-chut Atleo said in a statement. "All parties must 
commit to a sustained process of engagement to set sustainable plans for responsible economic 
development that are acceptable to all . This is the approach we want to see going forward in all parts of 
the country." AFN New Brunswick-Prince Edward Island Regional Chief Roger Augustine said Monday 
marks the 250th anniversary of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 that "recognized our rights to our lands. 

Autochtones - L'ONU d6p4iche un rapporteur special 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 07 
Ottawa - Le rapporteur special de I'ONU sur les droits des populations autochtones sera au Canada a 
compter de lundi pour dresser un constat de la sttuation precaire de ces communautes au pays. Le 
professeur de droit James Anaya, qui elaborera un rapport a ce sujet a la demande de I'ONU, dott 
s'entretenir avec des representants autochtones et gouvemementaux au cours de son passage au 
Canada. " L'idee derriere cette demarche est d'avoir des renseignements de premiere main sur la 
situation des peuples autochtones du Canada en m'entretenant directement avec eux aussi souvent que 
possible ", a-t-il souligne en entrevue telephonique avec La Presse canadienne. Neuf jours En tant que 
rapporteur special des Nations unies, Ie rOle de M. Anaya est de faire la promotion des lois et politiques 
soutenant les communautes autochtones atravers Ie monde. II a egalement pour mandat d'etudier leurs 



conditions de vie et soumettre des rapports et recommandations a cet egard . II n'a toutefois aucun 
pouvoir contraignant. M. Anaya tente plutO!, en denonyant des situQjions inacceptables, d'embarrasser 
les gouvemements aupres de la communaute intemationale. 

Brazil spying allegations put Canada's electronic snoopers in spotlight 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze, 2013 1007 
Toronto - Leaked documents showing that Canada's electronic intelligen~athering agency targeted the 
Brazilian government threaten to disrupt relations between the countries - and thrust the secretive CSEC 
into the public spotlight. On Sunday night, Brazil's Flagship Fantastico investigative program on the Globo 
television network revealed leaked documents suggesting that Communications Security Establishment 
Canada (CSEC) has spied on computers and smartphones affiliated with Brazil's mining and energy 
ministry in a bid to gain economic intelligence. The report, attributed to documents first obtained by the 
former U.S. government contractor Edward Snowden, includes frames of a CSEC-earmarked 
presentation that was apparently shared w~h the Un~ed States and other allies in June, 2012. "Brazilian 
Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME)," a title page of the leaked case study reads. "New target to 
develop." The presentation then rhetorically asks "How can I use the information available in SIGINT 
[Signals-intelligence] data sources to learn about the target?" before delving into specific hacking 
techniques. 

Calgary-based mining company suing Costa Rica for more than $1 billion 
Global News, Jeremy Hunka, 2013 10 05 
La Tigra - A billion-dollar showdown is looming in Central America this week as a Calgary-based mining 
company announced ~ will sue the country of Costa Rica, infuriating residents who say their sovereignty 
is being taken away. Infinito Gold was hoping to operate an open-pit gold mine in the Crumas region of 
Costa Rica's north. On ~s webSite, the company says it " ... completed all the enVironmental, social and 
technical studies and obtained all approvals required under Costa Rican law to develop and operate the 
Las Crucitas Project." But the project was held up in court, and after irregularities were found in the 
approval process the mine's approval was declared illegal. In 2011 , Costa Rica banned all open-pit metal 
mining. 

Can Statistics Canada be hacked? When it comes to computer security, nothing's impossible, 
experts 
Toronto Star, Uam Casey, 2013 1005 
Toronto - On Thursday, a sparkplug 69-year-old woman and her lawyer, who doubles as a math 
professor, presented a doozie to the court. Could Lockheed Martin, an American arms manufacturer, use 
the software nsold to Statistics Canada to secretly extract the country's census data and hand it over to 
U.S. spy agencies? Statistics Canada said, categorically, that no one at any time has ever breached ns 
network and no information could ever be stolen. "I don~ buy that argument," said Justice Razem Khawly. 
"Unless I'm Jesus Christ incarnate, no one could make such a categorical statement where the Internet is 
concerned." Audrey Tobias was on tlial for refusing to fill out the census form because the software used 
to process the information was provided by Lockheed Martin, a company the peace activist loathes. Back 
doors are exactly that - an a~emate , and often secret, way to get into a network. That is one of the 
techniques the U.S. National Security Agency used to track Americans' telecommunications, as was 
revealed by whistleblower Edward Snowden. "A number of months ago, there would have been many 
saying that she's just being paranoid," said Michael Geist, a law professor with the Univers~y of Ottawa 
(and contlibutor to the Sta". "Once you learned about the NSA spying techniques, anything is possible. 
Even our own government's systems can be breached." None of the data ever leaves that compound, he 
said. Yet there remain;; one connection to the outside world ."Even having the stuff safe and secure in 
Canada is somewhat reassuling , but we have no real idea what Canadian spy agencies are doing," said 
Graeme Hirst, a professor of computer science at the University of Toronto. Any time data leaves 
Canada, it is likely to pass through the Un~ed States at some point. 



Canada and Malaysia sign deal to improve cooperation on security issues 
Canadian Press, Bruce Cheadle, 2013 1006 
Kuala Lumpur - Canada and Malaysia have signed an agreement that Prime Minister Stephen Harper 
says will enhance security co-operation between the two countries, Harper announced the agreement in 
Malaysia on Sunday when he was fonnally welcomed to the Asian country by his counterpart, Prime 
Minister Mohd Najib. A news release from Harpe(s office says the deal will help combat the threats of 
terrorism, human smuggling and organized crime. Harper also announced amendments to the Canada
Malaysia air transport agreement. A statement says the amendments will allow greater flexibility fo( 
air1ines to offer air services using the flights of other air1ines. 

Canada and U,S. may share info on immigrants 
Toronto Star, Nicholas Keung, 2013 10 05 
Ottawa - Ottawa and Washington are further aligning their border security by sharing personal infonnation 
of immigration and refugee applicants to both countries. The plan, to be fully implemented next fall , is 
raising privacy concerns over the disclosure and retention of infonnation, such as an applicant's date of 
birth, travel document number and fingerprints. The infonnation-sharing wouldn' apply to Canadian and 
American citizens or pennanent residents. "Infonnation-sharing between Canada and the U.S.. .. 
supports mutual efforts to facilitate legitimate travel and protect our common borders through improved 
screening of visitors before they enter our countries," said Alexis Pavlich, press secretary of Immigration 
Minister Chris Alexander. "Privacy protection is a primary consideration for us, and the limited infonnation 
exchange will comply with all relevant Canadian laws, including the Privacy Act and the Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms, to ensure that Canadians' privacy rights are protected." 

Canada has 'lot of catching up to do' In Asia 
Postmedia News, Matthew Fisher, 2013 10 05 
Kuala Lumpur - Since the Harper government made trade with Asia a top priority three years ago, 
Canada has urgenlly wanted to develop much stronger business ties here. But repeated trips to Asia by 
ministers since - such as the one Prime Minister Stephen Harper begins in Malaysia on Friday and which 
continues at a summit of Asia Pacific leaders in Indonesia - have not erased the fact that Canada still has 
a minuscule profile across the wor1d's most dynamic trading zone. Canada represents 0.9 per cent of total 
imports to ASia, according to figures published by the Asia Pacific Foundation. Paul Evans, a professor of 
Asian Intemational Relations at the University of British Columbia, described Canada's presence in the 
Orient as being like "a gossamer film ... Canada has virtually disappeared from screens of policy-makers 
from Northeast Asia to Southeast Asia. They used to ask where Canada is. Now they don' ask at all . "Yet 
this is not just a place to do business. It is the place that defines business. Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and 
Hong Kong are on the cutting edge of business practices. This is the 21 st century on steroids." Evans 
said Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird "and some of the cabinet are beginning to hum the melody, are 
coming more often and say Asia-Pacific matters. The problem is that they have the music but they don' 
have the words. They don' have a plan. There is not a coherent strategy that covers trade, investment, 
security, the environment and social and cuHural issues." 

Canada spied on Brazil energy ministry: Report 
Agence France-Presse, Staff Reporter, 2013 10 06 
Canada spied on communications at Brazil's Mining and Energy Ministry, according to Canadian 
intelligence documents revealed on Sunday by Globo televiSion. Documents leaked by fonner US 
intelligence contractor Edward Snowden, purportedly from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, 
show a detailed outline of the Brazilian ministry's communications including phone calls, emails and 
Internet traffic. Ear1ier disclosures by Snowden that the United States spied on the same ministry, as well 
as on President Dilma Rousseff and her aides, have greally strained US-Brazilian ties. Canada has 
mining interests in Brazil , Mining and Energy Minister Edilson Lobao told Globo. He described the 
development as "serious." (full article) 



Canada, Syria, Iran, North Korea: Together against arms.control 
Globe and Mail, Matt Campbell, 2013 10 05 l G", 
Analysis - Last Wednesday, our closest ally and the wortd's largest arms exporter became the latest 
country to sign the Arms Trade Treaty. "This is about k@eping weapons out of the hands of terrorists and 
rogue actors," U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said as he explained the Obama administration's 
decision. "This is about promoting international peace and global securily." OVer the past six months, 113 
nations have Signed onto the agreement, which will oversee the global arms trade and interrupt the 
steady flow of weapons into the hands of human rights abusers. The. idea is simple: we stop exporting 
guns, ammunttion, tanks and aircraft to countries that intend to use them against children or civilians, 
creating new humanitarian thresholds, and in the process we make tt more difficuH for those regimes to 
commtt mass atroctties like what we're seeing in Syria today. Canada is increasingly isolated and alone; 
in the company of Iran, Syria and North Korea - not exactly champions of human rights. Eartier this week, 
Mr. Baird had an opportunity to make amends during his UN General Assembly speech in New York. 
Quoting Roman philosopher Cicero, Somali poet Gaarriye and Holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel, Mr. Baird 
pleaded with those in attendance to take action. 'We are not here to achieve results for governments or 
poltticalleaders. We are here to protect and defend..."( Note: Matt Campbell is a former aide to Romeo 
Dallaire and Michael Ignatieff and former director of communications for The Romeo Dallaire Child 
Soldiers Initiative at Dalhousie University.) 

Canada, U.S. join forces to keep foreign criminals out 
QMI Agency, Daniel Proussalidis, 20131006 
Ottawa - Canada is tightening the screws in its evaluation of immigration and refugee applications, setting 
up a new information-sharing system with the United States. Under proposed regulations published 
Saturday, Canadian and U.S. authorilies will share the biographical Information of immigration, refugee, 
work permtt and visa applicants with each other by November. Canadian officials say the biggest benefit 
will be "an increase in the number of identified and prevented ineligible refugee claimants, and a 
decrease in the volume of crime as a greater number of known criminals who would have otherwise 
gained access to Canada would be denied entry.' 

Canadian PM confirms presence at APEC summit 
Xinhua News Agency, 201310 05 
Bali - Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper confirmed his presence in the APEC 2013 summit which 
opens on Monday, according to information released by hosting country Indonesia. During his two-day 
stay, Harper will participate in various events accompanied by Foreign Minister John Baird and 
International Trade Minister Ed Fast. "Trade relations between Canada and its partners in Asia and the 
Pacific are very important in the promotion of domestic economic growth. We hope that this meeting, 
which is held in the Southeast Asia region, will boost Canada's economy. encourage regional trade 
liberalization, and promote Canada as a business partner of chOice," Harper said. 

Canadian PM Harper in KL on official visit 
The Star (Malaysia), 2013 10 06 
Kuala Lumpur - Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper has arrived to begin a three-day official visit to 
Malaysia. This is Harper's first vistt to Malaysia since becoming prime minister. He was greeted at the KL 
International Airport by Deputy Minister in the Prime Minister's Department Datuk Razali Ibrahim on 
Friday night. The last Canadian prime minister to visit Malaysia was Jean Chretien who attended the 
Apec Summit in Kuala Lumpur in 1998. On the other hand, the last high-level vistt from Malaysia to 
Canada was by former Yang di-Pertuan Agong Tuanku Mizan Zainal Abidin in 2010. 

Canadian PM won't attend CHOGM 
Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka), 2013 1007 
Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper while confirming he would not attend the forthcoming 



CommonweaHh Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in Colombo said the Sri Lankan government 
had failed to uphold the core values of the Commonwealth. Issuing a statement Harper said, "It is clear 
that the Sri Lankan government has failed to uphold the CommonweaHh's core values, which are 
cherished by Canadians. As such, as the Prime Minister of Canada, I will not attend the 2013 CHOGM in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka. This is a decision that I do not take lightly." The full statement: 'When Sri Lanka was 
selected to host the 2013 Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting, Canada was hopeful that the 
Sri Lankan government would·seize the opportunity to improve human rights conditions and take steps 
towards reconciliation and accountability. Unfortunately, this has not been the case. 

Canadians behind bars in a foreign land 
National Post and Canadian Press, Jen Gerson, 2013 10 07 
Toronto - Canadians Tarek Loubani , a doctor, and John Greyson, a filmmaker, will return home as 
smalltime celebrities after their detainment in Egypt became national news. Both men were swept up in a 
mass arrest during a bloody riot and held for 51 days in Egypt w~hout charges. After weeks of growing 
public outrage, they were released over the weekend. Their story may be brutal, but it's hardly unique. 
According to the Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development (DFAIT), about 1,610 Canadians 
were imprisoned abroad as of August. The majority of these cases will never warrant a newspaper story. 
Some of these Canadians were arrested for drug trafficking or assaults. Some are political prisoners who 
have been long forgotten, left to serve intemninable sentences. Most detained Canadians - 1,121 - are 
serving time in the United States. Of those, one Canadian is facing the death penaHy. A further 77 
Canadians have been incarcerated in China; 66 in Australia; and 17 in the Dominican Republic. 

Canadians freed from cairo jail 
I 

Toronto Star, Olivia Ward, 201310 06 
Cairo - In a surprise middle-of-the-night move, Egyptian authorities have released Canadian detainees 
Tarek Loubani and John Greyson after nearly 50 days in an overcrowded, cockroach-infested cell in 
Cairo. "They just came to their cell and said, 'Come with us,' " said Loubani's brother Mohammed in a 
phone interview with the Star. "They had no idea what was happening until they arrived at the police 
station. They were stunned." He said Loubani and Greyson were resting in a Cairo hotel after their 
release. Greyson's sister Cecilia Greyson tweeted "Christmas has come earty" upon getting the happy 
news late Saturday night Toronto time and thanked all those who worked for their release. In Ottawa, 
Consular Affairs Minister Lynne Yelich welcomed the two men's release in a statement: "I look forward to 
Dr. Loubani and Mr. Greyson being reunited with their families and friends who have shown tremendous 
strength during this difficuH time." Loubani, an emergency room physician from London, Onl., and 
Greyson, a Toronto filmmaker, were arrested Aug. 16 during a stopover in Cairo while en route to Gaza, 
where Loubani was to teach medical students while Greyson filmed the·project. 

Canadians' release in Egypt buoys hopes for Greenpeace activists jailed in Russia 
Globe and Mail , Les Perreaux, 20131007 . 
Montreal - The Canadian families of two Greenpeace activists jailed in Russia hope the release of two 
men detained in Egypt will allow Ottawa to focus on securing the freedom of the environmentalists. Paul 
Ruzycki and Alexandre Paul have spent two weeks in jail in Mumnansk along with 28 other Greenpeace 
activists who face charges of piracy for attempting to board a Russian oil rig during a protest over Arctic 
drilling. Their lawyers were expected in court in Russia on Monday to appeal for bail for the detained men 
and women. The news of the release of two other Canadians, Dr. Tarek Loubani and filmmaker John 
Greyson, aller two months in an Egyptian jail, raised hope in Port Colbome, Ont., and Pike River, Que., 
where the families of Mr. Ruzycki and Mr. Paul have not heard directly from the jailed activist-sailors. 
They also say they've feH scant interest in helping secure the release of Greenpeace activists from the 
Conservative government. "We understand just as this was happening the Egyptian incident was going 
on with Canadians being actively tortured. We tried to stay out of it as we heard what was going on with 
John and Tarek in Egypt. We're hoping now this will free up more time to look at two other Canadians," 
said Patti Ruzycki-Sterting, Mr. Ruzycki's sister. 



CN Tower drawing gave jailed Canadian a glimpse of freedom 
Globe and Mail, Dakshana Bascaramurty and Carol Berger, 2013 1007 
Toronto and Cairo - When John Greyson, his friend Tarek Loubani and 36 others were crammed "like 
sardines" in a fikhy, 30-square-metre cell in an Egyptian prison for seven weeks, Mr. Greyson longed to 
see the CN Tower - a structure he viewed daily from a window in his Toronto studio. Through a note 
passed from his lawyer in Cairo to his friend of 17 years, Stephen Andrews, Mr. Greyson requested and 
received a drawing of the iconic structure, which had come to represent freedom. "I think he pasted that 
up on the wall in his cell. A little btt of home," Mr. Andrews said from his home in Toronto. Mr. Greyson 
and Dr. Loubani were released Saturday from Tora prison south of Cairo, where they had been held 
without charge, which means Mr. Greyson will soon be able to see that symbol of freedom in Toronto with 
his own eyes. The pair endured brutal conditions for 50 days and participated in a two-week hunger 
strike. After their release, they were transferred to a Cairo hotel, where they are waiting to get their 
documents in order to return to Canada. 

Compensation committee on hold as Treasury Board re-evaluates executive pay packages 
Ottawa Cttizen, Kathryn May, 2013 10 05 
Ottawa - The 6,000 executives working,in Canada's public service haven1 had a raise this year as the 
Conservative govemment "re-evaluates" their compensation packages as part of its drive to cut spending 
and bring public sector salaries in line with the private sector. The independent blue-chip panel that 
advises the govemment on executive compensation was shut down with little notice after longtime chair 
Carol stephenson, former dean of the Richard Ivey School of Business at the University of Westem 
Ontario, resigned a year ago. The committee hasn1 had a report since July 2011 . Officials in Treasury 
Board President Tony Clement's office said the minister is "re-evaluating" the committee's mandate to put 
more focus on "containing costs" rather than wage increases to retain executives. The Stephenson 
committee, as it was known, was formally called the Advisory Committee on Senior Level Retention and 
Compensation to reflect tts original mission when created more than 15 years ago. Executives have long 
had performance agreements with their bosses, but Clement unveiled his plan for beefed-up performance 
management at the annual symposium of the Association of Professional Executives in the Public Service 
of Canada (APEX), calling tt a "new beginning" for a more productive and affordable public service. 

CSIS: 'Brazil ministry spied on by Canada' 
Press TV, 201310 07 
Undisclosed placeline - A report says communications at Brazil's Mining and Energy Ministry has been 
spied on by Canadian intelligence services, as the country has mining interests in the South American 
nation. The new disclosure was reported by Brazilian Globo television on Sunday and was based on 
leaked documents by US whistleblower Edward Snowden. The documents showed that the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service had made a detailed outline of the Brazilian ministry's communications 
including phone calls, emails, and internet traffic. Brazil's Mining and Energy Minister Edilson Lobao 
described the revelations as "serious" and said that it has possibly been spied on due to Canadian 
companies' mining interests in the country. "There are many Canadian businesses interested in doing 
business in our country. If that is where the interest in spying comes from, to help certain business 
interests, I cannot say," LobBo stated. 

Des converties s'expriment 
Le Soleil, David Remillard, 2013 10 07 
Quebec - Manif contre la Charte des valeurs Des Quebecoises converties a I'islam manifestaient hier aux 
cOtes de quelques centaines d'opposants au projet de Charte des valeurs quebecoises, devant 
l'Assemblee nationale, aQuebec. Les manifestants, dont plusieurs femmes portant Ie voile ou encore Ie 
niqab, ont qualifie Ie projet soumis par Ie gouvemement Marois de "raciste" et "islamophobe". Lucie 
Vachon detonnait avec son voile aux couleurs du drapeau du Quebec. Cette demiere s'est convertie a 
I'islam iI y a hutt mois, et porte Ie voile depuis fevrier. "J'ai ete libre de choisir et je I'ai choisi [I'islam)", a 
affirme Mme Vachon, qui n'a pas de mari, soulignant ainsi qu'on ne lui avatt rien impose. "J'ai etudie 



I'islam avant de me convertir", a-t-eUe ajoute. Pour Mme Vachon, Ie projet de Charte des valeurs 
quebecoises est une attaque contre cetle liberte qui lui a pennis de pratiquer la religion musulmane. Et 
depuis que Ie projet a ete presente par Ie ministre des Institutions democratiques, Bernard Drainville, en 
septembre, eUe soutient que sa liberte de pratiquer est de plus en plus restreinte. "Avant la Charte, je 
n'avais pas de probleme aporter mon voile. Je suis Quebecoise et je me suis fait injurier la semaine 
demiere", a-t- elle deplore. 

~~ I'li'c.. 8c. 
Deux militants condamn6s l. 
La Presse, Philippe Teisceira-Lessard, 2013 10 05 
Ville De Quebec - Deux militants Quebecois d'exir6me gauche ont ete condamnes a6 mois de prison 
pour des gestes commis lors des manifestations du G20 aToronto, en 2010. Youri Couture at Guillaume 
Constantineau ont notamment plaide coupable ades accusations de voies de fait annees contre un 
policier. L'entente intervenue prevoyait leur incarceration pendant 6 mois. La procureure de la Couronne, 
Elizabeth Nadeau, n'a pas voulu discuter du dossier avec La Presse. Etienne Poitras, I'avocat des deux 
accuses, a indique que ceux-ci avaient ete photographies alors qu'ils lancaient un bAton de bois sur des 
policiers. Ses dients ont accepte I'entente comprenant un plaidoyer de culpebilite afin d'6tre juges, puis 
detenus au Quebec. 

DND pares front-line jobs 
Ottawa Citizen, David Pugliese, 2013 10 07 
Ottawa - The Department of National Defence is refusing to say how many public service jobs it has cut 
so far, even as a leaked email indicates its latest round of reductions will chop by a third the number of 
employees at what is considered a strategiC maintenance facility. In November, the DND confinned to the 
Citizen it had eliminated 1,107 civilian jobs so far for a savings of $128 million. Now the department is 
refusing to update those numbers or explain why such figures are shrouded in secrecy. But an email 
leaked to the Citizen outlines a plan to cut 90 of the 346 front-line civilian jobs at the DND's 202 
Worltshop Depot in Montreal. Those cuts go against the assurances from the Conservative government 
that only backroom administrative jobs were being eliminated. Temporary employees at 202 Worltshpp 
will be laid off, 34 full-time public servants will be targeted under the workforce adjustment process and it 
is hoped that attrition and retirements can account for the rest, according to the Sept. 26 email sent out by 
John Turner, the assistant deputy minister for matenel. Last week the department sent out "affected" 
notices to 143 staff members at 202 Workshop, union officials say. Those receiving affected letters now 
have to compete for their jobs or hope that most staff cuts cou~d be made by attrition or retirement. 

Dutch fight to free jailed Canadian eco-activists 
Associated Press, 2013 10 05 
Amsterdam - The Dutch foreign minister said Friday he will file suilto recover the Greenpeace ship Arctic 
Sunrise, which was seized by the Russian government last month after activists for the environmental 
group protested at an oil platfonn in the Arctic Sea. Frans Timmennans said he would also try to obtain 
the release via diplomatic channels of the ship's 30 occupants charged by Russia with piracy, including 
two Canadians: Alexandre Paul of Montreal and Paul Ruzycki of Port Colbome, Onl. "I feel responsible 
for the ship and its crew because it's a ship that sails under the Dutch flag," he told reporters in The 
Hague, Netherlands. TImmennans said he would file an arbitration suit at the International Tribunal for the 
Law of the Sea, based in Hamburg, Gennany, because it wasnl dear to him that the ship's seizure was 
legal. Greenpeace International, which is based in Amsterdam, denies any wrongdoing and describes the 
charges as absurd. 

Environmental assessments a lot of hot air, says Mulcair 
QMI News Agency, Daniel Proussalidis, 2013 1007 
Ottawa - Massive, new Malaysian investment in B.C.'s liquified natural gas (LNG) sector could get a 
rough ride from the federal official opposition. Malaysia's prime minister used a weekend news 
conference with Prime Minister Stephen Harper near Kuala Lumpur to announce $36 billion worth of 



investment over 30 years by state-ow ned Petronas for new LNG projects in B.C. Harper welcomed the 
announcement, and Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak appears to be counting on long-term 
Canadian support. "Malaysia strongly believes that this decision will not only be supported by the present 
Canadian govemment but future ones as well," Malaysian media quoted him as saying. Not so fast says 
NDP Leader Thomas Mulcair. 'Why? You have to do a full , complete environmental assessment," Mulcair 
said Sunday. "Canada no longer has a thorough, credible environmental assessment procedure: Mulcair 
argues that the Conservatives'move last year to lim~ environmental reviews for major projects to two 
years and end overlapping provincial and federal reviews "gutted" the review process. 

Families rejoice as Egypt frees Canadians ( 
National Post and Canadian Press, Jake Edmiston and Will Campbell, 2013 10 07 
Toronto - Mohammed Loubani heard talk on Saturday night that his brother, Tarek, was being released 
from the Cairo jail where he had been held without charge for 51 days. But the family in London, Ont., 
had heard that talk before and ~ had always amounted to nothing. So Mohammed didn' let himself get 
excited. But when he called his father, who has been in Egypt to support Tarek since last week, he got a 
pleasant surprise. "Tarek picked up and said, 'Hey, ~'s me: " Mohammed recalled on Sunday. "I was 
absolutely blown away: Tarek Loubani , an emergency room physician, and documentary filmmaker John 
Greyson had been held in what they described as brutal conditions in the Egyptian prison after being 
arrested in August. "He was a 1~le bit groggy because he had been shaken out of bed. They didn' know 
what was going on,"Mohammed said. 

Family of Canadian Greenpeace activist charged in Russia speaks out 
Global News, Erika Tucker, 2013 10 05 
Toronto - The father of a Canadian Greenpeace activist charged with piracy is calling his son's 
detainment in Russia "riQiculous." "No guns, no weapons on the ship - the worst they had was a k~chen 
knife," said Raymond Paul, whose son, Alexandre, is a crewmember of the Arctic Sunrise ship. "He was 
handcuffed, and put in a cage - treated like a criminal," he told Global News on Friday aftemoon. Paul 
said he's had no contact w~h his only son, and that his wife isn' doing well. They continue to "pray for 
good news: The young Montreal man and Paul Ruzycki of Port Colbome, Ont., were among 30 activists 
charged by Russia after the environmental group protested at an oil platform in the Arctic Sea. 

Feds mum on activists in Russia 
QMI News Agency, Giuseppe Valiante, 2013 1007 
Montreal - The department of foreign affairs wouldn' say Saturday whether ~ is helping to secure the 
release 'of two Canadian Greenpeace activists charged with piracy in Russia. Greenpeace Canada 
spokesman Diego Kreimer said lawyers are preparing appeal arguments for all 30 activists on board a 
ship seized two weeks ago by Russian forces. Russian state prosecutors charged all 30 on board -
including Montrealer Alexandre Paul, 35, and Paul Ruzycki from Port Colbome, On!. - with piracy and 
refused them bail. Kreimer said Greenpeace contacted Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird last week for a 
meeting but he said that the department has not responded. Kreimer said Greenpeace wants Foreign 
Affairs to act as a guarantor for the two Canadians if they are set free pending trial. 

Foreign Affairs mum on Canadian Greenpeace activists charged in Russia 
QMI Agency, 2013 10 06 
Montreal - The department of foreign affairs wouldn't say Saturday whether ~ is helping to secure the 
release of two Canadian Greenpeace activists charged with piracy in Russia. Greenpeace Canada 
spokesman Diego Kreimer said lawyers are preparing appeal arguments for all 30 activists on board a 
ship seized two weeks ago by Russian forces. Russian state prosecutors charged all 30 on board -
including Montrealer Alexandre Paul, 35, and Paul Ruzycki from Port Colborne, On!. - with piracy and 
refused them bail. Kreimer said Greenpeace contacted Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird last week for a 
meeting but he said that the department has not responded. 



Free Greyson and Loubani 
Ottawa Cftizen, 2013 10 05 0.,,, 0 
Editorial - The sad case of John Greyson and Dr. Tarek Loubani, the two Canadians detained without 
charges and subjected to brutal treatment in Egypt since mid-August, should serve as a cautionary tale to 
those who would give succour to dictators. The two men, a Toronto filmmaker and a London, Ontario 
emergency room physician , were arrested during the tumuHuous demonstrations that followed the ouster 
of President Mohammed Morsi. They were on their way to Gaza, when after the closure of the Rafah 
border, the two men went to watch demonstrations that turned violent. Loubani apparently answered calls 
for a doctor, and Greyson began filming. Shortly after, they were arrested and according thetr a9CQunt, 
tortured . They staged a hunger strike to protest their maltreatment. "We were arrested, searched, caged , 
questioned, interrogated .. . slapped, beaten, ridiculed, hot-boxed, stripped, shave\l bald," they said in a 
statement reported in Canadian media. ~ .. 

GTEC show focuses on 'agile' government 
Ottawa Cftizen, Vito Pilieci, 2013 1005 
Ottawa - The annual Government Technology event, better known as GTEC, will take place at the Ottawa 
Convention Centre next week with the intention of helping government become more "agile". The event, 
which is now in its 21st year, will bring together 190 technology companies with more than 7,000 
delegates from the public service. The goal is to get the two sides talking about how to offer more modem 
government services to Canadians. "They see the event as an opportunity to meet with perspective 
clients in a venue that is neutral," said Terry Horsman, director of sales at GTEC. The show will be 
opened by Treasury Board Secretariat president Tony Clement on Tuesday morning. Clement will be 
followed by Corinne Charette, chief inforrnation officer for the Government of Canada. Other keynote 
speakers at the conference will include: John Forester, deputy head and chief at the Communications 
Security Establishment Canada, who will discuss Canada's cyber-security preparedness, and Canos 
Dominguez, a senior vice-president at Cisco Systems Inc., who will discuss how government can use 
Internet based services to better serve Canadians. • 

Harper arrives at Asia Pacific summit bearing $36B Malaysian investment boost 
Canadian Press, Bruce Cheadle, 2013 10 06 
Nusa Dua, Indonesia - Prime Minister Stephen Harper arrived in Bali for an Asia-Pacific leaders' summft 
Sunday bearing what could be called a $36-billion vote of confidence from Malaysia's state-owned oil and 
gas company. Malaysian Prime Minister Mohd Najib sprung the " gargantuan" investment figure during a 
joint availabilfty wfth Harper in Putrajaya, saying Malaysia's state-owned oil and gas company Petronas 
has committed to construction of a liquid natural gas plant in British Columbia and the pipeline to feed it. 
"I'm told that this is the largest direct foreign investment in Canada by any country," Najib said, flanked 
by Harper following a forrnal welcoming ceremony at a sprawling new government precinct outside the 
Malaysian capftal of Kuala Lumpur. Najib called it a " significant landmark decision" by Petronas, which 
last year spent more than $5 billion buying Alberta-based Progress Energy Inc. The Petronas takeover, 
and a bigger oil patch buyout by China's state-owned CNOOC, prompted months of hand-wringing by the 
Harper government. It approved the d'eals late last year but at the same time introduced new rules that 
permit majority takeovers of Canadian companies by state-owned enterprises only in the most 
exceptional circumstances. 

(" 

Harper meets with business leaders in Malaysia 
Canadian Press, Bruce Cheadle, 2013 10 05 
Kuala Lumpur - It had been 17 years since a sitting Canadian prime minister had visited Malaysia and on 
Saturday Stephen Harper slipped in with barely a ripple. Amid a capftal consumed with a state visft by 
new Chinese President Xi Jinping, Harper simply couldnl compete and chose to spend a low-key day 
touring a mosque and a maritime air base and speaking to Canadian ,business leaders. That's not to say 
Canadians aren't competing in Southeast Asia. The emerging economies have been a bright spot in 
global economic growth and a number of Canadian firrns have capitalized. 



HMCS Toronto makes drug bust in Arabian sea 
aMI News Agency, Staff reporter, 2013 1007 
Toronto - HMCS Toronto made what the Department of National Defence is calling "an important drug 
seizure" in the Arabian Sea Saturday. It says the ship "intercepted and boarded a suspected smuggling 
vessel approximately 500 nautical miles (800 km) east of the Hom of Aflica , and discovered 154 bags of 
heroin weighing more than 180 kilograms. The illicij narcotics were then catalogued and later destroyed, 
thus ensuling they would not reach their intended recipients." To date, HMCS Toronto has recovered 
approximately 7800 kgs of narcotics. "I'm extremely proud of the work Toronto's team, and all those on 
whom we rely for support, have done to achieve this success," said Commander Matthew Bowen. "A 
positive outcome like this, seizing and disposing of illegal narcotics whose sale would have funded 
extremist groups, is a big win for Canada's counter-terrorism efforts." 

1\lle No More prepares for day of action 
CBC News, Daniel Schwartz, 2013 10 07 
Analysis: The Idle No More movement has plans for over 63 protests and actions across Canada today, 
with solidamy events expected in over 12 countlies. The day should indicate whether the movement still 
has the energy and intensity it displayed last winter. Idle No More began a year ago with an email 
exchange between four women in Saskatchewan, growing very quickly into one of the biggest protest 
movements Canada has seen in years. Idle No More uses social media as a key organizing tool, as it has 
for today's events. Oct. 7 was chosen because that's the date 250 years ago that King George III signed 
the Royal Proclamation, which, in ijs concluding paragraphs, sets out policy for the Crown's relationship 
with the "nations or tlibes of Indians" and the lands "reserved to them." A "purpose of Idle No More was to 
reinvent the relationship between indigenous peoples and Canada," movement activist Niigaan Sinclair 
told CBC News. Idle No More also fonned to oppose federal legislation they see as further eroding treaty 
and indigenous lights, and to push for emergency situations at some First Nations communijies to be 
stabilized. 

Jailed Cdn. Greenpeace activists' plight 'blown off' by Baird, sister says 
ClY News, 2013 10 06 
Ottawa - The sister of a Canadian Greenpeace activist who has been charged with piracy for participating 
in a protest at a Russian offshore oil dlilling platfonn says she's disappointed by the lack of support from 
Ottawa. Patti Ruzycki-Stirling, the sister of Paul Ruzycki of Port Colbome, Ont., says no representative of 
the federal government has called the family to offer their condolences or support. "The only support 
we've had has been from Paul's local MP, Malcolm Allen, and his office.... Unfortunately, John Baird has 
just blown off the whole event," Ruzycki-Stirling told ClY News Channel on Saturday. Last month, the 
Russian Coast Guard seized the Greenpeace ship "Arctic Sunrise" and all the people aboard - including 
Canadians Alexandre Paul of Montreal and Paul Ruzycki of Port Colbome, Onto- following a Sept. 18 
protest at an offshore platfonn owned by Russian state-controlled energy finn Gazprom. 

John Greyson, Tarek Loubani unable to leave Egypt 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2013 10 07 
Toronto - Two Canadians released from an Egyptian plison after being held without ch'arges for seven 
weeks were barred from flying out of the country on Sunday, Cairo airport officials said. John Greyson, a 
Toronto filmmaker and York University professor, and Tarek Loubani, a physician from London, Ontalio, 
had checked in for a flight to Frankfurt, Gennany, but were prevented from boarding the plane after their 
names appeared on a "stop-list" issued by prosecutors, the airport officials said. The pair retlieved their 
luggage and were free to leave the airport, the officials said, speaking on condition of anonymity because 
they were not.autholized to blief reporters. Confinnation that the pair were granted their freedom came 
from Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Lynne Yelich late Saturday. Greyson's sister, Cecilia, told The 
Associated Press that Canadian consular officials were dealing with what she called "red tape" so they 
could begin their tlip back to Canada. 



La malaisisnns Petronas investit 36 milliards dans l'Ouest canadIen 
La Presse canadienne, Bruce Cheadle, 201310 07 ' 
Nusa Dua, Indonesie - Le premier ministre Stephen Harper pouvait se moritrer conliant hier ason arrivee 
a Bali, en Indonesie, fort de I'entente de 36 milliards conclue avec la societe petroliere nationale de la 
Malaisie dans Ie secteur de I'energie au Canada. Le premier ministre de la Malaisie, Najib Razak, en a 
fait I'annonce aux cOtes du premier ministre Harper avant leurs departs respectifs pour Ie sommet de 
I'APEC en Indonesie, precisant que la petroliere Petronas s'engageait a injecter 36 milHards dans un 
projet d'usine de gaz naturelliquefie et d'oleoduc en Colombie- Britannique. Cette decision survien! apres 
que Ie gean! malaisien eut procede a I'acquisition de I'entreprise albertaine Progress Energy, I'an demier, 
pour plus de cinq milliards de dollars. Le gouvemement Harper avait approuve I'entente, mais avait 
egalement adopte au m~me moment de nouvelles regles ne penmettant Ie rachat d'entreprises 
canadiennes par des societes d'Etat que sous certaines conditions exceptionnelles. Investissements 
etrangers L'instauration de ces politiques avait jete un froid sur les relations entre Ottawa et les 
investisseurs etrangers, et certains analystes avaient remis en question ce changement de cap, craignant 
que cela ne rebute pour de bon des investisseurs dont Ie Canada a pourtant bien besoin. 

La mere d'Alexandre Paul garde espoir qu'iI soit relAche d'ici deux mois 
La Presse canadienne, Anne Lague, 2013 10 07 
Montreal - La mere du Montrealais Alexandre Paul, un militant de Greenpeace accuse de piraterie par la 
Russie, a espoir que son lils soit rei Ache apr6s les deux mois de detention preventive qu'iI purge 
pn\sentement et qu'il evite ainsi une peine qui pourrait aller jusqu'a 15 ans d'emprisonnement. Nicole 
Paul prenait part aune vigile organisee par Ie groupe environnemental Greenpeace qui a reuni environ 
80 personnes 'samedi soir autour de I'installation "Megaphone", au centre-ville de Montreal. L'evenement 
avait pour but de denoncer les accusations "disproportionnees" qui pesent sur 30 militants de 
Greenpeace detenus en Russie et accuses de piraterie, dont fait partie Alexandre Paul. En entrevue avec 
La Presse Canadienne, Mme Paul a affinme trouver demesurees les accusations qui pesent sur son fils, 
Age de 35 ans, pour avoir voulu "eveiller les consciences des gens et denoncer les abus face a 
I'environnement". 

Le Canada a aussi espionne Ie Bresil, selon des documents de Snowden (Canada) 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1007 
Brasilia - Le Canada, tout comme les Etats-Unis, a espionne les communications du ministere bresilien 
des Mines et de l'Energie, selon des documents des services de renseignement canadiens reveles 
dimanche par la television Globo. Les documents, qui emanent du Centre de la securite des 
telecommunications Canada (CSTCI, ont ete rendus publics par I'ancien analyste americain Edward 
Snowden. lis montrent un scMma detaille des communications du ministere, comprenant les appels 
telephoniques, les courriers electroniques et les navigations sur I'intemet. 

Le Canada aurait aussi espionne Ie Bresil 
Radio-Canada avec Agence France-Presse et La Prese Canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 20131006 
Brasilia - Une chaine de television bresilienne affinme que Ie Canada, tout comme les Etals-Unis, a 
espionne les communications du ministere bresilien des Mines et de l'Energie. La chaine Globo, Ie plus 
gros reseau du pays, cite des documents secrets qui emaneraient du Centre de la securite des 
telecommunications Canada (CSTCI. lis auraient ete rendus publics par I'ex-consu~ant de l'Agence 
americaine de securite nationale (NSAI, Edward Snowden. Les documents montrent, entre autres, Ie 
scMma des communications du ministere bresilien. Ce scMma inclut des appels telephoniques, des 
courriers electroniques et des navigations sur Intemet. Globo publie d'ailleurs certaines pages des 
documents sur son site Web. Selon Ie reportage, grAce aun logiciel nomme Olympia, Ie CSTC aurait 
surveille les metadonnees des appels et des courriels emanant et adestination du ministere. Globo 
affinme que les activites penmettaient de surveiller les contacts avec «d'autres groupes que Petrobras, au 



Bresil ou II I'etranger. » L'un des documents fatt etat d'appels faits, par exemple, en Amerique latine, au 
Moyen-Orient et en Afrique du Sud. 

Le Canada aurait aussi espionne Ie Bresil 
TVA Nouvelles, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1007 
Brasilia - Affaire Snowden Selon des documents des services de renseignement canadiens reveles par la 
television bn!silienne Globo, Ie Canada auratt espionne les communications du ministere des Mines et de 
l'Energie du Bresil. Ces documents emanent du Centre de la securtte des telecommunications Canada 
(CSTC). lis ont ete rendus publics par I'ancien analyste de l'Agence nationale de securtte americaine 
(NSA), Edward Snowden. On peut y voir un schema detaille des communications du ministere, dont des 
appels teh!phoniques, des courriels ou encore I'historique de navigation sur Intemet. Le ministre des 
Mines et de l'Energie, Edilson Lobao, a estime que cette affaire etait «grave», tout en expliquant que Ie 
Canada avait des interAts importants au Bresil , notamment dans Ie domaine minier. 

Le collectif d'Adii Charkaoui va manifester II Quebec 
La Presse, Fabrice de Pierrebourg, 201310 05 
Ville de Quebec - Le colledif d'opposants a la Charte, mene par Adil Charkaoui et I'imam Salam 
Elmenyawi, va manifester II nouveau demain midi , mais sous les fenAtres de l'Assemblee nationale II 
Quebec, cette fois. II y a quelques jours, les ofganisateurs ont lance un appel II la mobilisation de tous les 
"opposants de la charte discriminatoire, liberticide, sexiste et islamophobe". Des autobus ont ete affretes 
de Montreal. Le collectif, qui arbore desorrnais comme logo un cerele rouge, espere rallier autant de 
protestataires que lors de sa premiere manifestation Ie 12 septembre aMontreal. Sur les pages 
Facebook des organisateurs, Ie ton se fatt de plus en plus acrimonieux et vindicatif chez les partisans de 
chaque "camp". A plusieurs reprises, des ciloyens y ont affiche des messages II caractere raciste. Du 
cOte des manifestants hostiles II la Charte, certains ne mAchent pas leurs mots non plus au cours des 
demiers jours contre Ie PQ et plusieurs figures connues. 

Les Canadiens n'ont pas pu quitter l'Egypte 
Agence QMI, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 07 
Le Caire - Le medecin du Centre des sciences de la sante de London, en Ontario, Tarek Loubani , et Ie 
realisateur de cinema John Greyson, enferrnes depuis Ie 16 aoOt en Egypte, n'ont pas reussi II quitter 
l'Egypte, hier, pour revenir au Canada. Les deux hommes seraient en attente d'une approbation finale 
pour prendre I'avion et quitter l'Egypte, selon ce qu'ont rapporte des medias. Ces demiers ont indique 
qu'un vol adestination de Francfort, en Allemagne, avait ete reserve, mais que Tarek Loubani et John 
Greyson n'avaient pas ete autorises II embarquer parce que leurs noms figuraient sur une liste noire 
foumie par la justice egyptienne. lis ont pu recuperer leurs valises et quitter I'aeroport, ont fait savoir les 
autorites aeroportuaires. 

Lessons from Tecumseh 
Toronto Star, Jim Coyle, 2013 1005 
Toronto - A year ago, as summer waned, Allan Gregg gave a ledure at Carteton University. It dealt with 
the worrisome partisanship, polarization and cynical manipulations in modem politics, most notably as 
practised by the current federal govemment. Gregg didn1 expect tt to resonate much beyond the four 
walls of the audttorium. He was wrong. The speech - which he called "1984 in 2012: The Assaull on 
Reason" and posted online - went viral, became the subject of much chattering-class attention and now 
approaches half a million views. In an era when news media are largely preoccupied with the doings of 
celebrtties or curiosities such as "cats playing pianos," Gregg was pleasantly shocked at the obvious 
appetite for long, sophisticated discussions of substantive issues. This week, he's back. Gregg is 
distributing to his considerable social network a 6,000-word essay on the 200th anniversary of the death 
in battle of the great Shawnee chief Tecumseh at Moraviantown, Ont. , during the War of 1812. And he's 
asking them to pass it on. If the power of social networks and media give Gregg a place to stand, he's 
hoping the story of Tecumseh gives him a lever big enough to move the wond - or at least that part of it 



dealing with Canada's sorry relations with its Aboriginal Peoples. Gregg sees in Tecumseh a metaphor for 
that relationship - how the charismatic chief was misunderstood, feared, betrayed and, in the generations 
since his death, largely ignored by mainstream history. 

Liber6s mais menus en Egypte 
La Presse, Philippe Tesceira-Lessard, 2013 10 07 
Montreal- Les Canadiens John Greyson et Tarek Loubani etaient detenus sans raison depuls Ie 16 aoOt 
La liberation des prisonniers canadiens John Greyson et Tarek Loubani, hier matin au Caire, a ete 
rendue possible par Ie travail efficace des diplomates canadiens et la pression exercee par des dizaines 
de milliers de Canadiens, selon I'homme de tMatre Michel Marc Bouchard. Les deux Canadiens n'ont 
pas encore pu quitter l'Egypte, mais iI ne s'agirait que d'une question de temps, selon leurs proches. Le 
principal porte-voix de leur cause au Quebec a appris que les deux hommes etaient liberes en arrivant en 
Finlande, ou La Presse I'a joint. ·C'est une heureuse nouvelle, parce que ya fa~ quand mame 51 jours 
qu'on est en communion, en solidame avec ce qu'ils vivent, s'est-il rejoui. Je pense que nous ne sommes 
pas en mesure de realiser I'horreur de ce qu'ils ont vecu." 

Lis6e demande la liberation d'un Quebecois 
Agence QMI, Camille Laurin-Desjardins, 201310 06 
Montreal - Le ministre Jean-Fran~is Usee a uni sa voix II Greenpeace et aux parents d'Alexandre Paul, 
ce Montrealais detenu en Russie , pour demander aux autorites russes de modifier les accusations 
.demesurees» de piraterie qui pasent contre lui. cOn aimerait qu'Aiexandre revienne chez nous Ie plus 
tOt possible», a lance Ie ministre quebecois des Relations intemationales devant une quarantaine de 
personnes reunies samedi soir II la Place des Festivals, II I'occasion d'une vigile en soutien aux 28 
militants de Greenpeace et aux deux joumalistes qui risquent 15 ans de prison. Les 30 individus, qui 
faisaient partie de I'equipage du bateau Arctic Sunrise, ont eta arratas Ie 18 septembre par les automes 
russes lors d'une manifestation pacifique contre les forages petroliers en Arctique. Les parents 
d'Alexandre Paul sont inquiets pour leur fils, avec qui ils n'ont pas eu de contact depuis plus d'un mois. 
Mais Nicole Paul est confiante que Greenpeace reussira illiberer Alexandre et ses 29 acolytes. 

Losier reappointed to spy watchdog 
New Brunswick Telegraph Journal, 2013 10 05 
Ottawa - A former provincial cabinet minister has been reappointed to a six-month term on the oversight 
committee for Canada's spy agency. Denis LOSier, of Cap-Pele, was appointed to be a member of the 
Security Intelligence Review Committee. Losier, chairman of the board of InvestNB, retired as CEO of 
Assumption Life last year. (Complete Report) 

Manifestation anti-Charte des valeurs aQuebec 
La Presse canadienne, Journaliste maison, 201310 07 
Quebec - La lutte des partisans du Collectif quebecois contre I'islamophobie (CQCI) s'est transportee a 
Quebec. Apres avoir tenu une manifestation a Montreal Ie 14 septembre pour denoncer Ie projet de 
Charte des valeurs du gouvemement provincial, ils s'etaient donne rendez-v.ous devant l'Assemblee 
nationale, dimanche. Le porte-parole et coordonnateur du regroupement, Adil Charkaoui, soutient que 
cette deuxieme in~lative etait nacessaire pour une raison bien simple. Selon lui, Ie en du coeur, qui avait 
eta lance Ie mois demier, ne s'est tout simplement pas rendu aux oreilles de la premiere ministre, Pauline 
MarOis, et du ministre responsable des Institutions democratiques et de la Participation citoyenne, 
Bemard Drainville. M. Charkaoui estime qu'iI falla~ donc organiser une " caravane " pour repater Ie 
message. C'est ainsi que des militants provenant, entre autres regions, de la metropole, de la 
Montaregie, de·I'Estrie et de la Mauricie ont converge vers Ie lieu ou les elus provinciaux prennent leurs 
decisions. D'apres Adil Charkaoui, ils voulaient tous dire d'une seule et mame voix : • Mme MaroiS, M. 
Drainville , vous lites en train de diviser Ie Quebec. Vous 6tes en train d'alimenter la xenophobie et Ie 
racisme. Vous lites en train d'exacerber les tensions ". 



Meeting set in effort to end protest blocking highway in New Brunswick 
Canadian Press, 2013 10 06 
Moncton - A meeting is set for this aftemoon between Premier David Alward and members of the 
Elsipogtog (ELS-ih-pook-took) First Nation in an effort to end a protest that has blocked a highway in 
eastern New Brunswick for a week. The RCMP blocked Highway 134 last Sunday after a protest against 
shale gas exploration began spilling onto the highway. Pro.testers subsequently cut down trees across 
another part of the highway and have blocked an entrance to a compound used by SWN Resources to 
store exploration equipment. The large group of protesters which includes members of the Elsipogtog 
community have been demanding a meeting with the premier, and for SWN Resources to stop seismiC 
testing and leave the province. 

Mutual trade on the increase between Canada and UAE 
The National (UAE), Staff Report, 2013 1007 
Abu Dhabi - Exports from Canada to the UAE rose in the first seven months of the year on the back of 
improving relations between the two countries. From January to July, Canadian exports to the UAE 
increased 13 per cent compared with the same period a year eanier. Investments from the UAE into 
Canada also increased, led by the energy sector, where about US$7.5 billion has been invested so far. 
The UAE has also become a hub for re- export of Canadian goods in the Arabian Gulf. Last year, trade 
between the two countries had touched $1.7bn. Meanwhile, Sultan AI Mansouri, the Minister of Economy, 
met Ed Fast, the Canadian trade minister, in Montreal ahead of the first meeting of the UAE-Canadian 
Business Council. The council was set up on October 1. 

Native rights move into spotlight with UN visit 
Toronto Star, Tim Harper, 20131007 
Column: It is a visit more than 18 months in the planning, a somewhat grudging welcome mat laid out by 
a government that does not embrace intemational observers on its turf. But James Anaya, the UN Special 
Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, says he' takes the Conservative promise of co-operation 
at face value, even as he begins his tour of the country Monday to gauge the government's progress on 
aboriginal rights w~h his eyes wide open. He knows the likes of him have been treated with disdain by the 
Harper Conservatives in the past. "I don1 think it's surprising that governments might look at someone 
from the Qutside as not having as much knowledge or awareness as someone from the inside," he said. "I 
think n's only natural." His visit will receive unprecedented attention because his timing is auspicious. 

New federal web portal for freedom-of.fnfo expanding with 16 new departments 
Canadian Press, Dean Beeby, 2013 1007 
Ottawa - The federal government plans to expand ~s web portal for online information requests, with 16 
new departments added over the next six months. A pilot project, launched April 9, enabled the online 
filing of access-to-information and privacy requests, and the electronic payment of fees. It offers citizens a 
digttal attemative to a paper-based system dating from the eany 1980s. The pilot currently includes just 
three departments Treasury Board, Shared Services canada, and Citizenship and Immigration but the 
service will eventually be expanded to cover all of government over the next few years. In the first fove 
months of the pilot, almost 11,000 information requests passed through the ponal, virtually all of them for 
C~izenship and Immigration, some 7,800 of which were access-to- information requests. 

NSA leaks reveal Canadian spies targeted Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry: report 
Associated Press (with files from Canadian Press), Staff report, 2013 10 07 
Rio de Janeiro - A Brazilian television report that aired Sunday night said Canadian spies targeted Brazil's 
Mines and Energy Ministry. The report on Globo television was based on documents leaked by former 
U.S. National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden and was the latest showing that Latin 
America's biggest country has been a target for U.S., British and now Canadian spy agencies. The report 
said the metadata of phone calls and emails from and to the Brazilian ministry were targeted by the 



Communications Security Establishment Canada, or CSEC, to map the ministry's communications, using 
a software program called Olympia. It didn1 indicate whether emails were read or phone calls were 
listened to. A spokesman for Prime Minister stephen Harper would neither confirm nor deny the 
allegations when asked to respond to the report late Sunday night. TIle ·CSEC does not comment on its 
specific foreign intelligence activ~ies or capabil~ies , · said Harper's communications director Jason 
MaDdonald. 

Ottawa pushes ISP code of conduct 
Toronto Star, Michael Geist, 2013 10 05 
Column - Wdh the cost of cybercrime in Canada on the rise - a new report released last week by 
Symantec, a security software vendor, pegged the cost at $3.1 billion annually - the Canadian 
govemment is quietly working behind the scenes to create a new Intemet service provider code of 
conduct. If approved, the code would technically be voluntary for Canadian ISPs, but the active 
involvement of govemment officials suggests that most large providers would feel pressured to 
participate. The move toward an ISP code of conduct would likely form part of a two-pronged strategy to 
combat malicious software that can lead to cybercrime, identity theft, and other harms. First, the long
delayed anti-spam legislation features new disclosure requirements for the installation of software along 
with tough penalties for non-compliance. Recent comments from Industry Minister James Moore suggest 
that the govemment is ready to bring that law into effect. Second, the code of conduct would require 
participants to provide consumers with assistance should their computers become infected. The proposed 
code, which is modelled on a similar Australian Initiative dubbed the iCode, has been placed on a policy 
fast-track, w~h officials hoping to create a final version by the end of the year. 

Ottawa rolls out 'defence renewal' as figures show HQ shuffles save $18 million 
Canadian Press, Murray Brewster, 2013 10 07 
onawa - The decision to combine three military headquarters as part of a massive budget-cutting 
exercise could mean savings of up to $18 million annually, says one of the country's top commanders. 
How that will be reflected in the overall bottom line at National Defence remains to be seen, however. It 
has been a year since the amalgamation took place and the jOint operations command was created . Lt.
Gen. stuart Beare, who is in charge of the combined headquarters, says when stacked against the three 
commands ~ replaced, the new organization has saved the department about 25 per cent. The 
amalgamation was at the centre of recommendations made two years by retired lieutenant-general 
Andrew Leslie, who wanted to see an axe taken to the bloated headquarters structure in onawa which 
had been built up during the Afghan war. 

Petronas largest FDI investor in Canada, says Najib 
The Malay Mail Online, Staff Writer, 2013 1006 
Putrajaya - National oil corporation, Petronas, has emerged as the largest foreign direct investor in 
Canada following its recent investment of C$38 billion (RM111 billion) in Canada's liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) industry. Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak confirmed that Petronas would setup an LNG 
plant in Canada with related upstream facil~ies including pipelines for the project. "The comerstone of our 
relations has always been in the field of economic and business. We are also very pleased and enlighten 
with the Canadian's govemment approval for Petronas' earlier investment of C$5 billion in progress 
energy which is a very Significant investment for us in Canada. "We (also) have several significant 
Canadian companies operating in Malaysia and I have been informed by the Canadian Prime Minister 
that they have been enjoying a pos~ive business experience in Malaysia," he lold a joint press conference 
w~h his Canadian counterpart, Stephen Harper, here today. 

Petronas to build $36bn LNG plant in Canada 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 10 06 
onawa - Pelronas will embark on a $35 billion liquid natural gas (LNG) project in Canada following the 
reversal of onawa's decision to block the Malaysian national oil company's purchase of Canadian gas 



producer Progress Energy Resources. At a joint press conference Sunday with his Canadian counterpart, 
Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak said this followed from the "approval principally" given for the state 
energy finn's $5.5 billion purchase. Najib announced that Petronas will spend CAD$36 billion to build "all 
the facilities upstream including investment in a pipeline" which he said was the "largest foreign direct 
investment in Canada by any country". "We believe this project will be mutually beneficial because it will 
open up Canadian energy to new markets, principally East Asia," he added of the "gargantuan 
investment". Harper batted away concems over Canada's foreign investment policy Sunday, saying that 
total FDI "has continued to increase over the past year and has increased very rapidly. I'm told it's up by 
almost a third". 'We view the Petronas investments very positively and all the indications I have is that 
Petronas is looking at further investments. Obviously our policy involves the use of discretion when it 
comes to state-owned enterprise," he said. 

Porter fourbit ses annes 
La Presse, Vincent Larouche, 2013 10 05 
Montreal - SNC-Lavalin voulait plus, beaucoup plus que Ie super hOpital anglophone de Montreal. Si la 
finne de genie s'est liee avec I'enigmatique Arthur Porter, c'est qu'elle esperait que les contacts politiques 
du medecin lui donneraient acces ades contrats de milliards de dollars en Afrique, mais aussi... a 
Ottawa, aupres du gouvemement federal, oil Porter avait ses entrees. SNC-Lavalin voulait plus, 
beaucoup plus que Ie super hOpital anglophone de Montreal. Si la finne de genie s'est liee avec 
I'enigmatique Arthur Porter, c'est qu'elle esperait que les contacts politiques du medecin lui donneraient 
acces ades contrats de milliards de dollars en Afrique, mais aussi. .. aOttawa, aupres du gouvemement 
federal , oil Porter avait ses entrees. Voila en gros la defense que prepare Ie docteur Porter pour repondre 
aux graves accusations de corruption, fraude , commissions secretes et complot dont iI est I'objet au 
Quebec. Du fond de sa cellule au Panama, oil il conteste toujours la demande d'extradition du Canada a 
son endroit, I'ancien patron du Centre universitaire de sante McGill (CUSM) fourbit ses annes. Avec I'aide 
du joumaliste canadien Jeff Todd, qui lui prate sa plume, Arthur Porter vlent de tenniner une 
autobiographie de 300 pages qu'il compte publier au printemps. Les deux partenaires negocient avec 
deux editeurs canadiens. Arthur Porter a offert un aperyu exclusif, mais bref, du livre a La Presse, en plus 
d'ouvrir ses archives et de ressortir plusieurs documents datant de son passage aMontreal. Devant un 
tribunal, iI sera difficile pour Porter de nier que SNC- Lavalin a verse 22,S millions dans son compte et 
celui de son ancien bras droit. La preuve a cet egard, devoilee en partie dans les mandats de perquisition 
deposes en cour, est accablante. 

PQ proposes global development agency 
Toronto Star, Allan Woods, 201310 05 
Montreal - Quebec's sovereigntist govemment is moving toward the creation of its own intemational 
development ann to fill the gap it says has been left by a federal aid agency more focused on trying to 
help Canadian mining and oil finns abroad. Modelled on development initiatives from separatist 
administrations in Scotland, the Spanish region of Catalonia, and Belgium's independent Walloon region, 
the proposed Agence quebecoise de solidarite intemationale is being pitched as a way to present the 
province as a nation-level force for good in the world. But it's also a deliberate poke in the eye of the 
Canadian Intemational Development Agency, which has been taken over by the Department of Foreign 
Affairs and rearranged to focus more on economic development as the best way to alleviate poverty and 
human suffering. 

Prime Minister Harper scrubs Sri Lanka visit over human rights violations 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 10 07 
Nusa Dua, Indonesia - Canada·s prime minister will not be among the leaders at this year"s 
Commonwealth Heads of Govemment Meeting in the Sri Lankan capital of Colombo. Stephen Harper 
said today that he will boycott the summit because of deteriorating human rights conditions in Sri Lanka. 
Harper told a media briefing in Bali (the island) where he·s attending the Asia Pacific leader"s summit that 
Canada is deeply concemed about the situation in Sri Lanka. He said the absence of accountability for 
serious violations of human rights and intemational humanitarian standards both during and after the civil 



war is unacceptable. Harper pointed to the impeachment this year of the Sri Lankan Chief Justice, along 
with reports of judicial killings, the intimidation of political leaders and journalists, and the harassment of 
minorities. 0 

Prime Minister Stephen Harper addressed the release of the two Canadians, saying Canada 
welcomes the decision by the government of Egypt. 
CTV.CA, 201310 06 
Ottawa - Prime Minister Stephen Harper says his government welcomes the decision by Egyptian 
authorities to release two Canadians who were detained without charges in a Cairo jail for more than 
seven weeks. Speaking in Malaysia Sunday, Harper singled out the Canadian government's efforts to 
push for the release of the two men, Dr. Tarek Loubani and John Greyson, who were arrested during a 
protest in Cairo on Aug. 16. "The Government of Canada has obviously been pushing for that and 
welcomes this decision by the government of Egypt," he said. 'We look forward to seeing these two 
Canadian citizens return home in the not too distant future." In a statement issued late Saturday night, 
Minister of State Lynne Yelich confirmed that the men had been released , but there were no immediate 
details on what prompted the pai(s release. 

Quebec anti-charter protesters feeling more hopeful after PQ's difficult week 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 10 07 
Montreal - Protesters against Quebec's charter of values are feeling a little more hopeful following a week 
where several former Parti Quebecois leaders come out against the plan. Another round of 
demonstrations was held again Sunday, with events staged in Montreal and Quebec City. C.B. Singh, 
one of the organizers of a rainy march in Montreal, says he's glad to See that many disagree with the 
PQ's plan to forbid public employees from wearing religious headgear. Singh says he doesn1 expect PQ 
Premier Pauline Marois to abandon the proposal any time soon, but hopes the criticism could make it 
harder for her to get public support. Former PQ premiers Jacques Parizeau, Lucien Bouchard and 
Bernard Landry have called for the plan to be watered down. 

Quebec government calls out Russia in case of arrested Greenpeace activists 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 10 07 
Montreal - Quebec is wading into international waters, calling out the Russian government in the case of 
Greenpeace activists arrested during a protest last month. Jean-Francois Lisee, the Parti Quebecois 
government's minister of international relations, is asking for clemency in the case of a Quebec resident 
held in Russian prison. The crew of the seized Greenpeace ship Arctic Sunrise includes Alexandre Paul 
of Montreal and Paul Ruzycki of Port Colbome, Ontario. They could each face a 15-year prison term on 
charges of piracy. Lisee said he's been in contact with Canada's consular services and is putting pressure 
on the federal government to do more. He said he's hoping to meet with Foreign Affairs Minister John 
Baird in the coming days .. 

cSNC-Lavalin n'a rec;u aucune notification de la decision de l'Algoirie de blacklister 
l'entreprise»(Canada) 
EI Watan, Salima TIemc;ani, 20131006 
Alger - Blacklistee depuis quelques mois, Snc-Lavalin, une entreprise canadienne, est au centre de 
nornbreux scandales lies a la corruption. Quel est son devenir en Algerie? II faudrait peut-~tre expliquer 
ce qui s'est passe apropos de celie decision. II y a eu un malentendu. Une des nornbreuses filiales du 
groupe a eu des probillmes au Bangladesh ; elle a ete citee dans un marchS finance en partie par la 
Banque mondiale. Raison pour laquelle celie institution I'a blacklistee. Des mois plus tard, nous 
apprenons par les medias que Ie groupe SNC-Lavalin a ete interdit de toute soumission par les autorites 
algeriennes. Pourtant, offici ellement, nous n'avons rien re~u de la part de celles-ci et aucune de nos 
doleances n'a trouve de reponse. 



Tarek Loubani and John Greyson freed from Cairo prison 
aMI Agency, John Miner, 2013 1006 
London - London emergency room doctor Tarek Loubani and Toronto filmmaker .John Greyson have 
been freed from a Cairo prison where they have been held since Aug 16. "We're over the moon," 
Greyson's sister Cecilia said Saturday night. Greyson said she spoke to her brother at about 11 p.m., and 
he confirmed that the two had been released. "They are doing really well," she said. The pair are now in a 
Cairo hotel and will be returning to Canada once arrangements have been completed. Mohammed 
Loubani, a brother of Tarek, said he spoke briefly on the phone to his brother after they were released. 

Truth emerges 
Toronto Sun, Ezra Levant, 20131007 
Column: Tarek Loubani and John Greyson are two Canadians who have been held without charge in an 
Egyptian jail, following their arrest at a riot in Cairo. For nearly two months, the Media Party has 
championed their release, painting them as human~arian heroes, and glossing over their history of 
pol~ical extremism, arrests and anti-Israel activism. Fine-- those matters could be debated back here in 
Canada. In the meantime, our foreign minister, John Baird, has called on Egypt to e~her charge the men 
or release them. But last week, a new and startling fact emerged about the circumstances of their arrest. 
And the fact came from the two men themselves. Loubani and Greyson said they believed charges 
against them were imminent. So they wanted to release some news about themselves first , before the 
Egyptian government did. 

UAE's Minister of Economy meets Canada's Minister of International Trade 
Gulf News, Staff Report, 2013 10 07 
Abu Dhabi: Minister of Economy Sunan Bin Saeed AI Mansouri has met Canada's Minister of 
International Trade Ed Fast in Montreal before opening the first meeting ofthe UAE-Canadian Business 
Council. During the meeting, the two sides discussed the economic and trade relations between the two 
countries, which had experienced growth over the last two years during which the UAE became the first 
trade partner to Canada in the Middle East. Canadian exports to the UAE grew during the first seven 
months of this year by 13 per cent compared to the last year. The UAE has become the major re
exportation hub to the Canadian goods in the region. Meanwhile, the UAE investments in the area of 
energy touched $7.5 billion (Dh27.5 billion). AI Mansouri said the holding of the first meeting comes amid 
growing economic and trade relations between the UAE and Canada. 

UN fact-finder arrives in Canada to survey concems of Aboriginal Peoples 
Canadian Press, Steve Rennie, 2013 10 07 
Ottawa - A Un~ed Nations fact-finder is set to take stock of the plight of Aboriginal Peoples in Canada. 
The UN has dispatched law professor James Anaya to speak to First Nations representatives and 
government officials as he drafts a report for the wOr1d body. "The idea is to get a first-hand view of the 
situation of Aboliginal Peoples In Canada by hearing directly from as many as I can," he said in a 
telephone interview. As the UN's special rapporteur on indigenous rights, Anaya is responsible for 
promoting laws and policies that support indigenous peoples around the world. He will also look at their 
living conditions and issue reports and recommendations. The rapporteur has no binding autholity. 
Rather, he aims to shame governments into action by bringing unacceptable condnions to light. The 
federal government will get a chance to respond to Anaya's findings before a final report is circulated and 
presented next year to the UN Human Rights Council. 

UN to probe Canada's aboriginal rights record 
QMI Agency, Jessica Murphy, 2013 1005 
Ottawa - Canada's human lights record wnh its aboriginal people is about to get some United Nations 
scrutiny. James Anaya, UN special rapporteur on the right of indigenous people, will kick off a seven-day, 
six-province inspection Monday into Canada's relationship with First Nations, Inun and Metis people. His 



visit could set the stage for renewed tension between the Conservative govemment and aboriginal 
leaders. Anaya's only scheduled news conference comes the day before a throne speech - which will 
likely address long-standing aboriginal issues -- sets the agenda for a new parliamentary session. It also 
comes after a raucous few months last winter between aboriginal leaders and the federal govemment, 
spurred by the Idle No More movement and Attawapiskat Chief Theresa Spence's liquid-diet protest. 

United Nations to offer advice on First Nations 
Postmedia News, Peter O'Neil, 2013 10 07 
Ottawa - The United Nations' advocate for the world's Aboriginal Peoples says he is keen to provide the 
UN-wary Harper govemment with "constructive" advice on oilsands pipelines, land claims, poverty and 
other touchy issues when he finally makes his first visit to Canada this week. James Anaya has mostly 
been met with hostility from Ottawa since 2011, when his criticism of Third World-level housing conditions 
at the remote Ontario community of Attawapiskat prompted a govemment official to accuse him of 
engaging in a "publicity stunt." And it has taken well over a year since his early-2012 request to visit 
Canada before Ottawa finally agreed to invite him. But the intemationally recognized expert on aboriginal 
rights said he expects "fruitful" discussions, and will offer advice on the need to properly consutt first 
nations before proceeding with mines, pipelines and other projects. 
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Brazil Demands Canada Explain Spying Allegations 
Associated Press, Staff report, 2013 10 07 
Brasilia - Brazil on Monday demanded clarifications from the Canadian govemment about allegations that 
its spies targeted Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry, in what Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff said 
appears to be an act of industrial espionage. Foreign Minister luiz Alberto Figueiredo summoned the 
Canadian ambassador in the capttal, Brasilia, to "transmtt the indignation of the Brazilian govemment and 
demand explanations," the Foreign Ministry said in a statement that followed the revelations, aired 
Sunday night on Brazil's Globo network. The report said the metadata of phone calls and emails from and 
to the ministry were targeted by Canada's Communications Security Establishment to map the ministry's 
communications. It didn~ indicate if emails were read or phone calls listened to. A spokeswoman for 
Canada's Communications Secumy Establishment said the ·CSE does not comment on foreign 
intelligence gathering activtties." A spokeswoman for the Canadian Defense Department also declined 
comment. Ray BOisvert, a former high-ranking member of Canada's spy service and the deputy director 
of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service until last year, said he thinks the documents might have 
been a case of Canada using Brazil as part of a pretend war game scenario and not actual espionage. He 
added that he didn~ think there was industrial spying going on because "we're all too busy chasing things 
that could kill people, frankly." Boisvert said from the reports there's no indication that it's about real 
targeting. "It's a hypothetical thing, like 'Could we do something?' Qutte often tt's an exercise and they'll 
use any country just to test the theOries," he said. 

Brazil spying allegations part of a 'War game scenario: former official says; Fonner CSIS deputy 
director plays down likelihood of Brazil actually being targeted 
The Globe and Mail, Steven ChaSe, 2013 10 08 
OTTAWA - A former high-ranking member of Canada's spy service says he suspects the leaked 
documents that purport to show Ottawa was spying on Brazil are in fact part of a pretend ''wargame 

. scenario." "There's no smoking gun here. It's again more little snippets and snapshots from the Snowden 
revelations; they actually mislead more than they inform," says Ray Boisvert, until last year a deputy 
director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. "I don~ believe tt's likely Brazil was targeted." A 
Brazilian television report on Sunday said Canada's electronic eavesdropping agency, the 
Communication Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) targeted the ministry that manages the South 
American nation's vast mineral and oil resources. The report was based on documents leaked by former 
U.S. National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden. Mr. Boisvert, who left the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service in 2012, said the top priority for CSIS and CSEC is counter-terrorism. The directive 
from on high was national security, not infiltrating a Brazilian govemment department of mining. "When I 
worked there, very closely with CSEC and I was a tOl}-line operational leader, we were all too busy 
chasing bad guys who want to kill people," the former CSIS official said ."At the end of the day CSIS and 
CSEC have a mandate to go after foreign powers if those are acting in a way that's inimical to our 
interests, so the poster child for that would be Iran. Every1hing from nuclear proliferation to state
sponsored terror," he said. 

Canada has ability to spy on Brazil, but lacks motive, security officials say 
National Post, Stewart Bell and Peter Koven, 20)3 10 08 
Toronto - Canadian security officials and mining companies were skeptical Monday over claims Canada 
had spied on Brazil's mining and energy department, even as Brazil's president accused Canada of 
apparent industrial espionage. The Brazilian Foreign Minister summoned the Canadian ambassador to 
"transmit the indignation of the Brazilian govemment and demand explanations," the Foreign Ministry said 
in a statement that followed the revelations that were aired Sunday night on Brazil's Globo network. The 
report said the metadata of phone calls and emails from and to the ministry were targeted by 
Communications Secumy Establishment Canada (CSEC) to map the ministry'S communications. It didn't 



indicate if emails were read or phone calls listened to. Ray Boisvert, who was director general of counter
terrorism at the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, said on Monday Canada would have little reason 
to spy on Brazil's mining sector. "Uke any crime drama, you look for capabiltty and intent. Could CSEC do 
Brazil? Of course, tt has significant capabiltty to collect intelligence in the national interest. But on motive, 
you come up way short. If tt was Iran, nobody would be surprised. But this is Brazil," he said. "I'm really 
short on motive." The Brazilian TV report was based on documents leaked by former National Security 
Agency contractor edward Snowden and was the latest showing Brazil has been a target for U.S., British 
and now Canadian spy agencies. Mr. BOisvert, though , said a leaked document ctted by the TV network 
could show nothing but an exercise. Ne~her CSEC, the Department of National Defence, nor the 
Department of Foreign Affairs would discuss the matter. "[CSEC] does not comment on foreign 
intelligence gathering activtties. Under the law, this organization cannot target Canadians," said 
spokeswoman Lauri Sullivan. Globo previously reported that the communications of Ms. Rousseff herself, 
and also state-run oil company Petrobras, were targeted by NSA spying. The fallout over Ihe spy 
programs led her last month to cancel a planned visit to the Un~ed States, where she was to be the guest 
of honour for a state dinner. 

Canada in diplomatic hot water following report it spied on Brazilian government 
Postmedia News, Jason Fekete & Douglas Quan, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - The Harper government is saying very little about what Brazil calls an "unacceptable violation of 
national sovereignty," following reports that Canada spied on Brazil's mines and energy ministry, as 
Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff demanded answers and urged other countries to immediately ha~ 
their espionage. But the political fallout is already spreading, as Brazilian Foreign Minister Luiz Alberto 
Figueiredo on Monday summoned Canadian Ambassador Jamal Khokhar to explain Canada's actions. 
The Brazilian government used the meeting to condemn "this grave and unacceptable violation of 
national sovereignty," according to a statement by the Brazilian foreign ministry. The spying allegations 
have sparked new questions about the activtties of the u~ra-secret Communications Security 
Establishment Canada (CSEC), and may further erode Canada's threadbare relationship with Brazil, an 
emerging economic powerhouse and Latin America's largest country. Ray Boisvert, president of I-Sec 
Integrated Strategies and former assistant director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, said 
Monday he doubted Canada's alleged spy activ~ies in Brazil were for economic advantage or a way to 
help the work of Canadian companies in South America. He cautioned against drawing conclusions from 
"snippets" of leaked documents. "I think tt's overblown. I don~ see a smOking gun on this one," he said. 
Boisvert said he couldn~ see Canada "wasting" tts time targeting Brazil. CSEC's roughly 2,000 employees 
are focused on counterterrorism and "deeply embedded" in targeting "bad guys," such as Iran, he said. 
Boisvert suggested a likelier scenario was that Brazil was just part of a "paper exercise." Before targeting 
the communications signals of a foreign country, it is not uncommon for CSEC to engage in "war gaming" 
exercises - test runs - on another foreign target wtth similar infrastructure, he said. According to CSIS's 
most recent annual report, Canada remains an "attractive target" for economic espionage because of its 
lead role in communications, biotechnology, mineral and energy extraction , aerospace and other fields. 

CSIS: Canada spying agency needs oversight 
Press TV, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - The former head of Canada's secretive electroniC intelligence agency has called for greater 
scrutiny of the country's spying programs by the government. The remarks by John Adams, who is the 
former chief ofthe Communications Security Establishment of Canada (CSEC), came on Monday during 
an interview with Canada's CBC News. Adams also admitted that the agency has deliberately hidden 
information from the Canadian public about tts operations for decades. "There's no question that CSEC is 
very, very biased towards the less the public knows the better, and in fact it seems to have worked, 
because you very seldom see them on the front page of the newspapers," Adams stated. The documents 
showed that the Canadian Security Intelligence Service had made a detailed outline of the Brazilian 
ministry's communications including phone calls, emails, and internet traffic. 

Spy games 
The Telegram (St.John's), 2013 1008 
Editorial: For years, the federal government and Canada's spy agencies have been quietly concerned 
about China's intelligence service infi~rating Canadian business. And the tone has always been that the 



kind of economic intelligence the Chinese govemment has been undertaking is, well, improper, akin to 
cheating. In 1996, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) was waming about precisely that 
sort of systemic espionage, and the wamings haven't stopped. It's a concem that has been regularly 
raised, with a CSIS spokesman telling the CBC as recently as last September that there is "no denying 
that Canada is an attractive target for economic and political espionage, owing to our prominence in 
strategic sectors such as communications, biotechnology, mineral and energy extraction, aerospace and 
others." The concems have occaSionally been muted, as federal officials try to strike a balance with 
maintaining good relations with a potentially huge trading partner while decrying the "dirty tricks" nature of 
govemments using their intelligence services to further economic interests. Well, the suggestion that ~'s 
somehow wrong to use dirty tricks to spy on foreign business interests may just have gotten tumed on ~s 
ear. Because it appears our intelligence services may be involved in the same kind of cheating . A report 
by Brazil's Globo television station, using still more documents leaked by former U.S. National Security 
Agency contractor Edward Snowden, says that Canada's electronic spying agency, Communications 
Security Establishment Canada (CSEC), was using email tapping programs, including one called 
Olympia, to target Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry and break through encryption programs. In the 
report, a secumy expert had this to say about CSEC's methods: "I was overwhelmed by the power of the 
tools used. The Ministry of Energy and Mines was totally dissected." 

'Cyberwar' threatens Brazil rift 
Globe and Mail, Stephanie Nolen, Colin Freeze and Steven Chase; 2013 1008 
Rio De Janeiro, Toronto and Ottawa - The President of Brazil is accusing Canada of "cyberwar" after 
allegations that govemment hackers in Ottawa tried to steal state secrets from the South American 
country's mining and energy ministry last year. The disclosure threatens to create a lasting rift between 
the two nations. Canadian Foreign Minister John Baird vi~ed Brazil in August to court the country, now 
the world's sixth-largest economy, as a crucial bilateral business partner. On Monday, the Canadian 
ambassador in Brasilia was asked to account for the brewing scandal. "The espionage infringes on the 
sovereignty of nations and the privacy of individuals and enterprises .... ij is unacceptable among 
countries that claim to be partners," Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff said in a statement on Twitter. 
'We reject the cyberwar." The fallout stemming from this alleged act of spying could soon be feij in 
Canada, as well. There are an estimated 40 Canadian mining companies working in Brazil, controlling 
billions in assets. Officials in Ottawa are now girding for similar diplomatic rows in other parts of the wortd. 
One of the NSA's closest allies is Canada's electronic eavesdropping agency, Communications Security 
Establishment canada, which has never had to contend with a leak of this magnitude before. On Sunday, 
in partnership with Mr. Greenwald, Brazil's flagship news program Fantastico aired an expose featuring 
CSEC-stamped documents from June, 2012. The computer slideshow suggests the Canadian hackers 
used a program known as "Olympia" to gain a glimpse into smartphones and computers controlled by 
staff at Brazil's Ministry of Mines and Energy. 

Armed Forces target waste, inefficiency 
Globe and Mail, Steven Chase, 2013 1008 
Ottawa - In 2005 the enemy was the Taliban, but now the Canadian Armed Forces have slapped a target 
on a fresh adversary: waste and inefficiency. The military will SQueeze up to $1.2-billion in annual savings 
from existing spending and redirect it to higher priomy areas in an effort to keep soldiers, sailors and air 
force personnel in a higher state of readiness, Defence Minister Rob Nicholson announced Monday. The 
goal , in military parlance, is "more teeth and less tail." Between 2,400 and 4,800 mil~ary and civilian staff 
will be reassigned to "higher priomy tasks," Mr. Nicholson said . "In line with the Prime Ministe~s intent to 
free up support for operational capability and readiness, National Defence has put forward an ambitious 
plan to reduce corporate overhead," the minister said. Back in 2005, the Canadian Armed Forces began 
combat operations against the Taliban in southem Afghanistan and military spending in this country 
expanded in response. In 2013, with Ottawa's books awash in red ink and Afghan combat operations long 
behind them, the Forces are trying to cope w~h budget cuts that have raised concems that the training of 
front-line staff is suffering. 

Baird accused of 'inappropriate and derogatory remarks' to Maldives official 
Canadian Press, Steve Rennie, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird is in hot water with the Maldives. Maldives President 



Mohamed Waheed wrote to Prtme Minister Stephen Harper to complain about Baird's conduct durtng 
recent Commonwealth meetings in New YorK. In a statement posted on the Maldives president's website, 
Waheed alleges Baird made " inapproprtate and derogatory remarl<s" and "posed several harshly worded 
questions" to his acting foreign minister. The remarKs pertained to "domestic politics in the Maldives," 
according to the statement, but Baird's exact words remain unclear. Baird's office says the minister raised 
concerns about the first round of voting in the Maldives' presidential election, which the ·country's highest 
court on Monday declared was flawed, as well as reports of violence and intimidation. 

Boycott won't help Tamils I;
Toronto Star, 2013 10 08 
Editortal: Prime Minister Stephen Harpe~s distaste for Sri Lanka's current leadership is one many 
Canadians share. Four years after winning a brutal civil war, President Mahinda Rajapaksa's authoritarian 
government has been fiercely crtticized by the United Nations and human rtghts groups for failing to fully 
probe war crimes, to devolve any substantial power to the Tamil minority or to demilitartze its heartland. 
Canada's large Tamil diaspora is painfully aware that frtends and family remain second-class citizens 
under an appointed governor and military control, years after the gunfire ceased. Attacks on Tamils are 
common. Promises of "substantive" autonomy, stronger rtghts and a fair crack at jobs in government and 
the army have failed to matertalize. Yet while the injustice Tamils suffer is real, it's hard to see how 
Harper can ease it by boycotting the coming Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in 
Srt Lanka on Nov. 15-17. And his threat to take a wrecking ball to the Commonwealth itself by reviewing 
Canada's "engagement and our financing" of the 54-country organization is even harder to fathom. 

Brazil demands answers from Canada over eavesdropping allegations 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 20131008 
Ottawa - Brazil demanded answers Monday following allegations Canada's electronic eavesdropping 
agency mounted a sophisticated spy operation against the South American country's ministry of mines 
and energy. Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff accused the Ottawa-based Communications Securtty 
Establishment Canada of engaging in industrial espionage. Foreign Minister Luiz Alberto Figueiredo 
summoned the Canadian ambassador in the capital of Brasilia to "transmit the indignation of the 
Brazilian government and demand explanations," the Foreign Ministry said in a statement. The 
accusations aired on Brazil's Globo television networK also prompted questions from Canadian 
intelligence experts about exactly what the spy service should be doing and how much Canadians should 
be told of its prtorities. A spokesman for Prtme Minister Stephen Harper would neither confirm nor deny 
the allegations when asked to respond to the report late Sunday night. CSEC said it " does not comment 
on foreign intelligence gathertng activities." Defence Minister Rob Nicholson, the cabinet member 
responsible for CSEC, said much the same thing. " I don~ comment, nor do we comment, on foreign 
intelligence gathertng activities," Nicholson said. 

Brazil demands Canada answer spying allegations 
Toronto Star, Isabel Teotonio, 2013 1008 
Toronto - An outrag~ Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff demanded answers Monday after a media 
report alleged Canada electronically eavesdropped on the Brazilian mines and energy ministry in an act 
of industrial espionage. Canada, however, is saying little. In the capital city of BraSilia, Foreign Affairs 
Minister Luiz Alberto Figueiredo Machado summoned the Canadian ambassador to "denounce the 
espionage" and express the "indignation ofthe Brazilian government." Machado also demanded an 
explanation and condemned the "serious and unacceptable violation of national sovereignty and of the 
rights of people and companies," according to a statement released by the ministry after the meeting. The 
criticisms surfaced after a TV report Sunday night on Brazil's Globo networK said Canada's electronic 
eavesdropping agency targeted the ministry responsible for the nation's mineral and energy resources. 
The report was based on documents leaked by former U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) contractor 
Edward Snowden. It was co-authored by Glenn Greenwald, a Guardian reporter based in Rio de Janeiro, 
who first broke the stories about the NSA's global spy program. Communications Security Establishment 
Canada (CSEC) is alleged to have used software called Olympia to target the metadata of emails and 
telephone calls of the Mines and Energy Ministry. 



Brazil demands Canada explain spying allegations 
CBC News, Laura Payton, 2013 1008 
Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff says her country's foreign affairs department will demand an 
explanation from Canada regarding allegations that a Canadian spy agency has been tracking 
communications at Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry, Reuters reports. Canadian officials have refused 
to respond to questions by reporters abaut the allegations by a Brazilian television network that the 
Communications Security Establishment Canada used phone and email metadata to map the 
communications of Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry. Rousseff tweeted in Portuguese on Monday that, 
because many Canadian companies are active in Brazil's mining industry, the spying could be a clear 
case of industrial espionage, Reuters reports. "The Un~ed States and ~s allies must immediately stop 
their spying activ~y once and for all," she tweeted. 

Brazil demands explanation from Canada over spying report 
IReuters, Staff report, 2013 10 07 

Brasilia - Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff demanded on Monday that Canada explain a media report 
that said ~ spied on Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry, and she called on the Un~ed States and its allies 
to stop spying overthe Internet. A Brazilian television report said on Sunday that Canada's electronic 
eavesdropping agency targeted the ministry that manages the South American nation's vast mineral and 
oil resources. The report was based on documents leaked by former U.S. National Security Agency 
contractor Edward Snowden. "That is unacceptable between nations that are supposed to be partners," 

. Rousseff said via Twitter. "We repudiate this cyber warfare." The Globa report said Canada's secret 
signals intelligence agency, the Communication Security Establishment (CSE), used software called 
Olympia to map the ministry's communications, including Internet traffic, emails and telephone calls. The 
report provided no details of the alleged spying other than a slide presented at an intelligence conference 
a year ago that mentioned Brazil's mines and energy ministry. The CSE, Canada's equivalent to the NSA, 
said it would not comment on its foreign intelligence-gathering activ~ies. 

Brazil President Blasts Canada's Alleged Spying 
Wall Street Journal, Paulo Trevisani, Matthew Conley, 20131007 
Brasilia - President Dilma Rousseff on Monday demanded an end to electronic eavesdropping by the U.S. 
and ~ allies "once and for all" after a report claimed the Canadian government had spied on Brazil's 
Mines and Energy Ministry. The latest report by Globa television claimed that Communications Security 
Establishment canada, or CSEC, which monitors electronic communications, allegedly mapped out 
phone and Internet communications between top Brazilian energy officials, including calls and emails 
made through supposedly secure channels. The report said resu~s were shared with four other partners 
that make up an intelligence ring referred to as Five Eyes: the U.S., U.K., Australia and New Zealand. "I\'s 
urgent that the U.S. and its allies end their spying activ~ies once and for all," Ms. Rousseff said in 
comments sent on her Twitter account. The president's spokesman confirmed the president had 
published the tweets. Ms. Rousseff said the report points to Canadian interests in Brazil's mining industry, 
and added that targeting the Mines and Energy Ministry confirms "economic and strategic reasons" 
behind the spying. In an emailed statement, the NSA declined to comment on specific allegations, and 
reHerated that ~ gathers foreign intelligence, just as all nations do. Canada's intelligence capability is 
relatively small compared ~h 115 main Western allies. Yet the NSA leak could also prove embarrassing 
for the U.S., given that just a year ago, U.S. officials had chastised Canadian milHary intelligence for 
security lapses that allowed a Canadian Naval officer to leak U.S. mimary secrets to Russia. 

Brazil summons Canadian envoy over spy claims 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 07 
London - Brazil has summoned the Canadian ambassador for explanations over the latest electronic 
spying accusations leaked by the former US intelligence contractor, Edward Snowden. Canadian 
intelligence monitored communications of the mines and energy ministry, Brazilian TV Globa reported . 
President Dilma Rousseff wrote on Twitter the US and ~s allies "must stop spying activ~ies immediately." 
Recent reports have suggested that she had also been a target of US spies. Brazil's Foreign minister, 
Luiz Alberto Figueiredo, said he has told the Canadian ambassador in Brasilia, Jamal Khokhar, that he 
was "indignant." 



Brazilian President demands Canada explain spying report 
Globe and Mail, Stephanie Nolen, 2013 10 08 
Rio De Janeiro - Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff says Canada has violated her country's sovereignty 
and demanded an explanation for "unacceptable" spying carried out by Communications Security 
Establishment Canada on Brazil's Ministry of Mines and Energy. The spying was revealed Sunday night 
by Brazil's flagship investigative program Fantastico, in a report made by Sonia Bridi and the American 
journalist Glenn Greenwald, who lives in Rio. It is based on documents from the fonner U.S. National 
Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden. "The fact that the Ministry of Mines and Energy was the 
target of espionage confinns the economic and strategic reasons behind such acts," she said in a stream 
of tweets Monday morning. According to Natural Resources Canada, there are 40 Canadian mining 
companies wor1ling in Brazil, with an aggregate value of $4.7-billion of assets in this country. "AHhough 
the Ministry has good systems of data protection, I· have asked Minister LobAo to do a rigorous evaluation 
and improve these systems," Ms. Roussefftweeted , referring to Mines and Energy Minister Edison 
LobAo. "The report points to Canadian interests in mining. The Foreign Ministry will demand explanations 
from Canada. The espionage infringes on the sovereignty of nations and the privacy of individuals and 
enterprises. It is urgent that the U.S. and ~s allies end their espionage once and for all. It is unacceptable 
among countries that claim to be partners. We reject the cyberwar." 

Bresil I Canada - Bresil: nouveau scandale d'espionnage (Canada) 
Radio France Intemationale, Franyois Cardona, 2013 10 08 
Rio de Janiero - Le Canada, tout comrne les Etats-Unis, a espionne les communications du ministere 
bresilien des Mines et de l'Energie, selon des documents des services de renseignement canadiens 
reveles par la television Globo. Le secteur minier au Bresil est strategique. II represente plus de la mo~ie 
des exportations du pays. Pourtant, Ie CSTC, Ie Centre de la securite des telecommunications du 
Canada, a pu espionner les communications du ministere brasilien des mines, ses appels telephoniques, 
ses mails ainsi que la navigation sur Internet de ses fonctionnaires. 

Canada PM to miss CommonweaHh summit, cites Sri Lanka rights 
Reuters, David Ljunggren, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper said on Monday he would not attend a November 
summ~ olthe Commonwealth in Sri Lanka because of what he called human rights abuses on the island. 
"We remain disturbed by ongoing reports of intimidation and incarceration of political leaders and 
journalists, harassment of minorities, reported disappearances, and allegations of extra judicial killings," 
he said in a statement. Sri Lanka's envoy to Canada disputed Harpe~s comments. The U.N.'s human 
rights chief said last month that Sri Lanka could be sliding toward an authoritarian system as President 
Mahinda Rajapaksa gathered power around him. Harper is the only leader from the Commonwealth, 
which groups Britain and many fonner colonies, to announce he will boycott the November summ~. 
Britain also has criticized human rights in Sri Lanka. 

Canada spied on Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry: Snowden 
Mining.com, Cecilia Jamasmie, 2013 1007 
Vancouver - Brazilian television OGlobo aired Sunday night a program showing that U.S. National 
Security Agency contractor, Edward Snowden, leaked documents that reveal Canadian spy agencies 
tracked the country's Mines and Energy Ministry e-mails and phone calls. According to the report, the 
Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) used a software application --Olympia-- to map 
the ministry's communications with third parties for an unknown period of time. Asked about the issue by 
CBC News, the press Secretary for Canada's Defence Minister, Rob Nicholson, said the office doesn1 
comment on foreign intelligence gathering activ~ies. "Under the law, this organization cannot target 
Canadians," Julie Di Mambro told CBC on Monday. However, the CSEC is not foreign to economic 
espionage, as fanner Carleton University Professor, Martin Rudner, explains in a research paper, 
published in 2000. He notes the agency began recruiting economists and business analysts in the mid
1990s. 

Canada spying in Brazil: more to come, Greenwald promises 
CBC News, Laura Payton, 201310 08 
Canada hasn1 seen the last of stories alleging spying activ~y in Brazil, journalist Glenn Greenwald told 
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CBC News on Monday. Greenwald collaborated with the news agency that first reported the latest details, 
working from records leaked to him by former U.S. National Security Agency contractor Edward 
Snowden, he said in an interview with Carol Off, host of CBC Radio's As It Happens. And there may be 
more to come. In the interview on CBC Radio, Greenwald said he "absolutely" has "a lot more" to report 
on spying by Canada. "There's a lot of other document&, about Canadians spying on ordinary citizens, on 
allied governments, on the wond, and their co-operation with the United States government, and the 
nature of that co-operation that I think most Canadian citizens will find quite surprising, if not shocking, 
because ij's all done in secret and Canadians are not aware of ij," Greenwald said . 

Canadian PM won't attend CHOGM 
Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka), 2013 10 07 
Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper while confirming he would not attend the forthcoming 
CommonweaHh Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in Colombo said the Sri Lankan government 
had failed to uphold the core values of the CommonweaHh. Issuing a statement Harper said, "It is clear 
that the Sri Lankan government has failed to uphold the Commonwealth's core values, which are 
cherished by Canadians. As such, as the Prime Minister of Canada, I will not attend the 2013 CHOGM in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka. This is a decision that I do not take lightly." The full statement: "When Sri Lanka was 
selected to host the 2013 Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting, Canada was hopeful that the 
Sri Lankan government would seize the opportunijy to improve human rights conditions and take steps 
towards reconciliation and accountability. Unfortunately, this has not been the case. 

Canadian spy agency 'dissected' Brazilian Energy Ministry 
RT (Russia), Staff report, 2013 1007 
Moscow - Canada, as well as the US, infiltrated and spied on the Brazilian Energy Ministry, a new leak by 
Edward Snowden has revealed . The leaked documents show how the data gleaned through espionage 
was shared with international spy network the 'Five Eyes.' Newly-released documents handed over to 
Guardian journalist Glenn Greenwald by former CIA employee Edward Snowden describe in detail how 
Canadian intelligence infiltrated Brazil's Energy and Mines Ministry. "I was overwhelmed by the power of 
the tools used. The Ministry of Energy and Mines was totally dissected," security expert Paulo Pagliusi 
told Brazilian program Fantastico, which first reported on the leak. The program showed documents from 
a meeting of the 'Five Eyes' spy network, comprising the US, UK, Canada, New Zealand and Australia, in 
June of last year. In a presentation the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSRC) - the 
Canadian version of the NSA - outlined how they used a program called Olympia to break through the 
Brazilian ministry's encryption. As a resuH of the infiHration of the ministry over an unspecified period , the 
CSCE developed a detailed map of the insmution's communications. As well as monijoring email and 
electronic communications, the CSCE also eavesdropped on telephone conversations. Able to identify 
mobile numbers, SIM card registrations and the make of a phone, Olympia even snooped on former 
Brazilian ambassador to Canada Paulo Cordeiro. 

Canadians tangled in red tape in Egypt 
Globe ana Mail , Carol Berger and Jill Mahoney, 2013 10 08 
Cairo and Toronto - Two Canadians released from an Egyptian prison earty Sunday have been blocked 
from leaving the country, pending further investigation into allegations of their involvement in terrorism
related offences. The sudden release of John Greyson and Tarek Loubani from Tora Prison, south of 
Cairo, came after six weeks of imprisonment without charge. At some point on Sunday, in the hours 
following their release from prison, the men were reportedly prevented from boarding a Frankfurt-bound 
plane after officials at Cairo International Airport found the men's names on a no-fly advisory. Family 
members in touch with the men would not reveal their whereabouts on Monday, but said they were in 
safe hands with Canadian offICials. Cecilia Greyson, Mr. Greyson's Sister, said: "They're in a safe location 
with consular staff." It was unclear whether the failure to allow the men to leave Egypt was a mere 
technicality or part of a more serious development aimed at preventing their return to Canada pending 
completion of a criminal investigation. . 

Charges that Canada spied on Brazil unveil CSEC's inner workings 
Globe and Mail , Colin Freeze and Stephanie Nolen, 201310 08 
Toronto and Rio de Janeiro - Leaked documents showing that Canada's electronic intelligence-gathering 



agency targeted the Brazilian government threaten to disrupt relations between the countries - and thrust 
the secretive CSEC into the public spotlight. On Sunday night, Brazil's flagship Fantastico investigative 
program on the Globo television network revealed leaked documents suggesting that Communications 
Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) has spied on computers and smartphones affiliated with Brazil's 
mining and energy ministry in a bid to gain economic intelligence. The report, attributed to documents first 
obtained by the former U.S. government contractor Edward Snowden, includes frames of a CSEC
earmarked presentation that was apparently shared with the United States and other allies in June, 2012. 
"Brazilian Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME)," a title page of the leaked case study reads. "New target 
to develop." The presentation then rhetOrically asks "How can I use the information available in SIGINT 
[Signals-intelligence) data sources to learn about the target?" before delving Into specific haCking 
techniques. 

0\1 mouvement a la Defense nationale 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1006 
Ottawa - Jusqu'a 4600 employes civils et mil ita ires du ministere de la Defense nationale pourraient, d'ici 
les quatre ou cinq prochaines annees, etre affectes a d'autres taches, suivre des formations pour de 
nouvelles foncUons ou m/!me perdre leur poste. Ces changements a venir font partie de ce que Ie 
ministere qualifie de "strategie de renouveau" qui a ete devoilee par Ie gouvemement conservateur, lundi. 
Ce plan pourrait permettre d'economiser jusqu'a 1,2 milliard $ par annee d'ici 2017. En point de presse 
lundi, Ie ministre de la Defense, Rob Nicholson, a insiste pour dire que celie somme ne sera it pas pour 
autant perdue a la Defense. "Notre intenUon n'est pas de reduire nos forces armees regulieres et 
reservistes ou d'employes civils", a-t-il assure. L'objectif viserait plutOt a redistribuer la main-d'oeuvre et 
deplacer Ie personnel administratif vers des postes non administraUfs dans des bases militaires a travers 
Ie pays. 

Egypt the new Mideast bad guy 
NaUonal Post, Jonathan Kay, 2013 10 06 
Column: At the Ume of their release from Egyptian custody this past weekend , filmmaker and pro
Palestinian activist John Greyson and his travelling companion Tarek Loubani were just two of 1 ,610 
Canadians imprisoned abroad. Yet since their arrest in August, amid the chaos and violence of post-coup 
Egypt, this pair has commanded the attention of a huge swath of our country's activists and public 
luminaries. Dozens of websites and Facebook pages sprouted during the 51 days of their captivity. The 
CBC covered the story daily, bringing on a steady parade of the captives' friends and family members to 
offer updates on their condition. The two are still reportedly unable to leave Egypt: Authorities refused to 
let them board a plane to Frankfurt on Sunday, reportedly because Egyptian prosecutors are investigating 
the possibility of laying more charges and that they must wait for charges against hundreds of others 
arrested at the same deadly, antigovernment demonstratjons as Greyson and Loubani were-to be 
determined. 

Espionnage : Ie Bresil demande des explications au Canada 
Radio-Canada.ca, Marc Godbout, 2013 10 07 
Ottawa - Ces lanceurs d'alerte, traitres ou Mros? Selon Le BreSil, Ie Centre de la securite des 
telecommunlcaUons du Canada (CSTC) aurait cible des appels au Bresil a I'aide d'un logiciel nomme 
Olympia. La Bresil demande des clarifications au gouvemement canadien sur I'espionnage qui aurait 
cible les communications du ministere bresilien des Mines et de l'Ene,.gie. Un haut responsable aOttawa 
a confirme que I'ambassadaur canadien a Brasilia, Jamal Khokhar, a ete convoque par Ie gouvemement 
bresilien . 

Espionnage au Bresil 
Journal de Quebec et AFP, Joumaliste maison, 2013 06 07 
Ottawa - la chaine Globo affirme que Ie Centre de la securite des telecommunications du Canada aurait 
espionne les communicaUons du ministere bresilien des des Mines et de l'Energie. Le Canada a refuse 
lundi de commenter des revelations de la television bresilienne selon lesquelles Ottawa, tout comme 
Washington, a espionne les communications du ministere bresilien des Mines et de l'Energie. S'appuyant 
sur des documents des services canadiens de renseignement, rendus publics par I'ancien consultant 
americain Edward Snowden, la chaine Globo a affirme dimanche que Ie programme canadien 
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d'espionnage, sumomme Olympia, surveilla~ les communications du ministere bresilien pour verifier les 
contacts du Bresil «avec d'autres groupes que (Ie groupe brasilien) Petrobas, au Bresil ou II I'etranger». 
Le Canada a refuse lundi de commenter des revelations de la television bresilienne selon lesquelles 
Ottawa, tout comme Washington, a espionne les communications du minislere bresilien des Mines et de 
l'Energie. S'appuyant sur des documents des services canadiens de renseignement, rendus publics par 
I'ancien consultant americain Edward Snowden, la chaine Globo a affirme dimanche que Ie programme 
canadien d'espionnage, sumomme Olympia, surveilla~ les communications du minislere bresilien pour 
verifier les contacts du Bresil «avec d'autres groupes que (Ie groupe bresilien) Petrobas, au Bresil ou a 
I'etranger» . 

Five highlights from the Canada-8razil spying revelations 
Globe and Mail, Staff reporter, 2013 10 08 
Toronto - Canada's signals-intelligence agency has been spying on Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry, 
aCCOrding to documents the former U.S. government contractor Edward Snowden leaked to Brazil's 
Globo television network. Globo obtained a copy of a slide presentation made by someone at the 
Communications Secumy Establishment Canada (CSEC). The document was shown at a June 2012 
gathering of members of the "Five Eyes," the signals- intelligence alliance of Canada, the United States, 
Bmain, Australia and New Zealand. 

Freemen not budging 
Edmonton Sun, Dave Lazzarino, 20131008 
Alberta trappers are getting anxious as armed freemen continue to occupy a cabin south of Grande 
Prairie. Gordy Klassen, president of the Alberta Trappers' Association, has received calls from members 
who are concerned about their businesses. "They want to have a meeting and see what they can do for 
themselves," Klassen said. "Hopefully nobody's advocating doing something radical because that would 
just be silly." The situation began in May when a group of people claiming to be Freemen-on-the- Land, a 
group that uses cyclical logic and outdated legal arguments to try and get around laws, began staying in a 
cabin about 80 km south of Grade Prairie. The situation was relatively harmless until about three weeks 
ago when the trappers who own the traplines confronted them. 

Greenpeace hits out on activists'iail conditions 
The Guardian (London), Adam Vaughn, 2013 1008 
London - Some of the 28 Greenpeace activists and two journalists being detained in Russia while 
awaiting piracy charges are' being kept in sol~ary confinement for 23 hours a day or held in "extremely 
cold" cells, according to the head of Greenpeace. Kumi Naidoo, Greenpeace International's executive 
director, told the Guardian that the crew had been split up and sent to several prisons across the port c~y 
of Murmansk, above the Arctic Circle in north-west Russia. Three of the group have been sent to a prison 
90 miles away. Naidoo said the organisation would have to take into account the way the protesters had 
been treated but added that Greenpeace had not been silenced by intimidation in the past and would 
continue to show leadership on the Arctic issue. Naidoo said: "Some of the colleagues are in cells which 
are pretty warm and reasonably OK to be in . .. whereas some are in celis that are extremely cold. This is 
the ArctiC we are talking about." 

Harper planning Commonwealth boycott 
aMI News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 2013 1008 
Ottawa - Prime Minister Stephen Harper will boycott the upcoming Commonwea~h meeting in Sri Lanka 
because of human rights concerns in that country. Harper made the announcement late Sunday in Bali, 
Indonesia, where he was attending the Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation Summ~. He also said 
Canada will review its roughly $20 million in annual funding to the Commonwealth. Canada is the second
largest donor to the 54-member intergovernmental body. "Canada is deeply concerned about the s~uation 
in Sri Lanka. The absence of accountabil~y for the serious violations of human rights and international 
humanttarian standards during and after the civil war is unacceptable," Harper said in a statement. 

Harper says he's 'very concerned' by reports of Canada spying on Brazil 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 10 08 
Bali, Indonesia - Prime Minister Stephen Harper says he's "very concerned" about reports that Canada's 
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top-secret electronic spy agency is doing industrial espionage in Brazil. Harper said Canadian officials are 
"reaching out very proactively" to their countell>arts in Brazil. Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff is 
accusing the ottawa-based Communications Security Establishment Canada of mounting a sophisticated 
spy operation against her country's ministry of mines and energy. Jhe claim is based on documents 
leaked to Brazilian media by Edward Snowden, a former contractor with the National Security Agency the 
American countell>art ot Canada's CSE. Speaking at the Asia Pacific leaders summft in Bali, Harper said 
there is a commissioner ot the spy agency who audits the organization to ensure it operates within 
Canadian law and added that his the government will be doing what he called "appropriate toIlOW-up." 
The Prime Minister's Office initially brushed off the reports, saying ft would not comment on national 
security issues, but the allegations are threatening to tum into a major diplomatic fire between the 
emerging South American economic powerhouse and Canada, which hOI!6S to extend trade ties in the 
region. (tull report) 

Harper wise to pass on Colombo hug-a-thon 
Toronto Star, Rosie DiManno, 2013 1008 
Column: Newspapers in Sri Lanka, most ot which are controlled by the ruling regime ot President 
Mahinda Rajapaksa, have been for months breathlessly reporting on preparations tor the Commonwealth 
heads of state meeting. While in the country recently, I read daily front page dispatches about the number 
ot buses that will be required, the fleet of VIP vehicles, the security arrangements, the "forging of new 
friendships," the goodwill opportunfties, the boastful economic news that will be delivered and, crucially, 
the chance for Colombo to "correct" all those nasty stories that have been accumulating about Sri Lanka's 
descent into oppressive state tyranny. Prime Minister Stephen Harper on Monday confirmed what he'd 
long been warning - he will boycott the summft ot the Commonwealth's 54 member nations. 

Harper's decision to boycott Commonwealth summit is purely political 
Globe and Mail, John Ibbftson, 2013 10 08 
Column: Politics Insider delivers premium analysis and access to Canada's policymakers and politicians. 
Visit the Politics Insider homepage tor insighl available only to subscribers. Presidents and prime 
ministers routinely grouse that they travel too much, which is hard on sleep and worse on digestion. Tony 
Blair and George W. Bush both complained in their memoirs about the time they spent on the road. So 
Stephen Harper may be just a bit relieved that he won' be attending the Commonwealth meeting in Sri 
Lanka this November. But in a way, the Conservative govemment's decision to boycott the summit - and 
to perhaps cut funding to the Commonwealth as well - over human-rights abuses in that country is a bit of 
a sUll>rise . While the Conservatives look upon the Commonwealth as a club that doesn' do much, ft's a 
paragon ot purpose compared to some of the alternatives. The Commonwealth, a senior government 
official once observed off the record, is a diverse mix of nations mostly bound by common ties to the 
Bmish crown and the Westminster parliamentary tradftion - even if some members breach that tradition 
more often than they honour it. 

La Defense nationale prevoit des compressions pouvant s'elever A 1,2 G$ 
Agence aMI, Daniel Proussalidis, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Le gouvemement federal prevoit reduire Ie budget administratif de la Defense de 750 millions $ 
II 1,2 milliard $ par annee d'ici 2017-2018. PHOTO S'ARCHIVES «Le renouvellement de la Defense 
aidera Ie ministere de la Defense nationale II continuer de toumir une torce armee de premier ordre, prIMe 
II relever les datos de demain», a precise Ie ministre de la Defense, Rob Nicholson. Le ministre de la 
Defense, Rob Nicholson, a presente hier un plan qui expose la ta~n dont les Forces canadiennes 
pourront reduire leurs frais administratifs. La reduction des frais administratifs permettra de degager des 
fonds qui poulTOnt 4jtre rtlinvestis pour repondre aux besoins des soldats, des marins et des pilotes. Un 
responsable a declare que cela donneraft aux commandants I'option d'avoir «davantage de joumees en 
mer pour la marine, davantage d'heures de vol pour I'aviation et davantage de possibilftes d'entrainement 
pour I'armee». 

La surveillance en pleine croissance 
La Presse, Nicolas Berube; William Leclerc, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Le budget du Centre de la securite des telecommunications Canada (CSTC)a explose en 10 
ans Le nombre d'employes du centre canadien charge de la surveillance 91ectronique des 



communications a presque double depuis 10 ans, et son budget annuel a augmente plus rapidement 
encore, passant de 166 millions aplus de 400 millions cette annee, une hausse de 246 %. Ces donnees 
obtenues par La Presse en vertu de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information temoignent de la croissance 
pMnomenale du Centre de la securite des telecommunications Canada (CSTC), dont les activites sont 
largement tenues secretes. Elles arrivent au moment ou Ie Bresil reclame des explications officielles 
d'Ottawa au sujet d'un programme d'espionnage du CSTC dblant Ie ministere des Mines et de l'Energie 
du pays, et dont Ie fonctionnement detaille a fittre dans la presse bresilienne. 

Law flouting 'Freeman' arrested 
Calgary Sun, Jenna McMurray, 2013 1008 
Calgary - Just weeks atter a self-proclaimed Freeman on the Land came to light in Calgary, the saga of 
another man who says he's part of the same movement continues south of the city. Darren Clifford, 40, 
who claims to be a Freeman, is scheduled to appear in Okotoks provincial court via CCTV for a bail 
hearing Tuesday after he was picked up Friday on several outstanding warrants. Clifford faces charges 
including assaulting a police Officer, which stems from an alleged altercation with Const. Tom Christie of 
the Tumer Valley detachment last year. Apparently a resident of the Millarville area, Clifford came onto 
RCMP radar in 2011 and was charged with assault in relation to a custody issue, said RCMP Sgt. Patricia 
Neely. A warrant was put out for Clifford's arrest atter he failed to show up for fingerprinting and, in 
December of that year, he was charged with operation of a motor vehicle whi le being pursued by police. 

Le Bresil exige des explications du Canada 
Agence OMI, Jessica Murphy, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - La presidente Roussef veut clarifier les allegations d'espionnage La presidente du Bresil, Dilma 
Rousseff, a demande des explications, hier, concemant les allegations voulant que Ie Canada ait 
espionne son ministre des Mines. Furieuse, la presidente a fait savoir que son ministre des Affaires 
etrangeres allait communiquer avec des responsables canadiens pour clarifier les choses, ajoutant que 
I'espionnage presume etait en lien avec I'economie et les int6r4!ts strategiques canadiens en energie. 
Selon la station de television bresilienne Globo, des documents qui ont fait I'objet d'une fuite par I'ancien 
analyste a l'Agence amencaine de securite nationale (NSA) , Edward Snowden, indiquent que Ie Centre . 
de la securite des telecommunications du Canada (CSTC) a cib/e Ie ministre des Mines et de l'Energie de 
ce pays d'Amerique du Sud. 

Maldives president critical of Baird 
Post media News and The Canadian Press, Andrea Hill, 2013 10 08 
The president of Ihe Maldives is accusing Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird of making "inappropriate 
and derogalory remarks" at a meeting of Commonwealth foreign ministers last month. A statement posted 
on the Maldives govemment website Monday said President Mohamed Waheed has written to Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper criticizing Mr. Baird for comments about domestic policy in the Maldives, which 
is in the midst of a presidential election. He said Mr. Baird "posed several harshly worded questions" to 
his acting foreign minister. But the Canadian minister's exact words remain unclear. An official with the 
Maldives embassy in New York, who spoke to The Canadian Press on condition of anonymity because 
he was not authorized to speak publicly, said Mr. Baird's comments contained a "personal bias." 

National Defence staff to be redeployed to save up to $1.28 a year: Nicholson 
Canadian Press, Murray Brewster, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - As many as 4,800 military and civilian staff at the Department of National Defence could find 
themselves doing other work, training for new positions or perhaps even out of a job over the next four or 
five years. It's part of a so-called defence renewal strategy unveiled Monday by the Harper govemment. 
The plan could save as much as $1 .2 billion a year by 2017-18, but the savings will be plowed back into 
the department to maintain readiness, Defence Minister Rob Nicholson told a media briefing. " The intent 
here is not to reduce the number of regular force, reserve force or civilian employees," Nicholson said . 
Rather, the goal is to rebalance the workforce and move administrative staff towards non-administrative 
positions at military bases across the country. But while the plan is not meant to reduce the number of 
staff, senior defence officials at a technical background briefing said there could be some " individual" job 
losses among those who can't retrain or move. 



New Brunswick premier, First Nation to form group to end shale gas dispute 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 10 08 
Fredericton - New Brunswick Premier David Alward and members of the Elsipogtog First Nation have 
agreed to form a working group to help end a protest over shale gas exploration that is now into its 
second week. Alward and Chief Arren Sock left a three-hour meeting at a Fredericton hotel Monday to 
say they will continue talking in an effort to resolve the dispute. " I can say thal we have a consensus that 
we're working towards finding a peaceful resolution and we will continue that work," Alward said. He said 
the working group, which would include members from his government, Elsipogtog and the energy 
industry, is to begin tts work immedialely. But Sock said there were still many details to be worked out. 

Ottawa cites security concerns for rejecting Egyptian's bid on Manitoba company 
Globe and Mail, Steven Chase and Rita Trichur, 2013 10 08 ~ 

Ottawa and Toronto - The Canadian government has rejected another high-profile foreign takeover, 
quashing an Egyptian billionaire's bid to buy a division of Manttoba Telecom Services Inc. because of 
unspecified national security concerns about the $520-million deal. Federal Industry Minister James 
Moore did not spell out the precise reasons for nixing the deal, but in a statement issued Monday evening 

. he noted his decision followed a review of Accelero Capital Holdings' proposal to buy MTS Allstream 
under the "national security provisions of the Investment Canada Act" - the legislation thal governs 
reviews of foreign takeovers. The decision is certain to sow confusion among intemalional investors as to 
how open Canada is to foreign capital. Mr. Moore's statement also pointed out that the government of 
Canada relies on infrastructure from MTS Allstream, the company's business services division. 

PM scraps Sri Lanka visit over violations 
Canadian Press, Bruce Cheadle, 2013 10 08 
Nusa Dua, Indonesia - Prime Minister Stephen Harper has used the platform of one international leaders' 
summit to fire a torpedo into the hull of another. Harper stepped to the sidelines of the Asia-Pacific 
Econornic Co-operation gathering on this idyllic Indonesian tourist island Monday to formally confirm he'll 
boycott next month's Commonwealth summit in Sri lanka. Perhaps more significantly, Harper threatened 
that Canada could cut the purse strings to the 64-year-old CommonweaHh organization due to ongoing 
human rights abuses by the host Sri lankan govemment. The prime minister cited everything from the 
impeachment of a chief justice to allegations of extrajudicial killings and disappearances and the jailing of 
political opponents and joumalists. 

PM to boycott Commonwealth summit 
Globe and Mail, Campbell Clark, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Prime Minister Stephen Harper has fired one shot at Sri lanka and another across the bow of 
Commonwealth friends, confirming he will boycott nextmonth's leaders' summit and threatening to cut off 
funding to the organization. Mr. Harper is the only leader in the Commonwealth - the 54-nation 
organization of countries once part of the British empire - who will skip the November summit to protest 
against the host's human-rights record, although he has hinted at his plans for two years. But he made a 
new threat by asserting he will reconsider Canada's substantial funding for the group - intensifying a 
dispute fuelled by frustrations with the Commonwealth and its secretary-general, Kamalesh Sharma. Mr. 
Harper's special envoy to the Commonwealth, Senator Hugh Segal, accused the organizalion'S 
secretariat of acting as a "shill" for Sri Lanka's government. 

Protests planned across southern Ontario over migrants' "arbitrary" jailing 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 10 08 
Toronto - Rallies are planned across southem Ontario today to protest what activists say is the unfair 
detention of nearty 200 migrants at a provincial jail. The group End Immigration Detention says 191 
detainees ordered deported are being kept locked in cells for up to 22 hours a day at the Central East 
Correctional Centre in Undsay. It says some of the migrants have been held for years in what it calls 
"arbitrary" detention because they can~ be Sent back to their home countries. The group says protests 
and other events are scheduled in Guelph, Kitchener, Undsay, london and Toronto. It says migrants 
should never be held in maximum- security detention. It's also calling for a 9O-day limit to hold migrants 
pending deportation, and full legal aid access for detention reviews. 



Rousseff: U.S. shared Brazil data with allies, companies 
EFE News Agency, Staff report, 2013 10 08 
Rio de Janeiro - "Everything indicates" that the fruits ofthe U.S. govemment's electronic spying in Brazil 
were shared with friendly govemments and even with private companies, Brazilian President Dilma 
Rousseff said Monday. "The United States and its allies must immediately stop their spying activity once 
and for all," she said on Twitter. Her comments came a day after Brazil's Globo television reported that a 
Canadian intelligence unit joined the U.S. National Security Agency in targeting the communications of 
the Brazilian Ministry of Energy and Mines. The Globo report cited documen\s from whistle-blower 
Edward Snowden, who was also the source for the network's earlier stories about the NSA's spying on 
Rousseff and on Brazilian state oil company Petro bras. Brazil's foreign ministry on Monday summoned 
the Canadian ambassador in Brasilia to fonnally demand an explanation for the spying by the 
Communications Security Establishment Canada. 

Spy agency CSEC needs MPs' oversight, ex-director says 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2013 10 08 
The fonner head of the Communications Security Establishment of Canada says there needs to be 
greater parliamentary scrutiny of the highly secretive intelligence service. Calls for more openness are 
sure to get louder in the wake of fresh allegations CSEC spied on Brazil's mining and energy ministry, in 
search of corporate secrets. In a rare interview, John Adams told CBC's Greg Weston he thinks the 
government must do more "to make Canadians more knowledgeable about what the intelligence 
agencies are trying to do on their behalf." CSEC's mandate is to monitor foreign communications, 
including those coming into Canada. But by law, it cannot target domestic telephone or email traffic. 
"That's against the law," said Adams, who left the highly secretive Ottawa-based agency last year and 
has a deep understanding of its inner workings. "Absolu1ely not." Bu1, he adds, "We have got capability 
that is unique to this country. No one else has it," Adams said. 

Spying allegations could cast cloud over Brazil-Canada business relationship 
Canadian Press, Craig Wong, 2013 1008 
Ottawa - Allegations Canadian spies targeted Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry could cast a 'Cloud over 
tens of billions of annual trade and investment between the two countries. Brazil President Dilma 
Rousseff recently cancelled a scheduled state visit to the United states over similar allegations, Maxwell 
Cameron, a political science professor at the University of British Columbia, said Monday. " She is now 
demanding an explanation from the Canadian govemment," he said. " I think we're in hot water here and 
this is a major set back for the whole policy wilh respect to Latin America that this govemment has been 
pursuing." The report on Brazil's Globo television on Sunday night said the metadata of phone calls and 
emails from and to the Brazilian ministry were targeted by the Communications Security Establishment 
Canada. The Canadian govemment has declined to comment. Bu1 the Brazilian president said Monday it 
appeared to be an act of industrial espionage and summoned the Canadian ambassador to explain. 

Spying charges anger brazil 
OMI News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 2013 1008 
Ottawa - Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff demanded answers Monday into reports Canada spied on 
that country's mining ministry. In a flurry of ou1raged tweets, Rousseff warned Brazil's foreign ministry 
would be calling Canadian officials to the carpet over the allegations, and claimed the reported espionage 
was linked to our economic and strategic energy Interests. The diplomatic spat was sparked by a 
Brazilian TV news report that aired Sunday. According to Brazil's Globo TV, documents leaked by fonner 
National Security Agency analyst Edward Snowden indicate the Communications Security Establishment 
Canada (CSEC) targeted the mining and energy ministry of the Latin American country. The 
eavesdropping agency allegedly monitored e-mail and phone communications during an unspecified 
period of time. The station reported that CSEC accessed communication between the ministry and 
computers in regions as far-flung as the Middle East and South Africa using a program called Olympia. 
The Canadian government and CSEC has so far only offered a terse response to the report, saying: "We 
do not comment on foreign intelligence gathering activities. Under the law, this organization cannot target 
Canadians." NDP MP Guy Caron said Monday the allegations should be taken "very seriously" and that 



the feds should be more forthcoming. 'We understand there's some caution because it might be a mailer 
of national security," he said. "But the fact eavesdropping was done to the ministry of mines and energy 
raises the possibility this was not for national security but industrial purposes. It will create some tension 
in Canada- Brazil diplomatic and economic relations." 

State-owned corporate mayhem ~ 
National Post, Terence Corcoran, 2013 1008 I. 
Column: State Capitalism Update: News today from Malaysia and Brazil, where state-owned enterprises 
(SOEs) are making headlines and generating fresh evidence that Canada has its hands full with the 
emerging global business of government business. First to Rio de Janeiro, where an eight-minute 
documentary report on Brazil's Globo TV network painted a mighty bleak picture of dark Canadian 
government espionage, an image that is now the focus of high-level Brazilian corporate and political 
agitation. Canada's ambassador to Brazil has been called to account. Big-name Brazilian corporations 
state-owned Petrobras and Electrobas, Aneel, Epe - are said to be the targets. The eight minutes begin 
slow, with long shots of a massive office complex of distinctly Brazilian design ovenayed with creepy 
music of the kind that's now mandatory whenever TV networks need to build a story of sinister doings. In 
this case, the Canadian government is portrayed as the operator of a telecom network spy operation, 
tapping into cell phones and communications networks, whose main purpose is to obtain business secrets 
on the inner workings of Brazil's mining and energy sectors. At several points Canada is essentially 
accused of conspiring to obtain secret commercial information, including possibly plugging into 
communications with the Brazilian energy department regarding the auctions of electric power. Half a 
dozen talking heads appear to lament this grave possible threat to Brazil. Paulo Pagluisi, an information 
security specialist, said he is "shocked by the potential capabilities." The first slide says: "And they said to 
the TitansWatch Out, Olympians in the House." That's followed by a series of slides that appear to be 
diagrams and flow charts showing Brazil's mining and energy department at the centre of a 
communications web that feeds all over the wond , from Singapore to Poland, Saudi Arabia to Canada. 
The presentation was apparently prepared by a little-known agency - Communications Security 
Establishment Canada -within Ottawa's department of national defence. Delivered at an international 
conference in June, 2012, by a CSEC official, it was apparenlly captured on video by U.S. document 
leaker Edward Snowden. Now in Russia, Mr. Snowden is said to have leaked this latest bit to U.S. 
journalist Glenn Greenwald. Mr. Greenwald is based in Rio de Janeiro with The Guardian. 

The slides that came in from Brazit 
Globe and Mail, 2013 10 08 
Editorial: Brazil is entitled to an explanation from the Canadian government about what appear to be 
plans for economic espionage on the Brazilian Ministry of Mines and Energy (and consequently on 
Brazilian companies) by the Communications Security Establishment Canada. And Canadian citizens are 
entitled to a clear, principled statement of the views of the CSEC and the Canadian government as a 
whole on what kinds of economic intelligence they believe themselves to be justified in collecting. 
POSSibly, the CSEC slide presentation in question - included among documents disctosed by Edward 
Snowden, a former U.S. National Security Agency contract analyst - was merely a scenario for "war
game" educational purposes. If so, it would have been far better to target the mines ministry of a fictitious 
country, such as Lilliput, Utopia or Freedonia - hOme to equally fictitious business corporations. 

Two radical grandstanders 
Globe and Mail, Margaret Wente, 2013 10 08 
Column: The two Canadian men who were jailed in Egypt are now free (and not much the worse for wear, 
they say) and may soon be heading home to heroes' welcomes. I'm glad they're safe. I'm glad our 
government and our consular officials did their job in extremely chaotic circumstances and got them out in 
just a few weeks. They're lucky, and I hope they're grateful - a~hough I doubt it. John Greyson and Tarek 
Loubani have been portrayed as innocents abroad, humanitarian do-gooders who were caught in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. This picture is inaccurate and incomplete. The two are hard-core anti
Israel activists who've been mixed up in Middle East politics for years. They should have known what they 
were getting into. When they were arrested, the two were on their way to deliver medical equipment to a 
hospital in Hamas-controlled Gaza. The whole wond knew that the situation in Egypt was highly volatile. 



The government was detennined to shut down the Muslim Brotherhood (an ally of Hamas) and unlikely to 
look kindly on a couple of foreigners who decided to film a bloody crackdown. 

Why is Canada spying on Brazilian industry? TIme to examine priorities 
Globe and Mail Online, Wesley Wark, 2013 10 08 
Ol>-ed: The revelation - courtesy once again of the U.S. National Security Administration leaker Edward 
Snowden - that Canada has been spying on a Brazilian government agency seems to confinn that 
electronic espionage is trying to peer into every global comer and is using ultra-modem techniques of 
metadata collection as a principal tool. The Canadian agency involved, according to a report on Brazilian 
television, is the secretive Communications Security Establishment Canada. The CSEC has a long history 
but was given enabling legislation and some public profile only in 2001 wilh the passage of the Anti
Terrorism Act. That legislation tells us a good deal of the little we know about CSEC, including the fact 
that a part of ~s mandate is to collect foreign intelligence "from the global infonnation infrastructure" to 
meet government of Canada intelligence priorities. Communications to and from Brazil's Mines and 
Energy Ministry is clear1y part of the global infonnation commons these days, whatever steps the Brazilian 
government might take to keep ns communications secure. What is more puzzling , and more important, is 
the question of how Canadian intelligence gathering targeting the Brazilian government might accord wilh 
Canadian government's priomies and needs. There might be an answer to this question, but if there is 
one, no government since the passage of the Anti-Terrorism Act has provided one. Note: Wesley Wark is 
a Visning Professor in the Graduate School of Public and International Affairs at the Univers~y of Ottawa 
and an expert on intelligence services. 
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'Lawyer's lawyer' lives to take on government 
Toronto Star, Alyshah Hash, 2013 10 19 
Toronto - "In order to succeed Rocco must change his attitude," the Grade 8 report card states. "He is 
hostile toward any form of authority. This attitude comes out in his rudeness and indifference to teachers 
and peers. Rocco can be an excellent student but must direct his energy toward the positive rather than 
the negative." Forty years later, Rocco Galati is proud to say he hasn1 changed one bit. His mistrust of 
authority is the backbone of his successful law practice, which only takes on cases against the 
government. "The only effective balance to governments going wrorig is an independent judiciary and the 
rule of law," says the famously sharp and combative constitutional lawyer, known both for taking on the 
difficult cases that other lawyers won1 touch and his penchant for dramatic courtroom oration. "If the 
judiciary is not itself following the dictates in the law and constitution, then you've got a real problem." 
Among the latest - and one of the rare times he has taken on a case as the plaintiff - is a challenge to the 
appointment of Justice Marc Nadon to the Supreme Court. Jaballah was arrested on a second certificate 
two years later - and, in a shocking move, Galati walked out of the hearing, declaring that he was unable 
in good conscience and as an officer of the court to participate in a "sham" proceeding. He echoed the 
same principles from that impaSSioned speech in his recent interview with the Star, crediling his Italian 
father, who brought his family from Calabria to Toronto in the mid-1960s. The terrorism cases led, he 
claims, to finding dead cats on his doorstep and receiving death threats that got him to back off most 
national security- related·cases for three years - until he represented one of the Toronto 18 in 2006. He . 
claimed for years that CSIS was listening in on his phone calls with clients, and found out last year 
through court documents that they were in fact doing it. He believes they still are. 

Is China's Lanava Bidding For BlackBerry To Destroy It? 
Forbes, Gordon G. Chang, 2013 10 21 
Column - As we learned Thursday, Lenovo Group , the Chinese consumer technology firm, has signed a 
non-disclosure agreement with BlackBerry in preparation for a bid to buy the struggling Canadian 
business. Lenovo surely knows it will not be permitted to take over BlackBerry. Canadian and American 
authorities are expected to block any sale to a company subject to Beijing's control, even if that control is 
only indirect, as it is in the case of Lenovo. So why is Lenovo in the process of making a bid? In all 
probability, Chinese government officials want to destroy BlackBerry, just as they destroyed another 
Canadian tech company, Nortel Networks, last decade. For almost a decade, the Chinese hacked Nortel, 
gaining access to neal1y everything on its internal networks. As John Tkacik, a retired chief of China 
intelligence analysiS at the State Depal1ment, told Forbes at the end of last week, "Not surprisingly, 
throughout the 2000s, as Nortel's networks were wholly accessible to Chinese hackers, the Canadian 
company found itself underbid by the Chinese in the Chinese market and by Chinese competitors in its 
traditional global markets." As a result, Nortel declared bankruptcy in 2009. The company was then split 
up and the parts sold off. Lenovo's bid is much more sensitive than anything that has already been turned 
down. "BlackBerry is the prime phone used by all government officials and top officials" said Michael 
Juneau-Katsuya, a former Asia-Pacific head at the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, to The Globe 
and Mail, the Toronto paper. "For that reason alone, it shall not and could not be sold to a foreign entity 
that is not within the realm of close network of friends." 

Plus de vols, plus de pertes 
La Presse, Annabelle Blais, 2013 10 21 
Ottawa - Selon Michel Juneau-Katsuya, ancien agent du Service canadien du renseignement de seciJrite 
(SCRS), explique que Ie passepol1 canadien est tres recherche par les organisations criminelles et 
terroristes. Le nombre de passepol1s canadiens disparus a monte en neche depuis 10 ans Le nombre de 
passeports canadiens declares voles ou perdus a explose de plu$ de 400% en 10 ans, revelent des 
documents obtenus en vertu de la Loi sur I'aecas a I'information. Entre 2003 et 2012, Ie nombre de 



passeports perdus au voles est passe de 12 134 a65 892. Pour 2013, les donnees demontrent que la 
tendance devrait se maintenir, voire augmenter par rapport a I'an demier. II y a quelques annees, La 
Presse avaH deja revele que Ie nombre de passeports signales perdus au voles atteignaH 46 956, en 
2008. Questionne ace sujet, Passeport Canada maintient depuis quelques annees qu'environ 55 000 
passe ports sont perdus au voles chaque annee. Pourtant, les documents obtenus demontrent clairement 
que ce chiffre est plus eleve. 

Spy watchdog launches investigation of alleged CSIS intimidation 
Post media News, Douglas Quan, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - The watchdog overseeing Canada's spy agency is investigating a complaint by a Hamilton man 
who says he received an unannounced visit at his home by two agents earlier this year after making 
public statements that were cmical of the Harper government's position on Iran. Ken Stone, a long-time 
anti-war, social justice and environmental activist, said the agents from the Canadian Secunty Intelligence 
Service wanted to ask him more about his views on Iran and his travels there. Stone said Friday the visit 
was a clear attempt at intimidation. "I was startled. I was not amused.... The more I thought about it, the 
angrier I got," said Stone, 67. "Canadians should be very worried about CSIS. We have Charter rights, 
freedom of speech and association." In June, Stone wrote to the Security Intelligence Review Committee, 
the external body that examines the activ~ies of the spy agency, demanding a formal apology from CSIS, 
as well as the release of all records related to the visit. Stone had previously filed an access-to
information request for those records but was told by CSIS that all information was exempt from 
disclosure "as it relates to the efforts of Canada toward detecting, preventing or suppressing subversive 
or hostile activHies." 

Spy watchdog to investigate CSIS visit to Hamihon man's home 
CBC.CA, Cory Ruf, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - The watchdog agency that oversees the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) says it 
will review the complaint of a Hamilton man who alleges agents visHe<! his house to "intimidate" him. The 
Security Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC), the five-person board of political appointees that 
examines CSIS's operations, has tapped chair Chuck Strahl to investigate the claim put by longtime 
activist Ken Stone. In July, Stone made a formal complaint to SIRC about a Jan. 25 visH by CSIS agents 
to his Mountain home. Stone, long a vocal labour and anti-racism advocate, said the agents asked him 
about an op-ed he wrote tHled "Harper is wrong in demonizing Iran" that was published. in the Jan. 11 
edition of the Hamilton Spectator. In his letter to SIRC, the 67-year-old alleges that the vis~ was intended 
"to intimidate me and members of my family from lawfully exercising our Charter rights to freedom of 
expression and association" and, counter to CSIS's mandate, did not address a meaningful secunty 
threat. 

Canada 

'Canadian fall In China' is a windfall for Alberta 
Toronto Star, Martin Knelman, 2013 10 19 
Beijing - Canada's govemor general, David Johnston, walked down one of the world's longest red carpets 
on Friday with Xi Jinping, president of China, on a rare state visit. The red carpet stretched from the steps 
of the Great Hall of the People (government headquarters) into the vast TIananmen Square. The 
ceremony included salutes from three branches of the Chinese milHary and a rendition of "0 Canada" 
played by a marching band, punctuated by cannon shots. Meanwhile, a group of about 100 Chinese 
fourth graders jumped up and down waving Canadian flags. After this extravaganza came the signing of 
three agreements, including a startling deal under which the province of Alberta collaborates directly wHh 
the Chinese central government to expand energy trade. The red-carpet event may have been meant as 
a demonstration of friendship, but to some observers it played somewhere between the Radio CHy Music 
Hall Christmas show and a striking demonstration of mil~ary strength and pol~ical grandeur. 



'Most wanted' man granted a new detention review 
Toronto Star, Nicholas Keung, 2013 10 21 
Toronto - The Federal Court has ordered a new detention hearing for one of Canada's "most wanted" 
men after finding government officials deliberately ~hheld information that could have led to his release. 
Arshad Muhammad was among 30 men on former immigration minister Jason Kenney's highly publicized 
"Most Wanted" list released in the summer of 2011 . The Pakistani man has been held in detention since 
he was arrested shortly after the government launched a website listing the alleged foreign criminals and 
posting their photos online. Muhammad came to Toronto as a refugee in 1999 and went underground in 
2003 after exhausting all legal means to remain here. He was described as having links to an Islamist 
group involved in terrorist attacks against Pakistan. 

'Pipeline bogeyman' the new baby seal hunt 
National Post, Diane Francis, 2013 10 19 
Column - An ocean of natural gas and oil surrounds tiny Inuvik in the Northwest Territories, but this 
summer officials had to truck in propane from Alberta because the village's only producing natural gas 
well is running out. Inuvik's mayor quipped to a Post colleague: "It's like me ordering up a truckload of ice 
from Alberta." While a zany story, the fact is Inuvik's untapped resources, and nonexistent infrastructure 
to develop or deliver them, is becoming ametaphor for Canada itself. This is a country with energy, metals 
and minerals galore, that the world wants, but a country that cannot get ~s act together. The latest, most 
egregious example ofthis problem revolves around the lack of strategy, poI~ics and recurring media flash 
points concerning pipelines and, to a lesser extent, power generation infrastructure. The anti
infrastructure forces are so out of control that recently dozens of people in Ontario and Quebec were 
arrested protesting pipeline projects; not new pipelines but pipelines that have been in operation for 
decades and merely want to reverse direction. The Pipeline Bogeyman is the new baby seal hunt - a 
cause celebre for environmentalists and their fellow travellers as varied as meddling movie stars or 
Middle Eastern oil sheikhdoms that finance anti-development, anti-fracking, anti- oil sands efforts . 

•C. native chief calls arrest of shale gas protesters a message to his province 
Canadian Press, 2013 10 19 
Vancouver - The president ofthe B.C. Union of Indian Chiefs says the federal government was sending a 
message to his province when police arrested shale-gas protesters in New Brunswick. Grand Chief 
Stewart Phillip told a protest in Vancouver on Friday that protesters in B.C. can expect the same kind of 
response from police. But he says Bmish Columbians have a duty to take the issue of shale gas 
development into the streets. New Brunswick Mounties arrested 40 people on Thursday for firearms 
offences, threats, intimidation, mischief and violating an injunction outside a compound where shale gas 
exploration equipment was stored. 

A rude dismissal of Canada's generosity 
National Post, Rex Murphy, 201310 19 
Column - There was a very disturbing confrontation between police and native protesters in New 
Brunswick on Thursday. It was a violent clash, there were reporls of several shots fired, police vehicles 
were set on fire, explosive devices were found; Molotov cocktails were hurled. All of which will now be 
bundled up into the usual charges from activists of settler bnutality, the iron fist of the colonialists once 
again turned against peoples. Protests that end up ~h Molotov cocktails, the torching of politics vehicles, 
improvised explosive devices exposed, and intense standoffs between mobs of protesters and ranks of 
police, can only rarely be seen as justified protests at all. Most times they are righteousness on a 
rampage. They work against any cause for which they are set in motion. Such protests are not only 
actions, of course. They come ~h a vocabulary. In the New Brunswick incident, and in many other hot 
moments of recent times - Caledonia is the epic example, Idle No More an intertude - there is a resort to 
very raw and provocative insult. 



Anti-shale gas protesters vow not to give up after Rexton, N.B. clash 
Global News, Nick Logan, 20131019 
Rexton and Moncton, N.B - There is an uneasy calm in eastern New Brunswick following a violent end to 
a shale gas protest on Thursday. But many of those involved in the demonstration aren1 giving up on 
their fight and have gained support across the country. Gerard Miller said it was a matter of defending his 
right to access clean water when he decided to be one of the first to charge through an RCMP barricade 
at the scene of the protest. "I said we need to stand up to these guys. We can11et them push us around," 
he said. Miller was one of the 40 people RCMP arrested on Thursday, when Mounties arrived in riot gear 
to dismantle the three-week-old demonstration. The protesters had formed a blockade in front of a lot 
where seismic testing equipment owned by SWN Resources was being stored. SWN Resources has 
been conducting exploration for shale gas deposits in New Brunswick since 2010. 

Attaques contra les peuples autochtones 
Le Devoir, dine Juchs et Melissa Leblanc, 2013 10 21 
Opinion - Jeudi 17 octobre, la GRC attaque une barricade de la nation Elsipogtog au Nouveau
Brunswick. Depuis Ie 29 septembre, elle bloquait I'acces aux vehicules de la compagnie South Western 
Energy Resources (SNW, Texas), laquelle menait des travaux d'exploration et des tests sismiques sur Ie 
territoire micmac, en vue d'y exploiter du gaz de schiste. Depuis I'ete demier, diverses actions contre la 
compagnie ont ete menees par la population locale, entrainant plusieurs arrestations. L'assaut de la GRC 
contre la barricade a ete lance la veille d'une journee nationale d'action flXee au 18 octobre, et quelques 
jours apres Ie Jour de Christophe Colomb - jour de celebration de 521 ans de genocide contre les 
peuples autochtones des Ameriques ... En reponse, une vague de protestations et d'actions de solidarite 
s'est repandue a travers Ie pays Ie jour merne. 

BlackBerry must be wary: PM 
Bloomberg News, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - BlackBerry .should be wary of a potential takeover that raises national security concems, Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper says. Ottawa would closely examine those issues in any foreign bid for the 
Watenoo based smartphone maker, Harper said in an interview. He spoke in Brussels on Friday after he 
and European Commission President Jose Barroso announced an agreement in principle on a free-trade 
deal. BlackBerry, which has drawn the interest of foreign companies such as China's Lenovo Group, is "a 
very important player" in the fields of information technology and communications, Harper said. "So it 
would be very important that any transactions involving BlackBerry in the future not lead to any concerns 
about security in that particular area of the economy." Harper made the remarks a day after a Wall Street 
Journal report that Lenovo has signed a nondisclosure agreement with BlackBerry, giving it access to 
confidential financial data. The Chinese company's chief financial officer, Wong Wai Ming, told Bloomberg 
News in January that Lenovo was considering a possible deal with BlackBerry. The smartphone maker 
officially put itself up for sale in August, after a new operating system failed to fuel a comeback. Brion 
Tingler, a U.S.-based spokesperson for Lenovo, declined to comment on tna report, as did BlackBerry's 
Adam Emery. Harper's government blocked a $520million deal by Egyptian Investors to buy Manitoba 
Telecom's A1lstream unit earlier this month, citing national-security provisions. That was the third deal that 
his govemment had rejected in five years. 

Brian Mulroney speaks out against boycotting Commonwealth meeting 
Postmedia News, Andrea Hill, 2013 10 21 
Ottawa - Canada should not boycott the upcoming Commonwealth meetings in'Sri Lanka, former Prime 
Minister Brian Mulroney said Sunday. "If you were going to boycott the Commonwealth because of 
illustrations of improper government or abusive treatment of people within some of the member countries, 
some days you wouldn1 have too many people around that Commonweatth table for tea," Mulroney said 
during an appearance on CTV's Question Period. "There's a lot of developing countries in there, countries 
with problems, and the best thing I think that we can do is be there at the table and illustrate, by our 



presence, the value of what we've leamed as a country over 146 years and how we conduct ourselves 
with our democracy and with our gimerosity to friends intemationally,." 

~~ 

Broadband forum that will set the agenda for ground-tireaking technology (Canada). 
The National (UAE), Colin Randall, 2013 1021 
Dubai - For those not at G~ex Technology in Dubai this week, Amsterdam is the place to be. Technology 
experts from the UAE and the wider Arabian Gulf have joined the procession to the Nethertands cap~al 
for the Broadband World Forum, which runs until Thursday. The forum styles Itself "the world's largest 
broadband event", a global showcase for ground-breaking broadband technologies, applications, 
solutions and services. Some of the visiting experls possess the hottest tickets in town - the right to take 
part in tomorrow's "executive summit", which has developed into the highlight of the annual conference 
and exhibition. Jim Pine. the co-leader of Eom, a Canadian project providing a high-speed, high-capac~y 
broadband network run on behalf of 13 local govemment administrations in Ontario, says the event last 
year "exposed us to new and interesting technologies and to projects from around the globe". 

Canada and Europe Reach Tentative Trade Agreement 
New York Times, Ian Austen, 201310 19 
Ottawa - Canada and the European Union tentatively agreed to a sweeping trade agreement on Friday. 
But while billed as a free-trade pact, the lim~ed information released about its terms suggests that the 
details of any final deal may focus on adjusting import-export quotas and fine- tuning regulations as much 
as the easing of tariffs. Stephen Harper, the prime minister of Canada, has repeatedly emphasized the 
importance of a trade pact with Europe. Despite that, the negotiations, which began in 2009 and largely 
took place out of public view, provoked relatively 1~le notice in Canada. Dairy farmers, who enjoy tight 
controls on imports, have been critical, as have some groups fearing the pact may increase the cost of 
drugs. Most of the pol~ical controversy in Canada focused on Mr. Harpe~s presenting a legislative 
agenda for a new session of Parliament on Wednesday and then leaving for Brussels the next day, 
before he could be questioned. An agreement on the trade deal had not been expected this week and 
opposition politicians charged that Mr. Harper had announced the pact on Friday to deflect attention from 
an expenses scandal involving some of his Conservative appointees. "This is the biggest deal our country 
has'ever made," Mr. Harper said in Brussels on Friday, calling ~ a "historic win for Canada." 

Canada nearing open access tipping point 
Toronto Star, Michael Geist, 2013 10 19 
Column - The power of the Intemetto shake up well-established industries has become a common theme 
in recent years as many businesses struggle to compete with new entrants and technologies. While ~ has 
captured limited attention outside of educational circles, the Intemet has facil~ated the emergence of 
open access publishing of research , transforming the multibillion dollar academic publishing industry and 
making millions of articles freely accessible to a global audience. "Open Access Week," which is used by 
supporters to raise awareness of the benefits of open publishing, is being marked at university campuses 
around the world this week just as a Canadian study confirmed a global open access tipping point and 
Canada's major research funding agencies prepare to mandate open access publishing for grant 
recipients across the country. According to a European Commission-funded report by Montreal-based 
Science-Metrix, more than half of all research publications in some countries and fields of study are now 
freely available online. The company found that countries such as the Un~ed States, Switzerland, Israel 
and the Netherlands have all passed the 50 per cent mark for open access publication. Canada is on the 
verge of joining those countries, falling just shy at 49 per cent. 

Canada welcomes Chinese investment 
China Daily, 201310 21 
Canada will continue to welcome Chinese investment and has taken concrete steps to facilitate cap~al 
inflow to further strengthen economic interdependence with China, Canadian Govemor General David 
Johnston said on Saturday. A foreign investment protection act between Canada and China is being 



ratified as part of the latest attempts to encourage cross-border investments between the two countries, 
said Johnston, who is on his first state visit to China. "Canada is amongst the most open jurisdictions in 
the wortd for foreign investment, and that will continue to be the case. So of course Chinese investment 
will be highly welcome," he told China Daily in Shanghai. Ottawa has tumed down only three proposed 
foreign investment deals in the past decade, Johnston said, two of them for national security reasons. 
The third one is in the oil sands sector, he said, where a specific review process is a prerequisite before a 
Canadian company's majority ownership takeover by a foreign entity Is allowed. This is reflected in the 
case of the acquisition of Canada-based oil producer Nexen by China National Offshore Oil Corp. The 
buyout was put under regulatory approval from the Canadian govemment. Johnston said the process will 
not preverrt joirrt ventures or other investments from State-owned enterprises from cany part of the wortd, 
including China, into Canada's energy sector. 

Changes needed to keep background checks in check, critics say 
Ottawa Citizen, Chris Cobb, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - To protect her identity, court documents refer to her as J.N. She's a joumalism graduate now in 
her earty 50s who applied for a media relations position at a Durham-area school board. The board asked 
her to get a police records check as a condition of employment, so she did. When it arrived, she was 
horrified to find it contained details of a 2006 family dispute that prompted her siblings to call police and 
resuRed in her being charged with assauRing her aging father by allegedly hitting his leg. More than a 
year later, Crown lawyers dropped the charge because it "lacked merit." Wrth the help of the Canadian 
CMI Liberties Association (CCLA) she took the case to court. A judge sided with her and the reference to 
the charge was removed. The force appealed to the Court of Appeal for Ontario and won on procedural 
grounds, but according to the CCLA, the police chose not to reinstate the information. In the meantime, 
J.N. had decided to pass on the school board job to avoid the embarrassment of showing them the 
background check. J.N. is one of thousands of Canadians whose lives are compromised by so-called 
non-conviction record checks - people who do not have criminal records and in many cases haven1 even 
been charged with an offence. Information released can include mere contact with police, charges that 
were dropped before a court appearance, and notiluiHy verdicts, ollen based on lack of evidence. 

Chiefs back Elsipogtog in resource fight 
Globe and Mail, Jane Taber, 20131021 
Halifax - Native leaders are warning that the violerrt clash between RCMP and the Elsipogtog First Nation 
- which last week saw police vehicles torched, rubber bullets fired and rocks thrown - is just the tip of the 
iceberg. The protest against shale-gas exploration near the village of Rexton, N.B., took place as some 
aboriginal groups across the country are expressing frustration over being excluded from consuRations, 
especially when it comes to resource development. Last week's incident is galvanizing native groups, 
which have been sending statements of solidarity to the East- Coast band. On Sunday, the Grand Chief 
of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, Derek Nepinak, visited the community, just north of Moncton, to 
show his support. He attended a meeting and came out of it with the view that "people are resilient and 
people will heal." He does not see an immediate resolution. 

Chinese premier urges Canada to approve investment treaty 
Xinhua News Agency, 201310 19 
Beijing - Chinese Premier U Keqiang met with visiting Canadian Govemor General David Johnston here 
on Friday and urged Canada to approve a bilateral investment treaty (BID as earty as possible. "[We) 
welcome more Canadian enterprises to invest in China and hope that the Canadian side will accelerate 
the pace to approve the China-Canada BIT and create favorable environments for mutual investment to 
benefrt the people of the two countries," said the Chinese premier. The two countries concluded their BIT 
negotiations last year. U said the Chinese government appreciated the Canadian govemment's pragmatic 
policy toward China in recent years. China is ready to stick with the principle of equality and mutual 
respect in order to tap the potential for reciprocal cooperation in key areas, Li said. 



Court denies Omar Khadr transfer to provincial institution 
Toronto Star, Michelle Shephard, 2013 10 19 
Toronto - Former Guantanamo Bay detainee Omar Khadr will remain in a maximum security federal 
penitentiary, limiting his chances for parole. Edmonton Justice John Rooke issued his ruling Friday, 
denying a request to transfer the 27-year-old to a provincial inst~ution. Khadr's lawyers had argued last 
month, in what's known as a habeas application, that the Canadian government was illegally holding 
Khadr as an adult for offences committed as a juvenile. Rooke upheld the government's position that 
Khadr has been appropriately incarcerated in a federal institution according to the International Transfer 
of Offenders Act (ITOA), the legislation that governed his transfer from Guantanamo to Canada. Public 
Safety Minister Steven Blaney said he "welcomed" the ruling, reiterating Prime Minister S1ephen Harper's 
previous statement that "The Government of Canada will continue to vigorously defend against any 
attempt to lessen his punishment." 

Demonstrators confront TV news crews in Rexton, roadblock resurrected 
Canadian Press, 2013 10 20 
Rexton - Tensions at a shale-gas protest in Rexton, N.B., remained high on Saturday as a small group of 
protesters seized vehicles and equipment from two news agencies while others blocked a highway. Jim 
Haskins, news director for Global News in New Brunswick, said journalist Laura Brown was at the site of 
an ongoing shale-gas protest around noon when about five protesters confronted another media outlet 
and seized a vehicle on Route 134. Haskins said Brown got into her vehicle and locked the door, but was 
threatened by the protesters. "They knocked on the window and demanded that she get out of the vehicle 
and leave ~," said Haskins. "At first she refused, but the situation she felt was unsafe and unstable, 50 
reluctantly she locked the vehicle, left and started walking away. RCMP Const. Jullie Rogers-Marsh said 
police had taken statements from the media and were investigating. Haskins, who is based in Halifax, 
said Brown was able to retrieve her vehicle and equipment just after 4p.m. w~h the help of some First 
Nations people. He said no equipment was damaged. 

Essential Canadianness dependent on the slice of time that is spent here 
National Post, Jonathan Kay, 2013 10 19 
Comment - The award of the Man Booker prize to quasi-Canadian author Eleanor Catton - coming on the 
heels of the unambiguously Canadian Alice Munro winning the Nobel Prize for Literature - again raises 
the question: What does it mean to be Canadian? No, don1 worry. This isn1 some thumb-sucker about 
multicunuralism or hockey or canoes. Instead, I'm interested in the narrow and more technical question: 
What does it mean to be quantifiably Canadian? For all the thumbs that have been sucked, no one has 
yet come up w~h a fonnula. Until now. By way of introduction, I ask the reader to imagine two candidates 
for Canadianness, both of them now in their early 505. The first, call him Candidate A, spent a Imle more 
than a decade in Canada, before taking off to New York. The second, Candidate B, lived roughly the 
same amount of time in this country. He, too, eventually ended up in the Big Apple. Arithmetically, the two 
men had the same exposure to the great white north. In both cases, their time here occupied about 20% 
of their respective lives. But when one evaluates a person's true Canadianness - their Canuckitude, if you 
will -the analysis must go deeper. 

Final day of hearings on Enbridge application is cancelled over 'security risk' as demonstrators 
stress ecological danger 
Toronto Star, Jessica Mcdiannid, 2013 1020 
Toronto - Hundreds converged on the Metro Toronto Convention Centre to protest an Enbridge pipeline 
proposal on Saturday, despite scheduled public hearings getting cancelled last-minute over security 
concerns. After three days of mainly opposition at public hearings in Toronto on Enbridge's application to 
increase and reverse the flow of ~s pipeline 9B, the Calgary company was to deliver ~s final replies in 
front of a three-member panel from the National Energy Board Saturday morning. But late Friday night, 
the federal regulator posted a letter online announcing a postponement, stemming from a protest that 
afternoon that disrupted proceedings. Energy board spokesperson Carole Leger-Kubeczek said the 



Friday protests "carried a security risk." "Because the panel had already finished hearing from all the 
intervenors, it was felt to be more prudent to reconvene in a different selling," Leger-Kubeczek wrote in 
an email to the Star. About 70 protesters converged at the convention centre Friday afternoon, milling 
outside, chanting and waving banners before trying to enter. 

,. 
First Nations leaders meet to tackle shale-gas tests 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 10 21 
Rexton, N.B. - Hundreds of people gathered at a commun~y hall on Sunday to discuss their opposition of 
the development of a shale gas sector in the province, as their protest garnered support from a Manitoba 
grand chief. Elsipogtog Chief Arren Sock said the meeting at Elsipogtog First Nation was a chance for 
people in his communny to tell their stories. "It's just part of the healing process and I wanted that to 
begin," said Sock after the meeting, whicti drew about 300 community members and protesters anll was 
closed to media. Sock and grand chief Derek Nepinak of the Assembly of Mannoba Chiefs were expected 
to hold a news conference at Elsipogtog Monday morning. Nepinak said the assembly chiefs in Mannoba 
sent him to New Brunswick to stand in solidarity wnh the communny and protesters. 

Fracking fight turned frightening 
National Post, Christie Blatchford, 2013 10 19 
Column - In a brief on proposed welfare cuts filed with the Federal Court of Canada in March last year, 
lawyers for the Elsipogtog First Nation in New Brunswick estimated that 85% of its people were on 
welfare. The ignoble number added heft to their argument: The band, and other Mi'kmaq First Nations in 
the province, successfully fought off Ottawa's attempt to equalize income assistance on reserves with that 
in the rest of province. For instance, where a family of four in the rest of New Brunswick receives $906 a 
month, a family of similar size on a reserve receives $1 ,262, or about $300 more. Judge Sandra Simpson 
granted the First Nations' motions, at least stalling the implementation of the federal policy, on the 
grounds some native recipients would suffer irreparable harm if their cheques were to be slashed. I offer 
this by way of background to what happened this week near the village of Rexton, N.B. , where a three
weekold protest against shale gas exploration on land close to the reserve, involving Elsipogtog leaders 
and reSidents, exploded in violence. As the commanding officer of the RCMP in New Brunswick, Assistant 
Commissioner Roger Brown, said Friday, the day after all hell broke loose along Highway 134, his officers 
seized not only firearms and knives, but also found, and detonated in place,.several improvised explosive 
devices, or lEOs, the makeshift bombs which killed so many young Canadian soldiers in Afghanistan. 

Governor General 'delighted' by reception in China, encourages Canadians to participate in 
change 
Postmedia News, Peter Robb, 2013 10 21 
Shanghai - The Governor General of Canada was sounding very much like Margaret Thatcher when he 
said that the new leadership duo in Beijing is open to doing business with Canada. The late British prime 
minister said much the same thing about Mikhail Gorbachev when the Soviet leader burst onto the world 
scene In the 1980s. David Johnston is on the first state visit to China during his tenure, a trip that will last 
eight days and take him to five major cities, from the capital in Beijing to Shanghai, Nanjing, Chengdu and 
finally to Guangzhou. Immediately aller, he will visit the capital of Mongolia, Ulan Bator, where he will be 
the first Canadian governor general or prime minister to visn the resource rich country strategically 
located between China and Russia. He will also speak to the country's parliament called the Great Khural. 
These are the 26th and 27th countries he has visited. The Governor General's trip coincides with a full
court Canadian press in China this October. The National Arts Centre Orchestra has toured the country; 
the mayor of Ottawa, Jim Watson , has led a delegation to Beijing and Shanghai, the Canada-China 
Business Council has held a week of meetings in the Chinese capnal and federal ministers John Baird 
and Joe Oliver were in Beijing for meetings wnh their counterparts. 

Homegrown terrorism here to stay, local expert tells club 
Waterloo Region Record, Jeff OuthH .. 2013 10 19 



Waterloo - More murderous plots are likely in Canada even as strong police work and watchful residents 
foil .homegrown terrorism, a leading scholar wams. "Homegrown terrorism is here to stay," said Lome 
Dawson, a professor who studies terrorism at the University of Waterloo. "The cond~ions that give rise to 
it are not going away." Dawson has a security clearance, meets with intemational secunty officials and 
helps direct a national network for terrorism research . He spoke to the Confederation Club Thursday 
about Canadians who become terrorists after subscribing to an extreme version of Islam. Canada has not 
suffered a terror attack but has seen four foiled plots since the 9/11 terror attack in the U.S. in 2001 , 
Dawson said. Radicalized Canadian Muslims are also being linked to terrorism abroad, including some 
from nearby London. 0 

Israeli minister presses Ottawa on Iran 
Globe and Mail, Campbell Clark, 2013 10 21 
Ottawa - A senior Israeli minister has come to enlist the Canadian govemment in efforts to persuade the 
world to keep up pressure on Iran until it gives in -thoroughly - on its nuclear program. Yuval Steinitz, 
Israel's Minister of Strategic Affairs, was tiriefed Friday by British and other officials now in nuclear talks 
with Iran. He flew to Canada for meetings Monday with Prime Minister Stephen Harper and Foreign 
Affairs Minister John Baird, and heads to Washington Tuesday. Amid all the other Mideast issues, there's 
little doubt what tops Israel's agenda: pushing an uncompromising stance on nuclear talks with Iran. "The 
greater the pressure , the greater the chances for diplomacy to succeed," Mr. Steinitz said in an interview 
with The Globe and Mail. Ott would be unwise, to say the least, to ease the pressure on Iran before you 
get a final and satisfactory solution to the problem." 

Journalists' car, camera equipment seized at N.B. shale gas protest site 
Global News, David Weisz and Nick Logan, 2013 10 20 
Moncton - A Global New Brunswick reporter and other joumalists, had their vehicles and camera 
equipment seized while covering the ongoing shale gas protests in Rexton, N.B. Hours later a large group 
of demonstrators blocked a section of Route 11, which runs between Moncton and Miramichi. Global's 
Laura Brown was covering the aftermath of the violence that erupted in the area Thursday when RCMP, 
acting on a court injunction, moved in to disperse a three-week-Iong blockade of seismic testing 
equipment owned by SWN Resources. Brown was among a group of reporters looking at the wreckage of 
a police vehicle that was torched on Thursday, demonstrators clashed w~h RCMP officers armed with riot 
gear. On Saturday morning, Brown and another reporter were subject to threats and later had their 
eqUipment seized. Brown, speaking on the phone from a local RCMP detachment after her vehicle and 
equipment was taken, emphasizad this was a group of just five people and that ~ was not indicative of the 
people whom she has spoken with in the past months while covering ongoing anti-shale gas protests. 

Keeping vigil in Rexton 
The Telegraph Joumal (New Brunswick), Staff Writer, 2013 10 19 
Rexton - A dedicated group of shale gas opponents continued to occupy a camp along Route 134 on 
Friday as many of those who had stood there a day earlier made court appearances. Though SWN 
Resources, the company that has been doing exploration for shale gas in the area, has moved ~s 
equipment out of a nearby compound, people continued to hold vigil outside the gates. The group that 
numbered just a dozer) in the moming had grown to more than 60 by late aftemoon. Those at the camp 
declined to speak to non- native reporters, and some cursed, ordering reporters to 'leave. Signs of the 
camp that police had movad on a day eariierwere everywhere. Tents and a car covered in flags 
remained in a nearby field, plastic twist ties and the sleeve tom from a camouflage jacket lay on a nearby 
dirt road. Nearby, just inside the village limtts, oil from six charred police vehicles pooled with rainwater 
next to metal that had melted into asphalt. The vehicles remained where they had been torched on 
Thursday after Mounties had moved in on the camp. 

Khadr must stay in federal prison: judge 
National Post, John Cotter, 2013 10 19 



Edmonton - An Edmonton judge has denied former Guantanamo Bay inmate Omar Khadr a transfer from 
a federal plison to a provincial jail. Justice John Rooke dismissed an application from Khadr's lawyer that 
his 27- yearold client be moved out of the Edmonton Institution. Dennis Edney had argued his client 
should be treated as a young offender and be removed from maximum security."Mr. Khadr's placement in 
a federal pen~entiary is lawful and the ... application is denied," Justice Rooke wrote in his decision 
released Fliday. The Toronto-bom Khadr pleaded guilty in 2010 to five war crimes, including murder, for 
killing a U.S., soldier in Afghanistan when he was 15. A U.S. mil~ary commission jailed him for eight 
years, but did not specify if it was a youth or adult sentence. Khadr was transferred to Canada from 
Guantanamo Bay last fall . 

Khadr must stay in federal prison: judge 
Ottawa C~izen, Sheila Pratt, 2013 10 19 
Edmonton - Former Guantanamo detainee Omar Khadr has lost his bid to be moved to a provincial jail 
from Edmonton's maximum-security pen~entiary. Alberta Associate Chief Justice John Rooke ruled 
Friday the 27-yearold Khadr should remain in the federal Edmomon Inst~ution even though he was only 
15 when the crimes were committed in 2002 in Afghanistan. "Mr. Khadr's placement in a federal 
penitentiary is lawful and the habeas corpus application is denied," wrote Rooke. Khadr, held for 10 years 
at the U.S. mil~ary prison at Guantanamo Bay, was sentenced by a U.S. military commission to eight 
years for fIVe crimes as part of a plea bargain in October 2010. Khadr pleaded gui~y to murder in violation 
of the laws of war for the death of an American soldier in a firefight in Afghanistan in 2002, as well as to 
conspiracy, attempted murder, spying and providing material support for terrorism. Rooke ruled that the 
eight-year sentence was a global sentence, not five separate sentences for each crime as federal lawyers 
had argued. 

L'importance d'assurer ses donnees 
Le Soleil, Yves Therrien, 2013 10 21 
Ottawa - Les lisques entourant les cyberattaques, les pertes de donnees confidentielles II cause d'une 
breche dans la securM ou d'une erreur humaine i11'imeme sont en croissance. L'assurance contre Ie 
cyberisque est en croissance aussi, bien que ce ne som pas tous les assureurs qui entrent dans ce 
creneau de niche assez jeune dans Ie monde des assurances. Les emreprises au Canada ne sont pas 
toutes assurees contre Ie cybelisque, souligne Atexis Heroux, gestionnaire service client chez la firme de 
courtage d'assurance BFL CANADA. "Contrairement aux Etats-Unis ou 46 Etats ont une h!gislation 
obligeant les entreplises II devoiler qu'ils ont ete victimes de piratage ou d'une breche de securite 
concernant les donnees personnelles de clients, au Canada, la loi n'oblige pas II rendre publics ces 
evenements, sauf dans les cas ou Ie commissaire II la vie privee I'exige. Les clients sont avises." 

L'Union europeenne et Ie Canada finalisent leur accord de libre- 'change (Canada) 
Le Monde, Philippe Ricard, 20131021 
Bruxelles - L:es concessions faites sur les produits aglicoles font I'objet de clitiques Apres quatre ans de 
negociations, l'Union europeenne et Ie Canada ont conclu vendredi 18 octobre un vaste accord de libra
echange. Le compromis a ete finalise a Bruxelles par Ie premier ministre canadien Stephen Harper et Ie 
president de la Commission europeenne, Jose Manuel Barroso. Les deux hommes co-pilotaient les 
negociations ces demiers mois afin d'eviter qu'elles ne s'enlisem. C'est la premiere fois que l'Union 
europeenne signe un tel accord de libre-echange avec un pays industrialise, membre du G8. Le resultat 
constitue mllme, II en croire M. Barroso, une " reference" pour les negociations du m6me type engagses 
depuis deux mois, en depit des controverses, avec les Etats-Unis. Avec Ie Canada, les tractations ont 
achoppe sur quantite de sujets, comme les medicamems genenques, les services financiers, ou les 
appels d'offres publics organises par les provinces canadiennes. Grande premiere, ces demieres 
devraient accepter de passer commandes aupres de foumisseurs europeens, comme EADS, Siemens, 
ou Alstom. Une forme de reciprocit6, dans la mesure ou les marches publics europeens sont ouverts 
depuis longtemps aux groupes canadiens, en particulier dans Ie domaine des transports, avec 
Bombardier. 



La militant Patrick Bourgeois rejoint Option nationale 
La Presse canadienne , Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Montreal - Le mil~ant independantiste Patrick Bourgeois a ete choisi samedi comme candidat d'Option 
nationale en vue de I'election partielle provinciale dans la circonscription montrealaise de Viau. Aucun 
autre aspirant n'a presente sa candidature. Patrick Bourgeois a ete un proche du regrette cineaste Pierre 
Falardeau, avec qui il a organise de nombreuses manifestations en faveur·de I'independance. M. 
Bourgeois est president du Reseau de resistance du QuebeCOiS et iI dirige Ie joumal Le QuebeCOiS. 
Option nationale se choisit actuellement un nouveau chef. Le resuHat du vp\e sera devoile Ie 26 octobre. , 
Lenovo considers acquisition of BlackBerry, report 
Xinhua News Agency, 201310 19 
Beijing - Lenovo Group, the wortd's largest personal computer (PC) maker, is considering a bid for the 
struggling smartphone maker BlackBerry, according to a report Friday by the Wall Street Joumal. The 
newspaper, quoting people familiar ~h the matter, said Lenovo had signed a non- disclosure agreement 
~h BlackBerry that allowed it to examine the Canadian company's financial accounts. BlackBerry 
declined to comment directly on the report. BlackBerry put ~self up for sale ea~ier this year after Hs 
BlackBerry 10 operating system and a new line of smartphones failed to gain traction with users. The 
company is still pushing the platform and has had some limited success, but stands fourth in the market 
behind Android, Apple's iOS and Windows Phone. 

Lanovo's Hurdles In BlackBerry Deal 
Wall Street Joumal, Ben Dummett, 2013 10 19 
Toronto - If Lenovo Group Ltd. winds up bidding for troubled Canadian smartphone maker BlackBerry 
Ltd., the Chinese computer company Should prepare for heavy scrutiny in the U.S. and Canada. It may 
also be asked to make significant promises to BlackBerry's home countlY. The Wall Street Joumal 
reported Thursday that Lenovo is actively considering a bid for BlackBerry, according to people familiar 
wHh the matter, though the emergence of a firm proposal is far from certain. Both Lenovo and BlackBerry 
have declined to comment. A spokesman for Canada's Prime Minister Stephen Harper-declined to 
speculate Friday about possible bidders for BlackBerry. He added, though, that the govemment does 
welcome foreign investment in Canada, "but not at the expense of our national secumy." BlackBerry 
officially put Hself up for sale in August after a new line of phones failed to gain ground against rivals like 
Apple Inc. and Samsung Electronics Corp. Last month, H reached a preliminalY $4.7 billion buyout deal 
with Fairfax Financial Holdings Ltd., a Canadian insurance firm and one of its largest shareholders. Other 
parties are considering bids, including Cerberus Capital Management LP, which like Lenovo has signed a 
nondisclosure agreement to look at BlackBerry's books, according to a person familiar ~h the matter, 
and BlackBerry co-founders Mike Lazaridis and Doug Fregin, who recently disclosed their interest in a 
public filing. Chinese technology companies have a checkered history with the U.S. govemment, wHh 
members of Ihe intelligence communHy singling out individual companies as security risks. Chinese 
officials and companies have said such accusations reflect bias in the U.S. and hurt relations between the 
two countries. 

Man charged at PMO released on bail 
Ottawa C~izen, Tony Spears, 201310 19 
Toronto - A Toronto man charged after a suspicious package was found at the building housing the Prime 
Ministe~s office was released on bail Friday. Mohamoud Jimale, 45, was charged with uttering threats 
and mischief after an incident at pa~iament's Langevin Block on Wednesday. Defence lawyer Solomon 
Friedman secured Jimale's release late in the aftemoon after a bail hearing before Justice of the Peace 
Beve~y Souliere. Evidence at the hearing is protected by a standard publication ban. 

Manitoba chief in New Brunswick to back fracking protests 
CBC.CA, 2013 1020 



Fredericton - As a Mannoba chief arrives to offer support, members of New Brunswick's Elsipogtog First 
Nation are meeting Sunday to plan their next steps after a tense week of anti-tracking protests. The 
CBC's Jessica Doria-Brown says the meeting will be open to the media, unlike previous, private sessions. 
The protests drew support from across Canada and around the world via social media. The Assembly of 
Mannoba Chiefs said n stands in solidarity with Elsipogtog First Nation and sent Grand Chief Derek 
Nepinak to Elsipogtog Mi'kmaq territory over the weekend."As a demonstration of support for the ongoing 
peaceful presence of the people, Grand Chief Nepinak will make a presentation of medicines and a 
beaver pelt to the leadership," Sheila North Wilson of the assembly said in a media release. 

Mounties defend response to violent shale gas protest 
Canadian Press, Melanie Pallen , 201310 19 
Fredericton - The RCMP's commanding officer in New Brunswick defended the police response to a 
shale-gas protest that erupted into violence, saying Friday that if the Mounties hadn1 acted, lives could 
have been in danger. "Our officers demonstrated incredible professionalism as they worked to resolve the 
situation under tremendously difficult and dangerous circumstances," assistant commissioner Roger 
Brown told a news conference in Fredericton. "There came a point in time where we knew that this 
sHuation was no longer safe and that we had to do something before it turned into a situation where, 
regrettably, somebody could've been injured or even killed, and that's what triggered the decision. ~ Six 
police vehides including an unmarked van were burned Thursday in Rexton after the RCMP moved in to 
enforce a court-ordered injunction to remove protesters at the sHe of a compound where SWN Resources 
stored exploration equipment. A spokeswoman for the police force said Thursday that threats were made 
against private secumy guards at the site on Wednesday night. 

N.B. fracking protests and the fight for aboriginal rights 
CBC.CA. Daniel Schwartz, 201310 19 
Fredericton - Protests this month at a potential shale gas site in New Brunswick involve an issue that has 
been at the heart of resource development battles across Canada - the duty to consult and 
accommodate aboriginal people when the development is on their tradnionalland . The latest round of the 
protests by Elsipogtog First Nation members and their supporters resulted in a violent dash Thursday 
when the RCMP moved in to enforce a court injunction against the protesters' blockade. But long before 
that, local First Nations leaders were raising concerns' about the failure of government and industry to 
consult wnh them before development went ahead. Rulings by the Supreme Court of Canada and lower 
courts have established a duty to consult and accommodate aboriginal people when development is 
considered on their land, even non-reserve tradnionallands. Since the mid- '80s, aboriginal groups have 
recorded 186 victories in lawsuits over resource development, a 90 per cent success rate. The 
exploratory drilling in New Brunswick also faces opposition from the local non-aboriginal community. Allan 
Marsh, the chair of the nearby local service district for Saint-Charles, told CBC News that the provincial 
government "isn1listening to any of the other messages that n's getting." 

Nouvelle manif contre la Charta 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 21 
Montreal - Une autre manifestation pour denoncer Ie projet de Charte des valeurs quebecoises du 
gouvemement Marois s'est d.eroulee hier apres-midi aMontreal. La coalHion appelee "Ensemble contre la 
charte xenophobe" a reussi a rassembler quelques centaines de personnes au centre- ville. Dans un 
communique, Ie regroupement a affimne que Ie projet de charte auaque la dignne et I'autodetemnination 
des personnes, ainsi que leur capacite de "travailler et de survivre" au Quebec. La coamion soutient que 
la Charte est xenophobe, parce que ses "partisans" font appel au sensationnalisme et ade fausses 
peurs, entre autres 'pour des motifs electoraux. Elle s'oppose egalement au sexisme qui, selon elle, sous
tend Ie projet et notamment aux stereotypes 8 propos des femmes qui portent Ie hijab. Le comM 
organisateur de la manifestation deplore par ailleurs que Ie debat entourant la Charte ne reconnaisse pas 
Ie faH que Ie Quebec et Ie Canada ont ete batis "8 mlime des terres volees aux autochtones et qu'ils se 
sont constitues grace a la depossession et au genocide de ces peuples". 



NSA delayed anti-leak software at base where Snowden worked - officials • 
Reuters, Mark Hosenball and Warren Strobel, 2013 10 19 
Washing10n - The U.S. National Security Agency failed to install the most up-to-date anti-leak software at 
a site in Hawaii before contractor Edward Snowden went to work there and downloaded tens of 
thousands of highly classified documents, current and former U.S. officials told Reuters. Well before 
Snowden joined Booz Allen Hamilton last spring and was assigned to the NSA site as a systems 
administrator, other U.S. government facilities had begun to install software designed to spot attempts by 
unauthorized people to access or download data. The purpose of the software, which in the NSA's case is 
made by a division of Raytheon Co, is to block so-called "insider threats" - a response to .an order by 
President Barack Obama to tighten up access controls for classified information in the wake of the leak of 
hundreds of thousands of Pentagon and State Department documents by an Army private to WikiLeaks 
website in 2010. 

Omar Khadr loses bid to move to provincial prison 
Edmonton Sun, Tony Blais, 2013 10 19 
Edmonton - An Edmonton judge has ruled that former Guantanamo Bay detainee Omar Khadr should 
serve the remainder of his eight-year murder sentence in a federal penitentiary. In a written decision 
released Friday, Court of Queen's Bench Associate Chief Justice John Rooke dismissed Khadr's 
application for his time to be served in a provincial jail, saying his placement in a federal institution was 
"lawful" and the correctional authorities had properly interpreted the legislation relating to foreign 
transfers. "This is the result that would follow, not only for any Canadian who offends outside Canada and 
is transferred to Canada, but also to those who are similarly sentenced within Canada," said Rooke in his 
14-page decision. The judge stressed his ruling had nothing to do with Khadr's background, other than 
the fact he is a Canadian, nor his age, the circumstances of his pre-transfer detention or which facility 
would be beller or worse for him. "Indeed, it is not about any determination of the level of punishment, 
whether lessening or increasing n, that, post his transfer, has been or will be imposed on Mr. Khadr, such 
punishment merely flowing from his sentence and the legislation that determines his placement; he said. 

Omar Khadr reste ill la prison ill securite maximale 
Radio-Canada, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - Omar Khadr, qui est detenu aEdmonton, ne sera pas transfere de la prison pour adultes a . 
securite maximale vers une prison provincia Ie. Le juge John Rooke de la Cour du Banc de la reine a 
rejete la requete de I'avocat du jeune homme, Dennis Edney, qui estimait que les climes allribues a son 
client devraient etre juges en vertu de la Loi sur les jeunes contrevenants. Pour John Rooke, la decision 
de placer Omar Khadr dans une prison federale a securite maximale est fondee a cause des climes pour 
lesquels il avait plaide coupable aux Etats-Unis. Omar Khadr, maintenanfAge de 27 ans, a ete capture 
par des soldats am9ricains en Afghanistan, il y a 11 ans, puis transfere a la prison de Guantanamo. En 
2010, il a pia ide coupable ades accusations de crimes de guerre. II a aussi admis avoir tue un soldat 
americain en Afghanistan en 2002, alors qu'u etait mineur. Une commission militaire I'a condamne a huit 
ans de prison. 

Omar Khadr rastara dans une prison federale 
La Presse, Anabelle ~Iais, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - La Cour supllrieure de l'Alberta a tranche hier : Omar Khadr ne pourra purger sa peine dans une 
prison provinciale. II restera donc dans une prison federale asecurite maximale. L'ancien detenu de 
Guantanamo s'etait presente pour la premiere fois devant un tribunal canadien Ie 23 septembre demier 
pour demander un transfert. L'homme aujourd'hui age de 27 ans a plaide coupable ades accusations de 
meurtre et de soutien materiel au terrorisme. II etait Age de 15 ans au moment des faits. Son avocat, Me 
Dennis Edney, a plaide que son client etan alors mineur et qu'il devan donc purger une peine dans un 
etablissement provincial. Cette decision de la Court of Queen's Bench de l'Alberta (I'equivalent de la Cour 
supllrieure) est lourde de consequences pour Khadr, puisqu'elle signifie qu'iI ne pourra pes etre libere 
sous condition avant la fin de sa peine. II reste ainsi maintenu en isolation et les demandes d'entrevues 



avec les medias sont refusees. Me Edney a indique aqu'iI compte inte~eter appel de cette decision. 
cNous continuerons de nous battre pour sa liberta », a-t-il dit. 

Open up the government 
Ottawa Cnizen, 2013 10 19 
Editorial - If the latest report of the Information Commissioner sounds depressingly familiar, nis. But nis 
worth repeating: Govemment secrecy shows no sign of abating, and tt is putting Canadian democracy at 
risk. In her report to Parliament on how the federal access to information is working - or pemaps not 
working -- Suzanne Legault sounded the alarm, waming that the system, a fundamental pillar of 
democratic accountabilny, is failing badly. Federal instnutions, the commissioner said, are not meeting 
their "most basic obligations" under the law. We should all be concemed about that. "There are 
unmistakable signs significant deterioration in the federal access system ... The faltering in the system is 
actually quite dramatic and it is not getting better," Suzanne Legault said in releasing her report on federal 
access to information. "When the access system falters, not only is Canadians' participation in 
govemment thwarted but ultimately, the health of Canadian democracy is at stake." 

Outside forces and anned protesters blamed for violence 
The Daily Gleaner, John Chilibeck, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - On Thursday, RCMP stormed an encampment of demonstrators who had blockaded a 
highway and heavy equipment near Rexton for three weeks to protest shale gas exploration. Forty people 
were arrested and six police vehides torched. The show of force touched off several more highway 
blockades across the province and the country as First Nations people and environmentalists tried to 
show support for the protesters near Rexton, many of them from Elsipogtog First Nation. "People know 
the difference between right and wrong , and what took place was wrong ," Alward told reporters at the 
legislature in Fredericton, referring to the violent tactics of some protesters, and not the pepper spray and 
manhandling by police. "The RCMP had a responsibilHy to evaluate the situation and make decisions, 
and they did." In recent weeks, Alward met wi1h Elsipogtog's chief, Aaron Sock, to try to find an end to the 
impasse. Those talks seemingly went nowhere, wi1h Sock being arrested at the protest Thursday. 

Peace reigns at rally supporting N.B. First Nation 
The Star Phoenix, Charles Hammon, 2013 10 19 
Saskatoon - Approximately 100 protesters gathered on Friday at Five Comers on Broadway Avenue in 
Saskatoon to protest in conjunction with native group demonstrations against fracking for oil and gas in 
New Brunswick. On Thursday, Molotov cocktails were hurled at officers, police vehides were torched and 
protesters were sprayed wi1h tear gas after authorities in eastem New Brunswick tried to end a 
demonstration against an energy company. RCMP said dozens of people were arrested. Supporters in 
Saskatoon held their own demonstration Friday at the edge of the University of Saskatchewan campus. 
Serena Gamble said she was saddened to see police reaction to what she understood to be peaceful 
protests against the energy company. "How it went from a peaceful protest to an act of violence, of 
course that is going to upset anybody. It's just an injustice," Gamble said . 

Police arrest 40 as Canada shale gas proteslturns violent 
Reuters, Julie Gordon, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - Police in the eastem Canadian province of New Brunswick arrested about.40 people on 
Thursday after efforts to dismantle a highway barricade tumed violent and protesters against shale gas 
exploration set several police vehides on fire. The incident came in response to a weeks-long protest by 
activists and local aboriginals, who blocked a road near the town of Rexton to try to slow work by SWN 
Resources Canada, a subsidiary of Southwestem Energy Co, which is exploring shale gas properties in 
the area. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) moved in early on Thursday to break up the 
blockade. They said officers were attacked with Molotov cocktails and at least one shot was fired , but not 
by them. Susan Levi-Peters, the former chief of the nearby Elsipogtog aboriginal reserve, said the police 
had moved in aggressively on unarmed protesters. 
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Populai", la puce? 
La Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Ottawa - Passeport Canada mise beaucoup sur Ie nouveau passeport et les nouveaux frais pour 
ameliorer la sante financiere de I'organisme. L'organisme refuse toutefois de reveler aLa Presse com bien 
de passeports {Hectroniques ont ete delivres depuis qu'iI est offert aux Canadiens (en juillet 2013). Mais 
selon des documents d'acces, 504 115 demandes de passeports ont ete ret;ues en juillet seulement, ce 
qui est legerement plus eleve que Ie mois precedent, mais plus bas qu'en janvier et en fevrier de cette 
an nee. En juillet, plus de 10 % des plaintes rettUes par Passeport Canada concemalent Ie passeport 
electronique. Passeport Canada refuse de donner davantage de details at maintient qu'aucune lacune n'a 
ete constatee. 

Popular Canadian download site isoHunt to shut down, pay $11 OM fine 
Canadian Press, 20131019 
Vancouver - A Vancouver resident has agreed to shut down his popular downloading website and pay a 
$llO-million fine after settling a long legal fight with the Motion Picture Association of America. Gary Fung 
ran isoHunt.com, a search engine for Bnorrent files, which helped users find virtually every type of 
copyrighted material, including music, movies, computer software, ebooks and pornography. As of Friday, 
the site stated ~ linked to 13.7 million active BitTorrent files ~h 51 million users either uploading or 
download them. According to Alexa.com, ~ ranked as the 423rd top site on the web for global traffic and 
167th in Canada. On his blog, Fung said he was "sad to see my baby go." "But I have fought the good 
fight, I have finished the race, and I have remained faithful. Ten-and-a-half years of isoHunt has been a 
long journey by any business definition, and forever in Intemet startup time. It started as a programming 
hobby in my univers~y days that has become so, so much more." Fung wrote. 

Premier, Elsipogtog chief hold meeting 
The Times and Transcript (Moncton), John Chilibeck, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - Premier David Alward and Chief Aaron Sock of the Elsipogtog First Nation emerged from a 
lengthy dosed.{joor meeting last night committed to the need for more talk and a cooling-off period after 
the explosive violence in Rexton. "It has been a long 24 hours for everybody." Alward told reporters 
wearily as he left the meeting at a Fredericton hotel. "But I believe what everybody realizes is we don't 
want to see what took place (Thursday) happen again." Alward said provincial government and 
Elsipogtog representatives will meet early next week to begin work on what he called a framework for a 
process that will allow for communication and consultation. We're not talking moratorium today," the 
premier said. We are talking about the issues that took place yesterday (Thursday) and the healing that 
needs to take place, and the debriefing in the commun~y. More basic than that is the framework we need 
to put in place as to how we build our relationships going forward." Sock, one of 40 people arrested in the 
RCMP crackdown in Rexton, also appeared tired from the events of the past two days. 

Protest f;lliout echoes 
The Telegraph Journal (New Brunswick), Chris Morris, 20131019 
Fredericton - Fallout from the violent protests in southeastem New Brunswick continued to reverberate 
throughout the province and across the country on Friday. Events were scheduled for numerous locations 
in Canada and the Un~ed States to demonstrate solidarity for the people of the Elsipogtog First Nation 
and those opposed to shale gas development, according to listings on the Idle No More website. Rallies 
and marches from Halifax to British Columbia, as far north as Iqaluit and even in downtown New York City 
'were planned as the turbulent situation in Rexton earlier in the week seemed to breathe new life into the 
anti-shale gas movement across North America . A small group of shale gas opponents demonstrated in 
pouring rain on Friday outside the offices of Energy Minister Craig Leonard and Premier David Alward, 
saying that now is the time to order exploration companies such as SWN Resources out of the province. 
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Protesters block Trans-Canada Highway exits 
The Daily Gleaner, Tara Chislett, 20131019 
Fredericton - After a peaceful demonstration on the city's north side on Thursday night, protesters from 
st. Mary's First Nation gathered in Lincoln yesterday morning, blocking traffic at Nevers Road and the 
Trans- Canada Highway near the Irving Big Stop. About 40 protesters took part in the demonstration, 
which started at about 6:30 a.m. The protesters were stationed at both exits. They allowed regular traffic 
to proceed but stopped commercial vehicles until about noon, when the protest concluded. Chief Candice 
Paul said the decision to protest in Lincoln was made on Thursday evening following the protest on Cliffe 
and Union Streets. Paul said protesters want to keep things peaceful, but they also want to send a 
message to the province. "St. Mary's now for three years has said no to shale gas because of the duty to 
consult. There has been no consultation. We stand firm on that. There has been no consultation," she 
said. "We want to send a message to the premier. No to shale gas, and SWN (Southwestern Energy) 
needs to leave the province." 

Protesters claim victory after NEB hearings cancelled 
OMI News Agency, Terrry Davidson, 2013 10 21 
Toronto - Land and water are more important than oil, protesters wanted to convey to those responsible 
for a controversial plan to increase the flow of crude through the Line 9 pipeline. Amanda Lickers was one 
of the estimated 1,000 that gathered outside the Metro Toronto Convention Centre Saturday to march in 
protest of the National Energy Board (NEB) hearings being held there to discuss Enbridge's plan to 
reverse the flow of a section of ns Line 9 pipeline that runs between southern Ontario and Montreal. 
Enbridge executives say the reversal of flow - which would include an increase to 300,000 barrels of 
crude oil a day -- is safe. Opponents say n will be an environmental hazard, with increased risk of a leak 
due to stress placed on an aging pipeline. Enbridge was due to deliver closing arguments on Saturday, 
but the NEB cancelled the hearing because of security concerns after a group of protesters showed up for 
Friday's hearing. 

Protesters threaten Sun News reporter, 3 other journalists in New Brunswick 
OMI Agency, 201310 20 
Rexton - A Sun News Network reporter and four other journalists were swarmed by Native protesters 
Saturday near a shale gas exploration site in New Brunswick. Sun News reporter Kris Sims said about 
eight people threatened her, a Global News journalist, a CTV reporter and two other crew members while 
they were filming six burned cop cars that were set ablaze by protesters during violent anti-fracking 
protests Thursday near Rexton. Sims said a man dressed in camoflouge shouted, "Get the f-- out of here 
or I'll break your f--ing cameras! All you tell are lies!" The same protester then threatened to destroy their 
cars, vans and video equipment. "Get your vans out of here before I seize n. Get n out of here right now 
before I seize it and thai's going where the f---ing other cars were going," he said while gesturing to the 
razed RCMP cars. As the journalists grabbed their cameras and tried to leave, the group surrounded 
them and demanded that they extt their cars, Sims said. One woman blocked Sims' car and threatened to 
drag her out, she said. 

Public service losing its ability to provide policy advice, former top bureaucrat says 
Ottawa Cnizen, Kathryn May, 2013 10 21 
Ottawa - There are not a lot of policy ideas floating around Ottawa these days because cabinet ministers 
don~ ask for any and public servants may not be offering them. As Mel Cappe, one of Canada's former 
top bureaucrats puts n, there is a "supply and demand" problem for ideas in public policy. On the supply 
side, there is a shrinking number of smart policy analysts and researchers in the public service. That's 
exacerbated on the demand side, where ministers are not asking for evidence or advice. And to use the 
analogy of the free market further, Cappe argues the policy role of Canada's public service is in a deep 
"secular decline" to which he sees no end in sight. "Ideology doesn~ need analysis, and if you have the 
answers you don~ need questions, and that's where we are these days," said Cappe, a longtime deputy 



minister and former clerk of the Privy Council Office. "The public service runs the risk of being in decline 
and if this continues to happen, Canadians will be worse off." 

Quebecois Jewish community: We are not alone 
Jerusalem Post, Sam Sokol, 2013 10 21 
Montreal - The Commission des droits de la personne et des droils de la jeunesse, a Canadian human 
rights watchdog, on Thursday panne<! a Charter of Quebec Values proposed by the Parti Quebecois as 
an infringement on religious liberty. The commission, an independent organization established under 
Quebec's Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms in 1976, took issue with the terms of the new charter, 
depicting them as representing a "break with the quasi-const~utional" text of the charter. The most 
controversial of the proposed measures, a ban on the wearing of "conspicuous" religious symbols by 
government workers, "does not meet the Quebec charter test," the commission asserted. In addttion, the 
rights watchdog stated that an additional "proposal to formalize 'religious' accommodations could restrict 
the scope of accommodations granted on the basis of other grounds of discrimination, including for 
disabled people." 

Reality check: The law is the law 
The Telegraph Journal (New Brunswick), Dominic Cardy, 201310 19 
Commentary - Wrth the violence in Rexton on Thursday at risk of spreading across the province, Premier 
David Alward must step up and lead. Opponents and supporters of the shale gas industry want the same 
thing: a province where our children can find work and we can all drink the water. What should be a fact
based debate, weighing industry claims against our economic and environmental needs, has sadly turned 
into a bailie pilling New Brunswickers against one another. This has to stop. Weeks after a blockade 
erected by a group of anti-shale gas supporters went up, blocking a public road and access to private 
property, the Court of Queen's Bench issued a clear injunction, ordering that the blockade come down. 
Two weeks later and the RCMP finally act, one day after the Attorney General said more time was 
needed. This confusion is why I cannot support the development of the shale gas industry: if the 
government cannot deal w~h their opponents, why should we expect them to have the courage to use the 
law when it means standing up to their friends? Any blockade - any acts of violence by opponents to 
shale gas - must end. Not because one side or the other on the shale gas debate is right, bu1 because the 
law is the law. (Note: Dominic Cardy is leader of the New Democratic Party of New Brunswick.) 

Refugee or illegal immigrant? 
Victoria TImes-Colonist, Katie DeRosa, 2013 1020 
Victoria - The RCMP's case against the men who organized the MV Sun Sea human smuggling operation 
could fall apart if the B.C. Court of Appeal upholds a decision that the law is unconst~utional . 
Kunarobinson Christhurajah, 33, is waiting for the judge's decision from behind bars. "The RCMP, they 
say: 'You're a people smuggler.' I'm not a people-smuggler," Christhurajah said in a phone interview with 
the Times Colonist from prtson this month. Christhurajah, listed as the owner of the ship, is one of six men 
charged with human smuggling in connection with the operation that brought 492 Tamils to Canada on 
Aug. 13, 2010. Those prosecutions are in limbo after a B.C. trial judge in January dismissed human 
smuggling charges against the four men accused of bringing 76 Tamil migrants into Canada on the 
Ocean Lady, which arrived 10 momhs earlier in October 2009. Justice Arne Silverman struck down 
section '117 of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, saying ~ is unconstitutional based on findings 
that the law is overly broad. He said ~ could criminalize the actions of humanitarian workers or family 
members bringing in refugees. The federal government took the case to the B.C. Court of Appeal, which 
heard arguments on both sides Oct. 6 and 9. ~ could be weeks before the judge renders a decision. 

Shale gas company's injunction decision due Monday 
The Telegraph Journal (New Bruiswick) , Craig Babstock, 201310 19 
Moncton - A Moncton judge will decide on Monday if an injunction against shale gas protesters should be 
extended. Court of Queen's Bench Justice George Rideout presided over a hearing Friday morning where 



an SWN Resources Canada lawyer requested that the injunction granted eartier this month be extended 
indefinitely, until a further order ofthe court. SWN received an injunction from Rideout on Oct. 3, ordering 
protesters not to interfere with the company in Kent County. The company is exploring for natural gas in 
this province and has equipment at a compound in Rexton on Route 134. Many aboriginal and some non
aboriginal protesters blocked that site for almost three weeks, and police shut down the road. Protesters 
cut down trees to partially block the road but those were later removed. SWN got a lO-day extension of 
the injunction on Oct. 11 and SWN lawyer Matthew Hayes expre~ed frustration at the time, saying police 
were "aiding and abetting" the protesters by not making arrests. 

Shale gas exploration protest in Kenora 
Kenore Online, Ryan Forbes, 2013 10 19 
Kenora - Local supporters of treaty rights gathered at the Kenora harbour-front Friday for a demonstration 
in support of Elsipogtog First Nation. The First Nation has been holding protests regarding shale gas 
exploration, and eartier in the week, the rallies took a violent tum. Participant Konhyatye gave us some 
more details on what the event in Kenora was all about. 'We heard about what's going on in the east 
coast. It's important we all support each-other because this is some bad times. The 6 nations had the big 
standoff in 2006 over a couple acres of land and now it's on the east coast over tracking, which is a billion 
dollar industry, and in 2006 it was only over a couple of acres of land so this is going to be a big one," he 
said. , 

Shining a SpoUight on Canada, Washington's Junior Partner in the Americas 
Huffington Post, Nikolas Kozloff, 2013 10 21 
Column - Edward Snowden, who divulged secret activities of the National Security Agency or N.S.A., is 
now safely ensconced in Moscow. However, the notorious whistle-blower's disclosures continue to 
illuminate Washington's underhanded and unsavory agenda in the hemisphere, as well as U.S. links to 
junior partners such as Canada. According to Brazil's flagship news program Fantastico, which got 
access to Snowden's intelligence, Canada's electronic eavesdropping agency hacked into Brazil's 
Ministry of Energy Mines in a likely attempt to gamer valuable industrial intelligence. The recent reporting 
does not indicate what the super secret Communications Security Establishment Canada or CSEC was 
after precisely, though n is possible that Ottawa has actually been spying on Brazil for years. There is 
some suggestion, moreover, that the Canadians carried out their intelligence with the active collaboration 
of the Unned States. Indeed, the Fantastico report was based on CSEC documents which had been 
presented at an intelligence conference attended by the U.S. and ns allies. According to the documents, 
Canada worked with an elne group of cyber spies at the N.S.A. when it hacked into the Brazilian Ministry 
of Energy and Mines. Though certainly incendiary, Snowden's revelations concerning Canada's wider role 
in the region should not come as a surprise. Indeed, even before the recent reports about Brazil surfaced, 
CSEC reportedly targeted Latin America by spying on Mexico in advance of NAFTA trade talks in the mid
19905. What is more, a Canadian eavesdropping station based at Leitrim, Ontario is said to be aimed at 
the interception of Latin American satellne communications. In light of Canada's eartier support for anti
democratic forces in Venezuela and Honduras, n is hardly surprising that Ottawa should now be caught 
spying on another progressive regime, that of Dilma Rousseff in Brazil. While the contours of such spying 
are still unclear, tt seems likely that Canada seeks a leg up for its mining companies in South America, 
and may view Brazil wtth some political suspicion. Canada's spying agency CSEC may not have the 
technological wherewtthal to fully monttor Latin American governments, though serendipitously Ottawa 
has been able to prom from highly sophisticated N.S.A. resources. Note: Nikolas Kozloff is the author of 
Revolution! South America and the Rise of the New Left. 

Slides reveal Canada's powerful espionage tool 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze & Stephanie Nolen, 201310 19 
Washington & Rio De Janeiro - Security experts say that Canadian intelligence has developed a powerful 
spying tool to scope out and target specific phones and computers so as to better set up hacking and 
bugging operations. The outlines of the technology are contained in the slides of a PowerPoint 
presentation made to allied security agencies in June, 2012. Communications Security Establishment 



Canada (CSEC) called the tool "Olympia," showing how its analysts sifted through an immense amount of 
communications data and zeroed in on the phones and computer servers they determined merited 
attention - in the demonstration case, inside the Brazilian Ministry of Energy and Mines. Wrthin weeks, 
CSEC figured out who was talking to whom by plugging phone numbers and Internet protocol addresses 
into an array of irrtelligence databases. In this way it "developed a detailed map of the insmution's 
communications," Paulo Pagliusi, a Brazilian security expert who examined the slides, told The Globa. 
The slides are part of a large trove of documents that have been leaked by Edward Snowden, the former 
·contractor with the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) whose disclosures have set off a debate over 
whether the agency has improperly intruded on the privacy of Americans. Other disclosures have raised 
questions about its spying on foreign governments, sometimes with the assistance of allied intelligence 
agencies. 

Spies,ehl 
Winnipeg Free Press, Doug Speirs, 2013 10 19 
Column - When you think of Canada, the shadowy world of international spies isn1 the first thing that 
comes to mind. The boring truth is, we are a lot better known for maple syrup, slapshots and our polite 
population than we are for cloak-and.{!agger espionage missions. Yet here we are, the True North, 
Strong and Free, at the centre of a brand-new, shadowy spy scandal that is making headlines around the 
wol1d. Canada's top- secret electronic spy agency, the Ottawa-based Communications Security 
Establishment Canada, is being accused of mounting a sophisticated spy operation against Brazil's 
Ministry of Mines and Energy. The claim stems from documents leaked to Brazilian media by Edward 
Snowden, a former contractor with the National Security Agency, the U.S. counterpart to Canada's CSEC, 
which monitors foreign computer, satellite, radio and telephone traffIC for intelligence of interest to 
Canada. 

Spying not a shock to fonner Brazilian diplomat 
Globe and Mail, Stephanie Nolen, 2013 10 19 
Toronto - The former Brazilian ambassador to Canada whose phone was singled out for attention by a 
Canadian spy agency has spoken for the first time about his reaction on learning he was the only public 
figure caught up in the dispute over Canadian spying in Brazil. Paulo Cordeiro Andrade de Pinto told The 
Globe and Mail he was startled and disappointed - but, as a veteran diplomat, uttimately not all that 
surprised - to learn that the govemmerrt of Canada was following his telecommunications trails. 
Documents leaked by the former U.S. National SecUrity Agency corrtractor Edward Snowden reveal that 
Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) was mapping the phone calls of Brazil's 
Ministry of Mines and Energy. In a presentation to security analysts from other allied countries in 2012, a 
CSEC analyst showed off a program called "Olympia" that allows the user to map the phone traffic in and 
out of a target, in this case the mining ministry. The phone number of Mr. Cordeiro, as he is known, was 
one that the Canadian intelligence agency had singled out for its allention, apparently because he had 
called or been called by the ministry. 

Sun sea migrants' uncertain fate 
Victoria TImes-Colonist, Katie DeRosa, 2013 10 20 
Victoria - One man is facing a deportation order to Sri Lanka, which his lawyer is fighting amid revelations 
two other asylum seekers from the MV Sun Sea were imprisoned, one brutally tortured, after they were 
sent back to that country. Another man is in jail facing human smuggling charges that have been found by 
one trial judge to be unconstitutional. That decision is being reviewed by the B.C. Court of Appeal. 
They're examples of the myriad legal challenges facing the federal government's aggressive stance on 
492 Tamil asylum seekers who came to Victoria on the MV Sun Sea on Aug. 13, 2010. The Conservative 
government vowed to challenge the refugee claims of many Sun Sea passengers and prosecute people 
who organized the ship's voyage from Thailand, in order to send a strong message to human smugglers. 

Take down the barricades 



Telegraph-Journal (New Brunswick), 201310 19 
Editorial - The blockades that have been erected by First Nations across Canada undertine the fact that 
the violence near Rexton had nothing to do with shale gas. The clash between police and protesters 
occurred because non-native shale gas protesters tried to hitch their wagon to outstandirig aboriginal land 
claims issues - a much more explosive issue, and one which rapidly moved to the forefront. The resuHs 
were predictable, from the moment when Elsipogtog Chief Aaron Sock and self-declared "warriors' 
proclaimed that they were serving an eviction notice to SVIIN Resources on Sept. 30. This proclamation 
deaH only glancingly with the issue of shale gas exploration. It included a catalogue of other grievances, 
including outstanding land claims, plus a pledge to start seizing Crown lands for the use of Aboriginal 
peoples. It should not surprise anyone that such an inflammatory declaration drew milnants to the nearby 
highway blockade. While the provincial government undertook negotiations with Elsipogtog in good fanh, 
seeking a peaceful resolution, the protest site became an armed camp, attracting more self-described 
"warriors.' When the police finally moved in to clear the road, enforcing a provincial injunction that had 
been in place for approximately two weeks, officers were shot at and firebombed. 

Terrorism overdrive: Foreign money is radicalizing canadian Indians 
OMI Agency, Ezra Levant, 2013 1020 
Opinion - Terrorism is defined as the use of violence, or the threat of violence, to achieve polnical 
objectives. Anti-oil and gas extremists have not been able to stop perfectly legal, perfectly safe seismic 
trucks from exploring for natural gas in New Brunswick. So if they canl convince their fellow Canadians 
wnh arguments and facts, perhaps they'll terrorize them into submission. Or maybe even kill them. Why 
else would the rioters have had a cache of high-power weapons at their encampment, including 
enormous stores of bullets, Soviet-style assault weapons, and even Iraq-style IEDs? And these brave 
''warriors' brought women and children wnh them. Why? As cannon fodder? As human shields? Let us 
take a moment to praise the RCMP, who took out this large terrorist encampment and made 40 arrests 
wnhout the loss of life. They were careful; they took every opportunity to do so peacefully, even waiting 
two weeks before enforcing a court order. And when their officers finally moved in, they used only non
lethal force, like bean-bag guns and tear gas. By contrast, the eco-terrorists responded with gunshots and 
Molotov cocktail attacks that torched at least five police vehicles. We have seen illegal acts by eco
activists before. But they're usually non-violent - just industrial sabotage, trespass and break and enter. 
That's the tactic of Greenpeace, a foreign muHinational corporation based in Amsterdam. 

The Canadian government is trying to take a hard line on would-be migrants, even if they face 
danger at home 
Victoria Times-Colonist, Katie DeRosa, 2013 10 20 
Victoria - A Tamil asylum seeker who came to Canada aboard the MV Sun Sea says she's hopeful her 
husband's deportation order will be suspended after news that one man deported to Sri Lanka was 
tortured and another was jailed and has since disappeared. '1 think n's going to be good for us because 
my lawyer can show if we get sent back to the country n will happen the same thing to us," the woman 
said in an interview last week. Her name is not being published to protect her identity - she said n's even 
dangerous to be in contact with her parents because Sri Lankan officials have been questioning them on 
her whereabouts. She's not surprised at allegations of torture by the Sri Lankan army, which she said is 
common against ethnic minority Tamils. The risks are even greater for asylum-seekers known to have 
fled to Canada on the MV Sun Sea, which arrived.in Canada Aug. 13,2010, with 492 Tamils on board. 

Tories reverse plans to withhold public servants' pay 
Ottawa Cnizen, Kathryn May, 2013 10 21 
Ottawa - The Conservative government is giving up plans to claw back four per cent of public servants' 
paycheques next year as it moves to a modernized pay system. Treasury Board President Tony Clement 
said the government reversed the decision when it was brought to his attention that Public Works and 
Government Services Canada, the federal paymaster and receiver-general, wanted to recover two weeks' 
pay from every public servant's paycheque for 2014 beginning in January. 'When n came to our attention, 
this. government did what was fair and reasonable for its employees," said Clement in an email. "As we 



transHion from the 40-year-old computer pay system to the new system employees will not see any 
interruption in the biweekly pay cycle." Clement met with union leaders last week about the new "pay in 
arrears" system and assured them the government had found a way to proceed without a claw back. 
Details will be announced this week . . 

Un grand chef du Manitoba en rentort 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Rexton - Des centaines de personnes se sont rassemblees hier dans une salle communautaire de 
Rexton , au Nouveau-Brunswick, pour discuter de leur opposition au developpement du secteur du gaz de 
schiste dans la province, alors que leurs demarches ont recu I'appui d'un grand chef autochtone du 
ManHoba. Le chef de la Premiere Nation Elsipogtog, Arren Sock, a declare que la renconire, qui a attire 
environ 300 membres de la communaute et manifestants, et qui etait interdHe aux medias, etaH I'occasion 
pour ses concHoyens de raconter leur vecu. Le chef Sock n'a pas voulu dire si quoi que ce soit aveH ete 
decide concernant la facon de proceder avec la manifestation contre I'exploration des gaz de schiste par 
I'entreprise SWN Resources. Le grand chef Derek Nepinak, de l'Assemblee des chefs du Manitoba, a 
indique que les chefs membres de I'assemblee manHobaine I'avaient envoye au Nouveau-Brunswick pour 
se montrer solidaire de la communaute et des manifestants. 

Une autre rnarche contre la charte 
Agence QMI, Agnes Chapsal, 2013 10 21 
Montreal - Des manifestants ont passe leur message lors de la marche contre Ie projet de charte des 
valeurs quebecoises, hier. Le mouvement de contestation ne semble pas s'affaiblir dans la metropole, 
depuis la presentation du texte par Ie ministre Bernard Drainville en septembre. Au debut de la 
manifestation organisee par la coalHion « Ensemble contre la charte xenophobe» , une femme a 
interpele les manifestants rassembles au coin de la rue Guy et du boulevard De Maisonneuve Ouest pour 
exprimer son soutien a la charte, estimant ce texte « tres bien» . Le ton est alors monte, mais I e cortege 
a ensuite pris d'assaut la rue Sainte- Catherine, au rythme de slogans comme «on lache rien. ou « si tu 
aimes t on foulard! ta kippa , tape des mains.» 

Une Charte xenophobe? 

Le Devoir, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 

Montreal - Quelques centaines de manifestants ont repondu fll'appel du collectif Ensemble contre la 

charte xenophobe, dimanche apres- midi , aMontreal. Dans la foule, Chloe Marin, qu'on aperyoH ci

dessus avec son voile beige, a tenu a dire que Ie gouvemement Marois devraH repenser sa Charte : " 

C'est vraiment stressant de ne pas savoir si je vais garder mon emploi. Tout ca,parce que je risque de 

me faire dire "desole, tu ne peux pas travailler si tu gardes ton voile"." 
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Harper government's extensive spying on anti-oilsands groups revealed in FOls 
Vancouver Observer, Matthew Millar, 2013 11 20 
Vancouver - The federal govemment has been vigorously spying on anti-oil sands activists and 
organizations in BC and across Canada since last December, documents obtained under the 
Access to Information Act show. Not only is the federal govemment subsidizing the energy 
industry in underwriting their costs, but deploying public safety resources as a de- facto 
'insurance policy' to ensure that federal strategies on proposed pipeline projects are achieved, 
these documents indicate. Before the National Energy Board's Joint Review Panel hearings on 
the proposed Enbridge oil pipeline, the NEB coordinated the gathering of intelligence on 
opponents to the oil sands. The groups of interest are independent advocacy organizations that 
oppose the Harper govemment's policies and work for environmental protections and 
democratic rights, including Idle No More, ForestEthics, Sierra Club, EcoSociety, LeadNow, 
Dogwood Initiative, Council of Canadians and the People's Summit. Mandated as an 
'independent federal agency', the NEB directed the police protection of their board members 
and officials from Enbridge and TransCanada Corporation, 140 pages of emails from December 
2012 through April 2013 show. In the emails, Richard "Rick" Garber, the NEB's "Group Leader 
of Security", marshals security and intelligence operations between govemment agencies and 
private interests, and says in a January 31, 2013 email that the NEB "Security Team has 
consulted today with Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS) at national and regional 
levels; RCMP at national, regional and local levels." "The Security Team, together with our 
police and intelligence partners, will continue to monitor all sources of information and 
intelligence," he says. The documents show the NEB working with CSIS and the RCMP to make 
"security plans" for the Vancouver, Victoria, Kelowna and Prince Rupert hearings and actively 
coordinating with officials from Enbridge and TransCanada Corporation and a private security 
contractor hired by the NEB. 

Harper's NEB spies monitoring anti-pipeline groups 
Vancouver Province, Staff reporter, 2013 11 20 
Vancouver - The provincial chapter of a national non-profit environmental organization says 
Canadians should be chilled by a media report claiming the Harper govemment has been 
closely monitoring anti-oil sands groups in B.C. Bob Peart, the executive director of the Sierra 
Club of B.C., said the report, published Tuesday in the Vancouver Observer, raises all kinds of 
questions and casts a pall over the democratic process in Canada. 'What we really want in a 
country like Canada is a healthy debate," he said. 'What information have they gathered? What 
are they trying to do with it? There are all kinds of questions, not only about how they are doing 
it, but what they are doing with it" Based on freedom of information documents, the Vancouver 
Observer reported that the National Energy Board (NEB) "coordinated the gathering of 
intelligence on opponents to the oil sands" ahead of the recent federal hearings on the Northem 
Gateway pipeline project. The story quotes excerpts taken from 140 pages of emails, from 
December 2012 to April 2013, which 'show the NEB "directed police protection of their board 
members and officials from Enbridge and TransCanada Corporation." The documents also 
show that the NEB worked with CSIS and the RCMP to co-ordinate "security plans" for the 
Vancouver, VictOria, Kelowna and Prince Rupert hearings, the Vancouver Observer reported. 
The groups identified in the emails included Idle No More, ForestEthics, the Sierra Club and the 
Dogwood Initiative. 



How to hold our spies accountable ~.t, ~ 
Ottawa Citizen, Kent Roach, 2013 11 20 0 'I 
Op-ed: The Edward Snowden revelations demonstrate how signals intelligence agencies can . 
exploit technology to engage in unprecedented levels of spying. lhe question is whether there 
is any meaningful restraint or accountability on our spies. Canadians should be concerned that 
their accountability house is in particular disorder. The government has rejected the 2006 
recommendations of the Arar Commission, which stressed that accountability should keep pace 
with the increased intensity of the whole of government and transnational national security 
activities. The heads of the two main watchdogs on Canada's intelligence agencies have both 
recently raised alarms that they do not have the authority to chase intelligence threads beyond 
the agency that they review. Canada is alone among democracies in not giving even a small 
group of parliamentarians access to secret information. The Afghan detainee affair underlines 
the mischief that this can cause in an interconnected world where so much is classified as 
secret. Congressional committees have been briefed on most of the notorious American 
national security activities but have failed to prevent or blow the whistle on them. Briefing.in 
legislators can ties their hands and provide the thinnest veneers of legitimacy and accountability 
to problematiC programs. Parliamentarians that were briefed in on a dodgy CSEC program 
would at most be able to demand that the minister of defence or the prime minister know of and 
take responsibility for the program. This in itself could be important Nevertheless, it would not 
necessarily change, stop or reveal the program. The courts have played little role in restraining 
CSEC because its activities are authorized not by a judicial warrant but by a warrant from the 
minister of national defence. This approach is now being challenged by the British Columbia 
Civil Uberties Association and it remains to be seen what the courts will decide. The 
government will rely on restrictions that CSEC not target Canadians unless they are assisting 
the RCMP or CSIS presumably under a valid warrant Note: Kent Roach is a former member of 
the Arar Commission'S research advisory group, a 2013 Trudeau Fellow and a professor of law 
at the University of Toronto. 

'Incendiary' evidence found in car's trunk 
Toronto Sun, Chris Doucette, 2013 11 20 
Toronto - Two men are in custody after the Toronto Police bomb squad blew up a suspected 
"incendiary device" found in a car during a traffic stop in the Entertainment District early 
Tuesday. Police say officers pulled over a white Honda Civic for an alleged Highway Traffic Act 
offence in the westbound lanes of King St. w., at Peter St., around 3:30 a.m. "During a search 
of the vehicle, the officers found a suspicious package in the trunk," Const. Wendy Drummond 
said Tuesday. The area bounded by John St. , Spadina Ave., Front St. and Adelaide St. was 
closed to pedestrians. "The package was then removed from the vehicle and imploded," 
Drummond said of the controlled detonation. 

Anti-fracking activists denied injunction in Canada 
AI Jazeera, Andrea Schmidt, 2013 11 20 
Fredericton, Canada - A judge ruled here Monday against an injunction to suspend controversial 
shale gas exploration activities in Kent County, New Brunswick, which last month created 
headlines across North America when protests in the area tumed violent as activists bumed 
police cars amid dozens of arrests. The injunction was filed last week by the Elsipogtog First 
Nation, who fear the exploration activity will lead to shale gas extraction - known as ''tracking'' 
and will harm their land and water. Justice Judy Clendening of the New Brunswick Queen's 
Court Bench made the ruling on the injunction, which had been filed by Elsipogtog Chief Aaron 
Sock and the First Nation band council against the govemmenl of New Brunswick, SWN 
Resources Canada and a provincial umbrella group of First Nations Chiefs. "It is a small step 
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backward, I guess," Sock told reporters outside the provincial court in New Brunswick's capital, 
Fredericton. ~4\'o",~~ 
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Baird pledges $10M to combat cluster bombs, defends 100,J?ho.l Inj)ill 
Canadian Press, Mike Blanchfield, 2013 11 20 .sCI.. l ".t -: ,.c. 
Ottawa - Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird pledged Tuesday tQ earmark $10; rnil!ion over the 
next 18 months to help end the misery caused by deadly cI ster b'o!Jlbs. Despl Ii the ~4\' 
commitment, Baird continued to defend a loophole in Canada's hea~(ly criticizeCt bill that would 
ratify Canada's participation in the intemational treaty to ban the Cle-adly munitions that are a 
hazard to innocent civilians, especially children, in dozens of post- w.ar·countries. Baird said the 
so-called interoperability clause is necessary because Canadian Forces personnel ne:ed to 
participate in jOint operations with the United States, which has opted out of the' treatY. Senior 
Canadian military officers also enjoy privileged access to top-level exchange programs within 
the U.S. military. "These secondments improve the security and safety of all Canadians," Baird 
said during testimony before the House of Commons foreign affairs committee. 

Bombing victim returns 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 11 20 
Toronto - A Somali Canadian who retumed to his homeland last year to serve as a member of 
Parliament has retumed to Toronto for medical treatment after being injured in a suicide 
bombing. Sooyaan Abdi Warsame, 42~ was among more than a dozen people injured when an 
AI-Shabab car bomb exploded outside the Hotel Maka in Mogadishu on the evening of Nov. 8. 
Six died in the attack. He flew to Toronto from Dubai on Monday. He has shrapnel wounds but 
no broken bones or head injuries, his brother Liban Warsame said Tuesday. "He was going to 
the hospital this moming," lie said. Mr. Warsame had lived in Toronto since the early 1990s and 
worked at various jobs including truck driving. The son of a minister Who was in govemment 
before Somalia's collapse, he returned to help rebuild the troubled African country and was 
named to the Federal Parliament of Somalia in August 2012. Soma ia is emerging from decades 
of lawlessness and violence. With the help of an African Union peacekeeping force sanctioned 
by the United Nations, Somalis have beaten back an armed Islamist insurgency. 

Canada 'at odds' with allies on Syrian rebels as new report cites abuse 
Canadian Press, Mike Blanchfield, 2013 11 20 
Ottawa - Canada is "at odds" with key allies by not recognizing the Syrian opposition, says a 
newly released intemal memo. But a separate human-rights report also released Tuesday offers 
support to the Harper govemment's deciSion not to follow the United States, Britain and others 
in recognizing ttte disparate coalition of rebel groups. The report from Human Rights Watch, the 
New York-based watchdog, says rebel fighters executed civilians in their custody and killed 
others with indiscriminate sniper fire and mortar attacks during a one-week battle in a mainly 
Christian village last month in nol'lhem Syria. The report was unable to say which of several 
opposition groups was responsible for the abuses documented. The memo, a briefing note on 
the Syrian crisis for Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird, reiterates Canada's opposition to 
recognizing the Syrian Opppsition Coalition (SOC) in part because of concems about extremist 
links. But it says the decision cost Oanada membership in an 11-country group that is trying to 
find a diplomatic solution to the long-runnlog civil war. 
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Canadians offered refuge to U.K. envoy at risk in Iran 
Toronto Star, Bruce Campion-Smith, 20131120 
Ottawa - In echoes of the Iranian hostage crisis, staff at the Canadian embassy in Tehran 
offer~d refuge to a member of the British ambassador's household after protesters stormed the 
British embassy in a scary 2011 incident, new documents show. Indeed, senior Canadian 



diplomat Dennis Horak noted the actions of his "distant predecessor" as he outlined the offer of 
help to the British who were scrambling to withdraw staff. 'We stand ready to provide whatever 
assistance is necessary and doable while the U.K. draws dclw.n." Horak writes in a Nov. 30, 
2011 , memo marked "Secret" and for "Canadian Eyes Only:" "In keeping with the traditions 
established by one of my distant predecessors, we have agreed to offer refuge at (official 
residence) to one member of the Amb's household.· iThat distant predecessor was Canadian 
ambassador Ken Taylor, who along with his colleagues famously Helped shelter six Americans 
who escaped after Iranian protesters stormed the U.S. embassy in Tehran on Nov. 4, 1979. 
Those six were smuggled out of the country on Canadian passports while the 52 others taken 
hostage were held for 444 days before their release. 0 .... i'r' () "I' 

Canuck activist gets bail ~)"o «'"~ 
aMI News Agency, Dave Johnson, 201311 20 I 
Weiland - One of two Canadians charged by Russian authorities following a Greenpeace protest 
on an Arctic oil platform has been granted bail, the organization says. Paul Ruzycki of Port 
Colbome was released Tuesday moming in a St. Petersburg court. Alexandre Paul of Montreal 
remains in custody. "This is a very pleasant surprise," said Ruzycki's sister, Debbie Reid. "Who 
thought I'd be happy my brother got bail." Reid said after seeing other members of the Arctic 30 
denied bail Monday, she didn't hold out much hope. Russian authorities arrested the Canadians 
and 28 others from the Greenpeace vessel Arctic Sunrise on Sept. 19. 

U 
Chinese, Canadian relations 'suffering' 
Postmedia News, Jason Fekete, Lee Berthiaume, 20131120 
Ottawa - Nearly two years after Xi Jinping, now China's president, initially ducked an invitation 
from Prime Minister Stephen Harper to visit Canada, the two leaders still have not held an 
official bilateral meeting, raising questions about the state of Sino-C~nadian relations. Mr. 
Harper is one of only two G8 leaders who have not held a meeting with Mr. Xi since the Chinese 
president took office early this year, or who have not been invited for an official state visit. 
Canada and China have held other high-level talks, however. other leaders, such as Australian 
Prime Minister Tony Abbott (who has only been in office two months) have already held a 
bilateral meeting with Mr. Xi or been invited to China. Canada-China observers believe a 
handful of lingering issues is straining the relationship between the two leaders and countries, 
including: Mr. Harper's changes to foreign investment rules for state-owned enterprises; 
Canada's delay in enacting the foreign investment promotion and protection agreement (FIPA); 
ongoing human rights concems in the Asian country; and a continued lack of infrastructure to 
export Canadian resources to China. 

Closed-circuit cameras keep festival safe 
Leader-Post (Regina), Will Chabun, 2013 11 20 
Regina - Look up and smile. And behave yourself, too, because the central Grey Cup Festival 
area in downtown Regina will be protected by 33 dosed-circuit TV (CCTV) cameras. Testing 
was to take place late Tuesday with the system going live early this moming. "Our No.1 job 
here is to protect patrons and facilities, athletes, dignitaries - everyone participating in the Grey 
Cup - in the event of some Situation that occurs," said John Hill, Grey Cup Festival committee 
chair for IT and communications. "It's prevention and protection, at the end of the day." With 
workmen still poring over the Mosaic Underground tent on City Square in downtown Regina, Hill 
told a media briefing inside that the temporary cameras will watch Victoria Park and the festival 
tents on it, plus Telus Festival activities on the nearby Frederick W. Hill Mall. The cameras will 
be monitored by festival security staff in one of three command centres - Hill WOUldn't say where 
they are - who can alert onsite security personnel or police. He said "privacy is absolutely at the 
forefront of a lot of our conversations" in 20-month planning of this project, adding that if police 



or prosecutors seek access to video footage, they will have to go "to the proper legal 
authorities." A separate system is already in place at Evraz Place, site of even more festival 
activities, added Hill , who said, 'We're not hooked up to it, butJ would expect the authorities 
would have access to it if required." ~ C ;t 

II .. 
Cutting size of military could be on the table for Harper government 
Canadian Press, Murray Brewster, 2013 11 20 .... 
Ottawa - When Gen. Tom Lawson was swom in as the countrY's top military commander, he 
was explicitly told the Harper govemment did not want to see the Canadian Forces reduced in 
size or capability in the name of saving money. Fast forward a year, however, and the 
uncomfortable notion of cutting the ranks of uniform members is something the Harper 
govemment could well be grappling with next month as it reviews an updated defence strategy. 
"It is always an option, but the direction has not been given to us yet," Lawson said Tuesday 
following a speech to the Canadian Club in Ottawa. "You have to provide all kinds of optionality 
to the govemment when aftordability is an issue." Faced with an appropriations budget that 
could shrink by up to $2.5 billion by 2014, Lawson has been engaged in a tightrope act of 
finding the savings demanded by a deficit-minded govemment while still preserving the military's 
ability to respond to unforeseen crisis. 

Joanne St. Lewis lawsuit against Denis Rancourt set for trial next May 
Ottawa Citizen, Don Butler, 2013 11 20 
Ottawa - The Ontario Superior Court has scheduled a four-week trial in Ottawa starting May 12 
in the $1-million libel lawsuit filed by University of Ottawa law professor Joanne St. Lewis 
against Denis Rancourt, a former physics professor at the university. St. Lewis filed the lawsuit 
in June 2011 after Rancourt - who was fired in 2009 after he awarded A+ marks to every 
student in an advanced physics class - referred to her as university president Allan Rock's 
"House Negro" on his blog. Rancourt posted the comment in response to an evaluation by St. 
Lewis that called a student-produced report alleging systemic racism at the university 
"unsubstantiated, inconclusive and inflammatory." In her statement of daim, St. Lewis alleged 
that Rancourt's comment likened her evaluation to academic fraud, implied that she supports 
racism and lacks integrity, and "acted in a servile manner" toward Rock. None of her allegations 
have been proven in court. 

La SQ aurait sous..evalue Ie risque 
La Presse canadienne, Journaliste maison, 2013 11 20 
Quebec - Emeute aVictoriaville lors de la crise etudiante de 2012 La SOrete du Quebec avait 
sous-evalue Ie risque de debordements qui ont ultimement mene a I'emeute du 4 mai, la piUS 
violente durant la crise etudiante du printemps 2012. Deux jours avant la manifestation a 
Victoriaville ou Ie Parti liberal du Quebec tenait un conseil general, la direction du 
renseignement de securite, aQuebec, avail etabli la menace a un niveau moyen. Puis, Ie jour 
meme de I'evenement, alors que les manifestants convergeaient vers Victoriaville, la SQ a revu 
Ie niveau de menace aeleve, ce qui a nui a la coordination du deploiement pol icier sur Ie 
terrain , selon une source anonyme. «Le renseignement n'a pas fonctionnE!», a dit cette 
personne. Les equipes du renseignement criminel, aMontreal, disposaient pourtant de 
I'expertise pour reconnaitre les mouvements des groupes extremistes actifs qui se preparaient 
a aller faire du grabuge aVictoriaville, a dit cette source. Or, la direction du renseignement de 
securite, sous la responsabilite de Jose Bemard, n'aurait pas sollicite les informations de la 
direction du renseignement criminel, qui auraient permis d'etablir Ie niveau de risque approprie. 
«Jose Bernard a decide par souci d'economie d'envoyer I'equipe de Quebec. 



Le ministre Jason Kenney commet une bourde sur Twitter 
Le Droit, Philippe Orfali , 20131120 A 

Ottawa - Le ministre federal de l'Emploi, Jason Kenney, s'est rejoui..du fait que ses employes ne 
sont pas syndiques, tard lundi soir sur Ie reseau social Twitter, avant de retirer son 
commentaire. «Je viens de finir une reunion avec plusieurs membres de mon personnel, a 
minuit. Heureusement qu'ils ne sont pas syndiques», a indique Ie ministre Kenney dans un 
message envoye sur Twitter, quelques minutes apres minuit, accompagnes du mot-clic 
#beststaffever (#meilleursemployesquisoient). Quelques instants plus tard, Ie ministre avait 
supprime son «tweet», Ie rempla~nt par un message dans lequel ne figurait aucune reference 
syndicale. De nombreuses personnes, dont quelques elus, en ont toutefois enregistre des 
copies, afin de les rediffuser. De I'avis du Nouveau parti democratique, ce «tweet» noctume 
demontre Ie manque de respect des conservateurs pour les employes syndiques, notamment 
ceux de la fonction publique federale. 

Man In Calgary freeman case to have psychiatric tests for alleged Quebec crimes 
Canadian Press, Sidhartha Bane~ee , 2013 11 20 
Montreal - The Montreal man evicted from a Calgary duplex after trying to declare it a sovereign 
embassy will be evaluated to determine whether he can be held responsible for alleged crimes 
in Quebec. Mario Antonacci appeared Tuesday in Quebec court in Montreal. Judge Jean-Paul 
Braun granted a request by Atonacci's lawyer to have him evaluated for criminal responsibility in 
crimes dating back nearly six years. Leandre Dube-Laberge told the court that new information 
suggests Antonacci may not have been mentally well at the time of one of the alleged crimes 
and it is necessary to have her client assessed. She said Antonacci is showing more willingness 
to work with doctors at the institute where he'll be evaluated and has agreed to share his 
previous health files with them. 

Meanness is just a way of life in Ottawa 
Toronto Star, Linda Diebel , 20131 :1 20 
Toronto : Cindy Blackstock knew something was up when officials threatened to cancel a 2009 
meeting on aboriginal child welfare if she was in the room. So she dutifully sat outside the 
Parliament Hill office, watched by a security guard, while deliberations continued within. 
Blackstock is executive director of the First Nations Child and Family Caring Society, a 
university professor, author and recipient of awards for distinguished service over 20 years in 
her field. The Ontario chiefs had invited her to the meeting specifically because she is an expert 
in child advocacy. Baffled by what she terms the "extreme reaction" to her presence, she filed a 
request under the Privacy Act and in due course received a 2,50O-page file on herself. She was 
astounded by the findings. Senior officials in Justice and Aboriginal Affairs, she leamed, had 
cast a broad surveillance net over her professional and personal life, including her Facebook 
and Twitter accounts. Moreover, in notes and emails to one another, they trashed her in terms 
that were arrogant, demeaning and sexist. "Our girl's on a roll, " wrote one official. In February 
2011 , as the Conservatives were about to celebrate five years of minority govemment, the Star 
interviewed some 30 public officials, politicians, academics and consultants for their take on the 
mood in the capital. Some spoke off the record of an "us versus them" mentality under Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper. At that time, Wesley Wark' an expert on national security issues, 
wamed that a climate of fear among civil servants was having "a stifling effect that gathers 
momentum the further it works its way down in the system." Today, the nastiness is deep and 
systemic. Recent interviews with many of the same people show that lack of civility has become 
a way of life in Ottawa - from committee meetings to tribunal hearings to everyday 
communications in which civil servants treat groups and citizens like Blackstock in a manner 
that suggests they have been actively targeted for meanness. 



NDP push access to information, ethics law changes 
Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier, 2013 11 20 ~ 
Ottawa - Accusing Prime Minister Stephen Harper's Conservatives of abandoning the principles 
of accountability and transparency they were first elected on, the opposition New Democrats are 
pushing a suite of refonns to Canada's access to infonnation and conflict of interest legislation. 
The NDP are targeting three specific areas for refonn: the federal Access to Infonnation Act, the 
Conflict of Interest Act, and Treasury Board President Tony Clemenfs push for ~pen 
government" initiatives. "liberal and Conservative governments know how to use the language 
of accountability, but they have conSistently failed to strengthen the ethics of their governments 
while they create loopholes large enough for them to drive trucks through," said Charlie Angus, 
the NDP's ethics critic, in a press conference Tuesday. 
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Neuf militants de Greenpeace liberes '4" 
La Presse avec AFP, Hugo Pilon-Larose, 2013 11 20 '8 
Saint-Petersbourg - Neuf militants de Greenpeace, dont un Canadien, sur les trente qui ont 
participe en septembre dernier oil une action contre une platefonne petroliere russe en Arctique, 
ont ete liberes sous caution hier par Ie tribunal de Primorskiy, oil Saint-Petersbourg, en Russie. 
Ces nouvelles liberations portent a 12 Ie nombre d'ecologistes reUiches jusqu'a maintenant. Un 
Canadien, Alexandre Paul, est toujours detenu. II doit comparaitre demain devant un juge qui 
etablira la caution et les conditions pennettant sa liberation, en attente d'un proces. «On ne sait 
pas trop ce que ~ veut dire pour I'instant. lis sonfliberes sous caution, mais doivent-ils 
demeurer en Russie? Et pour combien de temps? On n'a pas de reponse», a deplore Nicole 
Paul, mere d'Alexandre Paul , lors d'une entrevue avec La Presse. Greenpeace a confinne que 
I'organisation paiera pour I'ensemble des cautions. Cela occasionnera un cout d'environ 64 
000$ par liberation. Inquietudes Le directeur general de I'ONG, Kumi Naidoo, s'est dit inquiet 
des conditions de liberation, mais aussi des accusations portees contre eux. «Nous n'avons 
aucune idee des conditions dans lesquelles vont vivre nos amis lorsqu'ils seront relilcMs. Ce 
dont nous sommes certains, c'est qu'ils sont toujours inculpes et qu'ils risquent des annees de 
prison s'ils sont condamnes pour un crime qu'ils n'ont pas commis», a-t-il dit. 

Supremacist from Vancouver charged after North Dakota town 'terrorized' 
Vancouver Province, Stephanie Ip, 2013 11 20 
Vancouver - A fonner Vancouver man and neo-Nazi white supremacist has been charged with 
terrOrizing the people of a small town he wants to take over and turn into a white enclave. Craig 
Paul Cobb, 62, was arrested in Leith, North Dakota, while carrying out what he called an "anned 
patrol." Cobb has bought 13 properties in Leith during the past two years, outlining plans to 
develop a white supremacist community. In an interview three months ago with The Province, 
he encouraged like-minded individuals to move to the area, citing plans to take over the local 
government. "I've always had the Little Europe concept in mind," Cobb told The Province in 
August. Residents finally sought help over the weekend because they claimed Cobb and Kynan 
Dutton, 29, a follower, were confronting them with guns . ., 
Toronto police detonate suspicious package seized from car in entertainment district, 
arrest two men 
Toronto Star, Jodee Brown, 2013 11 20 ~ 
Toronto - Police detonated a suspicious package they seized from a car in downtown Toronto 
early Tuesday moming after arresting two occupants of the vehicle. The Toronto Police's 
Emergency Task Force discovered the package in the back of a white sedan during a traffic 
stop on King Street just west of Peter Street around 3 a.m. They used an explosive disposal 
robot to inspect the trunk's contents before removing a package, which was detonated at about 
7:40 a.m. While media outlets are reporting that the package was an "incendiary device," 



Toronto police cannot confirm this information. They said that it is still a "suspicious package" at 
this point, and the investigation is still going on. No damage was immediately visible to 
surrounding buildings following the detonation and no injurie~were reported. 
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Trade secrets increasingly under attack from hac~ers. Foreign Affairswams 
Postmedia News, Jordan Press, 2013 11 20 <t 
Ottawa - Foreign affairs' networks face daily cyber attacks, with ttie "range and severity" 
increasing, raising the risk that secret information about trade negotiations could fall into the 
wrong hands, the department says. It's not only information about trade negotiations that is 
under attack from cyberspace: sensitive information about foreign policy passes through the 
worldwide network used by Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Developmenf (OFATO) at 
all hours of the day. Messages can be sent to any of Canada's allies, or to one of more than 170 
Canadian missions abroad. In a report to Parliament in early November, the department-flagged 
cyber security as a key risk that it must continue to address, saying the loss of sensitive 
information "could have significant negative consequences for Canada." "A cyber attack that 
blocks access to IT systems or interrupts communications could also threaten the safety of 
Canadian officials and place Canadian commercial, consular or passport clients at risk," the 
department's performance report says. ''The range and severity of cyber threats is increasing, 
and attempts to compromise government communications are an almost daily occurrence." 

TransCanada exec: Keystone XL denial would be 'tragedy,' spur more oil by rail 
Canadian Press, Lauren Krugel, 2013 11 20 
Calgary - A denial of the proposed Keystone XL pipeline would lead to more oil moving across 
the continent by rail , an executive with pipeline builder TransCanada Corp. said Tuesday, 
calling such an outcome a " tragedy." " While we view rail as a complementary short-term 
solution until more pipeline capacity is brought online, more rail terminals will be built to fill the 
capacity gap if Keystone XL is not approved," Alex Pourbaix, president of energy and oil 
pipelines, told an investor conference . .•And I think it's a real tragedy if this situation continues 
indefinitely, as pipelines are obviously much more cost-effective. They are statistically safer and 
more environmentally friendly to transport oil." By the end of 2015, Pourbaix said rail loading 
capacity in Alberta is expected to double to 800,000 barrels per day almost as much as the 
long- stalled Keystone XL pipeline would carry south of the border. 

U.S.-Canada human smuggling up in 2011 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 11 20 
Ottawa - Smugglers were caught trying to slip dramatically more people into Canada in 2011 
over the previous year at largely unguarded pOints along the border with the United States, says 
a newly dedassified report. Authorities apprehended 487 people as smugglers attempted to 
sneak them into Canada at remote locales, up from 308 in 2010, says the binational report on 
border security. At the same time, the number of people nabbed while being spirited into the 
U.S. from Canada fell slighUy during the same period - to 360 from 376. The figures on 
smuggling between official ports of entry appear in the 2012 Integrated Border Enforcement 
Team threat assessment report, obtained by The Canadian Press under the Access to 
Information Act. The report indicates that stronger enforcement may partly account for the 
increase in arrests, but adds there is concern that "a significant portion" is the result of "a surge 
in human smuggling activity." An advocacy group for refugees attributes the 58-per-cent rise in 
Canada- bound human smuggling attempts to an agreement between the countries that has 
prompted desperate refugees to tum to criminal groups willing to help them across the border. 

UAE. Canada cement strategic partnership 
Khaleej Times, Suchitra Steven Samuel, 2013 11 20 



Abu Dhabi - Canada fully supports the UAE's desire to promote regional security, according to 
John Baird, Canada's Minister of Foreign Affairs. Minister .~aird met Khaleej Times on Sunday 
at a reception held aboard the HMCS Toronto, a Halifax-class f 'gate that has served in the 
Canadian Forces since 1993. "I am here in the UAE to attena the Sir Bani Vas Forum with the 
UAE Foreign Minister Shaikh Abdullah bin Zayed AI Nahyan. I am also pleased to be in Dubai, 
along with Simon Kennedy, our Deputy Minister of Intemational Trade, to welcome Canadian 
participation in the Dubai Air Show. This visit helps to reinforce ties not only regarding 
commerce, trade and investment but also with regard to regional security," the minister seiQ. 
The Sir Bani Vas Forum, held at Qasr AI Sarab, brings together a select number of foreign " 
ministers, senior officials, business leaders and academic experts for frank and constructive ~ 
discussion of the most pressing issues on the regional agenda. 'c 
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'Lawyer's lawyer' lives to take on government 
Toronto Star, Alyshah Hash, 2013 10 19 
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Toronto - "In order to succeed Rocco must change his attitude," the Grade 8 report card states. 
"He is hostile toward any form of authority. This attitude comes out in his rudeness and '9 
indifference to teachers and peers. Rocco can be an excellent student but must direct his 
energy toward the positive rather than the negative." Forty years later, Rocco Galati is proud to 
say he hasn't changed one bit. His mistrust of authority is the backbone of his succesSful law 
practice, which only takes on cases against the govemment. 'The only effective balance to 
governments going wrong is an independent judiciary and the rule of law," says the famously 
sharp and combative constitutional lawyer, known both for taking on the difficult cases that other 
lawyers won't touch and his penchant for dramatic courtroom oration. "If the judiciary is not itself 
following the dictates in the law and constitution, then you've got a real problem." Among the 
latest - and one of the rare times he has taken on a case as the plaintiff - is a challenge to the 
appOintment of Justice Marc Nadon to the Supreme Court. Jaballah was arrested on a second 
certificate two years later - and, in a shocking move, Galati walked out of the hearing, declaring 
that he was unable in good conscience and as an officer of the court to partiCipate in a "sham" 
proceeding. He echoed the same principles from that impassioned speech in his recent 
interview with the Star, crediting his Italian father, who brought his family from Calabria to 
Toronto in the mid-1960s. The terrorism cases led, he claims, to finding dead cats on his 
doorstep and receiving death threats that got him to back off most national security- related 
cases for three years - until he represented one of the Toronto 18 in 2006. He claimed for years 
that CSIS was listening in on his phone calls with clients, and found out last year through court 
documents that they were in fact doing it. He believes they still are. 

Is China's Lenovo Bidding For BlackBerry To Destroy It? 
Forbes, Gordon G. Chang, 2013 1021 
Column - As we learned Thursday, Lenovo Group, the Chinese consumer technology firm, has 
signed a non-disclosure agreement with BlackBerry in preparation for a bid to buy the struggling 
Canadian business. Lenovo surely knows it will not be permitted to take over BlackBerry. 
Canadian and American authorities are expected to block any sale to a company subject to 
Beijing's control, even if that control is only indirect, as it is in the case of Lenovo. So why is 
Lenove in the process of making a bid? In all probability, Chinese government officials want to 
destroy BlackBerry, just as they destroyed another Canadian tech company, Nortel Networks, 
last decade. For almost a decade, the Chinese hacked Nortel, gaining access to nearly 
everything on its internal networks. As John Tkacik, a retired chief of China intelligence analysis 
at the State Department, told Forbes at the end of last week, "Not surprisingly, throughout the 
2oo0s, as Nortel's networks were wholly accessible to Chinese hackers, the Canadian company 
found itself underbid by the Chinese in the Chinese market and by Chinese competitors in its 
traditional global markets." As a result, Nortel declared bankruptcy in 2009. The company was 
then split up and the parts sold off. Lenavo's bid is much more sensitive than anything that has 
already been turned down. "BlackBerry is the prime phone used by all government officials and 
top officials" said Michael Juneau-Katsuya, a former Asia-Pacific head at the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service, to The Globe and Mail , the Toronto paper. "For that reason alone, it shall 
not and could not be sold to a foreign entity that is not within the realm of close network of 
friends." 



Plus de vols, plus de pertes A 

La Presse, Annabelle Blais, 2013 1021 
Ottawa - Selon Michel Juneau-Katsuya, ancien agent du Service car.adien du renseignement 
de securite (SCRS), explique que Ie passeport canadien est tres reCherche par les 
organisations criminelles et terroristes. Le nombre de passeports canadiens disparus a monte 
en fleche depuis 10 ans Le nombre de passeports canadiens declares voles ou perdus a 
explose de plus de 400% en 10 ans, revelent des documents obtenus en vertu de la Loi sur 
I'acces a I'information. Entre 2003 et 2012, Ie nombre de passeports perdus ou voles est passe 
de 12 134 a 65 892. Pour 2013, les donnees demontrent que la tendance devrait se maintenir, 
voire augmenter par rapport a I'an dernier. II y a quelques annees, La Presse avait deja revele 
que Ie nombre de passeports signales perdus ou voles atteignait 46 956, en 2008. Questionne 
a ce sujet, Passeport Canada maintient depuis quelques anneas qu'environ 55 000 passeports 
sont perdus ou voles chaque annea. Pourtant, les documents obtenus demontrent clairement 
que ce chiffre est plus eleve. 

Spy watchdog launches investigation of alleged CSIS intimidation 
Postmedia News, Douglas Quan, 201310 19 
Ottawa - The watchdog overseeing Canada's spy agency is investigating a complaint by a 
Hamilton man who says he received an uminnounced visit at his home by two agents earlier 
this year after making public statements that were critical of the Harper government's poSition 
on Iran. Ken Stone, a long-time anti-war, social justice and environmental activist, said the 
agents from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service'Wanted to ask him more about his views 
on Iran and his travels there. Stone said Friday the visit was a dear attempt at intimidation. "I 
was startled. I was not amused .... The more I thought about it, the angrier I got," said Stone, 67. 
"Canadians should be very worried about CSIS. We have Charter rights, freedom of speech and 

. association." In June, Stone wrote to the Security Intelligence Review Committee, the external 
body that examines the activities of the spy agency, demanding a formal apology from CSIS, as 
well as the release of all records related to the visit. Stone had previously filed an access-to
information request for those records but was told by CSIS that all information was exempt from 
disdosure "as it relates to the efforts of Canada toward detecting, preventing or suppressing 
subversive or hostile activities." 

Spy watchdog to investigate CSIS visit to Hamilton man's home 
CBC.CA, Cory Rut, 201310 19 
Ottawa - The watchdog agency that oversees the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) 
says it will review the complaint of a Hamilton man who alleges agents visited his house to 
"intimidate" him. The Security Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC), the five-person board of 
political appointees that examines CSIS's. operations, has tapped chair Chuck Strahl to 
investigate the daim put by longtime activist Ken Stone. In July, Stone made a formal complaint 
to SIRC about a Jan. 25 visit by CSIS agents to his Mountain home. Stone, long a vocal labour 
and anti-racism advocate, said the agents asked him about an op-ed he wrote titled "Harper is 
wrong in demonizing Iran" that was published in the Jan. 11 edition of the Hamilton Spectator. 
In his letter to SIRC, the 67-year-Old alleges that the visit was intended "to intimidate me and 
members of my family from lawfully exercising our Charter rights to freedom of expression and 
association" and, counter to CSIS's mandate, did not address a meaningful security threat. 
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'Canadian fall in China' is a windfall for Alberta I>~.,.~ 
Toronto Star, Martin Knelman, 2013 10 19 °"'",0 

Beijing - Canada's govemor general, David Johnston, walke(! down one of the wond's longest 
red carpets on Friday with Xi Jinping, president of China, on a rare state visit. The red carpet 
stretched from the steps of the Great Hall of the People (government headquarters) into the vast 
Tiananmen Square. The ceremony included salutes from three branches of the Chinese military 
and a rendition of "0 Canada" played by a marching band, punctuated by cannon shots. 
Meanwhile, a group of about 100 Chinese fourth graders jumped up and down waving Canadian 
flags. After this extravaganza came the signing of three agreements, inGluding a startling deal 
under which the province of Alberta collaborates directly with the Chinese ceptral govemment to 
expand energy trade. The red-carpet event may have been meant as a demonstration of 
friendship, but to some observers it played somewhere between the Radio City Music l:iall 
Christmas show and a striking demonstration of military strength and political grandeur. 

'Most wanted' man granted a new detention review 
Toronto Star, Nicholas Keung, 2013 1021 
Toronto - The Federal Court has ordered a new detention hearing for one of Canada's "most 
wanted" men after finding government officials deliberately withheld information that could have 
led to his release. Arshad Muhammad was among 30 men on former immigration minister 
Jason Kenney's highly publicized "Most Wanted" list released in the summer of 2011 . The 
Pakistani man has been held in detention since he was arrested shortly after the govemment 
launched a website listing the alleged foreign criminals and posting their photos online. 
Muhammad came to Toronto as a refugee in 1999 and went underground in 2003 after 
exhausting all legal means to remain here. He was described as having links to an Islamist 
group involved in terrorist attacks against Pakistan. 

'Pipeline bogeyman' the new baby seal hunt 
National Post, Diane Francis, 2013 10 19 
Column - An ocean of natural gas and oil surrounds tiny Inuvik in the Northwest Territories, but 
this summer officials had to truck in propane from Alberta because the village's only producing 
natural gas well is running out. Inuvik's mayor quipped to a Post colleague: "Ifs like me ordering 
up a truckload of ice from Alberta." While a zany story, the fact is Inuvik's untapped resources, 
and nonexistent infrastructure to develop or deliver them, is becoming ametaphor for Canada 
itself. This is a country with energy, metals and minerals galore, that the wond wants, but a 
country that cannot get its act together. The latest, most egregious example of this problem 
revolves around the lack of strategy, politics and recurring media flash points conceming 
pipelines and, to a lesser extent, powar generation infrastructure. The anti-infrastructure forces 
are so out of control that recently dozens of people in Ontario and Quebec were arrested 
protesting pipeline projects; not new pipelines but pipelines that have been in operation for 
decades and merely want to reverse direction. The Pipeline Bogeyman is the new baby seal 
hunt - a cause celebre for environmentalists and their fellow travellers as varied as meddling 
movie stars or Middle Eastem oil sbeikhdoms that finance anti-development, anti-fracking, anti
oil sands efforts . 

.C. native chief calls arrest of shale gas protesters a message to his province 
Canadian Press, 2013 10 19 
Vancouver - The president of the B.C. Union of Indian Chiefs says the federal govemment was 



sending a message to his province when police arrested shale-gas protesters in New 
Brunswick. Grand Chief Stewart Phillip told a protest in V.a couver on Friday that protesters in 
B.C. can expect the same kind of response from police. But he says British Columbians have a 
duty to take the issue of shale gas development into the street . New B.runswick Mounties 
arrested 40 people on Thursday for firearms offences, iFi(eats, intimiClation~mischief and 
violating an injunction outside a compound where slial gas exploration e uiprflent was stored. 
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A rude dismissal of Canada's generosity "" (~~O(,~b~<t'li "ell 'Ii ~41tbA 
National Post, Rex Murphy, 2013 10 19 11>0 ~<.t~~ llJb • o~ 
Column - There was a very disturbing confrontation between police and native p'rotesters in 
New Brunswick on Thursday. It was a violent clash, there were reports of $eve'"ral shots fired, 
police vehicles were set on fire, explosive devices were found, Molotov cocktails were Vurled. 
All of which will now be bundled up into the usual charges from activists of settler brutality, the 
iron fist of the colonialists once again tumed against peoples. Protests that end up with Molotov 
cocktails, the torching of politics vehicles, improvised explosive devices exposed, and intense 
standoffs between mobs of protesters and ranks of police, can only rarely be seen as justified 
protests at all. Most times they are righteousness on a rampage. They work against any cause 
for which they are set in motion. Such protests are not only actions, of course. They come with a 
vocabulary. In the New Brunswick incident, and in many other hot moments of recent times -
Caledonia is the epic example, Idle No More an interlude - there is a resort to very raw and 
provocative insult. .. 

Anti-shale gas protesters vow not to give up after Rexton, N.B. clash 
Global News, Nick Logan, 20131019 0 
Rexton and Moncton, N.B - There is an uneasy calm in eastem New Brunswick following a 
violent end to a shale gas protest on Thursday. But many of those involved in the demonstration 
aren't giving up on their fight and have gained support across the country. Gerard Miller said it 
was a matter of defending his right to access clean water when he decided to be one of the first 
to charge through an RCMP barricade at the scene of the protest. "I said we need to stand up to 
these guys. We can't let them push us around," he said. Miller was one of the 40 people RCMP 
arrested on Thursday, when Mounties arrived in riot gear to dismantle the three-week-old 
demonstration. The protesters had formed a blockade in front of a lot where seismic testing 
equipment owned by SWN Resources was being stored. SWN Resources has been conducting 
exploration for shale gas depOSits in New Brunswick since 2010. 

C r" 
Attaques contre les peuples autochtones 

Le Devoir, dine Juchs et Melissa Leblanc, 2013 1021 

Opinion - Jeudi 17 octobre, la GRC attaque une barricade de la nation Elsipogtog au Nouveau

Brunswick. Depuis Ie 29 septembre, elle bloquait I'aecas aux vehicules de la compagnie South 

Westem Energy Resources ,SNW, Texas) , laquelle menait des travaux d'exploration et des 

tests sismiques sur Ie territoire micm~i:, en vue d'y exploiter du gaz de schiste. Depuis I'ete 

demier, diverses actions contre la compagnie ont ete menees par la population locale, 

entrain ant plusieurs arrestations. L'assilut de la GRC contre la barricade a ete lance la veille 

d'une joumee nationale d'action fixee au 18 octobre, et quelques jours apres Ie Jour de 

Christophe Colomb - jour de celebration de 521 ans de genocide cohtre les peuples 

autochtones des Ameriques ... En reponse, une vague de protestations et d'actions de solidarite 

s'est repandue a travers Ie pays Ie jour me me. 




BlackBerry must be wary: PM 
Bloomberg News, 20131019 
Ottawa - BlackBerry should be wary of a potential takeover that raises national security 
concems, Prime Minister Stephen Harper says. Ottawa would closely examine those issues in 
any foreign bid for the Waterloo based smartphone maker, Harper.said in an interview. He 
spoke in Brussels on Friday after he and European Commission President Jo~ Barro~ 
announced an agreement in principle on a free-trade deal. BlackBerry, which has drawn the 
interest of foreign companies such as China's Lenovo Group, is; 'a''very impOrtant player" In the 
fields of information technology and communications, Harper saId. "So it would be ery ' 
important that any transactions involving BlackBerry in the future not lead to anY;COncems about 
security in that particular area of the economy." Harper made the remarks a day after a Wall 
Street Joumal report that Lenovo has signed a nondisclosure agreement with BlackBerry, giving 
it access to confidential financial data. The Chinese company's chief financial officer, Wong Wai 
Ming, told Bloomberg News in January that Lenovo was considering a possible deal with 
BlackBerry. The smartphone maker officially put itself up for sale in August, after a new 
operating system failed to fuel a comeback. Brion Tingler, a U.S.-baSed spokesperson for 
Lanovo, declined to comment on the report, as did BlackBerry's Adam Emery. Harper's 
govemment blocked a $S20million deal by Egyptian investors to buy Manitoba Telecom's 
Allstream unit earlier this month, citing national-security provisions. That was the third deal that 
his govemment had rejected in five years. 

Brian Mulroney speaks out against boycotting Commonwealth meeting 
Postmedia News, Andrea Hill , 201310 21 
Ottawa - Canada should not boycott the upcoming Commonwealth meetings in Sri Lanka, 
former Prime Minister Brian Mulroney said Sunday. "If you were going to boycott the 
Commonwealth because of illustrations of improper govemment or abusive treatment of people 
within some of the member countries, some days you wouldn't have too many people around 
that Commonwealth table for tea," Mulroney l?8id during an appearance on ClVs Question 
Period. ''There's a lot of developing countries in there, countries with problems, and the best 
thing I think that we can do is be there at the table and illustrate, by our presence, the value of 
what we've leamed as a country over 146 years and how we conduct ourselves with our 
democracy and with our generosity to friends intemati~nally." 

Broadband forum that will set the agenda for ground-breaking technology (Canada). 
The National (UAE), Colin Randall, 2013 10 21 
Dubai - For those not at Gitex Technology in Dubai this week, Amsterdam is the place to be. 
Technology experts from the UAE and the wider Arabian Gulf have joined the procession to the 
Netherlands capital for the Broadband World Forum, which runs until Thursday. The forum 
styles itself ''the world's largest broadband event", a global showcase for ground-breaking 
broadband technologies, applications, solutions and services. Some of the visiting experts 
possess the hottest tickets in town - the right to take part in tomorrow's "executive summit", 
which has developed into the highlight of the annual conference and exhibition. Jim Pine, the 
co-Ieader of Eom, a Canadian project providing a high-speed, high-capacity broadband network 
run on behalf of 13 local govemment administrations in Ontario, says the event last year 
"exposed us to new and interesting technologies and to projects from around the globe". 

Canada and Europe Reach Tentative Trade Agreement 



New York Times, Ian Austen, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - Canada and the European Union tentatively agreed to a sweeping trade agreement on 
Friday. But while billed as a free-trade pact, the limited information released about its terms 
suggests that the details of any final deal may focus on adjusting import-export quotas and fine
tuning regulations as much as the easing of tariffs. Stephen Harper, the prime minister of 
Canada, has repeatedly emphasized the importance of a trade pact with Europe Despite that, 
the negotiations, which began in 2009 and largely took place out of public view, provoked 
relatively little notice in Canada. Dairy farmers, who enjoy tight controls on imports, have been 
critical, as have some groups fearing the pact may increase tha cost of drugs. Most of the 
political controversy in Canada focused on Mr. Harper's presenting a legislative agenda for a 
new session of Parliament on Wednesday and then leaving for Brussels the next day, before he 
could be questioned. An agreement on the trade deal had not been expected this week and 
opposition politicians charged that Mr. Harper had announced the pact on Friday to deflect 
attention from an expenses scandal involving some of his Conservative appOintees. ''This is the 
biggest deal our country has ever made," Mr. Harper said in Brussels on Friday, calling it a 
"historic win for Canada." 

Canada nearing open access tipping point 
Toronto Star, Michael Geist, 2013 10 19 
Column - The power of the Intemet to shake up well-established industries has become a 
common theme in recent years as many businesses struggle to compete with new entrants and 
technologies. While it has captured limited attention outside of educational circles, the Internet 
has faCilitated the emergence of open access publishing of research, transforming the 
multibillion dollar academic publishing industry and making millions of articles freely accessible 
to a global audience. "Open Access Week," which is used by supporters to raise awareness of 
the benefits of open publishing, is being marked at university campuses around the world this 
week just as a Canadian study confirmed a global open access tipping point and Canada's 
major research funding agencies prepare to mandate open access publishing for grant 
recipients across the country. According to a European CommiSSion-funded report by Montreal
based Science-Metrix, more than half of all research publications in some countries and fields of 
study are now freely available online. The company found that countries such as the United 
States, Switzerland, Israel and the Netherlands have all passed the 50 per cent mark for open 
access publication. Canada is on the verge of joining those countries, falling just shy at 49 per 
cent. 

Canada welcomes Chinese investment 
China Daily, 2013 1021 
Canada will continue to welcome Chinese investment and has taken concrete steps to facilitate 
capital inflow to further strengthen economic interdependence with China, Canadian Governor 
General David Johnston said on Saturday. A foreign investment protection act between Canada 
and China is being ratified as part of the latest attempts to encourage cross-border investments 
between the two countries, said Johnston, who is on his first state visit to China. "Canada is 
amongst the most open jurisdictions in the world for foreign investment, and that will continue to 
be the case. So of course Chinese investment will be highly welcome," he told China Daily in 
Shanghai. Ottawa has turned down only three proposed foreign investment deals in the past 
decade, Johnston said, two of them for national security reasons. The third one is in the oil 
sands sector, he said, where a specific review process is a prerequisite before a Canadian 
company's majority ownership takeover by a foreign entity is allowed. This is reflected in the 
case of the acquisition of Canada-based oil producer Nexen by China National Offshore Oil 



Corp. The buyout was put under regulatory approval from the Canadian govemment. Johnston 
said the process will not prevent joint ventures or other investments from State-owned 
enterprises from any part of the world, including China, into canada's energy sector. 
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IChanges needed to keep background checks in check, critics say, 
Ottawa Citizen, Chris Cobb, 201310 19 
Ottawa - To protect her identity, court documents refer to her as J.N. She's a journalism 
graduate now in her early 50s who applied for a media relations position at a Durham-area 
school board. The board asked her to get a police records check as a condition of employment, 
so she did. When it arrived, she was horrified to find it contained details of a 2006 family dispute 
that prompted her siblings to call police and resulted in her being charged with assaulting her 
aging father by allegedly hitting his leg. More than a year later, Crown lawyers dropped the 
charge because it "lacked merit." With the help of the Canadian Civil Liberties Association 
(CCLA) she took the case to court. A judge sided with her and the reference to the charge was 
removed. The force appealed to the Court of Appeal for Ontario and won on procedural 
grounds, but according to the CCLA, the police chose not to reinstate the information. In the 
meantime, J.N. had decided to pass on the school board job to avoid the embarrassment of 
showing them the background check. J.N. is one of thousands of Canadians whose lives are 
compromised by so-called non-conviction record checks - people who do not have criminal 
records and in many cases haven't even been charged with an offence. Information released 
can include mere contact with police, charges that were dropped before a court appearance, 
and not-guilty verdicts, often based on laCk of evidence. 
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Chiefs back Elsipogtog in resource fight 
Globe and Mail, Jane Taber, 20131021 
Halifax - Native leaders are waming that the violent clash between RCMP and the Elsipogtog 
First Nation - which last week saw police vehicles torched, rubber bullets fired and rocks thrown 
- is just the tip of the iceberg. The protest against shale-gas exploration near the village of 
Rexton, N.B., took place as some aboriginal groups across the country are expressing 
frustration over being excluded from consultations, especially when it comes to resource 
development. Last week's incident is galvanizing native groups, which have been sending 
statements of solidarity to the East- Coast band. On Sunday, the Grand Chief of the Assembly 
of Manitoba Chiefs, Derek Nepinak, visited the community, just north of Moncton, to show his 
support. He attended a meeting and came out of it with the view that "people are resilient and 
people will heal." He does not see an immediate resolution . 

Chinese premier urges Canada to approve investment treaty 
Xinhua News.Agency, 2013 10 19 
Beijing - Chinese Premier Li Keqiang met with visiting Canadian Govemor General David 
Johnston here on Friday and urged Canada to approve a bilateral investment treaty (BIT) as 
early as possible. "[We] welcome more canadian enterprises to invest in China and hope that 
the Canadian side will accelerate the pace to approve the China-Canada BIT and create 
favorable environments for mutual investment to benefit the people of the two countries," said 
the Chinese premier. The two countries concluded their BIT negotiations last year. Li said the 
Chinese govemment appreciated the Canadian govemmenfs pragmatic policy toward China in 
recent years. China is ready to stick with the principle of equality and mutual respect in order to 
tap the potential for reciprocal cooperation in key areas, Li said. 



Court denies Omar Khadr transfer to provincial instifution 
Toronto Star, Michelle Shephard, 201310 19 . 'I. l 

Toronto - Former Guantanamo Bay detainee Omar Khadr will remain in a maximum security 
federal penitentiary, limiting his chances for parole. Edmonton Justice JotIn Rooke issued his 
ruling Friday, denying a request to transfer the 27-year-old to a p ovincian nstitution. Khadr's 
lawyers had argued last month, in what's known as a habe8 " application, that he Canadian 
govemment was illegally holding Khadr as an adult for offences committed as a juvenile. Rooke 
upheld the govemment's position that Khadr has been appropriately incarcerated in a federal 
institution according to the Intemational Transfer of Offenders Act (ITOA), the legislation that 
govemed his transfer from Guantanamo to Canada. Public Safety Ministe~ Steven Blaney said 
he ''welcomed'' the ruling , reiterating Prime Minister Stephen Harper's previous statement that 
''The Govemment of Canada will continue to vigorously defend against any attempt to lessen 
his punishment" 

Demonstrators confront TV news crews in Rexton, roadblock resurrected 
Canadian Press, 2013 1020 
Rexton - Tensions at a shale-gas protest in Rexton, N.B., remained high on Saturday as a small 
group of protesters seized vehicles and equipment from two news agencies while others 
blocked a highway. Jim Haskins, news director for Global News in New Brunswick, said 
journalist Laura Brown was at the site of an ongoing shale-gas protest around noon when about 
five protesters confronted another media outlet and seized a vehicle on Route 134. Haskins said 
Brown got into her vehicle and locked the door, but was threatened by the protesters. ''They 
knocked on the window and demanded that she get out of the vehicle and leave it," said 
HaSkins. "At first she refused, but the situation she felt was unsafe an~ unstable, so reluctantly 
she locked the vehicle, left and started walking away. RCMP Const Jullie Rogers-Marsh said 
police had taken statements from the media and were investigating. Haskins, who is based in 
Halifax, said Brown was able to retrieve her vehicle and equipment just after 4p.m. with the help 
of some First Nations people. He said no equipment was damaged. 

Essential Canadianness dependent on the slice of time that is spent here 
National Post, Jonathan Kay, 2013 10 19 
Comment - The award of the Man Booker prize to quaSi-Canadian author Eleanor Catton 
coming on the heels of the unambiguously Canadian Alice Munro winning the Nobel Prize for 
Literature - again raises the question: What does it mean to be Canadian? No, don't worry. This 
isn't some thumb-sucker about multiculturalism or hockey or canoes. Instead, I'm interested in 
the narrow and more technical question: What does it mean to be quantifiably Canadian? For all 
the thumbs that have been sucked, no one has yet come up with a formula. Until now. By way 
of introdUction, I ask the reader to imagine two candidates for Canadianness, both of them now 
in their early SOs. The first, call him Candidate A, spent a little more than a decade in Canada, 
before taking off to New York. The second, Candidate B, lived roughly the same amount of time 
in this country. He, too, eventually ended up in the Big Apple. Arithmetically, the two men had 
the same exposure to the great white north. In both cases, their time here occupied about 20% 
of their respective lives. But when one evaluates a person's true Canadianness - their 
Canuckitude, if you will -the analysis must go deeper. 

Final day of hearings on Enbridge application is cancelled over 'security risk' as 
demonstrators stress ecological danger 



Toronto Star, Jessica Mcdiarmid, 2013 1020 
Toronto - Hundreds converged on the Metro Toronto Convention Centre to protest an Enbridge 
pipeline proposal on Saturday, despite scheduled public hearings getting cancelled last-minute 
over security concerns. After three days of mainly opposition at public hearings in Toronto on 
Enbridge's application to increase and reverse the flow of its pipeline 9B, the Calgary company 
was to deliver its final replies in front of a three-member panel from the National ~nergy Board 
Saturday morning. But late Friday night, the federal regulator posted a letter online announcing 
a postponement, stemming from a protest that afternoon that disruptetl' proceedings. Energy 
board spokesperson Carole Leger-Kubeczek said the Friday protests "carried a security risk." 
"Because the panel had already finished hearing from all the intervenors, it was felt to be more 
prudent to reconvene in a different setting, " Leger-Kubeczek wrote in an email to the Star. 
About 70 protesters converged at the convention centre Friday afternoon, milling outside, 
chanting and waving banners before trying to enter. c. 

First Nations leaders meet to tackle shale-gas tests 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 1021 
Rexton, N. B. - Hundreds of people gathered at a community hall on Sunday to discuss their 
opposition of the development of a shale gas sector in the province, as their protest garnered 
support from a Manitoba grand chief. Elsipogtog Chief Arren Sock said the meeting at 
Elsipogtog First Nation was a chance for people in his community to tell their stories. "It's just 
part of the healing process and I wanted that to begin," said Sock after the meeting, which drew 
about 300 community members and protesters and was closed to media. Sock and grand chief 
Derek Nepinak of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs were expected to hold a news conference at 
Elsipogtog Monday moming. Nepinak said the assembly chiefs in Manitoba sent him to New 
Brunswick to stand in solidarity with the community and protesters. 0 

Fracking fight turned frightening 
National Post, Christie Blatchford, 201310 19 
Column - In a brief on proposed welfare cuts filed with the Federal Court of Canada in March 
last year, lawyers for the Elsipogtog First Nation in New Brunswick estimated that 85% of its 
people were on welfare. The ignoble number added heft to their argument: The band, and other 
Mi'kmaq First Nations in the province, successfully fought off Ottawa's attempt to equalize 
income aSSistance on reserves with that in the rest of province. For instance, where a family of 
four in the' rest of New Brunswick receives $908 a month, a family of similar size on a reserve 
receives $1 ,262, or about $300 more. Judge Sandra Simpson granted the First Nations' 
motions, at least stalling the implementation of the federal policy, on the grounds some native 
recipients would suffer irreparable harm if their cheques were to be slashed. I offer this by way 
of background to what happened this week near the village of Rexton, N.B., where a three
weekold protest against shale gas exploration on land close to the reserve, involving Elsipogtog 
leaders and residents, exploded in violence. As the commanding officer of the RCMP in New 
Brunswick, Assistant Commissioner Roger Brown, said Friday, the day after all hell broke loose 
along Highway 134, his officers seized not only firearms and knives, but also found, and 
detonated in place, several improvised explosive devices, or lEOs, the makeshift bombs which 
killed so many young Canadian soldiers in Afghanistan. 

Governor General 'delighted' by reception in China, encourages Canadians to partiCipate 
in change 
Postmedia News, Peter Robb; 20131021 



Shanghai - The Govemor General of Canada was sounding very much like Margaret Thatcher 
when he said that the new leadership duo in Beijing is open to doing business with Canada. The 
late British prime minister said much the same thing about MikJiail Gorbachev when the Soviet 
leader burst onto the world scene in the 1980s. David Johnstan is on the first state visit to China 
during his tenure, a trip that will last eight days and take him to five major cities, from the capital 
in Beijing to Shanghai, Nanjing, Chengdu and finally to Guangzhou. Immediately after, he will 
visit the capital of Mongolia, Ulan Bator, where he will De the first Canadian governor general or 
prime minister to visit the resource rich country strategically located between China and Russia. 
He will also speak to the country's parliament called the Great Khural. ~ese are the 26th and 
27th countries he has visited. The Govemor General's trip coincide:; with a full-court Canadian 
press in China this October. The National Arts Centre Orchestra has toured the country; the 
mayor of Ottawa, Jim Watson, has led a delegation to Beijing and Shanghai, the Canada-China 
Business Council has held a week of meetings in the Chinese capital and federal ministers John 
Baird and Joe Oliver were in Beijing for meetings with their counterparts. 8 

Homegrown terrorism here to stay, local expert tells club 
Waterloo Region Record, Jeff Outhit" 2013 10 19 
Waterloo - More murderous plots are likely in Canada even as strong police work and watchful 
residents foil homegrown terrorism, a leading scholar wams. "Homegrown terrorism is here to 
stay," said Lome Dawson, a professor Who studies terrorism at the University of Waterloo. "The 
conditions that give rise to it are not going away." Dawson has a security clearance, meets with 
intemational security officials and helps direct a nlltional network for terrorism research. He 
spoke to the Confederation Club Thursday about Canadians who become terrorists after 
subscribing to an extreme version of Islam. Canada has not suffered a terror attack but has 
seen four foilad plots since the 9/11 terror- attack in the U.S. in 2001 , Dawson said. Radicalized 
Canadian Muslims are also being linked to terrorism abroad, including some from nearby 
London. 

Israeli minister presses Ottawa on Iran 
Globe and Mail, Campbell Clark, 20131021 
Ottawa - A senior Israeli minister has come to enlist the Canadian govemment in efforts to 
persuade the world to keep up pressure on Iran until it gives in - thoroughly - on its nuclear 
program. Yuval Steinitz, Israel's Minister of Strategic Affairs, was briefed Friday by British and 
other officials now in nuclear talks with Iran. He flew to Canada for meetings Monday with Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper and Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird, and heads to Washington 
Tuesday. Amid all the other Mideast issues, there's little doubt what tops Israel's agenda: 
pushing an uncompromising stance on nuclear talks with Iran. ''The greater the pressure, the 
greater the chances for diplomacy to succeed," Mr. Steinitz said in an interview with The Globe 
and Mail. "It would be unwise, to say the least, to ease the pressure on Iran before you get a 
final and satisfactory solution to the problem." 

Journalists' car, camera equipment seized at N.B. shale gas protest site 
Global News, David Weisz and Nick Logan, 20131020 
Moncton - A Global New Brunswick reporter and other joumalists, had their vehicles and 
camera equipment seized while covering the ongoing shale gas protests in Rexton, N.B. Hours 
later a large group of demonstrators blocked a section of Route 11, which runs between 
Moncton and Miramichi. Global's Laura Brown was covering the aftermath of the violence that 
erupted in the area Thursday when RCMP, acting on a court injunction, moved in to disperse a 



three-week-Iong blockade of seismic testing eqUipment owned by SWN Resources. Brown was 
among a. group of reporters looking at the wreckage of a police vehicle that was torched on 
Thursday, demonstrators clashed with RCMP officers armed w)thttiot gear. On Saturday 
morning, Brown and another reporter were subject to threats an~ later--had their equipment 
seized. Brown, speaking on the phone from a 10 I R.E:'M'P. detachm: nt lifter er vehicle and 
equipment was taken, emphasized this was a group of ~ust fi~p.eop ,and that was not 
indicative of the people whom she has spoken with in tn~ sl or®s ,J,ile ~~g;;on oing 
anti-shale gas protests. . ~ 10.., 8~.., "i~0..,4~"'~ 
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Keeping vigil in Rexton "''''~to'8.I!'Q.."~.c.,, 
The Telegraph Journal (New Brunswick), Staff Writer, 201310 19 0-'( Clot ~""~to, 
Rexton - A dedicated group of shale gas opponents continued to occupy a camp a on9,: o.tlte 
134 on Friday as many of those who had stood there aday eartier made court appearances. 
Though SWN Resources, the company that has been doing exploration for shale gas in the 
area, has moved its equipment out of a nearby compound, people continued to hold vigil outside 
the gates. The group that numbered just a dozen in the morning had grown to more than 60 by 
late afternoon. Those at the camp declined to speak to non- native reporters, and some cursed, 
ordering reporters to leave. Signs of the camp that police had moved on a day eartier were 
everywhere. Tents and a car covered in flags remained in a nearby field, plastiC twist ties and 
the sleeve tom from a camouflage jacket lay on a nearby dirt road. Nearby, just inside the 
village limits, oil from six charred police vehicles pooled with rainwater next to metal that had 
melted into asphalt. The vehicles remained where they had been torched on Thursday after 
Mounties had moved in on the camp. ~~ 
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Khadr must stay in federal prison: judge .. 
National Post, John Cotter, 2013 10 19 .c." t 
Edmonton - An Edmonton judge has denied former Guantanamo Bay inmate Omar Khadr a 
transfer from a federal prison to a provincial jail. Justice John Rooke dismissed an application 
from Khadr's lawyer that his 27- yearold client be moved out of the Edmonton Institution. Dennis 
Edney had argued his client should be treated as a young offender and be removed from 
maximum security."Mr. Khadr's placement in a federal penitentiary is lawful and the ... 
application is denied," Justice Rooke wrote in his decision released Friday. The Toronto-born 
Khadr pleaded guilty in 2010 to five war crimes, including murder, for killing a U.S., soldier in 
Afghanistan when he was 15. A U.S. military commission jailed him for eight years, but did not 
specify if it was a youth or adult sentence. Khadr was transferred to Canada from Guantanamo 
Bay last fall. 

Khadr must stay in federal prison: judge 
Ottawa Citizen, Sheila Pratt, 201310 19 
Edmonton - Former Guantanamo detainee Omar Khadr has lost his bid to be moved to a 
provincial jail from Edmonton's maximum-security penitentiary. Alberta Associate Chief Justice 
John Rooke ruled Friday the 27-yearold Khadr should remain in the federal Edmonton Institution 
even though he was only 15 when the crimes were committed in 2002 in Afghanistan. "Mr. 
Khadr's placement in a federal penitentiary is lawful and the habeas corpus application is 
denied," wrote Rooke. Khadr, held for 10 years at the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay, 
was sentenced by a U.S. military commission to eight years for five crimes as part of a plea 
bargain in October 2010. Khadr pleaded guilty to murder in violation of the laws of war for the 
death of an American soldier in a firefight in Afghanistan in 2002, as well as to conspiracy, 



attempted murder, spying and providing material support for terrorism. Rooke ruled that the 
eight-year sentence was a global sentence, not five separate sentences for each crime as 
federal lawyers had argued. 'I. 
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~ 1r. ~C..t"L'importance d'assurer ses donnHs ( I. )",
Le Soleil, Yves Therrien, 2013 1021 
Ottawa - Les risques entourant les cyberattaques, les pertes de donnHs confidentielles a 
cause d'une breche dans la securite ou d'une erreur humaine a I'interne sont en croissance. 
L'assurance contre Ie cyberisque est en croissance aussi, bien que ce ne sont pastous les ., 
assureurs qui entrent dans ce creneau de niche assez jeune dans Ie monde des assurances. 
Les entreprises au Canada ne sont pas toutes assurees contre Ie cyberisque, souligne Alexis 
Heroux, gestionnaire service client chez la firme de courtage d'assurance BFL CANADA. 
"Contrairement aux Etats-Unis ou 46 Etats ont une legislation obligeant les entreprises a 
devoiler qu'ils ont ete victimes de piratage ou d'une breche de securite concemant les donnees 
personnelles de clients, au Canada, la loi n'oblige pas a rendre publics ces evenements, saut 
dans les cas OU Ie commissaire a la vie privee I'exige. Les clients sont avises." 

L'Union europHnne et Ie Canada finalisent leur accord de libre- echange (Canada) 
Le Monde, Philippe Ricard, 2013 1021 
Bruxelles - Les concessions faites sur les produits agricoles font I'objet de critiques Apres 
quatre ans de negociations, l'Union europeenne et Ie Canada ont conclu vendredi 18 octobre un 
vaste accord de libre- echange. Le compromis a ete finalise Ii Bruxelles par Ie premier ministre 
canadien Stephen Harper et Ie president de la Commission europeanne, Jose Manuel Barroso. 
Les deux hommes co-pilotaient les negociations ces demiers mois afin d'eviter qu'elles ne 
s'enlisent. C'est la premiere fois que l'Union europeenne signe un tel accord de libre-echange 
avec un pays industria lise, membre du G8. Le resultat constitue milme, aen croire M. Barroso, 
une " reference" pour les negociations du milme type engagHs depuis deux mois, en depit des 
controverses, avec les Etats-Unis. Avec Ie Canada, les tractations ont achoppe sur quantite de 
sujets, comme les medicaments generiques, les services financiers, ou les appels d'offres 
publics organises par les provinces canadiennes. Grande premiere, ces demi8res devraient 
accepter de passer commandes aupres de foumisseurs europeens, com me EADS, Siemens, 
ou Alstom. Une forme de reciprocite, dans la mesure ou les marches publics europeans sont 
ouverts depuis longtemps aux groupes canadiens, en particulier dans Ie domaine des 
transports, avec Bombardier. 

Le militant Patrick Bourgeois rejoint Option nationale 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Montreal - Le militant independantiste Patrick Bourgeois a ete choisi samedi com me candidat 
d'Option nationale en vue de I'election partielle provinciale dans la circonscription montrealaise 
de Viau. Aucun autre aspirant n'a presente sa candidature. Patrick Bourgeois a ete un proche 
du regrette cineaste Pierre Falardeau, avec qui il a organise de nombreuses manifestations en 
faveur de I'independance. M. Bourgeois est president du Reseau de resistance du Quebecois et 
il dirige Ie joumal Le Quebecois. Option nationale se choisit actuellement un nouveau chef. Le 
resultat du vote sera devoile Ie 26 octobre. 

Lenovo considers acquisition of BlackBerry, report 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 10 19 



Beijing - Lenovo Group, the world's largest personal computer (PC) maker, is considering a bid 
for the struggling smartphone maker BlackBerry, according to a report Friday by the Wall Street 
Joumal. The newspaper, quoting people familiar with the matter, said Lenovo had signed a non
disclosure agreement with BlackBerry that allowed it to examine the Canadian company's 
financial accounts. BlackBerry declined to comment cjirecUy on the report. BlackBerry put itself 
up for sale earlier this year after its BlackBerry 10 operating system and a new line of 
smartphones failed to gain traction with users. The company is still pushing the platform and 
has had some limited success, but stands fourth in the market behind Android, Apple's iOS and 
Windows Phone. l .,
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Lenovo's Hurdles In BlackBerry Deal 
Wall Street Joumal, Ben Dummett, 2013 10 19 
Toronto - If Lenovo Group Ltd. winds up bidding for troubled Canadian smartphone maker 
BlackBerry Ltd., the Chinese computer company should prepare for heavy scrutiny in the U.S. 
and Canada. It may also be asked to make significant promises to BlackBerry's home country. 
The Wall Street Joumal reported Thursday that Lenovo is actively considering a bid for 
BlackBerry, according to people familiar with the matter, though the emergence of a firm 
proposal is far from certain. Both Lenovo and BlackBerry have declined to comment. A 
spokesman for Canada's Prime Minister Stephen Harper declined to speculate Friday about 
possible bidders for BlackBerry. He added, though, that the govemment does welcome foreign 
investment in Canada, "but not at the expense of our national security." BlackBerry officially put 
itself up for sale in August after a new line of phones failed to gain ground against rivals like 
Apple Inc. and Samsung Electronics Corp. Last month, it reached a preliminary $4.7 billion 
buyout deal with Fairfax Financial Holdings Ltd., a Canadian insurance firm and one of its 
largest shareholders. Other parties are considering bids, including Cerberus Capital 
Management LP, which like Lenovo has signed a nondisclosure agreement to look at 
BlackBerry's books, according to a person familiar with the matter, and BlackBerry co-founders 
Mike Lazaridis and Doug Fregin, who recently disclosed their interest in a public filing. Chinese 
technology companies have a checkered history with the U.S. govemment, with members of the 
intelligence community singling out individual companies as security risks. Chinese officials and 
companies have said such accusations reflect bias in the U.S. and hurt relations between the 
two countries. 

Man charged at PMO released on bail 
Ottawa Citizen, Tony Spears, 2013 10 19 
Toronto - A Toronto man charged after a suspicious package was found at the building housing 
the Prime Minister's office was released on bail Friday. Mohamoud Jimale, 45, was charged with 
uttering threats and mischief after an incident at parliament's Langevin Block on Wednesday. 
Defence lawyer Solomon Friedman secured Jimale's release late in the aftemoon after a bail 
hearing before Justice of the Peace Beverly Souliere. Evidence at the hearing is protected by a 
standard publication ban. 

Manitoba chief in New Brunswick to back fracking protests 
CBC.CA, 20131020 
Fredericton - As a Manitoba chief arrives to offer support, members of New Brunswick's 
Elsipogtog First Nation are meeting Sunday to plan their next steps after a tense week of anti
fracking protests. The CBC's Jessica Doria-Brown says the meeting will be open to the media, 
unlike previous, private sessions. The protests drew support from across Canada and around 



the world via social media. The Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs said it stands in solidarity with 
Elsipogtog First Nation and sent Grand Chief Derek Nep!nak to Elsipogtog Mi'kmaq territory 
over the weekend. "As a demonstration of support for the ongoing ptlaceful presence of the 
people, Grand Chief Nepinak will make a presentation of medicines aild a beaver pelt to the 
leaderShip," Sheila North Wilson of the assembly said iFlJa !11eaia release. 
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Mounties defend response to violent shale gas protest -r,o ~ ,. 
Canadian Press, Melanie Patten, 2013 10 19 10, 0. 
Fredericton - The RCMP's commanding officer in New Brunswick defended the ROlice response 
to a shale-gas protest that erupted into violence, saying Friday that if the MOb'nties hadn't acted, 
lives could have been in danger. "Our officers demonstrated incredible professionalism as they 
w~rked to resolve the situation under tremendously difficult and dangerous circumstances," 
assistant commissioner Roger Brown told a news conference in Fredericton. "There came a 
point in time where we knew that this situation was no longer safe and that we had to do 
something before it tumed into a Situation where, regrettably, somebody could've been injured 
or even killed, and that's what triggered the decision." Six police vehicles including an unmarked 
van were bumed Thursday in Rexton after the RCMP moved in to enforce a court-ordered 
injunction to remove protesters at the site of a compound where SWN Resources stored 
exploration equipment. A spokeswoman for the police force said Thursday that threats were 
made against private security guards at the Site on Wednesday night. 

N.B. fracking protests and the fight for aboriginal rights 
CBC.CA, Daniel Schwartz, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - Protests this month at a potential shale gas site in. New Brunswick involve an issue 
that has been at the heart of resource development battles across Canada -- the duty to consult 
and accommodate aboriginal people when the development is on their traditional land. The 
latest round of the protests by Elsipogtog First Nation members and their supporters resulted in 
a violent clash Thursday when the RCMP moved in to enforce a court injunction against the 
protesters' blockade. But long before that, local First Nations leaders were raising concems 
about the failure of govemment and industry to consult with them before development went 
ahead. Rulings by the Supreme Court of Canada and lower courts have established a duty to 
consult and accommodate aboriginal people when development is considered on their land, 
even non-reserve traditional lands. Since the mid- '80s, aboriginal groups have recorded 186 
victOries in lawsuits over resource development, a 90 per cent success rate. The exploratory 
drilling in New Brunswick also faces opposition from the local non-aboriginal community. Allan 
Marsh, the chair of the nearby local service district for Saint-Charles, told CBC News that the 
provincial govemment "isn't listening to any of the other messages that it's getting." 
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Nouvelle manif contre la Charte 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Montreal - Une autre manifestation pour denoncer Ie projet de Charte des valeurs quebecoises 
du gouvemement Marois s'est deroulee hier apres-midi aMontreal. La coalition appelee 
"Ensemble contre la charte xenophobe" a reussi a rassembler quelques centaines de 
personnes au centre- ville. Dans un communique, Ie regroupement a affirme que Ie projet de 
charte attaque la dignite et I'autodetermination des personnes, ainsi que leur capacite de 
"travailler et de survivre" au Quebec. La coalition soutient que la Charte est xenophobe, parce 
que ses "partisans" font appel au sensationnalisme et ade fausses peurs, entre autres pour des 
motifs electoraux. Elle s'oppose egalement au sexisme qui, selon elle, sous-tend Ie projet et 



notamment aux stereotypes apropos des femmes qui portent Ie hijab. Le comite organisateur 
de la manifestation deplore par ailleurs que Ie debat entouraQl la Charte ne reconnaisse pas Ie 
fait que Ie Quebec et Ie Canada ont ete batis "a meme des ferres votees aux autochtones et 
qu'ils se sont constitues grace a la depossession et au genocide ~~ peuples" . 
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NSA delayed anti-leak software at base where Snowden wotked - officials c~/) 
Reuters, Mark Hosenball and Warren Strobel, 2013 10 19 ~ " 
Washington - The U.S. National Security Agency failed to instal the most uP7to-date anti-leak 
software at a site in Hawaii before contractor Edward Snowden went to work there and '0 
downloaded tens of thousands of highly classified documents, currenl and former U.S. officials 
told Reuters. Well before Snowden joined Booz Allen Hamilton last spring and wa~ assigned to 
the NSA site as a systems administrator, other U.S. govemment facilities had begun to install 
software designed to spot attempts by unauthorized people to access or download data .. The 
purpose of the software, which in the NSA's case is made by a division of Raytheon Co, is to 
block so-called "insider threats" - a response to an order by President Barack Obama to tighten 
up access controls for classified information in the wake of the leak of hundreds of thousands of 
Pentagon and State Department documents by an Army private to WikiLeaks. website in 2010. 

Omar Khadr loses bid to move to provincial prison 
Edmonton Sun, Tony Blais, 201310 19 
Edmonton - An Edmonton judge has ruled that former Guantanamo Bay detainee Omar Khadr 
should serve the remainder of his eight-year murder sentence in a federal penitentiary. In a 
written decision released Friday, Court of Queen's Bench Associllte Chief Justice John Rooke 
dismissed Khadr's application for his time to be served in a provincial jail, saying his placement 
in a federal institution was "lawful" and the correctional authorities had properly interpreted the 
legislation relating to foreign transfers. 'This is the result that would follow, not only for any 
Canadian who offends outside Canada and is transferred to Canada, but also to those who are 
similarly sentenced within Canada," said Rooke in his 14-page decision. The jUdge stressed his 
ruling had nothing to do with Khadr's background, other than the fact he is a Canadian, nor his 
age, the circumstances of his pre-transfer detention or which facility would be better or worse for 
him. "Indeed, it is not about any determination of the level of punishment, whether lessening or 
increasing it, that, post his transfer, has been or will be imposed on Mr. Khadr, such punishment 
merely flowing from his sentence and the legislation that determines his placement," he said . 
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Omar Khadr reste a la prison a seeurite maximale 
Radio-Canada, 201310 t,9 ~ 
Ottawa - Omar Khadr, qui est detenu aEdmonton, ne sera pas transfere de la prison pour 
adultes a securite maximale vers une prison provinciale. Le juge John Rooke de la Cour du 
Bane de la reine a rejete-~ raquete de I'avocat du jeune homme, Dennis Edney, qui estimait 
que les crimes attribues a son client devraient etre juges en vertu de la Loi sur les jeunes 
contrevenants. Pour John"Rooke, la decision de placer Omar Khadr dans une prison federale a 
securite maximale est fondee acause des crimes pour lesquels il avait plaide coupable aux 
Etats-Unis. Omar Khadr, maintenant age de 27 ans, a ete capture par des soldats americains 
en Afghanistan, il y a 11 ans, puis transfere a la prison de Guantanamo. En 2010, il a pia ide 
coupable ades accusations de crimes de guerre. II a aussi admis avoir tue un soldat americain 
en Afghanistan en 2002, alors qu'il etait mineur. Une commission militaire I'a condamne ahuit 
ans de prison. 



Omar Khadr restera dans une prison f~d~rale ...~ 
La Presse, Anabelle Blais, 2013 10 19 i °c 
Ottawa - La Cour superieure de l'Alberta a tranche hier : Omar Khadr oe pourra purger sa peine 
dans une prison provinciale. II restera donc dans una prison federale asecurite maximale. 
L'ancien detenu de Guantanamo s'etait presente pour la p emiere fois ~v~t un tribunal 
canadien Ie 23 septembre demier pour demander un transfert. t: homme aujourd'hui Age de 27 
ans a plaide coupable ades accusations de meurtre et de soutien materiel au terrorisme. II etait 
Age de 15 ans au moment des faits. Son avocat, Me Dennis EdneYJ p plaide que son client etait 
alors mineur et qu'il devait donc purger une peine dans un etablisseme t provincial, Cette 
decision de la Court of Queen's Bench de l'Alberta (I'equivalent de la CoUf superieure) est 
lourde de consequences pour Khadr, puisqu'elle signifie qu'il ne pourra pas etre libere .sous 
condition avant la fin de sa peine. II reste ainsi maintenu en isolation et les demandes 
d'entrevues avec les medias sont refusees. Me Edney a indique aqu'il compte inte~eter appel 
de cette decision. «Nous continuerons de nous battre pour sa liberte », a-t-il dit. 

Open up the government 
Ottawa Citizen, 2013 10 19 
Editorial - If the latest report of the Information Commissioner sounds depressingly familiar, it is. 
But it is worth repeating: Govemment secreCy shows no sign of abating, arid it is putting 
Canadian democracy at risk. In her report to Rarl~ment on how the federal access to 
information is working - or perhaps not working - Suzanne Legault sounded the alarm, waming 
that the system, a fundamental pillar of democratic accountability, is failing badly. Federal 
institutions, the commissioner said, are not meeting their "most basic obligations" under the law. 
We should all be concemed about that. ''There are unmistakable signs significant deterioration 
in the federal access system ". The faltering in the system is actually quite dramatic and it is not 
getting better," Suzanne Legault said in releasing her report on federal access to information. 
'When the access system falters, not only is Canadians' participation in govemment thwarted 
but ultimately, the health of Canadian democracy is at stake." 

Outside forces and armed protesters blamed for violence 
The Daily Gleaner, John Chilibeck, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - On Thursday, RCMP stormed an encampment of demonstrators who had 
blockaded a highway and heavy equipment near Rexton for three weeks to protest shale gas 
exploration. Forty people were arrested and six police vehicles torched. The show of force 
touched off several more highway blockades across the province and the country as First 
Nations people and environmentalists tried to show support for the protesters near Rexton, 
many of them from Elsipogtog First Nation. "People know the difference between right and 
wrong, and what took place was wrong, " Alward told reporters at the legislature in Fredericton, 
referring to the violent tactics of some protesters, and not the pepper spray and manhandling by 
police. ''The RCMP had a responsibility to evaluate the situation and make decisions, and they 
did." In recent weeks, Alv.tard met with Elsipogtog's chief, Aaron Sock, to try to find an end to the 
impasse. Those talks seemingly went nowhere, with Sock being arrested at the protest 
Thursday. 

Peace reigns at rally supporting N.B. First Nation 
The Star Phoenix, Cl:1arles Hamilton, 2013 10 19 
Saskatoon - Approximately 100 protesters gathered on Friday at Five Comers on Broadway 



Avenue in Saskatoon to protest in conjunction with native group demonstrations against fracking 
for oil and gas in New Brunswick. On Thursday, Molotov cocktails were hurled at officers, police 
vehicles were torched and protesters were sprayed with tea'r gas after authorities in eastern 
New Brunswick tried to end a demonstration against an energy company. RCMP said dozens of 
people were arrested. Supporters in Saskatoon held their own demonstration Friday at the edge 
of the University of Saskatchewan campus. Serena Gamble said she was saddened to see 
police reaction to what she understood to be peaceful protests·~ainst the energy company. 
"How it went from a peaceful protest to an act of violence, of course thlill4S going to upset, 
anybody. It's just an injustice," Gamble said. ( C, b ~ "'c~ 
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Police arrest 40 as Canada shale gas protest turns violent o~ c" (0,/ . t·
Reuters, Julie Gordon, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - Police in the eastern Canadian province of New Brunswick arrested about 40 
people on Thursday after efforts to dismantle a highway barricade turned violent and protesters 
against shale gas exploration set several police vehicles on fire. The incident came in response 
to a weeks-long protest by activists and local aboriginals, who blocked a road near the town of 
Rexton to try to slow work by SWN Resources Canada, a subsidiary of Southwestern Energy 
Co, which is exploring shale gas properties in the area. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
(RCMP) moved in early on Thursday t6 break up the blockade. They said officers were attacked 
with Molotov cocktails and at least one shot was fired, but not by them. Susan Levi-Peters, the 
former chief of the nearbyElsipogtog aboriginal reserve, said the police had moved in 
aggressively on unarmed prote.sters. ( , 
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La Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Ottawa - Passe port Canada mise beaucoup sur Ie nouveau passeport et les nouveaux frais 
pour ameliorer la sante financiere de I'organisme. L'organisme refuse toutefois de reveler a La 
Presse combien de passeports electroniques ont ete delivres depuis qu'il est offert aux 
Canadiens (en juillet 2013). Mais selon des documents d'aeces, 504 115 demandes de 
passeports ont ete r~ues en juillet seulement, ce qui est legerement plus eleve que Ie mois 
precedent, mais plus bas qu'en janvier et en fevrier de cette annae. En juillet, plus de 10 % des 
plaintes re~ues par Passe port Canada concemaient Ie passeport electronique. Passeport 
Canada refuse de donner davantage de details et maintient qu'aucune lacune n'a ete constatee. 

Popular Canadian download site isoHunt to shut down, pay $110M fine 
Canadian Press, 2013 'to 19 
Vancouver - A V~couver resident has agreed to shut down his popular downloading website 
and pay a $110;,million fine after settling a long legal fight with the Motion Picture Association of 
America. Gary Fung ran isoHunt.com, a search engine for BitTorrent files, which helped users 
find virtually every type of copyrighted material, including music, movies, computer software, 
ebooks and pomography" As of Friday, the site stated it linked to 13.7 million active BitTorrent 
files with 51 million users either uploading or download them. According to Alexa.com, it ranked 
as the 423rd top site on the web for global traffic and 167th in Canada. On his blog, Fung said 
he was "sad to see my baby go." "But I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, and 
I have remained faithful. Ten-and-a-half years of isoHunt has been a long joumey by any 
business definition, and forever in Internet startup time. It started as a programming hobby in my 
university days that has become so, so much more," Fung wrote. 

http:Alexa.com
http:isoHunt.com


Premier, Elsipogtog chief hold meeting ~~ ~ 
The Times and Transcript (Moncton), John Chilibeck, 201 O~19_", 
Fredericton - Premier David Alward and Chief Aaron Sock of/<tIJe Els~tog First Nation 
emerged from a lengthy dosed-door meeting last nigIJt eommittedJo the .need for more talk and 
a cooling-off period after the explosive violence in R~ ar:l "It has been a lOng 24 hours for 
everybody," Alward told reporters wearily as he left the meebng itt a Fredericton hotel. "But I 
believe what everybody realizes is we don't want to see what took, place (Thursday) happen 
again." Alward said provincial government and Elsipogtog representatives will meet ear1y next 
week to begin work on what he called a framework for a process that will allow tor 0.. 
communication and consultation. 'We're not talking moratorium today," the premier said. 'We 
are talking about the issues that took place yesterday (Thursday) and the healing that [leeds to 
take place, and the debriefing in the community. More basic than that is the framework We need 
to put in place as to how we build our relationships going forward." Sock, one of 40 people 
arrested in the RCMP crackdown in Rexton, also appeared tired from the events of the past two 
days. 

Protest fallout echoes 
The Telegraph Joumal (New Brunswick), Chris Morris, 201310 19 
Fredericton - Fallout from the violent protest$,.in southeastern New Brunswick continued to 
reverberate throughout the pro.vince and across the country on Friday. Events were scheduled 
for numerous locations in Canada and the United States to demonstrate solidarity for the people 
of the Elsipogtog First Nation and those opposed to shale gas Clevelopment, according to 
listings on the Idle No More website. Rallies and marches from Halifax to British Columbia, as 
far north as Iqaluit and even in downtown New York City were planned as the turbulent situation 
in Rexton ear1ier in the week seemed to breathe new life into the anti-shale gas movement 
across North America. A small group of shale gas opponents demonstrated in pouring rain on 
Friday outside the offices of Energy Minister Craig Leonard and Premier David Alward, saying 
that now is the time to order exploration companies such as SW Resources out of the 
province. 

Protesters block Trans-Canada Highway exits 
The Daily Gleaner, Tara Chislett, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - After a peaceful demonstration on the city's north side on Thursday night, 
protesters from 5t. Mary's First Nation gathered in Lincoln yesterday morning, blocking traffic at 
Nevers Road and the Trans- Canada Highway near the Irving Big Stop. About 40 protesters 
took part in the demonstration, which started at about 6:30 a.m. The protesters were stationed 
at both exits. They allowed regular traffic to proceed but stopped commercial vehicles until 
about noon, when the protest concluded. Chief Candice Paul said the decision to protest in 
Lincoln was made on Thursday evening following the protest on Cliffe and Union Streets. Paul 
said protesters want to keep things peaceful, but they also want to send a message to the 
province. "St. Mary's now for three years has said no to shale gas because of the duty to 
consult. There has been no consultation. We stand firm on that. There has been no 
consultation," she said. 'We want to send a message to the premier. No to shale gas, and SWN 
(Southwestern Energy) needs to leave the province." 

Protesters claim victory after NEB hearings cancelled 
QMI News Agency, Terrry Davidson, 2013 1021 

http:protest$,.in


Toronto - Land and water are more important than oil, protesters wanted to convey to those 
responsible for a controversial plan to increase the flow of crude through the Line 9 pipeline. 
Amanda Lickers was one of the estimated 1,000 that gathered outside the Metro Toronto 
Convention Centre Saturday to march in protest of the National Energy Board (NEB) hearings 
being held there to discuss Enbridge's plan to reverse the flow of a section' of its Line 9 pipeline 
that runs between southem Ontario and Montreal. Enbridge executives say the reversal of flow 
- which would include an increase to 300,000 barrels of crude oil a day -- IS safe. Opponents 
say it will be an environmental hazard, with increased risk of a leak (jue to stress placed on an 
aging pipeline. Enbridge was due to deliver cloSing arguments cn SaturdaY, but the NEB l> 
cancelled the hearing because of security concerns after a group of protesters showed up for. 
Friday's hearing. '4~ ( ~I. 
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Protesters threaten Sun News reporter, 3 other journalists in New Brunswick ~8' 
QMI Agency, 2013 1020 
Rexton - A Sun News Network reporter and four other journalists were swarmed by Native 
protesters Saturday near a shale gas exploration site in New Brunswick. Sun News reporter Kris 
Sims said about eight people threatened her, a Global News journalist, a CTV reporter and two 
other crew members while they were filrning six burned cop cars that were set ablaze by 
protesters during violent anti-fracking protests Thursday near Rexton. Sims said a man dressed 
in camoflouge shouted, "Get the f--- out of here or I'll break your f---ing cameras! All you tell are 
lies!" The same protester then threatened to destroy their cars, vans and video equipment. "Get 
your vans out of here before I seize it. Get it out of here right now before I seize it and that's 
going where the f--ing other cars were going," he said while gesturing to the razed RCMP cars. 
As the journalists grabbed their cameras and tried to leave, the group surrounded them and 
demanded that they exit their cars, Sims said. One woman blO<;ked Sims' car and threatened to 
drag her out, she said. 

I < 
Public service losing its ability to provide policy advice, former top bureaucrat says 
Ottawa Citizen, Kathryn May, 2013 1021 
Ottawa - There are not a lot of policy ideas floating around Ottawa these days because cabinet 
ministers don't ask for any and public servants may not be offering them. As Mel Cappe, one of 
Canada's former top bureaucrats puts ~, there is a "supply and demand" problem for ideas in 
public policy. On the supply side, there is a shrinking number of smart policy analysts and 
researchers in the public service. That's exacerbated on the demand side, where ministers are 
not asking for evidence or advice. And to use the analogy of the free market further, Cappe 
argues the policy role of Canada's public service is in a deep "secular decline" to which he sees 
no end in sight "Ideology doesn't need analysis, and if you have the answers you don't need 
questions, and thafs where we are these days," said Cappe, a longtime deputy minister and 
former clerk of the Privy Council Office. ''The public service runs the risk of being in decline and 
if this continues to happen, Canadians will be worse off." 
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Quebecois Jewish community: We are not alone 
Jerusalem Post, Sam Sokol , 2013 1021 
Montreal - The Commission des droits de la personne et des droits. de la jeunesse, a Canadian 
human rights watchdog, on Thursday panned a Charter of Quebec Values proposed by the Parti 
Quebecois as an infringement on religious liberty. The commission, an independent 
organization established under Quebec's Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms in 1976, took 
issue with the terms of the new charter, depicting them as representing a "break with the quasi



constitutional" text of the charter. The most controversial of the proposed measures, a ban on 
the wearing of "conspicuous" religious symbols by gove mel!) workers, "does not meet the 
Quebec charter test," the commission asserted. In additio , . (gilts watchdog stated that an 
additional "proposal to formalize 'religious' accomm~ationS7 • I{fe t 'ct the scope of 
accommodations granted on the basis of other gr0\l9$l . f discrin:tl Ii i eluding for disabled 
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Reality check: The law is the law .. (.70(/ 01/".... ~ ..c,......./l 
The Telegraph Journal (New BrunSwiCk), Dominic Cardy, 20137' 1:1' otl/.....~.,..(/ • "'0-t 
Commentary· With the violence in Rexton on Thursday at risk of SP~(;lIrfg;jI' fOs e province, 
Premier David Alward must step up and lead. Opponents and supporters'c>f,lh8ls .Ie ~s 
industry want the same thing: a province where our children can find work and we tan all drink 
the water. What should be a fact-based debate, weighing industry claims against our economic 
and environmental needs, has sadly tumed into a.battle pitting New Brunswickers against one 
another. This has to stop. Weeks after a blockade erected by a group of anti-shale gas 
supporters went up, blocking a public road and access to private property, the Court of Queen's 
Bench issued a clear injunction, ordering that the blockade come down. Two weeks later and 
the RCMP finally act, one day after e Attorney General said more time was needed. This 
confusion is why I cannot support the development of the shale gas industry: if the government 
cannot deal with their opponents, why should we expect them to have the courage to use the 
law when it means standing up to their friends? Any blockade - any acts of violence by 
opponents to shale gas - must end. Not because one ill de or the other on the shale gas debate 
is right, but because the law is the law. (Note: DominiCi ardy IS leader of the. New Democratic 
Party of New Brunswick.) I-. 10...... "Iv.'it 
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Refugee or illegal immigrant? ~(I'f:(;....~<.t (0 

VictOria Times-Colonist, Katie DeRosa, 2013 1020 • ( 
Victoria - The RCMP's case against the men who organized e ~V Sun Sea human smuggling 
operation could fall apart if the B.C. Court of Appeal upholds a decision that the law is 
unconstitutional. Kunarobinson Christhurajah, 33, is waiting for the judge's decision from behind 
bars. ''The RCMP, they say: 'You're a people smuggler.' I'm not a people-smuggler," 
Christhurajah said in a phone interview with the Times Colonist from prison this month. 
Christhurajah, listed as the owner of the ship, is one of six men charged with human smuggling 
in connection with the operation that brought 492 Tamils to Canada on Aug. 13, 2010. Those 
prosecutions are in limbo after a B. C. trial judge in January dismissed human smuggling 
charges against the four men accused of bringing 76 Tamil migrants into Canada on the Ocean 
Lady, which arrived 10 monthl earlier in October 2009. Justice Arne Silverman struck down 
section 117 of the Immigration and RefUgee Protection Act, saying it is unconstitutional based 
on findings that the law is overly broad. He said it could criminalize the actions of humanitarian 
workers or family members bringing in refugees. The federal government took the case to the 
B.C. Court of Appeal, which heard arguments on both sides Oct. 8 and 9. It could be weeks 
before the judge renders a decision. 

Shale gas company's injunction decision due Monday 
The Telegraph Journal (New Bruiswick), Craig Babstock, 2013 10 19 
Moncton - A Moncton judge will decide on Monday if an injunction against shale gas protesters 
should be extended. Court of Queen's Bench Justice George Rideout presided over a hearing 
Friday morning where an SWN Resources Canada lawyer requested that the injunction granted 
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earlier this month be extended indefinitely, until a further order of the court. SWN received an 
injunction from Rideout on Oct. 3, ordering protesters not to interfere with the company in Kent 
County. The company is exploring for natural gas in this province and has equipment at a 
compound in Rexton on Route 134. Many aboriginal and some non-aboriginal protesters 
blocked that site for almost three weeks, and police shut down the road. Protesters cut down 
trees to partially block the road but those were late removed. SWN got a 1O-day extension of 
the injunction on Oct. 11 and SWN lawyer Matthew Hayes expressed frustration at the time, 
saying police were "aiding and abetting" the protesters by not (!1akiOg arrests. 0 
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Shale gas exploration protest in Kenora 
Kenore Online, Ryan Forbes, 2013 10 19 
Kenora - Local supporters of treaty rights gathered at the Kenora harbour-front Friday for a 
demonstration in support of Elsipogtog First Nation. The First Nation has been holding protests 
regarding shale gas exploration, and earlier in the week, the rallies took a violent tum. 
Participant Konhyatye gave us some more details on what the event in Kenora was all about. 
'We heard about what's going on in the east coast. It's important we all support each-other 
because this is some bad times. The 6 nations had the big standoff in 2006 over a couple acres 
of land and now it's on the east coast over fracking , which is a billion dollar industry, and in 2006 
it was only over a couple of acres of land so this is going to be a big one," he said. 

Shining a Spotlight on Canada, Washington's Junior Partner in the Americas 
Huffington Post, Nikolas Kozloff, 2013 1021 
Column - Edward Snowden, who divulged secret activities of the National Security Agency or 
N.S.A. , is now safely ensconced in Moscow. However, the notorious whistle-blower's 
disclosures continue to illuminate Washington's underhanded and unsavory agenda in the 
hemisphere, as well as U.S. links to junior partners such as Canada. According to Brazil's 
flagship news program Fantastico, which got access to Snowden's intelligence, Canada's 
electronic eavesdropping agency hacked into Brazil's Ministry of Energy Mines in a likely 
attempt to gamer valuable industrial intelligence. The recent reporting does not indicate what 
the super secret Communications Security Establishment Canada or CSEC was after precisely, 
though it is possible that Ottawa has actually been spying on Brazil for years. There is some 
suggestion, moreover, that the Canadians carried out their intelligence with the active 
collaboration of the United States. Indeed, the Fantastico report was based on CSEC 
documents which had been presented at an intelligence conference attended by the U.S. and its 
allies. According to the documents, Canada worked with an elite group of cyber spies at the 
N .S.A. · when it hacked into the Brazilian Ministry of Energy and Mines. Though certainly 
incendiary, Snowden's revelations concerning Canada's wider role in the region should not 
come as a surprise. Indeed, even before the recent reports about Brazil surfaced, CSEC 
reportedly targeted Latin America by spying on Mexico in advance of NAFTA trade talks in the 
mid-1990s. What is more, a Canadian eavesdropping station based at Leitrim, Ontario is said to 
be aimed at the interception of Latin American satellite communications. In light of Canada's 
earlier support for anti-democratic forces in Venezuela and Honduras, it is hardly surprising that 
Ottawa should now be caught spying on another progressive regime, that of Dilma Rousseff in 
Brazil. While the contours of such spying are still unclear, it seems likely that Canada seeks a 
leg up for its mining companies in South America, and may view Brazil with some political 
suspicion. Canada's spying agency CSEC may not have the technological wherewithal to fully 
monitor Latin American governments, though serendipitously Ottawa has been able to profit 
from highly sophisticated N.S.A. resources. Note: Nikolas Kozloff is the author of Revolution! 
South America and the Rise of the New Left. 



Slides reveal Canada's powerful espionage tool , 'I. oC'~ 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze & Stephanie Nolen, 201310 1 9'C'°~ 
Washington & Rio De Janeiro - Security experts say that Canadian intelligence has developed a 
powerful spying tool to scope out and target specific phones and computers so as to better set 
up hacking and bugging operations. The outlines of the technology are contained in the slides of 
a PowerPoint presentation made to allied security agencies in June, 2012. Communications 
Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) called the tool "Olympia," showing how its analYsts 
sifted through an immense amount of communications data and zeroed in on the phones and 
computer servers they determined merited attention - in the demonstration case, inside the 
Brazilian Ministry of Energy and Mines. Within weeks, CSEC figured out who was talking to 
whom by plugging phone numbers and Intemet protocol addresses into an array of intelligence 
databases. In this way it "developed a detailed map of the institution's communications,· Paulo 
Pagliusi, a Brazilian security expert who examined the slides, told The Globe. The slides are 
part of a large trove of documents that have been leaked by Edward Snowden, the former 
contractor with the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) whose disclosures have set off a 
debate over whether the agency has improperly intruded on the privacy of Americans. Other 
disclosures have raised questions about its spying on foreign govemments, sometimes with the 
assistance of allied intelligence agencies. o 

Spies, ehl 
Winnipeg Free Press, Doug Speirs, 2013 10 19 
Column - When you think of Canada, the shadowy world 'Of international spies isn't the first thing 
that comes to mind. The boring truth is, we are a lot better known for maple syrup, slapshots 
and our polite population than we are for cloak-and-dagger espionage missions. Yet here we 
are, the True North, Strong and Free, at the centre of a brand-new, shadowy spy scandal that is 
making headlines around the world. Canada's top- secret electronic spy agency, the Ottawa
based Communications Security Establishment Canada, is being accused of mounting a 
sophisticated spy operation against Brazil's Ministry of Mines and Energy. The claim stems from 
documents leaked to Brazilian media by Edward Snowden, a former contractor with the National 
Security Agency, the U.S. counterpart to Canada's CSEC, which monitors foreign computer, 
satellite, radio and telephone traffic for intelligence of interest to Canada. 

Spying not a shock to former Brazilian diplomat 
Globe and Mail, Stephanie Nolen, 2013 10 19 
Toronto - The former Brazilian ambassador to Canada whose phone was singled out for 
attention by a Canadian spy agency has spoken for the first time about his reaction on learning 
he was the only public figure caught up in the dispute over Canadian spying in Brazil. Paulo 
Cordeiro Andrade de Pinto told The Globe and Mail he was startled and disappointed - but, as a 
veteran diplomat, ultimately not all that surprised - to leam that the govemment of Canada was 
following .his telecommunications trails. Documents leaked by the former U.S. National Security 
Agency contractor Edward Snowden reveal that Communications Security Establishment 
Canada (CSEC) was mapping the phone calls of Brazil's Ministry of Mines and Energy. In a 
presentation to security analysts from other allied countries in 2012, a CSEC analyst showed off 
a program called "Olympia" that allows the user to map the phone traffic in and out of a target, 
in this case the mining ministry. The phone number of Mr. Cordeiro, as he is known, was one 
that the Canadian intelligence agency had singled out for its attention, apparently because he 
had called or been called by the ministry. 



Sun sea migrants' uncertain fate 
Victoria Times-Colonist, Katie DeRosa, 2013 1020 
Victoria - One man is facing a deportation order to Sri llInka, which his lawyer is fighting amid 
revelations two other asylum seekers from the MV Sun Sea were imprisoned, one brutally 
tortured, after they were sent back to that country. Another man is in jail facing human 
smuggling charges that have been found by one trial judge to be unconstitutional. That decision 
is being reviewed by the B.C. Court of Appeal . They're examples of the myriad legal challenges 
facing the federal government's aggressive stance on 492 Tamil asylum seekers who came to 
Victoria on the MV Sun Sea on Aug. 13,2010. The Conservative govemment vowed to 
challenge the refugee claims of many Sun Sea passengers and prosecute people whO 
organized the ship's voyage from Thailand, in order to send a strong message to human 
smugglers. 

Take down the barricades 
Telegraph-Journal (New Brunswick), 20131019 
Editorial - The blockades that have beeo erected by First Nations across Canada underline the 
fact that the violence near Rexton had nothing to do with shale gas. The clash between police 
and protesters occurred because non-native shale gas protesters tried to hitch their wagon to 
outstanding aboriginal land claims issues - a much more explosive issue, and one which rapidly 
moved to the forefront. The results were predictable, from the moment when Elsipogtog Chief 
Aaron Sock and self-declared "warriors· proclaimed that they were serving an eviction notice to 
SWN Resources on Sept. 30. This proclamation dealt only glancingly with the issue of shale gas 
exploration. It included a catalogue of other grievances, including outstanding land claims, plus 
a pledge to start seizing Crown lands for the use of Aboriginal peoples. It should not surprise 
anyone that such an inflammatory declaration drew militants to the nearby highway blockade. 
While the provincial govemment undertook negotiations with Elsipogtog in good faith, seeking a 
peaceful resolution, the protest site became an armed camp, attracting more self-described 
''warriors.'' When the police finally moved in to clear the road, enforcing a provincial injunction 
that had been in place for approximately two weeks, officers were shot at and firebombed. 

Terrorism overdrive: Foreign money is radicalizing Canadian Indians. 
aMI Agency, Ezra levant, 20131020 . 
Opinion - Terrorism is defi(led as the use of violence, or the threat of violence, to achieve 
political objectives. Anti-oil and gas extremists have not been able to stop perfectly legal, 
perfectly safe seismic trucks from exploring for natural gas in New Brunswick. So if they can't 
convince their fellow Canadians with arguments and facts, perhaps they'll terrorize them into 
submission. Or maybe even kill them. Why else would the rioters have had a cache of high
power weapons at their encampment, including enormous stores of bullets, Soviet-style assault 
weapons, and even Iraq-style IEDs? And these brave ''warriors'' brought women and children 
with them. Why? As cannon fodder? As human shields? let us take a moment to praise the 
RCMP, who took out this large terrorist encampment and made 40 arrests without the loss of 
life. They were careful; they took every opportunity to do so peacefully, even waiting two weeks 
before enforcing a court order. And when their officers finally moved in, they used only non
lethal force, like bean-bag guns and tear gas. By contrast, the eco-terrorists responded with 
gunshots and Molotov cocktail attacks that torched at least five police vehicles. We have seen 
illegal acts by eco- activists before. But they're usually non-violent -- just industrial sabotage, 



trespass and break and enter. That's the tactic of Greenpeace, a foreign multinational 
corporation based in Amsterdam. A ~ 
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The Canadian government is trying to take a hard line on woul -b,!I migrants, even if they 
face danger at home " "" 
Victoria Times-Colonist, Katie DeRosa, 2013 1020 °., ~c. 
Victoria - A Tamil asylum seeker who came to Canada aboard the V Sun Sea says she's 
hopeful her husband's deportation order will be suspended after news that one man deported to 
Sri Lanka was tortured and another was jailed and has since disappeared. "I think it's going to 
be good for us because my lawyer can show if we get sent back to the countrY it will happen the 
same thing to us," the woman said in an interview last week. Her name is not being published to 
protect her identity - she said it's even dangerous to be in contact with her parents because Sri 
Lankan officials have been questioning them on her whereabouts. She's not surprised at 
allegations of torture by the Sri Lankan army, which she said is common against ethnic minority 
Tamils . The risks are even greater for asylum-seekers known to have fled to Canada on the MV 
Sun Sea, which arrived in Canada Aug. 13,2010, with 492 Tamils on board. 

Tories reverse plans to withhold public servants' pay 
Ottawa Citizen, Kathryn May, 2013 1021 
Ottawa - The Conservative govemment is giving up plans to claw back four per cent of public 
servants' paycheques next year as it moves to a modemized pay system. Treasury Board 
President Tony Clement said the govemment reversed the decision when it was brought to his 
attention that Public Works and Govemment Services Canada, the federal paymaster and 
receiver-general, wanted to recover two weeks' pay from every public servant's paycheque for 
2014 beginning in January. "When it came to our attention, this govemment did what was fair 
and reasonable for its employees," said Clement in an email . "As we trans~ion from the 40-year
old computer pay system to the new system employees will not see any interruption in the 
biweekly pay cycle." Clement met with union leaders last week about the new "pay in arrears" 
system and assured them the govemment had found a way to proceed without a claw back. 
Details will be announced this week. 

Un grand chef du Manitoba en renfort 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 20131021 
Rexton - Des centaines de personnes se sont rassemblees hier dans une salle communautaire 
de Rexton, au Nouveau-Brunswick, pour discuter de leur opposition au developpement du 
secteur du gaz de schiste dans la province, alors que leurs demarches ont reyu I'appui d'un 
grand chef autochtone du Manitoba. Le chef de la Premiere Nation Elsipogtog, Arren Sock, a 
declare que la rencontre, qui a attire environ 300 membres de la communaute et manifestants, 
et qui eta~ interdite aux medias, etait I'occasion pour ses concitoyens de raconter leur vacu. Le 
chef Sock n'a pas voulu dire si quoi que ce soit avait ete decide concemant la fa~n de 
proceder avec la manifestation contre I'exploration des gaz de schiste par I'entreprise SWN 
Resources. Le grand chef Derek Nepinak, de l'Assemblee des chefs du Manitoba, a indique 
que les chefs membres de I'assemblee manitobaine I'avaient envoye au Nouveau-Brunswick 
pour se montrer solidaire de la communaute et des manifestants. 

Une autre marche contre la charte 
Agence QMI, Agnes Chapsal, 2013 1021 



Montreal - Des manifestants ont passe leur message lors de la marche contre Ie projet de 
charte des valeurs quebecoises, hier. Le mouvement de conll!station ne semble pas s'affaiblir 
dans la metropole, depuis la presentation du texle par Ie ministre Bemard Drainville en 
septembre. Au debut de la manifestation organisee par la coalition « Ensemble contre la charte 
xenophobe» , une femme a interpele les manifestants rassembles au coin de la rue Guy et du 
boulevard De Maisonneuve Ouest pour exprimer son soutien ala charte, estimant ce texle « 
tres bien» . Le ton est alors monte, mais I e cortege a ensuite pris d'assaut la rue Sainte
Catherine, au rythme de slogans comme «on lache rien» ou « s· t aimes t on foulardl ta kippa, 
tape des mains.» 1 (. 70V " 0 Cc 
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Une Charte xenophobe? 10",- (0, 
Le Devoir, Joumaliste maison, 20131021 
Montreal - Quelques centaines de manifestants ont repondu a I'appel du coliectif Ensemble 
contre la charte xenophobe, dimanche apres- midi, aMontreal. Dans la foule, Chloe Marin, 
qu'on apers;oit ci-dessus avec son voile beige, a tenu adire que Ie gouvemement Marois devrait 
repenser sa Charte : " C'est vraiment stressant de ne pas savoir si je vais garder mon emploi. 
Tout c;a, parce que je risque de me faire dire "desole, tu ne peux pas travailler si tu gardes ton 
voile"." 
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"Je n'irai plus jamais aux etats-Unis" '" ~ 
La Presse, Nicolas Berube, 20131022 It.,. I-
Montreal - L'histoire d'un auteur neerlandais stoppa aux douanes americalnes enflamme I'intemet Parti 
en train sur la ligne Montreal-New York, I'auteur neerlandais Niels Gerson Lohman s'est vu refuser 
I'entree ·aux Etats-Unis par des douaniers qui n'aimaient pas les tampons des pays visites figurant dans 
son passeport. Son histoire est devenue virale sur I'intemet. Niels Gerson Lohman n'est pas en colere. II 
n'eleve pas la voix, pas plus qu'iI n'affinne 6tre une victime. N'empeche, sa decision est prise: il n'ira plus 
jamais aux Etats-Unis . • Je ne suis pas antiamericain, d~-il, assis dans un cafe de I'avenue du Mont
Royal. Plusieurs de mes meilleurs amis sont Americains, et j'ai d'excellents souvenirs de New York, de la 
Floride, de la c6te ouest .. ." 

Afghan war memoir wins Weston prize 
Postmedia News, Mark Medley, 2013 10 22 
Graeme Sm~h has won the Hilary Weston W~ers' Trust Prize for Non-Fiction. Sm~h has likely spent 
more time covering Canada's involvement in the war in Afghanistan than any other Westem joumalist. He 
first anrived .in September 2005 to cover the country's parliamentary elections and was the Globe and 
Mail's primary correspondent until 2011 . He lell, only to retum. Smith currently lives in Kabul, where he 
works as a senior analyst for the Intemational Crisis Group. Last month he published his long- awatted 
chronicle of the conflict, The Dogs Are Eating Them Now: Our War in Afghanistan, published by Knopf 
Canada, a division of Random House Canada. On Monday SmHh and his book received the Weston 
prize, Canada's top award for non-fiction. ( 

oAlleged train terrorist wants out of jail 
Toronto Sun, Sam Pazzano, 2013 1022 
Toronto - Alleged Via Rail terrorist Raed Jaser will seek bail on Nov. 20, while his co-accused- Chiheb 
Esseghaier- remains in legat limbo, representing himself on serious charges as a trial date may loom next 
year. The 31-year-old Esseghaier is looking for a defence lawyer who shares his belief that he ought to 
be tried by the Ou(an, not the Criminal Code. Jase(s lawyer John Nonris said so far Esseghaier hasn~ 
found a tawyer, but n's possible a judge could appoint a "friend-of-the-court" counsel who will represent 
the Tunisian on legal matters and protect his rights to a fair trial. On Monday, Nonris asked and received 
the adjoumment for his ciient's bail hearing, which was scheduled to begin that day. 

Baird calls for 'real action' in Iran nuke talks 
aMI News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 201310 22 
ottawa - Foreign Minister John Baird is less impressed than many with Iran's seeming openness at recent 
nuclear anns talks. "We all want to see a peaceful diplomatic solution," he said Monday. "Dialogue is 
tremendously imporlant -- but dialogue isn't a replacement for real action." American and European 
diplomats have been encouraged in recent w.eeks by Iran's apparent willingness to come to the table. The 
wor1d powers leading the talkS,- he U.S., the U.K., Russia, China, France and Gennany -met wHh Iran last 
week. The regime's chief nuclear negotiator was quoted over the weekend as saying he expected talks to 
wrap up within a year. 

Bell s'attire les critiques 
La Presse, Philippe Mercure, 2013 10 22 
Montreal - Transmission de renseignements personnels Votre historique de navigation internet. Les 
emissions de tele que vous visionnez. Vos habitudes d'appels telephoniques. Si vous 6tes ciient de Bell, 
ces infonnations personnelles pourraient bientOt 6tre collectees et partagees avec d'autres entreprises 
une nouvelle pratique qui, selon des exper1s et organismes de defense des consommateurs, souleve des 
doutes quant s sa legalite. La societe Bell a annonce ases clients qu's compterdu 16 novembre, elle 



allail collecter et partager les renseignements de ses clients avec des tiers, notamment II des fins de 
markating. Les clients qui Ie souhaitent peuvent choisirde ne ~s r.j!.cevoirde "publicites ciblees", mais on 
ne sait pas trop s'ils peuvent em~cher la collecte et Ie partage e, leurs habitudes de consommation. 

-« 10+" ;t~
BlackBerry rolls ou1 BBM for Android and iPhone use .(!;anada). ~O,t' ~~,. 
The National (UAE), Kyle Sinclair, 201310 22 I> ~( "'O,~ ~ 
Abu Dhabi - Mobile phone company BlackBerry has sai that it is now launching its instant messaging 
service for Android and iPhone users. BBM, or BlackBerry MeSS!!nge~, is'Sn application tha allows text 
messages and pictures to be sent to other users who have also downloaded H, much IiklfJ he popular free 
messenger Whatsapp. "In the next few hours, people will start seelng~BM in Google Play, the App Store 
and in select Samsung App Stores - where it will be free to download ,~ t e comll8ny sliid in a blog post 
on its website on Monday. BBM was previously only available on BlackBerry's ~ !]lobile handsets. 
BlackBerry said on Monday that given the high demand for downloads a "line-up" sxstem is being,Jolied 
out wor1dwide. C 4' 

~4' 
Canada pushes for new safety measures at Arctic Council 
Globe and Mail, Josh Wingrove, 20131022 
WhHehorse - Canada will use Hs position as chair of the international Arctic Council to push for new safety 
standards for oil tankers and other northern shipping - a move welcomed by Denmark after one of its 
ships became the first fully loaded cargo vessel to navigate the Northwest Passage. A previous Canadian 
pledge to focus on "safe arctic shipping" cHed cruise liners, rather than oil tankers. As Arctic Council 
meetings began on Monday in Whitehorse, Environment Minister and Nunavut MP Leona Aglukkaq 
suggested oil tankers could become a more common sight in Northern waters. "An oil spill from one of the 
many ships that will soon be crossing Arctic waterways as the shipping season becomes longer could 
have serious consequences for the environment and the livelihoods of northern people," Ms. Aglukkaq 
said in one of three speeches in WhHehorse on Monday, according to remarks released by her office, as 
Canada opened its time as Arctic Council chair with a ~ree-'day summH. 

Canadian warships to stay on patrol in Arabian Sea until April 2 15 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 10 22 
Ottawa - The Defence Department says H will extend Hs participation in a muHi-national anti-terrorism 
patrol in the Arabian Sea to April 2015. Canadian warships first joined the patrol, known as CTF-150, in 
May 2012. The 29-nation operation is based in Bahrain and uses its ships to monHor, inspect, board and 
stop suspect shipping in the Hom of Africa region. HMCS Toronto and her Halifax-based crew of 
approximately 250 personnel are on duty now. They are to be repiaced ear1y in 2014 by HMCS Regina, a 
frigate based in EsquimaH, B.C. The Canadian operation is known as Operation Artemis. 

Canadians should care someone's listening in 
iPolitics.ca, Michael Harris, 2013 1022 
Column: ACCOrding to the pollsters at Ipsos-Reid, about half of all Canadians don1 care if their own 
government is spying on them through CSEC, Canada's national cryptologic agency. A whopping 77 per 
cent of us apP.8rently actively support such spying when it is justified by the claim that it helps prevent 
terror1st attacks. So the message to government is that to get buy-in from three-quarters of Canadians on 
gross violations of privacy, S~pi)' piay the terrorist card. (The fact that we are spying on an ally, Brazil, 
has sparked less public interest than VanHy Fair's upcoming tongue-wagger on Gwyneth Paltrow.) There 
are two problems with our laissez-faire attHude about the government listening in. None of us will ever be 
able to check the claims of the authOrities when they say they acted in the interests of national secumy 
it's classified; and government!!' routinely ie about alleged security threats to get around the messy 
business of defending the indefensible in public. 

Ii.,. 
Citizenship applicant loses 'bias' challe e:& 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 1022 
Toronto - A federal judge has dismissed the appeal of a Toronto woman who failed the citizenship test but 
then took the government to court claiming she had actually aced it, and that she was a victim of bias. 
When Wei Zhou took the "Knowiedge of Canada" test in 2011, she could not correctly answer questions 
about voting, history, geography or "the responsibilities and privileges of citizenship." She scored 13 out 
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of 20 - below the required 75%, But she then appealed to the Federal Court, arguing that not only had 

she correctly answered every question but that the judge who mi(1' tered the test was biased against 


her. "'" oc~ .. 10>\1: ,s.sl;:' 
Fmr. Canadian PM speaks out against boycotting C OGM cc~.s:0 ... : ~)o 
Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka), 20131021 I> It'~.sl!I> "0 ..,~ C,s'.s 
Canada should not boycott the upcoming Commonweal m etings in Sri La ~lR orme( Rtime Minister 
Brian Mulroney said. "If you were going to boycott the Commonwelflt bella se of iIIu tions p~mproper 
government or abusive treatment of people within some of the meml1e cOuntries, some da.lS'yOU ~ 
wouldn1 have too many people around that Commonwealth table for tell' u rOne)f said during..1J~ Vo 
appearance on CTV's Qu~stion Period. "There's a I?t of developing count~s i9;tHere, tountries with It 
problems, and the best thmg I thmk that we can do IS be there at the table arid IIllfstrate, b our. presence, 

.~ ,
the value of what we've learned as a country over 146 years and how we conduct;().urseJyes Wit" 0llr 

democracy and with our generosity to friends internationally." <'<tce,~8 
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Foreign Affairs/CIDA restructuring panel includes CEO of Rio Tinto Alcan 
Ottawa Cnizen, Elizabeth Payne, 2013 10 22 
Ottawa - The chief executive officer of one of the world's largest mining conglomerates is among those 
who have been brought in to help advise the new Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development 
on restructuring. The move is raising eyebrows among those who say Canada's development policy is too 
closely tied to Canada's business interests o'(erseas. The Canadian International Development Agency 
was folded into the federal Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade in last May's budget, 
creating a new super-department. The federal government said the move would create more policy 
coherence and effectiveness, but some critics feared it v/Ould undermine foreign aid and further tie 
development dollars to Canadian business interests overseas. Canada already has several international 
development partnerships with mining companies - including Rio Tint~lcan , which co-finances one in 
Ghana - and promises to "deepen and broaden" its e!l9agement with the private sector "in order to 
achieve sustainable economic development and reduce wverty in d velo 'ng countries." 

II It 
Injunction lifted as protesters leave N.B. road 0 '8~'(;>\I:~<.t 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 10 22 0-'11. (r, ~,.", (0, 
Moncton, N.B, - A judge has lifted an injunction ordering shale- gas protesters to end their blockade of a 
resource company's compound, ahead of expected talks this week with New Brunswick's premier, Judge 
George Ride out said the injunction was no longer required since equipment and vehicles owned by SWN 
Resources have been removed from the compound near Rexton, N.B" and the protesters are no longer 
blocking the road. The RCMP enforced the injunction last Thursday during a violent clash that saw the 
seizure of weapons including improvised explosive devices and firearms, six police vehicles set on fire 
and 40 people arrested for offences including threats, intimidation and mischief. The Mounties said they 
fired non-lethal, beanbag-type bullets and used pepper spray to defuse the situation after Molotov 
cocktails were tossed at them. Susan Levi-Peters, a former chief of Elsipogtog First Nation, said the 
community is ready tei lIemonstrate wherever there is any shale gas exploration, but she hopes such 
activnies wolll procee<lJ " ~I> 

o Ito. )\("'0 "?,~ '" 
Khadr 'not a ilahger,' tireil U.S. general says 

Edmonton Joumal/'
Sh~ila !i!ratt, 2013 10 22 
Edmonton - \l\lhe.!l l'fltire&U.S. brigadier general Stephen Xenakis saw the photographs of prisoner abuse 
at Abu Ghraib in Iraq, ~e was shocked at the use of torture and troubled by the breach of medical ethics 

,by medics who assisted, As a psychiatrist with a 28-year military career, Xenakis soon took a public 
position that milnary medical ofticers, bouQo by the Hippocratic oath to do no harm, must not participate in 
torture, "After I was shown Abu Ghraib photos, I was pretty adamant that there had to be a firewall 
between medics and interrogators," said the 65-year-old Xenakis, who speaks in Edmonton Tuesday 
evening. "No doctor, and no military medical leader should participate in torture in any way," he wrote in 
the Washington Post. That stance was not popular in U,S. milital)' circles and Xenakis said he lost 
contracts, In the past, he had treated both Vietnam veterans and those involved in the First Gulf War. His 
controversial stance also cost him a chance to be the No. 2 man in charge of heatth in the U,S. Defense 
Department, he said. In 2005, he took on another controversial case, a young Canadian prisoner in 



Guantanamo milnary prison, Omar Khadr. Xenakis, who had specialized in post-traumatic stress disorder 
and child and adolescent mental heatth, was contacted by Kha~r's !,.l.S. defence team through his work 
with Physicians for Human Rights. Facing a possible milnary cominiSSion trial , they wanted an psychiatric 
assessment of Khadr, who was then 18. Atthough he had ot yet been charged with a crime, he had gone 
through prison abuse such as sleep deprivation and stre5S'P9Sjtions. Two years later, Xenakis finally got 
clearance to enter Guantanamo and met with Khadr. 0ver t e yeQtS, the Iw!!I !iV.e fanned an enduring 
relationship. . 0..", lto -t(.t ~"" 1"4(/"'4 
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Le compte Twitter de Stephen Harper pirate ("~<.'1"0",'It"~ 1"0 4<.'1'"It.t 
Agence OMI, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 22 ..(-/,0(/ I)<t.r"""~ ""4~"b/. 
Ottawa - Le !)Ornpie Twnter du premier ministre Stephen Harper a ete la ei.bl ' ' n ~nlifar en lighe. 0., 
L'Agence OMI a reyu une capture d'ecran d'une note ecrite dimanche sur Ie corriptl!',d~remier ministre. 
Le gazouillis, qui a ete retire du site, indiquan que Ie gouvemement ne cederait pas aUxlp~e'miereS :t 
Nations. « Nous ecraserons ces manifestations par tous les moyens que la Couronne nous donne », , 
aurait ecm M. Harper, faisant reference aux emeutes antifracturation hydraulique de la semaine C\.emiere, 
a Rexton, au Nouveau- BrunSWick, ou six vehicules de la GRC ont ete incendies. Le directeur des 
communications du premier ministre Harper, Jason MacOonald, a nie qu'un tel gazouillis ait pu venir du 
bureau de M. Harper. 

Le Quebec en proie aux vols d'identitll 
Le Soleil, Yves Thenien, 2013 10 22 '" Q 

La Malbaie - La Commission d'acces a I'information veut une modification ilia loi Les entreprises 
commerciales au Ouebec devraient etre tenues Ite devoiler qu'elles ont perdu les donnees personnelles 
de leurs clients, ou pire, que ces donnees ont ete volees. Pourtant, meme si la Commission d'acces a 
I'information (CAl) demande que ce son obligatoire depuis 2002, Ie gouvemement quebecois n'a toujours 
rien fait: Cette recommandation a ete refaile en 2011 , mais aucun signe a I'horizon ne permet de croire 
que Ie Ouebec suivra I'exemple de l'Alberta et de la Colombie- Bmann1que qui ont deja rendu obligatoires 
les declarations de tous les incidents de secume qui meUent en jeu Ie renseignements personnels des 
consommateurs. La loi devrait etre modifiee, insiste ¥e :Jean Chartier, preslaent de la CAl , car assurer la 
protection des renseignements personnels des individus ~Ieve de la juridiction de la Commission. 

. 0 (; (0, 
Las autochtones denoncent la GRC • C '" 
Agence OMI, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1022 C 
Moncton - Les autochtones du Nouveau- Brunswick ont critique hier Ie traitement que leur a reserve la 
GRC la semaine demiere at ont promis de poursuivre la luUe contre I'exploration du gaz de schiste. Le 
chef de la Premiere Nation Elsipogtog, Aaron Stock, a declare que son peuple avait ete c mattrane » , 
quand des policiers de la GRC avaient entrepris de faire respecter une injonction judiciaire visant a faire 
lever un barrage au nord de Moncton. Oes centaines de manifestants avaient cherche a empecher des 
employes de la compagnie SWN Resources de faire de I'exploration pour Ie gaz de schiste. 

Les pirates ont souvent la vie facile 
Le Soleil, Yves Thenien. 2013 1022 
Valcartier - Comment fait-on pour avoir un bon mot de passe? Avant de donner une reponse, Martin 
Salois, du Centre de recherche at de deyeloppement pour la defense du Canada aValcartier, explique 
comment fonctionnent les pirates pour trower en peu de temps tous les mots de passe d'une grosse 
base de donnees: les mathematiques, les statistiques et les probabilMs. Lorsque la base de donnees du 
site RockYou a ete attaquee, les pirates ont decouvert que Ie mot de passe Ie plus utilise etait 1 234 5 6. 
O'autres utilisaient Qwerty ou password tou simplement. Les utilisateurs choisissent la voie de la facilite, 
une belle manne pour les pirates. ,'~ 0 

Les scientifiques federaux craignent leurs maitres politiques 
Le Oevoir, Helene Buzzelli, 2013 10 22 
Ottawa - Les scientifiques de la fonction publique federale estiment qu'ils sont museles par leurs maitres 
polniques, au point de devoir regulierement modifier des informations dans leurs rapports pour des 
raisons non scientifiques. C'est la conclusion a laquelle anive un vaste sondage Environics commande 
par I'lnstnut professionnel de la fonction publique du Canada aupres des quelque 15 000 scientifiques 



syndiques qu'iI represente. Un peu plus de 4000 fonctionnaires de 40 ministeres et organismes federaux 
y ont repondu. Les scientiflques ont indique qu'ils se font demander de maniere r6guliere de modifier ou 
d'exclure des informations de leurs documents pour des raisons non,scieDtifiques. Ces demandes sont 
parvenues certes de leurs superieurs, mais aussi de lobb),istes et IDem ife.membres du personnel 
polttique. Par exemple, 18 % des 651 repondants travaill~nt il! Sant C§nooa , nt affirme s'atre fait 
demander d'exclure des informations par I'entourage du ml istre..... 1"01.1r~.. if" 
Les scientifiques federaux ont peur de parler o....:~o~~~"c I\f"'o~:~..g~b~~ 
La Presse, Hugo de Grandpre, 2013 10 22 "~:'o...."''' 1"IO~"~~ 
Ottawa - Les scientifiques du gouvemement federal ne se sentent pas lil:ires de communiquer leurs 10 
connaissances, m6me 51 leur silence pourratt nuire a la sante et a la secu~t~ du publip,. Voila elf ~ 
substance les resuHats d'un sondage mene aupres de plus de 4000 scientifiqu\ls emR!oyes par Ottawa, 
qui se plaignent d'atre museles par les politiques du gouvemement Harper. Le coup de .lIOJlde a ete 
commande par leur syndical. Voici cinq chiffres susceptibles d'alimenter la controverse. 86 % I'fus de 85 
% des scientifiques du gouvemement federal croient qu'ils feraient face a de la censure ou a es 
represailles s'ils se pronon~ient pUbliquement contre une mesure de leur ministere susceptible de 
compromettre la sante et la securite publiques ou de nuire a I'environnemenl. 90 % C'est Ie nombre de 
repondants qui « estiment qu'ils ne peuvent pas parler librement aux medias de leur travail • . 

Les scientifiques f6deraux se disent biillonnes 
Agence aMI, Normand Rheaume, 201310 22 
Ottawa - La moilie d'entre eux peuvent citer des cas d'ingerence polttique La moiM des scientifiques 
travaillant pour Ie gouvemement canadien disent pouwir donner des exemples d'ingerence politique au 
cours des cinq demieres annees compromettant la sante et la securite des citoyens ou la perennite de 
I'environnement, indique un sondage Environics rendu public II Ottawa. PHOTO D'ARCHIVES Les 
scientifiques connaissent des cas ou la suppression d'information par un ministere ou un organisme a 
donne une impression incomplete, inexacte ou trompeuse au public, ~ l'lndustrie, aux medias ou aux 
representants du gouvememenl. Un scientifique federal sur quatre (24%) affirme qu'on lui a demande 
directement cd'omettre de I'information ou de la modifier pour des raisons qui n'ont rien a voir avec la 
science» , revele la consultation II laquelle ont repondu !4069 scientifiques, chercheurs et ingenieurs 
oeuvrant dans plus de 40 ministeres et organismes federaux~nadiens. 

Ci 
Mission canadienne prolongee jusqu'en 2015 
Agence aMI, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1022 
Ottawa - Le gouvemement canadien prolonge sa contribution II la mission de securite et de lutte 
antiterrorisme dans la region de la mer d'Oman, au Moyen-Orient, jusqu'en avril 2015, a annonce Ie 
ministre de la Defense nationale, Rob Nicholson, hier. Presentement, Ie navire NCSM Toronto et ses 
quelque 250 membres d'equipage des Forces canadiennes effectuent des patrouilles dans la mer 
d'Oman. II s'agit de la contribution actuelle du Canada II la Force operationnelle muHinationale 150 (CTF) 
150 a laquelle participent 28 autres nations. 

Native protesters ought to apologize 
Toronto Sun, 2013 10 22" 
Editorial: The behaviour of Elsipogtog First Nation protesters in New Brunswick is simply unacceptable. 
They are their own worst enemies and are hurting their own cause. Our jaws dropped when we listened 
to Chief Aaron Sock say at a Monday press conference that they're willing to forgive the RCMP. "'We are 
on the path to forglvel)ess. AHIloJl9h it's a long road and it may take some time, the Mi'kmaq are always a 
forgiving people," said Soc . So what exactly did the RCMP do that you're going to forgive them for, 
Chief? (~.,,~ 'I 

Our energy under attack "'Ce
lt 

" 
Toronto Sun, Ezra Levant, 20131022 
Column: The RCMP arrested 40 people at the anti-fracking riots in New Brunswick last week. Six police 
cars were torched, and police found caches of firearms, ammunition and even lED explosive devices. 
That's shocking, especially in New Brunswick. But what was even more shocking was the response to the 
riots. The Sierra Club put out a press release entitled "'Welcome to Canada, the Petro State: Harper 



replaces consultation with storm troopers." Huh? Does the Sierra Club really think Harper directed the 
RCMP action that day? And he pressured a New Brunswick court to issue an injunction two weeks 
earlier, that the RCMP were enforcing? It gets crazier. "Sierra C ub Canada is outraged by the mil~ary 
style attack on peaceful protesters yesterday in New Brunswick." "Ic/ "'.s-~ 

~ 0",° 
Premier vows to press on despite fracking oppositio~~<:.~ ,so 1: ~,,~ 
Globe and Mail, Jane Taber, 201310 22 ., 
Halifax - Just days after a violent anti-fracking protest, New Brunswick Premier David Alward is pressing 
ahead ~h his vow to develop a shale gas industry, suggesting First Nations people will share the 
economic benefits. But natives are not budging, arguing that their drinking water,. which they fear the 
fracking process could contaminate, is not for sale. In an interview on Monday, Mr. Alward said he is 
hoping SWN Resources, the Texas energy company exploring for shale gas near Rexton, N.B., will 
resume ~s operations. He made his comments as native protesters and Elsipogtog First Nation people 
cheered a New Brunswick judge's decision on Monday to lift an injunction that had ordered them to stop 
blocking trucks from leaving the SWN Resources compound to do seismic testing in the area. , 

Prospect of easily made 3D printer guns a worry for federal officials 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 1022 
ottawa - The federal Public Safely Department is worried about the emergence of three-dimensional 
printers that can easily manufacture guns without any kind of licensing control. The department is 
commissioning a study that will look at the advent of 3D technology and the feasibility of crafting firearms, 
gun parts and ammun~ion. It is also interested in possible technological solutions that could be applied to 
such printers to prevent them from 'making guns. In May, the U.S. government made headlines when it 
ordered a Texas-based website to remove blueprints for using a 3D printer to manufacture a handgun. 
Files for the' 'Uberator" gun were quickly downloaded more than 1 00,000 times, prompting concern in 
Washington and state capitals, the Public Safety Department notes. The possibility of cheaply produced 
firearms has also stirred concern in Europe. 

There's no excuse for violent protests , 
Toronto Sun, Jerry Agar, 2013 1022 
Ed~orial : Native protesters who torched police vehicles, threw Molotov cocktails at cops and threatened 
the media at an anti-fracking blockade in New Brunswick do not, according to many, represent natives in 
general in Canada. That's true. But ~'s also irrelevant. Law-abiding people who express an opinion on any 
issue, or who join a peaceful and legal protest, are within their rights and of no danger to anyone. But 
constantly speaking plat~udes about the good people, distorts the focus on what should be done about 
the bad people, which is to prosecute them criminally. Canadians justifiably - admirably-care about the 
plight of natives on and off reserves. Therefore, they might well be more amenable to an argument 
against mining for natural gas through the use of fracking technology, if it appears to be raised by natives. 

Trade agreement will strengthen the North: minister 
Whttehorse Star, Ainslie Cruickshank, 2013 10 22 
Whttehorse - ArctiC Council senior officials are meeting for the first time under Canada's chairmanship this 
week in Whftehorse. Environment Minister Leona Aglukkaq, Canada's chair of the council , was on hand 
to open the meetings this morning. She took the opportunity to tout Canada's recently signed trade 
agreement with the European Union. "The Canada-Europe Trade Agreement is the biggest trade deal 
Canada has ever made," Aglukkaq told Arctic Council officials at the Yukon Convention Centre. "This 
agreement will create thousands of jobs for Canadians and give Canadians business access to half a 
billion new customers," she said, Bridging back to the council , Aglukkaq highlighted the trade agreement's 
benefit to the North. ~ 

Tweet was 'a hoax' Harper rep says 
QMI News Agency, Daniel Proussalidis, 201310 22 
ottawa - The Prime Minister's Office says it was the victim of an online hoax targeting Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper's Twitter account. QMI Agency received a supposed screen capture of an online posting 
Harper made via Twitter on Sunday night -that was then quickly deleted from the online social 
networking service--daiming the government would not "yield to so- called First Nations." "We will crush 



these demonstrations by all means under Crown Law," Harper is quoted as saying, presumably referring 
to last week's anti-fracking riots in Rexton, N.B., that saw six police vehicles destroyed and the media 
threatened. Harper's director of communications denies such a tweet was ever sent. "This is a hoax," 
Jason MacDonald said in an e-mail. "It's unfortunate that someone would choose to attempt to inflame the 
situation in this manner." (full report) ", 

l •. ~,. 

Un camounet canadien pour Naguib Sawiris o
Le Quotidien d'Oran, Akram BelkaTd, 2013 10 22 
Paris - Naguib Sawiris n'est pas content et ille fait savoir. II n'investira plu~ au Canada pas pfus qu'it n'y 
remettra les pieds. La raison en est simpfe. Le gouvemement f6d6ral du pays de 1'6rable vient de lui 
infliger une humiliation majeure en lui refusant Ie droit de racheter une entreprise canadienne pour des 
raisons «de s6curit6 nationale». L'une des muttiples branches du groupe Orascom, I'entreprise Accelero 
Capital avait en effet depose une offre de 520 millions de dollars canadiens (504 Illillions de dollars) pour 
prendre Ie contrOle d'Ailstream, une filiale de I'operateur Manitoba Telecom Services speclallsee dans Ie 
transport de donnees et de voix par fibres optiques. Mais Ie gouvemement du neoconservateur Stephan 
Harper a dit «no» a la grande fureur du magnat egyptien. «C'est fini, tennine Ie Canada. Investir dans ce 
pays releve de la farce, a-t-il declare a pfusieurs m6dias dont Ie site Ahram-online. Le monde est vaste, 
j'irai placer mon argent ailleurs. Ce ne sont pas les opportunites qui manquent.» Fonnulee it y a pres de 
cinq mois, I'offre etait en cours d'examen par les autorites canadiennes et I'annonce de leur veto a surpris 
nombreux observateurs cela d'autant que Sawiris s'etait engage, outre sa mise de depart, a investir 300 
millions de dollars canediens supplementaires sur trois ans. «Ce n'est pas nonnal. Nous avons consacre 
plusieurs millions de dollars pour elaborer et soumettre cette offre. Nous avons perdu du temps et de 
I'argent pour rien. C'est inadmissible. Nous pourrions poursuivre l'Etat canadien mais je n'ai pas envie de 
perdre mon temps avec ces gens-Ia» s'est encore emporte Sawiris pour qui les autorites canadiennes ont 
fait preuve de legerete et de protectionnisme contraire aux regles intemationales. 

Un rapport accablant 
Agence QMI, Marie-Helene Paquin, 2013 1022 
Val-D'or - L'Organisation des Nations unies ( ONU) a depeche un envoye special afin de dresser Ie 
portrait des communautes autochtones du Canada. Un rapport plutOt aeeablant a ete depose cette 
semaine, et selon Ie d6pute Romeo Saganash, Ie constat est reallste. PHOTO D'ARCHIVES Le 
surpeuplement semble etre la situation la plus grave rapportee dans un rapport des Nations unies. Le 
rapport de I'ONU fait mention de situations deplorables dans plusieurs communautes autochtones du 
Canada. «Je suis aile partout au pays de par mon rOle, j'ai rencontre plusieurs chefs autochtones a 
travers Ie pays et j'ai constate la meme chose. C'est exactement ce que j'ai vu», a explique M. Saganash, 
porte-parole adjoint en matiere d'affaires autochtones intemationales du NPD. «N'importe qui ayant un 
point de vue sur les communautes autochtones du pays est conscient qu'iI y a une situation d'urgence, a
t- il ajout6. Quand un rapporteur special des Nations unies -- qui utilisent habituellement des mots tres 
diplomatiques pour ne froisser personne -- emploie Ie mot "crise", c'est que c'est s6rieux.» 

Via Rail terror suspect unlikely to find Qu'ran-based lawyer, Crown says 
Canadian Press, Colin Perkel, 2013 10 22 
Toronto - Irs unlikely a man accuSed of plotting to attack a Via Rail passenger train will be able to find a 
lawyer willing to follow the Qu'ran ratl)er than the Criminal Code, a prosecutor said Monday. The 
comment came during a brief hearing for Chiheb Esseghaier to set a date for judicial pre-trial. Crown 
lawyer Croft Michaelson told Ontario Superior Court Justice Ian Nordheimer that Esseghaier, 31 , is a 
"self-represented accused" due to his insistence on retaining a lawyer willing to follow the Qu'ran. "The 
likelihood that he'll be represented by counsel is pretty slim," Michaelson said. Esseghaier will next 
appear Dec. 9 for a judicial pre-trial, a hearing that will be cloSed to the public, along with his co- accuSed, 
Raed Jaser. 
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Death threats, brandished weapons, forcible confinement trig~red raid: RCMP 
APTN National News, Jorge Barrera, 2013 1027 '0 
Ottawa - The RCMP moved in on the anti-shale gas protest near Elsipog og First alion after 
some individuals at the site issued death threats, brandished weapOl)s and forcibly confined 
security guards in a compound holding vehicles belonging to a Houston-based energy 
company, according to the force's superintendent of national Aboriginal policing. The RCMP has 
faced criticism from First Nations leaders across the country over last Thursday's raid last which 
led to 40 arrests, the seizure of three rifles and improvised explosive devices and intense 
clashes between Elsipogtog residents and RCMP officers. Sup!. Tyler Bates said he didn't 
agree with the criticism his force used heavy handed tactics to try and break the protest 
encampment which was blocking the entrance to a compound holding vehicles belonging to 
SWN Resources Canada. The company had been conducting shale gas exploration work in the 
region. The security guards at the compound were employed by Industrial Securities Ltd. The 
security company is owned by the Irving family. The Irvings, through Irving Oil, have an interest 
in seeing shale gas deposits developed in the province. The New Brunswick-based company 
sees shale gas as a cheap energy source to expand its refining capacity. Irving Oil is eyeing 
Alberta bitumen which could soon flow to the province if TransCanada gets approval for its 
proposed Energy East pipeline. Bates said the raid had reverberations across the country and 
impacted the RCMP's ongoing relationship with First Nation communities. The RCMP is the 
main police force in many First Nation communities. "Sometimes, depending on the perspective 
of what people choose to believe as the reality of the situation is concerned, it takes a long 
protracted effort to rebuild trust," he said. ''There is a level of trust that exists that we can build 
upon. It is unfortunate when these types of outcomes occur and there is a residual impact. The 
rebuilding of trust has to occur. " Bates said the RCMP's national Aboriginal policing branch was 
no involved in the operational details of Thursday's raid which were handled by the commander 
of the RCMP's J-Division in New Brunswick. He stressed there was "no military involvement" 
during the raid. Bates said he couldn't comment on whether Integrated Natiol1al Security 
Enforcement Teams (INSET) were used in Thursday's raid, describing the issue as an 
"operational" detail. INSET teams include RCMP officers along with agents from the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service, Canada Border Services Agency and other federal departments. 

Le Montrealais Michel Coulombe est Ie nouveau patron des espions canadiens 
45e Nord.ca (site de nouvelle en-ligne)" Jacques Godbout, 2013 1027 
Montreal - Les espions canadiens ont un nouveau patron. Parmi les changements aux echelons 
superieurs de la fonction publique que Ie Premier ministre Stephen Harper a annonce Ie 25 
octobre, Ie Montrealais Michel Coulombe, actuellement directeur interimaire du Service 
canadien du renseignement de, securite, en devient maintenant Ie directeur. II succooe a ce 
poste a Richard B. Fadden, qui avait d'ailleurs ete au centre d'une controverse en juin 2010, 
quand il avait affirme dans une inte.rview que les pays etrangers faisaient de I'espionnage 
industriel au Canada et tentaient aussi d'influencer les hommes politiques canadiens. Fadden, 
nomme directeur du SCRS en juin 2009, avait ete mute ala Defense en mai dernier. Michel 
Coulombe a fait ses etudes aMontreal, au Quebec, et il est titulaire d'un Baccalaureat es 
sciences en genie de l'Ecole Polylechnique de Universite de Montreal. II est est entre au SCRS 
ou il a occupe divers postes des 1986, soit deux ans apeine apres la creation du Service. 
Directeur intenmaire du Service canadien du renseignement de securite depuis mai 2013, il a 



ete auparavant sous-directeur des Operations, (2010 -2013), directeur adjoint, Renseignement 
et directeur adjoint, collecte s I'etranger (2009), directeu(;general , Region du Quebec (2006
2(08), sous-directeur general, region du Quebec (2004 -2006), s-directeur general, region 
d'Ottawa (2002 -2004), gestionnaire, antiterrorisme ~2000 -2QO~) ,;.aaj6int executif du directeur 
(1999 -20(0). Avant d'entrer au SCRS, il avait occu~divers postes sei(1, de 11;1 Gendarmerie 
royale du Canada (1982 -1986) et des Forces. canadiennlls (1980-1981) Le Service canadien 
du renseignement de securite (SCRS) est Ie principal servicad renseigrie~nts du Canada. 
En 1984, il a rempla~ I'ancien departement de securite de la Ger:ldarmene roya~ du Canada. 
Le SCRS vise d'abord et avant tout, selon ses propres mots, «s,seA istinguer dans SQn role de 
conseiller principal du gouvernement du Canada en matiere de secu'1!,e nationale». Sur Ie front 
domestique, Ie SCRS doit egalement collaborer etroitement avec, notaiTlment, las Fo:rces 
armees canadiennes, Ie Centre de la securite des telecommunications, Ie Ministere de a 'I 
Defense nationale et la Gendarmerie royale du Canada. c;; " 
Mahjoub right to fair trial violated but security certificate upheld " 
Canadian Press, Colin Perkel, 20131026 
Toronto - The branding. of an Egyptian man as a terrorist threat to Canada is reasonable even 
though the govemment violated his constitutional rights, Federal Court ruled Friday. The ruling 
upholds the national security certificate Ottawa imposed on Mohamed Mahjoub that has 
severely restricted his freedom for the past 13 years, even though he has never been charged 
with any crime. Judge Edmond Blanchard also issued a declaration that Mahjoub's "right to a 
fair trial pursuant to Section 7 of the Charter and right to be free of unreasonable search and 
seizure have been violated." However, Blanchard opted against any further orders. " Except for 
this declaration, no further relief is granted for the above violations," he wrote. The judge gave 
no reasons for his decision to allow time for them to be scrutinized for any possible security 
issues. Mahjoub, 53, a Toronto father of three, has been fighting government allegations that he 
was a ranking member of a terrorist group in Egypt that may - according to the evidence - never 
have existed: the Vanguards of Conquest. What emerged over years of hearings is, among 
other things, that the Canadian Security Intelligence Service d.estroyed the original records it 
used as a basis for claiming Mahjoub poses a threat. In addition, the spy service admitted 
foreign agencies that provided intelligence to Canada were linked to torture, but made no effort 
to filter out the information. 

Michel Coulombe apPOinted to head CSIS as government remakes upper ranks of public 
service 
Postmedia News, Lee Berthiaume, 20131026 
Ottawa - The Harper government shook up the top ranks of Canada's primary spy agency and 
its Foreign Affairs Department Friday, the latest in a string of changes to senior leadership 
throughout the federal civil service. Long-time spy Michel Coulombe formally takes over as 
director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, five months after he was tapped to serve 
as interim director to replace the outgoing Richard Fadden. Fadden famously made headlines in 
June 2010 when he said in an interview that foreign countries were actively engaged in 
industrial and political spying in Canada, and that they held sway over several unnamed 
Canadian politicians. He is now the most senior civilian leader at National Defence. Coulombe, 
who has been with CSIS since 1986, told a parliamentary committee in March that 
radicalization , or homegrown terrorisril, was the spy agency's "No.1 priority. CSIS is separate 
from the Communications Security Establishment Agency, the federal governmenfs super
secret electronic espionage agency, which has been at the centre of controversy over 
allegations of spying in Brazil and 9ther activities. 



'Suspicious' fire investigated at Elsipogtog RCMP station 
CBC.CA, 2013 1026 ' v~ 0 

Fredericton - Police and the fire marshal's office are investigating what they call a suspicious fire 
at the RCMP detachment in Elsipogtog First Nation in New BrunswiCk. on Friday night. 
Firefighters and RCMP were called to the fire outside of the building at around 8 p.m. This is the 
second fire at the Elsipogtog RCMP detachment in the last few weeks. On Oct. 18 a minor fire 
was extinguished outside of the building, just hours after a violent clash between~CMP and 
shale gas protesters. RCMP Sgt. Andre Pepin said damage to the structure could ha e been 
much worse. ~o ~ t: 
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Globe and Mail, 2013 10 28 ~ 
Editorial: The Conservative govemment is often seen as being secretive and obsessed with 
hoarding information - a characterization that is not entirely unfair. So when the federal 
Information Commissioner recently reported that the past year saw signs of "clear deterioration 
in the access to information system," the law by which Canadians can get their hands on most 
govemment data and documents, it wasn't exactly unexpected news. The headlines, and the 
articles, practically wrote themselves. Yet a closer reading of Suzanne Legault's annual report 
tells a different, and surprising, story. The impression of diminishing transparency isn't bome out 
by the Commissioner's statistics. The number of complaints handled by the Office of the 
Information Commissioner rose by 9 per cent in 20~2-13. Thafs not ideal. But when considered 
over a longer period, the volume of complaints has been dropping. Over the past four years, 
complaints are down nearly 5 per cent. The inventory of outstanding complaints has also 
steadily decreased, from 2,086 in 2009-2010 to 1,796 this year. 

1590 Canadiens sont detenus aI'etranger < 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1028 
Ottawa - Leministere des Affaires etrangeres est avare de details sur ces emprisonnements Si 
certains Canadiens detenus II I'etranger font la manchette, tels les Ontariens John Greyson et 
Tarek Loubani , recemment rentres au pays apres avoir croupi dans une cellule en Egypte, ou 
encore les militants de Greenpeace Alexandre Paul et Paul Ruzycki, emprisonnes en Russie, 
nombreux sont ceux qui ne profitent pas d'un aussi large reseau de partisans. Selon les plus 
recentes donnees du ministere federal des Affaires etrangeres, on compte 1590 Canadiens 
detenus dans des prisons II I'exterieur du pays. La vaste majorite d'entre eux, soit 1097 
prisonniers canadiens, sont incarceres aux Etats-Unis. Les autres se retrouvent derriere les 
barreaux dans plus de-85 pays differents. 

A government agency has amassed 165M files, many with personal details it has no right 
to collect 
Postmedia News, Vito Pilieci, 2013 1026 
Ottawa - The federal agency responsible for monitoring financial institutions for evidence of 
nefarious activity is still collecting and keeping personal information it should not have, even 
though it was wamed to stop gathering such data four years ago, the federal privacy 
commissioner says. A new audit of the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of 
Canada (FINTRAC) -- the department responsible for monitoring consumer bank accounts 
across Canada for signs of terrorist fund raising or fraud - has found information is collected and 
kept seemingly without reason. The commissioner's office said, for example, the personal 
financial information of a store owner was found in FINTRAC's systems after a financial 
institution filed a report on the person. The report was filed because the person deposited $570 
in $100, $50, $20 and $5 bills. No reason was given about why the transaction was considered 



suspicious. FINTRAC responded to the audit by saying that it ''welcomed'' the findings, and 
noted that the audit found no evidence to suggest private information had fallen into the wrong 
hands. 'We are pleased the audit recognizes that FINTRAC has in place a comprehensive 
approach to security, including controls to safeguard personal infonnation," said FINTRAC 
director Gerald Cossette in a statement. "Safeguarding the information entrusted to FINTRAC is 
an overarching and fundamental consideration in all aspects of our operations. We understand 
the protection of privacy is critical to maintaining Canadians' confidence in FINTRAC and the 
broader anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing regime." 

Anti-Semitic graffiti rocks Hampstead during election season 
Globe and Mail, Billy Shields, 20131027 
Hampstead - Warren Budning said he was coming back from a family dinner when he noticed 
the first bit of graffiti on one of his campaign posters, moustaches he chalked up to mere 
vandalism. It was only after going deeper into the Montreal suburb of 7,000 people that he 
realized it was an anti-Semitic smear - the moustaches were accompanied by swastikas and 
Nazi slogans. "I mean there's Holocaust survivors, tons of them, living in this community and 
they're waking up seeing swastikas on their lawn," said Budning's younger brother Kevin , who 
was taking signs down Saturday afternoon. "It's absolutely disgusting." More than 80 per cent of 
Hampstead's population is Jewish, and its entire slate of municipal candidates this election 
including Budning - are Jewish. Police say that around 60 signs were defaced Friday night. 
Strangely all of them seem to belong to Budning, while other candidates' posters were left 
largely untouched, something Budning chalks up to having a larger poster than other 
candidates. 

Are you in Canada's cyberspy data banks? Maybe. But good luck getting that info 
Global News, Anna Mehler Paperny, 201310 26 • 
Ottawa - Canada's cyber-surveillance body isn't allowed to target Canadians. But it keeps 
information banks with Canadians' personal details. A spokesperson for the Communications 
Security Establishment said in an email the "vast majority" of personal information kept 
indefinitely in the digital surveillance agency's information banks I:!elongs to non-Canadians. But 
if they have information on you, chances are slim you'll get to see it. Last week, CSEC 
published rough descriptions of those databases for the first time since it became a quasi
autonomous body (instead of being directly under National Defence) and after coming under fire 
for keeping those data banks secret even though the law demands it publish at least an index. 
Canada's digital espionage agency is growing, and preparing to move into swanky new 
headquarters. Its newly-minted watchdog takes the reins amid calls for closer policing of an 
agency with a lot of power and little public oversight. Revelations ear1ier this month that 
Canadian cyberspies had been targeting Brazilian government ministries 'incensed President 
Dilrna Rousseff and prompted global consternation over exactly what else Canadian cyberspies 
were looking for. Meanwhile, U.S. digital intelligence came under fire this week amid allegations 
the NSA spied on German Chancellor Angela Merkel and dozens of other wor1d leaders. CSE 
Commissioner Jean-Pierre Plouffe, a former judge and federal auditor who was narned to the 
Court Martial Appeal Court of Canada this past March, replaced Robert Decary Oct. 18. He 
takes up office at a touchy time: The Canadian Civil Uberties Association is suing CSEC, 
alleging illegal collection of Canadians' information. Privacy commissioners at both the 
provincial and federal level are worried CSEC is spying on Canadians - which it isn1 allowed to 
do. 

Au tour des anti-charta de prendre la rue 
Radio-Canada.ca, 20131027 
Montreal - Une autre manifestation pour denoncer Ie projet du gouvernement Marois doit se 
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derouler aMontreal. Le rassemblement aura lieu au square Phillips, a14 h. La manifestation 
est organisee par l'Association des musulmans et des Arabes pour la la"icite au Quebec, Ie 
Congres maghrebin au Quebec ainsi que les Quebecois musulmans pour les droits et libertes. 
Le regroupement se dit en accord avec Ie principe de la neutralite religieuse de l'Etat, mais il 
estime que les mesures prevues dans la charte sont discriminatoires envers « un groupe de 
citoyens ». Les manifestants disent « en avoir assez du climat qui entoure Ie debat ». 

Baird makes no promises on Canadian Forces' cluster bomb use 1c, 
Canadian Press, 2013 1026 /0" 
Ottawa - Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird says he's open to hearing from critics of the 
government's much-maligned bill that would ratify Canada's participation in<the international 
treaty to ban deadly cluster bombs. But Baird made no promises he would back down from a 
contentious clause that would allow the Canadian Forces to be involved in the use of cluster 
bombs in joint operations with the United States, which has opted out of the convention. That 
so-called interoperability clause has opened Canada to a wide range of criticism from across 
Canada and the wortd, including the normally neutral International Committee of the Red Cross. 
Last month, at a major intemational meeting of states who are parties to the cluster bomb 
convention, Canada faced a renewed round of calls to amend what was called a flawed bill, to 
close the loophole. 

Budget bill 'stacked the .deck' against PS unions, negotiator says 
Ottawa Citizen, Kathryn May, 2013 1026 , 
Ottawa - The Conservative government's budget bill introduces sweeping reforms that could 
severely weaken federal public service unions as they gear up for an upcoming round of 
contract negotiations over sick leave and disability. The scope and breadth of changes the 
govemment is proposing to the Public Service Labour Relations Act came as a surprise to union 
officials, who were poring over the implications of the reforms tabled in the second budget 
implementation bill tabled Tuesday. They claim it will completely change the ground rules for 
collective bargaining in the public service. Ron Cochrane, a longtime negotiator and the current 
cochair of the union-management National Joint CounCil, said he has never seen such profound 
changes. He also said Treasury Board president Tony Clement had never indicated to unions 
that he felt such changes were necessary to manage labour relations. ''This bill removes any 
semblance of faimess in collective bargaining. He (Clement) has taken every caution to make 
sure that no matter what happens, he will win. He has stacked the deck in his favour and that is 
unheard of in labour relations anywhere. 

Canada could be drawn into U.S. spying controversy 
QMI Agency, Jessica Murphy, 20131026 
Ottawa - If the U.S. was monitoring Prime Minister Stephen Harper's phone calls, they may 
have overheard a few choice words about the Senate. But irs highly unlikely Harper was the 
target of National Security Agency (NSA) surveillance because Canada is a member of the so
called Five Eyes, says Roland Paris, University of Ottawa research chair in International 
Security and Governance. The Five Eyes group - Canada, the U.S. , the U.K., Australia and 
New Zealand - have shared intelligence resources for decades. "Canada benefits in that it 
apparently shares some of the intelligence that it's collecting with its Five Eyes partners and it 
receives, from what I can understand, plenty in return," he said. "It gives us an awareness of 
what's happening in the world we might not otherwise have." But that doesn't mean Canada 
can't be drawn in to the growing controversy about the breadth of American surveillance. A 
Brazilian news report alleged the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) 
targeted Brazil's mining and energy ministry and monitored e-mail and phone communications. 
Paris said any more blowback Canada receives depends on whether there's more about our 



activities in the Snowden files. "If there are allegations Canada did things Canadians aren't 
comfortable with then we'll have to have a debate about that," he said. This week, the British 
Columbia Civil Liberties Association launched a lawsuit against tlie federal government claiming 
Canada's eavesdropping spy agency's actions are unconstitutional. They maintain the CSEC is 
spying on Canadians, something it has repeatedly denied. CSEC's mandate only allows it to 
monitor foreign communications. ... (0 ~ :I, CI.. 

lItE'l ""--., C" ,. If " Canada faces issue of federal records -r" - ., .. 
Press TV, 2013 10 28 'Oc I'( of 

Ottawa - Canada's information commissioner says an increasing number of complaints are 
being filed against the governmenfs unwillingness to release federal records. Suzanne Legault 
said on Sunday that since April there has been a surge in complaints that the govemment is too 
often citing security to withhold documents requested under the Access to information Act. 
Under the act, every Canadian resident can ask for records from the federal govemment, but 
many of the requests are subjected to exemptions and long delays. Legault said the problem 
has become acute this year. In the first six months of this fiscal year, the number of filed 
complaints was almost 40 percent ahead of the same time last year. The commissioner 
previously said that the system is rapidly deteriorating, with departments conSistently failing to 
meet legislated timelines in the release of information or even acknowledging the receipt of 
requests. 

Canadian Greenpeace activist releases letter from Russian prison 
CTV.CA, 2013 1026 
Toronto - A Greenpeace activist into his fifth week in a Russian jail has released a letter in 
which he describes his detention and asks the public for help. Two Canadians, Montrealer 
Alexandre Paul and Paul Ruzycki, of Port Colbome, Ont., were among those arrested on the 
Greenpeace ship Arctic Sunrise on Sept. 18. On Friday, the organization released a handwritten 
letter in which Paul details his plight in prison. He said he's isolated from the other detained 
activists. Their home for the past five weeks has been a prison in Murmansk, a port city near 
Norway and Finland. 'The organization has been good to us providing extra food and clothes. 
The weather is turned to winter, the days are getting Shorter," Paul wrote. "As a Canadian, you 
shouldn't worry for me, but have a thought for my colleagues from Brazil, southern (Italy), 
Argentina and Turkey. It must be cold for them." 

Canadians lend hand in Nairobi siege 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 10 26 
Ottawa - Canadian officials are providing "assistance" in Kenya in the wake of the Nairobi 
shopping mall siege, a Foreign Affairs official said Wednesday, as the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police issued its first statement on attack that killed 72 people, including two Canadians. While 
neither the RCMP nor Foreign Affairs would provide details of their involvement, Joseph Ole 
Lenku, Kenya's interior minister, told reporters Canada was one of several countries helping 
with the forensic investigation at the Westfield shopping centre. 'We are aware there are reports 
that a Canadian may have been involved in a terror attack in Nairobi," said Sergeant Julie 
Gagnon, an RCMP spokeswoman. "Canadian law enforcement and security agencies c0

operate with agencies around the world on national security issues. "There are investigative 
processes that police must follow in gathering evidence to determine any potential involvement 
by Canadians in terrorist activities outside of Canada," she said, adding anyone with information 
should call police. After initial reports that two Canadians were involved in the terrorist attack at 
the In Amenas gas plant in Algeria in January, the RCMP sent its disaster victim identification 
team to confirm the men's identities. In that case, it was two months before the police force 
publicly confirmed it had found "Canadian human remains" at the scene. In April , the RCMP 



released their names. Both were London, Ont. men who had apparently adopted al-Qaeda 
ideology. 

Charte des valeurs quebecoises - Les personnalites publiques choisissent leur camp 
Le Devoir, Bahador Zabihiyan; Melanie Loisel, 2013 1028 
Montreal - Des marches pro et anti-charte ont eu lieu samedi et dimanche De nombreux artistes 
et politiciens ont pour la premiere fois participe, en fin de semaine, aux differentes 
manifestations entourant la Charte des valeurs quebecoises. Aplusieurs occasions, des 
marches avaient ete organisees, mais les personnalites publiques se faisaient plut6t rares. 
Dimanche apres-midi, Ie depute de Quebec solidaire, Amir Khadir, s'est notamment joint a la 
manifestation contre la Charte organisee par l'Association des musulmans et des Arabes pour 
.Ia larcite au Quebec, Ie Congres maghrebin au Quebec et les Quebecois musulmans pour les 
droits et libertes. M. Khadir a accepte d'y participer parce que les organisateurs tenaient a 
defendre la larcite et les droits individuels. " Je suis pour la larcite, mais elle ne doit pas se faire 
sur la tele des femmes ni sur la tete des musulmanes ", a indique M. Khadir alors que des 
centaines de personnes attendaient Ie signal de depart de la manifestation au square Phillips au 
centre-ville de Montreal. 

First Nations aren't swayed by vague promises 
Globe and Mail, Ken Coates and' Brian Lee Crowley, 2013 10 28 
Op-ed: Until the shale gas exploration protests by members of the Elsipogtog First Nation took a 
nasty tum recently, the country was paying little attention to aboriginal concerns about resource 
activity in New Brunswick. Now Elsipogtog is Burnt Church redux, another example of angry 
clashes over First Nations rights. The New Brunswick controversy has two elements. Unease 
about shale gas development brought many non-aboriginal people to join with the First Nations, 
with escalating demands for a provincial govemment moratorium on exploration activity. This 
kind of environmentalist-indigenous alliance is not uncommon; similar joint protests interrupted 
plans for the Enbridge pipeline project in northern British Columbia. These connections have 
proven shaky in the past and are not certain to endure. The second element - the assertion that 
First Nations deserve a much greater role in resource development decision-making and the 
resulting prosperity - is much deeper and more important. Members of the Elsipogtog First 
Nation do not want exploratory activity to continue, insisting that their right to be consulted and 
accommodated starts at the first stages of development. Without greater involvement - the word 
"veto" is not being used officially, but is clearly in the air - they see no value in allowing resource 
development to proceed. Note: Ken Coates is senior fellow at the Macdonald-Laurier Institute 
and Canada Research Chair at the University of Saskatchewan. Brian Lee Crowley is the MU's 
managing director. They are authors of New Beginnings: How Canada's Natural Resource 
Wealth Could Re-shape Relations with Aboriginal People. 

Flood of security-related complaints overwhelms staff of info watchdog 
Canadian Press, Dean Beeby, 20131028 
Ottawa - Canada's information watchdog has been flooded with fresh complaints that the 
Harper government is too often citing security to withhold documents requested under the 
Access to Information Act. Suzanne Legault says that since April, her office has seen a surge in 
such complaints prompting her to ask for more specially trained investigators. "I have observed 
a worrying trend in the number of new complaints of this type in the past four months," Legault 
wrote in August to Tony Clement, president of the Treasury Board. "So far this fiscal year, we 
have received 107 new special delegation (security related) complaints, amounting to 80 per 
cent of the average number of incoming complaints that my office has previously received over 
the course of an entire year." Legault said the problem has been growing over the last five 
years, but has become acute this year. 



Fracking divides New Brunswick communities ~ "'~o 
Toronto Star, Donovan Vincent, 20131026 
Fredericton - It was a dramatic protest that saw police cars set ablaze, dozens of people 
arrested and the federal govemment calling for calm. Last week's violent confrontations in 
Rexton raised tensions throughout New Brunswick after native protesters and police 'squared off 
in a clash that induded Molotov cocktails, pepper spray and rubber bullets: The protesters, 
concemed fracking could harm their drinking water, were demonstrating against a firm doing 
exploratory work nearby. The unrest has reignited debate over the issue of fracking, with 
protesters and those on the anti-shale gas extraction side taking aim at Premier David Alward's 
position that the industry will boost the province's economy. Alward is arguing that New 
Brunswick "can't afford otherwise" and continues to insist that he wants the shale gas industry 
developed in the province. To make his case he points to a recent 80-page consulting study the 
firm Deloitte did for the New Brunswick Business Council. 

Le droit de manifester s'invite dans la campagne 
Le Soleil, Olivier Parent, 2013 1028 
Quebec - Plus d'une centaine de personnes ont repondu a I'appel de Subvercite, hier, en se 
joignant a sa manifestation pour Ie droit de manifester librement aQuebec. Le but du nouveau 
collectif anticapitaliste etait de profiter de la campagne electorale municipale pour ramener sur 
Ie radar Ie reglement "arbitraire" qui oblige, depuis juin 2012, les manifestants adonner leur 
itineraire a la police. Le groupe Subvercite dit avoir ete approche par des candidats d'Equipe 
Labeaume et de Democratie Quebec prets a discuter du reglement avec leur chef. "Comme 
c'est dans aucune plateforme electorale, ils nous parlent toujours sous Ie manteau. lis sont pris 
pour respecter les lignes de parti", preCise David Gagnon, membre du collectif. 

La SPVM demeure "dans Ie neant" 
La Presse, Philippe Teisceira-Lessard, 20131028 
LaSalle - Colis suspect a I'aeroport Montreal-Trudeau Le Service de police de la Ville de 
Montreal (SPVM) a indique hier etre "toujours dans Ie neant" quant au mysterieux colis suspect 
qui a force I'evacuation d'une partie de I'aeroport de Montreal et, un peu plus tard, de plusieurs 
residences de I'arrondissement de laSalle. L'enquete a debute tres tot dans la matinee, 
lorsqu'un homme de 71 ans, connu des policiers, a eu un comportement suspect avant de 
monter abord d'un avion, a I'aeroport. Un sac lui appartenant a rapidement ete considere 
comme un "colis suspect" par la police, parce qu'il contenait "des choses avec lesquelles on ne 
devrait pas se retrouver dans un aeroport", selon Ian Lafreniere, porte-parole du SPVM. La 
police a confirme que les Objets etaient dissimules a I'interieur du sac, mais aussi qu'iI ne 
s'agissait pas de matieres explosives. 

Las pro-Janettes sa font entendre ii Montreal 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 28 
Montreal - Debut de la lutte a I'integrisme et I'extremisme, selon certains Quelques milliers de 
personnes ont manifeste samedi en faveur du projet pequiste de charte des valeurs, a Montreal, 
a I'occasion d'un rassemblement organise par les Janettes, les signataires d'une lettre ouverte 
appuyant Ie projet charte reunies sous I'egide de Janette Bertrand. Scandant des slogans 
favorables a I'egalite hommes-femmes et a la neutralite de l'Etat, les partisans du projet de 
charte s'agglutinaient derriere quelques-unes de ces Janettes, a savoir I'ex-Ieader etudiante 
Martine Desjardins; I'animatrice Julie Snyder; I'auteure Djemila Benhabib - candidate pequiste 
dans Trois-Rivieres defaite aux demieres elections - ou encore la scenariste et femme de 
Bemard Landry, Chantal Renaud. Mme Bertrand elle-meme a prononce quelques mots sur la 
Place des festivals, mais n'a pas participe a la marche en tant que telle. Si plusieurs 



manifestants disaient appuyer, dans son integralite, Ie projet de charte des valeurs presente par 
Ie ministre pequiste Bemard Drainville, d'autres ont fait part de reserves, et ont laisse entendre 
que Ie projet devrait faire I'objet de modifications, y compris sur la question des exemptions qui 
seraient accordees acertaines institutions. 

Manitoba Liberals' first ever Canadian-Pakistani leader 
Pakistan Dawn, Mohsin Abbas, 2013 10 28 
Winnipeg: A Canadian lawyer and politician of Pakistani descent scor'l!d a first-ballot victory at 
Saturday's Liberal leadership convention in westem Canada's prairie province of Manitoba. 
Rana Bokhari, 36, is first- generation Canadian who was bom in Winnipeg and grew up on a 
farm in Anoia, Eastem Manitoba, where her Pakistani immigrant parents operated the largest 
poultry farm in the province. Bokhari won 431 votes to take the party's top job on the first ballot 
at a leadership convention in Winnipeg. The minimum number of votes needed to win on the 
first round of voting was 430. With the win she has became Manitoba's first ever Canadian
Pakistani provincial leader. She will lead Manitoba's third party into the next provincial election, 
expected in the spring of 2016. She succeeds Jon Gerrard, who had been leader for the past 15 
years. 

Montreal airport scare leads police to laSalle apartment 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2013 1028 
Montreal - Montreal police have cordoned off a five-block residential section of a laSalle 
neighbourhood tonight after security officials at Pierre Elliott Trudeau Airport found a suspicious 
package that caused panic and delays. Several homes were evacuated and about 20 residents 
were displaced as officers taped off a security perimeter. Police said they were going to search 
a nearby house. Montreal police spokesperson Ian Lafreniere dismissed reports that a suspect 
who was detained had been carrying multiple passports. He said police have already searched 
the suspect's vehicle, but have not yet questioned him. 

More than 1,500 Canadians detained in foreign prisons 'I 

Canadian Press, Benjamin Shingler, 20131027 
Montreal - For nearly two months all eyes were tumed to John Greyson and Tarek Loubani, the 
Canadian activists held in an Egyptian prison before being allowed to retum to Canada. Two 
other detained Canadians, Greenpeace activists Alexandre Paul· and Paul Ruzycki, have also 
been in the headlines as they remain held in a Russian prison and could face a lengthy prison 
sentence on piracy charges. But there are other Canadians detained abroad who don't have 
such a network of supporters, and fail to capture similar public attention. Overall, 1,590 
Canadians are in prison outside the country, according to figures provided by Canada's Foreign 
Affairs department, accurate to Ocl 10. The bulk of them - 1,097 - are behind bars in the United 
States . . The rest are in prisons in more than 85 other countries. foreign Affairs wouldn't provide 
a breakdown on the circumstances or duration of detention, nor how many cases the 
govemment is actively contesting. But human-rights groups continue to monitor a number of 
cases where they believe Canadians are being wrongly detained or have been the victim of 
human-rights violations. Often, it can take years to bring a Canadian back home. 

More than 1,500 in foreign prisons: The unknown Canadians detained abroad 
Canadian Press, Benjamin Shingler, 20131028 
Montreal - For nearly two months all eyes were tumed to John Greyson and Tarek Loubani, the 
Canadian activists held in an Egyptian prison before being allowed to retum to Canada. Two 
other detained Canadians, Greenpeace activists Alexandre Paul and Paul Ruzycki, have also 
been in the headlines as they remain held in a Russian prison and could face a I,engthy prison 
sentence on piracy charges. But there are other Canadians detained abroad who don't have 



such a network of supporters, and fail to capture similar public attention. Overall, 1,590 
Canadians are in prison outside the country, according to figures provided by Canada's Foreign 
Affairs department, accurate to Oct. 10. The bulk of them 1,097 are behind bars in the United 
States. The rest are in prisons in more than 85 other countries. 

Natives march to protest Primrose oil spill 
aMI News Agency, Jordan Small, 2013 10 28 
Cold Lake - The tune for justice was on the mind and microphone of Cold Lake First Nations 
(CLFN) during the activists' Walk for Future Generations. CLFN, neighbouring first nations and 
Idle No More participants began a 106-km protest walk on the weekend to bring attention to the 
six- month ongoing Primrose oil spill at Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. (CNRL) and other 
resource extractive industries. The bitumen emulsion leaks were discovered in May and June at 
surface. To date, over 1.5 million litres of bitumen has spilled on the four sites and over 200 
reported animals are dead as a result. A growing concem about the cleanliness of groundwater 
has risen after CNRL received an enforcement order from the province to investigate potential 
groundwater contamination on Oct. 21 . 

Operation policiere III I'aeroport Pienre-Elliott-Trudeau 
Agence aMI, Joumaliste maison, 201310 28 
Dorval - Un homme portant un colis suspect a ete apprehende par les forces de I'ordre, causant 
de nombreuses perturbations. L'arrestation d'un homme avec un colis suspect a I'aeroport 
Pierre Elliott-Trudeau a necessite Ia fermeture d'une partie d'un terminal de depart, hier, a 
Dorval, et d'une rue dans I'arrondissement de LaSalle par la suite. Le's policiers ont reyu un 
mandat de perquisition pour fouiller Ia residence du suspect situee rue Airlie, dans 
I'arrondissement de laSalle. Le suspect, un homme de 71 ans connu des policiers pour 
differents delits, s'appretait aprendre I'avion, possiblement en direction de Los Angeles, lorsqu'il 
a ete intercepte par un employe de I'aeroport vers 5 h 45 du matin. II aurait tente de voyager en 
utilisant sa veritable identite, selon les policiers. . 

OpFrackOff: Anonymous pledges support to Canada anti-fracking protesters 
The Global Post, Jeb Boone, 20131026 
(Unidentified Placeline) - Individuals within the Anonymous hacker collective are joining 
Canadian protesters in a struggle against fracking in New Brunswick that has seen growing 
violence in recent days. Anons behind OpFrackOff are lending support to the Canadian 
Elsipogtog anti-fracking movement, after accusations that the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
(RCMP) used racially charged violence against protesters demonstrating against shale gas 
exploration. A large portion of the protesters are members of Canada's indigenous First Nations. 
They say their drinking water and land are being contaminated by the development of natural 
gas reserves through hydrauliC fractUring, also known as fracking. According to activists and 
joumalists, last week a heavily armed police officer shouted, "Crown land belongs to the 
govemment, not to f*cking natives" at protesters who were barricading access to an exploration 
site. On Friday, Anonymous members with OpFrackOff announced their campaign to identify 
the officer who allegedly made the comment, among others. According to an RCMP 
representative contacted by GlobalPost, the police, not military, officers present at the protest 
were members of emergency response teams facing "extremely high risk." The representative 
confirmed the presence of private security firm employees in the area, but stated that those 
individuals left the area shortly after receiving death threats. 'We were informed of firearms at 
the protest camp, hundreds of rounds of ammunition and even improvised explosive devices. 
The situation was extremely dangerous," said Cst. Jullie Rogers- Marsh, an officer from the New 
Brunswick division of the RCMP. 



Pres de 1600 Canadiens emprisonnes a I'etranger !> 
lei Radio-Canada - Nouvelles (site web), Joumaliste maison, 2013 1028 
Ottawa - Si certains Canadiens detenus aI'etranger font la manchette, tels les Ontariens John 
Greyson et Tarek Loubani , recemment rentres au pays apres avoir croupi dans une cellule en 
Egypte, ou encore les militants de Greenpeace Alexandre Paul et Paul Ruzycki emprisonnes en 
Russie, nombreux sont ceux qui ne profitent pas d'un aussi large reseau de partisans. Selon les 
plus recentes donnees du ministere federal des Affaires etrangeres, datees du 10 octobre, on 
compte 1590 Canadiens detenus dans des prisons it I'exterieur du pays. La vaste majorite 
d'entre eux, soit 1097 prisonniers canadiens, sont incarcer8s aux Etats-Unis. Les autres se 
retrouvent derriere les barreaux dans plus de 85 pays differents. Le ministere des Affaires 
etrangeres a refuse de foumir des details sur la detention de ces ressortissants ou sur la duree 
de leur emprisonnement. On ne connait pas non plus Ie nombre de cas de detention 
actuellement contestes par les autorites federales. 

Profiling plan reflects Bell's unique power 
Toronto Star, Michael Geist, 20131026 
Column - Last week, Bell announced plans to implement new consumer monitoring and profiling 
practices that would greatly expand how it uses the information it collects on millions of 
subscribers. The planned scope of Bell's profiling is unprecedented in Canada, reflecting the 
power of a vertically-integrated media giant to effortlessly track their customers' location, media 
habits, search activity, website interests and application usage. The Bell plan generated a 
significant public backlash, with the Privacy Commissioner of Canada launching an immediate 
investigation. Yet the company steadfastly defended its plans, saying that users are supportive 
of the new policy and maintaining that it is fully compliant with Canadian law. Given that many of 
its customers purchase bundled Internet and wireless services, the magnitude of the profiling 
extends to virtually all media and communications activity. Bell says that it will be tracking 
seemingly everything about their customers: which websites they visit, what search terms they 
enter, what television shows they watch, what applications they use, and what phone calls they 
make. Moreover, all of that data will be correlated with additional data points such as location, 
age, gender and even bill payment practices. 

Protests may be brewing: Brant 
QMI Agency, Brice McVicar, 20131026 
Belleville - Shawn Brant said Natives across Canada have waited long enough for an inquiry 
into hundreds of missing Native women across the country and will make their unrest known "in 
the near future. "Brant said Natives were anxiously watching Prime Minister Stephen Harper's 
Throne Speech last week in anticipation of an announcement regarding an inquiry in to the 
hundreds of missing Native women across the country. While the speech did include a promise 
that the federal government ''will renew its efforts to address the issue of missing and murdered 
AbOriginal women" there was no mention of an inquiry. Speaking on the recent protest in New 
BrunSwick, Brant said communities are becoming more frustrated and are expressing it visibly. 
"This whole thing with vented up frustrations in communities are spilling over," said Brant. "I was 
incredibly impressed with the national response within hours of the RCMP raid . I think that's a 
real force the government is going to have to reckon with." That may include a local display of 
frustration. 

Que. boy, 12, pleads guilty to hacking government websites 
QMI Agency, Michael Nguyen, 201310 27 
Montreal - A 12-year-old Quebec boy is responsible for hacking several government and police 
websites during the student uprising in spring 2012, creating computer havoc and causing 



$60,000 damage, court heard Thursday. Some sites were out of service for up to two days and 
the boy did it in the name of the activistihacktivist group Anonymous. The Grade 5 student from 
the Montreal suburb of Notre-Dame- de-Grace, whose actions were not politically motivated, 
traded pirated information to Anonymous for video games, court was told. The boy appeared in 
youth court Thursday dressed in his school uniform and accompanied by his father. He pleaded 
guilty to three charges related to the hacking of the websites, including those of Montreal police, 
the Quebec Institute of Public Health, Chilean govemment and some non-public sites. Police 
estimate damage to the sites at $60,000 but a more detailed report will be produced in court 
when the boy is sentenced next month. 'c 

OJ? 
Slow oil, gas infrastructure development worry Chinese 
Globe and Mail, Shawn McCarthy, 20131028 
Ottawa - China's state-owned companies are still keen to invest in Canada's energy sector, but 
worry about the slow pace of infrastructure development to connect Westem oil and gas 
producers with Asian markets, Natural Resources Minister Joe Oliver says. Mr. Oliver retumed 
last week from visits to South Korea and China amid concems that Ottawa's rules for state
owned enterprises (SOEs) have sent negative and confusing signals to Asia's govemment
controlled companies whose investment is needed to finance development in the country's 
resource sector. He met with Korean and Japanese executives attending an energy conference 
in South Korea, and with Chinese investors as well as President Xi Jinping and Premier Li 
Keqiang in Beijing. "I didn't encounter any confusion about the rules; I wasn't asked for clarity," 
Mr. Oliver said, although some Chinese investors indicated they weren't happy with the rules. 
"Nobody said to me directly or indirectly that the dedine in SOE investment [in the Canadian 
energy sector) was the result of those rules ... 

Sun News banred from Native anti-fracking protest 
QMI Agency, 20131027 
Fredericton - Fredericton Police ordered a Sun News Network reporter to move his c:amera after 
his attempt to videotape a Native protest was blocked. Crowds gathered in a Fredericton park 
Saturday to erect the traditional Native longhouse to protest exploratory shale fracking in 
Rexton, N.B. Sgt. Mike Hudson told Sun News reporter Josh Skumik to move after the 
protesters blocked his camera, despite Skumik being on public property and behaving 
professionally. A You Tube video shot by the protesters shows a group denouncing Sun News 
as "racist," and bunching together to block the camera. 

Too much info going in... 
Globe and Mail, 2013 1028 
Editorial: A court is probably not the ideal forum in which to try to clarify the purposes and 
activities of an intelligence agency. But the Communications Security Establishment Canada is 
so murky and perplexing that a constitutional challenge by the British Columbia Civil Liberties 
Association is a welcome opportunity. The BCCLA is suing for a declaration that CSEC is 
unjustifiably infringing the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. If the association were to win on 
every issue, CSEC would probably have to dose down. That extreme result may not be 
desirable, but closer oversight of the agency is. The lawsuit may help articulate what the agency 
is, what it should be - and what it shouldn't be doing. The sections of the National Defence Act 
that govem CSEC are badly drafted. The definition of "foreign intelligence" is too broad, and 
doesn't limit the agency's scope to actual or potential threats to Canada. That may go some 
distance to explaining the puzzling surveillance of the Brazilian Ministry of Mines and Energy. 
CSEC is also not supposed to engage in surveillance of Canadians except when it gets a 
special authorization to do so. Is that how it works in practice? The Edward Snowden 
revelations suggest widespread abuse of the spirit of the law by U.S. intelligence agencies. 



What's the story here? Who is overseeing the governments gatherers of secrets, and who is 
protecting us from them? 

Too much information gOing in ... 
The Globe and Mail Online, 20131027 
Editorial - A court is probably not the ideal forum in which to try to clarify the purposes and 
activities of an intelligence agency. But the Communications Security Establishment Canada is 
so murky and perplexing that a constitutional challenge by the British Columbia Civil Liberties 
ASsociation is a welcome opportunity. The BCCLA is suing for a declaration that CSEC is 
unjustifiably infringing the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. If the association were to win on 
every issue, CSEC would probably have to dose down. That extreme result may not be 
desirable, but doser oversight of the agency is. The lawsuit may help articulate what the agency 
is, what it should be - and what it shouldn't be doing. The sections of the National Defence Act 
that govern CSEC are badly drafted. The definition of ''foreign intelligence" is too broad, and 
doesn't limit the agency's scope to actual or potential threats to Canada. That may go some 
distance to explaining the puzzling surveillance of the Brazilian Ministry of Mines and Energy, in 
which CSEC may have been assisting Canadian firms to compete against Brazilian firms. This 
is not its job. CSEC is also not supposed to engage in surveillance of Canadians except when it 
gets a special authorization to do so. Is that how it works in practice? The Edward Snowden 
revelations suggest widespread abuse of the spirit of the law by U.S. intelligence agencies. 
What's the story here? Who is overseeing the governments gatherers of secrets, and who is 
protecting us from them? 

u.s. tapping Stephen Harper's phone? Unlikely, says intelligence expert 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 20131026 
Ottawa - The U.S. eavesdropping agency may be snooping on dozens of world leaders, but one 
intelligence expert says it's unlikely the National Security Agency is listening to Stephen 
Harper's calls. Wesley Wark, a visiting professor at the University of Ottawa, points to an 
agreement among the so-called Five Eyes countries that they won't spy on one another. "In a 
crisis, I think that convention might be temporarily suspended. But I don't think there's any Crisis 
of that proportion tharS come along in Stephen Harper's time," said Wark, who teaches in the 
university'S graduate school of public and international affairs. The Five Eyes Canada, the 
United States, Britain, Australia and New Zealand have been exchanging information for 
decades and their signals intelligence agencies co-operate closely. In addition, Wark says, the 
Canadian prime ministers' working style controlled and discreet makes him an unattractive 
target for U.S. spies, Canada's eavesdropping agency, the Communications Security 
Establishment, says the Five Eyes do not target each other's citizens. On the contrary, 
documents previously published by the Guardian indicate the NSA and Canada's CSEC teamed 
up with Britain's Govemment Communications Headquarters to monitor the computers and 
intercept the phone calls of foreign politicians and officials at two G20 summit meetings in 
London in 2009. It strongly suggests the fact Canadian politicians use the BlackBerry and its 
highly touted security protocol would not immunize them from foreign spies. Wark says 
American intelligence has likely already dissected the device. 

Will the real Khadr please stand up? 
OMI Agency, Farzana Hassan, 2013 1026 
Opinion - Perhaps the psychiatrist who recently commented on convicted terrorist Omar Khadr's 
nature as the "gentlest, most decent man" is the one who needs his head examined. Rerd 
Brig.Gen. Stephen Xenakis believes that Khadr is now ready to be part of SOCiety. This is more 
than what Khadr has requested. He simply wants to be moved to a provincial prison, for now. 
Xenakis also believes Khadr did not throw the grenade that killed an American soldier in 2002. 



He stated all this in a teary-eyed lecture he delivered at the University of Alberta, Tuesday. After 
spending five years with Omar Khadr, no doubt the psychiatrist thinks he knows him well. But it 
takes more than contact time to infiltrate the terrorist mindset. Do his textbooks teach him to 
deconstruct the pemicious notions that tum the merely faithful into murderers? The only way 
Xenakis could know Khadr is truly reformed is if Khadr openly repudiated armed jihad and 
backed it up with a convincing counter-narrative. 
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The trouble with algorithms o i<$( 

Toronto Star, Rick Salutin, 2013 06 28 
Column: There's a special Canadian wrinkle to the general argument used to rebuff critics of massive 
govemment spying on private communications: your phone calls, e"lails, etc. The argument goes: if you 
aren1 doing anything wrong, you have nothing to fear. The Canadian wrinkle has to do with the 
environment. The National Post's Jen Gerson interviewed a U.S. privacy expert. She asked about the 
PRISM program, by which U.S. agencies spy on Internet activ~y based outside the U.S., but which 
routinely rebounds back into the U.S. He said, " ... if we have intel that a reporter in Vancouver is a 
terrorist or whatever we're going to ask for communications from the U.S. to Vancouver over this time 
period. They can get that, run an algorithm to see who's been talking to X, Y, Z, maybe see your email 
address and your email to me ..." Back in the 20th century I'd occasionally have my phone tapped or my 
house bugged. It had to do with helping unions organize immigrant workers or working on the editorial 
board of a left-wing magazine, composed mostly of academics and writers. The latter met every week in 
my dining room for about 20 years. In the late 1980s we were told both by a source in Canadian security 
and a Globe and Mail reporter that our meetings were being eavesdropped on by CSIS because we might 
be plotting acts of terror. It was ludicrous but also I suppose a M titillating. 

All Ottawa police start collecting race data during traffic stops 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2013 06 28 
Ottawa - Ottawa police are beginning a controversial two-year project documenting the race of drivers 
during traffic stops. The Traffic Stop Race Data Collection Project is designed to find out how much race 
influences the decisions police make when they pull someone over. A test phase was implemented for 
three weeks in May. Starting on Thursday, all officers will begin marking down the perceived ethnicity of 
motorists. The project is the result of a settlement in the case of Chad Aiken, a young black man who was 
stopped in May 2005 while driving his mothers Mercedes and who recorded an officer being abusive. 

An Italian crime clan's reach into Canada 
Toronto Star, Staff reporters, 2013 06 28 
Locri, Italy - Italian prosecutors are calling for a Thunder Bay man to be sent to prison for 19 years if 
found guilty of Mafia charges in a trial authorities say highlights the global reach of a secretive organized 
crime clan, from the Calabrian region of southern Italy all the way to northern Ontario. Giuseppe 
Bruzzese, 66, who was arrested while in Italy in 2011, is accused of "Mafia association" - a serious crime 
there, which has no comparable offence in Canada - after being caught on secret police recordings 
meeting with a top crime boss in that country. Bruzzese, who denies the charges, looked relaxed and 
confident during the proceedings in the sweltering courtroom, smiling from behind the glass wall that 
separates prisoners from spectators and the battery of lawyers. But his trial - and outstanding Italian 
arrest warranfs issued for three other Thunder Bay residents, including a successful local businessman 
may shed light on the connection between the city and a powerful Mafia organization called the 
'Ndrangheta. Thunder Bay, population 108,000, may not seem an obvious base of operations for 
international organized crime, but a joint investigation by the Toronto Star and Radio-Canada/CBC has 
obtained court records showing what one Italian judge called "amazing implications" about a "parallel 
existence" of Mafia cells in Thunder Bay. 

As cabinet shuffle looms, MacKay says he wants to stay on as defence minister 
Canadian Press, Mike Blanchfield, 2013 06 28 
Ottawa - Defence Minister Peter MacKay says rumours of his pol~ical demise are greatly exaggerated. 
Wdh a cabinet shuffle expected in the coming weeks, Ottawa has been alive with speculation that 
MacKay is about to be shuffled out of cabinet or is planning a jump to a lucrative private-sector job. Not 
so, the minister said Thursday. " I've been hearing that almost since the day I entered public life that I was 
leaving. My focus is very much on my family but also on my broader responsibilities as an MP and a 



minister," MacKay said in an interview. MacKay said he knows he serves in cabinet at the pleasure of 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper, and added he has had no discussions about a portfolio shift. MacKay 
said the recent birth of his first child, a son, has changed his view of the WOrld, but not his comm~ment to 
public service. 

Canada, US: An odd couple 
Saudi Gazette, Mohammed Azhar Ali Khan, 2013 06 28 
Canada and the United States celebrate their anniversaries next week - Canada on July 1 and the US on 
July 4. The two make an odd couple. One country has huge, territory but a small population. The other is 
smaller but has close to ten times more people. It's a superpower and does not hesitate to bully other 
countries. But ~ treats its smaller neighbor with kid gloves. It's hard to think of any two countries that enjoy 
such good neighborly relations. Former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau once said that living next to the US 
is like sleeping with an elephant. Fortunately for Canada, the elephant is friendly. Canadians do not fear 
that the giant next door might invade them. On the other contrary, it protects them. The countries trade 
freely. Last year, the US exported $292.4 billion worth of goods to Canada while importing goods worth 
$324.2 billion. 

Canada-China investment deal remains up in air 
Toronto Star, Tonda MacCharles, 2013 06 28 
Ottawa - A Canada-China investment deal once touted as key to expanding jobs and economic growth 
remains mysteriously unratified nine months after being tabled in Parliament. The Conservative cabinet 
has not yet signed off on the Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement, or FIPA as it is 
called, said a spokesman for Intemational Trade Minister Ed Fast. Both Canada and China have separate 
domestic ratification processes, and Canada's includes cabinet approval . "We'll ratify when we have a 
mutual agreement to do so," said Fast's press secretary Rudy Husny in an interview with the Star. "You 
need an order-in-council to do so. We don1 have an order-in-council yet." ~ is not clear if Ottawa is 
waiting for Beijing to complete ~s own ratification, or whether internal dissent in the Conservative 
government's cabinet ranks has blocked the deal's progress. Neither Fast's office nor the Prime Ministe(s 
Office would detail any reason for the delay in response to questions from the Star. 

Conservative policies could impact 'net effects' in Keystone pipeline debate 
Canadian Press, Bruce Cheadle, 2013 06 28 
Ottawa - The Harper govemment's long-delayed environmental regulations for the oil and gas sector 
could be a key card in the high- stakes poker game surrounding President Barack Obama's decision on 
the Keystone XL pipeline. Or not. Uke everything else surrounding the pipeline approval, Obama's latest 
public pronouncement is shrouded in ambiguity and is being read different ways, depending who you ask. 
Analysts on both side of the border appear to agree on one thing: Strong Canadian govemment policy 
may not be able to guarantee U.S. approval of the pipeline, but a lacklustre environmental approach 
doesn1 help. Obama framed the debate over Keystone XL, a pipeline that would carry Alberta's oilsands 
bitumen to refineries on the Gulf Coast, as a matter of U.S. " national interest" defined by climate change. 

Dewar blasts Baird over diplomat strike, treaty relations with UN 
Canadian Press, Mike Blanchfield, 2013 06 28 
Ottawa - The NDP accused Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird on Thursday of botching relations with his 
own diplomats and isolating Canada on the intemational stage. Foreign affairs Clitic Paul Dewar levelled 
the widespread criticism at Baird during a news conference in Ottawa. Dewar said an unprecedented 
strike by foreign service officers reflects badly on Baird. "The Conservative govemment's refusal to 
bargain with Canada's own diplomats is a shameful injustice, not just for diplomats and their families but 
all Canadians and for Canada's reputation abroad," said Dewar. Hundreds of foreign service officers have 
been without a contact for more than a year and a half. They have shut down some services at Foreign 
Affairs headquarters in Ottawa and at about a dozen missions abroad. 

End of Canadian International Development Agency marks culmination of tumultuous few years 
for Canadian international assistance 
Postmedia News, Lee Berthiaume, 2013 06 28 
Ottawa - Canadian foreign aid entered a new era this week as the 45-year-old Canadian Intemational 



Development Agency was folded into the foreign affairs and trade department and officially disappeared. 
The govemment says it remains as committed to helping the wol1d's poor as ever, and that the merger of 
Canadian foreign assistance with broader diplomatic and trade objectives will produce better results for 
both Canada and developing countries. But the end of CIDA also mjlrks the culmination of a tumultuous 
few years for Canadian intemational assistance riddled by frustration and anger, intemational 
embarrassment, deep budget cuts, and allegations of a hidden 'agenda. And while CIDA will no longer 
exist as a stand-alone federal agency, many of the concems and emotions that have emerged over 
Canadian foreign aid will continue to swill as the new Depal1ment of Foreign Affairs, Trade and . 
Development moves forward . lfJ :AI 

Or . If-

First Nations group says it wants to keep New Brunswick shale gas protest safe o~ 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 06 28 
Elsipogtog First Nation, N.B. - A First Nations community in New Brunswick has formed what it's 
describing as a peacekeeping group in an effort to ensure an ongoing protest against shale gas 
exploration is safe. "There have been growing tensions in recent days and the possibility for violence has 
escalated," Chief Arren Sock of Elsipogtog said Thursday. Area residents are staging protests as SWN 
Resources conducts seismic testing near their community, north of Moncton. The RCMP say there have 
been 33 arrests so far this month as a result of people blocking roads and vehicles. " Arrests have 
included women, youth and our traditional leaders, and that only tells you that my people will do anything 
to protect Mother Earth ," Sock said. Police have also responded to reports of damage to property and 
equipment. RCMP Cpl. Chantal Farrah said some equipment and a personal vehicle were damaged on 
Sunday when a group of people confronted a work crew along Route 490 near Fords Mills. 

Hate law a casuahy of 9/11 
National Post, Jonathan Kay, 2013 06 28 
Column: Westemers have sacrificed a big chunk of civil liberty to the security state in the 12 years since 
the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks: The proliferation of drone technology, electronic snooping, and 
bizarre quasi-pomographic airportsecurity protocols are all part of the new post-9/11 normal. But 
cataclysmic events sometimes have unexpected consequences. And here in Canada, at least, the 9/11 
attacks actually have helped expand our zone of personal liberty in one extremely important way. On 
Thursday, the Senate gave third and final reading to Conservative MP Brian Storseth's private membe~s 
bill to repeal Section 13 of the Human Rights Act. Twelve years ago, such a legislative reference would 
have been meaningless to 999 readers out of a thousand. But thanks to the post-Iil11 activism of several 
high-profile pundits, Section 13 became perhaps the most widely vilified piece of legislation on this 
country's books. Section 13 (whose repeal now awaits royal assent), prohibits any telecommunication 
"that is likely to expose a person or persons to hatred or contempt by reason of the fact that that person 
or those persons are identifiable on the basis of a prohibited ground of discrimination." Like the various 
other anti-hate-propaganda provisions that have existed in federal law since 1970 (and the provincial 
codes that date to the 1960s), Section 13 was designed largely to target hardcore racists and neo-Nazis
which is to say, hatemongers motivated by little more than hate itself. 

Hindu temple in Canada vandalized 
Press Trust of India, 2013 06 28 
Toronto: A Hindu temple in Canada has been vandalized by two men armed with baseball bats, outraging 
the country's minorily community which termed it as a "hate crime". Video recordings show the men 
smashed three windows at the front entrance of the Laxmi Narayan Temple on June 23 in Surrey, British 
Columbia. "They left after breaking the windows and leaving those bats, which is self-explanatory," a 
temple official was quoted as saying by local media. 'When I came to know those facts I felt it's not a 
regular break-in where somebody wants to damage, it's a hate crime, which is unfortunate and 
disturbing," said Parshotam Goel, president of the Vedic Hindu Cultural Society. Vinay Sharma, secretary 
for the society, said, "I was shocked. Nobody has an idea that this kind of attaCk, or this kind or racism 
attack or hatred crime can happen here." 

Oil's well that ends well 
Hamilton Spectator, Emma Reilly, 2013 06 28 
Hamilton - A day after police cleared protesters from the site of the Enbridge pumping station, life is , . 



beginning to return to normal in the quiet hamlet of Westover. Graham White, a spokesperson for 
Enbridge Pipelines, said work is ongoing at the Concession 6 West property after the company served an 
injunction to protesters occupying the site. ' It's .business operations as usual,' White said. ' A few days, a 
week at most, then we'll be able to restart the line.' The protesters, who camped out for six days to 
demonstrate their oppos~ion to Enbridge's plan to move diluted Mumen through the cross-country 
pipeline, were removed by police at 7 a.m. Wednesday. Eighteen people face charges, including breaking 
and entering, trespassing and mischief. White wouldn't say how the protest affected the company's 
finances, nor would he speak about what extra precautions Enbridge has taken to ensure the protesters 
don' return . 

Ontario gets two nuclear options 
Globe and Mail, Shawn McCarthy, 2013 06 28 
Toronto - Two nuclear companies are submitting competing bids to sell Ontario two reactors as the 
province struggles to decide how best to provide cheap, clean, reliable power over the next 20 years. 
Pittsburgh's Westinghouse Electric Co. LLC and Mississauga-based Candu Energy Inc. are to provide 
their proposals Friday outlining their deSigns, prices and the economic benef~s that would flow if they won 
a contract that would top $10- billion. Ontario Power Generation had set a June 30 deadline for the 
proposals. Plagued by concerns about high capital costs and safety issues, the nuclear industry faces a 
tough challenge in persuading the Ontario government to invest in new reactors. But proponents argue 
they can beat renewable power on reliabil~y and price and natural gas on economic beneffls to the 
province. They also point out that nuctear power plants emit no greenhouse gases. 

Racist group to inherit $1 M from Canadian 
National Post, Stewart Bell , 2013 06 28 
Toronto - A U.S. racist group that has been linked to assassinations and bombings is poised to inherit an 
estate worth as much as $1-million from a late Canadian coin collector, the Southern Poverty Law Center 
said Thursday. Before he died in Saim John, N.B., in 2004, Robert McCorkell bequeathed his assets to 
the National Alliance, a neo-Nazi group that waged a three-<lecade campaign of racist violence in the 
United States, the SLPC said. While the National Alliance is now basically defunct, Mr. McCorkell's 
estate, which the SLPC said is about to be settled, could help revive what at one point was the dominant 
force of the American neo-Nazi movement. ' The concern is that the most dangerous neo-Nazi group in 
America will be very much brought back to life,' said Mark Potok, a senior fellow at the Alabama-based 
civil rights group and a top expert on hate and extremist groups. The SPLC has hired ottawa lawyer Pam 
Maceachern to examine what can be done to stop the Alliance from inheriting Mr. McCorkell's estate. She 
found two cases suggesting that might be halted through the courts. 

Registre des arrnes a feu 
La Presse, Hugo De Grandpre; Paul Joumet, 2013 06 28 
Quebec - Revers du Quebec en Cour d'appel Quebec a perdu la deuxieme ronde dans son combat pour 
em~cher Ie gouvemement Harper de detruire les donnees du registre des armes d'epaule, hier. Mais 
pas necessairementla guerre : Ie ministre de la Justice, Bertrand St-Amaud, entend porter la cause 
davantla Cour supreme du Canada. Un autre differend entre Ottawa et les provinces qui devra !!Ire 
tranche par Ie plus hauttribunal du pays... Le registre, qui polarise Ie debat politique depuis pres de 20 
ans au Canada, n'a pas fini de faire couler de I'encre. Le gouvemement du Quebec demandera a la Cour 
supr4!me du Canada de trancher si Ie gouvemement federal a Ie droit de detruire certaines donnees du 
registre des arrnes a feu. La Cour d'appel du Quebec a infirme hier un jugemem de la Cour superieure 
rendu en septembre. Elle ava~ juge que la destruction des donnees relatives aux armes d'epaule contre 
la volonte de la province etait inconstitutionnelle. Tel que promis, Ie gouvemement conservateur a aboli Ie 
registre en fevrier 2012 par Ie projet de loi C-19. II a aussi decide de detruire les donnees du registre, une 
possibilite qu'il n'avait pas evoquee lors de la demiere campagne electorale. 

Signs of cabinet shuffle amid slipping Tory support 
Globe & Mail, Steven Chase, 2013 06 28 
Ottawa - There are signs Stephen Harper is readying his long- awaited cabinet shuffle as a new poll 
suggests voter support for the Conservatives has slipped to its lowest level since 2006. Sources say 
some cabinet ministers have been ordered to postpone international trips that would have taken place 



during the second week of July, fuelling expectations the Prime Minister may be using that time to meet 
with MPs as he ponders how to construct a new cabinet. Separately, other sources say the Prime 
Minister's Office is telling some Conservative MPs and ministers to stay within 24 hours' travel time of 
ottawa in early July, Next week, Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird is scheduled to be travelling abroad, 
and Mr, Harper will be devoting time to the Calgary Stampede, which begins July ~, The Prime Minister 
attends regularly as a Calgary MP, but this year in particular he must demo Slra\!! solidarity wHh a city 
recovering from flooding, I. 'I 

Happy days are here again for the Taliban 
ottawa CHlzen, Terry Glavin, 2013 06 28 
Column: Whatever the WhHe House hoped to achieve by officially opening a foreign office for the Taliban 
in Qatar last week, one thing that is now immediately and hideously obvious is that President Sarack 
Obama can1 even carry off a disgraceful capitulation to a gang of medieval throat-slitters without making 
a complete cock-up of the whole thing, Another thing that will be obvious to even the most casual 
observer is that the Singular achievement of the new American "Af-Pak" policy, which the U,S, State 
Department can~ yet manage to explain properly to itself let alone to anyone else, is that the Taliban 
haven1 had it this good since their salad days before Sept. 11 , 2001, The main thing behind last week's 
ribbon- cutting danse macabre is an Obama-endorsed initiative led by Pakistan's gruesome Inter-Services 
Intelligence agency that aims to re-establish the political credentials and the diplomatic bona fides of the 
Quetta Shura Taliban and Hs various mutations and offspring, including the Terik-e- Taliban and the 
Taliban Haqqani wing, 

TaJiban ideology is 'root cause' 
Toronto Sun, Farzana Hassan, 2013 06 28 
Column: The Taliban do everything in the name of Islam, Taliban members eat, drink, sleep and murder 
according to the dictates of sharia, They target anyone non- Muslim, according to their strict definHion of 
Islam, Even Malala Yusufzai, the young advocate for girls' education, was not spared Taliban rage and is 
still recovering from her attempted murder. This time, the Taliban have murdered nine foreign climbers in 
Pakistan, One Chinese climber escaped, and another, Canadian Gabriel Fillipi, was fortunate to wHhdraw 
from the expedition just hours before the barbaric attack, The slaughter took place at the base camp for 
Nanga Parbat peak, According to reports, at least 15 Taliban dressed as police ordered the mountaineers 
out and mercilessly shot and killed the foreigners, Nanga Parbat is an Imposing peak, As a child, I 
remember viewing it from the foot of the Himalayas on a clear day, Now that memory of Hs snowy summH 
is forever stained, 

Out in Africa: Where pride is still something to hide 
Globe and Mail, Geoffrey York, 2013 06 28 
Johannesburg - A day after welcoming a historic U,S, court ruling on gay rights, President Barack Obama 
collided wHh the realHies of global homophobia and a less deferential Africa as he began his long-awaited 
tour of the continent, Mr, Obama, who made only a single brief visit to sub- Saharan Africa in his firsl 
term, is beginning an eight-day Africa tour in an attempt to reverse the neglect and keep pace with 
aggressive competttors such as China, But his Clash with senegalese President Macky Sail on the gay
rights issue Thursday was a reminder that African leaders are less inClined to be pressured by the U,S, in 
a world where other superpowers are courting them, Mr, Obama said the U,S, Supreme Courl ruling that 
extended federal benefrts to same-sex married couples was "a victory for American democracy." But 

,	when he tried to argue for similar rights in Africa, he was swiftly rebuffed by his Senegalese host - leader 
of one of 76 countries worldwide where homosexualHy remains criminalized, 

Premier anniversaire des elections egyptiennes 
La Presse, Laura-Julie PerreauR, 2013 06 28 
Le Caire - Mohamed Morsi vers la sortie? Dimanche marquera Ie premier anniversaire de I'arriv~e au 
pouvoir de Mohamed Morsi, Pour "souligner" I'occasion, un mouvement d'opposHion invHe des millions 
d'Egyptiens amanifester pour demander Ie depart du president islamiste, Les enjeux en quatre questions 
et reponses, Q Qui se cache derriere I'appel amanifester? R Un mouvement bapti~ "Tamarud", ce qui 
signifie "rebelle" ou "tumuRe", n~ en avril. "Le groupe a ~te mis sur pied par des jeunes qui ont ete au 
coeur de la revolution de 2011 ", a dH aLa Presse hier une des porte-parole du mouvement, Eslam 



Elhdary, jointe par telephone. "Nous voulons que Morsi donne sa demission. Depuls qu'iI est au pouvoir, il 
n'a pas respecte I'esprit de la revolution et beaucoup de gens ont ete tues (Iors de manifestations). De 
plus, iI donne tout Ie pouvoir aux Freres musulmans. Nous ne voulons pas de quelqu'un qui divise ainsi Ie 
pays". Ce groupe dit avoir amasse 20 millions de signatures d'electeurs egyptians pour Ie depart du 
president. Tamarud demande aux signataires de protester en grand nombre a partir d'aujourd'hui et 
jusqu'a dimanche, et ce, dans Ie but de mettre en marche une "seconde revolution". Tamarud, qui re~tt 
Ie soutien de tenors de I'opposttion, compte presenter sa pe\ilion a la Cour constitutionnelle pour inciter 
les juges II demettre M. Morsi de ses fonctions. 

Iran Blasts Violation of Human Rights in Canada 
Fars News Agency, 2013 06 28 
Tehran - Iran deplored Canada's weak record in respecting human rights, and condemned the Ottawa 
government for abusing the rights of the Canadian people, natives in particular. The Iranian Foreign 
Ministry in a statement congratulated native people of Canada on Canada's National Aboriginal Day, and 
asked Ottawa to respect the rights of Canadian aborigines. The statement said Iran admires 
determination and bravery of Canadian aboriginals to follow their rights and felicitates anniversary of their 
national day and supports their legitimate demands and expresses its deep concern over continuation of 
systematic discrimination against these people. The statement went on to say, unfortunately, Canadian 
aboriginal societies suffer from all kinds of social and economic discrepancies and do not enjoy the least 
primary human rights and face with different types of violations and threats. 
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CSIS in the NewsiLe SCRS dans les nouvelles , 

1. Spy watchdog launches investigation of alleged CSIS intimidation 
Postmedia News, Douglas Quan, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - The watchdog overseeing Canada's spy agency is investigating a complaint by a Hamilton man 
who says he received an unaunounced visit at his home by two agents earlier this year after making public 
statements that were critical ofthe Harper government's position on Iran, Ken Stone, a long-time anti
war, social justice and environmental activist, said the agents from the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service wanted to ask him more about his views on 1ran and his travels there. Stone said Friday the visit 
was a clear attempt at intimidation. "I was startled, I was not amused, '.' The more I thought about it, the 
angrier I got," said Stone, 67, "Canadians should be very worried about CSIS, We have Charter rights, 
freedom of speech and association." In June, Stone wrote to the Security Intelligence Review Committee, 
the external body that examines the activities of the spy agency, demanding a fonnal apology from CSIS, 
as well as the release ofall records related to the visit. Stone had previously filed an access-to-information 
request for those records but was told by CSIS that all information was exempt from disclosure "as it 
relates to the efforts ofCanada toward detecting, preventing or suppressing subversive or hostile 
activities, " 

2. Spy watchdog to investigate CSIS visit to Hamilton man's home 
CBC News, Cory Ruf, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - The watchdog agency that oversees the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) says it 
will review the complaint of a Hamilton man who alleges agents visited his house to "intimidate" him, 
The Security Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC), the five-person board of political appointees that 
examines CSIS's operations, has tapped chair Chuck Strahl to investigate the claim put by longtime 
activist Ken Stone. In July, Stone made a fonnal complaint to SIRC about a Jan, 25 visit by CSIS agents 
to his Mountain home, Stone, long a vocal labour and anti-racism advocate, said the agents asked him 
about an op-ed he wrote titled "Harper is wrong in demonizing Iran" that was published in the Jan. II 
edition of the Hamilton Spectator. In his letter to SIRC, the 67-year-{)ld alleges that the visit was intended 
"to intimidate me and members of my fumily from lawfully exercising our Charter rights to freedom of 
expression and association" and, counter to CSIS's mandate, did not address a meaningful security threat, 

3. 'Lawyer's lawyer' lives to take on government 



The Toronto Star, Alyshah Hasham, 2013 10 19 
Toronto - "In order to succeed Rocco must change his attitude," the Grade 8 report card states. "He is 
hostile toward any form ofauthority. This attitude comes out in his rudeness and indifference to teachers 
and peers. Rocco can be an excellent student but must dirta his energy towaril the positive rather than the 
negative." Forty years later, Rocco Galati is proud to say he hasn't changed one bit. His mistrust of 
authority is the backbone of his suceessfullaw practice, which only takes on cases against the 
government. "The only effective balance to governments going wrong is an independentJju(liciary and the 
rule of law," says the famously sharp and combative constitutionallawye(, known both for taking on the 
difficult eases that other lawyers won't touch and his penchant for dramatic courtroom oration. "If·the 
judiciary is not itself following the dictates in the law and constitution, then you've got a real pr~blem . 'J 

Among the latest - and one of the rare times he has taken on a case as the plaintiff - is a ci!li!leilge to the 
appointment ofJustice Marc Nadon to the Supreme Court. Jaballah was arrested on a se600d certificate 
two years later - and, in a shocking move, Galati walked out of the hearing, declaring that he was unable 
in good conscience and as an officer of the court to participate in a "sham" proceeding. He echoed the 
same principles from that impassioned speech in his recent interview with the Star, crediting his Italian 
father, who brought his family from Calabria to Toronto in the mid-I 960s. The terrorism cases led, he 
claims, to fIDding dead cats on his doorstep and receiving death threats that got him to back off most 
national security-related cases for three years - until he represented one of the Toronto 18 in 2006. He 
claimed for years that CSIS was listening in on his phone calls with clients, and found out last year 
through court documents that they were in ·fiIet doing it. He believes they still are. 

Canada 

4. Spying not a shock to former Brazilian diplomat 
Globe and Mail, Stephanie Nolen, 2013 10 19 
Toronto - The former Brazilian ambassador to Canada whose phone was singled out for attention by a 
Canadian spy agency has spoken for the first time about his reaction on learning he was the only public 
figure caught up in the dispute over Canadian spying in Brazil. Paulo Cordeiro Andrade de Pinto told The 
Globe and Mail he was startled and disappointed - but, as a veteran diplomat, ultimately not all that 
surprised - to learn that the government of Canada was following his telecommunications trails. 
Documents leaked by the former U.S. National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden reveal that 
Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) waS mapping the phone calls of Brazil's 
Ministry of Mines and Energy. In a presentation to security analysts from other allied countries in 2012, a 
CSEC analyst showed off a program called "Olympia" that allows the user to map the phone traffic in and 
out ofa target, in this casc the mining ministry. The phone number ofMr. Cordeiro, as he is known, was 
one that the Canadian intelligence agency had singled out for its attention, apparently because he had 
called or been called by the ministry. 

5. Spies, eh! 
Winnipeg Free Press, Doug Speirs, 2013 10 19 
Column - When you think of Canada, 'the shadowy world of international spies isn't the first thing that 
comes to mind. The boring truth is, we are a lot better known for maple syrup, slapshots and our polite 
population than we are for cloak-and-dagger espionage missions. Yet here we are, the True North, Strong 
and Free, at the centre ofa brand-new, s.hadowy spy scandal that is making headlines around the world. 
Canada's top-secret electronic spy agency, the Ottawa-based Communications Security Establishment 
Canada, is being accused of mounting a sophisticated spy operation against Brazil's Ministry of Mines 
and Energy. The claim stems from documents leaked to Brazilian media by Edward Snowden, a former 
contractor with the National Security Agency, the U.S. counterpart to Canada's CSEC, which monitors 
foreign computer, sateUite, radio and telephone traffic for intelligence of interest to Canada. 



6. Slides reveal Canada's powerful espionage tool 
The Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze & Stephanie Nolen, 2013 10 19 
Washington & Rio De Janeiro - Security experts say that Canadian intelligence bas developed a powerful 
spying tool to scope out and target specific phones and computers so as to better set up hacking and 
bugging operations. The outlines of the technology are cOntained in the slides ora PowerPoint 
presentation made to allied security agencies in June, 2012. Communications Security Establishment 
Canada (CSEC) called the tool "Olympia," showing how its analysts sifted through an Immlti~e amount 
ofcommunications data and zeroed in on the phones and computer servers they determined merited 
attention - in the demonstration case, inside the Brazilian Ministry' of Energy and Mines. Withj, wllCks, 
CSEC figured out who was talking to whom by plugging phone numbers and Internet protocol addresses 
into an array of intelligence databases. In this way it "developed a detailed map ofthe institu . on's 
communications," Paulo Pagliusi, a Brazilian security expert who examined the slides, told'TIIe Globe. 
The slides are part ofa large trove of documents that have been leaked by Edward Snowden: tbt former 
contraetor with the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) whose disclosures have set off a debate over 
whether the agency has improperly intruded on the privacy of Americans. Other disclosures have raised 
questions about its spying on foreign governments, sometimes with the assistance ofallied intelligence 
agencIes. 

7. Homegrown terrorism here to stay, local expert tells club 
Waterloo Region Record, Jeff Outhit, 2013 10 19 
Waterloo - More murderous plots are likely in Canada even as strong police work and watchful residents 
foil homegrown terrorism, a ,Ieading scholar warns. "Homegrown terrorism is here to stay," said Lome 
Dawson, a professor who studies terrorism at the University of Waterloo. "The conditions that give rise to 
it are not going away." Dawson bas a security clearance, mllets with international security officials and 
helps direct a national network for terrorism research. He spoke to the Confederation Club Thursday 
about Canadians who become terrorists after subscribing to an extreme version ofIslam. Canada bas not 
suffered a terror attack but has seen four foiled plots since the 9/11 terror attack in the U.S. in 200 I, 
Dawson said. Radicalized Canadian Muslims are also being linked to terrorism abroad, including some 
from nearby London. 

8. Mounties defend response to violent shale gas protest 
The Canadian Press, Melanie Patten, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - The RCMP's commanding officer in New Brunswick defended the police response to a 
shale-gas protest that erupted into violence, saying Friday that if the Mounties hadn't acted, lives could 
have been in danger. "Our officers demonstrated incredible professionalism as they worked to resolve the 
situation under tremendously difficult and dangerous circumstances," assistant commissioner Roger 
Brown told a news conference in Fredericton. "There came a point in time where we knew that this 
situation was no longer safe and that we had to do something before it turned into a situation where, 
regrettably, somebody could've been injured or even killed, and that's what triggered the decision." Six 
police vehicles including an unmarked van were burned Thursday in Rexton after the RCMP moved in to 
enforce a court-ordered injunction to remove protesters at the site ofa compound where SWN Resources 
stored exploratio)l equipment. A spokeswoman for the police force said Thursday that threats were made 
against private security guards at the site on Wednesday night. 

9. A rude dismissal of Canada's generosity 
National Post, Rex Murphy, 2013 10 19 
Column - There was a very disturbing confrontation betweep police and native protesters in New 
Brunswick on Thursday. It was a violent clash, there were reports ofseveral shots fired, police vehicles 
were set on fire, explosive devices were found, Molotov cocktails were hurled. All of which will now be 
bundled up into the usual charges from activists of settler brutality, the iron fist of the colonialists once 
again turned against peoples. Protests that end up with Molotov cocktails, the torching of politics 



vehicles, improvised explosive devices exposed, and intense standoffs between mobs of protesters and 
ranks of police, can only rarely be seen as justified protests at all. Most times they are righteousness on a 
rampage. They work against any cause for which they are set in motion. Such protests are not only 
aetions, of course. They come with a vocabulary. In the New Brunswick incident, and in many other hot 
moments of recent times - Caledonia is the epic example, Idle No More an interlude - there is a resort to 
very raw and provocative insult. 

10. Shale gas exploration protest in Kenora 
Kenore Online, Ryan Forbes, 2013 10 19 
Kenora - Local supporters of treaty rights gathered at the Kenora harbour-front Friday for a demonstration 
in support of Elsipogtog First Nation. The First Nation has been holding protests regarding shale gas 
exploration, and earlier in the week, the rallies took a violent turn. Participant Konhyatye gave us some 
more details on what the event in Kenora was all about. ''We heard about what's going on in the east 
coast. It's important we all support cach-<>ther because this is some bad times. The 6 nations had the big 
standoff in 2006 over a couple acres of land and now it's on the east coast over fracking, which is a billion 
dollar industry, and in 2006 it was only over a couple of acres ofland so this is going to be a big one," he 
said. 

11. Police arrest 40 as Canada shale gas protest turns violent 
Reuters, Julie Gordon, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - Police in the eastern Canadian province of New Brunswick arrested about 40 people on 
Thursday after efforts to dismantle a highway barricade turned violent and protesters against shale gas 
exploration set several police vehicles on fire. The incident came in response to a weeks-long protest by 
activists and local aboriginals, who blocked a road near the town of Rexton to try to slow work by SWN 
Resources Canada, a subsidiary of Southwestern Energy Co, which is exploring shale gas properties in 
the area. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) moved in early on Thursday to break up the 
blockade. They said officers were attacked with Molotov cocktails and at least one shot was fired, but not 
by them. Susan Levi-Peters, the former chief of the nearby Elsipogtog aboriginal reserve, said the police 
had moved in aggressively on unarmed protesters. 

12. Protesters block Trans-Canada Highway exits 
The Daily Gleaner, Tara Chislett, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - After a peaceful demonstration on the city's north side on Thursday night, protesters from 
St. Mary's First Nation gathered in Lincoln yesterday morning, blocking traffic at Nevers Road and the 
Trans-Canada Highway near the Irving Big Stop. About 40 protesters took part in the demonstration, 
which started at about 6:30 a.m. The protesters were stationed at both exits. They allowed regular traffic 
to proceed but stopped commercial vehicles until about noon, when the protest concluded. Chief Candice 
Paul said the decision to protest in Lincoln was made on Thursday evening following the protest on Cliffe 
and Union Streets. Paul said protesters want to keep things peaceful, but they also want to send a message 
to the province. ·St. Mary's now for three years has said no to shale gas because of the duty to consult. 
There has been no consultation. We stand firm on that. There has been no consultation," she said. "We 
want to send a message to the premier. No to shale gas, and SWN (Southwestern Energy) needs to leave 
the province. " 

13. Anti-shale gas protesters vow not to give up after Rexton, N.B. clash 
Global News, Nick Logan, 2013 10 19 
Rexton and Moncton, N.B - There is an uneasy calm in· eastern New Brunswick following a violent end 
to a shale gas protest on Thursday. But many of those irivolved in the demonstration aren't giving up on 
their fight and have gained support across the country. Gerard Miller said it was a matter ofdefending his 
right to access clean water when he decided to be one of the first to charge through an RCMP barricade at 
the scene of the protest. "I said we need to stand up to these guys. We can't let them push us around," he 



said. Miller was one of the 40 people RCMP arrested on Thursday, when Mounties arrived in riot gear to 
dismantle the three-week-old demonstration. The protesters had formed a blockade in front of a lot where 
seismic testing equipment owned by SWN Resources was being stored. SWN Resources has been 
conducting exploration for shale gas deposits in New Brunswick since 2010. ;0 

14. Peace reigns at rally supporting N.B. First Nation 
The Star Phoenix, Charles Hamilton, 2013 10 19 
Saskatoon - Approximately 100 protesters gathered on Friday at Five Comers on Broadway Avenue in 
Saskatoon to protest in conjunction with native group demonstrations against fracking for oil and gas in 
New Brunswick. On Thursday, Molotov cocktails were hurled at officers, police vehicles were torched 
and protesters were sprayed with tear gas after authorities in eastern New BruJlSwick tried to end a 
demonstration against an energy company. RCMP said dozens of people were arrested. Supporters in 
Saskatoon held their own demonstration Friday at the edge of the University of Saskatchewan campus. 
Serena Gamble said she was saddened to see police reaction to what she understood to be peaceful 
protests against the energy company. "How it went from a peaceful protest to an act of violence, of course 
that is going to upset anybody. It's just an injustice," Gamble said. 

15. Keeping vigil in Renon 
The Telegraph Journal (New Brunswick), Staff Writer, 2013 10 19 
Rexton - A dedicated group of shale gas opponents continued to occupy a camp along Route 134 on 
Friday as many of those who had stood there a day earlier made court appearances. Though SWN 
Resources, the company that has been doing exploration for shale gas in the area, has moved its 
equipment out of a nearby compound, people continued to hold vigil outside the gates. The group that 
numbered just a dozen in the morning had grown to more than 60 by late afternoon. Those at the camp 
declined to speak to non-native reporters; and some cursed, ordering reporters to leave. Signs of the camp 
that police had moved on a day earlier were everywhere. Tents and a car covered in flags remained in a 
ncarby field, plastic twist ties and the sleeve tom from a camouflage jacket lay on a nearby dirt road. 
Nearby, just inside the village limits, oil from six charred police vehicles pooled with rainwater next to 
metal that had melted into asphalt. The vehicles remained where they had been torched on Thursday after 
Mounties had moved in on the camp. 

16. Reality check: The law is the law 
The Telegraph Journal (New Brunswick), Dominic Cardy, 2013 10 19 
Commentary - With the violence in Rexton on Thursday at risk of spreading across the province, Premier 
David AJward must step up and lead. Opponents and supporters of the shale gas industry want the same 
thing: a province where our children can find work and we can all drink the water. What should be a fact
based debate, weighing industry claims against our economic and environmental needs, has sadly turned 
into a battle pitting New Brunswickers against one another. This has to stop. Weeks after a blockade 
erected by a group ofanti-shale gas supporters went up, blocking a public road and access to private 
property, the Court of Queen's Bench issued a clear injunction, ordering that the blockade come down. 
Two weeks later and the RCMP finally act, one day after the Attorney General said more time was 
needed. This confusion is why I cannot support the development of the shale gas industry: if the 
government cannot deal with their opponents, why should we expect them to have the courage to use the 
law when it means standing up to their friends? Any blockade - any acts of violence by opponents to shale 
gas - must end. Not because one side or the other on the shale gas debate is right, but because the law is 
the law. (Note: Dominic Cardy is leader of the New Democratic Party of New Brunswick.) 

17. N.D. fracking protests and the fight for aboriginal rights 
CBC News, Daniel Schwartz, 201310 19 
Fredericton - Protests this month at a potential shale gas site in New Brunswick involve an issue that has 
been at the heart of resource development battles across Canada - the duty to consult and accommodate 
aboriginal people when the development is on their traditional land. The latest round ofthe protests by 



Elsipogtog First Nation members and their supporters resulted in a violent clash Thursday when the 
RCMP moved in to enforce a court injunction against the protesters' blockade. But long before that, local 
First Nations leaders were raising concerns about the failure ofgovernment and industry to consult with 
them before development went ahead. Rulings by the Sup~me Courtrof C _ jlP.d lower courts have 
established a dutY to consult and accommodate aboriginal people when development is considered on 
their land, even non-reserve traditional lands. Since the mi .'80s, abOpginal rolJBs have tecorded 186 
victories in lawsuits over resource development, a 90 per cent ·succe§s rate e explorate~ tilling in 
New Brunswick also faces opposition from the local non-aborigina1 colllritl!H1iy Allan MarsH, (l'c,!lair of 
the nearby local service district for Saint-Charles, told CBC News that til'e PIP 'ncial gover:nntt;nt "isJ1~t 
listening to any of the other messages that it's getting." 'w'....o••.<.t ~....~rc,b '. '9' 

""411 <0 ~/C ~<.., 
18. Protest fallout echoes 10....~ ,gc,..~~~(0, 
The Telegraph Journal (New Brunswick), Chris Morris, 2013 10 19 'tCe " 
Fredericton - Fallout from thc violent protests in southeastern New Brunswick continued to reverberate 
throughout the province and across the country on Friday. Events were scheduled for numerous locations 
in Canada and the United States to demonstrate solidarity for the people of the, Elsipogtog First Nation 
and those opposed to shale gas development, according to listings on the Idle No More website. Rallies 
and marches from Halifax to British Columbia, as fur north as Iqaluit and even in downtown New York 
City were planned as the turbulent situation in Rexton earlier in the week seemed to breathe new life into 
the anti-shale gas movement across North America. A small group of shale gas opponents demonstrated 
in pouring rain on Friday outside the offices of Energy Minister Craig Leonard and Premier David 
Alward, saying that now is the time to order exploration companies such as SWN Resources out of the 
province. 

\, 1'tt~
19. Outside forces and armed protesters blamed for violence 
The Daily Gleaner, John Chilibeck, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - On Thursday, RCMP stormed an encampment of demonstrators who had blockaded a 
highway and heavy equipment near Rexton for three weeks to protest shale gas exploration. Forty people 
were arrested and six police vehicles torched. The show offorce touched off several more highway 
blockades across the province and the country as First Nations people and environmentalists tried to show 
support for the protesters near Rexton, many of them from Elsipogtog First Nation. "People know the 
difference between right and wrong, and what took place was wrong," Alward told reporters at the 
legislature in Fredericton, referring to the violent tactics of some protesters, and not the pepper spray and 
manhandling by police. "The RCMP had a responsibility to evaluate the situation and make decisions, and 
they did." In recent weeks, Alward met with Elsipogtog's chief, Aaron Sock, to try to find an end to the 
impasse. Those talks seemingly went nowhere, with Sock being arrested at the protest Thursday. 

20. Shale gas company's injunction decision due Monday 
The Telegraph Journal (New Bruiswick), Craig Babstock, 2013 10 19 
Moncton - A Moncton judge wi,l1 decide on Monday ifan injunction against shale gas protesters should 
be extended. Court of Queen's Bench Justice George Rideout presided over a hearing Friday morning 
where an SWN Resources Canada lawyer requested that the injunction granted earlier this month be 
extended indefinitely, until a further order of the court. SWN received an injunction from Rideout on Oct. 
3, ordering protesters not to interfere with the company in Kent County. The company is exploring for 
natural gas in this province and has equipment at a compound in Rexton on Route 134. Many aboriginal 
and some non-aboriginal protesters blocked that site for ahnost three weeks, and police shut down the 
road. Protesters cut down trees to partially block the road but those were later removed. SWN got a 10
day extension of the injunction on Oct. II and SWN lawyer Matthew Hayes expressed frustration at the 
time, saying police were "aiding and abetting" the protesters by not making arrests. 

21. B.c. native chief calls arrest of shale gas protesters a message to his province 



The Canadian Press, 2013 10 19 
Vancouver - The president of the B.C. Union of Indian Chiefs says the federal government was sending a 
message to his province when police arrested shale-gas protesters in New Brunswick. Grand Chief 
Stewart Phillip told a protest in Vancouver on Friday that protesters in B.C. can expect the same kind of 
response from police. But he says British Columbians have a duty to take the issue of shale gas 
development into the streets. New Brunswick Mounties arrest&l40 people on Thursday for firearms 
offences, threats, intimidation, mischief and violating an injunction outside a compound where shale gas 
exploration equipment was stored. 

22. Take down the barricades 
Telegraph-Journal (New Brunswick), 2013 10 19 
Editorial - The blockades that have been erected by First Nations across Canada underline the fact that the 
violence near Rexton had nothing to do with shale gas. The clash between police and protesters occurred 
because non-native shale gas protesters tried to hitch their wagon to outstanding aboriginal land claims 
issues - a much more explosive issue, and one which rapidly moved to the forefront. The results were 
predictable, from the moment when Elsipogtog Chief Aaron Sock and self-declared "warriors" 
proclaimed that they were serving an eviction notice to SWN Resources on Sept. 30. This proclamation 
dealt only glancingly with the issue of shale gas exploration. It included a catalogue of other grievances, 
including outstanding land claims, plus a pledge to start seizing Crown lands for the use of Aboriginal 
peoples. It should not surprise anyone that such an inflammatory declaration drew militants to the nearby 
highway blockade. While the provincial government undertook negotiations with Elsipogtog in good 
faith, seeking a peaceful resolution, the protest site became an armed camp, attracting more self-described 
"warriors." When the police finally moved in to clear the road, enforcing a provincial injunction that had 
been in place for approximately two weeks, officers were shot at and firebombed. 

23. Premier, Eisipogtog chief hold meeting 
The Times and Transcript (Moncton), John Chilibeck, 2013 10 19 
Fredericton - Premier David Alward and Chief Aaron Sock of the Elsipogtog First Nation emerged from 
a lengthy closed-door meeting last night committed to the need for more talk and a cooling-off period 
after the explosive violence in Rexton. "It has been a long 24 hours for everybody," Alward told reporters 
wearily as he left the meeting at a Fredericton hotel. "But I believe what everybody realizes is we don't 
want to see what took place (Thursday) happen again." Alward said provincial government and 
Elsipogtog representatives will meet early next week to begin work on what he called a framework for a 
process that will allow for communication and consultation. 'We're not talking moratorium today," the 
premier said. 'We are talking about the issues that took place yesterday (Thursday) and the healing that 
needs to take place, and the debriefing in the community. More basic than that is the framework we neeli 
to put in place as to how we build our relationships going forward." Sock, one of 40 people arrested in the 
RCMP crackdown in Rexton, also appeared tired from the events of the past two days. 

24. Fraeking fight turned frightening 
National Post, Christie Blatchford, 2013 10 19 
Column -In a brief on proposed welfare cuts filed with the Federal Court of Canada in March last year, 
lawyers for the Elsipogtog First Nation in New Brunswick estimated that 85% of its people were on 
welfare. The ignoble number added heft to their argument: The band, and other Mi'kmaq First Nations in 
the province, successfully fought off Ottawa's attempt to equalize income assistance on reserves with that 
in the rest of province. For instance, where a fiunily offour in the rest of New Brunswick receives $908 a 
month, a furnily of similar size on a reserve receives $1,262, or about $300 more. Judge Sandra Simpson 
granted the First Nations' motions, at least stalling the implementation of the federal policy, on the 
grounds some native recipients would suffer irreparable harm iftheir cheques were to be slashed. I offer 
this by way of background to what happened this week near the village of Rexton, N.B., where a three
weekold protest against shale gas exploration on land close to the reserve, involving Elsipogtog leaders 



and residents, exploded in violence. As the commanding officer of the RCMP in New Brunswick, 
Assistant Commissioner Roger Brown, said Friday, the day after all hell broke loose along Highway 134, 
his officers seized not only firearms and knives, but also found, and detonated in place, several 
improvised explosive devices, or IEDs, the makeshift bombs which killed so many young Canadian 
soldiers in Afghanistan. (., 1 ~ C. 
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~O .... '" IV...25. Omsr Khsdr reste als prison a securite maximsIe ..., .., 
Radio-Canada, 2013 10 19 I. C 
Ottawa - Omar Khadr, qui est dewnu it Edmonton, ne sera pas transfere de la prison pour ad~ltes it 
securite maximale vers une prison provinciale. Le juge John Rooke de Ia Cour du Banc de Ia reine a rejete 
la requete de I'avocat du jeune homme, Dennis Edney, qui estimait que les crimes attribues it son client 
devraient etre juges en vertu de la Loi sur les jeunes contrevenants. Pour John Rooke, la decision de 
placer Omar Khadr dans une prison federale it securite maximale est fondee it cause des crimeS pour 
lesqucls il avait plaide coupable aux Etats-Unis. Omar Khadr, maintenant age de 27 ans, a ere capture par 
des soldats americains en Afghanistan, il y a II ans, puis transfere it la prison de Guantanarno. En 2010, il 
a plaide coupable it des accusations de crimes de guerre. II a aussi admis avoir tue un soldat americain en 
Afghanistan en 2002, a10rs qu'il etait mineur. Une commission militaire I'a condamne it huit ans de prison. 

26. Omsr Khsdr restera dans une prison federale 
La Presse, Anabelle Blais, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - La Cour superieure de I'AJberta a tranche hier : Omar Khadr ne pouera purger sa peine dans une 
prison provinciale. II restera donc dans une prisonjederale it securite maximale. L'ancien detenu de 
Guantitnamo s' etait presente pour la premiere fois devant un tribunal canadien Ie 23 septembre deruier 
pour demander un transfert. L'homme aujourd'hui age de 27 ans a plaide coupable it des accusations de 
meurtre et de soutien materiel au terrorisme. II etait age de 15 ans au moment des faits. Son avocat, Me 
Dennis Edney, a plaide que son client etait a10rs mineur et qu ' il devait donc purger une peine dans un 
etablissement provincial. Cette decision de la Court of Queen's Bench de I'Alberta (I ' equivalent de la 
Cour superieure) est lourde de consequences pour Khadr, puisqu'elle signifie qu ' i1 ne pouera pas etre 
Iibere sous condition avant la fin de sa peine. II reste ainsi maintenu en isolation et les demandes 
d'entrevues avec les medias sont refusees. Me Edney a indique it qu'il compte inteJjeter appel de cette 
decision. <<Nous continuerons de nous battre pour sa liberte », a-t-il dit. 

27. Khadr must stay in federal prison: judge 
National Post, John Cotter, 2013 10 19 
Edmonton - An Edmonton judge has denied former Guantanarno Bay inmate Omar Khadr a transfer from 
a federal prison to a provincial jail. Justice John Rooke dismissed an application from Khadr's lawyer that 
his 27-yearold client be moved out of the Edmonton Institution. Dennis Edney had argued his client 
should be treated as a young offender and be removed from maximum security. "Mr. Khadr's placement in 
a federal peuitentiary is lawful and the ... application is denied," Justice Rooke wrote in his decision 
released Friday. The Toronto-born Khadr pleaded guilty in 2010 to five war crimes, including murder, for 
killing a U.S., soldier in Afghanistan when he was 15. A U.S. military commission jailed him for eight 
years, but did not specify if it was a youth or adult sentence. Khadr was transferred to Canada from 
Guantanarno Bay last fall. 

28. Khadr must stay in federal prison: judge 
Ottawa Citizen, Sheila Pratt, 2013 10 19 
Edmonton - Former Guantanamo detainee Omar Khadr has lost his bid to be moved to a provincial jail 
from Edmonton's maximum-security penitentiary. AJberta Associate Chief Justice John Rooke ruled 
Friday the 27-yearold Khadr should remain in the federal Edmonton Institution even though he was only 
15 when the crimes wcre committed in 2002 in Afghanistan. "Mr. Khadr's placement in a federal 
penitentiary is lawful and the habeas corpus application is denied," wrote Rooke. Khadr, held for 10 years 



at the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay, was sentenced by a U.S. military commission to eight 
years for five crimes as part ofa plea bargain in October 2010. Khadr pleaded guilty to murder in 
violation of the laws of war for the death ofan American soldier in a firefight in Afghanistan in 2002, as 
well as to conspiracy, attempted murder, spying and providing material support for terrorism. Rooke ruled 
that the eight-year sentence was a global sentence, not five separate sentences for each criine as federal 
lawyers had argued. ~ 0 (,>\! 

29. Court denies Omar Khadr transfer to provincial institution ~o~ ~ . ,. ~ 
The Toronto Star, Michelle Shephard, 2013 10 19 ~(. 'Wi 

Toronto - Former Guantanamo Bay detainee Omar Khadr will remain in a maximum securi!y federal 
penitentiary, limiting his chances for parole. Edmonton Justice John Rooke iss.ued his rulil\g Friday, 
denying a request to transfer the 27-year-old to a provincial institution. Khadr's lawxers had argued last 
month, in what's known as a habeas application, that the Canadian government was illegally<bolding 
Khadr as an aduh for offences committed as a juvenile. Rooke upheld the government's position that 
Khadr has been appropriately incarcerated in a federal institution according to the International Transfer 
of Offenders Act (ITOA), the legislation that governed his transfer from Guantanamo to Canada. Public 
Safety Minister Steven Blaney said he "welcomed" the ruling, reiterating Prime Minister Stephen Harper's 
previous statement that "The Government of Canada will continue to vigorously defend against any 
attempt to lessen his punishment." 

I. 

30. Omar Khadr loses bid to move to provincial prison 
Edmonton Sun, Tony Blais, 2013 1019 
Edmonton - An Edmonton judge has ruled that former Guantanamo Bay detainee Omar Khadr should 
serve the remainder ofhis eight-year murder sentence in a federal penitentiary. In a written decision 
released Friday, Court ofQueen's Bench Associate ChiefJustice John Rooke dismissed Khadr's 
application for his time to be served in a provincial jail, saying his placement in a federal institution was 
"lawful" and the correctional authorities had properly interpreted the legislation relating to foreign 
transfers. 'This is the result that would follow, not only for any Canadian who offends outside Canada 
and is transferred to Canada, but also to those who are similarly sentenced within Canada," said Rooke in 
his 14-pag'e decision. The judge stressed his ruling had ·nothing to do with Khadr's background, other than 
the fact he is a Canadian, nor his age, the circumstances ofhis pre-transfer detention or which facility 
would be better or worse for him. "Indeed, it is not about any determination of the level of punishment, 
whether lessening or increasing it, that, post his transfer, has been or will be imposed on Mr. Khadr, such 
punishment merely flowing from his sentence and the legislation that determines his placement," he said. 

31. 'Canadian fall in China' is a windfall for Alberta 
The Toronto Star, Martin Koelman, 2013 10 19 
Beijing - Canada's governor general, David Johnston, walked down one of the world's longest red carpets 
on Friday with Xi Jinping, president of China, on a rare state visit. The red carpet stretched from the steps 
ofthe Great Hall of the People (government headquarters) into the vast Tiananmen Square. The ceremony 
included salutes from three branches of the Chinese military and a rendition of "0 Canada" played by a 
marching band, punctuated by cannon shots. Meanwhile, a group ofabout 100 Chinese fourth graders 
jumped up and down waving Canadian flags. After this extravaganza carne the signing of three 
agreements, including a startling deal under which the province of Alberta collaborates directly with the 
Chinese central government to expand energy trade. The red-carpet event may have been meant as a 
demonstration of friendship, but to some obserVers it played somewhere between the Radio City Music 
Hall Christmas show and a striking demonstration of military strength and political grandeur. 

32. Oil drowns other diplomatic issues for Canadians in Beijing 
The Globe and Mail, Nathan Vanderklippe, 2013 10 19 
Beijing - The pleasantries were brief, conducted beneath a ceiling bursting with crystal flower-petal 



lights in Beijing's Great Hall of the People. "I believe that your visit will help raise this relationship to a 
higher level," said a smiling Li Keqiang, China's Premier, as he launched the first formal state meeting 
with a Canadian governor-general since 1994. Sitting across the table from the second most powerful man 
in China, David Johnston wasted little time in trying to rofit from the welcome. Time, in the 30-minute 
meeting, was short. 'The objectives of our visit are very clear, Mr. Premier," he said. "First ofall, we 
would like to urge you to consider a visit to Canada whenever and as soon as you possibly can." And so 
began the business of attempting to tease out a better relationship with the rising superpower, amid 
several weeks of intensive Canadian speech-making, eating, drinking, handshaking and, above all, 
grasping for better access to the world's second-largest economy. The denuded landscapes of the oil sands 
could hardly be more distant from the gilded halls of Beijing's central locus ofJ?ower. But they have risen 
to the top ofa diplomatic agenda that now dominates Canada's conversations with Cjtina. Largely 
forgotten are the issues of religious freedom and minority rights that once sat high on the federal 
government's China agenda, including the Canadians who continue to languish in Chinese jails as victims 
ofquestionable legal processes. Thcir fate has fadcd from an Ottawa gaze trained on the potential dollars 
at stake in new flows ofoil and gas across the Pacific. 

33. BlackBerry must be wary: PM 
Bloomberg News, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - BlackBerry should be wary ofa potential takeover that raises national security concerns, Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper says. Ottawa would closely examine those issues in any foreign bid for the 
Waterloo based srnartphone maker, Harper said in an interview. He spoke in Brussels on Friday after he 
and European Commission President Jose Barroso announced an agreement in principle on a free-trade 
deal. BlackBerry, which has drawn the interest offoreign companies such as China's Lenovo Group, is "a 
very important player" in the fields of information technology and communications, Harper said. ''So it 
would be very important that any transactions involving BlackBerry in the future not lead to any concerns 
about security in that particular area of the economy." Harper made the remarks a day after a Wall Street 
Journal report that Lenovo has signed a nondisclosure agreement with BlackBerry, giving it access to 
confidential financial data. The Chinese company's chief financial officer, Wong Wai Ming, told 
Bloomberg News in January that Lenovo was considering a possible deal with BlackBerry. The 
srnartphone maker officially put itself up for sale in Augnst, after a new operating system failed to fuel a 
comeback. Brion Tingler, a U.S.-based spokesperson for Lenovo, declined to comment on the report, as 
did BlackBerry's Adam Emery. Harper' s government blocked a $520mi1lion deal by Egyptian investors 
to buy Manitoba Telecom's Allstream unit earlier this month, citing national-security provisions. That 
was the third deal that his government had rejected in five years. 

34. Chinese premier urges Canada to approve investment treaty 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 19 
Beijing - Chinese Premier Li Keqiang met with visiting Canadian Governor General David Johnston here 
on Friday and urged Canada to approve a bilateral investment treaty (BIT) as early as possible. "[We] 
welcome more Canadian enterprises to invest in China and hope that the Canadian side will accelerate the 
pace to approve the China-Canada BIT and create favorable environments for mutnaI investment to 
benefit the people of the two countries," said the Chinese premier. The two countries concluded their BIT 
negotiations last year. Li said the Chinese government appreciated the Canadian government's pragmatic 
policy toward China in recent years. China is ready to stick with the principle of equality and mutnaI 
respect in order to tap the potential for reciprocal cooperation in key areas, Li said. 

35. Lenovo's Hurdles In BlackBerry Deal 
The Wall Street Journal, Ben Dummett, 2013 1019 
Toronto - If Lenovo Group Ltd. winds up bidding for troubled Canadian srnartphone maker BlackBerry 
Ltd., the Chinese computer company should prepare for heavy scrutiny in the U.S. and Canada. It may 
also be asked to make significant promises to BlackBerry's home country. The Wall Street Journal 



reported Thursday that Lenovo is actively considering a bid for BlackBerry, according to people familiar 
with the matter, though the emergence of a firm proposal is far from certain. Both Lenovo and 
BlackBerry have declined to comment. A spokesman for Canada's Prime Minister Stephen Harper 
declined to speculate Friday about possible bidders for BlackBerry. He added, though, that the 
government does welcome foreign investment in Canada; "but-not at the expense of our national 
security." BlackBerry officially put itself up for sale in August after a new line ofphones failed to gain 
ground against rivals like Apple Inc. and Samsung Electronics COI}l. Last month, it reached a preliminary 
$4 .7 billion buyout deal with Fairfax Financial Holdings Ltd., a Canadian insurance firm and one of its 
largest shareholders. Other parties are considering bids, including Cerberus Capital Management LP, 
which like Lenovo has signed a nondisclosure agreement to look at BlackBerry's books, according to a 
person familiar with the matter, and BlackBerry co-founders Mike Lazaridis and Doug Fregin, who 
recently disclosed their interest in a public filing . Chinese technology companies have a checkered history 
with the U.S. government, with members of the intelligence community singling out individual 
companies as security risks. Chinese officials and companies have said such accusations reflect bias in the 
U.S. and hurt relations between the two countries. 

36. Lenovo considers acquisition of BlackBerry, report 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 19 
Beijing - Lenovo Group, the world's largest personal computer (PC) maker, is considering a bid for the 
struggling smartphone maker BlackBerry, according to a report Friday by the Wall Street Journal. The 
newspaper, quoting people familiar with the matter, said Lenovo had signed a non-disclosure agreement 
with BlackBerry that allowed it to examine the Canadian company's financial accounts. BlackBerry 
declined to comment directly on the report. BlackBerry put itself up for sale earlier this year after its 
BlackBerry 10 operating system and a new line of smartphones failed to gain traction with users. The 
company is still pushing the platform and has had some limited success, but stands fourth in the market 
behind Android, Apple's iOS and Windows Phone. 

37. Lenovo signs non disclosure deal to look at BlackBerry 
China Daily, 2013 10 19 
Beijing - Chinese personal computer maker Lenovo has signed a non-disclosure deal to examine the 
books of troubled Canadian smartphone maker BlackBerry Ltd, the Wall Street Journal said on Thursday, 
quoting unnamed sources. Smartphone pioneer BlackBerry said in August it was exploring strategic 
options that could include an outright sale. It has received a tentative $9 a share offer from a consortium 
led by its largest investor, Prem Watsa's Fairfax Financial Holdings Ltd, which wants to buy BlackBerry 
for $4.7 billion and take it private, and other companies are also taking a look at the company's books to 
decide whether to make an offer, industry sources say. A Chinese bid for BlackBerry would likely face 
opposition from the Canadian government, which vets foreign takeovers to ensure they are in the national 
interest, and that they do not threaten national security. 

38. Canada nearing open access tipping point 
The Toronto Star, Michael Geist, 2013 10 19 
Column - The power of the Internet to shake up well-established industries has become a common theme 
in recent years as many businesses struggle to compete with new entrants and technologies. While it has 
captured limited attention outside of educational circles, the Internet has facilitated the emergence ofopen 
access publishing of research, transforming the multibillion dollar academic publishing industry and 
making millions of articles freely accessible to a global audience. "Open Access Week," which is used by 
supporters to raise awareness of the benefits ofopen publishing, is being marked at university campuses 
around the world this week just as a Canadian study confirmed a global open access tipping point and 
Canada's major research funding agencies prepare to mandate open access publishing for grant recipients 
across the country. According to a European Commission-funded report by Montreal-based Science
Metrix, more than halfof all research publications in some countries and fields ofstudy are now freely 



available online. The company found that countries such as the United States, Switzerland, Israel and the 
Netherlands have all passed the 50 per cent mark for open access publication. Canada is on the verge of 
joining those countries, falling just shy at 49 per cent. 

39. Open up the government . 
The Ottawa Citizen, 20 \3 10 19 c. 
Editorial- If the latest report of the Information Commissioner sounds depressingly familiar, it is. But it is 
worth repeating: Government secrecy shows no sign ofabating, and it is putting Canadian democracy at 
risk. In her report to Parliament on how the federal access to information is wOlking - or perhaps not 
working - Suzanne Legault sounded the alarm, warning that the system, a fundamental pillar of 
democratic accountability, is failing badly. Federal institutions, the commissioner sai9, are not meeting 
their "most basic obligations" under the law. We should all be concerned about that. ' There are 
unmistakable signs significant deterioration in the federal access system .. . The faltering in the system is 
actually quite dramatic and it is not getting better," Suzanne Legault said in releasing her report on federal 
access to information. "When the access system falters, not only is Canadians' participation in 
government thwarted but ultimately, the health of Canadian democracy is at stake." 

40. A second chance to strike first 
Postmedia News, Robert Fulford, 2013 10 19 
Column -Every autumn Israel notes with sorrow the anniversary of the Yom Kippur War of 1913, a 
calamity that most of the world recalls as a marginal event, if we remember it all. For Israelis, it's lodged 
permanently in the national memory as the victory that felt more like a defeat. For many Israelis it's a 
piece of history that carries important lessons for the present. On Yom Kippur, the holiest day of the 
Jewish year, Egypt and Syria staged a surprise attack on Israeli positions. Backed by the Soviet Union, 
they were intent on avenging their defeat in the Six-Day War of 1961. 1,lie Israelis turned them back and 
in about two weeks had troops fighting their way toward Cairo and Damascus. The fighting ended after 
19 days with a UN-brokered peace - a relief to everyone who fcared that the war might broaden into a 
u.S.-Soviet conflict. By then 2,656 Israelis had died in action. That's a figure no one wants to forget. 

41. 'Pipeline bogeyman' the new baby seal hunt 
National Post, Diane Francis, 2013 10 19 
Column - An ocean of natural gas and oil surrounds tiny Inuvik in the Northwest Territories, but this 
summer officials had to truck in propane from Alberta because the village's only producing natural gas 
well is running out. Inuvik's mayor quipped to a Post colleague: "It's like me ordering up a truckload of 
ice from Alberta." While a zany story, the fact is Inuvik's untapped resources, and nonexistent 
infrastructure to develop or deliver them, is becoming ametaphor for Canada itself. This is a country with 
energy, metals and minerals galore, that the world wants, but a country that cannot get its act together. 
The latest, most egregious ell3lt1ple of this problem revolves around the lack of strategy, politics and 
recurring media flash points concerning pipelines and, to a lesser extent, power generation infrastructure. 
The anti-infrastructure forces are so out of control that recently dozens of people in Ontario and Quebec 
were arrested protesting pipeline projects; not new pipelines but pipelines that have been in operation for 
decades and merely want to reverse direction. The Pipeline Bogeyman is the new baby seal hunt - a cause 
celebre for environmentalists and their fellow travellers as varied as meddling movie stars or Middle 
Eastern oil sheikhdoms that finance anti-development, anti-fracking, anti-oil sands efforts. 

42. Essential Canadianness dependent on the slice of time that is spent here 
National Post, Jonathan Kay, 2013 1019 
Comment - The award of the Man Booker prize to quasi -Canadian author Eleanor Catton - coming on the 
heels of the unambiguously Canadian Alice Munro winning the Nobel Prize for Literature - again raises 
the question: What does it mean to be Canadian? No, don't worry. This isn't some thumb-sucker about 
multiculturalism or hockey or canoes. Instead, I'm interested in the narrow and more technical question: 
What does it mean to be quantifiably Canadian? For all the thumbs that have been sucked, no one has yet 



come up with a fonnula. Until now. By way of introduction, I ask the reader to imagine two candidates 
for Canadianness, both ofthem now in their early 50s. The first, call him Candidate A, spent a little more 
than a decade in Canada, before taking off to New York. The second, Candidate B, lived roughly the 
same amount of time in this country. He, too, eventually ended up in the13ig Apple. Arithmetically, the 
two men had the same exposure to the great white north. 1n both cases, their1ilhe here occupied about 
20% of their respective lives. But when one evaluates a person's true Canadianness - their Canuckitude, if 
you will -the analysis must go deeper. 

~ ~ 

43. Man charged at PMO released on bail 1\' "-4 t?O0"" "" 
The Ottawa Sun, Tony Spears, 2013 10 19 ~ 
Toronto - A Toronto man charged after a suspicious package was found at the building housing the Prime 
Minister's office was released on bail Friday. Mohamoud Jimale, 45, was charged with uttering threats 
and mischief after an incident at parliament's Langevin Block on Wednesday. Defence lawyer SQlomon 
Friedman secured Jimale's release late in the afternoon after a bail hearing before Justice of the Peace 
Beverly Souliere. Evidence at the hearing is protected by a standard publication ban. 

44. Changes needed to keep background checks in check, critics say 
Ottawa Citizen, Chris Cobb, 2013 10 19 
Ottawa - To protect her identity, court documents refer to her as J.N. She's ajournalism graduate now in 
her early 50s who applied for a media relations position at a Durham-area school board. The board asked 
her to get a police records check as a condition ofemployment, so she did. When it arrived, she was 
horrified to find it contained details of a 2006 fiunily dispute that prompted her siblings to call police and 
resulted in her being charged with assaulting her aging father by allegedly hitting his leg. More than a 
year later, Crown lawyers dropped the charge because it "lacked meri!." With the help of the Canadian 
Civil Liberties Association (CCLA) she took the case to court. A judge sided with her and the reference to 
the charge was removed. The force appealed to the Court of Appeal for, Ontario and won on procedural 
grounds, but according to the CCLA, the police chose not to reinstate the infonnation. In the meantime, 
J.N. had decided to pass on the school board job to avoid the embarrassment of showing them the 
bilckground check. J.N. is one of thousands of Canadians whose lives are compromised by so-called non
conviction record checks - people who do not have criminal records and in many cases haven't even been 
charged with an offence. Information released can include mere contact with police, charges that were 
dropped before a court appearance, and not-guilty verdicts, often based on lack of evidence. 

45. Popular Canadian download site isoHunt to shut down, pay $110M fine 
The Canadian Press, 2013 10 19 
Vancouver - A Vancouver resideot has agreed to shut down his popular downloading website and pay a 
$1 JO-nrillion fine after settling a long legal fight with the Motion Picture Association of America. Gary 
Fung ran isoHun!.com, a search engine for BitTorrent files, which helped users find virtually every type 
ofcopyrighted material, including music, movies, computer software, ebooks and pornography. As of 
Friday, the site stated it linked to 13.7 nrillion active BitTorrent files with 51 million users either 
uploading or download them. According to Alexa.com, it ranked as the 423rd top site on the web for 
global traffic and I 61th in Canada. On his blog, Fung said he was "sad to see my baby go." "But I have 
fought the good fight, I have finished the race, and I have remained faithful. Ten-and-a-half years of 
isoHunt has been a long journey by any business definition, and forever in Internet startup time. It started 
as a programming hobby in m); university days that has become so, so much more," Fung wrote. 

46. Canadian Tamil Tigers operative pleads guilty in U.S. after working as arms supplier for LTTE 
Al Bawaba.com, StaffWriter, 2013 10 19 
(Unidentified Placeline) - Seven years after he was arrested by the RCMP in Toronto, a Canadian man has 
pleaded guilty in New York to conspiring to buy anti-aircraft nrissiles for Sri Lanka s Tamil Tigers. 
Piratheepan Nadarajah, 31, is to be sentenced on Jan. 31 after the U.S. District Court accepted his guilty 
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pleas on two counts related to his work as an arms supplier for the L TIE. Three other Canadians are 
already serving sentences ofat least 25 years for their roles in the same procurement network that was 
caught trying to buy $ I-million worth of missiles in Long Island, N.Y. The anti-aircraft weapons were to 
be used by the L TIE to shoot down Kfir aircraft used by the Sri Lankan military. They had also 
negotiated to buy 500 AK -47 assault rifles, unaware they had walked into 3.-sting operation and that the 
FBI was recording their conversations with an undercover informant who ~ posing as an arms dealer. 

o 
47. Tamil Tiger arms supplier pleads guilty in New York 
Asian Tribune, Daya Gamage, 2013 to 19 
Washington - A Canadian of Sri Lankan origin - Piratheepan NadarajJt from rampton, Ontario pleaded 
guilty in the United States judicial court in New York to two terrorism offences in connection with the 
Tamil Tigers of Sri Lanka on Wednesday, October 16. He admitted to a conspiracy to acquire anti-aircraft 
missiles and attempting to provide material support to a foreign terrorist organization (FTO) designated 
by the US Department of State, a criminal offense under Federal Statutes. Online court records, updated 
Wednesday, show that Nadarajah pleaded guilty last week in New York to the two counts. His sentencing 
is scheduled for Jan. 31, 2014. Prosecutors alleged Nadarajah and co-conspirators negotiated with an 
undercover FBI agent to buy and export $1 million of high-powered weapons and military equipment for 
the Tamil Tigers. Nadarajah was extradited last year alongside Suresh Sriskandarajah, who pleaded guilty 
in July to conspiring to provide material support to the Tamil Tigers. 

United States - Etats-Unis 

48. U.N. teUs U.S. to release drone assassination data 
Salon.com, Alice Ross, 2013 to 19 
Washington - A report by a UN expert urges the US to ' release its own data on the level ofcivilian 
casualties' caused by drone strikes and attacks the lack of transparency surrounding CIA and US special 
forces drone operations. Ben Emmerson, a British barrister and UN special rapporteur on counter
terrorism, has released the second oftwo major UN reports in a week to examine the use of drones both 'in 
confliet zones and in covert settings. In the earlier report, Christof Heyns also called for increased 
transparenc)' around the use of drones. In the new report Emmerson emphasises that this is a vital step to 
ensuring accountability and redress for the civilian victims ofdrone strikes. Emmerson says: 'The single 
greatest obstacle to an evaluation of the civilian impact of drone strikes is lack oftransparency, which 
makes it extremely difficult to assess claims ofprecision targeting objectively.' 

49. NSA delayed anti-leak software at base where Snowden worked -officials 
Reuters, By Mark Hosenball and Warren Strobel, 2013 to 19 
Washington - The U.S . National Security Agency failed to install the most up-to-date anti-leak software 
at a site in Hawaii before contractor Edward Snowden went to work there and downloaded tens of 
thousands ofhighly classified documents, current and former U.S. officials told Reuters. Well before 
Snowden joined Booz Allen Hamilton last spring and was assigned to the NSA site as a systems 
administrator, other U.S. government facilities had begun to install software designed tu spot attempts by 
unauthorized people to access or download data. The purpose of the software, which in the NSA's case is 
made by a division ofRaytheon Co, is to block so-called "insider threats" - a response to an order by 
President Barack Obarna to tighten up access controls for classified information in the wake of the leak of 
hundreds of thousands of Pentagon and State Department documents by an Army private to WikiLeaks 
website in 2010. 

SO. Apple's iMessage security claims 'basically just lies', say researchers 
The Guardian.com, Samuel Gibbs, 2013 10 19 
Washington - Security rescarchers say Apple's messaging service iMessage is not as secure as the 
company claims and that Apple, the NSA or US government could intercept messages. Cyril Cattiaux, a 
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developer for penetration testing company Quarkslab, claimed that Apple's assertion in June that 
iMessages are encrypted end-to-end and that not even Apple can decrypt them was ')ust basically lies" at 
the Hack in the Box security conference in Kuala Lumpur this week. "Apple can read your iMessages if 
they chose to, or if they are required to do so by a government order," the researchers said. "The weakness 
is in the [encryption] key infrastructure as it is controlled by Apple: they can change a key anytime they 
want, thus read the content ofour iMessages." The paper (PDF) from Quaicast describes how they were 
able to add a fake security certificate to an iPhone, which mcant they theoretically could grab the owner's 
Apple ID password " 

51. U.S. Anny Hones Antiterror Strategy for Africa, in Kansas 
The New York Times, Eric Schmitt, 2013 10 19 
Fort Riley, Kan - Here on the Kansas plains, thousands of soldiers once bound for Iraq or Afghanistan 
are now gearing up for missions in Africa as part ofa new Pentagon strategy to train and advise 
indigenous forces to tackle emerging terrorist threats and other security risks so that American forces do 
not have to. The first-of-its-kind program is drawing on troops from a 3,500-member brigade in the 
Army's storied First Infantry Division, known as the Big Red One, to conduct more than 100 missions in 
Africa over the next year. The missions range from a two-man sniper tearn in Burundi to 350 soldiers 
conducting airborne and humanitarian exercises in South Africa. The brigade has also sent a ISO-member 
rapid-response force to Djibouti in the Hom of Africa to protect embassies in emergencies, a direct reply 
to the attack on the United States Mission in Benghazi, Libya, last year, which killed four Americans. 

52. Nomination Revives Debate Over Homeland Security 
The New York Times, Michael S Schmidt & Julia Preston, 1013 10 19 
Washington - President Obarna's nomination on Friday of Jeh C. Johnson as the next secretary of 
homeland security reignited criticism of the department and led Republicans and Democrats to blame one 
another for its problems. Still, Mr. Johnson does not appear to face major obstacles for confirmation by 
the Democratic-controlled Senate. Senator Thomas R. Carper, Democrat ofDelaware, the chairman of the 
Homeland Security Committee, praised Mr. Ohama's choice, saying Mr. Johnson was nominated "at a 
critical time for the agency and its mission." The post has been open since the previous secretary, Janet 
Napolitano, resigned in July to lead the University of California system, and confirmation of the nominee 
for deputy secretary of the department is stalled in the Senate. 

53. N.S.A. Plan to Log Calls Is Renewed by Court 
The New York Times, Charlie Savage, 2013 10 19 
Washington - The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court released a new legal opinion on Friday that 
reauthorized the once-secret National Security Agency program that keeps records of every American's 
phone calls. The opinion also sought to plug a hole in a similar ruling made public last month. In the six
page opinion, which was signed on Oct. II, Judge Mary A. McLaughlin said she was personally 
approving for the first time the extension of the call log metadata program, which must be approved every 
90 days. But slie wrote that she endorsed a lengthy legal opinion written by a colleague, Judge Claire V . 
Eagan, who was the previous judge to approve extending it. Judge Eagan's opinion, which was made 
public last month, held that the'N.S.A. could lawfully collect the bulk data about all Americans' calls 
without warrants, in part because ofa 1979 ease, Smith v. Maryland. In that matter, the Supreme Court 
held that call records were not protected by the Fourth Amendment because suspects had exposed that 
metadata to their phone companies and had no reasonable expectation of privacy. 

54. Shortsighted Arms Deregulation 
The New York Times, 2013 10 19 
Editorial - President Obarna has rightly earned praise for signing the international Arms Trade Treaty, 
which seeks to keep many kinds ofconventional wcapons out of the hands of terrorists and other 
criminals who fuel conflicts around the globe. He now risks undercutting that treaty, as well as American 



laws and national security interests, by loosening regulatory controls on many of America's own military 
exports. Early in his administration, Mr. Obama began an effort to reform export control laws that nearly 
everyone agreed needed to be simplified and updated. But the new f.egt\latory regime, which started to 
take effect this week, has raised fears that it could increas~ sales of Ari'ieric;ID-made military parts to 
conflict zones and make it harder to enforce arms sanctions, including on Iran. For oecades, the United 
States, primarily through the State Department, evaluated arms exports case by case to ensure that they 
did not contribute to human rights abuses and could not be transferred to terrorists and other prohibited 
users. The new system shifts responsibility for thousands of military components to the business-friendly 
Commerce Department under more flexible controls. In some cases, companies no longer will hl\.ve to 
obtain a license to export certain items. <> .~ i\r.t J ' 
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55. Long Island Man Faces Terrorism Charges After Failed Trip to Yemen I) b 

The New York Times, Mosi Secret, 2013 10 19 
New York - A Long Island man who the authorities say tried to fly to Yemen to join a branch of Al Qaeda 
was charged on Friday with conspiring to commit murder overseas and other terrorism counts. The man, 
Marcos Alonso Zea, 25, an American citizen and a convert to Islam who is from Brentwood, Long Island, 
was stopped by British customs officials in London on his way to the Middle East in January 2012 
because he did not have a passport to enter Yemen. The authorities there sent him back to the United 
States, and New York's Joint Terrorism Task Force opened an investigation and found that Mr. Zea had 
continued to participate in a terrorist conspiraey even after returning home, court documents said. Over 
the next year, an undercover agent secretly recorded Mr. Zea bragging about lies he had told British 
officials and about how he had helped another man make plans to join AI Qaeda, according to court 
documents. 

56. More Laser Pointers Aimed at Airplanes, F.B.I. Reports 
The New York Times, 2013 10 19 
New York - Reports of people aiming laser pointers at airplanes landing in the New York City area are up 
17 percent compared with last year, the Federal Bureau of Investigation said on Friday as it sought 
information on a spate of recent incidents. There have been 75 such episodes so far this year, an F.B.1. 
spokesman said, compared with 64 during the same period in 2012. The two most recent ones happened 
on Tuesday, the F.B.I. said in a statement, when planes landing at La Guardia Airport were targeted from 
the Bronx and Queens. Though neither instance resulted in injuries, the statement said, "several 
commercial pilots earlier this year suffered significant injury, including a burnt retina." No arrests have 
been made in either case, but a reward has been offered for information. 

I 

57. Guantanamo fate tied to Afghan exit 
The Washington Post, Karen DeYoung, 2013 10 19 
Washington - The approaching end of the U.S. war in Mghanistan could help President Obama move 
toward whar he has said he wanted to do since his first day in office: close the U.S. prison at Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba. Blocked by Congress from releasing or transferring many of the remaining 164 detainees and 
able to try only a small nllmber of them, administration officials are examining whether the withdrawal of 
U.S. troops at the end of2014 could open the door for some to challenge the legal authority of the United 
States to continue to imprison them. Most immediately, officials say that the war's declared end could 
force a reckoning over the detention of more than a dozen Mghan Taliban members captured on the 
battlefield, allowing them to lodge new appeals to the federal courts. "In the words of the Supreme Court, 
the authority to detain - if you're detaining based on someone being a belligerent - can unravel as hot wars 
end. And I think that's a real question," Brig. Gen. Mark S. Martins, chief prosecutor for military 
commissions at Guantanamo, said in a recent interview. 

United Kingdom - Royaume-Uni 



58. UK Muslims named as terror targets 

Shabelle Media Network, Maalik Som, 2013 10 19 

London - Scotland Yard is investigating a video apparently made by Somali militant group al-Shabab 

after British Muslims who have spoken out against extremism were named as ~gets . The hour-long film, 

narrated by an unidentified man with a British accent, reportedly praises acts ofIslamist terrorism and 

starts by hailing the killing of soldier Lee Rigby in Woolwich, south east London. 1be video singles out 

British Muslim commentator Mohammed Ansar as one of those who "distanced themselves" from those 

who carried out the attacks and as having "mutilated the teachings of Islam", according to reports. lie is 

one of a number ofprominent Muslims to claim police have issued warnings to following credible 

evidence ofpotential threats against them. The imam and broadcaster Ajmal'Masroor wrote on his 

Facebook page that two Metropolitan police detectives arrived at his home on Wednesday night to warn 

he was "in imminent danger from the terrorists." 


59. City News: Man Faces Terrorism Charges 

The Wall Street Journal, Christopher M. Matthews, 2013 10 19 

London - A Suffolk County man was arrested and charged Friday for allegedly conspiring to join an aI 

Qaeda offshoot and attack the Yemen government, Iaw-enforcement officials said. Agents from the 

Federal Bureau of investigation and New York Police Department officers arrested Marcos Alonso Zea, 

also known as Ali Zea, at his home in Brentwood on Friday morning. A federal grand jury in the Eastern 

District of New York indicted Mr. Zea in October on charges including conspiring to commit murder in a 

foreign country and providing material support to aI Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula. The indictment was 

Ul1llealed Friday. Mr. Zea, 25 years old, is a U.S. citizen and faces life in prison if convicted. He could not 

be reached for comment. The arrest follows a renewed concern in counterterrorism circles about 

homegrown threats in recent years, especially after the bombing at the Boston Marathon in April. The two 

alleged assailants, brothers Tamerlan Tsarnaev, 26 years old, and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, 19, ethnic 

Chechens, immigrated to the U.S. about a decade ago and had been legal residents living with their 

parents in a Boston suburb at the time of the attack. 


60. The Muslim Patrol enforcer: Ginger-haired Bin Laden disciple admits mob attacks on 'non

believers' 

1be Daily Mail, Chris Greenwood, 2013 10 19 

London - Jordan Homer, 19, was a leading member of a vigilante mob that roamed London's East End 

attacking non-Muslims in a campaign against Western culture. The'gang threatened to 'kill non-believers' 

and ' shank' or stab them and uploaded videos to YouTube criticising people's appearance. The ginger

haired convert, who uses the name Jamaal Uddin, admitted assaulting two men during onc confrontation. 

During a hearing at the Old Bailey, he also pleaded guilty to two public order offences via video link from 

high security Belmarsh Prison. Well-known British Muslims offered police protection after terrorist 

group's video singles them out with death threats Homer is a close associate ofChoudary and was 

arrested outside his home earlier this year for assaulting a pbotographer. The outspoken thug has boasted 

that one ofhis heroes is Osama bin Laden and said British soldiers will bum in hell. 


61. AI-Shabaab video threat to Muslims 

The Times of London, StaffWriter, 2013 1019 

London - Scotland Yard is investigating a video apparently made by the Somali militant group al-Shabaab 

after British Muslims who have spoken out against extremism were named as targets. The hour-long film, 

narrated by an unidentified man with a British accent, reportedly praises acts of Islamist terrorism and 

starts by hailing the killing of Drummer Lee Rigby outside Woolwich Barracks, southeast London, in 

May. It singles out the Muslim commentator Mohammed Ansar as one of those who "distanced 

themselves" from those who carried out the attacks and as having "mutilated the teachings oflslam", 

according to reports. He is one ofa number of prominent Muslims to claim that police have issued 

warnings following evidence. ofpotential threats. 




62. Police race legal challenge over secret files on proteste . l\' 
The Guardian, Rob Evans, 2013 10 19 0 1 

London - Police chiefs face a legal challenge over their policy of keeping secm files on thousands of 
political activists. A police monitoring group and campal8J1ers have started legal action to curb a 
clandestine database that records its subjects' political activities. Police say the databas&is necessary to 
keep track ofcampaigners they deem to be actual or potential "domestic-extremists". They say they need 
to identify hardcore protesters who have used, or are about to use, criminal means to promote their 
political beliefs. However, evidence gathered by the Guardian shows that man)( listed on the national. 
domestic extremism database have never committed a crime. DocumentS revealed that police spied on 
one campaigner while he was at the Glastonbury festival and, in another case, kept a detailed log ofan 
88-year-old with no criminal record when he attended 55 demonstrations over a four-year period. 

63. Online: Web firms seek more openness on surveillance 
The Guardian, Rowena Mason & Ian Traynor, 2013 10 19 
London - Britain needs to have a full public debate about the scale of internet surveillance to give 
confidence that state powers are not being abused, the world's five biggest internet companies have told 
MPs. In ajoint memo Facebook, Microsoft, Google, Yahoo and Twitter have called for the government to 
allow greater transparency about requests for them to hand over data on their users. ''We recommend that 
requests for user data made by the UK government are made as transparent as possible," they say. "Each 
of our companies already publishes a transparency report and, as public concern grows around the world 
about the scale ofdigital surveillance, we believe that greater transparency is important in encouraging a 
full public debate and maintaining confidence that powers are not being abused." Their evidence to the 
home affairs select committee comes after the Guardian's revelations about the scale of mass surveillance 
by the security services in the US and UK, based on leaked documents from whistleblower Edward 
Snowden. 

64. Surveillance: Investigative journalists who break law in public interest backed by top 
prosecutor 
The Guardian, Zoe Williams and Nick Hopkins, 2013 10 19 
London - Britain's most senior prosecutor has launched a robust defence ofjournalists who break the law 
pursuing investigations that have a genuine public interest. Legal guidelines had been drafted, he said, to 
protect reporters. Keir Starmer, the director of public prosecutions (DPP), insisted it "would be very 
unhealthy ifyou had a situation where a journalist felt that they needed to go to their lawyer before they 
pursued any lead or asked any question". In an interview with the Guardian, Starmer said: ''We've got to 
recognise that in the course ofjournalism, journalists will rub up against the criminal law and that is why, 
in our guidelines, we took the approach that we would assess where there was evidence ofa criminal 
offence, whether the public interest in what the journalist was trying to achieve outweighed the overall 
criminality." Starmer spoke at the end of another week in which the furore over the leaks from the 
whistleblower Edward Snowden has reverberated around Westminster. One backbench Tory MP has 
called for the Metropolitan police to investigate the Guardian for publishing stories about GCHQ's mass 
surveillance programmes. 

Australia, New Zealand - Australie/Nouvelle Ulande 

65. US government "destroyed" more than 10 million "legitimate" files in Megaupload raid 
The Drum.com, Staff Writer, 2013 10 19 
Wellington - Northeastern University has recently released a report claiming that the US government took 
down nearly 10.75 million legitimate files when it ordered New Zealand authorities to raid the compound 
of Internet personality Kim Dotcom. The site Megaupload was shut down after New Zealand tactical 
police raided the compound citing massive copyright infringement hosted on the popular site. The 

http:Drum.com


research which compared the infringing materials held on other cyber-locker sites like FileFactory, Easy
share, Filesonic, Wupload and Megaupload, came to the conclus'on that only 31 per cent of the files on 
Megaupload were infringing, while 4.1 were clearly not. The balanq: of the files was either unknown or 
consensus could not be reached among the researchers as to whether or not they were infringing 
copyright. 

Afghanistan - Pakistan o 

66. Pakistan urges Australia to ensure security of its nationals 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 19 
Islamabad - Pakistan urged Australia on Friday to ensure security of its nationals days after a Pakistani 
student was killed in Australia. The Foreign Ministry said 28-year-old Kamran Yousafwas shot dead in 
Western Sydney on October 12 during a robbery at the fruit shop the deceased was working. "While 
appreciating the government of Australia's early action in arresting the culprits and facilitating in dispatch 
of the body oflate Kamran Yousaf, we urge that appropriate steps should be taken to ensure the security 
and safety ofPakistanis living and studying in Australia," a Foreign Ministry statement said. The 
Pakistani embassy is in contact with the local authorities and will continue to pursue the matter to bring 
the killers to justice, it said. 

67. 722 suspects rejoined terror groups after acquittal in Pakistan 
Press Trust of India, 2013 10 19 
Islamabad - A majority of the nearly 2,000 suspected terrorists freed by Pakistani courts since 2007 have 
either joined terror groups or are involved in anti-state activities, a media report said on Saturday. Of the 
1,964 suspected terrorists released by the courts, 722 have rejoined terrorist groups while 1,197 are 
actively involved in anti-state activities, the Dawn reported. At-least 12 of such acquitted terrorists have 
been killed - four of them in US drone attacks in the restive tribal areas and eight during the operations 
conducted by security forces, the paper reported quoting an official document. Though the wording of the 
document is vague, it appears to suggest that those being monitored are still involved in militant 
activities, the report said. Thirty-three ofthose acquitted have been re-apprehended and are currently 
confined to jails and internment centres under the 'Action in Aid in Civil Power Regulations 20 II', it said. 

68. Afghan peace on the table as Nawaz heads to US 
Agence France Pressed, 2013 10 19 
Islamabad - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharifdeparted Saturday for talks in the United States, with the 
Afghan peace process and the prickly issue ofWashington's drone campaign likely to top the agenda. 
Relations between Pakistan and the US, fractious allies in the "war on terror", have been on the mend this 
year after lurching from crisis to crisis in 2011 and 2012. Sharif meets President Barack Obama on 
Wednesday with Washington keen to press the Pakistani premier to help faltering efforts to secure peace 
between Kabul and the Afghan Taliban. Sharif will use the trip to seek help for his country's ailing 
economy and dysfunctional energy sector. Daniel Markey, a senior fellow at US think-tank the Council 
on Foreign Relations, said thaI since coming to power in May Sharif had impressed Washington with his 
willingness to be a partner. 

69. Bomber hits NATO convoy in Parwan 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Farid Tanha, 2013 10 19 
Charikar - A suicide attacker ploughed his explosives-laden bicycle into a convoy of NATO-led troops in 
the Bagram district ofcentral Parwan province on Friday, an official said. The attack took place in the 
Panj Qala area in the afternoon, the district police chief, Col. Hashrnatullah Moqim, told Pajhwok Afghan 
News. He said only the attacker was killed in the blast. 



70. 2 civilians killed as car bomber targets foreigners 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Javed Hamim Kakar & Khwaja Basir ~ 2013 10 19 
Kabul- Two civilians were killed and at least four others sustained injuries late on Friday when a suicide 
bomber in a car detonated his explosives outside a compound housing many foreign workers, officials 
said. The blast took place in the central capital city's 9th police district on the Jalalabad Road near the 
Kabul Airport at around 5pm. Kabul police chief Brig. Gen. Mohammad Zahir told Pajhwok Afghan 
News the attacker crashed his explosives-laden car against a vehicle carrying foreigners ou ide the 
compound "Green Village." He had no information about casualties among the foreigners, but said some 
civilians had been killed and wounded in the suicide attack. Interior ~inistry, spokesman Siddique " 
Siddiqui said two civilians, including a woman, were killed and three others includin~ a child and tw5'" 
women sustained injuries in the bombing. ~ '0 1. 'l! <4 
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71. 11 rebels killed in Kandahar offensive 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Bashir Ahmad Naadim, 201310 19 c 
Kandahar - A joint Afghan-ISAF offensive left nearly a dozen insurgents killed in the Ghorak district of 
southern Kandahar province, an official said on Friday. The ground operation late on Thursday night 
came after reports insurgents were planning to attack security posts in the town, 100 kilometres north of 
Kandahar City, the provincial capital, the governor's spokesman said. 

72. Afgban peace on agenda in Obama-Sbarif talks 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Lalit J Kha, 2013 10 19 
Washington - US President Barack Obama and Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif are likely to 
discuss a wide-range of bilateral issues, including the current situation in Afghanistan and the 
reconciliation process, when they will be meeting on Wednesday at the White House, senior US officials 
said Friday. Sharif, who was voted back to power early this year, departed for Washington and would 
arrive here on Sunday on the first official visit by a Pakistani premier in the Obama administration. 
Officials with know-how of the trip said expectations arc high from the Obama-Sharif meeting. 
"President Obama looks forward to discussions with Sharif on ways we can advance our shared interest of 
a stable, secure, and prosperous Pakistan," the White House said ahead of the first ever-meeting between 
Obama and Sharif. The Vice President, Joe Biden, would also attend the meeting at the White House. 

73. Pakistan polio outbreak puts global eradication at risk 
Reuters, Kate Kelland, 2013 10 19 
London - A Taliban ban on vaecination is exacerbating a serious polio outbreak in Pakistan, threatening 
to derail dramatic progress made this year towards wiping out the disease worldwide, health officials say. 
Health teams in Pakistan have been attacked repeatedly since the Taliban denounced vaecines as a 
Western plot to sterilize Muslims and imposed bans on inoculation in June 2012. In North Waziristan. a 
region near the Afghan border that has been cordoned off by the Taliban, dozens of children, many under 
the age of two, have been crippled by the viral disease in the past six months. And there is evidence in 
tests conducted on sewage samples in some ofthe country's major cities that the polio virus is starting to 
spread beyond these isolated pockets and could soon spark fresh polio outbreaks in more densely 
populated areas. 

74. Suicide Bombers Attack International Convoy in Kabul 
The New York Times, Azam Ahmed, 2013 10 19 
Kabul - In the first major attack in Kabul since July, insurgents struck at an international convoy on 
Friday as it passed a hcavily fortified residential compound, killing at least two Afghans who were in the 
area and wounding at least four others, officials said. Suicide attackers detonated a car bomb around 5 
p.m. near the entrance to Green Village, a compound in eastern Kabul that houses American military 
contractors, European diplomats and United Nations employees, as the vehicles were passing by. After 
the initial assault, insurgents attacked the compound, though they were unable to breach its security, 
officials said. A spokesman for the Interior Ministry said that two people had been killed, a man and a 



woman who might have been related, and that the four wounded included three women. But later Friday, 
a police official said three people were believed to have died. Officials from the international military 
coalition in Afghanistan could not provide further details. 

Africa - Afrique 

75. Tunisie : Ie terrorisme se rapproche des villes 
EI Watan, Mourad Sellami, 2013 1019 0 
Tunis - Le groupe An~ Charia est accuse. Plusieurs sources ont rapporte, ces demiers jours, des 
informations indiquant I' imminence d'attaques terroristes en Tunisie. On craignait fort pour la rete de 

.1'Aid. Finalement, Ie danger est venu d'un controle de routine d'une maison suspeete. Les terroristes 
embusques ont assassine deux agents de la Garde nationale. La patrouille de trois agents a lite accueillie 
par un feu noum, alors qu'elle se pn:sentait, avant-hier matin, devant I'endroit suspect dans la zone de 
Dour Smail, it une quarantaine de kilometres de Tunis it vol d'oiseau. Presence terroriste significative Lc 
chef de poste de la Garde nationale it Gbollat et I'un de ses agents ont ete tues sur Ie coup. L' autre agent a 
e16 grievement blesse et a ete transfere vers un hopital de Tunis. Ses jours ne sont plus en danger. Le 
nombre de terroristes serait de 20 it 25, selon des sources de la Garde nationale. lis ont quitte leur repaire 
et se sont diriges vers la zone forestiere montagneuse voisine. Les troupes accourues rapidement sur place 
ont procOOe it I'encerdement de la region. L'armee de I'air, venue en renfort, a effectue des raids violents 
jeudi en fin d'apres-midi et durant la soiree. Un communique publie hier par Ie ministere de I'Interieur a 
annonce des pertes parmi les terroristes et la poursuite des operations pour venger les martyrs de la nation. 
Des sources sur place ont parle de deux morts parmi les terroristes et d'un troisieme element capture 
blesse. Selon une source presente sur les lieux de I'incident, tout a commence par une information 
parvenue au poste de la Garde nationale de Gbollat indiquant que des terroristes se seraient replies dans 
deux maisons situees pres du f1anc de la montagne dans Ia region de Dow: Smru1, it une quinzaine de 
kilometres au nord-est de Gbollat, dans I'axe Mornaguia-Tunis. 

76. Menaces d'attentats terroristes : I'Afrique de l'Est en alerte rouge 
EI Watan, Journaliste Maison, 2013 10 19 
Nairobi - Un mois apres I'attaque contre Ie centre commercial Westgate de Nairobi revendiquee par les 
shebab somaliens, la menace de nouveaux attentats reste elevee en Afrique de I'Est, notamment en 
Ouganda ou la police appelle it la vigilance. <<Restez en etat d'alerte et surveillez mutuellement vos 
mouvements et activites, car nous faisons toujours face it une menace terroriste», a declare la police 
ougandaise sur son compte Twitter. Cette mise en garde intervient apres un message d'alerte emis, jeudi, 
par les Americains. Leur ambassade it Kampala a dit «evaluer des informations selon lesquelles une 
attaque du style du Westgate pourrait intervenir bientot it Kampala» . L'ambassade n'a foumi aucune 
indication sur Ie moment ou Ie lieu exact d'une possible operation. Mais dans les rues de Kampala, la 
securite a etc renforcee. A I'entree du Garden City, I'un des principaux centres commerciaux de la ville, 
de nombreuses voitures attendaient aux controles de securire. Les vehicules Ctaient passes au peigne fin et 
leurs occupants fouilles. Des policiers lourdement armes patrouillaient. Des mesures similaires ont ete 
mises en place dans d'autres centres commerciaux. «Ce sont de nouvelles mesures, les policiers ne sont 
ici que depuis quelques jours», a affirme une serveuse de I 'un des .cafes du J(jsementi Square. 

77. Long before mall assault, Kenya confronted similar questions in bombing of landmark hotel 

The Associated Press, Christopher Torchia, 2013 10 19 

Nairobi - Flames and smoke, the whoop of sirens, the flicker of ambulance lights and uniformed men 

shouting in darkness. These are my childhood memories of the chaotic afIermath ofa hotel bombing in 

Kenya's capital on New Year's Eve, 1980. The attack on the Norfolk Hotel, popular among foreign 

tourists, preceded the Sept. 21 assault on the Westgate Mall in Nairobi by a generation. Then as now, a 

city landmark was hit, Kenyan and foreign civilians died, leaders pledged to stop it happening again and 

talk turned to recovery. Much about the hotel bombing remains a mystery as investigators now seck to 




unravel the plot behind the mall attack, a horror replayed on closed circuit TV footage. The motive and 
method were different for the two attacks, but Kenya is confronting the same questions about security, 
freedom of movement and the nexus between local and international militancy that it did decades ago. I 
was 13 years old at the time and watching " Superman II" )'lith my fumily in a cinema in Nairobi, where 
my father was based as an Associated Press journalist. A boom interrupted the,soundtrack. My father 
made a telephone call and within minutes we were driving to the notel. No time to drop the family at 
home. 

o
78, Kenyan Leader Can Skip Parts of Hague Trial 
The New York Times, Marlise Simons, 2013 10 19 
Paris - Kenya's president can be absent from parts of his trial on charges ofcrimes against humanity to 
fulfill his duties at home, but he will have to be present for a number of important hearings at the 
International Criminal Court in The Hague, the court announced Friday. The judges rejected President 
Uhuru Kenyatta 's request to participate in the trial by video link. The decision to permit Mr. Kenyatta to 
skip many long hours of proceedings removes the argument that the trial will seriously impede his ability 
to function as president. But it is not likely to satisfy Mr. Kenyatta, who has said he wants his trial 
annulled or, at the very least, postponed by the United Nations Security Council. The judges decided that 
he must be present for the entirety of the opening ofhis trial, a politically awkward episode during which 
the prosecution will lay out its case and present the details of the criminal charges against him. They said 
Mr. Kenyatta must also be present during the start of the defense case, during hearings at which victims 
present their views and concerns, during the delivery of the judgment and at any other session ordered by 
the judges. 

79. Suicide bomber kills dozens in Beledweyne town 
Shabelle Media Network, Maalik Eng, 201310 19 
Beledweyne - News just in from Beledweyne the headquarter town ofiHiran region report that a suicide 
bomber has killed 12 people and injured more than 33 people outside a popular restaurant. The restaurant 
was popular with government officials and Ethiopian troops who used to dean and rest during their 
resting hours. Government troops and AMISOM troops have closed all roads leading to the site where the 
explosion occurred as the rescue mission continues. 

80. Westgate terror suspect denied bail amidist fears of fleeing Kenya 
Shabelle Media Network, Maalik Eng, 2013 10 19 
Mombasa - Police fear Swaleh Abdalla, who is also suspected to have killed four Kenyanjihadists in 
Somalia sometime back, can flee the country if freed on bond. They say he belongs to AI-Shabaab and 
could flee to its strongholds in Somalia the same way another terror suspect, Fuad Abubakar Manswab, 
who was facing charges alongside British terror suspect Jermaine Grant did. Abdalla has been in 
detention since last week after police arrested him at Likoni in Mombasa and charged him with 
possession ofexplosives. Anti-Terror Police Unit Corporal Bernard Mudavadi told Mombasa Senior 
Principal Magistrate Richard Odenyo that they were apprehensive Abdalla could cross over to Somali if 
released. Prosecutor Chief Inspector Simon Waithaka said Mudavadi had sworn an affidavit asking the 
court to deny Abdalla bond as he was a flight risk. 

81. U.N. Uncovers 'Credible' New aI-Shabab Terror Plot 
Shabelle Media Network, Maa1ik Som, 2013 10 19 
Mogadishu - The United Nations recently uncovered a "credible" plot by the Somali Islamist group al
Shabab to mount a major terrorist attack against the U.N. compound in Mogadishu, according to senior 
U.N. officials briefed on the plan. It's another sign that the militant outfit, once thought to be all but 
expired, has once again become a major force for terror in East Africa. The warning, one of several 
thrcats against the U.N. in recent months, drove home the harsh risks of life in Somalia for the United 
Nations nearly three months after the Islamist movement attackedthe organization's humanitarian 



compound in downtown Mogadishu, killing eight U.N. employees. It also reinforced the fact that a1
Shabab, which was widely considered to be organizationally sp«nt earlier this year, has regrouped. Late 
last month, a1-Shabab killed dozens at the Westgate mall in Nairobi, Kenya. "U.N. premises in•Mogadishu may come under direct terrorist attacks," according to a cohfid ntial security assessment of 
Somalia produced jointly by the African Union and the Ul!it~ations. The repO!1; t}Yhich was shared 
with U.N. Security Council members, said the ongoing ''risk orasymmetric attac ~ significantly 
curtailed the mobility of U.N. staff in Mogadishu and hampers deliv:e ofcritical regrams in 
support of[Somalia's) Federal government." ~~'i-/OIV ;t~ O'V"c.,. "If~ 
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82. Police issue red alert over terrorist threats "'J:'O.t,~<." ~'V:""l) . • °ot 
Daily Monitor, Staff Writer, 201310·19 . 'lit...,.."<o,~" <-. 
Kampala - The Police Force has recalled all its officers who were on leave and is uell a(red,"alett after the 
American embassy in Uganda sent a notice to its citizens, warning ofa possible Westgate-style attliCk in 
Kampala. The directive was contained in a radio message sent to all police units by the Inspector General 
of Police, Gen Kale Kayihura. He ordered all his officers to be on stand-by, recalling those on leave but 
also directing that no officer takes leave ''until further notice". "We are taking the information on terror 
threats passed on to us by our counterparts seriously. The orders are very clear. All officers' alertness has 
been raised to class one," Police Spokesperson Judith Nabakooba told the Daily Monitor yesterday. 
Besides warning its citizens late on Wednesday, the American Embassy also indicated that it was sharing 
all information with the Ugandan authorities, but added that there was no "further information on timing 
or location ofthis attack". A red aiert is the highest form of notice the police can issue. It means there is a 
high likelihood of a terrorist attack. It also gives police officers the right to stop and search anyone 
thought to be a security threat. Such an a1ert.a1.so translates into cancellation of public gatherings and 
events. ,. 
83. Tunisie : des dirigeants exclus d'une ceremonie en hommage 1I deux gendarmes tues par des 
jihadistes 
Radio France Internatioanle, 2013 10 19 
Tunis - Le president tunisien Marzouki it la sortie de la ceremonie it laquelle il n'a pu assister. Le 
president tunisien Marzouki it la sortie de la ceremonie alaquelle iI n'a pu assister. I!:> Fethi Belaid 
Les dirig'eants tunisiens ont ete chasses vendredi par des manifestants d'un syndicat policier lors d'une 
ceremonie en hommage it deux gendarmes tues par un groupe arme, une action remoignant du malaise des 
forces luttant contre la mouvance jihadiste. Le chef de I'Etat tunisien Moncef Marzouki, Ie Premier 
ministre Ali Larayedh et Ie president de I'Assemblee nationale constituante (ANC) Mustapha Ben Jaafur 
ont ete conspues par les protestataires, en uniformes et en civil, a10rs qu'ils devaient participer aun 
hommage solennel aux gendarmes it la caseme de L'Aouina, en banlieue de Tunis. Des dizaines de 
membres du Syndicat des forces de sfirete interieure ant scande "degage, degage" aI'adresse des 
dirigeants tunisiens, Ie slogan phare de la revolution de janvier 2011, a constate un photograpbe de I'AFP. 
Apres une vingtaine de minutes de quolibets, les trois dirigeants, qui attendaient dans un bureau de la 
caserne, sont finalement repartis sans dire un mot. 

84. Mali: II Gao, les soldats fran~ais et maliens sont sur Ie pied de guerre 
Jeune Afrique, Journaliste Maison, 2013 10 19 . 
Gao - AGao, soldats maliens et fran~s sont sur Ie pied de guerre et multiplient les patrouilles dans la 
plus grande ville du nord du Mali et ses environs, depuis une attaque it I'arme lourde d'islamistes armes Ie 
7 octobre. Dans Ie quartier de Gao touche par les roquettes des j ihadistes, Bintou Yattara pose pour un 
journaliste de I'AFP avec ses trois enfants devant sa maison, qui porte encore des impacts d'eclats. Celie 
de son voisin aussi. Elle n'oubliera jamais ce jour OU elle a fuilli mourir avec sa fumille. "On emit assis 
devant la marmite: on a entendu quelque chose tomber et il y a eu beaucoup de poussiere, mais on ne 
savait pas que ~ avait touche notre maison" . Ce n'est que quand Bintou et ses enfants sont sortis pour . 
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echapper ala poussiere qu'ils ont su ce qui s'etait passe. "Depuis ce jour rna famille a peur. On ne sait plus 
quoi faire", dit-elle. ~O 

o~ 
85. CPI - Kenya : Uhuru Kenyatta est a,utorise II ne p'as assiste ~Ofa~on continue ason proces 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 19 :It' "", ,.~ ,:tI 
Nairobi - La Cour peruue internationale (CPI) a autorise, "endredi, Ie presidenf kenyap. Ohuru Kenyatta a 
ne pas assister al'ensemble des audiences de son proces. Le chefdeJ'Etat doit y etrc'juge pouf'crimcs 
contre I'humanite a partir du 12 novembre. C'est un accuse exceptionnel q1!i beneficie d'une decisIOn' 
exceptionnelle. Vendredi, en raison des "fonctions exigeantes" du president.k8tyan Uhuru KenyatU\,).a 
Cour p6nale internationale l'a autorise it ne pas assister a son proci:s pour crimes coutre I'humanite, qui 
doit s'ouvrir, Ie 12 novembre. Selon les conditions posees par les juges, Ie chefde I'EJat devra seulement 
etre present lors de I'ouverture du proces ainsi que pour les declarations finales, Ie pr.ononee du iugement 
et dans Ie cas oil des victimes viendront s'exprimer devant la cour. 4C'C~.t 

86. Uganda on alert after US terror warning 
Sudan Tribune, 2013 10 19 
Kampala - Uganda on Friday said it was on alert after a warning from the local American embassy that 
the country was at risk of being attacked by terrorists, The American embassy warned earlier in the week 
that terrorists planned a " Westgate-style attack" on Uganda's capital Kampala. Westgate is a reference to 
the September 21 attack ofa mall in Kenya in which 67 people were killed by terrorists in Nairobi. On 
Friday morning the Uganda police issued a statement to the public saying: " As we start this day, we 
encourage you to stay alert and watph each other's steps and activities as we are still threatened by 
terror." Security was tightened at public places in Uganda's capital and at other public places across the 
country. 

87. Ibrahim Ag Mohamed Assaleh II Ouagadougou en octobre 2012; 
Agence France Presse, Ahmed Ouoha, 2013 10 19 
Ouagadougou - Le MNLA est it nouveau dans la tounnente. L'un des cadres du mouvement, Ibrahim Ag 
Mohamed Assaleh, jusque lit charge des relations exterieures du mouvement touareg, annonce la 
suspension de ses activites au sein du conseil transitoire. Une decision qui fait suite a un reamenagement 
intervenu' au sein du comite de suivi et d'evaluation de l'accord de Ouagadougou. Apres sesjournees de 
concertation tenues la sernaine derniere, Ie Mouvement national de liberation de ('Azawad (MNLA) a 
designe de nouveaux representants au sein du comite de suivi et d'evaluation de ('accord de 
Ouagadougou. Une decision qui entre dans Ie cadre d'une reorganisation interne du mouvement, selon 
Mossa Ag Attaher, Ie charge de communication. 

88. Egypt ex-spy chief Mowafi to testify in Mubarak trial 
Ahram Online, 2013 10 19 
Cairo - The Cairo Criminal Court will hear the testimony of former Director of Intelligence Mourad 
Mowafi on Saturday'in the retrial ofousted president Hosni Mubarak, his two sons, Gamal and Alaa, and 
his Interior Minister Habib E1-Adly. MowafY was appointed head of intelligence by Hosn;' Mubarak in 
early February 20II after the soon-to-be-deposed head of state appointed his fonner spy chief Omar 
Suleirnan as vice-presid!,nt. He was later removed from the post by fonner president Mohamed MOTSi in 
August 2012. 

89. Egypt's Brotherhood faces possible wave of trials as authorities seek to link it to violence 
The Associated Press, Sarah EI Deeb, 2013 10 19 
Cairo - Egypt's Muslim Brotherhood faces a wave of trials unlike any it has seen in its history, 
threatening to put a large number of its senior leaders behind bars for years, even life, as military-backed 
authorities determined to cripple the group prepare prosecutions on charges including inciting violence 
and terrorism. The prosecutions are the next phase in a wide-ranging crackdown on the Brotherhood 



following the military's July ouster of President Mohammed Morsi, who goes on trial next month. Morsi's 
trial, the most high-profile case, is setting a pattern for the others, aiming to show that the Brotherhood 
leadership directed a campaign of violence. Morsi is charged with1ndting murder in connection to a 
protest during his year in office in which his supporters attacked protesters outside his palace. Leaders 
may also be charged with fomenting violence in posh:oup protests by Morsi's Islamist supporters 
demanding his reinstatement. Security forces have cracked down heavily on the protest's, claiming some 
participants were armed, and have killed hundreds of Morsi backers. With each new round of protests and 
violence, prosecutors consider new charges that include incitement 3nd.arming supporters. Brotherhood 

~ , 

lawyers say. (~ 'II0 ~'-c, ~ "0., 

90. Car bomb detonates near Egyptian military compound, wounding 4 ~(0,:~/Q:~ 
The Associated Press, AshrafSweilam, 2013 10 19 0,,: lI. (; (0 
EI-Arish, Egypt - Egyptian security officials say a ear bomb has detonated near a military intelligence 
compound in the Suez Canal city ofismailia, wounding four soldiers. Ismailia borders the restive Sinai 
Peninsula, where the military is on the offensive against insurgents who frequently target Egypt's security 
forces and facilities. In recent months the militants have expanded the scope ofattacks, carrying out 
bombings in the Suez Canal area and even Cairo. 

91. Muslim Brotberbood representative demands 'impartial mediators' for talks to succeed 
Ahram Online, 20\3 10 19 
Cairo - Muslim Brotherhood figure Mohamed AIi Bishr announced on Friday that talks recently mediated 
by Islamist figure Kamal Abu EI-Magd would end, saying that the terms and conditions put forth were 
not sufficient to foster proper dialogue. In an interview with the Brotherhood's Freedom and Justice Party 
website, Bishr claimed that the conditions were biased in favour of one side, rather than encouraging 
cooperation between the two opposing views. Islamist figure Abul-Magd had attempted to mediate 
between the Muslim Brotherhood movement of deposed president Mohamed Morsi and the 
country'sinterim government in an effort to end the current political deadlock. He proposed that Islarnists 
acknowledge the interim "revolutionary authority" as a first step towards national dialogue. 

92. Protests force Tunisia leaders from slain police ceremony 
Agence France Presse, 20 13 10 19 
Tunis - Protesting security forces drove Tunisia's top leaders from a memorial ceremony Friday for two 
policeman killed by militants, in a sign ofgrowing frustration over the costly fight against jihadists. 
President Moncef Marzouki, Prime Minister Ali Larayedh and parliamentary speaker Mustapha Ben 
Jaafur were confronted by members of the security forces, some in uniform, shouting "Get out!" during 
the official ceremony at a military barracks in the Tunis suburb of L'Aouina. The Tunisian leaders left 
after about 20 minutes ofjeers from the crowd, without any of them addressing the gathering. "We won't 
accept the presence of politicians," shouted one of the protesters, as many of the demonstrators carried 
placards demanding laws to protect the police. Only Interior Minister Lotti Ben Jeddou was able to attend 
the ceremony for the two men killed on Thursday by an armed group in the Beja region, 70 kilometres (40 
miles) west ofTunis. 
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93. China and Russia got no Snowden secrets NSA whistle-blower insists he gave away all papers in 
UK, and had no plans to defect 
South China Morning Post, Lana Lam, 20 \3 10 19 



Beijing - Former US intelligence contractor Edward Snowden says he did not take any secret documents 
with him when he fled Hong Kong for Russia and insists he had no intention ofdefecting while holed up 
in the city. TIle 30-year-old American also claimed there was no danger of China getting its hands on any 
of the material he had because, having taught a course on (;hinese cyber counterintelligence during his 
time as a contractor for the US National Security Agency be I\ad extensive knowledge of how the 
country's intelligence services worked. In an interview with The New York Times Snowden - who has 
been granted asylum in Russia - said he gave all the classified papers hll'had obtained to UlPo rs he met 
in Hong Kong before flying to Moscow from Chek Lap Kok on June 23. 10 ~ ,.. I\' c,. ~~ 
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94. China summons Japanese ambassador over minister's visit to wa rine"~ ~CIb • 0.. 
YonhapNews,20131019 . ' '4~(0 ~<.t 
Beijing - China's foreign ministry summoned Japan's ambassador to China on Fn y and d~livere'il a 
"strong condemnation" over a visit by a Japanese cabinet minister to a controversial war sbrine, an 
official said. The summons to Ambassador Masato Kitera came shortly after Japan's internal affairs 
minister Yoshitaka Shindo visited the Yasukuni Shrine during the shrine's annnal autumn festival. The 
shrine honors 14 Class A war criminals convicted by the Allied forces after World War II. "The issue of 
the Yasukuni shrine is an issue about whether Japan correctly views and deals with its history of 
aggression and colonial rules and respects the feelings of victimized countries including China," China's 
foreign ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying told reporters. 

95. BI personnel ordered to arrest Misuari, 3 otber MNLF leaders 
Philippine Daily Inquirer, 2013 1019 
Zamboanga City - The Bureau of Immigration (BI) on Friday directed all immigration personnel to arrest 
and detain Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) founding chair Nur Misuari and three other leaders of 
the rebel group who are facing charges in connection to the 21-day bloody siege in Zamboanga City last 
month. BI officer in charge Commissioner Siegfred Mison said Misuari, Ustadz Habier Malik, Bas Arki 
and Assamin Hussin should be taken into custody ifany of them attempt to pass through immigration 
counters in any of the country's international airports and seaports. Mison's order was pursuant to a 
memorandum issued by the Justice Secretary Leila de Lima on Thursday. Immigration officers stationed 
in airports and seaports were also directed to immediately coordinate with other law enforcement 
agencies, including the National Bureau ofinvestigation (NBI), in executing the arrest warrants and 
delivering them to the nearest police station or jail facility, said the agency. 

96. OOJ wants arrested MNLF rebels moved to Taguig 
TIle Philippine Star, 2013 10 19 
Manila -TIle Department ofJustice (DOJ) will move for the transfer of 57 Moro National Liberation 
Front (MNLF) rebels arrested for the Zamboanga siege last month to the Camp Bagong Diwa detention 
center in Taguig City, Justice Secretary Leila de Lima said yesterday. "'They better will be secured there 
at Camp Bagong Diwa where there at other high-profile detainees. But ofcourse they will not be detained 
together," De Lima said. The Supreme Court (SC) approved Thursday the petition to transfer the venue of 
trial of the MNLF rebels, led by founding chairman Nur Misuari, from the Zamboanga regional trial court 
to any court in Metro Manila. Taguig City was selected to hold the trial of rebellion and war crimes 
charges against the MNLF rebels since Camp Bagong Diwa is located there. Camp Bagong Diwa, which 
is under the Philippine National Police, holds a number of high-value detainees, including Abu Sayyaf 
militants and defendants in the 2009 Maguindanao massacre. De Lima shared the concerns of Zamboanga 
Mayor Ma. Isabel Climaco, saying the city would not be the most suitable venue of trial and detention of 
the MNLF rebels for security reasons. 

97. NK nuke problem getting trickier 
Y onhap English News, Lee Chi-dong, 2013 10 19 
Washington - North Korea is continuing to collect bargaining chips by apparently restarting its long



mothballed nuclear reactor in Y ongbyon and possibly building another one on the site about 70 miles 
north of Pyongyang, a prominent U.S. nuclear scientist contends. Siegfried Hecker, who visited the 
Yongbyon complex in 20 I0, said should the North operate the five-megawatt reactor with a full load of 
8.000 fuel rods, it will be able to extract roughly 10-12 kilograms of plutonium within the next three 
years. ''We can expect Pyongyang to gain one bombi-s worth of plutonium per year as long as it stays on 
this path," he said in a column for the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. Such a production rate does not 
constitute a game changer, but it would give North Korea enough plutonium to refine its nuclear devices 
to fit on missiles, he added. A C. 

98. N. Korea to jointly build hi-tech industrial park with foreign firms 
Yonhap News, 2013 1019 
Seoul - North Korea will jointly build a hi-tech industrial park in its border city of Kaesong with a 
consortium of foreign firms from Singapore and other nations, according to the communist country's 
official media. The firms include Jurong Consultants and OKP Holdings of Singapore, P and T Architects 
and Engineers of Hong Kong and other "well-known" companies in East Asia and the Middle East, 
according to a brief dispatch released Thursday by the Korean Central News Agency (KCNA). "The 
consortium agreed with the DPRK's related organs on collaboration in building the Kaesong Hi-Tech 
Industrial Park and Highway Toll Road from Capital Airport to Pyongyang City," the KCNA said, 
referring to North Korea by its official name, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. "The projects 
will soon begin," it added, giving no further details. In May, North Korea introduced a law that calls for 
building special economic rones, including a hi-tech industrial park, across the country. Under that law, 
the special rones would give preferential treatment to foreign businesses. 

99. S. Korea requests Pentagon's information on THAAD missile defense system: source 
Yonhap New, Lee Chi-dong, 2013 10 19 
Washington - The South Korean military has formally asked the Pentagon to provide detailed 
information on Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) systems, an informed source here privy 
to defense issues said Thursday. As part of efforts to bolster its missile defense against North Korea's 
threats, South Korea is apparently seeking to combine U.S. technologies with its own, added the source. 
"South Korea recently requested additional information on THAAD as well as PAC-III from the 
Pentagon, including prices and capabilities of the systems," the source told Yonhap News Agency. The 
source said the missile defense issue was among major topics in the annual high-level military talks 
between the allies held in Seoul this month. 

100. Indian-controlled Kashmir chief urges New Delhi to take up cease-fire violation with 
Islamabad 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 19 
Srinagar - Chief Minister oflndian-controlled Kashmir Omar Abdullah said Friday that New Dellii 
should strongly take up repeated cease-fire violations on the line-of-control (LoC) with Islamabad as it 
was getting "more serious." "I don~ understand who is behind this (cease-fire violation) and with what 
thinking this is being done. Our Prime Minister recently met Pakistani Prime Minister in New York and 
they talked about the cease-fire violations there. Instead of finding a solution to it, the issue is getting 
more serious," AbdullahJold reporters in Srinagar, the summer capital of Indian-controlled Kashmir. On 
Thursday five civilians including three children were wounded in the frontier village ofNajwal in 
PargwaI sector on LoC during an exchange of fire between Indian and Pakistani border guards. Indian 
officials said a mortar shell fired by Pakistani Rangers landed in the village wounding civilians. "The way 
civilian areas were targeted by Pakistani shelling yesterday, it does not seem that their intentions are 
good," said Abdullah. "I would request the government of India to take up the issue with the government 
of Pakistan in a strong manner." 

101. Ceasefire violation: Pak troops pound 14 Indian posts, civilian areas in J&K 
Press Trust of India, 2013 10 I~ 



Jammu - Pakistani troops opened fire and pounded 14 forward Indian posts and civilian areas along the 
Jammu frontier with mortar shells overnight, leaving two BSF jawans injured. There was firing and 
shelling of mortar bombs on 14 forward posts and civilians areas in RS Pura, Pargwal, Samba, Hiranagar 
and Jagnockah border belts along the internation border (IB) in Jammu, Samba and Katbua districts 
during the night, police officials said on Saturday. Pakistani troops fired 82mm mortars which landed in 
civilian areas in R S Pura, triggering panic among border dwellers, they said. In Nikowal border belt, two 
BSF jawans sustained minor splinter injuries, they said. BSFtroops guarding the borderline with 
Pakistan, took positions and retaliated effectively resulting in exchanges which stopped this morning, they 
said. Nine persons, including five civilians have been injured in Pakistan firing and shelling in the past 24 
hours. 0 

102. Bombings, drive by shootings in Thailand's insurgency plagued south killS, 'injure 13 
The Associated Press, 2013 10 19 
Hat Yai, Thailand - A spate of bombings and drive-by shootings Saturday in Thailand's insurgency
plagued south left five people dead and 13 injured, police said. The injured included eight soldiers and 
five journalists. In the day's first attack, a bomb went offon a road in Ra-ngae district in Narathiwat 
province, injuring six soldiers who were on foot patrol, said police Col. Jiradet Phrasawang. Three of the 
soldiers were in serious condition. The second bomb exploded an hour later about 100 metres (328 feet) 
from the first blast as a bomb squad and journalists were arriving at the scene, Jiradet said. 

103. A Sri Lankan Journalist Eagerly Toes the Line 
The New York Times, Gardiner Harris, 2013 10 19 
Colombo - He calls himself the Rush Limbaugh of Sri Lanka, "except I'm not as obnoxious." His critics 
say he should be hanged from a lamppost. Rajpal Abeynayake, 50, is the editor in chiefof The Daily 
News, the country's largest English-language daily newspaper, which is wholly owned by the 
government. He is also the host ofa morning radio program, and the two platforms make him the most 
influential English-language journalist in Sri Lanka. His position atop Sri Lanka' s journalistic firmament 
has been assured in part because those who have criticized the government in recent years have been 
killed, intimidated or forced into exile. Such a fate is difficult to imagine for Mr. Abeynayake, a gushing 
admirer of Sri Lanka's president, Mahinda Rajapaksa, and his brother Gotabaya Rajapaksa, the defense 
minister. But leading a government news media organ can be a precarious job; his predecessor at The 
Daily News lasted only two years. 

Eastern Europe -Europe de I'Est 

104. Russia Lets Down Guard on China --- Deal by Oil Giants To Jointly Explore Siberia Reserves 
Follows Spate Of Chinese Inroads Around Globe . 
The Wall Street Journal, WayneMa, 201310 19 
Moscow - The largest energy companies in Russia and China on Friday announced what they called a 
breakthrough deal paving the way for joint development of massive energy reserves in eastern Siberia, in 
a sign that Moscow is overcoming its fear of Chinese encroachment on Russia's Far East. The preliminary 
agreement illustrates how Moscow is increasingly looking to Asia for customers for its abundant energy 
reserves - and for funding to develop them. Russia's needs tie-in with expected long-term demand growth 
in oil-and-gas-deficient China and elsewhere in East and South Asia, and slowing energy consumption in 
many industrialized nations. Russian state oil giant OAO Rosneft and China National Petroleum Corp. 
said that under a memorandum of understanding signed during Rosneft President Igor Sechin's trip to 
Beijing on Thursday they would explore for and produce oil and gas in eastern Siberia. The deal comes in 
a week when China visibly broadened its global reach with a range of far-reaching pacts across sectors 
and continents. The U.K. invited Chinese firms to take stakes, possibly even control, in new British 
nuclear-power projects. Pakistan officials said the country was buying two Chinese nuclear reactors, 
prompting unease in the U.S. and elsewhere. The UK and China also set deals to increase the global role 



of the yuan, while in Colombia, talks advanced for China to build a railway to a Pacific port for the 
purpose of shipping coal its way. 

lOS. 2 Bomb Makers Die, Police Say 
The New York Times, Patrick Reevell, 201310 19 
Moscow - Two people suspected of being militants were killed Friday when an improvised bomb that the 
police said was being prepared for a terrorist attack exploded in a mosquc's cemctery in the North 
Caucasus region, where Russia is struggling to contain an insurgency. A police spokeswomanJor the 
republic of Kabardino-Balkaria said officers responding to the blast in the village o(Dugulubgey found 
the remains oftwo bodies, as well as two pistols and a Kalashnikov assault rifle stolen from a police 
officer in 2008. The device was estimated to have contained more than 20 pounds ofexplosives, and it 
shattered the windows of nearby homes when it went off, the police spokeswoman said. The region is 
close to Sochi, which will host the 2014 Winter Olympics. (Full Report) 

106. Moscow Police Detain Another 675 Migrants in Ongoing Raids 
Ria Novosti, 2013 10 19 
Moscow - Large-sca1e arrests of migrants following recent clashes between the police and an angry mob 
of nationalists showed no sign of nearing an end in Russia at the weekend as police announced the 
detention of nearly 700 migrants in the Moscow Region. Police said 675 people from Central Asia were 
detained as part of Operation: Anticriminal on Friday, and that they had been fingerprinted and their 
details taken down. Officers recorded 159 violations of migration legislation, including 105 offenses 
punishable by deportation, police said, adding that II cases into forged documents and illegal 
entrepreneurial activity had been opened. City police chief Anatoly Yakunin said Friday that Moscow 
police will hold weekly operations to round up unauthorized migrants, unveiling a strategy apparently 
aimed at alleviating discontent over growing numbers of foreign workers in the city. 

107. Entre les Pays-Bas et la Russie, des relations tendues 
Radio France Intemationale, 2013 10 19 
Moscou - Aux Pays-Bas, des traces d'effraction ont ete decouvertes ce vendredi 18 octobre dans un 
appartcment de La Haye, gere par I'ambassade de Russie. Cambriolage ordinaire ou nouvel incident 
diplomatique entre Amsterdam et Moscou ? Depuis l'arraisonnement par les gardes~tes russes du navire 
de Greenpeace Arctic Sunrise, qui bat pavilion neerlandais, les relations sont tres tendues entre les deux 
pays. Meme Ie fromage et les tulipes sont menaces. Le responsable federal de protection des 
consommateurs a recemment declare que la qualite des tulipes en provenance des Pays-Bas &ait douteuse 
ct les fromages mal controles. Son service est connu pour trouver systematiquement des defauts aux 
produits importCs des pays avec lesquels la Russie connait des tensions. 

108. Greenpeace: onze laureats du Nobel de la Paix ec:rivent 1 Poutine 
Radio France Internationale, 20131019 
Mourrnansk - Ooze launlats du prix Nobel de la Paix ont adresse une lettre au president russe pour 
prendre la defense des Irente membres de I'equipage de I'Arctic Sunrise, arretes Ie 18 septembre, et 
demander leur liberation. Vingt-huit militants de Greenpeace et deux journalistes sont toujours incarceres 
a Mourmansk pour avoir tente d'esca1ader une platefonne petroliere du geant Gazprom. RFI a pu 
s'entretenir avec I'un des ooze prix Nobel de la Paix, Adolfo Perez Esquivel, qui avait deja 
personnellement ecrit au president russe, sans obtenir de reponse. Dans la leltre envoyee a Vladimir 
Poutine, les ooze prix Nobel de la Paix demandent au president russe de faire son possible pour que soient 
levees les accusations de piraterie prononcees aI'encontre des trente membres de I'equipage du navire 
Arctic Sunrise de Greenpeace. L'Argentin Adolfo Perez Esquivel, prix Nobel de la paix en 1980 explique 
la demarche : « La manifestation de Greenpeace n'est pas un acte de piraterie. C'est une protestation 
sociale contre la pollution de I'environnement qui ne conceme pas seulement une region en particulier 



mais toute I'humanite. Cest pour cela que ce n'est pas un acte de piraterie. Ca pourrait etre consider.: 
comme une faute. Cest pour cette raison que nous demandons . iberation des militants de Greenpeace ». 

109. Les i~migres sous tension iii ~ 
~O 

La Presse, Etienne Bouche, 2013 10 19 -,.It (' 
Moscou - Cet apres-midi, une nappe de brume sinistre recouvre Biriouliovo, yastc banlicue-dortoir situlle 
au sud de la capitale russe. Un vehicule de police se gare devant Ie centre commercial Biriouza dont 
I' entree principale a ete barree, stigmate d'un episode violent survenu iI y a quelques jours dans Ie 
quartier. C'est la mort d'unjeune Russe qui a mis Ie feu aux poudres: ,Egor., 25 ans, a ete poignarde sous 
les yeux de sa petite amie. Une camera de surveillance a permis de capturer I'image de I'assaillant, un 
homme manifestement originaire du Caucase ou d' Asie centrale. Le crime suscite I'embrasement : les 
habitants du quartier se reunissent pour demander justice et crient leur exasperation Ii I'6gard des 
immigres. « La Russie aux Russes ! », scandent les protestataires. Le rassemblement vire Ii I'emeute, sous 
I'impulsion d'une centaine de personnes identifiees comme des nationalistes radicaux. Apres avoir 
vandalise Ie centre commercial, ils prennent pour cible un marche de fruits et legumes OU travaillent de 
nombrcux migrants. Les plus furieux se sont ensuite confrontes aux forces de I' ordre, necessitant 
I'intervention de renforts de police. Originaire de Tachkent, en Ouzbekistan, Fakhriddine tient une 
epicerie avec sa femme, Ii deux pas du centre commercial. II s'inquiete : « Cela fait un moment que les 
choses se sont degradees. Mais depuis les emeutes, Ie regard porte sur nous a particulierement change. 
Nous sommes consideres comme de potentiels delinquants. »Le sentiment de suspicion semble s'etre 
renforce depuis que la mairie de Moscou a annonce Ie lancement de vastcs operations policieres visant les 
travailleurs immigres. Quelque 1200 personnes ont ete interpellees afin que soit verifiee « leur eventuelle 
implication dans des crimes». 

Iran, Iraq - Iran, Irak 

HO. Nuclear Talks Divide Hard-Liners in Iran 
The Wall Street Journal, Famaz Fassihi, 2013 10 19 
Beirut - The revival of nuclear talks between Iran and world powers has carved a new divide among 
Tehran's hard-line leaders over whether to bend to Western demands in exchange for relief from the 
sanctions that have crippled their economy. As Iran's new president and his foreign minister have shown a 
willingness to end their country's nuclear stalemate and improve relations with the West, high-ranking 
conservatives have both praised and condemned these initiatives. On one side is the familiar rhetoric aired 
by the senior cleric leading the Friday prayer service in Tehran, who said the West was using nuclear 
negotiations to wage war against Islam. On the other, a cleric close to Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali 
Khamenei publicly questioned at prayers in Isfahan whether it was wise to continue cbanting "Death to 
America" at public gatherings if Iran was going to normalize relations with the U. S. 

HI. As Iran Shifts, Hard-Liners See Threat to Battle Cry 
The New York Times, Thomas Erdbrink, 2013 10 19 
Tehran - With the believers pouring out of the Friday Prayer site in Tehran, Ali Akbar and his friends 
sprang into action, hastily spreading posters of the American flag on the asphalt and switching on their 
megaphone. "Death to America! " one of them yelled through the loudspeaker, as others urged the middle
aged men leaving the prayer grounds to stomp on the American flags. "Death to America!" the men 
shouted back, with a certain casualness that betrayed decades of uttering Iran's most important 
revolutionary slogan. As Iran's new president, Hassan Rouhani, steers the country away from its 
confrontational posture toward the West, he is inevitably calling into question the bedrock anti-American 
ideology of the Islamic republic. That is turning the revolution's leading slogan, "Death to America," into 
a political battleground. 

H2. West should ease sanctions on Iran: MP 



Press TV, Staff Writer, 20131019 
Tehran - A senior Iranian lawmaker says the West should take major steps to relax and lift "completely 
illegal" US-engineered sanctions on Tehran over its nuclear energy program. ''There is a quid pro quo for 
every step taken. If new steps are to be taken while [Iran is1under sanctions, it will definitely be 
unacceptable because confidence-building is a two-way street," Chairman of the National Security and 
Foreign Policy Committee of Iran' s Majlis Alaeddin Boroujerdi said on Friday. The United States, Israel 
and some of their allies have repeatedly accused Iran of pursuing non-civilian objectives in its nuclear 
energy program, with the US and the European Union using the unsubstantiated claim as an excuse to 
impose illegal sanctions against Tehran. Co 

113. Israel, Saudi Arabia fear Iran-US ties: Analyst 
. Press TV, Staff Writer, 2013 10 19 

Tehran - An analyst says Israel and Saudi Arabia are against the normalization of Iran's ties with the US 
and other Wcstern countries as they arc dceply concerned over the promotion of the Islamic Republic 's 
kudos as a regional heavyweight, Press TV reports. In a Saturday article on Press TV website, Finian 
Cunningham lashed out at Tel Aviv and Riyadh for being "stuck in a war bunker mentality towards Iran" 
and noted, 'The Israeli and Persian Gulf Arab regimes are apoplectic at the prospect ofnormalizing 
relations between Iran and the US and its Western allies." "If such normalization was to take place and 
the crippling sanctions on Iran's prodigious economy were lifted, then the already impressive regional 
stature ofiran can only but grow even more robust. That outcome is anathema to both the Zionist regime 
and the House of Saud, as well as the latter's Wahbabi cronies in the Persian Gulf," the article added. 

114. Israel seeks to sabotage Iran nuclear talks: Zarif 
Press TV, 2013 10 19 
Tehran - Iran's Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif says Israel is trying to sabotage the ongoing 
negotiations between Iran and the six world powers. ''The Zionists have the most fear abOut the success of 
the talks and, considering their active presence in the Western media, there is a strong possibility that they 
may makc different - and sometimes outrageous - efforts to disrupt the negotiations," said Zarifin a 
Friday message on his Facebook page. The Iranian foreign minister denounced the Israeli media hype 
against Iran's nuclear energy program as a "sign of the frustration of warmongers." Zarifnoted that Iran 
and the six powers have agreed to keep the contents of the talks confidential in an attempt to avert the 
potential negative effects of propaganda. 

115. President Rouhani Calls on Big Powers to Realize End of Bullying Era 
Fars News Agency, 2013 10 19 
Tehran - Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, in a meeting with Cuba's new Ambassador to Tehran 
Vladimir Andres Gonzalez Quesada, called on the world powers to reconsider their relations with other 
countries based on mutnal respect and justice, reiterating that the era of their bullying has now come to an 
end. During the meeting in Tehran on Saturday, President Rouhani pointed to the efforts by the big 
powers to create problems in the trend of the relations between the independent states, including Iran and 
Cuba, and said, "We should make big powers realize that the bullying era has ended and should make 
them consider equality and justice in their relations with other countries." The Iranian president pointed to 
the common views ofiran and Cuha on important international issues, and said, "Iran has good relations 
with the Latin American countries, specially Cuba." 

Middle East - Moyen-Orient 

116. AI-Qaeda launches another attack against the military in Abyan 
Yemen Post, 2013 10 19 
Sana'a - Military official confirmed on Friday that militants linked to a1-Qaeda targeted earlier today a 
military base in the restive southern province of Abyan, in yet another attempt to destabilize the country 



and shake Sana'a's determination to pursue its anti-terror policy, namely the use ofdrones against Islamic 
operatives. According to preliminary reports at least five Yemeni soldiers were killed by an unidentified 
suicide boinber in Ahwar, Abyan. Reuters quoted a local official as saying,." A suicide bomber killed at 
least five Yemeni soldiers on Friday in a suspected Islamist militant attack on a military base in the south 
of the country." The official quickly added that the suicide bomber slammed his explosive-laden vehicle 
directly onto the base's entry checkpoint. His car exploded onImpact. Having breachedthe military 
camp, other terror militants subsequently stormed in armed with "machine guns and rockct-propelled 
grenades (RPGs) a source told foreign reporters. 15 soldiers were wounded in the clashes 

117. Drones hl\ve claimed more lives than admitted or anticipated 
Yemen Post, 2013 10 19 
Sana'a - An already much controversial and talked about issue, drones are likely to become the source of 
yet another anti-terror strategy debate as a new report from a special U.N. investigator says "drone strikes 
have killed far more civilians than US officials have publicly acknowledged." Although Washington has 
often argue that its drone campaign remains its best option against terror since it offers the benefit of 
military striking the enemy while not deploying boots on the ground, rights groups have beg to differ, 
invoking the disproportionate impact such remote-attacks have on communities on the ground. Playing 
down any collateral damage, John Brennan who was until 2013, the White House senior counter-terrorism 
advisor declared at a press conference back in June 2011, "for nearly the past year, there hasn't been a 
single collateral death because of the exceptional proficiency [and) precision." 

118. A Top Syrian InteUigence Officer Is Killed in Fighting 
The New York Times, Hwaida Saad & Anne Barnard, 2013 10 19 
Beirut - One of the Syrian goverruoent's most prominent intelligence officers, Maj. Gen. Jamea Jamea, 
was killed during fighting in the eastern provincial capital of Deir aI-Zour, Syrian rebels and the state 
news media said on Friday as government warplanes bombed the city after several days of fierce clashes. 
General Jamea, killed Thursday, is the most senior security figure confirmed dead in more than a year. He 
was respected in Syria's powerful inner circles of intelligence and military leaders after a long career as a 
Syrian strongman in Lebanon and most recently for "doing a good job" against the uprising at home, 
according to a Syrian in contact with senior security figures. The European Union appeared to have a 
similar view of his importance, if a different response. In August 20 II, it placed sanctions on General 
Jamea, freezing his assets and denying him a visa for travel in the European Union, for his role in 
"repression and violence against the civilian population." 

119. Syrian rebels free Lebanese hostages 
AI-Jazeera News, 2013 10 19 
Damascus - Nine Shia pilgrims from Lebanon kidnapped in Syria were freed late on Friday as part ofa 
negotiated hostage deal that could see two Turkish pilots held by Lebanese rebels released, officials said. 
The complicated three-way deal also potentially includes the release of female prisoners now held by the 
goverruoent of Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad. While details about the deal remained unclear, it 
appeared to represent one of the more ambitious negotiated settlements to come out of Syria's civil war, 
now entering its third year and being fought by forces tearing apart the region and largely opposed to any 
bartered peace. The pilgrims were part ofa group of II hostages taken by a rebel faction in northern Syria 
in May 2012. The group will return to Lebanon on board a private Qatarijet accompanied by Khaled al
Attiyah, the Qatari foreign minister, and Abbas Ibrahim, the head of Lebanon's general security, Lebanese 
TV channels reported on Saturday. 

120. Lebanese interior minister: 9 released pilgrims taken hostage in Syria returning to Beirut 
The Associated Press, Diaa Hadid And Bassem Mroue, 2013 10 19 
Beirut - Nine Lebanese pilgrims held by Syrian rebels were returning Saturday to Beirut as part ofa 
negotiated three-way hostage deal, the Lebanese interior minister said. Their release ends a year-and-a



half ordeal for the Shiite men, kidnapped in May 2012 while on their way from Iran to Lebanon through 
Turkey and Syria. It also concluded part ofan ambitious swap that officials say will include the release of 
two Turkish Airlines pilots held by militants in Lebanon and femaie prisoners held by Syria's 
government. Residents of the mostly Shiite southern suburb of Beirut fired celebratory gunfire into the 
air, waved the Lebanese national flag and recited poetry in anticipation of seeing their loved ones 
Saturday. Interior Minister Marwan Charbel said that the pilgrims should arrive at the international airport 
in Lebanon's capital, Beirut, within the coming hours . , 

121. Soldiers killed in Damascus suicide attack ~ " """ 
AI-Jazeera News, 2013 JO 19 " ~ 
Damascus - At least 16 Syrian soldiers have been killed in a suicide bombing in a southern Damascus 
suburb, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights monitoring group reports. The Observatory said a 
bomber from the self-proclaimed jihadist group Jabhat al-Nusra carried out the attack on Saturday while 
fighters tried to capture the key Tamico factory checkpoint between the rebel-held town of Mleha and 
Jaramana. 

122. Saudi withdrawal stuns UN Security Council 
AI-Jazeera News, 2013 10 19 
Dubai - Saudi Arabia angrily rejected a UN Security Council seat on Friday, accusing the UN body of 
"double standards" over the Syria war and other trouble spots in an unprecedented diplomatic assault. The 
Saudi move sparlced disarray at the Security Council where it only won the seat on Thursday at a UN 
General Assembly election. UN leader Ban Ki-moon said Saudi Arabia did not immediately send 
notification of its decision to reject the term, due to start on January I. Diplomats said it could be possible 
to persuade the Saudi government to reverse the decision. "Work mechanisms and double-standards on 
the Security Council prevent it from carrying out its duties and assuming its responsibilities in keeping 
world peace," the Saudi Foreign Ministry said in a statement. 

123. Saudi Says No to UN 
Voice of Bahrain, Staff Writer, 2013 JO 19 
Manama -: Saudi Arabia's decision to reject its newly-won seat on the UN Security Council was 
yesterday welcomed in Bahrain and across the Arab world. Top Bahraini and Arab officials described 
Riyadh's move as bold as it "laid bare UN's double standards and inability to resolve Arab issues" . They 
called on all Arab and Islamic countries to fully support Saudi . Arab League secretary-general Dr Nabil 
EI Araby ealled the Saudi decision "courageous and very important" . He slammed UN double standards 
in dealing with Arab causes, stressing the need to reform the Security Council and regulate the highly 
misused veto system. Egypt, Turkey, France and Tunisia also backed the decision. 

124. Lebanon seeks help to cope with Syrian influx 
AI-Jazeera News, 2013 JO 19 
Beirut - Lebanon's President Michel Sieiman has appealed for more assistance to deal with the high 
number of Syrian refugees living in the country, saying the international community's efforts to date have 
been insufficient. "The financial contribution is not enough, and the participation in sharing the number of 
refugees is not enough," S)eiman said, after meeting representatives from several countries and 
international organisations, including the Arab League and the European Union. He also called for a new 
donors conference to pledge money for Syrian refugees . 

125. 3 killed, 8 injured in Shia mosque blast in Iraqi capital 
Press TV, 2013 JO 19 
Baghdad - At least three people have been killed and II others wounded in a bomb blast that hit a Shia 
mosque in northern Baghdad, Iraq. The car bomb went off in a commercial street in Qahira Neighborhood 
early on Saturday. The blast also caused damage to shops and cars in the area. Health officials confirmed 
the casualty figures . On Friday, a car bomb near a sbop in Baghdad killed 12 people, while seven died in 



other attacks. The attacks bring the October death toll to more than 420, according to media count. 
According to the UN, carnage led to the death of some 5,000 'Pli9P'le' Iraq between January and 
September of2013. . ",,,,g, ~ 

"c. \\tot "~b 
126. Turkey: Israel behind smear campaign against 'Er o~an's in elligence .,.c.s: 

Jerusalem Post, 201310 19 . ...~... ~ ... '" O,Z~... 'll . 

Jerusalem - The Israeli-Turkish imbroglio over a Washington 'PoSt.rwort this w~k whi<;Ii.c1~ed that 

Ankara's intelligence apparatus infonned Iran that a Mossad-ope ted spy netwo{k was operiiting in the 

Islamic Republic refused to die down over the weekend . According to the Turkish daily urriye.!, 

Turkey's intelligence agencies believe that the report, which was penned byi~ential fo eign·aIfairs" ., 

commentator David Ignatius, is part and parcel ofa deliberate Israeli media C3\,I1Paign aim&! at 

discrediting Hakan Fidan. Fidan is the head ofTurkey's National Intelligence Organization (cofoibpnly 

known by its Turkish acronym MIT) who has been suspected by Israel and the US of maintainin Jijendly 

ties with Tehran. " 


127. Ban-urges Hezbollah to pull forces out of Syria 

The Daily Star, 2013 10 19 

Beirut - United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon called on Hezbollah to withdraw its forces from 

the fighting in Syria and expressed concern over calls within Lebanon to participate in the neighboring 

war, according to a report obtained in advance by The Daily Star Friday. "I reiterate my calion 

[Hezbollah) and all other concerned parties noUo engage in any militant activity inside or outside of 

Lebanon, consistent with the requirements of the Taif Agreement and Security Council Resolution 1559," 

the U.N, chief said. "Ofequal concern are .. . calls from.inside Lebanon to engage in jihad in the Syrian 

Arab Republic," he added, Ban made the remarks in the 18th semiannual report to the Security Council 

on the implementation of Resolution 1559, which calls on Lebanon to establish its sovereignty, foreign 

forces to withdraw and individual militias to disband. 


128. Saudis Reject U.N. Security Council Seat -- Houn After Winning Innuential Post, Riyadh 

Declines It, Escalating Tensions With the West Over Syria and Iran 

The Wall Street Journal, Maria Abi-Habib, 2013 10 19 

Beirut - Saudi Arabia rejected a coveted seat at the United Nations Security Council Friday just hours 

after it was elected to the body, escalating tensions over Washington's reluctance to intervene militarily in 

Syria and its unfolding detente with Tehran. The last-minute pullout by Riyadh - a first in the U.N.!s 

history - follows a year of intense preparation for the election, during which Saudi Arabia sent a dozen 

diplomats to Columbia University to study diplomacy. Relations between Riyadh and Washington have 

been strained over U,S. policies toward Egypt, Syria and Iran. Saudi Arabia has strongly opposed the 

Obarna administration's decision to cut military aid to Egypt and to limit American support for Syrian 

rebels seeking to topple Syrian President Bashar aI-Assad. 


Others - Aut~es 

Nil 

Western Europe - Europe de ('Ouest 

129. Dutch may send major military mission to join UN efforts in Mali 
Dutch News, 201310 19 
Amsterdam - The Netherlands is considering making a ' serious military contribution' to the UN's peace
keeping mission in Mali, the Volkskrant reported on Saturday, The Volkskrant, which bases its claims on 
military and political sources, says cahinet is considering sending commandos, intelligence officers and 
Apache helicopters . The plan will be discussed in the cabinet and two weeks and would involve 



deploying 400 Dutch soldiers in total. The paper says 'easy jobs' such as training local Malinese troops, 
has already been allocated to other countries. This has prompted the cabinet to look at the 'more 
dangerous' option. 

130. Intelligence chief accused by US newspapers for doing duty: Turkish M 
Hurriyet News, 2013 10 19 
Ankara - Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu has taken a vigorous defense ofTurkish intelligence chief 
Hakan Fidan, saying articles published in U.S. newspapers blasting his role in Ankara's Syria and Iran 
policies were besmirching his name merely because he was performing. his duty. ''When you read these 
articles, Hakan Fidan is accused of establishing an independent intelligence structure and not letting other 
intelligence agencies operate in Turkey. Therefore, he is being blamed for doing his job," Davutoglu said 
in a live interview on private broadcaster KanaI 7 aired on the night of Oct. 18. Davutoglu's remarks 
came a day after veteran Washington Post columnist David Ignatius claimed that Turkey blew the cover 
on a group oflsraeli spies, disclosing their names to Iranian intelligence, while noting that Fidan was 
considered "suspect" by Israeli authorities due to his "close" ties to Tehran. 

131. Prise d'otage du '«Tanib): neuf ans de prison pour les trois pirates somaliens 
Radio France Intemationaie, 2013 10 19 
Paris - Les trois pirates juges pour avoir pris en otage I'equipage breton du Tanit en avril 2009 au large de 
la Somalie ont etc condamnes aneuf ans de reclusion criminelle, vendredi soir, 18 octobre, par la cour 
d'assises d'lIIe-et-Vilaine. La prise d'otage s'Ctait soldee par la mort du skipper F10rent Lema~n, tue par 
erreur d'une balle franyaise. Partie civile et accuses ont estime que Ia peine prononcee Ctait juste. L'avocat 
general avait requis dix adouze ans pour les trois jeunes somaliens. « U n 'etait pas question pour nous de 
dire que la misere justifie la piraterie, explique tavocat de I'un des Somaliens. Non, simplement il y a des 
faits, precise Me Fabian Lahaie. Quand les pirates ont ere recrutes, ils Ctaient dans une misere totale. Ceux 
qui les ont envoyes en mer pour attaquer des bateaux ne leur fournissaient pas I'essence pour revenir sur 
les cotes, ils avaient done une obligation de resuhat pour survivre ». 

132. Lobbying Bonanza as Firms Try to Influence European Union 
The Times of London, Eric Lipton & Daruty Hakim, 2013 10 19 
Brussels - It was a show of force in keeping with the ambitions of American law finns that increasingly 
sec the European Union's vast apparatus as a vital lobbying opportunity for themselves and their 
multinational corporate clients. Gathered at the Brussels office of Covington & Burling, a prominent 
Washington-based finn, were some of its lawyers and lobbyists, along with executives from some of the 
world's largest oil companies, including Chevron and Statoil. Their aim was to help shape the European 
Union's policies on the gas and oil drilling iechnology known as hydraulic fracturing, or fracking. They 
were meeting with Kurt Vandenberghe, then a top environmental official for Europe and a prime player in 
the debate over fracking, which is even more contentious in Europe than in the United States. The host 
that day in June was Jean De Ruyt, a fonner Belgian diplomat whose career stretched from central Africa 
to the inner sanctum of the European Union and who is now an adviser at Covington. He and others on 
the recently expanded lobbying team there have delivered at least four senior European Union policy 
.makers to the finn 's doorstep in recent months, including a top energy official, who arrived in September 
with a copy of a draft fracking plan that has yet to be made public. 

133. In Kenya Inquiry, Norway Looks at Somali Migrant 
The New York Times, Henrik Pryser Libell & Nicolas Kulish, 2013 10 19 
Lavik, Norway - As a boy, the Somali immigrant sold newspapers door to door in this peaceful seaside 
Norwegian town and told neighbors he was going to be a doctor and help people in Africa. In high school, 
he began taking a prayer rug to school, but in a community with many Somalis - not to mention 
Muslims from Libya, Chechnya and elsewhere - he hardly stood out. He rarely got into even mild 
trouble. But with grades that fell short of medical school requirements, the young man, Hassan Abdi 



Dhuhulow, struggled to find a job after high school and began visiting radical jihadist Web sites. In)009, 
he took the first of several long trips back to Somalia. Norwegian investigators now want to know 
whether the boy who wanted to be a healer grew up to be a killer. TItey are questioning relatives and 
friends of Mr. Dhuhulow, 23, to try to determine whether he was one of the four attackers caught on 
surveillance cameras during the rampage at the Westgate shopping mall in Nairobi, Kenya, last month, 
when more than 60 men, women and children were killed. 

c. r 
134. Warn against extremist groups 
TIte Norway Post, StafIWriter, 2013 10 19 
Bergen - In a fresh, confidential report, the Norwegian Secret Police (PST) urge official agencies and 
operations to be on guard against the growing number ofextremist groups in Norway. The PST sent out 
the report "Extremism in Norway" (Ekstremisme i Norge) on September 12th this year, only a few days 
after the parliamentary elections were held, according to Aftenposten. PST's report is issued in order to 
make official agencies and operations better equipped to protect themselves against extremist groups in 
Norway, and prevent future terrorism, the newspaper writes. (Full Report) 

135. Kongsberg acquires Canadian Government contract 
TIte Norway Post, StafIWriter, 2013 10 19 
Olso -The Canadian Department of National Defence and Norwegian technology firm Kongsberg Protech 
have signed a contract for repair and overhaul of PROTECTOR M 151 Remote Weapon Stations. Since 
2005, the Norwegian company has been supplying the PROTECTOR MI51 Remote Weapon Stations 
(RWS) to the Canadian Forces where the system has been integrated on the RG-31 platform. TIte stations 
have been in continuous service, and have provided superior protection for soldiers serving in both Iraq 
and Afghanistan. "KONGSBERG is very pleased to see DND's commitment to the Canadian Remote 
Weapon Stations. These systems have been operating for several years in quite extreme conditions and 
need to be refurbished. The ability to do this, is proof of the PROTECTOR RWS modular concept, which 
enables affordable upgrades to a state-of-the-art technological standard. The refurbished RWS 's will give 
the Canadian armed forces enhanced protection for years to come and continues KONGSBERG's 
position as a prime supplier of PROTECTOR RWS" said Mr. Rune Johannessen, Vice President of 
Business Development, the Americas. 
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1. Refugee or illegal immi&rant? 
Victoria Times Colouist, Katie DeRosa, 2013 10 20 
Victoria - The RCMP's case against the men who organized the MV Sun Sea human smuggling operation 
could full apart if the B.C. Court ofAppeal upholds a decision that the law is unconstitutional. 
Kunarobinson Christhurajah, 33, is waiting for the judge's decision from behind bars. "The RCMP, they 
say: 'You're a people smuggler.' I'm not a people-smuggler," Christhurajah said in a phone interview with 
the Times Colonist from prison this month. Christhurajah, listed as the owner of the ship, is one of six 
men charged with human smuggling in connection with the operation that brought 492 Tamils to Canada 
on Aug. 13, 2010. Those prosecutions are in limbo after a B.C. trial judge in January dismissed human 
smuggling charges against the four men accused of bringing 76 Tamil migrants into Canada on the Ocean 
Lady, which arrived \0 months earlier in October 2009. Justice Arne Silverman struck down section 117 
of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, saying it is unconstitutional based on findings that the 
law is overly broad. He said it could criminalize the actions ofhumanitarian workers or family members 
bringing in refugees. The federal government took the case to the B.C. Court of Appeal, which heard 
arguments on both sides Oct. 8 and 9. It could be weeks before the judge renders a decision. 

2. Sun sea migrants' uncertain fate 
Victoria Times Colonist, Katie DeRosa, 2013 1020 
Victoria - One man is facing a deportation order to Sri Lanka, which his lawyer is fighting amid 
revelations two other asylum seekers from the MY Sun Sea were imprisoned, one brutally tortured, after 
they were sent back to that country. Another man is in jail facing human smuggling charges that have 
been found by one trial judge to be unconstitutional. That decision is being reviewed by the s.c. Court of 
Appeal. They're examples ofthe myriad legal challenges facing the federal government's aggressive 
stance on 492 Tamil asylum seekers who came to Victoria on the MY Sun Sea on Aug. 13, 20 I O. The 
Conservative government vowed to challenge the refugee claims of many Sun Sea passengers and 
prosecute people who organized the ship's voyage from Thailand, in order to send a strong message to 
human smugglers. 



3. The Canadian government is trying to take a hard line on would-he migrants, even ifthey face 
danger at home 
Victoria Times Colonist, Katie DeRosa, 2013 10 20 
Victoria - A Tamil asylum seeker who came to Canada aboard the MY Sun Sea says she's hopeful her 
husband's deportation order will be suspended after news that one man deported to Sri Lanka was tortured 
and another was jailed and has since disappeared. "I think it's going to be good for us because my lawyer 
can show if we get sent back to the country it will happen the same thing to us," the woman said in an 
interview last week. Her name is not being published to protect her identity - she said it's even dangerous 
to be in contact with her parents because Sri Lankan officials have been questioning them on her 
whereabouts. She's not surprised at allegations of torture by the Sri Lankan anny, which she said is 
common against ethnic minority Tamils. The risks are even greater for asylum-seekers known to have 
fled to Canada on the MY Sun Sea, which arrived in Canada Aug. 13,2010, with 492 Tami!s on board. 

4. Journalists' car, camera equipment seized at N.B. shale gas protest site 
Global News, David Weisz and Nick Logan, 2013 1020 
Moncton - A Global New Brunswick reporter and other journalists, had their vehicles and camera 
equipment seized while covering the ongoing shale gas protests in Rexton, N .B. Hours later a large group 
of demonstrators blocked a section of Route II, which runs between Moncton and Miramichi. Global's 
Laura Brown was covering the aftermath ofthe violence that erupted in the area Thursday when RCMP, 
acting on a court injunction, moved in to disperse a three-week-Iong blockade of seismic testing 
equipment owned by SWN Resources. Brown was among a group of reporters looking at the wreckage of 
a police vehicle that was torched on Thursday, demonstrators clashed with RCMP officers armed with riot 
gear. On Saturday morning, Brown and another reporter were subject to threats and later had their 
equipment seized. Brown, speaking on the phone from a local RCMP detachment after her vehicle and . 
equipment was taken, emphasized this was a group ofjust five people and that it was not indicative of the 
people whom she has spoken with in the past months while covering ongoing anti-shale gas protests. 

5. Demonstrators confront TV news crews in Renon, roadblock resurrected 
The Canadian Press, 2013 10 20 
Rexton - Tensions at a shale-gas protest in Rexton, N.B., remained high on Saturday as a small group of 
protesters seized vehicles and equipment from two news agencies while others blocked a highway. Jim 
Haskins, news director for Global News in New Brunswick, said journalist Laura Brown was at the site of 
an ongoing shale-gas protest around noon when about five protesters confronted another media outlet and 
seized a vehicle on Route 134. Haskins said Brown got into her vehicle and locked the door, but was 
threatened by the protesters. "They knocked on the window and demanded that she get out of the vehicle 
and leave it," said Haskins. "At first she refused, but the situation she felt was unsafe and unstable, so 
reluctantly she locked the vehicle, left and started walking away. RCMP Const. Jullie Rogers-Marsh said 
police had taken statements from the media and were investigating. Haskins, who is based in Halifax, said 
Brown was able to retrieve her vehicle and equipment just after 4p.m. with the help of some First Nations 
people. He said no equipment was damaged. 

6. Manitoba chief in New Brunswick to back fracking protests . 
CBC News, 2013 1020 
Fredericton - As a Manitoba chief arrives to offer support, members ofNew Brunswick's Elsipogtog First 
Nation are meeting Sunday to plan their next steps after a tense week ofanti-fracking protests. The CBC's 
Jessica Doria-Brown says the meeting will be open to the media, unlike previous, private sessions. The 
protests drew support from across Canada and around the world via social media. The Assembly of 
Manitoba Chiefs said it stands in solidarity with Elsipogtog First Nation and sent Grand Chief Derek 
Nepinak to Elsipogtog Mi'krnaq territory over the weekend." As a demonstration of support for the 
ongoing peaceful presence of the people, Grand ChiefNepinak will make a presentation of medicines and 
a beaver pelt to the leadership," Sheila North Wilson of the assembly said in a media releaj;e. 



7. Protesters threaten Sun News reporter, 3 other journalists in New Brunswick 
QMI Agency, 2013 to 20 
Rexton - A Sun News Network reporter and four other journalists were swanned by Native protesters 
Saturday near a shale gas exploration site in New Brunswick. Sun News reporter Kris Sims said about 
eight people threatened her, a Global News journalist, a CTV reporter and two other crew members while 
they were filming six burned cop cars that were set ablaze by protesters during violent anti-fracking 
protests Thursday near Rexton. Sims said a man dressed in camoflouge sho\tted, ''Get the f-- out ofhere 
or I'll break your f-ing cameras! All you tell are lies!" The same protester then threatened to destr..oy 
their cars, vans and video equipment. "Get your vans out ofhere before I seize it. Get it out of here right 
now before I seize it and that's going where the f--ing other cars were going," he said while gesturing to 
the razed RCMP cars. As the journalists grabbed their cameras and tried to leave, th~ group surrounded 
them and demanded that they exit their cars, Sims said. One woman blocked Sims' car and threatened to 

-~-.~ ~ 
8. Final day of hearings on Enbridge application is cancelled over 'security risk' as demonstrators 
stress ecological danger 
The Toronto Star, Jessica Mediannid, 2013 to 20 
Toronto - Hundreds converged on the Metro Toronto Convention Centre to protest an Enbridge pipeline 
proposal on Saturday, despite scheduled public hearings getting cancelled last-minute over security 
concerns. After three days of mainly oppoSition atpublic hearings in Toronto on Enbridge's application to 
increase and reverse the flow of its pipeline 9B, the Calgary company was to deliver its final replies in 
front of a three-member panel from the National Energy Board Saturday morning. But late Friday night, 
the federal regulator posted a letter online announcing a postponement, stemming from a protest that 
afternoon that disrupted proceedings. Energy board spokesperson Carole Uger-Kubeczek said the Friday 
protests "carried a security risk." "Because the panel had already finished hearing from all the intervenors, 
it was felt to be more prudent to reconvene in a different setting," Uger-Kubeczek wrote in an email to 
the Star. About 70 protesters converged at the convention centre Friday afternoon, milling outside, 
chanting and waving banners before trying to enter. 

9. Terrorism overdrive: Foreign money is radicalizing Canadian Indians 
QMI News Agency, Ezra Levant, 2013 102 
Opinion - Terrorism is defined as the use of violence, or the threat of violence, to achieve political 
objectives. Anti-oil and gas extremists have not been able to stop perfectly legal, perfectly safe seismic 
trucks from exploring for natural gas in New Brunswick. So if they can't convince their fellow Canadians 
with arguments and facts, perhaps they'll terrorize them into submission. Or maybe even kill them. Why 
else would the rioters have had a cache of high-power weapons at their encampment, including enonnous 
stores of bullets, Soviet-style assault weapons, and even Iraq-style IEDs? And these brave "warriors" 
brought women and children with them. Why? As cannon fodder? As human shields? Let us take a 
moment to praise the RCMP, who took out this large terrorist encampment and made 40 arrests without 
the loss of life. They were careful; they took every opportunity to do so peacefully, even waiting two 
weeks before enforcing a court order. And when their officers finally moved in, they used only non-lethal 
force, like bean-bag guns and tear gas. By contrast, the eeo-terrorists responded with gunshots and 
Molotov cocktail attacks that torched at least five police vehicles. We have seen illegal acts byeco
activists before. But they're usually non-violent - just industrial sabotage, trespass and break and enter. 
That's the tactic ofGreenpeace, a foreign multinational corporation based in Amsterdam. 

United States - Etats-U nis 

to. NSA leaks: Years of spying on Mexico govt gave US investment benefits 
RT News, 2013 to 20 



Moscow - US electronic surveillance in Mexico reportedly targeted top officials, including both current 
and previous presidents. Intelligence produced by the NSA helped Americans get an upper hand in 
diplollllltic talks and find good investment opportunities. The US National Security Agency was 
apparently very happy with its successes in America's southern neighbor, according to classified 
documents leaked by Edwards Snowden and analyzed by the German magazine, Der Spiegel. It reports 
on new details of the spying on the Mexican government, which dates back at least several years. The 
fact that Mexican President Peila Nieto is of interest to the NSA was revcaled earlier by Brazilian TV 
Globo, which also had access to the documents provided by Snowden. Spiegel says his predecessor Felipe 
Calderon was a target too, and the Americans hacked into his public email back in May 2010. 

11. NSA Accessed Mexican President's Email 
Der Spiegel, Jens Gliising, Laura Poitras, Marcel Rosenbach and Holger Stark, 2013 10 20 
Berlin - The NSA has been systematically eavesdropping on the Mexican government for years. It hacked 
into the president's public email account and gained deep insight into policymaking and the political 
system. The news is likely to hurt ties between the US and Mexico. The National Security Agency (NSA) 
has a division for particularly difficult missions. Called "Tailored Access Operations" (TAO), this 
department devises special methods for special targets. That category includes surveillance of 
neighboring Mexico, and in May 2010, the division reported its mission accomplished. A report classified 
as "top secret" said: "TAO successfully exploited a key mail server in the Mexican Presidencia domain 
within the Mexican Presidential network to gain firsHver access to President Felipe Calderon's public 
email account." According to the NSA, this email domain was also used by cabinet members, and 
contained "diplomatic, economic and leadership communications which continue to provide insight into 
Mexico's political system and internal stability." The president's office, the NSA reported, was now "a 
lucrative source." This operation, dubbed "Flatliquid," is described in a document leaked by 
whistleblower Edward Snowden, which SPIEGEL has now had the opportunity to analyze. The case is 
likely to cause further strain on relations between Mexico and the United States, which have been tense 
since Brazilian television network TV Globo revealed in September that the NSA monitored then
presidential candidate Enrique Pei'ia Nieto and others around him in the summer of 20 12. Pei'ia Nieto, now 
Mexico's president, summoned the US ambassador in the wake of that news, but confined his reaction to 
demanding an investigation into the matter. 

12. Bribery case unfolding as a big scandal for the Navy 
The Washington Post, Craig Whitlock, 2013 1020 
Washington - The U.S. Navy is being rocked by a bribery scandal that federal investigators say has 
reached high into the officer corps and exposed a massive overbilling scheme run by an Asian defense 
contractor that provided prostitutes and other kickbacks. Among those arrested on corruption charges are 
a senior agent for the Naval Criminal Investigative Service and a Navy commander who escaped 
Cambodia's "killing fields" as a child only to make a triumphant return to the country decades later as the 
skipper ofa U.S. destroyer. The investigation has also ensnared a Navy captain who was relieved of his 
ship's command this month in Japan. The chief executive of the Singapore-based defense contractor, 
Glenn Defense Marine Asia, and another company official were arrested last month at a San Diego 
harborside hotel after federal investigators lured them to the United States by arranging a sham meeting 
with Navy officials, according to court records and people involved in the case. The unfolding 
investigation is shaping up as the biggest fraud case in years for the Navy. Federal prosecutors allege that 
Glenn Defense Marine, which has serviced and supplied Navy ships and submarines at ports around the 
Pacific for a quarter-century, routinely overbilled for everything from tugboats to fuel to sewage disposal. 

13. US quietly releasing S1.6bn in Pakistan assistance 
Associated Press, 2013 10 20 
Washington - The US has quietly decided to release more than $1.6billion in military and economic aid to 
Pakistan that was suspended when relations between the two countries disintegrated over the covert raid 



that killed Osama bin Laden and deadly US air strikes against Pakistani soldiers. Officials and 
congressional aides said ties have improved enough to allow the money to flow again. American and 
NATO supply routes to Mghanistan are open. Controversial US drone strikes are down. The US and 
Pakistan recently armounced the restart oftheir "strategic dialogue" after a long pause. Pakistan's new 
prime minister, Nawaz Sharif, is traveling to Washington.for talks this coming week with President 
Barack Obarna. But in a summer dominated by foreign policy debates over the coup in Egypt and 
chemical weapons attacks in Syria, the US hasn't promoted its revamped aid relationship with Pakistan. 
Neither has Pakistan. The silence reflects the lingering mutual suspicions between the two. The Pakistanis 
do not like being seen as dependent on their heavy-handed partners. The Americans are uncomfortable 
highlighting the billions provided to a government that is plagued by corruptioQand perceived as often 
duplicitous in fighting terrorism. 

14. Pirate Bay's Anti-Censorship Browser Clocks 1,000,000 Downloads 
Torrcntfreak.com, Ernesto, 2013 10 19 
(Unidentified Placeline) - The Pirate Bay's PirateBrowser, a tool that allows people to bypass ISP 
filtering and access blocked websites, is a great success. The Firefox and Tor-based software eliminates 
the need to use a proxy site and has already been downloaded more than 1,000,000 times, TorrentFreak 
has learned. Currently around 0.5% ofall Pirate Bay visitors use PirateBrowser to access the infamous 
torrent site. Blocked by court orders allover the world, The Pirate Bay is arguably the most censored 
website on the Internet. The PirateBrowser software allows people to bypass these restrictions, without 
having to use a proxy site or other circumvention tool. It appears that the browser idea appeals to a wide 
audience as the number of downloads have been going through the roof right from the start. Today, The 
Pirate Bay team informs TorrentFreak that they just served the I,OOO,OOOth PirateBrowser download from 
its website. 

15. The Darkest Place on the Internet Isn't Just for Criminals 
Wired. com, Clive Thomspon, 2013 10 20 
Comment: Vile though their crimes may be, pedophiles and hit men have figured out something vital 
when it comes to communieating. Lots of them-the ones with any seeurity sense-use a Darknet. These 
are networks ofsecretive websites that can't be viewed on the "regular" Internet. Darknet sites are hosted 
on regular servers, but to access them you need special software, usually something that encrypts all 
users' traffic and allows them relative anonymity. Get set up with the right technology and presto: You 
can see a second, parallel Internet. Right now it's full ofnasty (or, at the very least, illegal) activity like 
illicit drug or arms &ales, or pedophile rings. The Darknet is populated by precisely who you 'd expect to 
be sknlking in the darkest corners of the online world. They have something to hide. But the Darknet, by 
itself, isn't evil. And now that all of us have, in a sense, something to hide-the details of our humdrum, 
legal, everyday lives-it's time to put the Darknet to good use. The regular Internet is a hotbed of 
surveillance. Depending on how you' re reading this article, someone is probably watching you read it. 
Edward Snowden 's leaks capably documented how US spy agencies have their mitts on the big central 
services-<:Ioud email, social networks--that we use regularly. In fact, we should probably just start 
calling the web the Spynet. ("What are you up to this morning?" ''Nothing much, just shopping for some 
books on the Spynet. ") It was already an uneasy bargain, conducting so much of our social lives on for
profit sites. We kind of knew that going in. But when the Leviathan of the state be<:omes so involved, it's 
an order of magnitude worse. We need a space to start fresh-building applications that are decentralized 
and encrypted from the get-go so they allow us a greater degree of privacy. We need a new terrain. That's 
the Darknet. 

16. Cheney had wireless heart device disabled as terror precaution 
Associated Press, 2013 10 20 
Washington - Former U.S. vice-president Dick Cheney says he once feared that terrorists could use the 
electrical device that had been implanted near his heart to kill him and had his doctor disable its wireless 
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function. Cheney has a history of heart trouble, suffering the first of five heart attacks at age 37. He 
underwent a heart transplant last year at age 71. In an interview with CBS' 60 Minutes, Cheney says 
doctors replaced an implanted defibrillator near his heart in 2007. 1be device can detect irregular 
heartbeats and control them with electrical jolts. Cheney says that he and his doctor, cardiologist Jonathan 
Reiner, turned off the device's wireless function in case a terrorist tried to send his heart a futal shock. 
Years later, Cheney watched an episode of the Showtime series Homeland in which such a scenario was 
part of the plot. "I was aware of the danger, if you will, that existed, but I found it credible," Cheney tells 
60 Minutes in a segment to be aired Sunday. "Because I know from the experience we had and the 
necessity for adjusting my own device that it was an accurate portrayal of what was possible." 

" 17. SSL encryption is coming to Yahoo Mail I 

GMA Network News (Website), 2013 1020 
Washington - Users ofYahoo Mail finally have one less security nightmare to deal with as Yahoo will 
make SSL encryption the default setting for their webmail. And now, the not-so-good news: the default 
encryption won't come until Jan. 8 next year, the "Washington Post" reported. "Yahoo takes the security 
of our users very seriously," the "Washington Post" quoted Yahoo as saying in an emailed statement. 
Earlier this year, Yahoo began offering users the option to use the SSL encryption, which it said encrypts 
mail "as it moves between your browser and Yahoo's servers. "The news was welcome for the Electronic 
Privacy Information Center, whose domestic surveillance prog ram director Arnie Stepanovich 
commended Yahoo. "It's always a positive thing when companies take steps to protect their customers' 
information [but] unfortunately, this often only happens after a harmful even!," she said. 

18. Seeking Online Refuge From Spying Eyes 
The New York Times, Jeona Wortham, 201310 20 
Analysis - Consider this scene in "The Circle," Dave Eggers's new novel that imagines a dystopian future 
dominated by an omnipotent social networking company: Mae, the young protagonist, tries to unplug 
from her hypemetworked life to go on a covert, solitary kayaking trip. But when she returns to shore, she 
is greeted by police officers who have been alerted to her excursion by several hidden cameras. She 
quickly realizes that very little in her life isn't recorded, tracked and analyzed. It's a troubling image, one 
that some fear might not be limited to works of fiction. In fuct, some elements of Mae's scenario have 
emerged recently in the news. There was the report that the National Security Agency can create 
sophisticated maps ofsome people's personal information and social connections. There were the recent 
changes to Facebook's privacy settings that will no longer allow users to hide their profiles from public 
searches. In addition, Google recently revealed that it was considering using anonymous identifiers to 
track browsing habits online, raising hackles among privacy advocates who have described it as "the new 
way they will identify you 2417 ." And, at the same time, drones are becoming commonplace - used by 
the government in counterterrorism efforts and by hobbyists - prompting discussions about the long
term impact on privacy. These developments, among others, have spurred the creation of a handful of 
applications and services intended to give people respite and refuge from surveillance, both online and 
off. They have a simple and common goal: to create ways for people to use the Internet and to 
communicate online without surveillance. 

19. From Beirut to Washington 
The Ncw York Times, Thomas L Fricndman, 2013 1020 
Column - I've spent most of my career covering Middle East politics. I always thought it was its own 
unique field. But, in the last few weeks, I've (elt myself to be at a real advantage trying to explain 
American politics. You see, it turns out that all those years covering Sunnis and Shiites, Israelis and 
Palestinians, tribal conflicts and "Parties ofGod" have been the best preparation for covering today's 
Washington, D.C., and particularly the Tea Party. Seriously, you'd get a much better feel for Washington 
politics today by reading "Lawrence of Arabia" than the Federalist Papers. This is not good news. Let me 
start by recalling a column I recently wrote from Kansas that noted the parallel between monoculturcs and 



polycultures in nature and politics. It began with the scientist Wes Jackson, the president ofThe Land 
Institute, explaining that the prairie was a diverse wilderness, with a complex ecosystem that naturally 
supported all kinds of wildlife, until European settlers plowed it up and covered it with single-species 
crop farms, mostly wheat, com or soybeans. Today, noted Jackson, we now use high-densiry fossil fuels 
- in the form ofgasoline-powered tractors, pesticides and fertilizers - to sustain these single-species, 
annual monoculture crops, which are much more susceptible to disease and are exhausting the nutrient
rich topsoil that is the source of all prairie life. During the Dust.Bowl years of the '30s, Jackson reminded, 
the monoculture crops died but the polyculture prairie, with its diverse t;COSystem, survived. 

20. Who Decided? 
The New York Times, David Frum, 20 \3 10 20 
Book Review: The story of those eight years would seem far too vast to contain inside a single xolume. 
Yet here that volume is. Peter Baker (who covered the Bush White House first for The Washington Post, 
then for The New York Times) neither accuses nor excuses. He writes with a measure and balance that 
seem transported backward in time from some more dispassionate future. Yet "Days of Fire" is not a 
dispassionate book. Its mood might rather be described as poignant: sympathetic to its subjects, generous 
to their accomplishments and extenuating none of their errors . "Bush was not one given to reflection, at 
least not out loud. Yet one day," in the summer of2008, "he seemed in a rare introspective mood. Sitting 
in the Situation Room while waiting for another meeting to begin, the president looked at Robert Gates 
and Adm. Mike Mullen, who had succeeded Peter Pace as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and 
harked back to the critical days in 2003 before he launched the war that had become so problematic. 'You 
know,' he recalled, ' when I made the decision on Iraq, I went around the room to everybody at that table, 
every principal . "You in? Any doubts?" Nothing from anybody.' For Bush, it was a rare moment of 
doubt. Was he ruing his own flawed judgment? Bitter that he had been led off track by advisers? Or 
both?" That story is sourced to an interview with a "senior official" - your guess whether it was Mullen, 
Gates or somebody else. Baker's book is informed by remarkable access to its main characters, including 
Vice President Dick Cheney. (I'll note here that I am one of those interviewed for and quoted in Baker's 
book.) Yet "Days of Fire" is something more than the reporter's "first rough draft of history." Almost 
every leading figure in the Bush White House, including Bush and Cheney, has now published his or her 
version ofevents, and Baker has painstakingly worked through them all. The result is what you might call 
a polished second dr.ift of history, most likely the most polished draft we'll have until the archives are 
opened and the academies can get to work. From the N.S.A. to TARP, many of the most bitterly 
controversial achievements of the Bush-Cheney administration have been quietly adopted and followed 
by its successor. It's within his own party that the Bush record is repudiated and rejected, in favor ofa 
more radical brand ofconservatism that cannot win national elections and could not govern if it did. 
Someday, and maybe someday soon, Bush's parry will have to do what Peter Baker has so exhaustively 
done in "Days ofFire": come to a full and fair reckoning with the legacy of the 43rd president. (Note: 
David Frum is a contributing editor at The Daily Beast. He served as a speechwriter and special assistant 
to President George W. Bush.) 

21. Optimism surrounds Pakistani prime minister's visit to U.S. 
The Washington 110st, Karen DeYoung, Tim Craig, 2013 1020 
Peshawar - The last time Nawaz Sharif traveled to Washington as Pakistan's prime minister, in 1999, he 
was just months away from being overthrown in a coup that left him in exile and his country under 
military rule for more than a decade. On Sunday, Prime Minister Sharif returns here for an official visit in 
a fur more secure position. He was elected in May in Pakistan's first-ever transfer of power from one 
civilian government to another, his parry holds a firm parliamentary majority, and the military has at least 
nominally moved away from politics. The agenda for Sharif's talks with President Obama, Cabinet 
officials and lawmakers is fraught with touchy subjects, such as the administration's ongoing, if 
diminished, drone strikes against suspected terrorists harbored in Pakistani territory, congressional 
reluctance to continue large aid programs and Pakistan's growing nuclear weapons arsenal. 



22. Tehran's Choice 
The Washington Post, Michael Singh, 2013 10 20 
Comment: With the first round of nuclear talks with Iran's new, and newly pragmatic, negotiating team in 
the books, the Washington policy debate about Iran has shifted from whether a deal is possible to what 
sort ofdeal is acceptable. While such discussions can often seem a miasma of centrifuge counts and 
enrichment levels, there are, in fact, two distinct paths to a nuclear deal with Iran. The first path is one in 
which Tehran would receive relief from sanctions in exchange for putting ~rict limits on its nuclear 
activities, such as restricting uranium enrichment to low levels. The success of such an agreement would 
depend on ensuring that Iran could not use declared nuclear activities as a cover for covert activities 
aimed at developing a nuclear weapon. It would also depend on ensuring that the deal was Doteasily 
reversible, so Tehran could not renege once pressure had been alleviated. There are ways that sanctions 
relief could be made more easily reversible - for example, channeling oil payments to Tehran through a 
single mechanism that could be blocked in the event of noncompliance - but none of these is fail-safe . 
The efficacy and durability of a deal over limited enrichment would rest on Iranian transparency. To be 
meaningful, transparency measures would have to include allowing inspectors unfettered access to sites of 
their choosing, not just those declared by Iranian officials, and a comprehensive accounting of Iran's past 
and present nuclear work, including the military elements of its nuclear program, such as weaponization 
research. (Note: The writer is managing director of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy.) 

23. Washington is broken, but America is still on top 
The Washington Post, Ely Ratner & Thomas Wright, 2013 LO 20 
Comment: It's been a banner month for the oracles of American decline. The shutdown of the federal 
government, the prospect ofa default on the country's debt, and the political dysfunction that made the 
United States seem rudderless on Syria and forced the cancellation of President Obama's trip to Asia 
seemed to confirm that the end of American preeminence is finally upon us. Council on Foreign Relations 
President Richard Haass argued that Washington was "hastening the emergence of a post-American 
world." The Guardian's Timothy GartOn Ash wrote that ''the erosion of American power is happening 
faster than most of us predicted - while the politicians in Washington behave like rutting stags with 
locked antlers." And the financial Web site MarketWatch declared: "This is what decline ofa superpower 
looks like." The idea that such a moment was coming has dominated U.S. foreign policy circles since the 
late 2000s. The declinists warn that in light of American difficulties at home and abroad, and the rapid 
rise of new powers such as Brazil, India and China, we should prepare for a global order no longer 
dominated by the United States. Some argue that the United States should retrench and do less. Others 
that it should share the burden ofleadership with the emerging titans. But predicting the decline of the 
United States has always becn risky business. In the 1970s and late 1980s, expectations of waning power 
were followed by periods ofgeopolitical resurgence. (Note: Ely Ratner is deputy director of the Asia
Pacific Security Program at the Center for a New American Security. Thomas Wright is a fellow with the 
Managing Global Order project at the Brookings Institution) 

24. In our future wars: Fewer drones, more partners 
The Washington Post, Linda Robinson, 2013 10 20 
Comment: The use of drone strikes against terrorist targets has become one of the most controversial 
aspects of President Obama's national security efforts. Critics on the left have called Obama the "drone 
president," and even the celebrated 16-year-old Pakistani activist, Malala Y ousafzai, chided him in the 
White House recently, telling him that "drone attacks are fueling terrorism." Yet drones are just one of 
three principal U.S. counterterrorism tools, and not necessarily the most important. Special Operations 
forces are now relying on a more balanced mix oftactics: Launching raids and developing partner forces 
offer more versatility than drone strikes and will probably become the wave of the future as America's big 
wars wind down. The outlines of Obama's new approach, which he sketched in his May speech at the 
National Defense University, have become clearer in recent months, especially in the twin raids in Libya 



and Somalia on Oct. 5. The first raid snatched up Anas aI-Libi, an aI-Qaeda member indicted in the 1998 
bombings of the U.S. Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. The second was an unsuccessful attempt to 
capture Ikrima, a member of the aI-Qaeda-affiliated aI-Shabab group who is reputedly responsible for 
plotting attacks around East Africa. (Note: Linda Robinson is a senior policy analyst at the Rand Corp. 
and the author of "One Hundred Victories: Special Ops ani! the Future of American Warfare.") 

United Kingdom - Royaume-Uni 

25. British supergrass hurts a1-Qaeda 
The Sunday Times, Dipesh Gadher, 2013 10 20 
London - A Student from Birmingham trained by aI-Qaeda to make weapons of mass destruction has 
turned supergrass and is helping the West to dismantle the terror network in Africa ana the Middle East. 
Intelligence provided by Ahmed Warsarne, who became a terrorist warlord after claiming asylum in 
Britain, has already helped America to assassinate aI-Qaeda's spiritual chief in Yemen. He is now 
assisting in the hunt for the mastermind of the Kenyan shopping mall massacre and could help to close 
the net on Samantha Lewthwaite, the widow of one of the 7/7 bombers. US officials have described 
Warsarne's co-operation as an "intelligence watershed". At least two other alleged British extremists have 
been detained and face serious charges thought to be based on evidence from Warsame. His importance 
in the fight against aI-Qaeda has emerged in court documents and intelligence reports obtained by The 
Sunday Times, and the testimony of an informant who claims to have worked for Ml5 and the CIA. 

26, SAS hired out to woo tyrant of Azerbaijan 
The Sunday Times, Sean Rayment, 2013 10 20 
London - The Foreign and Commonwealth Office paid for the SAS to train Azerbaijan's special forces in 
an effort to gain influence with the hardline ex-Soviet regime. According to a leaked document seen by 
The Sunday Times, members of the UK's elite fighting force taught their counterparts sniper skills and 
how to storm buildings as part ofa six-week training mission. The paper says one of the aims of the 
deployment in 2006 - codenamed Operation Lanark - was to "enhance" the FCO's standing in the 
central Asian republic. Western politicians have long been keen to court Azerbaijan and llham Aliyev, its 
president, because of the vast oil and gas reserves beneath the Caspian Sea. 

27. Police defend sex. with targets 
The Sunday Times, Marie Woolf, 2013 1020 
London - Undercover officers having sex with people they are spying on may be "necessary and 
proportionate", the Metropolitan police believe. Despite its public position that such behaviour is 
unacceptable, lawyers acting for the force are arguing that having sex with a target would be justified to 
"prevent serious crime" or "maintain cover". The argument is detailed in papers submitted for a court case 
brought by environmental activists who claim they were tricked into having sex with undercover officers. 
The Met's lawyers said that, although sex with a target could be "particularly intrusive" and was not 
generally "appropriate", there were times when it may be authorised. They say: "It cannot be ruled out 
(in principle) that it might in some circumstances be necessary and proportionate to authorise an 
undercover operative to engage in sexual contact in order, for example, to maintain cover, prevent serious 
crime and even save life." 

28. Call security to foil the cyber crooks 
The Sunday Times, Hannah Prevett, 2013 10 20 
London - When Steve Katz was asked to be an interim chief information security officer at a big 
American health services company in 2011, it was only supposed to be for a couple of months. In the end, 
the search for a permanent replacement took 18 months. That demonstrates the shortage ofhigh·dass 
professionals in information security, said Peter Metzger, vicechairman ofCT Partners, the executive 



search firm. "There might be only 10 or 15 of them in the world, and generally they are very satisfied 
where they are and well compensated." Historically, the chief information security officer (CISO) has 
reported to the chief information officer, who in tum often reports to the chief finance officer. While the 
function has remained the same - to protect companies' vital assets from increasingly sophisticated 
cyber criminals - what has changed is the visibility of the role and the importance attached to it as 
computer breaches threaten both financial damage and bad publicity. Recent high-profile cases have 
included a plot to steal millions from Santander by taking control ofa remote computer, and a similar 
attack on Barclays that netted thieves £I.3m. "The first phone calion the mornings these stories break 
will be from the board to the chief executive saying, What are we doing to reassure our shareholders that 
this isn't going to happen to us?' " said Metzger. Solange Ghernaouti, professor at the University of 
Lausanne and author of the book Cyber Power: Crime, Conflict and Security in Cybers'pace, agreed that a 
much broader range of skills is now required of a senior security professional. "It's a very complex 
challenge and it requires a lot ofcompetencies," she said. It is for this reason there has been an influx of 
people from physical security, said Metzger. Having a seat at the top table is critical, said Metzger, and 
companies could consider borrowing from the structures seen in government. "The national security 
adviser will work with his own team dayto-day, but when he needs [to meet] the prime minister or the 
president, he has 'walk in the door' access," he said. "That's another key factor: the individual ... needs to 
know when to exercise that access." 

29. Indifference is the real enemy in the Snowden affair 
The Observer, John Naughton,20 13 10 20 
Comment: One of the most disturbing aspects ofthe public response to Edward Snowden's revelations 
about the scale ofgovernmental surveillance is how little public disquiet there appears to be about it. A 
recent YouGov poll, for example, asked respondents whether the British security services have too many 
or too few powers to carry out surveillance on ordinary !lC9ple. Forty-two per cent said that they thought 
the balance was "about right" and a further 22% thought that the security services did not have enough 
powers. In another question, respondents were asked whether they thought Snowden's revelations were a 
good or a bad thing; 43% thought they were bad and only 35% thought they were good. Writing in these 
pages a few weeks ago, Henry Porter expressed his own frustration at this public complacency. "Today, 
apparently," he wrote, "we are at ease with a system of near total intrusion that would have horrified 
every adult Briton 25 years ago. Back then, western spies acknowledged the importance of freedom by 
honouring the survivors of those networks; now, they spy on their own people. We have changed, that is 
obvious, and, to be honest, I wonder whether I, and others who care about privacy and freedom, have 
been left behind by societies that accept surveillance as a part of the sophisticated world we live in." 

Australia, New Zealand - AustralielNouvelle :lelande 

30. SA family tells of Thai kidnap terror 
Tbe Advertiser, Nigel Hunt, 2013 10 20 
Adelaide - James and Naomi Strange had just arrived at the island resort of Ko Chang a fortnight ago 
when an unidentified woman attempted to take their daughters Milly, 7, and Alannah, 3. The pair, who 
have lived in WA for the past 12 months, described the incident as "surreal" and warned other 
Australians travelling overseas to be alert to the danger. Mr Strange, 36, said they first noticed the woman 
who attempted to abduct his girls while they were on the ferry travelling from the mainland to Ko Chang, 
where they stayed for five days after travelling through Cambodia. He said the girls were standing next to 
the railing on the passenger deck ofthe ferry, while he and Noami, 35, were seated nearby, when he saw 
the woman talking to Milly. After several minutes Alannahjoined her older sister and was also talking 
with the woman and they spoke for the remainder of the ferry trip, about 10 minutes. The Stranges were 
not alarmed because the woman "looked like a schoolteacher" and was seated only about 8 to 10 metres 
away. She was aged about 30, had glasses and blonde hair. On arrival at Ko Chang they jumped into a 



taxi at the dock and began haggling with the driver over the fare to the hotel. But they exited the taxi after 
failing to negotiate a reasonable fare. It was while they were looking for another taxi the frightening 
incident unfolded in front of several dozen bystanders, including other tOllris\S and Thai locals . ., 
31. PNG soldiers fight on Manus Island base 
The Australian, Rowan Callick Joe Kelly, 2013 1020 
Canberra - A fight broke out between two PNG Defence Force soldiers who were stationed at a base that 
is adjacent to the asylum-seeker processing centre on Manus Island. It is believed at least one of them had 
been drinking heavily. Papua New Guinean security guards from the processing centre became involved, 
mostly taking the side ofone of the soldiers. They assisted him in overpowering and beating his 
combatant, who originally comes from Manus. The beaten soldier left the base, collected local upport 
and led them back to take up the fight again. Police intervened but were accused ofaiding the assault on 
the soldier from Manus. Senior police and defence force officers met and defused the situation later in the 
day. 

32. Australian naval force nabs 9 suspected pirates after Indian Ocean attacks 
The Canadian Press, 2013 10 20 
Manama - A counter-piracy international naval task force says an Australian naval team in the Indian 
Ocean bas captured nine suspected pirates sought after attacks on a supertanker and a fishing vessel last 
week. Sunday's statement from the Bahrain-based Combined Task Force 151 said the suspected pirate 
skiffs were spotted about 500 nautical miles (925 kilometres) off the coast of Somalia. A team from the 
guided missile frigate HMAS Melbourne boarded the boats Oct. 15 and took nine suspected pirates into 
custody. 
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33. Afghan spy agency arrests 3 terrorists 
Xinhua News, 2013 to 20 
Kabul - Afghan intelligence agency bas detained three suspected terrorists from southern Paktika 
province, a statement ofthe National Directorate for Security (NOS) said Sunday. "All the trio have 
admitted to their relations with Taliban network and involvement in terrorist activities including planting 
roadside bombs and harassing people across Paktika province," the statement said. 

34. Afghan forces kill 6 Taliban fighters 
Xinhua News, 2013 to 20 
Assadabad - Afghan security forces raided a Taliban hideout in eastern Kunar province on Sunday killing 
six militants including their commander, a local official said. "Security forces backed by airpower 
stormed a Taliban hideout in Shigal district at 10:00 a .m. local time killing six rebels including their 
commander Mullah Mursalin," district governor Abdul Zahir Safi told Xinhua. 

35. "Rep for talks with Baloch insurgents 
Pakistan Dawn, Intikhab Hanif, 2013 to 20 
Peshawar - The lfuman Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP) bas called upon the govemment to hold 
immediate talks with Baloch insurgents, both within and outside the country, without any impunity to 
individuals among them causing grave human rights violations . Launching a report of its fact-finding 
mission to Balochistan here on Sunday, the commission also urged the insurgents to respect the wishes of 
people supporting restoration of normalcy and political stability, stop attacks on innocent civilians and 
give peace a chance. The report titled "Balochistan: Giving the people a chance" was launched at a news . 
conference by former HRCP chairperson Asma Jahangir. It was attended by the commission' s current 
Chairperson Zhora Yusuf, General Secretary I.A. Rehman and members of the mission Justice Malik 
Saeed Hassan and columnist Kamran Shafi. 



36. No military operation in Awaran, Mashkay: DG ISPR 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 20 of>~ of> 
Quetta - Director General (00) Inter Service Public Relations (ISPR)$.fajor General Asim Saleem 
Bajwa in a press statement on Sunday stated that the security forces deployed in Awaran district and its 
Mashkay area were only carrying out relief operations. sta~ment aimed at dispelling certain 
misconceptions created by some media reports, which stated tIiat 0 erations were being conducted against 
militants in these areas. ''There is no military operation in A waran and Masbkay as is lfeing propagated by 
miscreants," said the statement. Major General Bajwa stated that (iespite repeated attacks by miscreants 
on troops, the security forces have exercised utmost restraint and concetrt ted on relief work. ,He fw1!1er 
said that the army was determined to carry out relief efforts in these areas despite r~ted attacks OIi 
relief convoys. . ""~(0, ~/C..... ~ 
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37. Imran urges govt to inititate talks with Taliban (~Cc:7t~~ 
Associated Press, 2013 10 20 tI 
Oera Ismail Khan - PTI Chairman Imran Khan on Saturday urged the federal government to play the 
leading role by initiating talks with Taliban for rooting out terrorism, which had damaged peace in the 
country in general and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in particular. The Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaf (PTI) chief was 
speaking to reporters here after meeting the family of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Minister Israrullah Gandapur, 
who was killed in a suicide attack at his residence on the first day of Eidul Azha. Imran said it was the 
consensus opinion ofthe All Parties Conference (APC) that dialogue and not a military operation was the 
solution to the menace of terrorism. He said PTI was not in favour of using force. ''No political 
government had ever exercised the option ofdialogue and if the present government takes this step, then 
it should be given an opportunity to succeed," he added. 

38. Aid to Pakistan to Resume as Tension With lJ-S. Eases 
The New York Times, Thorn Shanker, 2013 1020 
Washington - The United States plans to give morc than $1 .5 billion in assistance to Pakistan for 
programs that had been blocked because of tension between the two nations over events including the 
Navy SEAL raid that killed Osama bin Laden inside Pakistan, American officials said Saturday. The 
decision to release the money, expected to be discussed when President Obarna welcomes the Pakistani 
prime minister, Nawaz Sharif, to the White House on Wednesday, was confirmed by the State 
Department and Congressional officials. The White House has set a warm tone for the Obarna-Sharif 
session, officially stating that the meeting would highlight the "resilience of the U.S.-Pakistan 
relationship" and further cooperation on trade and economic development, regional stability and the fight 
against extremism. 

Africa - Afrique 

39. 24 die in plane crash, suicide bombing 
The Nigerian Tribune, 20 \3 10 20 
Baladweyne - A suicide bomber killed at least \3 people on Saturday outside a restaurant popular with 
Ethiopian and Somali troops in the town of Baladweyne in central Somalia, local officials have said. A 
legislator, Dahir Amin Jesow, also told Reuters on telephone from Baladweyne that more than 10 people' 
were wounded in the explosion near a military base, Reports said the bomber had strapped explosives 
around his chest. "A man with an explosives jacket entered unexpectedly in the tea shop where soldiers 
and civilians sat and blew himself up," said another local, Ahmed Nur, who spoke from the scene of the 
blast, "I can see the bodies of many soldiers being carried out, but I cannot make out whether they were 
dead or injured." 

40. Suicide Blast in Somalia Kills 15, Police Say 
The New York Times, Josh Kron, 2013 10 20 



Nairobi, Kenya - More than a dozen people, including at least four Ethiopian soldiers, were killed 
Saturday in a suicide attack on a cafe in western Somalia, near the border with Ethiopia. The Shabab, the 
militant Somali Islamist group, claimed responsibility. The attacker, strapped with explosives, blew 
himself up around II a.m. in Beledweyne, a city about 200 miles northwest oflthe capital, Mogadishu, 
officials said. Col. !sack Ali Abdulle, a police commander in Beledweyne, told local reporters that the 
attack had killed 15 people. A spokesman for the Shabab, Abdiaziz Abu Musab, said the suicide bomber 
had been targcting soldiers from Ethiopia and Djibouti who frequented the cafe. Mr_Musab gave a higher 
death toll, saying 25 people had been killed. 

41. I'armee tunisienne «nettoie» Dour Smail 
EI Watan, Mourad Sellami, 2013 10 20 
Tunis - La reaction de I'armee et des forceS de I'ordre tunisiennes a me fulgurante contre Ie groupe de 
terroristes ayant tue deux agents de la Garde nationale jeudi demier it Dour Smail (40 km au sud-Quest de 
Tunis). Neufterroristes ont ete abattus et quatre autres captures vivants. Un butin de guerre a me 
decouvert : atmes, munitions, detonateurs, outils de vision nocturne ainsi qu'un Iaboratoire de fubrication 
d'explosifs ct des tonnes de composants chimiques. Apres un bombardement intensif, depuis jeudi soir, 
de la colline oil se sont refugies les'terroristes impliques dans I'assassinat de deux agents de la Garde 
nationale, les unites speciales de I'armee et des forces de I'ordre proeedent, depuis hier, au ratissage 
d'usage pour voir I'impact des frappes aeriennes et des tirs d'artillerie. Les decouvertes de cadavres de 
terroristes se soot donc poursuivies avec I'avancement de I'operation de ratissage. Deja, les controles it 
distanee ont petmis de localiser quatre cadavres de terroristes depuis vendredi. Hier matin, trois autres ont 
me retrouves, puis deux nouveaux, relevant Ie chiffre it neuf terroristes abattus durant les bombardements. 
Les corps sont carbonises, preuve qu ' i1s ont ete tues dans les bombardements, non dans un echange de 
tirs. 

42. Tunisie : Ie terrorisme se rap proche des villes 
EI Watan, Mourad Sellami, 2013 1020 
Tunis- Le groupe An~ Charia est accuse. Plusieurs sources ont rapporte, ces derniers jours, des 
informations indiquant I'imminence d'attaques terroristes en Tunisie . .on craignait fort pour la tete de 
I' Aid. Finalement, Ie danger est venu d'un controle de routine d'une maison suspecte. Les terroristes 
embusques ont assassine deux agents de la Garde nationale. La patrouille de trois agents a ettl accueillie 
par un feu nourri, alors qu 'elle se presentait, avant -hier matin; devant I' endroit suspect dans la zone de 
Dour Smail, II une quarantaine de kilometres de Tunis it vol d'oiseau. Presence terroriste significative Le 
chef de poste de la Garde nationale it Gbollat et I'un de ses agents ont ete tues sur Ie coup. L 'autre agent a 
me grievement blesse et a ete transfere vers un hopital de Tunis. Ses jours ne sont plus en danger. Le 
nombre de terroristes serait de 20 it 25, selon des sources de la Garde nationale. lis ont quitte leur repaire 
et se sont diriges vers la zone forestiere montagneuse voisine. Les troupes accourues rapidement sur place 
ont precede it I' encerclement de la region. I. 

43. Menaces d'attentats terroristes: l'Afrique de PEst en a1erte rouge 
EI Watan, 2013 1020 
Nairobi - Un mois apres I'attaque contre Ie centre commercial Westgate de Nairobi revendiquee par les 
shebab somaliens, Ia menace de nouveaux attentats reste elevee en Afrique de l'Est, nolamment en 
Ouganda oil la poliee appelle it Ia vigilance. <<Restez en etat d'alerte et surveillez mutuellement vos 
mouvements et activites, car nous faisons toujours fuce it une menace terroriste», a declare la police 
ougandaise sur son compte Twitter. Cette mise en garde intervient apres un message d'alerte emis, jeudi, 
par les Americains. Leur ambassade II Kampala a dit «evaluer des informations selon lesquelles une 
attaque du style du Westgate pourrait intervenir bientot it Kampala». L'ambassade n'a fourni aucune 
indication sur Ie moment ou Ie lieu exact d'une possible operation. Mais dans les rues de Kampala, la 
securittl a me renforcee. A I' entree du Garden City, I'un des principaux centres commerciaux de la ville, 
de nombreuses voitures attendaient aux controles de securite. Les vehicules &aient passes au peigne fin et 



leurs occupants fouilles . Des policiers lourdement armes patrouillaient. Des mesures similaires ont ete 
mises en place dans d'autres centres commerciaux. «Ce sont de nouvelles mesures, les policiers ne sont 
ici que depuis quelques jours», a affirme une serveuse de I 'un des cafes du Kisementi Square. 

44. Victims of Yesterday's Beledeweyne blast airlifted to Mogadishu 
The Shabellc Media Network, Maalik Eng, 2013 10 20 
Mogadishu - A large plane carrying the victims of yesterdays deadly suicide attack which occurred in 
Beledweyne were today airlifted to Mogadishu where they will receive medical eare. Part of the travelling 
convoy which was travelling with injured patients include the current governor ofHiran region Abdi 
Farah Laqanyo, Somalia's defense minister Abdihakim Haji Mohamud and interior minister Abdikariin 
Hussein Guled . The plane was also transporting almost 20 patients who sustained serious injuries during 
yesterday's attack. 

45. US soldiers set for African missions 
Shabelle Media Network, Maalik Eng, 2013 1020 
Nairobi - Thousands ofsoldiers are gearing up for missions in Africa as part of a new Pentagon strategy 
to train and advise indigenous forces. Thousands of US soldiers are gearing up for missions in Africa as 
part of a new Pentagon strategy to train and advise local forces to tackle emerging threats and other 
security risks, New York Times reports. The program is drawing on troops from a 3500-member brigade 
in the Army's First Infantry Division to conduct more than 100 missions in Africa over the next year. The 
missions range from a two-man sniper tearn in Burundi to 350 soldiers conducting airborne and 
humanitarian exercises in South Mrica. 

46. Westgate attackers said to have used chopper to reach Nairobi 
Shabelle Media Network, Maalik Eng, 2013 1020 
Nairobi - Dctectives probing last month's attack at Westgate Mall now believe six of the attackers hired a 
private chopper from Dadaab refugee camp to Nairobi. The investigators said the six terrorists chose to 
use a helicopter in early September fearing that they might be easily identified should they travel by road. 
The detectives believe the attackers were carrying weapons used in the attack. The chopper is owned by a 
former politician and the pilot was questioned and released. The attackers are believed to have crossed 
over from Somalia six months ago into Dadaab, where they posed as refugees as they planned the 
September 21 attack that claimed more than 70 lives. 

47. L'Angola dement toute incursion militaire au Congo 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 20 
Brazzaville - Luanda a dementi samedi toute incursion de soldats angolais dans Ie sud-ouest diJ 
Congo/Brazzaville, comme l'avaient signale en debut de semaine des sources officielles congolaises. "11 
n'y a eu aucune incursion de troupes angolaises au Congo et iJ n'y a aucune visee militaire ( ... ) de la part 
de I'Angola sur cette region", a declare aI'AFP Mario Augusto, Ie porte-parole du ministere des "Nous 
n'avons pas de forces militaircs ni au Congo ni en Republiquc democratique du Congo" (ROC), a 
souligne M. Augusto, precisant qu'il existe un projet, en discussion, de bomage de la frontiere commune 
entre I'Angola et Ie Congo. Ces propos contredisent des informations donnees par les autorites 
congolaises faisant etat d'une incursion de soldats angolais de dimanche ajeudi derniers dans la zone de 
Kimongo, un chef-lieu de district du Niari, situe dans Ie sud-ouest du Congo ala frontiere avec la 
province angolaise de Cabinda. 

48. Tunisie : 9 terroristes tues dans la region de Beja, 2 tonnes d'explosifs saisies 
Agence France Presse, 2013 \0 20 
Tunis - Neuf "terroristes" ont ete tues lors d'une operation militaire dans la region de Beja en Tunisie et 
deux tonnes de matieres explosives saisies, selon Ie ministere de la Defense cite par l'agence officielle 
TAP. Les neuf membres du groupe "terroriste" ont ete tues au mont Taouyer, dans la zone ou deux 
gendarmes tunisiens ont ete abattus jeudi par des combattants armes, selon Ie porte-parole du ministere, 



Taoufik Rahmouni. Dans la matinee, Ie ministere de I'lnterieur avait fait etat de quatre "terroristes" tues. 
L'agence TAP indique, citant la meme source, qu'un autre combattant s'est rendu et que deux tonnes de 
matieres explosives ont ete saisies dans un village voisin. La TAP n'apporte cependant aucune precision 
sur la nature de ces explosifs, et Ie rninistere de la Defense n'etait pas joign;ilile samedi en debut d'apres
midi. 

49. Tunisie: neuf jihadistes tues lors d'une operation antiterroriste 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 \0 20 
Tunis - En Tunisie, ala suite du meurtre de deux agents des forces de I'ordre aGoubellat, a110 kilometres 
aI'ouest de Tunis, une operation militaire a ete lancee jeudi 17 octobre sur Ie mont Touayel, tout proche. 
Les autorites annoncent la mort de neufs terroristes et quatre arrestations. L'operatioo aerienne et terrestre 
a ete menee conjointement par I'armee et la police. Sur une cellule estimee aune vingtaine d'hommes 
armes, quatre ont ete arretes, neuf autres tues. Le ministere de I'lnterieur assure qu'its appartiennent au 
mouvement jihadiste Ansar aI-Charia, classe groupe terroriste fin aoIit. Les autorites annoncent par 
ailleurs la prise de deux tonnes d'ammonitrate, d'engrais et de persticides pourvant servir ala fabrication 
d'engins explosifs, decouverts dans les deux maisons servant de refuge aces terroristes. 

50. Mali: il Gao, les soldats fran~ais et maHens sont sur Ie pied de guerre 
Agence France Presse, 2013 \0 20 
Gao - AGao, soldats maliens et fran~s sont sur Ie pied de guerre et multiplient Ics patrouilles dans la 
plus grande ville du nord du Mali et ses environs, depuis une attaque aI'arme lourde d'islamistes armes Ie 
7 octobre. Dans Ie quartier de Gao touche par les roquettes des jihadistes, Bintou Yattara pose pour un 
journaliste de I'AFP avec ses trois enfants devant sa maison, qui porte encore des impacts d'ec\ats. Celie 
de son voisin aussi. Elle n'oubliera jarnais ce jour OU elle a failli mourir avec sa famille. "On etait assis 
devant la marmite: on a entendu quelque chose tomber et il y a eu beaucoup de poussiere, mais on ne 
savait pas que ~ avait touche notre maison". Ce n'est que quand Bintou et ses enfants sont sortis pour 
6chapper ala poussiere qu'ils ont su ce qui s'etait passe. "Depuis ce jour rna famille a peur. On ne sait plus 
quoi faire", dit-elle. Depuis I'attaque, la premiere depuis plusieurs mois sur Gao, "I'armee malienne et les 
forces de securite sont vraiment actives sur Ie terrain, nous sommes sortis aplusieurs reprises pour 
fouiller et chercher les auteurs de ces actes", affirme Ie colonel Oumar Diarra, commandant de la zone de 
defense de Gao. 

51. Libye: deux ans apres la mort de Kadhafi, un pays exsangue 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 \0 20 
Tripoli - /I y a deux ans jour pour jour, la revolution Iibyenne touchait asa fin avec la mort de Mouamrnar 
Kadhafi. Trois jours apres son deces, Ie Conseil national de transition annon~t la liberation du pays. 
Deux ans plus tard, la situation ne slest toujours pas stabilisee et certains regrettent la securite qui regnait 
sous I'ancien regime. Le 20 octobre 2011, les images du dictateur dechu retrouve dans une cana\isation 
pres de Syrte marquaient les derniers jours du soulevement contre Mouamrnar Kadhafi. C'etait iI y a deux 
ans. Aujourd'hui, en Libye, de nombreux partisans de la revolution sont amers. Instabilite, affrontements 
entre groupes armes, enlevement du Premier ministre, beaucoup regrettent la securite d'avant la 
revolution. «Avoir Ia libertc!, mais pas de securite, aquoi ~ sert ?», demandait un pere de famille qui 
songe desormais aenvoyer ses enfants aI'c!tranger. 

52. Shunned by Egypt, Damas reaches out to Palestinian rival Abbas 
Abram Online, 20 \3 10 20 
Gaza Strip - Hamas, its Gaza Strip stronghold cut off by the new government in Egypt, called upon rival 
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas to end their six-year schism and form a unity government. Abbas's 
secular, US-backed Fatah faction lost a 2006 ballot to Islamist Hamas. They sat in an uneasy alliance until 
a civil war the following year left Hamas ruling Gaza while Abbas's authority was limited to the Israeli
occupied West Bank. Egypt brokered a Palestinian reconciliation deal in 2011 but it was never 
implemented. In Cairo, meanwhile, Islamist President Mohamed Morsi was toppled. The Army treats 



Egypt's Hamas neighbours as security threats. "Our conditions do not allow for keeping up differences," 
Ismail Haniyeh, prime minister in the Gaza administration, said in a speech calling on Abbas and Fatah to 
renew dialogue with Hamas, schedule new elections and enter a temporary power-share. 

53. Egypt security forces arrest suspect in killing of Shia leader 
Ahram Online, 2013 1020 
Cairo - Last June, an angry mob led by Salafist sheikhs torched and attacked Shia residences in the small 
village of Zawyat Abu Musalam in Giza governorate, killing four citizens> including a prominent Shia 
figure. Shehata was visiting one of the families in the village when the attack happened. Video footage 
circulated online showing one of the victims being beaten and dragged through the streets. Eyewitness 
accounts say several members of the Shia community were stabbed multiple times in a brutal form of 
public lynching. Five others have already been arrested for their alleged involvement in the mob attack 
earlier in June. Inflammatory anti-Shia rhetoric by some hardline Islamist c1eries had been on the rise 
shortly before the mob attack. 

54. Ismailia bombing 'cowardly terrorist' act: Military spokesperson 
Abram Online, 2013 1020 
Cairo - In a statement released on his Facebook page Saturday, Ali confirmed that a car bomb targeting 
the military intelligence building left six army personnel injured. "This is a continuation ofa series of 
cowardly terrorist attacks committed by sectarian factions against the people of Egypt," he added. The 
bomb also caused partial damage to the building's exterior walls, Ali explained. A car bomb exploded 
near an army intelligence building in Ismailia., northeast of Cairo, security sources and state media 
reported earlier on Saturday. 
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55. Authors Accept Censors' Rules to Sell in China 
The New York Times, Andrew Jacobs, 2013 to 20 
Beijing - Chinese readers ofEzra F. Vogel's sprawling biography of China's reformist leader Deng 
Xiaoping may have missed a few details that appeared in the original English edition. The Chinese 
version did not mention that Chinese newspapers had been ordered to ignore the Communist implosion 
across Eastern Europe in the late 1980s. Nor that General Secretary Zhao Ziyang, purged during the 
Tiananmen Square crackdown, wept when he was placed under house arrest. Gone was the tense state 
dinner with the Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev when Deng, preoccupied by the throngs of students 
then occupying the square, let a dumpling tumble from his chopsticks. Mr. Vogel, a professor emeritus at 
Harvard, said the decision to allow Chinese censors to tinker with his work was an unpleasant but 
necessary bargain, one that allowed the book to reach the kind of enormous readership many Western 
authors can only dream of. His book, "Deng Xiaoping and the Transformation of China.," sold 30,000 
copies in the United States and 650,000 in China. Such compromises, almost unheard ofjust five years 
ago, are becoming increasingly common as American authors and their publishers are drawn to the 
Chinese market. With a highly literate population hungry for the works of foreign writers, China is an 
increasing source of revenue for American publishing houses; last year e-book earnings for American 
publishers from China grew by 56 percent, according to the Association of American Publishers. Chinese 
publishing companies bought more than 16,000 titles from abroad in 2012, up from 1,664 in 1995. 

56.0utspoken Chinese Professor Says He Was Dismissed 
The New York Times, Chris Buckley, 2013 1020 



Hong Kong - A politically outspoken Chinese economist, Xia Yeliang, will lose his professorship at 
Peking University, one of China's most prestigious and international I" prominent schools, after a 
committee voted to dismiss him, Professor Xia said on Saturday. The decision came after months of 
contention over his future, which his supporters have said reflects the Communist Party's efforts to deter 
liberal political views on campuses. Professor Xia said tl\e School of Economies at the university notified 
him on Friday that an evaluation committee had voted last weels agaipst rene . ng his contract, which runs 
out in late January. The AssOCiated Press previously reported tit!: deC-ision. "To me, theil(lCision is deeply 
unreasonable, but there's little I can do," Professor Xia said in a telephone interview. On Friday, he said, 
"a head of the school told me that if I keep saying to the international' media that this is a political case, 
not an academic one, then my situation will become even worse." He declined 0 name the faculty leader. 
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57. 3 Chinese ships continue sailing near Senkakus . ., 'I<
Kyodo News, 2013 10 20 
Naha - Three Chinese coast guard ships were seen sailing Sunday around the Senkaku Islands in the East 
China Sea just outside Japan's territorial waters, the Japan Coast Guard said. The three vessels were also 
seen around the Japanese-controlled islet chain claimed by China on Saturday. 

58. PLA Navy begins West Pacific exercise 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 20 
Beijing - The Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) Navy has started a combat drill in the open sea of 
the West Pacific Ocean, according to the Saturday edition of the PLA Daily. The exercise, which began 
Friday and will last until the beginning of November, is expected to improve high sea combat abilities 
and hone strategies for utilizing information technologies, the newspaper reported. The country's three 
fleets - North China Sea Fleet, East China Sea Fleet and South China Sea Fleet -: will join the drill. 

59. PLA .in army civilian personnel drive '1 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 20 
Beijing - The Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) is to run its first unified recruitment ofarmy 
civilian personnel from the public, a move to attract talents and improve employment transparency, 
announced a circular on Saturday. The circular was posted on the website of the center for professional 
and technical personnel which is administrated by the PLA General Political Department. The army 
civilian posts will cover professional and technical stations, including teaching, scientific research, 
engineering, health, culture, sports and libraries, as well as non-professional posts such as management 
and logistics services, it said. 

60. S. Korea's national security chiefto visit U.S. 
Yonhap News, 2013 10 20 
Seoul - The top security advisor to South Korean President Park Geun-hye will visit the United States this 
week for talks about the North Korean nuclear standoff and key bilateral issues, the presidential office 
said Sunday. Kim Jang-soo, the chief o(the presidential national security office, will start his four-day 
trip to the U.S. on Wednesday at the invitation of his American counterpart, Susan Rice, it said. Poring 
his stay in Washington, Kim will meet with Rice to discuss bilateral diplomatic and security issues, 
including North Korea's nuclear weapons program, according to the office. Kim is also scheduled to meet 
with U.S. government and parliamentary officials, it added. 

61. S. Korea, US agree to build anti-bioterro.rism system 
Y onhap News, 2013 10 20 
Seoul - South Korea and the United States have agreed to build a government-level integrated response 
system to better prepare for biological outbreaks and bioterrorism threats, a Seoul's defense ministry 
official said Sunday. The surveillance system will allow the two countries to monitor and counter some 
10 biological threats such as anthrax and smallpox, and potential biological weapons, the ministry official 
said. "There was a joint awareness between the two nations to build a system to better counter various 



biochemical accidents and terror attacks amid frequent domestic and international threats," said the 
official. 

62. Indian trooper wounded in militant attack in Indian.-controlled Kashmir 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 20 
Srinagar - Ail Indian army trooper was wounded Satufdily after militaots attacked their contingent in 
Indian-controlled Kashmir, officials said. The attack was carried out in Handwara-town of frontier 
Kupwara district, about 80 km northwest of Srinagar city, the summer ClIpitai of Indian-controlled 
Kashmir. "A trooper was wounded today when militaots attacked them in Handwara,"said a police 
official posted in Handwara. 'The trooper was part ofa road opening party to sanitize the area for army 
convoy." The wounded trooper was immediately removed to hospital, officials said.The attack created 
panic in the area. 

63. Pak seeks US intervention in resolving Kashmir dispute 
Press Trust of India, 2013 10 20 
Peshawar - The Pakistao Prime Minister will also raise the issue of US drone strikes during his meeting 
with US. President. Ahead of his meeting with President Barack Obarna, Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz 
Sharif on Sunday sought US intervention in resolving the Kashmir issue. 'Though India did not want 
such (third party) intervention, but the world powers should get involved to resolve the (Kashmir) issue," 
he told reporters in London during a stopover while on his way to US wherein he will meet Mr. Obarna 
on Wednesday. "India and Pakistan both were nuclear powers and the region was a nuclear flash point," 
state-run APP news agency quoted the prime minister as saying. Replying to a query on Kashmir, Mr. 
Sharif said during his US visit in July 1999 amid Kargil conflict, he had clearly told then President Bill 
Clinton that if the US intervened, Kashmir issue could be resolved. 

64. Security tightened for President's ShiUong 'visit tomorrow 
Press Trust of India, 2013 10 20 
Mumbai - Security has been tightened for the two-day visit of President Pranab Mukherjee to Shillong on 
Monday amid 36-hour bandh called by two outlawed militaot outfits in the state. Thousands of police and 
paramilitary personnel have been deployed along the way from the Advance Landing ground of the Air 
Force in upper Shillong to the North Eastern Hills University at Mawlai where the President will address 
its convocation on Tuesday. Security has also been beefed up at the Brookside bungalow where national 
poet and Nobel laureate Rabindranath Tagore had stayed during his visit in 1919 and the Don Bosco 
Museum., Asia's largest museum for the indigenous cultures of the north-east, which the President will 
visit, officials said. 

65. Wave of High-Profile Crimes Has Put Malaysians on the Defensive 
The New York Times, Thomas Fuller, 2013 1020 
Kuala Lumpur - Malaysia's popUlation has tripled over the past four decades . Its largest city, Kuala 
Lumpur, a place once so sparscly populated that it looked like a botanical garden, has exploded into a 
cosmopolitao metropolis of shopping malls, luxury hotels and sprawling suburbs. But with modernity and 
urbanization came an unwanted corollary: a soaring crime rate that has blighted Kuala Lumpur, 
previously considered one of Asia' s safest cities, and other urban areas across Peninsular Malaysia. It is 
hard to find someone in Kuala Lumpur today who does not have a story about a purse snatching, a 
burglary or worse. "Whatever defense we put up is not enough," said Chong Kon Wah, a British-trained 
engineer who was burglarized twice at his home in the Kuala Lumpur suburbs and robbed once while in 
his car - all within 10 days in August. 

Eastern Europe -Europe de l'Est 

66. Russian Military Inspectors to Fly Over NATO Territory 
RIA Novosti, 2013 10 20 



Moscow - Russia will begin Sunday monitoring flights over NATO members Slovakia and the Czech 
Republic under the international Open Skies Treaty, the Russian fense Ministry said. "A group of 
Russian inspectors is scheduled to conduct surveillance flights over Slovakia and the Czech Republic on 
board an An-30B aircraft from October 20 to 26 as part of the implementation of the international Open 
Skies Treaty," Sergei Ryzhkov, head of the National Nuclear Risk Reduction Center under the Russian 
Defense Ministry, said on Saturday. The missions will be carried out from Slovakia's Malacky air base on 
October 20-23 and from the Czech Republic's Pardubice on October 23-26, ,Ryzhkov added. 

o 
67. Russia's more active military-technological cooperation with S. Am~rican countries unrelat,e to 
Syria events - defense minister :,t,. 

Interfax Newswire, 2013 1020 
Moscow - The fact that Russia is intensifying direct military-technological cooperation with its South 
American partners has no relation to the events in Syria, Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu says. "\ 
would not link this directly to the events in Syria," Shoigu said in taking questions from journalists. The 
events in Syria have caused serious concerns not only in some South African countries but in the world in 
general, Shoigu said. "Naturally, some apprehension appeared, especially when they were brandishing a 
hammer over everyone's head, saying, We'll punish them tomorrow', then saying, We'll punish them the 
day after tomorrow', then saying, 'No, we'll wait a bit longer, as some guys should vote whether to punish 
them or not'," Shoigu said, apparently referring to the U.S.' initial plans to attack Syria, which were then 
revised. 

68. Russia Set to Orbit US Telecoms Satellite 
RIA Novosti. OIeg Urusov, 2013 10 20 
Moscow - A Proton-M carrier rocket with a US telecoms satellite will lift offon Sunday from the 
Baikonur space center in Kazakhstan, Russia's space agency Roscosmos said. 'The launch ofProton-M 
carrying the Sirius FM-6 satellite has been scheduled for 10.13 pm Moscow time [18:13 GMT) on 
October 20," a Roscosmos spokesman said Saturday. 'The separation of the satellite from the Briz-M 
booster is expected at 07.24 am Moscow time [03 :24 GMT) on Monday," the official added. 

69. Russian Military Inspectors to Fly Over NATO Territory 
Ria Novosti, 2013 1020 
Moscow - Russia will begin Sunday monitoring flights over NATO members Slovakia and the Czech 
Republic under the international Open Skies Treaty, the Russian Defense Ministry said. "A group of 
Russian inspectors is scheduled to conduct surveillance flights over Slovakia and the Czech Republic on 
board an An-30B aircraft from October 20 to 26 as part of the implementation of the international Open 
Skies Trcaty," Sergci Ryzhkov, head of the National Nuclear Risk Reduction Center under the Russian 
Defense Ministry, said on Saturday.The missions will be carried out from Slovakia's Malacky air base on 
October 20-23 and from the Czech Republic's Pardubice on October 23-26, Ryzhkovadded. 

70. Russia Qose to Ink Air Defense Deal With Brazil- Minister 
RIA Novosti, Mikhail Fomichev, 2013 1020 
Moscow - Russia and Brazil are at the final stages of talks on the delivery of Russian Pantsir-S I air 
defense systems to the Latin American country, Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu said. A Russian 
delegation, led by Shoigu, visited Brazil to discuss prospects of bilateral defense and space cooperation, 
including the sales of Pansir-S I and Igla missile systems, during the Latin American tour on October 14
17. "We are moving toward the agreement on Pantsir systems ... but drafting the final document needs 
time," Shoigu told reporters in Moscow on Saturday. 

71. Dagestan Leader Says Parents of Extremists Must Be Punished 
RIA Novosti . Sayid Tsamaev, 2013 10 20 



Makhachkala - The president of the restive southern Russian republic of Dagestan said Friday that 
punitive measures should be introduced for parents of minors laking part in extremist militant 
organizations. Ramazan Abdulatipov's press office cited him as saying that young people are being 
conditioned into hatred for other peoples. Abdulatipov was speaking in the capital of Dagestan, 
Makhachkala, at the Congress of Russian Peoples, a forum for discussing relations between Russia's 
numerous ethnic groups. A draft bill on the proposal put forward by Abdulatipov is to be presented by the 
Congress of Russian Peoples to the State Duma, Russia's lower house of parliament. 

-" 
72. Mr. Putin's czarist courts 10 
The Washington Post, 2013 10 20 
Editorial - The Russian courts, pliable instruments ofthe Kremlin's political will, have crafted an elegant 
response to the challenge posed to President Vladimir Potin by Russia's most,prominent opposition figure, 
Alexei Navalny. Whether it is an effective means of silencing him is another question. From Mr. Putin's 
perspective, jailing Mr. Navalny on the bogus theft charges used to convict him in July was too risky; that 
wO\lld have created a political martyr, and probably triggered street protests like those that rattled the 
Kremlin after fraudulent parliamentary elections two years ago. For Mr. Potin, it was even more 
dangerous to absolve Mr. Navalny, 'who proved his popular appeal in Moscow's mayoral elections last 
month, and makes no secret ofhis presidential ambitions. A Russian appellate judge, no doubt acting on 
Kremlin orders, finessed the problem by suspending Mr. Navalny's five-year prison sentence, and tacking 
on five more years of probation. Although Russian laws are opaque (and subject to politically convenient 
revision), that outcome may bar Mr. Navalny from running for office for 10 years. 

Iran, Iraq - Iran, Irak 

73. Iran parliament speaker warns over possible Western pressures on nuclear program 
The Associated Press, Nasser Karimi, 2013 10 20 
Tehran - Tran's parliament speaker warned Sunday that lawmakers could intervene in ongoing nuclear 
talks with calls for stepped up atomic work if the West presses too hard for concessions. The message 
from Ali Larijani _less than a week after talks resumed _ appears aimed at both envoys from the West 
and Iran's negotiation team, which is led by Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif. It also highlights 
the political jockeying inside Iran between backers of moderate-leaning President Hassan Rouhani and 
hard-liners wary ofhis outreach to Washington. Larijani's comments follow appeals by some members of 
the U.S. Congress to tighten sanctions on Iran despite the nuclear negotiations and historic diplomatic 
breakthroughs last month, including President Barack Obama's telephone chat with Rouhani. Larijani, 
meanwhile, told Iran's representatives that parliament would not permit world powers to impose" special 
measures" on the country beyond the obligations laid out by the U.N. treaty overseeing nuclear activity, 
such as U.N. monitOring and inspection. 

74.lran nuclear talks move toward trust: Analyst 
Press TV, StaffWriter, 2013 10 20 
Tehran - The recent nuclear talks between Iran and six world powers were a step toward the creation of 
trust between the two sides, a political analyst says, Press TV reports. 'This round of talks was a great 
leap ahead for both sides and a solid measure aimed at mutual confidence building," Hassan Beheshtipour 
wrote in an article on Press TV on Saturday. "By offering a new proposal, which was too attractive for 
the Western states to reject, Iran proved that it is ready to reach a comprehensive and complete 
understanding with the West over its peaceful nuclear energy program," Beheshtipour wrote. He lauded ' 
the decision by Iran and the six powers to establish specialized committees to delve into scientific issues 
and noted that the scenario will pave the way for the next preliminary measures. 

75. Nuclear talks confidential to foil any plot: MP 
Press TV, 201310 20 



Tehran - A senior Iranian lawmaker says the details ofthe nuclear talks between Iran and the six world 
powers are kept confidential to avert any attempt to sabotage the negotiations. 'There are many opponents 
to any agreement between the Islamic Republic of Iran and the P5+ I (the US, Britain, France, Russia, 
China and Germany) - the Zionist regime, in particular, by no means would like such an agreement to 
materialize, so out-in-the-open dealings, where everything is overt from the outset, will further provide 
the ground for enemy sabotage," said Chairman of the National Security and Foreign Policy Committee 
of Iran's Majlis Alaeddin Boroujcrdi on Saturday. In response to a question about whether Iran intends to 
sign the Additional Protocol, Boroujerdi said it is too early for decision on the matter. 

76. Rouhani introduces nominees to head 3 ministries 
Press TV, Staff Writer, 2013 1020 
Tehran - Iranian President Hassan Rouhani has submitted the names of candidates for three remaining 
vacancies on his Cabinet to Majlis, a senior lawmaker says. Rouhani on Saturday submitted the names to 
Majlis Speaker Ali Larijani for their credentials to be reviewed by the Iranian lawmakers. The Iranian 
president introduced Seyyed Reza Salehi Amiri as the minister of sports and youth, Ali Asghar F ani as 
the education minister and Reza Faraji Dana as the minister of science, research and technology, said 
member of Majlis Presiding Board Alireza Monadi on Sunday. Monadi added that the credentials ofthe 
three nominees will be reviewed by Majlis next Sunday. Roubani appointed caretakers for the three 
ministries after the Majlis did not grant votes of confidence to the initially-proposed noininees. 

Middle East - Moyen-Orient 

77. AI-Qaeda launches another attack al:ainst the military in Abyan 
Yemen Post, 2013 1020 
Aden - Military official confirmed on Friday that militants linked to al-Qaeda targeted earlier today a 
military base in the restive southern province of Abyan, in yet another attempt to destabilize the country 
and shake Sana'a's determination to pursue its anti-terror policy, namely the use ofdrones against Islamic 
operatives. According to preliminary reports at least five Yemeni soldiers were killed by an unidentified 
suicide bomber in Ahwar, Abyan. Reuters quoted a local official as saying, "A suicide bomber killed at 
least five Yemeni soldiers on Friday in a suspected Islamist militant attack on a military base in the south 
of the country." The official quickly added that the suicide bomber slammed his explosive-laden vehicle 
direetly onto the base's entry checkpoint. His car exploded on impact. Having breached the military 
camp, other terror militants subsequently stormed in armed with "macbine guns and rocket-propelled 
grenades (RPGs) a sourcc told foreign reporters. 15 soldiers were wounded in the clashes. 

78. Officer is assassinated in Hadhramawt 
Yemen Post, 2013 \0 20 
Hadbrarnawt - Local officials in the south-eastern province ofHadhramawt confirmed on Saturday that a 
security officer and his bodyguard were killed late on Friday by men suspected to be linked to al-Qaeda. 
Colonel Mohammed Abdullah al-Habashy, (Hadbramawt security adviser) and bis bodyguard were 
gunned by a group of men driving motorcycles as they were stepping out ofa restaurant in Sayoun. The 
assassins managed to escape before the authorities could launch a chase. Again, even though no group has 
yet claimed responsibility for the attack, Islamic militants have over the past months followed that exact 
Modus Operandi when targeting Yemen security and military officers, always using motorcycles drive-by 
killing to secure a fast exit. 

79. Date set for Geneva peace talks on Syria 
Associated Press, 2013 10 20 
Cairo - A date has been set for a long-delayed Geneva peace conference aimed at bringing together 
Syria's government and opposition. Arab League chiefNabil el-Araby said on Sunday that international 
envoy Lakbdar Brahimi informed him that the talks will convene on November 23 . EI-Araby made the 



comment to reporters after meeting Brabimi, the joint UN-Arab League envoy for Syria, at the bloc's 
Cairo headquarters, on the first leg of a regional tour he is conducting ahead of the conference. 
Meanwhile, a meeting will take place in London on October 22 between representatives of the Syrian 
opposition and the foreign ministers of the so-called London II. The group consists of Britain, Egypt, 
France, Germany, Italy, Jordan, Qatar, Saudi Arahia, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates and the United 
States. ~-t" 
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~(:~c- c. ~ to ~.9 ~ 80. Dozens killed in Syria suicide bombing 

AI-Jazeera News, 2013 10 20 J C-
Hama - At least 30 people have been killed after a suicide bomber blew up a truck laden with explosives 
at an army checkpoint in Syria's central city ofHarna, state media and opposition activists report. The 
man blew himself up inside the vehicle on Sunday on a busy road on the outskirts of the government-held 
city, the state news agency SANA said. It blamed the attack on "terrorists", the term it uses to describe 
rebel forces trying to topple President Bashar ai-Assad. The pro-opposition Syrian Observatory for 
Human Rights said the attack targeted an army checkpoint. 

81. Hamas denies involvement in Egypt and Syria 
Associated Press, 2013 10 20 
Cairo - The Gaza Strip's Hamas prime min.ister Ismail Haniyeh has denied reports that his group was 
involved in fighting in the neighbouring Egyptian Sinai or in Syria. ''We did not interfere in the affuirs of 
any country and are not involved in the events or differences or internal conflicts ofany country," 
Haniyeh said on Saturday. "This [is] our position regarding ... Syria, Egypt, Lebanon and all Arab and 
Islamic countries," he said. ''We only act in the Palestinian arena and our guns are turned only toward the 
Zionist enemy." He called on the media to stop their "baseless" accusations against Harnas, which he said 
"is proud to have taken from its first day a principled and moral position for the people and their suffering 
and their right to freedom, democracy and dignity". 

82. Swap Frees Lebanese Held by Syrian Rebels in Exchange for Turks 
The New York Times, Ben Hubbard & Hwaida Saad, 2013 1020 
Beirut - A flurry ofback-room Middle East diplomacy led to an ambitious international prisoner swap on 
Saturday that freed Lebanese citizens held by Syrian rebels and Turkish pilots kidnapped by Lebanese 
·gunmen. Late on Saturday, a plane carrying the nine freed Lebanese captives arrived in Beirut from 
Istanbul while a plane from Beirut to Istanbul took the Turkish pilots horne. The swap was brokered and 
carried out by Lebanese, Turkish, Qatari and Palestinian officials, underlining the strong links between 
the warring parties in Syria and foreign powers, some ofwhich have actively sought to influence the 
course of the war. 

83. Following the money 
The Washington Post, Loveday Morris, 2013 1020 
Darnascu.s -In a medical clinic packed with injured Syrian rebels, 23-year-old Mohammed Hadhoud lies 
waiting for an operation to remove a machine-gun bullet lodged in his spine. His family cannot afford the 
bill, and the moderate Islamist brigade he fights with has refused to fully cover the cost. Down the 
corridor, two fighters for aI-Qaeda-linked labhat al-Nusra rest, their treatment paid for. One reaches under 
his pillow to show the $100 he has been given in spending money. "In case we need anything extra," he 
says. The starkly contrasting scenes highlight the predicament for the moderate Syrian rebel factions that 
the West has vowed to support. Struggling for funding, rebel leaders complain that they are unable to 
stem a constant loss of fighters to hard-line Islarnist groups that enjoy free-flowing streams of money 
from donors in oil-rich Persian Gulf states. Some factions have grown so frustrated by what they call a 
lack of meaningful support from the United States and its Western allies that they have changed their 
rhetoric and shifted their alliances in hopes ofwinning paychecks from Saudi Arabia and Qatar. 



Others - Autres 

Nil 

Western Europe - Europe de ('Ouest 

84. Tags racistes ilIa mosquee de Carpentras 
Le Figaro.fr, 2013 1020 
Carpentras - Le parquet de Carpentras a ouvert une enquete de flagrance apres 1a decouverte 
hierd'inscriptions racistes et de croix gammees sur Ie mur d'enceinte de la mosquee de la ville. Des 
inscriptions racistes et des croix gammees ont ete peintes sur Ie mur d'enceinte de la mosquee de 
Carpentras entre vendredi soir et samedi apres-midi . "Les tags s'etendent sur une bande de 30 metres de 
long", a indique aI'AFP Ie president de l'observatoire national contre l'islamophobie au Conseil fran~is 
du culte musulman (CFCM), Abdallah Zekri. "C'est tres choquant, inadmissible et revoltant", a reagi M. 
Zekri, qui s'est dit "inquiet de la forte augmentation des actes islamophobes". 
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1. The trouble with algorithms ~ '+~ ~'" 0", <t 
Toronto Star, Rick Salutin, 2013 06 28 iIb~~ C}: O,-l:.to 
Column: There's a special Canadian wrinkle to the general argument used to rebuff critics of I'!)assive 
govemment spying on private communications: your phone calls, emails, etc. The argument goes: if you 
aren1 doing anything wrong, you have nothing to fear. The Canadian wrinkle has to do with the 'I 
environment. The National Post's Jen Gerson interviewed a U.S. privacy expert. She asked about the 
PRISM program, by which U.S. agencies spy on Intemet activity based outside the U.S., but which 
routinely rebounds back into the U.S. He said, " ... if we have intel that a reporter in Vancouver is a 
terrorist or whatever we're going to ask for communications from the U.S. to Vancouver over this time 
period. They can get that, nun an algorithm to see who's been talking to X, Y, Z, maybe see your email 
address and your email to me ..." Back in the 20th century I'd occasionally have my phone tapped or my 
house bugged. It had to do with helping unions organize immigrant workers or working on the editorial 
board of a left-wing magazine, composed mostly of academics and writers. The latter met every week in 
my dining room for about 20 years. In the late 19805 we were told both by a source in Canadian security 
and a Globe and Mail reporter that our meetings were being eavesdropped on by CSIS because we might 
be plotting acts of terror. It was ludicrous but also I suppose a bit titillating. 

Canada 

2. All Ottawa police start collecting race data during traffic stops 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2013 06 28 
Ottawa - Ottawa police are beginning a controversial two-year project documenting the race of drivers 
during traffic stops. The Traffic Stop Race Data Collection Project is designed to find out how much race 
influences the decisions police make when they pull someone over. A test phase was implemented for 
three weeks in May. starting on Thursday, all officers will begin marking down the perceived ethnicity of 
motorists. The project is the result of a settlement in the case of Chad Aiken, a young black man who was 
stopped in May 2005 while driving his mothers Mercedes and who recorded an officer being abusive. 

3. An Italian crime clarts reach into Canada 
Toronto Star, Staff reporters, 2013 06 28 . 
Locri, Italy -Italian prosecutors are calling for a Thunder Bay man to be sent to prison for 19 years if 
found guiHy of Mafia charges in a trial authorities say highlights the global reach of a secretive organized 
crime clan, from the Calabrian region of southem Italy all the way to northem Ontario. Giuseppe 
Bnuzzese, 66, who was arrested while in Italy in 2011, is accused of "Mafia association" - a serious crime 
there, which has no comparable offence in Canada - after being caught on secret police recordings 
meeting with a top crime boss in that country. Bnuzzese, who denies the charges, looked relaxed and 
confident during the proceedings in the sweltering courtroom, smiling from behind the glass wall that 
separates prisoners from spectators and the battery of lawyers. But his trial - and outstanding Italian 
arrest warrants issued for three other Thunder Bay residents, including a successful local businessman 
may shed light on the connection between the city and a powerful Mafia organization called the 
'Ndrangheta. Thunder Bay, population 108,000, may not seem an obvious base of operations for 
international organized crime, but a joint investigation by the Toronto star and Radio-Canada/CBC has 
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obtained court records showing what one Italian judge called 'amazing implications" about a "parallel 
existence' of Mafia cells in Thunder Bay. 1>Ai'0 I>ot 
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4. As cabinet shulJle looms, MacKay says he wants tQ,stay on a defe c In' ter 
Canadian Press, Mike Blanchfield, 2013 06 28 I>~ ~o l 'ttl> 18 
Ottawa - Defence Minister Peter MacKay says rumours orhis polHical demise are greall/ exaggerated. 
WHh a cabinet shuffle expected in the coming weeks, Ottawa has blen alive with speculation thltt· 
MacKay is about to be shuffled out of cabinet or is planning a jump to a lucrative Private-5el:tOr~b~'Not 
so, the minister said Thursday. "I've been hearing that almost since the day: Jentered public life that as 
leaving. My focus is very much on my family but also on my broader responsibilities as an' MP arid a 
minister," MacKay said in an interview. MacKay said he knows he serves in cabinet at the pleasu e of 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper, and added he has had no discussions about a portfolio shift. Macl(ay 
said the recent birth of his first child, a son, has changed his view of the WOrld, but not his commitnient to 
public service. " 

5. Canada, US: An odd couple 
Saudi Gazette, Mohammed Azhar Ali Khan, 2013 06 28 
Canada and the UnHed States celebrate their anniversaries next week - Canada on July 1 and the US on 
July 4. The two make an odd couple. One country has huge territory but a small population. The other is 
smaller but has close to ten times more people. It's a superpower and does not hesitate to bully other 
countries. But H treats Hs smaller neighbor wHh kid gloves. It's hard to think of any two countries that enjoy 
such good neighborly relations. Former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau once said that living next to the US 
is like sleeping wHh an elephant. Fortunately for Canada, the elephant is friendly. Canadians do not fear 
that the giant next door might invade them. On the other contrary, it protects them. The countries trade 
freely. Last year, the US exported $292.4 billion worth of goods to Canada while importing goods worth 
$324.2 billion. ~ 

(,q 

6. Canada-China investment deal remains up in air 
Toronto Star, Tonda MacCharles, 2013 06 28 
Ottawa - A Canada-China investment deal once touted as key to expanding jobs and economic growth 
remains mysteriously unratified nine months after being tabled in Parliament. The Conservative cabinet 
has not yet signed off on the Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement, or FIPA as His 
called, said a spokesman for Intemational Trade Minister Ed Fast. Both Canada and China have separate 
domestic ratification processes, and Canada's includes cabinet approval. 'We'll ratify when we have a 
mutual agreement to do so,' said Fast's press secretary Rudy Husny in an interview wHh the Star. "You 
need an order-in-council to do so. We don1 have an order-in-council yet." It is not clear if OIIawa is 
waiting for Beijing to complete its own ratification, or whether internal dissent in the Conservative 
government's cabinet ranks has blocked the deal's progress. Neither Fast's office nor the Prime Minister's 
Office would detail any reason for the delay in response to questions from the Star. 

7. Conservative policies could impact 'net effects' in Keystone pipeline debate 
Canadian Press, Bruce Cheadle, 2013 06 28 
Ottawa - The Harper govemment's long-delayed environmental regulations for the oil and gas sector 
could be a key card in the hlgh- stakes poker game surrounding President Barack Obama's decision on 
the Keystone XL pipeline. Or not. Like everything else surrounding the pipeline approval, Obama's latest 
public pronouncement is shrouded in ambiguity and is being read different ways, depending who you ask. 
Analysts on both side of the border appear to agree on one thing: Strong Canadian govemment policy 
may not be able to guarantee U.S. approval of the pipeline, but a lacklustre environmental approach 
doesn1 help. Obama framed the debate over Keystone XL, a pipeline that would carry Alberta's oilsands 
bitumen to refineries on the Gulf Coast, as a matter of U.S. " national interest" defined by climate change. 



8. Dewar blasts Baird over diplomat strike, treaty relations W'"thoUN 
Canadian Press, Mike Blanchfield, 2013 06 28 7. I.<lc. 
Ottawa - The NDP accused Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird on lJIursday of botching relations wnh his 
own diplomats and isolating Canada on the intemational tlfge, Foreign affairs-critic t;'aul Dewar levelled 
the widespread cliticism at Baird during a news conference in Ottawa. Dewar said an np,recedented 
strike by foreign service officers reflects badly on Baird. "The Conservative govell)meilt's re[usal to 
bargain with Canada's own diplomats is a shameful injustice, not just for diplomats ane1Jlheir (gmilies but 
all Canadians and for Canada's reputation abroad," said Dewar. Hundr\l!1s of foreign serviCj! officers have 
been without a contact for more than a year and a half. They have stfu~ dOW.!) some sep.'ices af'F.oreign 
Affairs headquarters in Ottawa and at about a dozen missions abroad. o.~<-.( ""81'lIlI 
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9. End of Canadian International Development Agency marks culmination of tumultuous' ew years 
for Canadian international assistance " 
Postmedia News, Lee Berthiaume, 2013 06 28 
Ottawa - Canadian foreign aid entered a new era this week as the 45-year-old Canadian Intemational 
Development Agency was folded into the foreign affairs and trade department and officially disappeared. 
The govemment says it remains as commnted to helping the world's poor as ever, and that the merger of 
Canadian foreign assistance wnh broader diplomatic and trade objectives will produce better results for 
both Canada and developing countries. But the end of CIDA also marks the culmination of a tumu~uous 
few years for Canadian intemational assistance ritldled by frustration and anger, intemational 
embarrassment, deep budget cuts, and allegations of a hidden agenda. And while CIDA will no longer 
exist as a stand-alone federal agency, many of the concems and emotions that have emerged over 
Canadian foreign aid will continue to swirl as the new Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and 
Development moves forward . 

10. First Nations group says it wants to keep New Brunswick shale gas protest safe 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 20130628 
Elsipogtog First Nation, N.B. - A First Nations communny in New Brunswick has formed what it's 
desclibing as a peacekeeping group in an effort to ensure an ongoing protest against shale gas 
exploration is safe. " There have been growing tensions in recent days and the possibilny for violence has 
escalated," Chief Arren Sock of Elsipogtog said l'hursday. Area residents are staging protests as SWN 
Resources conducts seismic testing near their community, north of Moncton. The RCMP say there have 
been 33 arrests so far this month as a result of people blocking roads and vehicles. "Arrests have 
included women, youth and our tradnionalleaders, and that only tells you that my people will do anything 
to protect Mother Earth," Sock said. Police have also responded to reports of damage to property and 
equipment. RCMP Cpl. Chantal Farrah said some equipment and a personal vehicle were damaged on 
Sunday when a group of people confronted a work crew along Route 490 near Fords Mills. 

11. Hate law a casualty of 9/11 
National Post, Jonathan Kay, 201306 28 
Column: Westemers have saclificed a big chunk of civil liberty to the security state in the 12 years since 
the Sept. 11 , 2001 terrorist attacks: The proliferation of drone technology, electronic snooping, and 
bizarre quasi-pomographic airportsecU[ity protocols are all part of the new post-9/11 normal. But 
cataclysmic events sometimes have unexpected consequences. And here in Canada, at least, the 9111 
attacks actually have helped expand our zone of personal liberty in one extremely important way. On 
Thursday, the Senate gave third and final reading to Conservative MP Brian Storseth's private membe~s 
bill to repeal Section 13 of the Human Rights Act. Twelve years ago, such a legislative reference would 
have been meaningless to 999 readers out of a thousand. But thanks to the post-9/11 activism of several 
high-profile pundns, Section 13 became perhaps the most widely vilified piece of legislation on this 
country's books. Section 13 (whose repeal now awaits royal assent), prohiMs any telecommunication 
'1hat is likely to expose a person or persons to hatred or contempt by reason of the fact that that person 
or those persons are identifiable on the basis of a prohibited ground of discrimination." Like the various 



other anti-hate-propaganda provisions that have existed in federal law since 1970 (and the provincial 
codes that date to the 1960s), Section 13 was designed largely to target hardcore racists and neo-Nazis
which is to say, hatemongers motivated by little more than hate i self. 
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12. Hindu temple in Canada vandalized "'~<t. 1'0l7y~Ii>C~/~ 
Press Trust of India, 2013 06 28 ~I>O ., tJ. b 
Toronto: A Hindu temple in Canada has been vandalized by two llIen armed with baseball bats. outraging 
the country's minority commun~y which termed it as a "hate crime". Vide 'fecordlngs show the men 
smashed three windows at the front entrance of the Laxmi Narayan TemPle on June 23 in Surrey, British 
Columbia. "They left after breaking the windows and leaving those bats, whi~ is self-explanatory," a 
temple official was quoted as saying by local media. "When I came to know those fasts I felt it's not a 
regular break-in where somebody wants to damage, Ws a hate crime, which is unfortunate and 
disturbing," said Parshotam Goel, president of the Vedic Hindu Cultural Society. Vinay Sharma, secretary 
for the society, said, "I was shocked. Nobody has an idea that this kind of attack, or this kind or racism 
attack or hatred crime can happen here." 

13. Oil's well that ends well 
Hamilton Spectator, Emma Reilly, 2013 06 28 
Hamilton - A day after police cleared protesters f~om the site of the Enbridge pumping station, life is 
beginning to return to normal in the quiet hamlet of Westover. Graham White, a spokesperson for 
Enbridge Pipelines, said work Is ongoing at the Concession 6 West property after the company served an 
injunction to protesters occupying the site. "It's business operalions as usual," White said. "A few days, a 
week at most, then we'll be able to restart the line." The protesters, who camped out for six days to 
demonstrate their opposition to Enbridge's plan to move diluted bitumen through the cross-country 
pipeline, were removed by police at 7 a.m. Wednesday. Eighteen people face charges, including breaking 
and entering, trespassing and mischief. White wouldnl say how the protest affected the company's 
finances, nor would he speak about what extra precautions Enbridge has taken to ensure the protesters 
don1 retum. , 

14. Ontario gets two nuclear options 
Globe and Mail, Shawn McCarthy, 2013 06 28 
Toronto - Two nuclear companies are submitting competing bids to sell Ontario two reactors as the 
province struggles to decide how best to provide cheap, clean, reliable power over the next 20 years. 
Pittsburgh's Westinghouse Electric Co. LLC and Mississauga-based Candu Energy Inc. are to provide 
their proposals Friday outlining their designs, prices and the economic benef~s that would flow if they won 
a contract that would top $10- billion . Ontario Power Generation had set a June 30 deadline for the 
proposals. Plagued by concerns about high capital costs and safety issues, the nuclear industry faces a 
tough challenge in persuading the Ontario government to invest in new reactors. But proponents argue 
they can beat renewable power on reliability and price and natural gas on economic benefits to the 
province. They also point out that nuclear power plants emit no greenhouse gases. 

~ 

15. Racist group to inherit $IM from Canadian 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 06 28 
Toronto - A U.S. racist group that has been linked to assassinations and bombings is poised to inherit an 
estate worth as much as $1-million from a late Canadian coin collector, the Southern Poverty Law Center 
said Thursday. Before he died in Saint John, N.B., in 2004, Robert McCorkell bequeathed his assets to 
the National Alliance, a neo-Nazi group that waged a three-decade campaign of racist violence in the 
United States, the SLPC said. While the National Alliance is now basically defunct, Mr. McCorkell's 
estate, which the SLPC said is about to be settled, could help revive what at one point was the dominant 
force of the American neo-Nazi movement. "The concern is that the most dangerous neo-Nazi group in 
America will be very much brought back to life," said Mark Potok, a senior fellow at the Alabama-based 
civil rights group and a top expert on hate and extremist groups. The SPLC has hired ottawa lawyer Pam 



Maceachern to examine what can be done to stop the Alliance from inheriting Mr. McCorkell's estate. She 
found two cases suggesting that might be halted through the courts. 

~b 
16. Regis1re des annes a feu {J' O~~ (t,. 
La Presse, Hugo De Grandpre; Paul Joumet, 2013 06 28 1""0 1.1y~ 
Quebec - Revers du Quebec en Cour d'appel Quebec a perdu a deuxieme ronce dans son combat pour 
em~cher Ie gouvemement Harper de detruire les donnees du registr~des annes d'epaule, hier. Mais 
pas necessairement la guerre : Ie ministre de la Justice, Bertrand St-Arnaud, Sntend porter la cause 
devant la Cour supreme du Canada. Un autre differend entre Ottawa et les provinces qui devraJ!tre 
tranche par Ie plus haut tribunal du pays... Le registre, qui polarise Ie deba! politique depuis pres de 20 
ans au Canada, n'a pas fini de faire couler de I'encre. Le gouvemement du Quebec demandera a la Cour 
supreme du Canada de trancher si Ie gouvemement federal a Ie droit de detruire certaines donnees du 
registre des annes a feu . La Cour d'appel du Quebec a infirrne hier un jugement de la Cour su~rieure 
rendu en septembre. Elle avait juge que la destruction des donnees relatives aux arrnes d'epaule contre 
la volonte de la province etait inconstitutionnelle. Tel que promis, Ie gouvemement conservateur a aboli Ie 
registre en fevrier 2012 par Ie projet de loi C-19. II a aussi decide de detruire les donnees du registre, une 
possibilite qu'il n'avait pas evoquee lors de la demiere campagne electorale. 

17. Signs of cabinet shuffle amid slipping Tory support 
Globe & Mail, Steven Chase, 2013 06 28 
OI1awa - There are signs Stephen Harper is readying his long- awaited cabinet shuffle as a new poll 
suggests voter support for the Conservatives has slipped to its lowest level since 2006. Sources say 
some cabinet ministers have been ordered to postpone international trips that would have taken place 
during the second week of July, fuelling expectations the Prime Minister may be using that time to meet 
with MPs as he ponders how to construct a new cabinet. Separately, other sources say the Prime 
Ministe(s Office is telling some Conservative MPs and ministers to stay withi,n 24 hours' travel time of 
Ottawa in early July. Next week, Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird is scheduled to be travelling abroad, 
and Mr. Harper will be devoting time to the Calgary Stampede, which begins July 5. The Prime Minister 
attends regularly as a Calgary MP, but this year in particular he must demonstrate solidarity with a city 
recovering from flooding. 

United States· Etats-Unis 

18. A Dakar, Barack Obama renoue avec l'Afrique 
Le Monde, Philippe Bernard, 2013 06 28 
Dakar - Les questions de terrorisme et de securite ne seront pas abordees lors de I'etape senegalaise du 
president americain Sur sa carte du monde de super-president , Barack Obama semble avoir oublie 
l'Afrique subsaharienne. En cinq ans, lui, Ie fils de Kenyan installe a la Maison Blanche, n'a trouve Ie 
temps que d'un beau discours prononce au Ghana, en 2009. " L'Amenque sera avos cOtes achaque 
etape du chemin ", avail lance Ie president alors nouvellement elu , magnifiant l'Eta! de droit et annonyant 
son $Outien au developpement du solaire 'et de I'eolien en Afrique. Depuis, presque rien ne s'est passe, 
alors que Ie nom de son predecesseur, George Bush, reste attache, sur Ie continent, aux budgets 
renforces pour lutter contre Ie sida et aun vaste programme d'aide lie a la bonne gouvemance. Cet 
apparent paradoxe n'a pas echappe aux Africains qui - au Senegal, puis en Afrique du Sud et en 
Tanzanie, sauf changement de programme lie a I'etat de sante de Nelson Mandela -, s'appretent a 
accueillir M. Obama huil jours durant, avec davantage de circonspection que lorsqu'ils voyaient d'abord 
en lui" un frere ". 

19. ADakar, Obama plaide pour la democratie 



Le Figaro, Thierry partes, 2013 06 28 
Dakar - Le president amencain a visite !'TIe de Goree d'ou partaientles esclaves africains pour un voyage 
sans retour. AFRIQUE DE L'OUEST. Commencee mercredi soir II Dakar, la tournee de Barack Obama 
en Afrique subsaharienne est d'emblee apparue com me sy spendue au sort de Nelson Mandela. Apeine 
anrive au Senegal, Ie president des Etats-Unis a tenu II reJlffirmer son intgntion de se rendre en Afrique 
du Sud, et a rendu hommage au pere de la nation ArC'eo; ciel, « un heros pour Ie monde entier» , dont « 
I'heritage continuera II vivre II travers les ageS» , « Ie jour au il quittera cette terre» / Ven.u saluer la 
democratie senegalaise et defendre I'Etat de droit devantles juges de la Cour suprl!me, Barack Obama 
avait aussi II honorer, outre la figure de Nelson Mandela, la memoire des Africains partis comme esclaves 
pour l'Amerique. Accompagne de son epouse et ses deux enfants, Ie premier pnlsident noir amen cain 
etait attendu sur l'ile de Goree au large de Dakar, pour une visite a la Maison des esclaves et asa 
celebre porte du « non-retour» . Cooperation militaire Lors de son court et unique deplacement en 
Afrique subsaharienne durant son premier mandat, au Ghana en juillet2009, Barack Obama avatt 
egalement salue la memoire des esclaves victimes du commerce triangulaire, avant de lance[ aux 
peuples africains cette phrase qui marqua les esprits: « Je prefere des institutions fortes plutOt que des 
hommes forts. » Quatre ans plus tard, au Senegal, la vttrine democratique de l'Afrique francophone, Ie 
president americain a chercM jeudi II reprendre Ie cours de son discours sur l'Etat de droit. Barack 
Obama avatt re~u, Ie 28 mars dernier, Ie president Macky Sail II la Maison-Blanche. Un geste qu'iI avait 
refuse a son predecesseur, Abdoulaye Wade, dontle seul mente, aux yeux des autori\es americaines, 
aura finalement ete d'accepter Ie verdict des umes lors de la demiere pn\sidentielle senegalaise. 

20. Boston Bombing Suspect Indicted on 30 Counts 
New York Times, Katharine Q. Seelye, Michael S. Schmidt, 2013 06 28 
Boston - A federal grand jury here issued a 3D-count indictment on Thursday against Dzhokhar Tsamaev, 
the surviving Boston Marathon bombing suspect, charging him with using a weapon of mass destruction 
that killed 3 people and injured more than 260. The grand jury also charged him in the killing of a 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology police officer, from whom he and his brother, Tamertan, tried to 
steal a firearm, the authorities said, before they led police officers on a wild night of terror and a shootout 
that shut down the ctty of Boston and its suburibs for a day. Dzhokhar Tsamaev, 19, faces life in prison or 
the death penalty on 17 of the federal charges and is scheduled to be arraigned on July 10. His brother 
was killed by injuries sustained in the shootout with police and when Dzhokhar accidentally drove over 
him, the indictment said . In addttion to the federal indictment, Mr. Tsamaev was indicted by a Middlesex 
County grand jury on more than a dozen criminal charges, including murder in the shooting death of Sean 
COllier, the M.I.T. police officer. The county indictment covers a ca~acking, chase and shootoutthat 
occurred in the Boston suburbs beginning the night of April 18; the federal indictment, which runs 74 
pages, covers events that led up to the bombings on April 15 as well as the bombings and the 
subsequent chase and shootoul. 

21. Company allegedly misled government about security clearance checks 
Washington Post, Tom Hamberger, Zachary A. Goldfarib, 20130628 
Washington - Federal investigators have told lawmakers they have evidence that USIS, the contractor 
that screened Edward Snowden for I)is top- secret clearance, repeatedly misled the government about 
the thoroughness of its background checks, according to people familiar with the matter. The alleged 
transgressions are so serious that a federal watchdog indicated he plans to recommend that the Office of 
Personnel Management, which oversees most background checks, end ties with USIS unless it can show 
it is performing responsibly, the people said. The inspector general of OPM, working with the Justice 
Department, is examining whether USIS failed to meet a contractual obligation that it would conduct 
reviews of all background checks the company performed on behalf of government agencies, the people 
familiar with the matter said, speaking on the condttion of anonymity because the investigation has not yet 
been resolved. After conducting an initial background check of a candidate for employment, USIS was 
required to perform a second review to make sure no important details had been missed. From 2008 
through 2011 , USIS allegedly skipped this second review in up to 50 percent of the cases. But it 
conveyed to federal officials that these reviews had, in fact , been performed. The shortcut made it appear 
that USIS was more efficient than it actually was and may have triggered incentive awards for the 



company, the people briefed on the matter said. Investigators, who have briefed lawmakers on the 
allegations, think the strategy may have originated with senior- xecuti es, the people said . 

I. 

22. Don't Talk With the Taliban ~ ~o.,. 
New York Times, Husain Haqqani, 2013 06 28 A ~O ~ ~I • 
Op-ed - The UnHed States is still planning to hold peace talks with the Taliban in Qatar, despite the fact 
that the group attacked the presidential palace and a C.I.A. office in Kabul Afghanistan eaHier thjs week. 
As was the case in the 1990s, negotiating with the Taliban now wouldDe a grievous mistake. Unlike most 
states or political groups, the Taliban aren't amenable to a pragmatic deal. They are a movemeQt with an 
extreme ideology and will not compromise easily on their deeply held belief~ Before comnitting the if 
blunder of negotiating with them again, American diplomats should read up on t~e hlstoryofj!a,shington's 
engagement with the Taliban during Bill Clinton's presidency. The planned talks have been arranged 
through the good offices of Pakistan's army chief, Gen. Ashfaq Parvez Kayani. At the urging otPakistan's 
military, the United States agreed to the opening of a Taliban office in Qatar. Taliban officials immediately 
portrayed the American concession as a victory. They flew the Taliban flag , played the Taliban anthem 
and called their new workplace the office of the "Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan" -- the name of the state 
they ran in the 1990s before being dislodged from power after 9/11 . This was intentional. It reflected the 
Taliban's view of the talks as the beginning of the restoration of their emirate . There is no reason to 
believe - and no evidence -- that the Taliban are now ready for political accommodation. Pakistan's 
rationale for the talks differs little from the last two times it tried to save the Taliban from America's wrath, 
after the bombings of the American Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in 1998, and immediately after 
9/11. Pakistan's goal has always been to arrange American talks with the Taliban without being 
responsible for the outcome. Note: Husain Haqqani was Pakistan's ambassador to the UnHed States from 
2008 to 2011. 

23. Ex-Pentagon general target of leak investigation, sources say 
NBC News, Michael Isikoff, 2013 06 27 
Washington - Legal sources tell NBC News that the former second ranking officer in the U.S. military is 
now the target of a Justice Department investigation into a politically sensitive leak of classified 
information about a covert U.S. cyber attack on Iran's nuclear program. According to legal sources, 
Retired Marine Gen. James "Hoss' Cartwright, the former vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has 
received a target letter informing him that he's under investigation for allegedly leaking information about 
a massive attack using a computer virus named Stuxnet on Iran's nuclear facilities. Gen. Cartwright, 63, 
becomes the latest individual targeted over alleged leaks by the Obama administration , which has already 
prosecuted or charged eight individuals under the Espionage Act. Last year, the New York Times 
reported that Cartwright, a four-star general who was vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs from 2007 to 
2011 , conceived and ran the cyber operation, called Olympic Games, under PreSidents Bush and 
Obama. According to the front-page story by chief Washington correspondent David Sanger, President 
Obama ordered the cyber attacks sped up, and in 2010 an attack using the Stuxnet worm temporarily 
disabled 1,000 centrifuges that the Iranians were using to enrich uranium. The Times story included 
details of the Olympic Games operation, including the cooperation of Israeli intelligence and the way the 
virus was introduced JO an Iranian nuclear facility. It described meetings in the WMe House Situation 
Room and was based on interviews with "current and former American , European and Israeli officials 
involved in the program." One source familiar with the probe said the Justice Department has not made a 
final decision on whether to charge Cartwright. Cartwright, who retired from the military in August 2011, 
did not respond to repeated requests for comment. His attorney, former Obama Wh ite House counsel 
Greg Craig, said Thursday, "I have no comment." 

24. Ex-US general under investigation for leaks 
AI Jazeera, 2013 06 28 
Washington - One of the highest ranking milHary officers in the US is under investigation for allegedly 
leaking top secret information about a cyber attack on Iran's nuclear programme, according to reports. 
NBC news channel reported on Thursday that retired General James Cartwright, a former second



highest-ranking officer, was under investigation for leaking infonnation on a covert computer virus, called 
Stuxnet. The virus was used in 2010 to temporalily disable 1,00 centrifuges used for enriching uranium 
by Iran's nuclear facilities. Cartwright, who was the number two person lfi' the joint chiefs of staff from 
2007 to 2011, was instrumental in the development of Stuxnet, and his role was publicised in a New York 
Times article published last year. The article exposed th t the virus waslhe Obama ~dministration's key 
weapon against Iran's nuclear weapons programme. I>~... I> I~ l ~ 
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25. Fake British spy ordered out of U.S. immediately 4 ~ 70.., ;S~ Q c.. 
Washington Post, Julie Zauzmer. 2013 06 28 (Z ~tIb b~ '~ C). "'b" 
Washington - Kevin Richard Halligen. who made millions pretending to B a--Brilish spy, was ordered by a 
federal judge Thursday morning to leave the United States immediately. U.S. District Uudge Colteen 
Kollar- Kotelly sentenced Halligen to 41 months of prison time, but because he will get credit fo~thl!' 43 
months he has already spent behind bars, he is likely to be deported quickly. Halligen must also pay $2.1 
million in restitution to the finn he pleaded guilty to defrauding. From 2005 to 2008, Halligen lived a lavish 
lifestyle in Washington, where he offered high-priced services as a security consultant by falsely claiming 
a background in intelligence. His life of lUXUry and boasts of involvement in international intrigue crumbled 
when many of the prominent Washington personalities who trusted him started charging him with 
misusing their money. Halligen fled to the United Kingdom but eventually was apprehended and 
extradited. He pleaded gui~y in U.S. District Court in May to one count of wire fraud . 

26. In Snowden playbook, Obama administration prioritized legal channels over diplomacy 
Washington Post, Phillip Rucker, San HOIwitz, 2013 06 28 
Washington - For the first 12 days, the Obama administration's effort to extradite government leaker 
Edwam Snowden from Hong Kong was a by-the-book legal affair -- overseen by the Justice Department 
and involving few if any diplomatic overtures, according to senior administration officials. That legalistic 
approach has resulted in a political and public relations debacle. By the time U.S. officials had begun 
applying diplomatic pressure on Hong Kong and Chinese authorities last weekend, it was too late: 
Snowden had boamed a flight to Moscow in search of asylum. The missteps have thrust the United 
States into a geopolHical confrontation that has embarrassed the Obama administration and strained 
relations with China, Russia and other countries. President Obama on Thursday defended the handling of 
the international chase for the fonner government contractor, calling it a legal matter and saying he was 
"not going to be scrambling jets to get a 29-year-old hacker." Asked whether he had personally called 
Chinese President Xi Jinping or Russian President Vladimir Putin about Snowden, Obama said he had 
not. "I shouldn1 have to," Obama added at a news conference in Senegal. "I'm not going to have one 
case of a suspect who we're trying to extradite suddenly being elevated to the point where I've got to start 
doing wheeling and dealing and trading on a whole host of other issues simply to get a guy extradited." . 
But many experts in extradition law argue that that is precisely what's needed in the case. 

27. International norms needed to safeguam cyberspace: experts 
Xinhua News Agency, 201306 28 
(Opinion) Beijing - Fonner U.S. spy agency contractor Edward Snowden's revelations of widespread 
snooping by his country's security authorities have stirred a fresh round of finger-pointing on cyber issues 
on the world arena. The quarrels, like a fever, sometimes are not a bad thing . They raise the alann bells 
towams the urgency to address the root cause of the problem -- in this case, a lack of intemational nonns 
to govern the cyberspace , said experts participating in the World Peace Forum 2013 in Beijing on June 
27-28. They also warned the scale of cyber thell is so large to the extent that it hurts national interests of 
many countries where the lilternet has become an important infrastructure playing a significant role in 
such fields as economy, social development and national defense. Many countries are becoming 
increasingly vulnerable to cyber attacks, fonner U.S. ambassador to China J. Stapleton Roy said , noting 
the issue has become a focus of a large number of governments around the world . Besides, cyber 
security has become a major irritant in several bilateral relations, hurting mutual trust and friendship 
between countries, Roy said . Chen Xiaogong , a member of Foreign Affairs Committee of the National 
People's Congress, described cyber space as a new battle field , cautioning that if countries should allow 



cyber anns race to take place, ij could cause consequences worse than a nuclear war. Acknowledging 
the urgency to contain the disordering of the cyberspace and set up elevant international nonns, experts 
also expressed optimistic over the world community's ability to do SQ" Experts noted that China and the 
United States, the world's two largest economies, have pu the issUIll f cy er ~iurity on top of their 
cooperation . ,sCl<t ~.t~ 4!!.t,t': ~It. ,.c.s 
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28. Justice Dept. targets general in leak probe I\t~l...t ~~".tc" ..",.~;....Z~ ~It. 
Washington Post, Greg Miller, Sari Horwitz, 2013 06 28 ? 00\' 0 ~ 
Washington - A retired four-star Marine Corps general who served as Jh nation's second-ranking litafY 
officer is a target of a Justice Department investigation into a leak of infonnation about a covert U.S.
Israeli cyberallack on Iran's nuclear program, a senior Obama administration official said'! RetIred Gen. 
James E. "Hoss" Cartwright served as deputy chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff' and was part of 
President Obama's inner circle on a range of c~itical national security issues before he retired1n 1 011 . 
The administration offiCial said that Cartwnghtls suspected of revealing InfonnallOn about a hlgilly 
classified effort to use a computer virus later dubbed Stuxnetto sabotage equipment in Iranian nuclear 
enrichment plants. Stuxnet was part of a broader cyber campaign called Olympic Games that was 
disclosed by the New York Times last year as one of the first major efforts by the United States to use 
computer code as a destructive weapon against a key adversary. 

I 

29. Justin Siberell, coordinateur-adjoint au bureau de lutte contre Ie terrorisme au departement 
d'etat 
Le Soir (Algerie), T.H. , 201306 27 
Washington - Justin Siberell , coorciinateur-adjoint au bureau de lulle contre Ie terrorisme au departement 
d'etat: «L'intervention franyaise au Mali a peut-~tre regie un probleme mais elle en a cree au sud de la 
Libye» Le coordinateur-adjoint au Bureau de lulle contre Ie terrorisme au Departement d'Etat america in a 
participe a la deuxieme reunion de travail du Forum global de la lulle contre Ie terrorisme. Justin Siberell 
estime que I'intervention franyaise au Mali a complique la sijuation securrtaire au Sahel en provoquant Ie 
de placement des groupes terroristes vers Ie sud de la Libye. 

30. Kerry returns to launch Mideast peace mission 
The National (UAE) , Hugh Naylor, 2013 06 28 
Ramallah - John Kerry began two days of shullie diplomacy between Israeli and Palestinian leaders 
yesterday, pushing ahead with his faltering efforts to revive their lifeless peace process. This will be the 
fifth visij to the region this year by the US secretary of state, who met Jordan's King Abdullah in Amman 
yesterday before a scheduled dinner with Israel's prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, in Jerusalem. He 
is expected to meet Mahmoud Abbas, the president of the Palestinian Authority (PA), in the Jordanian 
capital today. Mr Kerry's peacemaking - which includes reviving an 11-year- old Arab League peace 
inrtiative and a proposed economic-development plan for Palestinians - has thus far failed to bring the 
parties back to the negotiating table. His endeavors were probably not made any easier by Mr 
Netanyahu. 

31. Le directeur de la NSA defend les methodes de I'agence 
Reuters, Deborah Charles, Mark Hosenball ; Jean-Stephane Brosse, 20130628 
Baltimore - Le directeur de la National Security Agency (NSA) a detendu jeudi les methodes de 
surveillance de I'agence de renseignement militaire americaine en declarant qu'elles avaient pennis de 
faire echec a54 com plots ou activijes liees au terrorisme. Dans un discours prononce il Baltimore, Ie 
general Keijh Alexander a declare qu'une liste communiquee en fin de semaine derniere il plusieurs 
commissions du Congres comprenait 42 complots dejoues et 12 cas ou les cibles sous surveillance 
avaient fourni un soutien materiel il une entreprise terroriste. Ces affinnations coIncident avec de 
nouvelles revelations du Guardian britannique sur I'ampleur du cyberespionnage pratique par la NSA, qui 
aurait recueilli, de 2001 II 2011, une masse de donnees brutes il partir des courriels de citoyens et 
residents america ins. () Sur les 54 cas cites par Ie directeur de la NSA, 50 ont donne lieu ades 



arrestations ou des placements en detention. Keith Alexander a ajoute que 25 de ces arrestations avaient 
eu lieu en Europe, 11 en Asie et 5 en Afrique. Treize complot p tete dejoues sur Ie territoire amencain, 
a-t-il dit. "'''l OC~~ 
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32. New Leak Suggests Ashcroft Confrontation Wa ~vef N.S.A. Progfa:IJI7r~.0:"'"CI. 
New York Times, Charlie Savage, James Risen, 2013 06 28 1\#, "lto~'"(~ 'V~o~ 1"-,, 1\'0 
Washington - The March 2004 confrontation in the hospital room of Alto ey, eneral ()~~ i!l.Shctoft -- a 
dramatic point in the Bush administration's internal debate over warrant! (Surveillll-"ce D wl§ app' rently 
set off by a secret National Security Agency program that was vacuo'niinJf-tlp "me a1'lil~ " logs of'ln e t 
communications, according to a draft of a 2009 N.S.A. inspector general rellWobtalneCf, Ii ~he British 
newspaper The Guardian. The report, the latest document given to the paper 6y-. fO!Jl:ler N.S1A. 
contractor Edward J. Snowden, may clear up a long- running mystery over which progili!'o('Y.hite l40use 
officials wanted Mr. Ashcroft and other Justice Department officials to sign off on when they . 1i1to:his 
Washington hospital room. Because of their refusal, according to the report, the Bush administratiOn shut 
down the metadata collection for several months, then re-established it under a secret order from a 
national-security court established by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, or FISA. The program 
continued to operate for the first two years of the Obama administration but has since ended, Shawn 
Turner, a spokesman for the office of the director of national intelligence, said Thursday. "The Intemet 
metadata collection program authorized by the FISA court was discontinued in 2011 for operational and 
resource reasons and has not been restaved,'l Mr. Tumer said. "The program was discontinued by the 
executive branch as a result of ao interagency review." A separate N.S.A. program that has been 
collecting domestic "telephony metadata" -- logs of all telephone calls dialed by Americans -- has 
continued. That program was among the first of Mr. Snowden's revelations. It is not clear whether Intemet 
metadata collection has continued under a diffjlrent prqgram. O~ 
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33. New Leak Suggests Ashcroft Confrontation Was Over N.S.A.p rogram 
New York Times, Charlie Savage, James Risen , '20130628 J 

Washington - The March 2004 confrontation in the hospital room of Attorney General John Ashcroft -- a 
dramatic point in the Bush administration's internal debate over warrantless surveillance -- was apparently 
set off by a secret National SecUlity Agency program that was vacuuming up "metadata" logs of Internet 
communications, according to a draft of a 2009 N.S.A. inspector general report obtained by the British 
newspaper The Guardian. The report, the latest document given to the paper by the former N.S.A. 
contractor Edward J. Snowden, may dear up a long- running mystery over which program White House 
officials wanted Mr. Ashcroft and other Justice Department officials to sign off on when they went to his 
Washington hospnal room. Because of their refusal, according to the report, the Bush administration shut 
down the rnetadata collection for several months, then re-established it under a secret order from a 
national-security court established by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, or FISA. The program 
continued to operate for the first two yea rs of the Obama administration but has since ended, Shawn 
Turner, a spokesman for the office of the director of national intelligence, said Thursday. "The Internet 
metadata collection program authorized by the FISA court was discontinued in 2011 for operational and 
resource reasons and has not been restarted," Mr. Tumer said . "The program was discontinued by the 
executive branch as a result of an interagency review." A separate N.SA program that has been 
collecting domestic '1elephony metadata" -- logs of all telephone calls dialed by Americans -- has 
continued. That program was amqng the first of Mr. Snowden's revelations. It is not clear whether Internet 
metadata collection has continued unde~ a different program. 
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34. NSA chief says surveillance programs.. helped thwart dozens of plots 
Washington Post, Peter Finn, 2013 06 28 
Washington - Gen. Keith B. Alexander, the director of the National Security Agency, provided new details 
Thursday about the extent to which the government believes its sweeping surveillance powers have led to 
the disruption of terrorist plots or the arrest of suspects. Speaking at conference in Baltimore, Alexander 
said that because of the surveillance programs, 42 terrorist plots were disrupted and 12 individuals were 
identified as having provided material support to terrorist groups. Of the 54 cases he referred to, 



Alexander said only 13 had a "homeland nexus" and the rest involved cases overseas. Alexander said 25 
occurred in Europe, 11 in Asia and five in Africa. Alexander sil1~ bot e NSA's ability to collect the 
communications of foreign targets overseas using u.s. Internet Irm~ e collection of Americans' 
phone records had contributed separately to counterterro(sm effoff§'cWrtn exceptional authorities 
came equally exceptional oversight by all three brancheSf,Q 'the gove If' j;jlid'-Alexander. 
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35, NSA collected data with private sector after 9/11 "'~ l!c,.,,8C"8 ~,.;.... .,~ 
Washington Post, Robert O'Harrow Jr , Ellen Nakashima, 2013 06 8 /00", ~'" 0." c,." ~ 
Washington - In the days after the Sept. 11 , 2001 , terror attacks, Amerjc/n' tefe.£hO ~mpall,es offer~ 
the National Security Agency access to domestic calling records and thei . n analysi§ 6f ling 
patterns, a top- secret document shows. At first, the NSA could not accept the h~p because it djd not 
have the legal authority to collect data domestically. That changed on Oct. 4, when President ~eorge W. 
Bush gave his approval for what became known in classified circles as the President's Surveilla.nce 
Program, or PSP. The NSA immediately began cultivating an array of "private sector partners," inilluding 
telephone companies, Intemet service providers and Web services, according to a top-secret report by 
the NSA inspector general's office obtained by The Washington Post. "Private sector partners began to 
send telephony and Internet content to NSA in October 2001 . They began to send telephony and Intemet 
metadata to NSA as early as November 2001 ," the IG report said . . 

~ 
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36, NSA collected US email records in bulk for more than two years under Obama 
The Guardian (London) , Glenn Greenwald, Spencer ACkerman, 2013 06 28 
New York - The Obama administration for more than two years permitted the National Security Agency to 
continue collecting vast amounts of r.ecords detailing the email and internet usage of Americans, 
according to secret documents obtained by the Guardian. The documents indicate that under the 
program, launched in 2001, a federal judge sjtting' on the secret surveillance panel called the Fisa court 
would approve a bulk collection order for internet4J1etadata "every 90,days". A senior administration 
official confirmed the program, stating that it ended in 2011. The collection of these records began under 
the Bush administration's wide- ranging warrantless surveillance program, collectively known by the NSA 
codename stellar Wind. According to a top-secret draft report by the NSA's inspector general - published 
for the first time today by the Guardian - the agency began "collection of bulk internet meladata" involving 
"communications with at least one communicant outside the United States or for which no communicam 
was known to be a cijizen of the United States". Eventually, the NSA gained authority to "analyze 
communications metadata associated with United States persons and persons believed to be in the 
United States", according to a 2007 Justice Department memo, which is marked secret. 

37, NSA director tries to boost staff's morale, urges employees to stay focused on work instead of 
controversy 
Washington Post, Joe Davidson, 2013 06 28 
Washington - As the comroversy flying around Edward Snowden continues to swirl , the National Security 

. Agency's director is attempting to boost his staffs morale. Snowden upended the intelligence communny 
by revealing govemmenl telephone and electronic data mining programs. ''The ongoing nalional dialogue 
is not about your performance," Gen. Keijh B. Alexander told NSA employees in a message this week. 
The workforce "has executed its national security responsibilities with equal and full respect for civil 
liberties and privacy. The issue is one that is partly fueled by the sensational nature of the leaks and the 
way their timing has been carefully orchestrated to inflame and embarrass...Please do not let this distract 
you from your work or cause you to worry that your work is not valuable, valued , and honorable," 
Alexander said to employees. "It is all three. Let me say again how proud I am to lead this exceptional 
workforce, uniformed and civilian , civil service and contract personnel ," he continued . "Your dedication is 
unsurpassed, your patriotism unquestioned, and your skills are the envy of the world." 

38, NSA Leak Vindicates AT&T Whistleblower 

Threat Level (Wired Magazine), David Kravets, 2013 06 27 




Washington - Today's revelations that the National Security Agency collected bulk data on the email 
traffic of millions of Americans provides startling evidence for the first time to support a whistle blower's 
longstanding claims that AT&T was forwarding global internet traffic to the government from secret rooms 
inside tts offices. The collection program, which lasted fro 2001 to 2011., involved email metadata -- the 
"enveloped" information for email that reveals the senders address and recipient, las well as IP addresses 
and websites visned, the Guardian newspaper reported t9day. Mark Klein , 'a?"r~tired AT& 
communications technician , revealed in 2006 that his job duties inc!u-(le connecliDg inte et circuits to a 
splitting cabinet that led to a secret room in AT&Ts San FranciseQ office. DOring the coyrse of thllt.,work, 
he leamed from a co-worker that similar cabins were being installed in otheccities"induding Seattle, San 
Jose, Los Angeles and San Diego, he said. The split circuits included traffic:JrofT1Pl;lering link~ 'C!:>nnecting 
to other intemet backbone providers, meaning that AT&T was also diverting t IflC( rou ed f(2m its network 
to or from other domestic and international providers, Klein said. '41',00 ;:r::1t, (
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39. Pentagon Is Updating Conflict Rules In Cyberspace 
New York Times. Thom Shanker, 2013 06 28 
Washington - The Pentagon is updating tts classified rules for warfare in cyberspace for the first time in 
seven years, an acknowledgment of the growing threat posed by computer-network attacks -- and the 
need for the United States to improve its defenses and increase the nimbleness of its response, the 
nation's top milttary officer said Thursday. The officer, Gen. Martin E. Dempsey, chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, also said that, globally, new regulations were needed to govern actions by the world 
community in cyberspace. He said that the Chinese did not believe that hacking American systems 
violated any rules, since no rules existed. Discussing efforts to improve the Pentagon's tools for digital 
defense and offense, General Dempsey said the military must be "able to operate at network speed, 
rather than what I call swivel-chair speed." "Cyber has escalated from an issue of moderate concern to 
one of the most serious threats to our national security," he said. 'We now live in a world of we aponi zed 
bits and bytes, where an entire country can be disrupted by the click of mouse." Under a presidential 
directive, the Pentagon developed "emergency procedures to guide our response to imminent, significant 
cyberthreats," and is "updating our rules of engagement -- the first update for cyber in seven years," he 
said. This effort has resulted in the creation of what General Dempsey called an interagency "playbook for 
cyber." 

40. The wonn that turned: How Stuxnet helped heat up cyberarms race 
NBC News, Robert Windrem, 2013 06 27 
New York - When the worm dubbed "Stuxnet" wriggled into public view in July 2010, computer security 
experts recognized almost immediately that it was no ordinary piece of malware. U.S. officials later told 
NBC News that Stuxnet was directed at the centrifuge center at Iran's Natanz uranium enrichment facility. 
When the worm got in and corrupted the control software, the motors that control the uranium centrifuge 
operations didn~ operate correctly, wobbling instead of spinning the way they're supposed to, according 
to the officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity. While the Washington was identified almost 
immediately by experts as the most likely perpetrator of the attack, U.S. officials later confirmed that Israel 
had collaborated with U.S. intelligence in a joint project aimed at disrupting the Iranian program. More 
than two years later, the impact and coosequences of the cyberattack remain open to debate. 
Cybersecurity experts tell NBC News that the attack may not have done as much damage to the Iranian 
nuclear effort -which Tehran insists is geared toward developing nudear energy, not weapons - as was 
inttially reported in some media accounts . 
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41. Top Officer Rejects Comparison a U.S., Chinese Cyber Snooping 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 06 27 
Washington - The top U.S. military officer on Thursday dismissed comparisons of Chinese and American 
snooping in cyber space, saying all countries gathered intelligence on their potential adversaries but 
Beijing's problematic "niche" was intellectual property theft. Army General Martin Dempsey, the chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, also said the U.S. govemment was close to completing an update of its rules 
of engagement in cyber space and that Americans needed to understand a cyber attack could trigger a 



real-world military response. "All nations on the face of the planet always conduct intelligence operations 
in all domains," Dempsey told an audience at the Brookings InstitutiO? think-tank after he was asked 
about intelligence leaks showing the National Security Agency tf rgeted C::hinese institutions for cyber 
spying. He rejected suggestions that the leaks by NSA contractor Edwarg, Sno~den demonstrated 
hypocrisy on the parl of the United States, which has been sharply critical orChines~ hacking of U.S. 
government and commercial computer networks. "'~It. ~..... "0,~.'l!"~'tl,.
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42. Tsamaev indicted on 30 counts ~ 70.... ;S 10.... c,...If~ 
Boston Globe, David Abel, Martin Finucane, 2013 06 28 ('II b .tic,. ....b/o 
Boston - A federal grand jury released a sweeping indictment of Boston Marathop bOmbings suspect 'It 
Dzhokhar A. Tsamaev Thursday, charging him with using weapons of mass d struction 'and killing four 
people. Officials also disclosed a note in which Tsamaev said he wanted to punish the United States for 
the "evil" of hurting Muslims. The 30-count indictment alleges that· Tsarnaev had been inspired by AI 
Oaeda publications and that he left a confession in the boat in a Watertown backyard , where he was 
captured days after the bombings, saying , "I don't like killing innocent people." The documents released 
Thursday detail for the first time which of the Marathon victims were killed as the result of Dzhokhar 
Tsamaev's alleged actions and which by his brother, Tamerlan . Tamerlan Tsamaev placed his backpack 
bomb in front of Marathon Sports at 671 Boylston St. ; it killed Krystal Campbell, a 29-year- old restaurant 
worker fnom Arlington. Dzhokhar Tsarnaev placed another backpack bomb in front of the Forum 
restaurant at 755 Boylston St ., the indictment alleged; that bomb killed 8-year-old Martin Richard and Lu 
Lingzi, a 23-year-old Boston University graduate student from China. The twin blasts also injured more 
than 260 near the Boston Marathon finish line. After his arrest, Tsarnaev was hospitalized at Beth Israel 
Deaconess Medical Center, then transferred to a locked medical facility for male prisoners at Fort 
Devens, about 40 miles west of Boston. He is scheduled to be anraigned July lOin US District Court in 
Boston. 

43. U.S. Bolsters African Amnies 
Wall Street Journal , Heidi Vogt, Drew Hinshaw, 2013 06 28 
Nairobi - President Barack Obarna is anriving in Africa as the U.S. military footprint on the continent is 
growing, part of a low-profile campaign to help counter al Oaeda-linked groups threatening several 
African countries. From the Senegalese coast to the South African desert to the Ugandan jungles, tens of 
thousands of African troops are receiving training from American soldiers. The U.S. trained more than 
66,000 African troops in 2011, up 67% from the year before, according to the latest figures from the U.S. 
State Department. In 2011 , nearly half of Benin's roughly 5,000 armed personnel went through some level 
of U.S. training . In Senegal, U.S. soldiers teach local units how to conduct sophisticated coverl raids and 
compile intelligence on terrorism targets from drones. U.S. forces have asked for Washington's approval 
to train African Union troops deployed in Somalia to find and disable improvised explosive devices and to 
target terrorist suspects, according to Col. Christopher Beckert, the director of operations, plans and 
training for the U.S. Hom of Africa Command, based in Djibouti. 'We want them to be able to be very 
sophisticated about how they deploy their forces," Mr. Beckert said . "One of the more emerging concems 
in the United States is the (African] continent as things transition in Afghanistan and Iraq." The moves 
reftect how the Obama administration is outsourcing to African armies some of the burden to check the 
global spread of al Oaeda" analysts say. The strategy avoids risking American lives, but d is limded by 
Washington's reluctance to be associated with militaries that sometimes have been accused of human
rights abuses. ( 

" 
44. U.S. committed to "authentic" talks with DPRK over denuclearization: official 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 06 28 
Washington - The United States is committed to "authentic" negotiations with the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea (DPRK) for the purpose of denuclearization, a senior American official said Thursday. 
"The United States remains committed to authentic and credible negotiations to implement the September 
2005 joint statement of the Six-Party Talks and to bring North Korea into compliance with its international 
obligations through irreversible steps leading to denuclearization," said James Zumwalt, acting principal 



deputy assistant secretary of state for East Asian and Pacific affairs. In the joint statement, the DPRK was 
committed to abandoning all nuclear weapons and existing nuclear programs and retuming at an early 
date to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, while Wasl1ington affirmed that it has no 
nuclear weapons on the Korean Peninsula and has no int ntJon to attack 0 IQvade the DPRK with 
nuclear or conventional weapons. In his vis~ to China last week, DPRK'S-FiiSl;v(ce Eoreign Minister Kim 
Kye Gwan expressed hope for an eased situation on the;:perii~sula , calling for dialogue to settle the 
nuclear issue and welcoming any forms of talks, including th six-party mechanism hat i 1iQl: es the 
DPRK, the Republic of Korea (ROK), Japan, China, the u.s. and Russi '/,8C"8 ~ ..,,~>'~ 
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45. U.S. expands sanctions on N. Korea despite its peace offensivl>o,,:~~..,,~uO~ ., 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 06 28 "'>'" 0, IQ ~ 
Washington - The U.S. government on Thursday blacklisted two North Korean en lties nd 0 ·ntlividuals 
accused of playing a role in the communist nation's development of weapons of mass destruction, 
(WMDs), apparently a show of Washington's resolve to keep pressure on Pyongyang in spite of its recent 
peace overtures. The Treasury Department described the step as part of its "ongoing efforls to disrupt 
North Korean financial networks" supporting the regime's illicit ballistic missile and WMD programs. The 
newly designated entities are Daedong Credit Bank (DCB), based in Pyongyang, and its front company, 
DCB Finance Ltd, which is registered in the British Virgin Islands. The individuals are DCB Finance 
representative Kim Chol-sam and Son Mun-san, the external affairs bureau chief of North Korea's 
General Bureau of Atomic Energy, which oversees the country's nuclear weapons programs. "Although 
the recent spate of provocations has waned, North Korea's dangerous and destabilizing illicit nuclear and 
ballistic missile program continues apace, supported by North Korean financial institutions like Daedong 
Credit Bank," David Cohen, under secretary for terrorism and financial intelligence, said in a press 
release. 'We are committed to increasing the sanctions pressure on North Korea until ~ complies with tts 
intemational obligations. He added, "We urge financial institutions araund the world to be wary of dealing 
with Daedong Credit Bank and the other designated entities in order to maintain the transparency and 
legttimacy of the international financial syste/Tl. .,. " 

o 
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46. U.S. Imposes Sanctions On North Korean Bank 
0 ~'C'.., ~ 

Wall Street Journal, Jay Solomon, 2013 06 28 
Washington - The Obama administration imposed sanctions on a North Korean bank and one of its top 
executives operating out of norlheastern China, underscoring continued U.S. concern about China's 
possible role in aiding North Korea's nuclear-weapons and ballistic-missile programs. The U.S. action 
followed the publication by the United Nations this month of a report on North Korean sanctions that also 
highlighted Pyongyang's use of China both to procure and export equipment used in developing 
weapons. Among other findings, the U.N. report detailed the seizure in July 2012 of North Korean
procured missile components that were bound for the Syrian port of La\takia and the regime of President 
Bashar al- Assad. The sanctions announced Thursday by U.S. Treasury officials targeted a North Korean 
state bank, called Oaedong Credit Bank, and one of its senior executives for allegedly conducting millions 
of dollars in transactions to support Pyongyang's nuclear program. The executive, Kim Chol Sam, was 
based in Dalian, an eastern Chinese city, where he is believed to have managed "millions of dollars in 
North Korea-related accounts," according to the Treasury. Daedong Credit Bank has been using a front 
company, called D B Finance Ltd . to evade sanctions, utilizing its offices in the British Virgin Islands and 
China. 

( 

47. U.S_ pledges support for Lebanese Army-after Sidon clashes 
Lebanon Daily star, Staff Report, 2013 06 28 
Beirut - U.S. officials have pledged renewed support for Lebanon's Army, saying it was the "sale 
guarantor" of stabilny days after a battle with supporters of a radical preacher in Sidon. U.S. Secretary of 
State John Kerry Thursday stressed his country's "continued support for the Lebanese Army which 
proved to be the sole guarantor of stability and civil peace as well as for combating terrorism." One day 
eartier, the top U.S. military officer said he recommended bolstering Lebanese forces grappling with the· 
fallout from Syria's civil war by sending in military trainers and accelerating arms sales. 'We've made a 



recommendation that as we look at the challenges faced by the Lebanese Armed Forces ... that we would 
work with them to help them build additiona l capability," Gen. 'Mlirttr p l)mpsey said at the Pentagon. 
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48. U.S. targets entities, persons linked to DPRK's mrssife' erogra ;,~"",#1)-~ 
Xinhua News Agency, 201306 28 "'~-t. <.t "'41) 0 'k'tt'" ".t lI. 
Washington - The Obama administration on Thursday slapl>eo sa Ion a entit'l'es" rid tlividuals with 
alleged links to the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRR), ' tiall"sfic fIl issl le'a w~p'ollS of 
mass destruction (WMD) programs. The Department of Treasury blacklis tl'DafC\pp.9 C it ~'a'Oj DCB) 
, its front company, DCB Finance Limited and DCB Finance Limited's> repc ~n alive:;C:~i Cho .a ,liJ 'Is 
latest efforts to cut off financing for what it called DPRK's illicit activities. THe,(jepli mEUlt. °l§<) targeted 
Son Mun San, the chief of the External Affairs Bureau with DPRK's General Bure~o t~dEJler:gy . 
who has directed nuclear-related research efforts. The moves bar American citizens' from tlqing business 
with those targeted, and freeze all of their assets under U.S. jurisdiction. "North Korea's nucleai anti 
missile programs and proliferation activities violate UN Security Council Resolutions 1718 (2006) , 1874 
(2009), 2087 (2013), and 2094 (2013) , destabilize the region and undermine the global nonproliferation 
regime," the Treasury said in a statement. DCB was accused of providing financial services to the Korea 
Mining Development Trading Corporation, Pyongyang's premier arms dealer, as well as its main financial 
arm, the Tanchon Commercial Bank, both of which have been targeted by the United States and the 
United Nations. DCB Finance Limitea, registered in the British Virgin Islands, was used by DCB since at 
least 2006 to do international financial transactions as a means to avoid scrutiny by financial institutions 
shunning business with the DPRK, the Treasury saiq .. Kim Chol Sam, who is based in Dalian, China, is 
suspected of facilitating hundreds ofthousands-of U, S. dollars in transactions and managing millions of 
dollars in DPRK-related accoulJts. '" 1'0,Z~ It. l ~ 
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49. US military 'lacks contingency plan' 70 ~ '0+..t:,.41f.'tt 
Bahrain Daily News, 2013 06 28 f.I ~ b 
Manama - US military chiefs have failed to prepare a realistiG "pl¥J B" if political turmoil forces the closure 
of the Fifth Fleet navy base in Bahrain, it has been claimed. It is the most important facility of its kind in 
the Middle East, but senior officers have become complacent about ijs future, said Commander Richard 
McDaniel in a report published by the Washington-based think tank the B(ookings Institution. 
"Surprisingly, military leaders have no 'Plan B' if strategic access in Bahrain is jeopardised," he wrote. 
Because of a strong desire to support the government of Bahrain, losing critical access is not currently 
being considered and strategic basing altematives are not being developed." The loss of the base ·could 
leave the United States without a key maritime base during a critical juncture of heightened tensions in 
the Middle East," said Commander McDaniel , who cijed interviews with unnamed US officers. 

50. US troops head back to Iraq as al.Qaeda threat grows in Syria 
London Times. Michael Evans. 2013 06 28 
Washington - The United States is to send soldiers back to Iraq for the first time since rts withdrawal in 
2011, as it seeks to cut off support to Islamist fighters in the Syrian civil war. The Pentagon is to deploy 
specialist training troops to help Iraq's military to stop a~Qaeda- aligned forces who are arming extremist 
groups over the border. It insists the troops will be in Iraq in a training capacity and will not take part in 
any direct fighting . The deployment will come 18 months after the last American soldier was withdrawn 
following nearly nine years of giving combat and training assistance to the Baghdad Govemment. It is a 
highly controversial move. The Pentagon had originally hoped to retain a presence after the pullout in 
December 2011 to continue ijs counterleml'rism assistance programme. However, Baghdad refused 
because ij could not get agreement with Washington that American forces would no longer be immune 
from prosecution under Iraqi laws, in the event of an alleged criminal offence. It is not yet clear whether a 
deal has now been struck on this issue, but it is thought that the Iraqi Government has asked for the 
assistance. 

51. WikiLeaks Volunteer Was a Paid Informant for the FBI 



Threat Level (Wired Magazine), Kevin Poulsen, 2013 06 27 
Washington - On an August workday in 2011, a cherubic 18-ye.a -olddcelandic man named Sigurdur 
"Siggi" Thordarson walked through the stately doors of the U.S. erl1ba s9' in Reykjavik, his jacket pocket 
concealing his calling card : a crumpled photocopy of an Australian J;las5P.9 . he passport photo showed 
a man wijh a unruly shock of platinum blonde hair and the aroe. Julian Ra /\~ange. Thordarson was 
long time volunteer for WikiLeaks with direct access to .l>SanQ,e and a key - sition as ,an organizer in the 
group. Wdh his cold war-style embassy walk-in, he became '~9melh'nR 'else: the fl(l1t kno n FBI informant 
inside WikiLeaks. For the next three months, Thordarson served f\XQ rT1J "stefS;,work(ng for ihe se~ret
spilling website and simultaneously spilling its secrets to the U.S. gOl1enunent iri'exchange, he says, for a 
total of about $5,000. The FBI flew him internationally four times for debrl efinas, 'incluaing one trip to ,..o 
Washington D.C., and on the last meeting obtained from Thordarson eign! hard drives packed with chat 
logs, video and other data from WikiLeaks. The relat ionship provides a rare window into th~ U.S. aw 
enforcement investigation into WikiLeaks, the transparency group newly thrust back1nto international 
prominence wijh its assistance to NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden. Thordarson's double-life 
illustrates the lengths to which the government was willing to go in its pursuit of Julian Assange, 
approaching WikiLeaks with the tactics honed during the FBI's work against organized crime and 
computer hacking -- or, more darkly, the bureau's Hoover-era infiltration of civil rights groups. 
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52. British forces to transfer Afg an detainees in a wee,l< (. 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Shams Jalal, 2013 06 26 v ~~ 
Lashkargah - Afghan prisoners currently being held by British troops in a camp in southern Helmand 
province would be returned to Afghan jurisdielion over the next one we~Rt.a senior UK army officer said 
on Thursday. U-Gen. Nick Patrick Carter, the deputy commander of the International Security Assistance 
Force (ISAF), told Pajhwok Afghan during an interview in Lashkargah the issue was being discussed with 
local authomies. He neither provided any figures for the detainees held at the Camp Bastion nor cited any 
law under which British troops are holding them. However, media reports put at 90 the number of Afghans 
in the custody of UK forces. Last month, President Hamid Karzai has given the UK two weeks to transfer 
all detainees to Afghan control. British forces are allowed to hold suspected insurgents for no longer than 
96 hours, except in "exceptional circumstances". 

53. Hacking accused lose bid to block prosecution 
London Times, Sadie Gray, 2013 06 28 
London - Five defendants, including Rebekah Brooks and Andy Coulson, have lost a last-d~ch attempt to 
block their prosecution over alleged phone hacking. The pair, both former editors of the defunct News of 
the Wortd, had tried to have their case dismissed at the Court of Appeal. The other three defendants 
attempting to have the case dismissed were James Weatherup, 57, a former senior reporter at the 
Sunday tablOid, Stuart Kuttner, 73, the former managing editor, and former news editor Ian Edmondson, 
44. All five deny conspiracy to intercept mobile phone voicemails between October 3, 2000, and August 
9, 2006. They are due to stand trial at the Old Bailey in September. 
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54, High Court appears to back calls for public inquiry into death of former KGB agent Alexander 
Litvinenko 
The Independent (UK), Terri Judd, 20130627 
London - The High Court appeared to back calls for the government to concede to a public inquiry into the 
death offormer KGB agent Alexander Litvinenko today. Last month the judge in charge of the inquest 
which has yet to take place more than six years after the 43-year-old spy died of polonium-21 0 poisoning 
- controversially indicated that the government's determination to keep many documents secret was 
making his task impossible. Sir Robert Owen revealed that he was writing to Justice Secretary Chris 



Grayling to request that a public inquiry, which would have powers to consider secret evidence, be held 
instead and a decision is due next week. Today Lord Justice G91dring concluded that '1here is much to be 
said for having a public inquiry". '?~"
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55, Snooper's charter has practically zero chance of becoming law, say;>senior MPs 
The Guardian (London), Alan Travis, 2013 06 28 0 0 
London - The chances of Theresa May reintroducing her "snoope(-s charter'" communications da.ta bill are 
practically zero in the wake of the Guardian's disclosures on the scalelOf'1nternet surveillance, leading 
Tory and Labour civil liberties campaigners have said. David Davis, ~ lormer contender (or Conservative 
leadership, and Tom Watson, the Labour deputy chair, both said' on ThurSday they felt there had been a 
change in the atmosphere at Westminster compared with the "great rush" to legislate in the immediate 
aftermath of the Woolwich murder of Drummer Lee Rigby. Both MPs said the disclosure of tile mass 
harvesting of personal communications, including intemet data, by the American National Security 
Agency and Britain's eavesdropping agency, GCHQ, had shown that the existing UK regulatory 
framework was completely ineffective. Davis said in particular that GCHQ's Tempora operation, which 
harvests global phone and internet traffic by tapping into the transatlantic fibre-optic cables, had "put up a 
big red nag" indicating it was time to think again from scratch about the legal oversight arrangements. 

56, UK forces' sacrifices in Afghanistan laud.ed 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok reporter, 2013 06 28 
Kabul - British Ambassador Sir Richard Stagg has commended the achievements and sacrifices of UK 
military personnel in Afghanistan . He was speaking at a reception marking the United Kingdom's Armed 
Forces Day at his residence in Kabul on Wednesday, according to a statement from the British embassy. 
Up to 50 men and women representing the Royal Navy, Army and Royal Air Force, currently serving in 
locations across Kabul, were given a rare few hours off to enjoy a BBQ at the ambassadors residence. 
Sir Richard said : "I am delighted to have this opportunity to thank you personally, as representatives of 
the British Armed Forces, for your courageous and stalwart service in Afghanistan ." Currently, 7,900 UK 
military personnel are serving in Afghanistan . This has reduced from 9,000 since the start of 2013 as their 
role moves to one of training , advice and support. 

Australia, New Zealand· Australie, Nouvelle-Zelande 

57. Fake ASIC agent jailed for sex ruse 
Australian Associated Press. Patrick Caruana, 20130628 
Melbourne - The spy had an ASIO pass, police shirt, a government car and even held a phony job 
interview for his target. But it was all just part of a Victorian man's bizarre ruse to convince another man to 
have sex with him. Benjamin John Lord, 32 , of Ashwood, told his cell mate in 2009 that he was an 
undercover federal police officer with connections to judges and the parole board. When the victim's 
family became suspicious and called the federal police, Lord then pretended he had changed jobs and 
was working for ASIO. Once they had been released from prison in 2010. Lord convinced the man he 
was required to live with him as a term of his parole. and created fake uniforms and identity badges which 
suggested he was an ASIO officer. 

58. PM urged to fix his boats mistake 
The Australian, Paul Maley and Sid Maher, 20130628 
Sydney - Kevin Rudd has told colleagues he will not " lurch to the Left" on asylum-seekers, with caucus 
memberS publicly urging him to toughen Labo~s policy or risk seeing his government consigned to the 
"dustbin of political history". Mr Rudd yesterday flagged a series of dramatic policy changes after being 
swom in by Governor-General Quentin Bryce as the nation's 28th prime minister one day after he toppled 



Julia Gillard. Key elements of Ms Gillard's carbon tax -- including whether to fasttrack the shift from a 
fixed price to a floating price -- will be examined as soon as Mr. udd's new cabinet meets next week. And 
senior Labor sources have told The Australian Mr Rudd will reverse ,some of the cuts to the welfare 
payments of single parents and commit to an in-principle pledge to increase't<lewsta rt, in a radical 
departure from the Gillard government's welfare agenda)C/", "los. OS o~~ ~). 
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59. Safety for troops on $600m list "'~ ~~8C,,- ~ c .. "f'lt. 
New Zealand Herald, Claire Trevett, 2013 06 28 ~ '0.... c,. 
Wellington - The Defence Force has a $600 million shopping list for technol9.Qy such as GPS tracking of 
troops in war zones to reduce friendly fire mishaps, as well as unmanne"d aircraft ~nd drones. Defence 
Minister Jonathan Coleman said money had been set aside in Defence's budget for the technology which 
would enable our forces to work more closely with other countries' forces and help keep troops safe. The 
ministry was preparing advice on what was needed and $600 million was set aside in the long term. 
" Rather than have people with paper maps, you have to bring them into the digital age, otherwise our 
troops will be disadvantaged in the field." He said he had not seen any proposal which would put New 
Zealand troops in charge of drones or other unmanned craft conducting lethal strikes, as the United 
States has used in Afghanistan. 

,. 
60, Spy chief Steve Meekin says Australian intelligence concerned about rogue insiders in wake of 
Edward Snowden leaks 
ABC (Australia) , Michael Brissenden, 2013 06 28 
Canberra - Australia's spy chief Steve Meekin says the threat that Australian intelligence might have a 
rogue insider like Edward Snowden is real. Snowden for revealing details on top-secret American 
surveillance programs. In rare public comments, Mr Meekin said the insider threat is something that 
Australia's intelligence agencies have to live with. He said whi le the sort of "overzealous ness" 
characterised by the Snowden case is a significant risk, security clearances here are constantly reviewed. 
Australia's spy chief Steve Meekin says the threat that local intelligence might have a rogue insider like 
Edward Snowden is real and one that security agenCies are increasingly concerned about. Mr Meekin, 
the deputy secretary of intelligence and security, is directly responsible for the operations of the 
Australian Signals Directorate - our equivalent of the National Security Agency (NSA) in the United 
States. 

61, Spyolaw changes are a necessary benefit 
New Zealand Herald, Rhys Ball , 2013 06 28 
Op-ed: Despite what you might hear, changing intelligence legislation - in this case, the proposed 
amendments to the Govemment Communication Security Act - is a good thing . If there are holes they 
need to be repaired , for when it becomes apparent the way in which agencies operate is ambiguous the 
Government must remove any opportunity for multiple interpretations. A team of professional and hugely 
capable civil servants with a depth of knowledge in the drafting of such laws has been called in from 
outside the realm of the intelligence agencies to ensure the process is accurate, robust and precise. This 
is the absolute minimum necessary after the disappointing Dotcom fiasco, and is vital to restore public 
confidence in New Zealand's intelligence agencies. There rightly needs to be a substantial overhaul to 
address the failings of the law we see now. Scaremongering by uninformed commentators - particular1y 
since former United States contractor Edward Snowden revealed American data collection systems and 
other Westem intelligence operations - has not helped a balanced and considered debate take place in 
New Zealand. 

C 

62. Syria group listed under local terror laws 
Australian Associated Press. Staff reporter, 2013 06 28 
Canberra - An extremist group fighting against President Bashar al-Assad's regime in Syria has been 
listed as a terrOl;st organisation by the Austral ian govemment. Attorney-General Mark Dreyfus used the 
country's anti-terrorism laws to make the declaration against Jabhat al-Nusra, saying the group was 
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supplied with weapons, recruils and equipment by al-Qaeda in Iraq. Jabhat al-Nusra, also known as the 
al-Nusra Front, has a history of suicide attacks and bombings in Syria, and was not part of the recognised 
Syrian opposition movement, he said on Friday. Its listing as a terro group makes it illegal to be a 
member of or recruit members to the group, or receive trainij1g fro""the organisation. The offences apply 
to anybody in Australia and Australian citizens living abroad. "This orgaoLsation was listed following 
careful consideration of advice from security agencies for the pUrpQses of the Criminal Code," Mr Dreyfus 
said in a statement. 0 ~o,.~ I! .,. '" .lJ 
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63. Faizi reveals details of Karzai's letter to Obama 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok reporter, 2013 06 28 
Kabul - The presidential spokesman on Thursday shared with Pajhwok Afghan News the details of a letter 
President Karzai sent to his American counterpart Barack Obama after the opening of the Taliban office 
in Qatar. "The Afghan government has been angered by the manner the Taliban Office was opened in 
Doha on June 18. This resentment is well refiected in the letter Karzai sent to Obama," Aimal Faizi said, 
giving the details, including how the idea caroe up and the way the office was set up. "On June 19, 
President Karzai wrote to President Obama that the way the Taliban Office was established was in total 
breach of the contents of the letter Your Excellency (Obama) sent me on June 14." In his 14 June letter, 
Obama assured Karzai the office would be established only "for the purpose of negotiations" between 
Afghanistan's High Peace Council and "authorised representatives" of the Taliban. 

64. Happy days are here again for the T~liban 
Ollawa C~izen, Terry Glavin, 20130628 
Column: Whatever the White House hoped to achieve y officially opening a foreign office for the Taliban 
in Qatar last week, one thing that is now immediately and hideously obvious is that President Barack 
Obama can1 even carry off a disgraceful capitulation to a gang of medieval throat-slitters without making 
a complete cock-up of the whole thing . Another thing that will be obvious to even the most casual 
observer is that the Singular achievement of the new American "Af-Pak" policy, which the U.S. State 
Department can1 yet manage to explain properly to itself let alone to anyone else , is that the Taliban 
haven't had it this good since their salad days before Sept. 11 , 2001 . The main thing behind last week's 
ribbon- cutting danse macabre is an Obama-endorsed initiative led by Pakistan's gruesome Inter-Services 
Intelligence agency that aims to re-establish the political credentials and the diplomatic bona fides of the 
Quella Shura Taliban and its various mutations and offspring , including the Terik-e- Taliban and the 
Taliban Haqqani wing . 

o 

65. Kana! claims foiling anti-Afghan plot 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Javed Hamim Kakar, 2013 06 28 
Kabul - President Hamid Karzai on Thursday said his administration had thwarted a conspiracy against 
Afghanistan wilh its timely reaction to the way the Taliban's office was opened in Qatar. Karzai had 
denounced last week America's support to the Taliban , who hoisted the movement's white fiag and used 
the controversial nomenclature of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan for their bureau in Doha. His 
government, asking the insurgent leaders to enter dialogue with the HPC, has hit out at the US for failing 
to meet ~s commitments with regard to the opening of the office. During his biweekly radio speech, the 
president said: 'We sincerely desire peace in the country, but constantly monitor outsiders' activities. We 
will never let anyone explo~ our struggle for peace." 

66. More security ordered for judges in Sindh 
Gulf News, Mohammad Ashraf, 2013 06 28 



Karachi: Chief Justice of Sindh High Court Musheer Alam Thursday ordered the provincial govemment to 
provide fool-proof secur~y to judges even as lawyers across tfle CWlJtl)' protested the terrorist attack on 
Justice Maqbool Baqir. Justice Alam presided over a high-level m e.,li g attended by director general of 
Sindh rangers, the provincial police chief and advocate general oVSin~h. He advised the heads of law 

~ .-,
enforcement agencies to device an effective security plan' or \l)e safety ot judges. Ile meeting was 
summoned after a lethal attack on Baqi~s convoy Wedne ay rno ~Qg when he'W!ts gQjng to his office at 
Sindh High Court. The attack inflicted injuries to the senior1ugge oa'kil ~d nin s~urily ffl9ijls. A 
spokesman of TTP claimed responsibilijy over the attack. ~("~~" C".! ~1l ..,,~,..~ 
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67. Pakistan engages with Taliban to get talks back on track It'o,,:~:~"'.t~(,I)~ ., 

Pakistan Dawn, Baqir Sajjad Syed, 2013 06 28 :oJh 0 .t 1<>'..... " 
Islamabad - Pakistan remains engaged with the Taliban to put the Doha process ~aCk 0 tr~ck<ofteli'the 
controversial opening of the insurgent group's Doha office that deadlocked efforts for peace in.~ "'" 
Afghanistan . A Pakistani official told Dawn on Thursday that negotiators were talking to the Talitsan 
leadership to persuade them to get on with the talks with the Americans and the Afghan government. 
"The process is continuing. In fact it is in everyone's interest that the process remains alive," the official 
said. Taliban had in~ially agreed for talks with the US and Afghanistan's High Peace Council on 
Pakistan's prodding, but the row over the name of the office used in the opening ceremony and raising of 
a flag at the Doha office angered the Karzai government which cancelled the visit of its negotiators to 
Qatar and suspended talks with the US on,a tiilateral security arrangement. 

68. Pakistan government investigates Pervez Musharraf clampdown in 2007 
Gulf News, Mohsin Ali, 2013 06 28 
Islamabad: The government on Thursday set up a team of investigators to probe the 2007 emergency 
clampdown by former military ruler Pervez Musha'rraf in order to prepare the ground for his trial on high 
treason charges. Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan announcea the move in the National Assembly 
while a Supreme Court bench reserved its verdict on a set of petitions seeking Musharrafs trial over 
alleged treason, after concluding the hearing of the case. The three-judge bench rejected a plea to order 
the arrest of the former president saying no formal charges had been laia yet against him. It gave no date 
for announcing its judgement on the petitions. During the proceedings the bench pointed out that 
Musharrafs name was already on the government's exit control list, which bars specified people from 
leaving the country. 

69. Relief for virtual soldiers of fortune 
The National (UAE) , Neil Parmar, 2013 06 28 
Undisclosed placeline - I?uring the height of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, thousands of robots zipped 
over rugged terrain and zoomed through battered walls and doorways. In most cases, as one military 
officer stood guard, the mission's operator would sit nearby, with a joystick in hand, controlling a small, 
motorised robot that would gather intelligence and help advance covert operations. To some, ~.was sort 
of like playing a videogame. The difference, though , was that there was no "pause" button or break in the 
action. "For that reason, wheneve~ you had an operator deployed, you would have a guard to keep the 
operator safe, because he has no idea what's going on around him," says Henrik Christensen, the 
chairman of robotics at the college of computing , as well as the director of the centre for robotics and 
intelligent machines at the Georgia Institute of Technology in the United States. 

o (, 0, 
70. SIGAR faults Afghan helicopter deal 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Syed Mudassir Ali Shah. 2013 06 28 
Kabul - An American government watchdog on Friday slammed the US Department of Defense for 
pressing ahead with a controversial helicopter purchase deal with a Russian firm. The Pentagon was 
pursuing chopper purchases from the arms dealer for the Afghan special forces unit that could not fly or 
maintain the aircraft, the watchdog said in a report. While asking the Pentagon to suspend the $553 
million, the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) called for putting in place 



plans to recruit and train the Afghan special forces unit. It argued the Afghan Special Mission Wing's lacks 
of troops and skills to operate the equipment signified the helicopters"and fixed-wing aircraft could be left 
sitting on runways, rather than supporting critical missions againsfrterror and drugs. . 
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71. Taliban ideology is 'root cause' "-t 'l! 1"0 J),;~ ~/..t 
Toronto Sun, Farzana Hassan, 2013 06 28 l./> I. (I. l) 
Column: The Taliban do everything in the name of Islam. Taliban members eat. drink. sleep and murder 
according to the dictates of sharia. They target anyone non- Muslim, according to their strict definition of 
Islam. Even Malala Yusufzai, the young advocate for girls' education, was not spared :raliban rage and is 
still recovering from her attempted murder. This time, the Taliban have murdered 9ine foreign climbers in 
Pakistan. One Chinese climber escaped, and another, Canadian Gabriel Fillipi, was fortunate to withdraw 
from the expedition just hours before the barbaric attack. The slaughter took place at the base camp for 
Nanga Parbat peak. According to reports, at least 15 Taliban dressed as police ordered the mountllineers 
out and mercilessly shot and killed the foreigners. Nanga Parbat is an imposing peak. As a child, I 
remember viewing it from the foot of the Himalayas on a clear day. Now that memory of its snowy summit 
is forever stained. 

72. Treason trial: Four-member FIA probe team named 
The Express Tribune, Mudassir Raja I Zahid Gishkori , 2013 06 28 
Islamabad - Moving a step closer to putting Pervez Musharraf on trial for treason, the government on 
Thursday constituted a committee to interrogate the former president for subverting the constitution. 
Briefing paniament, Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar revealed that a four-member committee had been 
set up to probe charges of treason under Article 6 of the Constitution , during Musharrafs tenure between 
1999 and 2008. "The committee will keep the interior ministry posted on progress on a weekly basis and 
should submit its findings within a short period oftime," Nisar said. The committee will be made up of four 
senior officers, Additional Director Generals Khalid Qureshi and Azam Khan and Senior Directors 
Hussain Asghar and Maqsoodul Hassan of the Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) . 

73. YouTube ban: PHC summons PTA officials, experts on July 16 
The Express Tribune, Staff Correspondent, 2013 06 28 
Peshawar - The Peshawar High Court (PHC) has summoned Pakistan Telecommunication Authority 
(PTA) officials and technical experts overthe ban on YouTube. The officials have been summoned on 
July 16 by a PHC division bench comprising Chief Justice Dost Muhammad Khan and Justice Asadullah 
Khan Chamkani. The bench was hearing a petition seeking to reopen YouTube following its ban last year. 
The court was informed despite YouTube being banned for carrying blasphemous content, the website is 
also used for research and academic purposes. Mian Muhibullah Kakakhel told the bench students are 
facing immense problems while searching for content related to their studies and requested the court to 
direct authorities to filter the blasphemous material and reopen YouTube . The court directed PTA officials 
to submit their reply within 20 days. 

Africa· Afrique 

74. Ansar al-5haria fait son apparition au pays 
All Africa, Journaliste maison, 2013 06 27 
Nouakchott - Ansar al-Sharia a fait son apparition dans les rues de Nouakchott. Com me ses pairs 
eponymes en Tunisie, Ie groupe mauritanien demande I'application stricte de la loi islamique. Le bras 
politique d'al- Qaida au Maghreb islamique (AQMI) n'avait reussi a s'implanter dans les pays du 
Printemps arabe comme la Tunisie et la Libye qu'a la faveur de leurs revolutions. a souligne Ie quotidien 
L'Authentique, et son apparition en Mauritanie fait I'effet d'une surprise. Le groupe mauritanien Ansar al



Shana "a ete fonde a la prison centrale de Dar Nairn, ou sont detenus la plupart de ses membres pour 
leur appartenance a des groupes islamistes radicaux", note Ie .joljrnal Dimanche 23 juin, Ie salafiste 
Khadim Ould Semane, connu pour ses liens terroristes, a invite \,1&4-5 eS'Mauritaniens" a soutenir Ie 
"groupe pour I'application de la sharia", a indique l'agence4,'NI cita 0 r~~~ emprisonne. 
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75. Before Protests, Morsi Takes Critics Head On '.to+;'''o.,..''(It 'Ii"'OIt,"""4 tt+o~ 
New York Times, Ben Hubbard, 2013 06 28 ~(.,o.I!~ .tc., ~1'.C"" 1'. 
Cairo - President Mohamed Morsi of Egypt moved aggressively on"Thu fly 0 R' erve"Otdfrt!l.O 
confront his opponents, deploying the army near government ministnes e(s~ez: Ganal, sf~~ifi§,.~gal 
proceedings against several judges and purging critics from a state-appointea biJd 'ffelps regulate 
the airwaves. While many had hoped that Mr. Morsi would move to defuse call fOMaSS PI t~~s against 
him this weekend , he instead wielded the power of the state to project power. His messi!'g olnose' 
challenging his authority was to either work through the political structures that have emergea ihcE!)the 
country's revolution in 2011, or have no say in how the state is run. "One year is enoug h!" Mr. Moi'Si said 
repeatedly in a televised speech on Wednesday night, threatening to purge holdovers from the clique of 
former President Hosni Mubarak. He also offered no major concessions to thOse calling for his ouster, 
dismissing them as antidemocratic. "This is the message he is sending, a threat pretty much that his 
tolerance and patience for so-called subversive acts and extra- constitutional activities will no longer 
stand," said Yasser el-Shimy, an analyst with the International Crisis Group. "If you would rather work 
outside the system, we are going to come:after.,you." 
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76. Boumerdes : Les forces locales de securile en action il Dellys et Sidi Daoud 
La De~che de Kabylie, Salim Haddou, 2013 06 27 
Dellys, Algerie - Destruction de trois casemates de I'ex-GSPC Presque au meme endroit et en moins de 
qualre mois, neuf caches terroristes ont et~ demolies ~t de nombreux engins explosifs ont ete 
desamorces. Intervenant a temps, dans la nuit de (ondi il mardi demi~rs , une patrouille de I'ANP a dejoue 
une incursion terroriste sur les hauteurs de Dellys, a55 kms ill'Est de chef~ieu de la wilaya de 
Boumerdes. En effet, ce soir-Ia, et non loin du village semi rural d'Ouled Kheddache, un violent 
accrochage a mis aux prises la patrouille militaire et un g(oupe terroriste, Les tirs d'armes automatiques 
des forces de securite ont contraint ce groupe sanguinaire a prendre la f\lite vers les massifs avoisinants. 
Les differents coins suspects de cette zone montagneuse sont, systematiquement, boucles par des 
soldats de I'ANP. Par ailleurs, nos sources indiquent que les militaires viennent de renforcer ses positions 
dans les maquis du nord de Ghzerwal , proche des chefs-lieux communaux de Sidi Daoud et de Ouled 
A'issa. Les brigades des forces marines (BFM) ont, eux aussi , detruit trois casemates de I'ex-GSPC et ont 
pu recupere, suite aune telle action , des quantites de vivres, des lots de medicaments et plusieurs puces 
de telephones mobiles. Presque au meme endroij et en moins de quatre mois, neuf caches terroristes ont 
ele demolies et de nombreux eng ins explosifs ont ete desamorces. Les forces combinees de securite qui 
ratissent la vasle zone sensible de GhzelWal , depuis fevrier dernier, avec des raids diurnes et nocturnes 
par intermittence, semblent sur Ie point de capturer ou d'exterminer, a cel endroit, d'autres seriates 
sanguinaires d'EI Ansar. 

77. Egypl braces for showdown 
Gulf News, Noortfan Barakat, 2013 06 28 
Dubai: Egypt is heading lor a showdown after defiant President Mohammad Mursi failed to satisfy the 
demands of opponents who halle been demanding the Islamist to step down. On Friday, Mursi's Muslim 
Brotherhood and their allies will gather in Cairo, as will some opposition groups. On Sunday, the 
opposition hopes millions will heed their call. The army yesterday warned that it could take command 
again if the situation goes out of control. "I am more determined than ever to go out on June 30 to 
demand the removal of an absolutely irresponsible president," Khalid Dawoud, spokesman for a coalition 
of liberal parties, was quoted as saying after Mursi's marathon late-night address. In the speech marking 
his turbulent first year in power, Mursi warned that the "polarisation has reached a stage that cO.uld 
threaten our democratic experience and paralyse the nation and cause chaos". 



78. Egyptians brace for weekend of protests ~ 0 ~~ 
The National (UAE) , Bradley Hope, 2013 06 28 ~ 

Cairo - Egyptians were yesterday preparing for a weekend of intense protests:afler Mohammed Morsi 
failed to calm a tide of anger against his administration. Egypt is braced for a sign of whether rt will enter a 
new phase of street ballies and political conflict as the president's supporters nd opposition protesters 
plan rallies across the country . In a televised address on Wednesday, M[ Morsi spoke frankly about the 
country's challenges and admilled to making mistakes. But he also anrtounced a special unit in the 
interior ministry to combat thuggery - the word used by his's predecessors for anti·regime protesters - and 
blamed the country's deepest problems on conspiracies by members of the oppled Mubarak regime. I a 
carefully worded rebuke to the military, Mr Morsi insisted he was the commander in chief and thai the 
army's role was solely to protect the country's borders. '41',00,~;:c~ <.t( 
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79. Joy as Madiba's condition improves 
The Crtizen (South Africa), Staff report , 2013 06 28 
Pretoria - A roar of jubilation shook the entrance of Medi·Clinic Heart Hospital in Pretoria , where Nelson 
Mandela is a patient, following news that his condition had improved overnight. Yesterday, President 
Jacob Zuma's office said Mandela remains in a critical condition but is now stable. At the entrance of the 
hospital. scores of people in ANC T-shirts sang Madiba a song wishing him a speedy recovery. 
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80. Le Hezbollah joue I'apaisement mais veut imposer ses conditions it Salam 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Philippe Abi.Akl , 2013 06 28 
SaIda - L'eclairage Les recents evenements s~rvenus it Sa'ida sont au coeur des preoccupations du 
Hezbollah, qui apprehende une radicalisation de la rue sunnite , ce qui it terme i'entrainerait dans un 
conflit interne. Rompu it la tactique qui veut que i'allaque estla meilleure defense, Ie Hezbollah s'est donc 
empresse d'accuser Ie courant du Futur d'attiser les tensions confessiennelles et de galvaniser ses 
partisans. Pour ce parti , il s'agit de brouiller les pistes, apres les accusations, justifiees par les images 
filmees par la camera meme de la chaine al·Manar, lancees par Ie courant du Futur, concemantla 
participation de comballants du Hezbollah contre Ie bastion de cheikh Ahmad al·Assir it Abra. Des 
accusations qui eclaboussent I'armee. 

81. Les forces de la MISMA preparent la securisation de I'election dans Ie nord 
All Africa. Joumaliste maison, 2013 06 27 
Gao - Le Mali est en plein dans les preparatifs de son election presidentielle . L'une des principales 
preoccupations est evidemmentla securisation d'un scrutin it haut risque, face it la menace terroriste, 
particulierement dans les trois regions du nord du Mali. II revient aux troupes ouest-africaines de la 
Misma, qui passeront sous mandat onusien au ler juillet , d'assurer la securite de cette election. C'est 
dans la region de Gao que se sont caches les demiers combaHants islamistes en deroute. Aucune 
allaque n'a ete menee ces dernieres .semaines mais la menace continue de peser. On decouvre 
regulierement de nouvelles caches d'armes. 

82. Libye: de violents combats opposent des groupes armes it Tripoli 
Radio France Internationale, Joumaliste maison, 2013 0627 
Tripoli - La Libye est en proie it de nouvelles yiolences et, depuis mardi , elles touchent Tripoli. Hier, 
mercredi 26 juin, des combats ont oppose deux groupes armes. On denombrerait cinq morts et une 
vingtaine de blesses. Par ailleurs, trois voituresJ)iegees ont explose mercredi soir it Sebha, dans Ie sud 
du pays, faisant au moins un mort . Des affrontements ill'arme lourde ont secoue la caprtale de la Libye 
ces deux demiers jours et c'est une veritable ligne de front qui s'est ouverte en plein coeur de Tripoli. 
Mardi, des groupes d'hommes armes, originaires de la ville de Zintan , en charge de proteger les champs 
petroliers dans Ie sud-ouest de la Libye, ont rejoint Tripoli. 115 venaient niclamer leur salaire mais aussi 
denoncer Ie fait qu'ils doivent desormais partager ces responsabilites avec des groupes locaux. Tres vrte, 
les negociations ont degenere. Selon un porte-parole des gardes des champs petroliers, les groupes 



d'hommes armes de Zintan a commence atirer sur Ie siege de ces memes gardes des installations 
petrolieres aTripoli. Le gouvernement a envoye du renfort. Le'S h9mmes de Zintan se seraient alors 
refugies dans les quartiers generaux d'une brigade originaire de la rneffi'El ille. Les affrontements ont 
continue pendant la nuit de mardLa mercredi. ." "CC.v",~ ~~O 
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83. Mali - Mali: la course contre la montre pour les electlopl'est engilgee ""....o."It,"'"Cf"'o~ 
Radio France Internationale, Journaliste maison, 2013 06 28 'I.; c)., Cli ltf",,,C)-'" it1",.. 
Bamako -Ce vendredi 28 juin a minuit, tous les candidats a I'election pr~si ~ntiell devroOlllvofr depose 
leur dossier. L~ Cour aura jusqu'au 6 juillet, veille du demarrage de la 'ca~pa9ne~pour.:ovalider 01( non ces 
candidatures. A J- 30 il reste un nombre impressionnant de delis a relever pou 'Jenir la presiqentielle a la 
date prevue juillet. Des defis techniques d'abord. Le lichier electoral definitif esLe cours d'~laboration 
une petite partie seulement des 709 communes chargees de reactualiser les liste electoral~s I'a faft et 8 

transmis ces listes a Bamako. Difficulte sllpplementaire par rapport aux precedents scrutins 'it faut 
repertorier les electeurs de places pour leur permettre de voter la ou ils se trouvent. Des deplads dont on 
ne connait pas Ie nombre. Meme difficulte pour cette fois les nifugies dans les pays voisins. AKidal, Ie 
processus electoral est au point mort. AKidal, ou doivent etre cantonnes les combattants touaregs, et OU 
les forces de I'armee doivent se deployer, I'administration n'est pas encore revenue, et Ie processus 
electoral est done au point mort. 
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84. Mali: Ie capitaine 8anogo demande par'tton 110ur Ie putsch de 2012 
Radio France Intemationale, Joymaliste maison, 2013 0.6 27 . 
Bamako - Un nouveau pas a ete. fai~ cette fois-ci ",eut-(~tre decisif, vers la reconciliation au sein de 
I'armee malienne. Mercredi 26 juin, en presence du president malien Dioncounda Traore ainsi que du 
chef de I'ex-junte malienne, Ie caprtaine Amadou Sanogo, les deux principaux corps de I'armee malienne, 
qui n'arrivaient pas aaccorder les violons, ont faft la paix. « Je demande pardon a la communaute 
malienne », a declare Ie capitaine Amadou S oogo, chef de I'ex-junte, a I'oceasion de I'emouvante 
ceremonie de reconciliation entre militaires maliens. D'un cote, il y ales parachutistes, communement 
appeles « berets rouges» , et de I'autre cote, « les berets verts », corps d'origine du capitaine Sanego. 
Ces demiers sont a I'origine du coup d'etat du 22 mars 2012, alors que les « berets rouges», corps 
d'origine de I'ancien president Amadou Toumani Toure, sont accuses ..d'avJ)irtente de faire une contre
coup d'Etat. Et depuis la mefiance s'est installee entre les deux camps polluant I'atmosphere au sein de 
18 grande muette. 

85. Mursi admits mistakes in speech marking first year 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Staff Report, 2013 06 28 
London - Egyptian president Mohamed Mursi delivered a two and a half hour speech yesterday, marking 
his first year in office. Mursi admitted making mistakes and pledged "radical" reform to state institutions, 
but also denounced "e~emies of Egypt" for sabotaging the democratic system. It has been a turbulent 12
month period for the ruling Mu§lim Brotherhood party, amid strong opposition from liberal groups and 
parties. The ten~ions in Egypt have plimaxed with the establishment of the Tamarrod (Rebellion) 
movement and a massive petition calling or president Mursi to resign. The movement has claimed that it 
has collected 15 million s!9natures, and is callil)g for nation-wide protests across Egypt starting from June 
30. In his speech yesterday, Mursi warned against protests , stressing that continuing unrest is threatening 
to paralyze the country. < Q
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86. Nelson Mandela's family lash out at 'vultures' in foreign media 
The Guardian (London), David Smith, 2013 06 27 
Johannesburg - It was the day the pressure became too much to bear. As Nelson Mandela clung to life in 
hospital and hundreds of people gathered to pray for a miracle recovery, his family lashed out at the 
foreign media for "a racist element" and behaving like "vultures". Thursday began wit Ii knife-edge anxiety 
over the 94-year-old's deteriorating health and concern about what news the day would bring. After 
visiting him in hospital in Pretoria , South African president Jacob Zuma reported that Mandela was "much 



better" than the night before and "remains critical but is now stable". Every such statement, along wHh 
countless rumours and tweets, only adds to the jumpiness oflTledia organisations seeking any scrap of 
information. The anti-apartheid hero's relatives in particular have come under intense scrutiny. On 
Thursday the situation reached boiling point as his eldest daughte~ Makaz; e, who has emerged as the 
senior member of the Mandela family, launched an emotionaf attack. '1: erees ' rt. of. a racist element with 
many of the foreign media, where they just cross bounaitrie "she told the na~onq) ulllic broadcaster 
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87. Out in Africa: Where pride is still something to hide 41.,~01lbb~.t""~~ "c:....bA 

Globe and Mail , Geoffrey York, 2013 06 28 ....0., <.t ! lib • 0.., 
Johannesburg - A day after welcoming a historic U.S. court ru ling on gay rights, PresidenCBarack Obama 
collided with the realities of global homophobia and a less deferential Africa as he began his, long-awaited 
tour of the continent. Mr. Obama, who made only a single brief visit to sub- Saharan Africa in his first 
term. is beginning an eight-day Africa tour in an attempt to reverse the neglect and keep pace with 
aggressive competitors such as China. But his clash with Senegalese President Macky Sail on the gay
rights issue Thursday was a reminder that African leaders are less inclined to be pressured by the U.S. in 
a world where other superpowers are courting them. Mr. Obama said the U.S. Supreme Court ruling that 
extended federal benefits to same-sex married couples was "a victory for American democracy." But 
when he tried to argue for similar rights in Africa, he was swiftly rebuffed by his Senegalese host - leader 
of one of 76 countries worldwide where homolle.xuality remains criminalized . 

88. Premier anniversaire des elections egyptiennes 
La Presse, Laura-Julie Perreault, 2013 06 28 
Le Caire - Mohamed Morsi vers la sortie? Dimanche marquera Ie premier anniversaire de I'arrivee au 
pouvoir de Mohamed Morsi. Pour "souligner" I'occasion, un mouvement d'opposition invite des millions 
d'Egyptiens II manifester pour demander Ie depart du president islamiste. Les enjeux en quatre questions 
et reponses. Q Qui se cache derriere I'appel II manifester? R Un mouvement baptise "Tamarud", ce qui 
signifie "rebelle" ou "tumulte", ne en avril. "Le groupe a ete mi sur pied par des jeunes qui ont ete au 
coeur de la revolution de 2011 ", a dit II l.a Presse hier une des porte-parole du mouvement, Eslam 
Elhdary, jointe par teh~phone . "Nous voulons que Morsi donne sa demission . Depuis qu'il est au pouvoir, iI 
n'a pas respecte I'esprit de la revolution et beaucoup de gens ont ete tues (Iors de manifestations) . De 
plus, iI donne tout Ie pouvoir aux Freres musulmans. Nous ne voulons pas de quelqu'un qui divise ainsi Ie 
pays". Ce groupe dit avoir amasse 20 millions de signatures d'electeurs egyptiens pour Ie depart du 
president. Tamarud demande aux signataires de protester en grand nombre II partir d'aujourd'hui et 
jusqu'll dimanche, et ce , dans Ie but de meltre en marche une "seconde revolution". Tamarud, qui re~H 
Ie seutien de tenors de I'opposition, compte presenter sa petition II la Cour constitutionnelle pour incHer 
les juges II demettre M. Morsi de ses fonctions. 

89. Secularists in Egypt Accuse U.S. of Supporting Islamists 
Wall Street Journal, Malt Bradley, 2013 06 28 
Cairo - As Egyptians prepare for massive protests against President Mohammed Morsi on Sunday, a 
large piece of opposition activists' anger is being directed .at the U.S. and its perceived support for Egypt's 
ruling Islamists. A flurry of newspaper artiGles, talk shows and public statements over the past few weeks 
have singled out the U.S. for particula r scorn while accusing America's diplomatic mission in Cairo of 
acting as a sort of puppet master behind Mr. Morsi's administration. Anger against the U.S. is nothing new 
in the Middle East, and neither are conspiracy theories in which Washington plays a strong, silent hand. 
But rarely have such theories placed U.S. infiuence so squarely behind Islamists such as Mr. Morsi, a 
former leader in the powerful Muslim Brotherhood that the White House helped to subdue for decades by 
backing successive anti-Islamist autocrats. The planned nationwide protests against Mr. Morsi on 
Sunday, organized by the secularist opposition, are aimed at deposing the president a year after he took 
office. On Thursday, the opposition rejected the president's offer for dialogue on reconciliation that he 
made in a nationwide address a day earlier. 



90. Somalia's security improving despite attack on U.N.: pre ie 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 06 27 "'"'' Co~ 
Mogadishu - Somali Prime Minister Abdi Farah Shirdon h 5 said last eek's Cleadly assault on a U.N. 
compound in Mogadishu should not obscure the fact tha man,y othe attacks 'Ire now being foiled in a 
nation slowly recovering from war. The attack by the al qa'eda-linked al Shabaab.exposed the fragility of 
the security gains made since the Islamist militants were driven from Mogadishu by f frican Union and 
Somali government forces about two years ago. But Shirdon said it was not the whole Slory. "Our efforts 
have reduced their attacks. For every one they plan , (which includes) two or three attacks each month, all 
of these are failing," he told Reuters on Wednesday inside Mogadishu's \1.eaviIY<Quarded intemational 
airport. "Though we made a lot of efforts, this one did not happen to fail." Diplomats also say attacks by 
the Islamist rebel group are becoming rarer, but warn of growing sophistication , an unnerving 
development for the diplomatic missions and aid organizations that have begun reopening offices in 
Mogadishu. " 

91. Tunisia's 'immunisation ofthe revolution' draft legislation fiercely debated 
The National (UAE) , Alice Fordham, 2013 06 28 
Tunis - A draft law that would ban former regime officials from holding political office in Tunisia was 
fiercely debated yesterday in parl iament. Op~onents criticise the legislation as too broad, saying it could 
affect as many as 60,000 people but some Tunisians have welcomed it as necessary for the country's 
democratic transition . The draft legislation for the "im.munisation of the revolution" is designed, according 
to its text, to eliminate the "poisonous winds of the counter-revolution". Under the proposals first mooted 
last year, senior officials who served under Zine EI Abidine Ben Ali from 1989 until his departure after a 
popular uprising more than two years ago would be forbidden from holding a local or national official 
position. As well as officials, senior members of the former ruling party, leaders of youth movements, 
some university academics and anyone who called for Ben Ali to be re-elected in 2014 are barred by the 
draft ruling . ~ , 
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92. Colombie: • II n'y aura pas d'impunitti pour les Farc » 
Le Figaro, Patrick Bele, 2013 06 28 
Bogota - Le ministre de la Defense colombien explique pourquoi les negociations n'empikhent pas la 
poursuite de la lutte sur Ie terrain. Juan Carlos Pinzon, ministre colombien de la Defense, justifie la 
signature d'un accord de cooperation entre son pays et l'Otan et precise Ie cadre des nEigociations en 
COUIS il La Havane avec la guertlla des Farc. LE FIGARO. - Quel est I'objectif de I'accord recemment 
signa entre la Colombie et 1'0tan ? Juan Carlos PINZON. - L'Otan reuni! les damocraties les plus 
presligieuses avec les standards de travail pour les forces armees les plus exigean!s du monde. Nous 
voulons appliquer ces standards pour nos propres forces mais aussi faire beneficier les membres de 
l'Otan de notre experience en matiere notamment de lutte contre Ie narcotrafic et les bandes armees. 
Nous sommes fiers d'/lire Ie premier pays latino-americai n II avoir signe un tel accord avec l'Otan. , 

93. Ecuador breaks US trade pact to thwart 'blackmail' over Edward Snowden 
The Guardian (London), Rory Carroll, 2013 06 27 
Quito - Ecuador has ramped up its defiance of the US over Edward Snowden by waiving preferential 
trade rights with Washington even as the whistleblowe(s prospect of reaching Quito dimmed. President 
Rafael Correa's govemment said on Thursday it was renouncing the Andean Trade Preference Act to 
thwart US "blackmail" of Ecuador in the former NSA contractor's asylum request. Officials, speaking at an 
early morning press conference, also offered a $23m donation for human rights training in the US, a 
brash riposte to recent US criticism of Ecuado(s own human rights record . Betty Tola, the minister of 



polttical coordination , said the asylum request had not been processed because Snowden, who is 
believed to be at Moscow airport, was neither in Ecuador nor t; a E uadorean embassy or consulate. 
"The petitioner is not in Ecuadorean territory as the law requires. "'''/0 C~o&'.t 
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94. Ecuador decries US 'blackmail' over Snowden ,1>~ It~ -:,1>4... ~OIZ~,1>~ (t. 
AI Jazeera, 201 3 06 28 OAf, 0 It: ~ 
Washington - Ecuador has pulled out of a trade pact with the United States, cl{l,iming it had become an 
instrument of "blackmail" for Washington as Quito considers whistleb owe - dward Snowden's asy(um 
request. Snowden, whose custody the US is seeking on espionage charges flet he leaked classifiER! 
infonnation on a widespread secret surveillance programme, is believed to be c4frently hiding at the It 
Moscow airport, where he arrived from Hong Kong on Sunday. But despite voicing sUeP0rt for the fonner 
National Security Agency contractor, Ecuador is yet to consider his asylum application. 'Would he be 
allowed to arrive on Ecuadorean territory? This is something that , in principle, we haven't considered," 
President Rafael Correa told a news conference on Thursday. In Washington , US State Department 
deputy spokesman Patrick Ventrell said that giving Snowden asylum would create "grave difficulties for 
our bilateral relationship". 

96. Ecuadorean Disarray Clouds Snowden Bid 
Wall Street Journal , Jose de Cordoba, Jeanne Whalen , 2013 06 28 
Mexico Ctty - Disarray within the Ecuadorean government over the role of WikiLeaks' Julian Assange in 
Edward Snowden's asylum bid is complicating the outGOme, according to diplomatic correspondence that 
appears to shed light on the mjxed Signals from Quito over the American fugitive's fate. Mr. Assange -
the antisecrecy-group founder who for the past year has been sheltered inside Ecuador's London 
embassy -- wrote to Ecuadorean officials Monday that he hoped his role in the Snowden matter hadn't 
embarrassed the government, according to an internal Ecuadorean diplomatic correspondence obtained 
by Spanish-language broadcaster Univision l'Ietworks and reviewed by The Wall Street Journal. But in 
the note, Mr. Assange also offered public-relations advice to top Ecuadorean officials about how to 
handle the crisis. Mr. Assange's earlier efforts on Mr. Snowden's behalf had prompted one diplomat to 
caution that Mr. Assange could be perceived as "running the show" in Ecuador. In addition , it was an 
Ecuadorean diplomat who has said he is close with Mr. Assange -- Fidel·Narvaez, consul at Ecuado~s 
London embassy -- who issued a controversial temporary travel document intended for Mr. Snowden, 
according to another of the correspondences. WikiLeaks and Mr. Assange didn't immediately respond to 
requests for comment late Thursday . Representatives for Ecuador's foreign ministry declined to comment 
on the authenticity of the correspondences. 

96. Watson queries cr ime 
Herald Sun, Staff reporta'r, 2013 06 28 
The fugHive founder of the environmental group Sea Shepherd Conservation Society says Costa Rica 
has charged him with a crime that doesn1 exist in that country because it's a " serving boy" to Japan, 
which wants him extradited. Paul Watson, 62, was charged in the Central American country with 
endangering a Costa Rican shark fishing boat a,nd its crew in 2002. Watson said his lawyers told him that 
the crime didn't exist in the cour.try. '''Costa Rica has been a serving boy to Japan in this case ," said 
Watson . He said he suspected Costa Rica wanted to arrest him and turn him over to Japan in exchange 
for economic aid. Watson and his group have repeatedly clashed with Japanese fishing fleets they 
accuse of illegally hunting endangered sea animals, prompting Japan to call Sea Shepherd a terrorist 
group. Sea Shepherd' says Watson was filming a documentary at the time of the alleged incident with the 
Costa Rican crew, which took place in Guatemalan waters in 2002. (full report) 
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97. China and South Korea Reaffirm Efforts Aimed at North 0 "'Ii! 
New York Times, Choe Sang-Hun, 2013 06 28 "'''''0c. 
Seoul - The leaders of China and South Korea agreed at ~ummit m eting'in Beijing on Thursday to 
work together to resume six-nation talks aimed at ending t\l6rth Korea' sJ1ucleljf weallons programs, 
calling them a "serious threat" to stability in East Asia. A j01nt statement issuM affe~ the meeting between 
the leaders, President Xi Jinping of China and President Park Geug-hye of South Korea, also said they 
had agreed on the importance of faithfully carrying out United NatiQns S curity Council resolutions that •called for sanctions against North Korea , as well as a multilateral agreeroent in 2005 under which the 
North was obliged to give up its nuclear weapons programs in retum fon economic and diploma ie 
benefrts, Although South Korea and China have separately declared their OPpo'silion to North Korea's 
nuclear weapons programs many times, their leaders speaking in one voice af a'rare jointpre s 
appearance carried diplomatic symbolism: South Korea is the North's archrival, while China' is Its biggest 
ally. "Both sides confinmed that denucleanzing the Korean Peninsula and keeping peace and stabflity 
there were in their common interest, and they agreed to make joint efforts to that end," the statement 
said. Atthough the statement said Ms. Park and Mr. Xi agreed to take "active efforts to create positive 
circumstances for the resumptioA of the six-party talks ," it did not divulge any details. 

98. China doesn't want 'unexpected' border incident, says PLA General 
The Hindu, Ananth Krishnan, 2013 06 28'., 
Beijing - People's Liberation Anmy (PLA) ajar .Gen,eral Luo Yuan, one of China's most recognised 
military strategists, has said China does not want to see "!J"nexpected" incidents along the disputed bonder 
with India and believes that the Situation along the.-boundary could be effectively managed with the right 
mechanisms in place. Major General Luo told The Hindu that he did not even see the boundary dispute 
with India as figuring among China's top five current military threats or hallenges. He identified these 
threats as the East China Sea, where China is currently engaged in a dis ute with Japan; the South 
China Sea, whose waters and islands are di~puted by several countries; and the newly emerging 
financial, cyberspace and "outer space" threats. The senior PC;( officer is widely known in China as a 
strategist with hawkish views and a well-connected political background that has allowed him to often 
break from the official script in voicing his opinions. 1/ 
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99. China vessels put Japanese on alert around Diaoyus Ships spotted amid row after former 
Japan PM admits he understands Beijing claim to islands 
South China Morning Post , 2013 06 28 
Three Chinese government ships entered waters around the disputed Diaoyu Islands in the East China 
Sea yestenday, the Japanese coastguard said . The Chinese surveillance vessels approached within 12 
nautical miles of the island of Uotsurijima in the island chain - known as the Senkakus in Japan - shortly 
before a,30am and lefLthree hours later, the coastguard said. There have been several similar incidents 
in recent months. Yesterday's took place after fonmer Japanese prime minister Yukio Hatoyama came 
under fire in Japan this week for sayinl) he understood China's claim to the islands. Hatoyama told Hong 
Kong-based Phoenix "T;elevisign on Tuesday it was "unavoidable" that China believed Japan "stole" the 
islands. The remark raised eyebrows in Japan. On Wednesday, Japan's top government spokesman, 
Yoshihide Suga, declare'd himsl'lf dumbfoUllded. Goshi Hosono, secretary general of the centre-left 
Democratic Party of Japan , which f-jatoyama helRed found , said the remark was "extremely inappropriate" 
and unged him to reflect on what he had said . However. Hatoyama reiterated the conciliatory stance in 
Beijing yesterday and said bot sides should set aside the dispute. 
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100. Chinese Defense Ministry Accuses U.S. of Hypocrisy on Spying 
New York Times, Chris Buckley, 2013 06 28 
Hong Kong - The Chi nese Ministry of National Defense accllsed the United States on Thursday of 
hypocrisy over cybersurveillance and said the disclosures made by Edward J. Snowden bolstered the 
case for China's security efforts on the Internet. These were the harshest public comments so far from the 
Chinese government about Mr. Snowden's revelations. Until now, the Chinese government's comments 



on the disclosures have come through the Foreign Ministry, which has used relatively muted words to 
answer reporters' questions about Mr. Snowden's allegations. Mr, ShOwden, a former C.I.A. employee, 
has described the United States' monitoring of Chinese Internet sites nd irstallations, and Prism, a 
National Security Agency program to mine Internet information. In recent days, Chinese state-run news 
media have amplified criticisms of the United States, an!! the remarks fro(l11he Defense Ministry 
spokesman, Col. Yang Yujun, struck a tougher tone. He did not refer explicitly to the United States, but he 
left no doubt about his target. "The Prism-gate affair is itself just like a prism that reveals the true face and 
hypocritical conduct regarding Internet security of the country concerned," Colonel Yang said at " monthly 
news conference in Beijing. The comments from the briefing , which was open only to Chinese reporters, 
were reported on the Web site of the Defense Ministry. <! ~It-: • 0 
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101, Chinese Firm Is Charged In Theft of Turbine Software 0 (I.. ~ , 
New York Times, Matthew L. Wald , 2013 06 28 'tc 
Washington - China's biggest wind turbine company and two of its executives conspired with an 
employee of a Massachusetts wind company to steal the American firm's software for controlling the flow 
of electric~y, causing $800 million in damages, according to an indictment on Thursday. The indictment 
by a federal grand jury in Madison, Wis., outlined actions that the Chinese firm . Sinovel, took against 
AMSC, formerly the American Superconductor Corporation, and represents the latest skirmish in aseries 
of trade disputes between the United States and China involving renewable energy. AMSC said the theft 
in 2011 led to the loss of 500 jobs and cited the damages as lost sales and trade secrets. The two 
Chinese executives are in China, and the (ormer employee, who was working for AMSC in Austria, has 
returned home to Serbia , according to John W. Vauareuil , the United States attomey. He said that the 
United States did not have extradition treaties with either nation, but the accused could be arrested ifthey 
traveled to a country with which the Un~ed States does have ,In extradition treaty. Sinovel will face a trial 
here, he said , and could face fines equal t01wl ce the damages, plus restitution to AMSC. 

102. Communists kill one, wound nine in Philippine ambush 
Stra~s Times, 201306 28 
Manila - Communist insurgents ambushed police trainees in the Philippines Friday, killing one and 
wounding nine others in the latest of a series of attacks on unarmed targets, officials said . Nearly a 
hundred trainees, including about 70 women, were jogging in the northem mountain town of Tadian on 
Friday when guerrillas from the New People's Army opened fire on them, said regional police spokesman 
Davy Limmong. "For many years, we have had no ambushes in this area. The area is secured by the 
army and our patrols and we were near the town centre so we did not expect this attack," he told AFP. 
The attack comes soon after NPA fighters kidnapped five unarmed soldiers in the southern island of 
Mindanao on June 18 and killed eight unarmed police commandoes in the main island of Luzon in late
May. (full article) 

103, DISPUTE OVER ASIAN WATERS; Beijing rebukes Manila for occupying disputed shoal 
Strans TImes, 2013 06 28 
CHINA'S Foreign Minister Wang Yi has told off the Philippines for its occupation of a disputed reef in the 
South China Sea, becoming the most senior Chinese official yet to weigh in on the row. If a country takes 
provocative actions like using a ship to illegally occupy a shoal claimed by China, Beijing has every right 
to respond, he said, in a reference to the Philippines without naming it. "If a certain claimant-state 
chooses confrontation , there is for sure no way out," Mr Wang said in response to a question at the World 
Peace Forum in Beijing. Bilateral relations between China and the Philippines soured after a stand-off in 
the waters of the Scarborough Shoal last year which saw both sides withdrawing naval troops only to see 
China re-occupying the disputed area. Tensions worsened after Manila sent soldiers and fresh supplies 
last Friday to a wrecked ship ~ has on the Second Thomas Shoal, called Ren'ai Jiao by the Chinese, to 
mark its turf. Manila is also reportedly planning to give Japan and the United States greater access to its 
military bases so as to help shore up its defence against China . 



104. DISPUTE OVER ASIAN WATERS; The Philippines and Japa 'closer' in defence 
Straits Times, 2013 06 28 . 'I 0c. 
Manila - Japan and the Philippines yesterday moved close in the ,defence sphere as both governments 
expressed concern over China's robust moves to stake Hs claims to disputed AstaR waters. Tokyo 
pledged to help Manila defend its "remote islands" , while, he pmlippi es said> i was l ooking to give the 
United States and Japan greater access to its military bases. apanese!Qefence tl(iipister Its.,Y ori 
Onodera said China's contentious claim to nearly all of the South enina Sea and its tenitonal tfispute with 
Japan in the East China Sea over an island chain - known as Senkaku p~ Ute JaPr nese ang Diaoyu by 
the Chinese - were discussed during top-level talks in Manila. 'We agr~ed that we ~II further cQoperate in 
temns of the defence of remote islands ... the defence of temtonal seas as well as p,rotection o,f mantime 
interests," he told a joint news conference . 'We face a very similar situation in-the East China Sea of 
Japan. The Japan side is very concerned that this kind of situation in the South China Sila could affect 
the situation in the East China Sea," he said , speaking through an interpreter. Mr Onodera and. Philippine 
Defence Secretary Voltaire Gazmin also welcomed an increased military presence in Asia by their mutual 
ally, the US. But Mr Onodera said Japan was intent on avoiding conflict with China. "I would also like to 
emphasise here that the current situation should not be changed with the use of force but should be done 
through the rule of law." China claims most afthe South China Sea. The Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia , 
Vietnam and Taiwan also have competing terntorial claims in the area. Mr Gazmin welcomed Japan's 
offer of support for its military. 

""105. En Chine, tensions meurtrieres dans la province musulmane du Xinjiang 
Le Monde, Bnce Pedroletti , 2013 0628 
Region du Xinjiang , Chine - Vingt-sept' personnes ont ete tuees lo[s de violences dans la region 
autonome ouIgoure Vingt-sept personnes sont moct~s , mercredi 26) uin a I'aube, dans I'est de la region 
autonome ouIgoure du Xinjiang, lors de ce que la presse chinoise a decnt comme I'assaut de dizaines de 
"voyous" amnes de couteaux et d'objets incendiaires contre Ie siegepu gouvernement local , un poste de 
police et de police auxiliaire, ainsi qu'un chantier. Les [ares images diffusees sur les niseaux sociaux 
montrent un commissariat et des voitures de police Galcines, ainsi que les corps de trois femmes dans les 
rues au milieu de ftaques de sang. Dix des attaquants ont eta tue~ par la police, tandis que dix-sept 
policiers, gardes auxiliaires, fonctionnaires et civils auraient trouve la mort Trois" emeutiers " ont ete 
arretes. L'incident a eu lieu dans Ie bourg de Lukqun (district de Pichan) qui fait partie de la region d'oasis 
de Tourfan . C'est Ie plus meurtner pamni la longue liste de heurts repertories dans I'immense territoire du 
Xinjiang depuis les affrontements intercommunautaires ~ans les rues d'Ouroumtsi, la capita Ie, qui avaient 
fait pres de 200 morts Ie 5 juillet 2009. Ces heurts opposent presque systematiquement des habitants 
ouIgours adu personnel policier ou appartenant aux administrations ou aux officines de surveillance de la 
population, pour la plupart eux aussi d'ethnie ou·igoure . 
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106. Huawei Sees Less Opportunity in U.S., Focuses on U.K. 
Wall Street Journal , Juro Osawa, 2Q13 06 28 
Shanghai - Huawei Technologies Co. doesn't see any opportunities to sell network equipment to major 
U.S. carriers for at least the next couple of years but wiJl continue to work with operators in the U.K., an 
executive said. ''The situations in the U.S. and the U.K. are very different," Li Sanqi, chief technology 
officer of Huawe'i's carrier network business, told The Wall Street Journal. 'We are building our second 
home in Europe, and the UK is a major part of it." A U.K. parl iamentary commtltee earlier this month 
released a report saying HUqwei's strong pr.esence in the country's telecom sector raises potential 
national-security issues. In October, a U.S cong ressional report recommended that U.S. carners avoid 
using Huawei's equipment, saying it could e used by Beijing to spy on Americans. The Chinese 
company is the world's second-largest telecom- equipment vendor after Sweden's Ericsson. Huawei has 
no meaningful telecom- equipment presence in the U.S., though it does sell some mobile devices. But in 
the U.K. it has a long-established business, and aCGOrding to Mr. Li has been holding regular network
security discussions since 2005 with the government and BT Group PLC about network security. "I don1 
expect any changes in our relationship with U.K. cuS'lomers." he said. 



107. Huawei sets sights on leading push into 5G era Researchers orking on wireless systems 
with superspeed downloads for the next decade v t 
South China Morning Post. 2013 06 28 ~ 4(': 
While 4G mobile network deployment is still in its infan<;y worldwide, uawei Technologies is gearing up 
to lead the rollout of faster 5G wireless systems in the next decade. Huawei, the world's second-largest 
supplier of telecommunications equipment , expects 5G wireless networks to emerge between 2020 and 
2030, giving credence to previous forecasts by Ericsson and Samsung Electronics. Future 5G mobile 
networks are projected to have internet download speeds that reach 10 giga.bils per second. It would beat 
by a huge margin the theoretical download speeds of up to 100 megabits per second that existing 4G ~ 
networks, based on the technology called long term evolution, deliver. The fastest 3G networks run at 
42Mbps. Tong Wen, the head of Huawei Communications Technologies Labs, said:" 'There are a lot of 
innovations that need to be created and a lot of technology challenges that need to De overcome to 
create 5G solutions. "At Huawei , researchers are studying new radio link technologies and radio access 
network architecture. 'We are also work.ing on prototyping, and have conducted field trials on cloud-based 
radio access networks. We are playing a leading role in 5G wireless technology development." The 
mainland has been early to look at the potential of 5G systems. In February last year, the government 
established a group to start 5G research . 

108. Japan, PH vow to defend each other's territory 
Manila Bulletin , 201 3 06 28 
Manila - With both countries facing the same pro~ em against their superpower neighbor Ch ina. the 
defense ministers of the Philippines and Japan have agreed10 strengthen their defense cooperation to 
boost their territorial defense capabilities. Japanese Defense Minister Itsunori Onodera said the defense 
cooperation between the countries will focus not-only on maritime affai[S but also on air defense, noting 
the similarity of the geographical features but also the sa[)1e territorial problems with China. "Both of the 
countries accommodate more than 7,000 islands and we agreed that we will further cooperate in terms of 
defense of remote islands as well as the defense ofter)itory, or4Jrritorial sea as well as protection of 
maritime interest," Onodera told reporters after a close-door meeting with his Philippine counterpart, 
Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin. at Camp Aguinaldo in Quezon City. 

109. Japan, S. Korea l ikely to hold foreign ministeria l talks on Mon. 
Kyodo News, 2013 06 28 
Tokyo - Japan and South Korea agreed Thursday that Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida and his South 
Korean counterpart Yun Byung Se should sit down fo~ talks possibly on Monday on the sidelines of 
ASEAN-related meetings in Brunei , Japanese government sources said. Kishida plans to have informal 
contact with Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi on the fringes of the regional gatherings in the form of a 
chat in a bid to signal Jaran's readiness to seek mutually beneficial ties, according to the sources. Japan 
is eager to ensure that it holds ~ialogue with China and South Korea amid soured ties with them, while 
Beijing and Seoul move to strengthen ties through high-level contact, a development that has alarmed 
some Japanese officials. The meetinp between Kishida and Yun would be the first Japanese- South 
Korean foreign ministerial talks since the Liberal Democratic Party led by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe 
came to power in late December. The last such meeting was held in September, when Yoshihiko Noda, 
then leader of the Democratic Party of Japan, was prime minister. Bilateral ties have soured, in part 
because of a territorial dispute. Kishida plans to have a chat with Wang, either on Sunday or Monday. 
Sunday. will be the first day of a series of ministerial meetings involving 10 countries in the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations and its dialogue partners that will be held in Brunei until Tuesday. In a meeting 
with Yun , Kishida expects to confirm that improvement in bilateral ties would benefit both Japan and 
South Korea and that it is important to closely work wi th each other over North Korea n issues. 

110. Japan, U.S., S. Korea foreign ministers to meet Monday in Brunei 
Kyodo News, 201 3 06 28 
Tokyo - The foreign ministers of ,Japan, the United States and South Korea will meet Monday in Brunei on 



the fringes of ASEAN-related ministerial meetings, Japanese Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida said Friday. 
"Coordination among Japan, the United States and South Korea is important when we think about the 
regional strategic environment," Kishida told a news conference. ' I want to make sure that this foreign 
ministerial meeting among the three countries will lead to close future coordination." The meeting will be 
held between U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry, South Korean Foreign Minister Yun Byung Se and 
Kishida. The first such talks between the top diplomats of the three countries since September last year is 
expected to focus on North Korea's nuclea r and missile activities. Kishida said that on tile fringes of the 
regional meetings, he is also arranging to meet bilaterally with his counterparts from the countries of the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations with whom he has yet to have bilaljlral talks, and will announce 
the dates once they are set. (full article) I/. ' 

111. Leaders of China, South Korea meet and urge North Korea to return to nuclear talks 
Washington Post, William Wan, 2013 06 28 . 
Beijing - The leaders of China and South Korea called for North Korea to resume negotiations on its 
nuclear disarmament after a meeting Thursday in which they discussed ways to draw their isolated and 
erratic neighbor back into di'alogue with the outside world . The summit in Beijing marked the beginning of 
a four-day visit by South Korea's new preSident, Park Geun-hye. It also comes at a time when China, 
Pyongyang's biggest ally and longtime benefactor, has signaled unusual displeasure with the North after 
it recently carried out a missile launch and nuclea r test and issued a barrage of provocative rhetoric 
despite Beijing's protests. "We shared an understanding that North Korea's possession of nuclear 
weapons cannot be tolerated under any Circumstances," Park said at a joint news conference with 
China's President Xi Jinping. Xi said that he and Park had agreed to work together on matters related to 
the North but put his emphasis on the need for Pyongyang to restart six-nation talks on nuclear 
disarmament. 

112. N. Korea 23rd mostfailed nation: U.S. magazine 
Yon hap News Agency, 2013 06 28 
Washington - North Korea is the 23rd most failed state in the world in a U.S. index gauging states' 
management of social, economic and political affairs, a foreign affairs magazine said Thursday. The 
Failed States Index, compiled annually since 2005 by U.S. think tank Fund for Peace and the magazine 
Foreign Policy, ranked the North 23rd out of a total of 178 nations . The index examines 12 social , political 
and economic factors like a Qovemment's practical control over its territories, non-provision of public 
services, corruption, criminality, refugees and sharp economic decline. Countries in the upper ranks are 
those in the worst conditions regarding the 12 factors. In the first-year of the index in 2005, the North was 
ranked as the 13th most failed nation and it stayed near the top 10 before moving down to 22nd place last 
year. The 2013 result put the North in the "alert" group, the highest of four classifications based on marks 
in the 12 sectors. The index showed that the North is doing poorly especially in the sectors of poverty, 
economic decline, legitimacy of the regime; feeble publico services, human rights violations and the rule of 
law. Somalia was ranked as the most failed state while Congo, Sudan, South Sudan, Chad, Yemen, 
Afghanistan , Hani, the Central African Republic and Zimbabwe rounded out the top 10 positions. 

113. Park calls for greater economic cooperat ion w ith China 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 06 28 
Beijing - South Korean President Park Geun-hye made a strong pitch Friday for further expanding 
economic cooperation with China, the country's No.1 trading partner, on the second day of her state visit 
to the neighboring nation. Parl< arrived in Beijing on Thursday and held summit talks with Chinese 
President Xi Jinping, where they denounced North Korea's nuclear program as a serious threat to 
regional and world peace and pledged to cooperate closely to denuclearize the Korean Peninsula. The 
focus of her second day in Beijing was economic cooperation. "Building on the dazzling achievements in 
the past 20 years, South Korea and China should design a new vision for economic cooperation and 
make a leap toward qualitative growth beyond quantitative growth," Parl< said in an address to business 
leaders of the two countries. South Korea and China opened diplomatic relations in 1992. Since then, 
China has overtaken the United States as South Korea's biggest trading partner, with bilateral trade 



volume rising 40-fold to US$256 bill ion last year from $6.3 billion in 1992. South Korea is China's third
largest trading partner. During the address at the business forum, Park said the two countries should 
make greater efforts to strengthen trade in items targeting each othe~s domestic market, rather than 
relying on trade in parts and other items to be ultimately exported to the Western world . Trade in such 
export-oriented items is vulnerable to economic conditions of Western countries, and South Korea and 
China shou ld establish a "stable trade structure that is not shaken by external factors," Park said . Park 
also called for a mutually beneficial free trade agreement. 

114. Park, Xi Pledge Concerted Response to N.Korea's Nuclear Ambitions 
Chosun IIbo, 2013 06 28 
President Park Geun-hye and her Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping on Thursday agreed to work together to 
denuclearize North Korea and bolster cooperation in the areas of diplomacy and security. "China 
resolutely safeguards the peace and stability of the Korean Peninsula and the region, opposes any party 
that disrupts peace and stability and adheres to resolving problems through dialogue and negotiations," Xi 
said. The Chinese leader said his top two wishes for the peninsula are denuclearization and peaceful 
reunification. "There have been some positive changes," Xi said, calling for those involved to resu me six
party nuclear talks soon. Park explained the benefits of Korean reunification and how it cou ld "contribute 
to peace and prosperity in Northeast Asia." Xi expressed support for reunification and praised Seoul's 
efforts to ease inter-Korean tensions with, according to a joint statement released after the summij. 

115. Philippines, Japan agree to strengthen defense relations 
KyodO News, 2013 06 28 
Manila - Japanese Defense Minister Itsunori Onodera and Philippine Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin 
agreed Thursday to strengthen the two countries' defense relations amid their respective territorial 
disputes with China . Emerging from a closed-door meeting at the Philippine military's main headquarters 
in the Manila suburb of Quezon Cijy, Onodera , speaking through an interpreter, said he and Gazmin 
exchanged infomnation about their respective territorial issues with China, which both agreed should be 
resolved based on the ru le of law. 'We agreed that we will further cooperate in temns of the defense of 
our remote islands, as well as the defense of our territOrial sea, and the protection of our mamime 
interests," Onodera said . Japan and China remain at odds over the ownership of the Japanese
administered Senkaku Islands in the East China Sea. Japan says no dispute exists since the islets are an 
inherent part of the country's territory in temns of history and international law, while Beij ing claims the 
islands and calls them Diaoyu. China is also involved in a dispute with the Philippines and several other 
Southeast Asian nations over the ownership of the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea. "I learned 
about the Ph ilippine effort to seek lJ .N. arbitration . I told Secretary Gazmin that the Japan side is totally 
supporting this ... effort to resolve this problem," he said. Onodera, who arrived in Manila on Wednesday 
for a two-day visit , said Japan will cooperate with the Philippines in its efforts to address the South China 
Sea disputes since Japan "is very concerned that this kind of situation in the South China Sea could 
affect the situation in the East China Sea, where .Jap~n is involved." At the same time, he said Japan will 
stand 10 keep its own territorial space and air well-protected, under the rule of law, as agreed upon by the 
international community . 

116. Police start publishing info on possible N. Korea abductees 
Kyodo News, 2013 06 28 
Tokyo - The National Police Agency decided Friday to t13ve prefectural police forces start publishing 
online the names, pictures and other data about people possibly abducted by North Korea to solicit 
infomnation from a wide range of sources, after obtaining consent from such people's relatives. The NPA 
said there were 864 such people as of the end of May, adding that about half of them have not been seen 
for more than 30 years. On Friday, infomnation about the first 169 people will be put on the websites of 
the police forces with jurisdiction over their places of residence at the time of their disappearance or over 
the spots where they were last seen It will be followed by infomnation on 124 others. The agency said the 
relatives of 263 people have refused permiSSion for the publicity and will ask whether the ki n of the 
remaining 308 people want the infomnation be made public. The move came after the agency last 



December revealed for the first time the total number of the missing under investigation in response to a 
request from a Tokushima Prefecture group supporting abduction victims. (full article) 

117. S. KOREAN LEADER VISITS CHINA; Call for sill-party talks to Jesume 
StraHs Times, 2013 06 28 
Xi and Park agree at summit on need for a nuclear-free Korean peninsula CHINESE President Xi Jinping 
and his South Korean counterpart, Ms Park Geun Hye, have called for a swift resumption of six-party 
talks on North Korea's nuclear disarmament as they agreed at a summH meeting 9n the need for a 
denuciearised Korean peninsula . Mr Xi was quoted by Xinhua as telling Ms Park yesterday that "China's 
stance on seeking a nuclear-free Korean peninsula is fi rm and its attitude serious" and noting that 
conditions for talks to resume were improving. 'We hope all sides can seize this opportunity to work to 
retum to the six-party talks as soon as possible," he told reporters after their meeting at the Great Hall of 
the People in Beijing. Calls for the China-hosted six-party talks - wh ich began in 2003 but have been 
stalled since 2009 - to resume followed Beijing's increasing frustration with ~s communist ally for 
disrupting regional stability with a long- range missile launch last year and a third nuclear test in February. 
China showed its displefs'lre by bacldng tightened United ~I at ions sanctions and curbing North Korean 
banking activity on its soil. That led Pyongyang to end its provocative actions and rhetoric, and even 
agree to meetings with Seoul. The reclusive regime also wanted talks with the United States, which has 
agreed to a meeting, the Asahi Shimbun reported on Tuesday. 

118. South Korea's elastic diplomacy vital 
Global Times, 2013 06 28 
South Korean President Park Geun-hye kicked off her visit to China Thursday. Chinese President Xi 
Jinping held talks with Park and a joint statement on the future vision of China-South Korea relations was 
issued. There have been wide speculations on the geopolHical Significance of the visH. Some Japanese 
scholar held that the Xi-Park summit wou ld be likely to change the balance of power in Northeast Asia, 
providing China with a dominant diplomatic role. Both China and South Korea are unwilling to heed such 
an exaggerated opinion . China, as a rising power, and South Korea, as a typical middle-ranking nation, 
are often classified into different camps in the analysis of Northeast Asian power patterns. Such divisions 
are outdated. As complicated as the Northeast Asian situation is, the mutual attraction between China 
and South Korea is irresistible. Nonetheless, every move that makes bilateral ties closer could cause 
pol~ical waves. Northeast Asia is one of the most prosperous regions in the wond, but it is also full of 
confusion . Is there peaceful economic competition and cooperation in the region? Are countries preparing 
for an imminent military clash? And is the region a frontline or a buffer for contention among major 
powers? There are no absolute answers for these questions. South Korea could be either the most 
flexible or the most inelastic player in Northeast Asia. 1\ is "kidnapped" by the Korean Peninsula situation, 
while H can maneuver in ~s relat ions wilh several big powers. The Roh Moo-hyun administration once 
publidy promoted making South Korea a "balancer in Northeast Asia ." The importance of South Korea 
lies in its elastic~y , which could be further increased by th e enhanced strength of China. 

119. South Korean cyberattacks linked to known DarkSeoul gang by Symantp.c Security 
The Independent (UK), Nikhil Kumar, 2013 06 28 
London· A shadowy network of hackers dubbed the 'DarkSeoul gang' has been linked to a series of 
cyberattacks on South Korea, with the latest assault coming ea~ i er this week as the peninsula marked 
the 63rd anniversary of the start of the Korean war. Analysts at the American computer security firm 
Symantec have also linked the group to the so·called Jokra attacks in March, which affected servers at 
South Korean broadcasters and banks. The attacks led the South Korean army to raised its state of 
readiness, amid speculation about the involvement of the North Korean govemment. Symantec, however, 
said that while ~ uncovered digital evidence connecting the attacks to a group of 10 to SO members, it had 
not traced their identities, leaving the question of their origin unanswered for now. "The attacks conducted 
by the DarkSeoul gang have required intelligence and coordination, and in some cases have 
demonstrated technical sophistication ," the security firm said in blog post on its website. 



120. U.N. body on NK human rights to hold 1st meeting' in July 
Yonhap News Agency. 2013 06 28 
Seoul - The United Nations' independent body commissioned to investigate North Korea's human rights 
violations will hold its first meeting earty nexl month as ~ kicks off its operations, a news report said 
Friday. The three-man Commission of Inquiry (COl) under the U.N. Human Rights Council will hold its first 
gathering in earty July in Geneva, the Washington-based Voice of America said, quoting the Office of the 

. High Commissioner for Human Rights. The U.N. established the COlon North Korean human rights 
violations in March amid increasing international calls to investigate the dire human rights conditions in 
the isolated country. The commission is composed of Marzuki Darusman, a U.N. special rapporteur on 
North Korea and fonner Indonesian foreign minister; Michael Donald Kirby, a fonner Australian Supreme 
Court justice; and Sonja Biserko, a Serbian human rights activist. The members will announce their 
investigation plan fo llowing the Geneva meeting, according to the report. The independent body is 
scheduled to submit its report, containing fin1ings and recommendations on imprisonment, torture and 
kidnapping , to the U.N. Human Rights Council in March next year North Korea has been accused of 
grave human rights abuses ranging from holding nund reds of thousands of political prisoners in 
concentration camps to committing torture and carrying out public executions. The country, however, has 
denied the accusations, calling them U.S.-led propaganda to topple its regime. (full article) 

121. Xi-Park summit offers unique chance to engage Pyongyang 
Global Times, 2013 06 28 
(Opinion) This week, the new leaders of China and South Korea bear the weight of history as Xi Jinping 
and Park Geun·hye hold a much- anticipated summit in Beijing. The trickiest item on the agenda is 
whether Xi and Park can do anything to help unstick the Korean Peninsula from its quagmire. Although 
it's an uphill climb, there are some reasons for guarded optimism. One of the main reasons why the ball is 
in Beijing and Seoul's court is the Obama administration's disengagement from North Korean diplomacy. 
North Korea's successful satellite launch in Decemher and third nuclear test in February did get 
Washington's atlention, but since the blustering and posturing of March and April died down, the WMe 
House seems to have reverted to its previous aversion to going back to the negotiating table with 
Pyongyang. North Korea's most recent call for direct talks with the US was dismissed out of hand. Indeed, 
there is a noticeable weariness about most US discussion of North Korea , a tired sense that there is "no 
exil" from the eternal recurrence olthe same North Korean tricks. If policymaking and strategic thinking 
about North Korea in the US is on a kind of autopilot, the same cannot be said for countries closer to the 
problem. Each of Northeast Asia's new leaders - Xi Jinping, Park Geun-hye, Shinzo Ab~ and Kim Jong-un 
- is testing out new approaches to regional security that might create an opportunity for the summit. The 
most significant development in the region is the delinking of North Korea's denuclearization as a 
precondition for engagement on the diverse issues faced by its neighbors - from the abduction issue in 
Japan, to maritime conftie!, stalled economic cooperation and divided families in South Korea, to cross
border security, trade, and investment with China. 

Eastern Europe· Europe de l'Est 

122. L'ONU priee d'enqueter sur" I'independance. I'impartialite et I' integrite "du Tribunal pour I'ex
Yougoslavie 
Le Monde, Stephanie Maupas, 2013 06 28 
Non identiM - Des juristes s'inquielent d'irregulari tes apres les acquitlements rendus dans les derniers 
jugements Cinq organisations de defense des droils de I'homme de Bosnie-Herzegovine, Serbie, Croatie 
et Kosovo, soutenues par 112 juristes, professeurs d'universite, joumalistes et militants, ont demande au 
secretaire general des Nations unies d'ouvrir une enquete sur" I'independance, I'impartialite et I'inlegrittl " 
des juges du Tribunal penal international pour I'ex-Yougoslavie (TPIY) . Dans ce courrier adresse aBan 
Ki-moon mardi 25 juin, les signataires esliment que" sans une telle enquete ( ...), des doutes quant a 



I'equite des jugements du TPIY marqueront definitivement Ie travail de cette importante institution ". lis 
s'inquh~tent de " suspicions d'irregularites et d'impartialite " dans les jugements rendus recemment. Ces 
demiers mois, Ie TPIY a prononc€> l'aequiUement de trois acteurs cles des guerres d'ex-Yougoslavie 
(1991- 1995) . Le premier, provoquant la surprise, fut celui du general franco- croate Ante Gotovina. 
Succeda deux mois plus tard un sentiment de " gachis " quand fut aequiM, en janvier, de I'ex-chef d'etat
major serbe Momcilo Perisic. Et lorsque, Ie 30 mai , Ie maitre espion de Belgrade Jovica Stanisic 
franchissait a son tour les grilles de la prison des criminels de guerre, " Ie tribunal etait discredite ", dit-on. 

123. Russian Parl iament Invites Snowden to Investigate Spying Claims 
RIA Novosti, Staff report, 2013 06 28 
Moscow - Russia's parliament on Thursday extended an invitation to fugitive ex-CIA employee Edward 
Snowden to help investigate whether American Internet firms provided information about Russian citizens 
to the US government. Snowden, a former contractor for the IJS National Security Agency, is wanted by 
the United States for disclosing a top-secret surveillance program that allegedly targeted millions of 
Americans. He is reportedly in Moscow. "We invite Edward Snowden to work with us and hope that as 
soon as he sett les his legal status, he will cella borate with our working group and provide us with proof of 
US intelligences agencies' access to the servers of Internet firms," Senator Ruslan Gattarov said 
Thursday, a day after Russia's upper house of parliament decided to set up a speci31 working group to 
investigate Snowden's claims. Gattarov, appointed to lead the group, told RIA Novosti that it would 
incorporate legislators, diplomats, prosecutors and communications officials. Preliminary results of the 
investigation should be made public in October. Meanwhi le, a member of President Vladimir Putin's 
Human Rights Council, Kirill Kabanov, has said he asked his colleagues to consider asking the Russian 
govemment to grant political asylum to Snowden. The council's chairman, Mikhail Fedotov, said the 
request would be considered and put to a vote. 

Iran, Iraq· Iran, Irak 

124. Ahmad inejad faces rocky path to exit 
Asharq AI-Awsat. Staff Report, 2013 06 28 
London - As Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's term in office draws to a close, repo rts suggest 
that the row between his fact ion and the heads of Iran's parliament ano judiciary continue to rage on. This 
bitter row continues despite Iranian Supreme Guide Ali Kilamenei clearly expressing, on more than one 
occaSion, his dissatisfaction about certain "unwelcome" events and infightings between Iran's top officlals. 
The latest row began after Ahmadinejad ordered one of his deputies to remove a proposal from a bill to 
increase the judiciary's oversight authority over the. Association of Lawyers. The order reads: "It is 
necessary to revoke proposals made by the judiciary, as Ihis suggests judicial interference in the affairs of 
solicnors and the Association of Lawyers. " II] reaction to the move, heael of Iran's judiciary, Sadeq 
Larijani, likened the Ahmadinejad government's refusal to send the judicia ry's proposed bill to parliament 
to "childish stubbornness." 

125. Dozens ki lled in Iraq cafe blasts 
AI Jazeera, 2013 06 28 
Baghdad - At least 22 people have been killed after a series of bomhs exploded in busy coffee shops and 
other public spaces across Iraq. police and medics ~ave said. In north and south Baghdad on Thursday, 
two blasts tore through cafes where scores of young men had galhered to watch a televised football 
match, killing eight people, police and medica l sources said. Two other explosions killed 10 people in 
coffee shops in the city of Baquha , about 50 km northe%t of Baghdad, police said. Another homb 
exploded near a cafe in the town of ,.Ibela, 65 km south of Baghdad, killing three, and a "sticky bomb" 
attached to a car killed a civilian in IskandariY3, 40 km south of Baghdad, police said. Violence has grown 



in Iraq since the start of the year, claiming more than .1 ,000 people in May alone, making it the deadliest 
month since the sectarian turmoil of 2006-07. 

126, High Turnout in Election Surrenders West to Realities in Iran 
Fars News Agency, 2013 06 28 " 
Tehran - Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Salehi praised the massive participation of the people in June 
14 presidential election, and said the nation's high turnout in the voting has forced the westem states to 
accept the realities in Iran. Holding the presidential election with 72 percent turnout forced the West to 
surrender to the realities, Salehi said in a meeting with his Tajik counterpart Hamrokhan Zarifi in Tehran 
on Wednesday . Salehi expressed the hope that he would see a remarkable development in relations 
between Iran and the world, specially with the West. Millions of Iranians on June 14 went to the polling 
centers to vote in the country's 11th presidential and 4th city and village councils elections. Polling 
stations opened at 8 am (0330 GMT) last Friday and were scheduled to close at 6:00 pm (1330 GMT) 
before the Interior Ministry was made to exiend the voting hours for several times due to the large voter 
turnout. 

127, Intelsat admits US behind ban on Iranian channels 
Press TV, 201 3 06 28 
Tehran - The European communications satellite service provider Intelsat has decided to remove Iranian 
channels, i ncluding Press TV, as of July 1 as part of an unprecedented wave of US-led attacks against 
Iranian media. Intelsat has admitted it is pulling the plug on Iranian channels under pressure from the 
Uniled States. The satellite provider said it sought a waiver from' Washington to extend the term of its 
agreemenl with Iranian channels, but the US Qovernment is determined to prevent Intelsat from doing so. 
Press TV has learned that the OffiCB of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) - an agericy of the US Treasury 
Department headed by an Ashkenazi ,Jew called ...dam Szubin - is behind the pressure on Intelsat. Press 
TV contacted the OFAC office earlier for comment, but received no response. 

128. Iran Blasts Violation of Human Rights in Canada 
Fars News Agency, 2013 06 28 
Tehran - Iran deplored Canada's weak record in respecting human rights: and condemned the Ottawa 
government for abusing the rights of the Canadian people, natives in particular. The Iranian Foreign 
Ministry in a statement congratulated native people of Canada on Canada's National Aboriginal Day, and 
asked Ottawa to respect the rights of Canadian aborigines. The statement said Iran admires 
determination and bravery of Canadian aboriginals to follow their rights and felicitates anniversary of their 
national day and supports their legitimate demands and expresses its deep concern over continuation of 
systematic discrimination against these people. The statement went on to say, lmfOrlunately, Canadian 
aboriginal societies suffer from all kinds of social and economic discrepancies and do not enjoy the least 
primary human rights and face with different types of violations and threats. 

129. Iran: Journalists call on Rouhani to guarantee constitutional rights 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Ali M. Pedram, 2013 06 28 
London - Iranian journalist~ have written an open letter to preSident-elect Hassan ROllhani asking him to 
safeguard the legal rights enshrined in the Iranian constitution, according to a report on the pro- reform 
webs~e JARAS yesterday. The letter referred to specific articles of the const~ution , parlicularly those 
recognizing freedom of expression and freedom of assembly for all Iranian Citizens. The open letter was 
reported to have been signed by 135 Iranian joumalists. The letter also called on Rouhani to end the 
persecution and imprisonment of Iranian joumalists. The signatories urged Rouhani to ensure that the 
articles of the Iranian constitution are implemented on the ground, bringing an end to the "security 
restrictions placed on Iranian journalists resu lting in 'Jnjustified detent ions, intimidation and forced exile." 

130. No Cyber Attack on Oil Ministry Sites 



Islamic Republic News Agency, 2013 06 28 
Tehran - Head 01 the Communications and inlonnation Technology Qf Iranian Oil Ministry Ahmad 
Tavalaei denied reports of cyber attacks targeting the ministry's websites.No attack has been made 
against the ministry's websites and all reports to this end were sheer lie , Tavalaei stressed, IRNA 
reported. He underlined that websites of the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) and the Ministry of 
Petroleum (MoP) were temporarily out of service due to the minor problems in optical fiber of 
communications network. Oil Ministry websites enjoyed high security levels and would face no problem 
even if they were under any possible attacks, Tavalaei added. He said such baseless reports only disturb 
public opinion . Iran has been the target of several cyber attacks over the past few years. 

Middle East· Moyen-Orient 

131,2 'spyin'g settlers' sentenced for 'war room' op 
Jerusalem Post, Yonah Jeremy Bob, 2013 06 28 
Jerusalem - Two of the five "spying settlers," Elad Meir and David Eliyahu, were convicted in a plea 
bargain on Thursday of running a "war room" to track military movements and block any IDF actions to 
demolish illegal outposts. They were sentenced to 220 hours of community selvice each. The sentences 
were much more lenient than originally expected, according to previous statements by the prosecution. 
Two other "spying settlers" were sentenced on June 9 to 91 days in prison each, while the fifth is 
expected to get a longer combined sentence in the future in connection with a separate case against him. 
The settlers - Meir, Eliyahu, Akiva Hacohen, Ephraim Moshe Chaykin and Meir Ettinger - were convicted 
of charges that included providing to others military infonnation about the IDF, conspiracy to commit a 
felony and disturbing law enforcement. 

132, Anny eliminates Jabhat al-Nusra tarrorists in several areas, some non-Syrians 
Syrian Arab News Agency, B. Mousa I F. AIIafi , 2013 06 28 
Damascus - Units of the anned forces destroyed Jabhat al-Nusra terrorists gatherings and hideouts with 
all the weapons and ammunition inside them, killing all the terrorists inside them in several areas in Daraa 
and its countryside. A military source told SANA that a number of terrorists were killed in al-Hammadin 
neighborhood near the nationa l hospital and al-Ssad road, among them two sn ipers and heavy 
machineguns were destroyed. The source added that two Jordanian terrorists, Anwar Jaber al- Salman 
and Dawoud Ahmad Dawoud were among the dead. Terrorists Anas Abdul- Haq, Mohammad Ahmad al
Masalmeh, Fayez al-Ashmar, Mohammad Omran Shlash, Malek Mansour al-Masalmeh, Salami Marzouk 
Bajhish and Abdullah Ahmad Bayzid were also identified among the dead. 

133, Au Liban, Sa'/da redoule d'illre renvoyee aux annees noires de la guerre civile 
Le Monde, Laure Stephan, 2013 06 28 
Abra, Liban - L'antagonisme sunnites-chiites est a son comble apres les com bats entre I'annee et des 
islamistes Mahmoud Zorkali trebuche dans son salon , ou plut6t dans ce qu'il en reste apres les combats 
qui ont oppose I'annee reguliere aux combattants du cheikh salafiste Ahmed AI-Assir, dimanche 23 et 
lundi 24 juin , aAbra, une banlieue pauvre de Sarda, dans Ie sud du Litlan . Le sol est recouvert de gravats 
et de morceaux de verre, les murs sont nOircis, Ie mobilier carbonise . A travers les v~res brisees de la 
veranda, Mahmoud designe la rangee d'immeubles qui Ie separe de I'ex-bastion islamiste, aune centaine 
de m~res . L'annee, qui en a pris Ie contr6le, en bloquait toujours les acces mercredi 26 juin. Apres les 
lourdes pertes qu'ils ont essuyees dans cette mini-gueri'e (17 soldats tues), les militaires sont sur les 
dents. M. Zorkali, 64 ans, sursaute quand une explosion retentit. Les violences, decienchees dimanche 
par I'attaque d'un check-point d'Abra, fatale atrois soldats, ne sont pas en train de reprendre : I'annee 
nelloie juste Ie fortin islamiste des mines et bombes qui y ont ete posees. Dans la rue, des ouvriers 
rtlparent les cables electriques qui ont ete endommages. Mais les residents d'Abra sont persuades que la 
bataille n'est pas finie. 115 redoutent de nouveaux accrochages, ou des allentats. Malgre la prise du reduit 
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d'Ahmed AI-Assir, un imam devenu celebre pour ses diatribes anti-Hezbollah et anti-regime syrien, la 
chasse II I'homme bat son plein . Plus de 120 mandats d'arret ont ete delivres II I'encontre du cheikh et de 
ses partisans. Aux entrees de Sarda, les soldats contr61ent les identites et fouillent des vehicules. La ville 
est quadrillee par les militaires. 

134. Cyber security risks on the rise 
Khaleej Times, Issac John, 2013 06 28 
Abu Dhabi - Cyber security risks in the UAE are potentially increasing with sacial media becaming more 
available within campanies, new study reveals. While 65 per cent .of IT experts in the UAE believe the 
region is a prime target for cyber criminals, 63 per cent believe that the number .of "successful cyber 
attacks· will decrease in the next 12 manths, the research conducted by Gulf Business Machines (GBM) 
said . Across the globe, cyber crimes are growing and by 2017, the global cyber security market is 
expected to skyracket ta $120.1 billian . The estimated annual cost over glabal cyber crime is $1 00 billian, 
latest data reveals. The total glabal volume of cybercrime in 2011 was $388 billian, and in 2012, 
consumer cybercrime alone caused losses of $110 billian. In the UAE, experts estimate that three
quarters of Internet users in the country will become victims of cybercrime. 

135. Hamade refuse « Ie gouvernement-barricades» avec Ie Hezbollah 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Jaurna liste maison , 2013 06 28 
Beyrouth - Le depute Marwan Hamade a exprime hier la pasitian des farces du 14 Mars au sujet de la 
farmation du gauvernement, affirmant sans ambages que celles-ci « s'opposent ilia participation directe 
de farces partisanes ». « II existe des personna!ites eminentes qui sant praches des forces actives», a-t
il souligne avant d'affirmer san refus de « retaurner ades minigouvernements qui fant .office de 
barricades au sein du gauvernement, une situatian qui n'est piuS acceptable au liban », a-t-il dit. Selan Ie 
depute, on ne saurait plus talerer « la presence de part is qui saot en confrantatian permanente en 
Conseil des ministres, et plus particulierement Ie Hezbollah qui est implique dans une guerre auverte en 
Syrie ». 

136. Hezballah vacates disputed Sidon apartments 
Lebanon Daily Star, Mohammed Zaatari, 20130628 
Abra - Civilian families maved Thursday into twa disputed apartments in the Sidon suburb .of Abra haurs 
after Hezballah vacated them. Meanwhile the Army cantinued its pursuit of remnants .of Assir supparters 
and the destruction of unexploded .ordnance and rockets. maintaining a strict security cordon in Abra and 

.handing over the remains of some .of Assir's men to their families. The develapments came just days after 
the Army battled with gunmen layal ta anti-Hezbollatl Slleikh Ahmad Assir in this suburb of Sidan. Befare 
fieeing his camplex, which was starmed by the Lebanese military Monday, Assir had launched a 
campaign against apartments near his security perimeter controlled by Hezbollah, vowi ng to vacate them 
if authorities failed ta do sa. "This apartment belongs to my son now," Umm Ahmad said as she inspected 
the house an the secand floor .of a building in the Sidon suburb that once belonged ta Hezbollah. 

137. Iran, Russia and China prop up Assad economy 
Financial Times, Michael Peel, 2013 06 27 
Damascus - Iran, Russia and China are Dropping up Syria's war· ravaged economy, with President 
Bashar al-Assad's regime doing all its business in ria ls, roubles and renminbi as it seeks to beat western 
sanctions, according to the country's senior economics minister. Syria's three main allies are supparting 
internatianal financial transactions, delivering $500m a month in oil and extending credit lines, Kadri 
Jamil , deputy prime minister for the ecanamy, saici in an inteNiew with the Financial Times. He added that 
its allies wauld also saan help with a "counler·offensive" against what he called a foreign plot to sink the 
Syrian paund. Mr Jamil's cambative remarks on the deepening economic crisis highlight a wider show of 
regime assurance, fou nded on recent military gains and a belief that its biggest international supporters 
remain salidly behind it. "It's nat that bad to have behind you the Russians, the Chinese and Iranians," Mr 
Jamil tald the FT. "Those three countries are helping us politically, militarily - and also economically." Mr 



Jamil said Syria had an unlimited credit line with Tehran for food and oil-product imports. Damascus, he 
said, had also corrected its pre-crisis "mistake" of trading in western currencies and had switched 
transactions to RUSSian, Chinese and Iranian currencies instead. . 

138. Iron Dome anti-missile system deployed near Haifa 
Haaretz, Gili Cohen, 2013 06 28 
Jerusalem - Israel deployed the Iron Dome anti·missile defense system near Haifa on Friday. The 
deployment follows statements made by Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Benny Gantz and Defense Minister Moshe 
Ya'alon regarding both Hezbollah and Syria. Gantz said on Thursday that "the fire has reached the tip of 
Nasrallah's coattails." Ya'alon, speaking at a graduation ceremony for Israel Air Force pilots, said that 
Israel is dealing with "Hezbollah's instigations on the n0l1hem border, and with a dishonorable regime 
that's massacring ~s own citizens in Syria " Earlier in June, numerous Iron D~me systems have been 
deployed to northern Israel as part of a comprehensive IDF drill that took place two weeks ago. 
Previously, in May, after an attack on a Syrian weapons convoy, which was attributed to Israel by foreign 
media, two other Iron Dome systems were deployed to the northern cities of Haifa and Safed. 

139. Islamic Jihad restores t ies with Hamas 
Gulf News, Nasouh Nazzal, 2013 06 28 
Ramallah: The Islamic Jihad has restored relations with Hamas in Gaza after the two groups agreed on 
commissioning a committee to investigate the death of a Jihad member. Raed Qasim Jundiyah, who 
headed the Rockets Unit at AI Quds Brigades. the Armed Wing.of the Islamic Jihad, was killed in a 
shootout with Hamas Police forces. The Police arrived at AI Jundiyah's residence in AI Shajaeyah 
neighborhood, east of Gaza and instructed AI Jundiyah to surreocter. The armed AI Jundiyah refused to 
comply and a shootout followed. AI Jundiyah who·was shot in the head was admitted to a hospital, Later 
he was pronounced dead . Hamas Police initia lly claimed that the bullet which stnJck AI Jundiyah's head 
had been fired from his own gun, but the Islamic ,Jihad has categorically rejected the Hamas' version and 
labeled the death a gigt to Israel which had targeted him several times in military operations. 

140. Minister calls for int'l support to enhance human rights in Yemen 
Yemen News Agency , 2013 06 28 
Sana'a - Human Rights Minister on Thursday called for a regional and international support to enhance 
the human rights in Yemen. "Yemen needs the help of the great countries and the Gulf Cooperation 
Council's (GCC) countries sponsoring the po micaI setilement in Yemen in order to support human rights 
and the relevant civi l society organizations ," Houriah Mashhour said in the opening of the 3rd meeting of 
the human rights promotion group and the launch ofthe Human Rights National Strategy in cooperat ion 
with the Un~ed Kingdom Embassy in Sana'a. She said that the Mini5try has partnered with 60 
organizations, which st ill need support to build th eir ca pacities in order to be able to defend human rights. 
The Minister lauded the peaceful youth revolution. which - as she said - helped to highlight many issues 
and violations that was difficult to talk about or deal with before. 

141. Nasrallah secretly v isited Iran to discuss Syria war 
Jerusalem Post, Ariel Ben Solomon, 2013 06 28 
Jerusalem - Hezbollah chief Hassan Nasrallah recently made a secret visit to Iran in or(jer to discuss his 
organization's needs in supporting Syrian President Bashar Assad's regime against rebel forces, Iraqi 
paper Azzaman reported on Monday. Hezbollah sou r~es told the paper that Nasrallah requested full 
financial and military backing for the fightin9 in SyJia i~ a meeting wrth Sunreme Leader Ali Khamenei. He 
also asked Khamenei how long Hezbollah would have to continue ,ts involvement in Syria and was told 
that ~ depended on how long it took to crush the revolt against Assad, which he promised would not be 
too much longer. In any case , the Iranian leader assured him that an alternative Iranian option was ready. 
This option would involve the Iransfer of full units of the Revolutionary Guard to a military base in the 
country, which is currently being established. 



142. Netanyahu admits IAF carried out secret operations 
Times of Israel , Adiv Sterman, 2013 06 28 
Jerusalem - Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Thursday that Israeli Air Force planes carried out a 
number of secret mimary missions in the past year in order to secure the country. Speaking at an IAF 
cadet graduation ceremony. Netanyahu said the IDF was ready for any scenario that may arise. "In the 
last year, in a number of theaters, we acted, sometimes openly and sometimes secretly, and we achieved 
our goals," Netanyahu said. The deliberately vague statement may have been a reference, among other 
actions, to reported Israeli airstrikes carried out against weapon sites in Syria. Despite hints from officials, 
Jerusalem has never acknowledged carrying them out. Netanyahu also made a veiled retort to former 
Mossad chief Meir Dagan, who earlier Thursday chided the prime minister for goading Assad by issuing 
threatening statements not backed by action. 

143. PM: Israel doesn't want to become bi-national state, but must be able to defend itself 
Jerusalem Post , Herb Keinon , 2013 06 28 
Jerusalem· Israel is not interested in becoming a "bi· national country," but must ensure that it can defend 
itself by itself against any threat, Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu said on Thursday, hours before US 
Secretary of State John Kerry arrived for talks. The two met for a working dinner on Thursday night in 
Jerusalem, but made no comments before their meet;ng. Kerry, who arrived from Jordan for his fifth visit 
since March, was expected to travel back to Jordan on Friday for a meeting with Palestinian AuthOrity 
President Mahmoud Abbas. Israeli officials said Kerry may return to Israel either before Shabbat or on 
Saturday evening for a follow·up meeting with Netanyahu. The US Embassy announced that he planned 
a press conference in Amman on S3turday aftemoon. Kerry met with Jordanian King Abdullah II on 
Thursday afternoon before leaving for Israel. 

144. Robot recruits deployed on the frontline 
The National (UAE) , Neil Parmar, 2013 06 28 
Undisclosed placeline • On the surface, the terrorist bombing in Oklahoma City and the earthquake in 
Kobe, Japan in 1995, may have seemed like two completely unrelated disasters. But they shared at least 
one similarity : both sites inspired huge research efforts into the development of unmanned robotic 
systems, specifically geared toward rescue operations. There have been about 35 documented uses of 
robots that have taken to the land , sea or air since thai time in rescue operations around the world. The 
first occurred after the terrorist attacks of 9/1 1 in New York City, according to Robin Murphy, a professor 
of computer science and engineering at Texas A&M University, as well as the school's director of its 
centre for robot·assisted search and rescue. Some have been used for domestic protection purposes. 

145. Security forces arrost. terror r.ell in Wast Bank 
Jerusalem Post, Yaakov Lappin, 2013 as 28 
Jerusalem - Security forces arrested a five-man terror cell belonging to the Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine in the West Bank, the Shin Bet (Israel Security Agency) announced on Thursday. 
The suspects hail from Hebron and Nablus, and one of them was in touch with handlers in Jordan who 
helped him organize attacks, according to the Shin Bet. During questioning, the suspect said he believed 
his handlers abroad worked in conjunction with Hezbollah in Lebanon. Firearms were seized during the 
raids against the terror cell last (T1onth. One althe suspects carried Ollt a shooting attack on an Israeli 
vehicle in May that resulted in damage but no injuries, the Shin Bet added. Also on Thursday, infantrymen 
from the Givati Brigade together with Border Police officers uncovered a large weapons cache during a 
raid in Nablus. 

146, Syria Rebels Try to Ea-se U.S, Worries 
Wall Street Journal, Inti Landauro , Stacy Meichtry, 2013 06 28 
Paris - A top Syrian rebel leader said his forces were counting on arms shipments from the U.S. to 
reverse momentum in the country's civil war and draw new recruits away from extremist groups like 



Jabhat al Nusra. In an interview with The Wall Street Journal , Brig. Gen. Mithkal Albtaish -- a leader of the 
Free Syrian Army, or FSA -- said he has recently persuaded 60 fighters to shift allegiance from al Nusra, 
a radicallslamist group aligned with al Qaeda, to the forces under his command. The recruttment drive 
highlights a crucial part of the Syrian oPPosition's strategy: Leveraging fresh support from the 
administration of President Barack Obama and other nations to drain local backing from extremist groups 
that currently dominate the front lines in tile fight against the regime of Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad. 
'We are trying to attract fighters from Jabhat al Nusra," said Gen. Albtaish, speaking in an interview in 
Paris where he met for talks with Iranian opposition leaders. " 

147. The death penalty for Assir? 
Now Lebanon. Vivianne EI-Khawly, 2013 06 28 
Beirut - Fierce clashes in Sidon Sunday a~d Monday ended with the disatJpearance of Sheikh Ahmad al
Assir after the Lebanese Armed Forces raided his former security perimeter in Abra and confiscated 
weapons, military supplies, and ammunition . The battle ended with the deaths of 21 LAF fighters, many 
injuries, as well as material damage. Assir is now wanted , and the Government Commissioner to the 
Military Tribunal Judge Saqr Saqr just issued arrest warrants for him and many of his followers who ned 
along w~h him. Saqr also tasked the LAF Intelligence with undertaking the preliminary investigations into 
the Abra incidents with the arrested suspects, so f~ r 40 in number. NOW sheds light on the potential legal 
sanctions Assir may be subject to as 3 resuit of the criminal charges against him, which include counts of 
forming a terrorist group, possessing weapons and ammunition, killing LAF troops and civilians, and 
rioting and subversion. 

Western Europe · Europe de "Ouest 

148. 'EU decision on blacklisting Hezbollah in late 20'13' 
Jenusalem Post, Benjamin Weinthal, 2013 0628 
Bertin - Italian Deputy Foreign Minister for Development and Cooperation Lapo Pistelll said on 
Wednesday in Beirut that the EU is 51"teo to make a deciSion in late 2013 on whether to include 
Hezbollah on its list 01 terrorist orgar,izatiuns. Hie Italian official told Lebanese paper The Daily Star that a 
European decision on blacklisting Hezbollah will not take place for "at least five [or] six months." Pistelli's 
timeline about a possible ban against Hezbollah confirms a statement made by a source who is well
versed in the EU debate on outlawing Hezboliah's military wing. The source told The Jerusa lem Post that 
an EU decision is likely 10 take place in November or December. Media articles in eal1y June reported that 
Italy spearheaded an effort to block the United Kingdom's push to label Hezbollah's military wing as a 
terrorist entity . 

149. Milrie : ce que Beauvau sa,it de j'ultr' droite 
Le Figaro, Christophe Comevin, 2013 06 28 
Paris - Une note du ministere de l'lntflrieur cstimp. ies membres de I'extreme dro~e radicale il 3 000 en 
France. Encadni (s) : SECURITE I.e deces c1e Clernent Mtiric a eu I'effet d'un electrochoc. Au lendemain 
de I'attercation mortelle opposant ce militant antifasciste a des skinheads proches des Jeunesses 
nationalistes revolutionnaires (JNR), Jean-Marc Ayrault promettait de « tai!ler en pieces ces mouvements 
d'inspiration fasciste et neonazie qui font tM II la Republique » . Dans la foulee, iI a conMla besogne II 
la Garde des sceaux, Christiane Taubira , et son homologue Manuel Valls. Depuis lars, les juristes de la 
Place Beauvau, s'appuyant sur une seril') de notes classifiees, etoffent des procedures pour tordre Ie cou 
II plusieurs groupuscules. La mouvance Troisieme Voie, son bras arme des Jeunesses nationa listes 
revolutionnaires (JNR) ont deja re9u leur notification d'interdiction ayant ouvert droit a une procedure 
contradictoire de dix jours avant que ne tombe Ie couperet. Serge Ayoub a annonce des mardi demier 
son intention de saborder son mouverrent « pour I'honneur » et mettre fin aux « tartulferies » . « Celie 
manoeuvre, dont Ie seul objet est de contourner la procedure de dissolution administrative en cours, est 



vaine, juge-t·on au ministere de I'lnterieur. » Le 20 juin, c'etait au tour de I'association « Envie de rever» , 
qui abrite leur local rue de Javel dans Ie XVe arrondissement, de recevoir la meme leUre. Sur Ie papier, 
cette stnucture a pour but la « decouverte de la gastronomie et du tefroir» . Tout un programme en forme 
de faux nez. 

150. Only 10 to 15 percent of PKK militants withdrew: PM Erdogan 
Hurriyet Daily News, Staff report, 2013 06 27 
Istanbul - Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan said only a small proportion of the outlawed Kurdistan 
Workers' Party (PKK) militants had left Turkish soil. "Only some 10 to 15 percent of the PKK has 
withdrawn," Erdogan reported ly said during his address to the group of Wise 'Persons in Istanbul on June 
26. "We are at a very early stage of the process," he said implying the recent efforts to find the Kurdish 
problem a peaceful solution. "The rest of them remaining in Turkey is a problem," he said. However, 
Selahattin Demirtas, co-chair of the Peace and Democracy Party (BDP). which has been taking a key role 
in the recent government initiative to find the Kurdish problem a peaceful solution , said in a televised 
interview yesterday that most of tile PKK militants had moved from their original points and that the 
current atmosphere was suitable for the government to implement reforms. 

151. Surveillance: aWashington, Manuel Valls demande "des explications" 
Agence France·Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 06 28 
Washington· Le ministre de l'lnteneur franQais Manuel Valls, qui a entame jeudi un deplacement de trois 
jours aux Etats·Unis, a demande des "explications" a ses homologues sur les programmes de 
surveillance des communications de leur administration, "mais oas sur un mode accusatoire", a-t-il 
assure. Le ministre , dont c'est 1.3 premiere visite officielle aux Etats-Unis, a rencontre aWashington la 
secretaire amEiricaine a la Securite inteneure, Janet NapolitBno, Ie ministre de la Justice Eric Holder et Ie 
directeur du FBI Robert Mueller pour evoquer la situation en matiere de terrorisme et de securite . "Je leur 
ai demande un certain nombre d'explicalions". a affirme Ie ministre, intelToge par des journalistes fran~is 
apropos des revelations des dernieres semaines sur les programmes de surveillance d'internet et des 
communications telephoniques menes par l'Agence nalionale de securite americaine (NSA) aux Etats
Unis et a I'etranger. 

152. Turkey's Relations With the West Solid Despite Harsh Talk 
The Media Line, Ozgur Ogre!. 2013 06 28 
Istanbul - The recent social unrest that led to the Tur1<.ish government's verbal barrage against Western 
countries has placed Tur1<.ey's re lations with those nations into question. Led by Prime Minister Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan, the ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) has been accusing those countries and 
their media outlets of exaggerating or even masterminding the protests which began in Istanbul's Gezi 
Park and spread throughout the nation. Local experts differ over to what extent these accusations will 
impact on Turkey's relationship with the West. Nuh Yilmaz, foreign news editor for the daily newspaper 
The Star, compared Turkey's foreign policy with that of former French President Cha~es De Gaulle, 
suggesting that, "[Tur1<.ey] is a country that maintains its relations with the West in some way but defines 
its priorities by looking out for its own interests. 

Selected Broadcast Coverage · Reportages TEHEidiffuses Selectifs 
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There is no selected broadcast coverage available today I II n'y a pas de selection de reportages 
telediffuse disponible aujourd'hui. 
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1. Brazil Demands Canada Explain Spying Allegations 
Associated Press, Staff report , 2013 10 07 
Brasilia - Brazil on Monday demanded clarifications from the Canadian government about allegations that 
its spies targeted Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry, in what Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff said 
appears to be an act of industrial espionage. Foreign Minister Luiz Alberto Figueiredo summoned the 
Canadian ambassador in the cap~al, Brasilia, to "ransmit the indignation of the Brazilian government and 
demand explanations," the Foreign Ministry said in a statement that followed the revelations, aired 
Sunday night on Brazil's Globo network. The report said the metadata of phone calls and emails from and 
to the ministry were targeted by Canada's Communications Security Establishment to map the ministry's 
communications. It didn't indicate if emails were read or phone calls listened to. A spokeswoman for 
Canada's Communications Security Establishment said the "CSE does not comment on foreign 
intelligence gathering activities." A spokeswoman for the Canadian Defense Department also declined 
comment. Ray BOisvert, a fonner high-ranking member of Canada's spy service and the deputy director 
of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service until last year, said he thinks the documents might have 
been a case of Canada using Brazil as part of a pretend war game scenario and not actual espionage. He 
added that he didn't think there was industrial spying going on because 'we're all too busy chasing things 
that could kill people, frankly." Boisvert said from the reports there's no indication that iI's about real 
targeting. "It's a hypothetical thing, like 'Could we do something?' Quite often Ws an exercise and they'll 
use any country just to test the theories," he said . 

2. Brazil spying allegations part of a 'war game scenario,' former official says; Former CSIS deputy 
director plays down likelihood of Brazil actually being targeted 
The Globe and Mail, Steven Chase, 2013 10 07 
OTTAWA .. A fanner high-ranking member of Canada's spy service says he suspects the leaked 
documents that purport to show Ottawa was spying on Brazil are in fact part of a pretend "wargame 
scenario." 'There's no smoking gun here. II's again more little snippets and snapshots from the Snowden 
revelations; they actually mislead more than they infonn," says Ray BOisvert, until last year a deputy 
director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. "I don't believe it's likely Brazil was targeted.' A 
Brazilian television report on Sunday said Canada's electronic eavesdropping agency, the 
Communication Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) targeted the ministry that manages the South 
American nation's vast mineral and oil resources. The report was based on documents leaked by fonner 
U.S. National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden. Mr. Boisvert, who left the Canadian Secumy 
Intelligence Service in 2012, said the top priority for CSIS and CSEC is counter-terrorism. The directive 
from on high was national security, not infiltrating a Brazil ian government department of mining. 'When I 
worked there, very closely with CSEC and I was a top-line operational leader, we were all too busy 
chasing bad guys who want to kill people," the fonner CSIS official said."Atthe end of the day CSIS and 
CSEC have a mandate to go after foreign powers if those are acting in a way thaI's inimical to our 
interests, so the poster child for that would be Iran. Everything from nuclear proliferation to state
sponsored terror," he said. 

3. Canada has ability to spy on Brazil, but lacks motive, security officials say 
National Post, Stewart Bell and Peter Koven, 2013 1003 
Toronto - Canadian security officials and min ing companies were skeptical Monday over daims Canada 
had spied on Brazil's mining and energy department, even as Brazil'S president accused Canada of 
apparent industria l espionage. The Brazilian Foreign Minister summoned th'e Canadian ambassador to 



"transm~ the indignation of the Brazilian government and demand explanations," the Foreign Ministry said 
in a statement that followed the revelations that were aired Sunday night on Brazil's Globo network. The 
report said the metadata of phone calls and emails from and to the ministry were targeted by 
Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) to map the ministry's communications. It didn1 
indicate if em ails were read or phone calls listened to. Ray BOisvert, who was director general of counter
terrorism at the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, said on Monday Canada would have little reason 
to spy on Brazil's mining sector. "Like any crime drama, you look for capability and intent. Could CSEC do 
Brazil? Of course, it has significant capabil~y to collect intelligence in the national interest. But on motive, 
you come up way short. If it was Iran, nobody wou ld be surprised . But this is Brazil," he said . "I'm really 
short on motive." The Brazilian TV report was based on documents leaked by fOll1ler National Security 
Agency contractor edward Snowden and was the latest showing Brazil has been a target for U.S., Bmish 
and now Canadian spy agencies. Mr. Boisvert, though, said a leaked document cited by the 1V network 
could show noth ing but an exercise . Neither CSEC, the Department of National Defence, nor the 
Department of Foreign Affairs would discuss the matter. "[CSEC] does not comment on foreign 
intelligence gathering activities. Under the law, Ihis organization cannot target Canadians," said 
spokeswoman Lauri Sullivan. Globo previously reported that the communications of Ms. Rousseff herself, 
and also state-fUn oil company Petrobras , were targeted by NSA spying . The fallout over the spy 
programs led her last month to cancel a planned visit to the United States, where she was to be the guest 
of honour for a state dinner. 

4, Canada in diplomatic hot water following report it spied on Brazilian government 
Postmedia News, Jason Fekete & Douglas Quan, 2013 1008 
Ottawa - The Harper government is saying very little about what Brazil calls an "unacceptable violation of 
national sovereignty," following reports that Canada spied on Brazil's mines and energy ministry, as 
Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff demanded answers and urged other countries to immediately halt 
their espionage. But the political fallout is already spreading, as Brazilian Foreign Minister Luiz Alberto 
Figueiredo on Monday summoned Canadian Ambassador .Jamal Khokhar to explain Canada's actions. 
The Brazilian government used the meeting to condemn "this grave and unacceptable violation of 
national sovereignty," according to a statement by the Brazilian foreign ministry. The spying allegations 
have sparked new questions about the activities of the ultra-secret Communications Security 
Establishment Canada (CSEC) , and may further erode Canada's threadbare relationship with Brazil, an 
emerging economic powerhouse and Latin America's largest country. Ray BOisvert, president of I-Sec 
Integrated Strategies and fOll1ler assistant director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, said 
Monday he doubted Canada's alleged spy activities in Brazil were for economic advantage or a way to 
help the work of Canadian companies in South America. He cautioned against drawing conclusions from 
"snippets" of leaked documents. "I think it's overblown. I don't see a smoking gun on this one ," he said. 
Boisvert said he couldn't see Canada "wasting" its time targeting Brazil. CSEC's roughly 2,000 employees 
are focused on counterterrorism and "deeply embedded" in targeting "bad guys," such as Iran, he said. 
Boisvert suggested a likelier scenario was that Brazil was just part of a "paper exercise." Before targeting 
the communications Signals of a foreign country, it is not uncommon for CSEC to engage in "war gaming" 
exercises - test fUns - on another foreign target with similar infrastructure, he said. According to CSIS's 
most recent annual report, Canada remains an "attractive target" for economic espionage because of its 
lead role in communications, biotechnology, mineral and energy extraction, aerospace and other fields. 

6, CSIS: Canada spying agency needs oversight 
Press 1V, 201310 08 
Ottawa - The fonner head of Canada's secretive electronic intelligence agency has called for greater 
scrutiny of the country's spying programs by the government. The remarks by John Adams, who is the 
fOll1ler chief of the Communications Security Establishment of Canada (CSEC), came on Monday during 
an interview with Canada's CBC News. Adams also admitted that the agency has deliberately hidden 
infoll1lation from the Canadian public about its operations for decades. "Them's no question that CSEC is 
very, very biased towards the less the public knows the better, and in fact it seems to have worked, 
because you very seldom see them on the f ront page of the newspapers," Adams stated. The documents 
showed that the Canadian SecIJrily Intelligence Service had made a detailed outline of the Brazilian 
ministry's communications including phone calls, emails, and internet traffic. 



6. Spy games 
The Telegram (St.John·s) , 2013 10 08 
Editorial: For years, the federal government and Canada's spy agencies have been quietly concerned 
about China's intelligence service infiltrating Canadian business. And the lone has always been that the 
kind of economic intelligence the Chinese government has been undertaking is, well) improper, akin io 
cheating. In 1996, the Ca nadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) was warning about precisely that 
sort of systemic espionage, and the warnings haven't stopped. It's a concern that has been regularly 
raised, with a CSIS spokesman telling the CBC as recently as last September that there is "no denying 
that Canada is an attractive target for economic and political espionage, owing to our prominence in 
strategic sectors such as communications, biotechnology, mineral and energy extraction, aerospace and 
others." The concerns have occasionally been muted , as federal officials try to strike a balance with 
maintaining good relations with a potentially huge trading partner whi le decrying the "dirty tricks" nature of 
governments using their intelligence services to further economic interests. Well , the suggestion that ~'s 
somehow wrong to use dirty tricks to spy on foreign business interests may just have gotten turned on ~s 
ear. Because it appears our intelligence services may he involved in the same kind of cheating. A report 
by Brazil's Globo television station, using still more documents leaked by former U.S. National Security 
Agency contractor Edward Snowden, says that Canada's electronic spying agency, Communications 
Security Establishment Canada (CSEC), was using email tapping programs, including one called 
Olympia, to target Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry and break through encryption programs. In the 
report , a security expert had this to say about CSEC's methods: "I was overwhelmed by the power of the 
tools used. The Ministry of Energy and Mines was totally dissected." 

Canada 

7. 'Cyberwar' threatens Brazil rift 
Globe and Mail, Stephan ie Nolen, Colin Freeze and Steven Chase, 2013 1008 
Rio De Janeiro, Toronto and Ottawa - The President of Brazil is accusing Canada of "cyberwa~' after 
allegations that govemment hackers in Ottawa tried to steal state secrets from the South American 
country's mining and energy ministry last year. The disclosure threate ns to create a lasting rift between 
the two nations. Canadian Foreign Minister John Baird visited Brazil in August to court the country, now 
the world's sixth·largest economy, as a crucial bilateral business parlner. On Monday, the Canadian 
ambassador in Brasilia was asked to account for the brewing scandal. ''The espionage infringes on the 
sovereignty of nations and the privacy of individuals and enterprises .... It is unacceptable among 
countries that claim to be partners," Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff said in a statement on Twitter. 
'We reject the cyberwar." The fallout stemming from this alleged act of spying could soon be felt in 
Canada, as well. There are an estimated 40 Canadian mining companies working in Brazil, controlling 
billions in assets. Officials in Ottawa are now girding for similar diplomatic rows in other parts of the world . 
One of the NSA's closest allies is Canada's electronic eavesdropping agency, Communications Security 
Establishment Canada, which has never had to contend with a leak of this magnitude before. On Sunday, 
in partnership with Mr. Greenwald, Brazil's flagship news program Fantastico aired an expose featuring 
CSEC-stamped documents from June, 2012. The computer slides how suggests the Canadian hackers 
used a program known as "Olympia" to gain a glimpse into smartphones and computers controlled by 
staff at Brazil's Ministry of Mines and Energy. 

8. Armed Forces target waste, inefficiency 
Globe and Mail , Steven Chase, 20'13 1008 
Ottawa - In 2005 the enemy was the Taliban , but now the Canadian Armed Forces have slapped a target 
on a fresh adversary: waste and inefficiency. The military will squeeze up to S1.2-billion in annual savings 
from existing spending and redirect it to higher pli ority areas in an efforl to keep soldiers, sailors and air 



force personnel in a higher state of readiness, Defence Minister Rob Nicholson announced Monday. The 
goal, in military parlance, is "more teeth and less tail." Between 2,400 and 4,800 mimary and civilian staff 
will be reassigned to "higher priority tasks," Mr. Nicholson said. "In line with the Prime Minister's intent to 
free up support for operational capabi lity and readiness, National Defence has put forward an ambitious 
plan to reduce corporate overhead," the minister said. Back in 2005, the Canadian Armed Forces began 
combat operations against the Taliban in southern Afghanistan and military spending in this country 
expanded in response. In 2013, with Ottawa's books awash in red ink and Afghan combat operations long 
behind them, the Forces are trying to cope with budget cuts that have raised concems that the training of 
front-line staff is suffering. 

9. Baird accused of 'inappropriate and derogatory remarks' to Maldives official 
Canadian Press, Steve Rennie, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird is in hot water with the Maldives. Ma[dives President 
Mohamed Waheed wrote to Prime Minister Stephen Harper to complain about Baird's conduct during 
recent Commonwealth meetings in New York. In a statement posted on the Maldives preSident's websne, 
Waheed alleges Baird made " inappropriate and derogatory rema rks" and "posed several harshly worded 
questions" to his acting foreign minister. The remarks pertained to "domestic politics in the Maldives," 
according to the statement, but Baird's exact words remain unclear. Baird's office says the minister raised 
concems about the first round of voting in the Maldives' presidential election , which the country's highest 
court on Monday declared was flawed, as well as reports of violence and intimidation. 

10. Boycott won't help Tamils 
Toronto Star, 2013 10 08 
Editorial: Prime Minister Stephen Harper's distaste for Sri Lanka's current leadership is one many 
Canadians share. Four years after winning a brutal civil war, President Mahinda Rajapaksa's authoritarian 
govemment has been fiercely criticized by the United Nations and human rights groups for failing to fully 
probe war crimes, to devolve any substantial power to the Tamil minority or to demilitarize its heartland. 
Canada's large Tamil diaspora is painfully aware that friends and family remain second·class citizens 
under an appointed governor and military control , years after the gunfire ceased . Attacks on Tamils are 
common. Promises of "substantive" autonomy, stronger rights and a fair crack at jobs in government and 
the amny have failed to materia lize. Yet while the injustice Tamils suffer is real, it's hard to see how 
Harper can ease it by boycotting the coming Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in 
Sri Lanka on Nov. 15·17. And his th reat to take a wrecking ball to the Commonwealth itself by reviewing 
Canada's "engagement and our financing" of the 54·country organization is even harder to fathom. 

11. Brazil demands answers from Canaila over eavesdropping allegations 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill , 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Brazil demanded answers Monday follcwing allegations Canada's electronic eavesdropping 
agency mounted a sophisticated spy operation against the South American country's ministry of mines 
and energy. Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff accused the Ottawa·based Communications Security 
Establishment Canada of engaging in industrial espionage. Foreign Minister Luiz Alberto Figueiredo 
summoned the Canadian ambassador in the capital of Brasilia to "transmit the indignation of the 
Brazilian govemment and demand explanations," the Foreign Ministry said in a statement. The 
accusations aired on Brazil's Globo television network also prompled questions from Canadian 
intelligence experts about exactly what the spy service should be doing and .how much Canadians should 
be told of its priorities. A spokesman for Prime Minister Stephen Harper would neither confimn nor deny 
the allegations when asked to respond to the report late Sunday night. CSEC said it " does not comment 
on foreign intelligence gathering activities." Defence Minister Rob Nicholson , the cabinet member 
responsible for CSEC, said much the same thing. " I don't comment, nor do we comment, on foreign 
intelligence gathering activities," Nicholson said . 

12. Brazil demands Canada answer spying allegations 
Toronto Star, Isabel Teotonio, 2013 1008 
Toronto - An outraged Brazil ian President Dilma Rousseff demanded answers Monday after a media 
report alleged Canada electronically eavesdropped on Ihe Brazilian mines and energy ministry in an act 



of industrial espionage. Canada, however, is saying lijlle. In the capital city of Brasilia, Foreign Affairs 
Minister Luiz Alberto Figueiredo Machado summoned the Canadian ambassador to "denounce the 
espionage" and express the "indignation of the Brazilian government." Machado also demanded an 
explanation and condemned the "serious and unacceptable violation of national sovereignty and of the 
rights of people and companies," according to a statement released by the ministry after the meeting. The 
criticisms surfaced after a TV report Sunday night on Brazil's Globo network said Canada's electronic 
eavesdropping agency targeted the ministry responsible for the n~ion's mineral and energy resources. 
The report was based on documents leaked by former U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) contractor 
Edward Snowden. It was co-authored by Glenn Greenwald, a Guardian reporter based in Rio de Janeiro, 
who first broke the stories about the NSA's global spy program. Communications Security Establishment · 
Canada (CSEC) is alleged to have used software called Olympia to target the metadata of em ails and 
telephone calls of the Mines and Energy Ministry. 

13. Brazil demands Canada explain spying allegations 
CBC News, Laura Payton, 2013 10 08 
Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff says her country's foreign affairs department will demand an 
explanation from Canada regarding allegations that a Canadian spy agency has been tracking 
communications at Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry, Reuters reports. Canadian officials have refused 
to respond to questions by reporters about the allegations by a Brazilian television network that the 
Communications Security Establishment Canada used phone and email metadata to map the 
communications of Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry. Rousseff tweeted in Portuguese on Monday that, 
because many Canadian companies are active in Brazil's mining industry , the spying cou ld be a clear 
case of industria l espionage, Reuters reports. "The United States and its allies must immediately stop 
their spying activ~y once and for all ," she tweeted. 

14. Brazil demands explanation from Canada over spying report 
Reuters, Staff report , 2013 10 07 
Brasilia - Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff demanded on Monday that Canana explain a media report 
that said it spied on Brazil 's Mines and Energy Ministry, and she called on the Unijed States and its allies 
to stop spying over the Internet. A Brazilian television report said on Sunday that Canada's electronic 
eavesdropping agency targeted the ministry that manages the South American nation's vast mineral and 
oil resources. The report was based on documents leaked by former U.S. National Security Agency 
contractor Edward Snowden. "That is unacceptable between nations that are supposed to be partners," 
Rousseff said via Twitter. "We repudiate this cyber warfare ." The Globo report said Canada's secret 
signals intelligence agency, the Communication Security Establishment (CSE), used software called 
Olympia to map the ministry's communications, including Internet traffiC, emails and tetephone calls. The 
report provided no details of the alleged spying other than a slide presented at an intelligence conference 
a year ago that mentioned Brazil's mines and energy ministry. The CSE, Canada's equivalent to the NSA, 
said it would not comment on its foreign intelligence-gathering activities. 

15. Brazil President Blasts Canada's Alleged Spying 
Wall Street Journal, Paulo Trevisani, M"tlhew Conley , 20121007 
Brasilia - President Dilma Rousseff on Monday demanded an end to etectroric eavesdropping by the U.S. 
and ~s allies "once and for all" after a report claimed the Canadian govemment had spied on Brazil's 
Mines and Energy Ministry. The latest report by Globe television claimed that Communications Secumy 
Establishment Canada, or CSEC, which monitors electronic communications, allegedly mapped out 
phone and Internet communications between top Brazi:ian energy offioals, including calls and emails 
made through supposedly secure channels. The report said results were shared with four other partners 
that make up an intelligence ring referred to as Five Eyes: the U.S. , U.K., Australia and New Zealand. "It's 
urgent that the U.S. and its allies end their spying activities once and for all ," Ms. Rousseff said in 
comments sent on her Twitter a.ccount. The president's spokesman confirmed the president had 
published the tweets. Ms. Rousseff said the report pOints to Canadian interests in Brazil's mining industry, 
and added that targeting the Mines and Enemy Ministry confirms "economic and strategic reasons" 
behind the spying. In an emailed statement, the NSA de~lined to comment on specific allegations, and 
reiterated that it gathers foreign intelligence, just as all nations do. Canada's intelligence capability is 



relatively small compared with its main Western all ies. Yet the NSA leak could also prove embarrassing 
for the U.S., given that just a year ago, U.S. officials had chastised Canadian military intelligence for 
security lapses that allowed a Canadian Naval officer to leak U.S. military secrets to Russia. 

16. Brazil summons Canadian envoy over spy claims 
BBC News, Staff report , 2013 1007 
London· Brazil has summoned the Canadian ambassador for explanations over the latest electronic 
spying accusations leaked by the former US intelligence contractor, Edward Snowden. Canadian 
intelligence monitored communications of the mines and energy mi~istIY , Brazilian TV Globo reported. 
President Dilma Rousseff wrote on Twitter the US and its allies "must stop spying activities immediately." 
Recent reports have suggestep that she had also been a target of US spies. Brazil's f oreign minister, 
Luiz Alberto Figueiredo, said he has told the Canadian ambassador in Brasilia , Jamal Khokhar, that he 
was "indignant." 

17. Brazilian President demands Canada CJ(plain spying report 
Globe and Mail, Stephanie Nolen, 2013 10 08 
Rio De Janeiro · Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff $ays Canada has violated her country's sovereignty 
and demanded an explanation for "unacceptable" spying carried out by Communications Security 
Establishment Canada on Brazil's Ministry of Mines and Energy. The spying was revealed Sunday night 
by Brazil's fiagship investigative pl'Ogrem Fantastico, ;n a repol! made by Sonia Bridi and the American 
journalist Glenn Greenwald, who lives in Rio. It is bas0d on documents from the former U.S. National 
Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden. "The fact that the Ministry of Mines and Energy was the 
target of espionage confirms the economic and strategic reasons behind such acts," she said in a stream 
of tweets Monday morning. According to Natural Resources Canada , there are 40 Canadian mining 
companies working in Brazil, with an aggregate value of $4.7·billion of assets in this country. "A~hough 
the Ministry has good systems of data protection, I have asked Minister Lobilo to do a rigorous evaluation 
and improve these systems," Ms. Rous~p.ff twee\ed referring to Mines and Energy Minister Edison 
LoMo. ''The report points to Canadian interests in mining. The Foreign Ministry will demand explanations 
from Canada. The espionage infringes on the sovereignty of nations and the privacy of individuals and 
enterprises. It is urgent that the U.S . and os allies end their espionage Once and for al l. It is unacceptable 
among countries that claim to be partners. \file reject the cyberwar." 

18. Bresil I Canada· Bresil: nouveau sr.andale d'espionnage (C nada) 
Radio France Internationale, Fra 90is Cardona, 2013 loon 
Rio de Janiero • Le Canada, tout comme les Etats·Un is, a espionne les communications du ministere 
bresilien des Mines et de l'Energie, selon des documents des services de renseignement canadiens 
reveles par la teiElvision Globo. Le seGteur minier au Bresil est strategique. II represente plus de la mo~ie 
des exportations du pays. PourtHnt, Ie CSTC, Ie Centre de la securite des telecommunications du 
Canada, a pu espionner les communicat ion ~. ctl! minist(ire hresilien des mines, ses appels telephoniques, 
ses mails ainsi Que la navigation sur Inte 'TJet de ses fonctionnaires. 

19. Canada PM to miss Commonwealth surnmil , cites Sri Lanka r ights 
Reuters, David Ljunggren, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa· Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper said on Monday he would not attend a November 
summit of the Commonwe<llth jp sr. Lan~.O pecause of wrat he called human rights abuses on the island. 
"We remain disturbed by ongoing repo"s O'f intimidation ane! incarceration of political leaders and 
joumalists, harassment of minorities, reported disappearances, and allegations of e:<tra judicial killings," 
he said in a statement. Sri Lanka's envoy to C"nada disputed Harper's comments. The U.N.'s human 
rights chief said last month that Sri l.anka CQuid be sl iding toward an authoritarian system as President 
Mahinda Rajapaksa gathered power around him. Harper is the 001y leader from the Commonwealth, 
which groups Britain and many former col) nies, to announce he will boycott the November summit. 
Britain also has criticized huma1 rights in Sri Lanka 

20, Canada spied on Brazil 's Mines and Energy Mi istry: Snowden 
Mining.com, Cecilia Jamasmie, 2013 10 07 
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Vancouver - Brazilian television OGlobo aired Sunday night a program showing that U.S. National 
Security Agency contractor, Edward Snowden, leaked documents that reveal Canadian spy agencies 
tracked the country's Mines and Energy Ministry e-mails and phone calls. According to the report, the 
Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) used a software application --Olympia-- to map 
the ministry's communications with third parties for an un~nown period of time. Asked about the issue by 
CBC News; the press Secretary for Canada's Defence Minister, Rob Nicholson, said the office doesn1 
comment on foreign intelligence gathering activities. "Under the law, this organization cannot target 
Canadians," Julie Di Mambro told CBC on Monday. However, the CSEC is not foreign to economic 
espionage, as former Ca~eton University Professor, Martin Rudner, explains in a research paper, 
published in 2000. He notes the agency began recruiting economists and business analysts in the mid
1990s. 

21. Canada spying in Brazi l: more t o come, Grcp.nwald promises 
CBC News, Laura Payton. 2013 10 08 
Canada hasn't seen the last of stories <.1I8ging spying activity in Brazil , ;oumalist Glenn Greenwald told 
CBC News on Monday. Greenwald co!laborated with the news agency that fi rst reported the latest details, 
working from records leaked to him by former U.S. National Security Agency contractor Edward 
Snowden, he said in an interview with Carol Off, host of CBC Radio's /'s It Happens. And there may be 
more to come. In the interview on eBC Radio, Greenwa ld said he "absolutely" has "a lot more" to report 
on spying by Canada. "There's H lot of other documents about Canadians spying on ordinary citizens, on 
allied govemments, on the world , and their OJ-operation with the United States government, and the 
nature of that co-operation that I think most Canadian citizens wi ll find quite surprising, if not shocking, 
because it's all done in secret and Canadians are not aware of it," Greenwald said . 

22. Canadian PM w on't attend CHOGM 
Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka) , 2013 10 07 
Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper vJhile conf;nning he would not attend the forthcoming 
Commonwealttl Heads of Government ~neeting (CHOGM) in Colombo said the Sri Lankan government 
had failed to uphold the core values of the Cornmonw£!alth . Issuing a statement Harper said, "It is clear 
that the Sri Lankan government has failed to uphold the Commonwealth's core values, which are 
cherished by Canadians. As such, as th e Prime Minister of Canada, I wUl not attend the 2013 CHOGM in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka. This is a decision 111 at I do not take I;ghtly." The full statement: "When Sri Lanka was 
selected to host the 2013 Commoowealth Heads of Government Meeting , Canada was hopeful that the 
Sri Lankan government would seize the opportunity to improve human rights conditions and take steps 
towards reconciliation and accountabil ity. Unfortunately, this has not been the case. 

23. Canadian spy agency 'disser:t ed' Brazilian Energy Ministry 
RT (Russia), Staff report , 2013 1007 
Moscow - Canada. as well as the US, infiltr2ted and spied on the Brazilian Energy Ministry, a new leak by 
Edward Snowden has revealed . The lenf.ed documGnts ~hcw hO'N tile data ~Iea ned throllg espionage 
was shared with international spy etwcrk the 'Five f'yes: Newly-released documents handed overlo 
Guardian journalist Glenn Greenwald by fanner CIA empioyee Edward Snowden describe in detail how 
Canadian intelligence infiltrated Brazil's Energy and Mines Ministry. "I was overwhelmed by the power of 
the tools used. The Ministry of Energy and Mines was totally dissecteci," security expert Paulo Pagliusi 
told Brazilian program Fantastico, which first r",ported on the leak. The program showed documents from 
a meeting of the 'Five Eyes' spy network. comprising the US, UK, Canada, ~Iew Zealand and Australia , in 
June of last year. In a presentation the Com01 unicatiol1s Security Establishment Canada (CSRC) - the 
Canadian version of the NSA - outlined how they used a program called Olympia to break through the 
Brazilian ministry's encryption . As a result of the infiltration of the ministry over an unspecified period, the 
CSCE developed a detailed map of the instilution's communications. As well as monitoring email and 
electronic communications, the CSCE also eavesdropped on telephone conversations. Able to identify 
mobile numbers, SIM card registrations and the make of a phcne, Olympia even snooped on former 
Brazilian ambassador to Canada Paulo Cordeiro. 



24. Canadians tangled in red tape in Egypt 
Globe and Mail, Carol Berger and Jill Mahoney, 2013 10 08 
Cairo and Toronto - Two Canadians released from an Egyptian prison early Sunday have been blocked 
from leaving the country, pending further investigation into allegations 0 ' their involvement in terrorism
related offences. The sudden release of John Greyson and Tarek Loubani from Tora Prison, south of 
Cairo, came after six weeks of imprisonment without charge. At some point on Supday, iJl the hours 
following their release from prison, the men were reportedly prevented from boarding a Frankfurt-bound 
plane after officials at Cairo International Airport found the men's names on a no-fly advisory. Family 
members in touch with the men would not reveal their whereabouts on Monday, but said they were in 
safe hands with Canadian officials. Cecilia Greyson, Mr. Greyson's Sister, said: "They're in a safe location 
with consular staff." It was unclear whether the failure to allow the men to leave Egypt was a mere 
technicality or part of a more serious development aimed at preventing their return to Canada pending 
completion of a criminal investigation . 

25. Charges that Canada spied on Brazil unveil CSEC's inner workings 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze ano Stephanie Nolen, 2013 10 08 
Toronto and Rio de Janeiro - L.eaked docurnents showing that Canada's electronic intelligence-gathering 
agency targeled the Brazilian government th reaten to disrupt relations between the countries - and thrust 
the secretive CSEC into the public spotlight. On Sunday night, Brazil's flagship Fantastico investigative 
program on the Globo television network revealed leak'3d documents suggesting that Communications 
Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) has spied on computers and smartphones affiliated with Brazil's 
mining and energy ministry in a bid to gain economic intelligence. The report, attributed to documents first 
obtained by the former U.S. government contractor Edward Snowden, includes frames of a CSEC
earmarked presentation that was apparently shared with the United States and other allies in June, 2012. 
"Brazilian Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME)," a title page of the leaked case study reads. "New target 
to develop." The presentation then rhetorically asks "How can I use the information available in SIGINT 
[signals-intelligence] data sources to learn about the tarqet?" before delving into specific hacking 
techniques. 

I.
26. Du mouvement a la Defense nationale 
La Presse canadienne , Journaliste mai,;on, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Jusqu'iI 4800 employes civils et militaires du mi ni~tere de la Defense nationale pourraient, d'ici 
les quatre ou cinq prochaines annees, etre affectes II d'autres taches, suil/re des formations pour de 
nQuvelies fonctions ou meme perdre leur poste. Ces changements II I/enir font partie de ce que Ie 
ministere qualifie de "strategie de renouveau" qui a ete dilVoiiEie par Ie gouvemement conservateur, lundi . 
Ce plan pourrait permettre d'economiser jusqu'iI 1,2 mill iard S par annee d'ici 2017. En point de presse 
lundi, Ie ministre de la Defense, Rob Nicholson, a insisle pour dire que cette somme ne sera it pas pour 
autant perdue II la Defense. "Notre intention n'est pas de reduire nos forces armees regulieres et 
reservistes ou d'employes civils" , a-t-il asswe. L.'objectif viserait plutOt a redistribuer la main-d'oeuvre et 
deplacer Ie personnel administratif vers des postes non administrat ifs dans des bases militaires a travers 
Ie pays. 

27. Egypt the new Mideast bact gUI' 
National Post. Jonathan Kay, .2013 10 08 
Column: At the time of their release fror~ Egyptian custody this past weekend, filmmaker and pro
Palestinian activist John Greyson and his travell ing companion Tarek Loubani were just two of 1,610 
Canadians imprisoned abroad. Yet since their arrest in August, amid the ch(1oS and violence of post-coup 
Egypt, this pair has commandep the attention of a huge swath of our country's activists and public 
luminaries. Dozens of web sit es nnd Facebook pages sprouted during the 51 days af their captivity. The 
CBC covered the story daily, bringing on a "teady pa ra{je of the captives' friends and fami ly members to 
offer updates on their condition . The two am still reportedly unable to leave Egypt: Autho{;ties refused to 
let them board a plane to Frankfurt on Sunday, repo rtedly because Egyptian prosecutors are investigating 
the possibil~y of laying more charges and that they must wait for charges against hundreds of others
arrested at the same deadly, antigovernment demonstrations as Greyson and Loubani were-to be 
determined. 



28. Espionnage : Ie Bresil demande des explications au Canada 
Radio-Canada.ca, Marc Godbout, 2013 1007 
ottawa - Ces lanceurs d'alerte, traitres ou heros? Selon Le Bresil, Ie Centre de la securite des 
telecommunications du Canada (CSTC) aura it cible des appels au Bresil i\ I'aide d'un logiciel nomme 
Olympia. Le Bresil demande des clarifications au gouvernement canadien sur I'espionnage qui auraij 
cible les communications du ministere bresilien des Mines et de l'Energie. Un haut responsable a Ottawa 
a confinme que I'ambassadeur canadien aBrasilia, Jamal Khokhar, a ete convoque par Ie gouvernement 
brasilien. 

29. Espionnage au Bresil 
Journal de Quebec et AFP, Journaliste maison, 2013 08 07 
Ottawa - la chaine Globo affinme que Ie Centre de la securite des telecommunications du Canada aurait 
espionne les communications du ministers bre~ilien des des Mines et de l'Energie. Le Canada a refuse 
lundi de commenter des revelations de la television bresilienne selon lesqu'elles Ottawa, tout com me 
Washington, a espionne les communications du ministere bresilien des Mines et de l'Energie. S'appuyant 
sur des documents des services canadiens de renseignement rendus publics par I'ancien consultant 
americain Edward Snowden, la chaine Globe a affirme dimanche q'Je Ie programme canadien 
d'espionnage, surnomme Olympia, sUNeiliait les communications du ministere bresilien pour verifier les 
contacts du Bresil «avec d'autres groupes. que (Ie groupe bresilien) Pelrobas, au Bresil ou a I'etrangec». 
Le Canada a refuse lundi de commenter des revelations de la television bresilienne selon lesquelles 
ottawa, tout comme Washington , a espionne les communications du ministere bresilien des Mines et de 
l'Energie. S'appuyant sur des documents des services canadiens de renseignement, rendus publics par 
I'ancien consultant americain Edward Snowden, la chaine Globo a affinme dimanche que Ie programme 
canadien d'espionnage, surnomme Olympia , surveillait les communications du ministere bresilien pour 
verifier les contacts du Bresil «avec d'al/tres groupes que (Ie groupe brasilien) Petrobas, au Bresil ou a 
I'etrangel), . 

30. Five highlights from the Canada·Brali spying revelations 
Globe and Mail , Staff reporter, 2013 1003 
Toronto - Canada's signals-intelligence agency has bnen spying on Brazil 's Mines and Energy Ministry, 
according to documents ttle former U.S. go emi11ent contractor Edward Snowden leaked to Brazil's 
Globo television network. Globo obtained a copy of a slide presentation made by someone at the 
Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC). The document was shown at a June 2012 
gathering of members of the "Five Eyes," the signals- intell igence alliance of Canada, the United States, 
Bmain, Australia and New Zealand . 

31. Freemen not budging 
Edmonton Sun, Dave Lazzarino, 2013 10 08. 
Alberta trappers are getting anxious as armed freemen continue to occupy a cabin south of Grande 
Prairie. Gordy Klassen , president of the " 'berta Trappers' ASSOCiation, has received calls from members 
who are concerned about their blls; esses. "They want to have a meeting and see what they can do for 
themselves," Klassen said. "Hopefully 09 o:ly's advo~ating doing som€'thi ng mdict.1 because that would 
just be silly." The situation began in May \"Iipen a group of people claiming to be Freemen-on-the- Land, a 
group that uses cyclical logic and outdated (egal arguments to try and get around laws, began staying in a 
cabin about 80 km solith of Gmde Prairie . The situation vias relatively hanmless until about three weeks 
ago when the tf.3ppers who own the traplines confronted them. 

32. Greenpeace hits out on activists' jail conditions 
The Guardian (London) , Adam Vaughn, 2013 1008 
London - Some of the 28 Greenpeace activists and two journalists being detained in Russia while 
awaiting piracy charges are being kept in solitary confinement for 23 hours a day or held in "extremely 
cold" cells, accord ing to the head of Greenpeace. Kumi Naidoo, Greenpeace Intemationa l's executive 
director, told the Guardian that the crew had been split up and sent to several prisons across the port cijy 
of Munmansk, above the .~, rctic Circl e in nortll-west Russia. Three of the group have been sent to a prison 
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90 miles away . Naidoo said the organisation would have to take into account the way the protesters had 
been treated but added that Greenpeace had not been silencedjly intimidation in the past and would 
continue to show leadership on the Arctic issue. Naidoo said: "Some of the colleagues are in cells which 
are pretty warm and reasonably OK to be in ... whereas some are in c.ells1nat are extremely cold. This is 
the Arctic we are talking abou\." 

' ....,.'1>
33. Harper planning Commonwealth boycott 
QMI News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Prime Minister Steph en Harper will boycott the upcoming Oommonwealth meeting in Sri Lanka 
because of human rights concerns in that country. Harper made the announcement late Sunday in Bali, 
Indonesia, where he was attending the Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation Summrt. He also said 
Canada will review its roughly $20 million in annual funding to the Commonweatth. Canada is .the second
largest donor to the 54-member intergovernmental body. "Canada is deeply concerned about the srtuation 
in Sri Lanka. The absence of accountabil il y for the serious violations of human rights and international 
humanrtarian standards during and after the civil IN" r is unacceptable," Harpe~ sa id in a statement. 

34. Harper says he's 'very concerned' by reports of Canada spying on Brazil 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 10 08 
Bali , Indonesia - Prime Minister Stephen Harper says he's "very concerned" about reports that Canada's 
top-secret electronic spy agency is doing industrial espionage in Brazi l. Harper said Canadian officials are 
"reaching out very proactivety" to their counterparts in Brazil. Brazil ian President Dilma Rousseff is 
accusing the Ottawa-based Communications Security Establishment Canada of m04nting a sophisticated 
spy operation against her country's ministry of mine~; and energy. The claim is based on documents 
leaked to Brazil ian media by Edward Sncwden, a forme' contractor with the National Security Agency the 
American counterpart of Canada's CSE. Speaking at the Asi", P~cific leaders summit in Bali , Harper said 
there is a commissioner of the spy agency wilo audi's the organiz~t ion to ensure it operates with in 
Canadian law and added that his the government will be {(ning wha~ he '3alled "appropriat.e follow-up." 
The Prime Ministe(s Office initially brushed off the reports, saying it would 'not comment on national 
security issues. but the allegations are threatening to turn into a maJor diplomatic fire between the 
emerging South American economic powerhouse and Canada, wbich hopes to extend trade ties in the 
region. (full report) 

35. Harper wise to pass on Colombo htrg·a-f on 
Toronto Star, Rosie DiManno, 2013 10 08 
Column: Newspapers in Sri Lanka, most of which are controlled by the ruling regime of President 
Mahinda Rajapaksa, have been for mont~s breathlessly repo rting on preparations for the Commonwealth 
heads of state l11eeting. While in the country rE·cently, I read da ily front page dispatches about the number 
of buses that will be required, the fieet of VIP vehicles, the security arrangel'1ents, the "forging of new 
friendships," the goodwill opportunities , the boastful emnomic news that vii II he delivered and, crucially, 
the chance for Colombo to "corrnct" all those nasty stories that rave heen accumulating about Sri Lanka's 
descent into oppressive state tyranny. Prime Minister Stephen Harper or Monday confirmed what he'd 
long been war:ping - he will boycott the summrt of the Commonwea lth's 54 member nations. 

36. Harper's decision to boycott Commonwealth summit is purely political 
Globe and Mail, John Ibbitson. 2013 10 08 
Column: Politics Insider delivers premium analysiS and access to Canada's policymakers and politicians. 
Visit the Politics Insider homepage for insight aV8ilabie only to subsc.ribers. Presidents and prime 
ministers routinely grouse that they travel tOG< much, which is hard on sleep and worse on digestion. Tony 
Blair and George W. Bush both c()mplainB~ in their memoirs about the time they spent on the road. So 
Stephen Harper may be just a bit relieved that he Wo:1't be attending the Commonwea lth meeting in Sri 
Lanka this November. But in a W8 Y, the C0r~en.'ati'le government's decision to boycott !tre summit - and 
to perhaps cut fu nding to the Commonwaalth as well - over hUrT18n·rights abcses in that country is a bit of 
a surprise . While the Conservatives 1001; upon the Commonwealth as a club 'hat doesn't do much , it's a 
paragon of purpose compared to some of the alt'3rnat ives. The Commol1wealth, a senior government 
offiCial once observed off the record , is a diverse mix of nations mostly bound by common ties to the 



British crown and the Westminster parliamentary tradition· even if some members breach that tradition 
more often than they honour it. 

37. La Defense nationale prevoit des compressions pouvant s'elever a1,2 G$ 
Agence OM I, Daniel Proussalidis, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Le gouvemement federal prevoit rMuire Ie budget administratif de la Defense de 750 millions $ 
a1,2 milliard $ par annee d'ici 2017·2018. PHOTO S'ARCHIVES «Le renouvellement de la Defense 
aidera Ie ministere de la Defense nationale acontinuer de fournir une force armee de premier ordre , pri!te 
a relever les defis de demain», a precise Ie ministre de la Defense, Rob Nicholson. Le ministre de la 
Defense, Rob Nicholson, a presente hier un plan qui expose la fayon dont les Forces canadiennes 
pourront rMuire leurs frais administratifs. La reduction des frais administratifs permettra de degager des 
fonds qui pourront etre reinvestis pour repondre aux besoins des soldats, des marins et des pilotes. Un 
responsable a declare que cela donnerait aux commandants I'option d'avoir «davantage de journees en 
mer pour la marine, davantage d'heures de vol pour I'aviation et davantage de possibilites d'entrainement 
pour I'armee». 

38. La surveillance en pleine croissance 
La Presse, Nicolas Berube; William Leclerc, 2013 1008 
Ottawa - Le budget du Centre de la securite des tehicommunications Canada (CSTC)a explose en 10 
ans Le nombre d'employes du centre canadien charge de la surveil lance electronique des 
communications a presque double depuis 10 ans, et son budget annuel a augmente plus rapidement 
encore, passant de 166 millions aplus de 400 millions cette annee, une hausse de 246 %. Ces donnees 
obtenues par La Presse en vertu de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information temoignent de la croissance 
phenomenale du Centre de la securite des telecommunications Canada (CSTC), dont les activites sont 
largement tenues secretes. Elles arrive t au moment au Ie Bresil reclame des explications officielles 
d'Ottawa au sujet d'un programme d'espionnage du CSTC ciblant Ie ministere des Mines et de I'Energie 
du pays, et dont Ie fonctionnement detaille a filtre dans la presse bresilienne. 

39. Law flouting 'Freeman' arrested 
Calgary Sun, Jenna McMurray, 2013 10 08 
Calgary - Just weeks after a self'proclaimed Freeman on the Land came to light in Calgary, the saga of 
another man who says he's part of the same movement continues south of the city. Darren Clifford, 40, 
who claims to be a Freeman, is scheduled to appear:n Okotoks provincial court yia CCTV for a bail 
hearing Tuesday after he was picked up Friday on several outstanding warrants. Clifford faces charges 
including assaulting a police Officer, which stems from a~ allege(1 altercation with Const. Tom Christie of 
the Tumer Valley detachment last year. Apparently a resident of the Millarville area, Clifford came onto 
RCMP rada r in 2011 and was charged with assault in r~lation to a custody issue, said RCMP Sgt. Patricia 
Neely. A warrant was put out for Clifford's arrest after 11e fa iled to show up for fingerprinting and, in 
December of that year, he was charged with operation of a motor vehicle whi le being pursued by police. 

40. Le Bresil exige des explications du Canada 
Agence OMI, Jessica Murphy, 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - La presidente Roussef veut clarifier les allegations d'espionnage La presidente du Bresil, Dilma 
Rousseff, a demande des explications, hier, concernant les allegations voulant que Ie Canada ait 
espionne son ministre des Mines. Furieuse, ia presidente a fa it savoir quP. son ministre des Affaires 
etrangeres allait communic:uer avec des responsables canadiens pour clarifier les chases, ajoutant que 
I'espionnage presume etait e~ lien avec I'economie et les interets strategiques canadiens en energie. 
Selon la station de television bresilienne Globo, des documents qui ont fait I'objet d'une fuite par I'ancien 
analyste a I'Agence americaine de securite nationale (NSA) , Edward Snowden, indiquent que Ie Centre 
de la securite des telecommunications (Iu Canada (CSTC) a cible Ie ministre des Mines et de I'Energie de 
ce pays d'Amenque du Sud. 

41. Maldives president c ritical of Baird 
Postmedia News and The Canadian Press, Andrea Hill, 2013 10 08 
The president of the Maldives is accusing Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird of making "inappropriate 



and derogatory remarks" at a meeting of Commonwealth foreign ministers last month. A statement posted 
on the Maldives government website Monday said President Mohamed Waheed has written to Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper criticizing Mr. Baird for comments about domestic policy in the Maldives, which 
is in the midst of a presidential election. He said Mr. Baird "posed several harshly worded questions" to 
his acting foreign minister. But the Canadian ministe~s exact words remain unclear. An official with the 
Maldives embassy in New York, who spoke to The Canadian Press on condition of anonymity because 
he was not authorized to speak publicly, said Mr. Baird's comments contained a "personal bias." 

42. National Defence staff to be redeployed to save up to $1.2B a year: Nicholson 
Canadian Press, Murray Brewster, 2013 1008 
Ottawa - As many as 4,800 military and civilian staff at the Department of National Defence could find 
themselves doing other work, training for new positions or perhaps even out of a job over the next four or 
five years. It's part of a so-called defence renewal strategy unveiled Monday by the Harper government. 
The plan could save as much as $1 .2 billion ~ year by 2017·18, but the savings will be plowed back into 
the department to maintain readiness, Defence Minister Rob Nicholson told a media briefing. "The intent 
here is not to reduce the number of regular force, reserve force or civilian employees," Nicholson said. 
Rather. the goal is to rebalance the workforce and move administrative staff towards non-administrative 
positions at military bases across the country. But while the plan is not meant to reduce the number of 
staff. senior de"fence officials at a technical b3cl<.grouncJ briefing said there could be some "individual" job 
losses among those who can't retrain or move. 

43. New Brunswick premier, First Nation to form group to end shale gas dispute 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 10 08 
Fredericton· New Brunswick Premier David Alward and members of the Elsipogtog First Nation have 
agreed to form a working group 10 help end a protesl over shale gas exploration that is now into its 
second week. Alward and Chief Arren Sock left a th re e-hour meeting at a Fredericton hotel Monday to 
say they will continue talking in an effort to resolve the dispute "I Gan say that. we have a consensus that 
we're working towards finding a peaceful resolution and we will continue that work," Alward said. He said 
the working group, which would i0clude members from his government, Eisipogtog and the energy 
industry, is to begin its work immediately. But Sock said there were still many details to be worked out. 

44. Ottawa cites security concerns for rejecting Egyptian's bid on Manitoba company 
Globe and Mail , Steven Chase and Rita Trichur, 2013 1008 
Ottawa and Toronto - The Canadian government has rejected another high-profile foreign takeover, 
quashing an Egyptian billiona ire's bid to buy a division of Manitoba Telecom Services Inc. because of 
unspecified national security concems about the $520-million deal. Federal Industry Minister James 
Moore did not spell out the precise reasons fo' nixing the deal, but in 3 statement issued Monday evening 
he noted his decision followed a review of Accelero Capital Holdings' proposal to buy MTS Allstream 
under the "national security provisions of the Investment Canada Act" - the legislation that governs 
reviews of foreign takeovers. The decision is certain to sow confllsion among international investors as to 
hOw open Canada is to foreign capital. Mr. Moore's statement also pointed out that the government of 
Canada relies on infrastructure from MTS Allstream, the company's business services division. 

45. PM scraps Sri Lanka visjt O\'e r violations 
Canadian Press, Bruce Cheadle, 2013 1008 
Nusa Dua, Indonesia - Prime Minister Stephen Ha'per has used the platform of one intemationalleaders' 
summ~ to fire a torpedo inlo the hull of artother. Harper stepped to the sidelines of the Asia-Pacific 
Economic Co-operation gathering on thi:; idyllic Indonesian tourist island Monday to formally confirm he'll 
boycott next month's Commonwealth summit in Sri Lanka. PerJ'laps more significantly, Harper threatened 
that Canada could cut the purse strings to the 64·year-old C0mmonwealth organization due to ongoing 
human rights abuses by the liost Sri Lankan gnvef1rr.ent. The prime minister cited eve,ything from the 
impeachment of a chief justice to allegations of &xt rajvdi~ial killings and disappearances and t~e jailing of 
pol~ical opponents and journalists. 



46. PM to boyc.ott Commonwealth summit 
Globe and Mail. Campbell Clark. 2013 10 08 
Ottawa - Prime Minister Stephen Harper has fired one shot at Sri Lanka and another across the bow of 
Commonwealth friends. confinning he will boycott next month's leaders' summit and threatening to cut off 
funding to the organization. Mr. Harper is the only leader in the Commonwealth - the 54-nation 
organization of countries once part of the British empire - who will skip the November summit to protest 
against the host's human-rights record. although he has hinted at his plans for two years. But he made a 
new threat by asserting he will reconsider Canada's substantial funding for the group - intensifying a 
dispute fuelled by frustrations with the Commonwealth and its secretary-general, Kamalesh Shanna. Mr. 
Harper's special envoy to the Commonwealth. Senator Hugh Segal , accused the organization's 
secretariat of acting as a "shill" for Sri Lanka's government. 

47. Protests planned across 50lJthern Ontario over migrants' "arbitrary" jailing 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 201 3 10 08 
Toronto - Rallies are planned across southern Ontario today tc protest what activists say is tile unfair 
detention of nearly 200 migrants at a provincial jail. The group End Immigration Detention says 191 
detainees ordered deported are being kept locked in cells for up to 22 hours a day at the Central East 
Correctional Centre in Lindsay. It says some of the migrants have been held for years in what it calls 
"aribitrary" detention because they can't be sent back to their horne Cf)untries . The group says protests 
and other events are scheduled in Guelph. Kitchener. Lindsay, London and Toronto . It says migrants 
should never be held in maximum- security detention. Irs also calling for a gO-day limit to hold migrants 
pending deportation, and full legal aid access for detention reviews. 

48. Rousseff: U.S. shared Brazil data with allies, companies 
EFE News Agenc\" Staff report , 201 31008 
Rio de Janeiro - "Everything indicates" that the fruits of the U.S. govemment's electronic spying in Brazil 
were shared with friendly governm9nts and even with private companies. Brazilian President Dilma 
Rousseff said Monday. "The United States and its allies must immediately stop their spying activity once 
and for all ," she said on Twitter. Her comrrents came a day after Brazil's Globo television reported that a 
Canadian intelligence unit joined the U.S. National Security Agency in targeting the communications of 
the Brazilian Ministry of Enp.rgy and Mines. The Glooo report cited documents from whistle-blower 
Edward Snowden, who was also the source fN the networl,'s earlier stories about the NSA's spying on 
Rousseff and on Brazilian state oil compnny Petrobms. Brazil's foreign ministry on Monday summoned 
the Canadian ambassador in Brasilia to fonnally demand an explanation for the spying by the 
Communications Security Establishment Canada. 

49. Spy agency CSEC needs MPs' overSight, ex-<lirector says 
CBC News, Staff reporter, .2012, 10 08 
The fenner head of the Communications Security Establishment of Canada says there needs to be 
greater parliamentary scrutiny of the highly secretive intelligence service . Calls for more openness are 
sure to get louder in the wake of fresh aliegaVons CSEC spied on Brazil 's mining and energy ministry, in 
search of corporate secrets. In a rare interview, .John Adams told CSC's Greg Weston he thinks the 
government must do more "to make CaMdians more knowledgeable abollt what the intelligence 
agencies are trying to do on their behalf.' CSEC's m3nd3te is to monitor foreign communications, 
including those coming into Canada. B'.It by law, it cannot target domest;c telephone or email traffic. 
"That's against the law," said Adqms, who left the nighly secretive Ottawa-based agency last year and 
has a deep understanding of its inner workings. "Absolutely not." But, he adds, "We have got capability 
that is unique to this country. No one else has it," Adams said. 

50. Spying allegations coult! cast cloud over Brazil-Canada business relationship 
Canadian Press, Craig Wong, 201 3 10 08 
Ottawa - Allegations Canad ian spies targeted Brazil's Mine~ and Energy Ministry could cast a cloud over 
tens of billions of annual trade and investment betw0"n the two countries. Brazil President Dilma 
Rousseff recently cancelled a scheduled state visit to the United States over similar allegations, Maxwell 
Cameron. a political science professor at the University of British Columbia, said Monday. "She is now 



demanding an explanation from the Canadian government," he said. "I think we're in hot water here and 
this is a major set back for the whole policy with respect to Latin America that this government has been 
pursuing ." The report on Brazil's Globo television on Sunday night said the metadata of phone calls and 
emails from and to the Brazilian ministry were targeted by the Communications Security Establishment 
Canada. The Canadian government has declined to comment. But the Brazil ian president said Monday it 
appeared to be an act of industrial espionage and summa ed the Canadian.;a bassador to explain. 

61. Spying charges anger brazil 
OMI News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 201310 08 
Ottawa - Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff demanded answers Monday into reports Canada spied on 
that country's mining ministry. In a flurry of outraged tweets, Rousseff warned Brazil's foreign ministry 
would be calling Canadian officials to the carpet over the allegations, and claimed the reported espionage 
was linked to our economic and strategic energy interests. The diplomatic spat was spart<ed by a 
Brazilian TV news report that aired Sunday. ,""ccording to Brazil'S Globo TV, documents leaked by fonner 
National Security Agency analyst Edward Snowden indicate the Communications Security Establishment 
Canada (CSEC) targeted the mining and energy ministry of the Latin American country. The 
eavesdropping agency allegedly monitored e-mail and phone communications during an unspecified 
period of time. The station reported tha CS~C accessed communication between the ministry and 
computers in regions as far-flung as the Middle East and South Africa using a program called Olympia. 
The Canadian government and CSEC has so far only offered a terse response to the report , saying: 'We 
do not comment on foreign intelligence gathering activ~ies. Under the law, this organization cannot target 
Canadians." NDP MP Guy Caron said Monday the allegations sho"ld be taken "very seriously" and that 
the feds should be more forthcoming. 'We understand there's some caution because it might be a matter 
of national security," he said . "But the fact eavesdropping Vias done to the ministry of mines and energy 
raises the possibi lity this was not for natio'nal secur~y but industrial purposes. It will create some tension 
in Canada- Brazi l diplomatic and econOMic relations." 

62. Stale-owned corporate mayhem 
National Post, Terence Corcoran , 2013 10 08 
Column: State Capitalism Update: News today from Malaysia and Brazil, where state-owned enterprises 
(SOEs) are making headlines and generating fresh evidence that Canada has its hands fu ll with the 
emerging global business of government business. First to Rio (Ie Janeiro, where an eight-minute 
documentary report on 8r~zi l 's Globo TV nehNorle p&inted a r,1ighty bleak pictu re of dart< Canadian 
government espionage, an image that is now the forus of high-le'll'1 Brazilian corporate and political 
agitation. Canada's ambassador to Brazil has been called to account. Big-name Brazil ian corporations
state-owned Petrobras and Electrobas, Anee!, Epe - are said to be the largels. The eight minutes begin 
slow. with long shots of a massive office complex of distinctly Brazilian deSign overlayed with creepy 
music of the kind thaI's now mandatory whenever TV networks need to build a story of sinister doings. In 
this case, the Canadian government is portrayed as the operator of a telecom network spy operation, 
tapping into ce!lphones end communications networks, whose main purpose is to obtain business secrets 
on the inner workings of Brazil's mining and energy sectors. At several paints Canada is essentially 
accused of conspiring to obtain secr'lt commercial infonnation , including possibly plugging into 
communications with the Brazilia n energy department regarding the auctions of electric power. Half a 
dozen talking heads appear to lamen! this grave possib'e threat to Brazil. Paulo Pagluisi , an infonnation 
security speCialist, said he is "shocked by the potenlial capabil ities." The first slide says: "And they said to 
the Titans:Watch Out, Olympians in the HOl/se." ThaI's followed by a series of slides that appear to be 
diagrams and flow charts showing Brazil's mining and energy department at the centre of a 
communications web that feeds all over the world , from Singapore to Poland, Saudi Arabia to Canada. 
The presentation was apparenlly prepared l:)y a little-known agency - Communications Security 
Establishment Canada -within Ottawa's department of national defence. Delivered at an international 
conference in June, 2012, by a CSEC official, it was <lpparenlly captured on video by U.S. document 
leaker .Edward Snowden . Now in Russia, Mr. Snowden is said to have leaked this latest bit to U.S. 
journalist Glenn Greenwald. Mr. Greenwald is based in Rio de Janeiro with The Guardian. 



53. The slides that came in from Brazil 
Globe and Mail, 2013 10 08 
Editorial: Brazil is entitled to an explanation from the Canadian governme~t about what appear to be 
plans for economic espionage on the Brazili an Ministry of Mines and Energy (and consequently on 
Brazilian companies) by the Communications Security Establ ishment Canada. And Canadian citizens are 
entitled to a clear, principled statement of the views of the CSEC and the Canadian government as a 
whole on what kinds of economic intelligence they believe themselves to be justified in collecting. 
Possibly, the CSEC slide presentation in question· induded among documents disclosed by Edward 
Snowden, a former U.S. National Security Agency contract analyst · was merely a scenario for "war· 
game" educational purposes. If so , it would have been far better to target the mines ministry of a fictitious 
country, such as Li lliput, Utopia or Freed onia • home to equally fi ctit ious business corporations. 

54. Two radical grandstanders 
Globe and Mail, Margaret Wente, 2013 10 08 
Column: The two Canadian men who were jailed in Egypt are now free (and not much the worse for wear, 
they say) and may soon be heading home to heroes' wel:::omes. I'm glad they're safe. I'm glad our 
government and our consular oficials did their job in e>lremely chaotic circumstances and got them out in 
just a few weeks. They're lucky, and I hope they're grateful· although I doubt iI ..John Greyson and Tarek 
Loubani have been portrayed as innocents abroad, humanitarian do·gooders who were caught in the 
wrong place at the wrong t ime. This picture is inaccurate and incomplete: The two are hard·core anti· 
Israel activists who've been mixed up in Middle East politics for years. They should have known what they 
were getting into. When they were arrested, the two Vle r€ on their way to deliver medical equipment to a 
hospital in Hamas·controlled Gaza. The whole world Imew that the situation in Egypt was highly volatile. 
The govemment was determined to shut down the Musl im Brotherhood (an ally of Hamas) and unlikely to 
look kindly on a couple of foreigners who decided to film a bloody crackdown. 

55. Why is Canada spying on Brazilian industry? Time ~o examine priorities 
Globe and Mail Online, Wesley Wark, :1013 10 08 
Op-ed: The revelation - courtesy once agGin of the '.l.S . National Security Administration leaker Edward 
Snowden - that Canada has bGen spying on a Brazilian government agency seems to confirm that 
electronic espionage is trying to peer into every glotal corner and is usi g ultra-modern techniques of 
metadata collection as a principal tool. The Canadian Bgeney involved, according to a report on Brazilian 
television , is the secretive Communications Security Estnblishment Canada. The CSEC has a long history 
but was given enabling legislation and some pubPc pro~le only in 2001 with ~he pnssage of the Anti
Terrorism Act. That legislation tells us a good deal of the little we know about CSEC, including the fact 
that a part of its mandate is to collect foreign intelligence "from the global information infrastructure" to 
meet government of Canada intelligence priorities. Communications to and from Brazil 's Mines and 
Energy Ministry is clearly part of the global information commons these days, whatever steps the Brazilian 
government might take to keep its communications secure. What is more puzzling, and more important, is 
the question of how Canadian intelligence gathering targeting the Brazi lian government might accord with 
Canadian government's prioriti% ard needs. There might be an answer to this question but if there is 
one, no government since the passaQEl of the Aoti-Terrorism Act has provided one. Note: Wesley Wark is 
a Vis~ing Professor in the Graduate School of Public ,1nd Intemational Affa i r~ at the University of Ottawa 
and an expert on intelligence services. 

United States· Etats-Unis 

56. AI-Qaeda suspect 'was d rugged by US snatch sql tad' 
London Times, Will CriSp, 2013 10 08 
Tripoli - The alleged al-Oaeda leader snatched from the streets of Tripo:i by US special forces appeared 



to have been drugged after being pulled from his car by men in balaclavas carrying handguns with 
silencers, according to his son, Abu Anas al-liby, 49, who was on the FBI's Most Wanted list for his 
alleged role in the 1998 bombings of US embassies in East Africa, cried a warning to his family as he was 
surrounded by Delta Force soldiers, His 21-year-old son said that he watched from the fami ly's gated 
compound as his father was dragged from his black Hyundai Tucson by men driving three cars and a 
minibus as he returned from prayers at 6,30am on Saturday, Abdullah Nazih al-Ruqaie said that the 
attackers rammed his vehicle before getting out an'd smashing the driver's window, They shouted "get 
out" and "get down" in Arabic before pulling al-Liby from his vehicle and pinning him to the bonnet. He 
said that three men led the squad, supported by seven others who spoke in Tripoli accents, The libyan 
Government has denied knowledge of the raid and asked Washington to explain. Mr al-Ruqaie said that 
he believed the Americans drugged his father because his body went limp before he was bund led into the 
Mercedes minibus with blacked-out windows and the attackers sped off, "All we can do now-is pray that 
God protects him," his son said , adding that the family had been convinced for days that they were being 
watched. 

57. Alleged al-Qae<1a operative captured in Ubl,a was among terrorist organ ization's early elite 
Washington Post, Ernesto Londono, 2013 10 08 
Washington - During al-Qaeda's early years in the 1990s, when Osama bin Laden ran the terrorist group 
out of Sudan, a young Libyan man who was part of his country's beSieged diaspora of Islamists used his 
advanced computer skills to rise to the top of the organization long before it emerged as a global menace. 
After the Libyan uprising started in early 2011 . Nazih Abdul-Hamed al-Ruqai -- who was detained by U.S. 
Special Operations forces over the weekend -.. was among the Islamists who ftocked back home. He 
soon received an important assignment from al- Oaeda leaders in Pakistan, according to a U.S. 
intelligence official: establish a cell for tM network in his strategic North AfnC<1n homeland, which was 
reeling from a brutal civil war "He wns tas~,ed to create a terrorist network in Libya and involved in 
strategic planning between al-Oaeda and Libya ," said the official , who spoke on the condition of 
anonymity to discuss an intelligence assessment. The official said the order was delivered within the past 
year, which miQht help eXlllain why the Ob3[Tl2 admin;stratioo authorized the rare and risky "rendition" 
camed out Saturday by U.S. commandos, Ruqei, 49, is being held somewhere in the Medrterranean Sea 
aboard the USS San AntoniO, an amphibious transport rlock. U.S. covnterterrorism interrogators are 
hopeful that he will offer new insight into the recent transformation of al-Oaeda into a decentralized 
network that has consolidated new footholds in North Africa. "My guess is that he will have a good deal to 
tell us about what has been going on in libya and a significant amount of information to tell us about what 
al-Oaeda has been up to between 2001 and the present." said Daniel Benjamin, who recently stepped 
down as the State Department's coordinator for counterterrorism and is a foreign policy expert at 
Dartmouth College. "Possibly that will help liS identify prioJities and decide who else needs to be paid 
attention to." 

58. Capitol Hill lawyer chosen as Pentagon's 'Guanumamo closer' 
Miami Herald , Carol Rosenberg , 2013 10 08 
Miami - The Obama administralion has chosen ~ former U.S. Marine and seasoned congressional lawyer 
to serve as the special envoy to Gtlantl.mamo closure 3t thl! Defense Department. the Miami Hera ld has 
learned. The White House is exp8cted to annou"ce this week that Paul Lew;s will fill the job tnat has been 
vacant since President Barack Obama created the post four months ago. Lewis, minority counsel at the 
House Armed Services Committee, dirl not return a call seeking comment . But two U.S, officials 
separately said that Lewis, who has 1V0rked at the Pentagon before, will work for Defense Secretary 
Chuck Hagel exclusively on closing Guantanamo as 8 Gounterpart to Statn Department envoy Clifford 
Sloan's work for Secretary of State John Kerry, Hagel pemonally approved the choice, a U.S. official said 
Monday hours after 16 legal , religious and human rights groups wrote Obama complaining of slow 
progress in efforts to close the prison. 

59. Cobbsville: Takeovllr of l.eith? 
WDAY (Grand Forks), Staff report. 2013 10 08 
Grand Forks - A surprise for a group taking part in 8 racism symposiUfJ" Monday night at UND: The man 
at the center of discu;;sion , white ""pr~mac)st Craig r-obb, shewed up. The UNO Center for Human 



Rights and Genocide Studies hosted a symposium titled , "Cobbsville? A white supremacist takeover of 
Leith, North Dakota?" As we've told you, Craig Cobb has bough dozens of abandoned properties in Leith 
for fellow white supremacists with the hopes of turning it into an all-white community. Monday's 
symposium explored the origins of American Nazi groups in the Midwest and even focuses on Cobb and 
his supporters, in particular. He listened as peuple talked about possible legal ways in which this takeover 
can be stopped. Cobb says the symposium concerns him because it's limiting his freedom of speech, 

60, Congress now is expected 10 revise NSA, FISA court operations 
McClatchy News Service, Ali Watkins, 2013 10 07 • 
Washington· In the four months since former defense contraclor Edwflrd Snowden revealed the National 
Security Agency's electronic data collection programs, the question of intelligence restructuring has been 
persistent in Congress. Despite the foclls on the govemment shutdown and the upcoming debt-ceiling 
fight, a surge in legislation that touches on the surveillance programs suggests that the issue isn't going 
away without some kind of action from lawmakers. Twenty-two standalone bills have surfaced on Capitol 
Hill since Snowden's leal<s in June, ranging fran minor changes to massive policy overhauls for the NSA 
and its metadata collection programs. The sh,"er number s;gnals a collective agreement from lawmakers 
that some kind of legislative respor.se is needed to wrb growing pu~lic concern over the nation's 
intelligence practices. "Something is absolutely going to happen," SGid Michelle Ric.ha rdson, a legislative 
counsel for the American Civil Liberties Union. "But the question is what. How aggressive will ij be?" 

61 , Des raids conformes a la loi O?mericline. !'Ellon Washington 
Le Monde, Corine Lesnes, 2013 10 08 
Washington - , .. peine les raid3 en Sn'T1a lie et en lihye ,IOnOj1 Ces, les autarites americaines se sont 
efforcees de justifier leur legalite. " En vertu des nutoris~tiors mili lnires, te d{lpartement de la defense a 
mene Ie 5 octobre une operation pour ap,rehender AbOli A1as AI' Libi. mercbre d'AI-Qaida de longue 
date, a fait savoir Ie porte-parole d:J Pentagone, Georgs Little" ast astueilernent detenu legalement, 
conformement au droit de la Ql.'erre, d?rs un Bndroit sOr, h~rs de la Ubye. " L'operation contre AI-Chabab 
• apparemment moins reussie - a 'a itl'o~j et de heaucoup noins de commentaires officiels. Mais, tout 
comme I'enhivement du mi:ijant liDyen, elle 3 1M justifiee par I'" al'torisa tion d'uti:iser la force militaire " 
(autorisation for use of milita ry force . AUMF) . ?dopti'e pac Ie Ccngres If-) 18 septembre 2001, une 
semaine apres les al\entats contre Ie World Trade Center 9t Ie Pentagone. 

62, Des reseflux duremen! touC~p.s, mais <]\l i renai5;'f'nt 
Le Figaro , Georges Malbrunot, 2013 1008 
Washington - Jamais al-Qaidn n'3 et~ ,q lJ~s i (IUrnrn,, ;1t to\lC~ee par les atlnques t.iblees a'T1ericaines, pas 
moins de 350 ordonnees par Sarack Ot>zme deplJis sa r remiere election en 2Q08. Une pencde ou la . 
mouvance terrori'ste a perdu S3 tete . Ou;;~ s "1a Ben Laden, ninsi qlJE pl'JsiBLIrs cadres importants, dont Ie 
demier en date, Abou Anas al-Libi, caoture samedi lars d'un ra id dans S2 maison de Tripol i en Libye. Pas 
moins de vingt-oinq des qu ara~te plus iMport2nts respnnsables d'al-Qaide ont ainsi ete mis hors d'etat de 
nuire. Parmi el'X : I'Americ2J d'as=,endence yemen ite Mwar al· Awlaqi qui '3ta it retoume sur ses terres 
pour organiser Ie recrutement GE' lIslIimans en Europe et '.lUX Etats-UniS, mais 3ussi Ie Saoudien Said 
al-Shiri, son adjoint a la directicn d'al-Qa:c1a dens In peninsule Ar3biqlJo (Aqpa), qui constilue 18 principale 
menace pom les interets amencains. Avp('. les zones tribales efg~ .~no-pakistanaises, c'est au Yemen que 
les forces speciales americaines ant concentre leur lutte. Et s'il est vrai que les a\taques de drones au 
Yemen - pas mains de 79 sous I'Admipis(ralio'l ObaM2· ont decapite Aqpa, I'efficacite tactique de ces 
tirs cibles n'a pas empecM la mouvance locale de prosperer. 

63, Edward Sno'Nden 'pictured l:t Sll ('\ppi ..g in ~uss 'a ' 

Agence France-Pre~e , S(nff report. 2013 1008 
Moscow - A photograph purporting to show E.dward Snowden, the IJS intelligence !eaker, out in public for 
the first time since being g ' anted asylum has been p'Jolishnd by a Rlisc.ian news website. In the blurry 
image published by Life News, a casually dressed man sporting a goatee witr sunglasses perched on his 
head is pictured pushing a sllpnrM~rket trol'ey fui! of groceries ecross a road A car with partly legible 
Russian plates and a cro"ing sign idr>ntifJ tr,e ~ce~e as in Rus~i~. "The ph otograph was taken in 
Moscow," sa id Life Nev·/s, which is Imown fo r its close ties'o the Kremlin and security services. There has 
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been no reported sighting of MrSnowden since he walked out of Moscow's Sheremetyevo airport on 
August 1 after obtaining emporary asylum in Russia despite pro ests From Washington. It was not clear 
when the photograph was tak8n , however it is likely to be several weekS-old as it is now autumn in Russia 
and the picture shows trees covered with green leaves. '" 

64. Heeding new counterterror guidelines, U.S. forces bllcked off in Somalia raid 
Washington Post, Karen DeYoung, 2013 10 08 
Washington - When Navy SEALs were met with gunfi re as they attempted a raid on a sea.side militant 
compound in southern Somalia ea~y Saturday, the commander of the operation had the authority to call 
in a U.S. airstrike. Instead , he opted to retreat. The site had been under, surveillance, and the operation 
against an al-Qaeda-affiliated group had been in the planning stages, for months, current and former 
Obama administration officials said Monday. A drone strike against the al-Shabab compound had been 
rejected, officials said, bec8use thcre were too many women a d children inside. the same reason that 
the commander opt~d "'gainst an airstr; l<r, once tile oper81.ion was underway Destroying the compound 
probably would also have ,1 efeated 8 primacy pc:rpose of the mis~; ion: to c"pture, not kill, a I<enyan-bom 
al-Shabab commander named ,o,!Xclkaj ;r Mohamed Abdulkadir, also known as Ikrima. He has long been 
on a U.S. "capture or kill" list, along with al-Shabab leader Mukhtar Abu Zubeyr, known as Godane, and 
was considered the group's primary planner of atta~ks olltside Som21i8 As they provided more details of 
the aborted operation in the town of Barawe , cu rrent and former administration officials said it was 
designed within restrictive counterterrorism guidelines thAt President Obama signed in the spring. Under 
the 2001 congressional Authoriz.Ation for the Use of Military Force, the guidelines say that lethal force can 
be used only when there is a "near certainty that non-combatants will not be injured or killed ." 

66. Kerry appears to reject Iran's '~all for new nuclear proposal 
Washington Post, Anne Geman, ~G131 08 
Bali - Warmi ng relations between ''le Un'tec' S(ales anj I'an de 101 m "n that ':he United States will back 
off its demands about !r8n's nucle, r prngrRf1" or -all tl1cf: ;n'ssile<1~ ense~ in Europe aimed at intercepting 
an Iranian attack, Secretary of f!tate Jcr,n F "nrry sa :d ~'r.ndal'. Iran's foreign minister, who met with 
Keny last month at the Un'ted Nations. wos quoted in state med;a S!Jndzy as saying that the United 
Stales should bring new proposals 10 a nlicleN bargairing session next Week . Kerry appeared to reject 
that, saying Iran sNI hasn't responded '0 tna last offer pL.l forth by the United Sta:es, Russia and others, 
in February . "Ne're wa iting forthe fullness of t~e Iranian difference in their approacll now," Kerry said 
after a meeting here with Russian Foreign Minister Se~0ei I_av'ov. "But we're encoll'aged by the 
statements that were made in New York, ?nG wH're encnuraged by the outreach." 

66. La nouvelle doctrinE' 8;1'Ht"rroriste d 'Oban"a 
Le Figaro, Isabelle l.asserre. 2013 10 08 
Washington - Revise€' au printemps 201:\, Ii! strategic am"~c3ine rernet dans Ie .ieu les commandos, a 
cOte des drones TERRORISME Apres Ip r€lv" (j'il't"\'pni ' 'Tl i'tt~ ;rel"1ert en Syrie les ceux raids 
audacieux menes par les forces s~ec;2:e!; ame;;c!lires e,l Sc·maliB p,1 enl.ib'/e siglla1enPIs un 
changement de strategie de 103 Ani30n-Bla~c~e j,n,· 13 I~tte coJnt.-e Ie terrorislne ? La ~o uve!le doctrine 
en la matiere a Me revel"e pqr B"Jack Obama en mai cJ~rn;er douze 305 apres !e 11 septemore 2001 et 
les promesses faites par Georne W - BU5h {le n: rter la " guerre car t's In terreur » pali out ou se 
trouvaient les terroristfls. Depuis les attenlats contre Ie Vlhrld Trade Center, tes mililaires amencains ont 
concentre leurs farces dans des ,balailles menees con'~e un ennemi asymetrique, souvent invisible, 
aguenri aux techniques d<, la gJerilla. Dell): echecs plus tard, en Iral: et en Afghanistan, Sarack Obama a 
ete elu en promettant d'etre un homme de paix, qui evrtera it desormais a l'Amerique de s'enliser dans de 
longs conflits eU sot. 

67. MeHdowns Hobble NSA nata Cento;) r 
Wall Street .Jourlal, Siobhan Gorman, 20n 10 08 
Washington - Chronic electrical sl";e~ at t ~e Irp.~sive now cata- ,tcrage Far.il'ty Gentr.1 to the National 
Security Agency's spying operaticl1 ~a,,<' destre'l ?f! hundrec>; o~ '~O J38nds ~f doliars worth of machinery 
and delayed the center's cpp.ning for a year. accor('irg '~ p'oject dor.umeots and current and FOf1T1er 
officials. There h'ave been 10 mel;do'vns ir the pas~ 13 mJrths trat have pnwented the NS,~ from using 



computers at its new Utah data-storage center, slated to be the spy agency's largest, according to project 
documents reviewed by The Wall Street Journal. One project official described the electrical troubles -
so-called arc fault failures -- as "a flash of lightning inside a 2-foot box." These failures create fiery 
explosions, melt metal and cause circuits to fai l, the officia\ said . The CaUses,remain under investigation, 
and there is disagreement whether proposed fixes wi ll work, according to officials and project documents. 
One Utah project official said the NSA planned this week to tum 0 some of its computers there. 

68. NSA inundated with by FOIA requests after Snowdon leaks 
MuckRock.com, Zak Simpson, 20131007 
Unidentified placeline - A veritable FOIA frenzy ensued in 2013 following a series of leaks about NSA 
surveillance programs, recently released documents show. From June 6 to September 4, the National 
Security Agency's FOIA load increased 1,054 percent oyer ~s 2012 intake. In that three-month span, the 
agency received 3,382 public records requests. For comparison , the NSA received j ust 293 requests over 
the same period in 2012. The st atistics come from an internal agency email released to MuckRock last 
week. The emails show the FOIA flood unlecshed when whistle blower Edward Snowden leaked 
infomnation about Internet and telephone surveillance prog ram~l. The number of requests sent to the 
agency appears to be unprecedented. The NSA statirotics indicnte that the agency received 1,809 public 
records requests in 2012. That amoUlit was nEarly doubled juS\ this summer. According to the email, the 
heaviest flow of requests hit the agency in the early summer shortly after publication of the first media 
stories about the NSA's spying on American. citizens. 

69. The Next Breeding Ground f or Global Jihad 
Wall Street Journal, Reuel Marc Gerecht, 2013 10 08 
Op-ed - When President Obama declared thnt Syrian dictator Basilar Assad must "step aside" two years 
ago, many believed that it was only ,,\- matterof time bef:>re the U.S. intervened on behalf of the rebels 
battling the regime. Now that seems increasinfj ly ollt of the question. The gr~wing power of hard-core 
Islamic radicals among the rebels hns made the White HOWle, ard many in Congress. look upon the 
Syrian opposition with little enthusiasm. Inste?d, VV3,Srington focuses on the charade of trying to re lieve 
Assad of his chemical weapons, as if that wil l have any I'ffe.c) or t~, e civil war. A.merica ignores the rebels 
at ~s peril. Yet on the left and light, 8nli- in'ervenlion;sts 3rgue ngainst fl.merican airst rikeo;, or any serious 
military aid , because such assistance would abet al Oa"ca··linkerJ j ihadis1s. Perhaps what these anti
interventionists don't realize is that the president and Congress may have already done their part to 
create the most deadly Islamic movement since the Taliban merged with al Oaeda in the 1990s. Right 
nQw, the three seriously radical armed outfits in Syria -- Jabhat al-Nusra , the Ahrar ai-Sham, and the 
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria -- likely h,3ve no more than 15,000 fighters among them, according to a 
study of the Syrian opposition by the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. That's less than 15% of 
the opposition's forces -- too small a number to consolidate power and rule a post-Assad Syria. That may 
be the only good news out of Syria: II's not too late br the U.S, to influence the war in favor of the rebels 
who are not bent on establishing an Islamist state . Right now. Wash ington seems paralyzed by fear of 
U.S. weaponry getting into jihadist hands, which is whv rt has held off on doing more than having the CIA 
train rebels in .Jordan. To make a real difference, the CIA will have to get involved inside Syria , but it won1 
take a lot of men to monitor supply lines and fige're out who 's using U.S. weaponry . Note: Mr. Gerecht, a 
fomner CIA operative. is a senio~ fellow at the Foundation for Defense of De'11ocracies. 

70. U.S. aborts Somali '!match and grab' mission 
Toronto Star, Miche(le Shephard, 2013 10 08 
Toronto - When members of tne 01ite U.S. Navy SEAL teAm raided a Somal' villa this weekend in an 
attempted "snatch and grab" operation, they Viere far.ed with not one, but three high-level targets and 
were driven back by fighters ready to defend their leaders. Western and Somali sources with knowledge 
of the pre·dawn raid in the southem seasidf> town of Barawe say the, commandos' main ta rget was 
Kenyan insurgent Abdukadir Mohamed Abdukadir, knoVin by the ricknnme "Ikrima." A Kenyan 
intelligence report. leaked in the wake cf la,~ mOI1!h's four·day siege of Nairohi', Westgate mall , c~es 
Ikrima as an active operative in Kenya w~h links to the Somalia-based AI Shabab and to AI Oaeda's 
leadership in Pakistan . Also in the VillA durir.g !pe raid Vias Mahad Mohamed Ali , known as "Karate," said 
an intelligence source, who spol,e to the Star on the condilior of anonymity. A 2013 UN Security Council 
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MonHoring Group report lists Karate as a leader of AI Shabab's clandestine Amniyat division. And while 
there may not be a direct connection between the Navy SEAL raid and the Westgate attack, the weekend 
raid took on greater urgency in the wake of the Nairobi assault, which killed more than 65 people, 
including two Canadians. 

71. U.S. official: Raid's target was AI-Shabaab foreign fighter commander 
CNN.com, Barbara Starr, 2013 10 07 
Washington - A pre-dawn raid by elite U.S. forces in southern Somalia, in the heart oflerritory controlled 
by the al Oaeda subsid iary AI- Shabaab, targeted an AI-Shabaab commander connected to one of the 
1998 U.S. embassy bombings, a senior Obama administration official said Sunday. The suspected 
foreign fighter commander is named Ikrima, a Kenyan of Somali origin about whom little is known. The 
official sa id Ikrima is associated with two now-deceased al Oaeda operatives who played roles in the 
1998 bombing of the U.S. embassy in Nairobi, Kenya, a~d the 2002 at1acks on a hotel and airline in 
Mombasa, also in Kenya. A recent Kenyan inteiligence report alleged Ihat Ikrim a was behind several 
foiled terror conspiracies against targets in fCenya be:wee~ 201 1 anel 2013. The most rece nt was a plot to 
attack Mandera Airport in Kenya's North Eastern province in April. Kenyan officials said last year that 
Ikrima had a significant role in recruiting and training Kenyans in AI'Shabaab. He is thought to have been 
a close associate of Saleh ,'IIi Nab~an, n fellow I<en ~'an and senior al Claed~ operative in east Africa, who 
was killed by U.S. forces in 2009 in Somalia. 

72. US team questions seized al-Qaeda suspect 
AI Jazeera , 2013 10 08 
Doha - A US interrogation team is qUBstioring the a!leg~,d senior al-Oaeda f.gllre who was seized by 
special operations forces in UbJ3 and t~e..whiskect 0010 a navy ship in Ihe Mediterranean Sea, US 
officials said. Nazih al-Ragye . bnt er known ~y the cover ' arne Abu Anas 31- I.iby, is being held aboard the 
USS San Antonio, an amphit,iO'Js transport dock ship. the officia!s said on Monday. He is being 
questioned by the US High Value Detainee ~nterroga:ion Group, a~ int<!r-ag€nGY unit crealed in 2009 and ' 
housed in the FBI's National Security Branch. The group specialises in garnering information from 
suspects to prevent plan1ed attac~s . A suspeci in the 1!l98 borrbings of the US embassies in Kenya and 
Tanzania that ~.: lIed 224 civilians, Uby was captured on Hlf~~tre")js of Tripoli (;>0 Saturday and quickly 
taken out of the North African countl':!. The raid in Tripoli was carried out by the US army's specia l 
operations Delta Force, an official said. 

73. Wife of capt ured al Oaeda operative speaks to CNI\I 
CNN.com, Jomana Karadsheh, 2013 10 08 
Unidentified placeline - CNN's .Jomana Knradsheh talk~ exclusively to lJ 'T1 Abdul Rahman, wife of 
recently captured terror suspe(~ A~11 A1as al I.ib; Wnntod for his possible role in the 1993 US embassy 
bombings in Kenya and Tan:~ap ia , al Libi w,,~ c,1plured serly S,, ' urd 6Y morn:ng hy U.S. forces in Tripoli, 
Libya. Rahma~ who witnessecl her husband'~ capture, ;r&intains ~is innocei1c:e. On her ~LJsband's role in 
1998 US embassy bombings: "I a'Tl su re of'l.that I am , aying - he did not take part in any bombing 
anywhere in the worl . He partil;ipaled in th e jihad in N gnonistan ...He was a memoer of al· Qaeda and 
he was personal secur'ty fer (Or.ama) bin Laden . tha~'s Irt!e - but he did not take part in any operation." 
On her husband's capture: "Whi\t I SllW were Libyans. Maybe they had Ame ';cans with them, but I didn't 
see them because there was more than one car. They say there were 10 people involved, but I believe 
there were more than 10 - I couldn't count them because there were many of them. I can't confirm if they 
were Americans or nOl , but what I saw were Libyans." (FL'II report). 

United Kingdom· Royaume-Uni 

74. Britain has paid £4.4 mill ion to criminals in hurran rights cases 



London Daily Telegraph, Hayley Dixon, 2013 10 08 
London - Britain has lost 202 cases in the European Court of Human Rights to murderers, terrorists, 
paedophiles and rapists, resulting in payouts of £4.4 million, ~ has emerged. The taxpayer funded 
compensation awarded by Strasbourg judges averages at around £22,000 a head, and recipients have 
included B@sh double agent George Blake and extremist cleric Abu Hamza. The figures, released by the 
House of Commons and seen by the Daily Mail, have increased pressure on the Government to pull out 
of the European Convention in order to reform human rights law, Many of the judges are not legal experts 
as they are polijical apPOintees. 

75. Foreign gangsters face crackdown in Britain as spies join cal1'\paign 
London Times, Sean O'Neill , 2013 1008 
London - As many as 8,000 foreign gangsters could be active in criminal groups in Britain, the Home 
Office said yesterday as it launched i s new seriolls organised crime strategy. Government research and 
organised crime mapping estimated t ~ at belween 13-22 per cellt olthe 37,000 members of the most 
significant crime networks came from overseas. In London, Scotland Yard says that 25 per cent of ~s 
most seriolls criminals are foreign national offenders. Identifying ~uspects, obtaining intelligence on their 
previous criminal history nbroad and being able to prosecule or depoli them were key elements of the 
fight against organised crime. Operation Ne).us, Scotland Yard's drive against foreign offenders, has been 
extended to the West Midlands and a further exp8nsion of the proj~ ct is "essential". Devised by police 
and the Office for Counter-Terrorism and Security under the senior civil servant Charles Farr, the strategy 
will draw on MIS, MI6 and GCHQ to improve the intelligence picture on international crime. 

76. Four British men arrestee; over links to Silk Road website 
London Times, Philippe Nau;)hton, 2013 1008 
London - Four men arrested in the UK on drugs offences are oeinQ investigated over their alleged role in 
the Silk Road website , an "AmazC'n for crim'nnls' whose suspected founder wns arrested last week. The 
suspects - one in his early fifties from Devon and the oll··ers in their early twenties from Manchester - were 
detained last week, hours after the FBI arrested Ross Ulbri(:ht , the militant libMarian who is thought to 
have been behind the encryptec1 site. The U~:'s new 1\l8lional Crime Agi'ncy (NCAl sa id today that more 
arrests were certain to follow. The hidden webSite, which has novi been closed, generated sa les of more 
than $1 .2 billion; American prosecutors say that it eamed Mr Ulbricht more t"an $80 million in commission 
over a five- year period. He denies any wrongdoing. 

77. Four suspected users of Silk Road held in UK 
London Daily T" Ip.graph, S~8ff !(pert, 2013 10 on 
London - Four Bli tish men f,u-; r.ected of being significant users of Silk Road , the billion dollar online 
narcotics bazaar, have been ~rr~stec! in the 11'<. TI' E' arrests were the frst in the UK after the collapse of 
the world's biggest internet dllig dealing hllb end the detention by the FBI last week of its alleged founder 
Ross Ulbricht, 29. in San Frareisr.o. One man in r,is 50s \\las held in Devon an.d three others in their 20s 
were held in Manchester on -suspicion of supplying contro 'led dl'Jgs. Tiley are oeing investigated by the 
National Crime Agency. 

78. How terro r suspect slipped ~hroilgt. £,,'itis ll 1l" l1ds 
London Times, John Simpson, Dav:d Grown, 2013 1008 
London - The man captured in Libya at the weekend had been granted pol~ica l asylum by Britain in 1995 
despite war~ings that he was an al-QaeC:a tE'm' -ist. Abu Anas al-Liby was seized on Saturday by US 
special forces, 14 years after fl~eing Brit;!i curing an in',estigation into his role as the mastermind of an 
al-Qaeda terror cell. The r,omr.ll;e· e-~P"!t had been a rrest~d by courrter..terrorism officers in Manchester 
in 1999 at the request of the FBI as ~ art of an investigation into t~e bO"Tlbing of Ihe US Embassy i~ 
Nairobi , which killed 212 pee pie and injur,'d 4,000 a ye8f earlier Despite vm!"lings from the FBI , al-Liby 
was released on bail ano shook off a police ,tlrveillanc2 t<'am to fiee the countr ( before the American 
authorHies obta ined sufficient evidE'nce to ~.ha:ge him. Theresa May, the Home Secretary, said yesterday 
that the Govemment had "tightened up" the rules on granting asylum to extremists. Mrs May will face 
questions from the Home Affairs Select Committee next week. I 



79, I was only doing my job, says jOl1rnalist arrested by Russia 
London Times, Rhoda Buchanan, 2013 10 08 
London - A British journalist held in a Russian jail facing a piracy charge has asked his parents and 
friends to fight for him, writing in a letter to his family: "I was doing my job, that is all ." Kieron Bryan, a 
freelance videographer, was on board the Arctic Sunrise. a Greenpeace ship, as she sailed towards a 
Russian oi l rig in the Barents Sea. The Russian authorities have imprisoned all those on board the ship 
while they investigate charges of piracy -- which Greenpeace describes as "outrageous". Mr Bryan, 29, 
who is not a member of Greenpeace and whose ro le was to document the protest, wrote: "Keep telling 
the wond the truth -- I'm a journalist, I was doing my job, that is all." The letter; seen by The Times, was 
sent from Murmanskjust over a week ago. Mr Bryan writes: "No one expected this to happen." Under 
Russian law, piracy carries a maximum sentence of 15 years in prison. According to The Moscow Times, 
acquittal rates in Russia's courts are 0.3 per cent. 

80, Les banques restE'''' vu/nerabie~ aux cyberattaques, selon MWR InfoSeclirity 
Publinet, Jo Cohen , 2013 1008 
Londres - Dans une mise en garde faite par la societe brit3nnique de conseil en securite MWR 
InfoSecurity, les banques et las irstitutions financiim:s poun-aient quitter Ie husiness suite il des 
cyberattaques contre des infrastructure.; qui restenl vulnerables. Cette alerte intervient apres que la 
Banque d'Angleterre et Ie Tresor aiellt exhorte les dire·::Iions du secteur financier aelaborer des plans 
afin de faire face aux niveaux croissants de menace de cyberattaques. <, Alors que la question de 
I'amelioration de la securije est lI[,e question cornplexe, eHe dev-ait litre abordee dans Ie cadre d'une 
approche reposant sur les actifs, L.'accent don etre mis sur la protection des infrastructures chis de 
I'industrie, tels que les systernes de ;>aieme-.t, en bloqu8nt to utes les voies d'sttaque qui y menent, ce qui 
ne peut et re realise que par une evaluatjon apPrJfondie des actifs de la societe» explique Alex Fidgen, 
directeur de MWR InfoSecurity. « Afin que Ie secteur de la finance comprenne ou la secume peut titre 
amelioree, il dol! auss; anoDtH' de~ evaluations qui rp."roanisen' certalr~s d'lS methodes d'attaque 
utilisees par les cybercriminels les plus sophistiques, qui sont sou vent parraines par des Etats » ajoute Ie 
directeur de MWR InfoSecurity 

81, Northern Ire land's disma day of rlinuptio as s€l:urity alerts ac ross Belfast bring misery 
Belfast Telegraph Adrian Ruthe,f ord, 2013 10 18 
Belfast - The Continuity IRA is heing blamed after a selies of bcmb alerts brought parts of Belfast to a 
standstill during yesterday's rush hour ,~nger afup!ed after separale incidents shut down the motorway at 
the height of the morning commute and forcen 30 fam;Jie8 to leave t lleir homes. A suspicious object - later 
declared a hoax - led to a , .even-mile slretell of thn M1 between Belfast and Lisburn being closed in both 
directions. In a separate alert, residents at Brae :-1 ill Link in the Ballysillan area of north Belfast were 
evacuated from their homes following the discovery of a viGble pipe bomb. A viable device was also 
recovered foll owing a thi rd inc:dent ,110i<J Brewery !.ane 11 we"t Belfast 

82, Son of seized terra !;u,;pect tells of family's life on the run 
London Daily Telegraph, RichanJ Spencer, 2013 10 08 
Tripoli - The family of Abu An~s ~1·Ubi, th~ A'·Oarda s·.'''pect sei ,e<1 by I,merican fow,s in Libya, last 
night claimed he was innocent nd had heen 'v>eking in a pizza restaurant whi le in Britain, not 
masterminding intemati al terrorst at! cks His son , Ahdulla h al ..Rl:qaie, told The Daily Telegraph his 
father had been forced to leal/& Brita:n tJecalls~ of ";J0Iice harassment". He described hoVi his own 
childhood had been spent on the rUr} !e81<ing priMary school in Manche$~er for a life first in Afghanistan, 
where his father became close to Osam? bin Laden, and trfn in prison in Iran. But he insisted that his 
father had gone to Afghanistan 10 "help. the cppressed" an1 was innoeen of the murders of 224 people in 
the twin bombings of the US e' bassies in !airobi and Dar GS Salaam, of wilieh he is accused by the US, 
"My father is a normal man" he ,aid from "is home in Tripoli . "He told liS eve!YIhing about his life. He 
went from Libya to Afghanistan to help oppressed people there. I assure you 1hat he is innocent, and this 
will be clear s00n, whE'n thE'Y f~il to o-Mi<1e any evidence again~t him." 

83, Tommy Robinson quits ED!.. and w arns of 'far Right extremism ' 
London Times, Jenny Boolh , 2013 10 03 



London - Tommy Robinson and Kevin Carroll, who founded the English Defence League (EDL), have 
both unexpectedly resigned from the organisation while warning of the dangers of "far Right extremism". 
The pair jOintly set up the anti.. lslamic campaign group in 2009, but said today that they felt that the EDL 
had got as far as it could with its high-profile street protests, which haye often attracted violent clashes. 
Their departures were apparently co-ordinated by Quill ii\fl1. the anti-extremist movement. "I have been 
considering this move for a long time ," Mr Ropbinson said, "because I recognise that, though street 
demonstrations have brought us to this point, they are no longer productive. "I acknowledge the dangers 
of far-Right extremism and the ongoing need to counter Islamist ideology not with violence but with better, 
democratic ideas." 

84. Tommy Robinson quits EDL saying it has become 'too extreme' 
The Guardian (London), Haroon Siddique, 2013 1008 
London - The leader of the English Defence League. Torr,my Robinson, has announced that he is leaving 
the organisation because it has become too e:<treme, . Robinson , who leads anti-Islam protests that have 
often tumed violent and have b?en markod by racist chanting , said that Islamist ideology should be 
challenged "not with violence, but with better j emccmtic ideas". Robinson, who set up the EOL in 2009, 
ostensibly to combat extreme Islamism in n ro Uf(, ;;; cJrrently faci ng a nU'11ber of crimina l charges in 
relation to his activities with thp. ~ rou;>. ne 30-yea···old front Luton, whose real name is Stephen Yaxley
Lennon, said : "I have been consideling thi" meve for a long time because I recognise that, though street 
demonstrat ions have brought us to this pOint, they are no longer productive. I ae'mowledge the dangers 
of far-right extremism and the ongoing need to counter Islamist ideology not with violence but with better, 
democratic ideas." 

Australia, New Zealand· Australie, Nouvelle~Zelande 

85. Abbott says won't toP. Canadian line 
Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka), 20131007 
Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott says he has no intention of following Canada's leader in boycotting 
next month's Commonwealth summit in Sri Lanka because of human rights concerns. Ca nadian Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper issued a statement on Monday. shortly before he met with Mr. Abbott in Bali, 
confirming his boycott of the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM). Mr. Harper and 
Mr. Abbott are on the Indonesian holiday island for the annual APEC leaders summit. The two countries 
have a lot in common but they cellainly don't see eye to eye on the CHOGM, due to sta rt in Colombo on 
November 10. Mr. Harper said he d hoped Sn Lanka would seize the opportunity presented by its 
selection as host 10 improve Iluman rights conditions and move tONard reconci liation and accountability 
after the country's long-running and bloody civil war against Tamil separatists, which ended in 2009. 

86. Austral ia prepared briel1l'1q cn US global internet spying program PRISM before Snowden 
revelations 
ABC (Australia), Will Ockenden 201 :11008 
Canberra - Documents obtained under Freedom of Information 18V1S show the Federal Government knew 
about the secret US internet spying program PRISM months before a Vlhistleblower made details public, 
The Attorney- General's Department prepared a secret briefing about PRISM in March, two months 
before former National Security Agency (NSA) cont-actor Edward Snowden leaked information on the 
global spying program to The Guardian newsp8per. Snowden's 'evelations showed that the US 
government had in place a glctal spying system wh 'ch taps deep into millions of individuals' lives via 
social media platforms and email It promp\ed questions about how widely the US government was 
sharing the information wittl its allies, including Australia. Greens Senator Scott Ludlam, who has long 
been vocal about his concerns concerns over digital privacy rights, says the timeline is interesting. 



87. Austral ia's Fastmail secure email service claims it is 'NSA proof 
The Guardian (London), Alex Hem, 2013 10 08 
London - The Austral ian technology firm Fastmail is claiming to ~e f'j~A·proof, stating that it "does not c0

operate with blanket surveillance" and does not give information on iis Gse'rs,to anyone outside Australia. 
Responding to growing public debate over online surveillance by the US National Secur~y Agency, a 
blogpost from Fastmail to its users emphasised the faet that nis incorporatea in Melbourne, and so only 
has to respond to demands made under Australian law, though it conceded that some of Fastmail's 
servers are in the US. Robert Norris, Fastmail technical lead, said ; "Austra lia does not have any 
equivalent to the US National Security Letter, so we cannot be forced· to do somethiog without beipg 
allowed to disclose n. 'We are required to disclose information about specific individual accounts fo 
properly authorised Austra lian law enforcement with the appropriate supporting documentation, wh ich 
means a warrant signed by an Australian judge," Norris says. 

88. Bali high for Key ashe meets big players (Canada) 
The Daily Post (New Zeal and) , Staff reporter, 20131008 
Wellington - Prime Minister John Key yesterday held i:ilatecal meetings with the leilders of Malaysia, 
Chile, Peru and Canada. Mr Key is attending Ihn Apee Summit in Bali 3nd will al ~;o meet the 
organisation's new executive di rector, Allan Bollard, the former Reserte Ban i, Governor of New Zealand. 
Apec was an ideal opportunity fnr a cnuntry as small as New Zealand to cosy up to the big players, Mr 
Key said . "In any Apec meeting we get face time with leaders who, otherwise, it's very difficu lt for us to 
get on their cal endar. We can do it rnayb6 once q telm but we certainly couldn't do it, in the .case of some 
of these leaders, every yea r ortwir.e a 'lear." he saia. 

89. Police return people 10 cietention 
The Austra lian , Paul Maley, 2013 1008 
Sydney - Asylum-seekers charged with, but n t yet convicted of, climinal offences have had their bridging 
visas revoked and have been returned to oetento,," I . rnigration Minister Scott Morrison said yesterday 
that 28 asylum ..,eekers had been r~moved frOlTI Ifle community af.e'-beir.!? charged with an array of 
offences, from murder to peop:e-smuggling. i-lalfwBr,,, on i:'rid9ing 'Iisas whi '" the other half were being 
held in community detenticn arrangements . Mr Mo -ri~0n said 10 of those v'sa cancellations had occurred 
since the Septemller election. "While there is no sugge~,tion that the incidence of charges is 
disproportionate for illegal boat arrivals released intc th~ community, h:W0 a zero tolerance attitude for 
those who violate the trust given by granting them permissior. to live in tne community, " Mr Morrison said. 

90. The road's c losed for these drugs (Canada) 
The Age , Eileen Ormsby, 201:3 10 08 
Column : Australians were enthusiastic users of the online illicit drug market Silk Road . But now its owner 
has been arrested and the sit~ closed. Wi'l they return '0 the more dangerous alternative of buying on the 
streets? Eileen Ormsby reports. It'S .3 familiar story. P. O,o8ky academic 11igh-achiever moves to Silicon 
Valley to t ry his luck in the ~t aI1-up business. ~nore successful t~an most, his venture , an e-commerce 
website, turns over $1.2 bilijon 4n 10~S than t~reE y e3f3. Su' tr,en the story tal<es a turn til al comes straight 
out of an epis0de of Breaking S?q. o.n Octol)"r 3, the FBI swooped on 29-yeor-olc1 Ross Will iam Ulbricht 
in the sci-fi section of a locallibn ry' Glep Par~, Sen Francisco, as he chattr,d online According to the 
arrest documents, the easmoin~ TBxar is the mast~rmind behind a massive online drug-dealir.g, 
computer-hackiog and money-launderinfJ enpif€, They als0 clain he ordered at least two contract killings 
and the torture of a former employee. His parents have described him as "a really stellar, good person 
and very idealistic". The website is Silk Roa.d , the most famous online black market in the world. And 
Ulbricht, the FBI claims, is its ~rigru8!ic founder, known until last week only as Dread Pirate Roberts, or 
DPR. The anonymous website sold ille'lal dr~gs slich as heroin , cocaine and MDMA. Outside the US, it is 
understood to have been most used by people in the UK: and Australia. "Silk Road has emerged as the 
most soph isticated and extensive criminal marketplace on the internet todny," is how Christopher Tarbell, 
an FBI agent , described it last week . More than 91)0.000 reQi~,tered users bought and sold drugs using the 
dig~al currency Bitcoin. According to the chRr(les. users could huy drugs from the site and have them 
shipped to an address of their choice. Accorj inp to the FBI complaint , UIMcht, who shortened his alias 
from Dread Pi rate Roberts to DPR when posting on 8illl Road's forums. operated the site from San 



Francisco. At times, he used computers at Internet cafes to access the servers running the website, which 
employed several technological tools to mask the location of its-servers and the identities of its 
administrators and users. Based on a image of the servers on server on 23 July last year, there were over 
13,000 listings for illicit substances, most of wh ich were of individu.al-u5e quantities. There had been 
about 1,229,465 transactions, valued at around 9.5 million bitcoin , the equivalent of US $1.2 billion in 
revenue and $79.8 million in commissions to the sne's owner. There were 957 ,079 registered users of 
which 30 percent were from the United States, 27 percent "undeclared," and the remainder, in 
descending order of prevalence: the United Kingdom. Australia , Geml1jny, Canada, Sweden, France, 
Russia , Italy, and the Netherlands. 

Afghanistan· Pakistan 

91, Afghanistan's Hamid Karzai says Nato r.aused 'great sllffering ' 
BBC News, Staff repOlt, 2013 10 07 
London - President Hamid i<arzai haG criticis'?d Nato for fail ing to b'ing stability to Afghanistan in over a 
decade there. "On the seCIJnty front the entire Nato exercise was one that caused Afghanistan a lot of 
suffering , a lot of loss of life, and no gains because the country is not secure," he said. He said Nato had 
incorrectly focused the fight on Afghan villages rather than Taliban safe havens in Pakistan : Mr Karzai 
has just six months remaining in office until a successor is elected. "I am not happy to say that there is 
partial security. That's not what we are seeking. What we wanted was absolute security and a clea r-cut 
war against terrorism," Mr Karzai said of the Nato campaign. Speaking in one of his last major interviews 
before stepping down, he told BBC Newsnight that his priority now is to bring peace and security to 
Afghanistan, including a power-sharing deai with the Taliban. 

92, En Afghanistan, vingt -sept candid2lts p. n lice 1f in rle sucr.ecler aHamid Karza'i 
Le Monde, Frederic Bobin, 201 3 10 08 
Kaboul- 2014 sera marquee par un scrut'n rr< si,j,,"tiel et la fin du rp,tr.i"ie., troupes de I'OTAN Le 
scenario politique post-201 ~ en fgh<ln istan S'B';:! que!q'Je peu eclairci. di;r,anche 6 octohre , avec la 
clOture du depot cle candidatur0S pour "election preoirjenJielte du prilltem~s vOlJee ~ trouver un 
successeur a Hamid Karzcfi, a la tete dll pays S3n:; di~·contiml e i dGpuis Ie re r versement du regime 
taliban fin 2001 . Cette annee electorele a 'ie~ir s'a1nance d'autant plu,- sensible qu'elle rnarquera la fin 
du retran des troupes de I'OTAN apres pillS de dix nos d'une guerre dont les forces alghanes - armee et 
police - prennent la direction progressive face a I' insurrection des talib.~ns Aujou ,d'hu i s'elevant a87 000 
soldats - dont 52 000 Amertca ins -, I'effectif de~; troupes internationales esl cens€! etre r~duit li n 2014 a un 
niveau minimum qu'il reste adetenniner. Danr: ce contexte d'incertitude securitaire, la stabilite de la 
sphere pol itique officielle apparait cruciale aux yeux de la communaute internationale , qui continue 
d'assurer I'es~entiel des finannements du rep i'TIB 

93. Internatiolllli aid agencies barred from /l,wnran 
Pakistan Dawn, hawar Ghum an, 2013 1') 03 
Islamabad: Tile governrT'ent i, "at :lolVi1g irt0matior;a' 'lumanitarif ,n .'l ;d agenc;e~ to go into earthquake
affected districts of Baloe 1,t8n. In q pi''?'ss $Iale "'''n~ posted en its w"~site cn eel 4, Fran:.€- based 
Doctors Wrthout Boarders has r.esr,nt"d try" govern'11ert's r<~! 'J:1", cc 10 allow ns med i ~al carr, providers to 
enter Awaran , the area w!l icil s ' ff ".red the most when the (>arthquake struGI( the province on Sept 24. It 
said: "Despite daily discussions w'lh the go~err;nen~ 0f P2kistan , MMer.ins Sans Frontier%/Ooctors 
Wrthout Borders (MSF) has not yet bgen gr8nte:t perm;ssior to wort. in th e affected area ." MSF's 
spokesperson in Pakistan sa id <IS of lacay (Monday) 1118r," WilS no Ileadway in negotiations between the 
government and MSF officials. She s3id: "Our teams of doctors are rEady to go to the affected areas, but 
we are yet to get a formal BllthoriGotion from the govemment." 



94. Loya J irga on BSA in a month: Karzai 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Zarghona Salehi, 2013 10 08 
Kabul - President Hamid Karzai, insisting on the acceptance of his govern{T1ent's conditions, on Monday 
indicated a Loya Ji rga would be called in a month's time to discuss the Afghan-US bilateral security 
agreement. Negotiations on the security pact with the US began a' year ago, With the Obama 
administration saying in mid-September the deal could be clinched during the current month. But Karzai, 
who said on September 17 that his government was in no rush for wrapping up the agreement, told 
reporters in Kabul on Monday the two sides had reached some understanding but several sticking points 
were yet to be addressed. He once again made clear Afghanistan would sign the pact only when its 
conditions were met. "The Afghans want to be friends with the US and the West, but this friendship 
should guarantee the protection of our core national interests." 

95. Pak Talehan I/OW t o attar,l; \~alal~ 
Khaleej Times, 2013 10 08 
Islamabad· The Pakistan: Taleban O~ Monday s8id scllcolgirl campaigner Malala Yousafzai had 'no 
courage" and vowed to attack her again if they got tile chance. Having spread a message of "education 
for all" across the globe, the 16-year .. o d is now amo~g the favourijes for the Nobel Peace Prize, which '
will be awarded on Friday. Sha~idlllinh Shahid, spokesman for the main Teh reek ..e- Taleban Pakistan 
umbrella group, slammect Malaln and said they would try again to kill her. Malala said on Monday she 
hoped to become a politician to "change Ihe fu!ure Of my country. "I wi ll be a politician in my future. I want 
to change the flrtll re of my country and I ....ant 10 roa~e education compulsory," Mala la said in a BBC 
interview. (Full Report). 

96. President offered my party $100m, Noor claims 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Ahmn,-i Qo,":E:hi 2013 10 08 
Kabul - In the race for th" presidency, Balkh Governor Atta Mohammad Noor on Monday claimed 
President Hamid r:arza i had o'fered him a $100 million r.hcque in retlJm;ng for support his team. Also a 
key member of the Jamiat-'-Islami Party (JiP). the g~ve" nor levelled the allegation against the president 
at an inaugural ceremony for a party o'fce in Kabul. He insisted: "President HarT'id Karzai's team offered 
us a colossal amount of daHms, a blan~ cheque and 'lthP,r f£vours, Bllt we rejected the offer out of hand." 
Noor said in categorical teiTns that Karz,i and his ele~o'a! teAm had .epeate<Jly tried to lure his party into 
joining the incoming cabinet. "I was tal the f'agile presirtent ial t ~an will get stronger if the Jamiat-i-Istami 
throws its weight behind it ," Noor maintained 

97. Senate supports Loya jirga on security pact 
Pajhwok Afghan News. Abasin Z2heer. 2C 12 10 08 
Kabul - The Mesilrano Jif?2 oc uppcr ~?usn cf the parliament, on Monday said the proposed bilateral 
security agreerr.ent (BSA) w,s ;n f8voll r 01 A'gh~n'sta n, :;upporting a Loya Jirga on the subject. A day 
earlier, Pre!;irJentHamid l(nl7.{li ;nsis+,3d 0 11 Hw ac('. ~~rtanc6 nf his gov0rnment's condit ions, indicating a 
Loya Jirga would be called ill ~ mOlth's tin'c \0 discuss the aJree;ne~t. N"gotiation~ on the security pact 
with the US began a year ago wit 'he Obama 3dmi ,list'ation say:ng in mid-September the deal could be 
clinched during th" current m~nth . P,>rticipating in a Senate debate on BSA, a public representative from 
central Bamyan province ~nid f..fghanistnn WBS curmnttl' go ing t rough a sensitive phase and needed a 
strong intemational ally like the US. 

98. US hopes security pact to be signed soon 
Pajhwok Afgh sn News, Lalit K ,)ha, 20 31008 
Washington - The Obama administrQ~ion 19mains committed to working with the Afghan government to 
conclude the bi lateral security 3grN'!11E'nt (8SA) as soon as possible, a US official sa id here on Monday. 
Both countries were engaged to co~cll 'd"- eeJl negot;ation . State Department spo~esperson Marie Harf 
told reporters a' h~r dail)' ews r.0nf~'enre , '"ours ofter P'es'de1t Ham;a Kar;:ai i ~dir.ated a I.oya Jirga on 
the pact wOll ld be convenHd in a month. 'We've all p)'s ,~;d 'Mt Or.\ober's a C0mrnon go.11 set cut in the 
SPA (special partnership ?~'eel1" en!) and reaffirmed lJy beth Presidert Karza; erd President Obama in 
January. So we're prepared to conch'de a reason ahle ElSA, an we're l'/orking toward that goal ," she 
said. After Oclcber, she added , il "Nould ')e~o'Tle n lit!le bit more diffic' llt, not necessarily impossible by 



any means, but Afghans would be focused on the upcoming presidential and provincial council elections 
in April 2014. 

99, Wide consultations tikely: PM to fill top army posts on sa e da~ 
The Express Tribune, Sumera Khan, 2013 10 08 
Islamabad: A day after army chief General Ashfaq Parvez Kayan i ruled out a longer tenure for himself, 
the Prime Minister House announced that the new Chief of Army Staff and the Chairman Uoint Chiefs of 
Slaff Committee wou ld be named simultaneously following intense consultations. As rumours swirled over 
the possible successors of Gen Kayan i and Gen Khalid Shameem Wynne, the PM House spokesman 
said in a statement on Monday til at the prime minister has decided to announce the appointments at the 
same time after holding consultations. "Expectations regarding the announcement of the successors of 
the outgoing CJSC who retired on Monday and the army chief whose tenure ends on November 29 are 
important is~ues but need comprehensive considerations." "Every decision will be taken in the country's 
supreme interest," the premier was quoted as saying. 

Africa· Afrique 

100. "Pour les populations du sud, la conv,grsion vers Ie biomelrique est un sesame" 
L'Express, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 08 
Rabat - Le marche mondial de la biometrie representerq 8,5 milliards d'euros d'ici 2015. Cette expansion 
se fatt surtout sentir dans Ie monde emergent , Ie continent africain en tete: etat civil au Maroc, listes 
electorales au Gabon, au Benin, au Burkina Faso, au Senegal , au Mali, etc. Devant la volonte de ces 
Etats d'informatiser et de securiser les donnees et documents ayant trait aI'identite civile , un constat 
emerge: I'identification des personnes revet , pour une part ie du monde, une importance croissante. 

101, After Botched U.S. Raid, Somalis Fear Looming War With At~"hC\bab 
Time Magazine , William Lloyd George, 2013 10 08 
Mogadishu· On Oct. 5, the same day the U.S. whisked leading al- Qaeda operative, Anas al-Liby, from 
his home in the Libyan capital to a suspected holding cell aboard a ship in the Mediterranean, it tried a 
similany audacious operation in Somalia. Unfortunafely for tha PentagQn, the second r8 id , aimed at a 
suspected leader of al-Shabab, an al-Qaeda- linked militant group based in southern Somalia. did not 
succeed. Following the U.S. raid, Abdi Aynte, directGr of the Herttage Institute, the first think tank in 
Somalia. told TIME if no leaders were tal(en this would bE' "the icing or. the <;.,I\e for al-Shabab as they 
have now rebufied the global super power and the some SEALs Wll O took out OS3ma Bin Laden." It's a 
significant statement of their prowess, not Ipast becau"e before the events of recent weeks, the group 
was considered to be a faction in ietreat and disarm)' "They will be u5ing this ES a victory and selling it 
everywhere," Jabril Abdulle, co·director of the Centre for Research ane! Dialogue, told TIME from his . 
office in Mogadishu. "It is great propag~nr.a for them." Dospite the concerns this raid will have only 
boosted al-Shabab's morale, '€sidents froM Baraawe told this reporter, that al-Shabab are seriously 
shaken up by the attack. "It is obvious that the Islamists are terrified ," one man in his forties told TIME 
over the phone from Baraawe, speaking on condition of anonymity because the town is still controlled by 
al-Shabab fighters who woul(l execute him for leaking information. "They cannot trust each other now," he 
says. "They know they must have informant"s in their ran ks and it's driving them crazy." 

102. AI Qaida's AI Libi was want.ed f or 5 J'ears 
Gulf News, Staff Report, 2013 10 08 
Dubai: Abu Anas AI Libi has heen all arounn the wand _. l ,fghanistBr. , Pakistc,n , Sudan, I<enya, Britain, 
Iran and beyond -- making friends with some of the worl j's mosl notorious terrorists and enemies with the 
United States and its allies. On Saturday, hi; escapade ended where it began: In his homeland of Libya. 
US special operations forces snatched the 48 ..y,;ar-(lld AI Onida operative in t)road daylight in the cap~al 



of Tripoli , a mission that was conducted with the knowledge of Libya's government. AI Libi had been living 
in that still unsettled nation, more or less in the open, for over-a year despite his alleged associations. US 
authorities have long wanled AI Libi to stand lIial in an American cou rt-to face charges for his role in the 
twin 1998 bombings at US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania that left well over 200 dead and thousands 
wounded. Born Nazih Abdul Hamid AI Ruqhay, AI Libi joined AI Qaiaa"soon after its founding as the 
terrorist organisation built up its presence in Afghanistan anil Pakistan. 

103. Alleged embassy bomber fought with Bin Laden 
The Guardian (London) . Ian Black, 2013 '1008 
London - Abu Anas al-Liby. the alleged al-Qaida operative abducted by US forces in Tripoli at the 
weekend , is a su rvivor from the early days of Osama bin Laden's organisation who had shown signs of 
disenchantment with the jihadi movement years ago, according to an ex-colleague. Liby, now 49, was a 
member of the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LlFG) , which tre Gaddafi regime ~eli€ved had links with 
British intelligence. Libya's External Security Organisation, hended by Moussa Koussa made 
representations to the UK 3l lthorilies but failed 10 blcck his 1995 asylum bid , the former Gaddafi official 
told the Guardian. Liby fought with Bin Laden in Afghanis!nn nnd was badly injured in the battle of 
Jalalabad in 1988, accord ir~ to Noman Benotman, n~ ex-LiFG c:orrrnander who Imew him well. Later he 
spent time in Sudan and Qatar. Benotman sal,j: "Abu Anas may b<llhe last one left from the cell who 
mounted the attack in east Africa. All of thlO others have been killed or captured. With his arrest the 
Americans can claim that justice hns ~een 5~ryed." Another former Lityan activist privately welcomed the 
raid. "I'm very comfortable with what the Amencans did and I wish they would take out anyone who is 
aligned to al-Qaida or extrp.f'1ist groups who want to eJ1sure that Ubya never becomes a functioning 
state," he said . 

104. Au Caire, affronteme·nts m ,'.I!triers en!r!.! -rnires '.... u!mlma.nr. ~t anti -r~orsi 
Le Monde, Marion Guenard, 2013 10 08 
Le Caire - At! mains 50 pe'sonnes sont ;T1('rles 9n marge ctL 40e ann i,·<>r.saire de la lIictoire de.1973 
contre Israel II est minuit plnce Tahrir. Le couvre..feu sonn~ la fin des festillit ~s Lf.~ I/endeurs ambulants 
repartent les bras charges de camelot€' 3 UX cnul9ur~ n~ticn"les . Les :Jemicrs spectateurs rentrent chez 
eux satisfails des celebrat ions de ce qu?rant' '''rne ann!vil~aire d,. Is victoire du 6 Ilctobre 1973, seule 
bataille remportee par I'annee egyptierne contre Isreel, d~venue jour de flite naliona le et date 
incontournable des manuels d'his!oire "D'o-j'naire, je regar,je Ie defil·. ilia me.ison Mais celte annee, 
c'est special. Je viens pour soutenir notre 3rm §e, qui est descendue Ie 30 juin au cote du peuple contre 
les Fnires musulmans ", precise !\hmed Rabia , ingenieur hahitant "n quartier populaire du nord du 
Caire. A ses cotes, sa fille arbore un masque representant Ie general Abdel Fattah AI-Sissi , ministre de la 
defense et chef d'etat-major. " II nous faut un chef charismatique pour conduire Ie pays ", s'enthousiasme 
Ie pere de famille. Homme f01 ell! pe~ 's dE'O!liS 'p de,titution, Ie :; 'uille! de Ml'han"ed Morsi, president 
issu des Freres musulmans, Ie genera: Sissi s'adresse II la nation depuis un stade militaire en peripMrie 
de la capitale. 

106. Egypt on alert after HI police , a'TTly killed 
Gulf News, Ramadan AI Sherblr.i, 2011 10 08 
Cairo: Egyptian security 3uthJrities have bee~ puc on ,IIe;1 after 10 p01ice and army personnel were killed 
in two separate attacks on ~ondaJl in a 51'rOr_of deadly violence in the country. SecUlity measures were 
beefed up aro~od state build'ngs in sevp.ral roreas arounj Egyp~ shor1!y after six army personnel , including 
an officer, were ki lled in a drive-by shooling nEar I$mailia, sorne 120km ea~l of Cairo, according to 
security sources. The attack was the third of ITS kind in the mea in le<;s than a week. Authorities have also 
ordered removal of abandoned cars from stree':,s for fear they cou:d be use,j 3S car bombs by suspected 
Islamist insurgents, said the o,ources. FoW ollcernen werE lVanda), killed irl southern Sinai vlhen a car 
bomb exploded out.side t~e SeC "ity d€partrnen~ in the area. The E9yotian army is pursuing a massive
scale campaign in volatile Srnai, which has suffered security problems since a popular revolt ousted 
president Hosni Mubarak in ear1y 2011 . 

106. Egypt's Mansour arrives in Saudi Arabia for f irst official visit 
The National (UAE), Elizabatr Dickinson, 2013 10 03 
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Riyadh - Egypt's interim president Adly Mansour arrived in Riyadh yesterday as part of his first overseas 
trip, a visit that analysts and offi cia ls said was intended to than~ Saudi Arabia for its political and 
economic support. Saudi's King Abdullah was the first Arab leader to recognise congratulate Mr 
Mansour's government and pledged US$S billiori in aid to Egypt after Islamist president Mohammed Morsi 
was removed from power in July. "Visiting the kingdom was a must, as I had to thank the custodian of the 
two holy mosques (King Abdullah) personally on his supportive stances that comforted the Egyptians," Mr 
Mansour told the Saudi daily Asharq AI Awsat. With the Egyptian economy in tur(Tloil , Mr Mansour will be 
relying on continued support from Saudi Arabia. After Egypt's military ternoved a widely unpopular Mr 
Morsi on July 3, Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Kuwait offered the interim government a combined $1 2bn in 
~. . 

107. Egypte : anti et pro-Morsi continuent de s'affronter, alars que Ie pays s'enfonce dans la 
violence 
Jeune Afrique, Journaliste mai~.on, 2013 10 07 
Le Caire - Trois attentats en Egypte ont C.<1usp. la mor. de nelif personnes, lundi, au lendemain de 
violences ayant fait S1 morls 101'5 de :n~nilest8tions isl~ , isles. Trois attentats ant tuP. neul personnes, 
lundi 7 octobre, au lendemain de heurts ayant fa~ 51 morts civils, en marge de manifestations isiarnistes 
essentiellement au Caire . L'un des attentats, line voi!ure piegee qui a tue trois personnes dont un policier, 
devant un commissariat de police il AI-Tur, a etf, oerpetre dans Ie Slid de la peninsule du SinaI, au coeur 
des stations ba1neaires de la mer Rouge d I't la cfil~br€' Charm ",!-Cheik\ Ol' les taU/isles sont pourtant 
de retour apres line long Lie abS0"oce. 

108. Egyptian Attacks Are Escalating Amid Stalemate 
New York Times, David D, !(i rkpatlic~" 2013 10 08 
Cairo - The lethal conflict between Egypt's military· backed govemment and its Islamist opponents 
escalated on Monday, with ar expansi) of attacks against government targets, signs that the authorities 
hav'e failed to secure the streets 3nd a rofusal by 6ijher side 10 tack,down. Three t>razen attacks across 
the country included a drillfl-by shoot itlg nem' 're Sue7. Canol thel kill(l(1 six !;:>Idiers, a car bomb that 
killed two police officers and wour,dec1 a02e'lS n0~:-lre Red Sea resorts area, and the fi rst rocket
propelled grenade launched in the s' rug,,18 exploding near an elite enclave of Ihe capital and damaging a 
satelltte transmitter. The attncxr, came a day aftN sec'.,,;ty forces kill~d 53 protesters, many shot in the 
head and chest, in the war!:' oulbreak of str,~et m3yhal'1 in Gairo since ,id-August. Three months after 
the military ouster of President Moh,med Morsi ofthB Muslim Brotherhood, the violence was the latest 
evidence that the new government installed on July 3 by Gen. Abdul-Fattah el·Sisi had failed to neutralize 
the Islamist opposition even after 3rrestinq its leadership and demonstrating its willingness to use lethal 
force. To many in the govemment, the protests and attacks seemed only to underscore the need to 
redouble its fight against the Brotherhood . which OffiC; 81s ~uickly blamed for 'JIonday's attacks. 

109. En SOI'l1~Iip., les NallY S!l ~J s ont cibJe AJ·OHlbah 
Le Monde, Cyrl Bensimon, 201 3 10 oe 
Baarawe, S.,,,alie -Deux semair:e-s 2pr'3s l'nttaquA r:ont re Ie centre commercial We3tgate d€ Nairobi, qui 
a fait au moins 67 morts, les forr;es spBC'.iales ~n16ri(':aines ant 13nce f,:;Jrned i 5 octobre un assaut sur la 
ville c6tiere de Baraawe , 8 180 kiJpmetra£ all sud de Mo]adiscio, c:>nlre Ie mouvement i~ lemiste AI
Chabab. L'operation commandc' mGr>Eic p~r !es Navy Seals aurait vise, SO'Oil des re,;ponsables 
americains cites par "agnr1ce- ",.l~e r5, un t<enyan d'origine somalienne , CClnnu sous Ie nom d'i krima. 
Apres plus d'une heure d'i ntens~s combats, selon des temOins, les solc'ats americains ont dO se retirer 
sans avoir cao~lJ re ce chef mih\aire d'AI·Cha/:>ab et san, a'mir pu confi rmer sa mor: eventueli e. ALlssMt 
apres cette operation militaim, la pt,"" impart-snte me1ae par les Etats·LJnis sur Ie sol somalien depuis 
que des forces ~peciales ont tLie iI y a quatrB ans, Ie c',e' islamiste Snleh AI' Nabhan, Ie porte-parole 
d'AI-Chabab, Abdu laziz Abou Mou5sab, a assure que ses combattants ont fait de " nombreuses victimes 
" palTYli les forr:es etrangeres et fa it ~ta t rj 'un >nor' d.1ns les rangs du mouvement islamiste. 

110. Kenyan in fa iled raid wac. Jlnkoed to 'Nhit;;- Widow 
London Timns, Jerome S(a~ke)'; Tristan M~Connc" 2013 1 0 ~8 
Nairobi· US Navy Seals who raided a bcachsi:1e villa in Somalia were huntirg a Kenyan terror;st alleged 



to have plotted attacks with Samantha Lewthwaite, the British fugitive. A US official said that the target of 
Satunday's mission was Abdu lkadir Mohamed Abdulkadir, a Kenyan of Somali descent, who is also 
known as Ikrima. Members of Seal Team 6 -- the unit that killed Osama bin Laden -- approached the 
house in two small boats, fought their way in , but were forced to retreat under heavy fire. Witnesses said 
that the battle lasted almost an hour, w~h helicopters circling overhead and a series of explosions. AI
Shabaab militants later posted photographs showing ammunition, magazines and a stun grenade they 
claimed to have captured in the raid. A leaked Kenyan intelligence document suggests thatlkrima, "a 
Kenyan in al-Shabaab management", led at least two foi led plots in 2011. One of them was sanctioned by 
"al-Qaeda core in Pakistan". Accordi ng to the reporl , seen by The Times, he planned to establish sleeper 
cells in Kenya, to prepare for a "maJor attack". In December 2011 , ij claims, he was working with 
Lewthwaite, the widow of Germaine Lindsay, one of :l1e suicide bombers who killed 52 people in London 
on July 7, 2005. 

111, L'Algerie durcit son code penal POIII' millux !utt0r cont re Ie tml'orisme 
Jeune Afrique, JOllrnaliste maison, 20131007 
Alger - Moins d'iln an apres I'attaque sR ng lante d'un c0I11maildo jihadiste contre Ie site gazier d'in 
Amenas, dans Ie sud du pays, I'Algene 11 (I ~Gide de dureir son code penal en requalifiant plusieurs delits 
en aetes terroristes. ToujoLirs confronte II la :nenace tem~riste , Alger a decide de renforcer son arsenal 
judiciaire en la matiere. Selon Ie nO;Jveali code plm<.13iopl0 Ie 30 sep\embre par Ie Con5eil des 
ministres, Ie "ftnancement d'un terroriste ou (j'une Grganisatio 1 terroriste , Ie detournement et la 
degradation des aeronels, des nnvires all cle tOLIt ,"utre moyen ,je tnnsport, sont consideres comme des 
aetes terroristes". 

112, La Centrafrique, une affaire de securite nationate pour N'Djamena 
Agence France-Presse, Michel Cariou, 2013 10 08 
Bangui - Parrain historiqC1e do, 10 (:entrafnq!'e, :0 rtg ;~" tc'laiJ i"n 3 deSomlA'c. decide d'imposer 
direetement sa loi 11 Bangui via In pre s'dent d transi ion Michel Djotodia pour etouffer toute tentative de 
destabilisation de sa frontiere, 5910n des ~ou;ces diplofTIati!1'1es Pot f"1ilitaires. '''pres avoir soutenu a bout 
de bras - ycompris financierement - Ie reg ime centrafrtcain de FrM\,cis Bozize pendant des annees, Ie 
president Idris5 Deby Itno I'a la iss3 bruta'Emznt tombe - :P !'JgeGnt incapabl,' de gara ntir la stabilite de la 
longue fronMre ccmmune entre les deux pays , et P. impos§ un nQuveali president aBangui au debut 
2013. "Sans I'aide de N'Djamena, Djotodia nn semit jar,13ic, renl~e dans Bangui" a12 tete des rebelles de 
la Seleka, Ie 24 mars, raope'le un diplorrat' afri~ain. DES comtattar.ts d'originc ~cha;j 'e;1ns fournissent un 
bonne part des forces de 'Aichel Djotodia. Et I'armee t ~hadienne apporte Ie contingent Ie plus nombreux 
de la force africaine deployee aBangu i. 

113, La Libye, nid de te f{oristes et de migrants 
Le Progres (Lyor) , Journ?li5t!) rlgiSO'l, 7013 10 08 
Tripoli - La revolution Iibyennp " .,e soldo. rujr,urd'hui par ur echec retentissMt : meurtres, reglements de 
compte, tortures, arrestations erbilraires, 'finis mR:'SJGr~s . 3D'Jr r e 9as dire genocide a I'encontre des 
Africains et des tribus noires d" pays, presence massive d'Aqrni dans Ie Sud, im?lar f2t.ion d'r,I-Qa'ida en 
Cyrena'ique, trafic de drogu'C, d',lr'l1es. rlestabilisatior regionale ... )) Tel est Ie 5¢\fere co nstat que dresse 
Samuel Laurent, auteur de S10elistan '?d'fi,ns du Sellil) , un ouvrage renig'" apr!>s une enquete 
approfond ie sur piace. 

114, La pail, de pillS en ~ Iu~ en peri, au Nord-KIvu: Les FDLR et IE'S ADF inquiete·nt la Monusco 
L'Observateur (RD Congo" 1<1& er I l,1Qll, ,2013 10 07 
Nond-Kivu, ROC - Le retablissement de Is paix en Ri'publ ique democratique du Congo, particulierement 
dans la province du Nord-I(ivu n'est pils.f."ll! r jamain. Tant que les grollpes armes se font et se detont 
chaque jour qui passe, l'insecurit.E 3l'ra on he311x iJurs devant elle. Les casques blells deployes dans 
I'est de la ROC o~t exprime leur inqu'Oc'dp d;m.'lIl:he 6 Jcto ~rE' Bupri,s des ambassadeurs du Conseil de 
securite de fOn 'J en visite .~ G0~1'1. leo cRsruer, b:eus ':1~ la M~~uscn leur 0n! declani ou'il rest2it encore 
beaucoup a faire pOllr garanti,. Ie securite rj0 cette rrgion Le respon$able de 11 mis,io l1 de m"i~ ien de la 
paix de l'Onu (Monusco) dans 18 province (lu ~::;ni -Kiv'J , Ray Torres, a r eclare que deux aut res groupes 
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rebelles etaient tres menayants da ns cette province. II 5'agit des Forces democratiques pour la liberation 
du Rwanda (FDLR) et des islamistes des Forces democratiques alliees (ADF) , aen croire Reuters. 

115. Lamamra apropos des otages algeriens enlevt\s a Gao 
La Depeche de Kabylie, JOllrnaliste maison, 2013 10 07 
Gao, Mali - <dis sont en vie» Les otages algeriens enleves aGao au nord du Mali sont «en vie» a declare, 
hier aAlger, Ie ministre des Affai res etrangeres, Ramtane Lamamra. «Les diplomates algedens sont en 
vie, ce sont les informations de ces derniers jours», a assure M. Lamamra. «Nous ne voulons pas entrer 
dans les details, mais l'Etat algerien restera mobilise» pour leur liberation , a-t-i l affirme lors d'une 
conference-debat organisee au siege du ministere aI'occasion de la celebration de la Joumee de la 
diplomatie algenenne. Le ministre des Affaires etrangeres a fait part de son «souhai\;) pour que ces 
otages «retrouvent leurs families respectives, Ie plus tot pOSSible)>. 

116. Libya Mi litants Seek to ,~.ve llge AI Queda Leader Capture 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 10 08 
Dubai - Libyan mil~ants h"ve cnll0d for the ~.idnapping of Pmer can citizens in Trtpoli and for attacks on 
gas pipelines. sh ips and planes to avenge the G30tu re of a sen ior al Qaecla figure by U.S. special forces 
in Libya last week. Nazih al.. Ragye, better ~,nown by the cover name Abu I.nas al-Liby, is a suspect in the 
1998 bombings of the U.S. eOlba t.sies in Keoya and Tanzania th? killed 224 civilians. He was snatched 
on the streets of Trtpoli on Saturday and is being held aboa rd a NallY sr,ip in ihe Mediterranean Sea, U.S. 
officials said . Messages posted by Libyan jilladists on the Internel and monitored by the SITE service 
included a Facebook page called "Ben!)hazi is Protected by its People". It told Libyans to close off 
entrances and exits to the ca ital and ~.iclnap citizens of the Un~ed States and its allies in order to use 
them to bargain for the release of imprisoned militants. It also urged them to damage pipelines exporting 
gas to Europe, and target sh ips and planes. 

117. libyan government deffi,3nds explanation for liby kidnapping 
Asharq AI-,A,wsat, Staff Reilor! . . 013 10 O'l 
London - Facing domestic suspir.ions regarding the libyan government's role in the kicinapping of Libyan 
AI-Qaeda suspect Abu Anas AI- Uby, Libyan prime rni~~ter Ali Zeidan r<"leas'~d f1 statemE'nt on Sunday 
calling for "clarifications" from th8 UnitE'd States govem meo,t regard;ng the aMucti0n operation. Zeidan 
confirmed that Libyan authortties have contacted thei; US count',rp~rts.for nn explanalion. In a press 
release published on the website of the LibY3n interim governmnnt. Libyan o"ici<lls said they were closely 
following updates regarding the arrest and were cooperal'ng with LIS authorities. Abu Anas AI-Liby, born 
Nazih Abdul-Hamed AI-Ruqai , was abdu~ted at dawn by the US Anny's Delln Force, which is responsible 
for counter-terrortsm in North Afrtca, as he was coming horne from morning prayers. The AI-Oaeda leader 
was wanted for allegedly being anD of !he orchestrato rs of the US Embassy attacks in Nairobi and 
Tanzania in 1998, which killed 224 peoole. 

118. Libyan Suspect Settled Down ,Mtnr Years on th? Run 
New York Times, Carlotta Gall , 201 3 1 0 r~ 
TripOli - When Delta Force cqmrnandos horned in on "'~" Ar BS al-Libi ir , neighhorhood of Tripoli this 
weekend, they found him sE'tlled ~'i th his 'Vife ~nd four chil1ren ir his family',; traditi onal home after nearly 
three decades on the move. According to 0n,e 'Son, Abdull~h 81 ·Ruqai. 20, thry we-e enjoying being in 
that home together for the fi rst tir:le in their Ijv~ ,acqua'nting themselveswitli unc:es, aunls and cousins 
who all live in the same middle-class nei!lh~orhoOd , N0fieen, ir Ihe noillea,.: of the c3pital near the sea. 
It was a short p~~od of calm for Mr. lIqai nfter a lifetime of following his father, a native of Libya who 
pulled his wife, four sons and a daughter l h,rOl.lgh Via . LOnes and repeated fiight. passing through at least 
six countrtes over 20 years. On S3tUrd~l, Abu Anas was abruptly seized by he United States during a 
raid in which three vehicles c2r"ying armed men in masks converged on his car, broke the window and 
hustled him away. To the United States, Abu Anas -- born Nazih Abdil l-Hamed al-Ruqai _. is a Qaeda 
computer f)xpert who help, d r.W0UCt s'Jrveiliance on the United States Embassy in Nairobi , Kenya, 
ahead of the 1998 bombinf.js thue and in Tanzania that killed more than 200 people. He was indicted in 
2000 in those attacks, as well as for conspiring with Osama bin Laden to attaGk American forces in Saudi 
Arabia, Yemen and Somalia He is now being interroqatec1 while ir mi'itarv c'.Istody on a Navy ship in the 
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Mediterranean Sea, officials said. To his son, he was a fighter with a storied past who tried to provide for 
and protect his family, despite being exiled from Libya decades ago for his opposition to Col. Muammar 
el-Qaddafi , suffering pol ice harassment in Britain after seeking asylum there and undergoing years of 
harsh detention in Iran, a Oaeda foe , after tile Sept. 11 attacks. IranJ In faet, held the entire fami ly, Mr. 
Ruqai said . .., 

119, Lutte contre Ie terrorisme 
La Presse de Tunisie, Mohsen Zribi, 2013 10 07 
Jebel Chaambi , Tunisie - Evitera-t-on des "remakes" de la bataille de Jebel Chaambi? Le risque de voir 
d'autres monts «contamines» persiste ... en depit de I'intensi fication de raids aeriens Au lendemain du 
declenchement de .<la bataille de Jebel ·Chaambi» pour deloger les combattants d'AI Qa'ida , nous avions 
prevenu , sur ces memes colonnes et dans une mise en garde exclusive, contre Ie risque de voir d'autres 
monts «contamines» par Ie cancer de la pebu'p'us~ integriste, pemuad~s que celle-ci «excelle» dans ce 
genre de bataille. En attestent ,jes preclidellts inoubli able;: au P8Kistan, au Yemen , en Libye, au Mali et 
en Tchetchenie. Mais c'est incontestableme ten Afghanis'an et en ~ I gilrie ou «Ia guerre des 
montagnes» avait fait Ie plus ete degats au debut des ann~e 90, ce qui a assure, I1I'epoque, une 
longevite certaine aux poches de resistance terroristes, tant en Algerie ou Ie bras de fer «montagnard» a 
dure une bonne decennie, qu'en Afghanistan ou les Americains, face il l'accumulation des pertes 
humaines et materielles, o~t dO se nisoudre a... raser la tristement celE'lbre montagne de Tora Bora , sans 
pour autant arreter ou tuer lin certain Ben Laden qui y etait embusque des mois durant! 

120. Mali: des jihadistes ant tire des ObU5 ·!lqr Gao 
Jeune Afrique, Joumaliste maison, 2C13 '007 
Gao - Plusieurs obus sont tombns sur la ville de Gao, lundi matin. Une attaque jihadiste dont on ne sait 
pas encore si elle a fait des victimes. C',,51le genre d'atlnques qlli , avec les atlenlats suicide. nsquent de 
meltre du temps II disparaltre du paysagp rali"')1. Lundi 7 octobre au matin, des jihadistes ont tire des 
obus su r la ville (Ie Gao, a 8nnonce un mili'~il'€! de rf>tat.-rn~o r m~ lien base dans la vilie, qui n'a pas pu 
preciser s'iI y ~vait ell des vietimes. '''Ie confi,mG qu'iI ya e'J ffectivement cinq explosions ce lundi II 
proximite de Gao. On ne sait pas encore s'iI s'agil de tirs d'obus au de roquetles. On cherche", a explique 
un membre du service de c.ommllni~aticn de Serval :l Bama,~o. "Deux aisons ont ete touchees en ville. 
COte bilan , pour Ie moment, 01 S8it qu'ur militaire malien n ele bles~,e. l\Ious avons depeche sur place 
des hommes 8'JX cotes des 1roup.?s.mali?nres", n· t-il precise. 

121. Mali: 101 ville de G,lO ViS fIn pm des tir~ .. l 'mrr.1lourde 
Radio France Internationa l ~, ,Journalis'€ paimn, 2013 1007 
Gao - Plusie rs tirs II I'arm" 'ourde ont vis(' a vil!e de Gao a~ nord du Mali ce matin, lundi 7 octo'Jre. Une 
maison au mains a ete det"Jite II y aurait o'"sieurs civi's et un 'Pllitair" blesses On ne eonnal' pas 
encore ce soir la provenance eKa':le d e~, 'j,,~ C'est a 611 ce malin ql'? 'es tirs ont relenti sur la route de 
I'aeroport et dans plusieurs qlJartlers. Be2ueoup d'habi'arts qui dorrnaient Ollt ete reveilh'.s par les 
deftagrations. II y aurait ell au mQins qllatr", d6flagralions, 5el01 un temcin. P'l'sie'J'S CiyllS auraient ete 
touches par de~ impacts mais seulemen! deux femmes g" ('..f)intes 50llS Ie choc 0nt ete admises a 
l'hOpital , pour 'Jn controlp-, et un militair~ ",,,'ieo. L'holTme, b!essl; ;, I~ tete '31 "',x j ambes. a tlte pris en 
charge ensuite par les medecin.s de !loperaJ icn Sef"iBI , pOjis evacue dans 13 joumee sur Bamako. 

122. Pourquoi Aqmi est surmediatisee 
L'Humanil e H 7.. , 20131008 
Tripoli - La foca'~ mise sm cette organisaUor" i~slle de I'ex" GSPC present dans Ie Sahel des 2003, vise 
a legttimer les interventionr, oocldentales. ''''qmi est-ellp. dlffer'lntp (1e I'el:- Groupe salafiste pour 101 
predication at 1'2 r.ombat (GSPC) dont elle est issue ? O~~ >~ ereotion en 1998 par Hassan H~ltah, I'ex
GSPC avait enlame une s'rategie de rE'c(,nve"sior pcli lico·ideolngio':e at de rallirment SOLIS sa banniere 
des islamistes maghrebins (Iibye~s , mmocains et 1(J" iSi~"3), en mellan' illeur selviee son expertise, 
aidant ainsi a la creation du GrolJr e islamiC:JE : 0l'1b,ltt3nl mnroca in (GleM) et du Groupe islamique 
combattant lillyen (GICL) , tout en POrt2"t un InterN pmticu:ie: nu Sahel. Obje~ti : porter Ie djihad dans 
toute la region r.n la divisanl en neuf entiles politico-nil~!1iro~; D~ ee fa it, Ie ra rt des 32 louristes 
europeens en 2003, acte fnnnatec r de r et'" strategic d'interl'atianalisdtion a i 'ensemble rnaghrebo



saMlien , suivi des attaques en Mauritanie, au Mali et au Niger, entre 2004 et 2007 n'etaient rien d'autre 
que I'annonce du repositionnement d'un islamisme djihadiste a la recherche d'un second souffle da ns un 
contexte de declin de la violence en Algerie, sous la forme d'une nouvelle organisation fondae par 
Abdelmalek Droukdel, Ie successeur de Hassan Hattab, qui prendra Ie nom d'Aqmi en janvier 2007. 

123, Raids americains en Libye et en Somalie 
Radio France Internationale, Caroline Pare, 201 31007 
Tripoli - Raids amaricains en Libye et en Somalie: «Les Etats-Unis sont encore capables de frapper leurs 
ennemis ou ils se trouven!» Une capture « justifiee, legale », c'est Ie secflltaire d'Etat amencain John 
Kerry qui juge ainsi I'arrestation d'un chef presume d'al-Qa'ida par les forces speciales americaines if y a 
plus de 24 heures en Libye. « Legale » quand de son cote Tripoli demonce un « enlElvement ». Un raid 
donc en Libye, apparemment I'objectif a ate atteint. Ce qui n'est pas Ie cas pour J'autre attaque menee 
toujours samedi par les Etats- lJnis, entte fois en Somalio 6vec los shebalJ:5 vises. Alain Rodier, directeur 
de recherche pour Ie Centre fran,.ais do, recherche sur I, r6 nseidnement, repord aux questions de RFI. 

124, Somalia welcomes U.S. raid, say$ America doesn't need permission 
CNN.com, Mick Krever, 2013 10 07 
Washington - Somalia weleorne~ the U.S. r8id 0n an al-Shabaab leader this weekend, deputy prime 
minister and foreign minister Fawzia Yusuf Adam t~ld CNN's Christiane Amanpour on Monday, adding 
that the U.S. does not have to ask pelT'lission for fut ure action. ~Ne are welcoming more if this will help 
us get rid of al-Qaeda, al-Shabaab," she said from London. "We h8ve a cooperat ion and they don't have 
to ask us, because we are fighting a common enem,." "We are gra1eful to their support ," Adam told 
Amanpour. "Otherwise the whole region wi ll be in turmoil." The U.S. launched a pre- dawn raid this 
weekend on a costal Somali villa. The target ;; senior Obama administration offi cial told GNN, was a 
foreign fighter c;ommander: a I(wyan Qf $ Omali origin known as Irkng. Despite the Shailaab attack in 
Nairobi , Adam fold Amanpour th[lt al-S~<lhaah ;,~ Gn hE rn,~s "They were in fsct controlling, ilefore we 
came, the capital city , Mogadishu, and had most of the country," the foreign minister said. "But now they 
are in a very, very small poc'<ets in the C'll'nt , inGludi'lg th at s'l1 311 port where this incident happened." 

125. Sudan Uses Force, Cash To Quell Protests 
Wall Street Journal, Nicholas Bnriyo. 201 3 10 as 
Kampala - Sud:m's President Omar nl··Bash" . with a m;x of deadl:, forGe and cash handouts, has at least 
temporarily quelled the most widespread sOGi:lll<nresl ip fhe 24 yea", ~e has IBd !he Afri:an nation. After 
two weeks of demonstratior s -- in wh ich thOlJsands first l'-)o~ to t~e streets last month after the 
government cut fuel subsidies _. less t~a1 a hurdred Sildarese turnen out for antigovernment protests in 
the capital Khartoum on Monday. S Jdanese police have met protests witI' te8- gas, rubber bullets and 
live ammunition. The governrnert has ,1 Is) e;<I8nd~d car.h twnclouts fa n"a~)' half 3 million families, lifted 
minimum wage levels and , from Surd"),, ~?g~n to subsicize ooking (J8 S. But the gcvernmenl , amid 
Sudan's worsf ?conomic cisis ir mor€ j'han two decades, r.ai1 it wouidn'1 reins1a1e the di esel fuel 
subsidies it removed on Sept. 23 ~s it tries to ollig a $2 ~. tlillion hu,Jget deficit. 

126, U.S. raid- target tied to plots in 1~'l'nYfl , Somalia 
Washington Post, Sudar,sAIl Ragt1Qvan, ~olum l.ynch, 2013 10 08 
Nairobi - The man whom U.S. Navy SE"ALs ' 'ed to sei?E> i-, Somalia this pa ~.t weekend is a senior 
operative of al-Shabab who h 1~ tried to axpancl the rcac~ of th ~ "I-Qa" da.. lin ~ed militia into Kenya, a 
critical U.S. ally in East Africa, according to . nalyms and officia ls. ThB attempt to cap1ure Alldulkadir 
Mohamed Abdulkadir, also /<!lown as I klim~, faPec'. ;Vriving in spEedboats, the U.S. m mmandos 
engaged in a fierce gun battle w~n a l·Sh3"'~ i:l l1) il i1 3 nts in 'he. oreanside town of Barnwe before retreating. 
Ikrima is bePeved to have survived the ~ssa u l t cn his villa I~rima is SIJS ect8d of bei ng an operations 
planner and recruiter for al-SMab8D as 'vel' a~ ~ "ey figure in al-HijrA "~hadowy Kp.nl 'an group that has 
become al-S~,aba b's wing i, side Somalia's E9St African neighbor. A U.1> military official, spE:aking on the 

. condition of annnymity te di~~US3 R sellsitiva mission. sain tl13t trE 90al of thH operation was to capture 
Ikrima alive but that the Navy SEAL team withdrew after encountering heavy fire and conduding that it 
would be too difficult to take him 8live. Th9 t9am was also concerned about the risk of inflicting casualties 
on innocent bystanders. "It was a captllrp- 'Tlission, a ~d when it became evident that we couldn't capture 



him alive, the team decided" to withdraw, the official said . "If we wanted to kill this guy, we have lots of 
ways to do that." According to the Kenyan intelligence report, Jkrima sometimes worked with South 
African operatives to bring grenades, guns and explosives into Kenya. In \be plot approved by al-Oaeda 
central in Pakistan , Ikrima allegedly worked with two British jihadists, Jermaine Grant and Samantha 
Lewthwaite , whom the Brit ish media has dubbed the "White Widow." 

127, Un « historique » d'al-Qaida pris dans Ie guepier l ibyen 
Le Figaro, Thierry Obene, 2013 10 08 
Tripoli - Vingt annees separent Ie sejou r de Nazye al-Raghie alias Abou Anas al-Libi au Soudan, pays ou 
iI a pris Ie sill age d'Oussama Ben Laden, de son arrestation, samedi pres de lopoli par un commando 
des forces speciales americaines. En capturant I 'un des responsables presumes des attentats de Nairobi 
et de Dar es-Salaam d'aoGt 1998 (plus de 200 morts et quelque 5 000 blesses) , les Etats-Unis pensent 
avoir mis hars d'etat de nuire un elemenf du dis :j1l8 d'lr d'al ..Qaida. QlIalifiee d' {( enlevement)} par les 
autorites libyennes, la prise de :€ chef historique cu Grcupe islamique combattant libyen (GICl.) rappelle 
que I'ex-Djamahiriyya arabe de i<;Jdhafi est oevenue lin « r id de gllepes » islamistes fniquente par Ie 
gotha djihadiste. POllr la CIA qui Ie piste depll;s I'Gtlaque contre ses ambassades africaines. Abou Anas 
al-Libi eta it une dble prioritaire. L'ingerie~r feru d" ;1formatiqlle fgurait en cinquieme position sur la liste 
des dirigeants d'al-Oaida les plus rechercMs. 

128, Une figure d'AI-Qaida capb m\e par les Americains 
Le Monde, Isabelle Mandraud, 2013 10 03 
Tripoli - Un commando s'est empare. samedi 3 Tripoli. d'Ahou Anas AI·Libi. C'cst.la premiere operation 
de ce type en Libye Captllre a I'auhe, samedi 5 octobre, dans une banlieue rle Tripoli, Aboll Anas AI-Libi 
sefait desormais detenu" clans un lieu sflr, jj I'extelieurde ::1 Ubye" , s~~ll)n lin ref1pOn32ble du Pentagone 
qui s'exprimait eJimanche au lendemai, a'un raid lance Par 13$ ~a"y S'O>als, ? I~I fois en Libye et en 
Somal ie, contre des figures djihadistes. Aboll Anas, cie son v'ai nom NAZi', .A brlel Hamed AI-Raghie, eta~ 
recherche par les Etats-Unis pOll r son r61G suppose dans les attenta\s commis, Ie 7 aoUt 199B, contre les 
ambassades americaines de Nairobi, nu f(~"ya. et de Dar es-Salaam, en Tanzanie, qu i ont fait pres de 
trois cents victimes et bles30 de'; millicrs rl '8ut-es PHrS01'1&S. D0puis, Ie FBI proposait 5 millions de 
dollars (3,7 millions d'euros) pour toute 'nformatiol1 permettant la capture du djihadiste libyen. 

Americas · Ameriques 

129. Banks in flames in fresh Rio rioting 
London Times, Jenny Booth, 2013 10 08 
London - Banks were broken into end set on tl "e 9S 8 teachers' pay protest was hijacked by masked 
anarchists in Rio de ,Janeiro last night. Th 9 demonstraVon - in a city due to play host to the 201 4 Wond 
Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games - was peaceful at first , but violence broke out as night fell. Around 200 
people from an anarchist group that calls itself Black Bloc broke into banks and tried to smash open cash 
machines, and set some alight. Demonstrators set fire to a bus on busy Rio Branco Avenue , and pulled 
fumiture out of banks to use in barricades as they confronted the police. One of the gates to City Hall was 
smashed. "Without the police, there is no violence. When they are there , there always is," said anarchist 
Hugo Cryois, 2:0. 

130. Colombia's No.2 oil pipeline shut after bomb attacks: Ecopetrol 
Reuters, Staff r2port , 201 ~ 10 08 
Bogota - Colombia's second most irn pOl1ant oil pipeline, the Cano Limon-Covenas, has been temporarily 
shut down after three bomb ~ttacks. stale oil Gcmpa"y Ecooetrol said on M0nday, explosions the security 
forces attributed to leftist guerrill a~, . The closure of t~e 780-km (484 mile) 80,000 barrel-per-day (bpd) 
pipeline owned by Ecopetrol did not immedi8tely affect Exports or Oi ' production by U.S. oil producer 
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Occidental Petroleum Corp, which feeds crude into the pipeline from a field it operates near the 
Venezuelan border. The pipeline runs to the Caribbean sea port of Covenas, from where the crude is 
exported. Guerrilla groups have attacked oi l infrastructure with increasing frequency over the last year or 
so, even with peace talks under way between the govemment and Revolutionary Armed Forces of 
Colombia , or FARC. 

131. Govt tying to 'criminalize social protest': FARe 
Colombia Reports, Staff report, 2013 10 07 
Bogota· Colombia's main rebel group FARC has criticized the Colombian government's attempts to 
modify the law to make it easier to imprison the organizerS of protests and strikes. Jorge Torres Victoria, 
known as "Pablo Catatumbo" , a member of the FARC delegation at the onlloing peace talks withthe 
government in Havana, Cuba, told reporters on Monday that the law proposed by Minister of Defense 
Juan Carlos Pinzon , and currently I)oing considered by the House of Repref.ent"tives, threatens the 
fundamental right of freedom of speech and the right to ~rotest. ''What we are sEeing is no less than the 
decision to incarcerate those who , moved by indignation due to growing social injustices, obstruct 
highways or have been involved in protests and the recent strik%;" Catatumbo said . According to 
newspaper EI Espectador, the modification of the penal codes would result in three to five·year sentences 
for those who initiate protests that block roadways. Catatumbo urged President Juan Santos to increase 
social spending projects to address the protest~rs' grievances rather than simply labeling them as 
"criminals... 

132. China hits back at trilatera! statement 

Asia· Asie 

Global Times, 201 31008 , 
China on Monday urged the US, ,Japan and Australia to refrain from eny activities that may affect regional 
stabiltty or from using their alliance to interfere in territorial disputes, said foreign ministry spokeswoman 
Hua Chunying. Hua made the comments in response to a joint statement of the filth trilateral strategic 
dialogue issued on Friday by US State Secretary John Kerry , Australia's Foreign Minister Julie Bishop 
and Japan's Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida, which encompasses issues related to the East China Sea 
and South China Sea. The three ministers opposed any coercive or unilateral actions that might break the 
status quo in the East China Sea, according to the joint statement issued on the sidelines of the Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) meeting in Bali of Indonesia. ''The alliance between the US, Japan 
and Austra lia should not be used as an excuse io interfere in disputes over territorial sovereignty, 
otherwise it will only complicate the situation and hurt the interests of the relevant parties," said Hua. 
Tensions had been increasing beot:v'men Chi'll and Japan since the Japanese administration announced 
the 'nationalization" of the Diaoyu Islands in the East China Sea in September 2012. Although the US 
publicly states that ~ does not take sides in sovereignty issues, it also opposes any. unilateral actions to 
change the "a,dministration status" of tim Di<ioyu Islands under the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and 
Security between the US and Jaoan, which is conSistent with the position shown in the latest joint 
statement, Meng Xiangqing , a security strateg ist at the People's Liberation Army University of National 
Defense, told the Global Times. 

133. China tells US, Australia, Japan: Sta;y 'l lit of sea row 
Philippine Inquirer, 2013 10 03 
China said yesterday the Unrted States, Austra lia and Japan should not use their alliance as an excuse to 
intervene in territorial disputes in the East China Sea anj South China Sea, and urged them to refrain 
from inflaming regional tensions On Fliciay , Australian Foreign [.l inistor Julie Bi" hop, Japanese Foreign 
Minister Fumio Kishida ;Jnd LJ8 S0cretmy of State John Kerry reised the mmitim6 disputes during a 
trilateral strategic dialogue in Bali, Inc!onesia . The trilateral meeting took place on the s'delinBs of the 



annual Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit in Bali that was attended by regional leaders 
including President Aquino. . 

134. China's Xi expresses fi rm opposition to N. Korean nuclear program: official 

Yonhap News Agency, 2013 10 07 

Bali - Chinese President Xi Jinping expressed staunch opposITion to North Korea going nud ear or 

conducting add itional atomic tests, and pledged to vigorously carry out U..N. sanctions resolutions on 

Pyongyang, a South Korean official said. Xi made the remark when he lJ)el bilaterally with Soulh Korean 

President Park Geun-hye on the sidel ines of an Asia Pacific EconomiC Cooperation summit in Indonesia's 

resort island of Bali, after Park voiced concerns about Pyongyang's nuc)ellr ambitions, the official said. 

"The Chinese side (Xi) said he opposes North Korea's possession of nuclear weapons and that he is also 

resolutely opposed to an additional nuclear test by North Korea," the official said. Xi also pledged to 

"strictly abide" by U.N. Security Council r€so!ulio ns on Pyongyang, he said. The rcmar~s came in 

response to Park CITing a r eed to stop North Korea from honing its nuclear capabilities, and asked China 

to help prod Pyongyang to focus on rebuilding its broken economy, the official said . "(North Korea) cant 

pour everything into nuclear weapons at a time w~€'n manv ~Iort~ '<orean people are said to be suffering 

from chronic malnutrition," Parl< said at the start of the talks. "I hope China will work hard to persuade 

North Korea to concentrate on economic development." The 45-'T1 inute meBting came days after North 

Korea said Friday that it will move steadfastly forward wilh it.s line of simultaneously seeking economic 

construct ion and nuclear armamen , making clear it has no intention of desisting from its nuclear weapons 

push. Last month, a U_S. research instililte said that mce~t satellite images 2ppeared to show that North 

Korea wa s restarting a nuclear reactor at the Qountry's main Yongbyon nuclear complex. which can yield 

weapons-grade plutonium. 


135. L'absence de Sarac /<. Obama ret .. rde ~'ncr.ord (if) libre-<!ch ge trarsf1acif ique 

Le Monde, Claire Guelalld, 201 3 10 08 

Bali - En raison de la pa ralysie budgetaire all): Etats·Unis, Ie presldert arneriGain est absent du Forum de 

cooperation de l'Asie-Pacifique, il Ba li L'811bitior ameri aine de co~clure, d'ir.j ala fin de I'annee.le 

Partenariat tr"nspacifique (Tmns Pacific Parlnership, ou TPP), Get accord de libre-echange entre .douze 

pays representant 40 % du prorJuit interieur erut (PIS) mondial, ao},a-ait alljollrd'hui de pills en plus 

sujette a caution. L.'absence, Ilinji 7 octob'e, pour causr. dr. paraly.,ie ll" rJgetaire tiUX Etats- Unis, du 

president americain , Baraek Obama, St' SOr1met du Forum de cooperal ion de rAsie-Pacifique (APEC) a 

Bali (lndonesie) , puis a celui de l'Asean (Msociation des nations d'Asie du Sud-Est) et de l'Asie orientale 

apartir de mercredi, va en effet :>eser sur I'avanr.<§e des disCliSSiO% 1.8 pmmier ministre rrmlHisien Najib 

Razak a reconnu que I'ec~ea nce de la fin 2013 etait tres ambitieuse. " C'est un calendrier tres serre. 

Notre sentiment est que cela pourrait prendre plus longtemps ", a-I-il souligne dimanche. 


136. Massiv~ infiltration bid in Keran sector foi led : Army 

Press Trust of India, 201 3 10 OR 

Hindon - A massive infiltration bid by terro ri~;ts backe'j by suspected Paf, is~ani special forces, the biggest 

aller the 1999 Kargil confron alior, was foiled by tho Indian army, whic~ on Tliesday called off its 15-day

long major operation in Keran ,;eclor "long the Line of Centrol (LoC) in I<ashm'r "I have now given 

direction to call off the concerted search (in Ke'."" sectN). 8uI ollr counter-;nfiltrat i ~n deploYlTlent is being 

strengthened. We are now gOil-,g to launct, opf)fFI!ions which are intel'igence I)osed, w~icl1 am 

sUlveillance based so that we can ('lim: ni~te and, rnr,el the ch211enges " General Officer Commanding-in

Chief of Army's Northern Gal ma~C\ l.t GSIlp.rel Sanjiv ChRchra told reporte rs here. The AIT'1Y ~as been 

maintaining that it has been on a concCl1eLi ,;earch operation in Keran sector for the last 15 days after it 

foiled a major infilt ration atte'11pt by terrori~t" backed b), su~.pected Pakistan special forces la~t month. 


137. North Koma puts ar y 0'1.!Ielt .tarn ~ liS (l·t "hr,rrible disaster" 

Reuters, 2013 10 08 

North Koren said on Tuesclay its miJita!)! WOl:rt b" put or high aiM anrt be r8Adv to launch operations, 

stepping up tension after week~ of rhetoric :lh,ct()d agains~ th~ [Jr. it,",:! St~tes ar.d South Korea, who ~ 


accuses of instigating hosti lity. R,?:lusiv~ North Kore2 118' oft '~n isslied th'ents to attack the South and 

the United States bllt has raret)' turned theiT: into a:1'01. Sl lch h0sti:€ rhe:cr'c i ; widel\' seen as a means 
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to perpetuate its domestic and international political agenda. In the latest outburst, a spokesman for the 
North's military warned the United States of "disastrous consequen.ces" for moving a group of ships, 
including an aircraft earlier, into a South Korean pori. "In Ihis con nee )oh ...Ihe unils of all services and 
anny corps level of Ihe KPA received an emergency order from its supreme cOmmand to reexamine the 
operation plans already ratified by it and keep themselves ully ready to promptly launch operations' any 
time," the spokesman said , referring to the Korean Peopl ~'s Army (KPA). (full article) 

138. Park, Abe Avoid Each Other at APEC 
Chosun IIbo, 2013 10 08 
President Park Geun·hye ended up having to sit next to Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe during the 
APEC Summ~ in Bali, Indonesia on Monday despite assiduously trying a avoid him amid chilly ties. The 
seating arrangement was in alphabetical order of participating countries, so Korea comes after Japan. 
Park and ."<IJe ignored each other as they sat side by side. A Cheong Wa Dae official said the two leaders 
"looked in different directions" and d;d not ,Olxchange greetings 3S they passed by each other during the 
event. 

139, Prithvi-II missile tcst..fired 
Times of India, Jalinder K3U1 '[ ur, 21) 13 1008 
Hyderabad - The indigenously developed Prithvi-I I missile, the baby of Research Centre, Imarat, the 
Hyderabad-based lab of Oef€n;e Resemc: and Development Organisation (DRDO) was successfully 
test-fired by the St.rategic Forces Command of Indian Defence from Launch Complex-III , ITR, Chandipur 
in Balasore di3trict of Odisha on Monda , It was the 19th launch ~rd ;"'" rce~ mvealed that the launch 
was not pre·planned unlike the rest of slich test-fir~s. Highly placBd sources " hared that the test firing of 
the missile on Monday was directoo at Pai<ifotsn . 11 'Iiew of the ongoing firing by infiltrators from Pakistan 
in the Keran sector along the Line (If Cl)ntrol (LeC) in I<ashrnir, thp In(ji~n Army ~a5 actuEllly sent a strong 
message of defence preparedness of India to P~I'is\an wi th the. Agni laullch . "In fact most of the DRDO 
officials were also not aware of it since it was a swift decision and defin~ely aimed at generat ing 
confidence that the Army can do it on its own", said an .official. 

140, Prit hvi·11 successbl1y 1~c,t-fi fll 6. fill' !lecond time in two <:lays 
Press Trust of India, 201 3 10 OS 
Balasore: India r.rJ Tuesday 5ucce~sf~lIy L.5t-fi~ed for it10 second time in t\110 day~ its indigenously 
developed nuclear-capable Prithvi-II mir.s;Ic" which has a strike range of 3~iO km, from 3 test range at 
Chandipur near !lore . The surface·to··surface mis~i!e VPS test·firf'r:\ f,'om a rn()bap.lai.m ~t'er in salvo mode 
from launch cOrlplex-3 of the InteJrat8G Test Rarge (1-") at about 12.20pm ''Today's test fire of Pmhvi-II 
missile is also S'Jccessful snd ac~ieved all ~s 13rg?tS." Oirector of ITR, MIJK'/ Prasad told PTI. He said 
today's test fire was as accu r8t~ as yestecdey's "!xercise The s,: ip.nlis1s 'a!'dom'y clicse R missile from 
the production stock and put it 0n test. The : Diall,~Il':h activi~'es vlcre cnrr'ed oul by the speci31!y formed 
SFC and monitored t)y the scientists of DRDO 2S part of practice drill. The trajectory of the missile was 
tracked by the DRDO radars. electro-optical t rackirg syslem~ and telemetl)l stations located along the 
coast of Odisha. 

141. S. Ko ye,,: Df'RK troops (,n high alert due 10 joint drills 
Xinhua New~ Agency, 7(>13 J() 07 
Seoul - South I(orea's D~fen~wMinistry s"id Tunsda" that all nril'!al), fo 'ces of Ihe Democ'Atic People's 
Republ ic of Korea (DPRK) h2(1 been rtaeej on hiCh aiM in pretesl auain$': p :; chedll ied joint maritime 
drills involving a U.S. aire.r" f ('3 ,.~~, "114., cstirr a'81 tlif t 'Iorth K'J rea (Or.""K)'s emnrgen:!, order of 
mobilizing post ':re is in lin~ "lith it!; condslc na~i 1 n of the U S. ,lir'Bfi: C~ I';r,'(S p.nt.m rC(l (to the South 
Korean port city) and th e ;,ubs?quent r" :>p ;!n'j~ to it" S Ko'ea',· "lefens!' ~m1 istl:' splJkesman Kim Min
seok told a pre:3s hriefing F.a rli Ar on Tuesd~). thr DPHI{';, G "r?r~1 3t8ff of t~p '<orran People's Anny 
said in a f.tate 'nent carried by th'; >(orean Gentral 'ews Agenr.y t h 8~ all DPRK t'oops tiEd been ordered to 
maintain mobilizing post.ure , which cnnble.> all military fCi"~es to p.n motilized for oper.lt ions at any time. 
The DPRK's instruction came in protest against the joint malitime drills among South Korea, the U.S. and 
Japan off the southern coast of t~e Korean Peninsu la . It would involve the nuclear-powered U.S. aircraft 
canner USS Georse Wa,~in9tcn Wlli:h ent~r~d the Smith K~rean port city of Busan last week. The 



military exercise , which Seoul and Washington claimed would enhance capabilities for search and rescue 
of private sh ips. was originally scheduled to be staged for three days from Tuesday, but it was delayed for 
at least two days due to bad weather, spoke sman Kim said. 

o142. Samba terror attack: BSF, J&K police found wanti ng ' 
Times of India. Bharti Jain. 201 310 08 
New Delhi - The Centre has found lapses on part of the Border Security Force (BSF) as well and Jammu 
& Kashmir Police while analyzing the September 26 fidayeen attack on a'police station and Army camp in 
Jammu reg ion. The Union home ministry , based on inputs from intelligence agencies, concluded that 
BSF, which is in charge of the Intemational Border (IB) at Kathua, was no! carrying out patrolling at the 
unfenced stretch through which the three terrorists sneaked in from across Pakistan. Reports indicate that 
the terrolists infiltrated on the morning of the attack. taking advantage of the elephant grass that provided 
them a perfect cover. This is confirr.led by tile absence of any breach in Ihe fenced stretch . "The 
unfenced arch. covered with elephant grass, was an attractive infiltration point for infiltration. The BSF 
should have been carrying out regular patroll ing of the area, given its vulnerability. 

143. SKorea Spy Agency: NKorea Has Restarted Reac~or 
Associated Press, Staff report , 2013 10 08 
Seoul - South Korean lawmakers say the country's spy ~Igency has told them ttlat North Korea has 
restarted a plutonium reactor at , ~s main nuclear facil i'y North Korea said in Aplil it would restart the 
reactor but has not confirmed that it has done so. Rlleen! satellite pl;otos have shown signs that the 
reactor may be operating . The offices of twe lawmakers, Jung Chung .. rae and Cho Won Jin, .5ay the 
National Intelligence SeNiee presented its 2sseS3ment to 3 parliamentary committee on Tuesday without 
saying how it obtained the information. ,Jung's office cit eoj the spy agency as saying North Korea also 
conducted missile engine tests at a nort~ vest~m sitl?' ;n ,~l!gust 

144. Xi Pledg~s to Stand Firm Agains N.KNean !Ilul:cs 
Chosun IIbo, 2013 10 08 
Chinese President Xi Jinping on Mord~y sa;d he ;s against North Korea having nuclear weapons and 
firmly opposes any more nUGlear tests. a senior government official here said. Xi made the remarks when 
he met President Park Geun-hye in Bali Indonesia on t~e sidelines of the APEC summit. II was already 
their third meeting this year. Xi pledged t" at China will "strictly abide by UN S$curity Council resolutions" 
against North Korea. "We need to prevent a repeat of the vicious cyr.l fl related te the North Korean 
nuclear issue," he added. 

Eastern Europe· Europe de l 'Est 

145. Aquoi sert Ie G20 ? 
Le Figaro, Alexandrine Bouilhet, 2013 1008 
Washington - Ce club des vingt premieres econorries de la pla net~ en au centre de la r€forme de la 
finance mondiale. C'est une belle tribune pour les pays emergents. Mais pour durer, une transformation 
s'impose. MONDIALISATION Aprils Ie sommet de Saint-Petersbourg, qui a marque Ie retour fracassant 
de Vladimir Poutine sur la scene dip'omatique internationale, Ie G20 reprend son baton de pelerin et 
revient celie semaine su r des terres plus farnilieres Ii Washington. Une reunion des ministres des 
Finances du G20 est prevue en marge de I'assemblee generale annuelle du FMI et de la Banque 
mondiale. L'an prochain, Ie club des vingt plus grandes puissances economiques de la planete poursuivra 
ses peregrinations en Australie. En 2015, ce sera au tour de la Turquie de presider Ie G20. Cannes, Los 
Cabos, Saint-Petersbourg, Canberra : Ie G20 choisit des villes de plus en plus agreables pour accueillir 
les chefs d'Etat et leurs ministres, ce qui explique I'assiduite des delegations. Mais, sur Ie fond, aquai 
sert ftlellement Ie G20 ? Cette instance est-elle vraiment representative? Que valent ses decisions? Ces 



questions paraissent d'autant plus lEigitimes, que Ie demier sammet, celui de Saint-Petersbourg fut 
accapare par la question syrienne, passant sous silence un age da .officiel100 % economique, qui ne fut 
pas denue d'avancees. 

146. Marina Litvinenko vows to f ight on for publ ic inquiry into h usband~s death 
Press Association, Staff report, 2013 10 08 
London · The widow of Russian dissident A lexander Litvinenko, who died after being poisoned in London, 
has "courageously" decided to continue her fight to force a public,j nquiry, Last week Marina Litvinenko 
broke down in tears as she said she was struggling to fund her battle against the British government's 
decision to await the outcome of a normal inquest before deciding whel her there should be a w ider
ranging inquiry, Litvinenko said she wants to get to '1he t ruth" of how her husband, a former KGB spy, 
died seven years ago. She appealed to the Brrtish public for money to finance her case after high court 
judges refused last Thurs,jny to protect her again,;t potentially ru;nouc, cost,; of up to £40 ,000 if she loses. 

147. Moscou met sur ecoute les Jeux de Sotchi 
Tribune de Geneve, Etienne Bouche, 2013 10 08 
Moscou - Le ;ysteme de survei'lane" mis en ;llnc'? cans Ie Gadre d'ls J :) ~' t , ive , en Russie serait Ie plus 
intrusif de I'histoire de la competition Tan,j is que la fiamme olympique vient d'entamer, au depart de la 
place Roug e, son mediai ique tour d~ Ru.;sie, Ie GlIa rdi?n pUDlie des i1formati01s rele,tives 2 
I'encadrement des Jeux. Selon Ie jourral bmnnnique, Ie Service lecternl de securite russe (FSB) 
disposerait a Sotchi d'un acces priv;leg;e<l toute forme de commu nication durant la competition. Sur la 
base d'une enquete menee par deux jOlJiTlaljstes rus,;er., I "~ quotidien evoqLl € I'existen ce du syst<lme 
SORM - un " Prism sous stero'fdes» selon une des sources - permettant GUX services secrets d'exercer un 
contr61e etroit des echanges te lephoniqLles at sur Inter at 

148. Russian Court Hears Appeals in Greenpeace Case 
RIA Novosti, Staff report, 2013 10 08 
Moscow - A cou rt in Russia's Arctic pOl1 of Murmansk began hearings Tuesday to decide if the 30 
detainees fro"" a Greenpeace icebre3ker s~izE'd last ,,,,onth on pir'l cy ailegntions sh )l<ld stay behind bars 
pending tria l. The three people hnving thei' app·eals heard Tuesday 3re all Russian nationals: Yekaterina 
Zaspa , the ship's doctor; Andrei AI'al,hvcrdov, a Greenpeace 5pokBsman; ?10 Denis Sinyakov, a 
freelance photographer who was cov, ;;r(;; ~1? ship's tl"1-rrnnth voyage; n the Russian Arctic. All sought 
to be re leased on bail or placed und2r hQuse nrrest. By '11 id-day, the court tlad rej3cted Zaspa's appeal. 
Sinyakov's was ongoing and Al!akhverdev',· "Nould be heard later in 'h, day The Greenpeace vessel, the 
Arctic Sunrise, was seized hy Russian b1mer guards in mid-September afler ,everal activists tried to 
scale an oil rig operated by an affil iate 0' state· run gas ginnt Gazprom in the Pechora Sea to protest 
against oil drilling in the Arctic, which environment.alists r.all hazmdous and unprofitable. 

149. Snowden fa it son ITwr" he ? 
La Presse, Nicolas Berube 2013 10 08 
Moscou - Refugie en Russie, Ie !lelnteur Ec'w2-r1 !O~owden re9rB1draiH un semblant cle vie nonnale ? 
Hier, Ie sHe ~5se de nouvelles q fe Newfl n dWa~e 'Joe photo fJo'.le mont "'nnt un homme ressemblant a 
Snowden, ~O ans, en traip. de: pO!J.:r.snr U'1 r." ali ')t de St.TN'T'Iarche '.8 site affil'T'1f' que If! photo a ete prise 
aMoscou et Gu'el1e mon~re ' eK·r.ongll l~a 1~ a-1ericfl in, q1' ~ a crler.u P.1ni'€' po!itiq 'J0 en Ru:,sie Ie i er aoOt. 
L'ancien travaille'Jr de 1<1 ~ '2t i O-f1al S'~curty Ago..,cy (NSP \ . recherche Dar les 3utorites ()mericaines pour 
avoir diffuse des documents se : r Is. 'a ras f~it d'ar-pnrit iDn pllhl;cll'e ~€ ' lis qu'il a obtenu I'asile 
polrtique. 

150. Syria be able t o el iminate ch"mical v~apons within year - Put L1 
ITAR-TASS World Service, Staff report , 2013 10 08 
Bali - Russian President 'f/8oi 'T'ir Putin said it was rather real to eliminate chemical weapons within a 
year. Speaking ;J\ a news conference after Ihe APEC summit, Putin said, "Syria wii l be able to eliminate 
chemical weaoons within a year .. t e term 'IJ~i r, h "ms ~ qt ermined by U.N. speciali:;ts. " "I don't ~now, but 
we trust in intemational eXp'l rts for (.hemical nisgrmame1t. ,~maric3~s ~nd w£' t ' ust them," the Russian 



president sa id, adding that the whole world recognised the authority of these specialists. "If U.N. 
specialists say it can be done within the year, that's it so," he said. 
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151 . Iran Warns of Emergence of 3rd Wave of Terrorism in World 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1008 
Tehran - Secretary of Iran's Supreme National SeclJrty Council (SNSC) Ali Shamkha ni in a meeting with 
Head of the Islamic Supreme Council of Imo (ISCI) Ammar al·Hakim warned of the emergence of the 3rd 
wave of terrorism in the world , and called for indiscriminate fight against this ominous phenomenon. "The 
grounds are being prepared through the metamorphosis of noble human beliefs for the emergence and 
living of the third wave of modern terrorism as a comprehensive threat to the global peace and security," 
Shamkhani said during the meeting in Tehran on Monday. He said that despite the claims made by the 
influential countries' officials about campaign against terrorism, no firm will is witnessed in them to this 
end. Shamkhani underlined that fighting terrorism without giving any concessions is merely possible by 
giving up double-standard policies on this phenomenon, and called on the main international actors to 
reach consensus over eradicating terrorism. 

152. IRGC Monitoring Eneml·~ s' Moves in Persian Gulf 
Fars News Agency, 2012 10 003 
Tehran - Commander of the IRGC's Second i'lpval Z01P Genem'l',1i Raz jou reiterate'.l Iran's constant 
watch on the movements made by the trHIlS- reg:onal states' fleets of warships in the regional waters, 
specially in the Persian Gulf. "The intelligence superiority Hnd operationnl moves of Ihe Army's and 
IRGC's naval forces have led to nn accepta bl~ level of se rity in different aspl)Gts along the borders of 
Bushehr province (So ut ~' E'rn Iran bordenng the country's ~e ;rito ,ial waters in the Persian Gull)," Razmjou 
said in Bushehr province or Monday "Given their i nt{)ll ige~C€ superiority, tod3Y, the IRGC's Second 
Naval Zone and the Navy in Busllehr province 8re monitoring the enemy's moves in the sea very well," he 
added. The IRGC was ap;Jointed to of ' end the Persian G1IIf se~lI rity in 200,3. The Iranian army has been 
tasked with contrO lling the Sea of Oman and the Caspian Sea, while the full responsibility for defending 
the Persian Gulf security has been entrusted to the IRGC. 

153. Kurdistan: ISIS attack on security base was attempted prison break 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Shel7.a<l S'1eKh<l~ i 201 3'1 0 O~ 
Erbil - Last month's suicid", a'tack on tre he3dqunrlers ~,f l. ~e Secu ri~y Directorate in Erbil , capital of Iraqi 
Kurdistan, ,(lhiGh the Islamic State of Irae and Syria ('SIS) : Iaimed respon~i r,ility for, was intended to free 
ISIS-linked prisoners, Asharc, AP,1Nsat hac. I',arnpd Thp a' tack too~ ~I ace on Septemher 29 and led to 
the death of the six attackers 'ong 'lith si)( locBI security personnel , while 62 security officers and local 
residents were also injured. Spe.'ll(ing 10 P.s~aro AI-AlVsHt on the conctiti3n of anonymity Kurdish sources 
said that the ai" (If the atti3ckers W3S to "St0rr:J the prison that ~elorGS to the Directorate of Security, 
which is believed to hold det1linees nffili2led Wjt'11hp. organization [ISISI \V~o have b~en arrested in 
previous pursuits by the local forGes." ''But t lle\1 failed to break througll the prison'~, main gate after the 
prison guards confronted and killed them," the source added. 

154. NetanYllhu crOS'3€S (3d line 'ACth Ir.3l' i<'ll blue jeans fall): !las 
The National (UAE), Michael TllIl0GOU!01, 201 10 08 
Undisclosed placeline· It 'Nas an unpr', SEnerl€c 2ttempt I:y the Isrneli prim'~ minister, Benjamin 
Netanyahu, 10 r,'nch out <1irectly '0 you~0 I r;1I1iacS o'/er the heads of :h"ir le ~" ors. But it backfired 
spectacularly when he casually claimed 'r an interview , l ith SBC Persicn te'svis:on th,l t clampdowns by 
Iran's rulers extended to a ban on bl ':e ien1< S,) cial rn",iia sites were 100dect on Monday with Iranians 
rid iculing his rerrarks, wh ich man~ said Wer2 patranis'ng and offensive and sr,o'Nsd hO'N out of touch he 



was with life in Iran. ' I bet he thinks we ride horses instead of cars!" Mohamad Nezamadad i, a Tehran 
University student, scoffed . The hawkish Israeli premier - who commands the Middle East's sole if 
undeclared nuclear arsenal - was also given a dressing down for expressing concern for ordinary Iranians 
while pressing for tighter sanctions against Tehran and threatening to bomb lran's nuclear facilities. 

155. President: Iran Firmly Defends N. Rights 
Fars News Agency, 2013 10 08 
Tehran - Iranian President Hassan Rouhani underlined Tehran's willingness to obviate ambiguities about 
its peaceful nuclear program, but meantime. reiterated Iran's firmness in defending its nuclear rights 
based on the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). "Iran considers the nuclear rights stipulated in the NPT as 
its inalienable right and is ready to obviate the ambiguities within the frameworX of talks with the Group 
5+1 (the US, France, Russia, China and Britain plus Germany)," Rouhani said in a meeting with the 
Netherlands's new Ambassador to Tehr,ln, ,Iohans DJma. ir Tehran on Monjay. "The IslmnilJ. Hepublic of 
Iran is determine:1 to have its nuclea- is".e "e\l.lGrj in a sholl pe-ic,d Of time" he "oded, P-esident 
Rouhani also blasted the nue: s"n~tiom; imoosed 00 Iran by t ile US and ~s allie.s, anei said the embargos 
which have even troubled the Iranian people's access (0 ~heir ~e9ded medicines are a violation of the 
human rights, 

156, Wave of bomb blasts [(lI:ks Iraqi capital 
AI Jazeera , 2013 1008 
Baghdad - Multiple bombs have explocl'id in quicl. wccf:ssion in the Iraqi capi ai, Baghdad, killing at least 
37 and injuring 107. according to offcinh 1~'1e apparently coordinated string of ajacks, mostly involving 
car bombs, struck mainly c0I"1merci,~1 areas across It\f; Iraqi capital 0 11 Monday evening, Associated Press 
reported, Poli 'ee reported casualties fro>;1 m;plosicrs in te.1 J:lifferent ~2;ghbourhoods in the Iraqi capital, 
including M~shahda to'Nn in the nont)' D1ra. Z~farani)'<h HU~;":ni:l ah, IJb~'d' neigtlDourhoods and 
Elaam and Aidiynh in thA south. The daadlic~ ~!~acl-. rE: ::) ~fnAd w'hen ncar bo:nt" ::tnd roadside mb 
exploded in n mar~.0t and rea "by parking lot in the. northr,Pl Shl' 1iptric' of Husseini"a, ki'ling five, while 
another five were killed ;n Ubaid;, l-IosDita' :ffic' "Is ccnfi mad th~ c.3Sl'l"lties, T'1 p. autt-.oril ies spoke on 
condition of anonymity because they weren't aulhorised to brief reporters, 

Middle East· Moyen-Orient 

157. 'KSA. Franre views identical on 8"r;a' 
Saudi Gazette, Saleh F2 re~d 2013 1003 
Jeddah ·· Frel1~h DefE'rs~ Mif1ister .JesP-VVf>:; LE" I)rifln ~8id or Mood3Y that Fr8nce and t'1e KinDdom 
agree on the need to strengthen the Syrien oppcsition and rebel forces, "Our approach to the situation is 
identical," Le Drian told reporters at a press conference Iollowing his talks with Saudi leaders including 
Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques King At.dullah here on Monday, 'We believe in strengthening the 
Syrian National Coalition and the general statt of general (Selim) Idriss," the chief of staff in the rebel Free 
Syrian Army, said Le Drian, "The National Coalition 3hould be strong and respected". We support the 
Coalition on the military level, as well as the humanitarian and political levels," he said. France "hopes 
that the Geneva confel'ellcc ' !c uld sllcceed because there wilill e no military solution in Syria," Le Drian 
said in reference to a US-Russian proposal ior talks to end the bloody conflict , 

158.100 expertfi 10 carry -;-'Jt Syria di~,<o-rlJ~menl 
Gulf News, Rick. Gladstone, 20 1~ 10 08 
Wash ington: One hLndred speciali"ls elr2wr from th~ Unitpd N~rQr o; 81" lhf nrqanisqtion th3t 'lOPces the 
global ban on chemica: we pons will b~ sr.nt 10 Syria o'ler trlD nex1 eight mOilt's to hElp dismantle and 
destroy its 1,000-ton arsenal, an e)lr3-nely hazardous lasl< that ha,; nel,er be'on trie<t and that could fail 
without Syria'.; cooperation, Sec~etarf-Gene;"dl Ran Ki-moon said Monoay, in a 1 O·page report submitted 



to the Security Council that provided new detail on the underta king, Ban said he would establish a joint 
mission with the policing group, the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. It will be 
based in Damascus, the Syrian capital , but will inciude a staging ground on the Mediterranean island 
nation of Cyprus, about 500km west. He said the staging ground would help increase security for the 
workers and the specialised equipment needed to help monitor and neutralize Syria's vast quantities of 
deadly chemical compounds. 

169. 100 Specialists to Carry Out Tricky Syria Disarmament 
New York Times, Rick Gladstone, 201 3 1008 
The United Nations - One hundred specialists drawn from the United Nations and the organization that 
polices the global ban on chemical weapons will be sent to Syria over the next eight months to help 
dismantle and destroy its roughly 1,000-ton arsena l, an extremely hazardous task that has never been 
tried and that could fail without Syrio's cooperaticn, Secretary Gener81 8an Ki··rnoon said MondaI'. In a 
10-page repOIi submitted to the United ~18tions Security ::ouncii that prcvided new deta il on the 
undertaking, Mr. Ban said he would establish a joint mission with the policing group, the Organization for 
the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. It will be based in DamascLls, tle Syrian capital, but will include a 
staging grolm:l ~n the Mediterranean island nation of Cyprus, about 300 miles west. Mr. Ban said the 
staging ground would help increase securi ty for the workers and the specialized equipment needed to 
help monitor and neutralize Syria's vast quantities of deadly chemical compounds. It is "high ly probable," 
he said , that he will ask other member states. whish he did not identify. to help the joint mission complete 
its wOrk. His report provided the fi rst official indication of the size of the staff for the mission. The roughly 
35-member advance team currently in Syria would grow to "approximately 100 personnel." 

160. AI-Qaeda replaces state pres,mc,~ in ~a'ada 
Yemen Times, Nasser AI .. Sakl(a', 201 ~ 10 08 
Beidha - l.ocC' ls of Raj a'a dislrict of AI·-Be'(jha gover'15,rate complaioed that they are often forced to resort 
to AI-Oaeda affiliates to mediate their displlteS i he abs€l1c€ of a s rang state presence. Abdulrab Abu 
Saleh, Ra'ada reSident . said the increase cf a'med militll nts has to de wilh th" absence of security in the 
district, which he says drove them to seek he!pFrom am-wd militants. Although Ra'ada security manager 
Hamoud AI- Amari said tile district needs at I,ast 6000 soldiers to maintain sec.uritv , Ra'ada currently has 
no more than 1500 soldiers. AI-Amari saij thut armed militants launch Strrpri~e attacks on security 
checkpoints and ft8e the scene, usually lea',ing between eight and 20 casualties. The latest attack on 
Monday saw seven men killee\ during clashes with tre 139 Mechanii .ed Brigade soldiers at Dar AI Najd 
checkpoint, east of Ra'ada city. Two soldiers were injured in the attack and two others were taken 
hostage. 

161. Benghazi's AI Qaeda ~onnection 
The Daily Beast, E!i l.ake, 201 3 10 07 
Washington - The U.S. governi'1ent is now ~cl<no\lIleC [ling . at least i ldirectly. a sign!ficant al Oaeda 
connection to the 9 ..11 ann iversary attacks 0'1 t e U.S. mission a~d Gill station in Benghazi. On Monday, 
the State Department deSignated trp. Mchwnm"d .lam81 Network (M,) I ') and its founder, Mohammed 
Jamal as terrorists. The Wall Strf.~t Jour~" 1 first reporte~ Oil October 1, 2Q12 that fig hters affiliated with 
MJN participated in the Benghazi attacko,. The Doil\I Rea,,! and other new~ olltlets have since confirmed 
the report . Seth JQnes, the a~soci ate direct0r for the international security 81j defense policy center at 
the RAND Corporation, tcld the Daily Beast, "Tt;ere was ntlE,asl one membsr and rr ,ay have been more 
members from the Moha mHO Jamal neMor~ on the compound for tl,e attack on Benghazi along with 
members of Ansar al-Sharia and members of al Oaeda in the Islamic Maghreb." Jones said the Jamal 
network's re lationship to al Qaeda had been widely known in counter-terrorism circles. 'What's new is that 
the governmem is making tt explicit and public that the Jamal network is linked to al Oaeda," Jones said. 

162. Doha corrff,mnce to artc1ress re::learr.h trchnolo1ies 
Gulf News, HalJib TOLmi, 2013 10 Or. 
Manama: The I<;\est innovations in slJsi.ainat·le solutions fc,r naturalle '>(,urc€~ will be h:ghlighted at an 
international conference in Qatar 1,X'\ m(lrt~ . The Annual Resea:ch ConFerence (ARC'13) , organised by 
Qatar Foundation Research nnd Developmf)~: (OF R&D) and its researrh insti tutes , will bring together 
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experts to discuss and debate issues in crrtical areas. "The Qatar Foundation Annual Research 
Conference provides the perfect opportunity for research institutes to share details about projects and 
plans with people, academics and industry leaders within Qatar," said Mohammad Khaleel, Executive 
Director of Qatar Environment and Energy Research Institute (QEERI) that conducts research to support 
Qatar's energy independence, water sustainability, and food self-sufficiency goals. 'W e can explain 
exactly how our work will help reach national goals, inerease and build human capacity and ensure that 
industries in Qatar are successful. The institute will share its own i novations in energy and water 
security. 

163, Geneva 2 sees flurry of terms, counter-terms 
I o 

Lebanon Da ily Star, Marlin Dick, 2013 10 08 
Beirut - Leading opposition groups are showing little enthusiasm about attending a proposed Geneva II 
conference, whether they are based inside Jr outside Syria. The sponsors of the conference, the U.S, 
and Russia, saw their top diplomats Monday "recomrrit" thems~lves to efforts to move forward with the 
talks, U.S. Secretary of State Jo'1n Kerry ~nj h's Russian counterpart 3ergey Lavrov met on the sidelines 
of a summ~ in Indonesia to di3cuss ways to "la:1 the grouTld'ilork for a round of talks." Kerry said they 
would meet the U.N.-Arab envoy for Syria l.akMm Bmhimi, to iron out a date for the summit. But the 
head of the National Coalition, Ahmad Jarba, and the Turlley-based leadership of the rebel Free Syrian 
Army, have dismissed the ide8 of going to Geneva withcout "guarant~es" th2t President Bashar Assad will 
leave power. The announcement was made Sunday after several days of talks between Jarba and rebel 
commanders. 

o
164, Germany sets the record strll'ight 
Yemen Post, Staff Report. 2013 10 08 
Sana'a - Following Sunday' specl'latiors as to who lias targeted at a shoot -out involvi~g a Genman 
Security Guard gt a local sl1pennmket of the southern diplom3tic: distri,::! cf HRclda in the Yerne·ni capital, 
Sana'a , German officia ls confirm0d th is Monday t'lat un'iI:e wh1t some tT)edia ':heonzed, Gem,an 
Ambassador Cnrola MueIIN-Ho!tkemper t:ad 118 ef beer l>e in~end€ff target " f an attempted ~ic1napping . 
'We must un'ortunately confinm that a GermRn "ocu.;t\, official who W3S 'lm,,:oyed at th e embassy in 
Sana'a was kill~d in Yemen," a Gelman 'or(i9n mi ni stf~ spokeswol'1f.~ ,aid in a statement about 
Sunday's inc'dent. "Repcrts 3bout 8n att~mp~ed ahducti"r of the C orman a",bassador are unfounded," 
she added. Already on Sunday, a spokesn'311 fCIT Yemrn Foreign Ministry tried:o contain the media 
frenzy by tel!ing AFP that the Gennan Ambassador was not actually in the country at the time of the 
attack and therefore could not have been involved. 

165, Government increase, checl:points, security precautions 
Yemen Times AF Ibrahim AI-Moshki, 201 ~ 10 8 
Mukalla - The Int(lrior Minis'", 2"rounced incr035ec1 trnq' depI0y..,e nt~ nation'Nide on Sunday, in 
anticipation of AI-Oaeda i~ 'he Arab'sn Ppnin"ull.l (.AOA") at13cl:s t~e min'stry said. The ministry cited 
recent terrOf ~ttacl,,, for the incrl'asec1 see',;ci:y prf-Cal 'Pan:>, includ ir,~ tre seizure of n military camp in 
Mukalla on Sept. ?D, wl\icr AOAP na, clai"1E'1 rcsprmsibi"~y for 10hammen P,i-Maw"ri, the 
spokesperson fer the IntariOJ' Ministr:y to 'd !~e Yer'1en Tim", that the ministry has deployed thollsands of 
soldiers and secu rity forces nati9)1\; 'de f I O'~'!ng the MO")t re~ert att1c s in Stlabwa Hadramout and 
Sana'a . AI-MaW9r( said thr, ministry had lBCt,;v9,j i ~tel"gence about ma -e AI·O aeda plots. The ministry 
has set-up rnorl') checl:points around the GOlll)try, foclISil'g on ertrances to r~ti 8s . All ~ecurity forces are in 
a state of high-a'ert, the ,source saiO. 

166, Intervi<>w vlith Basf1 'l ~ss3c1 
Der Spiegel, Staff report. 2013 10 07 
In a SPIEGEL interview, Syriqn Pre.,',ient P-ash8- "'"ad discu~sp.s ~i!; fight for power his arsena l of 
weapons of ma~s destruclion awi t~€ S I:f.~'RI 2\:rerjat'~ , rs h,' h8S for Gelm'lIlY. SPIEGEL: A president's 
legnimacy is rot a questic r of ph-ases ami drcln'ali)~ s. ' f ou ar~ rrensursj by your deeds. Through the 

. deployment of chemical weapc% aga ilY;t Y~;lr ow~ n~op'l' YJU ~, n'm ('efinit"IGly lost t'le legitimacy to 
hold your officr Bashzr Assad: We cic rct : se Ch3r'1'C,,1 w('gpO,,!; This 's a rnisst~terlent. So is the 
picture you pai nt of rne as n man Vlh~ ii's ~i~ ow' peop'e. Who isn't .3>]3inst Ine? YOII've got the United 



States , the West. the richest countlies in the Arab world and Turkey. All this and I am killing my people 
and they still support me! Am I a Superman? No. So how can I still sla ' in power after Iwo and a half 
years? Because a big part of the Syrian people support me, the o'/ernmeDt and the state. Whether that 
figure is greater or less than 50 percent? I am not saying that it is t~e bigger part of our population. But a 
big part means that you are legitimate. Th at is very simple, And wherels another another leader who 
would be similarly legitimate? SPIEGEL: President Oba(na said after Ihe inv.es igation into this crime by 
the United Nations that there was "no doubt" that your regime ysed chemical weapons on Aug. 21 in an 
attack that killed more than 1,000 people . Assad: Once again , I dare Obama to give a single piece of 
evidence, a single shred. The only thing he has is lies. SPIEGEL: But the conclusions of the UN 
inspectors ... Assad: What conclusions? When the inspectors came to Syria, we asked them to continue 
the investigation. We are hoping for an explanation of who is responsible forthis act. SPIEGEL: And you 
still think you have a chance of winning this war? Assad: Even if we don't have the chance, we don1 have 
any other choice but to fight and to nefend our country 

167. Is Assad winning? 
Now Lebanon , Hussain Abdul ..Hussain 2013 10 08 
Beirut · Bashar ai-Assad ard his prorone 'lts make ti"0ir ,j~fe"ts 'ook like victories. Their detractors do the 
opposite . So while heavily brJise<l , A';~ad p;ojects an image of a strong man beaming with wnfidence. 
His opponents come across as whi rer!, who want the v/arld 10 defeet Assad for them, while they tlave 
failed· fo r two years - in electing a body Inst would represent cII of them. Ard even though the Syrian 
opposition - inside of Syria and outside of it, military and non-m i l it~r'f - 11as displayed incompetence, 
Assad has stil l sllffered h!Javy IOSS0S. Thi~ is dUB to his many faux pas and the strength of Isl amist 
terrorists. mostly non-Syri an, wl1c. have bloodied Assad and his irregular militias, including Lebanon's 
Hezbollah . Perhaps it is time fOr Hezbe,llah's leader Hassan Nasrallah to ret~i~k his Syria plan . But for all 
the talk about a ' €ver"al in fortu nes o,SS"Q. ~rd Hezbollah have yet to show other significant gains. 

168. JOl!rnalists humiliatp.c1 at Hezbollah r.hec~pOjnt5 
Lebanon Daily :ltGr. Staff R?:)ort , 2013 '(lOS 
Beirut · A number of joumali.,tr. were dAlai~3d a1d illtllrr0:Jated il me Ifonth of SeplGmb2r .t Hezbollah 
checkpoints in the Beirul southem sllburt~ the 8'lmir 1~,,<,e,i rJ:J''3s Cf',t,er for Media and Cultural 
Freedom said in tts month 'y rapo)t r~!e 3.'EC Monda\, . Th~ [GpOil said jourrelisls were detRined and 
"humil iated" at the checkp0i1ts :iting Ihe exam pi,; of Hl'"sein Shan1a~ who works fo' the Higher Shine 
Council media d8partment. who IV"S stor'pad ~l' memoom of I-'ezhollah marn i1g a checkpoint near the 
Mar Mikhael church in Shiyah. Shama~: c:~r was al?o confiscated in the inci(lent. Cerreraman Abbas 
Hayek, from AJ"Jadeed TV station, was slopped at the same checl(point and irtermgated for an hour, the 
report said. SKeyes added that the ISF',; r.yhe:c"im€ unit summonGd jourralist Rasha al·Amin fo' an 
investigation over an article she published in AI-Muhasaba, in which sh8 described Lebanese Forces 
leader Samir Geagea as a criminal. 

169. Les di/fOmmes dll HNtlo!llh 
Le Figaro. Delphine Minou; ~on 10 CS 
6eyrouth .. Le Parti de Die chii!e pa~e aujourd'hc' In p:ix fort do 50" impliestio" dans Ie conni! ~yrien . 
Mais, prisonnier de sa dependanr.e ml!it:,q'~t: I/is-a-vis dp D"3mas p.t de Tp'1ernr .:-1 ,c;ouc;eux d'assurer sa 
survie. il reste fi:ls le a50S Mrraim . C'rst:Jr> ~ que i"pnareil ~ecll ri~ai re dll Hezbo'lah a e~e ebranle, 
Sur cette aVent,8 cornmer,;:?1te eal uren j 'imlCeabl% (:oe artere au lahyri nlhe de la banPeue sud de 
Beyrouth, fief ullmproh){l€ ou Parti .e Di a' I ~h iit~. Le 15 aolil, Mohammed sl' f1notai! cevant son 
televiseur. Une fin d·apre~·m ir:i i, aux.enVi"0rS de 18 heurp.$, entre Rrpe ' ilia priere el cOllcher (iu soleil. « 
Et soudain, « Iloum ! » . J',3' e e proj"le S' W 'e C;)rr~IAge j :J cDu'oir l.a oorte d'entree gisait au sol. J'etais 
recouvert de d~bris de fenNp,s, sGufftees par I'e xplosion » , se SOL vien! I"mprirneur dll 63 ans . 

170. Life terms for nine ilombers 
Bahrain Daily ~~f.W5 , r\!ol'" Zah~a . 2013 1C 08 
Manama - 'iLe bO'Tlb2 rS ha'ifl iJnen sS1tensed 'a lifs in prison for planning and carryin(1 oul terrorist 
attacks in Bahrain. It follov'3 ' lie se;zu "~ ~f five lonnes of E'<rlosivA [",1.'1llOrial, ~nd 110 'itres ( f chemicals 
during police raid~ in June I ~<;t yom HnI"m'er. onl'l few .'If the nine '~E'fend8otc, are in cu!'tody and the 
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remaining five were sentenced in absentia by the High Criminal Court yesterday. Forensic ,experts from 
London's Metropol~an Police were flown in to assist with the investigation, All nine defendants were 
handed 25-year jail tenms by judges, who found each of them guilty of ma.nufacturing explosives, being 
part of a terrorist network, endangering lives. subverting security and planning and carrying out terrorist 
attacks. Four of them, one al ready in custody and three still at large, ere ha~ded add itional 1 O-year jail 
sentences and fines of BD1 00,000 for funding the terrorist organisation witfl cash from abroad, 

171. Plots against Gee bound to fail, Bahrain PM says 
Gulf News, Habib Toumi , 2013 1008 
Manama: Bahrain's Prime Minister has reiterated the significance of t ,e GLIlf unioo~n bolstering 
achievements and success stories in the region The Gulf Cooperation COllnci l (GCe) pas succeeded in 
becoming an outstandingly robust and highly significant entity that is capable of defe~ting aiL conspiracies 
against it, thanks 10 the aware l ess of its ~Eop'e, Prince Khalifa Bin Salman AI Kh alifn ,aid. The Gulf 
union remains t ~ e mos1 effect ive 'nears to prolect and increase Gulf accomplishments and gains, the 
prime minister, one of the most, prominent championr. of the union betwean the Gee r,ountries, said in 
remarks to the Gce ministers of housing in Mermn5 Bahrain News Agency (BNI') reported . The Gee, 
established in IIllU Dhabi in 1981, gro llps Bahrain, Kuwait , Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and thz UAE. 

172, Pres ident ai-Assad : Palestinian rights will remain priority for Syria 
Syrian Arab News Agenc~', H. Sabb,3gl11 t~d,en , 2u~3 10 08 
Damascus - President Bashar a'-Assad on Monday affirmed that the vicious attack targeting Syria will not 
change its pan-Arab principle,', Meeting A b~ ,; Zald the pars3nal e nl'~y of Palestinian Presicent 
Mahmoud t-.bbm·, Pre~,ide~t ai-Assad ar.sA''l~d that the r,antral nature of the' Palestinian C3use 2nd 
adherence to the legil'mate hi aric'igh'1;)f the Palestinian people will rEr1ni n prioity for Sy~a , The 
President nolec thatlhe ~\lfrel1t event" il' S~i . d i<l "'~ C~~llf'- ihE :;ttitllde Of Hte Syr'an oHopin tcwards 
their Palest'niar brothers in Syria' f8th~rlh" eVI)llts in,~ro ase,; t!J ~. \ 50licprit~1 end cehesion in the face of 
the terrOlist attac~>.:hat target theMali .. e.F~(hi~p?:.Z~(isai.tthat tllej..a.c.stinian peoplf suoport Syria 
in the face of the aggression targe'irg it 

173. President chairs meeting w ith govNnors, military and security leaders 
Yemen NevIs I,geney, ~013 10 en 
Sana'a· President Abd Q1t·bo ~n3nS()ur ,'<1:1i '1elll 0.1 ~' )nday a meeting with the governors, executive 
and military I ~aders of the p'ovillcEs of Marl Shabwc , Sg'ada Amrar" .Iawf. Hajjah, in the presence of 
Ministers Defense and Inte" ior 1I<,a1s a ~ s"nio,', fficials of the Portical Secl" ~Y anc Nation$' Security 
Services. Dur'ng the meE':~;rg, thf' pre~;dert 1alked el)(lJt '1cw critical is thE' .<:dl1aticr Yemen is going 
through, saying "Thesn provinces which '/01l 'lr8 rc~pc1~ir.le fer are of tre irflarl"ed areas, in which a lot 
of security troubles are occ'Jrr8d at V':lriOlJ~ Ir;vnls." !-ie adr'Fr Illat sali('tnge 11~~ S 8re" !lken Ci1C€ 
incessantly .?gf1;nst pow~r r.al:1es arri oil :';I"r, Ii '1rr j., ~'rtrrb wcnrler; 19 jf ~0a!s r:f slich 'Jand:l'ism. He 
made referenr.e to the le rr,:,"'"t a~ack occurmd "p.r.tNdey reslilfi llJ i1 killi~g 1 C arma,' citize~, The 
President pointed to an 8tt:;cl; r.s'rie1 out by a terrorist group shot dead a German citizen, who is a guard 
at the Genman embassy in Sana'a as he was leaving a supeiTrarket in Hac1da neighborhood, 

174. Riyadh-p~rig SR6.r,2I1n O/,wnl deaf bn lstcrs t ies 
Arab News, Simj Wahab ~01 3 1 C 0 
Jeddah - Saudi !\rabia lias 8'lIa-dwl Frarce" SR6.E'2 billion 11,3 bii'ion €l' ~os) contract to modernize four 
frigates and 1'1010 refueling r..t\iI'S Fr'" en r;d,"sl" MinistN Je311 Yves lp. Dnan :lOno ll ~ ,~ed the deal during 
a press confemm:e at 'he R"val Te ~lpi ~ hd1ah 0" Monde," The doc ' indicates a significqnt upswing 
in ties betwee1 the two cr"'rtnes, Ie ".c COClitri~s h,1\'~ syn,~rQn izp.(1 their foreign policy gallIs on a 
host of issues, esper.i3l1y on ~ yri~ :md ~":?I1.. · ~2 r:"l'J ltibqli~H"I·ri:/('! ('cntm~t t rJ ')'Ierh -1ul frigatf's and 
refueling shirs C(l~l1e if'it0 f'ff::c-t on ~~ . ) n 1 ajl " S""i~ l2 .....lfinl1. H;~ "'jr,'es rndlr,r.tE"j that f"e frig ~r~es and 
refueling sh:ps h2Ne ceen il'l ~tw.'jr;9 :;ii'N" ~hp 1CJ80s. "Thjc dBr:' ;nqr~f j'Jst ow! 3Sp~C~ of O~I- re i Eltionship. 
It highlights th9 5trategic pr.lil'cill a~d mEilalY reletiolls'li:> t~at ',xists hnlwee1 Olll' two countries," said La 
Drian . 
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176. Saharoni, Ie centre de detention qui d ivise les Israeliens 
La Presse. Leslie Rezzoug , 2013 10 08 
Jesuralem - Saharoni, Ie centre de detention qui divise 1% Israeli<!ns l.a (licente decision de la Cour 
supr~me d'israel d'annuler la loi de 2012 rermettant I'emprisonneme(lt sans proces des ... C'est une 
foumaise betonnee, un purgatoire barbele, line prison Ii ciel ouvert ... Atrois ~ilometres de la frontiere 
egyptienne, dans Ie desert du Neguev, Saharonim est Ie cauchemar de taus les immigrants clandestins 
d'israei. Dans ce centre de detention, plus de 2000 personnes, majoritairement d'origine africaine, sont 
detenues dans des conditions deplorables. « II n'y a ni climatisation nLeha(jffage malgre les temperatures 
extr~mes de la region. II est presque impossible de se procurer des drap,s ~t I'hygiene est minimale », 
indique Daniel, un Ivoirien qui a passe plusieurs mois la-bas. « On passe notre temps II attend\'e. Se 
retrouver la-bas, c'est ventablement mourir II petit feu, perdre chaque jour un peu plus espoir », resume-t
il. Retrouves par la police israelienne apres avoir traverse II pied la frontiere POreuse du SinaT, les 
migrants sont conduits ace centre en , ttendRnt un hypnthetique proces ou une improbable liberation. En 
effet, la loi prevoit que leur detention pout s'etendre su r une « periode ill imitee », sans tenir compte du 
statut de refugie politique au cle deman<ieur d'asil" auquel pourraient pourt3nt oretendre r,Mains 
immigres venus d'Erythree ou du Soudan. 

176. Sana'a under complete Jiple,matic iock<ioINn 
Yemen Post, Staff Rep01, 2113 10 08 
Sana'a - Following the targeted killing on Sunday of n Gennan diplomat (a Security Guard) in the south
western diplomatic. district of Hac,1a in the yemeni capi!>ll, Sana';) foreign diplomatic missions have called 
on their staff 2nd diplom3:~ te stay i10m"wtJilG Yr,rnen authorities assess th~' situation. All social 
gatherings and leisure activiiies have beer" bafr~~(f rfl r nQl,v: coffee shops, restaurants, shopping and so 
on, as fears remain that milijants will a:terr.pt t() target yet more foreign r 3tionals. Yemeni security officials 
have confi rmed that security has been ir~r",a~ed in and QrOlJ1d a!1 foreign errbassies and that all 
diplomats have baen advise1 to stal' horne under careful lock and J~ey L ntil further notice. Yemen Foreign 
Minister Abu Bakr al-Qirbi sairl Monnay, "The gov~rnment will spar.e no ffort to pursue and arrest the 
criminals who kil,,,Jj a Gerrran \I uard enr loyee works for the German Embassy in Sana'a." 

177. Syria cOlllrl he haven for radir.nlr, 
Los Angeles Times, Ken Dilanian, ~aja Abdulrailim, 2013 10 08 
Washington - U.S. intell igenr." offi~'a l s are in~ (e.gsingly r.oncern~d that AI Qaeda and other radical 
Islamist groups could carve out '3 haven ;n Syria that w'I' offer the kind of sanctuary they once enjoyed in 
northwestern Pakdan, CU;Tent and 'crmer U.S, 0Ficia's sal'. Offici8!S say a ~13ndestine CIA program that 
provides rudim~ntary training and ",eGr.ers to U.S ·harlled politiczl'y m()der~t0 insurgents is unlikely to 
curb the growing strength (>f e,:tremists '3rr11] tV, o"position m;litias seeking 10 overthrow Syrian 
President 8 2shar Assad. Though tha figN 'ng remn in< lif'1'ted to Syria, U.S. intelligence officials already 
are looking at worst-case sssrarios if th, sountry br,c,ks inte distinc'. govern.",nt.. and rebe!- ccntrolled 
enclaves. The <,Iarm grew recently whr-n rnil'tzr.+s fron AI Nusra Fron~ , an .0,1 Qaed'3 affiliate considered 
the most c~pab'e and best ..arrred mbei force. and il s alli es seized a hordm crossing ~etween Syria and 
Jondan neartne Syrian city of Dara. "I think Syria is heading toward becoming the next FATA," said aU,S. 
official regularlV onefed on 'ctelligel'\ce refernnQ to the Federally Administered Tnbal Areas of Pakistan, 
where AI Oaeda and its allie, plotted attack, ag.q'nst the West until U.S. drone strikes and other counter
terrorism efforts decimateri th eir for~es T~e official who spoke 0r condition of anonymi'y in discussing 
intelligence, said he worries t~qt the grr)Wjrn presence cf 1~·lami~ mil it,~~ts coullJ pose unique dangers to 
the West because of Syria's 'ctose prox'rnijy to sjrate9ic U S. interests , ease of travel to Europe, and the 
availabil ity of advanced conventionAl and nonccnventio1al weaoon~." 

178. Syria; Brahim i expre s'!!s doubt!; . t v! r,ennv;, n 
Asharq Al-Aw~3t, l.ayal Ab'J R2hal. 2012 10' 
Beirut - The United Nations ,,~a c.3 en"o~1 t" f,yri~ , l.i1kMsr B'ahimi said on Su day he was "not 100 
percent certain" that the Geleva !I tAlk5 p'S:' ~0d for m'd·November will 18:<e place, in an admission of the 
obstacles to a po!itical solllt'cn to the S,'~"n con~ict In. an inlervi9w with France's TV5 and RFI rad io, 
Brahimi said that peace tall;5 poing ahead a" pla l n;;d "is not a certaintll," tl10cgh he said he is "t rying to 
invite ... everyhody to come to Gene,., 'n the seconrl ~alf of November." Brahimi urged botrl sides in 
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Syria to sit on Ihe negotiating table in Geneva this November "without precond~ions." "Mr. Bashar Assad 
cannot say that he does not want to negotiate with this or that and the same til ing applies to the 
opposition," Brahimi said. Both the government ot Bashar AI-Assall cithe Syrian opposition have 
previously set preconditions on their attendance 2t Genevq II, resultiO!fin diminished hopes that the 
proposed peace conference will go ahead. 

179. Syrian Arab army f lushes terro rists out 11 towns in A leppo 
Syria Times, 201 3 10 08 
Provinces · Some 11 towns in A leppo courtryside have became safe amid repolts of elfminating 15 
terrorists in a series of operations in Darayya city outc,ide Damascus and dest roying several weapons
laden boats in al·Rastan lake in Homs province. In details, an official source declared today that the 
armed forces restored stabil ity and security to 11 towns· Tal Zgheb, Torkat, alNerab, Tal Abor, alBarakeh , 
alMasyadeh, alHabeseh Tat, Berj alQer'- ll1an, , 'ArnerC)/3h, and nlHmors- in the southwestern 
countryside of Aleppo in the wake of v3r.oui.,hing ter'o l'"t,. from there. Ten~ cf explosive devices, planted 
by terrorists in the towmi, wer<, d6fu:oed during a morring up operoti0r. 5cccr'Jing to the source. In other 
areas in Aleppo orovince, the armed forces ~'Tlbllshed ",med terrorist group" tcying 10 inf!~r<lte ir to 
quarters of Sliman al-Halabi !In(j al-Arqob from al-Sakhor and ai-Sheikh Kheder areas. 

180. UAE's nllc'ear programme ·b~f,t · ,,~sourc e d in the wor'd ' UK expert says 
The National (UAE), Caline Malek, 2013 10 08 
Abu Dhabi - Tne UAE's nurlea' programm<> is the best lIlought .. through Bnd resollrced in the 'florid, a 
leading expert said on Morrt;~y. Bmbar~ Tll cmc,s. l<,dV Judge, chair of the United KingdomAtofT\ic 
Energy Authorrty and a cre'11bor of t~e International Advisory Board for the nur.lear programrne, told the 
audience at a public forum nf troe Emir:3te,; Nuclear E~ergy Corporation af her rei de in being .gssociated 
with the project 'When I tfl :' , bo' ..t the pr"g·"rn'T1~ ~,1 ~ "lhefP. ar(};.lo:l tllP wor'(j we refer to the Abu Dhabi 
programme as tile gold st~nd )' j, " "h~ s3',j , 's cle,~y th e best thollght-through and resourc9d nuctear 
programme in tile world toda) . ""19'\10nO 'is f cc' t e 1'>snriated 'ith iL " <:h,' said the commitment of 
having Emiratis run the nue'ear ;Jcwer iJ:,qr. ts \\j85 irn ' · ... iv 8--:d madG it c1i'ferer t fro11 other nuclear 
programm es. 

181. UN ch ief o • .' t lines R:llia th~m:rf1 ! ", p.~p~,n!l p!a' 
AI Jazeem, 2013 '10 08 
New York - UN Secretary·General Ban Ki-moon has proposed the fOI1",alion Jf a 1 OO.. member strong 
mission to cverSBe the cRt8loQui r'9 "3r d dI3:trlJc~ i on (l~ Syri2'S chcmic~1 we3por,s !.toc/<pile, a~·::ordi ng to a 
letter from the U 'chief to thn ~ecllfity 2':l'n r:i' gnn 3~';-:I that : 1~err ::j~;1J lftl ~h(; rnica' wea90n : inspectors 
and support star were opofcl !inJ in '] "dSt.gcrou;;srd \!o l;j~i !e" f'Tlif')'1!13 1t, ~WG tl1at suet1 a mission, to 
be conducted in tr,ree pI-Ji3 SE S ;-; no ending .l".1"'e ~n . 201'" was l:n r re:~e:-lent €C: The jOi.1t mis:;ion of the 
UN and the Orgsnisat ion f~r 're Pro hi bit;~n of Chemic81 'Neapon ; (npc w ) "'IIi I' seel; to conduct an 
operation the likes of wh'c!, Quite S;:-rl:')'~' , r?'tP, r~\fe r heen tried befnr2 " 8a~1 :. ~id, in a report to ~'e UN 
Security Council ou Mon%y, Sen s,id tllil! a '~?:Tl of 19 ',")PCW a~d 16 UN ' "rectors ha a'ready been 
sent to Syria es part of an advance team, Dut that the overall mission would involve as many as 100 
people, and would be based in Cyprus. 

182. US and '(ssia p raise Assad for chemical weapons compliance 
The National ,UAE) , Bradl,;,y l-ffip~. 2013 10 ne 
Beirut - The Unife1 State:i -'l ~rJ RW:; !-'ie' \lJ0.r3 "v'?;ry plrJspd" witt"' fhe Syr;c'ln nr\'~mrne~t's efforts in 
destroying Ch~"'licj') 1 we:lj )~ '; S~0C~..$. ttH~ 'J~ secret?")' (If' st;:'1e J~I",r 1-<8!T) s~jj yestArdny. Th e comments 
represented il rn rp mcdi~um of or3ise 1m: E1flna: . ~,1 1\~'j] 1 '$ regll1e :rom the L'S, ','hic!l h'3s tl?ckad the 
rebellion fightiro) ,'gainsl '1: " gn'-!p-n--"'~ fNlt'e ~ lS; Iv'" Y9ms. It ~1,0 21'0 ,ed a 'ligh~ th31";nq of 
relations betwf:>~n the US <lnd R!.$sid \\~· ·(: h I,ao:: ba('~:f I1 ~Ilr A' A-:c; ;?r. "Let ml? be cr'sta! c!e,lr," ~~r Kerry 
said at a nmvs 'ionferenr.e wit F~ussi8 ' 1 fC i0; c:n """lirjstpr Se-~~\I '_fl'jf("J in B?l' wtlem the two fOp 

diplomats we"e :3~'endinQ ~1 EJ~()nrw'c s"""'ni' '\Alp,'re "erj olea~8~ wi ll. Ire P:1 C& of what h3S r appened 
with respect to chemical W~'PO% " rAr i<e"cy ciesc:·t'erj the efforts t3 destroy Syria's chemical weapons as 
a "terrific example of glob~1 c"Dpemtion, of multilateral efforts to accomplish an accepted goal". 
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183, Who is f unding Syria's hardliners? 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Tariq Alhomayed, 2013 10 08 
The expression of regret and revulsion at wll at some hardline groups are dOing in Syria is not enough, 
Also , continually quoting Western news agencies on the activities of these groups is not enough. This 
serves Assad's media machine , especially since it has been pushing the line Ihat it is fighting "extremists" 
from the fi rst day of the revolution. Therefom, the question1hat must be raised : s~ Who is funding these 
groups? Someone may argue that asking this is to be slicked illto-tlie realm o( Gonspiracy theories, which 
is untrue. It would be naive to content ourselves c,oiy wilh whai1h(l estern 111edia is publishing about 
Ihose hardliners, particularly given that the roaj,xrty of the"e stories ae. the Western media through 
either Assad's media machine or that of ii;S allies . Til liS, we must in~llir 'abo(if who i~ fu ndin!;j these 
groups: we must, as they say, 'fo,lo the money.' 

184, Yemen '/lill 5~are no " fj'();t 10 huM German guard's killers 
Yemen News Agency, 20' 3 10 08 
Sana'a - ThE' government wiil spme no "fh i 10 pursue ?nd arresl t~e criminals who ki lled a German 
guard employee works for ~"e G2rnan Embn5s!, ip Sar,a'3, Foreign r,Iin;st", S8;0 Monday, AbiJ Bakr al
Qirbi made the statement ddri'1g z phone :x)1versation he made with Germar Foreign Minister Guido 
Westerwelle. ;ld-Qirbi extended tr e Yeme"i governrrent's profound condolences to the victim's family, the 
German government and people. Tile G2rrnan Fore'gr t,1inis:er expras,cd ap.J'ec;ation of the efforts of 
the Yemeni government, stressing t iat slich crimes 'Nill net 2f~e::i the excellent relations between the two 
countries and Gernany wiil c~ntir, ue tn ;,upjl,:>oj and rel;~ Y~men ip [,11 ~dc". AI ·Qirbi and W€sterwelle 

a1also reviewsd the latest developments), i!d"~ pcJiti prc1-:::e:,: an(l the Na~;oi\;,.1 Cialog lle Conference 
(NDC) in Yemen. 

185, " Toute la France S8 clure i! , r.n8ollt;! parti deplate f,onlogic;et " 
Le Monde Alexandre Le'OAre et , lean-B2D!; ·t~ <1", ~n"tv~lon ?01318 08 
Paris - Domi~ iqu~ Reynie est Ie airpcteu' rpncm l ce 'a " nndatiop ~o'ir !'irnnllnticn o0litiqu? o'oche de 
I'UMP. II est I'auteur des Nouveaux Prypu lismes. It parai':re Ie 6 novembre (Hachette Pluriel, 376 p., 9,50 )" 
En Europe , les partis populistes progressent. Quelle est leur influence en Fra nce? Ylls ont reussi II 
imposer leur rhetorique et leurs thematiques ces dernieres anm~es. La campagne presidentielle de 2012 
a ete saturee de discours populistes . Ni rlollande, ni Sarkozy ni meme Bayrou n'ont su evrter ce registre 
donI, bien sur. Melenchon et Marine Le Pen ont ete les champions. II esl tres frappant de conslater que Ie 
langage reserve jusque- I" aux popuhstes est desormais au centre du debat politique. Prenons Ie debal 
sur les Roms. Les mots et e registre ~ITIP'o~e s par Manuel Valls soni tres impressionnants. Quand vous 
comparez ses propos II ceux tenus par Sarkozy lors du discours de Grenoble, en 2010, c'est bien Valls 
qui emploie !es roots les pius durs et qui porte un discours authentiquemeni stlgmatisant. Cela montre 
que I'influence ideologique des POpuliste~, (lui roe ~if'II~e partoll! 'On f urope, lOuche merne les partis de 
gouvernemeilL nya vingt a"s, If') dlscollrs (Ie Valls 5t IC les Roms ser~i! "~nu de Jean-Marie Le Pen. II y a 
Irois ans, les propos du president Sa'kozy f."< leol G~0qlle . En ~013 . dec, prooos p;res emanen! d'un 
ministre de I';nterieur socullfste. Pre!; de 80 '% des Fran,;ais som d'ac(;oro aver; hli. l.A oresident Hollande 
Ie soutient de facio. C'est vn "~moin rll.l gli5sement dll tnfra'n ver., la droite TOllte la France se durcil. 
Chaque parti deplace son 'oqiciel, 

186, Interpol va proposer alJ secte 'J!' pril/e f:!~ partici~er a la veri ficat ion des papiers d'idenlite 
Agence Fra nce·Presse, JOllrnalistr" ma ison, ~,O ~3 10 08 
Paris - Interpo, "ft proposel l sr,!; n ITlhrc" , ;(: ,5 de sa r- rcch~iTle Assemble" gr, nerale en Colombie, 
d'auloriser I" se~tllu r prive, notamment les ',otels, apm1iciper a18 luhe con!re IVi li s~tion de fjieces 
d'jdentite voh~es ou frauduletJses. Cl rev(!I~\ !U'ldi a Pans !Jon ~;s(.r'§t~iff; genflrttl. S'i3dreSsalit a Paris a 



quelques journalistes, l'America in Ronald Noble a precise qu'une periode test pour une experie nce pilote 
de ce projet, baptise "I·Checki!", sera proposee aux delegues des 190 pays membres lors de I'AG prevue 
du 21 au 24 octobre a Cartagena (Colombie). 

187, La France invite un depute du Helboltah 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Scarlett Haddad, 2013 10 08 
Paris - Alors que la ciasse politique passe son temps aessayer d'obtenir des indices sur I'etape future 
dans la region , une ouverture europeenne discrete est en train de se faire en direction du Hezbollah. II y 
a une semaine , Ie responsable des relations internationales au seill du Hezbollah, Ie Dr Ammar 
Moussaoui, s'est rendu en Ita lie pour participer II une conference sur les retations entre les peuples at las 
Etats du bassin mediterraneen, ainsi que sur I'immigration clandestine et la tutte contre Ie terrorisme. 
Certes, Ie Hezbollah est regulierement invite aparticiper.1i ce genre de conferences en tant qu'acteur 
important au Liban, voi re d.~ns 12 region. tI;1 ;is I~ tim'r,g cit) ce r8 ~dez·"Qus lui donne une toute 8utre 
dimension . De plus, c'est desol mais au t~ur dll (Jrjp ~te 'Tl ',mbre du blor. de In Resistanr.e. Ali Fayad, 
d'entamer des aujou rd'h ui line visite an Fmnce. II a e!e invite officiellement pour participer avec deux de 
ses collegues, Samir el-Jisr et Ghassan Moukheiber, aun debat II l'Assemblee nationale fran9aise sur 
I'abolition de la peine de mort. I,g Frarr.e mil ite activement pour cette abolition au sein de I'Europe mais 
aussi dans Ie monde, et les deoutes ont lie sciemment choisis parce que les partis ou blocs qu'ils 
representent ont une opinion precise sur Ie 5ujet. 

188, La grande ~()I itlide d<!", 1MenSelrrR des IibErtes 
Le Monde, Jean·Baptiste de Montvnlon, :;0·:11 Q 08 
Paris - Roms, prisons, espiol1nage sur Inte-net, droit, (1% etrangers ... Le disr.ours securitaire est Ie seul 
audible Doux reveu rs ", " angr;liqu-=s ", " ilillgit;mes" "droits·de·j'hommistes ". Qu'ils soient defenseur 
des droits, controleUf gen~'r ';11 d~s 'iel'x Qt) P';vptiln (.1e I1rertA, respt)nsa leo:. ~fsocj(lt ifS j E:vQcats, 
magistrats, lis onH'habitudn rle c.e-: noms (~ '-:;sea·..Iy. G?nf. J~ Ie'S Affu~le pcur !es disqufl lifier d'emblee, eux 
ou la ca use pour laquelle ils se balten! : I" ~ratection de libertes fondamelltnlas et de droits universels. 
Autant de garaillies indispensables, en pArt:CJ..lier pour les plus dernllnis, mais qui sont balayees (avec 
leurs defenseurs) comme q' lant'te neglige3hle par grcs temps pop'Jl iste, comme celui qui f rappe notre 
continent. " Dans r.ette espec.e de n1aels!r~m , or n'est pa s audible ", observe Florent Gueguen, directeur 
general de 1:3 Federation na!'orale de~ a,scria!ions d'accuei l et de reinsertion sociale (Fnars). " II est 
difficile de sensibiliser les gens, et encore plus de les convaincre ", re'lcMrit Patrick Baudouin, avocat et 
ancien presic1~nt d9 la FMerati0r 'nternationa'e des dmits de I'homme (FIDH), qui evcque un " rouleau 
compresseur" . " Les gers 5e recroo',eviliert O~ 8 un peu I'impression d'emmerder Ie monde ", resume 
Antoine Grezaud, directeur -:1~ c~bi net d', rletens;" .lr dps dr0its, Dominique Baudis. 

189, Le pl<in chor. d'Alca~E'1 pour s" SHr-'~ r 
Le Figaro. ~' arr. C'lerk', ~(l13 10 OR 
Paris - Le gmure fran9ais ~e 'e:e,r0ms dBvrait r!:d 'li ;e S9S effectifs 'Tlondi3u, de ~ (} aD) perr-onnes. 
TIOLECOMS Traitemen'. de choc p0ur AIG,1ItlJ..i..tlcent, Ie champior; fr3ngais (les equipaments telecoms, 
Ce mardi, a 'i~sue d'un c~mite je grollpE' 13 direction dC'lmit annoncer la suppresc,ion de 10 000 postes 
dans Ie rnonde soil 15 % de;; effech'e ,~" S8 000 personnes , solon nos informa1ions. Toutes les regions 
son! conr.emees, ~ 100 deF8rts 90ur l'Ewopp , 'e Moyeo.Orient et l'Af 'que, 3 800 pour l'Asie·Pacifique et 
2 100 pour la region Ameriqqe U., site sur eUJ< d'Alca'el-' .. lIcent devrait fermer dans chaolle pays. Ces 
suppressions de posies s~ai~ cnJ8g,*,s 1', If c~bllt je :!014 et s'achEverfin 201 5. En " rance, qui 
compte 8 300 sa laries au ol oi 15 900 Q0rt8r!'3 dC'!'1!"nt eIre nng8geS pOI,r 1,,3 fonction~ sUPf:011s 
(services administratifs, info;m~t!qlJe rf.~<:~n IP:::e Il lJmaire. Gte.). f:t 90(1 .':Rlaries ~upph3mentaires seraient 
concemes par des mobilites internes enra'son de la reconversion de sites ou des transferts d'activites a 
des partenRi(e~ Deux implaltation~ d''' I r.~tru·Ltlcent del/raien! fermer. II Tou louse e! II Rennes, qui 
comptent chacllne une centaine de salaM. 'Trois aut'es sites seraien! transferes ou reconvertis d'ici a la 
fin de 201 5. II d9vr3i! s'agir des r'>tablissempnts d'Eu (Seine ·~~ar~ime). d'Ormes (Loire!) et d'Orvault 
(Loire-Atlantioue). Dans I'He):a~one, les act;v~Ers seraien! reoroupees il Lannion (C6tes-d'Armor) et a 
Villarce2ux (Essonne) . Ce nernier site cons~,,'em son rAng de aremier cerW" de recherche €It 
developpement d'Alcatel·LlJcent en EUfooo L3 fil iale francaise del/rait meme recruter 200 chercheurs 

http:sea�..Iy
http:participer.1i


pour developper les competences pour la quatrieme generation de tillephonie mobile (4G). les 
platefonnes logiciels et les n3seaux optiques a tres haut debi . 

190. Les ut ilisateurs d 'Andro'ld sont-ils en danger? 
Atlantico (site web). Alexandre Garret. 2013 10 08 
Non identifie - L'Andro'id est Ie Smartphone qui subit Ie plus d'aUaques de logiciels malveillants. Quelques 
conseils pour eviter les problemes. Atlantica: Selon un recent rapport . Ar].dro'ld se ra~ la able privilegiee 
des attaques de logiciels malveillants dit « malwares » , Que sont ces logieiels ? Pourquoi Andro'id est 
plus touche que les autres ? Alexandre Garret : On trouve deux gran es typologies dans les )ogiciels 
malveillants : les spywares et les chevaux de trois. Les malwares sont une sOlls-categorie des spywares. 
Ces derniers sont des logiciels espions qui ant pour objectifs d'aller capter de I'information. Ce sont des 
infonnations stockees sur des telephones mobiles: liste de contacts. geolocalfsation, interception d'appel 
ou de sms ... Les CheV8 W( de trois ont pour lIoeation de re5tH et cl'e"'c,c;tu0( (jes actions L'application 
s'installe et envoie des Smf, vers des r.l.lfTlerOS f.urt8xes. par exemple , Ie tout sans que VOUS vous en 
rendiez compte. C'est ainsi que Ie hacker se remunere. 

191. PKK leader to issue statement over prucess next week 
Hurriyet Daily News. Staff re;Jort , 20131 007 
Bursa - The imprisoned head of the outlavled Kurdislan Workecs' P8r'y (PKK). Abdullah Ocalan. has said 
the "democratizalion package" recently unv~iled by the priMe minis:er is "irrelevant" ,o the Kurdish peace 
process, add ing that a fu ll siatement w;1I br, i3Su(,d on Oct. 15 about the f lture of the process, The PKK 
leader's remarks were conveyed I)y his brcther MetJmet Oenlan. who answCfed reporters' questions on 
Oct. 7 after returnir g from Immli IS'Rnd, w'w"e Abdull~ h Ocal;w h8S been jaile·j sine" 1999. "Ocalan said: 
'The package :toes not concern IJS . It 's "3 p4~:(age prep red by t ~e gO·lGrnrre~t. There i"s ~othi1g I can do 
at this point. I will announce mI' ap' .i)-,S on Oct 1<.''' ~~hr>Gt Ocalan qllote1 him as 5al'i n~ without 
elaborating. "The talks Ble being c~rried OL..! by '~E BDP [the Peace and Democracy Party] group and its 
deput ies. Ocalan said : 'AII I can say regarding the process is this: Is this package related to the process? 
If it·s not. I don't know ...• he added. 

192. Terrorisme : des derogations provis<) ires qui perdurent 
Le Monde. Lallmn! Borredon. 2013 10 08 
Paris - C'est Ie mot magique, qll i perm,,' Im·te, les clerogati;>ns aux libertps publiqlles : Ie terrorisme. 
Parfois, Ie legisl21eur culpabilisp. , at votE> d~'; dispostions prcvisoiras. Ce ~ui ne ch ange pas grand-chose. 
En 2005 , apres le, atlentats d? '_Jndres. I~ gouver,le:"1a~ t Villp.pin ,'?!abore dons I'urgenee line loi 
antiterroriste, 1;1 tl uitieme en .j j:< c:: ;,s Elle p'0'/') :~ I'ill: "rlau<:;9 de mndez-'/ous ", " l.es clispositions les 
plus sensibles .. j'~i bien ~Gnsc'e~ce qu·it r,r E'xiste! ' rtll prcjet de lei fc~t d'une durep. de ~roi " ens ". 
defend alors !e r'liristre de l'interiolJf ~ J i ~~I (ls S3rk~z~', ~1G\':lnt des r'1putes PS sceptiqlJes. 11 insiste sur Ie 
besoin d'un II CO!1fen SU$ " f !?z~ C'lUX " irfmiriations de'; ~a"~4tiques, des i; S ~a$sjns et des barbares n. " 

Fatalisme juridique" Ces disposit ions. Co f.~nt la p0ssibilite de contr61es d'identM dans les trains 
intemationaux. I'acces aux cor-nees de connexions Internet et telephonique et aux fichiers administratifs 
(pennis de conduire. carte d'identite, etc.) pour les services de renseignemenl. Au PS. les deputes 
s'abst iennent et les senatelIC' f··orpOS$'nt. 

Selected Smndcast Cover-age· "'-portages Tlllediffuses St\ lectifs 

POWER AND POLITICS 10:00 «('I3C .. m" CSC-Natior,al . 07 Oct 2013. Lenglh: 00,01:02. Ref# 
1DBD4AD-'14. Time: 06:13JJin Rep0l1er: EVAJo,; SOLOr.,0 IReacl'" i '.2,353 Collapse ALSO FINING 
OUT SOME -- FINDING OU7 SOtvlE H2"t:;:; OF Ii~FOr..IV:XnOI~ ABOUT WhAT ACTUALLY 
HAPPENEi) WOULD Be HELi'FUL AS '1,,,- . I3U·:·. '(01." rZl OW. EVAN. I JUST WAN-'- TO REMIND 
THE AUDIENCE, ANi) I Ki~OW. ROB. YOV WEHE uN 'iHE Si-iOW WITrl JS. WERE TALKING ABOUT 
METADATA MINING AND Ti-iE TYPE:. THE AMOUNT THA-j YOU'RE CAPTURING. I BELIEVE YOUR 
FORMER CSIS ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF C31S GUEST, EVAN. BROUGHT THIS UP AS WELL. 
SOMETIMES ,TS LIKE -'-Hi<CWI"JG p. BIG r.I'::T OUT THERE AND YOU'RE PULLING THINGS IN THAT 
ARE INCONSEQUENTIAL» WHEN YOU'RE HAC KINGS INTO THE MINISTER OF MINES YOU'RE 



NOT GOING AFTER METADATA. YOU'RE GOING AFTER DATA.» ARE YOU SURE?» EVAN: I 
HAVE TO LEAVE IT THERE. 

AFTERNOON EDITION 1 (CBK-AM), Regina , 07 Oct 2013, Length: 00:00:39, Ref# 1DBD83F-52, Time: 
04:41 pm Reporter: CRAIG LEDERHOUSE I Reach: 13.000 Collapse WORKING TELESCOPE WHAT 
THESE ALLEGATIONS ARE EXACTLY WHAT WE HAVE SO FAR ARE PART OF A SERIES OF 
LEAKS THAT CAME FROM A GENTLEMAN NAMED EDWARD SNOWDEN HE WAS A SHORT TERM 
CONTRACTOR AT THE NATIONAL SECURITY MINISTRATION WHICH IS WHERE THE SISTER 
AGENCIES OF A SEA SECOND PART OF A LARGER GLOBAL I/'JTELL GENCE COMMUNITY, WE 
THERE'VE BEEN A NUMBER OF ALLEGATIONS ARE LISTENING TO COME OUT THIS ONE IS 
REALLY JUST A SMALL SNIPPET IN SEEMS INDICATE THERE IS REFERENCE TO BRAZIL IN 
CANADA AND THE LADER TARGETING THE MINING INDUSTRY IN ESSENCE TO BE THE BIG 
ISSUE DIFFERENCE BEING MADE FROM THAT IS OF COURSE CANADA MUST MEMBERS ELLEN 
AND I HAVE SOME ISSUES WITHOUT THE BENCH THAT'S GENERALLY THE ALLEGATION OF ALL 
SORTS OF ISSUES THAT YOU GOT THIS ACCUSATION IS GEDING A LOT OF PLAY THERE 
SEEMS TO BE A FEW DETAIl.S WHICH WAS BACKED UP WITH THE THEORY WEl.L . DOCTOR 
PEARL SUPERFICIAL I'VE INORKED IN THE PAST IS!, SENIOR EXECUTIVE WITH SHE SAYS THE 
CANADIAN SECURITY IN:ELLIGENCE SERVICE. DESMP.RAIS RULES AT ONE POINT THE 
ARCHANGEL. IS THE DIRF..CTOR GENERAL OF THE COUNTERTERRORISM PROGRAM WE WERE 

CBC NEWS NOW: 15:00 (CBC- NN) , CBC-NationRI , 07 Oct 2013, Length: 0001 :05, Ref # 1DBDOA1-6, 
Time: 03:04pm Reporter: RESHMI NAIR! Reach: 56 820 Col!apse BUT, THE MINISTER OF ENERGY 
AND MI NES IN BRAZIL HAD Tf-IIS TO SAY TO THE TE'.EV!SION NETWORK, CANADA HAS 
INTERESTS IN BRAZIL, ABOVE ALL I~j THE MI~ING SECTOR AND I CAN'T SAY IF THE SPYING 
SERVED CORPORATE INTERESTS OR OTHER GROUPS A-ND THAT IS ONE OF THE KEY 
QUESTION PEOPLE ARE ASKING TO D.A-v , IF IN FACT THis REPORT IS TRUE. IS THIS ECONOMIC 
ESPIONAGE AND, WAS THIS INFORMATION PASSED ON TO CANADIAN MINING AND ENERGY 
COMPANIES IN THIS COL:NTRY? NOT SOMETHING WE KNOW, BUT SOMETHING A LOT 0" 
PEOPLE ARE P,SKING TODAY » RESH~Ai' T~ANI<S , ANDREW. BRAZil. IS A CAN,o,DIAN FRIEND 
AND ALLY AND POSES NO THREAT TO THIS COUNTRY AND THE QUESTION IS, WHY INOULD 
CANADA BOT'iER TO SF'Y ON BRAZil.? R.AY 80ISVF-HT IS A PORMER ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
WITH CSIS, CANADA'S INTELLIGENCE AGENCY AND FINDS THE ALLEGATION HARD TO BELIEVE. 
» INTERVIEW: WE SHOUl.DN'T ASSUME BRAZIL WAS'" TARGET OF CANADA, I THINK THAT IS A 
TERRIBLE CONCLUSION TO DRAW AND IT MAY BE AS MUCH AS ANYTHING ELSE, THAT IS 
WHAT I BELIEVE BASED O l~ MY EXPERiENCE IS THIS WAS p, PAPER EXERCISE, AND BRAZIL 
MAY HAVE BEE~I THE MODEL BEep.USE THEY MAY HAVE OWNED A LARGE COMMUNICATION 
INFRASTRUCTURE INTERNET PIECE THf, T WAS SIMILAR TO THE GROUP THAT THE THREAT 
OPERATORS ""''ERE USiNG. G NADiAN- BRAZIL IAN RELATIONSHIP WIl.L BE ADVERSELY 
AFFECTED AND THE PRESIDENT OF 8RAZIL IS TIRED OF PEOPI.. E ALLEGEDLY READING HER 
MAIL. » RESHMI: RAY BOISVERT, AFOPMER ASSISTANT DIRECTOR. '<,T CSIS, HEAD TO OUR 
WEB SITE FOR MORE INCLUDING WHAT Cl'lC H;I S LEARNED ABOUT THE AGENCY. AT 
WWW.CBCNEWS.CA. T/IREK LOUBA>.J: ~ NO JOHN GREYSON fXCH,~NSED ,r; PRISON CEl.L FOR 
A CAIRO HO:'"EI. HOOM AND LIFE IS fl£'TTER BUT THEY ARE hAViNG A BIG PROBLEM GEDING 
HOME TO CANADil. 

LE TELE.IOURNAL RDI (8t-'OO) (ROI-TV) Mont.enl, 07 Oct 2013, Lecgl.h· 00'01 :01, Ref # 1 OSC67E-21 , 
Time: 08 :21 am Reporter' MA,RTINE DEFOY ; Reach. 22,252 Collapse DU G0UVERNEMENT 
BRESILIEN. L.E CANADA SE;RAIT EGALEMt:NT COUPA8LE D'.o.\I0IR FAIT DE MEME SELON DES 
DOCUMENTS PRODUITS DAR EDWARD SNOWDE !, eET ANClfN EMPl.OYE DE LP NSA 
AMERICAINE, DC::S DOCIJMENTS Ql I ()NT ElF: REVEl. £' HIER SOIR D~NS UN RF.PORTAGE DE LA 
TELEVISION BRESI LlENI·~E. ON E~I PM,L'" AVEC Mlr: 'iEl JUNE....'J- KATSUYA ANGIE~,I AGENT DU 
SCRS. IL PARAITRAIT QUE LE CSTC, LE CENTRE Of: U\ SECI.IRITF. [)E~; TELEC0 MMUNICATIONS 
CANADA, AIT INTERCEPTE DES COMMl.1 ~ ICArtONS DU Mi 'lSTEf~E BF<ES ll.IEN DES MINES ET DE 
L'NERGIE. 1.£ CANADA A DES I"iTERETS MINIERS CCNSIDERABl.fS AU 8RESIl.. S'AGIRAIT·IL 
D'ESPIONNAGE INDUSTRIEI.? - S'EST °LJI US'BLE f)~NS LINE CE'RTAINE MESURE. ON SE 
SOUVIENDRA PEUT·ETRE QUE LE C NADA PARTICIPAIT AVE Li:S TATS· UNIS ET LA

http:CCNSIDERABl.fS
http:WWW.CBCNEWS.CA


NOUVELLE· ZELANDE ET L'ANGLETERRE AU PROGRAMME ECHELO 

LE SHOW DU MATIN (3) (CKLX·FM), Montreal, 07 Oct ;'013, Lenfl!h. 0:00:31, Ref # 108D190-66, 
Time: 08:08am Reporter: CARL MONETTE Collapse ACES GEN,,~ ICI DAN,S NOTRE SOCIETE 
AUSSI QUAND LE MAL QUE M. CHARKAOUI DAHAN ONT ETE SbUf'r;ONNE GARDERAIT QUAND 
MIOME PAS MAL DE SALLE LOUIS-AIME ADRESSES ELECTRONIQUES SONT AUSSI QUI ETAIENT 
PARCE QU' ON AVAIT DES BONNES INFORMATIONS FAISAIT PARTI DE CELLES DE NORMANDIN 
QUEBEC AU QUEBEC ET AU CANADA D'AILLEURS LES INFORMATIONS QUI SONT SORTIES 
ADRESSER AHUIT MOIS SCRS LES SERVICES SECRETS CANAOIENS QUI ONT CE.QU'ILS 
VOULAIENT FAIRE UNE ATTAQJE CONTRE LE METRO DE MONTREAL MILLE HUIT QUI (VIENE LA 
MANIFESTATION ETANT LA , SUR LA PISTE DES GENS UTILISAIENT PUIS QUAND ELLE PRESIDA 
LA L1GUE DES ORO ITS ET LlBERTES QUE SUBVENTIONNETTE TROIS MILLIONS CA DEPUIS UNE 
QUINZAINE 0' ANNEES AVEC CES DPOITS ET lIBERT~S DEJA COMME CA QU'IL L' APl'UI DU 
JUGE DE FAIRE AVEC CA QUI EST DE LA HYPOCRISY AVAIT EGALEMENT ECRIT AV EC PARCE 
QUE C'EST I.E COLLECTIF QUEEECC IS CONTRE L' ,E .. AM OFFPE DE ON ESSAIE DE ' /OUS FAIRE ' 
PENSER LES OUESECO:S POURPAIEtJT £lIEN 0 N~~ER A SIX P,;f~CE QU' ON VA AVOIR LE PLUS 
DE PLACE POSSIBLE POUR POUIIOIR ::S2AYER DE FAI RE LA PF10MOTION DE LA C'1ARIA 
RECENT CON FLIT AVEC I.E COI.LECT'F QUEBECOIS CONTRE ' . .' HOMOPHOBIE SALEM ELLE 
GENOIL DESNOYERS LE SOMM=:T DE OUI C'ETAIT LA AVEC CHERKAOUI NOS CHOIX MONTREAL 
QUI ETAfENT IA 
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CSIS in the News· Le SCRS dans les nouvelles 

1. Fight still on for man hoping to reunite with Toronto family 
Toronto Star, Peter Edwards, 2013 10 18 
Toronto · The federal government has acted in bad faith and refuses to provide information that it claims 
links former TOlonto librarian's assistant Dougla~ Car; Frecm;)( to the Black Panther party, Freeman's 
lawyer argued in federal court Wednesday. Barbara Jackman said Ottawa has repeatedly refused to 
provide disclosure in the case to support rts allegations that Freeman, 64, has any terrorist links or that he 
was once connected to the now·defunct radical group. "There has been a clear withholding of relevant 
evidence," Jackman said. She made her comments before Justice Anne Mactavish, who is conducting a 
judicial review of Ottawa's blocking of Freeman's application to re-enter Canada. Freeman fled to Canada 
four decades ago after wounding Chicago police officer Terrence Knox with three gunshots in 1969, in 
what he said was a case of self- defence. The shooting caused permanent injuries to Knox, who died in 
2011 at age 63 after a prolonged illness. Now that he has served his American sentence, Freeman, a 
father of fOllr and a grandfather, remains barred from re·entering Canada and rejoining his fami ly in the 
GTA. Jackman argued that information Freeman's family has gathered under the Freedom of Information 
and Protection of Privacy Act suggests that Canada's spy agency, the Canadian Securrty and Intelligence 
Service, repeated ly investigated Freeman and found there lNas nothing to link him to terrorism . 

• 

2. La Bible de la Commission des droits de la personna 
Le Huffington Post, Maxime Duchesne, 2013 10 18 
Montreal· La mosquee Anabawiya de Montreal , qui serait sous la loupe du Pentagone et du Service 
canadien du renseignement de securrte (SCRS), car souP90nnee d'etre reliee it AI·Qaeda, a recemment 
feome son site web. Comme plusieurs , j'ai failli m'etouffer en consultantla position de la Commission des 
droits de la personne sur la Charte des va leurs qllEibticoises. Dans un document adopte Ie 16 octobre 
puis publie Ie 17 octobre, la Commission explique sa position: elle est contre une modification de la 
Charte quebecoise des droits et libertes de la personne, contre une hierarchisation des droits, contre une 
clause interpretative favorisant I'egalite homme·femme, contre I'interdiction d'afficher sa religion pour les 
employ"" de l'Etat, etc. BreI, la Commissio0 n'est pas seulement contre une p.,rtie du projet de Charte du 
Parti quebecois, elle est contre tous ses elements. Selon Ie document, nous pouvons comprendre que Ie 
Parti liberal, la Coalition avenir Quebec, Ie rapport de la Commission Bouchard·Taylor et les nombreux 
autres groupes s'etant prononces contre de~ elements cle la Charte vont trop loin puisqu'i ls appuient la 
majorite des elements du projet de Charte. 

3, Lenovo interest in BlackBerry raises national security fears 
Globe and Mail, lain Marlow, 201310 18 
Toronto · Lenovo Group Ltd . is joining the list of suitors considering a bid for BlackBerry Ltd., raising 
concerns that the Canadian company's ultra·secure communications network for the global elite might 
end up owned by a firm based in China. Black8erry provides mobile phones and an encrypted wireless 
network to many of the world's largest corporations and most Western governments. including top officials 
in the United States and the country's military· and would likely draw scrutiny in Washington and Ottawa. 
If Lenovo's reported interest resulted in a deal , the takeover attempt would be subject to a tough 
regulatory review in Canada. The federa l government has killed several foreign takeovers under the 
Investment Canada Act'. That act permits reviews of deals worth more than $344·mill ion . The government 



has also granted itself broader powers to hait takeovers of Canadian firms by foreign state-owned 
companies, particularly those from China. And Ottawa recently barred a bid for Winnipeg-based telecom 
company MTS Allstream by an Egyptian-led group on national security grounds. "If the Egyptian company 
raised some red flags for the Canadian government, we should have red fireworks going off if a Chinese 
company wants to buy BlackBerry," said MiGhel Juneau-Katsuya, the former head of Asia-Pacific at the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) and ch ief executlve of the l'Ilorthgate Group, an Ottawa
based cyber-security firm. 

4. Needed changes 
Cornwall Standard-Freeholder, Roy Berger, 2013 10 18 
Letter: As we get closer to the federal election , hep cats from all political stripes are creating policy to 
advise their members and format for the public. interest. There are a few changes in law that I recommend 
that would serve Canadians well across all party lines. 1. Members of Par1iament shall not have dual or 
multiple citizenship. Most Canadians don't know that MP's can and do. On a bad day let's be sure that 
memory does not cloud ideals. 2. Government execlrt ives shall not have financi al instruments or bank 
accounts outside of Canada. The intent h~re is clear and s;mple. 3 If a government executive is found 
guiHy of indictable crimes that required executive office to commit, that member shall lose his/her extra
ordinary pension . The intent is to attract more citizens to pol itics and to respond to Richard Fadden, the 
head of CSIS, who insists to the Canadian public on several occasions that the House of Commons is 
heavily infiltrated and under the shadow of foreign control agents, to prevent characters like Arthur Porter 
from becoming a member of SIRC and to reinstall confidence in political life. 

Canada 

5. A dark stain on Canad a's conscience 
Saudi Gazette , Mohammed Azhar Ali Kha n, 20131018 
It is a heart-rending , ongoing tragedy Aboriginal women have been disappearing mysteriously since the 
1960s. The victims number 600 by one estimate. The Native Women's Association of Canada says there 
may be more bul their cases were not reported. Their relalives fear that the women fell prey to violent 
crime. Year after year relatives of victims and their supporters fiock to Parliament Hill to demand that the 
federal government arrange a public inqu iry to find oul what happened and how these crimes can be 
stopped. Th is yea~s annual Sislers in Spllil vig il was the eighth one in Ottawa and drew hundreds of 
people to Parliament Hill in heavy rain to express their pa in. II was one of Ihe 216 protests throughout 
Canada and abroad. This yea~s vigil took piace just before James Anaya , the United Nations Special 
Rapporteur on the Rights at Indigenous People, arrived in Canada to look into the situation of the 
Aboriginal people. 

6. Access-to-info system failing: watchdog 
QMI News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa - The system thai lets Canadiars request data about their government inslilutions is failing, says 
the federal information watchdog. Suzanne Legault del ivered a scathing indictment Thursday of the 
current status of Canada's access to infoQ'Tlation sys~em in her annual report to Parliament. "The fa ltering 
in the system is actually quite dramatic aO(\ it's not getting better," Canada's information commissioner 
said. She warned it's beset ~y previously lInseen delays a "resource crlln~h , " and a government and 
public servic.e with a laissez faire approach to follow;ng the access law. And while Legault acknowledged 
the feds are processing unprecedented nllmbers of requests, she argued long delays meant actual 
transparency was moot. 



7. Affrontements entre des autochtones et la GRC au Nouveau- Brunswick 
Agence OMI , Kris Sims et Charles-Antoine Gagnon, 2013 10 18 
Rexton , Nouveau-Brunswick - Les Micmacs manifestent contre I'exploitation du gaz de schiste. La GRC a 
arrt'!te au mains 40 personnes, hier, lors d'une manifestijtion contre l'eJqlloration de gisements de gaz de 
schiste durant laquelle des vehicules de police ont ete incendies, aRexton, au NouveauBrunswick. Les 
arrestations sont survenues lors de violentes confrontations qui ont eclate hier matin entre des membres 
des Premieres Nations et des policlers de la GRC. Au moins cinq vehicules de la GRC ont ete incendies, 
a indique la Gendamnerie royale du Canada dans un communique. Selon la GRC, au moins un coup de 
teu a ete tire par une personne qui n'est pas un policier, et des cocktails Molotov ont ete lances contre les 
forces de I'ordre. Des eng ins suspects ont ete decouverts sur les lieux. La GRC tente de detemniner s'iI 
s'agit d'explosifs. NOMBREUSES ACCUSATIONS Les affrontements sont survenus pres d'un site 
d'exploration de gaz de schiste, aRexton, au nord de Moncton. La Premiere Nation micmaque 
d'Elsipogto!l est situee a proximite. (Jes ~ rJt0chtone$ anI violemment reagi lor50ue la GRC est intervenue 
pour mettre un lerme a leur barricade. l.es routes 11 et 134 ant ete fennees par les policiers dans ce 
secteur de la province. Les personnes arretees font face Ii des accusations pour avoir protere des 
menaces, pour intimidation et en matiere d'amnes a feu . 

8. Alleged Hill attack shocks Wife 
Toronto Sun, Terry Davidson, 2013 10 18 
Toronto - The wife of a Toronto man who allegedly threatened to blow up the Prime Ministe~s Office in 
Ottawa says her husband has been mentally ill for the better part of!wo decades. Fos Elmi, 44 , told the 
Toronto Sun Thursday she doesn't know why her husband, Mohamoud Hirsi Jimale, 45 , allegedly 
ventured into the government building housirg the PMO on Wednesday with a briefcase he said 
contained a bomb and began t~reat ening people, EI'I1i called her husband of 18 years a gentle man 
dedicated to his Mrrslrrn faith. "I don't know wn:f he went to Ottawa/, EI(11i said outside the Weston Rd. 
apartment she shares witt> Jimale and their seven ch,ldren. 

9. Behind the barricades, stillness before the violence 
New Brunswick Telegraph Journel, Adam Huras, 2013 10 18 
Fredericton - An hour before sunrise on Thursday, just!wo Mi'kmaq warriors were awake patrolling the 
blockade that shale gas protesters erected near Rexion almost three weeks ago. They were the protest 
shift workers on night duty. Their job was to eye each car intently that passed through the makeshift tent 
village, with one lane of Route 134 open to Iraffic still allowing passersby. Only a little flicker of light was 
left from the several bonfires that burned bright just the night before. The other 40 or so protesters had 
left thei r lawn chairs encircling each fire pit, trading tt>em in for sleeping bags. 

10. Big tracking dispute 
OMI News Agency, Staff reporter, 2013 10 18 
Halifax - Mounties. arrested at least 40 p'Nesters at an antifracking blockade in New Brunswick after 
police cruisers were torched when RCMP moved in. Charges include fireamlS offences, uttering threats, 
intimidation , mischief and refusin\! to abide by -a court injunction . Native protesters complained they were 
hit with rubber bullets and pepper spray. They apparenlly retaliated by torching at least five cop cars. 
Mounties said at least one slot was fired by someone other than police. and Molotov cocktails were 
thrown at cops. The RCMP are arso investigaVng ottrer suspected explosive devices. Mounties were 
trying Thursday to enforce an O<rt. 3 court injrrnction at the standoff n~ar Rexton, where SWN Resources 
Canada is testing for shale gas. 

11. Bom b t hreat acr.ul'p,d in court 
Ottawa Citizen, Chloe Fedio and BI~ir Cr<I'N Ford, 20 13 10 18 
Ottawa - A Toronto man accused of making a bomb threat in the building that houses the Prime Mi niste~s 
Office was ordered during a brief court appearance at !~e OHawa courthouse Thursday afternoon to meet 



with a psychiatrist. Mohamoud Jimale, 45 , is accused of threatening to kill a security guard at the 
Langevin Block on Wednesday by dropping off a briefcase he claimed was a bomb. He is also charged 
with mischief because he allegedly"did interfere with the lawful use of the Prime Minister's Office," 
according to court documents. None of theallegations has been proven in court. His lawyer, Solomon 
Friedman; requested a publicat ion ban afler Jimale made statements in courl. The Langevin Block, at 80 
Wellington St., was evacuated Wednesday and downto n streets wel€ shut'for ·several hours as a joint 
RCMP-Otlawa police bomb team examined the briefcase. 

12. Canadian free after months of captivity 
Globe and Mail. Patrick Martin, 2013 10 18 
For eight months. the family and friends of Cart Campeau received increasingly chilling news frol)1 his 
captors in Syria . They we'e to 'd that Mr Campeau, a C~nadian United Nations official, was sick, that one 
of his legs had been cut off. that he wOli ld be killed unless someone came uo with millions of dollars in 
ransom and released dozens of political prisoners in Iraq. Mr. Campeau's elderly mother felt powerless 
and despaired of ever again seeing her son. Mr. Carrpeau himself, in one of the rare late-night phone 
calls he was allowed to mAke 10 his family to 'et them know he was still alive, despaired of ever again 
seeing his own young son. That nightmare came to an end Thursday with an unexpect"d phone call to 
the fami ly and these words: "It's Carl. I'm in [}am25clls ~!ld I'm okay." "It came out of the blue," said 
Laurence Hengl , Mr. Campeau's ex-partner and the mother of his young son , Raphael. The call , she said, 
came about noon on Thursday at her horne in Vienna, where Mr. Campeau kept an aparlment, too, for 
when he was not in t~e field i" Syria and. "fRnled to be near his son. 

13. Canadian laywer abdllctp.d in Golan Heights fled to freedom when captors left door open 
Associated Press, Staff report , 2013 10 j S 
The Unrted Nations - A Canad ian lawyer abducted Vlh;le selVing wnh )ho U.N. observer force in the Golan 
Heights was quoted as saying he es~aped when gunmen (orgot to lock tile room where he was being 
held. Carl Campeau, who was abducted in Fehruary, said he left the villa in Syria and ran into the fields, 
eventually making his way to fmedom, the Syrian news agen0Y SANA reported Thursday. U.N. 
spokesman Martin Nesirky sa;d Campeau is now wittl the United Nations and "initial indications are that 
he is in good health." The Canadian government said it IS "thrilled' that Campeau was free. Campeau 
called his kidnapping "a nightmare and a terrifyi ng experience," SANA said . Hl' added that there were 
Iraqis, Saudis, Jordanians and Chechens among his captors, the news agency said. 

14. Canaoian man escapes r'-'Del ca!')tivil.!' in Syria 
AI Jazeera, Staff Reporter. 2013 10 18 
Damascus - A Canadian lawyer working for a UN pe2CBkeeping miSSion in SYlia has escaped from rebel 
fighters who held him for eight '1lontns, aCGording 10 the S:/rian governlTK::lflt. Faisa i Mekdad, Syrian 
deputy foreign minister, hanCled over Carl CampeRu to a senior UN official in Damascus, Yacoub EI-Hillo, 
on Thursday Rnd lauded thEt lawyer's escape. Mekdad congratulated Campeau for managing to escape . 
from '~hese criminal ga~os'" (j said tl1e Synan govornment "left no stone unturned to bring him back to 
the United Nations, his fanlily and his people", A ,elJel s) urce said at the time of CampeBu's 
disappearan~.e i rat hewas being held ior mnsom by a 6val brigade of Syrian rebels battling to overthrow 
President Bashor ai-ASSAd. Campeau, a lepa l adviser to the UN Disengagement Observer Force 
(UNDOF), went missing in mid-February. His capture was iollowed by the detention of 21 Filipino UNDOF 
observers by rebels . 

15. Canadian UN worker released in fi 'lfia 
Reuters, 201 3 1(1 1 R 
Damascus - ft Canadian man working for the Urutecl Nati01ls pe3cekeeping mission in i he Goian Heights 
has been released, Syria~ state tele vision saie on Thursday, eight montlls after he was reportO!d to have 
been captured by rebel fighters Car' Carn08311 , a legal8dviser to the Uf\J Dis~ngagem'lI1t ObselVer 
Force (UNDOF), went missing in FebrlJary He was Ilanded over by the Foreign Ministry to a United 



Nations representative in Sylia, the tHlevision said. At the time of his'disappearance a rebel source in 
southern Syria said Campeau had been taken by another rebet brigade and Ileld for ransom. State media 
reports did not clarify how Campeau's fe 'ease w, s secured. His captu ' was followed by the detention of 
21 Filipino UNDOF observers by rebels which forced the tll issiol1'to scale Datk £ atrols along a ceasefire 
line between the Golan Heights and Syria. ~h.:y ware frilll4 l hree, days If,ter. 

16. Charge laid in PMO bomb threat 
National Post , Stewart Bell , 2013 10 18 
Toronto - A Toronto man has been charged with uttering threats atter the building that houses the office 
of Prime Minister Stephen Harper was evacuated hours before Wednesday's throne speech. Mohamoud 
Hirsi Jimale , 45, allegedly arrived at the Langevin Building in Ottawa on Wednesday and claimed he had 
a bomb inside hi< briefcase . acco rdin0 to th~ charge sh~e\. The charges gave his home addre!i~as 2100 
Weston Rd ., Toronto, the site of the H'Jmbe'View Housing Co-op. A woman there who did not want to be 
identified, said Mr. Jimale livAd in a three-bedroom unit with hiS wife . Togethec they collect $3,000-a 
month in welfa re for themselvP'5 and their :~8'ien r.hildren she said. She ,aid o~ Tuesday he had become 
angry when the co-op asked him to provide proof the' hi., ch i'dren stilil ivod in Canada. 

17. Chartes McVety, free sp€'ech hypocrite 
National Post , Rob Breakenridge, 2012-10 18 
Op-ed: There are legitimate reasons why Can'1cla might deny entl)' to 3 particular individual. The website 
of Cnizenship and Immigration conveniently lists S0'l1e 0' what those reasons are. Yet nowhere on the list 
does it say arything about having controversial vlew~., bp.call~e one's views should have nothing to do 
with your admissibility to Canada Unf01u"atety. though there are p12ny who feel otherwise. On Oct. 19, 
a symposium called "Sexua lrty, CnildhQo and Classroom Ufe" is seliedcled to take place at University 
College in Toronto. The keynote speaker toc th is ~Y(l'>OQ$lllm is a .S. academic by the name cf James 
Kincaid . Dr. Kinca'rJ is a pro(",ssor a' the U~ ivN.sit of SC1uthe.rn Cal iforrtia .:L'SC), and ~he author of 
several books on the sexua'i7ation of chil, lrer. Man (i'lct his views controversial Or. his page at the USC 
webSite, Kincaid's work is described as focusing 011 "the histOlY and current cultural practices of 
eroticizing children and instituting elaborate scapegoating rituals to disguise what we are doing." As easy 
as it is to write off the whole fie ld 3S creep'l, these are legitimate issues to discuss in our society 
consider our recent debate over where to '5~t the age of consent for sexual activity (it was raised from 14 
to 16). 

18. Cop cars set afire, Molotov cocktaits tossed at shalf! gas protest: Mounties 
Canadian Press, Me:anie Pw.len. 20',3 1 (\ 18 
Rexton , N.B. - The RCMP say dozer~ of pe0ple were arres-ted aft0r Molotov cocktails were thrown at 
officers and police vehicles torched Tllur.sday vnrm [hGV began enforcing an injunction to end an ongoing 
demonstration against shal f! Qes exr.lora!ion in €'astern New BrunswicK. " I'm just happy nobody got killed 
today," said 3fl-:lear-o'd Lon Si.l'fm oftr.e Eisipogto, (HII-s~e-[)otlk-\ook) f'irst ~I ation. Simon went to 
survey the darrage of burnt poiice crtlisP.fS after the protest in Pexton calmed down "My heart was 
aching . I j llst waNed to cry." Donald sanipass, :14, hopoe>:' uo on the hood of one of the police cars, 
saying he wasn't surprisej tile situatio~ escalated. 

19. ~Des routes pour manifes!er ou POUl " s'epanou ir" ? 
La Presse. A.nna')elle BI3's • .';'1'13 11) 'Ill 
Montreal - La lIgu8 des droits ef liho' t!i;; ~"qureta serieusement pour Ie droit de manifester au Quebec 
aprils ce '1u'elle a entendu ~n Cour muni('p~l~ nier ,S" corrd0r1"3i.rice, N:r.o!p Filion. ~e dit meme 
troublee par les propos tenur pm I'a'neat dl' bureau ~u i'rocureur general du Quebec Selon Me Patrice 
Claude, manifester sur la chau,sBp. enlre··le 1& c;, CL,I.,tio1, re qui va Il l'encontm OF' "I'epanouissement 
personnel". Loin de favori",er Ie (tnbHt d9,llDcmtlqlle Cil 'ncve1 d'Bxr- ress:on 'nstau re plutot un "climat 
d'affrontement". C'est r.e qll'a ,laidE'l Ie procu reur, hie!". dans la cause cles qlJelque 230 personnes qui 
contestent les arrestations p0ur entr2ve a la circulation au cours de la manifestation elu Comite oppose a 
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la brutalite policiere (COBP) Ie 15 mars 2011 , La bataille juridique entamee I'hiver dernier a repris ses 
audiences cette semaine apres trois mois de suspension, Elle vise Particle 500,1 du Code de la securite 
routiere , qu i interd it les entraves de 18 circu lation routiere au cours d'Llne action concertee, sauf si la 
manifestation a ete prealablement autorisee , L'amende v~rie de 350 ? , 050$ et , en cas de recidive. de 
3500 a 10 500$, Me Etienne Poitras contes!e les contrave tion$ de Sft clients, mais aussi la valid ite de 
cet article contre les manifestants, 

20. Ex-Commissionaire says religious "iews cost him top-secret cfiarance 
Postmedia News, Elizabeth Payne , 20131018 
Ottawa - A former Commissionaire says he was denied the chance to get the top-secret security 
clearance needed to work at a government agency after telling inteIViewers he is Catholic and believes 
armed conflict is wrong, Tyler Cybulski. 24, says he was told hig views could "put into question" his loyalty 
to Canada, The alleged incident was the subje~t f)f an Ontario Human Rights Tribunal hearing this week 
in which secrecy was a theme , Not only doeg the cO'1lplaint involve pre-screening for top-secret security 
status, but the name of the governm ent ~qency wher" he hoped to work is the subject of a publication 
ban , Tribun al vice·,chair Pa lll ""telman ~IS~ banned rublication of 'he n~mes of the two people who 
conducted the screening inteMew with CybUlski in March 2011, but decli ned a request by lawyer David 
Law to issue a more sweeping ban on the proceed ings, 

21. Expertr. to ten Khad r's story 
Edmonton Sun, Pamela Roth. 2013 10 18 
Who is Omsr Khadr? That's a topic an Ed~onlon English professor at the K;ng's University College 
(KUC) is anxious for Canadians and Edmllntonians 10 I~arn, In the next month, the University of Alberta 
and KUC will he bringing two renowned autilr.rrtie~ 10 Edmonton to share their knowledge and answer 
quest ions about Khadr, who is cu rrently serving lime at ~dmonton In itution (the Max) after pleading 
guitty in 2010 to charges of murder, sJ)~in(l.and !erronS'll The gpeak"rs include Brigadier General (ret) 
Stephen Xenakis and attorney Samuel Morison wit t> l~e US, Dep8rtrnent of Defence, Dr. Xenakls, a 
psychiatrist who's spent hllndreds of haUls witll Khn(jr a'ier the pam fiv., years, will speak about his 
experiences with him at Guan'anamo Bay, "Certai~ lv the issues that touC/l Omar and his part icular case 
have the potential to touch all of Canadians," said Aliette Zinck, associate professor of English at KUC, 

22. Federal info commissioner says integrity of access-to-information s ystem at risk 
Canadian Press Jim Bronsk!ll , 20'13 1018 
Ottawa - Poor leadership and scant resources have left government agencies struggling to answer 
access-to-information requf,sts from CAIlAdians. warns a teclorally apoointBcJ watchdog, In her annual 
report tabled Thursday, Information Commissioner SUBnne Legault said the i l1teg ~ty of the system is at 
risk and the \veaknesses must be urge It/y ar.:ld~essed. The Access to Informalion Act allows people who 
pay $5 to reouest a variety of records frn~, federa, agGnci% irem cOrJ'Bspondense and briefing 10tes to 
expense r epoits and aut/its, TIl~ gO'lernrr.3I1t is supposed to respo nd within 30 days or provide good 
reasons why a deljly is ne0CS(iary, But Legc:;ll ,iaid swff ghortages meant one institution the RCMP 
routinely went six months withOut even acKnowleclgir.9 rec0ipt of requests, 

23. Hidden, erased, ; ",(slb(~ 
Ottawa Citizen, Aman,ja Unerheu! and Sara Corbett, 20~ 3 10 18 
Book excerpt ' We named the hO'lses they put IJS ill, \I\Ie stayed in some for months at a time; other 
places, it was a fP.'N days or a few ha'l,S "-bere was 1re l'omb-Making HOlIse, lI' en 'he Electric House, 
After that ca'1l€ th'l Escape House, a 5qU8t r I1cretE bu ilding w~, err we'rJ somp.'imes hear gunfire outside 
our windows and som" t imes a mother ,inr; in ) lIePlt)~' to 1'<3r child her voice low ~fld sweet After we 
escaped the Escape HO!1Se, we were " 10"€!J, SOOl?w!lel fr~I'l i fallv , to t'1e T1' ckV How'e, into a bedroom 
with a flowery 'Jedspre alt and ~ woodeo 'jr~sser that I'eld hairspl'f1 vs and gelr. la'd out in' oenect 'OWS. a 
place where, it WBS clear fro'1l f!'e sound of "hn anqry , ~II'-lipOn woman jiJ b~ering in the kitchen, we were 
not supposed to be, Wilen they l00k us from h0use 10 house, it was anxiously and Silently and usually in 



the quietest hours of night. Riding in the back seat of a Suzuki station wagon , we sped over paved roads 
and swerved onto soft sandy tra cks through the deselt , past lonelylooking acacia trees and dark villages, 
never knowing where we were. We passed mosques and night markets strung with lights, and men 
leading camels and groups of boisterous boys, some of them holding machine guns, clustered around 
bonfires along the side of the road. If anyone had tried to see-us, we wouJdn~ ave registered: We'd been 
made to wear scarves wrapped around our heads, cloa!<ir\9 our faces the f,an)e way our captors cloaked 
theirs· maki ng it impossible to know who or what any cf u&were. ' 

24. Hill protesters back N.B. natives 
Ottawa Sun, Michael Aubry, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa · Dozens of Aboriginal protesters gathered in solidarity on Parl iament Hill Thursday night to 
support their comrades after an anti· fracki~g blockade turned violent in New Brunswick. Protesters rallied 
at the Human Rights Monume~t 0n Elgin fit. before marching to the Hill and holding a vigi l at the eternal 
flame. Eisipogtog Mi'kmaq First Nation mem':>ers in New Bru~swick were blocking access to fracking 
operations Thursday -- ~ way of using hyrl raulics and pmssurized liquid to extract oil from rock -- when 
violence broke Ollt. Supporters in O".awa beGked their members in New Brunswick, insisting the oil 
operations are clestroying the water supply on their nath ,€> land. 

25. Homme accuse d 'avoi r depose lin cons suspect au bureau de Stephen Harper it Ottawa 
La Presse canadienne, JOlln' alisle maison, 20.1 3 19 18 
Ottawa · L'homme qui a depose In colis suspect mercredi aI'ed ifice Langevin qui loge Ie bureau du 
premier ministre Stephen Harcer aOttawa Po el p. formel!erneot accuse ieudi. Mohamoud Jimale, 45 ans, 
de Toronto, a eM accuse d'avoir profen~ ct~s menaces et d'avoir commis un metait, a indique jeudi la 
Gendarmerie royale du Canada (GRC) L a mefaii est d'avoir emp~cM I'exploitation d'un bien , 
vraisemblablemp.nt I'usane des bur8aux eV8cwis e.n raiBon d~ ses gestes. II a ete amene a la Cour jeudi 
matin pour sa comparution . l 'homme eta~ detenu depuis SOil arrestaticn mercredi matin , a precise la 
GRC. La GRC avail confirme que Ie premier rninistre n ~tait pas dans son bllreau 10rsqllG I'homme s'est 
presente avec son col's Stepher Harper s'appretait re ·ocr· la a presenter Ie aiscours du Trone. L'homme 
eta it entre par la porte principale du batimenl mais n'avait pas f ranchi la barriere de securite qui se trouve 
a I'interieur. 

26. Information watchdog says lac~ of t ransparency 8 th reat to democracy 
Postmedia News, Mike De Souza. 2013 10 18 
Ottawa · Canada's information commissioner ~as Ollt Prime Minister Stephen Harper's point man for 
transparency issues on notice that he must Answer for s;pnificant fai lures within government in respecting 
Canada's !reeOOITl'o! infomtat'on law. R~!ea~i ng her annual reroll to Parliament. Suzanne Legault 
slammed t.he government fo~ R deteriorating f?cord in providing information to the general plJblic, 
explaining that it was nON th '~ responsib'liT'! of TreflsUI'1 Board President Tony Clement to clean up the 
mess. Without a quiCK fiX , she said tile si t lJat l(l ~ was t hr~ateni ng Ute hea;th of Canada's democracy. "I 
think H's really l ime t~ actuallY ! all"ib'Jte) accJlIntabiiny Wllerp. it IiBS," L.egau't said at a news conference. 
Legault said she spoke to Clement in recent days to warn Itim about her repolt 's find ings. She also 
dismissed his previous claims that the government could tout its record on transparency simply because it 
was dealing with an increasinllilumber of requests for information. 

27. L'accord lIE..Canada ela{git Ie marcne au f rolTlo111e fran~ais (Canada) 
Le Figaro, F. N.·L., 2013 '10 18 
Bruxelles· Commerce I.'accord d, l!brG·er.h&nge que s'appretenl a conc! ,J,'? ce vendredi aBruxelles Ie 
premier ministre canadien Stephen Harr,er et le pres;dent oe la Comrnis~ion €lJropeenne. Jose Manuel 
Barroso, devrait doper las er.nanges bi'81," rar 'x d'ul\e vingtaine de 'r illiards rj'euros par an. AI' issue de 
quatre ans de negociation, las del"1i"rs dil ferends ,)llt ete re~;l)llJs. Pc"" i 'es I,it'mes points de blocage 
figuraient des dossiers BqriQ<)les. I.G C:a~2da a consent; en echange d'un rr~ ill e lJ r acces au marcht\ 
europeen pour ses exportH:ions r1r. "i2r1 Qe de boe,,! pt rJe porc, 3 doubler, jusc,u'a 30 000' tonnes, les 
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importations de fromages europeens qui seront exemplEies de tarits douaniers. De quoi rejouir les 
producteu rs laitiers et de fromage franyais. Et facher leurs collegues canadiens. Ces derniers estiment 
que I'accord menace de petites exploitations qui ne soutiendront pas la COGcurrence des agriculteurs 
europeens subventionnes. Les eleveurs laitiers canadiens regrettent aussi de ~e pouvoir ecouler leur brie 
ou leur feta sur Ie Vieux Continent, qui ferme la porte aces fro(l1ages avec l'af111e des indications 
geographiques protegees (IGP). . 

28, L'Union europeenne et Ie Canada vont conclure leur accord d.e libre·echange (Canad,!) 
Les Echos, Richard Hiault, 2013 10 18 
Bruxelles - Le Premier ministre canadien rencontre Ie president de la Commission aBruxelles 
aujourd'hui.Le conflit sur Ie boeuf et les produits laitiers en passe d'etre resolu, Le president de la 
Commission europeenne, Jose Manuel Barroso, et Ie Premier ministre canadien, Stephen Harper, 
devraient annoncer ce midi I.t Brllxelles la core-Iusion de I'accord de libre-echange entre les deux blocs 
economiques. Entamees en 2009 , les neaociations son'. en oasse d'aboutir Elles ({ sont maintenant bien 
avancees, ce qlli permet la rencontre avec I'objectif de conclure les negociations )), a declare hier Olivier 
Bailly, porte-parole de la Commission. Mais il y a « encore des discussions a avoir pour permettre cet 
accord », a-t-il ajoute . Les points en suspens concement notamment Ie secteur agricole . En particulier les 
quotas sur Ie boeut canadien et les produ its laitiers europeens. L'an dernier, 95 % du chemin avaient ete 
parcourus, jusqu'a ce que ces questions agricoles ne viennent compliquer les migociations. Au coeur de 
la dispute figuraient les o:ie'Ylsndes canadiennes de POllIIOi ' exporter chaqlle enree jusqu'a 100.000 
tonnes de boeut non-OGM, un seuil 9n deya duquelles auto rites canadiennes estiment qu'il n'est pas 
viable de developper la filiere. Les Europee'1S souhaitaient de leur cote doubler Ie volume d'exportations 
de leurs produits laitiers outre-At'ant;que sans draits de dOllan~ , tout en exigean! la s8uvegarde de leurs 
indications geographiques prote~ es (IGO) dans C9 domaine. Selon des sources proches des 
negociations, Ie dossier s'es! debloque Quanclle Canada a accepte de doubler Ie quota de fromage 
europeen admis sans droits tarifaires . en echa1ge d'un plus grand acGiis au marche europeen pour ses 
producteurs de boeuf. 

29, La colere gagne Montrea! 
La Presse avec La Presse c8nadienne . Hug0 Pilon-Larose, 2013 10 18 
Montreal - Les manifestations cootre Ie ga7. de schiste s'etendent a la metropale qu<ibecoise Environ 
deux cents personnes ont mHfch<i lard hler soir dans les rues de Montreal en signe de solidarite avec les 
manifestants du Nouveau-Bnunswick, qui veulent empt'ocher une entrrprise qaziere d'effectuer des tests 
sismiques dans leur region. De fayon p~cifique , its ont parcollfula rue Sainte-Catherine, en plein coeur 
du centre-vi lle, jusqu'au pare de la Paix, fhMtre de plusieurs rassemblements 8utochtones. pres de 
I'angle du boulevard Rene-Levesoue et du boulevard Saint-Laurent. "Nous sommes iei aujourd'hui en 
solida rite avec ~os fferes et soedrs qui se font bal tre oar les pohciers de la Gendarmerie royale du 
Canada (GRe)", a explique I'un des organlsat0urs de la manifestation, Mateo Pekuakami. "Encore une 
fois, Ie pouvoir militaire est au service des multinalionales et non au service des peuples, souverains sur 
leurterritoire. Ces te rres leur appartiennent et les compagnies doivent [partir]" , a poursuivi Ie jeune 
homme. Vers 7t130. h'er matin. la police neo-brunswickoise a commence a talre respecter une injonClion 
prononcee plus t6t ce mois-ci pOllr maitre r,~ fil blOGUS visant aempt'cher I'entreprise gaziere SWN 
Resources d'effectuer des tests sismiques dans In region. Le bloclls se tenait pres de Rexton, a proximite 
de I'entre pot Ol! se trouve ,,'equipement d'mwt("JI'ation lie l'e f"l trepriSf. . . . 

30. La Commission des droits de la tla'sonne fusti!l€ la Charta 
La Presse. Denis Lef.sa rd, 2013 10 18 . 
Quebec - Pour la Commission cles droits de l~ o€''Sonne, Ie proiil l de Ch"rte d~s valeurs du 
gouvemement Marois contrevient carrement ,'),( draits 131 libertes et vio!c "I'esprit et la lettre" de la Charte 
quebecoise des droits. "Le droit de manifester ses eroyances religieuses est protege par la Charte qui 
garantit 18 liberta de religion et IB I;berte d" cGl'science" , 3ffirment les membres de la Commission, 
convaincus que Ie projet de Bernard Drainville ne passerait pas Ie test d~s tribllnaux. Quand la 
Commission des droits de la personne examine une proposilion gouvemementale, elle signale des 
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problemes "a gauche au adroite" . Mais avec Ie projet de Charte des valeurs du ministre Bernard 
Drainville, iI y a des problemes partout. "Dire que c'est generalise n'e~t pas une mauvaise lecture", 
affirme Ie president de ta Commission, Me Jacques Fremont. "Seule la clause derogatoire permetlrait de 
sauver une politique comme ~a", selon lui . 

31. La fille d'un proche de Ben Ali s'adresse aux tribunaux 

La Presse, Hugo Pilon-Larose, 2013 10 18 

Montreal - L'adolescente a ete mise a la porte de son ecole en raison des activttes de son pere La fille de 

Belhassen Trabelsi, agee de 17 ans, s'adresse aux tribunaux pour forcer Ie college prive montnialais 

Lower Can ada a la nlinttigrer. Elle allegue qu'elle a ete ,ise a la porte de I'ecole en raison des activites 

de son pere, Ie beau-frere de I'ex-dictateur tunisien Ben Ali. Soufia Trabelsi a ete expulsee du college de 

langue anglaise Ie 11 octobre dernier un pel! mains de deux mois apres avoir commence ses etudes 

dans un programme preuniversitaire Les directeurs de I'elablissement, qui cmt rencontre sa mere II deux 

reprises, ant affirme qu'ils ne pOllvaient acc,pler son argent pour payer les droits de scolarite, qui 

s'elevent a9573$. Selon eux, ;1 seraille fruit de la corruption. Le pere de I'etudiante, Belhassen Tra belsi, 

est designe par Otlawa comme un "etranger politiquement vulnerable" en vertu de la Loi sur Ie blocage 

des biens de dirigeants etrangers corrompus. Ses avoirs, tout comme ceux des membres de sa famille, 

sont bloques. Pour payer Ie colleg~ . la famille Be-Ihassen a fait appel au grand-pere maternel de 

I'etudiante, Hedi Djilani. Si ce dernier fait "I'objet d'allegations de corruption" en Tunisie. a ecrit un porte

parole du ministere des Affaires etrangeres dans une jettre envoyee aux procureurs de la mere de Soufia 

Trabelsi , il peut neanmoins envoyer legalement de I'argent asa famille au Canada par Ie compte de ses 

avocats pour payer, entre Butre" le~ dm;ts de scolarite de sa petite fille. 


32. Leaders appeal for peace 

New Brunswic~ Telegraph .Journal, Chris MortiS, 201310 '18 

Fredericton - As shots rang out in Kent County and protest spread across the province, New Brunswick's 

native and non-native leaders appealed for oeaceful negotiations to setlle differences over shale gas 

exploration . Premier David Alward, who was in Moncton on Thursday for several public announcements, 

told reporters the RCMP, not the pro'lince. vias responsible for the decision to take action against the 

protesters . He said he supports the RCMP in its effort to maintain safety and make sure the laws of New 

Brunswick are protected. "I fully re-spect people's right to prolest, to voice their concerns in a respectful, 

lawful way, but as New Brunswickers we c.annot condone . and quite franklv I am greatly troubled by the 

violence we have witnessed today," Alwsrd said. . 


33. Lenovo loo,"ng at EltaekRerry bio: .eports 

Financia l Pos\. ~Iatt Hartley, 2013 10 18 

A familiar suitor has reemergE-a as a potential bidder for BlackBerry ltd. , addmg another voice to a 

growing chorus of prospective buyer" ""bo are mulling an ofter to acqu;r0 some or all of the embattled 

Canadiah smartphone mal<er Chinese comp,rter manutacturer Lenovo Grauo Ltd. has reportedly signed 

a non-disclosvre «grecment V/ith BlackBerry in order to get a deeper look inside the Watertoo. Ont.based 

company's books, accot<Jing to a report from The Wall Stme! ,Journal !_epovo. the world's largest 

personal comp'Jter manufectwer, has expresser! in\'lrest In acquiring all or part of BlackBerry in the past, 

and in this case i,reportedly cOQsidering f1cqlJlrtnlltne whole compan)' . For BlackBer~l . l.enolfo 

represents the latest in a growinq queuE> of potential suitors rumoured to be kicking the tires of the 

struggling technology compan~ , 


34. Lenovo Scopes BI~:k8errl Bi!1(Canada) 

Wall Street,JfJlJl"'1al, Multiole r~;Jorters , ;' 01 ;, 1,) 1e. 

New York - Lenovo Group Ltd . is activa'Y '~on~iclering a bid for all of stmQgling C8nadi2n srnartphone 

maker BlackBerry Ltd ., according to people farnihBr witrl the mailer. tne iatest si!<n of the voraciolls 

appetite of Chinese companies for foreign acquisitions. The Chinese oersonal-ccrnputer maker has 

signed a "nondisclosure" ilqreement tlW allows it to loor at BlackBerry's books, one of the peopie said, 




joining a list of potential bidders for the company, wtlich has put itself up for sale. Spokesmen for 
BlackBerry and Lenovo, the world 's largest PC maker, decl ined to comment. A Lenovo purchase of 
BlackBerry wou ld be one of the biggest and most notewollhy Chinese acquisitions of a Western 
company. It would again highlight the desire of companies-in the world's second-largest economy to 
become bigger players in the West, where they stand to gain both industrial expertise and a wider array 
of products to sell their customers. The Committee on Foreign Investment in the U.S. would likely review 
any proposed purch ase of BlackBerry by Lenovo. Cfius, an interagency panel, fQcuses solely on national
security risks. The Treasury, which leads the committee doesn't com ent o~ cases under review. A 
spokeswoman for Canadia'n Industry Minister James Moore, the offjciaq esponsible for approving any 
foreign-led bid that might emerge for BlackBerry, said Canada's govemment1s aware that the company is 
exploring a sale, but she declined to comment on the process. 

35. Lenovo will face obstacles in an', Bla~t(Berry deal: source 
Reuters , 201 31017 . 
Chinese computer maker I.e novo, which has ~igned a non-disclosure deal to examine BlackBerry's 
books, faces regulatory obstacles if it bids for all of the company and will likely pursue jllst parts, a source 
familiar with the matter said on Thursday. BlackBerry Ltd said in August it was exploring options that 
could include an outright sale And the Canadian cOfTmany , which helped pioneer smartphones has since 
been linked with a st ring of potential b'JYe's from pri" ?t,, equity firms to rival technolo~y companies. Its 
shares, whish rose 4 p'ercent atter tile lNaii Street .Jocm31 fi~t reported the ir.terest from Lenovo Group 
Ltd, ended up less than a percent at S8.20 on the f'j2"jaq. 

36. Lenovo w ill face obstacles in any BlackBerry deal: source (Canada) 
Reuters , Staff mrort , 201 3 10 1 9 
New York - Chi~ese computer milker Lenovo, whicn has signed a 80n- disclosure deal to examine 
BlackBerry's books, faces regulatory obstacles if it bids lor all oi the company ~nd will likely rursue just 
parts, a sou rce familiar with the matter said on Thursday. BlackBerry Ltd said in August it was exploring 
options that could include an outright sale. And the Canadian company, which helped pioneer 
smartphones, has since been li'lked wi th a string of potential huyers from private equity fi rms to lival 
technology companies. MUltiple sources close to the matter have told Reuters BlackBerry is in talks with 
Cisco Systems Inc, Googie Inc 3nd Geml any's SAP AG "mang others. ~bl)ut selling all, or parts of ~self. 
The potential buyers have al l declir~d Ic comment. The sale of BlackBerry, or any of its assets wi ll likely 
undergo tough regulatory reviews in both Ottawa and Washington. Most security experts believe 
BlackBerry's most vital asset , a secure network thai handles millions of confidential corporate and 
government emaiis evelY1:.JY. islikelyto be seld toa NorthAlT.erican pntity because of the security 
concerns. Its le~ contentious handset business, howeve r, could be shopped to an Asian device maker. 

37. LTTTE cadr~ pleads guilty in US for arms procuring 
Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka), 2013 10 1'1 
Seven years after he was arre~'<\ed hy t e RC~~P in orontQ a Canadian man r as pleaded guilty in New 
York to conspiring to buy a ~ti- aircraft missiles for Sli Lanka's Tamil Tigers. Piratheepan Nadarajah, 37, is 
to be sentp.nced on Jan. .3 '1 j\lfter the U,S. Disln~'t GOllrt aGcepted tlis guilty p''i'as on two counts related to 
his work as an arms f,upplte" for t 1e se;>aratist rabel.; Three other Canadians are already serving 
sentences of at least 25 Yflars for t.Oeir roles in tne samt'· PfOGUrement netwo rk thp.t was callght try ing to 
buy $1-million worth of missiles '0 Long Island N.Y. The), had also negotiated to buy 500 AK-:47 assault 
rifles, unaware they had walked in'o a sting operation and t h~t the FBI was recording their conversations 
with an undercover i nfo rrna~t whf) was posing as an arms deal '"r. 

38. Native blo';kade of Highway 6 ends without incident 
Hamilton Spectator, Dan iel No!r.n , 2013 10 18 
Hamilton: A Six Nations prote"t",r Vlarns a blockade of Highway 6 wil l recur if there is another Hare up 
between the RCMP and na lives protesting shale gas exploratio~ in New Brunswick. Members and 

http:evelY1:.JY


supporters of the Haudenosaunee Men's Fi re blocked the highway Thursday for more than four hours to 
show their anger at the RCMP's attempt to enforce a court injuflction on members of the Elsipogtog First 
Nation. The move turned violent and the Mounties said at !east 40 pe5'ple were arrested for firearm 
offences, threats, intimidation, mischief and violating the iQjunction. Six Nations demonstrators supported 
their east coast breth ren and were also upset there were ~{o'tnen ani.! childre-n caught up in the RCMP 
action. They began the blockade at about 3 p.m. at Hignway 6 and Fifttl Line , just south of the Caledonia 
bypass, but ended it at about 7:30 p.m. (. 

39. Nat ive shale-gas protest erupts in viole nee 
Globe and Mail , Gloria Gall oway and Jane Taber, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa and Rexton, N.B. - A native protest against a shale-gas project in New ,Brunswick has exploded in 
violence, sending dozens of people to jail and rr'ducing ' iVA police cars to snouldering ruins. The clash 
between the RCMP and te.e Elsipogtog First ~!al.ion . north of Moncton, begnn early Thursd~y morning 
when a large number of ~ffi cers arrived at a compour,d where SINN Resources Canada stores 
equipment. The police intended to enforce an injunction against a nativo blockade that has prevented 
SWN, a natural gas and oi l exploration company from conducting seismic testing . The protester<, refused 
the demands to disperse, and the confrontation devolved into a rr>elee of tear Gas and rubber bul!ets. By 
the end, at least 40 people , including Elsipogtog Chief Arren Sock and several council members, had 
been arrested and five police cruisers had been set ablaze. The situation had calmed by earty evening 
w~h news that Mr. Sock and some of the other protesters had been released. 

40. Opposition, experts concerned about r~neYJa l Of defence strate~ll' 
iPol~ics.ca. Michelle Zilio, 2013 10 18 
One day after the Conservativp. government o''"1mitted lo.-rer~wi~g the CgnBdB First Defence Strategy 
(CFDS), opposition critics and defence manw,)"ment experts ar" ccrr;emed ahout how the modernization 
plan will unfold. In the throne speech Wednescfay, fne gov"lrnment revealed t~at it'lIill renew the CFDS, a 
2006 Cons0rvp-tive campaign promise. The strategy sets. ujl-a detailed roadr1sp for the modernization of 
the Canadian Forces, including the aliocation of investmenfs across four military pillars: personnel, 
equipment, readiness and infrastructure. Fortne NDP, fne renewal otthe strategy is "passe." The. party's 
defence critic Jacl; Harris said the CFDS has failed to keer up with the changing needs of the Canadian 
Forces and , therefore , needs an overhaul, He suggested the governm(>J1t start with a defence white 
paper. 

41 . Protest 'escalated quite fast' 
Chronicle-Herald (Halifax) , Selena Ross, 2013 1(I 1f, 

Halifax - Dozens of Nova Scotians Ileaded to r'exton. N.H. , on Thursday after a 7'30 a.m. c!2sh between 
the RCMP ana anti·fracking protesters A Pielol' La ncling woman was pep"y;r·spraved at close range and 
an Eskasoni man was reportedly shot iVlice v'ith boanbag hullefs som0~ime during the daylong 
confrontati on, while at leGst 40 people were arrested and '\lore were held at bay at gunpoint More 
carloads of supporters planned to leaw from f'i~1o lJ Lar ding ann otner indigenous communities around 
the province, seid Chief A ndrea Paul of the Pictou Landing First Nation. 

42. Protesters block hiyhways around the province 
New Brunswick Telegraph Journal, Robert LaFrance, 2013 10 18 
A long line of t-Bctor-trailers and some other vehicles lined the Trans-Canada Highway west of Perth
Andover Thursday afternoon as protesters fro;n Tob;que First Nation and their supporters blocked the 
four-la ne highway. But 11'1 sunset the blockadE 'il aS I'h'>G 8nd trtfii c began ~o 110w. !>.fler the anti-fracking 
protests in Re)cton tllrned violent w'th injuries ,.me th" b"rn ing of police c?[s Thurslt2Y mornil'R the people 
of Tobique decided to protest i ... support of tho<e detern1l'1ed '0 stop frar;~lng in U,e 9,Istern I\Jew 
Brunswick county. By 4 p.m., the line of stoprp.r' I'l' r icles ,'xt'Jnded '<i/orr.elres, with on ly a isw RCMP 
officers visible. 
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43. Six Nations blocks southern Ont. highway in solidarity with-N.B. protesters 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 201 3 10 18 
Caledonia, Ont. - Onl ario Provincial Police say First Nations protesters'/1ave shut down Highway 6 in 
southem Ontario between the communilies of Hagersville and Caledonia.. Const. Mark Foster says the 
the protest blockade involves 30 to 40 people . A local news agency, Turtle Island News, says people from 
Six Nations shut down the road in solidarity with First Nations protesters arrested Thursday during a 
demonstration against sha le gas exploration in eastern New Brunswicls. Foster says the protesters are 
walking on the highway and blocked motorists during the evening ush , but adds the protest has been 
peacefu l. Foster says a liaison team is talking with the protesters in an effort to ge~the road reopened. 
(full report) 

44. Syriel Canac1a/ONU - Syrie : un ~lT'ploye de l'ON'.Ilihi're apnls I'uil moia rle captiv ite (Canada) 
Radio France Intemetionale , Karim Lehhour, 2013 10 18 
New York· Les 8utorites syriennes ont annoncf> Ie 17 Qctobre avoir remis iJ I'ONU un membre de son 
personnel qui avait disparu en fevrier en Syric . DamAS 2ccuse les rebel/es de !'avoir « enleve » . Carl 
Campeau est conseil/er juridique pour!a mission de I'ONU dans Ie Golan. Le 27 fevrier demier, iI ci rcule 
en voiture dans la banlieue de Damas. Son vehicule est orrete iJ un check·point. 1/ est enleve par un 
groupe islamiste. L'ONU a toujours garde Ie silence sur cet enh'!vement, refusant de donner des details. 
Carl Campeau va rester en captivit€ pendan~ huit mais. Puis il l{ a quelques jaurs, ses ravisseurs oublient 
de fenner la porte de la oiece au if se trouve Ca1 Campenu s'echap e ~.es autorites syriennes I'ont 
remis aux Nations unies, denonyant au passage les « ler; oristes » qui I'ont pris en otage. 

46. Tentative d'i,trl1s ion i1 I'Edif;r.e Lanne,,'n: " Tor:>fItoi!< accl~'St 
La Droit Journaliste maison, 20'13 10 18 
Ottawa - Un homme de Toronto a dO repondrf' ~ deux chef~ d'accusation clim:nels au lendemain de sa 
tentative d'intrusion dans Ie bureau du premier ministre Harp~r aOttawa. L8 Gendannene royale du 
Canada (GRC) a confirme que Mohamoud Jimale, 45 ans est I'nomms arrete mercredi pres de I'Mifice 
Langevin, sur la rue Wellington. Les policiers oN aussi .rOLIve un colis suspecl. Jirnale a ete accuse 
d'avoir prof ere des menaces et d'avoir commis des Metails. 

46. Un accord gagnant pour Ie (~uebec 
La Presse, Jean-Philippe Decarie , 2013101 8 
Chronique - L'entente de principe sur I'accord de libre-echange entre Ie Canada et I'Union europeenne, 
qui doit eIre siQnee All jOt'rd'hl' i, ~5t Ie resultst d"J" p 1,~nQ "e ef 'aborie'Jse negociation qui a force les deux 
parlies aj eter dll fest. Plissi imilarfait ~IIC SOll ie result81 fmal de ~e processus, Ie Quebec sortira gagnant 
de I'implant ation d~ ce nouvel aecord comrner(;ial. 1\ a faUu un an de negocifl1ions pour que Ie Canada 
conclue , en oetobre 1987, son premier accord c'e libre-echange avec les ~tal.s-Unis . Les negociateurs 
des deux payn avaient convenu (I'un ecM3nci<?r serre de rencontres sectoriel/es, double d'une date 
butoir au-dela oe laquelle toutie processus 10!TI ha i~ a1'€'3U si aucune entente ~'eta it intel'/enue. . 

47. Un Montnlalais l ibe re en Syrie 
La Presse, Eris-Pierre Champagn:>, 201:l10 18 
Damas - Ca ~ Campeau et.ait detenu par les rebel l ~ s depuis huit mOls Un avocat montrealais, Carl 
Campeau, a et8 jransfere hier 11 I'Organisation (Ies N~t ilJ ns unies (ONU) par Ie ministre des A.lfaires 
etrangeres de la Syrie. /I avait ete fait prisonr ier oar nes rebe l/es en fevner deffl ier. l. 'organ isation 
intemationale s'eiait co0fente~ 310rs d'a'lnor ~,l" I~ di 'f'.-,rit ion (1'un de ~es employes, sans donner plus de 
precisions Oar s !Jne video dB Reuters diffusee hier, on ~ reryoit I'avocat en compagnie du ministre des 
Affaires etrangeres, Wall id al-Mouallern. M. Carnpe~ lI ~emhle en bonne sant0. Selon La Presse 
Canad ienne, if a dec,a re a la television syrienne- s'et r~ fnfui de la rn81S0n 01; if eTait retenu plisor r ier 
lorsque ses ravisseurs ant oublie de verroljjller la p,OIte ",I'ai ete pnsonn ier cl ura r t huit rnois". a-t-il 
affinne. 



48. Un Qu€'becois liber'; en Syri" 
La Presse canadienne. Jounmliste malson, 20" 3 10 18 
Damas - Un em~loye c2nadien des Neiior s u~;"s (ON l) ! .. MQntrealsi$ Caf! Carr,peau, Burait eM remis 
a I'ONU hui! mois spres sa disparition en Syrie. P:usieu " ,:.€elias p~eciserrt q J~ ee sonlles autorites 
syriennes qui ant remis M. Campeau a l'ONU en accusant-des Tebej!e:> de I'svoirenleve eo fevrier. Carl 
Campeau, un conseiller ju ridique, travaillerait pour la force de I'ONU pour I'observation au 
desengagement entre la Syrie et Israel (FNUOD). Au moment de sa djsparition, iI semble qu'il I'ltait 
charge de veiller au respect du cessez·le·feu entre la Syrie et IsralH qans la zone demilitarisee du plateau 
du Golan. 

'0",

United States· Etats-Unis 

49. Barack Obama, vainqueur de la crise budgetaire 
Le Monde, Corine L.esnes, 2013 10 18 
Washington - Defaits, les republicains ont ete contraints de voter, mercredi 16 oelobre , Ie texte 
permettant de financer l'Etat L'affaire a ete conclue en trois heures, Le Senat a vote il 20 heures, 
mercredi 16 oelobre, un accord qui a mis fin a la crise politique qui agitait Washington depuis deux 
semaines. Deux heures plu's ta rd, la Chambre des representants, qui s'y refusa it depuis Ie debut du mois 
d'oelobre, a adopte Ie projet de loi relevant Ie blaford d~ la deUe des Etats-Unis et autorisant Ie 
financemerrt du gouvernement I_es fonctionnaires qui alaient depuis Ie 1 sr oelobre en ch6mage force ont 
ete avert is par l'Office de management du buoget de se presenter a lellr poste des jeudi matin. Et Ie 18e ' 
shutdown " dBpuis '19"6 a ete ,;eclare enterr"'. salte JOurs apres avoir commence. Vainqueur indeniable : 
Ie president Sarack Obama. A 20 h 25, quand iI est apparu dans /a sane de presse de la Maison Blanche, 
il a evMl de pavoiser mais etait eminemmeni soulage. Son pari de refuser tout cornpromis avec les 
republicains avail paye. C'atai'! sa 'roisiPOle ~()nfront8Ii~n avec I'opposition sur les questions budgetaires. 

50. Edward Snowden: US wOllld have buried NSA warnings forever 
The Guardian (l.ondon), Ed PiI'<ingtop, 2013 10 18 
New York - Edward Snowden, the source of National S~curity Agency leaks has insisted the! he decided 
to become a whistleblower and fiee America beC8USB he had ~o farth in the inter~al reporting 
mechanisms of the US government, which he believed would have destroyed him and buried his 
message for eVer. One of Ine main criticisms levelled at Snowd9n by the Obama administration has been 
that he shou'd have t21ce9 ul" <11 offi';ial complaint within tile NSA, r<lther than travelling to Hong Kong to 
share his c.onter~s about the aG£r.c1s (Ia\a dragnet Ni!" the Gl ardia" and other news organisations. But 
in an interview with the.f\lew York TimE'S; Snowde" ~a~ d;srnisse:j Hwt option as implausible. "The system 
does not work." ~e said, poin1jng to1he paradox that "you have to report wrongdoing to those most 
responsible for it." If he ha tried to sound the alarm internal ly, he would have "been discredited and 
ruined" and th e substance of Il is warnings "would have been buried forever". Snowden, 30, conducted the 
interview with Ihe New York Timec. ove the pa~t fe¥' d~ys , communicating from Russia , where he has 
been granted a year's as'/Ium, W!til a Times j01,rnalist in New York via encrypted email. He took the 
opportunity 'a t.ry to quash seveml of the mo~t widely sireo criticisms of ~is actions. 

51 . Former Pentagon Official to Be Chosen as Homeland Set;l!ritoj Chief 
New York Timr5 Michael S Sr.llrT'idl, Charli~ Savqg'l, 2013 10 18 
Washington - President Obama ol&rs to nominate ..I e~ C Jol'Jn50n, who frarP(;d many of the 
administ.ration's nati ona' secunt\' p~lir.les as the Defe~.,e Depaiment S QenHal cOllosel during Mr. 



Obama's first term, to become the next secretary of the Homeland Security Department, according to 
administration officials. If confirmed by the Senate, Mr. Johnson 56, will fil l the vacancy left by Janet 
Napolitano, who resigned in July to lead the University of Californi<\...system. Mr. Johnson -- whose fi rst 
name is pronounced "Jay" -- has little experience with some of the issues that Ms. Napolitano faced, like 
bonder security and immigration. But he was a legal adviser to Mr. Obarna during his first presidential 
campaign and has similar views to the preSident's about the future of the United States' counterterrorism 
operations. He was at the center of Mr. Obama's first-term efforts to re-evaluate lhe counterterrortsm 
policies of President George W. Bush. During his tenure at the Defense Department, Mr. Johnson shaped 
the Obama administration's policies on the detention of terrorism susPects and on targeted drone strikes . 
in Yemen and Somalia. 

52, India, IJS agencie~ join hand~ to ~ef ur:' center to CO'Jllter CybN attacks 
Times of India, Kim Arora, 20131018 
New Delhi - The Center for Development and Advanced Computing (CDAC) has joined hands with the 
US-based agency, International Corporation for Ass;gned Names and Numbers (lCANN), to set up a 
research facility that will help tackle cyber attacks and online security threats. The inst~ution has been 
named, Center for Excellence in DNS Securtty. Officials from the CDAC, an agency of the union ministry 
of communications and IT, and the ICANN signed an expression of intent regN ding the same on 
Thursday. The ICANN allocates web addresses and assigns uniOl:e protocol numbers on the internet. A 
non-profit body , it functions under A contract with the US government , where the US department of 
commerce vets changes and additions to top level domain names (for example, country codes like .in or 
.pk). "We are always in doubt when accessing the internet whether whatever is being shared is visible to 
someone else. We need to dispel this fear, which is associated to the internet," said J Satyanarayan. 

53, New NSA deputy expected to be leaks task force head: !;Ources 
Reuters, Staff report , 2013 10 1a 
Washington - Richard Ledgett, who heads a new ta$k force at the National Security Agency to handle 
information leaks, is expected to take over as the depul¥ director of the spy agency after the current No. 2 
retires in January, sources told Reuters. Ledget! is t!le executive in charge of matters re lated to 
unauthorized media d;sclosures, a position that was created after ttee unauthorized leaks to media of top 
secret spy survei llance orograms by tormer NSA contractor Edward Snowder this year. Ledgett's duties 
include overseeing improvements to internal ~ystems ~nd assessing what information was taken in 
unauthorized disclosures. He was previously director of the NSA's Threat Operations Center and director 
for collection/national intelligence manager for cyber at the Offi ce of the Director of National Intelligence. 
He is expected to replace John "Chris" Inglis who is due to retire in January, said sources who spoke on 
condition of anonymity.. 

54, Obama to nominate Jeh J ohn~on , rormer Pentagon offiCial, as next DHS secretary 
Washington Pc-st, SC01tWilson. Greg Miller. 201310 18 
Washington - President Obama will nO(T1inate ,Ieh Johnson , formerty the Pentagon's top lawyer and a key 
figure in th.e adrniDistrati(lI1's debate over th~ legality of drone use, to head the Deoartment of Homeland 
Security, according to White HOlJse officials. Tha ofti (;al 3nnouncel'1eni will ta~,p' place Friday at the White 
House. Johnso . if confi rmed I,v the Senate, Wovld sucG'2e1 Janet NapOlitano. who annou nced she was 
leaving the Cabinet post in Jul; As the former Defense Department general counsel , Johnson was 
responsible for the legal work at the nation's largest bureaucracy. His job placed him at the center of 
some of Obama's most important national security decisions, from the practice of targeted killings beyond 
America 's defined battlefields to the intervention in Libya. "The president is selecting Johnson because he 
is one the most highly qual ified and resoected national security leaders," said a senior administration 
official , speaking on the condition of anonymity to diSCUSS Ihe nomination before its announcement. 
"During his tenure at the Department of Defense, he 'NAS known for ris ,oun(. ;' Idgrnent and counsel." 

55, Skepticism persists despite reported progress on Iran flue ear dea l 



Washington Post, JoWarrick, Jason F<ezaian, 20'13 10 18 
Geneva - In a ra re moment of accord, Ira nian and Western diplomats decided during nuclear talks this 
week to keep the details of their negotiations strictly secret. The fear ~hey said, was that even modest 
gains could be endangered if they were publicized prema\).lfely. "Yo nEled to " lIow us the space to move 
forward ," pleaded Catherine Ashton, the European UniOn's fore ign policy chief. ButAshton had barely 
uttered the words when the fi rst salvos landed from skapt[cs of a possible nuclear deal with Iran. 
Opponents in Tehran and Wash ington rejected l~e Genev'a"Proposals even before the details were 
publicly known . Prominent U.S. lawmakers such as Sen. Marco Rupio { R-Fla) declared their opposition 
to granting Iran any rel ief from sanctions, suggest ing instead that economic penalties should be made 
even tougher. And an Iranian legislator suggested that a compromise on Iran'sJJuclear capabiltties will not 
be acceptable . 

66. Snowden assure n'avoir emporte aucun documnnt avec lui en Russie 
Agence France-Pr%se, Journa liste maison, 2013 10 18 
Washington - I_'ex-consult?n! de l'Agence de seGurite nationale americaine (NSA) Edward Snowden 
assure dans un entretien publie jeud i par Ie New York Times n'avoir emporte aucun document classifie 
dans sa fuite en Russie, 00 il est p§f'.lgie defJuis Ie l110is de juir. I)ans I'entretien, Edward Snowden assure 
avoir donre tous les documents qu'iJ possedait ? c'es jOIJn1at;stE's Quand ;! etan encore it Hong Kong, 
avant de parti r en Russie ou i! a oblenu I'asile oo"r un an. Empr-rter des documents "n'aurai t pas servi 
I'interlit fJublic". declare-t-i l au Times: "Quf)1 inte(~1. y aura;t-il i\ transporter personnellement une copie de 
ce materiel?". L'ex-consliitant de I" NSA affirme egijlement avo;r pu proteger ces documents des services 
de renseignemenl chinois. notamment grace aux connaissances qu'il avait acquises sur eux en travaillant 
pour la NSA: "II n'y a aucune chance que les Russes ou les Chinois aient pu recevoir un document". 

67. Snowden Say~ He Took No Secret H ie:; 10 Rvsf ia 
New Yorl< Times, James Risen 20111018 
Washington - Edward ,I. Snowd en, the fonner Nationai ~,,,,cunty Agency corltractor, said in an extensive 
interview this month that he did not take any secret III.S.A.. rJ ocuments wit~ him 10 Russia when he fled 
there in June. ~ssuri ng that R')ssian int~lligt'n~.e o~'GiaTs could not !let access 10 them. Mr. Snowden said 
he gave ali of the rJ assified documents he had obtained to iournalislS he met in Hong Kong , be'f0re flying 
to Moscow, and did not keep 8~y copies ior himself. He did nor take the files to Russia "because it 
wouldn 't serve the puhlic interest ," he said 'What would ll€' 1he Itniqu8 value of personally carrying 
another copy of the materials onward?" he added. He 21so asserted that he was able to protect the 
documents fro" China's spies because he was familiar with that nation's intell igence abilities, saying that 
as an N.S.A. contractor he had targeted Chinese operations and had taught a course on Chinese 
cybercoul1terintelligence. "There's a zero percer,t chonce the Russians or Chinese have received any 
document~ . " he snid. Mr Sl1o\'l(le,: saici he had never {'or,sidered defecting whi le in Hong Kong , nor in 
Russia , where he has be~j1 permitted to stay fo r one year. He said he felt confident that he had kept the 
documel'ts secure fJom Chinese spi~s , and th.1t t~e N.SA knew he had done so. rlis last l arget while 
working as an.agilncy cor.i ,:actor was Cilina, toe said . add ing that 11e hacl had 'access to every target. 
every active operation" mounted by tile ~,I.SA <1[18;nSI Ih€ Cllinese. "Full lists of them," he said . 

68. U.S. Embassy i Ug;mda on lert fo, p%sible terror attack 
CBS News, Margaret Br(lnnan 20'l:l ' 0 1Sl 
New York - The U.S. emhassy in Kampala. U')aoda warned Ihat i', is on alert for the possibi lrtv of a terror 
attack that could resemble the "Weslgafe·st'i!e" rnas~acre I~at killed more thap 60 people in a Kenyan 
mall las! month. AI-S~abab rnilitant5. a group with links to al C.aeda and SOf"alia , claimed responsibility 
for that siege State D2pa;1menlSO(l\<f,srTlr'l .J=:r °s~~t\; ~,-lid that th0 \I/arni:lg WBS issued "because of 
information available" hut rjecl iner.l to ~p~11 our the Sf,ecltics of this new K.arnoRla threat. "Clearly when 
there's a concern we provide informlltion to /'mer;cgn c·~i;:e ns . " sre ~aid. In a statement pcsted on its 
website on 'Tuesday, the embnss~ noled that ·t "C0'1tolI10', to <J sse~s eports thai a Westgate-style attack 
may soo, occur" in the lInanrlafi capital. The po~t a"lo 2rJv,s~d U.S. citizens if> the area to "ex0rcise 
vigilance and to avoid public venues Hwl "!tract largo C' 91\1j5." The unusually starl< language used to 



describe the nature of a potential attack caught public attention since diplomatic advisories are typically 
muted. A State Department offiejal deeJined to prolliele further- infannation about the potential attackers or 
the timing of tho trlrea!. However, the official nol<'d thai U.S. is I gaily required to share infannation about 
all "credible, soecilic, and non-counterable threats." 

59. White House Weighs Easing Iran Sanctions' Bitp. Wi th Slo'!l)' Retease 6f Assets 
New York Times, Mark L9ndler, 201 3 10 18 
Washington - The Obama administration , in the wake of a promising'firs( rolJnd of nuclear diplomacy w~h 
Iran, is weigh ing a proposal to ease the pa in of sanGtio,lS on Tehra~ by offering it access to bill(ons of 
dollars in frozen funds if the Iranian government takes specific steps to curb il nuclear prog ram, a senior 
administration official said Thursday. Such a plan, under wn ich Ihe United Slates could free up Iran's 
frozen overseas assets in installments, wOll let nvoij the political and diplomatic ri sks of repealing the 
sanctions, wrich had been agreed to by a diverse m alition Of countries, the official said . It would also give 
President Obam8 the flexibilitv to respond to Ir?" inn offers that em8rge from the negotiations without 
unraveling the global sanctions regime tre , dm'nistration has spent year3 cobbling together. The official 
likened the plan, which is sti l! being debated Inside tile White House and the State Depal1ment, to 
opening and closing a financial spigot. Whi le ttle tW0 days of talks in Geneva this week did not produce a 
breakthrough, Irflro i3fl offi ~ i a l s werE mor8 r;An~lid ann r. I Jt(;~a '1tiv? fhz! i'l rrpvi,'u:; d!Dlomatic encounters, 
officials said, p8rtic'Jlarly in direct ne!,1ot:dtions between Iranian diplomats and the senior American 
representative, Wendy R. Shennan. Now, t~Qugh , the administration faces a cOrT'plex calcula'ion on the 
future of the sanctions, wrich h<\ve beor cruc'al in o(inging the Iranians bnck to the ba rgaining table. 
Administrat ion officials ~aid they wJ)I) ld urge. the Ser.ato 10 hold off or lIoting on 8 new bill to strangle 
Iran's oil exports further unlit aftert~e next rourd of1? 5011 NO'I. 7. 

60. Chettenham MP confident GCHC' hes nothing to fe~lr in ·rn~.!o r' inquiry 
Gloucestershi' e Echo, Mir;hael Vong. 2013 1 () 18 
Cheltenham - Chel'.enham·based GCHO Sllould WnICQ'T1P .9 oarlia,nemary inquiry into its surveillance 
activ~ies . That is the view of Cheltenham MP Martin HorwOOd, af1er news the parliament's Intell igence 
and security committee (ISC), lhe Oody oversee,ng lI1e work of GCHQ. 'v1l5 a~d M16, is investigating the 
leaks from whistleblower E.dv.a rd S~ov.den . Mr rior,,()oo said: "GCHQ should welcome the inquiry and 
have nothing to fear about it. "It is very important in a dernocracy and to knoN our civ il liberties and our 
privacy are being safegoard€td . ! am VDIY conlident that GCHQ will come out with fiying colours. 11 is 
important not just for the ISC '\ll.d me. but for the outer public to know that their rights are being 
protected. ' 

61. Court battles are ....e3kp.nin!i"Brit~'"·.. cbiJit to fll)'l \ WMS, t~ i nk-tan l, ..ays 
London Times, Deborah Hayr,e , 2013 1 (J 18 
London - The threat of legal 'lCtlcn is sapping B'itn'n's ability 10 fight wars, willl com(llanaers increasingly 
worried about being sued unGE' human fights'law by thei' enem y or fellow soldie rs for decisions taken in 
the heat of battle. accordinq to ~ report r: ubll~hed toct~y. T"9 ~reep of E~~op93n Oilman rights legislation 
into war zones ar.<1 barmcl<!i: has left th~ rPiliT~1")t tigh1ing thotl~a ;jds of cln irn ~, (or cofTtOensati0n t/'lat is 
costing the taxpayer hllndred~, 0f mill ions ')f rOlJ1ds. a~cord ing '10 '~e S! u~y by the Pofisy F.xcharge think
tank. ThA Ministry of DefencA will ha\le to a~.k Ihe TreasIJrl \0 r.o""r its mounting legal bills or be forced to 
divert money away from ((,uch-needed troop;, 8"d p-dllimjl Ilit, it says t,1ore flJndamentally , the report says 
that this legal as.~adt 's undermin ng Ihn ability 01 soldiers to take risks. train ill dangerous situations and 
respond immediately to the call to aedon. 



62, Jake Davis : The teen hacker who came in from the cold I. 

The Independent (UK), Sarah Morrison, 2013 10 18 
London - As 'Topiary", he was the witty spokesman for th group of hacktivist.s once dubbed the "most
wanted cyber-criminals on the planet". He acted as the chief promoter for AnoQymous and offshoot 
LulzSec as they went on a high-profile hacking spree in 201~, targeting the likes of News International 
(replacing The Sun's homepage with a fake story claiming Rupert Murdoch had died), Sony, the CIA, the 
UK's Serious Organ ised Crime Agency , the Arizona police force and even a website affiliated with the 
FBI, It all ended for Jake Davis two years ago when he was arrested In )l is home in1he Shetland Islands 
on suspicion of more than 80 charges of conspiracy. He eventually pleaded gUilty 10 two counts ("with 
intent to impair the operation of a compute~') and was banned from doing anything on the internet for two 
years. He was also electronically tagged and locked up at Feltham Young Offenders Inst~ution for 37 
days. Davis, now 20 years old , is still on probation and is not allowed to leave the country, erase his 
internet history, or speak to arHone currenlJv or fo~np- rl \, 8sso~iated with Anonymous or its offshoots. 
Today he will be giving a talk or ~is experience elt Wired 2013 to an audience who have paid more than 
£1,500 to attend the two-d"y co~ference. H~ is also ;\Ianning on oublish;rg a "nerd's perf,pe~ive" on his 
time behind b8fs. He shrugs off the threm of ~einn extrac'i!ed to 'he US (he was also in(nc~ed for his 
climes in Amelica), and said ~Iould-be ~ac'<ers should b? ~elped to find :3 "different outlet for their 
creativity" . He is adamant that if YO~I give mo~t hack~rs a "reward mechanism" or a job, they'll 
"immediately drop what they're doing" He W8m$ agains! portrayinll haci<ers as an "elite cool" who "go 
against the system in an edgy way" beeRus ,it vlill encourage more people to do it. Davis insists the life of 
a hacker is not glamorous. "I would never h3'te done it if there was something else outside ml' front door 
to get involved with ," he fold The Independent. 

63, Nuclear expert raises fears over Chi ese role in atomic plants 
The Guardian (London) Terry Macallister. Jennifer flan~in, 20'310 8 
London - O~e of Britain's leading nuclear " pg ;neer1nq consultants hBS re;sed serious corcems about the 
safety im plicatiolls of handing over some of EIri\~in's puclear plants to Chinese operators. John Large, a 
government adviser, saie! he felt lIncorrfortable IVrth trf' lack flftransparenc)' around the Chinese atomic 
industry, whici' has been drafted in to help the UK by Geor,Je Osborne on the chancellor's tmde mission 
to China. Osborne has giv6n the ween I'ght to Chinese nuclear tlrms taKing majOlity stakes in the UK's 
next generation of nuclear rlants. The first deal is liKely to be unveiled next week, with China General 
Nuclear Power CorooratiOn (CGf\!PC) taking a minorit:! stake with the main ope rator, France's EDF, to 
build the new Hip~ley Point C cower station in Somerset. No UK fi rms are involved once Centnca pulled 
out. Large, who has advised the UK government on nuclear issues, sa lo: "We can see that even with the 
French operatorsh ip of UK nuclear power stations Itllrough EDFJ that there are differences in the 
regulatory regimes in France ard the UK. But thesp. proillem, wO'Jld be much more profound with the 
Chinese , who lik.e tt'e u[:>siam, are io.)teJ n R ntW HrnPlent syste'TI without independent [safety] 
regulators," he said. 

64, Prominent UK Muslims !}n.jer police 1")\11ction att", at-Shabaab t!m.ats 
The Guardian (L.ondon), Mutliple reporter;, 201 3 10 '8 
London - A prom ' ent Srit;sb Muslim cornmentator is be'ng protected by poliCE following concerns over 
his safety following the releasil of 8 vi deo by Somali-based terror group al-Shabaah, which s;ngled out 
several British Muslims for naviug criticised j ii18dislS in the aitennath of The Woolwich murder. Mohammed 
Ansar, a filmmaker and j our~ ~hst wtio nas spoken out against exlrelTlis '11 in Islann and the far right, said 
police visited his home at m;dn ight on We.(Jnesday, concerned for hi.~ safety after Shabaab released an 
hour-long film, The Woolwich A'task· It's 01 Eye for an Eye. Qther Br'tish M~s lims nmned in the fi lm have 
also been contc-clect by police nn~ offe'ed s,'cunty a~vise ~mc~' the v'Geo's release, the Gua~d'an has 
learned. Nan'2te<l by a man with a British accem, wea ring a black mask and a camoufiage jacket, the 
Shabaab production praises those behind the mUldel Of Drummer Lee Hi;jby, describes the Woolwich 
killings as "a new and terrifYing reality" arod ircites otlle[<; to Carf'1 out attacks in the UK. In thH film, the 
jihadist grour, I"hicr ha:. al~o ,~18i~l"d ri"sn( :lU~ilit)' ·'0r I" f' b!c>cdy ~"mn° \ \ e~tqate mall atl&ck, singles 



out specific British Muslims, incl uding Ansar, Wh0 have distanced "themselves from the mujahideen who 
carried out these attacks" as having "mut ilated the teachings of Islatn". 

65, Senior Labour MP welcomes public debate over security service powe s 
The Guardian (London) , Patrick Wintou r, Rowena Mason, 2013 10 18 
London - Hazel Blears, the senior Labour rnember of parliamr I's inteiJigence an,d security mmmittee, 
said yesterday it 'Nas right that a debatG wa'; under way 'n Bri airl ove be palleers of the security 
services, adding that the inquiry into agencies powerful new capabililtes woyld go wherever the evidence 
takes it. She also hit back at Nick Clegg for suggesting that there neeped to tie a rev.iew of the oversight 
of the security services, noting that the powers orthe ISC had only just bli'en enhanced. Bte~rs , a fonner 
cabinet minister with responsibility for counter-terrorism, was speaking the day after the ISC announced ~ 
was broaden ing its irauiry into the reo~1 accountability of the services to include l he balance be ween 
individual privacy and national security. Blears said: 'We are going to ask people to come and give us 
evidence on these issues, and provided we are not dealing with classified information, then we should be 
able to do that in public. In the next week or so , I think we are going to be sending out invitations to a 
wide range of people We want as wid~ a r2ngB of vi"''', as we can ret. The'~ is a public debate going 
on , rightly so. Some of what W~ do is in private bermrse we are dea'ing with classified information, but if 
you can do it in public, that. is a good thing." 

Australia, New Zealand. Au!;tca I·. I ouveltG-Z~lal1d~ 

66. Aussie passports stolen in terror-zone security thre'lt 

Adelaide Adverti~er, Miles Kemp, 20n 10 18 

The theft of hundreds of Australian pa%rorts in terrorism hot s-pots arouod the world is a direct threat to 

national security, experts have warned. After fighting for two years 10 keep secret the locations where the 

passports were stolen, lhe Department of Foreign Affairs has been forced to release all reports of stolen 

documents since the September 11 2001 a\lacks on the US. The details show that while the majority are 

taken in Australia's favourite travel destinations, many are reported missing from the nation's consular 

offices in crime and terrOlism capitals like Baghdad. Amman, Bali , Cairo, Kabul, Islamabad and Riyadh. 

Since September 11, 1633 Australian passports have been stolen or lost across the Middle East. 

inctuding 29 in "'dr-torn l3agtldaa, cI1J 61; i,-, U,e Imfl idr, ca,.,;lal, Telrran. 


67. Special forr.t's 'nee,f r~c()gnitio!l' 

The Courier-Mail . St,,1t reporte,~ 201 3 1 (r 1f, 

It's time fOY Australia's spe<:ral forces to come in from the shadows and have their strategic role fu lly 

acknowledged in the n9X\ !Jefence Whrte P3P0" 3 de<ence analyst says. Befo re the 9/11 terror attacks in 

the United States. AlIstraJia's ~peGia! forces 'ere a "boetioue ~ rm" of the Avstralian Defence Force, 

conducting loog surveulancc missions, p&tr ._"yton says in the Australian StrategiC Policy institute blog. 

Now special forces is a highly v.al ~ed , lVel!..resource~1 and sizeable part of HIB ,LIOF force. Mr l.ayton said 

that was not reflected in recent Df.>{ooce Whjte Papers. The rnost recent, ill tAay, covers special forces in 

four paragraphs. The Coalition !)overnl]1enl has promisec1 arother White Paper in 18 months. "It's time to 

bring our SF in ff0m the sharJcI'IS arr ~l tbe 110'« 1" hITe Parei''' h9 said . 




Afghanistan . Pakistan 

68. Bilawal declares war on "hijackers of faith" 
Pakistan Dawn. 2013 10 18 
Karachi - Chainnan of the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP). Bilawal ahutt.o-~;l,rdari, un F(iday said Ile was 
declaring jihad (holy war) against "hijackers of the faith". DdwnNews repQ,rted. Addressll1,g his sUJlPorters 
at Karachi 's I<arsaz on the occasion of the sixth anniversary of the Oct 18, 2007 bomb bias stat k illed 
176 people during a historic rally led by Benazir Bhutto, Bilawal promised supri'ort~rs that he would fight 
for the people. Tile PPP cllai rman sa id that 0n Oct 1S, til e Taliban had used child in the suicide attack 
on the rally led by his mother on her return from Dubai. He said the PPP was a party of jiyalas zealots), 
adding that it had given numerous sacrifices on several occasions. Speaking at the site of the attack amid 
cheer f rom party supprt8r~ , Bilawal said he had "sar.rificed" his childhood and his mother for the country. 

69. Demand" in BSA made c!",,,' on IJS: ~ar~ai 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Javed Hamim Kakar, 2013 10 18 
Kabul - In his latest public ' 2marks after '.l se~es of me2tirgs on the Biiatcr31 Security Agreement with US 
Secretary of State .John Kerry this 'Nee~, Pre~irtent t-'amic '<arzai on T~lJrs(lay said they had made it clear 
on the Americaps the deal should guarant" r. la-ting pea':e and stabilily in Nghanislan and its protection 
from a foreign aggression. In a ractio speecb t<~ the Ratio~ . K~I7.ai sa id Kr.bul Rnd Washington spent one 
year continuously holding talks on Ih'l H;,ree:nent's te~t 3 d t~ 8 carleys were stil! in place on the 
document, which would determine IJS \roars' fate in a J)ost-2014 Afghanistan. As part of the deal, the 
president said Afghanistan's priorities and interests included a fully-respected national sovereignty, the 
safety of Afghan homes e.n respect 10 their san;tity. "Our demands ore an end 10 civilian casualties, 
unilateral military operations by fore ign troops, as well as tbe definrtion of a foreign aggression." 

70. Germany shuLs Kabul embass!/ ovpr attack thre2t 
Pajhwok Afuoan News. Pa jhwnk Report, 201 ~ 10 1e 
Kabul- GerTIanv has closed it, embassy in Kabul ai'terthe country's :meli igence Rgency , the 8ND, 
warned of a risk of telTori~t attack , reports s1id on Fri'Jay. On -ihursdalf . Gelmany's foreign minister 
confinned rts efYlbassy in Afghanistan WRS shut but d'lcl 'ned to COrT' fYl81t on a rT'edia rapor' it nBd been 
closed in response to g "seriol's" S8GIlritll threat. "It is ccrrect that lre GennAn embassv in Kabu l is 
currently closed," a foreign ministry "pokesman 'old 2 foreign news agency, AFP, confinning n report in 
the Welt neW$p2per. However, the sookesman would not bc drawn on the new50aper report that the 
embassy had been closed for "several days" after warnings oT an "Islamist terrorist attack" from the 
Gennan secre! seNir:e iB I~ D) . 

71. Jamal taid 01''''\ irr f\'a\l 
Pajhwok Afghan ''lews, '<"waJa B.?slr A~<1""d , 2013 10 18 
Kabul - The governor of central Lbgar province Arsa.a ,Iamal,-was ~urieo ne~r the Parliament House's 
new bu ilding in Kebul on Thl,rsaay, two qa)'s after h., assnssin.Jtion in a bOIY'b atlack at a mosque. 
Jamal , 2 close confident of President Hamiel K,3f:t.8t. was kiJl<'(! on Tue'3dav, Ine ftr"t day of relrpious 
festival Eidu! Adlla, wher a bornb hiddel) ir, th~ mic[r)phon8 went oli inside th~ !l1sin mosque in PUI-i
Alam, the capiwl of Loga' p!ovince. HOI e'lRr, the N~tiol12 1 Direc.torate (I" SecuMy, a day after the 
assaSSinat ion, s?id the explosives hali been ~idrjen i a copy of the no'~, Quran , mndemnin, insurgents 
for having no respect for Ih~ religious book 311<.1 rno~que3 . Senior govemment offiCials, lawmakers. 
relatives and hundreds 01 p~ople attendEG Jamal's funeral procession held ~t the Eid Gah mosque in 
Kabul. 

72. Karachi operHtion: "I- ngers , police ar rest 60 s·.I ~pects 

http:K,3f:t.8t


Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 18 
Karach i - Rangers' personnel arrested 16 suspects Friday dunng targeted operat ions in different pa rts of 
Karach i while the East and West Zone police arrested 44 suspects in fhe past 24 hours, DawnNews 
reported . The arrested suspects were gui lty of various cri es. Securi(y forces' personnel moreover 
confiscated weapons and exolosives from the suspects during the raids. Targeted operations were 
conducted by s~cu r ity man in . ~Ifalnn , . O nk~ r Color)" Jet;,1ngiiabad, Nazimaoad and Garden areas of the 
city. Separately, the East Zone police arrested 16 suspects fl ~r Ibe pkfst 24 hours. The arrested persons 
were sa id to be involved in various crimes. Acco rding to DeputY. specto eneml (8IG) Mumr Sheikh, 
security forces ' personn el also confiscated drugs, weapons and eX!lIG.jv ~ from t he suspects. Meanwhile, 
the West Zone pcl ice also arrested 28 other suspects in the past 24 ftou 

•
73. KP cabinet approves nnli-termr task fClrce, demands Fe back again 
Pakistan Dawn . .!ahir Shah Sherazi , 2013 10 18 
Peshawar - Following the death of Khyber Pakhtunkhw3 (KP) law minister Is.9rullah Gandapur In a 
suicide attack, the KP cabinet in a special meeting O~ Thursday approved tough decisions to control the 
law and order situation in the provin ce. A special meeting of the KP cabinet, headed by Chief Minister 
Pervez K~8tt a k appro'/ed 'h€ .qstabl is"ment of ,1anti.. ' Brrorism ta,k force which will ..l:>e led by the 
Inspector Genem' of Police and COfT'prise memcnrs of 211 law enforcement and i~telligence agencies 
including Army, Frontier Corps and FJ(I ~\je r Cf)~ s· al"llar/. The cabinet has also demar,der. ('fthe center 
to retu rn the Front ier Constabulary's plAto,Q~ hack to the province 50 thM they can be deployed at 
sensitive places for controlli ng I,-\w acd f\t(>p 3'ld f ighting t erro~sm The cabinet in another decision called 
upon the federal government to pa.ce up the peace (elks process as I<P is facing \l1e brunt of terrorist 
attacks. 

74. Musharraf denies ordering La! Mas.iid 9 j:>Nation 
Khaleej Times, Afzal Khan 2013 10 18 
Islamabad - Fonmer military ru ler Gen f.'elv ez Mushnrre! has .3qain denied having ordered the Lal Masjid 
operation ane! says it wa~ cill'ried out c'n the di'ective ot tne capital administration at that time . A three
member joint investig"tion te am (,)IT" whoo e two rne'ntiers 11ad ar!i~ " ~efused to be part of it, 
interrogated Musharr<.f this week at his Chat; '311ah7.ad f.nnhouse Wl'~cl l ('as bee1 declare~ a suh-jail. 
According to sources privy to the i nve~;'I~~t i ~ ~ Gen Ml!snarraf "vas inte\Togated in connection '.'lith a 
double- murder r ase refiis1ered bv IslamabAd's Asb0Me pOliC>? on a ('omp' aint of Haroon Rasheed, son of 
Abdul Rasheed Gnazi , deouty Khateeb of Lall,~ asi id. who W3S ,,f lied :r. the 2007 operation at the mosque. 
Haroon has alleged that Gen Musharraf issued the order for the operation in which his father and 
grandmother Sabiha Khatoon were killed. Musharrar told the JIT that the operation had been ordered by 
the then electe.d "overnmem and he had nolhmg to do with it. 

75. US can 't account fo r, $23ilm in spare parts f or A~:A: SIGAR 
Pajhwok Afghan ~Iews . PaJhl>\ ok Report , ~Q i 'l 10 18 
Kabul - NATO:;)ed .;Hlitary (OoolifiClI fai,tn~ to Keeo trark Of h',ndred, of mill i on~ of (jollars in vel1icles parts 
purchasecfol'lhe Algtl<~n "Joli(lna!IlIr1;( or Mill c(lul'i dot l'CCCll lrlt f'x $?3(J million in This regRn; in 2012, 
the Specia ll r~pectof ..,et '3:fal tor A.fl]htlnt .n R.I,K~(j f 1.~,t r q ~":1 i lJr1 (SI C3AR) has s"3id. in Its I ~test report 
released on VVerJne,.sdt:l), S.1qi,\R saf(l ~: Ie l')·!J~I·1 .?!HB l1ce's Comhined Sec t! ri ~ '1 Transition Coml1l ?nd· 
Afghanistan (CST::- A) '¥hicliv, (G<;rs soare pPr's fo, ,' AtGnen 8!'m\" h8< ,oent $370 million on vehicle 
parts since 2004. "Much of wr leh oan't Pi' Bcr-o unted fOf because neiH'er has "ccurate records Of what's 
been purchased . distributed and used," sa:Q Special Inspector Geneml for Ng~an Reconstruction 
(SIGAR), ,lorn F. '3pof:o, s?id in til e rep-Of t. Th" report , aiet extra parts CQuid sit in overflow lots for more 

. than a year, pending ANA inventory, \eaving'the parts vu lnerable to fraud and wasting US dollars. 
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76. Algerie: retou r a In Amenas 
81~~ 

..~/O""~..r. 
cc~'8 O,.~()II» 

Jeune Afrique. Farid Aliiat . 2013 10 17 , 
In Amenas. Algerie - Les employes occiden~aux de BP et de Statoil devraient revenir sur Ie site du 
oomplexe gazier algerien d'ln Amenas clans Ie courant de decembre. Ciole d'une attaque lerroriste entre 
Ie 16 et Ie 19 janvier 2013, Ie complexe gazier ce Tiguentourine (In Amenas), dans Ie sud de l'Algerie, a 
repris ses activit~s, mais attend toUjOUfS Ie retour des cooperants etrangers. Alors que les responsables 
de Brit ish Petroleum (BP) annoncent que leurs employes seront "bient61 de retour en Algerie". Ie 
narvegien Statoil, qui gere Ie site en partenariat avec BP et la compagnie petroliere publique Sonatrach, 
attend davantage de garanties en matiere de securite. Pourtant, dix mois apres I'assaut qui s'est solde 
par la mar'. de 37 otages et ('elimination de 29 terraristes, Tiguentourine a beaucoup change. La base de 
vie et Ie site gazier ant fait I'objet de trav8uX de r~novation pour gommer les sequelles de I'attaque. La 
securite a ete renforcee La securite autour cle la ville l1'ln Amenas, de son aeroport. ainsi que du 
oomplexe a etli renfo~cee , 18Ml el si bien qu'un journaliste de Reuters a qualifie Ie site de "veritable 
bunker" . Des avions de I'armee slJNolent regulierement la region et plusieurs barrages militaires en 
filtrent ('acee:; . tandis que I'etmn!?p.r de p3ssAge se c10it d'p're Mlini d'uM sAII'-conduit sous peine d'etre 
expulse menu mi!itari . Last but not least. \me nOlJvellA. [, ;ste d'at!arrissa(je e'Ot en cours de construction et 
devrait etre operationpolle avert 18 fin de I'annee. 

77. Congo-Brazzaville - Ango a - Des soktats angolais penetrent au Congo-8razzaville' 
France 24, Journal'ste maison, 2013 10 18 
Cango-Br8z"avi lle - Des homrn~'O des forces arm~e3 angcla'ses ant fait incursion dans Ie sud-ouesl du 
Congo-Bmzzaville, all ils ant enlel'p. de" milifAirp,s wngolais Al'Orifjine de I'incident : I'enclave de 
Cabinda, en Ang0la, au 5ev't 1m mOllvnrnen' s90ar.3tiste. De" elements des for~es annees angolaises ani 
fait une incoJrsion dans Ie sud-ouest 0U COPl0-Bm?2avil;e au ils auraient pris gn otnge des militaires 
oongolais, a aprris I'AFP Jeu,1i 17 octobre, ~lJ pres de sour~es cOI'cordantp.s. I_es militaires 'tenus de 
Luanda, la cRpitale de ('Argola sont enlres dans la Z0ne de Kimongo, un chef-lieu de district dans la 
region du Niari \Sud-Ouest) , et penetre d8n> cinq lor-alites doni Ie past<;-frontiere, selon les iI?moignages 
d'un habitam de !8 zone at d'un jOllrnallstc. 

78. Des cen!aines de prisonn'ers mort,; dans des condi tions sl\spectes 
All Africa, Journalisle maison . 20131017 
Maiduguri - Des orisonniers ni~er;ar~ ~sphvxi"'s . affames et execut~s : c'est Ie terrible constat dresse par 
Amnesty International. Selon I'mganisalion rle defense des droils de ('~omMe , ces delenus. sOllnyonnes 
d'avoir des liens a'/ee Ie qroupe i~!amine Brko f1aram seraienl morts en detention all premier semestre 
2013. Ces rJeces auraiept eu liel' p;inapalemer.t a 1'1 casem e de GiWR , Ii Maiduguri. dRns l'E!at de Barno, 
et dans les centres. de (\atenf!)f l Set.i:or Alpha et Presldentia! Lodge, a Damaturu, dans l'Etat de Yobe. 
L'organisation explique par alllellrs que Ie PI' loleme ne date :>as de Getta annee et r,§clnme line enquele. 

79. Des solda s angobJis pel1etrent ali Congu-Brazzaville, via Ie Cabinda 
All Africa , Journaliste maisoh, 2013 Ion 
Brazzaville - POllr!a premipr"foi~ , ~ar' > y " ' r<;-;:1'Iites des rr,ilit3ir0s an(lola's conduisent une operation 
au Congo-Brazzaville . Ce mercre'j i 16 ociobr&, on S Interroge sur las raisons qui ont pousse I'annee 
angolaise it men"!f cette gction. Les .so l,jats .o(l \' rch,;ss~ler.l-ils des rebelles cabindais qui 5e seraient 
replies en terri toire cnnqolai~ au slag it-II d'rme sitnplo:-- prn"ocCltj~lO de Luand::l ? Depu is Ie 14 octobre, ces 
derniers oecllpenf cino lo"",it",$ en Jerri,oi'!; ,-orCCl 'als. A tlraZ?6'I'lie c'est Ie fnil lisme tota l. 

80. Egyptian ~overnm""t t; ri!ic;zed oVP-r ,jraft rrotes~ law 



Asharq AI-Awsat , Mohamed Hassan Shaban, 2013 10 18 
Cairo - The Egyptian government, with support from the army, hts.approved a controversial draft protest 
law. The legislation, which awaits the approval of interim President Adly Mansour before becoming law, is 
facing harsh cliticism by lawyers and activists, who say rt represents a returl\to the times of the Islamist
dominated parliament, led by former President Mohamed Mursi of the Muslim Brotherhood, A source with 
knowledge of deliberations over the law. speaking to Asharq AI-Awsat on the condition of anonymity, said 
that there had been contentious debates in ministerial meeting which decided on the draft legislation, 
Despite the objections of many of tile ministers, including Deputy Plime Minister Ziad Sahaa EI-Din , the 
law passed with a wide margin, The government, led by prime minister f4aze'm EI-Seblawi, claims that the 
count!)' faces a battle against terrorism, referring to the bloody clashes between su porters of the ousted 
President Mursi and security forces from across the country, 

81. Elysee - Ces otages qui trouble-nt Ie sommei! Ije Hollande 
All Africa , Jou' naliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Paris - A peine a-t- il acheve sa vi site d'ftat au ~ays de ~!elson Mandela que Franyois Hollande a !lte tire 
ce mercredi 1 e octobre de son sommeil sur Ie sort des rtages fran,ais, Ces demiers qui seraient toujours' 
aux mains de leurs ravisseurs quelque part dens les sables mouvants du Sahel. La piqure de rappel de 
leurs proches visail surtout aalerter I'opin io~ oublique irternationale, mais aussi surtout Ie president sur 
son devoir regalien de veille' sur tOtlS les F-anyais, et de permettra ar.eUJ: qui sont k'dnappes, de 
recouvrer la liberte, au qu'ils soien!. Mission accomplie pour les proches des otages d'Arlit au Niger? Rien 
n'est mains sur. Cela fait plus de trois ans aintenaot que dure Ie caucheM,gr de l'enh3lJement de Pierre 
Legrand, Marc Feret, ThielT\' DQI at Daniel l./lnibp-, Malgrti I'offensive de I'armee franyaise qui a permis de 
liberer Ie Nord-Mali des mains des groupes armes qui controlaient cette region, I'Elysee a toujours du mal 
a rassurer vtlritablementles families des otages et I'opinion franc;:aise sur I'espoir de retrouver ces 
hommes et de les delivrer d'! I)iege de leu I "pvisseurs, Plus lef jOurs, les mois et les annees passent, 
plus I'angoisse aug mente ' 

82. Kenya attack : Westgate mall bodies 'probably gup-men' 
SSC News, Staft report, 2013 10 18 
London - wo charred hodies pulled from Kenya's West9ate shopping centre on Thursday are "highly 
likely· to be two of the attackers an \IlP has told the BBe, Ndung'u Gethenji. chairman of the committee 
investigating the attack. said AI<47 rines lIsed by th~ militants were found next to the bodies, The 
authorities will now conduct forensic tests on the bodies Mr Gethenii s?id the bodies recovered on 
Thursday were I!kely to tJe f'T1ilit~n!s hec8Llse the armv aoes not use' AK47s, Officials initially said 10 to 15 
gunmen were involved. but CCTV footage appears to show only four militants The BBG's Newsnlght 
programme has revealed that one of th~ sl)specteci allackers is a 23-year-old Somalia-born NOIwegian 
national , Hassan Abd; Dhuhulow, 

83. L'anm~e egYfltienn,~ tflntel': par Ie pouvoir 
Le Figaro, DelfJt~ine Mino L: i, 201 :1 10 18 
Le Caire - La grande 1n~titution du pays '; 9 met en s<;ene oour s'.>i9ner sa popularite , mais allssi pour 
preserver ses in1e.rets. P'<001t:- OR !;i1'IT R0110'/ation ou restHliration ? Depuis I'eviction du president 
Morsi , Ie 3 juillet, I'armee e\1yptienne se tarrlue d'avoir sauve l'Egypte. de I'avoir remise su r les rails de la 
democratie, Pourtanf, !e cou rs"(jes evenements 'ccents tomo:gne plus d'une volante de recons~ruire un 
Etat fort, dans Ie but de sBOVEl[larder ses mte'~ts , Erad i "~tion des Freres mllsulmans, prolorgation de 
I'etat d'urgence, controle renfor<:~ des medias" S'II a remis o'i'ciellement les renes du pouvoir au 
president de 18 Haute CCl'r con~titutionnelle , Ad'i 1111 8(1S01lr, dans I "Uenle de futures elections, Ie general 
Abdel Fatt3h al-Sissi <os. ~'Jjollrd'hu i te decirfeur en c·,ef du pays des pharaons, « En fa~ , si I'armee a 
repris Ie contrOle, eUe ne I'a jamais perdu» , observe I'ancien lieutenant general Adel SOliman, un des 
rares militaires aoser critiquer I'inslitul ioll, Quand, Ie 12 ao01 2012, Ie rars islamiste nouvellement elu 
demet le vieux marerhal Tant.Jou: de ses fon(tions de ministre de la Defense, en Ie rem pla~ant par al
Sissi , Ie gesle est d'abord per,u :omme une mise a I'ecart de la junte rnilitaire, « Un an plus tard , tout 



laisse apenser qu'iI s'agissait d'une manoe uvre con :ertee d'al-Sissi et de la nouvelle generation de 
militaires pour reconquerir Ie pouvoir en ecaftan: les Freres R1.lj{iu lrnans » , avance I'ex-miiilaire, 

84. La rebellion du M23 '1eut asphyx'er Goma en erigp.ant des barr'ilres sur la route principale 
All Africa , Journaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Goma • Les rebelles du M23 sembient avoir pris I'option d'asphYl\ier la ville de Goma en erigeant une 
barriere dans la localite de Ruhllnda sur la route Buterr.oo-Goma~ empechant ainsi les habitants des 
groupements de Buhumba et Kibumba, dans Ie territoire de Nyiragongo (Nord- Kivu) de se rendre a 
Goma, chef-lieu de la province du Nord-Kivu, Pour ies habitants de ces deux groupements, I'erection de 
celie barriere signifie qu'ils sont pris en otage pa r la rebellion adominance tutsi, Mais Ie M23 nie tout. 
Selon Radio Okapi, les habiianls des localites de RutoVJ, de Rud 'i anga, de Kingarame et d'autres sont . 
obliges de rester chez eux , alors Que deja. ils ne pp. l!\lent meme pAS tl'8'}erser la frontli!rp, ,/ers Ie Rwanda 
en cas des problemes d'insecuri te , affirnem-ils , 

85. Le susp"r.t norve£lien clf! ! 'a1t~q"e d(l Nairohi "'aflP~!le Hl!.ssan Ahdi DI1L'hl!!o'lf, ~e lon la SBe 
Agence France-Presse , JO ~lrnaliste maiso n, 2013 10 18 
Nairobi - Un N0'Vegie1 d'0rigine somaiienne de 23 ans , I-'assan ,Abdi Dhuhlilow, est soup<;onne par la 
police norvegienne d'etre I'un des membres du r.ornrnarrlo islamiste ayant a" aque Ie centre c.ommercial 
Westgate 3 Na irobi fin septembre, selon one enquele de Ie BSC. l.e jeune hO'Tlme, ne en Somalie, etan 
arrive en 1999 en NOlv ege 00 sa fomille s'etail refufiee sel(\'1 des proches interroges par la BBC II 
Larvik, ville situee ;l 120 km au sUd d'Osl~ <iaps cett& Elrlquete af~see jeIJd i soif. "II avait dos vues tres 
extremes, n'aimai! pas la \,'e "I' Norveg.e ( .) s'at! i'a't qes enn'.I's se 'etrouvoit dans des bag3rres, son 
pere etait inquiet", a temoign~ I'un de ~es a ciens VO;S'I1S, Morten Henriksen en decrivant Ie jeun e 
homme quand il etait a<l()l esc~nt. La!' $'3f'!;Cf!~ de re.%el nement Ilorvegiens, Ie PST, avaient annonce Ie 
10 octobre avoir ouvert une enquElte pour etablir I'implication eventue!le d'un ressortissant norvegien 
d'origine somalienne dans la planification et I'execution de I'attaque, revendiquee_par les insurges 
islamiste~ shet-at> somalien5 lies? , • . I-Oa';;a. L 'agence ,~e rens-"gnernert a\'ei', ~':ss' indicu(\ que des 
enquetell rs norv:'giens av~iert pta dene~hes } ~)airaDi'(lour GOllaoorer avec ieurs nomologues kenyans, 

86. Mali's meas!' peace: In the wa~" of r.iv'l war, ' lIR!ly fear jihadists have infiltrated the 
community 
The Guardian (I_ondor,). Attla Hirsch 20131018 
Gao· Sitting in front of her house 00 a (1lJiet stree' in G~o, 8lntou Yatarra, 28 pokes a feathered bird in a 
pot of hot water. Bes'de it. two small fo,,,1 h?ve heen sk'nned . their wings ami feet ne8tly tied together 
with string . at2rm, heavi ly prepnant wlln a ,,,Ilit? T-sh ill stretched over nPr belly and red clOt, wrapped 
at her waist , is preparing for Tabaski - the I(e<ll n8m€; for Eid nl-Mha But Yatarra says she is not in the 
mood for celebrating, Only a metre away from wherp. she is sitting a Grat.er .. now fo iling up with litter
marks the soo' where a rocket landed last ~'eek, One person was injured and YatErra was laken to 
hospital $ufferin\l from sllonk The w ;il" I)' her ilJuse [1 (0 now scarred. and [here is a 110le in the ceiling, 
Gao spent almo a yem un 1er Jitl80fst rule dUling Mali 's recent civil war. when first Tuareg rebels, then 
Islamic militants , took over pa,.ls of the nOf:th , A French-led African and Mill ian military inteNention in 
January libera Hd th~ reg.io..1 Cljt a s n~tf~ (..1 r~(:€!nt ~tl a ('f'" h?s shnwn tr?t t ht=~ con·!ict i$ fer from over. 
"We are still scaled,' says Yatarra. "We si Dlitsiae because v}e are too afraid to sit indoors, and when we 
do, we don·t even want 10 closelhe d :r i.-, C8S9 il n,ake~ it harder to get oul.'· 

87. Michell'{o;lveyrand d0. MWllhon: .f/llit eni' (orr pte rJ,,' t01l1es las i r<l!lititE's clp.s pays 
sah6liens" 
Jeune Afrique , Pien'e Blaise ;>01 3 10 n 
Addis Abeba - Securiie, deveioppemenl , t:ooperatiorl .. , Al'ocMlsion de sa orE'miere vi site au siege de 
l'Union af'ic!:in,>, i1 Add;:: rlt'e 2 Ie reve$~n'9;.t ~pec;a' de l Union E'lrOp€E,10e (UE) 80ur la region du 
Sahel , Mic!',,1 R~voymn,! d~ Mer-'hn, i1 ~, t.p';() IJ" i: IF-une Afrique les grands axes de sa strategie, Michel 
Reveyranr) de Mentht'rl 1it~;1 '~3tte ,emaio>') aAd,iis I\'-'Eb~, peur son prclYlie" vc'yage au siege de I'Union 



Africaine (UA) depuis sa nomination, en avril, comme "Representant special de I'Union Europeenne (UE) 
pour la region du Sahel". Le diplomate franl'ais connait bien Ie Sahel: depuis 2006, il a ete 
successivement ambassadeur au Mali puis au Tchad. Son credo: une approche regionale et coneertee 
avec les differents acteurs de la zone. Jeune Afrique : Que fait l'U&aU Sahel. et sur quels axes travaillez
vous? L'UE, com me I'Union afri eaine, est active depuis 10 gtem ps, er-nous nOliS sommes retrouves II 
chaque grande etape de cette crise, que ce soit sur Ie C91)1ite de suivi de la situation malienne ou les 
accords de Ouagadougou. Le partenariat est tres etroit entre Iss-Nations unies. la Cedeao, I'UA et I'UE. 
Cette cohesion de la communaute internationale, avec les memes Qbjeclifs et les memes valeurs sur 
I'ensemble du processus, est une caracterist lque de cette crise sahelienne. 

88. Otages d'Arlit - action coup de poing des families devant l'Elysee 
All Africa, .Joumaliste maisoo, 2013 10 17 
Paris - Des proGhes des ctages fraoyais d'A,rlit ont mellP une actil)~ symboliqup. d0vant l'Elysee, ce 
mercredi 16 octobre 201 3 dans la matinee . lis on! deploye une banderole avec un message adresse 
directement au president Fr~n ,o is Hollande : « l.iberez 'es oteges ! » . Pierre Leg rand, Marc Fere! , 
Thierry Dol et Da~iel L3rribe, enlev~s au Niger scot ' etenus quelque part au Sahel depuis pillS de trois 
ans. Les proche s des otages franQais d'Ariit avaient fait une tentative la semaine demiere, mais la police 
les attendai!. CeNe fois, il ne falla!! pa5 que « "operation » soil 6.ventee. lis son! done arrives en toute 
discretion devan! I'entree princi!)3Ie (.(" palais de l'Elvsee vers 11 h en mE'r~red i malin. Au signal, ils se 
sont enchaines les uns aux alltres et o~t derAoye une tanderole pendant une dizaine de minutes 
appelant a la liberation des quatre otages. « L'idee n'est pas de venir en grand nombre, mais d'iltre la 
regulierement pour rappeler aux ministres, au president que nous sommes toujours dans I'atten!e depuis 
trois ans, explique Frederic Ler.13ir un ami de Piorre I.eorand. 

89. Pi rate s somalis",) .. Ie secret -defense, enjau du pror.es nu « Tarrit " 
All Africa, Journ aliste maison , 20131017 
Rennes, France - A Rennes, su ite ell proces des trois f) 'rates sOl)1allens juges POll" avoir detourne 
I'equipage breton (tll Tanit en ~vri ' 2.00H. Un eV8nement qui s'etait solcJee per la mart du .ieune skipper 
Florent Lema90n. lue par ermur par un tir franl'ais au moment de I'assall!. Mercredi 16 oelobre 2013, 
I'ancien minislre fran9a is de la D!'fense " erve Merin est venu ~emojgne[ alors Que les debats ont porte 
essentiellernent sur Ie secret- defBnse. « C'e~,t oour \lOUS Ie secret·de1ense ? >} tout commence par une 
question pose~' aHerve h' orin par I'tl n nes avo eats des pirates somaliens line provo~.at ion de maitre 
Ronan Appere qui r8clame I'ajnut de pieces au dossier, des pieces ctetenlles aujollrd'hlli par les mil itaires 
: « II y a les arMes, les commandos mari ne Ie" douilles qui onl Me pereutees, il y a les conversat ions 
telephoniques entre les pi rates at leu r eommanditaire qui ne sont pas au dossier. Je ne vois pas en quoi 
les conversations entre les pirates et leur ccmmanditaire, de pres ou de loin, ant un lien avec la defense 
nationale » . 

90. ROC: reprise de!: negociation~ m1tm ;e pO\lvo ir ~ol\gola[s et t" M~3 11 I<ampala 
Radio Fra nce Inlernationale ~ournalist qison . 20',3 1[) 1? 
Kampala - A KEmpala , les n()g oci~tions ,mI re Ie pOllvoir congol 'l is et la rebellion'du M23 ont repris Ie 
mercredi 16 octobre all S0;r ,\la "I, IR C!ip ii~ie ouganddi,,;. Sette fo's, s""r"'t-ce Ie signe d'une possible 
avancee ? l.e mi,,', e des Affalres etranger€" c'I"golai,', Hajmond Tsll ibanda, mais aussi I'envoyee 
specia le des Nations lIni8s {lour les GfI1nd~ Lacs, Mary Hobinson, ainsi qlie Ie chef de la Monuseo - la 
mission de paix au Conro - ,M.art'n Kobler se sont dp.olac.js. Voi li! plusiellrs semaines que Ie min'stre des 
Affaires etra ngeres congolais ea it atter1du it Kampal ~. De puis hier, iI est It signe que peut-etre enfin les 
discussion s aV8neent Oll ou mains qU'O!l eut abord0r I': s dernie's pOints crucia'Jx. Et de fa it, trois 
questions fondamentales seraient en discussion depuis 24 heures, a savoir tout d'abord oelle de 
I'amnistie. Le gouvernemer l congolais IEnte toljollrs de conva in~re la rebellion du M23 d'une amnistie, 
au cas par cas, quiUe a retrancher encore quel~ues noms de leur liste nOire, ou bien de laisser d'autres 
pays gerer la Of:SSib' lrt~ dE' ocvr:;ui\lf l? '-:'P-': t:'H~0nr),='~ ~:lllISt:('E' 
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91, Sud-Kivu - 105 FDLR kidnappent 20 p<>roonnes aMwo \lil 
All Africa, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Wilebela, Sud-Kivu - Environ vingt perwnnes ont Me kiclna )ptie , mercredi til octobre, aWilebela dans 
Ie territoire de Mwenga (Suef-Kivu, oar de;; tlllrln'l"S an1'lfJi ' flI'tifies comrtoe des rebelles des Forces 
democratiques pour la liberation du Rwanda (FDLR) 9e$ 5 OJr",es de la regiorl indiquent que ces 
assaillants ant fa~ irruption daos la malinee ,jans un chamn oolleetif ou.~s 001 exloe' aux victirues de tout 
abandonner et de les suivre. SOlon les memes soc;rC0S les otage.s onl (?le sOr[lmes de tranwortll les 
colis constitues en partie des pmduits pilles dans la merne contre". Sept peJsonnes, dont six-femmes 
auraient ete ralacMes quelques heures plus tard au mocif que les ra\!j$SelJrs o'avaient besoin que des 
hommes. Les treize autres personnes. ont ete conduites vers une destination ir,connue. Le commandant 
du 100ge regiment des FAROe base dans la region affilTne que les militaires se sont lances a la 
poursuite de ces ravisseurs en direction de 18 localite de Lubumba. I 

92, Tunisie : des jihadistes tuent deux flencl~rmes dnns la region de Se:a 
Jeune Afrique, , Iournali~te m~'snn ?01110 17 
Beja , Tunisie - Selon !e gOIJverrement, deux (jE'na" rrreq 1unisiens ort ete tues rar des terrolistes, jeudi 
17 oelobre, dans la n~'lion de <;iejn. A. I.'ne ,-inolJantgir~ '<e km ~ I'oues! de TL'ris. Dans un c.on'ltntlf1ique 
publie ce jeud', Ie ministere tuni!iien de !'\nteriel'f ill,j !que que "d,,"x ?qents (te la garde nationale sont 
morts et 'In tmisieme a e!e blt'<se, In 1'r r<;tct')re 'or5 d'un affrrnlem·,nt aves un groupe anne terroriste" 
dans Ie district de Gout')ello.t de 18 regi,,!) de 8eja. Une z,:ne o'i I~s autorites tunisiennes n'avaient jamais 
fait etat de oresence i i ~ad i ste auparavanL Solon uoe source poli~iere, Ie gendanne blesse es' dans un 
etat grave Et selo~ la Radio S;,erns FM les gendarme? .'l1t 4te oris DOtir Gible alors qu'ils allaient verifier 
une inform3tion fa i5ant etat de la presence d'un grJupe arme dans une maison de la region . Puis les 
assailiants auraient pris la fuite. Tunis est conironte ades groupascules lies II Aqmi a la fronMre 
algerienne. en particulier dans Ib region du Mont Chdarnbi (cer,tre-ouest}-0u tine quinzaine de policiers at 
soldats 0nt etl; ' tie, der)"is Ilr 7.012. 

93, U,N, uncovers 'r.redibll!' new al Shaha~i:> t'i!rror PH',t 
Foreign Policy, Coltlm Lynch , 2013 10 1B 
New York - The United Nati0n~ recwltly Urlc,overed 8 ' w?dlr.'e" pl" t t>y the So'nali ISIamisi (lfOIJP al
Shabab to mount a major t"rrmist altack 8g1O'"5t the oJ .N. cor~,)Jltnd in Moqndishu, according to senior 
U.N. officials briefed on 're plan. It's arotller sign tMt the mihtani outfit , once th(luqht to be all but 
expired, ha!; once again br,ccme f! ma'or focce for l"rr(l' in East Aflic8. The 'Nami ng, one of several 
threats against the U .~1. in reC€rt months. drove home Ine harsll risks of life in Somalia forthe United 
Nations nearly three monlhs after the Islami~r movemert attacked the organization's humanitarian 
compound in d0l'/ntown MJgadir.hu, kil!il'~ oight IJY. F.OPploYBes It Dlso reinforced t~e fact that at
Shabab whiell 'NeS wIdely conc'dered to be organizationaily spent earlier this year, has regrouped. Late 
last month, al-bhaoab killed dozens al ,he Wes,g&te mad in Nair0ol, f~enya. 'U.N. premises in Mogadishu 
may come under Clirect terran' altacks, " oGcording to a conftdential security asse5SlOent of Somalia 
produced j0i!'ily PI' til'J f !rip':l11 'oior ,. ll;e Jnit~'! Ne· i0Ils. 1 he report. whlon was shared with U.N. 
Security COllnci~"nembers, , ii' toe t'l1pcing "Iisk of asymmetric a;tac~s has signitl cantiy curtailed the 
mobility of U,N. staff in (lgadisl1u and ~ampe", cir,liva!v of (,,'itic11 UN programs in support of [Somalia's] 
Federal governmer,t" In ras[,t'nse, 'J N Secretal)'-(;'"ntralfian Ki,rr:oon called th:S weel< for the 
deployment of thollsa~&' (J! Cl tiooai ,lfneAn troc~s te, t ak~ t'le ;igh' "J 31-Sh~hab'~ stronqhr.'ltis ~nd to 
reinforce the U . N.'~ own 'SOl~lrl!V. 
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94. A Bariloche, refuge andin de nazis, I'omerta resle de mise 
Agence France-Presse. Journaliste maison, 2013 10 18 
Buenos Aires - Bariloche. station touristique hllppee de Iii Cordillere des Andes, ou Ie criminel de guerre 
Erich Priebke a trouve re'luge apres la Deuxieme Guerre mondiale, continue d'afficher un mutisme absolu 
sur son lien avec les nazis. Pendant 40 ans, Erich Priebke a PI{ y vivre paisivlement sans ~t re denonce. 
C'esl en pistant Ie peinlre Toon Maes, collaborateur beige, qu'un enfant de Bariloche, Esteban Buch, a 
revele la retraite de Priebke en Patagonie argentine. dans son 'ouvrage EI Pintor de la Suiza Argentina 
(Le peintre de la Suisse argentine, 8d~ions Sudamericana, 1991) consacre !lux nazis exiles aBariloche, 
dont la region est souvent comparee ala Suisse. II etablit alors un lien formt;1 entre Erich Priebke, 
president de l'Association (Iermano-argentine de Bariloche, et I'officier de la Gestapo responsable du 
massacre des Fosses Ardeatines, pres de Rome en 1944. "II m'a sponlanemeot pa~e de I'episode des 
Fosses Ardeatines, arguant qu'il n'etait qu'un simple executa nt des ordres d'Adolf Hitler, s'etonne encore 
Esteban BlJch dans line conve rs3tion wee !'AFP . . Jusq~,," la, In n!meur disait qu'il etait I'un des fameux 
nazis installes a Sarilocl10..J'ai eu la confirmation recemment que c'est mon livre qui est II I'origine de 
I'arrestation", de cet ex-olfie-ier nazi, extrade en 1995 en Italie Oll iI avait Eite condamne ilia reclusion II 
perpetuite en 1998. 

96. Panama to send detained ~,Iorth Korean c"ew, ship home: minister 
Reuters, Staff report , 2013 10 1 R . 
Panama City - The North Korean crew and ship d~t~ined in Panama fo' smuggling Cuban wearons three 
months ago will soon be returned to the reclusi\'e ,'\:iiar Datio~ Pa~a'lla's foreign minister sa id Thursday. 
The crew's return would mark the end of a ciz8'Te chapter betwee~ the three countries that provoked 
intemational controversy after the ship was seiled in "(1I'1f for smuggling milita~J-style arms under 10,000 
tons of sugar. Pepairs to the ship are nearly C0ffipleted so he crew can sail back in the same vessel, 
Foreign Minister Fernando ~junel "'abrega told Reuters. While the U.N. security Council has yet to 
decide on penalties apainsl Cuba, given a 7- year-aid ban against arms tr?~sfer$ to NOlt h Korea due 10 
Ihe country's nuclear weapons program, lhe arms will likely be sold or given away, Nunez Fabrega 
added. 
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96. Chinese s.:holar sk,"ptica.1 about nuc!ear tali,s with N. Korea 
Yonhap News Agency, 20 3 10 18 
Beijing - Even if nations resilme the long-stalled ta lks on ending North Korea's nuclear weapons program, 
il "could take decades" to gel the secretive communist state to give up its alomic weapons, a Ch inese 
scholar said Friday. Jin Qiangyi, a professor of I<orean Studies at Yanbian University, said in an op-ed 
published by state-run 8hll1a Daily that convincing North f<orea to open up its economy could be the best 
way to denuclearize the Nort ll . "The DPRK (North Korean) nuclear issue cannot be resolved in the short 
run. Resumption ofthe six-pany 1.alks COJld open new aven ues for resolving the issue, but then it could 
take decades 10 achieve Il le aenuclearjzation of the peninsula," Jin said. Jin said North Korea has shown 
no intention of abandoning its nuclear weapons, and Its declaration of simultaneously pursuing nuclear 
and economic development makes the situafion more complex. "Tnere is a need to search for channels 
olher than the six· party tall(s anel sanctions 10 resolVE the DPRK nuclear issue," Jin said. ''The best way 
to tackle Itle issue woul'i tie '0 CO.lI'inc2 ~ ,,~ OPRI< t18t by )pf,ping up to the outSide wortd it will not only 
end the hostili ty with tile intern3ticnal comrrlJrllty but also get untold benefits," Ihe professor said. 

97. Deputy NSA questions \J.S control over r.ritical Net reSO'JTCeS 



The Hindu, Sujay Mehdueiia 2013101 8 
New Delhi - India on Thursday questionell tile conlrol of U.S."Contlacted entities over critical Internet 
resources like allocation of domain names ancl l=oirrted out that 111e cun'enl system needed to be 
revitalised to make the globa l ;nternet governance regime t.kuly "multilateral, transparent and democratic." 
"The present system cannot really be reflective of the in'ernatio.nal characiar or community of Internet 
users. This cannot really be said to be tru ly reoresentati " or re!f~ctive of the international character or 
community of Internet users, " Deputy National Security Advisor Nehchal SandHu said at a seminar here 
on "Internet to Equinet - Empowering 0 Billion Online," organised by Flee l_As an open, pluralistic and 
democratic society , India recognised and valued the bottom- up nature oft~e. l rlternet Mid wanted all 
stakeholders to be involvea in its global governance. 

98, Huawei: No government has asked for customer data 
Associated Press, .2013 10 18 
Beijing, Chinese tech giRnt Hu,"wei s8n' in 8 repoli Fr'do ,! on c1lbersecuri!y tliat it rever has been asked 
to provide information abQut a citizen to any flOven'lT'en' Hunwe; Technologies Ltd . has spent recent 
years tryi ng to a!lay fears in the United States and some otMr countries tre t it is con" oll",d by China's 
Communist Party or mi(lnt be 9 c,eCllrit:1 'isk Its statemen' Fride'! trat it doesn't aid official information
gathering fo llows an outcry OV3r ,jisclcw'es abcllt t h~ rele of Int€lnet end t",lecoms compan ies in 
sweeping U.S. governmer t slirveiliance "lYe have never been asked to pro'tide access to our 
technology, or provide any data or i nf(\~ation on an\, ci!izen or organization to any government," said 
Huawei's deputy chairman, Ken H.I, in a foreword t9 tile report. 

99, L'hI\rit~g? iI double t r?onehl'''t 1111<lere (Ie X' .Jin ing 
Le Monde, Brice Pedroletti. 201 3 10 18 
Pekin - La commemoratil' l1 marrli 15 octobre, d,l cs ~!P.r~ ire a'? 18 al ss~rce de XI Zhongxun, Ie pille de 
I'actuel presiden' chrnoi5, Xi Jinping. a surpris N r S0Q a(TIp'elir et ne iaiss(' pas d'irterroger st: r la maniere 
dont M. Xi souhaite en tirer des Mnetic2s politiques kft n~""ero un ch inoi~ a 'J c6te de sa mere et de son 
epouse a assis'e mardi au Grand Hal' du pe·,ple a U'lP. Gere rnon ie iJ 18 memoire de I'ancien heros 
revolutionnaire mort en 2002 ~ 8~ aos Des ' i1111 res c0mm8m~rat.ifs ont (lIe publ;es, tandis que la 
television a diffllse six d0r.ulPenlaires s')r la vie de eet ancien vice-premier ministra purge par lVIao en 
1962, puis nihabilite sous D'~rq Xiaopin9 8\' d"'out des annees 1980. II mer a alors les refol!l1es 
economiques piloles du Gua r,9dong. Engage tres 'eune dans la lutle armee communiste, Xi Zhongxun 
accedera ade hautes fonctions apres 1949. II est sirict avec ses enfants, obligeant Xi Jinping et son frere 
aporter les habits d'une grande soeu!. L'anecdote n'a pas manque d'etre re layee dans la presse 
chinoise car ell e j ll stifi~ 13 ~3lT1pagne rje Xi Ji'lping PO\"· la " frugal ite " au sein du Parti communiste. 

100. N. Korea t tl :o;ntly build h i-tech inoustriaj park with roreign ffrms 
Yonhap News Agency, 201 g i 0 18 
Seoul - NOlth K.orea will Jointly b ullO a hi ·:ecll i ndustri~1 park i.111s I101li8r cuy of Kaesong witI' a 
consortium of fore.ign firme, fl~.n S;n2a~(,r" a"d OIl"JI nlll1.1r,s, aGCording to til'3 ':.ommunist country 's 
official media The firms Inclune Jurong Cous"lta nts "11(; 'JKP Holdings of , ;in;'"pore, P and T f, rchitects 
and Engineers of "9ng, Kc 9 2'1d other 'v!~II -1mO\"n ' companIes ii', Ea" t Asia and ' he Middle East, 
according to a brief OIspatch released TI1Y';Wc'f by the 1" ,rE,an Centra l Nens pgency (KCNA). "The 
consortium agreed with f n~ DPRKs related organs 0\1 coliaboration in building the Kaesong Hi-Tech 
Industrial Park and Highway Toll Road from Capital Airport to Pyongyang City" the KCNA said , (eferring 
to North Korea ~y its official name, the Demo~rat ic People's Republic of Ko(ea . "The projects will soon 
begin ," it added. giving no rurlner dela,i\!. In May, ,~u l il l Koroa introduced a law that calls for building 
special ecollom ic zone!;, inciJdin9 a hi-tech industrial pa rk, across the country . Under that law, the 
special zones V" (lLlid nlve /);-(tp.n:;,nti;.1 trr:-arm ~1T 1'0 f(-,r~~iQ 1 ~ J: ! r ' ~sses. Tt,o twe Koreas recently resumed 
operations at a joint indu~t ' i al r, " rk in Kaesollg . juslnor,n 01 the inter-Korean Dorder, after the communist 
country withdrs"l all Hs S:j,OOO workers from lhe zr,o,;; in April ;n clrote'1 of Afl1erican-inllolved rniliiary drills 
in the SOUUl and new 1.1 I, !=.>hnciions agflinSI its fPniPlc! C~l1Si(jBnn ~~ K::t?sr.ng's geoqrapt, jcal loca1ion. ttI 

appears that N011h Korea is Iryinn to a l~ract Slluth 1,( rer,s ~dvan(.fd teer nolunv with the expactation that 
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inter- Korean ties wil l improve in Ihe long le lm," said lim Eul-chul. a research orofessor at Kyungnam 
University in Changwon, 2boul 40C ki lomete'"S sOuth of Sei)u~. 

101, N.Korea Woos Investors for More Sp€'clal Zones 
Chosun IIbo , 201310 1 ~ 
North Korea is trying to attrnct investmel'i fcr its spec ial eoo QJ)liC 1.ones while sta:llng 1'ver moves to 
bring foreign businesses ,rto th" more viable joir·t-Korecn K~"Js6ng "'du~i'- Complex The egiftle held 
a promotional event in Pyongyang and hosted a selTIlnar In China bln'p Adil? believe it is unlikely I hey 
will have much su ccess. The officiallCNA new" agency said thi' North i'lllllchW an agency calling itself 
the Korea Economic Development Associat,on "\0 assist potential forei91i ijlveslor,sfn newly- established 
special economic 1.ones." lis first projeGt was an intemat,onal seminar at the anggakdo Hotel in 
Pyongyang on Wednesday tt,st broug ht logether some "r.orol"lists from Canade and M<\ia,sia, KGNA 
added. 

102. PM's Chir.~ 1rip to f,,~U~' on l'ound ,lry ojpfe'1 '" nac l 
Times of India, Inarani Ra(IChi , 20131018 
New Delhi· India and Ch;os '111:1 be keen to pr0ieci !hc 'l ila'eral relatinf'ship 2S bei1q stable and 'nature 
during Prime Minister Manmol'an Singh' '/i'l: to 801li09 ')Pllinninq Oc',)hpr 22. Th'l PM wHI not only meet 
Chinese president Xi Jir !"l!flf,1 Ollt will ell')/) fr3'q"e e meal "lith hifTl a r~ re gesture, according to sources. 
The conversation during Ira' rreal ~vill have (I,eg{er s'~n if'c q r [e lJ.?" guse S'ngh is expected to raise 
several iSSl'es close to I\ew De l ~i's heart A O<lunoa:y (jefeIlC? agreement which will empha~'ize "mutual 
and equal security" and set Ir. ",lace incremental confidence-lJuilding meast'res wi ll be the hiOhl!ght of the 
PM's last trip to China befor~ 11e leaves otf,"'..e. Water r"'I"9;'1'> hign (,0 I',e a0€"lda. De~,oite Cl1in<l sharing 
data on the Branmaputra, India remains concerned about 8eijing'5 Intentions on trans-boundary rivers. 
Thus far, China's activ,ties 011 the BrahmapU!ra have been run-of-the-river projects. 

103. S . I{"re~ gil','s jet baclls PH ap:l!'08ch in s~a row 
ABS-CBN News 2()'13 '1 n 17 
Seoul - Presidont Aquir.0 Si no SOl..Itl1 K(~PK\n F"lesi:j':' iTt Park Ge!J Il-h.:t~ d\:if" lj s:;~d t08 ::;;yrent situation in 
the West Philipp,ne Sea dlJlinn thBir sumn';! t~,lks at the Blur Home. A6uinr,. tranked South Kore~ for 
supporting the CDuntry's 1'05I1iO'l inal<in[J a rl; ies"'8spd Dopcoacll in "es',lvinq Gnnfiicling tenitorial claims 
with China "We do not ',,'anl t" pick up a finnl with 8o'lb,ld', but Yle "lill do whol is needed to !Jrofect our 
sovereignty As we respect other nations' r ighf,S w p. ·;- '(oecl ther1 to reSllect 011 rS," A.Quino was quoted by 
Communications Secretary Sonny Coloma as 5:=t\finn. 

104. S, Korea requests Pentagon's information on THAAD missile defense system: source 
Yonhap News Agency. 20 13 10 18 
Washin(ltor) . T~e So,.r:h i'('\(t'cin 'Ii' p. ry Pd; ");, n81' , ,,," eo the Pentagon to provide detailed information 
on Termind High A.lil u e P,rea Defense (THAAD) s)'stems an informed source here privy to defense 
issues s8id ThlirsOay. As %rt .of ef{01~,Il> t"o:der i , rni:'5ile JeFe \fe B(l oir s' I~OItl' KOrBa's tll re3ts. South 
Korea is acpare tty..;;eeking "tc t:omtJir.tiI 8.~) " ~f.Chn fl l~1:'.:~j '1/,t i) ,~5 '.)~vL , adried the sou,"ce. "S,uth Korea 
recently re~uested addili')tla! in-ioHrafiwl on Tl..IIV~D ~IS .vell a~ PAC~ Il from the P8nta'Jon inciuding 
prices and CHIl8bilitie" "ttllll SYi:..erns,· 1M source t lid YO;,flp ~,~ws Agency . Tne SOlJrc~ said the 
missile defense issue vms aro~og ma)e)': i:;.'> in t·,t' Annu 31 h gh·level ITlilitary calks between the allies 
held in Seool this month. It's an open secrei n,l1t tile U.,s. hopes ior integrated mi5sile "etense systems 
with Japan and SOllth Korea to e'lhanc0 ctr~Gtlveness f,no reduce cos1.l . U.';. defense officials have 
emphasized the neeo for South Korea to beef liD its missile defense as Seoul seeks to delay the transfer 
of operationAl rontrol ((,)P:;O'I) from thf '.1 .S., slAted ftc 20'15. The OPCOI, tmnsit ion would make South 
Korea play ~ le~dinq ro le in its national defense, with U.S . Forces Korea shifting to SliPPOrt missions. 

105. S.Korea r"~ '. · Firf)s Pal r irt ~ft ; ssq~~ 



Chosun !lbo, 2013 10 18 
Two patriot missiles were fired and hit their targets in a first te~t-f iringJTlission at a training field in 
Daecheon , South Chungcheong Province, the Air Force said Wednesday. A Patriot missile is being 
launched during a live-fire drill in Daecheon, South Chungcheong Province-on Wednesday./News 1 The 
patriot missiles were deployed in 2012 to intercept missil FrofT] North Korea. (full article) 

106. S.Korea·s top security advisor to Visit U.S. to discuss OPRK issue 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 10 17 
Seoul - South Korea's to~ presidential security advisor planned to visil th~U{lited States next week to 
discuss issues on the Democratic People's Re~ublic of Korea (DPRK) 's nuc\etwthrea and the restarting 
of ~s Yongbyon reactor, a local daily reported Friday. Kim Jang-soo, top securi y advisor to South Korean 
President Parl< Geun-hye. wi ll travel to Washington to meet with White House nalional security advisor 
Susan Rice ~nd other U S. foreigl1 nffai'S Por,d security c~ic i als for ta l ~s about the DPRK nucloa, standoff 
and bilateral seClility i ssu~s a~co'ding to tr e Dono-a !Ibo newsoaoer. An officia l at the presidentia l office 
Cheong Wa D3e told reporters th at KiM wi ll visil the U.S . next week , saying that detailed schGdules had 
yet to be decided. His visit came amid heightenf':1 concerns over the DPRK's nuclear threats. South 
Korea's spy agency confimled on Oct. 8 that the DPRK has restarted its 5-megawatt plutonium-producing 
reactor in the Yongbyon nuclear complex since around August of this year. South Korea had asked the 
U.S. to delay the transfer Of its wertirnf' op~'Nion 31 m n!ro l from +'1e 2.urrent deadline of Dec. 2015, citing 
growing nucle81' threats from the DPRK. Seoul has handed over the command of ils troops to Washington 
after the 1950-53 Koreon War broke a liI (fl'll articte-).. 

107. Tamit Nadu police arrest all 35 erc membefSof detain<>q LIS ship 
Times of India, V Mayitvaganan. 201310 18 
Tuticori n: In an early morning operation. all rhO 3.5 m .moers on boare! theUS ship Seaman Guard Ohio, a 
floating armoury, were arrested '?y sleuths of Terl,'il Nattu', Q brancn, a slate intelligence wing . 0' Friday. 
A team of officials led by Q branch SP 8h"v~nees\Vafl Rnq Tuticorin SP M Durai entered the vessel, 
docked in tne V 0 Chidambaranar port siren October 12. and alTested the ten crew members and 25 
security guards. Thirty three of the rnen were taken to Muthayapur.3m police statio". in Tuticorin where 
they were interrogated while two of the arrested were left on board the shio to carry out maintenance 
work, As many as 31 assault flfies and more than 5000 -ounds 0' amMu~'tion in the ship were 
confiscated . T~e passpo'i s " f the arreslen rnen as well as one of their agents in Tuticorin were also 
confiscated. Sources in Q branch said measures we re being laken to produce the arrested before a court 
and remand them. 

108. US businessman accused of being lOoil bo~s in t;hina 
Associated Press. 2013 10 18 
When more ~han 5JO poiice'nerl swoop;)ci Ii) to ,1 L""f!~t 4(1 c;u spect~d gangstHs in s(~ tJ t hern Chma last 
year, the alleged kingpin was 1_05 Angeles OllSI"fssmall who had hoisted an Uniled Stales flag amid a 
crowd to welcome Xi Jinping now China's president. to C~' iforn ia . Vincent W l" s children and lawyers say 
he's an upstand ing. philanthropic-Chinese-American entrepreneur who ras been f ramed by business foes 
who want to seit e his assHs , II1cludll1!1 a nine-star; sr,opping rna II. Bill police in the southern city of 
Guangzhou sey 11e was a rulh 'r,ss moo he,s, wh.o lee! gangst~rs with nicknames such as "Old Cmb" and 
"Ferocious Mouth." Mr V'.·u ;5 E'Xpec!ed to s(a.1d triel ",it !"i!' weeks in Guangzhol1 on charges of hpading a 
crime gang th at kidnapped rivals, threw aci(l at a judge, set fire to farme rs' sheds, operated illegal 
gambling dens and commi',ted other offences. Mr Wu has told his lawyers that poiice interrogators 
tortured him into confessing. 

109. What's beh ind South KO"~an pr..s ide nt'~ new . rate~y on North I(oren? 
Christian Sr::ienr.e Monitor Peter Ford , :~G 13 1I) 17 
Seoul - South Koreq's President Pa r\< Gyeun- 11 \f(l . in o!fl:e since Fcbrl!a,,/. r .3s blended hard and soft 
lines toward her northern neiqnbor into a oClic,/ she calls a "trusl blJ ilrii ng process" "We need to keep a 
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balance between the ca ecol and the stick, security and exchanges," South Korea's Unification Minister 
Ryoo Kihl-jae told reporters last month. 'We would lif,e to take ';J<metime to unravel the problem step by 
step and hopefu lly stnke lip a ,e!ationship " Even Ms. Park's all~5.acKnOIN~edge the policy has borne little 
fru~ yet, asidefrorn the recent (E,opel1 il '9 Jf a jo;ntl'y upe ~*d ind""Jia~ a " iust inside North Korean 
territory, There have beell "no signs of rec,rrocity" frOlT l;jfrtt> Korea,:" sg~s 'Lee..Jtlng-hoon, South Korea's 
new human rights ambassaaor, "Whatever she [DarkJ~laj ' ahd h')~ed for. Sf)0 ha!jt otbeen given an 
opportun ity to do it." Critics say the cid to bui ld inter-f.ore~n tr I i2~'lad hoc po 'r-Ywithout a clear plan 
or ultimate goal. "There is a lack of vision ," says Chang Yong-seok, a researcher at t~ nstitute for Peace 
and Unification Studies at Seoul National University "It is very hard to see thls policy of cooperation with 
North Korea succeeding." North Korea's new young leader, Kim Ji'lngCkJ " howeve~ oq,s made it clear that 
he wants 10 make economic development 0:' his impoverished and isolated Qation a priority, That might ' 
give South Korea, a natural partner in SUGh a venture, an opening, 

Eastern Europe ' Europe de I'l:sr 

110. Caucase russe : explosion pres o 'llne m osC<lIiie, <les morts 

Agence Fmnce,Presse, ,Jour allste maison, 2013 10 18 

Moscou - Des morceaux de oorps ont €lIe fetrau'les ,Pans la COW d'une mosquee en Kabardino-Balkane, 

republique du Caucase russe procl)e de la Tchetchenie au une puissante explosion a retenti dans la nu~ 

de jeudi II vendredi, a annonce la police locale, "Un engin non-l dentifie a explose II 03H20 dans la cour 

de la mosquee du village de DougolilollbgU?i ou ont ete retrou\f~s oes morceaux de corps", indique la 

police dans un communique "L'explosion a brise les 'Iitrea des malsons vois1I1es", selon la meme source. 

"Nous sommes en train d'etabhr 16 nomore exac/ J'es vi"ioimes' , !l indique d I'AFP un responsable de la 

police locale, Selon les premieres infonnalions, les viet1mes de j'exp"j>sion sont ceux qui ant pose I'engin, 

ont indique des SJurces dan s les ior(;€ ~ d~ i'orclr" citees par I'allenee Inteliax. 


111. Pressure Over Arcl ,r; D .miMes Mflllnt s 

Moscow Times, Staff report, 2(11 3 10 t 8 

Moscow - 11ternational pressu re on Ruosia oVNthe mrest ot Greenpeace activists has mounled 

Thursday , as , ~ Nobe! Peace Prize win ners urged President Vladimir Dutin to drop the piracy charges 

againsl them, The 11 laureales mad'? sush an appeRI in 3 letter sent to Ihe Russian preSident, 

Greenpeace said, The 1'7t1er, wl ich nlay hold spBcial s;gnificMce for 1I1e pre!;ident in ligrt of his recent 

nomination for tr.e Nobel Peace Prize . cnme just a day :rfter Osman ChHncE!ler ;\ngela Meri<el 

expressed per concern to P.... t~n over HH~ flf fest cf Ihp a,:':ivists, and e r81il'~ Presidert Dilrna RaussBff and 

Argent inian Foreign Minis ry s,fJid they \. 1,)I.:ld ask Ru~s ian 3uthorit ies 10 ~elease their citizens Twenty

eight Gre9npeaC8 acliv;sto-, , 'S weI' HS ~ !reclance pI10tog,aphe' ' tIl:1 a video;Jrapher, were an'esled last 

month and charged With piracy aflertrying t()-place aGreenpaace b"nner on Hie Prirazlomnaya oil 

platform, owned by state-rtlo energy g;ant Gazprom "Mt, to protest oil dril ling in the A rctic, The case 

against tre multi ~'lfional crew n 2S altr3rt~d internationa l attention, with top Western politicians raising the 

issue witl1 Russi"n autnonLes "lG !lp.opJe aro" rrd '1118 world organ ,zing demonstrations in support of the 

detainees. 'We, like millions of-people <f'ounp I ~ie world , N t' watching this casE', eager to see Russian 

authorities drop the piracy chaIV<ls, treat thf, './I,relic :l0' i1 8c~ordance wilh irternalional law, reaffirm the 

right to nonviolent protest and r~dedicate its efforts to protecting the flrct;c," I'lobel Laureates from 10 

countries, including "' rchbis~loo Desmond ~Ito , said in their letter to F'utin. 


112. PUSS)' Roo! Member !<.est?rts H"nqer Stri.,e in I?l'ss i ~n Jail 
RIA NOVQs!i, Sl affrepor' , 20 i ~ 10 '18 
Moscow - Russian fem;nist P .l >1 ~ oroup F' l , ,3YRiot memb~ r ~led ezh[la Tolo~onnikova , who is serving a 



two-year jail sentence for a anti-Kremlin stunt in a Moscow cathedral , restarted a hunger strike Friday 
after being transferred from a hospital back to her prison colony. "On F riday Tolokonnikova declared that 
she was refusing food," a spokesperson for Russia's prison servk e said. ,\oiokonnikova's decision is a 
protest aga inst being transferred from a hospitai, where spe was being t reated after a nine- day hunger 
strike against prison conditions, back to her former prison COlony. In violat ion of prornises made to her by 
officials, her husband Pyotr Verzilov was Cited by RusSi<ln news w ebsite Lent~ . ru as saying. In an 
expression of solidarity, Maria Alyokhina the other jailed mern,ber of Puss)' Rial , said at an appeal 
hearing in the central Russian city of Nizhny Novgorod on Friday that she-Ilac! withd r~n a request for 
early release because of the way in which To l of~on ni kova was being treated,,.8APSI legal news service 
reported . Alyokhina, 26, conducted an 11-day hunger strike against conditions in her own prison camp in 
June. 

113, Russia urges removal of sar.ction s against Iran 
Press TV , 2013 10 18 
Tehran - Russi2P Oeput\' Foreiql1 MiniSler Ser!?" i P. yabkov has cnlled for the removal of international and 
unilateral sanctions a.gainEf II-po !n cafie the 'Nest's di::p'Jt.e ov er the Irani(ln nuclear energy program is 
resolved . "The beacon, the main arrangement tl'a' we fol!ow is the proposal b~ [President] Vladimir Putin 
that the recognition of Ir"n's right to [uran iw'1] e1'ich~lent as Dart of its inr,eparr ble rights under the Non
Proliferation Treaty (NPT) should be nccom?anied Ill' the i1trodur.':ion of full comprehensive intern ational 
control over the !mnian n/Jclear program," R'filb~ov told iOllfna'iSls in Gen~va on Wedn esday He added, 
"If such an understand ing is reached , i.e. if all Ine rights Of Iran ~s a sic natorl' to the ~!PT are recognized 
in exchange for the introduction of cont rol, then all sanctions - unilateral and mult ilatera l - must be lifted in 
full." Ryabkov also described Iran's latest plan foc a saJutiotl that wou ld put an end to th e nuclear standoff 
as ·concrete and logical." 

114, Spy game s: R L's~ ian sec ,-it'l set to monJlor all pilon" , Wob traffi~ 
Globe and IVl ai!. Mark MHc~inn () n. 2(J 1 ~i 10 13 
London - Come February. the e~les of lnP wortcl willt)!') on he scu1 llflrn Russian cit)1 of Soehi as it hosts 
the flying skier~ sleds and pucks of the Wintor Olympi (,~ , But in Soen' itself it Will be Russia's se~u rity 
services t.hat wi lille doing An unprecedenled amO'J'lt of watcl1inp. Gornbinq through government 
procurement recorns, independent Russian re ~,ea rcl1ers heve ul1 : overed an ~tfort by the Federal Security 
Bureau, or FSB 10 monitor ali te lepr one and Internft traffic in and 011\ of Boehi during the peri od of the 
Games, which 11m from Feb . ., to 23. Telephone and IjlAFi netw0q,~ In the RIHck Sea resort city have 
been overhauled to allow t'oimpeded aece~s fe r a sllrve'llance system known as BORM, the Russian 
acronym for Sys'em for Operative Investigative Activities. SORM - initially developed by the FSB's Soviet
era predecessor, the notorious KGB, to monitor telephone traffic - has been sr:ecificall y updated for 
Sochi , the researchers say. it allows the FSS to monitor all phone calls. e-mails and Internet use, 
including er.cryoted traffi ' ~UCrl as (' r e d if- ("cH ·j tr :l.Il ·;~ ct: () l l ~; PJ'ld W"i '"OP~iq '1 visitors to the Winter Olympics 
who will be vlatc:'ed rpest.r areftJ !ly. 

Iran, Iraq· Iran, Irak 

115. Em bargo w r I'lran : halte Ii la na'i'Jete.~urop~",n ne 

Le Monlj e, XaviN Houzel, 20'3 10 18' 
Washington - I..us d;ktat '· ine.cG?o'?hles des E!pts-U~IS Les fournisseurs europeens du constructeur 
automobile america in Gen,nal Moto -s nn': re\,u r·kemment ur.E> circulaire ,Je 16m client leur indiquant que 
tout contact avec I industrie automobile ira ll i e r HI~ lieou non aGfJl, condui"aii 11 les elirnirrer de la liste des 
fournisseurs. Des 2012, M, fone de ses 7 % du cupltal, avait contrarnt ;'cugeot asabrer son activite 
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iranienne, qui representait alors 30 % rlu march'; de ce pays. GM n'a fait que repercuter Ie decret de 
2013 par !equelle president Barack Obama menace de sanctions, d'aiUlJurs toutes contraires aux ragles 
de l'Organisation mondiale du commerce, les eCltreprises qui commeICer;j~el,t avec I'industrie automobile 
iranienne. Et ce decret ne fait lui-mema qu'etandre a I'automobile-des rl1gles deja en vigueur dans Ie 
secteur petrolier depuis 2010, voire depuis 1996 (Ioi D'Amato). Un autre.cleeret pennet d'" expulser · du 
systeme financier americain les banques etrangeres cOilpables d'avoir achete a devise iranienne, ainsi 
frappee par Washington d'inconvertibilite generale. Le creaneier fran9ais d'un importateur iranien dott 
aller quemander la permission du Tresor americain pour pauvair se (aire payer son dOl Ce ~ui est 
nouveau n'est cependant pas cet unilaterailsme america in , meme si , SOUS Obama comme sous George 
Bush, il s'litale desarmais sans vergogne La nOllveaute , c'est I'inertie des pouvoirs publics et Ie silence 
des medias en Europe. En 1996, Bruxelles avait interdrt aux entreprises europeerynes de se soumettre a 
la loi D'Amato. Aujourd'hui, les dirigear,ts europeens ne trOl/vent rien a redire aux dij<tats de Washington. 

116, Iran: Israel's Nuclear A rsenal" Th reate'li'lg Global PE'ace 
Fars News A.gency, 20B ~O 18 
Tehran - Iran once again warned ,la';ons abcut the lhre.ts poseel by Israel 's nuclear ers"mal.s to global 
peace and security. Addressi ng ~rle UN ')'sarmn,11ent and Int~rnntional SPC.'~t'l Committee. Iran's Deputy 
Permanent ReprBsentative to the UN Gtlolam H0ss8in Dehqani c!escribed nllclear-amled Israel as a 
threat to peace and security in the region and in the whole world, an~ reiter81ed calls for putting pressure 
on the Zionist regime to join the nuclear Non-Prolifemtion Treaty (NPT) . The !smeli regime, as the sole 
non-signatory to the NPT In the Mi(j~IE'-East , is !eooW~;cing regionel and international peace and security 
and should imrr.ediately join IhF, 1reaty and put all its m:clear facilities under the Comprehensive 
Safegumds A.graements of '~e fntemafinnal Atomjc E£'efll.Y Aoeney (IAEA), Dehq2ni said on Wednesday. 

117. Un di~lo?lIp. aDprof<'odi ~'est nO\\", iJ Ge{'~Vo.s';f Ie flur.l~ aire iranien 
Le Monde, Serge lv1 ichel et YV8s-MictJel RlOls. 20·1:l10 Is 
Geneve - L'lrar et les Six ne sort p~~ parven('s a LHte a'lallC,jee J ajeure rr:a $ dOlvent se ~trolJ"er debut 
novembre Pas d'[Nancee ~pectrcl!lnire mai• Ilre pOuYell'.> alrnof hel e de diaiogue el des d,,;clIssions 
approfondles. C'~st sur CP. res'J!tat CUfl se smlt lermtnflF.5. m.er('. r~'!d; 16 o~of:obre aGen~ve, les 'Jremil~res 
negociations sur Ie dossi~r nuc1eaire depL!if: l'el~c1ior'l JU nouveau cresidenf ir(nien, Hassan RohRn i. Les 
parties se sont entendues pour ne nen f0'/eler dll CC'f"~P.rtli de leu~ rji~cwJ~ions. Et su riOllt, elles !3ont 
conven ues de se retrouver dans trl,js stH'}l~~nes, les t et 8 nOIJ€'rnbre. fj Geneve, afin de les ootlrslIivre. 
Une autre rencontre entte expens des oeuv bords . ~l' ra lieu d iei I;) dans un liell non precise. " C'etaierrt 
des reun ion tres intenses tr~s irrlport~mte5 (, ). les pius t:letaillees que nous 9yons JamClis e!l eS ", a 
declare Catherine Ashton, la haute representame de I Union europeenne pour les alfaires etrangeres, qui 
coilfe les negociations entre I'lran el Ie groupe appell> P5 r 1 : les mernbres pem1anents du Consei l de 
securite des Nations unies (~:tats-U1is RJSS'0 Chine O'/H''',Tle-Un i ~I Frgrr.e), ainsi que l'Aliernagne. 
MArne satisfac.llon a WaS!l jr.g lon, l;n pnrie-parcl'] j(~ la I naison Blanche ayant soullgne une approche " 
serieuse et sunstantielle dont nous n'avio'1s P3S (~te les temoins d.:3r.s Ie passe" 

118, US, I oian Deleg<lti')ns Hold St.eciflli, CallClid ~liscussi"flS ' 11 (l~ntlVl\ 
Fars News Agenoy, 201'1 -10 18 
Tehran - A senin( US offictat ~~nouncp,r! t I?~ the US anr11ra ni~HI deieg"tions attendinn the Gene\fa talks 
on Tehran's nuclear issu~ h~lffspeG.rIG ,!'1{1 c:mdifl ( ! isGl. !~siors for tlll3 first lir'1e. The US diplomatic team 
has "never had such iolEma, (jetailfd ~;raiqhifon,ard ca~d'd Gonversation~ Nith Ine Imnian delegation 
before" a l;3 administration offi<:'al, spe1ki(' ;1 r In,. con(J.~ion of anonyrnit.v, said Wednesday at tne end 
of the tWO-day talKS over I r~n's nucl93r i~.$Up: I G~nevu. "Alth0 l!gh there r<~rr a;n many differer c.€s in each 
area, and what sanctions relief "niq~t be 9(lOr<,priate, sr~rif1c and c~ ndic' discllssions took pI3Ge," ' he 
official salel. Po erJt1IAr rei " ~rKS on TUP~G iW, I'WI 1,' Der.:" t-, Foreic,n Minister ann S")Okesman of Iran's 
team of IIe9,)li810r5 in ta lks With tne world' paWNS Sevec' p.bbas Araqchi q'lno~nced that no discussions 
were held on bilateral re lations between T all l an ana Wa orlington duri ng the meetings of tneir 
representat ives on the slde,ines of the Geneva " egoliatio ns. 



119. White House Welcomes Iran's "New Propos31" 
Fars News Age~cy , 20 1310 18 
Tehran - White House PrE'ss Secretary Jay CaMel' a"(01 (lced thaHlle US h~ the new proposa ls raised 
by Iran to settle ~s nuclear standoff with the West 'We found the Iranian preSentation very useful. The 
Iranian proposal was a new proposal with a level of seriousness and substao~ that we had not seen 
before," Carney said on lednesday. He, hOv/2ver. added .hat.]1o ()oe snould expect an "overnight" 
breakthrough in the nuclear tall,s belwedn Ira n and Ihe six world powers (the US, Russia, China, Britain 
and France plus Gennany), the latest l oupd of which was held in Genevn 0 1 Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Meanwhi le, top US negotiator Wendy Sherman also called the negotiatIOns "dstllUed" '1nd "substantive." 
The talks in Geneva marked th~ first time Iran and tile world powers had <(let since President Hassan 
Rohani's election. Questions remained Wednesday ovel i tle pi oposa! presentep ~ Iran's foreign minister 
the day before. 

Middle East · Moyen-Onent 

120. 115,000 Dead in Syrian Co fliet 
The Media Line, Rye Orilzin. 2Cll iQ t.6 
Tel Aviv - A report released by the British-based Syrian Dbservatory for Human Rights at the beginning of 
October tallied the overall death toll from tr,e Syrian contlict at more th n 115,000 people. To date, rt is 
the most detailed breakdown of casualties since tAe tigil ting began in March 2011. The numbers were 
confirmed on Oct. 16 by Israeli intelligence sources, which were ciled by rsraeli Homeland Security, a 
local think tank. "Israel is doing ~ lot to know wha\ IS' go 9 01) in Syria, for many reasons," a member of 
the think-tank, who asked not to be named, toid The Medi8 Line. "israel has tne resources to know what 
is going on there." However, members oi other intemahon:J i organizatIOns sa id that it is hard to know 
what is real y hapl.eniny in SYli il a 1(1 to verify the 'Iumber of deaihs from the war. "The bottom line is I 
don1 think anybody knows ," Nadim Shehadi , an associate fellow at the non-profit independent research 
firm Chatham House, told The Media Line. 

121. Abu Dhabi jou rnal ists go m iss;ng in S:tria 
Khaleej TImes, Allan .Jacob, 2013 1C 18 
Abu Dhabi - Cor.c~ms a'e lising ahout the fate o'll>c missing Abu Dhabi-hased TV channel Sky News 
Arabia crew, witH no t race of the IT'en si'1Ge Tllesday. Th€' channel said it had lost cC'ntact with the team 
while they were covering the siluai.ion in the Sy,ier tll'IIP 0f Alerpo. Watchd )9 Reporters Without Borders 
said it was worried about I$h:~k MQctsr from rv'au,itan'a cameraman Samir Kassab. a Lebanese national 
and an unnamed Syrian driver The watcM0g sni~ th~\ 'line filming fiel AI Arlh a celebmtions in the 
Syrian tOWI) and were ret t!fP I'''lroIlJ A -,8(12 , (10 "rn north-wesi of Aiepoo' The cirr,um3tnnce~ 
surrounding the;r <1isappearange wera '.'! Imcteaf. Rep, rtPfs Wijh~ l' l BorrJe rs said. The sectarian strife in 
Syria hag been a graveyer,1 fDr l'lor~ i ng Journalists with watchdog Repol1ers Without Borders putting their 
death toll at 25. The number rises for hloggers and citiZen joumalists with 80 reported killed in over two 
years of war. It alSO said ~7 foroign journalists had been irr,prisoned by the warring sides. 

122. Army anti-terrorism larqe-scalt' 0!,erat ions continue in sevP.rsl are3s 
Syrian Arab Ne'lls Agency, ;'013 10 18 
DamasclJs - The afTTlY's a~t i-leTorislTI laroe-scale oper~don'; continuod i~ se 'eral 811'1an ~ro'linces and 
areas. The sou,ce ar1Clert that army 'Jnits I.arcetea dens of armed terrorist qrOll" S in el-Restar. countryside 
and killed a number of te,rcri~s and dest'o j'ed th~ir lTim ' n?IIO(lI~ . Army I!nit~ I?liminated numbef$ of 
tefToris~s in a seriF)c; of qlJ a!i+ ~tivl~ operation.' 2g8inst th!~i" nidecut!i In a!~Kabo')n and Barz€'h 



neighborhoods anrJ severa l villages and fanns in Damascus countryside. An official source told SANA 
that the operations resulted in killi ng a number of terrolists, among them Hamada Adnan in aJ-Kaboun 
neighborhood, and destroying a car wittl the weapons and ammunttion illside near the Syrian Educational 
Channel building in Barzeh. An anmy unit foiled tr e attemp of terrOrists to Eltonate three IEDs weighing 
between 15 and 25 kg planted east of the al-Cornishe a • Wastani in Jobar. 

123. Attacks inc luding Baghdad car bombs k i ll 66 in Iraq (Canada), 
Agence France Presse, 20131018 
Baghdad - A series of car bomb.,; hit Baghdad province on Thursda ,killing at leas 44 people , while 22 
died in other attacks, including two suicide bombings in northern Iraq, officials said. The attacks come as 
Iraq witnesses its worst vio lence since 2008, when the country was just emerglng from a brutal sectarian 
conflict. The vio!en(;e which ~ ~S incluoed sectari~n ~ttac~s, has raised fears of a relapse into the intense 
bloodshed that peaked in 200e· 2007 and ~illed teos of thousands of people. E'even ~ar bomh~ exploded 
in eight areas in and ar'lune t~e Iraqi cnpit"1 on Thursday, killing at least 44 oeop!e and wounding more 
than 120 , officials said. More attaci(s. includino two s'.' ic:de bombings were carried out in northern Iraq. A 
study released this month by ncademics ~9sect in Canana Iraq and the United States sa id nearly half a 
million people have died from war-related causes in Iraq since the U.S.-led invasion of 2003. 

124. Canadian UN 'I'Iork"r f ree d ~fter 8 month Syria captivity 
Agence France Presse , 20 t 3 1Q 18 
Damascus - The United Nations said Thursday that a C?nadian staffer held by a radical group in Syria for 
eight months had been freed without a mnsom ~eing paid. Carl Campeau, a legal advisor with the UN 
force that monitors a ceasefire in thr Golar He i!l~ts hf)tween Syri a. and 'sr8el . was abducted on February 
17 as he drove In a Oama scIJs subu'o UN offiG als sai~ CalT'):leau 'tas si nce t>een held in two villas in the 
Damasclls region while the U~Hed Na!ions neGc~ig.ted his release. aCGording to the oftic:ials who spoke on 
condition of anonyml!)'. T~e C2naclan 'is he"lH1Y and -0 good "oirils " a lJ;i spokes01 an Farhan rlaq told 
AFP at the UN headquarters in N<,w YO'~ . "'""0 ransom ,/.'''$ paid" Ha:, added. Ca010eau was ' 0 
imminently leave Syna, the spokesman sala . he Ur ffBd at ions has rJeen wor" in<;1 on the case in an 
"extremely intensive faShion," ttle UN spokesman Marti esir1<y told a press briefing . 

125. Canadian IJNDOF adviser released after 8 months in Syria captivity 
Times of Isra-11 Lazar Bem'an 201 :, 1() 18 
Jerusalem - A Canadian lenni adviser to the UN peacekeeping r.1is.sion on the Golan Heights was 
released after eight months in captillit" the United Nations announced 1 hurs~jay . Carl Campeau wa s 
kidnapped in Febuary -- r'lP0I1E'd!y 'JY S),liRn reMls .- wl.ile workin? For the Un ited Nations 
DisengaQement Observer F'Jfcr,. A XD".1Ir.g to SYli a ~ Skltf r ews agenc'I S,lI.NA, he W'lS kidnapped by 
"terrorists" -- the g overn t'fJ~'s tel.,..., fo r ()t:pos~f""'n sU..Jp0l1ers .- in tt"lc DilrilaSC~1 5 Sllb~l rb of Khan al
Sheik. Campeau was s!atlo'1oo at the U~JD()F bHse Orl thE.' Sl/rian SIde 0f the aerni!itarized zonE-! 
separating Israel ~nd S\',ia unti' jl~ \\,~ r,t m'ssi;-g. ~tienlJ'i; hI' "r,,, Tir"£'. of Isr.qel to contact Campeau on 
his cell phone and at his ofliee at U1e U"1e v-ere iln :; '.'ccf ssiu l. The CJr.adla r Q0vernment said it is 
'1hrilled" that Campeau was re leasea. 

126. Feared Syria iOlelljgenc~ t r. ie-f kil'ed by rebel f orces 
Washington Pest , Lovednl' ' ,IOlIis, 201.'\ 10 1 a 
Beirut - A s",nior Syrian jetel i(Je no:l" Cl)ie! has i;)een kill ed by rebel forces in tne eastern province of Deir al
Zour, the OPPOSition and Syri,' '1 state 11180' • .s~i<j T'lursr.<,v, as ' ~e rer.el~ cl aimed new gains in the region. 
Gen. Jameh JalToch. who I"Ci the Sylian If.lrtary intel!o9""ce WI it In tne proJ'rCf>, rtied "carrying 0I1j his 
mission in defeodino Syn'J" ~ta tfl tslevi ,ic n >Rir' 10 ,1 report. It oave ~o de! ,,"s hul l.' . Col. Mohammad 
Abboud, 3 !OP rebel comm:lfIdar fC'( tho? en<.:'.c;rl front S;:;~'J •.Jnrr......f'h, 59. W:';lS f3:8' IY sl"'I01 near hi,; hume in 
the al -.J(lur~ Ilt~iqhtlorr.ooc:! cf I")e;r a/-Z:I.Jr cily tile ~~0\1!noa i Ger t a~ The ~rl\Ain -based Syrfan 
ObselVatory for Human Rlgr,ts S 3"J rebel srtioers ,:to')t ,1 >l1i"h i1 the midst oi 'J J)atlle, ,1ameh, one of 
Syria's most powerful generals. was i requent ly linkea to tne 2005 car-bomb assassination of Rafiq al
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Hariri, a former Lebanese pl'ime minister and An outspoken crrtic of the Syrian army's presence in his 
country. Jameh, who was based in Beirut at the time, was question'ed by U.N investigators in relation to 
the assa ssination. "Geneml Jameh Jam,h has been a household nar(1e oi.ten-or in the province even 
before the uprising ," said Hassan Hassan, a Syna analyst and columnlS: the Abu Dhabi·based 
National newspaper and a native of the prol/ince. "Aftef lJ) uprising, he w, s ~welJ>l)1o re brutal, run ning an 
intricate web of informants and agents People across'Oeir al-Zour H celebrating his death." 

127. Foreign Ministry hands over Canadian lawyer 
Syria Times, 2013 10 18 
Damascus - Foreign and Expatria te Ministry tlanded over the Canadia~ lawyer, Karl Sergey Cambo, 
working for The United Nations Disengagement Observer Force in Golan (U DOf) who was kidnapped 
by terrorists last FebnJary ;n i<har ~ I-Sheeh ,rea in ')em~scus Count<;,side. Srea~ii1g to reporters after 
the handi19 over. Deputy 1=0'8'gn a"d E>:p,tnales Minister, Fayss~1 ~1 i ~dad was quoted as say ir,g: 'We 
can consider that the lI'agerty Of kidnappi r g Cambo by ""fOrists w'th n0. justification ~as end~d . " Mikdad 
stressed tha! "tbE' Syrian (J0vem'Tlent 8y",rt,c st ren!Jou~cffor!s to set Cambo f'ee since ris kidnaD ping 
last Febn.Jary !lIlti' he was hardf>d 0'Ier to thp UN 31 hi< tamil:'. " said Mikrlad adding that '~he events 
taking plaee in Syria boosts 0.ur r.onvieti,'n r)t the role of tre I.I ~' whIch should be object ive ~nd against 
terrorism and ten-orists." 

128. Fore ign Ministry hands over UN Canadian UNDOF worker kidnapped by terrorists 
Syrian Arab News "'gency. R. Milham ! M. IS"18el, 2013 10 18 
Damascus - Foreign a~d ExpBtriate Minis!!'" handed O'IN th~ Canadian la'INN, Karl S~rgey Cambo, 
worki ng for The United Natio"s Ojsen\l~.9'''n€'nt ObServ0( For~" in G0. lan (UNDOF) wno was kidn apped 
by terrorists last February in Khan al·Sheen arE'a in [ ,anl%CIIS CounlNs'c!e . O~puty Foreign and 
Expatriates Mini~t,'r. Fayssal M'k<lacl. Nlntt? nt" 111 a s/etem'3nl \(' jo'mlal,,!s after randinq Cam'Jo over" 
We can consider that the traq .. dy of ~ id n~f1[)j:p "alP b~ te'foo ~'s wifh 'lfl Ju';tiflc8ti c~ h?S ended. " 
Mikdad stresserj that the ~yrian go"ernment §paren. ITO "';tort~ \0 set C~rrM free since his r.;dnapoing last 
February until ra was hanne!! over to th,' U ,~ and hi& . I1'Jly,' !.'\ilrifyiO(1 that "t't~ eV0n!S taking ola<::e in 
Syria boosts our conviction of the role of thE UN which shourd be objective and against terrorism and 
terrorists. " 

129. Generat Security cll ief: Migration a global is:;'le that must be addressed 
Lebanon Dai ly Star, Sta!f Report 201310 1t 
Beirut· G"naml Security head Maj . GP,fJ .•.bDac, Ibrahim sa id Th l1 rsda ~1 that 'T,;gration was a global 
phenomenon th at r"leede(j to b0 ad:j re3sed :)y sour0~ ard df'~;tir1~tion GOl! lhi~$, according to ~ statement 
issued by the security bo,j v ",\ , inteyrdt,,!! r'JliC/I.)'3twE"311 ~o(J,.r;e anJ de~;ti"a( ')n countries stloliid be 
sustainable esoeciall~' Q'q (:--''2 lnrt of 50urce (';(J u n t Jie~. ~I til rnE'a:: I.. 1'0S to improve the internal fob market 
to keep .L1tileps in their r.cvr f(l~s." tv' '3-:Jid. t:; nJ!R ;,r, made the corrHT'€nto:- :;t t l' '3 1!?'1 Jntemah.'-I"\al Summit 
on Transna!iollft l Clime I' H}~ Bt=llgi:;n r~plta' f)! BrlJ~~aH Wh .ctl V/3$ g~-;eqt..l;d by f'rOmim~1l11ntel!l ational 
figures and will t;OW;JUQ0 Oil 5JtullaJ. II)ral1in ~i(liri Ine ;:::;IH. of mJnr&tion .;.oU ~j fuel existing tensions in 
some countries, especially when there was an influx of people who were of a different race or religion 
than the recipient community against a background 01 economic struggle. 

130. ISIS..NusrE': ri ft d ivf1 s Tri poli G;~I .lfi s 
Now Lebanon. Iliiona Alani, 20'1 '110 8 
Tripoli - The ri tt hetween Pte ',Iarni r. Sf!l!. n I~q and BI- Sh~"', (IEISI 8nd .la'l nat 91-I<)lisra has 
reverberatBo lt1rollgh t r"le l.et?l~ese oOlifiC:I, ('(me, witr report~ of grnN! n~l di'/isc'ns ~m~ng Lehan ese 
salafis and new.; of dozen~; ('I 'j ripWs IOl Ih tm",~ l i",1 to ::;yri,; to TI ',lht a1onQ'ide IS!S. NOW investigates. 
The rivalry between ISIS ;..orj Nt:S;;1· Q ~:::' /!:(; !lC.i~) Q I O\'J~I to SI,(,h ~lrO ...)(lrt iol;':; nat P'I ITIctn AI-Z?watrrri, al
.Qaeda's Ip..:'rier, cai!f!d recrnfiy for ;~ ! EL1tf'r _:"ji \ ~'p tV./ ~(~,. IS I ~l"l·'I;st f8epc ..,~ r1 3.' i ~laire( t refer~rcp. to ISIS 
practices In tt l ;'! SV.lCln Wd;" Zav1ah:(i :l ti\.t i~ : f' -J j I afh~ 5' ;../ci.i 1?...(V~t:ll0 mir.nr' ies. to rl ~-fra i l1 from \(ill ing 
civilians re lateu to enemy f,gnters and tarc!etiPQ ~~ l! slims :n Their homes or placec, of worShip, or 10 kill 



during re ligious holidays. Zawahiri also recommended 1I1af mujahideen promote moral behavior in the 
areas under their contro l without provo~ing tl1e ire of the loea llOPurati~n. 

131 . Israel mulls destroying missilas transferred frol'l' Syria \0 H-ezbol al1,in Lebanon 
Jerusalem Post, Staff Report. 201310 18 
Jerusalem - Israel has information on the location of long-ranlj,e missiles transfered from Syria to 
Hezbollah in Lebanon and is considering taking military action to destroy the weapons, Kuwaiti 
newspaper AI-Janda reported on Friday. The paper, quoting an Israeli security source d ose to Defense 
Minister Moshe Ya'alon , reported that the remote-operated missiles, With a ra~ge of 1,500 kilometers, 
were made in China and furtller developed in Iran. According to the source , the missiles are being stored 
by Hezbollah in the Bekaa VaHey in eastern Lebanoq. The Jerusalem Post could not c;onfirm the veracity 
of the report . AI-Janda quct~~ t~e Israeli 'oweDas <ayin'l that .JerlJsaJe'n views t~e m(1Siles a~ osing a 
danger to the seGllrity of 'srgel 9rcl 8 1'", thPrefore examinip.<) ti1e ro,sihilify of destroying the arsenal. Israel 
has said repeatedly that whi le it does not wis~ to interfere in Syna's Civil war, it would act to halt the 
transfer of cl1emical arms or "game-e-hanging" weapons to HezboHall . 

132. Kingdom's election ,,, the UN Security Council welcomed 
Arab News, Radalfo C. EsVmo ,Ir., 101110 18 
Riyadh - The diplomatic community in the l<inqdom welcomed a1 Thursday the election af Saudi Arabia 
as one of five new members of the U,'terll\'alir.ns SeCUr.t~1 Council fer a two-year term. "This is a great 
developr1ent indeed, " said EtTlmanuel 6e' , i='eneh EmtlR%y deputy ch ief of mission. "Saudi ... rabia is a 
big countrl and 3 member ryf the <:20. 1t,~a5 a good stand,ng to take a responsible role in the 
international commun ity ." Saud' Arabia was elected alQn~ witt' Nigeria Char. l.ithuania and Chile. The 
five members replace AZE'rhai.'en G'Jat.llmala, ~noror.(·n. \-'a k~tan "rd Togo Ger'T1an "mbas~ad0r Dieter 
W. HaHN said' 'We :,re happy incieed eve' Sa" d! Aflllliji's election ... W0 C0ngratulate fhe Saudi 
government headeci by Custodian Of the Two \:ilJly Mosques K,ng ~'xIuliah and Crown Prince Salman." 
He added: "Germany has been supportive of Ihe Kingdqm's candidalure since the beginning and looks 
forward 10 a fruitful and meaningful two-yea r membecsn1p 191 Saudi Amoia in the UN Security Counci l." 

133. Le carnage evite dans la /:1anlieue sud et les pressions sur Ie Aezbollah 
L'Orient-Le .Jour, Scarlett Haaded, 2013 10 18 
Beyrouth - F.=clai'Rge C'est Ilne fete dq ;'''d~a sanglante aui attenciait Ie Ubnn, et en tout cas la banlieue 
sud, si la vi9i1ance de In force de Sec.Il I'.' /- deoloy4e dans cetle ~olle n'avail ete efficace. C'est en elfet de 
justesse que, lundi soir. Ur.2 voit llre de rype .Jeep Cherokee oourrE;e d'e:<pI0~ifs ~ ete decouve1e dans un 
quartiertres freqllE'nte de l? h;},'he~e suo , ~LlrtOlit 3 If: "8r 'le de ·~~onge (Ie IH tc:P., uarp.e sllr Ie bas-cote de 
la route et prNe il exolose, . Un ~llmr,1l"1i(JJ~ ofi,c,iel cle l'd'IWO H cI 'atl1el' rs c0nfirme la ,'ouve'le . Des 
sources de secudte prp,cisent fl ue c 'es! la seco'1de V~'IItl : re bO'.lrree o'ex':l10Sifs d~;stm es a fa b::l:"il:elle sud 
qui a eta decouverte \ ,'autre a'jap"r ete acarr:'o"nee rar c;.on chml.rreur (nor iden~ifie) dans la Bekga, des 
qu'il a senti qu'il etait S.Uf" j 8o'~ [r~F.}!; merr C:.'~ !:O~lrr;f;S , ii r=r rec;tJ ralt ~Jn~ cC)r le5 sC0/i· es de 
renseignements auraienl ete.aJertes sur ['existence de trois voitures piegees allant de la Bekaa vel's la 
ban/ieue sua de BeyroOtn. Des mesures drasiiques ont d'ailleurs ele prises et, dans la banlieue chiile, 
malgre Ip. fete !a vigilF)n('~ e3t ason (',I)mb'f;, rou~efois. !~ qlJf:'sliofl qlli 5e PO$':' aux auto rites concernees 
est la suivante . comrroeol fa Jeep Cl1erok€e .. -I-elle pu passer les Ilarrages de fouilles dresses aux 
entrees de :a banlieue sud , pour e1r'J::r h'::lllre1J$ement t1p.COliverte a temps 3V croisement de M8C'mollra? 
La question se pose av€( in. L~!ancB 1;\1 ee% ·.:;eriodil p?ltic,l!lielernent delir.:;Je ou toutes les donnees 
laissent prevo:r tine certaine recPJd€5'~vnCe d~s t f(.\1.'J1e!; dans Ie but notaTltiH,.!pt. de mettre If' Hezbollah 
en difficulre 

134. Palestinian.o.utholi\. l: We won't al l w ISIaeil s"r.uriil' pr'Jsence in W. Bank 
Jerusalem Post Khaled Abu Tn8mf!h ~n~ Tovah I_maroff, :wn ·to 18 
Jerusalem - Following comments b Pn' f.e Minister Netanyahu saying peace secord wiH ~ecessitate an 
Israeli seclJrit'l hOlller in th~ ,Iordsn Valley, p~. presiden: )lU.,a~"s srokesman says Palestinians won1 

http:U,'terll\'alir.ns


allow any Israeli presence in area . The Palestinian Authority on Thursday rejected any Israeli plans to 
retain territory or even maintain a secUfity presence on any po)1ion of the West Bank or east Jerusalem 
after the establ ishment of an independent Palestinian state. Peace w)th::lsrael is not possible unless a 
Palestinian state with ful! sovereignty is establislled "tre>.ore-1 967lines >'1;{l<east Jerusalem as it cap~al, 
Nabil Abu Rudaineh, spokesrl'an for P4. President Mah lid Abbas, annat need. His statement comes 
after a series of three speeches Prime Minister Binyami(l N'etanyahu delivered this week, in which he said 
peace was possible only if Israel's security needs VI ,'e takel i'J!o '1ccQunt and if alestinians accepted 
Israel as the national homeland for the Jewish people. 

135. Police officer is gunned down in Aden 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 201310 18 
Aden - Officials confirmed on TuescAY tr?: a police officer identified e, Marmoud al-Naknii \VaS gunned 
down earlier this afternoon i~ Ghayl Ba\\'azir a city located in the sOl'th·emter~ province of Hadhramawt. 
The officer 'Nho was in a marked polic~ veh·c'e at Ihe tirl'e of ~he alta c1< is said to have succumbed to his 
injuries almost imm~drat'~ly A local official wa~ Gl10t8tj '.)y Ar.ent::'e Frflrce Pr<:::sse a5 saying, "Two armed 
men sllsper.ted of helon9ing to ?I-Oaida coen",ct flr.J Bt the 0ffice'. Mahmoud al-Nnl<hii . who was in a 
police car in the main street of Gheyl 8'1 Na7;r" The unidentified aoned men wer", seen running away on 
motorbikes by several residents' al-Oseda preferred Mcdlls Operandi. It is irl'portant to note that unti l 
now, no group has claimed responsibility for the atteek. However since it bears all of al- Oaeda hallmarks, 
officials have been treating the incident as a terror- related assassination. 

136. Report That Turkel' Exposed Spies Strains Its Relations With Israel 
New York Times, Isabel Ke>'shnP.r,2Q13 1n 8 
Jerusalem - Persistently straired re la'ions ~Je ",een Israel and -,"rke ' h v", 1101 been helped hy 8 report 
that last year Turkey revealed to Iran the ·(Ie"~!ies of up \0 1UIramans who hpd spied for Israel. The 
Israeli governmer refu5ed to comment 0~ Thur.way cn lite rep"r(, bul Damlv Yatom. a former chief of 
Mossad, Israel's intelligence 3genr.y t(lld IsrFleJ P:::rjIQ 't.ssu"n!'lg that this is t ru~, ~his was an 
extraordinarily maPcious thin(1 te do." A column r'Jblish,ed !N~dnesd1i¥ on The Washington Post's Web 
site reported that in early 2012, the Turkish "o',,,rnrnenl rtI?G tllp. disclosums abou t Iranians who had 
been meet!ng Israeli intelligence officers (,r Turi<.ish soi l. rhe column, IJY' David Ignatius, said tilat 
"knowledgeable sULIrces" c8 '1ed the episode a "sinnifica nt" loss of intelligence and "an effort to slap the 
Israelis," and that the betrayal had marred a 50-year intelligence alliance between Tur1<ey and Israel. The 
Turkish foreign minister. Ahmet DavlItoglu, said in televised remarks on Thursday that the allegations in 
the column were "witho 'J' ~ny foundatio~ .. 

137. Rights grollp warns against allF.'gef1 p il!age of Ye>'1lfm's natural rP.SOU'''€S 
Yemen Post Staff Repon. 2013 10 18 . 
Sana'a - Aseer, a Yemeri-;)as~d hlltnF,n rigm~ g:OU~J hus warned fqainst art :lileged hettched by Saudi 
Arabia to pillage '(emer',; ,gtuml leSJ'JrCES iii 11'£ rr.'lth~rn prminc3 ot al-.1.1wf. wl1lC:n sits ci rectly south 
of the kingOom. Activists r,:tve stre';,2d thn! nib"$ ~,.,(e r~se1til: 1 o\'ar whol they perceived as trespassing 
over th€'ir \Niitorip., , Tri ~I ch i ~f"> Sil'ci tiW are leady 10 dzfen'.l /I,p!r land and unlJenround r;c'les to 
whatever cost, hinting tP' pol,nli,11 mllitHrv r~percu"i,Jrls should trit>esmen feel s'rengthen in the sl ightest. 
AI-Jawf sits directly over l?rg~ reserves of Oil ~~d gas. Oil wells have already been dug up in region in the 
1980's and experts have est'lblished ~lJat one ofthE'm is considered the third largest oil well in Yemen and 
Saudi Arabia . Loc31 tribes aV 3 IOfl,,'J,acClfsed Saudi Arabia of trying to muscle Yemen out of its wealth to 
quench Its own Grid. 

138. Saudi Arab'« 10 joi, UN Security Co ur.cii 
Asharq AI-Awsat. 3tafF Re )Olt ?On ,n 1~ 
London· Saudi Ambia w~s elecr '3"d to ~ll' U~~ f ?cwit" COI.'rc ii forthe fir..,t tirrr 011 Tnursda'I, TI"'e 
kingdom Wf!S elected to t"9 b0dy I)Y tt·,~) 10 3 1'e.1'lher.5 cf tne ;}I\j'S General /l ss~~rnb!y. along with Chad, 
Chile, Lith 'jan ia nnd Ni~' elia, -notivp. ~;tf't~]S '"ele·91'~l't~: 'Inocpotec. blJI stiP rp{,'I.ired the backtng of 



two-thirds of all UN member states in a secret bal lot The five new members will serve for two years, with 
each taking a tum to act as chair of Ule rOjl for one montl1. The tenn of all five states will begin on 
January 1, 2014 , and conclude althe end of 201 6 . While Nigeria a~ Chile have both served on the 
council four times each, this marks the fil st time Saudi .Ar~ia, CIWol alldJ:.1thuiln.a will serve on the UN's 
central decision- making bocly. Only the five perrn,ment )l'ilJml,l~rs hold po eT~ 6fveto over Security 
Council decisions, though all may propose motions ond.; ot 

139. Saudi Arabia turns down U.N. Security Council membership 
AI Ara biya, Staff Reporter, 2013 10 18 
Dubai - Saudi Arabia said on Friday it refuses to accept its rotating U.N. Security Council seat, saying the 
council is incapable of ending wars and resolving conflicts. "The kingdom sees that the method and work 
mechanism and the double standards in 'he f,ecunty Council prevenl it fro'11 nroperly shou!derin'g its 
responsibi lit ies towards worlc p".ace," tre foreign ministry said in a s'.atement carried by state (lews 
agency SPA. 01 Thuf9:lay . Saudi Arahi2 won forth~ first time. a .<eat as a non-perf"l8nent member in 
the U.N . Security Couoci l. 8ul th~ kiog('~m I,IN said it wa. unatle to 181(8 its se~flJnti l reforms were 
introduced. The S3u1i Foreign rJiristry rlEmed 'he COllncil f0r feiling in its duties loward Syria . It sa id this 
has allowed Syrian President i38shm 8'-~<;sad to wmmit Climes against Syrian people without facing any 
punishment. 

140. Saudi King I\bdullah'r, warning on interference 
Gulf News, Habib Toumi , 201~ to 18 
Manama: Saudi King ~hdullah Bin Abdul Aziz AI Saud has wa ~ed thnt the 1.,lamic nation would not allow 
anyone, regardless Of their stNus, to interfere in its affaif5 or L'ndermine tts security. Muslims at the same 
time should put aside their (jifje'ences 8pd "vallies and wnrk togetrer, base'i on their common concems 
and shared hopes. not ~lIowinq disagceernen' to be U5ACI to IIndermi e the Ltnit ~ ' of the Islamic nation, 
the CL:r.todian cft~e Two r j )11 Mosques 5a11, "!slaw, a~ Ii religion C'fmoder?tion tOle rance and clarity in 
its purity , is our way to unoers1Nd tre ct~~,.s ~rd e1qa\,e In a diaiogue with !hen1. It is also our way to 
understand the freeo:lom of religions C' ,It'.lles Bnd b9 ·9f9,.with no coercion Inwards anyone" the Saudi 
monarch sa id in iJis address read out by Crown Prince Salman at the annual reception for leaders of 
Islamic countries, dignitaries and heads of Haj missions perfolming Haj. 

141. Sky News Arabia crew repmted miSSing in Syria 
The National (UJlf.) Kyle SiIlCI:1 ir, 2(1B 10 1A 
Abu Dhabi - A news crew from Sky N~ws Ambia, ba~<?d in Abu [Jpalli , hes been ceported miSSing in 
Syria. Mauri l.ian fBpol1er Isha:\ MOGtar, I. etlanese carper~f11~n Satrir Kassab ano a Syrian (Iriv~r whose 
name has not been d iscloseo 'Nent rniss'o() while on a~si,nm€'nt near .Aleppo, in lha country's north, on 
Tuesday morning. ~~;J...7 ·N.av/s Arc, bia has called 0., all concerned oartiec;; to a~::s!st wit h 1he trio's safe return 
and said it 'consifje:s the ~fet:,)f its: C:" ':V,' nh~rnhp r~; of pa~alTl(liJr t irnpQ"'ia~-lce·'rV\le wi!' (;OntinLe to 
make every offeri tr} conta~t tl 'l6n1 and t:l e"~urG ~tlei;- ::;alE' mturn so !he'1 car continue their Vital ~vork," 
news director Nail BOiim~ tOI(; RS!Jto . Mr Scuran ~cl S:'.y News. Arabi~ hnd c0nl~cted the families of 
the men and was ~e~ping them iofnrrred",f any rlevelQPrnents. "The missing colleagues are among the 
best talents at the channel ," he said on the station's website. 

142, Suspected Palestinian l.eJTo:·istsh<:> dead try ing to enter IDF base in West Bank 
Jerusalem Post, yaallov Lappin. 20' ,\ f01-S 
Jerusalem - A Paiestinian tenTist w~s -st''lt ~"rt g~er It::i~p to enler 1n iDF t.ase ,n the West Bank by 
breaching '~e ba<~"s fenc 9 dtn a 'r?~'cr t.h!' army sals on -(hLII-,;cj 8V e'/el1 'nQ . Accordinn to 3n initial 
report from the 10F, YO Cln i, ChBi,ji f l ~l~ Bei' Han in~ d(".~ '.08 I'ader tow~rd~ a base near AI-Ran, 
southeast of f<amgj:~r ra 'Tlr;ing (hI' m"~,,a"ic" 1 ~;'N"' 1""0l 'gl l a gate in tl l~' tla~:~'s perimeter fepce. "A 
Palestinian .. o('ls';d an i l :1~l)'.'dla te W-P. :h;~~cl. to sJ !f) i€.r~· '''~ ar':y . Tne I or-en<)rj t;,.~ t ~)w'~"d'5 '.he suspect 
and reported c di rect tli ~ " BnlG r" srnkr:.s ~'nrn; Hl ~l:1i(J L n \OF soldier was Ilgll tly If!!J'-ed by the tractor. 
Obaidi's bf'Jther, Mir'i Raneideh, al50 altempl ed 10 C<r~1 Ollt n terrorist allac, with a tmctor, in March 



2009. Radeideh attemptrcd to :11 " over tW0 n0Iicp.~en in a oolice car in Jerusalem in Mmch 2009. He was 
also shot to death Obaidi amved R' the 1:"'8 and ,1ic" cled iIi yt::hieJ~ to~'·g 'ds I ~e IDF soldier guarding its 
entrance, according Ie, a Cilaortel2 rer ,, 1 

143. Syria rebet groups antlOlinee soli' "·om oppos ol~ coillitjqn 
Asharq AI-Awsat , Staff Repon. 2013 10 18 
London - A large number of Syrian rebel groups have spill from the main opposition umbrella group, the 
Syrian Nalional Coalition , according to a video stalement by a group of fighters inside the country. In the 
video, a rebel spokesman, backed by two dozen others carrying a Free Syrian Army (FSA) banner, says 
that "the Coalition and its leadership" have failed, and that almost 70 rebel groups based in southem 
Syria were withdrawing tne;r support lor rt . "Having seen the fai lure of the political groups that claim to 
represent the CflPcsitioll and t~? revolut inn8f\' groll s. we leaders of t~e fl1 Hifp.ry and revolutionary groups 
in the southern p~ovinc f:~~ withCir::;' 1r1f our rpc0'll'it'::m f'n!"!": ~~ 1Y oolH icri qrour Ihf!" ('.Iaims to rop(esp.l1! US," 
the spokesman s8ict. "spck''lnan fm 1;1" F3 A. LOL."\, rn,dad. said Ih~t the "ideo was genuine and 
infonned Ihe Associated Pres; r ews aqe ,lc I 'hat Ihe 5~ol,es;nan in tile video was a member of tl1e 
Anwar AI-Sunna group. 

144. Syria rebels kW top i"ttllligellce ,,!ficer 
Lebanon Daily Star, Staff Report , 20i31 18 
Damascus - Rebels have killed /;lIar int'i'Uigellc.e Qfficer in the eastern province of Deir ai-lor, Syrian 
state media said Thursday. "Mllja, penerpl Jeml.la ,Ja1ljB8 was martyred while carrying out his national 
duties to defen<1 Syria acd ils people En • onsuing ten:orirts' in Jei' al- ~~or," ~tate te levision said in a 
breaking rews alert . Jamail "".3S he?o Qf m!lit'lrv intelligl)nce in the crovinc", where the regime has been 
battling rebels seeking to f>V~rl'lrow Presll! ·1 P.-asrar 1'~6: 8l~t~ mep i2 r. " "> 1.0 immediate detailS on 
where in fhe fxo'/ince .Jarnp~ was kjl l~::!.(l '11J'l ,', J;"H't .' i~' h~·t thrun)S" ~\a;.d ~~ died dllrinq dashes with 
jihadist fognters in the city 0\ I) ,il 81-.'-(.· "1m' .4W?(.R,." T'Rr , c1i '·e~· ()111 1~ SYlian Oh"Hv8tor), for 
Human Rig~~~. said in~ial rE·perts sugge5te<1 JSlMa jiJeen~hJt by a sniper in 1I1e Rashdiya district of 
Deir al-Zor city. but Ihere was no confirmmion JaiT'88 \IRS jl l1e Q('s.yria 's to~ security officers in Lebanon 
during Damascus' milil al-Y depK, yrr ent III ti le cour'\I Y hetween 19;{; and 2005. 

145. Syrian civil war driving IIre'rt Arabs and Kl"OS 
The Nationa! (UAE) . Balint S7. ~anko , 201310 18 
Undisclosed pl8celine - The two vic.<,os shot sometilne in Ihe €2rly [I'orning, 2re of a sad spect~cle: 
civilians fleeing tneir homes in car'. on mr,toroii<es, RtoC a lorn/. on fool. Some a'e taking their meagre 
belonging~ with HIP-ITl: tJlan!.(At:5, a fH" h~r~ . (we f3f11iiv fvr:n has ~ c:ller:-o. SOr1e are taking r0th ing at all. 
In the backqrouoo the camer,,!fr l,ll1 'S voice ":=!ys th]t ~hl ) 'i h abilClr~s (",f Tf;! ,~;ys i :, a small t<'.'rdish-rnajofity 
town east of AleO'i- . sr flee: ; 'J bE-,c <,:u~t:: .f1~ Nu~"p Front fl :l<i thp. Isl.uT' i r:: Sl-::1~O or Ireo apct Sylia (IS IS). 
two radical iSiarnist QTOlll)S , seit:;! th:~v I,M('L' Ii s hoil thn toW'"' "T he ~il lin (l 2nd Id1naprrng of nc'r'j ~combatants 
is widespre~d In this "'ar-v'reck. C/IH1b·V where ~< m,ny 8S 11') 0[10 re~ole are ~~timated to have been 
killed in the~asl \Vl<) years. <} 1~s~~· ,~. ~I.I\'," ,1 t~,,' th," cor,,!'·1 oelwew the m3inly Arab rebels and 
Kurdish milillas, continUing sin~ las! ~,ovember, is taking an ever-growing toll on civilians and with 
increasingly e hni" ~ues. 

146. Syrian int'9l1igence cll",/ killed in (elf al-Zou, 
BBe News Slaff reoort, 2J·I:\ to 1fj 
London - A senior Milit3r\, Ime lig~ ~ ':p 01lj';&t h~S D",,,, l<i l, ~d ir eaoltl lTl S)lria sIple medIa ami "ctivists 
say. State te!e'JiS10n reponeti ,""11 Tr,'.rs-tcl" f't..t,t GE'r ...13rn~~ .j3~ 1: F! haj ji,,=/"! ,rj1 lie "c?rryiI'10 out his 
national dtfl:e:;" a 'llj " PlJr:~I} i l~J ..;rroI"1f.'· i'· I J ,:~u· al-Z1i tr TI1H SyriB" Ol~serv~1 Jf)' "'or Humi3:n R miff. said 
he was ~ho bY::I Sn!0e( duriwJ ':.~asne.: be,l'f€ (~ !"1 ):1C)\'€ r"l T b( t Rnd rP,L't.;! fo ";, S 111 t tl? (;1 y's R::')Er~di ~(a 
district. Gen .iamga was C1f)5e t) °r~~id~nt BaS'·,::.r ~I-Asscm . th:' UK-~H$p.ci (!'"cI1Jp pdj~d 
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147. Syrian mili tary spy Chief killecl in t,aft'? 

AI Jazeera, Staff ,<eportH, ;10'1:1 10 ., 8 

Damascus - A high-level Syrian [!er.~r81 '11$ (li,e ll "i: 'pd d' ring a t ~() Wjfi'M,"'Jlels 'n the eastern province 

of Deir Ezzor. according to state mediA 11I'a,w-G"flNa. V _0.1[''''0 W'a,,! e\l of PJilitalY intelligence in 

the province. where the regi e has been h8tt1 ing ann 9P~osi J4rters ~EWl<ing to overthrow 

President Bashar al-Assad."Malor-Generf1I. Jamer; Ja,l1ehwa,s rnaltyroowilile c80ying out his national 

duties to defend Syria and its people and Gursuing terrorists in Deir Ezzor;" stilte television said 01\ 

Thursday. State media gave no immediate details on when, where in the province Jameh was killed, or 

how, but rebels forums said "e died during clashes wi!h fighters in the city o{Oeir Ezzor. Rami Abdel 

Rahman , director of the UK-based Syri~l n Observatory for Human Rights, said initial reports suggested 

Jameh had been shot by a snipe r In the c,ty 's Rashciya district , but there wa~ 1\0 confirmation, 


148. Sy rian Offic:.1 Says :'ecce Tall<s C uk: Be· 'le l... in Late ovember 

New York Time'; Alan '~ owell 20' 3 1\' 1 a 

London - A Syri'3.n governMent '1tfiri 2' <;airl Clf'" T~'H Ifsd':iY 1h1t Ion; - 00 :;tP0'180 oeace tnlks !.onder 

internati onal allspIces -- know/) :n dl")~orn2tic shorthr r'd 3~ Genr.\ffl I! _.. coul 1 re helcl in !at'? November, 

raising soeclI!ntirm abf)u1 wh:- \"'Ju!d 8i~ervj ~""rj who \~lo\,ld r,:,pras~nl. tt'e fr:lch.! r~d S~/ri 8n opposition, 

which is seeking to topple pre~;idef'l 8~sJl"l ~I - o;s~rl. The offic;al Cladri Jamil, a cteputy prime minister, 

said in Moscow that ' he discu<;sions couJ" b'l ~Elld in Gp-neva f)0 Nov. 23, according to SANA, the official 

Syrian news egercy. Some r~pcrts fr~M 'vlof.<',QW CllIoted him as sa)lin!=! the ta :ks cOli ld extend into Nov. 

24. His remGrks were the first i9 ublicl" '11 ion a ,s':'ecifir. date. Diplomacy surround'ng Syria has 

gathered pace since Seotemte ",hen «I',S'E, ~nd t!i~ 1I1ted S':8fe, b ro~erpd a deal for the Syrian 

government to give up its chemical weapons But as he Hghting continues, the question of which 


. countries and which Syrian factions ,:1O Jld ta~ pal7 in newlatks rernflinej unanswereJ. At Ihe United 
Nationl), Martin ,'~p, ~ lr,y n !;":' 1(~4Si11!1 ·or ~~ ~ e~af} .,i '1(: (21 ~~( Y.l~i'fJ(),"Q'i said that he could not confirm 
the dates IrBntionryo by Ml an"1 ar -j h''';e:j tll 2.l. talk qt a date was f mal lie. 'When it is Vme for an 
announce'TJ ent il le s€creluv g"~ArH I \'/ili·l"'.I\: /).')"" , ,.)'. wJlt'<v [.?,j P.u"~ ~ an impnrtant ~acker of the 
Syrian ~lovemrnellt, R!SO inl1i(;?ted that H1HC' vias !~&,*,.Er' or.. th~ :lP'~i.S. ~t!utNS q:mtec RU5sia's Foreign 
Minist ry spokesman, Alexa ,)dbr Lv' ';sreo{ cl' flS fBrlinc, "')Ju...er~ . 'W" ~hl)tr ld",'t get ahead of ourselves." 

149. Syrie UbP.ration d'lln employe ~an"d,en des NAtiol1s lJnies retP.llU en o!a!1fl (Canada) 
La Croix..Journalist" 1T'8'S()n . :!On 10 '1 8 
Damas - Les 8ut0 r"ites S\'fief\'1 I~S nrt a ll 1')nU~ ~I i e'-, :'vOtr remis;} ,'ONU un employe d~s Nations unies, Ie 
Canadien ('8rl Campea~ l , qui (:t\lait dlsparu ~n fel/riBf en SyriH, ar:cusant les '"ebelles de I'avoir ({ enleve ». 
En revanche, Ie j Ol~rnaliste {)n'~r; G()ip ,Ja"1"es Foley, fl ') i ? ell catte s~l'Yla~J1~ 40 fins, est toujnurs detenu en 
Syne, de:JlJis j)rr;...,~ql:€' Llr ~l-l, c de('i;;:;€, $:i ~." 'I !p., ~f!r'),"\ Rp,po .... ~''1'': sa1S (rontiere: (~SF) at' ITlo;nS 32 
jOurnatiste~ d(H1116 ctr~I !~e -3 ~'Jnl jyt~~; fl t'Oe rL ' S ~"n ~'lne ParmI PtJx. qllf-'l t re Frarll;ais, Didi fl r 
Frant;foi~ ~d {l !la ,T. EilPs. r ..)~ ··(r~~s \:'I! '~:clJl':1~ ~.t~·nir . l !1 rrllabf)r~teurde- La Cn"'lix. 

150. Yerne,,! businessmen increa,in", t Uliet of I<ic;nappings 
Yemen Times, Adhall'l 1art srah, 20tS t (r 1::1 
Sana'a - Tile W()f',~S ' i(if.".3I1)PiAg\ ,:md ''y'('rrfA~ ' ",:, 'WJ.'is !':'n'1q to 'Pind the ,,)hp.norne r oll of kidnap()ing 
foreigners 1.1 Yemen to s?c.)re /. od/Mil fer ,ribflS who want schoois, roajs or development projects. There 
is also thn 1Y1(1re .~::~ (\ t. m'rc lfSs i.,1l"'10V:rrt rr.pd'?l (I f !~H II 'II~l fC'reignelf 10 AHJa€'da, who in tllrn demand 
millions of ao'ia:s "or S0m~ ,'~,y,,, itfi' soi.,,~i' "nolJgt, IN tmgetinn, and tne l<idnappir'g of 
businessmen in Yemen continll'~S 10 OCCUf.tf '" l?teo; kpc1wn case is trat of J3yict Hassan Jal' ld a 
Yemeni Ilntiof1F11 l<irlnRpped in S :vl~io;: Rf'-[ t:-s of JFlYIt) romin llH to c31! ror I"l js rpleAsa and to rellse 
awareneS3 atOJ: '116 \<'Jdl,a( p:", I '"h-: IF-les: !~I.:(}~ "" '1~; fJ .~·tto?' :.ert to r.l voi,g th is 'Neek, pleacf ing with 
authorities 2:;"f.1 ;:h€ ''''JQ ic 11(-1!o ;l"(~~!:ci 11'1:;: CAS,? __J ?~·d s t!1cle ~"nh.:.tIT!'nej 'rllr~ sent the letter to press 
outlets remindln~ the-m OfU' 8 j.:ijnaf:r:itlb' Cb~: e ihat "appr ll6o IWD mallttls c~o by SeV3i1 annr:-:.d men. 

http:OCCUf.tf
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151. Analysis: Turkey's unprecedented act of betrayal against Israel 
Jerusa lem Post, Vossi Melman. 2013 10 18 
Jerusalem -In April 2012. Iran announced that it had uncovered a sP¥ lIng 11 5 operatives ',",ol)<ing at the 
behest 01 Israel. Iranian authoriiies identified the operatives as those respons ib.le lor the killings 01 nudear 
scientists in recent years. Tehra n had I·)ng suspeclefl tila Mossad as the masteomind ofthese operations. 
In announcing tna arrests, Iran touted the aoprBhen:;ion of "Zionist spies" and the revefations regarding 
"Zionist" intelligence activity in a neighbor:ng count,)'. The anna Jncement, wtl ich didn't gamer much 
attention at the time, took on adeed importance Thursday. when The Wasll ington Post reported Il;at 
Turkish intelligence had leakeu the ide.1litles of 1 0 Iran'an spieo workinJ lor Israel , who would meet with 
their M03saj '18 KJiers on To ' ;,,!1 ,;.: 'I '-,I ,; fOlmation was revealed by troe I .ewspaper's sellior loreign 
affairs analyst, David Ignatius a joul ,ali,;t k"ov/Il to nai"tain extensiJe cont1cts with both the American 
and the Israeli intelligence communities. 

152. Ce Fran!<?is oublie de puis un ?on en Afghani ,tan 
Europe 1, Pierre de Cossette, 2013 10 '8 
Khost, Afghanistan - Voila un an qu'u~ Fr3r cats est de!f>,I1u en Afghal'i"tan .. et I'affaire est restee 
jusqu'ici totalerrent I;onlidenti<,lIe, lJIl Fral1c~is rart; laile 11) jihad est r"tenu ~~r If's s~ldats americains. 
Difficile d'el1 savair pillS sur sor rrnfH,mrm<> a"pnls d05 8I,!l0ritt\s fm'l,Rispr. Europe 1 ? erquetA sur eet 
homme. On VOI~~ explique 59 ~it!Jption Arrp.te dans .ll"l ndrcit sensible U Y B un a:1 t')ut juste !e~ 

autorites Irany8ises gpPfP.nnel't que 'f'S M"'t<'i,e's a ~ri~AJm' vien~e ar reter un homme 
L'interpellatioll s',,~t derou'ee da1s !"·'st <:II' 1'.A"J,ha 's~a rr ~ans la n-ov'nc~ de Khl)st. Cette le'ne ~ la 
frontiere du Pakistan ost omticulie'wnert I'on!lLe po~}l -" l'ufl de~ b,lstiof'; des djih2d i .~tes alghans. 
Une enquete pniliminaire est Quvertp De;>uis, comme une centaine d'sutres etrangers, il est detenu par 
les Americains, sur la base milita ire de 8agram. Pars ne sait pas grand-chose de lui et de ses intentions 
djihadistes. Pour tenter d'en savoir plus Sill' les conditions de son interpellation, Ie parquet antiterroriste a 
ouvert une enquRte preliminflll'e 

153. Cyberespionr.agE': les ti!'l;\phont?s cl'''ptes nf! sort plus reserves ;mx elrtes politiqlfes 
Agence Fr?nce·Presse Journaliste r'1p;son. 2013 10 1 A 
Paris - JU5qu'alors reserves aux diri[Jeants r.l() li~i'1ues Ie'S t&h~phones Ijltrnsecuqseo; et r.J)'rtes $P 

democratisent pOlJr viser PDG <'lvo"nh ri cll;~ i ,es, hr?n(pj,~r5 et Journ?listf'ls ,':'c:hFmdes oa" les revelations 
d'Edwaro Snowden 1;1 te'. 'IS' I I?S d'(·~ni r'I' I'2c e ecr 'l1' lmiC/'Je II y 8 deux ~ern9ines , Ie groupe 
infonnatiQue frE\p \, f\ is Bull (Je,"l~l!ait "r1('\(1;". Sf'P sn'~notv"ne "nClu1erre' It :i ~(,IJ·· c:::p' ~t:ce~s;ble 2IJX 
professiannels el aux entrep i$e5?U pr~ d~ 2.000 e"fe's, ' lisponible lies janv l ~' e1. qui permet de ch iffrer 
les communications. Jeudi, Ie cQnso!\lu pottan! If! orojet d'antivirus fmno;:~is Dnvfi a annonce la sortie 
debut 2014, pOllrl" marcM Pfnfessionne', d lenn/nO"' uu cornrne'c.e fo,ctionnant sous syst~rne 
d'exploitation Android, mei$ qll" 1 aura equIPes de sa solution securisee cryptant la voix, les SMS, Ie 
systeme et le~ donnees. Les telephOne!. 56, o(,t venous '-pour quelques centaines d'euros 
supplementaires" par r&pport a leur Pfix habrtuel. Ce maici1e jusqu'a present ultra·confidentiel pelmet 
d'equiper en Fmnr.e Ie chef d'? I'E':~\, ~fJ ri' ies l"1inistres "1 i,,; i que (les hHl'ts II)~ctioqnaires , qui util isent Ie 
telephone mobil" c~ iftrant Teor'3m. conslniit ,Jar 1h" lec excluslvernen pour l'Etat et qu i pelmet de passer 
des communic.,tions seCUrls.§~3 !11.'5qu'au ! li~'e? 11 I!se c:p~1 dMf r.se·'. 

154. Franca ~o keel" ~,O}oJ t-o u r,s il' "-13 lm<il ~nrj Of 'lear 
Agence f rance-p,'esse, 81"ff rerOlt. :10 I:> '0 ', 7 
Paris - F"anee Will ma'nta in ~"olJr.d ;! OO') troops in Mall to help securIl the Der;ernber legislative polls 

http:responsib.le


before further scaling ,town its miirtary ~reSf,ilCe, thp, defence minister said T~u ..saay. "We're going keep a 
little more Ihan 2,000 T'len unl'l the eee of t'l p year," Jean·YV",> le Drian said. The fonmer colonia l power 
deployed its airforce and sent combat uoits 'n January tnis year 0 M MaWs government wresl back the 
north of the countlY from Islamisl groups linked 10 AI·Qasda. It cun~~tly hlls 3;DOO troops left on the 
ground and a'MS to sca~p i;F.C · . s )I'>?s. I :~ "r; IlIH 1 rG\i . I e e>1a ,,{Jar\( ¥t"2D 4.

' 
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155. Ibrahim makes unplanned Turkey tnp 
Lebanon Daily Star, Wassim Mroueh, Dana Khraiche, 20131018 
Beirut · Maj. Gen. Abbas Ibrahim, director-general 01 General Security, flew dIrectly from Belgium to 
Turkey in an unplanned visit Thursday to follow up on negotiations lor Ihe rel,ease of nine Lebanese 
pilgrims held hostage by Syrian rebels. Speaking to The Daily Star. a General Seculity source said "a 
development" promp'ed Ibrahim te ellt shor h" v;si! to flp'Gium ~rd head to TurRell. dtlr. li~;n!.l'lO offer 
details or E'Ven di~cl~se vihether it WR~ a D0Sitiv~ or nej:l ~ti' /e oeveloprl'''I1t. "!f t'lere radn't baell a 
developMent in the case, he (lbrahir"l WOi)lc o't h3ve genE 10 rurkey," the sou rce said , reqllestin(J..to 
remain enonymo'ls. "These ~re negotiation";, ard in neqotiatiol1s there a-e ccmr.licated issues, seme that 
can be resnlvf'd e:f1d $(lf1"\(' tt> ~t r::m 'vlt." ~r '" :;l')l! rcp ~2;r:' Ibr~hjm left fr: r Turr. :~: f after tak.i ng part in the 
15th International Summit on TransnationAl Crime in 8r45sels. 

156. Le cadavre enccmhrant du nazi I','i"nl':e 
Le Figaro, Richa"d Heuze , 201 3 10 18 
Rome - Six jours aores la rno j de I'.ey-cap»a!ne SS, 1'It~lie cherche tOlljours ~ se debarrasser de sa 
depouille .. M3iS Que fa ire du G0 -ps d' . rik. P(iphke ? Six.,lol1r aplt1S son deces, ce criminel nazi n'avait 
toujours pa'5 jetlcj i de sepultl/~p 21f.)1~ qlfC Ie t)0iemiq IA £r~I1Ve nil"!1 't en Italie. I_'ex·caritaine SS fut 
responsable du ternble m3S$8'." ·e de'! F~.oses ~'tleatioe<; , en [11M, 194<' aROMe : 335 0l2g~s dont 75 
Juifs, avaient lile i'xecutes illq "' tra" I" e r Inpre<aUle<; j'U'\ <11tental de Ie Resistance qui ava't coute la 
vie a 33 soldats allem:mds. Extrade C'Af',Ai'tine, oi"rrl ~wait VE-f' lj (,.2r,h~ ~A~nda fl t OUl3."ante ;:H'~. Priebke 
avait ete cond3rnne E'n rnar'f, 1998 prlr Lm tnt) !ha1 rnHitp·re 'taliBO 31a fec!usinn crimin,:,lle peine 
uJterieurernem ccr :mnee en rc'·'liE,nc~ ''''1''' l!e8 pM'/i'rJ 'qu'n2e an.a au domicile de son avocat romain. 
Priebke est mort la semaine derniere iJ 100 ens, sans avoir jamais manifeste IG moindre rernords, ni fa~ 
acte de contrition . Sa famille aura', VDuiu or?aniser des f~nera lies re ligieuses. II s'est rneme trouve une 
institution inleq~st" I'insl im' PIP. X q'I' rcpri' ,prte en It8lie la communaute de Mgr Lefebvre, pour mettre 
son seminaire aS~ diSPD~itic n. U, PJrte-p~role de la r.ornmunaute affinmail jeudi matin que Priebke etait 
mort en « chretien repenti II et ({ allp.IT re~" Ie sacremont de la penITence» . Mardi (jemier, Ie corbillard 
avait steaccl)eilli au semr'laire '5itue aA'~-'~ no Cazifl !p (;lux portes de Rcme, aux eris d' « assa~s~n » 
lances par un de'l1i-millier de rrlllitants p.l'tifas('!stes. 11f! rnt aff"ronte 'In nr')'IC'e de n~oraljs venus en 
autocar d'Alle'r lagni,' 

157. Le trouble pass" ell' ,*,pe'l Dibra" i 
Le Figaro, ""Ie (~0 11 ~"1~ 2(~ 'l 'II! !<: 
Paris - De Ja miscre Ilurnatnt' el unefr,;, ,1"2 I"ise e'l otAqe L'affaire de l. .eo~3rda s'es' compliqu~e hier, 
apres que R~.')hat QilJr ~ a lu~- ~rne e avoir rner ti HU)( autorrtl?~ fran 98i5es su r ,'origine Ic:.osovare 
de sa femml3 et de ::,;,~~ e ram', :CIJ ! tat"lf-:or ,. r. nienir I'asile. ( Tout~ la famille rl";:1 fl3mme et mes enfants 
sont nes en ital!€'f. lis r~onf ORC ?t .'on ? '/8G Ie K.(}SQV0)} g r:3corte Reshat Oibrani a I'agence Re'Jters. « 
Nous avons d~n1ande j'asUe ; r1 FrantJe \~t nr) us ns: pouvions pas nl0ntrel' no~~ papiers italieflS. NOlls avons 
dit que nOL S Avioll!> lui Ie f,c>,rwt» 11 ~j~ ul.~ cet t,cr or[i '~ de 4~ an~ dG:'lt Ie pedigree se trouble un peu 
plus amesure aue les hellres Cif}3S@n , "Et (\. tlltJter .IE. { !e~ 8nfa1ts or.t OPIJl" p~rcp. ou ils ne cormaissent 
pas la Ian!!".,. ici" l\ihlml': constu du t ot . de auloille., k,)savares qUI deplore,.,t : « Nous ne savans pas 
quai faire "vee celle lamil E.. ",Ie l1 'esll; ';" ,11, K)sovo II r,'y a que Ie pe re qUI so it ne au Kosovo. » Reshat 
Dibrani a egaletnent avoll0 a 8F~rr\.: aVUlr vurS8 all .;o3~ier de :eguia ~ isdti,).., U(I faux cert;ficat de 
manage, fKflAt~ .' 50 (-!L''''O!' r ;, PJr:,,: 811 ?.': '1. 

158. New EU rules 10 c:urb transf..r of dat~ to US ilfter Edward Sl'o'lld"n r,,"e'ations 



The Guardian (London), Ian 'rrRynor. 2013 10 17 
Brussels - New European rule~ aimed al (,u'-hi~g qeest.rJnab"'-4 arsfers of 0818 trom EU counlries to the 
US are being finaj,;ed in Blus;"ls in IhG Ii :;1 eoncret~ reaction to e EdWad Snc 'den disclosures on US 
and Brilish mass sUiveil,an-;e )f ,j 'gllal comrr.unicalions. R~gulatiGl's 0'Vi2tn-.:> an data proleclion 
standards are expected to pass the Eurore2P parl'amE>_ ,'offiq ittee, age on oi'lQay after the various 
polijical groupings agreed on a new COnpfJI '15e draft f IO'¢':l(J two years < gfldJocl: c~ tile issue, The 
draft would make il hamer for lhe big L:S L11~rnet sel'\er$ ahd soci~ 'nedia providers to tra,l sfer European 
data to third counlries, subject ttwm to Ell ,aw ralher than seuet Am 'c~n court oruers, and authorise 
swingeing flOes possibly runn in; into thl, b'lions for the I,rst lime for n compj'yfng with the neW rules, 
The new rules, il agref'd, woulj tlan t1f transfer of '::ate unless based Q E.U aw of under a new 
transatlantic pact ith the Am€licam~ cr'nplying with EU :a", 

159. Norway In'Jestigates Pos5ibl~ A~s~i ',)nt in 1<"11,8 Mail Siege 
New York T,mes Heori~ r rvsFC' ib,,:1 ~l" 3 it; 18 
Larvik, NCH'IN8V • prhe trail ill th'? j~'v'E'~fQ?ti'Jn jn~o th8 do::ac1y att<?ck on B Kenyan Shoop!"!;, mall leads all 
the way to Scanoma'/iA, 1/'.!f1Ar~ thf! 1\IO~,MA']i~1'l pol'r:.,o. ~2ve irlentifif:ct " mBn \I'll-) 1 may ha\ e b~en among 
the assai larts Ir'/E'stigr:ttors arc qIJfJ~i01~Ln'tl rj:lIHtive::. cil':i fri::il(js of Hcc.sa l~ P-I-;d" OrlUhULOW, a NOlwegian 
citizen born in ::;nmaliB to try 10 ~f'tei"TI;i1p. "hether he '1'3, one of the fOllr mil itant~ captured 0n 
surveillanre footage inside the :.h('l!1pi~<] moll calm!y ".ill inr sho~p,~rs nn a Saturday afternoon last month, 
His Sister, vlho S90ke on the on(i iti()~ o19ljTt'll'~mitl'. sai1 ir 8" i~·.e '\lie\V th8' nfPeers '-om the Norwegian 
security polic9 r3rl asked ~er 'i hefile- h i?rother r~d placer! c.?!ls fflil" N~i"ot'i , including fr0r11 the 
Westgate Sh"llping meil d:lfing the sie:w s:he sairj,t'",'l1 '1~ had not anrJ that the fami ly was unaware of 
any role he might have playeC! iO the att~,~k. "My mol~<er and, father and me, we don't oven know if he is 
dead or alive," she said, "We are wa~i"9 <o~the wM e issue to become clearel'." 

160, N0rw~gian ""speeted 01 einq e.,V-" mal( Alt. ~"'r n~m"d 
BBC Ne'~s, Staff reoart, 2013 10 1~; 
London· The mArl heinq i nlfestip~t(l(J \,"Iv \1(ll"I/Ifl~q i '~n lit.:;e Q"el\!tlp. fvt8CIoc (JIl ~(t\1 ',i1'S \Nestgatp shopping 
centre is HassGn h,iJdi DhuhLlhw, !'lR( ',pws ll inht ·h3S learned. 'f~1) 2~-vear-old hlQlwegian cllizen of 
Somali orpin is suspecte,' of h~,p!I1(, to O!d', and ca'Pi oul tre alrack. B8{; Newsnight "as spar-en to a 
relative of his in Nonvay wt,o said he leTt t"~ '0wn of '-anfi ~. for SomaHa in 2['09 One relative, who spoke 
to ou r corre$ponaent on r,f\nrlttt:)(J of R(lnpyrr' lty S810 that Ohuhulow i~n. fnr SO'TlaHa in 2009. He made 
infrequent ; n~rep,;nr, lv errarc chane r811s 'c, the fa,,'" they said th8 'ast one com inq in the S'.1 mer 
when he said that he '''e, I~ trolJCIB an.C' \A,an.e:i to ~'€'''rn home. On be'rg sh0wn the eeTV footage of the 
Kenya att,ackers by N"'Nsr'~ht, Dhuhu'()\\" mlaliv9 ,,~id: "I d)~'t kno'. wrBt I ieel or think .. , If it is him, he 
must have been bmil'oWas!iec ' 

161 , Reports o"ea~ong kra",j i .. t '~lI jyen,:e to ha n me""tio discredit Turl<cv 
Reuters, 3tMff ,S"O;! ~011 P F 
Ankara -.~ r0PQJt that Tr·qrey H 'en/,ec 'sr!)e;i mtei:jf;!p('t-; ;nt') 'Mato'l to Ira" 'N8S al' a~tempf. to 
discredit ' IJ ri<.~I, /'I,lkl'lfR (11r,%1~" s;;,;'J t" r "'day, =a,1ie r the Wasili'o:an Po~t reoOlled that Turkey 
deliberately blew 1\1" cov\~r ".!f" MI's~,,,,, 'p!,(.1irO(l o;ki n(j insi'lEo Iran in early :2012 and de~lf a significant 
blow to Israeli ~ n', lIi~e ,c"q)?"'~~n~, Or'ie....'" in Ank3-a, scealdllg or C0 d,li,'r Ihey not be named, 
descri bed the 8mde es pal~ qfflr\-9It'lfllpl L' l'scrw1it T'JIKeV t,1' inrei~n ;lev,'e" unr,orn{orlsb'e with its 
growing influ"r~r' in the Micidl" E.J;( 1):.., III "sl iC9t oil ":',,; aliegatio" a~aer~d officials in Ankera, already 
on the dp.fensi~e Mtor a Wall street ,lo'Jmal ?r1it~e lastv/eek sUQPp,stAd V"2shl~gton was corcerned 
intelligence chipf !-Jake" F id~ 1 nad snafed $(nsitive IIllorm ation with Irnn. A senior official from Erdogan's 
ruling AK Party saij 311ch aLCll:;p~,C"S ,'le,,1 p.ar' of a de'ijerale a:te"lpt tn d"credit Turkey and 
undermine its role 'n the regio~ IDl 1 0win~ E~"'·1ion of Iran'o relatively moderate president Hassan Rohani, 
"Turkey !!?;~ '-drl: ('IlAI (,O'Nf r 2P'-.' rf' n a["o ~(.v. € .. ( ~. te'":;.. Irlhir.1 (T(-~ i.mcr"nfl)!-l-,~lJle with this "' Stories like 
these are C"FFt of !l camp 3:;11. I r ::; ufflci,")! : :l ,d. asking l'O~ lJ be identified be(;a,Js~ of the sensitivity of the 
subject. 



162. Turkey denies blowing cover of tsraeli spy ring in Iri o 
The National (UAE) , Hugh Naylor and Thomas Seibelt, 2013 10 1$ 
Ramallah· Turkey denied yesterday allegat,ons it blew the cover otar 1sraeli,spy ling in Iran saying the 
claim was aimed at destabilisi,lg Recep Tayyip [rdO;)8n':" uvernmen . 'The Washington Post reported 
that Ankara deliberately revea'ad to Tehra~ early la,-t j?,a;: r.e !\!en ttLes of'as'mAny as 10 Iranians 
working for the Massad spy ag ncy. The disclosure resulted ill flO si£n'ijcant se\back for Isr,<\eli espionage 
efforts in Iran and may have been retaliation for Israel's ,illing of oine T~rM'OrJ-board a Gaza-bound aid 
flotilla in 2010, aCGording to the report pub!lshed yesterday. Turkisl1 Fovejgn r'41r1lster Ahmet Davutoglu 
said the allegations were "without any fou1dation". The countries are bol~ allijl" of the United Slates and 
used to maintain robust diplomatic, mil itary and intelligence relations, witlfls f?eJ's air fo(ceJegulany using 
Turkish airspace for training operations. 

163. Turkey denies claim!; on disr.io:;I.'r<! C'f Israg1i spies, intelligence chief 
Hurriyet Dai:y News Staff rpnorl, 2013 1 17 
Istanbul - Turkish r,o'/emment offi,ciols 'iI~'e ("'l ick '0 deny cl3ims fPportcd h;1 Washindton Post columnist 
David l or~ti u5 that ,6.n~ar8 hie,.' the r·O"Pf on R JrolPl of Isr3eli spie" disclosirg t"pi' names to IfRnian 
intelligerce. "V2(n~s c 3'TI raign~ botr 8t irternAtionel an" natioral ie .. el ~'e ' ecpntly IIr de!\~8y , " Foreign 
Minister Davutog'u sa id frorl his homete'll:! cf KOPV8 0n Cr:' 17, blaming those ~.am~aigns for trying to 
discred it the gO'lemment's "mission" aOO ~J1 k2r'l's 9!J81'o ra"e Tu rke.y 5 q l ob~1 profile . Ign8!iLls had 
claimed in his Washington P0St colllm rl l~<I'j rlr;q" bijtP.f pe!iod 'n bila·'.Na: relations Turkey gave up 
the identities of around 1 0 Isr?eli ~ to Tphr~r 'vhf) h.:l1 tleen working with Israe!i intelligence. in "an effort 
to slap t ~e Israelis," according t(l 5.9urces that fgnatiusdescribed as "knowledgeable." Mustafa Varank, 
one of the prime minister's advisers, also res onded to Ignatius' altic!e, describing the report as 
"incoherent" via Twitter. Varank argued tha lifnatius' story clashecl with the reality of intelligence 
agencies. "Ignaji l '~' a~icle 's 5') il1cohe "~nt ' [ 'le j tjc' i9'l~r'l wo<Jd o~eFl.lte~ ar.cording to agreements," he 
tweeted. 

164. Turkey cli$misses repOII It eXlJOsed M"!isad spy ;n~ in Iran 
Times 01 Israel , Gavrirel Fisk~ and R.?o"~~1 A~r') n, 20 -!3 1 () 18 
Jerusalem - T"rkey's Fo:-elgn ~[o ;n ister A'inet Da\,utoqlu 01' Th ursdnl' dlslT1issp~ ~1!09at i ()~s that l"urkey 
last ye2f dp.1iber'?te1v eX{l0Sp.(t to I!~e Iranisr .t'~ l th(\rit !ES a groLlp of lJp -::0 10 Iranians 'v\/O rl<ing as Mossad 
"assets." He claimed the nllegatirrr -. made in a Washinqton Post articl~ early Thursday and not denied 
by Israel •• was D'lrt of an orchestraterJ ca'~rJ3ign to discrwlit Turkey . Ther9 tlav€> i:le8n "varicus 
campaigns, both on fan] International ond nation21le"el " 8imed at th? policies of sen ior gover~ment 
Officials, ;ncluding Recep Ta~ll"p F.rdogan end the he?d of the Tl"!:i$~ intelligence Hakan FidBn , Today's 
Zaman reportqd D-s.vulog!u 3 3 5a)"r\9. "·- '10fC "a~ b5'~:1 a:~dmo:,jgn . . to niscredlt our 10-year 
experie1ce," Davutogl..J said, referr.,lg to the Llecade mat £.:rdogan tlas been in power. "They wanted to 
see [the1 old Turkey mturtlrn(l cack." 

165. Turkish 9 I limen! ",?-" .~ ).<.lIfiJ" "lll,itl: P !~K !.,. der 
Hurriyet Da ily l>i9NS 8 tH!'! re'JI)'t, 20{3 . ) F 
Istanbul· The iailf'Q Ie') el or t~e oulla"·€!f t<.I, ~51Rr, INc1(k~l"S' P" ty ("1<:',) cll:xio.l, lah b ,alal1 Il3~ urged . 
the gover~ ment \0 e"~bnsh ;_ (ell<l! uasi;> I'J: !he Geace IXOI;e.'S t"J stl it· Ire !3iKS into the "de&p 
negotiation .;tage' whi:e nc.('usit'lq it 0; e Tp.i;liv9Iv stop'''!] tile process. "Goo:1 0' bact. we have exited a 
one-year process, btl: any I".~ \ll <:lasis jlas not been oslabirshed. DE'spile our rails and messages, the 
government hasn't taken rny steps ,. " eace an . [)",rno'~r?c'! Party IE:DP) Deputy P8niarnentary Group 
Chair Pe1vin BI!'cCin quotpd C)caI3'1 as S,? vi r"rL ir' nn irtpr ,j~w \"Iith dally Ozglir (?i"lnriem :hat was 
published ye~J~er~i8y. SpC'; I~IIl ~l :141:'1\1 d':!y,:' p:f'~"vi~ ,;l ~j f j ;,3!an on the In ( !j ISland prison on Oct. 14 with 
a BOP lielegatio1 Bu!(jan , ,,iei Oca'an 'Jas struggling to maintain the process amid his confinement and 
the government's passivi~y in es'ab!ishi ,1Y the nec8ssary cor·drtions fo!lo;Ying !t.e retreat of PKI< militants 
from Turkisll soil. 
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166. Un ancien d!figeant pre5ume de I'~~TA rHt is... 
Sud OUEst, Jour~aliste maisor. . 20 13 10 18 
Pau, France - Un ancien dirigeant preSUmE (Je I'ETA re mis a l'Espagne Jul;tice La France a rem.s hier, a 
la police espagnole, un membre presume de I'ETA, Inigo Vallejo, considere comme I'ancien nurnero deux 
de I'appareil militaire du grou~2 arme bas ue J U' ovafeJe arrete da lS I'Hexl1gone en 2003. L'Audience 
nationale, principale instance penale espa(,no!e, chargee tJota;pmeQt des affaires de terrorisme, " Ie 
recherche pour des delits de ten'onsme et biessllle~ " , E'xplique poliO" e5p.!l(jl1ole. 
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1. Is China's Lenovo Bidding For BlackBerry To Destroy It? 
Forbes, Gordon G. Chang, 2013 10 21 
Column - As we learned Thursday, Lenovo Group, the Chinese consumer technology firm, has signed a 
non-disclosure agreement with BlackBerry in preparation for a bid to buy the struggling Canadian 
business. Lenovo surely knows it will not be permitted to take over BlackBerry. Canadian and American 
authorities are expected to block any sale to a company subject to Beijing's control, even if that control is 
only indirect, as it is in the case of Lenovo. So why is Lenovo in the process of making a bid? In all 
probabilny, Chinese government officials want to destroy BlackBerry, just as they destroyed another 
Canadian tech company, Nortel Networ1ls, last decade. For almost a decade, the Chinese hacked Nortel, 
gaining access to nearly everything on its Internal networks. As John Tkacik, a retired chief of China 
intelligence analysis at the State Department, told Forbes at the end of last week, "Not surprisingly, 
throughout the 2000s, as Nortel's networks were wholly accessible to Chinese hackers, the Canadian 
company found nself underbid by the Chinese in the Chinese market and by Chinese competitors in its 
traditional global markets." As a result, Nortel deciared bankruptcy in 2009. The company was then split 
up and the parts sold off. Lenovo's bid is much more sensnive than any1hlng that has already been turned 
down. "BlackBerry is the prime phone used by all government officials and top officials" said Michael 
Juneau-Katsuya. a former Asia-Pacific head at the Canadian Secumy Intelligence Service, to The Globe 
and Mail , the Toronto paper. "For that reason alone, n shall not and could not be sold to a foreign enttty 
that is not wnhin the realm of close network of friends." 

2. Plus de vols, plus de partes 
La Presse, Annabelle BlaiS, 2013 10 21 
"Ottawa - Selon Michel Juneau-Katsuya, ancien agent du Service canadien du renseignement de securite 
(SCRS), explique que Ie passeport canadien est tres recherche par les organisations criminelles et 
terroristes. Le nombre de passeports canadiens disparus a monte en neche depuis 10 ans Le nombre de 
passeports canadiens declares voles ou perdus a explose de plus de 400% en 10 ans, revelent des 
documents obtenus en vertu de la Loi sur I'acces a I'information. Entre 2003 et 2012. Ie nombre de 
passeports perdus ou voles est passe de 12 134 a65 892. Pour 2013, les donnees demontrent que la 
tendance devrait se maintenir, voire augmenter par rapport ill'an demier. II y a quelques annees, La 
Presse avatt deJlI revele que Ie nombre de passeports signales perdus ou voles atteignatt 46 956, en 
2008. Questionne II ce sujet, Passeport Canada maintient depuis quelques annees qu'environ 55 000 
passe ports sont perdus ou voles chaque annee. Pourtant, les documents obtenus demontrent clairement 
que ce chiffre est plus eleve. 

Canada 

3. 'Most wanted' man granted a new detention review 



Toronto Star, Nicholas Keung, 2013 1021 
Toronto - The Federal Court has ordered a new detention hearing fOI one of Canada's "most wanted" 
men after finding government officials deliberately withheld information that could have led to his release. 
Arshad Muhammad was among 30 men on former immigration minister Jason Kenney's highly publicized 
"Most Wanted" list released in the summer of 2011 . The Pakistani man has been held in detention since 
he was arrested shortly after the government launched a website listing the alleged foreign criminals and 
posting their photos online. Muhammad came to Toronto as a refugee in 1999 and went underground in 
2003 after exhausting all legal means to remain here. He was described as having links to an Islamist 
group involved in terrorist attacks against Pakistan. I! 'Q 1.. ~ 
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4. Attaques contre les peuples autochtones 
Le Devoir, dine Juchs et Melissa Leblanc, 2013 10 21 
Opinion - Jeudi 17 octobre, la GRC attaque une barricade de la nation Elsipogtog au Nouveau
Brunswick. Depuis Ie 29 septembre, elle bloquan I'aecas aux vehicules de la compagnie South Western 
Energy Resources (SNW, Texas) , laquelle menan des travaux d'exploration et des tests sismiques sur Ie 
termoire micmac, en vue d'y exploiter du gaz de schiste. Depuis I'ete demier, diverses actions contre la 
compagnie.ont ete menees par la population locale, entrainant plusieurs arrestations. L'assaut de la GRC 
contre la barricade a ete lance la veille d'une joumee nationale d'action f",ee au 18 octobre, et quelques 
jours apres Ie Jour de Christophe Colomb - jour de celebration de 521 ans de genocide contre les 
peuples autochtones des Ameriques.. . En reponse, une vague de protestations et d'actions de solidame 
s'est repandue atravers Ie pays Ie jour ml!me. 

5. Brian Mulroney speaks out against boycotting Commonwealth meeting 
Postmedia News, Andrea Hill , 2013 1021 
Ottawa - Canada should not boycott the upcoming Commonwealth meetings in Sri Lanka, former Prime 
Minister Brian Mulroney said Sunday. "If you were going to boycott the Commonwealth because of 
illustrations of improper government or abusive treatment of people within some of the member countries, 
some days you wouldn1 have too many people around that Commonwealth table for tea," Mulroney said 
during an appearance on CTVs Question Period: "There's a lot of developing countries in there, countries 
wHh problems, and the best thing I think that we can do is be there at the table and illustrate, by our 
presence, the value of what we've learned as a country over 146 years and how we conduct ourselves 
wnh our democracy and with our generosity to friends internationally." 

6. Broadband forum that will set the agenda for ground-breaking technology (Canada,. 
The National (UAE), Colin Randall , 2013 1021 
Dubai - For those not at GHex Technology in Dubai this week, Amsterdam is the place to be. Technology 
experts from the UAE and the wider Arabian Gulf have joined the procession to the Nethel1ands capital 
for the Broadband World Forum, which runs until Thursday. The forum styles itself "the world's largest 
broadband event", a global showcase for ground-breaking broadband technologies, applications, 
solutions and services. Some of the viSiting experts possess the hottest tickets in town - the right to take 
part in tomorrow's "executive summit", which has developed into the highlight of the annual conference 
and exhibHion. Jim Pine, the co-leader of Eom, a Canadian project providing a high-speed, high-capacHy 
broadband network run on behalf of 13 local government administrations in Ontario, says the event last 
year "exposed us to new and interesting technologies and to projects from around the globe". 

7. Canada welcomes Chinese investment 
China Daily, 201310 21 
Canada will continue to welcome Chinese investment and has taken concrete steps to facilitate capnal 
inflow to further strengthen economic interdependence with China, Canadian Governor General David 
Johnston said on Saturday. A foreign investment protection act between Canada and China is being 
ratified as part of the latest attempts to encourage cross-border investments between the two countries, 
said Johnston, who is on his first state visit to China. "Canada is amongst the most open jurisdictions in 



the wortd for foreign investment, and that will continue to be the case. So of course Chinese investment 
will be highly welcome," he told China Daily in Shanghai. Ottawa has tumed down only three proposed 
foreign investment deals in the past decade, Johnston said, two of them for national security reasons. 
The third one is in the oil sands sector, he said, where a specific review process is a prerequisite before a 
Canadian company's majority ownership takeover by a foreign entity is allowed. This is reflected in the 
case of the acquisition of Canada-based oil producer Nexen by China National Offshore Oil Corp. The 
buyout was put under regulatory approval from the Canadian govemment. Johnston said the process will 
not prevent joint ventures or other investments from State-owned enterprises from any part of the wortd, 
including China, into Canada's energy sector. 

'. 
8. Chiefs back Elsipogtog in resource fight 
Globe and Mail, Jane Taber, 201310 21 
Halifax - Native leaders are waming that the violent clash between RCMP and the Elsipogtog First Nation 
- which last week saw police vehicles torched, rubber bullets fired and rocks thrown - is just the tip of the 
iceberg. The protest against shale-gas exploration near the village of Rexton, N.B., took place as some 
aboriginal groups across the country are expressing frustration over being excluded from consultations, 
especially when it comes to resource development. Last week's incident is galvanizing native groups, 
which have been sending statements of solidarity to the East- Coast band . On Sunday, the Grand Chief 
of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, Derek Nepinak, visited the community, just north of Moncton, to 
show his support. He attended a meeting and came out of it with the view that "people are resilient and 
people will heal." He does not see an immediate resolution. 

9. First Nations leaders meet to tackle shalellas tests 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 10 21 
Rexton, N.B. - Hundreds of people gathered at a community hall on Sunday to discuss their opposition of 
the development of a shale gas sector in the province, as their protest gamered support from a Manitoba 
grand chief. Elsipogtog Chief Arren Sock said the meeting at Elsipogtog First Nation was a chance for 
people in his community to tell their stories. "It's just part of the healing process and I wanted that to 
begin," said Sock after the meeting, which drew about 300 community members and protesters and was 
closed to media. Sock and grand chief Derek Nepinak of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs were expected 
to hold a news conference at Elsipogtog Monday moming. Nepinak said the assembly chiefs in Manitoba 
sent him to New Brunswick to stand in solidarity with the community and protesters. 

10. Governor General 'delighted' by reception in China, encourages Canadians to participate in 
change 
Postmedia News, Peter Robb, 2013 10 21 
Shanghai - The Governor General of Canada was sounding very much like Margaret Thatcher when he 
said that the new leadership duo in Beijing is open to doing business with Canada. The late British prime 
minister said much the same thing about Mikhail Gorbachev when the Soviet leader burst onto the wortd 
scene In the 1980s. David Johnston is on the first state visit to China during his tenure, a trip that will last 
eight days and take him to five major cities, from the capital in Beijing to Shanghai, Nanjing, Chengdu and 
finally to Guangzhou. Immediately after, he will visit the capital of Mongolia, Ulan Bator, where he will be 
the first Canadian govemor general or prime minister to visit the resource rich country strategically 
located between China and Russia. He will also speak to the country's partiament called the Great Khural. 
These are the 26th and 27th countries he has visited . The Govemor General's trip coincides with a full
court Canadian press in China this October. The National Arts Centre Orchestra has toured the country; 
the mayor of Ottawa, Jim Watson, has led a delegation to Beijing and Shanghai, the Canada-China 
Business Council has held a week of meetings in the Chinese capital and federal ministers John Baird 
and Joe Oliver were in Beijing for meetings with their counterparts. 

11. Israeli minister presses Ottawa on Iran 
Globe and Mail, Campbell Clark, 2013 10 21 



Ottawa - A senior Israeli minister has come to enlist the Canadian government in efforts to persuade the 
world to keep up pressure on Iran until it gives in - thoroughly - on its nuclear program. Yuval Steinitz, 
Israel's Minister of Strategic Affairs, was briefed Friday by British and other officials now in nuclear talks 
wilh Iran. He flew to Canada for meetings Monday with Prime Minister Stephen Harper and Foreign 
Affairs Minister John Baird, and heads to Washington Tuesday. Amid all the other Mideast issues, there's 
little doubt what lops Israel's agenda: pushing an uncompromising stance on nuclear talks with Iran. "The 
greater the pressure, the greater the chances for diplomacy to succeed,· Mr. Steinitz said iQ an interview 
with The Globe and Mail. "1\ would be unwise, to say the least, to ease the pressure on Iran before you 
get a final and satisfactory solution to the problem." Q 

12. L'importance d'assurer ses donnees 
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Le Soleil, Yves Therrien, 2013 10 21 " v, 
Ottawa - Les risques entourant les cyberattaques, les pertes de donnees confidentielles acause a'une 
breche dans la securite ou d'une erreur humaine a I'inteme sont en croissance. L'assurance contre Ie 
cyberisque est en croissance aussi, bien que ce ne sont pas tous les assureurs qui entrent dans ce 
creneau de niche assez jeune dans Ie monde des assurances. Les entreprises au Canada ne sont pas 
toutes assurees contre Ie cyberisque, souligne Alexis Heroux, gestionnaire service client chez la firme de 
courtage d'assurance BFL CANADA. ·Contrairement aux Etats-Unis ou 46 Etats ont une legislation 
obligeant les entreprises adevoiler qu'ils ont ete victimes de piratage ou d'une breche de securite 
concemant les donnees personnelles de clients, au Canada, la loi n'oblige pas a rendre publics ces 
evenements, sauf dans les cas ou Ie commissaire a la vie privee I'exige. Les clients sont avises." 

13. L'Union europeenne et Ie Canada finalisent leur accord de libre- echange (Canada) 
Le Monde, Philippe Ricard, 201310 21 
Bruxelles - Les concessions faites sur les produits agricoles font I'objet de critiques Apres quatre ans de 
negociations, l'Union europeenne et Ie Canada ont conclu vendredi 18 octobre un vaste accord de libra
echange. Le compromis a ete finalise aBruxelles par Ie premier ministre canadien Stephen Harper et Ie 
president de la Commission europeenne, Jose Manuel Barroso. Les deux hommes co-pilotaient les 
negociations ces demiers mois afin d'eviter qu'elles ne s'enlisent. C'est la premiere fois que l'Union 
europeenne signe un tel accord de libre-echange avec un pays industrialise, membre du G8. Le resultat 
constitue mArne, aen croire M. Barroso, une " reference " pour les negociations du mArne type engagees 
depuis deux mois, en depit des controverses, avec les Etats-Unis. Avec Ie Canada, les tractations ont 
achoppe sur quantile de sujets, comme les medicaments generiques, les services financiers, ou les 
appels d'offres publics organises par les provinces canadieimes. Grande premiere, ces demiares 
devraient accepter de passer commandes aupras de foumisseurs europeens, comme EADS, Siemens, 
ou Alstom. Une forme de reciprocite, dans la mesure ou les marches publics europeens sont ouverts 
depuis longtemps aux groupes canadiens, en particulier dans Ie domaine des transports, avec 
Bombardier. 

14. Le milllant Patrick Bourgeois rejoint Option nationale 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 201310 21 
Montreal - Le militant independantiste Patrick Bourgeois a ete choisi samedi comme candidat d'Option 
nationale en vue de I'election partielle provinciale dans la circonscription montrealaise de Viau. Aucun 
autre aspirant n'a presente sa candidature. Patrick Bourgeois a ete un proche du regrette cineaste Pierre 
Falardeau, avec qui il a organise de nombreuses manifestations. en faveur de I'independance. M. 
Bourgeois est president du Reseau de resistance du Quebecois et il dirige Ie journal Le Quebecois. 
Option nationale se choisit actuellement un nouveau chef. Le resultat du vote sera devoile Ie 26 octobre. 

15. Nouvelle manif contre la Charte 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 20131021 
Montreal - Une autre manifestation pour denoncer Ie projet de Charte des valeurs quebecoises du 
gouvemement Marois s'est deroulee hier apras-midi aMontreal. La coalition appelee "Ensemble contre la 



charte xenophobe" a reussi II rassembler quelques centaines de personnes au centre- ville. Dans un 
communique, Ie regroupement a affirme que Ie projet de charte attaque la dign~e et I'autodetermination 
des personnes, ainsi que leur capacite de "travailler et de survivre" au Quebec. La coal~ion soutient que 
la Charte est xenophobe, parce que ses "partisans" font appel au sensationnalisme et II de fausses 
peurs, entre autres pour des motifs electoraux. Elle s'oppose egalement au sexisme qui, selon elle, SOUS
tend Ie projet et notamment aux stereotypes II propos des femmes qui portent Ie hijab. Le comtte 
organisateur de la manifestation deplore par ailleurs que Ie debat entourant la Charte ne reconnaisse pas 
Ie fa~ que Ie Quebec et Ie Canada ont ete blrtis "s ml!me des terras vOlees aux autochtones et qu'ils se 
sont const~ues grAce II la depossession et au genocide de ces peuples". 

16. Populaire Ia puce? 
La Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 21 
Ottawa - Passeport Canada mise beaucoup sur Ie nouveau passeport et les nouveaux frais pour 
ameliorer la sante financiere de I'organisme. L'organisme refuse toutefois de reveler s La Presse combien 
de passeports electroniques ont ete delivres depuis qu'iI est offert aux Canadiens (en juillet 2013). Mais 
selon des documents d'acces, 504 115 demandes de passeports ont ete relfues en juillet seulement, ce 
qui est legerement plus eleve que Ie mois precedent, mais plus bas qu'en janvier et en fevrier de cette 
annee. En juillet, plus de 10 % des plaintes regues par Passeport Canada concemaient Ie passeport 
electronique. Passeport Canada refuse de donner davantage de details et maintient qu'aucune lacune n'a 
ete constatee. 

17. Protesters claim victory after NEB hearings cancelled 
QMI News Agency, Terrry Davidson, 2013 1021 
Toronto - Land and water are more important than oil, protesters wanted to convey to those responsible 
for a controversial plan to increase the flow of crude through the Une 9 pipeline. Amanda Lickers was one 
of the estimated 1,000 that gathered outside the Metro Toronto Convention Centre Saturday to march in 
protest of the National Energy Board (NEB) hearings being held there to discuss Enbridge's plan to 
reverse the flow of a section of ~s Line 9 pipeline that runs between southern Ontario and Montreal. 
Enbridge executives say the reversal of flow -- which would include an increase to 300,000 barrels of 
crude oil a day - is safe. Opponents say ~ will be an environmental hazard, with increased risk of a leak 
due to stress placed on an aging pipeline. Enbridge was due to deliver closing arguments on Saturday, 
but the NEB cancelled the hearing because of secunty concerns after a group of protesters showed up for 
Friday's hearing. 

18. Public service losing its ability to provide policy advice, former top bureaucrat says 
Ottawa C~izen, Kathryn May, 2013 10 21 
Ottawa - There are not a lot of policy ideas floating around Ottawa these days because cabinet ministers 
don~ ask for any and public servants may not be offering them. As Mel Cappe, one of Canada's former 
top bureaucrats puts ~, there is a "supply and demand" problem for ideas in public policy. On the supply 
side, there is a shrinking number of smart policy analysts and researchers in the public service. That's 
exacerbated on the demand side, where ministers are not asking for evidence or advice. And to use the 
analogy of the free market further, Cappe argues the policy role of Canada's public service is in a deep 
"secular decline" to which he sees no end in sight. "Ideology doesn~ need analysis, and if you have the 
answers you don~ need questions, and that's where we are these days," said Cappe, a longtime deputy 
minister and former clef!( of the Privy Council Office. "The public service runs the risk of being in decline 
and if this continues to happen, Canadians will be worse off." 

19. Quebacois Jewish community: We are not alone 
Jerusalem Post, Sam Sokol, 2013 10 21 
Montreal - The Commission des droits de la personne et des droits de la jeunesse, a Canadian human 
rights watchdog, on Thursday panned a Charter of Quebec Values proposed by the Parti Quebecois as 
an infringement on religious liberty. The commission, an independent organization established under 



Quebec's Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms in 1976, took issue with the terms of the new charter, 
depicting them as representing a "break with the quasi-constitutional" text of the charter. The most 
controversial of the proposed measures, a ban on the wearing of "conspicuous" religious symbols by 
government workers, "does not meet the Quebec charter test," the commission asserted. In add~ion, the 
rights watchdog stated that an additional "proposal to formalize 'religioU§' accommodations could restrict 
the scope of accommodations granted on the basis of other grounds of discrimination, including for 
disabled people." It ( 
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20. Shining a Spotlight on Canada, Washington's Junior Partner' in the Americas C) 
Huffington Post, Nikolas Kozlott, 2013 10 21 .: I ~ 
Column - Edward Snowden, who divulged secret activ~ies of the National Security Agency or N.S.A., is 
now safely ensconced in Moscow. However, the notorious whistle-blowe~s disclosures continue to 
illuminate Washington's underhanded and unsavory agenda in the hemisphere, as well as U.S. links to 
junior partners such as Canada. According to Brazil's flagship news program Fantastico, which got 
access to Snowden's intelligence, Canada's electronic eavesdropping agency hacked into Brazil's 
Ministry of Energy Mines in a likely attempt to gamer valuable industrial intelligence. The recent reporting 
does not indicate what the super secret Communications Security Establishment Canada or CSEC was 
after precisely, though ~ is possible that Ottawa has actually been spying on Brazil for years. There is 
some suggestion, moreover, that the Canadians carried out their intelligence wnh the active collaboration 
of the United States. Indeed, the Fantastico report was based on CSEC documents which had been 
presented at an intelligence conference attended by the U.S. and ns allies. According to the documents, 
Canada worked with an elne group of cyber spies at the N.S.A. when it hacked into the Brazilian Ministry 
of Energy and Mines. Though certainly incendiary, Snowden's revelations concerning Canada's wider role 
in the region should not come as a surprise. Indeed, even before the recent reports about Brazil surfaced, 
CSEC reportedly targeted Latin America by spying on Mexico in advance of NAFTA trade talks in the rnid
1990s. What is more, a Canadian eavesdropping station based at Leitrim, Ontario is said to be aimed at 
the interception of Latin American satell~e communicatIons. In light of Canada's earlier support for anti
democratic forces in Venezuela and Honduras, it is hardly surprising that Ottawa should now be caught 
spying on another progressive regime, that of Dilrna Roussett in Brazil. While the contours of such spying 
are still unclear, it seems likely that Canada seeks a leg up for its mining companies in South America, 
and may view Brazil wnh some political suspicion. Canada's spying agency CSEC may not have the 
technological wherewithal to fully mon~or Latin American governments, though serendipitously Ottawa 
has been able to profrt from highly sophisticated N.S.A. resources. Note: Nikolas Kozlott is the author of 
Revolution! South America and the Rise of the New Left. 

21, Tories reverse plans to withhold public servants' pay 
Ottawa C~izen, Kathryn May, 2013 1021 
Ottawa - The Conservative government is giving up plans to claw back four per cent of public servants' 
paycheques next year as it moves to a modernized pay system. Treasury Board President Tony Clement 
said the government reversed the decision when it was brought to his attention that Public Works and 
Government SelVices Canada, the federal paymaster and receiver-general, wanted to recover two weeks' 
pay from .every public servant's paycheque for 2014 beginning in January. 'When it came to our attention, 
this government did what was fair and reasonable for its employees," said Clement in an email. "As we 
trans~ion from the 40-year-old computer pay system to the new system employees will not see any 
interruption in the biweekly pay cycle." Clement met with union leaders last week about the new "pay in 
arrears" system and assured them the government had found a way to proceed without a claw back. 
Details will be announced this week. 

22, Un grand chef du Manitoba en renfort 
La Presse canadienne, Journaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Rexton - Des centaines de personnes se sont rassemblees hier dans une salle communautaire de 
Rexton, au Nouveau-Brunswick, pour discuter de leur opposition au developpement du secteur du gaz de 
schiste dans la province, alors que leurs demarches ont reyu I'appui d'un grand chef autochtone du 



ManHoba. Le chef de la P(emi~re Nation Elsipogtog, Arren Sock, a declare que la rencontre, qui a attire 
environ 300 membres de la communaute et manifestants, et qui etaH interdHe aux medias, etaH I'occasion 
pour ses concHoyens de raconter leur vecu. Le chef Sock n'a pas voulu dire si quoi que ce soit avaH ete 
decide concernant la fa~n de proceder avec la manifestation contre I'exploration des gaz de schiste par 
I'entreprise SWN Resources. ~e grand chef Derek Nepinak, de l'Assemblee des chefs du ManHoba, a 
indique que les chefs membres de I'assemblee manHobaine l'avaiIWt envoye au Nouveau-Brunswick pour 
se montrer solidaire de la communaute et des manifestants. 

23. Une autre marc he contre la charte 

Agence QMI, Agnes Chapsal, 20131021 

Montreal - Des manifestants ont passe leur message lors de la marche contre Ie projet de charte des 

valeurs quebecoises, hier. Le mouvement de contestation ne semble pas s'affaiblir dans la metropole, 

depuis la presentation du texte par Ie ministre Bernard Drainville en septembre. Au debu1 de la 

manifestation organisee par la coalition « Ensemble contre la charte xenophobe» , une femme a 

interpele les manifestants rassembles au coin de la rue Guy et du boulevard De Maisonneuve Ouest pour 

exprimer son soulien a la charte, estimant ce texte « tres bien» . Le ton est alors monte, mais I e cortege 

a ensuHe pris d'assaut la rue Sainte- Catherine, au rythme de slogans comme «on lache rien» ou « si tu 

aimes t on foulard! ta kippa, tapa des mains.» 


24. Une Charte xenophobe? 

Le Devoir, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 21 

Montreal - Quelques centaines de manifestants ont repondu a I'appel du collectif Ensemble contre la 

charte xenophobe, dimanche apres- midi, aMontreal. Dans la foule, Chloe Marin, qu'on aper~oH ci

dessus avec son voile beige, a tenu adire que Ie gouvemement Marois devraH repenser sa Charte : .. 

C'est vraiment stressant de ne pas savoir si je vais garder mon emploi. Tout~, parce que je risque de 

me faire dire "desole, tu ne peux pas travailler si tu gardes ton voile"." ~ 


United States· Etats-Unis 

26. An Interview Wrth Pierre Omidyar 
New York Times, David Carr, 201310 21 
Interview - Pierre M. Omidyar, the founder of eBay and now a philanthropist, has been much in the news 
after it was revealed last week that he would be backing a general-interest news site to the tune of $250 
million. NYT: : You could be putting your time and money into a lot of things. 'Mly news? Pierre Omidyar: 
I'm a technologist by origin and by training, but I'm focused on philanthropy. One of the key areas was 
taking the lessons from technology and applying them to making the world beller. And part of that interest 
really led me to government transparency and accountability: how do we explain to a broad audience 
what government is doing? We've lived in Hawaii for about seven years and I saw a gap in coverage as 
newsrooms were merging -there was a real reduction in reporting capacHy and so I felt H was critical to 
just build a newsroom that is exclusively focused on public affairs. I wanted to get my hands dirty learning 
what it's like to work with journalists and editors day in and day oul, to see how the sausage is made. 
Through that experience, I saw firsthand the 'impact that really good investigative stories have at every 
level and so this is the next step in a very long journey. NYT: This next step seems focused on secrecy 
and transparency. What pulled you in that direction? Omidyar: A number of things happened: Even before 
the Snowden leaks, we saw a number of what I would characterize as missteps by the Justice 
Department. We saw the Justice Department wiretap the A.P. newsroom. We saw [Fox News reporter 
James) Rosen being labeled as co-conspirator label in affidavHs; we see the many leak proseculions 
including the use of the Espionage Act. It alerted me to the fact that even in this great country of ours with 



this fantastic Constitution, there's a real pressure against press freedoms that's going on. Perhaps 
unintentionally in the hot pursuit of leakers and trying to proteC\ secrets, we are really putting pressure on 
press freedom here. When you have mass surveillance, it's impossible to meet the intent of the First 
Amendment because reporters can1 talk to sources because sources are afr\lid to talk. 

Z ,. 
~ OJ. ~ 

26. Hacker Test Finds Flaws in Market 0 • 
Wall Street Journal, Ryan Tracy, 2013 10 21 ~ 
Washington - Hackers were able to force a shutdown of U.S. equity marllets in a simulated cy6erattack on 
the U.S. financial sector, suggesting industry and government could do more to harden the financial 
system against external threats. The Securities Industry and Financial Marllets Association, which 
represents the largest global financial players as well as smaller firms, is expected to release on Monday 
the results of its "Quantum Dawn 2" exercise, in which about 50 government and prtvate-sector entities 
responded to a simulated financial system attack. The July drill included cyberthreats individual fi s 
have experienced but that haven1 been tried in a coordinated way on a grand scale, said Karl 
Schimmeck, Sifma's vice president for financial services operations. First, participants posing as hackers 
executed an automatic selloff of targeted stocks with stolen passwords in a computer simulation . Then 
they engaged in a series of tactics designed to confuse marllet participants, including causing problems 
with telecommunications equipment and issuing fraudulent news releases written to substantiate the price 
drops. They shut down access to government websites, caused problems with the software many firms 
use to manage stock orders and spread a virus, degrading exchanges' ability to process trades. 

27. Les Etats-Unis veulent reprendie leur aide antiterroriste au Pakistan 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Washington - Les Etats-Unis ont rer;:u dimanche soir Ie Premier ministre pakistanais Nawaz Sharif en 
visite officielle et indique vouloir reprendre leur aide antiterroriste illslamabad qui etait quasiment 
interrompue depuis Ie raid contre Oussama Ben Laden en 2011 . Au moment ou M. Sharif etait accueilli iI 
Washington par Ie secretaire d'Etat John Kerry, Ie departement d'Etat a annonce qu'il avait demande au 
Congres iI y a plusieurs semaines de voter Ie financement de cette assistance en matiere de securite 
destinee aappuyer les forces arrnees pakistanaises dans leur Iulle contre les tali bans pakistanais et AI
QaIda. "Au cours de I'ete passe, Ie departement d'Etat a notifia au Congres comment iI comptait financer 
certains programmes au Pakistan ( ... j dans Ie cadre d'un long processus de redemarrage de notre 
assistance en matiere de securite", d'une valeur de 305 millions de dollars annuels, a declare une porte
parole du ministere, Marie Hart, dans un courrier electronique a I'AFP. 

28. Mexico lashes out against report of U.S. spying 
CNN.com, Dana Ford, 2013 10 21 
Washington - Unacceptable. Illegitimate. And against the law. That's how the Mexican govemment 
responded Sunday to new allegations of U.S. spying reported by Der Spiegel. According to the German 
news magazine, the National Security Agency "systematically" eavesdropped on the government. It 
hacked the public e-mail account of former Mexican President Felipe Calderon, which was also used by 
Cabinet members, Der Spiegel said. The magazine quoted documents leaked by former NSA contractor 
Edward Snowden. "This practice is unacceptable, illegitimate and against Mexican and intemationallaw," 
Mexico's foreign ministry said in a statement. 

29. Secret no more? 
Washington Post, Editorial Board, 2013 10 21 
Editorial - In 2008, Congress authorized a warrantless wiretapping program. Five years later, the U.S. 
Supreme Courl has said a grand total of nothing about its constitutionality. That finally looks likely to 
change - and relatively soon. Earlier this year, the court heard a challenge to the warrantless wiretapping 
program, which is supposed to be targeted at foreigners, from a group of human rights activists. The 
group claimed that its extensive worll with foreign sources implied that the government had looked at its 
communications in its warrantless monitoring of overseas information flows. But the court found that the 



activists hadn1 demonstrated that the government had harmed them, or that ~ would do so in the future. 
The justices were probably right on that one, but for skeptics of the law, the ruling raised a fair question: 
Will anyone ever be able to demonstrate that they have the legal standing to challenge the secret 
program? The answer will soon be yes. The New York Times reported Thursday that the Justice 
Department will inform an as-yet unnamed defendant that prosecutors are using evidence against him 
that they obtained from the warrantless wiretapping program. That reflects a new and long-overdue policy 
at Justice. Now that Justice is fixing ~s disclosure rules, though, at least one open case is likely to result 
in an actionable constHutional claim against the government's warrantless wiretapping authority. Even if 
you favored the warrantless wiretapping law in 2008, as we did, that's a good thing. 

30. US Congress asked to resume Pakistan aid, Nawaz meets Kerry 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 1021 
Washington - The US State Department has asked Congress to resume more than $300 million in 
blocked security assistance to Pakistan, officials said Sunday amid an upswing in relations. "This is part 
of a long process of restarting security assistance cooperation after implementation was slowed during 
the bilateral challenges of 2011 and 2012," deputy State Department spokeswoman Marie Harf told AFP. 
The development came as Secretary of State John Kerry met with Pakistan's Prime Minister Nawaz 
Sharif, who is making his country's highest-level official vis~ to the United States in years. "We're very 
anxious to have a series of high level, important discussions over the course of the next few days. The 
vice-president, the president, tonight's dinner. We have a lot to talk about and the relationship with 
Pakistan could not be more important," Kerry said at the start of the meeting. 

31 , Britain's prisons facing 'growing problem' of forced conversion to Islam, officers warn 
The Independent (UK), Adam Wllhnall, 201310 21 
London - British prisoners are increasingly being forced to convert to Islam by their fellow inmates, the 
prison officers' union has warned. Muslim gangs are growing in power and influence among prisoners, 
and there are concerns that they are targeting vulnerable new arrivals - making prisons a breeding 
ground for extremism. "It is a concern, and there's been clear evidence from a variety of different 
incidents. Young men are being targeted and then coerced into converting to Islam," the association's 
general secretary, Steve Gillan, told Sky News. One woman, whose brother is being bullied by a gang 
trying to force him to convert, told the broadcaster: "He just looks like a broken man ... he's tearful on 
visits. I'm just really scared for him. He's been physically assau~ed . He's had black eyes. In the showers, 
he got threatened with a knife. He's not going to back down. He's not going to convert for anyone." 

32, Cyber attacks on companies double 
Financial Times, Caroline Binham, 2013 10 21 
London - The number of companies suffering external cyber attacks designed to Steal commercial secrets 
doubled in 2012-13 compared with the previous financial year, according to statistics that underscore the 
growing cyber threat to companies. The figures were published amid warnings from cyber experts that 
companies were not doing enough to defend themselves against hackers despite the numbers of attacks. 
Of the companies that reported information theft over the period, 35 per cent said they were victims of 
external hackers, compared with 18 per cent during the previous year, according to annual fraud statistics 
compiled by Kroll, the investigations agency. Information theft is the second-most common form of fraud 
suffered by companies after the physical theft of assets, with more than one in five respondents globally 
claiming that they were victims of the crime. 



34. Libyan politician to fight UK attempt to keep role in his rendition secret 
The Guardian (London). Richaid Norton-Taylor. 20131021 
London - Lawyers acting for a Libyan pomician who accuses MI6 and the CIA of secretty sending him and 
his pregnant wife to be tortured by Muammar Gaddafi will on Monday fight a UK government attempt to 
prevent those responsible from being brought to justice. Abdel Hakim Belhaj and his wife Fatima accuse 
the government. MI6 and the former foreign secretary Jack Straw of false imprisonment, conspiracy to 
cause injury, abuse of public office and negligence. The government is expected to argue that the case 
should be thrown out because it would damage UK-US relations. It is also expected to argue the case is 
beyond British courts' jurisdiction given the alleged unlawful acts took place with other states' help, 
notably the US and Libya. Government lawyers have indicated that if necessary they will seek to have the 
case heard in secret courts set up this year by the Justice and Security Act. 

35. MI6 demands more spies in Afghanistan to fight terrorism 
London Daily Telegraph, Staff report, 2013 10 21 
London - MI6 is calling for reinforcements in Afghanistan amid fears that the country will become an 
"intelligence vacuum" where terrorists will pose an increased threat to Britain, The Telegraph has learnt. 
The Secret Intelligence Service is appealing for extra staff from other intelligence agencies amid growing 
concern about a terrorist threat from Afghanistan after British troops withdraw next year, intelligence 
sources have said. David Cameron has committed to withdrawing troops by December next year, leaving 
Afghan government forces in charge of securing the country against Taliban insurgents and extremist 
groups. Ministers insist that the Afghan forces are up to the task, but Whitehall sources say that 
intelligence agencies are increasingly concerned that the country could again become a viable base for 
international terrorists after Nato forces withdraw. 

36. Two held in police raids face terrorism charges 
London Times, Danielle Sheridan, 2013 10 21 
London - Two men arrested in a dramatic and carefully co-ordinated operation a week ago were charged 
last night wnh terrorism offences. A 25- year-old British man of Turkish origin was accused of "preparing a 
terrorist act with the intention of committing or assisting another to commn such an act". A British national 
of Algerian origin. also 25, was charged with possession of false identity documents. Both men were 
accused of making a record of information, which would "be useful to a person committing or preparing an 
act of terrorism or possessing a document or record containing information of that kind". They will appear 
at Westminster Magistrates' Court today. 

37. US diplomat chooses not to attack the Guardian 
The Guardian (London), Patrick Wintour, 2013 10 20 . 
London - The US ambassador to Britain , Matthew Barzun, has rejected an opportunny to criticise the 
Guardian newspaper for publishing leaks from the former National Security Agency employee Edward 



Snowden, saying he wanted to focus on the importance of the debate about the trade- ofts between 
security and privacy. Barzun was appearing on the BBC's Andrew Marr Show for the first time since his 
arrival in London in June, and talked about the impact of the debate on national security created by 
Snowden's leaks. He also stressed that President Barack Obama was clear that his response to the leaks 
should not have "a chilling eftect on the press". Asked if he shared the UK security services' concerns 
about the threat to national security from the leaks, he said he wanted to focus on the "importance of 
having this debate about what the trade-ofts are between security and privacy, between transparency and 
secrecy, and to do so in a way that protects whistleblowers - which is different, by the way, from 
wholesale releasing of information, hundreds of thousands of documents". 

Australia, New Zealand· Australie, Nouvelle-Zelande 

38. Can Australia claim to be a sovereign nation? (Canada) 
The Age, Malcom Fraser, 2013 1021 
The increasing American attention to the Pacific is bad news for Australians. Anyone who has a sense of 
pride in Australia as an independerrt nation, as a nation that can make up ~s own mind, whose values are 
worth supporting, should be disheartened. We have followed the United States irrto three wars: Vietnam, 
Iraq and Afghanistan. Vietnam and Iraq were costly and tragic failures. Afghanistan is a failure in waiting. 
US policies have failed in the Middle East. As a consequence, that region is in greater turmoil and 
America's influence has greatly diminished. The US is now turning its atterrtion to the western PaCifiC, the 
famous "pivot", the policy of containment of China. If American policy is no more successful in the 
western Pacific than ~ has been in the Middle East, then those of us who live in this part of the world are 
in for a rough time. America claims that a growing and more powerful China is being assertive, some 
even say aggressive. However, that charge could equally be laid at the door of the US.China has 250 
nuclear warheads, America has 7700. China, commMed to a no-first-use policy from the start, may be 
concerned about the adequacy of ~s present programs, because the ABM system being put in place by 
America and Japan will seriously limit China's deterrent nuclear force. Pine Gap is irrtegral in such 
developments. 

In any conflict in the western PacifiC, because of the the Darwin taskforce and Pine Gap, ~ would be 
impossible to say that we are not involved. Therefore, if America goes to war in the western Pacific, we 
also will be at war. Washington will determine whether Australia goes to war or not, just as Britain and the 
empire did in days of old . 

We should be finding ways of asserting Australian sovereignty and establishing strategic independence, 
as Canada has, for example (Note: Malcolm Fraser was prime minister from 1975 to 1983.) 

39. Majomy don' want asylum seekers: survey 
Australian Associated Press, Jessica Evans, 2013 10 21 
Melbourne - Australians say they support muHiculturalism but a new survey reveals that a third think 
asylum seekers arriving by boat should not be allowed to settle in the country. The Mapping Social 
Cohesion report says the proportion of people who say asylum-seeker boats should be turned back has 
risen from 23 per cent in 2010 to 33 per cent this year. Just 18 per cent say asylum seekers who reach 
Australia by boat should be able to apply for permanent residency, although that leaps to 70 per cerrt 
among those who vote Greens. The report, which covers att~udes to muHicuHuralism, immigration, trust in 
pol~icians and discrimination, also says reported experience of discrimination on the basis of race, ethnic 
origin or religion has increased to the highest level since surveys began in 2007. 



• .,
40. Rethinking the privacy debate 
Special Broadcasting Service Corporation. Sydney (Website) , Marl< Fletcher, 20131021 
Comment: The Greens' most vocal advocate for cyber-rights, Senator Scott Ludlam, has penned an 
argument over on New Matilda about six ways to fight surveillance by the State on Australian citizens. 
The democratisation of communications is leading to information sharing, scientific and technical 
innovation and the formation of a global civil society and that is extraordinarily valuable. We wonl get 
these benefits unless we actively resist the medium being rapidly transformed into a giant surveillance 
tool at the hands of unaccountable security agencies. To paraphrase a meme going around the net at the 
moment, in America you don1 browse the internet - the internet browses you. It's time we pushed back. 
The six methods are listed cursorily. Senator Ludlam wants security agencies to be subject to the 
Freedom of Information Act and to be subject to the reporting requirements of the Telecommunications 
Interceptions and Access Act. He wants security agencies to require a warrant prior to accessing 
telecommunications information, and to be compelled to provide data breach notifications. Senator 
Ludlam also wants telecommunications providers to alert customers to agreements they've entered with 
governments that might breach their privacy. Finally, Senator Ludlam seeks a revision of the 'Five Eyes' 
agreement. There is a certain appeal to Senator Ludlam's proposals. Who can shake the thought of some 
Orwellian nightmare where we can't even send e-mails to our friends without the State cataloging our 
every keystroke? Doesn1 it make you uneasy to know that some bureaucrat has access to your shoe 
porn , hat porn, tree porn, and all your most popular Tumblr posts? What if ASIO, ASIS, ASD, and the 
ARG were to bust into your house right now, confront you with all of the DMCA-infringing e-mailsyou.ve 
sent over the past thirteen years, and stuff you into a black body bag and ship you to some secret prison 
- wait, no: gulag - in the Middle East where they'd torture you just like what happened in Zero Darl< 
Thirty? Wouldn1 that be awful? Wouldn1 that just be the worst? (Marl< Fletcher is a Canberra-based 
blogger and policy wonk who writes about conservatism, atheism, and popular cuHure. He blogs at 
OnlyTheSangfroid. This article was originally published on AusOpinion.com.) 

41. SA family tells of Thai kidnap terror 
The Advertiser, Nigel Hunt, 2013 10 21 
Adelaide - The young children of an Adelaide couple have narrowly avoided being kidnapped during a 
family holiday in Thailand. James and Naomi Strange had just arrived at the island resort of Ko Chang a 
fortnight ago when an unidentified woman attempted to take their daughters Milly, 7, and Alannah, 3. The 
pair, who have lived in WA for the past 12 months, described the incident as "surreal" and warned other 
Australians travelling overseas to be alert to the danger. Mr Strange, 36, said they first noticed the woman 
who attempted to abduct his girls while they were on the ferry travelling from the mainland to Ko Chang, 
where they stayed for five days after travelling through Cambodia. He said the girls were standing next to 
the railing on the passenger deck of the ferry, while he and Noami, 35, were seated nearby, when he saw 
the woman talking to Milly. After several minutes Alannah joined her older sister and was also talking with 
the woman and they spoke for the remainder of the ferry trip, about 10 minutes. . 

Afghanistan· Pakistan 

42. "Strong evidence" Pakistan military approved US drone strikes 
Pakistan Dawn, Sajjad Haider, 2013 10 21 
Islamabad - A recently released UN report suggests there is "strong evidence" that top Pakistani military 
and intelligence officials approved US drone strikes on Pakistani soil during 2004 and 2008. The study 
says in some cases, even "senior government figures" gave their approval to the strikes in the country's 
militancy-hit tribal areas. "There is strong evidence to suggest that between June 2004 and June 2008 

http:AusOpinion.com
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remotely piloted aircraft strikes in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas were conducted with the active 
consent and approval of senior members of the Pakistani military and Intelligence service, and with at 
least the acquiescence and, in some instances, the active approval of senior government figures," says 
the report by Ben Emmerson, UN Special Rapporteur on human rights and counter-terrorism. The report, 
however, does not elaborate on the details of the evidence collected. 

43. Drone attacks violate Pak sovereignty, says Sharif 
Khaleej TImes, Staff Correspondent, 2013 10 21 
Islamabad - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has said that drone attacks violate the sovereignty of Pakistan 
and that the issue will be raised during his visit to the Un~ed States. Talking to reporters in London before 
flying to Washington on Sunday on a three-day official trip , Sharif said that during his meeting with US 
President Barack Obama on the sidelines of the Un~ed Nations General Assembly meeting last month, 
he had placed the drone issue at the top of his agenda and also called upon Washington to stop them. 
The prime minister also said that all pol~ical parties are on one platform for talks with the Pakistani 
Taleban. Sharif said Islamabad was in favour of restoration of peace in Afghanistan, bui did not support 
any group or party. Ea~ier he told reporters in Lahore that he would talk to President Obama about the 
regional s~uation, including Afghanistan during their meeting scheduled on October 23. 

44. Drone strikes against Pakistan's sovereignty 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 21 
London - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has said that drone attacks violate the sovereignty of Pakistan and 
that the issue will be raised during his vi~ to the Un~ed States, Dawn News reported. Television channels 
quoted the prime minister as recalling that during his meeting w~h Barack Obama on the sidelines of the 
United Nations General Assembly meeting last month, he had placed the drone issue at the top of his 
agenda and also called upon Washington to stop them. The prime minister also said that all political 
parties are on one platform with regards to having talks with the Pakistani Taliban. Nawaz Sharif said 
Islamabad was in favour of restoration of peace in Afghanistan, but did not support any group or party. Mr 
Sharif told media at the Lahore airport ea~ier during the day that he would talk to President Obama about 
the regional s~ualion, including Afghanistan. 

46, Ordinance adds teeth to law against terror 
Pakistan Dawn, Khawar Ghumman, 2013 10 21 
Islamabad - The government has promulgated yet another ordinance, the second in as many weeks, to 
further tighten the noose around terrorists. In the 'Pakistan Protection Ordinance', the minimum 
punishment for terrorists involved in various crimes has been set at 1 O-year imprisonment. On the face of 
~, the ordinance is aimed at strengthening the hands of law- enforcement agencies against terrorists and 
ensuring speedy disposal of cases by the courts. The media wing of the President's Secretariat didn~ 
release an official copy of the ordinance, but gave its key features and justification in a detailed handout 
issued on Sunday. The handout said: "The extraordinary dispo~ion dictates unusual dispensation. New 
legislative initiatives have been proposed in line with international best practices to declare that: The 
constitution and rule of law shall be our overarching umbrella." 

46. Pakistan: au moins 6 morts dans un attentat contre un train de passagers 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Quetta, Pakistan- Au moins six personnes ont ete tuees et une vingtaine blessees lundi lors de 
I'explosion d'une bombe au passage d'un train de passagers dans la province pakistanaise instable du 
Baloutchistan (sud-ouest), ont annonce des responsables locaux. "C'eta~ un attentat a la bombe, la cible 
etaitle train de passagers. Au moins six personnes sont mortes et 17 personnes blessees", a declare a 
I'AFP, Ie ministre de l'lnterieur de cette region minee par une rebellion locale et des attaques des insurges 
talibans. 



47. Security aid to Pakistan restored as Nawaz reaches Washington 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 21 
Washington - The United States has quietly restarted security assistance to Pakistan. US officials said on 
Sunday. after freezing much of that aid during a period of ~rained relations beginning with the 2011 Navy 
SEAL raid that killed al Oaeda chief Osama bin Laden. While the move to free up the aid has been 
underway for some months. it became public as President Barack Obama prepares for a White House 
meeting on Wednesday with Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. who has now landed in Washington. 
Sharif was received by US Civilian Aid Coordinator Ambassador Robin Raphael, US Ambassador to 
Pakistan Richard Olson and Director Pakistan Affairs at the state Department Jonathan Ward at the Joint 
Base Andrews just outside Washington D.C. Foreign Secretary Jalil Abbas Jilani, who has been picked to 
be next Pakistan ambassador to the US, was also present to receive the prime minister. 

48. Special Forces officer defects to Taliban 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok Report, 2013 10 21 
Asadabad - An Afghan Special Forces unit commander has defected to the Taliban, taking 20 weapons 
and a military tank with him in eastern Kunar province, officials said on Sunday. Govemor Shujaul Mulk 
Jalala told Pajhwok Afghan News the Sarkano district-based officer fled in a tank with 20 weapons to the 
Sheigal district on the second day (Wednesday) of Eidul Adha. He said the officer set alight the tank as 
the road he travelled on ended in Sheigal and he moved ahead with the stolen weapons on foot. Jalala 
said he had a meeting with tribal elders from Sheigal and they had promised to extend their cooperation 
in finding the officer and the weapons. The Ministry of Defence has confirmed a soldier was missing in 
Kunar, but gave no details. Security officials said the officer had joined the Taliban. (Full Report). 

Africa· Afrique 

49. Arrestation de cinq individus suspectes d'appartenance a I'ex- GSPC 
La oe~che de Kabylie, Salim Haddou, 201310 20 
Boumerdes - Un important r6seau de soutien a I'ex- GSPC est sur Ie point d'o'!tre demantele a l'Est du 
chef-lieu de la wilaya de Boumerdes. Les services speciaux de la police judiciaire locale y ont, en effet, 
deja arrete, la semaine demiere, pas moins de cinq individus fortement sou~nnes d'accointances avec 
Ie groupuscule islamiste d'EI Ancar. Exploitant les indications d'un terroriste, capture queiques jours 
auparavant au maquis de Bou Arbi, pres de Dellys, les policiers ont mis la main tout d'abord sur trois 
suspects. Une seconde action policiere, endencMe quelques heures plus tard, aura permis I'arrestation 
de deux autres individus pour Ie meme chef d'inculpation, dans les communes voisines de Sidi Daoud et 
Benchoud. Ces mis en cause, dont I'age varie entre 23 et 31 ans, a-t-on indique, etaient charges de 
foumir aux terroristes des renseignements sur la mobilite des services de securite. Et ce, en plus de leur 
participation eventuelle dans les operations de racket et de rapt avec ranyon. Se basant encore sur des 
indices precis, les brigades de la police judiciaire traquent encore, actuellement, d'autres relais de la 
nebuleuse sanguinaire locale, au niveau d'autres localites de l'Est de Boumerdes. 

50. Egypt: Ismailia explosion raises fears for Suez Canal safety 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Abdelsitar Hetieta, 2013 10 21 
Cairo - An explosion at the headquarters of the Egyptian intelligence service in the city of Ismailia, which 
lies on the Suez Canal, has raised fears for the safety of navigation in the international waterway. Kamal 
Habib, an expert on jihadist groups, told Asharq AI-Awsat that Salafi jihadists had widened the scope of 
their activities in Egypt's Sinai peninsula to indude cities on the Suez Canal, which presented a threat to 
the waterway, especially since some had previously attempted to attack ships in the canal. An official of 



the Canal Authority, however, replying to questions by Asharq AI-Awsst, stressed that the explosion in 

Ismailia on Saturday had no effect on navigation in the canal.-He added that the explosion only affected 

one of the residential buildings belonging to the authority, which was close to the intelligence HQ. 
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51 , L'opposltlon guineenne conteste les 6Iections ,l>~ ~ '8#!,l> 1'0 .,,~,.~'8 
Le Figaro, Tanguy Berthemet, 20131021 ,." ~f (.; 

Conakry - Les chiffres des elections legislatives, Ie premier scrutin libre jamais organise en Guinee 
placent Ie Rassemblement du peuple de Guinee (RPG), Ie parti du president Alpha Conde, en tllte avec 
53 sieges sur 114. Legislatives a haut risque en Guinee"Mettre fin au pillage de nos ressources"Robert 
Sarah, ennemi numero un des dictateurs guineens Laborieusement, avec plus de deux semaines de 
retard, les resultats des elections legislatives en Guinea ont ete publies vendredi dans la nuH. Les chiffres 
du premier scrutin libre jamais organise dans ce pays placent Ie Rassemblement du peuple de Guinee 
(RPG), Ie parti du president Alpha Conde, en tllte avec 53 sieges sur 114. Sans surprise, cette victoire a 
ete immediatement contestee par I'opposition, qui denonce des «fraudes massives» et reclame 
I'annulation pure et simple du vote. Dans Ie climat de Conakry, tres tendu depuis la presidentielle de 2010 
sur fond de rivalMs polHiques et ethniques, cette annonce laissait craindre des debordements. Reunis 
samedi, les responsables de l'oPposition, sans jouer I'apaisement, ont cependant evite de jeter de I'huile 
sur Ie feu. 

52. Leaked findings blame Kenyan security failures for Westgate siege 
The Independent (UK), Kim Sengupta, 201310 21 
London - Intelligence failures, weaknesses in anti-terrorism laws, corruption, excesses and rivalry among 
police and army units, created the conditions for the Nairobi shopping-mall siege to take place, according 
to a leaked Westem security report. There was a "high degree of likelihood", H also maintained, that al
Shabaab, the Somali Islamist group behind the siege in the Kenyan capital last month, would carry out 
attacks in other countries in the region. Dozens of FBI officers arrived in Kenya following the Westgate 
siege to help with the investigation. Based on information received from the US administration, Uganda 
has just raised its threat-alert level for possible attacks. AHhough Islamists from abroad may have been 
involved In planning the attack, Kenyan nationals also have extensive links with al- Shabaab and play key 
roles in attacks in the country and elsewhere, the assessment says. The report, seen by The 
Independent, was compiled by one of the security agencies of a Westem power with milHary presence in 
the region . Samantha Lewthwaite, the British jihadist known as the "WhHe WidOw", has been the subject 
of huge publicHy, but intelligence analysts maintain she is of little more than "symbolic" and "propaganda" 
value to Islamist terrorists. They said there was little credible evidence she has meaningful knowledge or 
experience of operations. 

. 53. Liberation des chauffeurs egyptiens enleves en Libye 
Radio France Intemationale, Alexandre Buccianti , 2013 1020 
Tripoli - La centaine de chauffeurs egyptiens enleves en Libye depuis trois jours ont ete liben'ls dimanche 
20 octobre en fin d'apres-mldi. Une liberation que tout Ie monde revendique : Libyens, Egyptiens, civils et 
militaires. Le succes a cent peres et I'echec est orphelin. Aujourd'hui, les autorites libyennes affirment 
litre al'origine de la liberation des chauffeurs enleves. L'ambassade d'Egypte Ii Tripoli revendique elle 
aussi.la liberation qui aurait eu lieu grAce Ii son activHe aupres des autorites libyennes. Toutefois, iI 
semble clair aux yeux des observateurs que ce sont les services de renseignement de I'armee 
egyptienne qui ont accompli Ie pius gros du travail. Ce sont en effet les militaires egyptiens qui ont 
annonce en premier la liberation. Une information que les autorites libyennes et la diplomatie egyptienne 
se sont contentees de confirmer. 

54, Nigeria: Boko Haram assassine 19 automobilistes pres de la frontiere avec Ie Cameroun 
Jeune Afrique, Joumaliste maison, 20131020 
Logumani , Nigeria - Dix-neuf personnes ont ete tuees dimanche par des islamistes du groupe Boko 
Haram portant des uniformes de soldats nigerians dans Ie nord-est du pays, pres de la fronMre avec Ie 

http:aussi.la


Cameroun, ont indique des habitants. "Nous avons trouve 19 cadavres sur les lieux de I'attaque me nee 
par les hommes de Boko Haram", a indique a I'AFP Musa Abur, I'un des responsables d'une milice locale 
civile. Les assaillants, circulant a moto et armes de Kalachnikovs, ont bloque dimanche matin la route 
pres de la ville de Logumani, a30 km de la frontiere camerounaise, tuant 19 au1omobilistes et brulant 
trois camions, selon les temoins "Cinq des vidimes, dont les condudeurs et leurs assistants de deux 
camions ont ete tu(ls par balle, les au1res ont ete abattus acoup de machettes", a-t-II ajou1e. Selon lui, les' 
assaillants avaient attaque vendredi soir la ville trontaliere de Gamboru Ngala, pres de Logumani, rnais ils 
avaient ete repousses par des soldats et des miliciens locaux. 

55. Qui, mais que faisons-nous contre Ansar AI ChariAa 
Le Temps d'Algene, Salah Ben Hamadi, 2013 10 20 
Goubellat, Tunisie - Une conference de presse a ete donnee, hier, dans I'apres midi, au siege du 
ministere de l'lntelieur, au cours de laquelle il a ete annonce officiellement la mise hors d'etat de nuire du 
groupe terroliste de Goubellat qui a essuye des pertes severes a I'occasion de sa traque par les unHes 
de la garde nationale et de I'armee. Le porte .parole du ministere de I'inteneur Mohamed Ali Laroui a 
declare aux representants de la presse nationale, arabe et intemationale, venus au complet au rendez 
vous, que les unHes de I'armee nationale et de la garde nationale engagees depuis jeudi 17 odobre dans 
la poursuite du groupe terroliste de Goubellat ont tue 9 elements du groupe terroliste et amlte quatre 
terrolistes dont deux lors de la poursuite, I'un au pied de la montagne de Toual, pres du village Ouled 
Ismail ou Ie groupe terroliste se cachaH dans une maison louee a cet effet, alors que Ie second a ete 
arrete dans un autre endroit, apres avoir quHte Ie groupe dans I'intention de se sauver. Mort d'un tres 
dangereux terroliste Mohamed All Laroui a precise qu'iI y avait parmi les morts un element terroliste tres 
dangereux implique dans des affaires d'assassinats terrolistes, rna is il n'a pas donne son nom, 
promettant de Ie faire dans une autre occasion similaire apras I'obtention d'une autolisation de la justice. 

66. ROC: poursuite des pourparters a Kampala dans un contexte des plus tendus sur Ie terrain 
Radio France Intemationale, Joumaliste maison, 201310 20 
Kampala - Les pourparlers se poursuivent aKampala, en Ouganda, entre les delegations du 
gouvemement congolais et du M23. Cette semaine avail ete presentee comme cruciale par tous les 
observateurs intemationaux. Les envoyes speciaux des Nations unies, de l'Union europeenne et des 
Etats- Un is, notamment, avaient faH Ie deplacement mercredi 16 odobre, ainsi que Ie chef de la 
Monusco, Martin Kobler, avec I'espoir d'arracher un accord. Les negociations se poursuivent encore ce 
dimanche soir 20 odobre, les delegations enchainent les reunions. Selon plusieurs sources, les 
questions du desarmement et du cantonnement des rebelles du Mouvement du 23-Mars (M23) ont ete 
abordees ces demieres heures. La force des Nations unies en ROC, la Monusco, pourrait superviser ce 
cantonnement dans Ie camp de Rumangabo. Mais pour cela, il faudrait I'accord du Conseil de securite de 
I'ONU. Martin Kobler doH justement aviser Ie Conseil ce lundi, par videoconference. 

67. The theocratic threat 
National Post, 2013 10 21 
Editolial: A single spasm of violence that shook Egypt earlier this month serves as a metaphor for what's 
become of the Arab Spling. In fad, H's a useful symbol of the existential religio-polHical crisis unfolding 
everywhere in the Islamic world. Sunday, Oct. 6 marked the 40th anniversary of the beginning of the 1973 
Arab-Israeli War. The war didnl end with an Arab victory. But Arab armies pushed into Israeli termory in 
the campaign's early stages, and struck panic into the Jewish state's cHizens. This restored a measure of 
credibility and plide to an Egyptian milHary that had seen its forces annihilated in a matter of days during 
the Six DayWar in 1967. For four decades, the date has served as a rallying point for Egyptians of all 
stlipes. But two weeks ago, when Egyptians celebrated, they were divided into two camps. "As the 
military's supporters celebrated the anniversary in Tahlir Square in Cairo with music and fireworks, 
officers and armed civilian loyalists set upon Isla mist protesters who were also trying to reach the square, 
dliving back their marches with tear gas and gunfire," The New York Times reported. "[The)lslamist 
supporters, who have re-branded themselves [as) the 'anti-coup' movement, said they intended to salute 
lhe soldiers who fought the Odober war.' " 



58. Un chef terroriste arrtt6 par I'armee algerie nne a la frontiere avec Ie Mali 
Agence Nouakchott d'information, Joumaliste maison, 20131020 
Alger - L'emir de la katiba Ennour (Ia section de La Lumiere) appartenant II AI-QaIda au Maghreb 
Islamique (AQMI) a ete arrAte Ie jour de l'Aid EI Adha, soit mardi demier, par I'armee algerienne a la 
frontiere avec Ie Mali, a indique samedi aXinhua une source securitaire algenenne. II s'agit, selon la 
mAme source, d'un chef terronste de national~e algerienne connu des services de secu~e sous Ie nom 
de ·Hanat". II est poursuivi par la justice et condamne II mort par contumace en 2008, au mAme litre 
qu'un autre chef terronste, Mokhtar Belmokhlar, alias Belaouar (Ie Borgne), pour y &tre I'un des 
responsables de I'assassinatle 11 fevrier 2006 de treize douaniers II EI Menea, dans la province de 
Gharda'ia, situee a 650 km au sud d'Alger. 

59. Vigilance face aux cellules dormantes 
La Presse de Tunisie, Karim Ben Said, 20131020 
Oum Esmail, Tunisie - Une liste composee de personnal~es publiques et de la sphere secuntaire a ete 
trouvee dans I'une des maisons perquis~ionnees. La cellule terronste prevoyaitl'attaque d'institutions 
etatiques. Le porte-parole du ministere de l'lnterieur, Mohamed Ali Laroui, a annonce hier, lors d'un point 
de presse, que Ie bilan des operations militaires et securitaires declenchees jeudi 17 octobre amidi dans 
la localite de Oum Esmail, pres de Goubellat (gouvemorat de Beja), s'est solde par la mort de neuf 
membres de la cellule terroriste et la capture de quatre terroristes presumes .•Nous deplorons la mort de 
deux valeureux agents de la Garde nationale : II s'ag~ de Mohamed Ferchichi et Karim EI Hamdi», a-t-il 
declare en faisant reference aux deux agents de la Garde nationale tombes jeudi demier. La cellule, liee 

• au groupe terroriste Ansar Echaria, a ete demantelee selon Ie porte-parole, meme si deux de' ses 
membres sonttoujours en fuite. Certains de ses membres sont classes «Ires dangereux et impliques 
dans des assassinats politiques» .•Nous sommes a la recherche de ces membres en cavale, et des 
personnes impliquees dans Ie financement de la cellule terroriste sontegalement pistees», a-t-il precise. 
Le ministere de l'lnterieur evoque une saisie d'armes plus ou moins sophistiquees, ainsi que d'une 
quantit6 importante de produits pouvant etre utilises dans la fabrication de bombes artisanales. 

60. Vigilantes Defeat Boko Haram in Its Nigerian Base 
New York Times, Adam Nossiter, 2013 10 21 
Benisheik, Nigeria - Boko Haram, Nigeria's homegrown Islamist insurgent movement. remains a deadly 
threat in the countryside, a militant group eager to prove its jihadi bona fides and increasingly populated 
by fighters from Mali , Mauritania and Algeria, said the governor of Bomo State, Kashim Shettima. But 
about 40 miles froNay in Maiduguri, the sprawting state capital from where the militant group emerged, 
Boko Haram has been largely defeated for now, according to Officials, activists and residents -- a 
remarkable turnaround that has brought thousands of people back to the streets. The c~y of two million, 
until recently emptied of thousands of terrified inhabitants, is bustling again after four years of fear. For 
several months, there have been no shOotings or bombings in Maiduguri, and the sense of relief -- with 
women lingering at market stalls on the sandy streets and men chatting under the shade of feathery 
green neem trees in the 95-degree heat - is palpable. Boko Haram has been pushed out of Maiduguri 
largely because of the efforts of a network of youthful informer-vigilantes fed up with the routine violence 
and ideology of the insurgents they grew up with. 

Americas· Ameriques 

61. La Mexique veut des explications de Washington apres des accusations d'espionnage 



Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Mexico - Le gouvemement mexicain a demande dimanche des explications aWashington apres des 
revelations d'un joumal allemand affirmant que les services de renseignement amencains ont espionne 
les courriels de I'ex-president Felipe Calderon. Le magazine Der Spiegel, citant des documents foumis 
par I'ancien analyste de la CIA Edward Snowden, indique que la NSA, I'agence de securite nationale 
amelicaine, a surveille les communications du gouvernement mexicain pendant des annees. 
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62. Bipartisan row escalates over spy agency scandal 
Yonhap News Agency, 201310 21 
Rival political parties stepped up their attacks on each other Monday amid fresh claims about the state 
intelligence agency's alleged meddling in last yea(s presidential election. Last week, Rep. Kim Kwang- jin 
of the main opposition Democratic Party (DP) claimed that members of the defense ministry's cyber 
warfare command conducted an online smear campaign against then opposition presidential candidate 
Moon Jae-in in a bid to sway public opinion in favor of the ruling party ahead of the December election. 
The opposHion party has linked the operations to a similar smear campaign allegedly conducted by 
National Intelligence Service (NIS) agents ahead of the election. The scandal surrounding the spy agency 
has been a persistent source of conflict between the two parties. The DP even took to the streets in 
August, demanding President Park Geun-hye apologize over the scandal and take steps to punish those 
responsible and reform the spy agency. On Sunday, the DP raised fresh allegations that the NIS agents 
posted more than 55,000 messages on Twitter during the presidential race in order to manipulate public 
opinion. The party also claimed that the prosecution, under pressure from the govemment, recently 
dismissed a senior prosecu1or from leading an investigation into the alleged tweets after he arrested three 
NIS agents suspected of posting the messages. The ruling Saenuli Party has rejected the claims. saying 
the prosecu1or was dismissed for neglecting his responsibility to report the arrests in advance to the 
justice minister and the head of the Supreme Prosecutors' Office. 

63. China Asked Korea Not to Sell Jets to Philippines 
Chosun llbo, 20131021 
China asked Korea not to sell FA-50 fighter jets to the Philippines, the Yomiuli Shimbun reported 
Saturday. The daily said Beijing made the request ahead of a summH in Seoul between President Park 
Geun-hye and Philippines President Benigno Aquino on Oct. 17. Korea declined. saying H cannot accept 
"interference" in arms exports, an issue of Hs national interest, according to the daily. In their meeting, 
Park thanked Aquino for Manila's decision to buy the FA-50 jets and urged a speedy signing of the 
contract. 

14. China court to issue Bo Xitai appeal decision on Friday 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 10 21 
Beijing - A Chinese court will rule on Fliday on the appeal of the once-powerful politician Bo Xilai, H 
announced on Monday, another step towards closing a scandal that has rocked the ruling party. Bo was 
sentenced to life in plison in September by the Intermediate People's Court in Jinan, the provincial capHal 
of Shandong. The Shandong provincial high court said on its website that it will "issue a decision 
regarding the blibery, embezzlement and abuse of power case of the appellant Bo Xilai". Appeals in such 
high-profile cases are almost unheard of in Chinese courts, which are tightly controlled by the ruling 
Communist part. Analysts have said the appeal is unlikely to succeed. (full article) 



65. China's Anns Industry Makes Global Inroads 
New York Times, Edward Wong, Nicola Clark, 2013 1021 " 
Beijing - For years, Turkey's military had relied on NATO-supplied Patriot missiles, bui~ by the American 
companies Raytheon and Lockheed Martin, to defend its skies, and the system was fully compatible with 
the air-defense platforms operated by other members of the alliance. There were other contenders for the 
deal, of course. Rival manufacturers in Russia and Europe made bids. Turkey rejected those -- but not in 
favor of the American companies. ~s selection last month of a IItUe-known Chinese defense company, 
China Precision Machinery Export-Import Corp oration , stunned the military-industrial establishment in 
Washington and Brussels. The sale was especially unusual because the Chinese missile defense 
system, known as the HQ-9, would be difficult to integrate with existing NATO equipment. China Precision 
is also subject to sanctions from the United States for selling technologies that the United States says 
could help Iran, Syria and North Korea develop unconventional weapons. A State Department 
spokeswoman said this month that American officials had expressed to the Turkish govemment "serious 
concems" about the deal, which has not yet been signed. Industry executives and arms-sales analysts 
say the Chinese probably beat out their more established rivals by significantly undercutting them on 
price, offering their system at $3 billion. Nonetheless, Turkey's selection of a Chinese state-owned 
manufacturer is a breakthrough for China, a nation that has set its sights on moving up the value chain in 
arms technology and establishing itself as a credible competitor in the global weapons market. 

66. Chinese court to hear ousted politician So Xilai's appeal against verdict, life tenn on Friday 
Associated Press, 2013 10 21 
Beijing - A Chinese provincial high court said Monday that it will hold a hearing this week to rule on 
disgraced politician Bo Xilai's appeal Of the guiRy verdict and life imprisonment he was handed last month. 
The Shandong Provincial Higher People's Court said in a notice on its website that Bo's appeal will be 
heard Friday moming. Bo is expected to be allowed to appear In court for the session. The court 
described the hearing as "open," but access will likely be limited to a few official media outlets and 
selected members of the public. Bo was found guiRy of embezzlement, bribery and abuse of power by the 
Jinan Intermediate People's Court last month and sentenced to life in prison. He has denied the charges. 
The court can uphold the lower court's decision, modify the sentence or ask for a retrial. ~ is expected to 
stick to the verdict because Bo's fate has been seen by political analysts as predetermined by the highest 
leadership of the Communist Party, which controls the court system. Bo, once the party boss of the 
megacity of Chongqing, had been an up-and-coming political star before his downfall in one of China's 
messiest political scandals in decades. It was triggered early last year by his former police chief, who 
made a high-profile night to a U.S. consulate bearing revelations that Bo's wife had murdered a British 
businessman. Bo's naked ambition and penchant for publicity had also run afoul of China's consensus 
rule and posed a challenge to Xi Jinping, who ascended to China's top leadership position in a power 
transition late last year. (full article) , 

67. Huawei denies ever being told to spy on customers 
The Guardian (London), Alex Hem, 2013 10 21 
London - Chinese tech firm Huawei has sought to dispel rumours that it spies .for the Chinese 
govemment. In a foreword for a cybersecurity paper issued by his company, deputy chairman of the 
board Ken Hu writes that Huawei has "never received any instructions or requests from any govemment 
or their agencies to change our positions, policies, procedures, hardware, software or employment 
practices or anything else, other than suggestions to improve our end-ta-end cyber security capability. 
"We can confirm that we have never been asked to provide access to our technology, or provide any data 
or information on any citizen or organization to any Govemment, or their agencies." Hu's statement 
comes after an American congressional report from last October that labelled Huawei a security risk. The 
chairman of the committee which authored the report, Mike Rogers, told US corporations to "find another 
vendor if you care about your intellectual property, if you care about your consumers' privacy, and you 
care about the national security of the United States of America". 



68. In cyberanns race, North Korea emerging as a power, not a pushover 
Christian Science Monitor, Mart< Clayton, 20131020 
Washington· Often dismissed as a laggard in the global cyberanns race, North Korea has long been 
seen as a chronic cyber-superpower wannabe. Its poverty, minimallmemet access, and paucity of 
malicious software to ~s credit together have indicated that the "henn~ kingdom" has just not yet arrived. 
But that equation is changing. While the North's nuclear ambttions and maHreatmem of ns cnizens absorb 
diplomatic bandwidth, a four-year cyberattack-and-espionage campaign targeting South Korean banks, 
news media, telecoms, and mil~ary think tanks has revealed North Korean cyberwarfare capabilities to be 
far more potent than previously believed, US experts say and new analyses show. What's more, say 
American cyberwarfare and North Korea experts, the North's advancing capabilities show a dangerous 
potential to slide into real-world conflict. "Over the past four years the North has seriously imensified ~s 
cyberwarfare development efforts at South Korea's expense," says Alexandre Mansourov, a vis~ing 
scholar at the US-Korea Inst~ute at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. "The [Korean People's Anny] 
is basically planning for a future cyberwar and has been hacking to collect intelligence and pre'pare to 
disrupt infonnation and communications, surveillance, and reconnaissance systems of ~s enemies: South 
Korea, the US, and Japan." Analyses of these attacks, while falling short of "smoking gun" proof, leave 
little doubt North Korea is not only behind major attacks against the South - but that ~s capabilities are 
much broader than previously believed, Dr. Mansourov and others say. As a resuH, these experts are 
boosting their estimates of the sophistication and pace of the North's cybennilitary development - and of 
~s threat to the Un~ed States. 

69. Indian Mujahideen trying to tum into Qaida-style network 
Times of India, Caesar Mandai, 2013 1021 
New Delhi - Indian Mujahideen is now trying to grow up as a terror networt< like A~Qaida, keeping a close 
liaison with Pakistan based Qaida networt< Tehreek -E -Taliban, admns arrested 1M leader Yasin Bhatkal, 
during his recent interrogations by different intelligence agencies. Yasin Bhatkal claimed that their 
ultimate mission is to uphold Sharia in India like the Mujahideen in Afghanistan and Somalia. In both 
countries Islamic terror networt<s are believed to be a part of AI-Qaida. To define 1M links with Pakistan, 
Yasin reportedly claimed that 1M is totally different from'LeT who wort<s as a puppet of Pakistan-based 
counter espionage agency lSI. Yasin has to say that they keep a tactical understanding with lSI for 
logistic support. Yasin's interrogation also unearthed that more than half a dozen 1M recruns from north 
India were killed in Afghanistan who went there to fight for the Talibans. 

70. Korea.Japan Security Talks to Resume After 3-Year Gap 
Chosun llbo, 20131021 
Security talks between Seoul and Tokyo will apparently resume next month after a three-year hiatus, 
despite a widening rift between the neighbors over the Japanese government's lurch to the far right. A 
senior Foreign Ministry official on Sunday said "an agreement was reached" to resume the consultation 
because there a "strong sense of urgency." The official said more talks are needed to set a concrete date. 
Another official said the talks could be held next month or in December. The Korea-Japan security policy 
meeting involves officials from the foreign and defense ministries of both sides to discuss regional 
security issues. 

71. La chinois Huawei se pose en champion de la transparence 
Le Figaro, Sebastien Falletti, 2013 10 21 
Seoul - Apres Ie scandale de la NSA, Ie geam des telecoms tente de se racheter une virginite. 
TELECOMS Persona non grata sur Ie marche americain, Ie deuxieme equipementier mondial des 
telecoms chinois Huawei se pose en champion de la transparence en surfant sur Ie scandale de la NSA, 
La finne de Shenzhen a appele les gouvemements et ses principaux concurrents aetablir des standards 
communs pour lutter contre la cybercriminalne dans un « livre blanc» , Ie 18 oc\obre, aSeoul, a 
I'occasion d'une conference mondiale sur Ie sujet. Un dati lance ases concurrents directs Alcatel- Lucent 
ou Nokia Solutions Networt< et une pierre dans Ie jardin de Washington au lendemain de I'affaire 



Snowden. « II est ironique que les Etats-Unis nous accusent alors que ce sont eux qui espionnent Ie 
monde ! » , explique Ie vice-president, Scott Sykes. 

72. Manmohan Singh-Vladimir Putin talks will focus on Taliban 
Times of India, Rajeev Deshpande, 20131021 
Moscow - Signaling a strong convergence to protect their strategic stakes in Afghanistan, India and 
Russia are set to emphasize that Pakistan's bid to rehabilitate Taliban is not an acceptable outcome post 
the US drawdown. A "fundamental commonality" over combating terrorism is expected to be the focus of 
the joint statement to be issued on Monday after Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's bilateral summit with 
Russian President Vladimir Putin at the Kremlin. India and Russia will not ink contracts for units 3 and 4 
of the Kudankulam nuclear power plant - negotiations are held up in legal nitty-gritty - but will look to 
make up for the disappointment by leveraging a strategic confluence over the security scenario in 
Afghanistan. Speaking on background, a senior official said, "Any resurgence of regressive forces (seen 
as a code for Taliban) or extremism is not desirable. A chance to exchange views at the highest level is 
always helpful." 

73. N. Korea slams Japan's threat to strike missile bases 
Yonhap News Agency, 201310 21 
Seoul - North Korea blasted Japan's defense minister Monday for threatening to attack its missile bases, 
claiming such comments reveal Tokyo's plot to become a military power. The denunciation carried by the 
Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) followed a statement by Itsunori Onodera that hinted at taking 
tough military action at the U.S.-Japan Security Consultative Committee held in Tokyo on Oct. 3. The 
North's official news wire service said the minister hinted at considering a strike against missile bases 
during talks with his U.S. counterpart ea~ier this month. "The ludicrous statement made by Onodera 
showcases Tokyo's dark plan to take advantage of the anti-North Korean policy espoused by Washington 
to become a military power," the media ouUet said. The KCNA also said that Japan is using Washington's 
so-called pivot toward the Asia-Pacific and exaggerating North Korea's missile and nuclear threat to lay 
the legal and material foundation to become a militarist country. Pyongyang, like many Asian countries, is 
wary of any attempts by Japan to build up its arms since the island nation invaded large parts of Asia 
before and during Wo~d War II. The Korean Peninsula was a colony of Japan for 36 years in the first half 
of the 20th century. The KCNA, meanwhile, claimed it is becoming appare,nt that Japan is poised to start 
another Asian war and that every effort must be made to thwart such a plan. (full article) 

74. N. Korea still deliberating on S. Korean lawmakers Kaesong visit: official 
Yonhap News Agency, 201310 21 
Seoul - North Korea has yet to make a decision on permitting South Korean lawmakers to visit the inter
Korean factory park in Kaesong, a government official said Monday. "Negotiations are underway between 
representatives at the jOint management committee secretariat on the issue of the lawmakers' visit, 
although nothing has been reached that warrants notification," said unification ministry spokesman Kim 
Eui-do. He pointed out that Seoul had passed on the request to the North last Wednesday after it 
received formal notification from the National Assembly. "The North has accepted the proposal and 
seems to be deliberating it internally," the spokesman said. A total of 57 lawmakers, aides and staff 
directors have expressed their desire to visit the Kaesong Industrial Complex on Oct. 30. The visit can 
allow lawmakers to see how companies are coping with the resumption of operations that had been shut 
down for more than five months. The industrial park had been closed since early April amid a spike in 
tensions on the Korean Peninsula and reopened after a landmark deal allowed the 123 South Korean 
companies to restart work on Sept. 16. The visit, which is scheduled to take place within the 
parliamentary audit seSSion, would allow lawmakers from the Foreign Affairs and Unification Committee to 
listen directly to businessmen. Businesses have been asking Seoul for more support and a longer grace 
period to repay insurance money they received as they try to get production back on track. 

75. Rodman Describes Kim Jong-un's '7-Star' Lifestyle 



Chosun llbo, 201310 21 
Fonner NBA superstar Dennis Rodman has spoken to a tabloid newspaper about the luxury lifestyle he 
shared with North Korean leader Kim Jong-un during his vis~s. Rodman's September visit to North Korea 
was his second since February. Rodman said he spent seven days on Kim's private island, partying, jet 
skiing and horse riding and saw an array of big yachts there. "U's like going to Hawaii or lbiza, but he's the 
only one that lives there," Rodman told the Sun. "He likes people to be happy around him." "He's got 50 
to 60 around him all the time -- just nonnal people, drinking cocktails and laughing the whole time," he 
added. 

76. S.Korea's Top Security Adviser to Visit U.S. 
Chosun llbo, 2013 10 21 
South Korea's top security adviser will travel to the Unned States this week for talks on North Korea and 
other bilateral issues. During his four-day trip starting Wednesday, presidential national security office 
chief Kim Jang-soo will meet U.S. National Security Adviser Susan Rice, where North Korea's nuclear 
issue is to top the agenda. The talks come as Pyongyang has restarted a reactor at ns Yongbyon nuclear 
facilny. The two sides will also discuss the possibility of delaying Washington's transfer of wartime 
operational control to Seoul, which is due to occur in 2015. Another item on the agenda will be Seoul's 
own missile defense development. (full article) 

77: UK worries over Chinese nuclear deal far-fetched 
Global Times, 2013 10 21 
George Osbome, the UK's finance minister, gave his word that Chinese enterprises will be allowed to 
take a stake in British nuclear power plants. He announced the decision during his visit to China's 
Taishan Nuclear Power Plant in Guangdong Province on Thursday. His endorsement will probably signal 
the end of the marathon negotiation over the 14 billion pound ($22.63 billion) Hinkley Point project 
between China General Nuclear Power Group, Electrime De France and the British govemment. Given 
the fact that the UK's nuclear plants are in dire need of private funding to keep their lights on, Chinese 
nuclear companies with abundant financial resources have become their primary potential partners. It is 
being hailed as a win-win result for both Britain's and Chinese companies. On the one hand, the UK will 
potentially open up China's expanding nuclear energy market and maintain abundant electricny supply for 
its own consumers. On the other hand, Chinese companies will get management experience by running 
advanced nuclear plants, and acquiring more qualifications in the nuclear power market. But not everyone 
is pleased with the decision. Fonner UK energy policy adviser Nick Butler showed his concem in a 
Financial Times blog, saying the Chinese "will be inside the system, with access to the intricate 
architecture of the UK's National Grid and the processes through which electrimy supply is controlled, as 
well as to the UK's nuclear technology." 

78. Volgograd bus blast: Southern Russia bombing kills four 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 21 
London - An explOSion has ripped through a bus in the southem Russian my of Volgograd, killing at least 
four people and injuring seven. The cause of the blast is not yet known, Russian officials say. C~ies 
further south, in Russia's North Caucasus, have seen attacks by Islamist militants in recent years. There 
may be fears of a link wnh the Volgograd blast, correspondents say. Another possibility is that a gas 
canister exploded on the bus. (Full report). 

Eastern Europe· Europe de l'Est 



79. N-liability pact still elusive 
The Hindu. Nirupama Subramanian, 2013 10 21 
Moscow - A crucial agreement on Kudankulam is still not on the table but on what is possibly his last 
official vis~ to an old friend of India, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh will seek to re~erate the "strategic 
congruence" of a relationship that New Delhi believes has been successfully reinvented for the new 
century. As Manmohan Singh landed in the Russian cap~al on Sunday aftemoon for the 14th annual 
bilateral summit, ~ was clear that the agreement most sough1 after by both countries was still proving 
elusive. Lawyers on both sides are said to be poring over the fine print of the liability clauses that 
Russians are apprehensive about in any deal to supply two more reactors to the Kudankulam nuclear 
power station in Tamil Nadu. The convergence on strategiC issues, including the shared interest in 
Afghanistan's fu1ure, and peace and stabil~y in the region, is likely to form the centrepiece of the talks 
between Prime Minister Singh and Russian President Vladimir Putin at the Kremlin on Monday. 

Iran, Iraq· Iran, Irak 

80. 11 Terrorist Attacks Foiled in Southeastern Iran 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1021 
Tehran - Commander of the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) Major General Mohammad Ali 
Jafari announced on Sunday that his forces have thwarted 11 foreign-backed terrorist plots, including 
suicide attacks, in the Southeastem parts of the country this year. "This year, the terrorist groups and 
hirelings of the arrogant powers have sought to carry out 11 different operations, including a suicide 
attack, in the Southeastem parts of Iran which were all defused as a result of the efforts made by the 
IRGC forces," Jafari said in the holy city of Mashhad, Northeastem Iran today. He wamed Washington 
and other countries which support the terrorist groups against Iran that their puppet terrorists might one 
day betray them, and said, "If these puppet groups stand against the US, they will be able to carry out 
their suicide and savage operations at the very heart of the US." 

81 , Deadly clashes erupt at Iraqi police headquarters in Fallujah 
AI Arabiya, 2013 10 21 
Baghdad - A coordinated attack including several gunmen and two suicide bombers has killed fIVe 
policemen in a former al-Qaeda stronghold in Iraq, officials said. According to a police officer, speaking to 
the Associated Press, anI! bomber detonated his explosives-laden belt at the main checkpoint outside 
polire headquarters in the central ~y of Fallujah on Monday moming. A second bomber blew himself up 
near the headquarters' gates as security forces engaged in a shout out with gunmen, who later tied the 
scene. The attack wounded nine policemen, reported the Associated Press. A medical official confirmed 
the causality figures. Both officials spoke on condition of anonym~y because they were not authorized to 
make public statements. Fallujah, a former insurgent stronghold, is 65 kilometers west of Baghdad. (Full 
Report). 

82. Fear of aloQaeda grips Iraq's government-backed Sunni militia 
Washington Post, Suadad al-Salhy, 2013 10 21 
Baghdad - Ahmed froze as he opened the small wh~e envelope left on his doorstep in the Iraqi town of 
Latifiyah. Shaking, he looked around before reading the words scrawled on the envelope. Inside was a 
bullet. "The message was clear: I must leave or I will be slaughtered," said Ahmed, who immediately tied 
with his family and now lives with relatives in another town . Ahmed, who did not want his full name 
disclosed, was targeted for belonging to a govemment-backed Sunni Muslim militia formed at the height 
of Iraq's sectarian conflict in late 2006, when Sunni tribesmen joined forces with U.S. troops and rebelled 



against al-Oaeda in what came to be known as the "Sahwa" (Awakening) . But the tide is turning back 
toward al- Oaeda and other Islamist insurgent groups whose onslaught against the Shiite-led government 
and ~s allies has killed more than 6,000 people this year in an ominous echo of the bloodshed that 
peaked in 2006-2007. Secumy officials blame the surge in violence partly on a lack of cooperation from 
Sahwa fighters, who feel they were not rewarded as promised for taking on al-Oaeda during the U.S. 
occupation and have been left to face the backlash from the .mil~ants alone. 

83. Iran has swiftly achieved diplomatic success: Rouhani 
Tehran Times, Pol~ical Desk, 2013 10 21 
Tehran - Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said on Sunday that in a short period of time, his 
administration has been able to halt the trend of increasing sanctions on Iran through active diplomacy, 
constructive interaction ~h the outside world, and the support of the Supreme Leader. Wrth the grace of 
God and thanks to the pol~ical epic of the people in the election, the diplomatic movemem of the 
government, in constructive interaction w~h the world and through the support and trust of the Supreme 
Leader of the Islamic Revolution, has produced valuable results in this short time, which has both 
prompted governments to praise democracy in Iran and also halt the increasing trend of sanctions against 
Iran," Rouhani said at a cabinet session on Tuesday afternoon. He went on to say that Iran has taken the 
in~iative on the imemational stage through active diplomacy and has won the battle in the court of public 
opinion in the countries that have imposed sanctions on Iran. 

84. Iran's Anned Forces Stage Massive Air Defense Drills 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1021 
Tehran - The Iranian Armed Forces, including the Army and the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC), 
have taken part in massive air defense exercises in October, a senior Iranian commander announced on 
Sunday. Commander of Khatam ol-Anbia Air Defense Base Brigadier General Farzad Esmayeeli said that 
his base along ~h the country's Armed Forces' units. inciuding the IRGC, have partiCipated in the 
massive aerial drills codenamed 'Modafe'an-e Aseman-e Velayat 5 (Defenders of Velayat Skies 5)'. 
"These exercises were held in an area· stretching over 700,000 kilometers of land," Brigadier General 
Esmayeeli said. He added that 12,000 forces of both the Army and the IRGC have taken part in the drills. 
Last month, Brigadier General Esmayeeli poimed to an air defense drill held last year, saying the 
exercises involved a large number of troops as well as indigenously- developed air defense systems and 
were staged in a warm region of the country. 

85. Iranian, Russian Commanders Discuss Air Defense Cooperation 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1021 
Tehran - Commander of Iran's Khatam ol-Anbia Air Defense Base Brigadier General Farzad Esmayeeli 
and Russian Air Force Commander Ueutenant General Viktor Bondarev in a meeting in Tehran on 
Sunday discussed mutual cooperation in defense fields. During the meeting in Tehran today, Brigadier 
General Esmayeeli and Lieutenam BOndarev also discussed exchange of information, air defense 
techniques, electronic and radar as well as missile systems. Ueutenant General Bondarev arrived in the 
Iranian capital at the head of a mil~ary delegation on Sunday. Earlier today. Iranian Air Force Commander 
Brigadier General Hassan Shah Safi and his Russian counterpart discussed mutual cooperation and 
regional developments. The two top air force commanders underlined the need for the further expansion 
of bilateral and mutual cooperation. The Iranian and Russian air force commanders also exchanged 
views over important issues, including missile and defense cooperation . 

86. Iraq's Sahwa fighters awaken to threats from AI Qaeda 
Reuters, 2013 10 21 
Baghdad - Ahmed froze as he opened the small white envelope left on his doorstep in the town of 
Latifiya . Shaking, he looked around before reading the words scrawled on the envelope. Inside was a 
bullet. "The message was clear: I must leave or I will be slaughtered," said Ahmed, who immediately left 
home with his family and is now living with relatives in another town. Ahmed was targeted for belonging to 



a government-backed Sunni militia formed at the height of Iraq's sectarian conflict in late 2006, when 
Sunni tribesmen joined forces with US troops and rebelled against AI Qaeda in what came to be known 
as ihe "Sahwa" (Awakening). But the tide is now turning back towards AI Qaeda and other insurgents 
whose onslaught against the Shiite-led government and its allies has killed more than 6,000 people this 
year in an ominous echo of the bloodshed that peaked iO 2006-07. 

Middle East· Moyen-Orient . 

87. 30 more Palestinian prisoners to be released, sources say 
Times of Israel, Lazar Berman and Avi Issacharoff, 2013 1021 
Jerusalem - Israel is expected to release a second group of 30 Palestinian prisoners on October 29 as 
part of ongoing peace efforts, Palestinian and Israeli sources told The Times of Israel Monday. The batch 
will include more members of the group of 104 pre-Oslo Peace Accords inmates Israel has pledged to 
release, contingent on progress in the talks. Twenty- six prisoners were relea~ed in the first wave on 
August 13, just after talks started. The most dangerous prisoners would be banished to the Gaza Strip, 
Yedioth Ahronoth reported . The government still has not approved the release, the paper said. The Prime 
Ministe~s Office declined to confirm the reports, but said a public notice would be sent out before any 
prisoner release and it would not be done in the dead of night. Israel agreed in July to a four-stage 
release of 104 prisoners, many of whom were convicted of brutal murders, serving sentence.s for acts of 
terror committed before the signing of the Oslo Accords in 1993. 

8B. AI Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula has extorted millions of dollars from the West. 
Los Angeles Times, Ken Dilanian, 2013 10 ?1 
Washington - Dominik Neubauer stared into the camera, the steel barrel of an assauit rifle pointed at his 
head. A Yemeni "tribe" had taken him hostage, the 26-year-old Austrian student said in English, a tear 
rolling down his lefl cheek. Ifthey aren1 paid a ransom, he continued, "they will kill me seven days alter 
this video is publiShed." In May, three months afler the video appeared on YouTube, Neubauer was freed 
along with a Finnish couple who had also been kidnapped near an Arabic language school in Sana, 
Yemen's capital. Multimillion-dollar ransoms were paid for their release, Yemeni and Western officials 
said. The three were seized not by a tribe but by AI Oaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, the officials said -
the group that has been trying for years to blow up U.S. airtiners and overthrow the Western-backed 
government In Yemen. The ransoms went into the group's coffers, the officials said. Over the last two 
years, AOAP, as Western officials refer to the group, has extorted $20 million in ransom money, 
according to an estimate by Alistair Burt, who until this month was the top British diplomatic official for the 
Middle East. The governments of Finland and Austria said they did not provide ransom money to 
terrorists. But two Western Officials, speaking on condition of anonymity to avoid publicly criticizing allied 
governments, said that those denials are for public consumption and that the size of the ransoms shows 
government involvement. 

89. AI Qaeda~inked extremists cause new Syria refugee crisis 
NBC News, Ammar Cheikhomar, Henry Austin, 2013 1020 
Ankara - Syrian refugees once sought sanctuary in Turkey from the forces of President Bashar Assad , 
but now a reign of terror imposed by hard line Islamic flQhters linked to al Qaeda is what's forcing many to 
flee across the border, Syrians have told NBC News. "We get killed now by two terrorist parties. Bashar 
and the ISIS," said Urn Mohammed, referring to one of the groups known as the Islamic State ofthe 
Levant. Speaking from a refugee camp inside Turkey, Mohammed said she had run away to escape from 
the "extremist Islamic group" alter they came to her hometown near the border. "I'm afraid of the ISIS," 
said the 34-year-old mother of eight whose husband was killed while fighting Assad's forces in Aleppo. 



"They prevented the teaching of gi~s in schools, imposed lengthening beards, banned smoking, playing 
music, loud laughter and asked the women to cover their faces." Groups like the ISIS have "expanded 
their influence significantly in 2013," according to a recent report by military journal Jane's Defense 
Weekly, bolstered by an increasing number of foreign fighters among their ranks. 

~ 
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90. AI-Nusra Front sent 4 car bombs to Lebanon 
Now Lebanon, Stafl Report, 2013 10 21 
Beirut - The AI-Oaeda-linked A~Nusra Front has allegedly assembled four car bombs and sent them to 
Lebanon, aCCOrding to a document sent by the General Security chief fQr Beirut Airport to the head of the 
airport's security. The document, which LBC received a copy of, said that two of the cars -a 1988 white 
Mercedes-Benz 300 with a forged license plate, and a 1985 siiver four-wheel drive Nissan Patrol- were 
sent from Arsal to unidentified destinations on October 17. The two remaining cars were identified by the 
document as a black Mercedes-Benz 230 bearing a Hezbollah badge on its windows for camouflage and 
a silver four-wheel drive Chevrolet Blazer. The operation took place under the supervision of head of the 
AI- Nusra Front, Palestinian Sheikh Abou Imad Toufic Hijazi, and Lebanese citizen Kayed Ghadada, who 
has become the head of Omar al-Atrash Group, which has been accused of carrying out the Dahiyeh 
bombings in August. 

91. AI~aeda targets oil tanker in Hadhramaw1 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 20131021 
Sana'a - As more news is coming through of another terror-run attacked against Yemen's economic 
interests, security experts and the international community are increasingly concerned over Yemen's 
coalition government ability to stem off Islamic militants and prevent a return to power. Back in 2011 , at 
the height of the Arab Spring al-Oaeda militants used the power vacuum which the popular uprising 
created to seize large swathes of land in the restive southern province of Abyan. Both the cities of Jaar 
and Zinjibar were declared Islamic Caliphate under al~aeda's rule, an event which profoundly shocked 
Yemenis as for the first time, the reality of Islamic extremism became a ground reality. President Abdo 
Rabbo Mansour Hadi had to enrol the help of local tribes and dispatch several military battalions to 
dislodge al-Oaeda militants and reclaim ownership over its territories in 2012. 

92. All clues point to Israel in Yasser Arafat death 
Gulf News, Staff Report, 2013 10 21 
Dubai: At first they thought it must have been something he'd eaten. About two hours after having supper, 
at 11 .30pm on the evening of October 11 , 2004, Yasser Arafat felt sick. The 75-year-old chainnan of the 
Palestine Uberation Organisation (PLO) vomited twice, then fett a lillie better. But when he awoke the 
next morning, he fett worse. A doctor diagnosed viral gastroenteritis, and the Palestinian leader was given 
medicine. By that evening he seemed to be responding well , and a report later stated he "continued with 
his usual activities' at his compound in Ramallah on the West Bank. Over the next few days Arafat's 
condition stabilised, but did not improve. Medical staff were baffled, and it was only when Tunisian 
doctors were summoned, nearty two weeks after he fell ill, that the real cause of Arafat's illness was 
diagnosed: thrombocytopenia - a reduced number of platelets in the blood. 

93. Arab League announces date for Syria peace talks 
The National (UAE), Phil Sands, 2013 10 21 
London - International peace talks to end the war in Syria are scheduled to take place on November 23, 
the head of the Arab League said on Sunday. The likelihood of that date being met was, however, 
immediately called into question by Lakhdar Brahimi, the UN special envoy to Syria, who said no finn 
timetable had been set, and that peace talks could not take place without credible opposition involvement. 
"I discussed the Syria file with Lakhdar Brahimi and it was decided that the Geneva meeting would take 
place on November 23 and arrangements are being made to prepare for this conference," Arab League 
chief Nabil Elaraby said in Cairo after meeting Mr Brahimi. "Of course there are many arrangements and 
many obstacles and difficulties that have to be overcome," he said. These obstacles to the much delayed 



Geneva 2 peace talks, a follow up to the initial Geneva conference of June last year, may prove 
insurmountable. 1>.. 
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<fcc "'4' 4'~o94. Arab states send mixed messages on Saudi UN at l 
Gulf News, Staff Report, 2013 10 21 I> ~ 
CairoiUntted Nations - Arab League chief Nabil AI Arabi on Sunday backed Saudi Arabia's rejection of a 
seat on the UN Secumy Council, saying the diplomatic body had failed in tts responsibiltty towards the 
Arab world. AI Arabi told reporters that Saudi Arabia was right to object to the Security Council's 
management methods and the fact that tt failed in its responsibiltty to secure international peace, "which tt 
is not doing at all.· He said Arab states, including Palestine and Syria, were the worst affected by the 
Security Council's weakness in the last six decades. On Saturday, however, the Arab Group at the United 
Nations urged Saudi Arabia to reconsider tts decision. "We hope that they (Saudi Arabia), who are 
amongst the blessed who represent the Arab and Islamic world at this important and historical stage, 
specifically for the Middle East region ... maintain their membership in the Secumy Council ," the Arab 
Group's statement said. 

95. Arabian Gulf security top agenda at Bahrain conference 
Gulf News, Habib Toumi, 2013 1021 
Manama: The status of the Arabian Gulf security in a changing environment will be reviewed at an 
international conference to be held in Bahrain next w.eek. The Gulf Strategic Conference, organised by 
the Bahrain Centre for Strategic, International and Energy Studies (DERASAT), will also discuss the 
global strategic transformations and their impact upon the prevailing world order and the 2011 Arab world 
transformations and their effect on regional order in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). The 
conference will also address the strategic GCC-US partnership and the chances available for GCC 
countries to build a new security system. It will also look at the GCe-Turklsh relations, the Iranian nuclear 
issue and its impacts on the region, cyberspace era and measures to face its challenges, the strategiC 
developments in the Middle East, the impact of the 2011 Arab upheavals on regional order, cross-border 
extremist religious organisations and the geopolttical threats they pose and scenarios to resolve the 
Syrian crisis. 

96. Bahrain set for security forum 
Bahrain Dally News, 2013 10 21 
Manama - A major security summit that will draw policy makers, senior government officials and top 
military officials is set to take place in Bahrain. The ninth International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) 
Regional Secumy Summtt - The Manama Dialogue 2013 - will be held from December 6 to 8. It will focus 
on the Syrian conflict, energy security in the Middle East and other major issues. The inter-govemmental 
summit is held so that national security leaders from the Gulf, wider Middle East, North America, Europe 
and Asia can consult bilaterally and multilaterally on key security and foreign policy challenges, 
organisers said. The forum, launched in 2004, has established itself as an important platform to debate 
major regional and global secumy, political and economic issues. Senior governmental delegations will 
assemble to address key themes such as Syria, Egypt, sectarianism and extremism, GCC integration and 
military co- operation. 

97. Court orders Iranian spy Mansouri remanded to custody 
Jerusalem Post, Yonah Jeremy Bob, 20131021 
Jerusalem - The Lod District Court ordered the alleged Iranian spy who was arrested last month to be 
remanded to police custody until the end of his case. The suspected agent, Ali Mansouri was arrested 
while trying to leave Israel on September 11. Mansouri made no attempt to oppose the prosecution's 
request to keep him detained. Also, Mansouri was formally arraigned and the court ordered him to make 
a formal plea and respond to the charges against him on December 1. The Central District Attorney's 
Office filed tts indictment against Mansouri on October 6 for spying and assisting an enemy in time of war. 
Mansouri had been sent to Israel to set up a base for Iranian intelligence and terrorism networks, secumy 



sources said when he was arrested. The Shin Bet (Israel Security Agency) said the 55-year-old suspect 
had been recruited by Iran's Quds Force, the extraterritorial unit responsible for special operations, 
terrorism and subversion run by the Revolutionary Guards Corps. 

98. Death toll rises to 37, dozens injured of Hama.terrorist suicide bombing 
Syrian Arab News Agency, 2013 10 21 
Hama - Thirty-seven citizens were martyred and dozens injured after a suicide terrorist blew up a truck 
near the Agricuttural Mechanization Company at the outskirts of the central province of Hama Sunday. An 
official source announced that a suicide terrorist blew himself up in a truck loaded with 1.5 tons of 
explosives at the eastern entrance of Hama to al-Salamiyeh area, claiming the lives of thirty-seven 
citizens, among them two children, while dozens others were wounded. The death toll is likely to rise due 
to the critical cases among many injured citizens, according to the source. The terrorist bombing took 
place amidst heavy traffic when a truck filled with gas cylinders for domestic use was passing by, leading 
to their burst, in addition to causing heavy material losses to more than 32 cars and residential and trade 
buildings in the area, the source added. (Full Report). 

99. Hamas chief favors renewed armed struggle against Israel 
Saudi Gazette, Staff Report, 2013 10 21 
Gaza - The Gaza Strip's Hamas Prime Minister Ismail Haniyeh Saturday called for an "armed resistance" 
against the restarted peace talks between Israel and Palestinians, the Associated Press reported. 
Haniyeh, who made the remarks in a speech marking two years since captured Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit 
was exchanged for 1 ,027 Palestinian prisoners, urged all Palestinian factions to reject the talks. Israel 
and the West Bank government of President Mahmoud Abbas are currenlly in negotiations. Israeli 
officials on Sunday said troops uncovered a tunnel running from Gaza 450 meters into Israel and 
allegedly intended as a springboard for attacks. The Hamas chief has also denied reports that his group 
was involved in fighting in the neighboring Egyptian Sinai or in Syria, Agence France-Presse reported. 
"We did not interfere in the affairs of any country and are not involved in the events or differences or 
intemal conflicts of any country," Haniyeh said. 

100. How millions of violent Muslim deaths feed the cycle of terrorism 
NBC News, Robert Windrem, Richard Engel, 2013 10 21 
New York - The West, especially the United States, is waging a campaign of genocide and oppression 
against Muslims aimed at wiping Islam's followers off the map - at least that's how radicallslamists see it. 
That propaganda message - publicized and parroted by Islamic militants the world over - has 
reverberated with deadly results this year in Boston, London and Nairobi. And underscored by continuing 
conflicts in Egypt, Syria, Africa and elsewhere, it is gaining traction among mainstream Muslims and even 
forcing the White House to consider its impact when setting foreign policy. Why? Because of this fact, 
according to Ed Husain, senior fellow for Middle Eastem Studies at the Council on Foreign Relations: 
MuSlims have been dying viOlently in staggering numbers over the past three decades in conflicts around 
the world, many of them instigated by non-Muslim nations. "The ugly truth is that it is real," he said. "You 
can~ go past a single month in the past 30 years without reports of Muslims being killed in some part of 
the world or another, and that sticks." An NBC News analysis of data from a variety of sources indicates 
that more than 4 million Muslims have died in conflicts in Afghanistan, Iraq, Bosnia, Chechnya and 
elsewhere since 1980. The data, which is imprecise, politically charged and often unverifiable, comes 
from human rights organizations, academic studies, the U.N. and from groups representing the victims. 
Many terrorism experts and Islamic scholars caution that the notion that the West is orchestrating "a 
genocide" is a gross oversimplification. 

101. Improvised Explosive Device: Terrorists' weapon of choice 
The Express Tribune, Asad Kharal, 20131021 
Lahore - It is the perfect weapon for asymmetric warfare and urban militant groups. The Improvised 
Explosive Device (lED), or crudely homemade bomb, has increasingly been used by insurgents on both 



sides of the Durand Une. Reason: It's cheap and easy to make. More than 51,000 people have lost their 
lives as a resu~ of lED blasts since the war against terrorism began, said Director-General MiI~ary 
Operations Major Generallshfaq Nadeem Ahmad at the C-IED symposium in Rawalpindi on May 20. At 
the same symposium, anny chief Ashfaq Parvez Kayani said, "The threat and impact of these weapons is 
not Oust) Pakistan-specific. These have been used with unfortunate consistency in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
The recent Boston bombings involving the use of an lED manifest the international dimension of this 
threat and serves as a starik reminder that even the most developed nations of the world remain 
vulnerable to this threat." 

102. Le Hamas revendique I'usage de tunnels depuis Gaza pour lutter contre Israill 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 20131021 
Gaza,Territoires palestiniens - La branche mil~a ire du Hamas a reconnu lundi ~tre ill'origine d'un tunnel 
creuse entre Gaza et l'Etat israelien. devant lui pennettre I'enlevement de soldats israeliens. "Ce tlinnel a 
ete creuse par des hommes de (Izzadine) al-Qassam qui ne flechiront pas dans leurs efforts pour frapper 
I'occupation ~sraelienne) et kidnapper des Seldats", a declare Ie porte-parole du groupe Abou Obeida sur 
I'antenne de al-Aqsa, la radio du Hamas. "Nous agissons sur Ie sol et dans Ie sous- sol pour faire liberer 
les prisonniers (detenus par Isra!!I)". "Enlever des soldats est la seul maniere de lutter contre I'occupation 
(israelienne)", a- t-il ajoute. 

103. Le vent du changement r6gional sur Ie point de toucher Ie Liban 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Fady Noun, 2013 10 21 
Beyrouth • La s~uation Petit iI pam, la donne - et Ie vent - changen!. Le vent d'abord. La liberation des 
otages chiites a fait des rides, sinon des vaguelettes, a la surface de I'eau stagnante que I'on nous fait 
croire ~re I'hegemonie du Hezbollah sur la communaute chiite. La fascination qu'exerce Hassan 
Nasrallah sur Ie commun des mortels de la banlieue sud n'est certes pas encore remise en question, 
mais la verite commence iI poindre au travers de quelques breches dans Ie mur de la pensee officielle. 
L'inoubliable et folie soiree de dimanche a l'Aeroport Rafic Hariri en est la meilleure preuve. II falla~ en 
eftet entendre Abbas Cheaib remettre en question les sacra-saints axiomes du Hezbollah et sa 
rhetorique, pour comprendre que quelque chose ne va plus au sein de ce parti. 

104. Mass support for Smart City initiative at Gitex Technology Week 
Gulf News, Zaher B~ar and Faisal Masudi, 2013 1021 
Dubai: The new 'Smart C~y' initiative for Dubai has received mass support at the Gitex Technology Week, 
with govemment departments showcasing the latest gadgets and systems to provide services. The 
in~iative was announced on Saturday by His Highness Shaikh Mohammad Bin Rashid AI Maktoum, Vice 
President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai. It aims to empower delivery of services and 
infonnation through smart devices and systems interconnecting various government departments on 
high-speed networiks. Govemment officials at G~ex said they expect detailS of the initiative to follow and 
pledged support to ensure ~s success. Many said ~ was too early to comment on specifics, but added 
that developments at Gitex Indicate progress in on track. Ahmad Bin Humaidan, director general of Dubai 
Smart Government, told Gulf News: "Dubai Smart Government has the best infrastructure to transfonn 
into Smart C~y and serve the interest of Dubai nationals, residents, business community and tourists." 

105. Neuf otages libanals d6tenus en Syrie ont 61e 1ib6r6s 
Le Monde, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 21 
Beyrouth - Neuf pelerins chiites libanals enleves en mai 2012 en Syrie par des rebelles syriens ont ete 
liberes, a annonce, vendredl 18 octobre, Marwan Charbel, ministre libanais de I'interieur. lis ont franchi la 
frontlere turque avant de regagner Ie pays du Cadre. Ces neuf otages avalent ete enleves dans la 
province d'AJep (nord de la Syrie) alors qu'ils revenaient d'un pelerinage en Iran. Malgre les dementis des 
families, les ravisseurs les accusaient d'appartenir au Hezbollah, Ie partl chi~e libanais qui soutient 
activement Ie regime syrien. 



106. New MDA command truck is most hi-tech in world 
Jerusalem Post. Henry Rome. 2013 10 21 
Jerusalem - Magen David Adom unveiled a multi-million dollar command truck on Sunday designed to 
direct rescue operations on the most difficutt terrain and during cellular network failure. In an event at the 
Old Train Station in Tel Aviv. the ambulance service said the creation of the tractor traUer- sized 
command truck was motivated by the Mt. Carmel forest fire in 2010. During the fire, cellular networks 
were either too weak for emergency communications, or they crashed because of too much traffiC, 
creating serious communications issues for rescuers. "It was what made us think about the future," MDA 
special projects manager Assi Dvilanski said. Dvilanski, who supervised the construction of the truck, 
officially called the "National Mobile Command and Control Vehide," said it is the most technologically 
advanced command vehide in the world. 

107. North Bekaa gears up for Syria battle 
Lebanon Daily star, Rakan al-Fakih, 2013 1021 
Beirut - Amid media reporls pointing to signs that the Syrian army is preparing to launch an attack to 
regain rebel-held areas in the strategic border area of Qalamoun, officials in the adjacent Lebanese 
village of Arsal say they will only take up arms if provoked by Hezbollah. In Arsal, the anticipated battle in 
Qalamoun was the talk of the town, with residents speculating many scenarios. The worst entailed 
Hezbollah dispersing rocket launchers along the westem mountain trails of Baalbek and Hermel facing 
the Qalamoun range, which includes Arsal. Residents expressed fear that their village would be seized in 
the attack, cutting off access to surrounding mostly Shiite villages, on which they are dependent 
economically to sustain their livelihoods. The main road leading to Arsal passes through the Shiite town of 
Labweh, which is controlled by Hezbollah. The Qalamoun region is a rugged expanse extending from 
rural Damascus and flanking Lebanon's borders to the east. 

106. Qatar recovers _bsites after hacking by pro-Assad Syrians 
The National (UAE), Staff Report, 2013 1021 
Doha - Qatari authorities have restored several govemment websites attacked by hackers from the Syrian 
Electronic Army, which supports President Bashar AI Assad's regime, local media reported on Sunday. 
Qatar's Supreme Council of Information and Technology (ictQatar) said in a statement carried by local 
media that it has "recovered all govemment websites hacked on Saturday". Hsaid it was ready to "deal 
with any similar future operations". No financial losses were caused by the hacking that targeted websites 
with the "gov.qa" domain name, local media quoted ictQatar as saying on Twitter. The Qatari interior 
ministry's page was among the websites hit. But the ministry said on Twitter that data registered on the 
website was not affected. Qatar, along with Saudi Arabia, has openly supported rebels battling Mr 
Assad's regime Since an uprising against his rule broke out in March 2011. 

109. Riyadh favours engagement with Iran 
Gulf News, Staff Report, 2013 10 21 
Dubai : Senior Saudi Prince Turki Bin Faisal AI Saud has said that new Iranian President Hassan Rouhani 
will have to deliver before others take him seriously. In his recent address to the Iranian American 
community, Prince Turki said that despite King Abdullah Bin Abdul Aziz's invitation to the new Iranian 
President to perform Haj this year, Rouhani has "unfortunately dedined to accept". Prince Turki, a former 
Saudi Ambassador to US, said Saudi Arabia favours engagement with Iran, and President Barack 
Obama's overture to Rouhani will hopefully lead to Iran's return to the Intemational community as a 
contributor to peace and stability. "Rouhani's sensible discourse is in distinct contrast to [Mahmoud] 
Ahmadinejad's bluster and bombast. Wrth the world community opening its arms to embrace Rouhani, his 
major obstade lies in the forces of darkness in Qum and Tehran. 

110. Saudi move 'represents Muslim world view' 
Arab News, Abdullah AI-Bargi, 2013 10 21 



Jeddah - Experts have welcomed the Saudi government's decision to reject a Iwo-year stint on the Un~ed 
Nations Secumy Council (UNSC). The Kingdom rejected the seat on Friday, a day aller its election onto 
the body, because ~ believes the UNSC has failed to solve wortd conflicts including the Syrian crisis. 
Abdullatif AI-Zayani, GCC secretary-general, said the Kingdom wants the UNSC to reform and fulfill ~s 
mandate outlined in the UN Charter to maintain peace and secumy in the wortd. AI-Zayani said the UNSC 
has failed to carry out ~s responsibil~ies on issues affecting Arab countries. Saudi columnist Ali AI-Mousa 
agreed ~h the decision, despite the heated compet~ion for the seat on the UNSC. "I was not surprised 
by this unprecedented move following the UN failure to do what it said it would do. His better for the 
Kingdom to ~hdraw than to engage in mere 'political debate in a region of political unrest. 

~ 
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111. Spike of Western, Caucasus jihadists enter Syria 
Jerusalem Post, Benjamin Weinthal, 2013 10 21 
Bertin - France's intelligence service reported a significant spike in the number of jihadists who travelled 
to Syria to fight against President Bashar Assad's regime, according to a report in the daily Le Monde. 
John R. Schindler, a professor of national secumy affairs at the US Naval War College, analyzed the 
report on his blog The XX Committee, saying "A detailed new report in the Parisian daily Le Monde, 
based on sources inside France's foreign intelligence service, paints a dire portran of the rising number of 
Westerners going to wage jihad in Syria ." The report on Wednesday stated that jihadists from Western 
and Caucasus countries vastly increased the number of entry points into to Syria since the summer. It 
said that the civil war represents a "power of attraction" for radicallslamists. "Nothing like n has ever been 
seen before, even for Afghanistan," said a senior French intelligence official. 

112. Syria: Lebanese hoS1ages and Turkish pilots freed 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Thair Abbas, 2013 10 21 
Beirut - Nine Lebanese hostages have been released aller 17 months of detention at the hands of 
Islamist rebels in Syria. The release comes at the same time as two Turkish airtine pilots, who were 
kidnapped in Beirut in August, are freed in Beirut in exchange. The nine hostages, who were kidnapped 
by the opposition's Northern Storm Brigade in Syria, arrived in Beirut late on Saturday on a flight from 
Istanbul, while a plane took the Turkish pilots back to Istanbul around the same time. Hundreds of people 
converged on Rafik Hariri airport in Beirut to welcome the nine Lebanese hostages home. The hostages 
were also met by a number of Officials, including Lebanese Foreign Minister Adnan Mansour and Interior 
Minister Marwan Charbel. The deal which allowed the hostages to be freed also included the release of 
more than 100 female prisoners by the Syrian government. Reports said the North Storm Brigades also 
received EUR 100 million in the exchange deal. 

113. Syria: Tensions escalate between Islamist rebels and Hamas 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Staff Report, 2013 10 21 
Beirut - Syrian rebel groups have expressed dismay at recent statements issued by Hamas leader Khaled 
Mishal in which he cmicized the mil~ary and sectarian dimensions of the Syrian conflict, calling on the 
Palestinian group to stop Interfering in Syria's domestic affairs. In a recent statement, Mishal urged the 
"groups fighting in Syria to direct their rifles towards Palestine," announcing his "support of a peaceful 
solution in Syria that guarantees the freedom and digntty of people." "Peoples have the right to rise up for 
their rights, but this must be done through peaceful means," Mishal said in reference to Syria's armed 
rebels. However Ihe Hamas leader affirmed that he "opposes sectarian violence, regardless of its 
source." Mishal's remarks prompted the Army of Islam, one of the most active rebel groups in Rif 
Dimashq, to strongly criticize the PalestinIan leader, accusing him of "having links with Iran." 

114. Syrian Arab army fights terrorists in several areas 
Syria Times, 2013 10 21 
Provinces - Unns of the armed forces on Sunday foiled a car bomb explosion in Horns province, made 
progress in the "capital shield" operation and clashed with terrorists in Aleppo, Idlib and Quneitra 
provinces, according to the official news agency. In detailS, the armed forces defused 5 explosive devices 



planted by terrorists inside a car near the general phosphate company in central Homs province where 
military operations continued against terrorist groupings in more than 14 areas. They also eliminated 
armed terrorist groups trying to sneak from al-Ghasebeyeh town into aI-Ower town in Homs province and 
to attack the central prison in Aleppo province. other terrorist groups were killed as they were trying to 
infi~rate into towns of al-Hamedeyeh and al-Za'alaneh outside Idlib province. 

~ 

115. Voyageur russe enleve en Syrie: une nouvelle photo publiee sur internet 
RIA Novosti , Joumaliste maison, 20131021 
Beyrouth - Une nouvelle photo du voyageur russe Konstantin Jouravlev, 32 ans, capture Ie groupe 
islamiste syrien Liwa al-Tawhid debut octobre, a ete publiee dimanche sur un site d1nfonnalion lie aux 
extremistes, rapporte Ie correspondant de RIA Novosti au Liban. Sur la photo, nous pouvons voir Ie 
Russe retenu en otage assis dans un fauteuil et tenant un papier sur lequel est marquee la date "samedi 
19.10.2013". A c6te de lui, nous voyons deux telephones portables, une camera video GoPrQ t son 
passe port. Le clicM est accompagne de I'inscription disan!: "Une nouvelle photo de I'espion russe retenu 
par Liwa al-Tawhid". Aucune information sur Ie lieu de detention du voyageur russe, ni sur les 
revendications de ses ravisseurs n'a ete foumie pour Ie moment. Konstantin Jouravlev a disparu debut 
octobre alors qu'il se trouvait en Syrie. Le groupe islamiste syrien Liwa al-Tawhid a plus tard mis en ligne 
une copie du passeport de Jouravlev, affirmant que ses "unites de securite" avaient "capture un espion . 
russe qui recueillait des donnees sur les insurges afin de les remettre aux services secrets russes et 
syriens". 

116. Wortd powers to discuss Syrian conflict 
AI Jazeera, 201310 21 
Doha - European Union foreign ministers have arrived in Luxembourg for talks that will have the Syria · 
conflict high on its agenda. Catherine Ashton, the EU foreign policy chief, said on Monday that the 
delegates will discuss how the bloc should act on the issue of Syria's chemical weapons, political 
developments and humanitarian crisis. Western and Arab diplomats have been trying to build support for 
long-delayed peace talks aimed at bringing together President Bashar al-Assad's regime and Syria's 
opposition. Nabil el-Araby, the Arab League chief, said in Cairo on Sunday the talks would convene on 
November 23. However, Lakhdar Brahimi, the joint UN-Arab League envoy for Syria, said the peace talks 
were in doubt unlesS a "credible opposition" agreed to take part. "There is an agreement to attempt to 
hold Geneva 2 in November, but the date has not been officially set," Brahimi said . 

117. Yemen Human Rights Minister calls for a truce in Sa'ada 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 20131021 
Sa'ada - Following of mounting tensions and sporadic clashes in the between the Houthis (a Shiite group 
headed by Abdel Malek al-Houthi which is now organized under the political denomination: Ansar Allah) 
and Salafis (Sunni radicals) in the northern province of Sa'ada, a stronghold of the Houthis; Human 
Rights Minister Hooria Mashour has called for an immediate cease-fire. As both warring parties have 
been blaming one another for the surge in violence, Minister Mashour has urged tribal leaders to 
immediately retum to the negotiating table, if anything for the sake of the people of Sa'ada who have 
been held hostage to religious enmity. In a statement, Minister Mashour said to be gravely concerned at 
the number of alleged human rights violations and the increase in violence in Dammaj (where most of the 
fighting has been taken place). She urged all parties to exert restraint as to prevent further senseless 
bloodshed. 
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118. Comment l'Elysee veut clore I'affaire Leonarda 
Le Monde, Laurenl Borredon et David Revaultd'Alionnes, 20131021 
Orly - Une circulaire va interdire les interpellations pendant les temps scolaire et periscolaire Sur que lie 
piste alterrir? A Orly, d'abord, ou Manuel Valls est arrive, samedi 19 octobre des I'aube, apres avoir 
ecourte un deplacement aux Antilles qui devait s'achever 24 heures plus tard. Sur une posnion de 
compromis, ensuite, destinee aextirper Ie gouvemement de Iji crise politique vers laquelle Ie cas de 
Leonarda Dibrani semble tout drott I'emporter. Une issue de secours qui devratt se matMaliser'par une 
nouvelle circulaire" sur Is sanctuarisation des temps scola ires et periscolaires", indique-t-on al'Elysee. 
C'est pour se voir remellre samedi matin, " a lui et apersonne et d'autre avant", selon I'un de ses 
conseillers, Ie rapporl de I'lnspection generale de I'administration (IGA) sur les circonstances de 
I'expulsion de la collegienne de Pontarlier (Doubs), lequel a ete redige dans la nutt, que M. Valls a abrege 
un sejour en Martinique et en Guadeloupe qui I'a tenu, trois jours durant, eloigne de la principale tempete 
qu'iI att eu aaffronter depuis son installation place Beauvau. 

119. Entre l'Europe et l'Afrique, une barriere contre I'immigration clandestine 
Agence France-Presse, Sylvie Groutt, 20131021 
MeliUa, Espagne - Entre l'Europe et l'Afrique, bordant I'enclave espagnole de Melilla, s'etire sur onze 
kilometres une frontiere grill agee de sept metres de haut, balisee de cameras: une barriere entre deux 
continents qui ne suffit pas adecourager les assauts de clandestins prets a tout. A I'aube, postes dans un 
mirador, les hommes de la Garde civile espagnole scrutent Ie tenitoire marocain a travers leurs 
puissantes jumelles de vision noctume, depuis la route t\clairee par des reverberes qui court Ie long des 
trois epaisseurs de grillage. En face, plongee dans I'obscurite, se dessine la masse du mont Gurugu, ou 
des centaines de migrants d'Afrique noire guellent Ie moment propice pour s'elancer vers Ie sol 
europeen. "Depuis plusieurs mois, chaque jour, nous observons des groupes qui s'approchent. lis sont 
plus ou moins nombreux, ils ne parviennent pas tous a s'approCher, mais les tentatives sont presque 
quotidiennes", explique Ie sous-officier de garde, Javier Martinez. "lis se mellent pieds nus pour 
escalader Ie premier grillage, puis ils franchissent Ie deuxieme, puis Ie troisieme". 

120. Espagne: arr6t Ires attendu de la CEOH sur Ie cas d'une militante ETA 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 20131021 
Strasbourg - La Cour europeenne des droits de I'Homme (CEDH) va rendre lundi un arret allendu 
concemant la duree de detention d'une militante d'ETA, qui pourrait avoir des effets en cascade: en cas 
de condamnation, l'Espagne craint de devoir liberer des dizaines de detenus. Madrid a deja fait I'objet 
d'un premier desavoeu, la CEDH ayant juge en 2012 que la detention prolongee d'ines Del Rio Prada, 
condamnee pour terrorisme, etait irreguliere. Mais la Cour a accepte de reexaminer I'affaire et de rendre 
un nouvel arret via sa Grande chambre, qui sera celie fois-ci delinitif. Dans leur premiere decision de 
juiUet 2012, las juges de Strasbourg avaient considere que la mil~ante basque avait ete victime de 
I'application retroactive, et donc fautive, d'une nouvelle jurisprudence espagnole sur Ie calcul des remises 
de peine, d~e -doctrine Parot". Mme Del Rio Prada, 55 ans, emprisonnee depuis 2009, avait ete 
condamnee en Espagne a dlfferentes peines pour son implication dans des allentats. Le total s'elevatt a 
plus de 3.000 ans de prison, mais la duree avait ete ramenee a 30 ans, conformement la legislation alors 
en vigueur. 

121. France summons US ambassador over 'spying' 
AI Jazeera, 2013 10 21 
Paris - France has called in the US ambassador to protest at allegations in Le Monde newspaper about 
large-scale spying on French cttizens by the US National Security Agency, French Foreign Minister 
Laurent Fabius said. "I have immediately summoned the US ambassador and he will be received this 
moming at the Quai d'Orsay [the French Foreign Ministry]," Fabius told reporters at a European Union 
foreign ministers' meeting in Luxembourg on Monday. France and Mexico have demanded prompt 
explanations from Washington following fresh spying allegations leaked by former US security contractor 
Edward Snowden. Reports in Le Monde and German weekly Der Spiegel have revealed that the National 



Security Agency secretly recorded tens of millions of phone calls in France and haqked into former 
Mexican President Felipe Calderon's email account. A 
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122. France summons US envoy over NSA surveillance claims C. "0:It 
The Guardian (London). Sam Jones, 2013 1021 1"0 C' 
London - The French govemment has summoned the US ambassador in Paris, demanding an 
explanation about claims that the National Security Agency has been engaged in widesprelld phone 
surveillance of French citizens. On Monday, Le Monde published details from the NSA whistleblower 
Edward Snowden suggesting that the US agency had been intercepting phone calls on what it terms "a 
massive scale". The French interior minister, Manuel Valls, has described the revelations as shocking, <t 
and said he will be pressing for detailed explanations from Washington. "Rules are obviously needed 
when it comes to new communication technologies, and that's something that concems every country," 
he told Europe-1 radio. "If a friendly country - an ally - spies on France or other European countries, that 
is completely unacceptable." The report in Le Monde, which carries the byline of outgoing Guardian 
joumalist Glenn Greenwald - who worked with Snowden to lay bare the extent of the NSA's actions -
claims that between 10 December 2012 and 8 January 2013 the NSA recorded 70.3m phone calls in 
France. 

123. France summons US envoy over spying claims 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 21 
London - French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius has summoned the US ambassador over newspaper 
claims that the US spied on millions of phone calls in France. France has labelled such activity between 
allies as "unacceptable". Le Monde says the data, based on leakS from ex-intelligence analyst Edward 
Snowden, suggest the US NSA agency monitored businesses and officials as well as terrorism suspects. 
The intercepts were apparently triggered by certain key words. The paper says the National Security 
Agency (NSA) spied on 70.3 million phone calls in France in just 30 days between December 10 last year 
and January 8, 2013. The paper did not say whether the operation, codenamed US-985D, was still in 
progress. 

124. Inside Israel's Frenemy Diplomacy With Turkey 
The Daily Beast, Eli Lake, 2013 10 21 
Washington - Last week, the Washington Post's David Ignatius revealed that in early 2012, Turkey gave 
sensitive information about Israel's spy operations to lran--specifically, the names of up to ten Iranians 
who had been meeting with Israeli intelligence officers in Turkey. To many people in the intelligence 
community, the news was seen as a grave betrayal. "The fact those ten spies were bumed by the Turks 
by purposely Informing the Iranians is not only a despicable act, it is an act that brings the Turkish 
intelligence organization to a position where I assume no one will ever trust it again," said Danny Yatom. 
a former chief of Israel's intelligence service, the Mossad, in an interview. A retired senior CIA officer who 
spoke to The Daily Beast compared the incident to the betrayal of the Cambridge Five, a network of 
Soviet moles that provided highly sensitive intelligence to Moscow at the dawn of the Cold War. All of 
which makes it especially surprising to some that Israel appeared to move on from the incident so quickly. 
This is evidenced by the fact that Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu authorized a diplomatic outreach to 
Turkey to restore ties even after he leamed about the alleged security breach. (While U.S. officials 
confirm the details revealed by Ignatius, the Turkish govemment has denied them.) 

125. La NSA a recolte des millions de donnees en France (Canada) 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 21 
Paris - L'agence americaine de renseignement NSA utilise une forme d'espionnage tiree du programme 
appele " US-985D ". Cette serie de numeros concemerait les pays anglo-saxons historiquement proches 
de Washington, Ie Royaume-Uni, Ie Canada, l'Australie et la Nouvelle-Zelande, connus sous Ie nomm de 
" Five Eyes ". L'agence americaine de renseignement, NSA, a intercepte de fa~n massive les 
communications telephoniques des citoyens francais, revele lundi Ie quotidien Le Monde, citant des 



documents de I'ancien consultant de la NSA, Edward Snowden. Sur une periode de trente jours, entre Ie 
10 decembre 2012 at Ie 8 janvier 2013, 70,3. millions d'enregistrements de donnees telephoniques des 
Fran~is ont ete effectues par la NSA, precise Ie site lemonde.fr avant Is publication de la version papier. 
Ces piaces, devoilees en juin par I'ex-consultat de I'agenca, Edward Snowden, decrivent les techniques 
utilisees pour capter iIIegalement les secrets ou la simple vie privee des Fran~is, ajoute Ie quotidien. 

126. La resistance au gaz de schiste s'intemationalise (canade) 
Le Monde, Audrey Garric, 2013 10 21 
Paris - Des manifestations etaient prevues dans de nombreux pays tentt~s par I'exploitation de caHe 
energie. Ators que de plus en plus de pays s'ouvrent a I'exploration et I'explonation des petrole et gaz de 
schiste, les contestations se succ8dent. Samedi 19 octobre, des manifestations etaient organisees en 
France (8 Paris, Toulouse, Lille) , aux Etats-Unis, au Canada, en Angleterre, en Allemagne ou encore en 
Roumanle a I'occasion de la Joumee mondiale contre Ie gaz de schiste. Car, si ces hydrocarbures non 
conventionnels font mironer aux entreprises et aux pays revenus, recettes fiscales et emplois - jusqu'au 
reve d'une independance energetique -, ils sont vertemimt critiques pour leurs consequences nMastes 
sur I'environnement ainsi que sur Ie climat. Tour d'horizon de ces mouvements d'opposition. 

127. La spectre du terrorisme sur Ie val de Suse 
Le Figaro, Richard Heuze, 20131021 
Lyon, France - Les manifestations des eNo TAV», ces opposants au projet de TGV Lyon-Turin, se font de 
plus en plus violentes en Italie. L'interminable guerilla des anti-TGV du val de Suse Au peln matin, Ie 
bersaglier de bronze di Porta Pia, qui commemore I'irruption victorieuse des forces de Savoie dans Rome 
en seplembre 1870, brandissait Ie drapeau «No TAV», symbole des opposants au projet de TGV Lyon
Turin. Nombreux etaient les irreductibles presents la veille dans la manifestation qui a paralyse Ie centre 
de Rome at a vu des affrontements violents avec la police. Dans Ie val de Suse, Ie chantier du TGV, snue 
a la Maddalena, dix kilometres 'apres la sortie du tunnel autoroutier du Frejus, s'est transforme en camp 
militaire. Barriares antiemeutes surmontees de barbeles et grilles coulissantes en fer en defendent 
I'aecas. L'armee contrOle les portes tandis que des pelotons de policiers parcourent Ie site en 
permanence. La serurite est maximale sur cet imposant chantier: des ouvriers - une centaine au total 
achevent de construire a la hAte un immense hangar pour proteger Ie tunnelier en cours d'assemblage. 

128. Les services secrets americains tres interesses par Wanadoo et Alcatel-Lucent 
Le Monde, Jacques Follorou, Glenn Greenwald, 2013 10 21 
Paris - Les adresses de messagerie de I'entreprise franco- americaine de telecommunications et celles 
de I'ancienne filiale d'Orange, qui compte encore 4,5 millions d'utilisateurs, ont ete espionnees. La toile 
tissee par la NSA, revelee par Edward Snowden, I 'ex-consu~ant de la plus importante agence de 
renseignement americalne. est symbole de gigantisme. On en san, aujourd'hui , davantage sur les 
procedures et I'exhaustivite de !'intrusion amencaine. C'est une certnude, les Etats-Unis fouillent les 
secrets de leurs allies comme de leurs ennemis. En revanche, peu d'elements ont encore filtre sur I'autre 
visage de eel esplonnage, celui OU apparaissent les individus ou les entreprises cibles par Ie 
gouvernernent americain. Cette facette, sans doute la plus explicite en termes d'atteinte aux libertes 
publiques et individuelles, ne concerne done pas que les pays consideres comme des adversaires mais 
egalement des nations amies comme la France, au coeur des centres d'interet de la NSA. Des 
documents de ceHe agence, obtenus par Le Monde, iIIustrent cette intruSion, 8 grande echelle, dans 
I'espace prive des cnoyens fran~is comrne dans les secrets de grandes entreprises nationales. 

129. Nairobi Mall Attack: AI Shabaab's Scandinavian Connection 
The Daily Beast, Christopher Dickey, 201310 20 
New York - Larvik, a former whaling village on the eastern coast of NOIway, would seem an unlikely 
hotbed of jihadists. But it now appears that among those men who attacked a shopping mall in Nairobi 
last month, killing at least 70 people, there may have been a 23-year-old Norwegian citizen from Larvik 
named Hassan Abdi Dhuhulow. If so, he would be part of a long, and sometimes surprising line of young 
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men bom abroad but raised in Scandinavia who have embraced the most violent versions of Islam. They 
have sought to wage what they see as holy war wherever they think they stand the greatest chance of 
glory and "martyrdom." But as the most recent surveillance videos from the Westgate Mall attacks in 
Kenya demonstrate all too clea~y, they become nothing more or less than cold-blooded murderers. Stig 
Jarle Hansen, an associate professor at Norwegian University of Life Sciences near Oslo and author of 
AI-Shabaab in Somalia has studied the phenomenon for years. He says the terrorist nexus in the land of 
the midnight sun suggests just how complex and interwoven the world of intemational jihadist gangs and 
organizations has become. AI Qaeda, in its various iterations, is a significant Iliayer, but not always the 
decisive one. Allegiances shift unpredictably. '0 'Ir C 
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130. Revelations sur la NSA: Valls veut des "explications" 
r,CAgence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 

Paris - Les informations selon lesquelles l'Agence de securite nationale amencaine (NSA) a intercepte de 
faltOn massive les communications telephoniques des Francais sont "choquantes" et "vont appeler des 
explications", a declare lundi Ie ministre de l'lnteneur, Manuel Valls. Les revelations du quotidien Le 
Monde sont "choquantes et vont appeler des explications precises des autorites americaines dans les 
heures qui viennent", a-t-il affirme sur Europe 1. "Avec les nouvelles technologies de la communication, il 
faut evidemment des regles, cela conceme tous les pays", a souligne Ie ministre. "Si un pays ami, un 
pays allie espionne la France ou espionne d'autres pays europeens c'est tout afait inacceptable", a-t-il 
poursuivi. Sur une periode de trente jours, entre Ie 10 decembre 2012 et Ie 8 janvier 2013. 70,3 millions 
d'enregistrements de donnees telephoniques des Francais ont ete effectues par la NSA, a revele lundi Ie 
site lemonde.fr, citam des documents de I'ancien consultant de I'agence americaine Edward Snowden. 

131. Why Turkey is firing on jihadists in Syria 
Now Lebanon, Tony Badran, 2013 1021 
Beirut - On Tuesday, the Turkish military fired across the border with Syria onto positions of the jihadist 
group known as Ihe Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). This action marked a first for the Turks, 
spurring commentary that Ankara has finally become aware of the supposed danger of its permissive 
border policy with Islamist groups in Syria. Perhaps. Or perhaps the shelling was an attempt by Turkey to 
deflect criticism from the US, as the incident occurred as anonymous US officials have taken to the media 
to criticize Turkey and other regional backers of the Syrian rebels. The likely purpose of this media 
campaign is to get allies to fall in line behind the White House's preferences in Syria and the direction of 
its regional policy more broadly. For a while now, the Obama administration has been using the media to 
air its complaims about financial and other support going to salafist groups in Syria. 

Selected Broadcast Coverage· Reportages Telediffuses 5electifs 

There is no selected broadcast coverage available today III n'y a pas de selection de reportages 
telediffuse disponible aujourd'hui. 
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Canada 

1. "Je n'irai plus jamais aux ~tats-Unis" 
La Presse, Nicolas Berube, 2013 10 22 
Monlreal - L'histoire d'un auteur nee~andais stoppe aux douanes amencaines enftamme i'intemet Parti 
en train sur la ligne Montreal-New York, I'auteur neer1andais Niels Gerson Lohman s'est vu refuser 
I'entree aux Etats-Unis par des douaniers qui n'aimaient pas les tampons des pays visites flQurant dans 
son passeport. Son histoire est devenue virale sur I'intemet. Niels Gerson Lohman n'est pas en colere. II 
n'eleve pas la vOix, pas plus qu'il n'affirme atre une victime. N'empeche, sa decision est prise: il n'ira plus 
jamais aux Etats-Unis. "Je ne suis pas antiamencain, d~-il, assis dans un cafe de I'avenue du Mont
Royal. Plusieurs de mes meilleurs amis som Amencains, et j'ai d'excellents souvenirs de New York, de la 
Floride, de la cOte ouest.... 

2. Afghan war memoir wins Weston prize 
Postmedia News, Mark Medley, 2013 10 22 
Graeme Sm~h has won the Hilary Weston Writers' Trust Prize for Non-Fiction. Sm~h has likely spem 
more time covering Canada's involvemem in the war in Afghanistan than any other Western journalist. He 
first arrived in September 2005 to cover the country's par1iamemary elections and was the Globe and 
Mail's primary correspondent until 2011 . He left, only to retum. Sm~h currently lives in Kabul, where he 
works as a senior analyst for the Imemational Crisis Group. Last month he published his long- awa~ed 
chronicle of the conftict, The Dogs Are Eating Them Now: Our War in Afghanistan, published by Knopf 
Canada, a division of Random House Canada. On Monday Smith and his book received the Weston 
prize, Canada's top award for non-fiction. 

3. Alleged train terrorist wants out of jail 
Toronto Sun, Sam Pazzano, 2013 10 22 
Toronto - Alleged Via Rail terrorist Raed Jaser will seek bail on Nov. 20, while his co-accused- Chiheb 
Esseghaier-remains in legal limbo, representing himself on serious charges as a trial date may loom next 
year. The 31-year-old Esseghaier is looking for a defence lawyer who shares his belief that he ought to 
be tried by the Qur'an, not the Criminal Code. Jaser's lawyer John Norris said so far Esseghaier hasn1 
found a lawyer, but ~'s possible a judge could appoim a "friend-of-the-court" counsel who will represent 
the Tunisian on legal matters and protect his rights to a fair trial. On Monday, Norris asked and received 
the adjoumment for his client's ball hearing, which was scheduled to begin that day. 

4. Baird calls for 'real action' in Iran nuke talks 
QMI News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 2013 10 22 
Ottawa - Foreign Minister John Baird Is less impressed than many with Iran's seeming openness at recent 
nuclear arms talks. "We all want to see a peaceful diplomatic solution," he said Monday. "Dialogue is 
tremendously important - but dialogue isn1 a replacement for real action.. American and European 
diplomats have been encouraged in recem weeks by Iran's apparent willingness to come to the table. The 
wor1d powers leading the talks-the U.S., the U.K. , Russia, China, France and Germany -met with Iran last 
week. The regime's chief nuclear negotiator was quoted over the weekend as saying he expected talks to 
wrap up within a year. 



5. Bell s'attire les critiques A 
La Presse, Philippe Mercure, 2013 10 22 0" <>,:. 
Montreal - Transmission de renseignements personnels Votre histori~ue de navigation internet. tes 
emissions de tele que vous visionnez. Vos habitudes d'appels·telephoniques. Si vous 6tes client de Bell, 
ces informations personnelles pourraient bientOt Gtre collectees et partagees avecfl'autres entreprises 
une nouvelle pratique qui, selon des experts et organismes de defense des consommateurs. soul eve des 
doutes quant s sa legalite. La societe Bell a annonce a ses clients qu's compter du 16 novembre, elle 
allait collecter et partager les renseignements de ses clients avec des tl rs, notamment s des fins de 
mar1<.eting. Les clients qui Ie souhaitent peuvent choisir de ne pas recevoir de ·publlcites ciblees·, mais on 
ne sait pas trop s'ils peuvent emp6cher la collecte et Ie partage de leurs habitudes de consommation. 

~~ 'I <.t 
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(6. BlackBerry rolls ou1 BBM for Android and iPhone users (Canada'. 
The National (UAE), Kyle Sinclair, 2013 1022 
Abu Dhabi - Mobile phone company BlackBerry has said that it is now launching its instant messaging 
service for Android and iPhone users. BBM, or BlackBerry Messenger, is an application that allows text 
messages and pictures to be sent to other users who have also downloaded it, much like the popular free 
messenger Whatsapp. ·In the next few hours, people will start seeing BBM in Google Play, the App Store 
and in select Samsung App Stores - where it will be free to download," the company said in a blog post 
on its website on Monday. BBM was previously only available on BlackBerry's own mobile handsets. 
BlackBerry said on Monday that given the high demand for downloads a "line-up" system is being rolled 
out worldwide. 

",,( 

7. canada pushes for new safety measures at Arctic Council 
Globe and Mail, Josh Wingrove, 2013 1022 
Whitehorse - Canada will use its position as chair of the international Arctic Council to push for new safety 
standards for oil tankers and other northern shipping - a move welcomed by Denmar1<. after one of its 
ships became the first fully loaded cargo vessel to navigate the Northwest Passage. A previous Canadian 
pledge to focus on "safe arctic shipping" cited cruise liners, rather than oil tankers. As Arctic Council 
meetings began on Monday in Whitehorse, Environment Minister and Nunavut MP Leona Aglukkaq 
suggested oil tankers could become a more common sight in Northern waters. "An oil spill from one of the 
many ships that will soon be crossing Arctic waterways as the shipping season becomes longer could 
have serious consequences for the environment and the livelihoods of northern people,· Ms. Aglukkaq 
said in one of three speeches in Whitehorse on Monday, according to remar1<.s released by her office, as 
Canada opened its time as Arctic Council chair with a three-day summit. 

8. Canadian warships to stay on patrol in Arabian Sea until April 2015 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 2013 10 22 
Ottawa - The Defence Department says it will extend ilS partiCipation in a multi-national anti-terrorism 
patrol in the Arabian Sea to April 2015. Canadian warships first joined the patrol, known as CTF-150, in 
May 2012. The 29-nation operation is based in Bahrain and uses its ships to monitor, inspect, board and 
stop suspect shipping in the Hom of Africa region. HMCS Toronto and her Halifax-based crew of 
approximately 250 personnel are on duty now. They are to be replaced earty in 2014 by HMCS Regina, a 
frigate based in Esquimatt, B.C. The Canadian operation is known as Operation Artemis. 

9. canadians should care someone's listening in 
iPolitics.ca, Michael Harris, 2013 10 22 
Column: According to the pollsters at Ipsos-Reid, about half of all Canadians don1 care if their own 
government is spying on them through CSEC, Canada's national cryptologic agency. A whopping 77 per 
cent of us apparently actively support such spying when it is justified by the claim that it helps prevent 
terrorist attacks. So the message to government is that to get buy-in from three-quarters of Canadians on 
gross violations of privacy, simply play the terrorist card. (The fact that we are spying on an ally, Brazil, 
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has sparked less public interest than Van~y Fai~s upcoming tongue-wagger on Gwyneth Paltrow.) There 
are two problems with our laissez-faire att~ude about the govemment listening in. None of us will ever be 
able to check the claims of the authorities when they say they acted in the interests of national security 
it's classified; and govemments routinely lie about alleged security threats to get around the messy 
business of defending the indefensible in public. 

10. Citizenship applicant loses 'bias' challenge 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 10 22 
Toronto - A federal judge has dismissed the appeal of a Toronto woman who failed the c~izenship test but 
then took the govemment to court claiming she had actually aced it, and that she was a victim of bias. 
When Wei Zhou took the "Knowledge of Canada" test in 2011 , she could not correctly answer questions 
about voting, history, geography or "the responsibil~ies and privileges of citizenship." She scored 13 out 
of 20 - below the required 75%. But she then appealed to the Federal Court, arguing that not only had 
she correctly answered every question but that the judge who administered the test was biased against 
her. 

11. Fmr. Canadian PM speaks out against boycotting CHOGM 
Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka) , 201310 21 
Canada should not boycott the upcoming Commonwealth meetings in Sri Lanka, fomner Prime Minister 
Brian Mulroney said. "If you were going to boycott the Commonwea~h because of illustrations of improper 
govemment or abusive treatment of people within some of the member countries, some days you 
wouldn~ have too many people around that Commonweanh table for tea," Mulroney said during an 
appearance on CNs Question Period. "There's a lot of developing countries in there, countries with 
problems, and the best thing I think that we can do is be there at the table and illustrate, by our presence, 
the value of what we've leamed as a country over 146 years and how we conduct ourselves with our 
democracy and with our generosity to friends intemationally." 

12. Foreign AffairsiCIDA restructuring panel includes CEO of Rio Tinto A1can 
Ottawa C~izen , Elizabeth Payne, 2013 10 22 
Ottawa - The chief executive officer of one of the world's largest mining conglomerates is among those 
who have been brought in to help advise the new Deparlment of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development 
on restructuring. The move is raising eyebrows among those who say Canada's development policy is too 
closely tied to Canada's business interests overseas. The Canadian Intemational Development Agency 
was folded into the federal Department of Foreign Affairs and Intemational Trade in last May's budget, 
creating a new super-deparlment. The federal govemment said the move would create more policy 
coherence and effectiveness, but some critics feared it would undemnine foreign aid and further tie 
development dollars to Canadian business interests overseas. Canada already has several international 
development partnerships with mining companies - including Rio Tinto Alcan, which co-finances one in 
Ghana - and promises to "deepen and broaden" its engagement with the private sector "in order to 
achieve sustainable economic development and reduce poverty in developing countries." 

13. Injunction lifted as protesters leave N.B. road 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 10 22 
Moncton, N.B. - A judge has lifted an injunction ordering shale- gas protesters to end their blockade of a 
resource company's compound, ahead of expected talks this week with New Brunswick's premier. Judge 
George Ride out said the injunction was no longer required since equipment and vehicles owned by SWN 
Resources have been removed from the compound near Rexton, N.B., and the protesters are no longer 
blocking the road. The RCMP enforced the injunction last Thursday during a violent clash that saw the 
seizure of weapons including improvised explosive devices and fireamns, six police vehicles set on fire 
and 40 people arrested for offences including threats, intimidation and mischief. The Mounties said they 
fired non-lethal, beanbag-type bullets and used pepper spray to defuse the s~uation after Molotov 
cocktails were tossed at them. Susan Levi-Peters, a fomner chief of Elsipogtog First Nation, said the 



community is ready to demonstrate wherever there is any shale gas exploration, but she hopes such 
activities won1 proceed. 

14. Khadr 'not a danger,' retired U.S. general says 
Edmonton Joumal, Sheila Pratt, 20131022 
Edmonton - When retired U.S. brigadier general Stephen Xenakis saw the photographs of prisoner abuse 
at Abu Ghraib in Iraq, he was shocked at the use of torture and troUbled by the breach of medical ethics 
by medics who assisted. As a psychiatrist wHh a 28-year military career, Xenakis soon took a public 
position that mllHary medical officers, bound by the Hippocratic oath to do no harm, must not participate in 
torture. "After I was shown Abu Ghraib photos, I was pretty adamant that there had to be a firewall 
between medics and interrogators," said the 65-year-old Xenakis, who speaks in Edmonton Tuesday 
evening. "No dodor, and no military medical leader should participate in torture in any way," he wrote in 
the Washington Post. That stance was not popular in U.S. military circles and Xenakis said he lost 
contracts. In the past, he had treated both Vietnam veterans and those involved in the First Gulf War. His 
controversial stance also cost him a chance to be the No.2 man in charge of heatth in the U.S. Defense 
Department, he said. In 2005, he took on another controversial case, a young Canadian prisoner in 
Guantanamo mllHary prison, Omar Khadr. Xenakis, who had specialized in post-traumatic stress disorder 
and child and adolescent mental heatth, was contacted by Khad(s U.S. defence team through his work 
wHh Physicians for Human Rights. Facing a possible milHary commission trial, they wanted an psychiatric 
assessment of Khadr, who was then 18. Although he had not yet been charged with a crime, he had gone 
through prison abuse such as sleep deprivation and stress positions. Two years later, Xenakis finally got 
clearance to enter Guantanamo and met wHh Khadr. Over the years, the two have formed an enduring 
relationship. 

15. La compte Twitter de Stephen Harpar pirate 

Agence QMI, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 22 . 

Ottawa - Le compte Twitter du premier ministre Stephen Harper a ete la clble d'un canular en ligne. 

L'Agence QMI a relfU une capture d'ecran d'une note ecrite dimanche sur Ie compte du premier ministre. 

Le gazouillis, qui a ete retire du sHe, indiquaH que Ie gouvemement ne c:8deraH pas aux Premieres 

Nations. c Nous ecraserons ces manifestations par tous les moyens que la Couronne nous donne» , 

auraH ecrH M. Harper, faisant reference aux emeutes antifracturation hydraulique de la semaine demiere, 

aRexton, au Nouveau- BrunSWick, oil six vehicules de la GRC ont ete incendies. Le diredeur des 

communications du premier ministre Harper, Jason MacDonald, a nie qu'un tel gazouillis ait pu venir du 

bureau de M. Harper. 


16. La Quebec en proie aux vols d'identite 

Le Soleil, Yves Therrien, 2013 10 22 

La Malbaie - La CommiSSion d'acces aI'information veut une modification ala loi Les entreprises 

commerciales au Quebec devraient etre tenues de devoiler qu'elles ont perdu les donnees personnelles 

de leurs clients, ou pire, que ces donnees ont ete volees. Pourtant, m~me si la Commission d'acces a 

I'information (CAl) demande que ce soH obligatoire depuis 2002, Ie gouvemement quebecois n'a toujours 

rien fail. Cette recommandation a ete refaHe en 2011 , mais aucun signe a I'horizon ne permet de croire 

que Ie Quebec suivra I'exemple de l'Alberta et de la Colombie- Bntannique qui ont deja rendu obligatoires 

les declarations de tous les incidents de secunte qui mettent en jeu les renseignements personnels des 

consommateurs. La loi devraH etre modlfiee, insiste Me Jean Chartier, president de la CAl, car assurer la 

protection des renseignements personnels des individus releve de la juridiction de la Commission. 


17. Las autochtones denoncent la GRC 

Agence aMI, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 22 

Moncton - Les autochtones du Nouveau- Brunswick ont critique hier Ie traHement que leur a reserve la 

GRC la semaine demiere et ont promis de poursuivre la lutte contre I'exploration du gaz de schiste. Le 

chef de la Premiere Nation Elsipogtog, Aaron Stock, a declare que son peuple avait ete « mattraHe » , 




quand des poliders de la GRC avaient entrepris de faire respecter une injonction judiciaire visant a faire 
lever un barrage au nord de Moncton. Des centaines de manifl'stanlJ; avaient cherche a empl!cher des 
employes de la compagnie SWN Resources de faire de I'exploration ""ur Ie gaz de schiste.1.- 
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18. Les pirates ont souvent la vie facile l.tot~~ 0 l ~t! c.s..v 
Le Soleil, Yves Therrien, 2013 10 22 ~~o Co I\f~ 1 
Valcartier - Comment fa~-on pour avoir un bon mot de passe? Avant de'aonner une reponse, artin 
Salois, du Centre de recherche et de developpement pour la defense du Canlida a Valcartier, explique 
comment fonctionnent les pirates pour trouver en peu de temps tous les mots de passe d'une grosSe 
base de donnees: les matMmatiques, les statistiques et les probabil~es. Lorsque la base de donnees du 
site RockYou a ete attaquee, les pirates ont decouvert que Ie mot de passe Ie plus utilise efait'1 23456. 
D'autres utilisaient Qwerty ou password tout simplement. Les utilisateurs choisissent la voie de) a facil~e, 
une belle manne pour les pirates. C, ~ 

19. Les scientifiques federaux craignent leurs maitres politiques 
Le Devoir, Helime Buzzetti, 2013 10 22 
Ottawa - Les scientifiques de la fonction publique federale estiment qu'ils sont museles par leurs mailres 
polHiques, au point de devoir regulierement modifier des informations dans leurs rapports pour des 
raisons non scientifiques. C'est la conclusion a laquelle arrive un vaste sondage Environics commande 
par 1'lnstHut professionnel de la fonction publique du Canada aupres des quelque 15 000 scientifiques 
syndiques qu'il represente. Un peu plus de 4000 fonctionnaires de 40 ministeres et organismes feder;luX 
y ont repondu. Les scientifiques ont indique qu'ils se font demander de maniere reguliere de modifier ou 
d'exclure des informations de leurs documents pour des raisons non scientifiques. Ces demandes sont 
parvenues certes de leurs superieurs, mais aussi de lobbyistes et mllme de membres du personnel 
polHique. Par exemple, 18 % des 651 repondants travaillant a Sante Canada ont affirme s'6tre fait 
demander d'exclure des informations par I'entourage du ministre. r 

20. Les scientifiques tederaux ont peur de parler 
La Presse, Hugo de Grandpre, 2013 10 22 
Ottawa - Les scientifiques du gouvemement federal ne se sentent pas libres de communiquer leurs 
connaissances, m6me si leur silence pourraH nuire II la sante et II la securite du public. Voila en 
substance les resultats d'un sondage mene aupres de plus de 4000 scientifiques employes par Ottawa, 
qui se plaignent d'etre museles par les politiques du gouvemement Harper. Le coup de sonde a ete 
commande par leur syndical. Voici cinq chiffres susceptibles d'alimenter la controverse. 86 % Plus de 85 
% des scientifiques du gouvemement federal croient qu'ils feraient face II de la censure ou a des 
represailles s'ils se pronon~ient publiquement contre une mesure de leur ministere susceptible de 
compromettre la sante et la securite publiques ou de nuire a I'environnement. 90 % C'est Ie nombre de 
repondants qui « estiment qu'ils ne peuvent pas parler librement aux medias de leur travail » . 

... 
21. Les scientifiques tederaux se disent biillonnes 
Agence OMI, Normand Rheaume, 2013 1022 
Ottawa - La moHie d'entre eux peuvent cHer des cas d'ingerence politique La moitie des scientifiques 
travaillant pour Ie gouvemement canadien disent pouvoir donner des exemples d'ingerence politique au 
cours des cinq demieres annees compromettant la sante et la secume des c~oyens ou la perennite de 
I'environnement, indique un SOndage Environics rendu public aOttawa. PHOTO O'ARCHIVES Les 
scientifiques connaissent des cas ou la suppression d'information par un ministere ou un organisme a 
donne une impression incomplete, inexacte ou trompeuse au public, a I'industrie, aux medias ou aux 
representants du gouvemement. Un sdentifique federal sur quatre (24%) affirme qu'on lui a demande 
directement «d'omettre de I'information ou de la modifier pour des raisons qui n'ont rien a voir avec la 
science» , revele la consultation a laquelle ont repondu 4069 scientifiques, chercheurs et ingenieurs 
oeuvrant dans plus de 40 ministeres et organismes federaux canadiens. 



22. Mission canadienne prolong6e jusqu'en 2015 
Agence OM I, Joumaliste maison, 201310 22 
Ottawa - Le gouvemement canadien prolonge sa contribution a la mission de securite et de lutte 
antiterrorisme dans la region de la mer d'Oman, au Moyen-Orient, jusqu'en avril 2015, a annonce Ie 
ministre de la Defense nationale, Rob Nicholson, hier. Presentement, Ie n&Vire NCSM Toronto et ses 
quelque 250 membres d'6quipage des Forces canadiennes effectuent des patrouilles dans la mer 
d'Oman. II s'agit de la contribution actuelle du Canada a la Force operationnelle multinationale 150 (CTF) 
150 a laquelle participent 28 autres nations. 

23. Native protesters ought to apologize 
. Toronto Sun, 201310 22 
Editorial: The behaviour of Elsipogtog First Nation protesters in New Brunswick is simply unacceptable. 
They are their own worst enemies and are hurting their own cause. Our jaws dropped when we listened 
to Chief Aaron Sock say at a Monday press conference that they're willing to forgive the RCMP. 'We are 
on the path to forgiveness. Although n's a long road and it may take some time, the Mi'kmaq are always a 
forgiving people: said Sock. So what exactly did the RCMP do that you're going to forgive them for, 
Chief? 

24. Our energy under attack 
Toronto Sun, Ezra Levant, 2013 10 22 
Column: The RCMP arrested 40 people at the anti-fracking riots in New Brunswick last week. Six police 
cars were tOrched, and police found caches of fireamns, ammunition and even lED explosive devices. 
That's shocking, especially in New Brunswick. But what was even more shocking was the response to the 
riots. The Sierra Club put out a press release entHled 'Welcome to 'Canada, the Petro State: Harper 
replaces consultation with stomn troopers.· Huh? Does the Sierra Club really think Harper directed the 
RCMP action that day? And he pressured a New Brunswick court to issue an injunction two weeks 
earlier, that the RCMP were enforcing? It gets crazier. "Sierra Club Canada is outraged by the milnary 
style attack on peaceful protesters yesterday in New Brunswick." 

25. Premier vows to press on despite fracking opposition 
Globe and Mail, Jane Taber, 2013 10 22 
Halifax - Just days after a violent anti-fracking protest, New Brunswick Premier David Alward is pressing 
ahead wnh his vow to develop a shale gas industry, suggesting First Nations people will share the 
economic.beneflts. But natives are not budging, arguing that their drinking water, which they fear the 
fracking process could contaminate, is not for sale. In an interview on Monday, Mr. Alward said he is 
hoping SWN Resources. the Texas energy company exploring for shale gas near Rexton. N.B .• will 
resume ns operations. He made his comments as native protesters and Elsipogtog First Nation people 
cheered a New Brunswick judge's decision on Monday to lift an injunction that had ordered them to stop 
blocking trucks from leaving the SWN Resources compound to do seismic testing in the area. 

26. Prospect of easily made 3D printer guns a worry for federal officials 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 10 22 
Ottawa - The federal Public Safety Department is worried about the emergence of three-dimensional 
printers that can easily manufacture guns wnhout any kind of licensing control. The department is 
commissioning a study that will look at the advent of 3D technology and the feasibility of crafting fireamns, 
gun parts and ammunnion. It is also interested in possible technological solutions that could be applied to 
such printers to prevent them from making guns. In May. the U.S. government made headlines when it 
ordered a Texas-based websne to remove blueprints for using a 3D printer to manufacture a handgun. 
Files for the " Uberator" gun were quickly downloaded more than 100,000 times, prompting concern in 
Washington and state capitals, the Public Safety Department notes. The possibility of cheaply produced 
fireamns has also stirred concem in Europe. 
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27. There's no excuse for violent protests ~0",,,. 
Toronto Sun, Jeny Agar, 2013 10 22 ~ 
Editorial: Native protesters who torched police vehicles, threw Molotov cocktai at cops and threatened 
the media at an anti-fracking blockade in New Brunswick do not, according to many., represent natives in 
general in Canada. That's true. But ~'s also irrelevant. Law-abiding peQple who express an opinion on any 
issue, or who join a peaceful and legal protest, are within their rights and of no danger to anyone. But 
constantly speaking plat~udes about the good people, distorts the focus on what should be done about 
the bad people, which is to prosecute them criminally. Canadians justifiably - admirably--care about the 
plight of natives on and off reserves. Therefore, they might well be more amenable to an argument 
against mining for natural gas through the use of fracking technology, if it appears to be raised by natives. 

28. Trade agreement will strengthen the North: minister 
WMehorse Star, Ainslie Cruickshank, 2013 10 22 
WMehorse - Arctic Council senior officials are meeting for the first time under Canada's chairmanship this 
week in Wh~ehorse. Environment Minister Leona Aglukkaq, Canada's chair of the council, was on hand 
to open the meetings this morning. She took the opportunity to tout Canada's recently signed trade 
agreement with the European Union. "The Canada-Europe Trade Agreement is the biggest trade deal 
Canada has ever made," Aglukkaq told Arctic Council officials at the Yukon Convention Centre. "This 
agreement will create thousands of jobs for Canadians and give Canadians business access to half a 
billion new customers," she said, Bridging back to the council, Aglukkaq highlighted the trade agreement's 
benefd to the North. 

29. Tweet was 'a hoax' Harper rep says 
QMI News Agency, Daniel Proussalidis, 2013 1022 
Ottawa - The Prime Ministe(s Office says ~ was the victim of an online hoax targeting Prime Minister 
Stephen Harpe(s Twmer account. QMI Agency received a supposed screen capture of an online posting 
Harper made via Twmer on Sunday night - that was then quickly deleted from the online social 
networking service-claiming the government would not "yield to so- called First Nations." "We will crush 
these demonstrations by all means under Crown Law," Harper is quoted as saying, presumably referring 
to last week's anti-fracking riots in Rexton, N.B., that saw six police vehicles destroyed and the media 
threatened. Harpe(s director of communications denies such a tweet was ever sent. "This is a hoax," 
Jason MacDonald said in an e-mail. "It's unfortunate that someone would choose to attempt to inflame the 
situation in this manner." (full report) 

30. Un camouflet canadien pour Naguib Sawiris 
Le Quotidien d'Oran, Akram Belkaid, 20131022 
Paris - Naguib Sawiris n'est pes content et ille fait savoir. II n'investira plus au Canada pas plus qu'iI n'y 
remettra les pieds. La raison en est simple. Le gouvemement federal du pays de I'erable vient de lui 
infliger une humiliation majeure en lui refusant Ie dro~ de racheter une entreprise canadienne pour des 
raisons «de securite nationale». L'une des muHipies branches du groupe Orascom, I'entreprise Accelero 
Capital ava~ en elfet depose une offre de 520 millions de dollars canadiens (504 millions de dollars) pour 
prendre Ie contrOle d'Alistream, une filiale de I'operateur ManHoba Telecom Services specialisee dans Ie 
transport de donnees et de voix par fibres optiques. Mais Ie gouvemement du neoconservateur Stephan 
Harper a dit «no» II la grande fureur du magnat egyptien: «C'est fini , termine Ie Canada. Investir dans ce 
pays releve de la farce, a-t-il declare II plusieurs medias dont Ie site Ahram-online. Le monde est vaste, 
j'irai placer mon argent ail leurs. Ce ne sont pas les opportunites qui manquent.» Formulee il y a pres de 
cinq mois, I'offre etan en cours d'examen par les autorttes canadiennes et I'annonce de leur veto a surpris 
nombreux observateurs cela d'autant que Sawiris s'etait engage, outre sa mise de depert, II investir 300 
millions de dollars canadiens supplementaires sur trois ans.•Ce n'est pas normal. Nous avons consacre 
plusieurs millions de dollars pour elaborer et soumettre cette olfre. Nous avons perdu du temps et de 
I'argent pour rien. C'est inadmissible. Nous pourrions poursuivre l'Etat canadien mais je n'ai pas envie de 



perdre mon temps avec ces gens-Ill» s'est encore emporte Sawiris pour qui les autorites canadiennes ont 
fait preuve de legerete et de protectionnisme contraire aux regles intemationales. 

~ 
31. Un rapport accablant """ 
Agence QMI. Marie-Helene Paquin. 2013 10 22 
Val-D'or - L'Organisation des Nations unies ( ONU) a de~ch6 un envoye s~cial afin de dresser Ie 
portrait des communautes autochtones du Canada. Un rapport plutOt aeeablant a ete depose cette 
semaine, et selon Ie depute Romeo Saganash, Ie constat est realiste. PHOTO D'ARCHIVES Le 
surpeuplement semble Mre la situation la plus grave rapportee dans un rapport des Nations unies. Le 
rapport de I'ONU fan mention de sHuations deplorables dans plusieurs communautes autochtones du 
Canada. . « Je suis aile partout au pays de par mon rOle, j'ai rencontre plusieurs chefs autochtones II 
travers Ie pays etj'ai constate la meme chose. C'est exactement ce que j'ai vu», a expliqua M. Saganash, 
porte-parole adjoint en matiere d'affaires autochtones intemationales du NPD. «N'importe qui ayant un 
point de vue sur les communautes autochtones du pays est conscient qu'iI y a une sHuation d'urgence, a
t- iI ajouta. Quand un rapporteur special des Nations unies -- qui utilisent haMueliement des mots tres 
diplomatiques pour ne froisser personne -- emploie Ie mot "crise", c'est que c'est seneux.» 

32. Via Rail terror suspect unlikely to find Qu'ran-based lawyer, Crown says 
Canadian Press, Colin Perkel, 20131022 
Toronto - It's unlikely a man accused of plotting to attack a Via Rail passenger train will be able to find a 
lawyer willing to follow the Qu'ran rather than the Criminal Code, a prosecutor said Monday. The 
comment came during a brief hearing for Chiheb Esseghaier to set a date for judicial pre-trial. Crown 
lawyer Croft Michaelson told Ontario Superior Court Justice Ian Nordheimer that Esseghaier, 31 , is a 
"self-represented accused" due to his insistence on retaining a lawyer willing to follow the Qu'ran. " The 
likelihood that he'll be represented by counsel is pretty slim," Michaelson said. Esseghaier will next 
appear Dec. 9 for a judicial pre-trial, a hearing that will be closed to the publiC, along with his co- accused, 
Raed Jaser. 

United States· Etats-Unis 

33. Agents Infiltrate website thought impenetrable 
USA Today, Donna Lelnwand Leger, 2013 1022 
Washington - Criminals who prowl the cyber-underworld's "darknet" thought law enforcement couldn1 
crack their anonymous trade in illegal drugs, guns and porn. But a series of arrests this month, including 
the bust of the black market site Silk Road, shows the G-men have infiltrated the Internet's back alley. 
Computer experts suspect the government simply beat the cyber- pirates at their own game: hacking. The 
Silk Road website, which has a customer-friendly electronic storefront that displayed bricks of cocaine as 
deftly as Amazon displays books, was the cyber-underworld's largest black market, with $1.2 billion in 
sales and nearly a million customers. Beyond drugs, the site served as a bazaar for fake passports, 
drive(s licenses and other documents, as well as illegal service providers, such as hit men, forgers and 
computer hackers. FBI Agent Christopher Tarbell of the FBI's cyber-crime unit in New York called Silk 
Road "the most sophisticated and extensive criminal marketplace on the Internet today." 

34. Builders Fight Over NSA Center Delay 
Wall Street Journal, Siobhan GOlTllan, 2013 1022 
Washington - Contractors working on a new National Security Agency data center in Utah are fighting 
over the causes and responsibility for electrical failures that have caused construction delays costing up 



., 

to $50 million, project officials say. The NSA's Utah Data Center, which has become a symbol of the 
agency's potent surveillance power, has been hobbled by the electrical failures, which have resulted in a 
series of fiery explosions, The Wall Street Joumal reported earlier'th(s month. The lead contractor on the 
project says ~ has uncovered the cause ofthe explosions - a defect'in electrical switches provided by a 
subcontractor - and is installing a fix. Outside investigators from the Anny Gorps of Engineers, which is 
overseeing the $1 .4 billion construction of the center, say.the contractors' explanation and the proposed 
fIX remain unproven. Govemment officials managing the project are spl~ over which side is right. 
Representatives from the lead contractor - a joint venture of Balfour Beatty Construction, DPR 
Construction and Big-D Construction Corp. - are scheduled to present their case at the NSA's Forl 
Meade, Md., headquarters on Tuesday. '0

' 

35. Civilian drone deaths are far from rare, reports say 
Washington Post, Craig Whitlock, 2013 10 22 
Washington - Two influential human rights groups say they have freshly documented dozens of civilian 
deaths in U.S. drone strikes in Pakistan and Yemen, contradicting assertions by the Obama 
administration that such casualties are rare. In Yemen, Human Rights Watch investigated six selected 
airstrikes since 2009 and concluded that at least 57 of the 82 people killed were civilians, including a 
pregnant woman and three children who perished in a September 2012 attack. In Pakistan, Amnesty 
Intemational investigated nine suspected U.S. drone strikes that occurred between May 2012 and July 
2013 in the territory of North Waziristan. The group said ~ found strong evidence that more than 30 
Civilians were killed in four of the attackS. The groups' findings coincide w~h a report released Friday by a 
U.N. human rights investigator, who estimated that 2,200 people have been killed in drone strikes over 
the past decade in Pakistan. Caitlin Hayden, a Wh~e House spokeswoman, declined to comment on the 
reports. But she c~ed a speech by President Obama in May in which he announced narrower guidelines 
for drone attacks. Obama said drones would be used only against people who pose a "continuing, 
imminent threat" to the Un~ed States and only in cases in which the avoidance of civilian casualties would 
be "a near-certainty." 

36. Des services de renseignement americains peu enclins A renoncer Aces pratiques 
Le Figaro, Laure Mandeville, 201310 22 
Washington - John Kerry va tenter de calmer la tem~te d'indignation qui s'eleve de Paris II Bruxelles. 
Mais la vraie question est de savpir si la Maison-Blanche et Ie departement de la Justice, vraies instances 
II avoir la main sur ce dossier, ont I'intention de changer quelque chose aux stupetiantes pratiques 
d'ecoutes mondialisees de la NSA ; et s'ils envisagent au minimum d'en exclure leurs allies europeens. 
Le peu d'interl!t suscite par Ie sujet II Washington, ou toutes les televisions sont focalisees sur les 
malheurs du site infonnatique de la loi sur la sante d'Obama, ne porte pas II I'optimisme. Surtout, la 
maniere dont l'Administration democrate a gere Ie scandale des ecoutes americaines en Europe depuis 
juin. semble indiquer Ie contraire. Maigre les protestations europeennes. la caravane du renseignement 
amencail) pourra~juste passer sa route. Le fa~ est que les ecoutes francaises et allemandes revelees 
par Snowden font partie d'ecoutes « du troisieme cercle » , c'est-II-dire de pratiques globalisees qui 
touchent aussi bien ces pays que Ie Bresil ou Ie Mexique. Y renoncer reviendra~ sans doute II tout 
annuler. « Je ne vois pas comment ces pratiques pourraient Gtre stoppees juste par I'emotion actuelle» , 
contie, sceptique, une source proche du dossier. Malgre I'annulation d'un voyage de la presidente 
bresilienne Dilma Rousseff II Washington, Obama n'a pas annonce la fin des ecoutes de la NSA. « 
Penser que cela va cesser est nail. on s'est toujours espionne entre allies » , contiait en juillet une source 
du renseignement francais. 

37. La toile NSA (1/2) L'ampleur de la surveillance mondiale par la NSA 
Le Monde, Martin Untersinger, 2013 10 22 
Washington - Une collecte massive d'inforrnations, notamment via des cables sous-marins Au cours de 
I'ete, les documents foumis au Guardian et au Washington Post par I'ex-employe de la NSA Edward 
Snowden ont contribue II lever Ie voile sur I'ampleur de la surveillance et de I'espionnage menes par la 
NSA at ses allies. La Monde a desonnais egalement acces II une partie de ces documents. Edward 



Snowden, qui s'est vu accorder un drott d'asile pour un an en Russie, a voulu denoncer .. Ie plus vaste 
programme de surveillance arbttraire de I'histoire humaine ". L'Amencain travaillant pour un sous-traitant 
de la NSA s'est procure plusieurs des milliers de documents hautement confidentiels. Debut juin, les 
premiers secrets de l'Agence nationale de secume contenus dans ces pieces commencent afiltrer. Le 
Guardian revele que I'operateur telephonique Verizon foumit ilia NSA les donnees telephoniques de 
plusieurs millions d'Amencains. en vertu d'une ordonnance judiclaire top secret. Puis, c'est au tour du 
programme Prism d'~re devoile. 

38. Les revelations d'Edward Snowden, un seisrne planetaire .. 
Le Monde. Philippe Bernard avec Marie Jego. 2013 1022 
Washington - L'affaire de la NSA a declenche des crises diplomatiques entre les Etats-Unis et leurs allies 
et secoue les geants de l'lntemet Traitre ou heros? " Ni I'un ni I'autre. avait repondu Edward Snowden en 
juin, depuis son premier exil aHongkong. Je suis un Amencain. " A I'epoque, aWashington, 
I'establishment Ie trainatt dans la boue.• Ce n'est pas un patriote ., a IAche Barack Obama en aoOt. II 
evitait ainsi de reprendre I'etiquette de • traitre • immediatement accolee aI'informaticien de 30 ans tant 
par Ie secretaire d'Etat John Kerry que par la representante democrate Dianne Feinstein et Ie president 
(republicain) de la Chambre John Boehner. Un traitre? 39 % des Amencains qualifient ainsi Edward 
Snowden. selon un sondage publie en septembre, tandis que 35 % voient en lui un • patriote • (un quart 
n'a pas d'opinion). Mais, de facon significative, les jeunes sont nettement plus nombreux a I'encenser. les 
personnes Agees a Ie condamner. Quatre mois apres Ie debut de ses revelations, I'ancien collaborateur 
de la NSA reste poursuivi aux Etats-Unis pour· espionnage " et " vol de documents appartenant au 
gouvemement ". 

39. Most of Snowden spying fites have yet to be released - former Guardian journalist (Canada) 
ITAR-TASS Wond Service, Staff report, 20131022 
Washington - Former Guardian newspaper journalist Glenn Greenwald, Who released material from U.S. 
National Secumy Agency (NSA) fugitive Edward Snowden, is preparing new revelations of U.S. special 
services activtty, Greenwald, now in Brazil. told the Inter American Press Association (Sociedad 
Interamericana de Prensa) in Denver, Colorado, by telephone. Greenwald promised more revelations, as 
important as those published already. Asked whether he had more scoops about NSA spying on Latin 
America, he said he had much to reveal, including data about spying on Argentina, Venezuela, Canada 
and other countries of the American continent. He said numerous NSA espionage operations in Latin 
America notably concerned economic activities of the countries and their governments. While speaking to 
the media organisation, Greenwald said most of the files Snowden had taken to Hong Kong and then to 
Russia had not been released yet and promised they would be soon be given to the press. He added that 
he had more information about illegal NSA surveillance of Americans within the United states. 

40. NSA delayed anti.-ak software at base where Snowden worked - officials 
Reuters, Mark Hosenball, Warren Strobel, 2013 10 21 
Washington - The U.S. National Secumy Agency failed to install the most up-to-date anti-leak software at 
a site in Hawaii before contractor Edward Snowden went to work there and downloaded tens of 
thousands of highly classified documents, current and former U.S. officials told Reuters. Well before 
Snowden joined Booz Allen Hamilton last spring and was assigned to the NSA site as a systems 
administrator, other U.S. government facilities had begun to install software designed to spot attempts by 
unauthorized people to access or download data. The purpose of the software, which in the NSA's case is 
made by a division of Raytheon Co, is to block so-called "insider threats" - a response to an order by 
President Barack Obama to tighten up access controls for classified information in the wake of the leak of 
hundreds of thousands of Pentagon and State Department documents by an Army private to WikiLeaks 
website in 2010. The main reason the software had not been installed at the NSA's Hawaii facility by the 
time Snowden took up his assignment there was that tt had insufficient bandwidth to comfortably install tt 
and ensure its effective operation, according to one of the officials. 



41. O.C. man was to lead AI Qaeda attack in December, fads allege 
Los Angeles Times, Adolfo Flores, 2013 10 21 
Los Angeles - An Orange County security guard accused of planning to become an AI Qaeda operative 
had been enlisted to train terrorist fighters for an ambush on coalition forces in a planned December 
attack, federal prosecutors said in court Monday. Sinh Vinh Ngo Nguyen, 24, was arrested this month 
boarding a Mexico-bound bus in Santa Ana. Investigators allege he was heading to Mexico Ctty, with 
plans to fly to Pakistan and train terrorist fighters. His trial is scheduled for Dec. 3 in federal court in Santa 
Ana. Nguyen is charged with attempting to provide material support -- "namely himself," the indictment 
says - to the terrorist group. He also is accused of lying on a passport application, making false 
statements about his name, his date of birth , his place of birth and other information. He was traveling 
under the name Hasan Abu Omar Ghannoum when arrested, authorities said . During a hearing Monday, 
Nguyen was attentive and had trimmed the shoulder-length hair and thick beard he wore in his inttial court 
appearance. He has pleaded not guilty. . 

42. Report: NSA netted 70 million French phone records in month 
Washington Post, Anne Gearan, 2013 10 22 
Washington - A report Monday that the National Security Agency vacuumed up more than 70 million 
French phone records in one month lefl the Obama administration scrambling once again to explain spy 
practices that have angered allies and dented the United States' reputation overseas. In a sign that the 
latest revelations are causing political and diplomatic headaches, President Obama called French 
President Francois Hollande on Monday to discuss what the WMe House called "recent disclosures in 
the press - some of which have distorted our activities and some of which raise legitimate questions for 
our friends and allies." To assuage the French and other allies, the Obama administration is pointing to a 
Whtte House review of intelligence-gathering practices that the president ordered. in response to foreign 
and domestic criticism of U.S. surveillance operations. That review, whose findings are expected in 
December, is similar to the audit of counterterrorism practices that led to new curbs on the use of drones 
earlier this year. tt could recommend some new limits or greater accountabiltty for electronic espionage by 
the NSA. The story about the NSA's collection of phone records from French citizens appeared timed to 
coincide with Kerry's trip to France for unrelated meetings. "This has had an impact on the way America 
works with its allies and on intelligence- gathering activ~ies going fOlWard," a senior U.S. official said 
Monday. 

43. Security Check Now Starts long Before You Fly 
New York Times, Susan Stellin, 2013 10 22 
New York - The Transportation Security Administration is expanding tts screening of passengers before 
they arrive at the airport by searching a wide array of govemment and private databases that can include 
records like car registrations and employment information. While the agency says that the goal is to 
streamline the security procedures for millions of passengers who pose no risk, the new measures give 
the govemment greater authority to use travelers' data for domestic airport screenings. Previously that 
level of scrutiny applied only to Individuals entering the United States. The prescreening, some of which is 
already taking place, is described in documents the T.SA released to comply with govemment 
regulations about the collection and use of individuals' data, but the details of the program have not been 
publicly announced. It is unclear precisely what information the agency is relying upon to make these risk 
assessments, given the extensive range of records it can access, including tax identification number, past 
travel ttineraries, property records, physical characteristics, and law enforcement or intelligence 
information. The measures go beyond the background check the government has conducted for years, 
called Secure Flight, in which a passenger's name, gender and date of birth are compared with terrorist 
watch lists. Now, the search includes using a traveler's passport number, which is already used to screen 
people at the border, and other identifiers to access a system of databases maintained by the Department 
of Homeland Security. 

44. Snowden is no traitor 



Washington Post, Richard Cohen, 2013 10 22 
Column - What are we to make of Edward Snowden? I know what I once made of him. He was no real 
whistleblower, I wrote, but "ridiculously cinematic" and "narcissistic" as well. As time has proved, my 
judgments were just plain wrong. Whatever Snowden is, he is curiously modest and has bent over 
backward to ensure that the information he has divulged has done as little damage as possible. As a 
"trattor," he lacks the requistte intent and menace. But trattor is what Snowden has been roundly called. 
Harry Reid: "I think Snowden is a traitor." John Boehner: "He's a traitor." Rep. Peter KiOO: "This guy is a 
trattor; he's a defector." And Dick Cheney not only denounced Snowden as a "trattor" but alSQ suggested 
that he might have shared information with the Chinese. This innuendo, asWith Saddam Hussein's 
weapons of mass destruction, is more proof of Cheney's unerring det!trmlnation to be cosmically wrong. 
The earty denunciations of Snowden now seem both over the top and beside the point. If he is a trattor, 
then which side did he betray and to whom does he now owe allegiance? Benedict Arnold, America's 
most famous trattor, sold out to the British during the Revolutionary War and wound up 8 general in King 
George Ill's army. Snowden seems to have sold out to no one. In fact, a knowledgeable source says that 
Snowden has not even sold his life story and has rebuffed offers of caSh for interviews. Maybe his most 
un-American act is passing up a chance at easy money. Someone ought to look into this. Snowden's 
residency in Russia has been forced upon him - he had nowhere else to go. Those people who insist he 
should come home and go to jail lack a heatthy regard for the rigors of imprisonment. After a while tt can 
be no fun . Snowden insists that neither the Russians nor, before them, the Chinese have gotten their 
grubby hands on his top-secret material, and indeed, this fits with his M.O. He has been careful with his 
info, doling it out to responsible news organizations - The Post, the New York Times, the Guardian, etc. 
and not tossing it up in the air, WikiLeaks style, and echoing the silly mantra "Information wants to be 
free." (No. Information, like most of us, wants a home in the Hamptons.) 

46. This Tiny Town Is Trying To Stop Neo-Nazis From Taking Over (Canada) 
All Things Considered (NPR), Meg Lindholm, 20131020 
Leith - A white supremacist has plans to take over a tiny town in Nort\l Dakota and tum tt' into one for 
whites only. This weekend, members of one of the nation's largest neo-Nazi organizations will descend 
upon the town in a step toward making that vision a realny - and several residents are trying to stop 
them. Leith, N.D., which sits 3 miles off the nearest paved road, has been in decline for decades. The 
railroad: schools and most of the town's businesses and residents are gone. Many buildings are held 
together by rotting boards and slabs of concrete. At the urging of reSidents, the county heanh department 
has condemned several of the structures. It's part of an effort to stop Craig Cobb, a white supremacist, 
from easily moving in others like him to take over the town and tts small local government. Cobb's plans 
don' end in Leith . He also wants to take over other towns roughly adjacent to the state's oil fields, like one 
near the Canadian border called A1kabo. "A little bit like 'al-Qaida' but 'Alkabo,' " he says with a laugh. 
Gregory Gordon, a law professor at the University of North Dakota, says he doesn' think Cobb is 
necessarily dangerous but that he should not be underestimated. 

46. Tirs de drones am6ricains: des ONG demandent la fin du "secret" 
Agence France-Presse, Joumallsta maison, 2013 10 22 
Islamabad - Les Etats--Unis doivent mettre fin au "secret" entourant leurs tirs meurtriers de drones au 
Pakistan et au Yemen etjuger les responsables de frappes "/llegales", ont plaide mardi des organisations 
de defense des droits de I'Homme. La publication de rapports d'Amnesty international et de Human 
Rights Watch intervient a la ve/lle de la rencontre aWashington entre Ie president Barack Obama et 
Nawaz Sharif, premier ministre du Pakistan, pays Ie plus vise par les tirs d'avions sans pilote americains 
suM du Yemen. 

47. US 'regrets' DRCongo talks hatted 
Agence France-Presse, Staff report, 2013 1022 
Washington - The United States on Monday denounced the suspension of peace talks between the 
government of the Democratic Republic of Congo and the M23 rebels, saying the insurgents were 
"deliberatety delaying" the process. "The United States regrets that further progress was not made ... in 



reaching an agreement over the weekend in Kampala," State Department spokeswoman Marie Hart told 
AFP, adding the US was "concemed that the M23 is deliberately delaying the process and not negotiating 
in good faith." Both sides announced the suspension of the talks in the Ugandan capital Kampala just 
hours aller UN envoys wamed it was "critical" to reach a deal to end the year-and-a-half-old rebellion 
ravaging DR Congo's mineral-rich but volatile east. Congolese govemment spokesman Lambert Mende 
said the talks had been suspended because of disagreement over the extent of an amnesty for the M23 
army mutineers and their reintegration into the national army. 

United Kingdom· Royaume-Uni 

48. 'Lone wolf' terrorist admits racist murder and mosque bombings 
London Times, Sean O'Neill , 2013 1021 
London - A Ukrainian engineering student faces a life sentence aller admitting to the racist murder of an 
elderly Muslim man and a bombing campaign against mosques in the West Midlands. Pavlo Lapshyn, 25, 
had been in Britain for just five days when he stabbed Mohammed Saleem, 82, to death as the 
grandfather walked home from prayers at his local mosque in Birmingham in April. He then began 
accumulating materials for a bombing campaign, placing three devices which exploded at mosques in 
Walsall , Wolverhamplon and Tipton in June and July. Appearing at the Old Bailey today, Lapshyn, from 
Dnipropetrovsk in eastem Ukraine, pleaded gui~y to murder, causing an explosion and conduct in 
preparation for terrorist acts. Early in his interviews he said his motive was "racism". He added: "I would 
like to increase racial conflict, because they aren1 white, I am white." 

49. British not needed to fight the TBliban, says Anny chief 
London Daily Telegraph, Ben Farmer, 2013 1022 
Kabul - Afghan soldiers and police no longer need help from British troops to fight the Taliban, the former 
head of UK forces in Helmand has said. Brig Rupert Jones said Afghan forces were now able to secure 
the province day to day as Britain prepared to announce the withdrawal of thousands more troops. 
However Brig Jones said the Afghans still needed guidance and support from intemational forces at the 
headquarters level until at least the end of next year. His comments came aller a bloody summer for the 
Afghan forces which has seen them suffer record casualties as they take the lead against the Taliban. 

50. China holds 80 Xilai appeal in secret 
London Daily Telegraph, Tom Phillips, 2013 1022 
Unidentified placeline - The appeal hearing of Bo Xilai, the disgraced Chinese politician linked to the 
murder of the British businessman Neil Heywood, has been held in secret, The Daily Telegraph 
understands. Bo, who was toppled by the fallout from Mr Heywood's death in 2011, went on trial in 
August for alleged bribery, embezzlement and abuse of power. Last month he was sentenced to life in 
prison, a decision he appealed against. Chinese state media said the flVe-day trial was a "historic" 
example of transparency and a victory for the rule of law. But yesterday a source with direct knowledge of 
the case admitted that despite promises of an open judicial process, the former Chongqing party chiefs 
appeal had been held behind closed doors. Court officials travelled to the undisclosed detention centre 
where Bo is being held to hear his appeal, which included reviewing written and video evidence, said the 
source, who asked not to be named. "[The judge] went to see Bo, heard from the defendant, exchanged 
views and received written materials. The judge also watched video from the first trial, examined relevant 
documents and asked for the advice of the lawyers." A second source, Li Xiaolin, a lawyer close to the 
family of Gu Kailai, Bo's wife who was jailed for Mr Heywood's murder, said he believed the appeal had 
already finished. Yesterday Chinese state media reported that a decision would be issued on Friday. 



51. Facebook reverses its ban on gory videos oC>~ 
London Times. Murad Ahmed, 201310 22 ~ Q 

London - David Cameron has criticised as "irresponsible" a decision by Facebook to allow videos 
depicting decapitations to appear on ijs website. Facbook announced last night that ij was lifting a 
temporary ban on such material implememed ea~ierth~year. It said that gory photos and videos, such 
as those of beheadings, were permitted if they were presented in a manner that would "condemn" the 
acts, rather than celebrate them. "Facebook has long been a place where people tum to share their 
experiences, particularly when they're connected to controversial events on ,he ground, such as human 
rights abuses, acts of terrorism and other violent events, ~ the company said. "People share videos of 
these events on Facebook to condemn them. If they were being celebrate$l, or the aCtions in them 
encouraged, our approach would be different." ~ " 

.." ~ 

52. Glenn Greenwald, Ie crois6 des Iibert6s publiques 
Le Monde, Yves-Michel Riols, 20131022 
Washington - L'ancien avocat est parti en guerre contre les ecoutes massives pratiquees par les Etats
Unis. Avec Edward Snowden, il est a I'origine des revelations du scandale Prism Et si a I'origine de I'une 
des plus grandes affaires mondiales d'espionnage iI n'y avait qu'un gros chagrin d'amour? II y a de fortes 
chances que personne n'aurait jamais entendu pa~er de Glenn Greenwald, ni du vaste programme de 
surveillance electronique mene par les Etats-Unis dont il a revele I'existence, s'il n'etait venu panser une 
peine de coeur au Bresil. Des son arrivee aRio, il se rend , avec son chien 01 en a aujourd'hui quatorze!) , 
sur la plage mythique d'ipanema. " Je venais de rompre une relation de onze ans, la demillre chose a 
laquelle je pensais etait de rencontrer quelqu'un ", dit-II aujourd'hui d'un air amuse. 

53. Government urges court to reject Libya rendition case 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 21 
London - The UK govemment is trying to prevent a former Libyan dissident and his wife seeking damages 
over ijs alleged role in their rendition to Tripoli in 2004. Abdul-Hakim Belhaj claims to have proof of MI6's 
role in their mistreatmem. They are suing former Foreign Secretary Jack Straw and Sir Mark Allen, ex
head of counter·terrorism at M16. But lawyers for the govemment told the High Court the case should be 
stopped because the claims could not be heard by a British court. Mr Belhaj , a leading opponent of 
former Libyan president Colonel Gaddafi, was in hiding in ea~y 2004 in east Asia when , he says, he and 
his wife, Fatima Boudchar, were abducted. The couple claim the UK facilitated this abduction because 
MI6 shared intelligence with the Libyans and the US over the couple's whereabouts 

54. High court is urged to scrap Libyan's claim that UK spies aided torture 
The Guardian (London). Richard Norton-Taylor. 20131022 
London - A case brought by a leading Libyan dissident who accuses MI6, MI5 and the former foreign 
secretary, Jack Straw, of complicity in the abduction that led to his torture must be struck out because any 
unlawful act took place in a foreign country and not in the UK, govemment lawyers told the high court on 
Monday. "The core of the claims relate to alleged acts of foreign states outside this country," Rory Phillips 
QC said, referring to evidence that Abdul Hakim Belhaj and his Moroccan wife, Fatima Boudchar, were 
seized in China in 2004, then deported to Malaysia and subsequently flown to Thailand. ostensibly en 
route to London, where they were to seek asylum. At Bangkok, they were put on a flight to Tripoli, where 
they were jailed and tortured. 

55. Safeguards 'keep UK spies in line' 
Press Association, Staff report, 2013 10 22 
London - Former foreign secretary Sir Malcolm Rifkind has said every large scale terror plot faced by the 
UK since the July 7 attacks would not have been foiled if the intelligence agencies could not intercept 
emails and other communications. Speaking at a debate on 'the rise of the surveillance state in the UK", 
Sir Malcolm insisted that the necessary safeguards are in place to ensure that security service MI5, secret 



intelligence service MI6 and eavesdropping agency GCHQ act appropriately. "There are in place legal 
safeguards in Britain, in the United States, not in China, not in Russia, not in most countries that have 
authoritarian dictatorships," he said. The Tory chairman of the Intelligence and Security Committee told 
University College London's debating SOciety that the approval of the Foreign Secretary or the Home 
Secretary is required before a human can look at the content of an email. Sir Malcolm, who denied the 
suggestion that the UK is a 'surveillance state', said the committee has access tQ all the information held 
by the intelligence agencies. ~CI 

56, Student pleads guilty to attacks on Midlands mosques 
The Guardian (London), Vikram Dodd, 2013 10 21 
London - A self confessed racist Ukraininan student has pleaded guilty to trying to incite a race war on 
Britain's streets by launching a terrorist campaign in the Midlands during which he stabbed a Muslim 
grandfather to death, then exploded bombs near mosques in an attempt to murder and maim 
worshippers. Pavlo Lapshyn, 25, a Ukrainian, admitted to police that he hated anyone who was not white 
and that he wanted to carry out a series of violent attacks to convulse community relations in Britain. His 
campaign started in April 2013, five days after his arrival from Ukraine, where he had won a prize to gain 
work experience in Britain. When the PhD student was arrested in July, hours before it was feared he 
could strike again, police found three partially assembled bombs in his Birmingham flat. The Guardian 
has learned his terror campaign caused alarm at the top levels of the British government, with the 
domestic security service MIS joining the police-led hunt. 

57, Terror alert issued over far-right 'lone wolves' 
London Times, Sean O'Neill, 20131022 
London - The terrorist threat from extreme right-wing 'Ione wolves' is on the increase and growing in 
potency, one of Ihe Government's most senior security officials wamed yesterday. Individual terrorists 
driven by hatred of immigrants and Muslims are assessed as being more skilled in making and using 
explosives, firearms and poisons while also being harder to track than Islamist terrorist cells. Police and 
intelligence services stepped up monitoring of the far-right threat after Anders Breivik's massacre in 
Norway in 2011 and have reviewed measures again this year after the murder of an elderly Muslim man 
and bomb attacks on mosques in the West Midlands. Pavlo Lapshyn, 25, had been in Britain for only five 
days before he murdered Mohammed Saleem, 82, in Birmingham in April and embarked on his bombing 
campaign . He pleaded guiHy at the Old Bailey yesterday and will be sentenced on Friday. "The extreme 
right-wing terrorist threat is a threat of lone actors - but lone actor threats are often more challenging 
because groups often have weaknesses, whereas determined lone actors rarely do," Chanes Farr, 
director-general of the Office for Security and Counter-terrorism, said. 

58, UK cyber defence unit 'may include convicted hackers' 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 22 
London - Convicted computer hackers could be recruited to the UK's cyber defence force if they pass 
security vetting, the head of the new unit· has said. Lt Col Michael Whtte told BBC Newsnight he would 
'Iook at individuals in the round' when assessing applicants. Recruitment would be focused on 'capability 
development· rather than "personality traits", he added. The Joint Cyber Reserve Unit was announced by 
the government in September. Under the £50Om initiative, the Ministry of Defence (MoD) is set to recruit 
hundreds of reservists as computer experts to work alongside regular armed forces. 

Afghanistan· Pakistan 



59. 'US sought Pakistan's help in stopping attack in 1998' 
Pakistan Dawn, Dawn Report, 2013 10 22 
Washing10n - The US sought Pakistan's help in 1998 to prevent Osama bin Laden from launching an AI 
Qaeda attack against it, with then president Bill Clinton asking then prime minister Newaz Sharif to use 
his influence over the Taliban in averting the imminent strike. Mr Clinton telephoned Mr Sharif from Oval 
office and asked for his help after an intelligence input about an imminent AI Qaeda attack, according to 
the declassified memorandum of the telephonic conversation made available by the Clinton presidential 
library in Little. Rock, Arkansas. "I need your personal help," Mr Clinton had told Mr Sharif on December 
18, 1998, after he received intelligence infonnation about the possible AI Qaeda attack. During the 
telephonic conversation, which lasted about six minutes, the American president asked Mr Sharif to use 
his influence over the Taliban leaders, who then were the rulers of Afghanistan, to stop the attack. 

60. 16 ANA troops killed and wounded in rebel attacks 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok Report, 2013 10 22 
Farah City - Eight Afghan National Anny (ANA) troops have reportedly been killed and as many others 
injured during two separate insurgent attacks in central Parwan and westem Farah provinces, officials 
said on Tuesday. Six ANA soldiers were killed when the vehicle they were travelling in struck a roadside 
bomb in Shivan area of Bala Balok district of Farah on Monday, two senior security officials told Pajhwok 
Afghan News, but declined to be named. However, Brig. Gen. Mir Asadullah Kohistani, a 207th Zafar 
Military Corps commander, confinned the death of only two ANA soldiers in the blast. A Taliban 
spokesman, Zabihullah Mujahid, said the fighters were behind the bomb attack that left six ANA troops 
dead. Another two ANA soldiers were killed and eight others were injured when a mortar shell hit their 
base in Kohna Qala area of Seyah Gard district in central Parwan province on Monday night, tlie district 
chief said. 

61. Civilian Deaths in Drone Strikes Cited in Report 
New York Times, Declan Walsh, Ihsanullah Tipu Mehsud, 20131022 
London - In the telling of some American officials, the C.I.A drone campaign in Pakistan has been a 
triumph with few downsides: In more than 300 missile attacks there since 2008, dozens of Qaeda and 
Taliban leaders have been killed, and the pace of the strikes, which officials frequently describe as 
"surgical" and "contained," has dropped sharply over the past year. But viewed from Miram Shah, the 
frontier Pakistani town that has become a virtual test laboratory for drone warfare, the campaign has not 
been the antiseptic salve portrayed in Washington. In interviews over the past year, residents paint a 
portrait of extended terror and strain within a tribal SOCiety caught between vicious militants and the 
American drones hunting them. "The drones are like the angels of death," said Nazeer Gul , a shopkeeper 
in Miram Shah. "Only they know when and where they will strike." Their claims of distress are now being 
backed by a new Amnesty Intemational investigation that found, among other points, that at least 19 
civilians in the surrounding area of North Waziristan had been killed in just two of the drone attacks since 
January 2012 - a time when the OMma administration has held that strikes have been increasingly 
accurate and free of mistakes. The study is to be Officially released on Tuesday along with a separate 
Human Rights Watch report on American drone strikes in Yemen, as the issue is again surfacing on other 
fronts. On Wednesday, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, a vocal critic of the drone campaign, is to meet with 
President Obama in the White House. And on Friday, the drone debate is scheduled to spiU onto the floor 
of the United Nations, whose officials have recently published reports that attacked America's lack of 
transparency over drones. 

62. Commission tasked with security for Loya Jirga 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Ahmad Quraishi, 2013 1022 
Kabul - A commission has been tasked with ensuring security for participants of the Loya Jirga to be held 
in Kabul next month to decide on the fate of a key security pact between Kabul and Washing1on. Headed 
by Rahmatullah Nabil, the acting spymaster, the commission had been directed to come up with 
elaborate security plans for the grand assembly due to take place between October 18 and 21, the 



Presidential Palace said in a statement on Monday. Deputy interior minister Mohammad Ayub Salangi, 
Mohammad Aslam Massoud and Brig. Gen. Afzal Aman have been appointed as members of the 
commission, the statement said. Other members of the body are Brjg. G,!In. Syed Asadullah Mashkori, 
Brig. Gen. Abdul Ahad Mohammadi and Brig. Gen. Mohammad Massoud Andarabi . 

( ~O"'''", 
63. Drone strikes by US could be classed as war crimes, says Amnesty International 
The Guardian (London), Jon Boone, 20131022 .. l' 
Islamabad - US offICials responsible for the secret CIA drone campaign against,suspected terrorists in 
Pakistan may have committed war crimes and should stand trial, a report by a leading human rights " 
group wams. Amnesty Intemational has highlighted the case of a grandmother wHo was killed while she 
was picking vegetables and other incidents which could have broken intemationallaws design'ed to 
protect civilians. The report is issued in conjunction with an investigation by Human Rights Watch 
detailing missile attacks in Yemen which the group believes could contravene the laws of armed conflict, 
intemational human rights law and Barack Obama's own guidelines on drones. The reports are being 
published while Nawaz Sharif, Pakistan's prime minister, is in Washington. Sharif has promised to tell 
Obama that the drone strikes - which have caused outrage in Pakistan - must end. Getting to the bottom 
of individual strikes is exceptionally difficuft in the restive areas bordering Afghanistan, where thousands 
of milttants have settled. People are often terrified of speaking out, fearing retribution from both militants 
and the state, which is widely suspected of colluding wtth the CIA-led campaign . 

64, Kabul, Dushanbe sign pacts to deepen bilateral ties 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Painda Hikmat, 2013 10 22 
Kabul - President Hamid Karzai and his Tajik counterpart Emomali Rahmon on Monday signed a joint 
statement, expressing their readiness to further develop bilateral relations between the two neighbouring 
countries, the Presidential Palace in Kabul said. At the invitallon of Rahmon, Karzai left for Dushanbe on 
a two day state visit, heading a high level delegation ear1ier in the day. The Karzai office in a statement 
said the president and his delegation was warmly received by the Tajik leader at the Presidential Palace, 
where diplomats from 30 countries were present. At their meeting, the two presidents held talks on 
bilateral trade and economic ties, combating security threats at joint borders and drug smuggling. They 
also discussed the regional security situation and other issues of common interest, the statement said. 

65. Manmohan Singh, Vladimir Putin lash out at states backing terror 
Times of India, Rajeev Deshpande, 2013 1022 
Moscow - In a strong signal to Pakistan on the need to stamp out terror launched from its soil and to 
desist from attempts to re-install an unreformed Taliban in Afghanistan, India and Russia on Monday said 
states abetting terrorism were as guilty as terrorist organizations. An exceptionally forthright joint 
statement issued after Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin 
noted that "states that provide aid, abetment and sheller for such terrorist activities are themselves as 
guifty as the actual perpetrators of terrorism". In a clear reference to Pakistan, the statement said states 
supporting terror "need to lneversibly shut down terrorist networks, organizations and infrastructure, and 
show tangible movement in investigating and bringing quickly to justice those responsible for acts of 
terrorism". The statement went further and said "terrorist acts perpetrated under misleading slogans" 
were aimed 'at undermining termorial integrity of India and Russia. 

66. MI6 Wants More Spies in Afghanistan 
TOLO News, Geeti Mohsini, 2013 10 22 
Kabul - The British Secret Intelligence Service M16 has asked tts govemment for more spies in 
Afghanistan, proposing to borrow them from other British intelligence agencies amid fears the country 
could become a 'intelligence vacuum' after the 2014 troop withdraw, according to a British newspaper. 
The recommendation comes just over a year before the NATO combat mission ends and the bulk of 
coaiHion troops are to be shipped out of Afghanistan. Afthough it is likely a residual contingent of U.S. 
troops will remain to ensure a stable transition, British Prime Minister David Cameron and other officials in 



London have Indicated that no more than a couple hundred Bmish troops at most would stay behind. 
According to Bmain's the Telegraph, Bmish intelligence officials are increaSingly concerned that the 
country could once again become a safe haven for international terrorists post-2014. 

67. Pak-US anti-terror concert to continue 
The Intemational News, Rana Jawad, 20131022 
Washington - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and top US officials led by Senator John Kerry and National 
Security Adviser Susan Rice agreed on a counter-terrorism strategy ahead of the Wednesday summn 
with President Barack Obama at the White House. US President Barack Obama called upon the 
Congress to revive the assistance to Pakistan worth $300 million so that the relations with the South 
Asian country could be put in full gear. Although there is little progress on the key issue of drone strikes, a 
matter of great importance in Pakistan, and talks wnh the Taliban, officials on both sides are upbeat at the 
inHial preparatory discussions held between John Kerry, Susan Rice and CIA Director John Brennan. On 
the drone issue, Pakistani officials are privately saying the two sides are at least talking if there is no 
major breakthrough yet. 

68. Pakistan emerging place to invest in, says Sharif 
Pakistan Dawn, Dawn Report, 2013 10 22 
Washington - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif told a gathering of US investors on Monday that Pakistan was 
ready to privatise Pakistan Steet; PIA and a number of other industries. During a brief Q & A session. a 
US businessman asked the prime minister why the Pakistani currency continued to fall . Mr Sharif asked 
finance minister to 'respond and he assured the prospective investors that the government had already 
taken steps to arrest the decline. "And very soon. the rupee will stabilise at less than 100 to a dollar," Mr 
Dar said. Ear1ier in his address to the US-Pakistan Business Council. the prime minister urged them to 
invest in Pakistan. "I know that as business entrepreneurs you are always on the look-out for new 
markets and sectors for investment," he said. "I am here to tell you how and why Pakistan is that new and 
emerging place, to do business wnh and invest in." 

69. Pakistan made record 254 infiltration bids in 9 months 
Times of India, Bharti Jain, 2013 10 22 
New Delhi - InfiHration attempts in Jammu & Kashmir this year have breached the levels witnessed during 
the last couple of years, with 254 instances being recorded until September 30 as against 233 during the 
corresponding period of last year and 247 during 2011. Incidentally, though the infiltration attempts
facilitated by higher ceasefire violations that now stand at 200 this year as compared to 117 in 2012 
have been on the rise, the security forces have managed to contain the number of cases where the 
terrorists could successfully sneak into Indian territory. In 133 cases, the terrorists were made to "retum" 
to Pakistan territory, while they successfully crossed over in 84 cases. The corresponding cases of 
"retumed" infiHrators were 130 (2012) and 159 (2011). Successful infiHration attempts were lower at 84 
until September 30, as compared to 112 cases in the corresponding period of 2012 and 52 (2011). 

70. Peace dialogue: TTP Punjab agree to talk to 'authentic religious scholars' 
The Express Tribune, Staff Report, 201310 22 
Islamabad - Taliban simply cannot Ignore the peace call if made by authentic religious scholars said the 
chief of Jundul Hafsa, a sub group olthe Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) , on Sunday. According to a 
news channel, Asmatullah Muavia, who also heads TTP Punjab, claimed that if the government took the 
inniative, peace talks between Taliban and Pakistan could start. In a video message issued to the media 
from an undisclosed location, Muavia insisted that dialogue could not take place with the government 
through TV channels and talk shows. He said media was not the right channel for setting out conditions 
for the talks. He demanded that the government had set up a committee of religious scholars to 
implement Sharia in the country. He added that attacks on foreigners were made to let the world feel the 
misery that drone strikes in Pakistan caused. 



71. Qayyum's dual national running mate disqualified (Canada). 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Mohammad Asif Ahmadzai. 2013 10 22 
Kabul - Mohammad Ibrahim Qasimi has been disqualified from contesting the April 5 presidential 
elections as a second vice presidential running mate of Abdul Qayyum Karzai over his dual nationality. 
Qayyum Karzai, a brother of the incumbent president Hamid Karzai, has picked Qasimi as his second 
vice presidential running mate and fonner mines minister Wahidullah Shahrani as first. Qasimi confinned 
his disqualification to Pajhwok Afghan News, saying he possessed Canadian nationality. "I wanted to 
relinquish the Canadian nationality before submitting my nomination papers with the election commission , 
but the process required two months, while the commission gave me one day to do so, which was not 
possible." Qasimi said their election team on Monday introduced Mohammad Noor Akbari as his 
replacement to the Independent Election Commission (IEC). ' 

72. Seven killed, 10 hurt in attack on Jaffar Express in Naseerabad 
The International News, Muhammad Ejaz Khan, 2013 10 22 
Quella - Seven passengers, including three brothers. were killed and 10 others injured when three bogies 
of the Jaffar Express derailed following an explosion on the main Quella-Rawalpindi railway track in the 
Naseerabad district on Monday. Commissioner Naseerabad Syed Zafar Bukhari told 'The News' that six 
people were killed and 10 injured in the incident. However, one more death was later reported. All the 
injured were discharged from hospital except one whose condition was stated to be serious, added 
Bukhari. Police said it was a remote controlled blast that took place near the Notal railway station. The 
banned Baloch Republican Anny (BRA) claimed responsibility for the blast. The bomb was planted on the 
railway track and went off at around 9:30am when the train was passing through the Notal area, SP 
Railways Riaz Ahmed said while talking to media men at the Quella railway station. 

73. US policy on Kashmir unchanged 
Pakistan Dawn, Dawn Report, 2013 10 22 
Washington - The United States has refused to endorse Prime Minister Nawaz Sharifs call for 
intemationalising the Kashmir dispute and has urged him to stay engaged with India for resolving this 
issue. Previewing Mr Sharifs meeting with US President Barack Obama on Wednesday, senior 
administration officials acknowledged that the United states and Pakistan had, and would continue to, 
discuss the drone strikes in Fata but only as part of a larger security issue. "On Kashmir, our policy has 
not changed an iota," said one of the officials while briefing the media. Reiterating America's traditional 
position on Kashmir, the official said it was for India and Pakistan to detennine the "pace, scope and 
character of tHeir dialogue on Kashmir". The official said the Obama-Sharif meeting would focus on 
bilateral relationship, including energy, economy and extremism, Pakistan's relations with India and 
Afghanistan would also figure in the talks. 

74. Use oftoxic chemicals in suicide bombs new worry 
Pakistan Dawn, Ashfaq Yusufzai, 2013 10 22 
Peshawar - The Taliban are now using more toxic chemicals in their explosive devices to inflict lethal 
injuries on the survivors of their bomb and suicide attacks, according to officials. Quoting the relevant 
doctors, they said that the people who sustained injuries in Taliban attacks developed complications due 
to presence of toxins in the explosives. Survivors of the Taliban's bombs suffer from chronic wounds that 
leave scars on skin and don' respond to antibiotics with proven efficacy in other surgical infections. 
Officials said that the explosives used by the Taliban left lasting effects on the injured people. "Taliban 
have now mastered the science of manufacturing bombs that cause more than the intended casualties as 
they are imparted training regarding use of potassium, nitrogen, sugar, urea and glycerine etc in the 
bombs," they said. The officials said that terrorists used phosphorus in explosives that destroyed human 
cells. 
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76. 'White Widow' Samantha Lewthwaite wrote poem about 'love' for Bin Laden, court hears 
London Daily Telegraph, Mike Pflanz, 2013 1022 
Nairobi - The wond's most wanted woman, the British terror suspect Samantha Lewthwaite, wrote a poem 
telling of her "love" for Osama Bin Laden and once rented a flat near a Nairobi shopping mall, files found 
on her laptop have disclosed. Lewthwaite, the widow of Germaine Lindsay, one of the July 7 suicide 
bombers, wrote that her love for the al-Oaeda leader was "like no othe", and described him as "my 
father, my brothel'. The 34-line "Ode to Osama" was recovered from a computer that Lewthwaite tried to 
destroy before she fled police who were hunting her in Kenya's coastal city of Mombasa in December 
2011 . Among the thousands of files recovered by detectives were also photographs of Lewthwaite and 
her four children, as well as records of her rented flat near The Junction, a shopping centre in Nairobi that 
is popular with middle-class Kenyans and expatriates. 

76. Abyei referendum raise,S fears offurther Sudan tensions 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Mustafa Sirri, 2013 10 22 
London - In a pre-emptive measure prior to Tuesday's visit by the President of the Republic of Sudan, 
Omar AI-Bashir, to JUba. the capital of the Republic of South Sudan, the Dinka people have decided on 
Sunday to conduct a community referendum regarding the Abyei area, the possession of which is 
disputed by the two states. A congress was held for Dinka's nine communities to draw up the 
referendum's schedule. The final results of the referendum are expected be announced on October 31 , 
2013. The meeting, began on Friday in Abyei, was attended by political and popular leaders, as well as 
the president and members of the Abyei supervisory committee, all exclusively from South Sudan. The 
congress was also attended by leaders of the ruling People's Liberation Movement party, most 
prominently, former Prime Minister and member of the Supreme Political Committee of the Referendum, 
Deng Alor. ' 

0, 
77. After Westgate, Interpol Chief Ponders 'Armed Citizenry' 
ABC News, Josh Margolin, 2013 10 21 
Cartagena, Colombia - hiterpol Secretary General Ronald Noble said today the U.S. and the rest of the 
democratic world is at a security crossroads in the wake of last month's deadly al-Shabab attack at a 
shopping mall In Nairobi, Kenya - and suggested an answer could be in arming civilians. In an exclusive 
interview with ABC News, Noble said there are really only two choices for protecting open societies from 
attacks like the one on Westgate mall where so-called "soft targets' are hit: either create secure 
perimeters around the locations or allow civilians to carry their own guns to protect themselves. "Societies 
have to think about how they're going to approach the prOblem," Noble said. "One is to say we want an 
armed citizenry; you can see the reason for that. Another is to say the enclaves are so secure that in 
order to get into the soft target you're going to have to pass through extraordinary security. ' Noble's 
comments came only moments after the official opening of the 82nd annual gathering of the Interpol's 
governing body, the General Assembly. The session is being held in Cartagena, Colombia, and is being 
used to highlight strides over the last decade in Colombia's battle against the notorious drug cartels that 
used to be the real power in the country. 

78. AJ.Qaeda eyes Gaddafi's uranium and missiles 
London Times, Anthony Uoyd, 20131022 
Sabha, Libya - The barefoot rebel in the pork pie hat is a troubled man. A former human trafficker, today 
he presides over a vast arsenal in southern Libya that includes an estimated 4,000 surface-te-air missiles, 
each capable of downing a passenger jet, and has access to thousands of barrels of uranium yellowcake 
(ore sometimes used to produce nuclear weapons)' in an abandoned desert warehouse. Between 
receiving al- Oaeda emissaries seeking to buy his stocks, and Western intelligence agents who want to 



secure them, he wonders who may kill him first . "Sometimes I'm afraid that a~Oaeda will get me," said 
Bharu(jdln Midhoun Arifi , who commands 2,000 fighters in the Ubyan city of Sabha. "Other times I fear ' 
that the Americans or French or British will fire missiles from the sea to destroy alii control." He was 
catapulted from smuggler to rebel kingpin by the fortunes of revolution. When Colonel Gaddafi was killed 
by rebels two years ago, Mr Arifi found himself one of the principal heirs to the regime's abandoned 
weapon stocks in Sabha. AI-Qaeda has been quick to step into the void. "Oaeda come to vis~ me, asking 
to buy weapons, asking for heat- seeking missiles, asking for uranium," Mr Arifi said, brow furrowed . "It 
started this year when the French sent troops to chase them out of Mali. Oaeda came to Sabha asking for 
medical supplies. They received some. Next they came back asking for weapons." 

79. Ale Polisario Camps Becoming Prime Recruiting Grounds for al Qaeda? 
The Daily Beast, Vivian Salama, 2013 10 21 . 
Morocco - In Algeria's no-man's land, buried in the vastness of the Sahara desert, there exists a 
community of mud huts and tents that have, over time, transfonned from a destitute refugee camp into a 
bustling community forced to make due. The rebel movement-cum-govemment in exile of the Polisario, 
fonned to end Spanish colonization of the Western Sahara- only to be pushed out by Moroccan forces 
following Spain's withdrawal-- remains in refugee camps in neighboring Algeria. Along with tens of 
thousands of their fellow indigenous Sahrawi people, they are cut off from their would-be nation by a 
series of checkpoints, land mines and a Moroccan- bum barrier of sand and stone spanning 170 miles 
across the desert-a bit1er reminder that winner takes all. A new generation is coming of age in the 
camps, frustrated by the perpetual status quo of talks over the future of Western Sahara, and detached 
from the far-left ideologies of Che Guevara and Gamal Abdel Nasser that fueled the Polisario's fight 40 
years ago. At least 56 percent of the refugee camp populaUon is under the age of 18, according to 
UNHCR, and have never stepped foot on Western Sahara soil. Concerns are growing that the camps are 
becoming a potent recruiting ground for AI-Qaeda and that other extremists have begun to prey on the 
scalding frustrations of disillusioned Sahrawi youth who face a future of un~rtainty. Members of al Oaeda 
in the Islamic Maghreb (AOIM), the group's North African affiliate, are thought to roam freely between the 
border of Mali and Algeria , near to the refugee camps, particular1y after France launched a military 
offensive in Mali in January to drive out Islamic militants who had seized Timbuktu. That same month, a 
deadly hostage crisis orchestrated by AOIM at a gas facll~y In AI Amenas, Algeria further hinted that 
Algerian forces may be stretched thin in their efforts to combat domestic terrorism. A senior Moroccan 
intelligence source, who spoke to The Daily Beast on the condition of anonymity, said that the 
government has "concrete evidence" that as many as 100 members of the Polisario are working with 
Mujao, an offshoot of AOIM, in their lucrative drug trafficking business that generates some $1 billion 
annually. In 2011, the government blamed AOIM for a bombing at a cafe in the Moroccan city of 
Marrakech that killed 17 people, mostly European tourists. 

80. Attacks in Egypt raise profile of extremists 
Washington Post, Staff report, 2013 10 22 
Cairo - A shadowy jihadist group based in Egypt's restive Sinai Peninsula claimed responsibil~y Monday 
for a weekend car bombing in a major Suez Canal c~y , underscoring the growing threat posed by Islamist 
extremists in Egypt near1y four months after a coup. Ansar Bay! al-Maqdis, also known as Ansar 
Jerusalem, said in a message posted on jihadist forums that ~ was behind the explosion, according to the 
SITE monitoring group, which tracks extremist Web s~es . The attack in Ismailia, which wounded 11 
people, including six soldiers, was the third bombing carried out by the group in less than two months, 
and it highlighted the militants' ability to strike government targets outside the Sinai Peninsula, despite 
intense efforts by the mil~ary to fence them in. Ansar Bay! a~Maqdis, which analysts say is made up 
mostly of local Bedouins, as well as some foreign fighters, established its presence in July 2012 when it 
asserted responsibil~y for a series of bombings targeting a pipeline carrying gas from Egypt to Israel. 
Until recently, it had focused its attacks on Israel, analysts said . 

81 . Congo peace talks stall, government rejects amnesty proposal 
Reuters, Staff report , 2013 10 22 



Kinshasa - Talks to end a two-year-old insurgency in eastern Congo stalled on Monday after the 
government rejected calls for an amnesty for leaders of the M23 rebel movement, despite weekend 
statements suggesting a deal was close. President Joseph Kabila's government said it was strongly 
opposed to a blanket pardon for the commanders of the Tutsi-Ied rebelHon and to reintegrating their 
fighters into the national army. M23 accused the govemment delegation of refusing to cooperate with its 
chief negotiator at the talks in neighboring Uganda and of seeking a return to hostilities. The deployment 
of a 3,OOO-strong U.N. Intervention Brigade with a mandale for offensive mil~ary operations has raised 
government hopes ~ could beat the rebels mil~arily. 

82. Egyptian hostages released in Libya, says anny 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Abdels~ar Hetieta, 2013 10 22 
Cairo - Egyptian mil~ary sources told Asharq A~Awsat on Sunday that the army's leadership had 
succeeded in securing the release of dozens of Egyptian hostages in Libya. A source, speaking on the 
condition of anonym~y, said "instructions by anny commander, General Abdel-Fal\ah EI- Sisi, and his 
good relations with the Libyan side, have led to the release of around 70 Egyptians held by Libyan armed 
men since last Friday in the Libyan city of Ajdabiya ." Meanwhile, Staff Colonel Ahmed Mohamed Ali , 
Egyptian military spokesman, said "the military intelligence and reconnaissance administration ...has 
succeeded in resolving the crisis of the kidnapped drivers after taking all necessary measures to 
coordinate with the Libyan authorities, following instructions from General Sisi, about the importance of 
resolving the issue and the retum of the drivers." 

83. It's time for the 'Muslim 500' to make their voices heard 
National Post, Afsun Qureshi, 2013 10 22 
Op-ed: 'Oon1 you feel embarrassed, even frustrated about being a Muslim right about now?" I asked a 
family member who is a particularly devoted follower of Islam. This was a few weeks ago. I was referring 
to the massacre at Westgate Mall in Kenya, an appalling killing spree authored by a splinter cell of AI
Qaeda, the Somalian-based AI-Shabaab. Of particular interest to me was this: Why did ~ seem like most 
of the Muslim world - except the radicals themselves - was ignoring the fact that nihilistic violence such as 
this now has become common in many Muslim communities. "Muslims have condemned the attack," 
came the swill, somewhat offended response : "It's just that the media has underreported ~ ." But who from 
the Muslim world has spoken out? The Council on American - IslamiC Relations were amongst the first up 
to bat, quickly denouncing the massacre, as did the secretary general of the Supreme Council of Kenya 
Muslims. Note: Afsun Qureshi is a Canadian bom writer living in London, U.K. 

84. La CEEAC autorise I'emploi de la force pour desanner les 616ments annes en Centrafrique 
Radio France Intemationale, Joumaliste maison, 201310 21 
Ndjamena - Fin, ce lundi 21 octobre au soir aNdjamena, du sommet extraordinaire des chefs d'Etat de la 
Communaute economique des Etats de l'Afrique centrale (CEEAC). II etait consacre a la s~uation 
securitaire en Republique centrafricaine. Les chefs d'Etat ont decide de renforcer la mission 
intemationale sur place (Misca), qui va recevoir des troupes et un appui aenen. Principale decision du 
sommet de Ndjamena: I'engagement des pays de la CEEAC a foumir des efforts supplementaires pour 
que les forces africaines de la Mission intemationale de soutien a la Republique centrafricaine (Misca) 
atteignent une pleine capaci\e operationnelle et se deploient sur toute I'etendue du terriloire. Les pays 
ayant deja contribue en troupes et moyens financiers vont encore faire des efforts pour, par exemple, 
pennettre au contingent burundais, en attente depuis plusieurs semaines, de se deployer en RCA. Un 
appui aerien a aussi ete decide, pour aider les troupes africaines a « neutraliser, desarmer et eloigner de 
la Republique centrafricaine tous les elements armes etrangers qui sementle trouble et la desolation ». 

85. La Libye, plaque toumante des reseaux jihadistes dans Ie monde 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Tripoli - Cet Int~ule , rassurez-vous, ne releve ni de I'utopie, ni de I'exageration. Tout simplement parce 
que ce sont les services de renseignements occidentaux eux-m~mes qui nous Ie partagent, apres avoir 



reussi a transpercer les secrets de ce qu'iI est convenu d'appeler la « Libyan Connection » . Les 
revelations qui en decoulent sont a la fois sensationnelles el troublantes. En eftet, iI s'est avere que, outre 
les insurges dits neutres mais assez armes et capables de survivre, il y a une trentaine de groupuscules 
integristes qui sevissent aujourd'hui en Libye, et la tres vaste etendue territoriale et I'incapacite de l'Etat S 
en reprendre les commandes ont largemenl favorise cette invasion d'une ampleur sans precedent dans 
I'hlstoire du pays de I'illustre Qmar EI Mokhtar. Ben Hmid, Belmokhtar et les autres... Eparpilles un peu 
partout en Libye, particulierement aSebha, Syrte, Tripoli, Zentane et Mosrata, ayarrt jure fidelite sAI 
Oa"ida et ason homme fort Aymen AI-Dhawahri , ces reseaux constnues de jihadistes de differerrtes 
nationalites (y compris occidentales) sont armes jusqu'aux dents, avec mArne, en leur possession des 
fusees et des tanks, qui ont ete saisis dans I'arsenal de Gueddafi ou acquis grace s la contrebande, tres 
florissante dans ce pays et ases frontieres avec Ie Mali, Ie Niger, I'Algerie et la Tunisie. Dans ce 
contexte, on ne peut evner de par1er d'un certain Wissam Ben Hmid, alias Abou Ali, connu pour Atre Ie 
baron du trafic des armes en Libye. 

86. Le Maroc embarrasse par la mobilisation' autour de " I'affaire Anouzla " 
Le Monde, Isabelle Mandraud, 2013 10 22 
Rabat - Ali Anouzla, Ie directeur du sne d'information Lakome, est accuse d'· apologie du terrorisme • 
Incarcere depuis Ie 17 septembre sur decision du procureur du roi, poursuivi pour · assistance materielle 
. , • apologie· et · incitation s I'execution d'actes terroristes ·, Ie joumaliste marocain Ali Anouzla devrait 
Atre presente pour la premiere fois devant un juge d'instruction aRabat, mardi 22 octobre. Ces chefs 
d'accusation tres lourds pesent sur Ie directeur du sne d'information arabophone Lakome apres la 
publication d'un article et Ie renvoi sur Ie lien d'une video de propagande d'AI-Oaida au Maghreb 
islamique mena~nt Ie Maroc et dressant un portrait au vHriol du roi Mohammed VI. 

87. Les terroristes detoument la revolution libyenne 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 201310 21 
Tripoli - Cela fan maintenant deux ans que Mouammar Kadhafi a ete renverse, et aujourd'hui, les milHants 
parcourent les rues et Ie desert de Libye en tentant d'instaurer un emirat islamique et de promouvoir de 
maniere intransigeante leur ideologie fondamentaliste. Ces demiers mois, Ie pays a connu une serie 
d'attentats a la bombe, d'attaques et d'assassinats. En debut de mOis, dix-sept soldats ont ete tues sur la 
route reliant Tarhuna et Bani Walid lors d'un seul accrochage. ABenghazi, Ie bain de sang quotidien ne 
s'est pas arrAte, mArne pour I'aid al-Adha. Deux soldats ont ete tues mardi 15 octobre, selon Ie Libya 
Herald. Lors d'un autre incident Ie m~me jour, I'explosion d'une bombe a souffle les vHres de l'hOpHal de 
Marwa. ·Ces tueries s Benghazi ne sont plus considerees comme des vengeances contre des partisans 
de .I'ancien regime, mais plutO! comme des tentatives de la part des militants de detruire l'Etat post
revolutionnaire dans Ie but de prendre Ie pouvoir", selon Ie quotidien.. 

88. Mali: une carte bancaire fatale pour Chelbane Quid Hama 
Jeune Afrique, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 21 
Gao, Mall - La Iraque du terroriste el membre d'Aqmi Che'lbane Quid Hama commence a porter ses fruits. 
Celui-ci a ete repere pres de Gao grAce... a sa carte bancaire. Evade de la prison civile de Niamey Ie 1er 
juin, Ie terroristemalien ChelbaneQuld Hama,membred'AI-Oa"ida au Maghreb islamique, a ete repere 
par les services nigMens et maliens pres de Gao, la grande ville du Nord-Mali, grace s ... sa carte 
bancaire, dont iI a imprudemment faH usage. II est egalement recherche par Ie FBI et la CIA pour 
I'assassinat, en decembre 2000, de William BuHemeier, I'attache de defense americain aNiamey. 

89. Mozambique: fin de I'accord de paix entre Ie parti au pouvoir et les ex-rebelles de la Renamo 
Radio France Intemationale, Joumaliste maison, 20131021 
Sofala, Mozambique - Le quartier general de la Renamo, I'ex- rebellion mozambicaine, a ete bombarde 
ce lundi 21 octobre en fin de matinee par I'armee. Depuis un an, Afonso Dhlakama, son chef, s'etaH retire 
dans la province de Sofala et mena~n de reprendre les armes malgre I'accord de paix signe en 1992. 
Depuis quelques mois, les relations entre la Renamo et Ie parti au pouvoir, Ie Frelimo, se sont fortement 



degradees, avec des attaques II repetttion. II s'agit de la plus importante operation de represailles contre 
la Renamo. Son QG a ete detruit. Mais Afonso Ohlakama, Ie chef du mouvement rebelle, n'a ni ete 
capture, ni tue. Aduellement en toumee dans la region, Ie president Armando Guebuza a visiblement 
decide d'en finir avec I'ex-rebellion. Mais les autorites affirment qu'elles ont simplement riposte aune 
attaque de la Renamo. 

90. NATO to send security advisers to Libya 
AI Jazeera, 2013 10 22 . 
Tripoli - NATO has said tt is sending advisers to Libya to help Tripoli strengthen tts secunty set-up amid 
chaos and fears of civil war two years after the armed uprising against Muammar Gaddafi. The alliance 
"agreed to respond positively to the request made by the Libyan prime minister for NATO to provide 
advice on defence instttution building in Libya", Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen said on 
Monday. The request for help was given added urgency by Zeidan's brief kidnapping by armed rebels this 
month. Two years after the violent death of Gaddafi in an armed uprising, Libya's fragile government is 
crippled by infighting and unable to disarm former fighters in a country awash with weapons from his four
decade rule. The 28- nation alliance said it would set up a "small advisory team" to help Libya. 

91. Nord-Kivu - 21 picheurs pris en otage par des presumes FOLR sur Ie lac Edouard 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
Nord-Kivu - Ces rebelles rwandais appeles c FOLR » restent un veritable casse-t6te pour la Republique 
democratique du Congo. C'est ce qu'il faut affirmer a la vue de toutes ces atrocttes que ces milices 
commettent a I'endrott des Congolais sans aucunement 6tre inquit\tes. Le demier fatt en date est cet 
enlevement de vingt et un pecheurs sur Ie lac Edouard au Nord-Kivu. Vingt et un pecheurs de Vitshumbi 
et Nyakakoma sont portes disparus depuis la nuit de mercredi ajeudi 17 odobre 2013 sur Ie lac Edouard 
au Nord-Kivu, rapporte Radio Okapi . Selon plusieurs sources locales, ils seraient pris en otage par un 
groupe de rebelles rwandais des FOLR operant dans la partie Sud de ce lac. Ces pecheurs etaient au 
nombre de vingt-cinq. Cinq d'entre eux provenaient de Nyakakoma et vingt de Vitshumbi. 

92. Securisation des frontieres algeriennes : Ramtane Lamamra rassure 
LeMatin OZ, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 21 
Alger - L'Algerie a mobilise d'"enormes moyens" pour securiser ses frontieres et lutter contre Ie terrorisme 
et Ie crime organise, a affirme lundi aAlger, Ie ministre des Affaires etrangeres, Rarntane Lamamra. 
Ramtane Lamamra evoque un dispositif securitaire renforce aux frontieres. L'episode de I'attaque de 
Tiguentourine est encore dans les memoires. En I'espece, les frontieres algeriennes s'etaient averees de 
ventables passoires et ce, en plein offensive milttaire menee par la France au nord du Mali. L'Algerie 
semble avoir retenu la le90n. C'est ce qui ressort des declarations du ministre des Affaires etrangeres. 
"Pour ce qui est du dispositif securitaire tout Ie long de nos frontieres, l'Algerie a mobilise d'enormes 
moyens et apporte une contribution significative a la Iutle contre Ie terrorisme et Ie crime organise", a 
indlque M. Lamamra lors d'une conference de presse animee conjointement avec Ie ministre d'Etat, 
mlnistre des Affaires etrangeres et de la Cooperation regionale du Burkina Faso, Yipene Ojibril Bassole. 

93. White Widow's poem of love for bin Laden 
London Times, Jerome Starkey, 2013 10 22 
Nairobi - One of the world's most wanted women, a British fugitive known as the White Widow, wrote a 
ballad in praise of Osama bin Laden in which she warned that al-Oaeda was "stronger and fiercer than 
ever". Samantha Lewthwaite, who was married to one of the July 7 London bombers, is said to have left 
the poem on a laptop seized by Mombasa police in 2011 . In her Ode to Osama, which is 34 lines of 
clumsy rhymes, the 29-yearold mother of four appears to declare her love for the late terrorist leader, who 
was killed in a raid by US Navy Seals in Abbottabad, Pakistan, in 2011. "Oh Sheik Osama my father, my 
brother! My love for you is like no other," she wrote, according to Sky News. Ms Lewthwaite is wanted in 
Kenya to face charges of possessing explosives and conspiracy to commtt a felony. 



Americas· Ameriques 

94. Guantinamo war crimes prosecutor agreed latest al.Qaida catch should get NYC trial 
Miami Herald. Carol Rosenberg. 2013 10 22 
Guantanamo Bay - The chief war crimes prosecutor said Monday he agreed w~h the Obama 
administration decision to bring the case of an alleged al-Qaida conspirator in the 1998 U.S. embassies 
bombings to federal court rather than perm~ him to prosecu1e the case of Abu Anas al Ubi at a milHary 
commission . On Oct. 5, U.S. forces grabbed Libi, whose real name is Nazih Abdul-Hamed al Ruqai, in 
Tripoli, Ubya. interrogated him at sea aboard a U.S. Navy warship then suddenly brought him to a New 
Yor1l court. Ubi, 49, was sick and required treatment on land, U.S. sources said. Some Republican 
members of Congress protested the decision not to bring him here for more lengthy interrogation on al
Qaida - notably his alleged' role in the August 1998 bombings of the U.S. embassies in Nairobi, Kenya , 
and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, which killed 224 people, including two CIA agents and 10 other 
Americans. Yet Army Brig. Gen. Mar1l Martins, the Pentagon's chief Guantlinamo prosecutor, said he 
· coordinated on that and concurred wHh the forum selection.· He noted that Libi was already under 
indictment for the embassies bombings in a federal court in New Yor1l at the time of his capture. 

95. Panama Says It Will Release Most From Ship To North Korea 
New Yor1l Times, Rick Gladstone. 2013 10 22 
New Yor1l- The authorities in Panama said Monday that they would release 33 of the 35 North Korean 
crew members of a rusting freighter impounded more than three months ago for carrying a secret stash of 
Soviet- era Cuban milHary gear hidden under bags of brown sugar. NeHher the captain, who tried to slit 
his throat when the Panamanian marine police boarded the vessel, nor the captain's aide is free to go, 
said a top official at Panama's Foreign Ministry. The offICial. who spoke by telephone on the condHion of 
anonym~y because of ministry policy, said the two North Koreans had not cooperated and may still face 
criminal charges. The Foreign Ministry official said that the other crew members had cooperated , and that 
all of them had asserted that they had no idea the vessel was carrying milHary cargo. Two North Korean 
diplomats have been granted visas, the official said, to travel to Panama and to complete arrangements 
for those crew members to leave the country. The July seizure of the freighter, the 450-foot Chong Chon 
Gang, near the Panama Canal caused a spat between Panama and North Korea and Cuba, one of the 
few countries that enjoy cordial relations wHh the isolated North Korean govemment. The seizure shed 
light on the clandestine mamime trading practices of North Korea, hobbled by UnHed Nations sanctions 
over Hs nuclear weapons lind prOliferation activHies. 

96. Venezuela shoots down two 'hostile' planes 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 22 
London - Venezuela says two light aircraft have been shot down after entering the country's airspace over 
the weekend. These were the first mid-air attacks by fighter jets since a bill authorising such action 
against illegal planes was approved earlier this month, the Bolivarian Armed Forces said . The aircraft 
were allegedly smuggling drugs from Central America and refused to follow the milHary pilots' orders. 
Another 11 unauthorised planes have been disabled on the ground this year. Venezuelan'secumy forces 
say more than 35 tonnes of drugs have been found this year. 



Asia o Asie 

97. ASEAN's the prize in Lenovo expansion 
China Daily, 2013 10 22 
Southeast Asia is turning into a key battleground for electronics vendor Lenovo Group lid as the world's 
biggest personal computer company pursues a stronger global presence. The region's 600 million people, 
and the optimistic economic outlook for the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, offer a "golden 
opportunity" for the Beijing-based company to build a next.generation profit model, even as the global PC 
market declines, company executives said. Growing demand on the consumer electronics front is 
Lenovo's best asset in the 10 ASEAN countries. These markets run the gamut from Indonesia, the world 's 
fourth most-populous nation, to Singapore, the richest city-state in Asia. About 60 percent of Lenovo's 
ASEAN revenue comes from the consumer market, and the company aims to build on that strength in the 
coming years. Chen Xudong, a senior vice-president at Lenovo, said that the consumer electronics 
market in ASEAN has huge potential, and companies that are best-placed to provide the most suitable 
products will make huge profrts in the coming years. "ASEAN is an extremely diversified market, because 
each country has its own distinctive advantages as well as weak points,' said Chen, adding that Lenovo 
must carefully study every market to gain a bigger presence. Out of the eight markets where Lenovo's 
share of PC sales stood in double digits as of June, fIVe were in ASEAN. The company has a market 
share of nearly 20 percent in Malaysia, the highest in the region . 

98. Japan's gov't panel drafts national security strategy outline 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 1021 
Tokyo - A Japanese government panel on security issues drafted Monday an outline of the countries new 
national security strategy with an eye on revising its arms embargo, according to local media. The outline 
said that Japan should contribute to improve security environment around the Asia-Pacific region and 
prevent contingency that will directly threaten the country through enhancing Japan-U.S. alliance and 
pushing forward substantial security cooperation. It said that Japan should rethink its self-imposed arms 
trade ban so as to beef up cooperation in developing defense equipment with other countries, Kyodo 
News reported. Under the weapons embargo principles, Japan has prohibited weapons sales to 
communist states, countries subject to embargo under U.N. resolutions and nations involved in 
international conflicts. The strategy is expected to be approved by the end of this year after its details are 
worked out by relevant ministers, said the report, adding the strategy, likely to cover about the next 10 
years, is intended to guide the operations of a Japanese version of the U.S. National Security Council 

. when it is established. After he came to power, Abe has expressed a strong desire to reinterpret (full 
article) 

99. L'lndorMlsie, plate-fonne preferee des hackers 
Les Echos, Yann Rousseau, 2013 10 22 
Tokyo - 70 % des cyberattaques proviennent d'ordinateurs dont les adresses IP sont situees en 
Indonesie ou en Chine. Traquant depuis des annees I'evolution de la crimina1M informatique, la societe 
americaine Akamai Technologies, qui dispose d'un vaste reseau de serveurs dans Ie monde, vient de 
reveler que l'lndonesie venait, pour la premiere fois, de depasser la Chine pour s'imposer comme Ie plus 
grand « exportateur » de cyberattaques de la pianete. Dans son demier rapport trimestriel, Ie groupe 
explique que, sur la periode allant d'avrilll juin 2013, 36 % de ces flux informatiques non desires, qui 
organisent Ie pillage de donnees d'entreprises ou encore I'implantation de programmes malveillants, 
provenaient d'adresses IP situees en Indonesie. Sur ces trois mois, 33 % des attaques recensees 
provenaient, elles, de machines enregistrees en Chine, qui apparaissaient depuis plusieurs annees 
comme I'une des bases preferees des hackers. Et 7 % trouvaient pour origine des PC situes aux Etats
Unis. 



100. Le Kazakh aux deux visages 
Le Monde. Piotr Smolar. 2013 10 22 l 
Paris - Moukhtar Abliazov, opposant au regime kazakh, a ete arr6ie en France apres dix-hutt mois de 
cavale. L'ex-banquier, accuse de detournement de fonds, appelle Paris ane pas plier face II " un Etat 
gangster" On a parfois reserve ce sort II des terroristes. Jamais II une fillette de 6 ans et II sa mere. Le 
29 mai, les forces speciales italiennes ont pris d'assaut une maison de la banlieue de Rome. Ignorant les 
velos violets, les maisons de poupee et les cahiers d'ecolier, ils Cherchaient nerveusement Moukhtar 
Abliazov. Mais cet ancien banquier et ministre, poursuivi pour detournement de fonds au Kazakhstan, et 
principal opposant au president Noursoultan NazarbaIev, ne se trouvatt pas sur les lieux. Contrairement II 
son epouse, Alma, at II I'une de leurs filles. Malgre leur permis de residence letton et un passeport 
diplomatique de Centrafrique, elles ont ete arr6tees, puis renvoyees en urgence vers Ie Kazakhstan II 
bord d'un jet prive, accompagnees par deux diplomates de I'ambassade. Une " restitution extraordinaire ", 
selon Ie Haut-Commissariat aux droits de I'homme des Nations unies (HCDH), suscitant un scandale 
d'Etat en Italie. Un cadeau inouI fait au pnlsident NazarbaIev, qui s'est jure de mettre la main sur 
Abliazov. 

101. N. Korea deploys 130 air~ushion vehicles in coastal waters 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 1022 
Seoul - North Korea has about 130 readily deployable hovercraft in its coastal waters, and tts leader Kim 
Jong-un has regularly observed amphibious assault trainings targeted at South Korea , the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff (JCS) here said Tuesday. North Korea has 70 deployable air-cushion vehicles on its west coast and 
60 of the amphibious vehicle in the east at its four hovercraft bases, the JCS said in a report to the 
parliament. The hovercraft can carry about 40 commandos at speeds of up to 96 kilometer per hour, 
making South Korean border islands less than an hour ride away. Goampo base in South Hwanghae 
Province, which was built in early 2012, is only 50 kilometers from South Korea's northernmost island of 
Baengnyeong and 40 kilometers from the western sea border, called the Northern Limit Line (NLL). In 
March when inter-Korean tension was running high, North Korea's leader vistted the bases on its east and 
west coast, and observed amphibious landing operations Involving the hovercraft. The communist nation 
has regularly carried out landing operations using the amphibious vehicles, which Seoul officials believe 
are aimed at infiHrating the inter-Korean sea boundary to quickly occupy South Korean border islands in 
case of war. Rep. Chung Hee-soo of the ruling Saenuri Party raised concern over the possibility of 
infiHration through the sea route and called on the South Korean armed forces to closely monitor the 
movements by the North Korean military. "North Korea has bum a hovercraft base near the NLL, and Kim 
Jong-un has regularly observed landing operations," Chung said. "Considering this, it is very likely that 
North Korea may launch provocations using the air-cushion vehicles." In 2010, the North shelled the front
line island ofYeonpyeong and sank a South Korean Navy corvette near the tensely guarded western sea, 
killing 50 South Koreans. (full article) 

102. Omar Abdullah talks tough, calls for strong response to Pakistan 
Times of India, M Saleem Pandit, 2013 10 22 
Sri nagar - Jammu and Kashmir Chief minister Omar Abdullah on Monday urged the Centre to respond 
appropriately, and if needed in kind. to continued ceasefire violations by Pakistani troops that have forced 
people living in the bordering villages to leave their homes. "Obviously, this cannot be a one-sided affair. 
It cannot be a situation where we are at the receiving end and no response is given," the chief minister 
said at a function to commemorate police martyrs. "The Centre should explore other options if Pakistan 
continues to violate the ceasefire," he said. The CM, who had supported the Prime Ministe(s decision to 
meet Nawaz Sharif on the sidelines of the UN session in New York last month desptte repeated cross
border firing by Pak troops, expressed concern over the latest round of violations despite a commitment 
by the Pakistani Prime Minister. 

103. Philippines troops killed in landmine attacks 
Gulf News, Barbara Mae Dacanay, 2013 1022 



Manila: Seven government soldiers were killed and two others were hurt by communist rebels who 
launched two attacks against the mil~ary in the southern Philippines on Monday, the mil~ary said . Four 
soldiers and three members of the Citizens Armed Forces Geographical Unit, a pro- government 
paramil~ary, were killed when a powerful bomb exploded on a road connecting Tulunan town and Bituan 
village in North Cotabato, the Tulunan municipal police office said in a report that reached the Philippine 
National Police's headquarters in suburban Quezon City. Captain Emesto Aguilar olthe 38th Infantry 
Batallion was wounded when members of the communist New People's Army (NPA) also shot at the 
Army's light tnuck ~h assauH rifles, said the same report, adding that Capt. Aguilar and his escorts were 
in a mission to deliver salaries of soldiers and paramil~ary members in the..said village. 

104. S. Korean military 10 launch cyber warfare center next year 
Yonhap News Agency, 20131022 
Seoul - South Korea will launch a cyber warfare center under the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) later this year 
to protect the military network from rising hacking attempts by North Korea, the JCS said Tuesday. In a 
report to the parliament, the JCS said ~ has updated its contingency plan to classify North Korea's cyber 
threat as a "non-military provocation" and is recnu~ing members for ~s own team tasked with preventing 
cyber attacks to operate the center at the start of next year. The latest move is aimed at countering cyber 
threats from North Korea, which is believed to have trained an elite force of "cyber warriors" to infiltrate 
South Korea's computer network. While the team's specific role is not yet known, the JCS said it will 
defend its mil~ary network by sharing information with related agenCies, including the defense ministry'S 
Cyber Warfare Command and the National Intelligence Service, the key spy agency. "The JCS's cyber 
team will mainly protect the mil~ary network, and will not have an offensive or defensive role in cyber 
warfare," a senior JCS offICial said, asking for anonym~. Following a massive attack against the websites 
of South Korean government agencies in 2010, the defense ministry established a 400-member Cyber 
Warfare Command of soldiers and civilian experls to enhance cyber warfare capabil~ies. While defense 
plans regarding cyber warfare are largely kept in the dark, the latest move is seen as the military's 
forthcoming efforts to confront potentially disnuptive cyber attacks in one of the world's most wired 
nations. The total damage from North Korea's cyber attacks on South Korea's computer systems is 
estimated at more than 860 billion won (US$805 million) between 2009 and 2013, according to the 
defense ministry. (full article) 

105. S.Korea, U.S. to Set Up Bioterror Monitoring System 
Chosun llbo, 2013 10 21 
South Korea and the U.S. have agreed to set up a monitoring system against bioterror threats from North 
Korea. The Defense Ministry on Sunday said the contract to build a surveillance portal system against 
biological weapons was signed Friday at the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command. This 
system will detect and respond to the use of around 10 dangerous biological weapons such as anthrax 
and smallpox. 

106. Singapore launches assessment of money-laundering risks 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 1021 
Singapore - Singapore has launched an assessment of money- laundering and terrorist-financing risks 
~hin ~ borders, the Ministry of Home Affairs said on Monday. The assessment, which will be presented 
in a report that is expected to be published by the end of the year, is a risk aud~ of not only the financial 
sector, but also designated non- financial businesses and professions in Singapore, ~ said. As part of the 
assessment, various agencies are engaging relevant stakeholders to identify the risks that may arise in 
their respective sectors and explore ways to mitigate them. A joint steering comm~ee led by the Ministry 
of Home Affairs, the Finance Ministry and the Monetary Authonty of Singapore has been coordinating the 
efforts of the government agencies involved. The ministry said that Singapore is committed to detecting 
and deterring illicit funds from passing through its economy. Various government agencies have been 
working closely ~h the industry to put in place appropriate anti- money laundering and counter terrorist
financing measures, including the requirement for financial inst~utions to review high tax-risk accounts, it 
said. (full article) 



107. Singh heads to Russia, China in likely last v isits as India's premier 
The National (UAE) , Samanth Subramanian, 2013 1022 
New Delhi - Prime minister Manmohan Singh left Moscow for Beijing on Monday, failing to make progress 
on a nuclear agreement with Russia but hoping to sign a border deal wHh China. Mr Singh, whose trips to 
two of India's most important regional partners were likely his last as premier, hoped to secure a deal for 
Russia to supply two reactor units for the Kudankulam nuclear plant in Tamil Nadu. Legal experts from 
both countries had worked to clear up several clauses, including a crucial one on who was liable in case 
of a meltdown, in time for Indian and Russian nuclear agencies to sign the deal during Mr Singh's visH. 
But while the fine print prevented that from happening, Indian officials said the liabilHy clause would soon 
be cleared and that much of the text of the final deal has found mutual agreement. 

10B. Troops pull out of Zambo village 
Philippine Star, 2013 10 22 
Zamboanaga - Soldiers from the 9th Infantry Ballalion who secured barangay Sta. Catalina here following 
an attack by supporters of Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) founding chairman Nur Misuari left the 
village yesterday. "We're done with our mission and we have cleared the area of possible stragglers of 
the MNLF Misuari faction," said Lt. Col. Delfin Arguelles, commanding officer of the 9th lB. Sla. Catalina, 
along wHh Rio Hondo, Zone IV and Sla. Barbara, was heavily damaged in more than three weeks of 
clashes between govemment and MNLF forces. The soldiers will return to Fort Magsaysay in Nueva Ecija 
for the completion of their training, which was halted after they were" deployed here last month. Residents 
were tearful as the troops poured into the streets for a .final inspection. The soldiers voluntarily subjected 
themselves to an inspection to Clear doubts among villagers amid reports of looting in some villages. 

109. European Court Rules Spain Must Free Terrorist 
New York Times, Raphael Minder, 201310 22 
Madrid - The European Court of Human Rights ruled Monday against a Spanish law that has allowed the 
Madrid government to extend the imprisonment of convicted terrorists and members of ETA, the Basque 
separatist group. The court, in Slrasbourg, France, ruled on the case of an ETA member, Ines del Rio 
Prada. who had appealed her prolonged prison stay. She was imprisoned in 1989 for taking part in the 
deadly bombing of a bus carrying police officers. The European court ordered that she be released 
immediately and receive about $41,000 in damages to cover legal costs. The ruling is likely to be cited as 
precedent by other prisoners applying for early release. However, the government dismissed any 
suggestion that It would revise its prison policies, insisted the ruling applied only to Ms. del Rio Prada and 
said Spain's national court had to study the ruling to determine whether she should be released. The 
government also said H would examine any other appeals for early release on a case-by-case basis. "The 
policy of the govemment won~ change," Jorge Fernandez Diaz, Spain's interior minister, said in a 
televised news conference. "We will continue until we achieve the definite dissolution of ETA." 

110. Family bewildered at how model student became a racist killer 
London Times, Ben Hoyle, 2013 10 22 
Moscow - Nobody who knew Pavlo Lapshyn in Ukraine can begin to understand how this shy, high
achiever became a terrorist bomber and racist murderer. Not his heartbroken father, not his teachers, not 
his neighbours, not the study companion who recalls him defending immigrants' rights in a pub, not his 
Muslim friends. The skinheads in Ukraine's fourth city say that they never encountered Lapshyn and that 



their targets are Russians and Jews rather than Muslims. Sitting in a cafe near the National Metallurgical 
Academy, where his son was a star pupil and where he himself taught, Sergey Lapshyn looked wrung out 
by grief and much older than his 65 years. His wortd collapsed in two stages this year. On March 2.0, his 
wife, Galina, was involved in a car accident that nearty killed her. She remains in hospital and he has not 
been to work since. Then in July he heard that his son had been arrest~ for murder. At first he refused to 
believe H. Bitter experience has taught Ukrainians to believe that police officers routinely plant evidence, 
extract false confessions through torture and pursue bogus prosecutions for polHlcal reasons. He called 
his son and told him that he wanted to come to England to see him. His son replied: "You don~ need to 
come. It happened." r. 

'. 
111. FSB wants Russian internet communications to be recorded 
RT (Russia), Staff report, 2.013 1.0 22 
Moscow - Russia's Communications Ministry, in cooperation with secumy services, is finalizing a directive 
obliging internet providers to record private internet communications. However, unwilling to bear 
unanticipated expenses, internet providers are citing constHutional freedoms. According to Kommersant 
daily, the new directive has been in development for over six months, in dose cooperation with the 
Federal Secumy Service (FSB). The major innovation of the new directive is that it would require internet 
providers to record constantly the last 12 hours or more of traffic coming through their servers, starting . 
from July 1, 2.014. This would allow the FSB secret service to control phone numbers, IPs, register 
entries, e-mails of social networks users etc. Kommersant Daily has obtained a letter from Russia's 
communications giant, Vympelkom, to the Ministry of Communications and Mass Media. The letter signed 
by Aleksey Rokotyan, Vympelkom's Director of analytical support and liaison wHh governmental bodies, 
maintains that the directive contradicts articles 23, 24 and 25 of the Russian constitution, which guarantee 
secrecy of communications and prevents collection and recording of private information, unless ruled 
otherwise by a court. 

112. Interpol reactivates Red Notice on Russian anti-fascist rocker 
RIA Novosti , Staff report, 2.0131.0 22 
Moscow - A Russian antifascist activist and punk rocker who recently appealed against an international 
arrest warrant for him is back on Interpol's wanted list, the organization's Russian bureau said Monday. 
The Commission for the Control of Interpol's Files, an independent body within Interpol that plays a 
monHoring role and responds to requests, dismissed Pyotr Silayev's claims that his case was polHically 
motivated, the Russian bureau said in a statement. Silayev's whereabouts remain unknown. He was not 
listed in Interpol's online database of wanted persons as of publication time, though only part of the 
database is publicly accessible. Silayev, 28, said in a post on his Facebook page Monday that his lawyers 
have not received any warning from Interpol about his "red notice" being reactivated . 

113. Plane brings .4 injured in South Russia blastto Moscow 
RIA Novosti , Staff report, 20131.0 22 
Volgograd - Russian Emergencies Ministry aircraft with four people of those injured in yesterday's suicide 
bomb attack in south Russia on board has landed at the Ramenskoye Airport near Moscow, a ministry 
spokesman said Tuesday. The aircraft, an Ilyushin 11-76 Candid airtifter, specially equipped to transport 
those wounded, has brought a 34-year-Old woman and a 61-year-old man, who were in intensive care, a 
woman with facial bums and a man with a chest injury to clinics in the Russian capHal. At least six people 
were killed and 28 wounded Monday after a suspected female suicide bomber detonated an explosive 
device on a bus in the southern cHy of Volgograd, investigators said. Investigators said preliminary 
information indicated the attack had been carried out by Naida Asiyalova, a 30-year-old woman from 
Russia's republic of Dagestan, in the North Caucasus, which has been riven by unrest since the mid-
199.os. 

114. Suicide Bomber Strikes Bus in Southern Russia 
New York Times, David M. Herzenhom, 2.0131.0 22 



Moscow - It was Impossible not to notice her, one witness said. The young Muslim woman, her head 
covered by a light green scarf, boarded the No. 29 bus in the city of Volgograd and took a seat near the 
back. She rode for two stops, quietly looking out the window as the bus zipped along Azure l?treet. Then 
she blew herself up. In a horrific flash of fire and noise, the woman, identified by the authorities as Naida 
Asiyalova, detonated a bomb belt made of blocks of TNT and two grenedes and packed with metal 
screws and chips, killing six passengers in addition to herself, and wounding at le.llst 33 others. Officials 
said that Ms. Asiyalova's husband, Dmitri Sokolov, is a demolHions and explosives expert for a rebel 
group based in Makhachkala, the capHal of Dagestan, where Russian security forces have been engaged 
in a fierce effort to suppress Muslim separatists. While Muslim rebels in the Caucasus have made a 
deadly practice in recent years of recnuiting "black widows" -- the wives of slain fighters -- to serve as 
suicide bombers, investigators said Ms. Asiyalova's case had an unusual twist: She apparently recnuHed 
Mr. Sokolov after they met as students in Moscow. He converted to Islam and, according to local news 
reports, dropped out of the sight of family members in June 2012, apparenlly moving with Ms. Asiyalova 
to Dagestan to join the local jihad. Ms. Asiyalova was four days shy of her 31st birthday, according to a 
passport found near the scene that shows her in a photograph wearing a black head scarf, and she was· 
apparently suffering from a grave illness. A Web page on a Russian social media sHe pleaded for 
donations to help her obtain medical treatment for a painful disease that had weakened her bones and 
left her dependent on painkillers and tranquilizers. 

115, Terrorists among us: Militant's wife behind Volgograd suicide blast 
RT (Russia), Staff report, 2013 1022 
Moscow - The 30-year-old female suicide bomber responsible for the deadly blast in Volgograd, central 
Russia, was a Dage.stani national and allegedly the wife of a militant. She reportedly converted her 
husband to radical Islam to join the Dagestan rebels. Naida Asiyalova, also known as 'Amaturahman: 
blew herself up on a bus at around 2:05 p.m. Moscow time (10:05 GMT) on Monday, killing six people 
and injuring 37 - including a 20- month-old Child. The bomb detonated "almost immediately" after she 
entered the bus, which was heading away from the heart of the city, Investigative CommHtee spokesman 
Vladimir Markin said. According to Dagestan security sources, Asiyalova was the alleged wife of Dmitry 
Sokolov - a milHant in Makhachkala. Asiyalova and Sokolov reportedly studied together at a Moscow 
university, where she recnuited him to radical Islam. They later left the capital to join rebel groups in the 
southem Russian republic of Dagestan. The fact that a young man from the Moscow suburbs was 
recnuited by rebels indicates the rapid expansion of the social base of terrorism, Artur Ataev, senior 
researcher at the Russian Institute of Strategic Research, told RT. Sokolov, 21 , is wanted in Dagestan for 
taking part in two terrorist explosions in which at least 29 people were injured. Sokolov is also known as 
'Abdul Jabbar.' 

116, Volgograd suicide blast was planned for Moscow - Investigative Committee source 
RT (Russia) , Staff report, 2013 1022 
Moscow - The suicide blast that devastated a bus in Volgograd was meant to take place in Moscow, a 
source in the Russian Investigative CommHtee told RT. The investigation also revealed that the bomber 
had consplrers in the capital who are on the wanted list. According to the source, the investigation shows 
that Naida Asiyalova -the 30-year-old native of the Republic of Dagestan who is believed to be the 
woman behind the Monday bus bomb blast in Volgograd - conspired with her partner, Dmitry Sokolov, 
and two other m~itants to carry out a terrorist attack in the Russian capital. Two of the conspirers, Ruslan 
Kazanbiyev and Kurban Omarov, both 25, had already arrived to Moscow and were waiting for Asiyalova, 
RT's source said. Both men are wanted In Russia for carrying out a twin terrorist bombing in Dagestan in 
May 2012, in which 14 people were killed and over 100 injured. Sokolov was also expected by the 
terrorists to arrive in Moscow, the source added. However, for some reason Asiyalova detonated her 
explosive device in a passenger bus in Volgograd, killing herself and six others, and injuring over 30. 
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117. Iran Gifts Russia Copy of Scan Eagle Drone 8f.1lt~' ~""01>~1.t..C. 

Fars News Agency, 2013 1022 1"0J. ~ /J)~ (.q:
Tehran - The Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps has provided the Russian army with a copy of the US 
ScanEagle drone which was hunted by the IRGC in 2012 and a vide\> show·ng how Iran monitots the 
trans-regional countries' vessels and equipment in the Persian Gulf. "The drone built by the IRG6 is a 
symbol of the technical capabil~ies of the Islamic Iran and today we presented a real model of H as aVgift 
to (Russian Air Force Commander) Lieutenant General Viktor Bondarev and the Russian people," 
Commander of Iran's Khatam ol-Anbia Air Defense Base Brigadier General Farzad Esmayeeli sai~after a 
meeting with Bondarev in Tehran. Esmayeeli also gifted Bondarev a video of the IRGC's monitonng of the 
trans-regional states' warships and equipment in the Persian Gulf to be given to Russian Defense 
Minister Sergei Shoigu. 

118. Iran Not to Compromise Nation's N. Rights 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1022 
Tehran - Iran will never compromise Hs nuclear rights, Deputy Foreign Minister for legal and intemational 
affairs Seyed Abbas Araqchi stressed in a briefing meeting with Iranian lawmakers on the recent nuclear 
talks between Tehran and the Group 5+1 (the live permanent UN Security Council members plus 
Germany) in Geneva on October 15-16. Araqchi Sunday went to the pa~iament to brief the National 
Security and Foreign Policy Commission's members on Iran's proposal in the latest nuclear talks between 
Tehran and the G5+1 held in Geneva on Tuesday and Wednesday. "The defined goal is that we 
safeguard our nuclear rights; both (uranium) enrichment and production, and that the other side is 
assured that our use of nuclear energy is peaceful and, in retum, the sanctions are totally lifted," Araqchi 
was quoted as saying by Spokesman of the Commission Mansour Haqiqatpour. 

119. Iran, G5+1 Hopeful about Initial Agreement in 3 to 6 Months 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1022 
Tehran - A senior Iranian negotiator expressed the hope that the Group 5+1 (the US, Russia, China, 
Bmain and France plus Germany) would continue the serious approach they have shown in the Geneva 
negotiations in the future rounds of talks, and said the two sides are hopeful to take the first step for the 
settlement of Tehran's nuclear standoff wnh the West wnhin 3 to 6 months. "We believe that if, in future 
negotiations, we see the seriousness that we saw in the Geneva negotiations, we can bring the 
negotiations to a conclusion within 6 months to one year and maybe we can come to obtain some results 
(agreement) in the next 3 to 6 months on how to take the first step," Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister and 
senior negotiator In talks with the world powers Seyed Abbas Araqchi said in an interview wnh the lran
based Arabic-language al-AJam news channel on Monday. 

120. Rouhanl accuses Israeli government of undermining nuclear talks 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Staff Report, 2013 10 22 
London - .Iran's President Hassan Rouhani M out at calls by the Israeli government to maintain sanctions 
on Iran on Sunday, the same day that an Israeli delegation travelled to Washington for strategic 

. consultations. Speaking to a cabinet meeting on Sunday, Rouhani claimed that Israel has "now been 
isolated" and that the Jewish state was trying to "ruin the positive atmosphere" surrounding talks about 
Iran's nuclear program, according to Iranian press reports. 

121. Tehran gives Moscow copy of US spy plane 
The Guardian (London), Saeed Kamali Dehghan, 2013 1022 
Unidentified placeline - Iran has given Russia a copy of a US spy drone as proof that Hs elHe forces have 



reverse-engineered and mass produced the American unmanned aerial vehicle they claim to have 
captured a year ago. Iranian media reported yesterday that the copy of the ScanEagle drone was 
provided to Russia on the sidelines of a meeting in Tehran between Farzad Esmayeeli, the air defence 
commander of Khatam al-Anbia, the Revolutionary Guards' military and industrial base, and Viktor 
Bondarev, head of the Russian air force. In December 2012, a guards' commander said his forces had 
got their hands on a ScanEagle, promising Tehran would mass produce It. The US authorities denied 
those claims at the time, saying all its drones were fully accounted for. "The drone buih by the Islamic 
republiC'S Revolutionary Guards is a symbol of the technical capabilities of the Islamic Iran and today we 
presented a real model of ~ as a gift to Russian air force . .. and the Russian people," Esmayeeli said 
after meeting ~h Bondarev, according to the semi-official Fars news agency. Iran's state Englislh
language newspaper, Tehran Times, said the two met on Sunday and spoke on a range of air defence 
issues but it did not give further details. 
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122. Aramco buys Canadian Solar panels for biggest PV project 
Saudi Gazette, Staff Report, 2013 10 22 
Dhahran - Saudi Arabian Oil Co. (Saudi Ararnco) agreed to buy 1.78 megawatts of photovoltaic panels 
from Canadian Solar Inc. to expand the Kingdom's biggest solar project. The state-owned oil producer will 
add the panels to the solar system it began operating in December at the King Abdullah Petroleum 
Studies and Research Center (KAPSARC), according to a statement today from Guelph, Ontario-based 
Canadian Solar. The project in Riyadh will help the country meet a goal of installing 16 gigawatts of 
photovohaic panels, Shawn Qu, Canadian Solar's chairman and chief executive officer, said in the 
statement. Saudi Aramco initially used 3.5-megawatts of panels from Suntech Power Holdings Co. for the 
project, and the expansion will make it the country's largest ground mounted solar farm, according to the 
statement. 

123. Assad caS1s doubt over Geneva peace talks 
AI Jazeera, 2013 10 22 
Damascus - The Syrian president, Bashar ai-Assad, has said that "factors are not yet in place" for peace 
talks despite efforts by world powers to convene a meeting next month. In an interview ~h on Lebanon's 
AI-Mayadeen television, broadcast on Monday, Assad also said he desired a third term as president and 
had not ruled out running for re-election in 2014. His comments came as the US Secretary of State, John 
Kerry, who has been pushing for a peace conference next month in Geneva, said any attempt by Assad 
to be re-elected would extend the country's civil war. "No time has been set, and the factors are not yet in 
place if we want (a US-Russian peace initiative dubbed Geneva 2) to succeed," Assad told AI-Mayadeen. 
'Which forces are taking part? What relation do these forces have w~h the Syrian people? Do these 
forces represent the Syrian people, or do they represent the states that invented them?" he asked. 

124. Better online banking sacurlty from Kaspersky 
Khaleej Times, Staff Report, 2013 10 22 
Abu Dhabi - Kaspersky Lab announced that ~ is developing a new targeted solution, Safe Money for 
Banks, which will enable banks and other financial inst~utions to better protect their online customers 
from financial cyberattacks. The new product's capabil~ies were presented by the company's Chief 
Technology Officer Nikolay Grebennikov at the GITEX Technology Week 2013 conference in Dubai. 
Attacks against online banking users are extremely attractive to cybercriminals, since each successful 
attack can steal money directly from the victim's electronic account. In other types of attacks, 
cybercriminals usually have to find ways to monetize any stolen data by extorting money from their 



victims or by selling the data stolen on the black marltet. Unfortunately, even with this level of risk, users 
themselves often fail to take the necessary precautions. 

126. Can Water Diplomacy Bring Free Flowing Peace? 
The Media Line, Rye Druzin, 201310 22 
Undisclosed placeline - Peace in the Middle East has been as elusive as a mirage in the desert. Wars, 
religious conflict and the constant search for resources have seen countries collide continually in this arid 
environment. But some are trying to tum water - one of the region's most coveted assets - into a body of 
goodwill and peace. Enter "Blue Diplomacy," a concept put forth to Ilfing about "blue peace" In the Middle 
East, developed in consultation with dozens of experts, politicians and scholars from across the region 
and the world. "Any'two nations which are engaged in active water cooperation do not go to war for any 
reason whatsoever, including ideology, religion, terrorism, military conflict or economic conflict," Sundeep 
Waslekar, president of the Strategic Foresight Group, an Indian think tank, told The Media Line. Active 
water cooperation is the equ~able and responsible sharing of mutual water resources between two or 
more countries. 

126. Cyber threats in KSA on the rise 
Arab News, Muhammad AI-Sulaimi, 2013 10 22 
Jeddah - An informed source at the office of the attorney general said death threats or cases of extorlion 
on social media s~es Oike Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube) are considered offenses that fall in the 
category of electronic crimes. The law for cyber crime was promulgated by a royal decree in March 2007. 
Article 3 of the law stipulates thllt anyone who threatens or extorls a person through the social media will 
be punished with one year of imprisonment and a fine of up to SR500,OOO. The penalty will be applied 
even if the media through which it is carried out is legal. The source, who declined to be named, said that 
any person who receives a threat through social media should report the matter to the police and produce 
evidence to that effect, in the form of a copy of the tweet or the message or any other proof. If the identny 
of the person behind the threat is known, he or she will be questioned and interrogated. If ~ is unknown, 
he or she will be found out and their location determined. 

127. Diplomats meet in UK to discuss Syria crisis 
AI Jazeera, 2013 1 0 22 
London - The Friends of Syria group of Western and Arab foreign ministers are meeting in London hoping 
to persuade opposition leaders to attend a peace conference in Geneva next month. British Foreign 
Secretary William Hague said the London meeting was aimed at persuading Syria's opposition to have a 
"united position" for the conference in the Swiss city, pencilled in for November 23. Tuesday's talks were 
attended by the so-called London 11 , the core group of the Friends of Syria that consists of Bmain, Egypt, 
France, Germany, Italy, Jordan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turltey, the United Arab Emirates and the United 
States, together with opposition leaders. The oppos~ion coal~ion has agreed to attend the London talks, 
saying it would focus on "these countries' understandings about Geneva II and what ~ should result in". AI 
Jazeera's Bamaby Phillips, reported from London, said there was still a possibility that the Syrian 
opposition would give and in and attend the Geneva conference. 

128. East Jerusalem man convicted of spying for Hezbollah gets 3.6 years in prison 
Jerusalem Post, Yaakov Lappin, 2013 10 22 
Jerusalem - An east Jerusalem resident was sentenced to three-and- a-half years in prison on Monday 
after he was convicted of espionage activities on behalf of Hezbollah, Channel 2 reported. Assam 
Mashahra, a Palestinian from the village of Jabel Mukaber, was convicted of espionage- related offenses, 
including contacting a foreign agent, conspiracy; and handing information to the enemy. According to the 
court, Mashahra traveled to Beirut last year via Jordan. While in the Lebanese capital, Mashahra sought 
to make contact with Hezbollah agents. He visited the southern Beirut neighborhood of Dahiya, which is 
considered a Hezbollah stronghold. The court found that Mashahra met with a Hezbollah representative 
known simply as "the administrator." In their meeting, Mashahra was presented with aerial photographs of 



sensHive sHes in the capHat, including the residences of the prime minister and the defense minister. (Futt 
Report). ~ 

,.. 
129. EU salutes NDC progress, calling for addressing critical remaining issues 
Yemen News Agency. 2013 10 22 
Luxembourg - The European Union (EU) on Monday saluted the progress achieved to date by the 
National Dialogue Conference (NDC) and the Yemeni government's role in occurrtng such a chattenging 
process. "The EU commends the role played by the transHional Government of Yemen, under the 
leadership of President Abd Rabbuh Mansour Hadi, in ensuring that such a chattenging process could 
take place," a statement issued by the EU Foreign Ministers after concluding a meeting in Luxembourg 
today. The EU urged the NDC delegates to use the recently opened 3rd plenary session to finalize their 
work. "Agreement on the outstanding issues must be fottowed by formal adoption and genuine 
implementation of the NDC's recommendations. The conclusion of the work of the NDC will mark an 
essential step in Yemen's transition process." 

130. Former Shin Bet head warns of 'Palestinian Spring' 
Times of Israel, Lazar Berman, 2013 10 22 
Jerusalem - Amid rumors of Israeli-Palestinian peace talks hitting an impasse, and two days after Hamas 
catted for a new violent uprtsing against Israel, a former head of the Shin Bet secumy agency warned 
Monday of the likelihood of a "Palestinian Arab Spring." "All of the condHions exist in our situation for the 
Palestinian masses to rise up," Yuval Diskin told a conference at the Finance Ministry's Budget Division. 
"In the West Bank, the intense tension and frustration is worsening among the Palestinians, who feel that 
their land is being stolen from them, that the state they strive for is getting further away, and the economy 
is no longer something that they can take comfort in ." Diskin also catted for Israel's neighbors to be given 
an active role in the negotiations wHh the Palestinians. "We must bring in Egypt and Jordan to the eariy 
stages of the negotiation process. Their entrance into this story witt give [Palestinian President Mahmoud) 
Abbas legitimacy to make critical decisions." 

131. IDF kills terror suspect after firefight in West Bank 
Times of Israel, Avi Issacharoff, 2013 1022 
Jerusaler)'l - An active member of an Islamic extremist organization was killed in an eariy morning clash 
wHh Israeli special forces, not far from .the vittage of BiI'in, west of Ramattah in the West Bank, Palestinian 
sources said Tuesday. According to the sources, Israeli forces arrtved in Na'ama, a vittage near Bil'in , to 
arrest several terror suspects, and one fled and hid, armed, in a nearby cave in an open area. Israeli 
forces besieged Ihe cave and exchanged fire for several hours before killing the suspect, sources said. 
The soldiers, from a special forces unH, reportedly kitted the suspect by shooting a Stinger shoulder-fired 
missile into the cave. The Shin Bet identified the suspect as Mohamed Aatzi, an Islamic Jihad milHant 
behind last year's bus bombing of Tel Aviv during Israel's milHary offensive on the Gaza Strip. The 
explosion wounded Israeli passengers. 

132. Israel's Scientific Cooperation with EU in Danger 
The Media Line, Lirida Gradstein, 20131022 
Tel Aviv - An ongoing dispute between Israel and the European Union (EU) over whether research 
funding can be used in post-I967 areas could do "irreversible damage to Israeli science in particular, and 
to the state in general," warned Professor Ruth Amon , the president of the Israel Academy of Sciences 
and HumanHies. In a letter to Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, she urged that Israel immediately sign 
Horizon 2020, which lays out scientific cooperation between Israel and the EU. The problem is new 
European guidelines that Israel must agree that European research funds will not be spent in any of the 
areas Israel acquired in 1967, meaning the West Bank, east Jerusalem or the Golan Heights. Israeli 
officials say there is a fundamental difference between east Jerusalem and the Golan Heights, which 
Israel has annexed, and the West Bank, which is under Israeli administrative control. 



133. Kassam: Nous n'avons pas honte d'appartenir a I'axe syro-iranien 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1022 
Beyrou1h - Le secretaire general adjoint du Hezbollah, cheikh Na'im Kassem, a affirme hier que son parti 
etait lier d'appartenir s I'axe syro- iranien, qui muHiplie actuellement les succes, selon lui, et a de nouveau 
appele s un gouvemement de « partenariat reel» aux cOtes du 14 Mars, qu'il a P.9urtant inclus dans « 
I'axe israelo-americain ». 

f. 

134. La lIb8ration de neuf otages Iibanais en Syrie a donne lieu *un grand marchandage 
Le Monde, Laure Stephan, 2013 10 22 
Beyrouth - La Turquie, dont deux pilotes otages au Liban ont ete Iiberes, et Ie Qatar ont joue un rOle 
essentiel, ainsi que Beyrou1h, Damas et les rebelles Les neuf ex-otages libanais ont les trans fatigues. 
Leur emotion deborde, dimanche 20 octobre, quand i1s racontent aux medias leur detention harassante. 
Enleves en mai 2012 dans la province d'A1ep, ces hommes, tous chines. ont passe plus de cinq cents 
jours reclus, aux mains d'une faction rebelle syrienne, avant de retrouver enlin Beyrou1h, samedi soir. 

135. Le camp de Zaatari entre mafias et detresse 
Le Figaro, Georges Malbrunot, 2013 10 22 
Zaatari, Jordanie - Dans quelques jours, Ghassem quittera Ie camp de retugies de Zaatari, au nord de la 
Jordanie, pour franchir c1andestinement la frontiere et rentrer dans sa ville de Naawa, aune trentaine de 
kilometres plus a I'ouest. « J'apporterai des medicaments aux blesses» , declare cet ancien mayon 
syrien de 40 ans, qui a pris les armes, il y a deux ans, contre Ie regime de Bachar el-Assad. Membre des 
Martyrs de Yarmouk, un bataillon actif dans Ie sud de la Syrie ou la rebellion tient de larges portions du 
teniloire, Ghassem vient regulierement en aide aux blesses de la revolu1ion . II est ce jour-Is aux cOtes 
d'Omran. 20 ans. allonge sur une paillasse dans une caravane du camp. Encore sous Ie choc, I'homme, 
qui a perdu ses deux jambes quand une mine posee par I'armee reguliere a explose sous son vehicule, 
ne repond que par des fatalistes « Grace s Dieu I » . 

'I
136. Nusra Front claims killing oftop Syrian intelligence officer 
Lebanon Daily Star, Staff Report, 2013 10 22 
Beirut - The hard-line Islamist Nusra Front has claimed responsibility for killing a top Syrian intelligence 
officer in Deir al-Zor, in the latest version of last week's incident. Maj. Gen. Jamaa Jamaa was killed in the 
eastem cfty Thursday. Syrian state media said he was "pursuing terrorists" in Deir al-Zor when he was 
killed, without giving further details. The rebel Free Syrian Army spokesman claimed Jamaa was killed by 
a roadside bomb attack, while other versions of his death suggested he was slain by the regime. The 
Bmain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights suggested Jamaa was killed by a snipe~s bullet, a 
scenario that was echoed by other pro-opposition sources. Jamaa was a top security officer in Lebanon 
during Syria's presence in ns neighbor and was interrogated, bu1 not charged, as part of the investigation 
into the assassination of former Prime Minister Ralik HaM in 2005. 

137. Online fraud costs $9.6 million a day 
Khaleej TImes, Abdul BasH, 2013 10 22 
Abu Dhabi - Cybercriminals are running very fancy online stores and selling all types of credH cards wnh 
different credit limits, according to an industry specialist. It is estimated that online frauds amounting to 
$3.5 billion were reported last year; that means $9.6 million per day. These losses are increasing day by 
day, the specialist from Kaspersky feared. The reason is that people ignore basic security rules while 
going for online banking, he added. More than 90 per cent of customers use online banking and 14 per 
cent do so via public Wi-Fi networks wHh no special secumy measures in place. Kaspersky Lab 
announced that it is developing a new targeted solution, Safe Money for Banks, which will enable banks 
and other financial instnu1ions to better protect their online customers from financial cyberattacks. The 
new product's capabilnies were presented by the company's chief technology officer Nikolay Grebennikov 
at a news conference during the second day of Gnex Technology Week. 



138. Praise and mockery for Saudi UN decision on Twitter 
Gulf News. Siaff Report. 2013 10 22 
Dubai : The recent decision by Saudi Arabia to refuse a non- pennanent seat at the UN Security Council 
provoked a debate on social networking stte Twitter, with Saudis and other Arabs expressing a mix of 
support, shock and, at times, mockery of the decision. One of the most prominent tweets in reaction to 
the decision came from Qata(s new foreign minister, Khalid AI Attiyah, who addressed the Saupi foreign 
minister saying: "My brother, your highness Prince Saud AI Faisal, when you get angry you baffle the 
world, so thank you. This is the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia", in apparent praise of the rare diplomatic 
stance taken by the kingdom. The tweet, which was retweeted almost 3,000 times, led to an Arabic twitter 
hashtag that read 'Saud AI Faisal baffles the world', prompting thousands of respifnses. 

... CI 

139, Qaeda-Linked Group Is Seen Complicating the Drive for Peace in Syria 
New York Times, Michael R. Gordon, Ben Hubbard, 2013 1022 
Paris - Even as planning intensifies for a Geneva peace conference on the war in Syria, the emergence of 
a group affiliated with AI Qaeda has undennined the chances of negotiating an end to the conflict, a 
senior State Department official said on Monday. By challenging moderate Syrian rebels, the group, the 
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, has forced them to fight on two fronts and divert resources from their 
battle wtth the govemment of President Bashar ai-Assad , the official said. And by presenting an extremist 
face to the world, the official said, the group is aiding Mr. Assad's efforts to portray the conflict in Syria as 
a tug of war between the govemment and jihadists. "That has to give the regime comfort and confidence, 
and tt will make the task of extracting concessions from the regime at the negotiating table more difllcutt," 
said the Official, who declined to be identified in keeping with the state Department's protocol for briefing 
reporters on active diplomacy. 

140. Rada'a to receive security reinforcement 
Yemen nmes, Nasser AI-Sakkaf, 20131022 
AI-Beidha • After a year of calling for security reinforcement in Ra'ada district, AI-Beidha govemor AI
Dhahiri AI-Shadadi said security forces will be deployed to the district in the coming days. Security 
reinforcement is necessary to prevent the fall of the district to AI-Qaeda, said Rada'a security manager, 
Brigadier Hamoud AI-Amari. In January 2012, AI·Qaeda-affiliated groups took control of Rada'a , but the 
govemment reached an agreement, leading to the withdrawal of the milttants in February of that year. Ott's 
strange that reinforcements are [being) sent to all districts, [but Rada'a), the milttant stronghold, psI being 
neglected," AI- Amari said. "Rada'a has been demanding security reinforcement for over a year, but has 
received nothing so far," he added. Residents have reported an increased security presence in AI-Beidha 
govemorate at the district border, where checkpoints were set up. 

141. Rights groups urge probe of civilian drone deaths 
Toronto Star, Michelle Shephard, 201310 22 
Toronto - Salim bin Ali Jaber was a popular cleric and a 42-year- old father of seven who preached 
bravely about the scourge of AI Qaeda's influence upon his village in eastem Yemen. Mamana Bibi was a 
fanner, still tending crops at age 68 wtth her grandchildren in her village in Pakistan despite the frequent 
presence of drones buzzing overhead. Both were killed in the past two years in U.S. aerial strikes, which 
have become the comerstone of the Obama administration's national security policy. Details of their 
deaths are part of extensive reports released Tuesday by influential human rights organizations Human 
Rights Watch and Amnesty Intemational. The organizations are calling for an investigation into these 
highlighted cases of civilian deaths, echoing what UN special rapporteur Ben Emmerson described last 
week as an urgent need for greater disclosure conceming aerial strikes. 

142. Saudi UN Security Council rejection 'not impetuous' 
Gulf News; Habib Toumi, 2013 1022 



Manama: While the westem diplomatic community is still expressing astonishment over the 
announcement by Saudi Arabia that it would not be taking up the seat Hhas won at the UnHed Nations 
Security Council, Saudis are stressing that the signals have been there all along and that the wortd 
should have anticipated the decision. "In February, the custodian of the two holy mosques said in his 
address to the Islamic summit in Cairo that 'we would tum ou[ backs to the Security Council if it failed'. 
The Council has failed," Salman AI Dossari, the editor·in·Chief o(s.audi daily AI Eqlisdaiya said. "And 
before him, Saud AI Faisal, the foreign minister, said at the Secuiity Council during the war on Gaza, that 
Saudi Arabia would tum its back to the Council if H failed to resolve our issues. I do not think there is any 
doubt that the Council did fail to address the issues in the region." 0 
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143. Senior rebel commander killed in Deraa battle <:f" <..,
Lebanon Daily Star, Staff Report, 2013 10 22 
Beirut· A senior commander of the rebel Free Syrian Army was killed Monday during clashes wHh 
government troops near the southern city of Deraa on the border with Jordan, insurgents and state media 
said. Vasser al·Abboud, a former Syrian army officer who defected in the earty days of the revolt, was 
leading an assault on army checkpoints in the town of Tafas, northwest of Deraa, they added. ''The 
commander Abboud was martyred as he was leading a group of rebels against regime forces," said Abu 
Harnza from the rebel Falujat Hawran Brigade, which was involved in the clashes. Abboud was a 
founding member of the Free Syrian Army's milHary council in southern Syria, which groups moderate 
brigades and has said it is worried about the growing role of Islamist insurgents in the conflict. Better 
known by his nom-de1luerre Abu Ammar, the commander "headed the operations room in Daraa 
province," which borders Jordan. 

144. Spy Chief Distances Saudis From U.S. 
Wall Street Joumal, Ellen Knickmeyer, 2013 1022 
Riyadh· Saudi Arabia's intelligence chief told European diplomats this weekend that he plans to scale 
back cooperating with the U.S. to arm and train Syrian rebels in protest of Washington's policy in the 
region, participants in the meeting said. Prince Bandar Bin Sultan al· Saud's move increases tensions in a 
growing dispute between the U.S. and one of its dosest Arab allies over Syria, Iran and Egypt policies. It 
follows Saudi Arabia's surprise decision on Friday to renounce a seat on the United Nations Security 
Council. The Saudi government, after preparing and campaigning for the seat for a year, cited what it said 
was the council's ineffectiveness in resolving the Israeli·Palestinian and Syrian conflicts. Diplomats here 
said Prince Bandar, who is leading the kingdom's efforts to fund, train and arm rebels fighting Syrian 
President Bashar ai-Assad, invHed a Western diplomat to the Saudi Red Sea cHy of Jeddah over the 
weekend to voice Riyadh's frustration with the Obama administration and Hs regional policies, including 
the decision not to bomb Syria in response to its alleged use of chemical weapons. "This was a message 
for the U.S., not the U.N.," Prince Bandar was quoted by diplomats as specifying of Saudi Arabia's 
decision to walk away from the Security Council membership. 

146, STL president calls on fifth suspect to face justice 
Lebanon Daily Star, Kareem Shaheen, 2013 10 22 
Beirut - The president of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon called Monday on the fifth suspect in the 
bombing that killed former Prime Minister Rafik Hariri and 21 others to consider appearing before the 
court, as he reHerated its disinterest in politics. "I repeat what I have previously said publidy: The polHics 
of Lebanon are for the Lebanese people and are none of our business," Judge David Baragwanath said 
in a statement marking the confirmation earlier this month of a new indictment in the Hariri case. The STL 
announced on Oct. 10 Hhad indicted Hassan Habib Merhi, a Hezbollah "supporter," as the fifth suspect in 
the 2005 Beirut bombing. The court is preparing to try four other party members in absentia in January. 
The defense office is tasked with hiring lawyers for the accused if they refuse to appear before the 
tribunal. 

146, Syrian Arab army paves way for 'Qalamoun' battle, launches air strikes against terrorists 



Syria Times, Basma Qaddour, 2013 10 22 
Provinces - Prepara1ions for the forthcoming battle in al-Qalamoun area, to the north-west of Damascus, 
have started, as fighting has remained unrelenting on other axes across the country. Media reports 
confirmed on Monday that the Syrian army made a notable advance In al-Qalamoun mountain in the 
wake of eliminating many terrorists in areas of Rankos and Asal al- Ward mountain and launching air 
strikes against terrorists' hideouts in towns of Yabroud and Der Ateyeh as well as in the northeastem side 
of Hosh Arab and the eastem side of Ma'aloula town. Dozens of terrorists were killed in Yabroud and 
wide-scale clashes were raged in al-Nabk area, which is the main stronghold of terrorists in al-Qalamoun 
mountain. The advance in al-Qalamoun area coincided with continu"y of mil"ary operations in the eastem 
and westem Ghoula of Damascus and in suburbs of Jobar, al-Qabon, Zamalka, just tew kilometers to the 
north-east of Damascus. 

147. UAE, Jordan and Saudi Arabia share points ofview 
The National (UAE), Kyle Sindair, 2013 10 22 
Abu Dhabi - Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme 
Commander of the Armed Forces, met with Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King Abdullah bin 
Abdulaziz of Saudi Arabia, and King Abdullah II of Jordan. Wam reported that the intemationalleaders 
took stock of the regional and intemational developments and exchanged views on a variety of issues of 
mulual interest. The meeting follows a visH by King Abdullah II of Jordan to the UAE last month, where he 
met with Sheikh Mohammed at AI Mina Palace to discuss Arab and regional development. The meeting, 
which took place during King Abdullah's stopover to China, also looked at strengthening bilateral ties 
between the countries and Sheikh Mohammed stressed the importance ot strong UAE-Jordanian 
relations and expressed keenness to bolster ties in the best interest of both countries. 

148. US drone strikes condemned in rights reports 
AI Jazeera, Rahul Radhakrishnan, 2013 1022 
Washington - Rights groups have demanded that the US launch an impartial investigation into "s use of 
drone warfare and that the country publicly disclose any evidence of civilian casualties. In independent 
reports published on Tuesday, both Amnesty Intemational and Human Rights Watch said that the US 
must hold to account those responsible for civilian deaths and be more transparent about its drone 
programme. "As evidence emerges of civilian casualties in these strikes, "'s time for the US to stop 
covering its ears and starting taking action to ensure the programme is legal," Lelia Taylor, senior 
counterterrorism researcher at HRW told AI Jazeera. Two recently published UN reports are to be 
presented to the General Assembly on Friday. Taylor said that the release of the four reports in a brief 
period "underscores the mounling questions about the legality" of drones. All four reports demand that the 
US should provide a full legal rationale for targeted killings. 

Western Europe· Europe de l'Ouest 

149. Alain Juillet : «L'ampleur du pillage est colossale» 
Le Figaro, Christophe Comevin, 2013 10 22 
Paris - Interview - Ancien directeur du renseignement a la DGSE (2002-2003), Alain Juillet* decrypte pour 
Le Figaro les pratiques d'espionnage de l'Agence nationale de la secunte amencaine (NSA) atravers Ie 
monde. NSA: la France trouve peu d'allies en Europe Comment fonctionne Ie «Big Brother» de la NSA 
Ecoutes de la NSA: Fabius convoque I'ambassadeur americainLa justice franyaise s'interroge sur les 
suites adonner aI'affaire de la NSA LE FIGARO - etes-vous surpris par I'envergure quasi industrielle de 
I'espionnage effectue par la NSA? Alain JUILLET- Meme si les responsables politiques ont toujours eu du 
mal acroire que nos allies puissent se livrer ade telles pratiques, les experts de la securite et du 



renseignement savent depuis longtemps que les Amencains ecoutent qui ils veulent. La seule grande 
surprise, c'est I'ampleur colossale du pillage mis au jour mAme si les recentes protestations d'Angela 
Merkel apres des espionnages similaires en Allemagne ou celles de la presidente bresilienne Dilma 
Rousseff, qui a ml!me annule un voyage aux Etats-Unis, en disent long sur I'echelle planetaire des 
interceptions. 

150. America's NSA tapped 1.8 million Dutch phone numbers in one month 
Dutch News, Staff report, 2013 10 21 
The Hague - The American National Security Agency tapped 1.8 million Dutch telephones in one month 
alone as part of its Boundless Informant surveillance programme, Dutch media reported on Monday. The 
raw infonnation was first published by Der Spiegel in June but has now been interpreted by Dutch 
technology websHe Tweakers following publication in Le Monde. Between the beginning of December 
and beginning of January, 1.8 million Dutch phone numbers were tapped into by the NSA, recording 
information about number and possibly location, Tweakers said. 

151. Colere de Paris contre I'espionnage de la NSA 
Le Figaro, Isabelle Lasserre, 2013 10 22 
Paris - La France demande des « reponses claires » de la part des Etats-Unis, qui minimisent les 
agissements de leur agence. C'est ce qu'on appelle un toile diplomatique. Apres les nouvelles revelations 
sur I'espionnage mene en France par l'Agence de securite nationale americaine (NSA), I'ambassadeur 
des Etats-Unis aParis a ete convoque lundi au Quai d'Orsay. Charles Rivkin a ete reyu pendant trente 
minutes par Ie directeur de cabinet de Laurent Fabius, Alexandre Ziegler, dans une ambiance « directe » 
et « assez froide » , selon une source diplomatique. AParis, les reactions ont fuse de toutes parts. « Si 
un pays ami, un pays allie, espionne la France ou espionne d'autres pays europeens, c'est tout a faH 
inacceptable» , a commente Ie ministre de l'lnterieur Manuel ValiS. Ml!me son de cloche au Parti 
socialiste, ou Ie porte-parole David Assouline a exige des eclaircissements, estimant que I'affaire n'etaH « 
absolument pas admissible» . La Maison-Blanche a minimise la controverse, assurant recuperer a 
I'etranger des donnees « du ml!me genre que tous les pays» . 

152. Combattre Big Brother 
Le Monde, Natalie Nougayrllde, 2013 1022 
Editorial - C'est un nouvel episode des revelations Snowden, du nom de I'ancien consultant de la National 
Security Agency (NSA) amencaine, qui denonce I'ampleur de la surveillance electronique pratiquee par 
les Etats-Unis sur la planete : Le Monde s'est procure une partie des documents de I'ex-agent. Nos 
collaborateurs ont travaille en lien avec son associe, Ie joumaliste et bloggueur americain Glenn 
Greenwald, qui dellent cette masse de donnees au Bresil, ou iI vH. D'autres joumaux intemationaux, dont 
Ie Guardian, ont cette arinee fait la lumiere sur de multiples aspects de cet espionnage electronique de 
masse. Le Monde s'est concentre sur la fayon dont la NSA a travaille sur des cibles fran~ises. 

153. Comment la NSA espionne la France (Canada) 
Le Monde, Jacques FoUorou et Glenn Greenwald, 201310 22 
Paris - Les Etats-Unis espionne la France dans Ie cadre du programme" US-985D ". Cette serie de 
numeros correspondrait au pays proches de Washington. Les pays membres du " Five Eyes" sont les 
Etats- Unis, Ie Canada, Ie Royaume-Uni, l'Australie et la NouveUe-Zelande. " Le Monde " revele que des 
millions de donnees ont ete coUectees sur la France par l'Agence de securite americaine L'avenir dira 
peut-I!tre, un jour, pourquoi Paris est reste si discret, par rapport aBerlin ou Rio apres les revelations sur 
les programmes d'espionnage electronique americain dans Ie monde. Car la France a ete tout autant 
ciblee et dispose aujourd'hui de preuves tangibles que ses interAts .sont quotidiennement vises. Selon les 
documents de l'Agence nationale de securite (NSA) obtenus par Le Monde, les communications 
telephoniques des ciHoyens fran~is sont, en effet, interceptees de fayon massive. Ces pieces, devoilees 
en juin par I'ex- consuHant de I'agence Edward Snowden, decrivent les techniques utilisees pour capter 
iIIegalement les secrets ou la simple vie privee des Fran~is. Certains elements ont ete evoques par 



I'hebdomadaire allemand Der Spiegel et Ie quotidien britannique The Guardian. D'autres sont im\dits. 
Parmi les milliers de documents soustraits II la NSA par son ex-employe figure un graphique qui d6crit 
I'ampleur des surveillances t616phoniques r6alis6es en France. On constate que sur une pllriode de 
trente jours, du 10 d6cembre 2012 au 8 janvier 2013, 70,3 millions d'enregistrements de donn6es 
t616phoniques des Fran98is ont 6t6 effectu6s par la NSA. 

154. E.U. Pushes for Stricter Data Protection After Snowden's NSA Revelations 
Time Magazine, Simon Shuster, 2013 10 22 
Bertin - In Ihe fight for online privacy, Jan Philipp Albrechl, a German member of Ihe European 
Partiamenl, sees himself as Edward Snowden's comrade in arms. They are Ihe same age, 30, and take 
the same crusading tone when Ihe subject tums to U.S. govemment surveillance. They even look alike, 
with the tousled and bespectacled features of men who spend too much time in front of a computer. And 
although their tactics are very different, Albrecht is "completely convinced," he says, that they are fighting 
the same war. On Monday evening, Albrecht put forward a new set of rules to protect the data of E.U. 
citizens from the kinds of wholesale snooping that Snowden revealed this summer, when the former 
National Security Agency contractor tumed asylum seeker in Russia leaked details of U.S. surveillance 
programs around the wortd. Wrth those revelations still fresh in the lawmakers' minds, Albrecht's 
proposals passed aller less than two hours of debate with a majority rarely seen in a chamber as fussy 
and divided as the European Partiament. "This was a surprise for everybody," he tells TIME by phone 
from the French c~y of Strasbourg, the seat of the European Partiament, just aller the vote. "But it's also a 
clear sign of the overall consensus in all political parties here." That consensus has been fueled by the 
anger in Europe over what Snowden revealed. 

155, Espagne.L.a soeur d'Aurore Martin convoqu6e par I'antiterrorisme 
Le T6lllgramme, Joumaliste maison, 201310 22 
Madrid - La soeur d'Aurore Martin, Emilie Martin, est convoqu6e Ie 5 novembre, II Madrid, par l'Audience 
nationale Uuridiction spllcialis6e notamment dans les affaires de terrorisme). Celle-ci souhaite I'entendre 
dans I'enqut'!te sur Herrira, un groupe de soutien aux membres emprisonn6s de I'ETA dont elle est la 
porte-parole. Emilie Martin est convoqu6e dans une enqut'!te sur son 6ventuelle « appartenance II une 
organisation terroriste • et son « financement • . Sa soeur, Aurore Martin, avait 6t6 arrt'!t6e et remise a 
l'Espagne dans Ie cadre d'une autre enqut'!te il y a tout juste un an, suscitant une vague de r6actions 
hostiles au Pays basque et au-dela . Emilie Martin a, hier, refus6 de commenter, pr6cisant toutefois qu'elle 
s'exprimerait dans les jours a venir. Dans Ie cas ou elle decidera~ de ne pas se rendre a Madrid pour t'!tre 
entendue, la justice espagnole pourrait d6cider de delivrer un mandat d'arrt'!t europllen contre elle, 
comme cela ava~ 6\6 Ie cas pour sa soeur. 

156. Espionnage : Obama a appel' Hollande 
Le Point avec AFP, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 22 
Paris - Le secr6taire d'Etat John Kerry s'est egalement employ6 aeteindre Ie feu alors que Paris s'indigne 
apres les nouvelles r6v61ations sur la NSA. Le pr6sident amllricain Barack Obama s'est entretenu lundi 
au t616phone avec son homologue Fran~s Hollande, en pleine controverse nee de r6v61ations sur les 
activ~6s d'espionnage des Etats-Unis en France, dont certaines ont 6t6 "d6form6es" selon la Maison
Blanche. Lors de cet appel, les deux pr6sidents "ont part6 des r6centes rev61ations dans la presse, dont 
certaines ont d6form6 nos activ~6s et d'autres soulevent des questions Illg~imes pour nos amis et alli6s 
sur la fa~n dont ces capacit6s (de surveillance) sont employ6es", a pr6cis6 la pr6sldence am6ricaine 
dans un communiqu6. Fran~is Hollande a exprim6 sa "profonde reprobation" concemant des "pratiques 
inacceptables" entre alli6s et amis. Le president fran98is "a demand6 que toutes les explications soient 
foumies", selon un communiqu6 de la presidence fran98ise qui precise que les deux hommes ont 
"souligne que les opllrations de collecte de renseignement devaient Atre encadr6es, notamment dans un 
cadre bilat6ral". 

157, Espionnage americain: la colere de Paris apres les revelations du Monde 



Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1022 
Paris - L'espionnage de dizaines de millions de conversations telephoniques en France par les services 
secrets americains a entraine un brusque coup de froid dans les relations entre Paris et Washington deja 
marquees cet ete par un puissant mais ephemere rechauffement autour du dossier syrien. En des termes 
particulierement rudes, FranliOis Hollande a fait part de sa "profonde reprobation" et de "pratiques 
inacceptables" entre allies et amis, a I'issue d'une conversation telephonique lundi solr avec son 
homologue americain Barack Obama. 

158. Espionnage: Fabius renouvelle A Kerry la demande d'explication de Paris 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 20131022 
Paris - Laurent Fabius a renouvele a John Kerry la demande d'explication de la Frence a propos du 
programme d'espionnage mondial des services amencains, lors d'une entretien mardi au Quai d'Orsay, a 
indique Ie ministere des Affaires etrangeres. Le chef de la diplomatie franyaise "a renouvele" ason 
homologue americain "notre demande d?explication sur les pratiques d'espionnage inacceptables entre 
partenaires et qui doivent cesser", a indique Ie porte-parole du Quai d'Orsay Romain Nadal dans un 
communique. La rencontre des deux ministres, qui eta~ prevue avant la divulgation d'informations sur 
I'affaire d'espionnage, a eu lieu aSHOO GMT juste avant leur depart pour Londres ou se tient une reunion 
de onze pays "Amis de la Syrie" avec des representants de I'opposition syrienne sur la preparation de la 

o future conference intemationale sur la transition politique en Syrie. 

159. Explain spying by NSA: France 
The Hindu, Vaiju Naravane, 2013 10 22 
Paris - Paris has suddenly decided to sit up and take formal notice of spying on ~s national interests by 
the U.S. National Securny Agency (NSA). Foreign Minister Laurant Fabius on Monday demanded to see 
U.S. Ambassador to France Cha~es Rivkin and asked for an explanation. Ever since Edward Snowden 
disclosed in June that the NSA had been spying not just on America's enemies but its dosest allies as 
well, several countries have lodged formal complaints with Washington only to receive bland assurances 
that the allegations of spying would be looked into and "an adequate answer given". France made a few 
noises but protests were extremely muted after ~ was revealed that France's agency for intemal security 
carried out widespread spying of ~s own people. 

160. Face aux ecomes, la France trouve peu d'a1lies en Europe 
Le Figaro, Jean-Jacques Mevel, 20131022 
Luxembourg - La France trouve peu d'appuis en Europe lorsqu'elle reclame des comptes a la Maison
Blanche. Lundi, il ne s'est trouve que l'Aliemagne pour partager « la colere et I'indignation »de 
I'Hexagone face aux ecoutes telephoniques massives lancees par la NSA. « Toute cetle affaire doit atre 
tiree au clair car elle ne conceme pas que la France, mais aussi d'autres pays a commencer par la 
Republique federale, a martele Ie chef de la diplomatie allemande, Guido Westerwelle, lors d'un rendez
vous avec ses vingt-sept collegues de I'UE. II faudrait faire bien davantage pour que cela cesse. » Mais a 
Luxembourg, c'est apeu pres tout ce que Laurent Fabius a pu reunir comme soutien public. La question 
des ecoutes telephoniques de la NSA depasse sans doute les frontieres franyaises, mais elle a ete 
esquivee dans Ie huis dos des ministres des Affaires etrangeres, d'apres plusieurs participants. Depuis 
les premieres confessions d'Edward Snowden, en juin, Ie Vieux Continent a deja mu~iplie les demandes 
officielles d'explicatlon. Mais elles se sont toujours heurtees aun mur de silence aux Etats-Unis. 

161. Fonner enemy of Islam to establish 1 st Islamic political party in Europe 
Saudi Gazette, Majed AI-Sugairi, 2013 10 22 
Madinah - A Dutchman who was involved in a derogatory film about Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon 
him) is aiming to establish the first Islamic political party in Europe. The party will focus on serving Islam 
and Muslims not only in the Nether1ands but Europe as whole, said Amoud van Doom, who was involved 
in the production of the controversial "F~na". Van Doom had rever1ed to Islam about a year ago and 
performed Haj this year. He also performed Umrah in February. "The party will comprise a large number 



of Muslim members as well as non-Muslim members who sympathize with Islam and Muslims," he said.. 
Van Doom regretted taking part in the film, which he said contained a lot of misleading and incorrect 
information about the Prophet. Van Doom said his new political party would project the virtues of Islam in 
Europe and elsewhere. 

162. French Condemn Surveillance by N,S,A, 
New York Times, Alissa J. Rubin , 2013 1022 
Paris - The French government castigated the Un~ed States on Monday for carrying out extensive 
electronic eavesdropping within France, the latest diplomatic backlash against the National security 
Agency's wide surveillance net and another example of how disclosures about Ihe program have strained 
relations - at least temporarily - with even the closest of Washington's allies. The Foreign Ministry 
summoned the American ambassador, Chartes H. Rivkin , who met with ministry officials after an article 
on Monday in Le Monde, the authoritative French newspaper, said that the N.SA had scooped up 70 
million digital communications inside France in a single month, from Dec. 10, 2012, to Jan. 8, 2013. 
French officials called the spying "totally unacceptable" and demanded that ncease. The same language 
was used late Monday in a statement from President Franyois Hollande describing what he had said in an 
eartier telephone conversation with President Obama. However, in a discreet signal that some of the 
French talk may have been aimed at the govemment's domestic audience, France did not call this 
episode a breach of sovereignty, as Brazil did last month after similar revelations. During his call to Mr. 
Hollande, Mr. Obama assured him that the United States was working to balance the privacy concems 
that "all people share" with the "legHimate securHy concems" of American Gnizens: according to a 
statement from the State Department. 

163. Jihadists from Gennany Set up Base in Syria 
Der Spiegel, Staff report, 2013 10 21 
Bertin - German intelligence has observed a sharp increase in the number of German Islamists traveling 
to Syria to aid the opposHion in the civil war there. Wrth some 200 Islamic fundamentalists from Germany 
either on their way to Syria or already there, the war-tom country is currently "by far the most attractive 
location for jihadlsts," says a classified report by the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution 
(BN) that has been seen by SPIEGEL. The 71-page document sheds light on the full-range of support 
wHhin Germany's Muslim population for the Syrian opposHion·movement, from humanitarian aid charities 
and fundraisers that have amassed hundreds of thousands of euros to what intelligence agencies dub 
"trigger events," where imams collect funds for weapons acquisHions and call on young men to join the 
jihad. Some are heeding the call. But with anti-Assad mil~ias tending to recruH German volunteers for 
suicide miSSions, mainly because they lack combat experience and cannot speak Arabic, German 
intelligence agencies have noted that German jihadists are increasingly keeping to themselves. A 
"German Camp" has been set up in northem Syria and now serves as a collection point and possibly also 
a training center for German-speaking fighters. The majority of Ihese young men come from the state of 
North Rhine-Westphalia, home to one third of Germany's Muslim population, but others come from the 
states of Hesse, Bertin, Bavaria and Hamburg. Over half of them are thought to have German national~y . 

164. L'Espagne condamn6e ali liberer une prisonniere de I'ETA 
La CrOix, Valerie Demon, 2013 10 22 
Madrid - La Cour europeenne des droHs de I'homme a juge irreguliere la detention prolongee d'une 
milHante de I'ETA, dans un arret rendu hier. Cette decision devraH concemer des dizaines de prisonniers, 
anciens membres d'organisations terroristes ou detenus de droit commun. Rarement un arret definitif de 
la Cour europeenne des droits de I'homme de Strasbourg aura ete attendu avec autant de crainte du 
gouvernement espagnol et autant d'espoir de la part des prisonniers de I'organisation separatiste basque 
ETA. La Cour de Strasbourg a juge hier la duree prolongee de detention d'une prisonniere de I'ETA, Ines 
Del Rio Prada, irreguliere et conlraire aux articles 7 (. pas de peine sans loi ») et 5 (<< droH a la liberte.et 
ala sOrete ») de la Convention europeenne des droits de I'homme. 

http:liberte.et


. 165. La justice fran!;aise s'interroge sur les suites adonner acette affaire 
Le Figaro, Anne Jouan, 2013 10 22 
Paris - Selon nos informations, Ie parquet de Paris n'a pas encore pris de decision concernant I'ouverture 
d'une information judiciaire dans I'affaire d'espionnage en communications electroniques appelee Prism 
et realisee par les agences de secume amencaines. Le 11 juillet demier, la Fed6[8t1on intemationale des 
droits de I'homme (FIDH) et la Ugue des droits de I'homme (LDH) deposaient plainte au tribunal de 
grande instance de Paris. Si la plainte etan deposee contre X, ce sont bien la NSA et Ie FBI qui etaient en 
realne vises. Mains de cinq semaines plus tard. Ie 16 juillet, une enquete preliminaire etan ouverte pour « 
acces et maintien frauduleux dans un systeme de traitement automalise de donnees» , « collecte illici1e 
de donnees acaractere personnel» , « atteinte a I'inlimite de la vie privee » et «violation du secret des 
correspondances » . .. 

166. Les senateurs divises A I'heure de renforcer Ie contrOle parlementaire des services de 
renseignement 
Le Monde, Laurent Borredon, 201310 22 
Paris - Le projet de loi de programmation milnaire, examine apartir de lundi, contient des avancees 
Jusqu'ou peut-on aller dans Ie contrOle pariementaire du renseignement? Les senateurs vont, les 
premiers, devoir repondre acelie question, apartir de lundi 21 octobre, lors de I'examen en premiere 
lecture du projet de loi de programmation mil~aire. Le volet " renseignement " du texte presente par Ie 
gouvemement contient des avancees. Mais certains souhaitent aller encore plus loin. La commission des 
lois propose, par voie d'amendements, plusieurs progres majeurs pour la delegation partementaire au 
renseignement (DPR) : la possibilne de s'informer sur les operations des services, acondnion qu'elles 
soient achevees, I'audnion de tous les agents, avec I'accord de leurs chefs, et I'acces a toutes les " 
informations utiles a I'accomplissement de sa mission ". 

167. Les services secrets americains tres int6resses par Wanadoo et A1catel-Lucent 
Le Monde, Jacques Follorou et Glenn Greenwald, 2013 10 22 
Paris - Les adresses de messagerie de I'entreprise franco- americaine de telecommunications et celles 
de I'ancienne filiale d'Orange, qui compte encore 4,5 millions d'utilisateurs, ant ete espionnees. La toile 
tissee par la NSA, revelee par Edward Snowden, I'ex-consuf\ant de la plus importante agence de 
renseignement americaine, est symbole de gigantisme. On en san, aujourd'hui, davantage sur les 
procedures et I'exhaustivne de I'intrusion americaine. C'est une cert~ude , les Etats-Unis fouillent les 
secrets de leurs allies comme de leurs ennemis. En revanche, peu d'elements ont encore fiHre sur I'autre 
visage de cet espionnage, celui ou apparaissent les individus ou les entreprises cibles par Ie 
gouvemement americain. 

168. MEPs tighten up data privacy rules in wake of Snowden revelations 
The Guardian (London), Ian Traynor, 2013 10 22 
Brussels - MEPs In the European partiament have overwhelmingly backed draft rules on data privacy in 
the first concrete EU response to the revelations of mass dig~al surveillance by the Americans and the 
Bmish. The new regime would curb the transfer of personal data to US corporations. In a vote on Monday 
evening, MEPs in the parliament's civilliberlies and justice comm~ee supporled the draft new regime, 
which will form a framework for further negotiations with the 28 govemments of the EU. The legislation 
has been gridlocked for almost two years following US pressure to dilute the package. Disclosures by the 
NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden about mass digital surveillance in Europe by the Americans and the 
Bmish have changed the climate on data privacy, lending greater urgency to the attempt to frame new 
rules in the EU. "The vote is a breakthrough for data protection rules in Europe, ensuring that they are up 
to the challenges of the dig~al age. This legislation introduces overarching EU rules on data protection, 
replacing the current patchwork of national laws," said Jan- Philipp Albrecht, the German Green MEP 
steering the legislation through the parliament in Strasbourg. 



169. Muezzin 'booted out of two mosques' for helping protesters a hero in Turkish election debate 
The National (UAE), Thomas Seibert, 2013 1022 
Istanbul - H is no surprise that the anti.govemment protests that swept Turkey this year have already 
become a key issue in elections expected next year. What is unexpected is that a muezzin is the focus of 
the swelling debate. Fuat Yildirim angered the govemment of Recep Tayyip Erdogan after he allowed 

. protesters to rest in his Istanbul mosque during the demonstraUons in June. He was later transferred from 
the Bezmi Alem SuHan mosque to another mosque, then again to another. The moves were reportedly 
made pending the resuHs of an investigation into allegations that the demonstrators to whOm he gave 
safe haven from the tumuH in the streets drank beer while they were in the mosque - charges that Mr 
Yildirim has denied. Regardless of the questions still surrounding the incident - \lr perhaps because of 
them - his case has become a campaign rostrum, providing a glimpse of how the Gezi Park unrest might 
play out. 

170. Norway asked to teke 500 tonnes of Syrian sarin 
The Local (Norway), Staff report, 2013 1021 
Oslo - The UN has asked Norway to take and dispose of up to 500 tonnes of the deadly nerve agent 
Sarin as part of its role in the dismantling of Syria's chemical weapons programme. The consignment 
Norway has been asked to accept, which also includes some 50 tonnes of mustard gas, amounts to more 
than half of Syria's total chemical weapons stockpile. "Norway is now conSidering whether ~ is possible to 
assume a role in the destruction," the country's new foreign minister Berge Brende told NRK on Sunday. 
"We have appointed a team of experts who will investigate over the coming days if this is possible to do in 
Norway." Acco'rding to an intemal UN memo, the five permanent members of the Secumy Council, 
Belgium, Albania, and Norway, have each been asked if they can take responsibility for some of the 
stockpile. 

171. Rules Shielding Online Data from N.S.A. and other Prying Eyes Advance in Europe 
New York Times, James Kanter, 2013 10 2i 
Brussels - A panel of European Union lawmakers on Monday night backed a measure that could require 
American companies like Google and Yahoo to seek clearance from European officials before complying 
~h United States warrants seeking private data. The vote, by an influential comm~ee at the European 
Parliament, is part of efforts in Europe to shield c~izens from online surveillance in the wake of revelations 
about a far-reaching spying program by the National Security Agency of the United States. The legislation 
has been under consideration for two years. The panel, meeting in Strasbourg, France, also endorsed 
ways of tightening other privacy rules, including fines that could run to billions of euros on the biggest 
technology companies if they fail to adhere to rules like limiting the sharing of personal data. The 
measure, if accepted by Europe, is expected to face fierce lobbying from American officials and 
technology companies. The legislation would still require the approval of govemments and the full 
European Parliament. ''This evening's vote is a breakthrough for data protection in Europe and would 
overhaul E.U. rules, ensuring they are up to the task of the challenges in the dig~al age," said Jan Philipp 
Albrecht, a German member of the Comm~ee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs. 

172. Spain orders Eta convict's release after European ruling 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 1022 
London - Spanish judges have ordered the release of a convicted Basque militant, after the European 
Court of Human Rights ruled against her continued detention. Ines del Rio, of the separatist group Eta, 
has been serving a 30-year sentence for bomb attacks in the 1980s. The High Court backed the ruling of 
a Strasbourg court on Monday against Spanish laws that denied her right to eam remission through 
prison work. Spain says dozens of Eta prisoners could now be eligible for release. (Full report). 

173. Spain Told to Release Basque Convict 

Wall Street Joumal, David Roman, Matt Moffett, 201310 22 




Madrid - The European Court of Human Rights ruled that Spain had unlawfully prolonged the sentence of 
a convicted Basque terrorist, a decision that could clear the way for the release of dozens of other 
Spaniards jailed for serious crimes. The court ruling, which isn't subject to appeal, found that Spain was 
improperty calculating the time off for good behavior eamed by Ines del Rio, a member of the Basque 
terror group ETA, who was convicted of 24 murders in the 198Os. Spain had argued that Ms. del Rio 
should remain in prison until 2017 by its calculations, whiclh aim to punish those who commtt muttiple 
offenses more severely. But the court agreed with Ms. del Rio that she should have been freed in 2008. 
Spain's justice minister, Alberto Ruiz Gallardon, noted that the European court's ruling applied only to Ms. 
del Rio specifically. He said that Spanish judges would have to decide whether and how H applies to other 
prisoners in individual cases. 

174. SuspeC1s held in Turkish pilots case released on bail 
"'4 ~ 
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Lebanon Daily Star, Youssef Diab, 2013 1022 
Beirut - Three suspects detained for alleged involvement in the kidnapping of two Turkish pilots were 
released on bail Monday. a judicial source said. The source told The Daily Star that Mount Lebanon 
Investigative Judge Ziad Mekanna ordered their release on LL500.000 bail each. The three suspects 
two of them members of the Saleh family and the third from the Zoghaib family - were interrogated over 
their alleged involvement in the August kidnapping of two Turkish Airtines pilots on Beirut's airport 
highway. Mekanna had referred them eartier Monday to the prosecutor's office in Mount Lebanon. The 
pilots were released Saturday after intemational mediation efforts resulted in the release of nine 
Lebanese pilgrims held by Syrian rebels. Eleven Lebanese Shiites were kidnapped by a rebel group on 
their way from a pilgrimage in Iran near the Aleppo district of Azaz in May 2012. Two were released in the 
following months. 

175. Vaste espionnage de la NSA : la France at l'exllresident mexlcain sur acoute 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 22 
Paris - Le scandale ne de I'espionnage mondial pratique par les Etats-Unis a resurgi lundi avec les 
revelations sur I'interception de millions de donnees telephoniques des Francais, qui ont provoque la 
colere de Paris, et sur la surveillance des courriels de I'ex-president mexicain Felipe Calderon. Le 
president francais Fran~is Hollande a faH part lundi de sa "profonde reprobation" a son homologue 
americain Barack Obama avec qui il s'est entretenu par telephone. Lors de cet entretien, M. Hollande "a 
demande que toutes les explications soient foumies" sur ces "pratiques inacceptables entre allies et 
amis", selon un communique de la presidence francaise M. Obama a reconnu de son cOte que cette 
affaire posaH des "questions l6gitimes pour nos allies" mais aussi que certaines de ces informations 
rev8lees par la presse ' ont deforme nos activHes· . 

• 

Selected Broadcast Coverage· Reportages Telediffuses Selectifs 

There is no selected broadcast coverage available today III n'y a pas de selection de reportages 
telediffuse disponible aujourd'hui. 
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1. 'Sovereign citizens' worry police 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 10 25 C' 
Ottawa - Training for front line officers and better information sharing between police and government 
agencies can help protect law enforcement officials from potentially aggressive "sovereign cHizens," says 
a newly declassified briefing to Canadian police chiefs. The presentation, prepared for a meeting of the 
Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police, calls the libertarian-inspired philosophy "a growing concern" 
that poses a "threat to officer and public safety." Enforcement agencies are becoming increasingly wary of 
sovereign citizens, members of the Freeman-on-the-Land movement and other likeminded people who 
resist police and government authonty. Adherents say they shun violence and merely want to live free of 
government-imposed shackles. However, police say those who espouse the ideology have been involved 
in numerous violent encounters wHh law- enforcement and government employees in the UnHed States 
and, to a lesser extent, in Canada. PA copy of the presentation was obtained by The Canadian Press 
under the Access to Information Act along with a pamphlet prepared by the chiefs of police that helps 
explain the Freeman-on-the-Land ideology. "This movement is based on a decentralized, libertarian 
ideology, which is often motivated by personal gain, self-gratification or Justification of illegal behaviour," 
says the pamphlet. The phenomenon has already attracted the attention of the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service, which noted last year that law-enforcement agencies had seen "an increase in the 
number of incidents related to (Freeman) anti-government ideology in Canada." 

Canada 

2. Anti.flloney laundering agency still keeps too much 'personal info: watchdog 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 10 25 
Ottawa - Canada's anti-money laundering agency continues to keep too much personal information about 
people, the federal privacy watchdog says. In a newly released audit report, privacy commissioner 
Jennifer Stoddart says the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre has made limHed 
progress in addressing \he problem since she flagged H four years ago. The centre, known as FinTRAC, 
zeros in on cash linked to money laundering, terrorism and other crimes by sifting through data from 
police, intelligence officers, banks, insurance companies, securities dealers, money service businesses, 
real estate brokers, casinos and others. InstHutions must report large cash transactions or electronic fund 
transfers of $10,000 or more, as well as any transactions where there are reasonable grounds to suspect . 
money laundering or terrorist financing. 

3. Bilateral border efforts moving too slowly, say both Canada, U,S, stakeholders 
Canadian Press, Lee-Anne Goodman, 2013 1025 
Ottawa - A Canada-U.S. group that's supposed to be streamlining trade and commerce between the 
wor1d's two biggest trading partners is instead suffering from a lack of momentum, disregarding new ideas 



and ignoring those industries affected the most by border barriers, stakeholders say. No fewer than 28 
different organizations and associations sent a letter to the U,S. Federal Register about the Regulatory 
Co-operation Council, created almost three years ago as part 0 t ' II Beyond the Border initiatives and 
announced wnh fanfare by Prime Minister stephen Harper and U.S::presldent Barack Obama. The 
dispatch, obtained by The Canadian Press, was amonQ!l vera about \l ReC'thpt was sent to the 
register, the official daily journal of the U.S. govemment.,cohlalnlng most routine puo lcations and public 
notices concerning various federal agencies. The organi alions C9 plai that they a"re 1 being consulted 
about how to slash red tape at the border, which thickened signifi nt~ fter, the terrorist at! cks f Sept. 
11,2001. .. ~ 70.... ot~.... 1)Q Cl' It~ 
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4, BlackBerry bientOt fixe sur son avenir (Canada) '1;'*14<:."<O~8~,c.0~<.t . 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1025 Q • 8«. "'~ (0, 
Montreal - Du chinois Lenovo au fondateur de Blackberry Mike Lazaridis, les candidats, pr~sum& ou 
declares a la reprise de I'ex-tleuron canadien des smartphones se pressent a I'approche de I'elfpi(lltion de 
I'offre de rachat du groupe financier Failfax. Au bord du gouffre, Ie pionnier des smartphones a conclu fin 
septembre un accord avec un consortium emmene par son premier actionnaire, Ie fonds d'investissement 
canadien Fairfax, en vue de son rachat pour quelque 4,7 milliards de dollars. L'offre, qui prevoit Ie retrait 
de BlackBerry de la bourse, arrive aecMance Ie 4 novembre. Les investisseurs ne semblent toutefois 
guare convaincus par cette solution. Depuis que Ie consortium a annonee ses intentions, Ie titre de 
BlackBerry a toujours ete infeneur aux 9 dollars proposes pour Ie rachat. 

5, canada says no return for torture victim until bill paid 
Postmedia News, Tobi Cohen, 20131025 
Ottawa - A man who was tortured after he and his family lost their bid for asylum and were deported to 
Libya was told this week to pay $6,800 to cover their removal costs before Canada would issue their 
visas. Adel Benhmuda, who was brutalized at the hands of Moammar Gadhafi's security forces, was told 
in January that he, his wife and four children could return to Canada after Cnizenship and Immigration 
approved their request for refugee status on humannarian and compassionate grounds. But what was 
supposed to take mere weeks turned into months and early Wednesday, their Toronto lawyer received an 
email from the Canadian Embassy in Paris, instructing them to pay up. "I was really very taken aback by 
the idea that they would insist on trying to recoup the costs in this particular case," lawyer Andrew 
Brouwer said. 

6. canadian Muslims under a shadow 
Saudi Gazette, Mohammed Azhar Ali Khan, 20131025 
Canadian Muslims would probably agree that Canada is one of the world's best countries for ns Muslims 
and other citizens. But Muslims have reason to be concerned - recent polls suggest that their fellow 
Canadians of other fanhs view them unfavorably. In the past Canada discriminated against Aboriginals, 
Jews, Asians and most non-whites and non-Christians. Even in the Hiller era, Canada turned back a boat 
of Jewish refugees though they faced persecution and death in Nazi Germany. But the trend now has 
been to view diversity as an asset that enriches all Canadians. Recent desecration of mosques (and 
some synagogues) and isolated physical attacks on Muslims in Quebec and Ontario are danger signals. 
The overwhelming majority of Canadian Muslims, by all evidence, love Canada and serve it with 
dedication. still, 68 percent of Quebecers harbored an unfavorable view of Islam in 2009 and today it is 
69 percent, Angus Reid reported. 

7. CSEC should target Internet scammers 
Victoria TImes-Colonist, Dick Hainsworth, 2013 10 25 
Editorial: Re: "Spying infringes on right to free speech: suit,· Oct. 23. Given the extraordinary skills of our 
Communications Security Establishment at reaching into the most guarded information centres of foreign 
governments and corporations, it would surely be easy for them to spend a mere hour or two finding and 



silencing those infuriating scammers who waste my time almost daily posing as Microsoft technicians. 
Please, guys. And whatever you do to them, I'll never go public. Dick Hainsworth, Victoria 

8. Des lois desu6tes pour proteger la vie privee 
Radio-Canada ~ Nouvelles (site web), Bruno Mattais, 2013 1025 
Montreal - Recemment, les futtes sur les programmes de surveillance de plusieurs pays ont souleve des 
inquietudes quant a l'u1i1isation des donnees par les organismes gouvemementaux, notamment Ie Centre 
de la securite des telecommunications Canada (CSTC), une importance agence d'espionnage au pays 
qui fait I'objet d'une poursuite deposee celte semaine par par l'Association des llbertes civiles de la 
Colombie- Britannique et I'organisme OpenMedia. 

9. Entrevue avec Ed Fast, ministre du Commerce international 
La Presse, Maxime Bergeron, 2013 10 25 
Montreal - Q Vous n'avez rien annonce de neuf ce matin. Quel etait Ie but de cet exercice, avec taus ces 
gens d'affaires montrealais? R Vendredi demier, Ie premier ministre Harper et Ie president Barroso, de 
l'Union europ6enne, ont signe I'accord de libre-echange. Puis, lundi, nous avons annonce aOttawa que 
des ministres, membres du Parlement et au1res parlies prenantes iront partou1 au Canada pour expliquer 
aux Canadiens pourquoi cet accord est important et quels seront ses benefices immenses pour les 
travailleurs, les consommateurs, les importateurs et les exportateurs. On veu1 s'assurer que les 
Canadiens comprennent pleinement ce que cet accord represente pour eux. Q Le rOle de Jean Charest a 
ete mentionne aplusieurs reprises dans la mise en oeuvre de cet accord. Quel rOle a-t-il donc joue? R 
Jean Charest a inttialement suggere qu'un accord de libre-echange entre Ie Canada et I'UE profrteratt 
grandement aux deux parties. II a ete un grand supporteur de ces negociations pendant tou1e leur duree. 
En 2008, M. Harper a pris Ie taureau par les comes. II a dtt: "nous avons fait les analyses, les etudes qui 
montrent que cet accord pourratt beneficier signlficativement anotre economie", et c'est Ie. premier 
ministre qui a pris la decision d'aller de I'avant et d'annoncer que Ie Canada irait de I'avant avec ces 
negociations. 

10. Espionnage 101 
Journal de Montreal, Lo'ic Tassa, 2013 1025 
Chronique - Un jeu auquel s'adonnent taus les pays qui Ie peuvent J'etais etudiant en Chine. Des 
machines un peu 6tranges occupAient une piece presque toujours fermee, adrotte de la porte d'entr6e 
de la residence etudiante. C'est un etudiant roumain, Bleme de colere, qui m'a confirme ce dont je me 
dou1ais : ces machines etaient des tables d'ecou1es, les memes que celles qui existaient dAns son pays. 
Nous etions sous 6cou1e. Pensezvous que les diplomates se sont emus de la sttuation? Pas Ie mains du 
monde. Parce que 1'6cou1e electronique est un jeu auquel s'adonnent taus les pays qui Ie peuvent. 
Depuis longtemps. 

11 . Family deported to Libya can return - if it pays $6,800 
Toronto Star, Sandra Contenta, 2013 10 25 
Toronto - The painful saga of the Benhmuda family has taken a tum for the worse. In 2006, the 
Mississauga family of six lost a bid for refugee status and was deported to Libya. Upon arrival at the 
airport, Adel Benhmuda, the father In the family, was imprisoned and tortured. They eventually fled to 
Matta and lived in a shipping container in a refugee camp. In January this year - after a Federal Court 
slammed Canadian immigration officials for treating the case unfairly - Ottawa agreed to let them back 
into Canada on humanttarian grounds. On Wednesday, however, Canadian officials apparently set a 
condition for their return - the Benhmudas must pay $6,000 for the price tt cost the government to deport 
them to Libya in 2006. The family's lawyer, Andrew Brouwer, is outraged. 

12. FINTRAC collecting too much info on innocent Canadians 
CBC News, Grag Weston, 2013 10 25 



Canada's privacy watchdog is blasting a federal agency that is supposed to be gathering financial 
intelligence on suspected terrorists and money launderers, but has 1'Iso collected personal banking 
records of thousands of ordinary Canadians not suspected of anything. By law, Canadian banks, casinos 
and thousands of other businesses are required to report all financial transactions over $1 0,000, and any 
movement of money they suspect may be linked to terrorism or laundering the procI!eds of crime. But in a 
special report to Pa~iamenttoday, Privacy Commissioner Jennifer Stoddart complains that an 
investigation of the Financial Transactions Reports Analysis Centre, known as FINTRAC, found far too 
many files that have nothing to do with terrorism or money laundering. Instead, Stodd.art's Investigators 
found everyday financial transactions of ordinary Canadians - things such !IS down peyments for homes 
and cars, and wire transfers from families overseas to their children studyin~Mre. ~ ~/o 

'b ., 
19 <.t(13. FINTRAC database continues to collect Canadians' personal info, despite wamin 1 

Ottawa Cnizen, Vito Pilieci, 2013 10 25 (" 
Ottawa - The federal agency responsible for monnoring financial institutions for evidence of nefarious 
activtty is still collecting and keeping personal information it should not have, even though Hwas wamed 
to stop collecting such data four years ago, the federal privacy commissioner says. A new audn of the 
Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) -the department responsible 
for monitoring consumer bank accounts across Canada for signs of terrorist fundraising or fraud - has 
found information is collected and kept seemingly without reason. The commissione(s office said, for 
e~ample , the personal financial information of a store owner was found in FINTRAC's systems after a 
flnanciallnstHution filed a report on the person. The report was filed because the person deposited $570 
in $100, $50, $20 and $5 bills. No reason was given about why the transaction was considered 
suspicious. 

14. Fugitive librarian a step closer to retuming 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 10 25 
Toronto - An American wiho shot a Chicago police officer, and then fled to Toronto until he was caught 30 
years later, was treated unfai~y by Canadian immigration offiCials, a judge has ruled. The Federal Court 
of Canada said there were several problems wHh the way officials handled Douglas Gary Freeman's 
immigration case and, as a result, he was "denied procedural faimess." The decision is a setback for the 
govemment, which has been fighting Mr. Freeman's attempts to retum to Canada. Although his wife and 
four children live in Toronto, Ottawa says he can1 come back because he was involved in a serious crime 
and was a member of a terrorist group, the Black Panthers. While not disputing the allegations of 
criminalny, Mr. Freeman has long denied being a Black Panther - and in a judgment released Monday the 
court upheld his appeal on that aspect of the case, ruling he was never given the chance to answer the 
allegations in an interview. 

15. Keystone pitch gets Trudeau touch 
Toronto Star, Susan Delacourt, 2013 10 25 
Ottawa - Uberal Leader Justin Trudeau spoke out in favour of the Keystone XL pipeline on Thursday, in 

. front of a Washington audience largely opposed to the controversial proposal to ship oil from Canada to 
the United States. At a conference organized by the Centre for American Progress, which has long been 
a staunch opponent of Keystone, Trudeau said: "I'm actually supportive of the Keystone pipeline because 
n's an extremely important energy infrastructure piece for both of our countries." He acknowiedged that 
the challenge was to demonstrate the pipeline could be built in a way that wouldn1 harm the environment 
- a task at which he hinted Prime Minister Stephen Harper has fallen short. But Trudeau also said: "This 
isn1the place to air domestic grievances" - a dig at NDP Leader Thomas Mulcair, who sounded wamings 
about Keystone and the environment when he went to Washington ea~ier this year. 

16.La d6nonciatrice de I'assurance-emploi cong6di6e 

La Presse canadienne, Lise Millette, 2013 1025 

Montreal - Quotas des enqul!teurs federaux Congediee pour avoir divulgue des informations sur les 




quotas des enqu~teurs federaux de I'assurance-emploi, I'ancienne fondionnaire Sylvie Therrien est 
privee de revenus depuis Ie mois de maio Si elle ne regrette pas son geste, elle ne s'attenda~ pas non 
plus apayer aussi chilrement sa denonciation des enqu~tes seledives, qui pointaient particulierement les 
travailleurs "saisonniers". Identifiee comme une taupe, elle a ete coflQediee pour incondu~e. Mais 
ironiquement, Mme Therrien n'a pas droit aux prestatiol]li de I'assurance-emploi. 

o 
17. Les menaces roumaines n'inquietent pas Ottawa 
La Presse, Maxime Bergeron, 2013 10 25 
Montreal - Ottawa ne s'inquiete pas des menaces de la Roumanie de falre derailler I'accord de libre
echange Canada-Union europeenne (UE), des represailles qui seraient, de toute fat;On, difficiles ameltre 
en application, selon des experts. Le chef de la diplomatie roumaine a menace hier de bloquer I'entente si 
Ottawa ne levait pas I'obligation de visa pour ses ressortissants. De passage a Montrl!al, Ie ministre 
canadien du Commerce intemational, Ed Fast, a fait valoir qu'une solution eta~ a portee de main. « On 
accorde une grande, grande importance anos relations avec des pays comme la Roumanie et la 
Bulgarie, et nous sommes confiants de pouvoir regler la situation acourt ou amoyen terme », a declare 
M. Fast devant un parterre de gens d'affaires montrealais reunis pour appuyer I'accord Canada- UE. 

18. Lies And Injustice: Canada's Ongoing Mistreatment Of Omar Khadr 
Eurasia Review, Andy Worthington, 2013 10 25 
Op-ed - Last week, in a court in Edmonton, Justice John Rooke, responding to a habeas corpus petition 
submitted in September by former Guantiinamo prisoner 9mar Khadr, issued a ruling ordering him to 
remain in a maximum secumy federal prison rather than being moved to a provincial prison, "IimHing his 
chances for parole," as the Toronto star described it. Justice Rooke began his ruling by stating that it was 
"important to understand what this Decision is about and what His not about." Explaining that it was 
"Simply and purely" about "statutory interpretation," he described it as "about the proper interpretation of 
legislation [the International Transfer of Offenders Ad] to determine whether an offender, transferred from 
another country to Canada, will serve the remainder ofthe foreign sentence in a provincial correctional 
facilHy for adults or a federal penHentiary." He added, "This Decision is not about a number of matters. It 
is not about Mr. Khad~s background, other than that he Is a Canadian citizen. It is not about his age when 
the offences were committed or since, except only insofar as specifically relevant to the legislation being 
interpreted. ~ is not about any of the circumstances pre-dating his transfer to Canada to complete his 
sentence -- speCifically, H is not about the appropriateness of his pre-sentence detention orthe sentence 
Mr. Khadr received in the UnHed states." Technically, this may be an appropriate legal decision, but ~ 
only adds to the disgraceful treatment of Omar Khadr by the Canadian authorities over the last eleven 
years. The government's lack of concern for Khadr, and Hs manipulation of racist and Islarnophobic 
sentiment towards him, has been a disgrace, and the only bodies to emerge with any kind of honor are 
various Canadian courts, up to and including the Supreme Court, who, before Khad~s retum to Canada, 
ruled that the government had violated his rights by sending agents to interrogate him at Guantiinamo. 
Note: Andy Worthington is the author of The Guantanamo Files: The stories of the 774 Detainees in 
America's Illegal Prison. 

19. Ottawa treated terror suspect 'unfairly' 
Toronto Star, Peter Edwards, 20131025 
Toronto - The federal govemment acted in bad faith in dealing with former librarian Douglas Gary 
Freeman when it labelled him a terrorist and linked him to the Black Panther party, a judge has ruled. The 
decision was announced this week by Federal Court Justice Anne Madavish, who revieWlid Ottawa's 
blocking of Freeman's application to re-enter Canada. Federal officials had argued that top-secret 
evidence not shown to him tied him to the Black Panthers. "I have determined that Mr. Freeman was 
unfairly treated in this process in several respects," Mactavish wrote. The judge dismissed claims he was 
a security threat. "No meaningful reasons were provided to explain the rationale for finding Mr. Freeman 
to be inadmissible to Canada on security grounds." In an email . Freeman. 64.said he hopes this means 
he can finally celebrate Christmas in Toronto with his family. He has an outstanding application from last 
December requesting a Temporary Residence Permit to spend Christmas with his family. 



20. Pirate informatique • 12 ans 
Journal de Montreal, Micha~1 Nguyen, 2013 1025 
Montreal - Le garyon a paralyse des sites gouvemementaux Quebecois lors du plintemps etudiant Un 
garyon de 12 ans etan deniere Ie piratage de plusieurs sites internet gouvemementaux et de la police 
pendant la crise etudiante. Certains sites avaient ete mis hors- service jusqu's deuxjours au nom 
d'Anonymous. Les membres d'Anonymous, un mouvement international de pirates infonnatiques qui 
defend la liberte d'expression, utilisent en public comme symbole Ie masque porte par Ie personnage de 
V dans la bande dessinee V pour Vendella, qui represente Ie milnant anglais Guy Fawkes. L'enfant en 
cinquieme annee d'ecole pnmaire avan cause des dommages evalues a60 000 $ lors du printemps 
etudiant de 2012, mais iI n'avan pas agi par conviction polnique. Car en echange des infonnations 
piratees, iI demandan aAnonymous des jeux video. Accompagne de son pere au Tribunal de la jeunesse 
hier, Ie petn garyon habille en unifonne d'ecole semblan gl!ne devant la juge Michele Lefebvre. C'est 
d'ailleurs d'une patite voix fluelle qu'iI a plaide coupable de trois accusations en lien avec des crimes 
infonnatiques. Car Ie petit, vivant s Notre-Dame-de-GrAce, adepte de I'infonnatique depuis l'Age de neuf 
ans, avan cause de graves dommages s des snes web gouvemementaux. II avait cible la Caisse des 
policiers, Ie site de la police de Montreal, I'lnstnut national de sante publique du Quebec (INSPQ) et un 
site web gouvememental chilien. 

21 . Reporter pushed, threatened in N.B. 
QMI News Agency, Staff reporter, 2013 1025 
Moncton - Another Sun News journalist said he was threatened by Native ant~fracking protesters 
Thursday while covering a gathering featuring Assembly of First Nations National Chief Shawn Alleo. 
Joshua Skumik said he was outside a communny hall on Elsipog1og First Nation near Rexton, N.B., when 
a man shoved him and, along with others, told him to leave. "A large guy came up to me and said, 'I know 
you're a fighter, but you've never met me before'." Skumik said the man was likely referencing his 
cauliflower ear injuries from when he was a wrestler at the University of Missouri. The man then grabbed 
his arm and pushed him, Skumik said. That's when he decided n was best to leave the area. This comes 
after Sun News reporter Kris Sims and four other members of the media were swarmed by Native 
protesters Saturday while filming razed cop cars that were set ablaze by anti-fracking protesters a few 
days before. 

22. Security raises red flag 
Burnaby Now, Don Hauka and Jennifer Moreau, 2013 10 25 
Burnaby - A lack of secunty at facilities like Kinder Morgan's Westridge Marine Tenninal poses a threat to 
public safety, says an SFU secunty expert. Douglas Ross, of Simon Frase"s political science department, 
said the ease with which Greenpeace activists occupied the oil tenninallast Wednesday illustrates the 
vulnerabilny of Canadian industrial sites. Ross said corporations are unlikely to spend big bucks on 
secunty until after an incident takes place. "Secunty all around, all the time, is really expensive," said 
Ross. "Until an incident happens, corporations are unlikely to pay what is necessary to protect highly 
sensitive snes such as refineries, pipelines - incredibly vulnerable, given (the) vast size and mostly in 
remote locations - chemical storage facilities or transportation equipment." While local oil facilities, such 
as the Chevron refinery and the Trans Mountain pipeline tenninus, have been in place for decades, Ross 
would like to see these kinds of facilities located away from populated areas. ·Pre 9/11, nobody was 
thinking about home-grown terrorists potentially gelling a hold of trucks loaded with explosives, gasoline 
bombs or things like that to wreak havoc in a facility like that. That's the dilemma," he said. 

23. Senate seeks answers to CSEC activities 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze and Stephanie Nolen, 2013 10 25 
Toronto and Rio De Janeiro - Senators pressed the government about why a federal spy agency has 
been probing telecommunications in Brazil, seeking clear answers about the activnies of Communications 
Secunty Establishment Canada. Asking whether the spy agency has sufficient oversight, both Liberals 



and Conservatives in the Red Chamber demanded more infolTllation on Thursday about CSEC and ~s 
interest in Brazil's Ministry of Mines and Energy. A leaked CSEC "case study" from June, 2012, describes 
the Brazilian ministry as a "new target to develop." The presentation does not say why CSEC was looking 
at Brazilian telecommunications traffic, nor what infolTllation it hoped to find. Representatives of CSEC 
have declined, several times, to comment on the slides. Around the world, ongoing leaks about 
technological spying are fuelling concerns about the "Five Eyes," a group of allied intelligence agencies 
that includes CSEC and the U.S. National Security Agency. I 

24. Si votre vie priv6e vous interesse ... 
La Presse, Ariane Krol, 2013 10 25 
Editorial - La loi censee proteger nos renseignements personnels est depassee et manque de mordant, 
denonce la commissaire federale a la protection de la vie privee. Son appel a-t-il ete entendu? La Loi sur 
la protection des renseignements personnels et les documents electroniques (LPRPDE), qui date de plus 
de 10 ans, ne fait plus Ie poids. Nous en avons eu un exemple flagrant celie semaine avec Bell Mobil~e , 
qui commercialisera bientOt l'infolTllation dont elle dispose sur ses abonnes. En cherchant bien, on 
trouvera sur Ie site du Commissariat a la protection de la vie privee un document proposant des lignes 
directrices sur Ie consentement, Ie profilage et Ie ciblage en ligne. Mais il y est surtout question de 
navigation internet devant un ecran d'ordinateur. 

26. Terror expert lifts curtain on Hezbollah 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 1025 
On Oct 23, 1983, Hezbollah introduced ~self to the world w~h twin bombings that killed 241 American and 
58 French peacekeepers in Beirut. Thirty years later, Hezbollah has thousands of fighters in Syria 
propping up the Assad regime, tens of thousands of rockets aimed at Israel and a global network of 
terrorist operatives. In his new book, Hezbollah: The Global Footprint of Lebanon's Party of God, fOlTller 
U.S. counterterrorism official Mallhew Lev~ examines how Hezbollah's operatives around the world raise 
money, buy equipment and comm~ terror. Before lecturing in Toronto on Thursday night, he spoke to 
National Post reporter Stewart Bell. His comments have been ed~ed for length and clarity. 

26. Transmission de renseignements personnels par Bell Le PLQ et Ie NPD s'inquietent 
La Presse, Philippe Mercure, 2013 1025 
Quebec - Le Parti liberal du Quebec (PLQ) et Ie Nouveau Parti democratique (NPD) s'inquietent de la 
nouvelle pomique de transmission de renseignements personnels de Bell Canada. "BeH veut modifier 
unilateralement Ie contrat qui la lie avec ses clients. Comme citoyenne, je suis inquiete que mes 
renseignements puissent /ltre collectes et partages sans mon consentement explicite", a d~ hier la porte
parole de l'op~lon officielle en matiere d'acres a l'infolTllation, R~a de Santis, lors des debats a 
l'Assemblee nationale. HaMudes de consommation Bell a annonce qu'a partir du 16 novembre prochain, 
elle pourrait partager les hab~udes de consommation de ses clients, incluant I'historique de navigation 
sur I'intemet, las emiSSions tele regardees et les habitudes d'appels telephoniques, avec des agences de 
publicite afin d'effectuer de la publicite ciblee. Bell assure que I'anonymat de ses clients sera respecte en 
tout temps, et que les clients qui Ie desirent peuvent s'exclure du programme. 

27, UN pushes Canada over First Nations 
Press TV, 201310 25 
Montreal - The Un~ed Nations says the' government of Canadian prime minister Stephen Harper needs to 
step up to the plate and build trust with first nation people in Canada.. . calling ~ a "crisis." The UN 
Rapporteur who has been investigating Canadian aboriginal affairs made that announcement in Ottawa 
and is requesting the government commH to bringing light several issues... including the government run 
residential schools, poor education and heatth of aboriginals and investigate the missing and murdered 
aboriginals. Prime Minister Stephen Harper has repeatedly declined to investigate the hundreds of 
missing and murdered aboriginals. This is while the government continues to have disputes over 



aboriginal land. Meanwhile, the Canadian Minister for Aboriginal Affairs said the social well-being of 
aboriginals is "at the center of Canada's preoccupations. 

:,s.t~ 
28. UN urges Canada to end mistreatment of Aboriginal PlIoples.... 
Press TV, 201310 25 
Ottawa - The Un~ed Nations has called on Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper's government to end 
mistreatment of Aboriginal peoples, calling the current s~uation a crisis, Press TV reports. "The Canadian 
Human Rights Commission has consistently said that the cond~ions of Aboriginal peoples make for the 
most serious human rights problem," said UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
James Anaya during a vi~ to Ottawa on Monday. The UN official criticized the Canadian government for 
failing to build trust with the First Nations people, and to narrow the dispamy between Aborigina! 
members and non-indigenous people. Anaya stated that Harper's government needs to address certain 
issues, including the government-run residential schools, poor education and heaHh of Aboriginals, and 
investigate the missing and murdered Aboriginals. 

29. Will the real Khadr please stand up? 
Toronto Sun, Farzana Hassan, 2013 1025 
Column: Perhaps the psychiatrist who recently commented on convicted terrorist Omar Khadr's nature as 
the "gentlest, most decent man" is the one who needs his head examined. Ret'd Brig . Gen. Stephen 
Xenakis believes that Khadr is now ready to be part of society. This is more than what Khadr has 
requested. He simply wants to be moved to a provincial prison, for now. Xenakis also believes Khadr did 
not throw the grenade that killed an American soldier in 2002. He stated all this in a teary-eyed lecture he 
delivered at the Univers~y of Alberta, Tuesday. After spending fIVe years with Omar Khadr, no doubt the 
psychiatrist thinks he knows him well . 

United States· Etats-Unis 

30. 2 Americans kidnapped near Nigeria 
USA Today, Oren Dorell, 2013 10 25 
Washington - The Un~ed States is investigating reports that 'pirates kidnapped two Americans from a 
U.S.-flagged ship off the coast of Nigeria in West Africa, where secumy has been a growing concern. The 
incident involves a U.S.-flagged vessel, the 222-foot C- Retriever, in the Gulf of Guinea. The ship's 
captain and chief engineer were abducted early Wednesday morning, according to the Bmish secumy 
firm AKE. Rick Filon of AKE said Nigerian Central Naval Command has provided no additional 
information. Cyrus Mody, assistant director of the International Maritime Bureau, said incidents off the 
coast of Nigeria have been growing "for a number of years," though they've been overshadowed by piracy 
off the Somali coast and "hasn't gotten the attention it deserves," Mody said. 

31. Aafia case not open to discussion: US 
Pakistan Dawn, Anwar" Iqbal, 2013 10 25 
Washington - There will be no change in US drone policies, senior American officials said on Thursday 
while acknowledging that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had raised the issue at both private and public 
meetings during his four-day stay in the US cap~al. The officials said that the prime minister also 
mentioned Dr Aafia SiddiqUi, a Pakistani-American imprisoned in the US for allegedly attacking American 
soldiers in Afghanistan, in one of the meetings. "But there's no discussion on this issue as this issue is not 
open to discussion," one of the officials said. The officials said the Un~ed States understood that there's a 
consensus in Pakistan for holding talks with Taliban militants and the US had no objection to this 



decision. At a special briefing for Pakistani journalists in Washington, the officials described the visit as 
"historic", which kept the prime minister "unusually busy". 

32. Allegation of U.S. Spying on Merkel Puts Obama at Crossroads 
New York Times, David E. Sanger, Mark Mazzetti, 2013 1025 11 
Washington - The angry allegation by the German government that the National Security Agency 
monitored the cellphone of Chancellor Angela Merkel may force President Obama into making a choice 
he has avoided for years: whether to continue the age-old game of spying on America's friends and risk 
undercutting cooperation with important partners in tracking terrorists, managing the global economy and 
slowing Iran's nuclear program. The pressure to make such a choice builds each day, as some of the 
United States' closest allies have demanded explanations from Washington after similar disclosures 
about the breadth and sophistication of American electronic spying. Inside the administration it has 
touched off behind-the- scenes recriminations between the White House and the intelligence agencies 
over how much detail was given to White House officials about which world leaders are being monitored. 
"This was colossally bad judgment - doing something because you can, instead of asking if you should," 
said one career American official with long experience in Europe. A senior administration official declined 
to say what Mr. Obama knew or did not know about monitoring of Ms. Merkel's phone, but said the 
president "doesn' think we are in the right place." 

33. Drone Issue Hovers More Than Ever, Even as Strikes Ebb 
New York Times, Declan Walsh, 20131025 
London - For years, American drone strikes in Pakistan's tribal beK have been the subject of what might 
be termed a wink-and-keep-moving approach between the leaders of both countries. While in public the 
missile attacks produced furious denunciations and angry posturing from Pakistani politicians and 
generals, in private they led to a more muted process: discreet negotiations, secret deals and, in some 
drone strikes, full Pakistani cooperation. But now the volume has been turned up, driven by pressure from 
advocacy groups, news media leaks and public demands in both countries for greater transparency in the 
drone program - demands that come, paradOxically, at a time when the pace of American drone strikes 
has reached its lowest ebb in five years. Even Malala Yousafzai, the Pakistani advocate for the education 
of teenagers, brought up drones when she visited President Obama in the White House this month, 
warning him that the attacks were "fueling terrorism" in Pakistan. And during Prime Minister Nawaz 
Sharifs visit to Washington this week, the drone issue hovened constanlly. 

34. Fonner Detainee's Right to Speedy Trial Wasn't Violated, U.S. Appeals Panel Rules 
New York Times, Benjamin Weiser, 2013 1025 
New York - A federal appeals panel in Manhattan ruled on Thursday that the government's long detention 
of a valuable terrorist, first at a secret site run by the Central Intelligence Agency and then at 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, did not deprive the suspect of his right to a speedy trial. The defendant, Ahmed 
Khaifan Ghailani, the only former Guantanamo detainee to be tried in the civilian court system, had 
appealed his 2010 conviction on grounds that his detention amounted to an unconstitutional delay in 
bringing him to trial. The panel acknowledged that the neany five-year delay was substantial. But, it said, 
"he Supreme Courl has repeatedly held that the government may purposely delay trials for significant 
periods of time, so long as, on balance, the public and private interests render the delay reasonable." The 
unanimous decision by a three-judge panel of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit 
should make it easier for the government to hold and interrogate terrorism suspects for intelligence 
reasons, and then try them later, if it so chooses, in a civilian court. 

35. Fonner NSA chief learns the other side of eavesdropping thanks to a Twitter user 
Washington Post, Brian Fung, 2013 1024 
Washington - He should've taken the Quiet Car. But that's not what Michael V. Hayden did Thursday 
afternoon as he boarded Acela No. 2170, bound for New York. Instead, Hayden nestled into a regular 
coach seat and soon began what for many travelers is an Amtrak ritual: talking, often nonstop, on a 



cellphone as the train rolled on.A passenger a few seats away couldn1 help but be intrigued by the 
conversation, which included chatter about President Obama's 2008 BlackBerry, specially modified to 
block foreign eavesdropping. Could it be James Clapper, Tom Matzzie wondered, referring to the director 
of national intelligence. But why would a sitting official be talking so openly about CIA black sites and 
rendition? It took nea~y half an hour, but then it clicked for Matzzie, a fonner Washington director of the 
political group MoveOn.org. He whipped out his phone and began tweeting."Fonner NSA spy boss 
Michael Hayden on Acela behind me blabbing 'on background as a fonner senior admin official,'" Matzzie 
wrote. "Sounds defensive." • 

36. From Berlin to Brasilia, US leaves trail of broken fences 
The Guardian (London), Dan Roberts, Paul Lewis, 2013 10 25 
Washington - International anger over US government surveillance has combined with a backlash against 
its Middle East policy to leave President Obama increasingly isolated from many of his key foreign allies, 
according to diplomats in Washington. The Gennan chancellor's furious call to the White House asking if 
her phone was tapped is only the latest diplomatic rebuke by once close allies including France, Brazil 
and Mexico who have distanced themselves following revelations of spying by the National Security 
Agency. "The [NSA) revelations have clea~y caused tension in our relationships with some countries and 
we are dealing with that through diplomatic channels." said White House spokesman Jay Carney 
yesterday. "These are very important relations both economically and for our security and we will work to 
maintain the closest possible ties." But the Guardian has spoken with several diplomats and foreign 
government officials about the recent disclosures· all on the condition of anonymity - who say the White 
House underestimates the anger felt in their countries. They argue that US officials are being deliberately 
disingenuous when they say that all countries engage in similar fonns of espionage, even against allies. 
While it is widely accepted that the US, Britain, France, Russia and China are constantly engaged in 
counter-espionage, other countries do not have the tools to conduct sophisticated surveillance. 

37. L'espionnage US est devenu un avion fantOme 
Le Soir, Beatrice Delvaux, 2013 10 25 
Editorial - Si ce n'etait grave sur Ie principe, on serait d'abord enclin ase moquer: mais pour-quoi donc les 
services secrets americains perdent-ils leur temps amettre sur ecoute Ie portable d'Angela Merkel, une 
chanceliere allemande qui n'est pas, a priori, Ie danger Ie plus immt'idiat qui menace les Etats-Unis? Rien 
de mieux iI ecouter? Rien de plus urgent et de plus evidemment terroriste? Cela etant pose, il y a dans la 
revelation de I'ampleur et de la systematique de I'espionnage pratique par les Etats-Unis - vis-a-vis de 
pays allies ou non, de dirigeants ou de citoyens lambda-, matiere a indignation mais aussi a rappel a la 
realite. 

38. La NSA aurait espionn' au moins 35 chefs d'Etat 
La Presse, Richard Hetu, 2013 10 25 
Bruxelles - Au bout du compte, Angela Merkel, Dilma Rousseff et Felipe CalderOn ne representeraient 
que la pointe de I'iceberg. Loin de limiter son espionnage aux dirigeants de l'Aliemagne, du Bresil et du 
Mexique, l'Agence de st'icurite nationale (NSA) aurait intercepte les conversations telephoniques d'au 
moins 35 chefs d'Etat, a revele hier Ie quotidien britannique The Guardian, citant un memo foumi par I'ex
consultant du renseignement americain Edward Snowden. Dans ce document remontant aoctobre 2006, 
deux employes de la NSA encouragent des responsables de la Maison-Blanche, du Pentagone et du 
departement d'Etat, entre autres, a reftler a I'agence les numeros de telephone de politiciens etrangers. 
Le memo precise qu'un responsable non identifie lui a deja remis plus de 200 numeros, y compris ceux 
de 35 chefs d'Etat, dont les telephones ont aussitOt ete mis sur ecoute. 

39. La contrOle de I'intemet par les Etats.unis remis en cause 
La Presse, Richard Hetu, 2013 10 25 
New York - Les revelations mediatiques sur I'espionnage de la NSA ne compliquent pas seulement les 
relations diplomatiques des Etats-Unis. Elles menacent egalement sa domination de I'intemet. Ce sujet a 
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fait I'objet de discussions celie semaine au huHieme Forum sur la gouvemance de I'intemet a Bali . La 
rencontre annuelle, qui prend fin aujourd'hui, rassemble les grands acteurs du reseau , qui y decident de 
son avenir. Depuis les revelations mMiatiques sur Ie systeme americaln d'espionnage Prism, plusieurs 
des acteurs de I'intemet ont remis en cause Ie controle americain du reseau, qui passe notamment par 
des organismes intemationaux dont les sieges se trouvent aux etats-Unis et qui sont soumis au droH 
americain. Figure au nombre de ces organismes I'ICANN, qui gare les noms de domaines et les reserves 
d'adresses IP. .. 

~ 
40. Le Royaume-Uni, serviteur z616 et relais europ6en de la NSA (Canada) 
Le Monde, Yves Eudes, 2013 10 25 
Washington - Vu d'Europe continentale, I'une des revelations les plus troublantes contenues dans les 
documents divulgues par Edward Snowden est I'etendue du programme" Five Eyes,", instaurant une 
collaboration entre les agences de renseignements des Etats-Unis et de quatre autres pays anglophones 
: Canada, Australie, Nouvelle-Zelande et bien sur Royaume-Uni. On savait que depuis la seconde guerre 
mondiale, les services secrets de ces pays avaient des relations privilegiees, mais Ie faH que Ie travail en 
commun etait aussi intense, et Ie partage des renseignements aussi complet. etaH reste un secret bien 
garde. 

41. NSA monitored calls of 36 world leaders after US official handed over corrtacts 
The Guardian (London), James Ball, 2013 1025 
Washington - The National Security Agency monHored the phone conversations of 35 wond leaders after 
being given the numbers by an official in another US govemment department, according to a classified 
document provided by whistleblower Edward Snowden. The confidential memo reveals that the NSA 
encourages senior officials in its "customer" departments, such the White House, State and the Pentagon, 
to share their "Rolodexes" so the agency can add the phone numbers of leading foreign politicians to their 
surveillance systems. The document notes that one unnamed US official handed over 200 numbers, 
including those of the 35 wond leaders, none of whom is named. These were immediately 'asked" for 
monitoring by the NSA. A memo, dated October 2006 and which was issued to staff in the agency's 
Signals Intelligence Directorate (SID), was titled "Customers Can Help SID Obtain Targetable Phone 
Numbers". H begins by selling out an example of how US officials who mixed with world leaders and 
polHicians could help agency surveillance. "In one recent case," the memo notes, "a US official provided 
NSA with 200 phone numbers to 35 wond leaders ... Despite the fact that the majority is probably 
available via open source, the PCs [intelligence production centers) have noted 43 previously unknown 
phone numbers. These numbers plus several others have been tasked." 

42. Officials alert foreign services that Snowden has documents on their cooperation with U.S. 
Washington Post, Ellen Nakashima, 2013 10 25 
Washington - U.S. officials are alerting some foreign intelligence services that documents detailing their 
secret cooperation with the United States have been obtained by former National Security Agency 
contractor Edward Snowden, according to government officials. Snowden, U.S. officials said, took tens of 
thousands of documents, some of which contain sensitive material about collection programs against 
adversaries such as Iran, Russia and China. Some refer to operations that in some cases involve 
countries not publicly allied with the United States. The process of informing officials in capital after 
capital about the risk of disclosure is delicate. In some cases. one part of the cooperating government 
may know about the collaboration while others - such as the foreign ministry -- may not, the officials said. 
The documents, if disclosed, could compromise operations, officials said. "It is certainly a concern, just as 
much as the U.S. collection [of information on European allies) being put in the news, if not more, 
because not only does H mean we have the potential of losing collection, but also of harming 
relationships," a congressional aide said. The Office oflhe Director of National Intelligence is handling the 
job of informing the other intelligence services, the officials said. ODNI declined to comment. 

43. On the NSA, the media may tilt right 



Colombia Journalism Review, Albert Wong, Valerie Belair-Gagnon, 2013 10 24 
New York - Since June 6, the wortd has been roiled by an ongoing series of disclosures based on Edward 
Snowden's document leaks, with coverage led by the Guardian and the Washington Post, about 
clandestine mass surveillance conducted , with little oversight, by the NSA and Hs international partners. 
Given the importance of this issue, we decided to analyze major US newspapers' "post-Snowden" 
coverage of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) and the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 
Court (FISC) to determine if there was an overall bias in eHher a pro- (lradHionally conservative) or anti
surveillance (traditionally liberal) direction. Our analysis of total press coverage of FISA and FISC 
between July 1 and July 31 (July was the first full calendar month after the initial disclosures in June) 
revealed that the widely held assumption that major media outlets uniformly tilt to the left does not match 
realHy. In fact, if anything, the media appears to tilt to the right, at least on this issue. We did a LexisNexis 
search of four of Ihe largest US newspapers by circulation: The New York Times, USA Today, the Los 
Angeles Times, and the Washington Post. Of the 30 traditionally pro- or anti- surveillance tenns we 
examined (15 each, listed below) in all four newspapers, key words generally used to justify increased 
surveillance, such as security or terrorism, were used much more frequently than terms that tend to 
invoke opposHion to mass surveillance, such as privacy or liberty. USA Today led the pack, using pro
surveillance terms 36 percent more frequently than anti-surveillance terms. The LA Times followed at 24 
percent, while The New York Times was at 14.1 percent. Even the Washington Post, where Barton 
Gellman was the first US journalist to break the news of the NSA's surveillance, exhibiHed a net pro
surveillance bias in Hs coverage of 11.1 percent. 

44. On Twitter, Eavesdropper Reveals Fonner N.S.A. Head's Train Chat 
New'York Times, Eric Schmitt, 2013 1025 
Washington - It was just a background conversation on the Acela train ride north on Thursday. Or that's 
what Michael V. Hayden, the former head of the National Securtty Agency, thought as he chatted away 
with three journalists who called him for comment on the recent reports of N.S.A. eavesdropping on the 
leaders of France and Germany. What Mr. Hayden did not realize was that a passenger a few seats away 
was dOing some eavesdropping of his own. Tom Matzzie, a former Washington director of the polHical 
group MoveOn.org, was so intrigued by the tidbHs he heard from Mr. Hayden, who is also a former C.I.A. 
director, that he pulled out his cellphone and started posting Twitter messages. Reached Thursday night 
on the Acela home to Washington from a speech in Newark, Mr. Hayden said, "I cannot recall a single 
disparaging comment I made about the administration," disputing Mr. Matzzie's post. "I wasn1 saying 
anything sensitive or classified. These were just routine conversations. I can't believe you guys are 
making such a big deal out of this." 

45. Probe of NYPD sought for surveillance of Muslims 
Washington Post, Sari Horwitz, 2013 10 25 
Washington - The American Civil Liberties Union asked the Justice Department on Thursday to 
investigate efforts by the New York CHy Police Department to conduct surveillance in Muslim 
communities. In a letter signed by 125 state and national organizations, the ACLU and the other groups 
urged the Justice Department's civil rights division to open a probe of the "unlawful religious profiling and 
suspicion less surveillance of Muslims in New York City and beyond: "Putting a class of Americans under 
surveillance based on their religion is a clear violation of our Constitution's guarantees of equality and 
religious freedom," said Hina Shamsi, director of the ACLU National Security Project. "The NYPD's 
surveillance program has stigmatized Muslims as suspect and had deeply negative effects on their free 
speech, association and religious practice: The Justice Department is reviewing the letter, spokeswoman 
Dena Iverson said. 

46. Rescuing the U.S.-Afghan partnership 
Washington Post, John R. Allen, Michael O'Hanlon, 201310 25 
Op-ed - Retired Gen. John R. Allen, a Marine, commanded the U.S. and NATO secunty miSsion in 
Afghanistan from July 2011 to February 2013. He is a distinguished fellow at the Brookings InstHution, 
where Michael O'Hanlon is a senior fellow in the Center for 21st Century Secunty and Intelligence. The 
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basic character of the future U.S.-Afghan relationship is in doubt- and will continue to be even if a 
security agreement is reached - because the talks over that agreement and other elements of the bilateral 
relationship have at times played into the hands of those who seek to profoundly limit or even sever ~ . 
That could lead to a general defeat for all we have collectively tried~& accomplish over the past dozen 
years. Technical details are the focus of much discussion regarding an agreement to govern U.S.-Afghan 
security cooperation after the current international mission ends next year. Will U.S. forces be liable in 
Afghan courts for any crimes they might comm~ against Afghans? Will the United States prqmise to help 
protect Afghanistan from ~s neighbors? Will U.S. forces, in certain circumstances, be aufhorized by Kabul 
to strike at al-Oaeda affiliates in Afghanistan or Pakistan? Often the talks 'and by extension, the 
relationship seem to resemble a zero-sum dispute among attorneys. This is a mistake that both sides 
must seek to avoid repeating. The U.S.-Afghan relationship should be more than a partnership of 
convenience. Rather than parse our respective motives in the war and nation-building efforts, it should be 
underscored that both sides wish for a sovereign, stable, secure, increasingly democratic and prosperous 
Afghanistan that can protect ~s people and territory. This would be good for both the Afghan people and a 
region badly in need of an example of political and economic development and a platform for regional 
economic integration. Note: Retired Gen. John R. Allen, a Marine, commanded the U.S. and NATO 
security mission in Afghanistan from July 2011 to February 2013. He is a distinguished fellow at the 
Brookings Institution, where Michael O'Hanlon is a senior fellow in the Center for 21st Century Security 
and Intelligence. 

47. The Spy Who Didn't Love Me 
New York Times, Roger Cohen, 2013 1025 
Column - Germany, of course, has already concocted a compound word for it: HandyUberwachung. That 
would be spying on cellphone calls. The U.S. surveillance in question targeted the phone of Chancellor 
Angela Merkel. Or at least she was convinced enough of this to call President Obama, express outrage at 
a "serious breach of trust" and declare such conduct between allies "completely unacceptable." The 
White House's assurance to her that the United States "is not" and "will not" monitor her communications 
was tantamount to confirmation through omission that in the past ~ has. Merkel is measured. For her to lift 
the phone and go public with her criticism leaves no doubt she is livid. As she said last July, "Not 
everything which is technically doable should be done." This, on the now ample evidence provided by the 
former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden, is not the view of the N.SA, whose 
dragnet eavesdropping has prompted fury from Paris to Brasilia. Obama, in his cool detachment, is not 
big on diplomacy through personal relations, but Merkel is as close to a trusted friend as he has in 
Europe. To infuriate her, and touch the most sensitive nerve of Stasi-marked Germans, amounts to 
sloppy bungling that hurts American soft power in lasting ways. Pivot to Asia was not supposed to mean 
leave all Europe peeved. But all Europe is. 

48. Through the Cracks: Bottom Line Drove Security Clearances 
Wall Street Journal, Dion Nissenbaum, 2013 10 25 
Washington - About seven months before his company gave Edward Snowden a clean baCkground 
check, Bill Mixon was flogging his executives for not pushing security clearances through fast enough. Mr. 
Mixon, then chief executive of US Investigations Services LLC, warned managers at ~s Grove City, Pa., 
operations that USIS wasn1 meeting targets for completing clearances, say former USIS officials. Federal 
agencies use those clearances to decide who gets access to America's secrets. "You better not have one 
f- - case on your books," one former 90mpany official says he was told by Mr. Mixon. USIS was 
approaching the end of its 2010 fiscal year in September. it was a demand, former USIS officials say, that 
Mr. Mixon made repeatedly that year: Do what it takes to finish background checks, even if they aren1 
thoroughly vetted. Mr. Mixon didn' respond to requests for comment. 

49. U.S. and Mexico's tangled ties are on display amid outrage over reports of spying. 
Los Angeles Times, Richard Fausset, 20131025 
Mexico City - It was a minor gaffe, but a telling slip that spoke volumes about the tangled love-hate 
relationship between Mexico and its northern neighbor. The respected newspaper Reforma, in an article 



Wednesday about new allegations of U.S. spying on Mexico, accidentally referred to Earl Anthony 
Wayne, the American ambassador to Mexico, as John Wayne ;Though individual Mexicans' opinions 
about the United States are complicated, many cling to the opinion that the U.S. is a brash cowboy of a 
country. It is a view, at least as old as the 1846 U.S. invasion of Mexico, that has gained new traction this 
week after the German magazine Der Spiegel published an arlicle alleging that the U.S. National Security 
Agency had hacked the email account of former President Felipe Calderon, one of the most pro-U.S. 
preSidents in recent Mexican history. '" I. 

" 
50. US 'concerned' over Turkey's choice of Chinese defence system 
;The National (UAE), ;Thomas Seiberl, 2013 10 25 ~ 
Istanbul - ;The United States is "seriously concemed" about ;Turkey's decision to counter possible missile 
threats from Syria and elsewhere with the help of a Chinese defence system. ;The declaration by Francis 
Ricciardone, the US ambassador in Ankara, is the latest sign of tensions between Turkey and its Nato 
allies and shows concern in western capitals about a growing distance from its traditional parlners in 
Europe and the US. Ankara said last month it would enter into talks with a Chinese corporation about c0
production of a long-range air and missile defence system. In doing so, ;Turkey turned down bids by 
companies from Ihe US, Europe and Russia for the deal, valued at US$4 billion (Dh14.7bn) according to 
reports. ;The reporls said the Chinese company won because it offered a competitive price and the 
possibility of a technology transfer during the joint production of the missile defence system known as FD
2000. 

51 . US drone pilot tells of the horrors of killing 1,600 people by remote control 
london Daily ;Telegraph, Phillip Sherwell, 2013 10 25 
london - A former US air force drone operator has described how he is haunted by his lime as a "remote 
killer" functioning in "zombie mode" in missions over Afghanistan and Iraq that claimed more than 1,600 
lives. Brandon Bryant, a retired airman who operated remote-<:ontrolled Predator aircraft from US bases 
in Nevada and New Mexico, offers a rare military inside~s perspective on the US drone programme in an 
interview with GO magazine. In one episode that will increase controversy about allegations of civilian 
casualties, he described monitoring a drone strike on a mud compound in Afghanistan and seeing the 
figure of what he was cerlain was a child just before it was struck by a Hellfire missile. When he 
expressed those concems to an intelligence observer overseeing the operation, the response came back: 
"Per the review, it's a dog." Mr Bryant replayed the shot repeatedly on tape and said that he was certain it 
was a child, not a dog. The years of directing missiles by laser in so-called "terminal guidance" operations 
and watching their impact on the ground left him a broken man, he told the magazine in the profile entitled 
"Confessions of a Drone Warrior". 

52. US envoy concerned about Turkey's China missile deal, praises intelligence chief 
Hurriyet Daily News. Staff report, 2013 10 24 
Ankara - The top U.S. diplomat in the country has sung the praises of Turkey's top intelligence Official, 
who has recently been the target for harsh criticisms in intemational media, particularly in some U.S. 
leading newspapers. Being generous with the praise of the National Intelligence Organization (MIT) 
Undersecretary Haken Fidan, U.S. Ambassador Francis Ricciardone was blunt to the same extent of his 
generosity, as he was speaking of his administration's position over Ankara's decision to co- produce a 
long-range air and missile defense system with a Chinese firm under U.S. sanctions. News reports in U.S. 
media concerning Fidan resembles the presence of various points of views, which is the case when 
speaking of a free and democratic country, whether it be the United States or Turkey, Ricciardone said on 
Oct. 24, speaking with members of the Diplomacy Correspondents' Association (DMD). He made clear 
that Washington's govemmental views on particular issues can only be interpreted through statements 
from officials. "I have had the personal as well as the official privilege and pleasure of meeting Mr. Fidan 
many times and I have been working with him very substantively on issues of common concem: said 
Ricciardone, praising the bureaucrat who has recently come under fire for allegedly misconducting 
Turkey's Syria policy and cooperating with the Iranian govemmentto the detriment of regional Israeli 
intelligence interests. 



53. We're reviewing our capabilities 
USA Today. Lisa Monaco, 201310 25 
Op-ed - Over the past few months, a series of unauthorized disclosures of classified infonnation have led 
to criticisms of our intelligence activities. These disclosures have created signifteant challenges in our 
relationships with some of our closest foreign partners. To be dear: Our intelligence capabil~ies, and the 
dedication of the men and women who work in the U.S. intelligence commun~y, including at the NSA, are 
beyond compare. Their contributions and sacrifices are a significant reason we have enjoyed relative 
security since 9/11 . No one disputes the need for careful, thorough Intelligence gathering. Nor is ~ a 
secret that we collect infonnation about what is happening around the world to help protect our c~izens, 
our allies and our homeland. So does every intelligence service in the world. While our capabilities are 
unmatched, the U.S. govemment is not operating unrestrained. We are not listening to every phone call 
or reading every e-mail . Far from it. There are legallim~s to what the NSA can and cannot do, and the 
recent disclosures and additional documents the govemment has declassified prove just how seriously 
the NSA takes these lim~s. All three branches of govemment playa role in overseeing our intelligence 
act~ies. And though we collect the same sort of intelligence as all nations, our intelligence community 
has more restrictions and oversight than in any other country in history. Note: Lisa Monaco is assistant to 
the president for homeland security and counterlerrorism. 

54, White House Official's Career Twitters Out 
New York Times, Jennifer Steinhauer, Jackie Calmes, 20131025 
Washington - Until his Twitter adventures under the handle @NatSecWonk ended his career this week, 
Jofi Joseph embodied all the elements of a Washington cliche, down to the security card around his neck. 
His degree in foreign service was earned at Georgetown, which propelled him to his first job as an analyst 
in the Congressional Budget Office, the uttimately anonymous D.C. gig. A Harry S. Truman and Rotary 
Intemational scholar, he clocked his time on Cap~ol Hill, working for both Senator Bob Casey, the 
Democrat from Pennsylvania, and the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Then he was off to the 
executive branch, where he found a perch at the Stale Department before moving to the White House as 
a junior staff member on loan to the National Security Council, buried in the deepest weeds of nuclear 
proliferation. "I was stunned by the news," Senator Casey said through a spokeswoman. "I saw no sign of 
this kind of behavior. This conduct is inexcusable for someone working for the federal government, 
especially in the area of national security." A consistent snapshot of Mr. Joseph emerges from the strands 
of recollections from his associates and friends in recent years: Of a man who stood out as smart and 
savvy even in a world full of such people, and as a funny colleague whose humor occasionally tended to 
the kind of sarcasm and ~e that would define his Twitter feed -- but not to the personally petty and mean 
spim of many of the now-infamous messages. "Like the rest of us, he could be caustic and eviscerate 
people if he didn1 think they were up to the job," said a fanner dose colleague of Mr. Joseph. "He's got an 
edge, but ~ wasn1 ~hout purpose." Now, in retrospect, some associates say that they saw signs of the 
more negative tendency. Increasingly in recent years, these associates say, Mr. Joseph could convey a 
sense e~her of disgruntlement that he was not being recognized as he thought he should be, or of 
resentment toward those who were getting ahead, undeservedly in his view. 

55. White supremacisrs home may be uninhabitable 
Bismarck Tribune, Lauren Donovan, 20131025 , 
Leith - An order giving white supremacist Craig Cobb fIVe days to come up with a plan for installing 
running water and a sewer outlet into his home in Leith expired Monday and it's possible the house could 
be declared uninhaMable. The order was wmten by the Custer District HeaHh Un~'s environmental health 
pract~ioner Aaron Johnson, who said Cobb owns two other structures in town that possibly will be 
removed next month. Johnson said Cobb was given time to show the health un~ that he will have potable 
water in his home and away to remove ~ to a sewer outlet and since he hasn't, the home could be 
declared uninhabnable. Cobb, a hate crimes fugitive, has said he buys bottled water from Wal-Mart for 
washing and Johnson said he believes he may be using an old outhouse on his property. Johnson said 



he can issue an order declaring the home uninhaMable, or it's possible the matter could wind up in court, 
depending on advice from the unit's attomey. 

United Kingdom· Royaume-Uni 

56.. Al-Shabab commander 'spent time in UK' 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 25 I 

London - A senior al-Shabab commander who was the target of an abortive raid by US special forces in 
Somalia last month had spent time in the UK, the BBC has leamed. Abdlkadir Mohammed has been 
linked to alleged terror plots in Kenya. Friends have told the BBC that he came to Britain in 2007 and 
spent time in London, before moving to Somalia the following year. US Navy Seals failed in an attempt to 
capture him on 5 October. BBC correspondent Gabriel Gatehouse said ~ was not clear what role, if any, 
Abdlkadir Mohammed played in the Westgate Mall attack. Abdikadir Mohammed, also known by his alias, 
Ikrimah, is thought to be a recruiter of foreign fighters, and a key link between al-Shabab in Somalia, and 
al-Oaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, based in Yemen, our correspondent said. 

57, Cameron backs EU statement criticising US spying 
London Times, Sam Coates, Charles Bremner, 2013 10 25 
Brussels - David Cameron has endorsed an EU agreement expressing concem at the way the United 
States has been spying on world leaders, in a rare criticism of Its intelligence gathering partner that could 
open him up to accusations of hypocrisy. Britain also went along with a condemnation of spying between 
EU nations - likely to be a reference to Britain's intelligence gathering activities on Italy which drew fire 
from the Italian Prime Minister yesterday. At sometimes tense late-night talks in Brussels, the Prime 
Minister agreed to endorse the EU statement condemning the US phone hacking, which follow 
accusations that the US had tapped the phone of Angela Merkel, the German Chancellor, as part of a 
spying operation on as many as 35 other world leaders. In a statement in the early hours, the leaders of 
the 28-state EU "underlined the close relationship between Europe and the USA and the value of that 
partnership". However, in a clear criticism of the US, they "expressed their conviction that the partnership 
must be based on respect and trust, including as concems the work and co- operation of secret services", 

58, Guardian 'has given away how we catch terrorists' 
London Times, Sean O'Neill , 2013 1025 
London - The dissemination and publication of sensitive security documents that could expose Britain to 
terrorist attack must be investigated by police, the former reviewer of anti-terrorism legislation has said. 
Lord Carlile of Berriew, OC, a Liberal Democrat peer, condemned the contractor Edward Snowden, who 
stole classified papers from the US National Security Agency, and The Guardian, which has published 
articles based on the papers. In his lecture, Lord Carlile, who was the anti-terrorism law reviewer from 
2001 to 2011, questioned the daim of The Guardian, ~ writer Glenn Greenwald and others to be 
"virtuous whistleblowers", and said it was "worth investigating" whether there had been any form of 
criminal conspiracy. Lord Carlile said: "I would emphasise that my main concem about The Guardian is 
not about whether ~ has been involved in any criminal activity. My main concem is that The Guardian, by 
publicising Mr Snowden's material, has given away how we catch terrorists and has put people in 
danger." 

59, Guardian reports on Snowden leaks 'criminal not virtuous' 
London Daily Telegraph, Staff report, 2013 10 25 
London - Publication of stolen state secrets by The Guardian was a "criminal" act and His wrong to paint 



Its joumalists as "virtuous whistle blowers", a fonner terrorism watchdog said. Lord Car1ile, a leading ac, 
said printing details about secret surveillance methods from Edward Snowden, the fonner US National 
Security Agency contractor, had done huge damage to British security. He said The Guardian had "given 
away how we catch terrorists" and "put people in danger". Lord Ca~ile said police who searched David 
Miranda should have arrested him and launched a full inquiry after he was found carrying 58,000 highly
classified British documents at Heathrow in August. Mr Miranda is the boyfriend of a Guardian joumalist, 
Glenn Greenwald. The barrister, who was the govemment's independent reviewer of terror legislation for 
10 years until 2011 , argued the publication could have "put back for years" the struggle against global 
terrorism. He said: "Is it anything other than criminal to seek to publish such secrets? 

60, Police discover Britain's 'first 3D gun factory' 
London Times, Tom Knowles, 2013 10 25 
London - Police have discovered a 3D printer which they believe criminals were using to make a gun in 
what could be Britain's first 3D gun factory. In what is thought to be the first case of this kind, officers in 
Manchester yesterday seized a printer and other components that may have been used in the 
manufacturing of fireanns. As part of an operation to target organised criminal gangs in Manchester, 
officers found a trigger and magazine that they believe could hold bullets, both of which are thought to 
have been made using the 3D printer. The raid came just two weeks after the newly established National 
Crime Agency wamed that measures will have to be taken to monitor the potential criminal use of 3D 
printers. 3D printers can bought on the high street for around £1 ,200 and work by squirting molten plastic 
to mould everyday objects. This means they could in theory be used to make a gun which contained no 
metal parts and could therefore evade detection by security scanners at airports and other potential 
targets. 

Australia, New Zealand· Australie, Nouvelle~Z6lande , 
61. Abbott dismantles role of national security adviser by stealth, insiders say 
The Age, Jason Koutsoukis, 2013 10 25 
Melboume - Prime Minister Tony Abbott has moved to scrap the position of national security adviser that 
was created by his predecessor Kevin Rudd in December 2008 as the principal source of advice on all 
metters relating to the security of the nation. While the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet website 
still lists Margot McCarthy as national security adviser, govemment insiders say she has been fonnally 
stripped of the tifle and is now referred to intemally as "associate secretary". Further evidence ofthe 
stealth dismantling of the national security adviser infrastructure has been the decision to shift the office's 
deputy, Allan McKinnon, to the people-smuggling taskforce Operation Sovereign Borders. Despite being 
downgraded to "associate secretary", Dr McCarthy is still occupying a plush comer office within the 
departmem's headquarters on National Circuit, and is still receiving her annual $350,000 salary. 

62. Chinese telco a key in trade talks 
Sydney Moming Herald, Adele Ferguson, 201310 25 
Sydney - Chinese telecoms company Huawei is set to become a pawn in the controversial free trade 
agreement (FTA) review between China and Australia . Prime Minister Tony Abbott has made it clear he 
wants a free trade agreement between the two countries within 12 months. Against this baclkdrop federal 
Trade Minister Andrew Robb, who is touring China this week, described free trade talks with China as his 
"highest priority". Given the political tightrope that will need to be walked - both locally and in China - to 
make it happen, Huawei will playa key role. Huawei opened for business in Australia in 2004, hoping to 
use the country to improve its image. It didn1 go according to plan. 



63. Goff warns on sharing crime data with US 
New Zealand Herald. Claire Trevett, 2013 10 25 0 
Wellington - Labour's Phil Goff says New Zealand should refuse to hand over information such as 
fingerprint data on tts cttizens to United States authorities if it will be used to prosecute for a crime 
punishable by the death penatty, or if the request is predominantly polttically motivated. MPs on the 
Foreign Affairs select committee were briefed this week by officials about a pending agreement for mutual 
access by New Zealand and the US to fingerprint as well as other data for investigating crimes and 
terrorism, and for use by immigration. There is also provision for DNA data to be included In the 
agreement in the future. The agreement allows etther country to specify certain crimes for which it will not 
provide such information. Mr Goff said there were good reasons for two exemptions - if fingerprint or other 
evidence was to be used in the conviction and execution of a New Zealander under the death penalty, 
and if the data were requested for political rather than criminal reasons. 

Afghanistan· Pakistan 

14. Afghan SIMs being used for terror acts 
Khaleej Times, Afzal Khan, 2013 1025 
Islamabad - Over 40,000 cellphone SIM cards of Afghan telecom companies are operational in Pakistan 
and most of them are used in acts of terrorism, kidnapping for ransom and extortion. The information was 
placed before a Peshawar High Court bench by National Accountabiltty Bureau, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, on 
Wednesday during the hearing into a case about unregistered SIM cards. Chief Justice Dost Mohammad 
Khan headed the bench. NAB Deputy Prosecutor-General Jamil Khan produced the initial report of the 
inquiry done on the court's orders into unregistered SIM cards of Afghan cellphone companies. Jamil 
Khan said currently there were two mechanisms through which the Afghan SIM cards had been 
operating. In some cases they were activated in Afghanistan and functioned in Pakistan's tribal areas 
through the signals emanating from Afghanistan, and the second category of SIM cards functioned due to 
the roaming faciltty given to the relevant Afghan company by a mobile phone operator in Pakistan. 

65. Facebook on the rise in Pakistan 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Umar Farouq, 201310 25 
Islamabad - It seems that Pakistanis are becoming increasingly more active on social media networks 
such as Facebook and Twitter after Facebook Ads Manager-the site's marketing tool-revealed that 
Pakistani users of the social networking website passed the 10 million mark for the first time last month. In 
a country of approximately 200 million people, Pakistan's Facebook users are dominated bY the country's 
affluent youth, with many utilizing Facebook not just to interact with others, but also to discuss politics and 
religion. In fact, half of all Pakistan's Facebook users are registered as being between the ages of 18 and 
24. The social networking website is also used as an inexpensive means of informing friends and families 
about important events, including illnesses, weddings, anniversaries and birthdays. Pakistan's poltticians 
and entertainment figures have also been keen not to allow the Facebook revolution to pass them by, 
establishing Facebook pages of their own to interact wtth the public. 

66, Intelligence agents detain 'future child bombers' 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Mahbob Shah Mahbob, 2013 10 25 
Jalalabad - Intelligence operatives in eastern Laghman province have detained 21 children, some as 
young as 7, being taken to Pakistan for receiving suicide attack training, an official said on Thursday. The 
children, aged between 7 and 12 years, were detained a day earlier after they entered Laghman from 
Nuristan province, the provincial National Directorate of Secumy spokesman Nasrullah Nasrat told a 



press conference. He said the children had been picked from various areas in Nuristan and were being 
taken to Pakistan through Laghman by Qari Usman when theY,were arrested as a result of an intelligence 
report. He said Usman had been arrested and was being interrogated and the children were officially 
released to the Nuristan peace committee. A member of Nuristan pe{lce committee, who did not want to 
be named, said abject poverty and lack of schools were 'some of the malor reasons.forcing youth and 
children into joining terrorists. ".~.... ~ I> 1"0 'r~". I" 
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67. Issues with US to be resolved soon: Sharif ~~~'o ~,,~ 1"'0 ..~1",,~ 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 25 -4 (.,:~,....O.t, 'It , "'''Ie, +0 
London - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif expressed the hope on Thursday'that fOllowing hi's meeting witH 
US President Barack Obama, the issue of violation of Pakistan's territorial integrity and sovereignty by 
drone strikes would be resolved soon. Talking to reporters soon after his arrival he~.from Washingtp n at 
the end of his four-day official visit, the prime minister said "hopefully soon the drone issue will be 
resolved according to the wishes of Pakistani people". He said there would be progress on the matter 
definitely as violation of Pakistan's territorial integrity and sovereignty was being committed. "I think this 
issue will now settle down somehow," he said. Giving an overview of his visit to the United States, Mr 
Sharif said: "We talked about all issues; I understand that in the past all issues should have been 
discussed. But if these issues were not discussed in the past, it does not mean they should not be 
discussed now. 

v 
68. Karachi: Didier Schuller met en cause M. Cope et M. Balladur 
Le Monde, Gerard Davet et Fabrice Lhomme, 2013 1025 
Paris - L'ancien conseiller general (RPR) des Hauts-de-Seine a ete interroge, mercredi 23 octobre, par 
les juges Van Ruymbeke et Le Loire L'ancien conseiller general (RPR) des Hauts-de-Seine Didier 
SChuller a ete interroge, mercredi 23 octobre, par les juges Renaud Van Ruymbeke et Roger Le LOire, 
saisis du volet financier de I'affaire de Karachi. M. Schuller a denonce, sur proces-verbal, Ie financement 
illicite de la campagne d'Edouard Balladur en 1995, et mis·en cause nommement plusieurs personnali!es 
de droite, dont Jean-Franyois Cope, I'actuel president de I'UMP. L'audition de M. Schuller, entendu 
comme !emoin, fait suite a la demande de Me Marie Dose, conseil de plusieurs victimes de I'attentat de 
Karachi. ,.. 1 

69, No US aid until BSA inked, Karzai told 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok Report, 2013 10 25 
Washington - The United States will not be able to provide any assistance to Afghanistan until the 
Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA) between the two countries is signed, a top American senator has told 
President Hamid Karzai. Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman Carl Levin conveyed this message 
to Karzai at a meeting in Kabul during his week-long trip to the country. the senato~s office said. "I told 
President Karzai that we will not able to provide such assistance unless an acceptable Bilateral Security 
Agreement is reaChed in the near future and also stressed that his words have too ollen not been helpful 
to promote confidence between our countries," Levin said. The lawmaker added he was struck by positive 
Changes in Afghanistan since he first started visiting the country about 12 years ago and how the 
improvement had accelerated in the last three years. 

70. Pakistan's drones consent: FO says no details, all know govt view 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 25 
Islamabad - Responding to a question regarding a Washington Post report that the Pakistani government 
had been on board with regard to drone attacks, at least during the four-year period from 2007 to 2011 , 
the Foreign Office spokesman said he did not want to go into details, adding that everyone was aware of 
the present government's stance on these attacks, DawnNews reported. FO spokesman Aizaz Chaudhry 
said Friday that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had reiterated the country's stance on drone strikes during 
his meeting with US President Barack Obama in his visit to America. The FO spokesman said the US was 
also being pressured on the global and local levels to stop drone attacks. Chaudhry said Prime Minister 



Sharifs visi1 to America had been fru~ul, adding that counter-terrorism, energy, trade and other matters 
of mutual interest were discussed with concerned officials during the trip. 

71. Pakistan's Gilani denies role in drone use l
Washington Post, Tim Craig, 2013 10 25 

Islamabad - A fonner Pakistani prime minister strongly denied Thursday that he had quietly authorized 

U.S. drone strikes inside his country, but he didn' rule out secret deals made without his knowledge. A 
day ear1ier, a Washington Post report detailed how the Un~ed Slates and Pakistan communicated about, 
and in some cases coordinated, dozens of drone strikes in Pakistan from late 2007 to late 2011. But 
Yousuf Raza Gilani, who was the country's prime minister from 2008 to 2012, said Hwas "totally absurd" 
to suggest that his government had condoned the attacks. "During my government, there was no such 
support given to drone strikes whatsoever," Gilani said in an interview, adding that he had discussed with 
President Obama in 2010 "how this strategy with drones was counterproductive and undennining our 
anti-terror effor1s." He said he could not rule out that the two nations had communicated about planned 
drone strikes during his tenure. But if they did, he said, the par1ies involved would have been the CIA and 
Pakistan's Inter-Services Intelligence agency, under conditions set by Pervez Musharraf, the fonner 
military ruler. "The pennission must have been given ear1ier," said Gilani, who was also cited in a 2010 
WikiLeaks repor1 as being privately suppor1ive of some strikes. "After 9/11, the U.S. rang up Musharraf 
and said, 'You are e~her with us or you are not with us,' and he said, We are w~h you.' " 

72. Policeman detained over poisoning plot 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Ali Mohammad Nazari, 2013 10 25 
Sharan - A member of the border police force has been detained with toxic substances he allegedly 
planned to use to poison his colleagues in the southeastern province of Paktika, an official said on Friday. 
Provincial police chief, Brig. Gen. Dawtat Khan Zadran told Pajhwok Afghan News the suspect, who 
wanted to poison food for policemen had been arrested at a checkpoint in Tarwa district. Dozens of 
policemen would have been poisoned if the detainee had succeeded in his plan, Zadran said, adding the 
man hailing from Tarwa was currently under investigation. Elsewhere in the restive province near the 
Pakistan border, a policeman was killed in a bomb blast in Bannai district, Gen. Zadran said. But the 
Taliban put the number offatal~ies at two. (Full Repor1). 

Africa· Afrique 

73. Au Mall, les groupes djihadistes se reorganisent et multiplient les attaques 
. Le Monde, Cyril Bensimon, 2013 10 25 
Tessal~, Mall- Un atlentat soigneusement planifie a tue au moins deux soldats tchadiens a Tessal~, dans 
Ie nord L'allaque perpetree, mercredi 23 octobre a Tessal~, dans Ie nord-est du Mali. contre des soldats 
tchadiens de la Mission des Nations unies au Mali (Minusma) demontre une nouvelle fois la capacHe de 
resilience des groupes djihadistes. L'operation fran~ise Serval, lanree en janvier, appuyee par des 
soldats africains, les a affaiblis mais pas defa~s. Signe d'une reelle reorganisation dans les rangs des 
islamistes, des militaires fran~is deployes dans Ie nord evoquent cette fois une " atlaque complexe ". 
Selon ces sources, les a55aillants, qui se sont revendiques d'un petit groupe proche d'AI-Qaida au 
Maghreb Islamique (AQMI), ont proct\de en plusieurs temps. Tout d'abord, vers 9 h 40, un vehicule piege 
a pu aeceder au niveau du batiment ou sont stationnes les soldats tchadiens avant que son conducteur 
fasse exploser sa charge. 

74. Face a I'escadron de la mort terroriste - La Tunisie martyre 



All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1024 
Tunis - Les terroristes ont encore frappe. Lachement, comme toujours. La bataille contre Ie terrorisme 
atteint un nouveau palier. Les guets-apens meurtriers visent les forces de I'ordre, selon un plan preetabli , 
dementiel. Les faisceaux et groupuscules islamo-fascistes propagent la mort III large echelle, 
methodiquement. II y va de la Tunisie, de ses institutions, de la Republiqu,e, de la ~ix sociale. Le spectre 
de la guerre civile et de la partition se profile, dangereusement. /) /)~/Il 
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76. Forces in 'Iarge-scale' operation against Mali extremists ~'O"""*8~ 0 "'c,. 
Agence France-Presse, Staff report, 2013 10 24 'II 0 "',...,. 
Paris - French, UN and Malian forces were engaged in a major operation aimed at preventing a 
resurgence of Islamist rebels in Mali, the French mil~ary said Thursday. We have engageil, with the 
Malian army and (UN mission) MINUSMA, in a large-scale operation" in the so-ca'fled Niger Loop, an area 
hugging a curve of the Niger River between Timbuktu and Gao, French general staff spokesman Colonel 
Gilles Jaron said . "It is the first time we have seen forces of significant size working together," Jaron said . 
About 1,500 troops were involved, including some 600 French, 600 Malians and 300 UN soldiers. The 
goal of the mission - dubbed "Hydra" - was "to put pressure on any terrorist movements to avoid their 
resurgence," he said. 

76. Kenya Assails Coverage of an Attack on a Mall 
New York Times, Josh Kron, 20131025 ' 
Nairobi - Kenyan joumalists came under threat this week from the authorities over their coverage of last 
month's Westgate mall attack, after video suggesting possible looting by Kenyan forces was broadcast on 
national television. Kenya's criminal-investigations police unit on Thursday summoned three senior 
Kenyan media figures involved with a popular investigative television news program. It ran an hourlong 
special last week, and again this week, raising questions about the govemment's response to the Siege, 
with footage of Kenyan security agents seemingly looking through mall merchandise while searching for 
the attackers who stormed the mall and killed more than 60 people. In a speech on Wednesday, Kenya's 
inspector general, David Kimaiyo, lashed out more broadly at news coverage of the investigation into the 
Westgate attack, daiming that the news reports were meant to provoke and incite negative opinions of 
the country's security forces. "There is a limit; that you need not to provocate a propaganda war, you 
need not to incite Kenyans," Mr. Kimaiyo said. He said that such acts had been "championed" by the 
news station KTN, and that joumalists engaged in such acts would be apprehended. 

77. Kenyan Leader Must Attend Most of Hague Trial 
New York Times, Sylvie Simons, 2013 1025 
Paris - The Intemational Criminal Court on Friday told Kenya's deputy president, William Ruto, that he 
must attend most of his trial. overturning an earlier ruling that would allow him to be present only on key 
occasions. The decision by the appeals judges may set a precedent for the Kenyan president, Uhuru 
Kenyatta, who was also told he could be absent for large periodS during hiS trial, which is scheduled to 
begin on Nov. 12. Mr. Ruto's trial has already begun. Both men have been accused of crimes against 
human~y following the violence after the disputed 2007 election. The election in 2007 set off ethnic 
clashes across the country that claimed the lives of more than 1,100 people and displaced some 600 ,000. 
The two leaders have mobilized the African Union to support them in a demand that their trials be 
postponed for at least one year. The African Union has submitted a formal request to the United Nations 
Security Council to defer the proceedings, but there has been no public reaction from the council thus far. 

78. La vie dans I'ombre des Freres 
Le Figaro, Delphine Minoui, 2013 10 25 
Le Caire - II y a trois mOis, ils etaient a la t6te de l'Egypte. Aujourd'hui, ils sont en prison ou contraints a la 
clandestin~e. Asphyxies par I'armee, les Freres musulmans affichent pourtant une persistance a toute 
epreuve. Quel avenir et quelle strategie pour cette confrerie vieille de plus de 80 ans ? Reportage aupres 
de ses membres. D'un pas presse, ils se faufilent atravers les avenues, sautant d'un trottoir aI'autre, la 



peur aux oubliettes. lis crient que la mort est une offrande quand on se bat pour celie des autres. 
Hommes, femmes, enfants... Avec leurs quatre doigts tendusNers Ie ciel en guise d'antenne - une 
allusion au massacre de Rabaa, « quatrieme » en arabe - ils sont <tes milliers it fonner une chenille 
humaine face aux blindes. Dans la foule, des photos de M9rsi, Ie rais dachu, mais surtout des slogans 
hostiles au general Sissi, Ie nouveau commandant du nallire egyptien. Nous sommes Ie dimanche 6 
octobre, aux aOOrds de la piace Tahrir. Les militaires ont quadrille I'ex-epicentre<de la revolution pour que 
leur « fete» , retransmise en direct it la television a renfort de drapeaux et de §ouyous, donne I'illusion 
d'un pays qui rev~. Mais de I'autre cOte des barrieres de barbeles, l'ambianl1ll est tout utre, ~ 
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79. Le pays salue pour ses efforts de lutte contre Ie blanchiment des capitaux ~r(j 0., 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 24 141"> ~ 
Paris - Le Groupe d'action financiere (GAFI) vient de retirer Ie Maroc de sa liste noire, saluant les 
·progres significallfs· accomplis par Ie royaume dans la lutte contre Ie blanchiment d'argent et Ie 
financement du terrorisme. L'instance intergouvemementale a annonce sa decision lors de sa seance 
pleniere, qui s'est tenninee Ie 18 octobre aParis. Le Maroc a mis en place un cadre legislatif et 
reglementaire pour remedier aux lacunes strategiques qui avaient ete identifiBes en 2010. a annonce Ie 
GAFI. Dans Ie cadre de ses refonnes legislatives. Ie Maroc a introduit des modifications a la loi sur Ie 
blanchiment des capitaux en avril 2013. 

80. Mali: I'attentat de Tessalit revendiqua par un groupe proche d'Aqmi 
Jeune Afrique, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 24 
Tessalit, Mali - L'assaut mene mercredi par des jihadistes contre des positions de I'annee tchadienne a 
Tessalit, qui a fa~ au moins trois morts et piusieurs blesses, a ete revendique par Sultan Ould Bady, chef 
d'un pet~ groupe islamiste radical lie aAqmi. Cel attentat est Ie demier d'une sene d'attaques terroristes 
en cours dans Ie vaste Nord malien depuis pres de trois semaines. . 

81. Mali: nouvelle offensive contre les djihadistes 
Le Figaro, Tanguy Berthemet, 2013 1025 
Bamako - L'annee fran~ise, les forces de I'ONU et les troupes maliennes ont declenchB leur premiere 
operation conjointe d'envergure. SAHEL Les forces de I'ONU, les troupes maliennes et I'annee fran~ise 
ont lance jeudi une operation pour endiguer les actions des djihadistes dans Ie nord du Mali. Baptisee « 
Hydre » , la manoeuvre de «grande ampleur » , selon Ie ministere fran~is de la Defense, met pour la 
premiere fois en coordination les Casques bleus, I'annee malienne eI les hommes de « Serval » . Les 
effectifs engages dans cette offensive, tout comme ses objectifs, demeurent flous. « Plusieurs centaines 
" de Fran~is sont presents sur Ie terrain pour « faire pression sur les mouvements terroristes » , 
expiique-t- on a I'etat-major. 

82. Mali: vaste operation militaire conjointe des soldats franc;ais, onusiens et maliens 
Radio France Intemationale, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 24 
Bamako - Une operation mil~aire de « grande ampleur » baptisee Hydre a ete lancee ce jeudi 24 octobre 
2013 au Mali. Elle associe soldats fran~is, maliens et de la force de I'ONU, pour « ev~er une resurgence 
" de « mouvements terroristes " , selon Ie communique de I'etat-major fran~is. Une operation qui 
intervient au lendemain d'une attaque jihadiste a I'anne lourde contre des positions de I'annee tchadienne 
aTessalit dans I'extreme nord-est du pays. Deux soldats tchadiens avaient ete tues et plusieurs civils. 

83. New constitution to enshrine Egypt's borders 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Jamal AI-Qassas, 2013 10 25 
Cairo - The geographical map of Egypt will be enshrined in the country's new constitution as part of 
efforts to protect the North African state's territorial integrity. This move aims to preserve and protect 
Egypt's geographical ident~y following rumors that maps printed during the era of Islamist fonner 
president Mohamed Mursi had been tampered w~h and did not include the southern areas of Hala'ib and 



Shalateen. The Hala'ib Triangle is a vast tract of disputed territory located on the Red Sea's African coast 
between Egypt and Sudan. Sudan withdrew its forces from the ,area in,2000, ceding control of the border 
zone to Egypt. Mursi's administration was also beset by rumors that it intended to divide the Sinai 
Peninsula, allowing the establishment of an Islamic emirate to hos~a large number of Palestinians as an 
extension to the Gaza Strip. Q. ~l ;t II 
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84. Nigeria Rebels in Touch With US Mariner Kidnappers ~ c., ~"c ",'I!" " 
Associated Press, Staff report, 2013 10 25 7. 0 
Lagos - Rebels in Nigeria's troubled and oil-rich Niger DeHa say they are in comact with the kidnappers of 
two U.S. mariners and can help ensure their safety. OffICials say the captain and an engineer of the U.S.
flagged vessel named C-Retriever were taken from the offshore supply vessel during a Wednesday 
aflemoon attack in the Gulf of Guinea. An email reportedly from the Movement for the Emancipation of 
the Niger DeHa says the men were captured off the coast of the Nigerian town of Brass. Nigeria'S navy 
says they are searching for the kidnapped men. They have reported freeing at least two hostages this 
year and killing several pirates in counter attacks. An American kidnapped from the oil-refining city of 
Warri last year was freed after a week in captivity. (Full report). 

85, Pirates Abduct Two Americans on Oil Ship Off Nigerian Coast 
New York Times, Rick Gladstone, 2013 1025 
New York - Pirates attacked an American-flagged oil industry vessel off the Nigerian coast earty Thursday 
and abducted the captain and the chief engineer, both United States citizens, the Nigerian Navy and a 
private security firm reported. The abductions appeared to be the first involving American hostages in that 
region in at least two years. An official of the private security firm, AKE Group, of Hereford, England, said 
the attack on the vessel, identified as the C-Retriever, took place near the Nigerian city of Brass, where 
the oil-rich Niger Delta empties into the Gulf of Guinea, in West Afrtca. The official, based in AKE Group's 
office in Lagos, Nigeria, spoke on the condition of anonymity. "All we know is this attack happened, and 
these were the people who were kidnapped," the official said by telephone. He said he did not know the 
Idemities of the two hostages. A spokesman for the Nigerian Navy, Cmdr. Kabiru Aliyu, confirmed the 
piracy attack. "The Nigerian Navy has directed its operational command to search for and rescue the 
vessel and the crew members," he said. "Right now, the search is going on, and we are tracking down the 
culprits. We dont know how it was carried out." 

II. Residents trapped as Tripoli clashes hit f'lfth day 
Lebanon Daily Star, Misbah ai-Ali, 2013 10 25 
Tripoli - Fighting in Tripoli raged on for a fiflh consecutive day, reaching a fever pitch with intense sniper 
and rocket fire earty Friday. Residents of the northern city voiced feelings of helplessness and anger, as 
the death toll rose to six with dozens more wounded. Maha ai-Ali, a resident of the predominately Alawite 
Jabal Mohsen, which is currenUy locked in battle with its Sunni rival, Bab al-Tabbaneh, said she, her 
family and neighbors had stayed Inside since the violence erupted Monday. "I stay at home during the 
clashes because I may get attacked by some irrational groups who would harm me because I'm Alawite," 
she said. "Unfortunately, this is not the diverse and tolerant Tripoli [I know], this city is becoming ugly and 
doesn't accept other sects anymore." Tripoli, Lebanon's second largest city, has seen recurrent clashes 
linked to the crisis in neighboring Syria, namely between Jabal Mohsen, which backs Syrian President 
Bashar Assad, and Bab al-Tabbaneh, which supports his opponents. 

87, Tunisia Mourns for Slain Security Officers 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Monji Saidani, 2013 10 25 
Tunis - Tunisian President Moncef Marzouki announced three days of national mourning for eight security 
officers killed by suspected Salafist militants in the country's central Sidi Bouzidi province. Tunisian 
security Officials, speaking to Asharq AI-Awsat on the condition of anonymity, said that the death toll is 
expected to rise in the coming days due to the serious nature of the injured sustained by a number of 
other security officers in the attack. "A firefight erupted when a counter-terrorism unit from the Sidi Bouzidi 



region stonned a hideout of a Salafist group in the town of Sidi Ali Ben Aoun. The incident resulted in the 
death of two terrorists, while eight security officers were slain, including the counter- terrorist unH's 
commanding officer, "the security official infonned Asharq AI-Awsal. Tunisian authomies claim that Ansar 
AI-Sharia, one of the Islamist milttant movements that has emerged in the country following the 2011 
uprising, is behind a string of allacks on secumy forces. (, 

88. Tunisia Opposition Sets Deadline for Rulers 
Wall Street Joumal. Maria Abi-Habib, 2013 10 25 
Tunis - Tunisia's opposttion gave th!3 ruling Ennahda party a Friday momlng deadline to resign or face 
broader protests, while demonstrations throughout the country tumed violent, with antigovemment 
actMsts selling Ennahda offices on fire. The National Salvation Front, a coalition of opposition parties, 
called on more of its supporters to step up a campaign of civil disobedience, which on Thursday involved 
a general strike in two ctties, if the govemment remains. Some in the opposition, including the country's 
largest labor group, the Tunisian General Labor Union, have stayed on the sidelines, hoping the conflict 
could be resolved wi1h dialogue. In a troubling sign that the country was slipping further out of 
government control, the National Guard Union, representing police, also took to the streets Thursday, 
mourning the deaths of eight officers killed in clashes with militants the day before. 

89. Tunisie : les violences retardent Ie processus de sortie de crise 
Le Monde, Isabelle Mandraud, 20131025 
Tunis - L'ouverture du dialogue national, prealable a la demission du gouvemement islamiste, a ete 
repoussee, apres la mort de six membres de la garde nalionale Qui veutle chaos en Tunisie? Quelle 
entreprise, quel reseau, s'emploie adestabiliser Ie pays? La question affleure sur les levres apres la mort 
de six agents de la garde nalionale tu6s mercredi 23 octobre, vises par des tirs alors qu'ils s'apprlltaient a 
Investir une maison suspectee d'abriter un groupe anne aSidi Ali Ben Aoun, pres de Sidi Bouzid , 
berceau de la revolution tunisienne. 

90. Tunisie-5oci6t6: Les salafistes de la Cite Ettadhamen Nltent Ie meurtre des 7 agents de I'ordre 
Kapitalis, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 24 
Ctte Elladhamen, Tunisie - Les salafistes jihadistes de la ctte Elladhamen, a I'ouest de Tunis, flltent, 
jeudi, en pleine rue, Ie meurtre, hier, par des elements terroristes, de 7 agents de la garde nationale (6 a 
Sidi Ali Ben oun et 1 aMenzel Bourguiba). Les manifestants previennent aussi Ie «taghoul» (membres 
des forces de I'ordre) d'une fin similaire. Ces gesticulations, de tres mauvais goOt, ont suscit6 la Colere de 
nombreux habttants de celie cite populaire, consideree comme I'un des fiefs de I'organisation terroriste 
Ansar Charia. Ces demiers ont explique aux mMias que la declaration de Ali Larayedh, chef du 
gouvemement provisoire, hier soir, refusant de presenter la demission de son gouvemement, ainsi que 
las sanctions administrativas decidees a I'ancontra des responsablas des syndicats des forces de I'ordre 
pour avoir erie «Degage» aux presidents Marzouki, Ben JaAfar et Larayedh, vendredi demier ala 
caseme de Laouina, lors des obseques offiCielies de 2 agents de la garde nationale tues a Goubellat 
(Beja), a revtgore les religieux extremlstes et les a incHes asortir de leur silence pour clamer ouvertement 
leur ideologie jihadiste, qui s'exprime par les annes etle sang. 

91. Une cache d'annes decouverte en Algerie, pres de la Libye 
LeMatin DZ, Joumaliste maison, 201310 24 
Illizi , algerie - L'annee algerienne a decouvert une vaste cache d'annes pres de la frontiere avec la Libye, 
comprenant notamment des missiles sol-air, rapporte jeudi une source au sein des services de securite. 
L'arsenal de guerre est important. "C'est un arsenal de guerre", a declare celie source souhaitant rester 
anonyme. Les annes ont ete trouvees dans la province d'llIizi, dans Ie sud de l'Algerie. Les milttaires ont 
denombre une centaine de missiles anli-aeriens ainsi que plusieurs centaines de roquelles anti
Mlicopteres, de mines terrestres et de grenades RPG. La cache se trouvait aenviron 200 km du 
complexe gazier d'in Amenas qui avait ete pris d'assaut par des milttants islamistes venus de Libye en 
janvier. Trente-sept employes 6trangers du site avaient ete tues dans celie allaque. 



Americas· Ameriques 

92. Dialogue open for N. Korea but no provocative acts: presidential aides 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 1025 
Washington - Top South Korean and U.S. presidential aides agreed Thursday that the allies will deal 
sternly with any North Korean provocations, with the door kept open for dialogue. Meeting with White 
House National Security Adviser Susan Rice in Washington, Kim Jang-soo, chief of Cheong Wa Dae's 
national security office, also agreed to establish a "hotline" to discuss the North Korea problem and other 
pending issues, according to Kim's office. "As part of efforts for substantial progress in denuclearizing 
North Korea, they reaffirmed the common position of no talks for the sake of talks," it said in a press 
release. Kim and Rice shared the view that it is crucial for North Korea to take sincere steps toward 
denuclearization, it added. They also agreed to work together for an earty deal on one of the most 
sensitive alliance issues -- setting a new timeline for the transfer of operational control (OPCON) of South 
Korean military forces in the event of war, said the office. The defense ministers of the allies failed to set 
a new target date for the OPCON transition when they held the annual Security ConsuHative Meeting in 
earty October. 

93. Tensions. Ha'ili Emeutes aprils I'arrestation d'un avocat 
La Presse, Etienne COte-Paluck, 20131025 
Port-au-Prince - Un avocat tres critique II I'endroit du regime ha'olien, Andre Michel, a ete apprehende 
mardi soir dans des circonstances controversees, poussant II la rue des centaines d'opposants au 
president Michel Martelly. L'avocat, membre d'un parli d'opposition, a finalement quitte Ie tribunal de Port
au-Prince Ie lendemain dans une voiture en compagnie de trois senateurs denoncant Ie caractere 
politlque de son arrestation. Me Michel avait refuse qu'on fouille sa volture sans mandat lors d'un contrOle 
policier, ce qui lui a valu une nuit en prison. Tout de suite apres son arrestation, mardi, des 
manifestations violentes ont eclate II Port-au-Prince. Toute la nuit, des armes lourdes ont ete entendues 
dans son fief au sud de la capitale, ou il avait ete arr~te. Mercredi, plusieurs manifestations ont garde les 
pollciers antiemeutes tres occupes. 

94. Baffled, intelligence officials slam Rahul Gandhi 
Times of India, Bharti Jain & Deeptiman TlWary, 2013 1025 
New Delhi - Rahul Gandhi's reference to his briefing by an "intelligence official" on the lSI having 
"contacted" 10-15 youth whose kin were killed in the Muzaffamagar riots, for potential recruitment, has 
puzzled both retired and serving bureaucrats. They are questioning how an intelligence official could brief 
the vice-president of a political party, who is not bound by Ihe oath of secrecy. They also criticized the 
Gandhi scion for going public with information that should have ideally prompted a secret intelligence 
operation to identify the youth contacted and neutralize the lSI agents carrying out sabotage and 
subversion in the hintertand.' "A potential prime minister of the country should have had more sense of 
national security. lSI is a hostile foreign agency recruiting people in the hinterland for sabotage and 
subversion. Rahul's response should have been more robust and decisive. 
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96. Bo Xilai's appeal rejected by Chinese court '" 
The Guardian (London). Jonathan Kaiman. 20131025 'I. 4'4'~ 
Beijing - A court in eastem China has rejected an appeaj by the ousted <;;hinese leader Bo Xilai and 
upheld his life sentence for bribery. embezzlement and abuse of power. Bo, the 64-year-old fonner 
Communist party head of the south-westem metropolis of Chongqing, was once MOwn for his charisma, 
elaborate anti-crime campaigns, and neo-Maoist politics. He fell (rom grace last year after his second-in
command ned to the US consulate in a neighboring cny, exposing his wife's murder of a British 
businessman in a Chongqing hotel. Last month, the Jinan intennedlate people's court in thecoastal 
Shandong province sentenced Bo to life in prison for accepting £2.1 m in bribes, embezzUng more than 
£500,000, and abusing his position by blocking an investigation into the murder. After a brief session on 
Friday, the Shandong high people's court upheld the lower court's decision, China's state newswire 
Xinhua reported via ns official microblog. It did not provide further details. Bo will not have another chance 
to appeal. 

96. China rejects ousted politician Bo Xilai's appeal 

Associated Press, 20131025 

A Chinese court has dismissed an appeal by disgraced politician Bo Xilai of the guitty verdict and life 

sentence he was handed last month. The official Xinhua News Agency said the Shandong Provincial 

Higher People's Court rejected Bo's appeal in a ruling delivered Friday. Bo was found guitty of 

embezzlement, bribery and abuse of power by a lower court in the same province last month and 

sentenced to life in prison. Bo was an up- and-coming polnician whose downfall was set in motion in 

February 2012 when his fonner top aide attempted to defect to a U.S. consulate with infonnation about 

his wife's murder of Bri1ish businessman. The scandal came as Chinese leaders were preparing for a 

once-a-decade transition. (full artiCle) 


97. Chinese court upholds ousted politician eo Xilai's conviction, life sentence 
Globe and Mail, Nathan Vander1dippe, 2013 10 25 
Beijing - It took just an hour to make final: on Friday moming, in an eastem China courtroom surrounded 
by police and a protective wall, Bo Xilai's appeal of corruption charges was rejected. The man once 
considered among China's brightest polnical stars - once in line for the top political office in the country 
would spend the rest of his life in prison. State television showed images of Mr. Bo standing in court, 

, hands handcuffed before him, bearing a wry smile. "The court rules as follows: reject the appeal, uphold 
the original verdict. This verdict is the final ruling," the Shandong Provincial Higher People's Court wrote 
in a verdict posted on ns website . At a subsequent press conference, officials said Mr. Bo had been 
questioned and Ihe superior court had reviewed facts and video from the original trial, which sentenced 
him to life in prison Sept. 22. Officially, Mr. Bo, who had served as a key condun to China for Canadian 
business and political interests, was sentenced on charges of embezzlement, bribery and abuse of 
power. But his trial, whose outcome was never in serious doubt, had a Clear polnical subteX1. 

98. En Chine, I'espionnage au service de la croissance economique (Canada) 
Le Figaro. Patrick Saint-Paul, 2013 10 25 . 
Pekin - La Chine collecte les renseignements en matiere industrielle, comme milnaire. Les Etats-Unis, Ie 
Canada, l'Allemagne, la Grande-Bretagne ou la France, mais aussi I'allie russe, sont des cibles 
privilegiees. La Chine a erige I'espionnage en • sport national» . AI'interieur de ses frontieres, Ie regime 
communiste a leve une annee pour surveiller ses citoyens, notamment sur Intemet, afin de desamorcer 
toute contestation. Al'eX1eneur, 10 Chine a fait du renseignement une anne au service de son . 
developpement economique. Elle surveilleran aussi les diSSidents, les militants libelains et les membres 
de la secte Falun Gong refugies a I'etranger. 

99. Huawei to dominate PNG's telecoms update 



The Australian , Rowan Callick, 2013 1025 
Sydney - The controversial Chinese telecommunication systems company Huawei is becoming the 
Papua New Guinea government's core international partner as it modemises its communications. A 
series of agreements have been struck over the past few years, but it Is only now that the projects are 
starting to be implemented. Huawei is taking on two core roles. Through the Integrated Government 
Infonnation System, funded by a $55 million soft loan arranged via the Chinese Exim Bank, Huawei is 
integrating information and data used by the government's 52 departments and agencies around the 
country so that it can more easily be shared. The program also involves Huawei establishing online 
processing for work pennits, visas, passports, tax files and commercial transactions. It is installing 
equipment at key hubs such as police headquarters, telephone exchanges, the headquarters of state
owned enterprise PNG Telikom, and Port Moresby's airport. 

100. India warns Israel of terror threat to tourists in Rajasthan 
Times of Israel, Gavriel Fiske, 20131025 
Jerusalem - Israeli embassy officials in India were briefed last month by the Indian government on 
possible dangers to Israeli tourists traveling in Rajasthan, a largely desert, Hindu-majority east Indian 
state bordering Pakistan. According to a Wednesday report in the Hindustan Times, Indian officials 
believe that Indian Mujahideen, a known terrorist group believed to be the Indian arm of Lashkar-e-Taiba, 
the Pakistani terror organization behind the 2008 Mumbai attack, is looking to target Israelis travelling 
specifically in Pushkar, Jodhpur and Jaisalmer, three popular tourist areas. According to the report, the 
Israeli embassy in India declined to issue a travel warning "beyond the normal" in response to the 
briefing. The plot was allegedly revealed following the recent arrest by Indian authorities of the 
organization's co-founder,.Yasin Bhatkal. 

101. India will be isolated if it boycotts CHOGM: Sri Lanka 
The Hindu, Staff Report, 201310 25 
New Delhi - Wrth Prime Minister Manmohan Singh yet to take a decision on whether to attend the 
CommonweaHh Heads of Government Meeling in Colombo next month, Sri Lanka has made it clear that 
India would be isolated if it does not participate in the summit. "Human rights violation takes place in 
every country in the world . We have our share of it and we are making effort to correct them. "All the 
governments in the Commonwealth had decided unanimously that the CommonweaHh Summit will be 
held in Sri Lanka, so there is no boycott. Isolation will happen to those who do not participate not the 
other way round," Sri Lankan High Commissioner to India Prasad Kariyawasam said in New Delhi . He 
also told that the "Prime Minister of India is not only leader in this region but leader in Asia , leader in 
CommonweaHh and even in fact the world , so bearing that in mind....it is a decision that India will have to 
take bearing in mind the national responsibilities and their profile." 

102. Is Japan Eyeing Nuclear Annament? 
Chosun llbo, 2013 10 25 
Japan is gearing up to build its own nuclear weapons as part of a wider rearmament drive that would 
allow it to send troops abroad, experts warn. Tokyo is believed to have the technology to build nuclear 
weapons anytirne.Two leading Japan experts in the U.S., Richard Samuels of the Center for International 
Studies at the MIT and Jarnes Schoff of the Carnegie Endowment for Irrternational Peace, sounded the 
warning in a recent report titled "Asia in the Second Nuclear Age." So far, they write, "memories of horrific 
nuclear attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki have sustained ant~ nuclear sentiment and helped justify 
national policies championing nonproliferation and forgoing an indigenous nuclear arsenal."They warn 
that the view no longer holds true that "associated institutional and diplomatic constraints on nuclear 
breakout" mean that Japan "will find it virtually impossible" to build nuclear weapons. 

103. Manila expects earty UN ruling on sea dispute with Beijing 
Reuters, 2013 10 24 
Mimila - The Philippines expects an early ruling from the United Nations' tribunal on its arbitration case 



questioning China's claim on the South China Sea, Manila's Foreign Minister said on Thursday, in the first 
public announcement of hopes for a swift outcome. Friction over thll key shipping route has surged as 
China uses its growing naval might to assert a vast claim over the oil-and-gas rich area more strongly, 
raising fears of a conflict with other nations bordering the water body. China, Taiwan and Vietnam have 
claims on the whole of the South China Sea, while Brunei, Malaysia and the Philippines claim only parts 
of the disputed waters. Foreign Secretary Albert del Rosario said the Philippines initiated arbitration 
proceedings this year after exhausting all pol~ical and diplomatic avenues of resolution, and called 
China's claim on the South China Sea "expansive and excessive". (full article) r,C 

104. Manila sees early ruling on sea dispute with Beijing 
7. b~~""'.q~ Itb/o.-.:; 

Reuters, 2013 10 24 
Manila - The Philippines expects an early ruling from the Un~ed Nations' tribunal on ~s arbHretion case 
questioning China's claim on the South China Sea, Manila's foreign minister said on Thursday', In the first 
public announcement of hopes for a swift outcome. Friction over the key shipping route has surged as 
China uses lis growing naval might to assert a vast claim over the oil-and-gas rich area more strongly, 
raising fears of a conflict with other nations bordering the water body. China, Taiwan and Vietnam have 
claims on the whole of the South China Sea, while Brunei, Malaysia and the Philippines claim only parts 
of the disputed waters. 

105, N. Korea seeks release of ship crew in Panama 
Associated Press, 2013 10 25 . 
Panama City - Panama's security minister says two North Korean diplomats have left the country after 
trying to settle the status of the crew of a ship seized in July that was found to be canying weapons from 
Cuba. Security Minister Jose Raul Mulino said Thursdays the diplomats met with top Panamanian 
prosecutors. He did not give details of the outcome. Foreign ministry officials have said most of the 35 
crewmen would be released and allowed to return to North Korea. 

108. N. Korea to return 6 S. Koreans citizens through Panmunjom 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 10 25 
Seoul - North Korea was to hand over six South Korean c~izens at the neutral border village of 
Panmunjom Friday, a rare move that has raised speculations that the country may be trying to mend 
fences with its southern rival. A government source said that the six men will cross over into South Korea 
at around 4:20 p.m. and will be taken to a secure location where they are to be questioned about how 
they came to be in the communist country. The exact identities, other than the family names of the six, 
have been withheld, but the Ministry of Unification confinned Thursday, when Pyongyang first announced 
they were sending the men back, that they were not on the list of people abducted by the North. The 
oldest, who is 67, has been identified by his surname Yun , while the youngest named Song is 27. "None 
seem to be notable figures," the official said. He added that II is highly likely that they entered the country 
over the Chinese-North Korean border. He added that Seoul could not say at the moment that they had 
been forcibly abducted. The insider said the North's media reported it was questioning four South 
Koreans who entered the country illegally on Feb. 26, 2010, while there was a separate report that one 
man entered the North a month earlier by crossing the Tumen River from China's Yanbian region. "The 
men will be questioned ~h appropriate measures taken depending on the resuHs of the inquiry," he said. 

107. N. Korean leader urges company commanders, commissars to rally around parly 
Yonhap News Agency, 201310 25 
Seoul - North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has called on company commanders and poillical commissars 
to rally around the ruling Workers' Party of Korea and help it overcome all challenges, Pyongyang's media 
reported Friday. The call was made at the fourth meeting of milHary officers and poillical directors of the 
Korean People's Anny (KPA) that took place in Pyongyang on Tuesday and Wednesday, the Korean 
Central News Agency (KCNA) said . Kim, who took power after the death of his father Kim Jong-il in late 
2011, ordered officers to prepare their troops both militarily and ideologically, and to instill a greater sense 



of discipline. "The leader stressed that when the People's Army repays the party's trust and expectation, 
the might of the powerful revolutionary army will be highly displayed," the news wire service reported. The 
KCNA also said that Kim made both the opening and closing spee.ches at the gathering, an unusual show 
of the leader's interest in the proceedings. 

108. N.Korea Suspected of Preparing for Fresh Nuke'Test 
Chosun llbo, 2013 1025 
North Korea appears to have been digging two new tunnels at a nuclear test sne in Punggye-ri, North 
Hanngyong Province since May, sparking fears that it is preparing for another nuclear test. Specialist 
website 38 North, which is run by Johns Hopkins University, said n discovered two new tunnel entrances 
and a mound of earth while analyzing satellite pictures of the test site taken on Wednesday. 
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109. North Korea to allow 6 South Koreans to return home across heavily aoned border Friday 
Associated Press, 2013 10 24 
Seoul - North Korea plans to allow six detained South Koreans to return home, officials in Seoul said 
Thursday. Pyongyang's Red Cross sent a letter to the South saying the South Koreans will cross over the 
heavily armed border at the so-called truce village of Panmunjom on Friday, according to a short 
statement from the South's Unification Ministry, which is responsible for cross-border ties. The statement 
says Seoul plans to accept the South Koreans and investigate how they entered North Korea. Seoul 
provided only scant details, saying they were men ranging in age from 27 to 67. North Korea said in 2010 
that n was investigating four South Koreans for allegedly illegally entering the country; it wasn1 
immediately clear whether any of them are among the six people being released Friday. Seoul says it has 
repeatedly asked Pyongyang to confirm the four citizens' identities but has received no reply. Relations 
on the Korean Peninsula have recently improved, but the rival Koreas were trading threats of war in 
March and April. They've since reopened operations at a jointly run industrial park in the North. South 
Koreans visning North Korea without government approval can be punished by up to 10 years in prison 
under South Korea's National Secumy Law. The Korean Peninsula is still technically in a state of war 
because the 1950-53 Korean War ended in a truce, not a peace treaty. (full article) 

110. Sri Lankan court jails L TTE member over 2006 bus bombing 
Colombo Page, 2013 10 24 
Colombo - A Sri Lankan court today sentenced the Tamil Tiger suspect arrested in connection with the 
2006 bomb attack on a bus in Kebnhgollewa in North Central Province. Anuradhapura High Court today 
sentenced the L TIE suspect, Mahilingam Muthulingam, also known as Indran, to five years of rigorous 
imprisonment for his role in the bombing of a commuter bus. The Judge also ordered the Prison 
Commissioner General to send the convict for one year rehabilnation after he completes the 5-year jail 
sentence. 

111. Terror emanating from 'neighbourhood' affected India, China: Manmohan Singh 
Times of India, Staff Report, 2013 1025 
Beijing - Wrth Pakistan in mind, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh on Thursday warned that terrorism and 
radicalism emanating from "our neighbourhood" had directly affected both India and China and could lead 
to instability across Asia. Singh made the remark without naming any country while addressing future 
leaders at the Chinese Communist Party's Central Party School here. He was obviously referring to 
Pakistan-based terror groups that are active in India and China, especially in the Muslim- dominated 
Xinjiang province bordering Pakistan-occupied Kashmir. "India and China have also beneffled from a 
largely stable global order and peaceful periphery. But we cannot take a stable political and security 
environment in our region and beyond for granted," he said. "If we look carefully, many of our challenges 
are common. TerrOrism, extremism and radicalism emanating from our neighbourhood affect both of us 
directly and can create instabilny across ASia," Singh said . 
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o '011"0 ~'" €I""112. Hopes fading for swift release of the Arctic 30 (Canada) )
London Times, Nick Holdsworth, 2013 10 25 .. .,. 
Unidentified placeline - Hopes were fading last night that 30 imprisoned Greenpeace activists and 
journalists might soon be freed. even though piracy charges against them have been dropped. 
Prosecutors decided to bring a lesser charge of "hooliganism" against the group, who were arrested 
during an attempt to scale a Gazprom oilrig in the Barents Sea last month. Judges in Murmansk 0 
yesterday denied appeals for bail and remanded in custody the last two activists, Canadian ~aul Ruzycki, 
48, chief mate on the Arctic Sunrise, and crew member Ana Paula Alminhana Maciel, 31 , from Brazil. 
Their trials are due to start on November 24. The crew had been facing up to 15 years in a penal colony if 
found guilty of piracy. The charge of hooliganism carries a maximum sentence of seven years. Those in 
custody include two journalists, one of whom, Kieron Bryan, worked as a video journalist for The Times 
for three years. Mr Ruzycki, from Port Colbourne, Ontario, told the court: "We are not criminals, nor 
pirates. We are peaceful people from all over the world. Our actions were not acts of violence." 

113. La face obscure des JO de Sotchi 
24heures (Suisse) , Yannick Van der Schueren, 2013 10 25 
Sotchi - A cent jours de I'ouverture de la grand-messe sportive, les associations de defense des droits de 
I'homme denoncent les abus du Kremlin et un climat repressif sans precedent A cent jours de I'ouverture 
des JO, les associations de defense des droHs de I'homme denoncent les abus du Kremlin et un climat 
repressif sans precedent En 2007, la station balneaire de Sotchi decrochaH les 22es Jeux olympiques 
d'hiver. L'occasion pour la Russie d'ouvrir ses portes au monde entier, et I'espoir pour les organisations 
de defense des droits de I'homme de voir la situation progresser. Sept ans apres, les ONG dechanten!. 
La situation n'a faH qu'empirer. Depuis Ie retour de Vladimir Poutlne Ala tAte du Kremlin , la repression 
exercee A I'encontre de la societe civile et de I'opposition est sans precedent dans I'histoire 
postsovietique du pays, affirment Amne~y International et Human Rights Watch. Cette demiere vient 
d'ailleurs de publier une «carte alternative» du parcours de la Hamme olympique pour mettre en lumiere 
les abus du Kremlin en matiere de droits humains. Coup de projecteur sur neuf villes etapes du relais de 
la celebre torche. 

114. Las espions russes reprennent pied en Europe 
Le Figaro, Isabelle Lasserre, 2013 1025 
Moscou - Depuls I'arrivee au pouvoir de Poutine, les services de Moscou redoublent d'activHe. 
ESPIONNAGE Assoupis apres la chute de I'Union sovietique, les services de renseignement exlerieurs 
russes - Ie SVR, qui a succede II la 1re direction generale du KGB - ont redouble d'activite depuis 
I'arrivee au pouvoir de Vladimir Poutine. Un ancien officier du KGB. Le niveau de I'espionnage russe en 
Europe auraH mArne atteint, selon certains experts. celui qu'iI avaH pendant la guerra froide. Les services 
russes sont particulierement actifs dans les ex-Republiques sovietiques, surtout celles qui lorgnent vers 
l'Otan et l'Union europeanne. « En Georgie, les hommes du KGB ont ete places dans les structures de 
securite. En Ukraine et en Biiilorussie, la peniilration des services russes est tres profonde : les KGB 
locaux sont contrOles par Moscou » , explique un diplomate en poste dans la region. Les affaires 
d'espionnage ponctuent la vie politique regionale. En 2008, Herman Simm, un haut fonctionnaire 
estonien, a ete arrAte II Tallinn pour espionnage au profrt de la Russie. 

115. Russia's female suicide bombers: Well organized and hard to stop 
RIA Novosti, Staff report, 2013 10 24 
Moscow - Investigators say that moments after Naida Asiyalova, a wan 30-year-old from Russia's 



, 


violence-plagued republic of Dagestan, boarded a public bus one aftemoon this week in the city of 
Volgograd, the bomb she was carrying exploded; claiming six lives. il"he apparent attack serves as . 
another reminder of the grim effectiveness of female suicide bon1&ers, who have taken part in 20 attacks 
claiming at least 760 lives across Russia since June 2000, or an average of 60 lives a year. Even w~hout 
including the death tolls from two major attacks involving explosive-bea(ing female mil~ants - the hostage 
crisis at Moscow's Dubrovka Theater in 2002 and the seizure of a school in the southem town of Beslan 
in 2004 - female suicide attacks in Russia have killed more than 24 people a year or nearly 18 people 
each. Recalculated to exclude a Six-year lull in such attacks, the numbers rise to over 44 people per year, 
or more than 110 counting Dubrovka and Beslan. While Russian and Westem analyses of female suicide 
bombers have largely attributed the phenomenon to the psychological trauma wrought on individual " 
women by the brutal~y of conflict, there is growing evidence to suggest that the ttackers are high
visibil~y end players in organized campaigns of terror. < "" 
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116, Iran Raps UN Rapporteur's Biased Human Rights Report 
Fars News Agency, 2013 10 25 
Tehran - Iran's UN mission lashed out at a report by the UN's Special Human Rights Rapporteur, Ahmed 
Shaheed, on the s~uation of human rights in Iran, describing it void of the existing realities of the country. 
On Wednesday, the Iranian mission in New York rejected the report prepared by Ahmed Shaheed and 
called for a balanced and unbiased report devoid of political manipulations and tendencies. The mission 
condemned the nature and the elements of the report and regretted the fact that it was prepared by a 
person without any familiarity with Iran's political and social conditions. The Iranian representative said 
the report "has not paid sufficient notice to Iran's legal system and Islamic culture and considers whatever 
he sees in the West as an international standard for the entire world," Khazaei described Iran as the 
anchor of human rights and religious democracy in a region infested by extremism, terrorism and despotic 
regimes. 

117, Iran, Britain to reopen embassies in 8 days 
Islamic Republic News Agency, 2013 1025 
Tehran - Iran and Britain will reopen their embassies in London and Tehran by their non-resident charge 
d'affaires within the next eight days, Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Marzieh Afkham confirmed 
yesterday. "Iranian and British charge d'affaires are to be appointed In eight days but will not be residing 
in Tehran and London permanently. They will rather carry out their tasks by making regular visits to the 
two cap~als," she added. Speaking to reporters at her weekly press conference, she said the Iranian and 
British embassies would officially reopen after the two non- resident charge d'affaires began their terms. 
"This would be considered as the start of Tehran-London diplomatic relations," Afkham stressed. She 
further said that Iran is to hold a meeting with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) prior to its 
next round of talks with the Group 5+1 in Genva, Switzerland, slated for November 0.7. 

118, Iranian Armed Forces Fully Prepared to Give Crushing Response to Threats 
Fars News Agency, 20131025 
Tehran - Iranian Army Ground Force Commander Brigadier General Ahmad Reza Pourdastan praised the 
growing power of the Iranian armed forces, saying that they are fully ready to give crushing response to 
any possible enemy threat. "The Islamic Republic's Armed Forces are today fully prepared and they will 
respond to any threat with readiness," General Pourdastan said in a ceremony in the Southwestem 
province of Khuzestan on Wednesday. He reiterated that Iran's Armed Forces have manufactured ' 
advanced weapons by utilizing indigenized knowledge and they are powerful in the world . Iranian military 



commanders have on several occasions .wamed the enemies of the grave repercussions of any possible 
threats against Iran. Ea~ier this month, Iranian Navy Commander Rear Admiral Habibollah Sayyari 
tenned Iran the most secure country in the region, and said the Navy will give a crushing response to any 
possible aggressor. Ii: Cc;t ~ 
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119. New report says Iran can have nuclear bomb in a month ;:It 0,,,,,,, ~8 fI. 
Times of Israel, Joshua Davidovich, 2013 1025 "'~ 1': 

Jerusalem - Iran can enrich enough weapons-grade uranium for a single nuclear bomb in about a month, 

according to an estimate by a nuclear non-proliferation think tank released late Wednesday. The re"port by 

the Washington-based Institute for Science and Intemational Security, claims I~n has significantly 

shortened the time needed to "break out" to a nuclear bomb with the installation of new centrifuges in the 
Fordo and Natanz plants, and advanced IR-2 machines at Natanz. According to ISIS, which has tracked 
Iran's nuclear program for several years, Tehran could make have enough uranium for a nuclear bomb in 
1-1 .6 months by converting all of ~s 2().percent enriched stockpile. Using only 3.5% enriched uranium, 
Iran could have four nuclear bombs in about two months, the group estimates. Using new IR-2 
centrifuges, which are currently being installed in Natanz, the time could be shortened to just a week or 
two, according to the study. 

120. Talks betwaen Iran, West may take 'several months' to produce tangible results 
Jerusalem Post, Michael Wilner, 2013 10 25 
Washington - Intelligence Minister Yuval Steinitz is "cautiously optimistic" that negotiations with Iran cOUld 
lead to a peaceful diplomatic solution to the slow-motion nuclear crisis, he told The Jerusalem Post in an 
interview on Thursday. But the minister said that talks between Iran and the P5+1 -- the Un~ed Slates, 
United Kingdom, France, Russia, China and Gennany- - may take "several months" to produce tangible 
results. "I think ~ will take several months at least, but you have to see that finally the Iranians are coming 
w~h a real willingness to give up, and ~'s not the case yet," Steinitz said. Steinitz is in Washington for a 
series of high-level meetings, including talks with US Vice President Joseph Biden on Thursday 
aftemoon, which he said were dominated by the Iranian threat. While characterizing the meetings as 
"very friendly, very open and candid" with "no tension," Sleinitz acknowledged that there still exist some 
"differences in views on the way to get" to a deal. 

Middle East· Moyen-Orient 

121. 2,355 Inmates in GOI prisons: MOl 
Saudi Gazette, Mansour AI-SheM, 20131025 
Riyadh - There are 2,355 prisoners from 37 national~ies involved in state security cases in the General 
Directorate of Intelligence (GDI)'s prisons, according to the Ministry of Interior's recent list of prison 
inmates. There are 1,223 prisoners who have cases pending before cou~s, 393 have been handed down 
sentences and will appeal , 225 are under investigation, while 200 have been given final sentences. One 
hundred and seventy-one inmates are still under arrest, 79 have been referred to the Bureau of 
Investigation and Prosecution, 43 have been rehabilHated at the Prince Muhammad Bin Naif Advice and 
Care Center, and 21 others are still waiting to be admitted to the center. The inmates are from the 
Kingdom, Jordan, Afghanistan, US, Pakistan, Iraq, UK, Palestine, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Bangladesh, 
Australia, India and Russia, among others. (Full Report). 

122. Bahrain court releases AI Wefaq leader· Khalil Marzouq 
Gulf News, Habib Toumi, 2013 1025 



1"

Manama: A Bahrain court on Thursday released Khalil Marzouq, the deputy secretary-general of AI 
Wefaq National Islamic Society, after adjourning his trial to November 18. Marzouq is facing charges of 
"inciting terrorism and promoting acts that const~ute crimes of terrorism": First Attorney-General Abdul 
Rahman AI Sayed eartier this month said that the charges levelled affer the Public Prosecution completed 
its investigations of the case also included "using a position within a legally formed pol~ical association to 
call for committing crimes that constitute acts of terrorism punishable underthe Community Protection 
Law." Marzouq told the court hearing on Thursday that he rejects violence but stands by his calls for 
peaceful anti-govemment protests to force reforms in the country. He tokl the three-judge panel that he 
supports peaceful efforts to force polHical concessions from the government. But he denied any support 
for bombings and other attacks, which have been on the rise. 

123. Civil war between HezboUah and Global Jihad has erupted in Lebanon 
Jerusalem Post, Staff Report, 2013 10 25 
Jerusalem - Defense Minister Moshe Ya'alon said Thursday that a "civil war" has erupted in Lebanon 
between Hezbollah and Global Jihad elements that have attempted to drag Israel into the conflict. "To 
those who are not yet aware, there is already a civil war in Lebanon. Global Jihad, which has infittrated 
Lebanon and is attacking Hezbollah, is blowing up car bombs in Dahia and is firing rockets at Dahia and 
the Beka'a Valley," he said, referencing recent attacks on Hezbollah strongholds. Ya'alon stated that the 
same Global Jihad elements were behind the firing of four rockets into northern Israel from Lebanon in 
August. The defense minister claimed that the Global Jihad elements were attempting to elim an Israeli 
response against Hezbollah· with the rocket fire: "However Hezbollah was quick to deflect responsibilny, 
saying 'it wasnl me.' This is another example of our deterrence capabilHy," he said. 

124. Du adds Fortinet security 
Khaleej TImes, 2013 10 25 
Abu Djabi - Fortinet, a leader in network security, has announced a deal to provide its cloud-based unified 
threat management solutions for du's managed security services portfoliO. Speaking at GITEX 
TECHNOLOGY WEEK, Bashar Bashaireh, Senior Regional Director at Fortinet Middle East, said: "We 
are proud to partner with du to bring our joint Cloud UTM solution to the UAE market. This highly cost
effective, flexible and reliable security solution leverages our high-performance security technology to 
provide businesses of all sizes with broad protection against a vast array of Internet threats, including 
advanced targeted attacks." Fahad AI Hassawi, Chief Commercial Officer, du, added: "Our Cloud UTM 
service, powered by Fortinet, is the ideal addition to our suHe of Managed Security Services, through 
which we provide the UAE's businesses with fully comprehensive protection against cyber threats and 
more. 

126. Elite HezboHah fighters are spearheading battle in Syria 
Jerusalem Post, Henry Rome, 20131025 
Jerusalem - EIHe Hezbollah fighters are leading the Syrian government's battle against rebels in the 
country's most violent regions, a senior IOF commander said on Thursday. "We must understand that this 
is not a war in Syria where Syrians are fighting against Syrians anymore," Maj.- Gen. Noam TIbon , 
commander ofthe IDF Northern Corps, said at The Jerusalem Post Diplomatic Conference in Herzliya. 
Hezbollah, he said, is the "elHe force today fighting against the rebels in Syria." Tibon's speech expanded 
upon comments Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu made on Sunday, when he told NBC's Meet the 
Press that Syria is essentially a proteGtorate of Iran. The general appeared to challenge reports that 
Hezbollah's role may be declining in Syria. The Times of London reported eartier this month that 
Hezbollah had reduced its presence in Syria from 10,000 fighters to about 3,500. 

126. Farmers pay taxes to Taliban on govt farms 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Mahbob Shah Mahbob, 2013 10 25 
Jalalabad - Farmers cuttivating government lands against rent in the Batikot district of eastern Nangarhar 
province say they paid the rent both to the government and the Taliban this year. Growers, who have 



leased govemment lands in the town, say eanier they would make rent payments to the govemment 
alone, but now the Taliban have threatened them w~h dire consequences if they did not pay the same to 
them. Noor Rahman, who cultivates 40 acres of govemment land in the third fann area, said he paid the 
Taliban 1,000 Pakistani rupees per half an acre in rent, which he had already surrendered to the 
govemment. He said now he had grown maize crop on the rented land and had made payement to the 
Taliban for cuttivating the crop. Rahman wamed if such treatment continued, farmers would abandon 
govemment lands, which would become barren. 

127. Gitex gets overwhelming response 
Khaleej TImes, Staff Report, 2013 10 25 11 
Abu Dhabi - The 33rd edition of Gitex Technology Week 2013, ran under the theme "Lets Create, Disrupt 
and Re-imagine Together" from October 20-24 at the Dubai Wond Trade Centre, w~h Dubai Intemet C~y 
as StrategiC Panner. G~ex Technology Week 2013 began with the major announcement of the Innovative 
Smart City project that would transfonn Dubai into one of the wond's leading ·smart cities". Trixie 
LohMinnand, senior vice-president at Dubai Wond Trade Centre, said: "We are delighted ~h the sheer 
number and variety of launches, partnerships, and announcements this year. In many respects, this has 
been a step up to the next level for Gitex Technology Week, ~h a range of new features ensuring that 
there has never been a dull moment on the show floor. I am confident that the strategic (Jeals and 
connections that have been made during the past week will leave a lasting impact on the region's ICT 
industry." 

128. Intelligence officer is gunned down 
Yemen Post, Staff Report. 2013 1025 
Sana'a - Officials confinned on Thursday that an intelligence officer was gunned down eanier today in a 
drive-by shooting at the hean of the Yemeni ca~al, Sana'a. Colonel Abdulrahman Mohammed al-Shami 
reportedy was leaving his domicile at around noon on Thursday when two unknown anned men on 
motorbikes shot him down. The altackers managed to escape the scene of the crime without the police 
being able to apprehend them. The Colonel immediately succumbed to his injuries. Although no group 
has claimed responsibil~y for the killing, officials have said that all evidences so far pointed to al-Qaeda. 
The terror group, which has been growing ever bolder in its attacks in recent months, slowly eroding 
Yemen's coal~ion govemment aut horny across Yemen's tribal regions as the state appears weaker and 
pol~ically fractured. 

129. Le Hezb met en garde Ie 14 Mars contre les retomb8es du blocage 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Joumaliste maison, 20131025 
Beyrouth - PoI~ique Le numero deux du Hezbollah, cheikh NaIm Kassem, accuse Ie camp adverse de se 
soumeltre aux «ordres d'un Etat arabe du Golfe ». Le bloc panementaire du Hezbollah a tenu hier sa 
reunion hebdomadaire sous I'egide de son chef, Mohammad Raad, et a publie a I'issue de ses travaux un 
communique dans lequel iI reaffinne sa position au sujet du processus gouvememental et du blocage de 
I'activtte du PaJ1ement. Sur ce demier dOSSier, Ie bloc estime que « Ie pretexte constttutionnel » avanel! 
par Ie 14 Mars pour boycolter les seances legislatives de la Chambre « ne parviendra pas II dissimuler Ie 
revanchisme » de ce camp ni son souci de « satisfaire des interets pol~iques etriques et de se meltre au 
service de politiques non libanaises ». « Le PaJ1ement est I'institution const~utionnelle mare dans Ie pays. 
Le sabotage de son activtte est une atteinte a la loglque etatique et relave d'une pol~iQue vindicative 
ayant pour effet de paraiyser toutes les inst~utions », ajoutent les deputes du Hezbollah. lis accusent 
egalement Ie 14 Mars de «saboter Ie dialogue qui est toujours necessaire entre Libanais ». 

130. Le Hezbollah et son implication en Syrie inquietent « vivement » Ban 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Sylviane Zehil. 2013 10 25 
New York - Le secretaire general de I'ONU Ban K~moon est « profondement preoccupe par les 
infonnations faisant etat de la montee des tensions au Liban et par I'effet de la crise syrienne sur la 
dynamique de la securne et la vie pol~ique dans Ie pays», indique Ie dix-huitieme rapport semestriel sur 



I'application de la resolution 1559 (2004) . Ce rapport a fait I'objet de consu~ations privees du Conseil de 
securit6 tenues hier au siege de I'ONU, aNew York. en presence de Te~e Roed-Larsen, representant 
special de Ban Ki-moon pour I'application de ceUe resolution. 

131. Manual on safe use of social websites handed out 
Gulf News. Staff Report. 2013 10 25 
Abu Dhabi: A manual on 101 safe ways to use social networking websites has been distributed among 
thousands of children across the country. a statement by the Ministry of Interior said on Tuesday. This 
step comes within Ihe framework of a campaign designed to educate the younger generation on the safe 
use of various websites such as Facebook. YouTube and Twitter and smart devices which are commonly 
accessed in the UAE. Major General Nasser Lakhreibani AI Nuaimi, Secretary-General of the Office of the 
Deputy Prime Minister, said that these measures are being taken to ensure that no harm comes to 
children using these tools. Police officials also urged parents to monHor their children's activities online 
and to be aware of who they are friends with. "We are hoping to distribute these manuals to the largest 
number of children possible. This is a sign of the Ministry of Interio~s determination to better the UAE's 
future," the statement said. (Full Report). 

132. Mysterious website seeks names, phone numbers of alleged Hezbollah agents 
McClatchy News Service. MHchell Prothero, 2013 10 23 
Beirut - A mysterious website offering financial rewards for information about alleged members of 
Hezbollah's intemational operations wing has become a major topic of conversation in intelligence circles 
around the Middle East, with operatives wondering who is behind the effort. The site, which appeared 
without fanfare in recent weeks, claims to be the work of an alliance of Westem intelligence agencies. But 
two Westem security officials familiar with the project said it is likely an Israeli operation to gather data on 
one of the wortd's most secretive organizations. The site, which can be found at www.stop910.com. says 
its mission is to bring attention to Hezbollah's so-called 'Unit 910," which the site accuses of being 
Hezbollah's intemational operations unH tasked with conducting intelligence gathering and performing 
operations around the world. The site contains photographs of dozens of alleged operatives along with 
requests for readers to submH any information on the men, who range from suspects already known to 
authorities to dozens of apparently unidentified Hezbollah members. In many cases, the site shows a 
picture and no furlher information and offers rewards for phone numbers, real names and even home 

. addresses of the men. 

133. PA forces thwart Hamas attack drone plot in West Bank 
Times of Israel, Avi Issacharoff, 2013 10 25 
Jenusalem - Palestinian secumy forces recently uncovered a terror cell in the West Bank plotting to launch 
unmanned aerial vehicles laden with explosives at Israel. Palestinian security officials told The Times of 
Israel Friday. During intenSive activHies near Hebron, in which PA secumy authOlities arrested Hamas 
activists al the city's university, officers uncovered a terrorist network in the advanced stages of planning 
to launch a UAV Into Israel. Muftlple suspects were arrested and the plot was foiled. Investigation of the 
cell found that Hamas operatives had already nun several test nights on the drone, and had intended to 
attach explosives to it in order to strike targets in Israel. Israeli defense officials confirmed the report and 
noted that the PA secumy forces had recently chalked up other unspecified impressive achievements in 
their fight against terrorist groups operating in the West Bank. 

134. Selling Hezbollah (Canada). 
Now Lebanon, Drew Gough, 2013 10 25 
Beirut - Driving through the Beqaa Valley during Eid al-Adha down the mountains from Bsharre and the 
Cedars - from the arid hills to fertile valley, and away from the Lebanon I've grown to know and - am just 
beginning to understand, I saw the first visible support of Hezbollah. Here, the party's yellow-and-green 
flags and banners spanned the potholed highway through tiny towns and larger-than-life cardboard 
cutouts of Hassan Nasrallah towered over roundabouts. For me, a Canadian writer and longtime tourist in 

http:www.stop910.com


Lebanon, one who has previously stayed out of the southern suburbs of Beirut and the small towns of the 
country, this was my introduction to the real-wortd presence of Hezbollah. The commercialization of 
controversial political movements isn~ new. We've all known someone with a Mao or Che Guevera shirt, 
sitting around in college dorms, someone else's revolutionaries boldly emblazoned on their chest. There's 
a market for everything, even for communism and for Lebanon's resistance party... 

135. Six injured in prison riot in Sana'a 
Yemen TImes, Nasser AI-Sakkaf, 20131025 
Sana'a - A prison riot lell four prisoners, one guard and the director of investigations injured in a poinical 
Security prison in Sana'a on Tuesday, according to officials. One prisoner has been charged with 
attempted murder of the director of investigations. During the riot, prisoners captured two soldiers working 
as guards and held them as hostage, according to Adel A~Hamadi , the my's prosecutor. They were set 
free Tuesday allertwo representatives from a human rights group and AI-Hamadi, went to the prison to 
negotiate the guards' release. In a letter published in the AI-Wasat newspaper recently. prisoners 
complained that soldiers guarding the facility had insulted Allah, which many are speculating may have 
culminated in Tuesday's riot. While prisoners held in pomical Security facilnies used to be primarily those 
wnh charges of drug trafficking, the prison is now known for housing those who have been detained for 
their alleged connections with AI-Qaeda or AI-Qaeda-affiliated groups. 

136. STL confident Lebanon's share of funding forthcoming 
Lebanon Daily Star, Kareem Shaheen, Hasan Lakkis, 2013 10 25 
Beirut - The Special Tribunal for Lebanon's top administrator met Thursday wnh caretaker Prime Minister 
Najib Mikati amid speculation over the court's funding and questions about preparations for trial. Lebanon 
owes nearly $38 million to the Hague-based court as part of its annual 49 percent contribution to the 
budget. It is months overdue. The STL is tasked with prosecuting those responsible for the Feb 14, 2005, 
attack that killed former Prime Minister Rafik Hariri and 21 others. The court indicted four Hezbollah 
members in 2011 . It indicted Hasan Merhi, a fifth Hezbollah suspect, earlier this month. Memi is accused 
of being a part of the network that orchestrated an alleged false claim of responsibilny for the Hariri 
assassination. The court announced it would hold a hearing Tuesday on trial preparation. It is also 
engaged in a public advertising effort before it can rule whether Memi, who has not been arrested, is to 
be tried in absentia. 

137. Syrill Arab Army confronts terrorists in different areas 
Syria Times, Basma Qaddour, 2013 10 25 
Provinces - Units of the armed forces have imposed control over Htaitet al-Terkman area in the eastern 
Ghouta of Damascus and seized weapons for terrorists in Mazzeh area in Damascus, according to 
Allkhbaria AI Soreyeh TV channel. The TV channel quoted a military source as confirming that Htaitet al
Terkman area became under the control of the Syrian army aller eliminating all terrorist groupings there. 
In this context, the official news agency quoted a military source as saying that the fresh achievement 
comes after a tailored operation that took up less than 48 hours after COrdoning off the area from several 
axes. The source said: "As many as 100 terrorists died and 150 other injured in the operation," noting that 
the terrorists were belonging to al-Nusra Front, the so-called the "Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant", 
and 'Seraj al-Haq' battalion. It added that the armed forces are now hunting down the remained terrorists 
on the outskirt of Htaitet al-Terkman area. 

138. Syria: Government release female detainees in prisoner swap 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Nazeer Rida, 2013 10 25 
Beirut - An unconfirmed number of female prisoners were released by the Syrian government on Tuesday 
and Wednesday as part of a three-way detainee swap brokered by Qatar and the Palestinian Authority 
(PAl, Asharq AI-Awsat has learnt. The amMious prisoner exchange also involved Syrian rebels freeing 
nine Lebanese Shi'ite pilgrims and Lebanese gunmen releasing two Turkish pilots. While no official 
statements have been issued by the Bashar AI-Assad government regarding the deal, several opposition 



sources confinned the release of the female prisoners. The precise details regarding the number of 
female prisoners released by the Damascus regime remain unconfinned with the BBC saying that 48 
female prisoners have been released, while Reuters reported that 61 prisoners have been freed. The UK
based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said that this prisoner release represents the first batch of 
the total 128 prisoners set to be released as part of this three-way deal. O~~ ~)-
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139. Trial of Kuwait scholar in sectarian controversy postponed tit 
Gulf News, Habib Toumi, 201310 25 Co ~ 
Manama: A court in Kuwait on Thursday adjourned the trial of local sCholar, Abdullah AI Nafissi on 
charges of targeting the Shiite sect and the country's national unity to November 7. The case was the first 
to be considered by the court under the national unity law and its provisions that stipulated penaHies and 
fines, local news site AI Aan reported. The prosecution allowed AI Nafissi, 68, to go home on a KD5,OOO 
(Dh65,051.5) bail, but it prevented him from leaving the country. The case against him had been brought 
by Shiite lawmakers who charged that the scholar attacked the Shiite sect in a lecture and pushed for the 
application of the anti- hatred law. However, reports in Kuwait quoted Ali AI Naqi, the head of the political 
bureau of the Conservatives' Refonn Movement, as stating that the speech by AI Nafissi did not include 
any attack on the Shiite sect. 

140. US lashed back at critics over its drone campaign in Yemen 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 1025 
Sana'a - Following scathing reports from two prominent rights groups: Human Rights Watch and Amnesty 
International regarding America's drone policy (unmanned planes) Washington lashed back at its 
detractors, keen to defend its position both legally and morally. In its 96-pages report HRW argues that 
Washington has infringed on international law by endangering local civilian population. It also challenges 
America's casualties figure, advancing that US officials had tried to play down the impact drone actually 
generates on the ground as to retain popular support at home and prevent having to justify its decisions. 
Amnesty International wrote in a statement, "The USA's promise to increase transparency around drone 
strikes, underscored by a major policy speech by President Barack Obama in May 2013, has yet to 
become a reality, and the USA still refuses to divulge even basic factual and legal infonnation." 

141. Yemen takes down al-Qaeda militants 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 1025 
Sana'a - Following a series of attacks against its interests by al-Qaeda, Yemen coalition government 
stroke back this Thursday by carrying a series of air strikes against alleged terror strongholds in the 
southern restive province of Abyan. Military official confinned that military planes carried two subsequent 
strikes in Abyan which led to the killing of at least six identified terrorists, thus bearing a Significant blow to 
the terror organization. "There were two separate air strikes launched by the air force and targeted 
hideouts of the al Qaeda militants in Wadi Mahfad town in Abyan province. At least six terrorists were 
killed, three in each air strike," a local military official told Xinhua on condition of anonymity. The official 
added that several al-Qaeda commanders are reportedly among the dead," About three al-Qaeda local 
leaders, who were responsible for several anned attacks and suicide bombings against the anny forces in 
Abyan, were also among the dead elements," he explained. 
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142. 'That's Just Not Done'; Merkel Comments on Spying Allegations 
Der Spiegel, Staff report, 2013 10 24 



Berlin - German Chancellor Angela Merkel responded sharply Thursday to reports that her cell phone has 
been the target of Unned States intelligence gathering. "Spying between friends, that's just not done," she 
said upon arriving in Brussels for a planned, two-day summ~ of European Union leaders. The chancellor 
confirmed to reporters that she told US President Barack Obama by phone on Wednesday that there 
needs to be trust among allies and that "such trust now bas to be built anew." Spying among friends is 
unacceptable, Merkel continued, ''This applies to every citizen in Germany. Thus,.as ctlancellor, I am 
responsible for enforcing it." Several other EU leaders at the summn in Brussels echoed Germany's 
concerns about US spying. "Facts are facts. We cannot accept this systematic spying, whatever it may 
be," said Elio di Rupo, the Belgian prime minister. "We need to take measures II!ld I can1 imagine 
measures at the national level. We need to take European measures." Swedish Prime Minister Fredrik, 
Reinfeldt said: "Our capacny to search for this kind of information is to hinder terrorism, criminal activnies, 
the risk of war. That should be clear." ~'-0, ~"'I' 
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143. Agents 6trangers: pas une cible explicite des Belges ~8 
Le Soir, Alain Lallemand, 2013 1025 
Bruxelles - Le Comite permanent de contrOle des services de renseignement (ComM R) a pointe du doigt 
ce mercredi un fan etonnant: «Le contrOle des activnes des services de renseignement etrangers sur Ie 
territoire beige ne figure pas (explicitement) en tant que tel au Wre de competence legale de la SOrete de 
l'Etat ou du Service general du renseignement et de la secume.» En clair,. la Belgique ne dispose pas 
d'un service de contre-renseignement, meme si la SOrele a notamment pour mission de traquer 
I'espionnage et I'ingerence, et si I'un des principaux departements du SGRS est denomme «CI», Counter 
Intelligence. < 11 

144. Angela Mer1<el espionnee par la NSA 
Le Monde, Frederic Lemailre. 2013 10 25 
Berlin - L'ambassadeur americain aBerlin a ete convoque spres les souP«;Ons de mise sur ecoute du 
telephone de la chanceliere Le scandale declenche par la revelation des ecoutes massives pratiquees 
par l'Agence nationale de securite (NSA) amencaine a franchi une nouvelle etape, mercredi 23 octobre. 
Deux jours apres Ie coup de telephone de Fran~is Hollande aBarack Obama faisant suite aux 
revelations du Monde sur I'etendue de I'espionnage americain en France, c'est au tour d'Angela Merkel 
de meltre en cause, spectaculairement, les services secrets amencains. La chanceliere allemande les 
souP«;Onne d'avoir ecoute ses communications sur son telilphone porlable. Mercredi, un communique de 
Steffen Seibert, Ie porte-parole de la chanceliere, faisan savoir en debut de soiree que " Ie gouvemement 
federal avail obtenu des informations selon lesquelles Ie telephone portable de la chanceliere pourran 
etre ecoute par les services amencains ". Des informations suffisamment credibles pour que la 
chanceliere ait telephone, mercredi, a Barack Obama. " Elle a clairement affirme que, si de telles 
pratiques etalent confirmees, elle les desapprouverait categoriquement et les considereran comme 
totalement inacceptables ", poursuit Ie communique de la chancellerie. 

146. Angela Mer1<el phone-bugging claims are result of Snowden leaks, MP claims 
The Guardian (London), Nicholas Wati, Rowena 'Mason, 2013 1024 
London - The international debate prompted by the leaking of the NSA files by the US whistleblower 
Edward Snowden led to the disclosure that Angela Merkel's mobile telephone was allegedly monitored by 
the US, a Labour MP has claimed. David Winnick. a member of the home affairs select commtttee, said 
the disclosure showed it was right for parliament to hold a debate on an "orchestrated campaign of 
intimidation" against the Guardian, which has published a series of articles about mass surveillance 
based on the leaked NSA files. Shortly after Winnick spoke it was announced thai parliament would hold 
a three-hour debate next week on the oversight of the UK's spying agencies. The debate win be held next 
Thursday afternoon and follows one led by Tory MP Julian Smnh to highlight his call to the Metropolitan 
police to investigate whether the Guardian has broken the law. Asked whether Prime Minister David 
Cameron has received assurances from the US that his phone has not been bugged, a Downing Street 
spokesman said: "I am not going to comment on matters of secumy or intelligence." 
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146. Angela Merkel: NSA spying on allies is not on ~ 0 .I>~ 
The Guardian (London), Ian Traynor, 2013 10 25 
Brussels - The spiralling scandal over mass US surveillance of digHaI communications has moved to the 
top of European polHics for the first time , with the EU's~ key leaders, Angela Merkel and Francois 
Hollande, seeking a joint response to the spying claims. W~IJ Germany and Fran(:e reeling from 
allegations this week that the US National Security Agency tap!>edcMerkel's mobile phone and intercepted 
the calls and text messages of millions in France, an EU summit in Brussels was forced to grapple with 
the issue on Thursday. The Germans made plain that they were unhappy with the White House response 
to the tapping allegations following a 20-minu1e phone call between Merkel and Barack Obama on , 
Wednesday. "Spying on friends is not on at all," Merkel said going into the summit in her first public 
comment on the row. In Berlin, the German foreign minister, Guido Westerwelle summoned the new US 
ambassador, John Emerson, to demand answers. The foreign ministry said German Views would be 
presented "in no uncerlain terms". After seeing the ambassador, Westerwelle said: "We need the truth 
now". 

147. Angela Merkel: The spies who love her (Canada) 
London Daily Telegraph. Nigel West, 2013 1025 
Op-ed - Angela Merkel, the Chancellor of Germany, is complaining to the US about the alleged tapping of 
her mobile phone. Mrs Merkel feels that she must protest for the sake of domestic public opinion - just as 
Francois Hollande, the French president, did earlier this week about the National Security Agency's 
acquisHion of French telephone records - bu1 she cannot pretend to be surprised that the capability to 
monitor her phone calls exists, because she will have authorised similar operations herself. The 
unpalatable truth is that eavesdropping is as old as any occupation. GCHQ argues that any informed 
discussion of Hs methods and capabilities handicaps its operational effectiveness, and details of its 
relationships with its foreign counterparts, especially those in Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the 
US, must be regarded as sacrosanct to ensure continued cooperation. These "Five Eyes" nations form 
the backbone of a global reach that can identify the precise location of a terrorist's cellphone in the 
"denied territories" of Waziristan, Baluchistan, Yemen and Somalia, where no amount of local liaison or 
attempts to infiHrate physical surveillance teams or snatch squads will ever match the instantly actionable 
intelligence acquired from electronic collection systems. But the Five Eyes are not the only players in the 
field. The French GCR, the Swedish FRA, the Du1ch AVI, the Norwegian SIGINT agency at Saeter and, 
yes, the German BND, Angela Merkel's own foreign intelligence agency, all toil in the same vineyards, 
hoping to assemble an electronic haystack of metadata - that is, the time, duration and location 
information required for telephone billing purposes, in which the tell-tale needles may be traced. Note: 
Nigel West is the au1hor of the 'Historical Dictionary of Signals Intelligence'. 

148. Comment les c services» securisent l'Etat fran!;ais 
Le Figaro, Christophe Comevin, 2013 10 25 _ 
Bruxelles - Surrealiste, la scene s'est deroulee iI a quelques annees Il Bruxelles, ou se reunissaient jeudi 
FranCOis Hollande et son homologue allemande Angela Merkel. Un haut fonctionnaire franyals affecte au 
secretariat general du Conseil de I'Union europ6enne recoit un parlementaire dans son bureau avant de 
I'inviter Il sortir « turner a I'exterieur » des que la conversation se met Il rouler sur I'intelligence 
economique. Entre deux volutes, Ie technocrate confie qu'alerte par Ie contre-espionnage, il a decouvert 
que son bureau a ete truffe de micros. Tout comme celui de ses plus proches collaborateurs, assure-t-il, 
epies comme lui par une centrale americaine. Consigne lui avait ete donne depuis Paris de ne pas faire 
de vague pour eviter d'inutiles tensions diplomatiques avec un pays « allie » . Cet episode, que I'on dirait 
droit sorti d'un roman de John Ie Carre, serait d'une glayante banalite. « Personne n'est dupe, confie un 
fin connaisseur du contre-espionnage. Tou1le monde sait en particulier que les telephones sont 
ecou1ables et tout est mis en place pour allumer des contre-feux. » 

149. Dans I'affaire Prism, " une ligne rouge a ete franchie ", denonce la presidente de la CNIL 
Le Monde, Nicolas Chapuis et Yves Eudes, 2013 10 25 



Paris - Isabelle Falque-Pierrotin est presidente de la Commission nalionale de I'informatique et des 
libertes (CNIL), dont la mission est de " proteger la vie privee et les libertes dans Ie monde num6rique ". 
La CNIL ava~-elle conscience de I'ampleur de la collecte indifferenciee et automatisee des donnees des 
citoyens europeens par les Etats-Unis? Ces revelations confortent une situation qu'on subodora~ depuis 
Ie mois de juillet, apres les revelations sur Prism. Cette pratique est inacceplable au regard des dro~s et 
des libertes. L'affaire Prism est la confirmation, dans Ie domaine du renseignement, d'un pMnomene plus 
vaste, qu'on avait observe depuis quelque temps: I'acces aux donnees de citoyens europeens par des 
autorites etrangeres. 

150. Dans les faes, une revue promet la mort aux "gauehistes " 
Le Monde, Abel Mestre et Caroline Monnot, 20131025 ( 
Paris - C'est un seize-pages qui est diffuse sur certains campus, sous Ie label" Action fran~ise 
univers~aire " (AFU). II se presente comme un " hebdo intelligent et violent ", reference claire II la phrase 
de Charles Maurras : " Nous devons 4!tre intellectuels et violents. " Le porlra~ du chantre du nationalisme 
integral figure d'ailleurs en " une ", II cOte, notamment, du nom de Theodore Kaczynski. Ce celebre 
terroriste amencain, sumomme " Unabomber ", se reclamait de la lutte contre Ie progres technologique. 
Mais c'est surtout Ie titre principal choisi pour son premier numero qui retient I'attention : " Tuons tous les 
gauchismes. " Pour la petHe histoire, Ie titre initial etait : "Tuons tous les gauchistes ", amende quand 
I'auteur a realise qu'iI tombait sous Ie coup de la loi. Ce redacteur perspicace n'est autre que Rodolphe 
Crevelle, qui deborde d'initiatives ces demiers temps. Ce vieux routier de l'extrAme dro~e radicale au 
passe sulfureux s'es! signale en 2012 en lan~nt Ie Lys Noir, revue d'extr4!me dro~e " anarcho-royaliste ", 
et en participant II la liste ant~radars lors des legislatives dans I'Herault. Plus recemment, une autre 
publication ultra-confldentielle de son cru, la revue l'Arsenal, evoquaij un projet de putsch militaire durant 
Ie mouvement contre Ie mariage homosexuel. 

151. Espionnage : Big Brother peut respirer I 
Le Point, Alain Franco, 2013 10 25 
Bruxelles - Pour notre correspondant II Bruxelles, "I'inijiative" franco-allemande est une position 
minimaliste, qui ne devraij pas inquieterWashington. L'avis de temp4!te n'aura pas dure longtemps. Sans 
revenir au beau fIXe d'avant les revelations d'Edward Snowden, Ie climat entre l'Europe et les Etats-Unis 
va rester tempere. Les nuages qui se bousculent dans Ie ciel au-dessus de l'Atlantique depuis la 
multiplication de revelations sur I'ampleur de I'espionnage americain ne vont pas toumer II I'orage. Les 28 
dirigeants de I'UE reunis II Bruxelles pour leur habituel sommet d'automne ont adopte une posijion 
minimaliste : une declaration commune soulignant "I'intention de la France et de l'Aliemagne d'engager 
des discussions avec les Etats-Unis dans Ie but de trouver d'ici II la fin de I'annee un accord sur leurs 
relations mutuelles dans ce domaine". Big Brother peut respirer ! 

152. Espionnage am6ricain : Ie coup de colera d'Angela Merkel 
Le MOnde, Joumaliste maison, 20131025 
Bertin - Les Etats-Unis, suspectes d'espionner les chefs d'Etat, sont en pos~ion d'accuses avant Ie 
sommet europeen Les informations du Monde et du Spiegel sur I'etendue de I'espionnage am9ricain en 
Europe provoquent une crise diplomatique entre les Etats-Unis et leurs allies. Le Conseil europeen doit 
evoquer, jeudi 24 et vendredi 25 octobre. les suites II donner a la revelation de la surveillance 
electronique secrete de l'Europe par l'Agence nationale de securite amencaine. Angela Merkel a 
vivement proteste et convoque I'ambassadeur des Etats-Unis, apras avoir decouvert que son telephone 
aurait ete ecoute par les services americains. La chanceliere allemande a appele Barack Obama pour 
affirmer que, " si de telles pratiques etaient confirmees, elle les desapprouverait categoriquement et les 
considererait comme totalement inacceptables ". 

153. EU leaders unite over US spying allegations 
AI Jazeera, 2013 10 25 
Brussels - European leaders united in anger as they attended a summ~ overshadowed by reports of 



widespread US spying on its allies, allegations German Chancellor Angela Merkel said had shattered 
trust In the Obama administration and undermined the crucial trans-Atlantic relationship. France, which 
also vocally objected to allies spying on each other, asked that the issue of reinforcing Europeans' privacy 
in the digital age be added to the agenda of the two-day summit.After summit talks on Thursday that 
lasted until after midnight, Herman Van Rompuy, European Council president, announced at a news 
conference that France and Germany were seeking bilateral talks with the US to resolv.e the dispute over 
"secret services" electronic spying by the end of this year. 'What is at stake is preserving our relations 
with the United States," French President Francois Hollande told reporters at his own early-morning news 
conference . 

154. EU says distrust of US on spying may hann terror fight 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 25 
London - EU leaders meeting in Brussels say distrust of the US over spying could harm the fight against 
terrorism, and urge a new code by the end of the year. A statement agreed by the leaders says a lack of 
trust ·could prejudice co-operation in intelligence gathering". But it also says they value the "close 
relationship" with the US. The statement of heads of state or government, released on Friday, reflects the 
leaders' conclusions follOwing their talks on Thursday. 

155. European Fury Over U.S. Spying Mounts 
Wall Street Journal, Multiple reporters, 2013 10 25 
Washington - Outrage over alleged U.S. monitoring of German Chancellor Angela Merkel's personal 
cellphone spread across Europe on Thursday, threatening to complicate an array of America's trans
Atlantic interests. A U.S. official said that too much outrage will expose what the official called hypocrisy, 
because the U.S. is aware that other countries also work to spy on U.S. government officials. That view 
was by echoed some in Europe as well, including the former head of French intelligence, who said he 
was astonished by the reaction in Paris. "The French intelligence services know full well that all countries, 
whether or not they are allies in the fight against terrorism, spy on each other all the time,' Bernard 
Squarcini, who ran the service until last year, told Le Figaro newspaper. Former U.S. Secretary of State 
Madeleine Albright said in Washington on Thursday that the French were snooping on her when she 
served as United Nations ambassador. She said that French officials were aware of a personal 
conversation she had had because of an ' intercept.· 

158. Gennans launch probe into allegations of U.S. spying 
Washington Post, Michael Birnbaum, 2013 10 25 
Berlin - The Obama administration's relationship with Europe appeared to have suffered a major setback 
Thursday over accusations of eavesdropping, including a new report alleging that the National Security 
Agency had mon~ored the phone conversations of more than 30 world leaders. Furious Europeans 
threatened to delay trade negotiations over a report that U.S. intelligence agencies listened in on German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel's cellphone conversations. German officials launched a legal investigation and 
said the scandal could disrupt counterterrorism collaboration between the United States and the 
European Union. The Web site of Britain's Guardian newspaper, meanwhile, published what it described 
as a secret memo in which the NSA encouraged U.S. officials to share their "rolodexes· with the agency. 
The memo said that in one case, an American official had provided the NSA with 200 phone numbers tied 
to 35 world leaders. The memo went on to say that the numbers had resulted in ' lillie reportable 
intelligence," apparently because they were not used for ·sensitive discussions." 

157. Gennany and France demand talks with US over NSA spying revelations (Canada) 
The Guardian (London), Sam Jones, James Ball, 2013 10 25 
London - The French and German governments have demanded talks with the US by the end of the year 
as the row over the spying activities of the US National Security Agency intensifies. Their calls follow 
reports that the German chancellor, Angela Merkel, had her phone monitored by the NSA and reports that 
the agency eavesdropped on calls made by members of the French administration. The revelations are 



threatening to create a major rift between the US and its European allies. The former Belgian plime 
minister Guy Verhofstadt told BBC Radio 4's Today programme that such activ~ies had to be curtailled. 
"There is no reason to spy on Angela Merkel. It's a real scandal," he said. "A new agreement is needed 
between the EU and the US; this cannot continue. Others, however, were less shocked by recent reports. 
"I can1 believe anyone is tenibly surprised," Kurt Volker, a former US ambassador to Nato, told the same 
programme. Volker said every govemment tried to collett the best possible Information, adding: "As a 
govemment official for many years I assumed that my cellphone and email account were susceptible to · 
spying." Britain and the US - along with Canada, Australia and New Zealand - are members of the so
called Five Eyes group, who share Signals intelligence and are supposed not to spy on eacli other. 
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158. Gennany and France Propose Talks With U.S. to Rein In Spying '" 
New York Times, James Kanter. 2013 1025 I 

Brussels - The leaders of Germany and France offered on Friday to hold talks wHh the UnHed States in an 
effort come up with mutually acceptable rules for surveillance operatio·ns, easing a trans-Atlantic spying 
dispute that has plunged relations between America and Europe to a low point. Fury over reports that 
American intelligence had monitored the cellphone of Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany spread from 
there to other European leaders a day ear1ier and prompted calls to suspend trade talks with the United 
States. Seeking to rebuild trust among the longstanding allies. Ms. Merkel said at an ear1y-moming news 
conference here that a pact should be agreed to by the end of the year ending the kind of surveillance 
that was made public as part of the disclosure of documents harvested by Edward J. Snowden. the 
former National Security Agency contractor. The aim is to "come to a common understanding of the 
services between the United States and Germany and France so that we put down a framework for 
cooperation," Mrs. Merkel said aller European Union leaders ended a first day of talks. In a joint 
statement. the 28 European Union leaders at the two-day summit meeting "look note of the intention of 
France and Germany to seek bilateral talks" with the United States. The leaders also "noted that other 
E.U. countries are welcome to join this inHiative," which they said "undenlned the dose relationship 
between Europe and the U.S.A. and the value of that partnership." 

159. Italian PM says spying by allies unacceptable 
Reuters. Staff report. 2013 10 24 
Rome - Alleged monitoring of Halian telecommunications by U.S. and British intelligence is "inconceivable 
and unacceptable". Prime Minister Enrico Letta said on Thursday. He was speaking after a weekly 
maga~ne. L'Espresso, reported that telecoms surveillance by the two close allies had targeted the 
government and companies, as well as suspected terrorist groups. Apart from the alleged NSA 
surveillance, L'Espresso said a separate program dubbed Tempora and run by Britain's Government 
Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) spied on telephone, Internet and email traffic canied through 
three undersea fibre-optic cables in Sicily. It said among areas of interest to the British was advanced 
military technology. which could include legHimate Italian trade deals with Arab countries. The report said 
Italian intelligence services had knowledge of the information collected by the British under an 
infonnation-sharing agreement, but gave no details. No comment was immediately available from Italian 
intelligence officials. 

160. L'Espagne craint la lib6ration d'anciens terroristes 
Les Echos. Gat'!lIe Lucas, 2013 10 25 
Madrid - La CEDH censure la polHlque penitentiaire espagnole. Jamais, depuis I'arr!'!t defin~if de sa lutte 
annee, il y a deux ans, I'ETA n'avait autant fa~ paner d'elle. Depuis lundi , Ie sort de dizaines d'anciens 
membres de la bande terroriste basque faH couler des flots d'encre au sud des Pyrenees. D'apres Ie 
ministere de l'lnteneur, au cours des prochains mois, 61 anciens « etarras » actuellement deniere les 
barreaux pourraient profiter d'une sentence rendue lundi par la Cour europeenne des droits de I'homme 
(CEDH) pour redamer leur mise en liberte dans les prochains mois. Plus d'une vingtaine d'autres 
criminels pourraient faire de mt'!me. Les medias ont alimente la psychose en dressant la liste des 
prisonniers plus ou moins celebres qui pourraient bientOt circuler librement. 



161. Latita Ibn Ziaten contre .. les derives sectaires .. 1>4\1 I>~ 
Sud Ouest, S. C.• 2013 10 25 OJ,',t 0c 
Perigueux - Mere d'une victime de Mohamed Merah, elle anime une ~n~erem;e Ie 6 novembre Latifa Ibn 
Ziaten, mere de la premiere victime du terroriste Moham d Merah - Imad" soldlitoll,-Montauban - sera 
l'invHae de la Ligue intemationale contre Ie racisme et I'anti~mitisme (Licra)" Ie E$. no\fembre aPerigueux. 
Imad a ete abattu Ie 11 mars 2012, il avaH 30 ans. Depuis, sa mere va ,a la renco tre l!es1eunes tentes 
par Ie Djihad. Pour paner de son fils, " mort debout ", et" de toutes les aulres victlmes civile'lt et milHaires 
". Pour dire que" c'est a la democratie, au vivre ensemble et a la Rel!.u~lique qll..e 'est attaq1fe ~oliamed 
Merah, jusqu'a la mort" : Mohamed Merah " a tue Imad et deux autre soldats, Ie C8ppral Abet tie~nouf 
et Ie caporal Mohamed Legouad. II savait qu'ils etaient militaires et les ye, RQur ~ a, e consideraril 
comme ennemis parce qu'iI avaH pris Ie parti des talibans d'Afghanistan. " '41',.1.0, '#?1r:;1t,'l!<.t, 
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162. Le deti de l'Europe face III I'espionnage americain ~.t 
Le Figaro, Laure Mandeville et Jean-Jacques Mevel, 2013 1025 
Bruxelles - Les ecoutes de la NSA se sont invHees au sommet europeen qui s'est ouvert a Bruxelles jeudi 
soir, donnant un motif de rapprochement au couple franco-allemand. ESPIONNAGE La NSA et Ie lanceur 
d'alerte americain Edward Snowden ont finalement amena ce qui manquaH depuis plus d'un an atout 
grand rendez-vous europeen : une entente franco- allemande prealable et clairement afficMe entre deux 
dirigeants, Fran~is Hollande et Angela Meri<el, jusqu'ici reputes pour leur froideur reciproque. Comme 
souvent aBruxelles, Ie risque est de confondre I'atmosphere avec Ie contenu. Au debut du sommet, iI 
restaH aetablir si Ie tAte-MAte du president et de la chanceliere debouchera sur du concret. Et si les 
autres dirigeants europeens comptent eux aussi reclamer des comptes II Barack Obama, ou simplement 
exprimer leur sympathie. L'espionnage americain s'eS! impose a la table des Vingt-Huit, et ils peuvent 
ensemble exprimer leur mauvaise humeur. Mais I'UE n'a pas de competence reconnue en matiere de 
contra- espionnage. ): ~ '" ~"Il 
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163. Le Parlement europeen demande la suspenl!ion de Swift 
Le Monde, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1025 " (0, 
Bruxelles - Apres avoir approuve et renforce, lundi 21 octobre, un projet de la Commission europeenne 
sur la protection des donnees, Ie Panement europeen a demande, mercredi, la suspension de I'accord 
conclu avec les Etats-Unis sur la surveillance du financement du terrorisme. Ce texle C' TFTP " ou " Swift 
", du nom de la societe basee en Belgique qui organise les transferts interbancaires) prevoit Ie transfert 
de donnees de I'UE vers les Etats-Unis. 

164. Norway tried to stop Kenya suspect 
Associated Press, Staff report, 2013 10 23 
Oslo - Norway's domestic intelligence service tried to prevent one of the suspected gunmen in the Nairobi 
mall attack from joining Somali militants more than three years ago, but failed to talk him out of it, the 
agency's chief said in an interview Wednesday. The man has been identified in Kenya as Hassan Abdi 
Dhuhulow, a 23-year-old Somalia native whose family moved to Norway in 1999. Norwegian authorities 
have still not named him, and had previously not said whether they knew of him before the four-day siege 
of the Westgate mall that killed nearly 70 people in the Kenyan capital. But Marie Benedicte Bjoemland, 
the head of Norwegian security service PST, told The Associated Press that the Norwegian suspect was 
well known to her agency and that tt even tried to dissuade him from becoming a jihadist. "We had 
several talks with him ... before he left Norway more than three years ago," Bjoemland said at PST's 
headquarters in Oslo. "Obviously we didn1 succeed, but there was qutte an effort put into the preventive 
side of this." Bjoemland declined to give details of the conversations, and said the Norwegian "most 
likely" died in the attack, t~ough PST investigators haven1 confirmed that. 

166. Otages du SaheUa France dement une accel6ration des negociations 
Le Telegramme, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 25 



Paris - La France a dementi formellement, hier, les informations faisant etat de la presence, hier, au 
Sahel, d'emissaires pour « accelerer les negociations » en vue d'oblenir la liberation d'otages franyais 
dans celie region. Six otages franyais sont detenus au Sahel par des groupes islamistes armes lies iI al
QaTda. 
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166. Pour Hollande, les revelations de Snowden ''finalement'' sont "utiles" 
Agence France-Presse. Joumaliste maison, 2013 1025 
Bruxelles - Fran'iOis Hollande a estime vendredi que les revelations d'Edward Snowden sur I'espionnage 
par les Etats-Unis de leurs allies pourraient finalement s'averer "uliles", conduisant a"plus d'eflicacile" 
des services de renseignement et davantage de protection de la vie privee des ciloyensf "Finalement, 'ces 
revelations Snowden peuvent 6tre utiles", a declare Ie president franyais lors d;u e conference de presse 
a I'issue de la premiere joumee du sommet europeen. • 
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167. Renseignement 
Le Soir, A.L. , 2013 10 25 
Bruxelles - L'annee 2012 a vu trois fois plus de «methodes exceptionnelles» En 2012, la Surete a fatt 
usage a102 reprises de methodes .exceptionnelles» (penetration dans un lieu prive, ouverture de 
courrier, ecoutes, intrusions dans un systeme informatique, etc...), contre 33 fois seulement en 2011 . La 
hausse des ecoutes est sensible: 50 en 2012 contre 11 I'annee precedente. Le SGRS a lui aussi plus que 
triple son recours aux methodes exceplionnelles: 24 fois en 2012 (dont14 ecoutes), contre 7 fois en 
2011 . Les dossiers de terrorisme et extremisme sont en baisse alors qu'augmentent ceux d'espionnage, 
d'ingerence et de proliferation. Les sectes et organisations criminelles mobilisent peu les methodes 
particulieres de renseignemenl. '} 
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168. Why tapping mobile calls is 'trivial' 
BBC News, Rory Cellan-Jones, 2013 10 24 
Column - The allegations that American spies have !>een tapping the phone of the German Chancellor 
Angela Merkel have sparked a polttical storm. But just how easy is tt to listen to mobile phone calls? In 
theory, it has become a lot harder since the advent of the 3G networks, where calls are encrypted with 
technology which so far appears not to have been cracked. But Steve Gold, a former hacker who is now 
the editor of IT Security Pro, does not believe that would have been insuperable for the Americans. "For 
very little, you can buy something that will jam all calls over 3G and 4G, and force them back onto the 
GSM network," he explained. The GSM secumy system dates back to the late 1980s, and cracking that, 
he says, would be "relatively trivial." Intelligence agents could set up an "evillwin" or rogue base-station 
which, in conjunction wtth the jammer, would mean that all mobile calls made in the vicin~y could be 
intercepted. "You could put the equipment necessary into a suitcase and do the whole thing for under 
£1000." said Mr Gold ."lt isn1 rocket science." 

Selected Broadcast Coverage· Reportages Telediffuses Selectifs 

There is no selected broadcast coverage available today III n'y a pas de selection de reportages 
telediffus6 disponible aujourd'hui . 
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1, .., not enough out 
Globe and Mail, 2013 1028 
Editorial: The Conservative govemment is often seen as being secretive and obsessed with hoarding 
information - a characterization that is not entirely unfair. So when the federal Information Commissioner 
recently reported that the past year saw signs of "clear deterioration in the access to information system," 
the law by which Canadians can get their hands on most govemment data and documents, ~ wasn~ 
exactly' unexpected news. The headlines, and the articles, practically wrote themselves. Yet a closer 
reading of Suzanne LegauH's annual report tells a different, and surprising, story. The impression of 
diminishing transparency isn~ bome out by the Commissione~s statistics. The number of complaints 
handled by the Office of the Information Commissioner rose by 9 per cent in 2012-13. That's not ideal. 
But when considered over a longer period, the volume of complaints has been dropping. OVerthe past 

. four years, complaints are down near1y 5 per cent. The inventory of outstanding complaints has also 
steadily decreased, from 2,086 In 2009-2010 to 1,796 this year. 

2, 1590 Canadiens sont d6tenus A 1'6tranger 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 20131028 
Ottawa - Le ministere des Affaires etrangeres est avare de details sur ces emprisonnements Si certains 
Canadiens detenus II I'etranger fontla manchelte, tels les Ontariens John Greyson et Tarek Loubani, 
recemment rentres au pays apres avoir croupi dans une cellule en Egypte, ou encore les mil~ants de 
Greenpeace Alexandre Paul et Paul RUZYCki , emprisonnes en Russie, nombreux sont ceux qui ne 
profitent pas d'un aussi large reseau de partisans. Selon les plus racentes donnees du ministere federal 
des Affaires etrangeres, on compte 1590 Canadiens detenus dans des prisons II I'exleneur du pays. La 
vaste majorite d'entre eux, so~ 1097 prisonniers canadiens, sont incarceres aux Etats-Unis. Les autres se 
retrouvent derriere les barreaux dans plus de 85 pays differents. 

3, canada faces issue of federal records 
Press TV, 201310 28 
Ottawa - Canada's information commissioner says an increasing number of complaints are being filed 
against the govemment's unwillingness to release federal records. Suzanne LegauH said on Sunday that 
since April there has been a surge in complaints that Ihe govemmenl is too often ruing security to 
w~hhold documents requested under the Access to information Act. Under the act, every Canadian 
resident can ask for records from the federal government, but many of the requests are subjected to 
exemptions and long delays. LegauH said the problem has become acute this year. In the first six months 
of this fiscal year, the number of filed complaints was almost 40 percent ahead of the same time last year. 
The commissioner previously said that the system is rapidly deteriorating, with departments conSistently 
failing to meet legislated timelines in the release of information or even acknowledging the receipt of 
requests. 

4, Charta des valeurs quab6coises - Les personnalites publiques choisissent leur camp 
Le Devoir, Bahador Zabihiyan; Melanie Loisel, 2013 10 28 
Montreal - Des marches pro et anti-charte ont eu lieu samedi et dimanche De nombreux ar1istes et 
polKiciens ont pour la premiere fois participe, en fin de semaine, aux differentes manifestations entourant 
la Charte des valeurs quebecoises. Aplusieurs occaSions, des marches avaient ete organisees, mais les 
personnal~es publiques se faisaient plutOt rares. Dimanche apres-midi, Ie depute de Quebec solidaire, 



Amlr Khadir, s'est nolamment joint a la manifestation contre la Charte organisee par l'Association des 
musulmans et des Arabes pour la laIcite au Quebec, Ie Congres maghrebin au Quebec et les Quebecois 
musulmans pour les dro~s et liberles. M. Khadir a accepte d'y participer parce que les organisateurs 
tenaient II detendre la laIc~e et les dro~s individuels.• Je suis pour la laicite, mais elle ne do~ pas se faire 
sur la tete des femmes ni sur la tete des musulmanes ", a indique M. Khadir slors que des centaines de 
personnes allendaient Ie signal de depart de la manifestation au square Phillips au centre·ville de 
Montreal. 

5. First Nations aren't swayed by vague promises 
Globe and Mail. Ken Coates and Brian Lee Crowley, 2013 1028 
Op-ed: Until the shale gas exploration protests by members of the Elsipogtog First Nation took a nasty 
tum recently, the country was paying little at1ention to aboriginal concems aboU1 resource activity in New 
Brunswick. Now Elsipogtog is Bumt Church redux, another example of angry clashes over First Nations 
rights. The New Brunswick controversy has two elements. Unease about shale gas development brought 
many non-aboriginal people to join w~h the First Nations, with escalating demands for a provincial 
govemment moratorium on exploration activity. This kind of environmentalist-indigenous alliance is not 
uncommon; similar joint protests interrupted plans for the Enbridge pipeline project in northem Brnish 
Columbia. These connections have proven shaky in the past and are not certain to endure. The second 
element - the assertion that First Nations deserve a much greater role in resource development decision
making and the resuKing prosperny - is much deeper and more important. Members of the Elsipogtog 
First Nation do not want exploratory activ~y to continue, insisting that their right to be consuHed and 
accommodated starts at the first stages of development. WrthoU1 greater involvement - the word "veto· is 
not being used officially, but is clearly in the air - they see no value in allowing resource development to 
proceed. Note: Ken Coates is senior fellow at the Macdonald-Laurier Institute and Canada Research 
Chair at the University of Saskatchewan. Brian Lee Crowley is the MU's managing director. They are 
authors of New Beginnings: How Canada's Natural Resource WeaHh Could Re-shape Relations with 
Aboriginal People. 

6. Flood of secumy-related complaints overwlhelms staff of info watchdog 
Canadian Press, Dean Beeby, 2013 10 28 
Ottawa - Canada's information watchdog has been flooded with fresh complaints that the Harper 
govemment is too often citing securny to withhold documents requested under the Access to Information 
Act. Suzanne LegauK says that since April, her office has seen a surge in such complaints prompting her 
to ask for more specially trained investigators. "I have observed a worrying trend in the number of new 
complaints of this type in the past four months," LegauH wrote in August to Tony Clement, president of the 
Treasury Board. " So far this fiscal year, we have received 107 new special delegation (security related) 
complaints, amounting to 80 per cent of the average number of incoming complaints that my office has 
previously received over the course of an entire year." Legault said the problem has been growing over 
the last fIVe years, bU1 has become acute this year. 

7. Le droit de manifester s'invite dans la campagne 
Le Soleil, Olivier Parent, 20131028 
Quebec - Plus d'une centaine de personnes ont repondu II I'appel de Subvercite, hier, en se joignant II sa 
manifestation pour Ie droH de manifester librement II Quebec. Le but du nouveau collectif anticapitaiiste 
eta~ de profrter de la campagne electorale municipale pour ramener sur Ie radar Ie reglement "arbitraire" 
qui oblige, depuis juin 2012, les manifestants II donner leur itineraire II la police. Le groupe Subvercite dit 
avoir ete approche par des candidats d'Equipe Labeaume et de Democratie Quebec prets II discuter du 
reglement avec leur chef. "Comme c'est dans aucune plateforme electorale, ils nous parlent toujours sous 
Ie manteau. lis sont pris pour respecter les lignes de parli", precise David Gagnon, membre du collectif. 

8. Le SPVM demeure "dans Ie neant" 
La Presse, Philippe Teisceira-Lessard, 201310 28 
laSalle - Colis suspect II I'aeroport Montreal-Trudeau Le Service de police de la Ville de Montreal 
(SPVM) a indique hier etre "toujours dans Ie neant" quant au mysterteux colis suspect qui a force 
I'evacuation d'une parlie de I'aeroport de Montreal et, un peu plus tard, de plusieurs residences de 



I'arrondissement de LaSalle. L'enqullte a debute Ires tilt dans la matinee, lorsqu'un homme de 71 ans, 
connu des policiers, a eu un comportement suspect avant de manter abord d'un avian, a I'aeroport. Un 
sac lui appartenant a rapidement ete considere comme un "colis suspect" par la police, parce qu'il 
contenaH "des chases avec lesquelles on ne devraH pas se retrouver dans un aeroport", selon Ian 
Lafreniere, porte-parole du SPVM. La police a confirme gue les objets etaient dissimules a I'inteneur du 
sac, mais aussi qu'il ne s'agissait pas de matieres explosives. (" 

9. Les pro.Janettes se font entendre. Montreal 8(~ 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison. 2013 1028 10 
Montreal - Debut de la lutte aI'intt\grisme et I'extremisme, selon certains Quelques milliers de personnes 
ont manifeste samedi en faveur du projet pequiste de charte des valeurs, aMontreal, aI'occasion d'un 
rassemblement organise par les Janettes, les signataires d'une lettre ouverte appuyant Ie projet charte 
reunies sous I't\gide de Janette Bertrand. Scandant des slogans favorables a I't\galhe hommes-femmes et 
a la neutralHe de l'Etat, les partisans du projet de charte s'agglutinaient derriere quelques-unes de ces 
Janettes, asavoir I'ex-Ieader etudiante Martine Desjardins; I'animatrice Julie Snyder; I'auteure Djemila 
Benhabib - candidate pequiste dans Trois-Rivieres defaite aux demieres elections - au encore la 
scenariste et femme de Bernard Landry, Chantal Renaud. Mme Bertrand elle-mame a prononce 
quelques mots sur la Place des festivals, mais n'a pas participe a la marche en tant que telle. Si plusieurs 
manifestants disaient appuyer, dans son intt\gralite, Ie projet de charte des valeurs presente par Ie 
ministre pequiste Bernard Drainville, d'autres ont faH part de reserves, et ont laisse entendre que Ie projet 
devraH faire I'objet de modifications, y compris sur la question des exemptions qui seraient accordees a 
certaines instHutions. 

10, Manitoba Liberals' first ever C8nadian-Pakistani leader 
Pakistan Dawn, Mohsin Abbas, 2013 10 28 
Winnipeg: A Canadian lawyer and polHician of Pakistani descent scored a first-ballot victory at Saturday's 
Liberal leadership convention in western Canada's prairie province of ManHoba. Rana Bokhari, 36, is first
generation Canadian who was born in Winnipeg and grew up on a farm in AnOia, Eastern Manitoba, 
where her Pakistani immigrant parents operated the largest poultry farm in the province. Bokhari won 431 
votes to take the party's top job on the first ballot at a leadership convention in Winnipeg. The minimum 
number of votes needed to win'on the first round of voting was 430. Wdh the win she has became 
ManHoba's first ever Canadian-Pakistani provincial leader. She will lead Manitoba's third party into the 
next provincial election, expected in the spring of 2016. She succeeds Jon Gerrard, who had been leader 
for the past 15 years. 

ii, Montreal airport scare leads police to laSalle apartment 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2013 10 28 
Montreal - Montreal police have cordoned off a five-block residential section of a LaSalle neighbourihood 
tonight aller securny Officials at Pierre Elliott Trudeau Airport found a suspicious package that caused 
panic and delays. Several homes were evacuated and about 20 residents were displaced as officers 
taped off a securny perimeter. Police said they were going to search a nearby house. Montreal police 
spokesperson Ian Lafreniere dismissed reports that a suspect who was detained had been carrying 
muhiple passports. He said police have already searched the suspect's vehicle, but have not yet 
questioned him. 

12, More than 1,500 in foreign prisons: The unknown C8nadia.ns detained abroad 
Canadian Press, Benjamin Shingler, 2013 10 28 
Montreal - For near1y two months all eyes were turned to John Greyson and Tarek Loubani , the Canadian 
activists held in an Egyptian prison before being allowed to return to Canada. Two other detained 
Canadians, Greenpeace activists Alexandre Paul and Paul Ruzycki, have also been in the headlines as 
they remain held in a Russian prison and could face a lengthy prison sentence on piracy charges, But 
there are other Canadians detained abroad who don~ have such a network of supporters, and fail to 
capture similar public attention. Overall, 1,590 Canadians are in prison outside the country, according to 
figures provided by Canada's Foreign Affairs department, accurate to Oct. 10. The bulk of them 1,097 are 
behind bars in the United States. The rest are in prisons in more than 85 other countries. 
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13. Natives march to protest Primrose oil spill "'.t, I>.t, 
aMI News Agency, Jordan Small, 2013 1028 <I", • 
Cold Lake - The tune for justice was on the mind and microphone of Cold Lake First Nations (CLFN) 
during the activists' Walk for Future Generations. CLFN, neighbouring first nations and Idle No More 
participants began a 106-km protest walk on the weekend to bring attention to the six- month ongoing 
Primrose oil spill at Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. (CNRL) and other resource extractive industries. 
The bttumen emulsion leaks were discovered in May and June at surface. To date, over 1.5 million Ittres 
of Mumen has spilled on the four sites and over 200 reported animals are dead as a result. A growing 
concem about the cleanliness of groundwater has risen after CNRL received an enforcement order from 
the province to investigate potential groundwater contamination on Oct. 21 . 

14. Operation policiere Al'aeroport Pierre-Elliott-Trudeau 
Agence aMI, Joumaliste maison, 20131028 
Dorval - Un homme portant un colis suspect a ete apprehende par les forces de I'ordre, causant de 
nombreuses perturbations. L'arrestation d'un homme avec un colis suspect II I'aeroport PierreElliott
Trudeau a necessite la fermeture d'une partie d'un terminal de depart, hier, II Dorval, et d'une rue dans 
I'arrondissement de LaSalle par la sutte. Les policiers ont rec;u un mandat de perquisition pour fouiller la 
residence du suspect sttuee rue Air1ie, dans I'arrondissement de LaSalle. Le suspect, un homme de 71 
ans connu des policiers pour differents deltts, s'apprl!tait II prendre I'avion, possiblement en direction de 
Los Angeles, 10rsqu'iI a ete intercepte par un employe de I'aeroport vers 5 h 45 du matin. II auratt tente de 
voyager en utilisant sa veritable identtte, selon les policiers. ,. 
15. Pres de 1600 Canadiens emprisonnes Al'etranger 
Ici Radio-Canada - Nouvelles (site web) , Joumaliste maison, 2013 1028 
Ottawa - Si certains Canadiens detenus II I'etranger font la manchette, tels les Ontariens John Greyson et 
Tarek Loubani, recemment rentres au pays apres avoir croupi dans une cellule en Egypte, ou encore les 
militants de Greenpeace Alexandre Paul et Paul Ruzycki emprisonnes en Russie, nombreux sont ceux 
qui ne profitent pas d'un aussi large reseau de partisans. Selon les plus recentes donnees du ministere 
federal des Affaires etrangeres, datees du 10 octobre, on compte 1590 Canadiens detenus dans des 
prisons II I'exteneur du pays. La vaste majorite d'entre eux, soit 1097 prisonniers canadiens, sont 
incarreres aux Etats-Unis. Les autres se retrouvent derriere les barreaux dans plus de 85 pays differents. 
Le ministere des Affaires etrangeres a refuse de foumir des details sur la detention de ces ressortissants 
ou sur la duree de leur emprisonnement. On ne connait pas non plus Ie nombre de cas de detention 
actuellement contestes par les automes fMerales. 

16. Slow oil, gas infrastructure development worry Chinese 
Globe and Mail, Shawn McCarthy, 20131028 
Ottawa - China's state-owned companies are still keen to invest in Canada's energy sector, but worry 
about the slow pace of infrastructure development to connect Westem oil and gas producers with Asian 
markets, Natural Resources Minister Joe Oliver says. Mr. Oliver retumed last week from visits to South 
Korea and China amid concems that Ottawa's rules for state-owned enterprises (SOEs) have sent 
negative and confusing signals to Asia's govemment-controlled companies whose investment is needed 
to finance development inJhe country's resource sector. He met with Korean and Japanese executives 
attending an energy conference in South Korea, and with Chinese investors as well as President Xi 
Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang in Beijing. "I didn1 encounter any confusion about the rules; I wasn't 
asked for clarity," Mr. Oliver said, aHhough some Chinese investors indicated they weren1 happy with the 
rules. "Nobody said to me direclly or indireclly that the decline in SOE investment [in the Canadian energy 
sector] was the result of those rules ... 

17. Too much info going in ... 
Globe and Mail, 2013 10 28 
Editorial: A court is probably not the ideal forum in which to try to clarify the purposes and activities of an 
intelligence agency. But the Communications Security Establishment Canada is so murky and perplexing 
that a constttutional challenge by the British Columbia Civil Liberties Association is a welcome 



' opportunity. The BCCLA is suing for a declaration that CSEC is unjustifiably infringing the Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms. If the association were to win on every issue, CSEC would probably have to close 
down. That extreme result may not be desirable, but closer oversight of the agency is. The lawsu~ may 
help articulate wihat the agency is, what ~ should be - and what it shouldn' be doing. The sections of the 
National Defence Act that govem CSEC are badly drafted. The defin~ion of "foreign intelligence" is too 
broad, and doesn' limtt the agency's scope to actual or potential threats to Canada. That may go some 
distance to explaining the puzzling surveillance of the Brazilian Ministry of Mines and Energy,. CSEC is 
also not supposed to engage in surveillance of Canadians except when H gets a special authorization to 
do so. Is that how Hworks in practice? The Edward Snowden revelations suggest widespread abuse of 
the spint of the law by U.S. intelligence agencies. What's the story here? Who is overseeing the 
govemments gatherers of secrets, and who is protecting us from them? , IJ 
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United States· Etats-Unis 

18. Benghazi 
60 Minutes (CBS), Lara Logan, 2013 10 27 
New York - When Chris Stevens was killed in Benghazi, Libya, on the anniversary of September 11th last 
year, it was only the sixth time that the UnHed States had lost an ambassador to tts enemies. The events 
of that night have been overshadowed by miSinformation, confusion and intense partisanship. But for 
those wiho lived through H, there's nothing confUSing about wihat happened, and they share a sense of 
profound frustration because they say they saw Hcoming. Tonight, you will hear for the first time from a 
security officer who witnessed the attaclk. He calls himself, Morgim Jones, a pseudonym he's using for his 
own safety. A former Bntish soldier, he's been helping to keep U.S. diplomats and military leaders safe for 
the last decade. On a night he describes as sheer hell, Morgan Jones snuck into a Benghazi hospital that 
was under the control of al Oaeda terrorists, desperate to find out if one of his close friends from the U.S. 
Special Mission was the American he'd been told was there...Morgan's guards told him the armed Libyan 
militia that was supposed to defend the compound had fled, just as Morgan had predicted. His guards-
unarmed ,and terrified - sounded the alarm, but they were instantly overwhelmed by the attaclkers. 
Morgan Jones: They said, "We're here to kill Americans, not Ubyans," so they'd give them a good 
beating, pistol whip them, beat them with their rifles and let them go. Col. Andy Wood (American security 
official) : They knew wihat they were doing. That was a- that was a well-executed attaclk. 

19. Birds, Bees and Spies (canada) 
Wall Street Journal, EdHorial Board, 2013 10 28 
Editorial - Maybe the leaders of the European Union should have issuad a communique at their summit in 
Brussels Friday. publicly thanking Edward Snowden for stealing U.S. secrets and thus giving them 
something to talk about other than their own economies. The euro zone's unemployment rate M a near
record 12% in August, up from 11.5% a year ago. and the trumpeted European recovery is clocking in at 
0.3% after 18 months of recession. But why call too much attention to that unpleasantness when, OMG, 
the Americans might be eavesdropping? The German case is more sensitive even if the details remain 
unclear. Nobody doubts Mrs. Merkel's personal bona fides as a friend of the U.S. But there are good 
reasons the U.S. would want to eavesdrop on German chancellors, going back decades. In the 1970s, 
Gunter Guillaume. a top aide to then-Chancellor Willy Brandt, was exposed as a Stasi agent. The 
disclosure forced Brandt to resign . More recently. former German Chancellor Gerhard Schroder formed a 
de facto alliance with France's Jacques Chirac and Russia's Vladimir Putin to oppose the U.S. over Iraq. 
After leaving office in 2005 Mr. Schroder effectively went to work for Mr. Putin as chairman of Nord 
Stream AG, a pipeline consortium in which Russian gas giant Gazprom has a 51% stake. Such history is 
a good reason the Obama Administration should resist calls from Be~in and Paris to adopt a "no spy" 
agreement of the kind the U.S. has with Bntain, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. American and 
European interests have frequently and sharply diverged and will inevttably do so again. President 



Obama should not tie the hands of successors who may not have someone as sympathetic as Mrs. 
Merl<.el as a Berlin counterpart. 

20. Lawmaker Offers Strong Defense of U.S. Surveillance Efforts In Europe 
New Yorl<. Times, Brian KnowKon, 2013 1027 
New Yorl<. - The chainnan of the House Intelligence Committee, Representative Mike Rogers, on Sunday 
offered one of the most vigorous defenses of American surveillance activities in Europe, saying that much 
of the anger and resentment they have engendered were the result of misunderstandings. Mr. Rogers, 
Republican of Michigan, said that the Natiomil Security Agency's surveillance program in question 
particularly in regards France, but also Gennany - had been badly misrepresented in news reports. If the 
French understood that ft was designed to protect them and others from the threat ofterror, he said on 
CNN's "State of the Union," 'hey would be applauding and popping Champagne corl<.s," The widely 
reported notion that the National Security Agency had monitored 70 million French phone calls, Mr. 
Rogers said, was "100 percent wrong, and that's why this is so dangerous." Reporters who had seen one 
security agency slide provided by Edward J. Snowden, a fonner agency contract employee, 
"misinterpreted some of the acronyms at the bottom of the slide and saw this 70 million phone call figure 
this was about a counterterrorism program that had nothing to do wfth French cftizens," Mr. Rogers 
asserted. The congressman also said that reports of the monitOring of phone calls of Chancellor Angela 
Merl<.el of Gennany were incomplete, fragmentary and, therefore, misleading. The most recent report, 
published in the Gennan news magazine Der Spiegel on Saturday, cfted a document - apparently from a 
National Security Agency database -- that indicated Ms. Merl<.el's cellphone was first listed as a target of 
surveillance In 2002. 

21. Les grandes oreilles d'Obama 
Le Devoir, Fran90is Brousseau, 2013 10 28 
Chronique - II y a 80 ans, les Allemands etaient tous espionnes par les nazis; il y a 40 ans, par la Stasi. .. 
et aujourd'hui, par les Etals-Unis ! Voila un raccourci certes approximatif, mais neanmoins saisissant, 
pour decrire la realM que nous donnent a voir les revelations, croustillantes et angoissantes, sur 
I'espionnage massif des Europeens par les services secrets amencains. Selon la presse allemande du 
week-end, Ie malheureux telephone cellulaire d'Angela Merl<.el 61aft sur ecoute par la NSA americaine 
depuis 2002 (donc avant sa prise du pouvoir, en 2005). Et Barack Obama, lui, aurait su depuis 2010 que 
ses services se livraient acet espionnage d'une " alliee " et " amie " I 

22. NSA 'monitored 60m Spanish calls in a month' 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 28 
London - The US National Security Agency secretly monitored 60 million phone calls in Spain in one 
month, Spanish media say. The reports say the latest allegations came from documents provided by the 
fugftive US analyst Edward Snowden. They say the NSA collected the numbers and locations of the caller 
and the recipient, but not the calls' content. This comes as a European Union parliamentary delegation 
prepares for a series of meetings in Washington. The officials from the European parllament's Civil 
Liberties Committee will speak to members of Congress to convey concerns and gather infonnalion. The 
WMe House has so far declined to comment on Monday's claims about US spying in Spain, published in 
the newspapers EI Pais and EI Mundo. 

23. NSA Director releases bizarre YouTube video 
MSNBC, Staff report, 2013 10 27 
Washington - National Security Agency Director Kefth Alexander likened the NSA's spying duties to taking 
a bath, holding a hornet's nest and wearing a seatbelt in a video posted to YouTube Thursday by the 
Pentagon's media ann. "When you were younger, well this is for boys, you say I don1 want to take a bath, 
no I'll take a bath, why would I want to take a bath... isn1 there a better way?" Alexander asked. "We 
don1, so we have to take baths, right or showers, what about here, what's the better way to stop 
terrorists?" Alexander was defending the NSA's bulk collection of communications data under the Patriot 
Act. The video, which looks a bft like the Corporation for Public Broadcasting tried to produce an episode 
of Wayne's World inside a Pyongyang studio, features Alexander answering questions ostenSibly posed 
by Jessica L. Tozer, a writer for the Pentagon's Anned Wrth Science blog. Tozer never speaks-instead, 
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, 
her questions are represented by t~le cards. The video purports to be an attempt to "get the story straight" 
about the NSA's surveillance programs and responsibil~ies as an agency, but largely reiterates 
Alexander's prior defenses of the NSA through a barrage of weird metaphors. Alexander argues that the 
NSA's programs are effective at stopping terrorism and that ending them would put the country in danger. 
"These are the best, most noble people in the world, fro!J1 my perspective," Alexander says of NSA 
employees. "They do more to save our lives than anyone. else that I now of." I. ~ I 

v. 
24. NSA says its director never discussed surveillance of Merkel with Obama ~c 
The Guardian (London), Paul Lewis, Phillip Olterman, 2013 10 28 ~ £, 0 
London - The US National Security Agency was last night forced to dEmy that its director had ever 
discussed a surveillance operation against the German chancellor with President Barack Obama, as the 
WMe House tried to contain a full-scale diplomatic crisis over espionage directed at allied coul)tries. The 
Obama administration appeared in disarray last night as it struggled with the fallout over the disclosure 
that the National Security Agency mon~ored the phone conversations of at least 35 world leaders. Earlier 
yesterday the Wh~e House had refused to comment on an overnight report in the German tabloid 'Bild, 
which alleged that Obama was personally briefed about by the operation to target Angela Merkel's phone 
by the NSA's director, Kenh Alexander, and allowed it to continue. Canlin Hayden, the Wh~e House's 
national security council spokeswoman, declined to comment on the reports, telling the Guardian: "We 
are not gOing to comment publicly on every specific alleged intelligence activ~." However just over three 
hours later, that position appeared to have been reversed, when the NSA said in a statement that 
Alexander "did not discuss with President Obama in 2010 an alleged foreign intelligence operation 
involving German Chancellor Merkel, nor has he ever discussed alleged operations involving Chancellor 
Merkel. News reports claiming otherwise are not true". 

25. Obama Unaware as U.S. Spied On World Leaders: Officials (Canada) 
Wall Street Journal, Siobhan Gorman, Adam Entous, 201310 28 
Washington - The National Security Agency ended a program used to spy on German Chancellor Angela 
Merkel and a number of other world leaders after an internal Obama administration review started this 
summer revealed to the White House the existence of the operation, U.S. officials said. Officials said the 
internal review turned up NSA monitoring of some 35 world leaders, in the U.S. government's first public 
acknowledgment that H tapped the phones of world leaders. European leaders have joined international 
outrage over revelations of U.S. surveillance of Ms. Merkel's phone and of NSA's monHoring of call data 
in France. The WMe House cut off some monitoring programs after learning of them, including the one 
tracking Ms. Merkel and some other leaders, a senior U.S. official said. Other programs have been slated 
for termination, officials said. The account suggests President Barack Obarna went nearly fIVe years 
wHhout knowing his own spies were bugging the phones of world leaders. Officials said the NSA has so 
many eavesdropping operations under way that H wouldn~ have been practical to brief him on all of them. 
The senior U.S. official said that the current practice has been for these types of surveillance decisions to 
be made at the agency level. "These decisions are made ai NSA," the official said. "The president doesn~ 
sign off on this stuff." That protocol now is under reView, the official added. Traditionally the U.S. and four 
other countries -- known as the five eyes -- don~ spy on each other. The five eyes are the U.S., U.K., 
Canada, Australia and New Zealand. The administration reviews are largely focused on countries other 
than the five eyes, officials said. 

26, Obama was aware of spying on Merkel 
AI Jazzeera, 2013 10 28 
Washington - A German newspaper has reported that US President Barack Obama knew his intelligence 
service was eavesdropping on Angela Merkel as long ago as 2010, contradicting reports that he had told 
the German chancellor he did not know. Germany received information this week that the US National 
Security Agency (NSA) had bugged Merkel's mobile phone, prompting the German government to 
summon the US ambassador. The NSA denied that Obama had been informed about the operation by 
the NSA chief in 2010, as reported by the German paper Bild am Sonntag on Sunday. But the agency did 
not comment directly on whether Obama knew about the bugging of Merkel's phone. Both the WMe 
House and the German government declined comment. The Wall Street Journal reported on Sunday that 



the NSA ended the programme that involved Merkel after the operation was uncovered in an Obama 
administration review that began this summer. 

27. Reasons to Talk to N. Korea 
New York Times, Stephen W. Bosworth and Robert L. Gallucci. 2013 1028 
Op-ed - 'As officials in charge of American policy toward North Korea during the Clinton and Obama 
administrations, we met last month in Europe with senior representatives of the North Korean govemment 
to discuss relations between our countries. We believe that the current impasse, which only buys time for 
North Korea to develop its nuclear program, is unstable and that malle" will only get worse if not 
addressed directly. It's time for the Obama administration to reopen dialogue with Pyongyang. The Unned 
States government has not had direct contact with a senior North Korean official for more than a year. 
Our private and unofficial meetings were an important opportun~y to review the state of the regime's 
thinking on bilateral relations and its willingness to give up its nuclear weapons program. The North 
Koreans - who are longtime participants in govemment- to-govemment talks and well plugged-in to their 
country's leadership - stated that if dialogue were to resume, their nuclear weapons program would be on 
the negotiating table. They provided preliminary thinking on a phased approach that would start with a 
freeze of their program and end with denuclearization. That process, they said, would have to include 
steps by America, such as the conclusion of a peace treaty to replace the temporary armistice that ended 
the Korean War, and the lifting of economic sanctions imposed on the North by the Un~ed States since 
the end of that war. We stressed that Pyongyang needs to indicate Clea~y the concrete steps ~ would 
take both before and immediately after a retum to the negotiating table. The North Koreans told us that 
they were prepared to enter talks without preconditions and would consider some confidence-building 
measures once talks begin. Note: Stephen W. Bosworth and Robert L. Gallucci were responsible for 
negotiations with North Korea during the first Obama and Clinton administrations, respectively. 

28. The Deputy Director: Mike Morell 
60 Minutes (CBS), John Miller, 2013 10 27 
Interview - There may be no period that so dramatically redefined the wo~d of U.S. intelligence than the 
decade following the September 11th attacks. Through those tumuHuous years, there was one man who 
was in the room for almost every important decision. Mike Morell was deputy director of the CIA and gave 
us the only television interview he's ever done. He spoke to us, largely because he believes the very 
nature of the spy business keeps successes in the shadows, but often pushes failure into the bright lights. 
Morell operated in those shadows, but his insights have helped shape the key foreign policy decisions of 
the last three presidents. The first thing we asked Morell about was the last thing he did at the CIA: taking 
part in the damage assessment on Edward Snowden, the NSA contractor who leaked Classified 
documents about America's secret electronic surveillance programs. Mike Morell: I do not believe he was 
a whistleblower. I do not believe he is a hero. I think he has betrayed his country. John Miller: How 
serious a M is that to national secumy? Mike Morell: I think this is the most serious leak- the most 
serious compromise of classified information in the history of the U.S. intelligence commun~y. John Miller. 
Because of the amount of ~? Or the type? Mike Morell: The amount and the type. 

29. U.S. sought Japan aid in tapping fiber-optic cables in 2011 
Kyodo News, Staff reporter, 2013 10 28 
Tokyo - The U.S. National Security Agency sounded out the Japanese government around 2011 for 
cooperation in wiretapping fiber-optic cables carrying phone and Internet data across the Asia-Pacific 
region, soure&s familiar with the matter said Saturday. The agency's overture was apparently aimed at 
gathering information on Beijing given that Japan is at the heart of optical cables that connect various 
parts of the region. But Japan rejected the request, c~ing legal restrictions and shortage of personnel in 
the tapping operations, the sources said. The sources said the agency asked Japan if n could intercept 
personal information such as Internet and phone call data when communication data pass through Japan 
via cables connecting Japan, China and other parts of the region . Faced with China's growing presence in 
the cyberworld and the need to bolster information about international terrorists, the Un~ed States may 
have been looking into whether Japan, its close ally in Asia , can offer help similar as to Bmain, the 
sources said. 



United Kingdom· Royaume-Uni 

30. British Tabloids on Trial, Along With Ex-€ditors 
New York Times, Steven Enanger, Stephen Castle, 2013 1028 
London - The ethics of the once mighty and still powerful British newspaper industry go on trial here on 
Monday, with two former top editors from Rupert Murdoch's media empire facing criminal accusations 
involving phone hacking and obstructing justice. The case features one of Mr. Murdoch's favorites, 
Rebekah Brooks, and another editor who became a top aide to Prime Minister David Cameron, Andy 
Coulson. The trial is expected to be aggressive and detailed, with the potential for yet more revelations 
about the inner workings of the competitive wortd of British tabloid joumalism and ~s tangled relationships 
~h the political elite and law- enforcement officials. The trial, in which all the defendants deny guilt, may 
also add momentum to efforts to regulate Britain's obstreperous press. That effort M a stalemate after a 
lengthy revelatory inquiry, led by Lord Justice Sir Brian Leveson, ended last year after exposing a toxic 
web of criminal practices by the news media, including computer hacking and bribery of police officials. 
''The ethics of the whole of the British press are again in the spotlight" with this trial , said Brian Cathcart, a 
former newspaper deputy ednor and director of Hacked Off, an organization campaigning for media 
reform and tighter regulation. Britain has had years of media "intrusion into peoples' lives without a public 
interest -- of distortion, of bullying, even blackmailing," he said, as well as other illegal activ~ies, like 
obtaining personal data under false pretenses, known here as "blagging." Judge Leveson proposed 
regulations underwritten by law, a plan that was soon watered down. But the question of regulation 
quickly brings concem that Britain's press freedoms, a tradition of three centuries, could be at risk. So far, 
politicians have been arguing with newspaper groups in a fiery debate with no clear resolution. 

31. Leith City Council OKs building moratorium (Canada) 
Bismarck Tribune, Lauren Donovan, 201310 28 
Lenh - The city of Leith approved a building moratorium and took other steps Sunday night to prevent 
white supremacists from living on property without sewer and water and squatting in tents and trailers. 
Law enforcement was only required to remove Craig Cobb from sitting at the city council's meeting table 
and to intervene when Cobb told members of the Standing Rock Sioux tribe they were off the reservation 
and should go back home. Cobb, a hate crimes fugitive from Canada with extremist neo-Nazi views, 
purchased a home and 12 other lots and is encouraging others to join him in taking over the town. The 
new ordinances will require Cobb to put water and sewer into his house, where three other white male 
supremacists and two young children are also living with space heaters and no working fumace. 

32. UK spooks recruit fund houses over cyber attacks 
Financial Times, Steve Johnson, 2013 1027 
London - UK govemment intelligence agents have held a series of meetings with large asset managers in 
an attempt to counter the mounting threat from eyber attacks. Agents from GCHQ, the govemment 
communications headquarters, have met senior figures from investors such as Legal & General, F&C and 
Aviva to urge them to push cyber security higher up the corporate agenda. The unprecedented move is a 
sign of the intelligence agency's fears of corporate eyber attacks, with attacks aimed at stealing 
commercial secrets doubting in the UK in the past year, according to Kroll , the investigations agency. 
"GCHQ said It was an issue up there ~h terrorist attacks and they want the market to solve n. They call it 
the wars of the future and talked about how our companies [that we invest in) could be entangled in it," 
said David Patt, corporate govemance analyst at L&G Investment Management. "Some fainy chilling tales 
were told ," said George Dallas, director of corporate govemance at F&C Investments. "This is pervasive, 
it is happening at a fainy relentless level. Certain govemment regimes are maybe directly or indirectly 
linked to these issues: 



33. White Widow Samantha Lewthwaite 'radicalised by top al.Qaida recruiter in Yemen' 
Belfast Telegraph, Jack Brennan, 2013 1028 
Belfast - Samantha Lewthwaite may have been radicalised by an al- Qsida kingpin in Yemen, n has 
emerged. The widow of one of the July 7 bombers, Lewthwaite, who was born and raised for some time 
in Banbridge, Co Down, has claimed to have spent some time in Yemen, raising fears that she may have 
been innuenced by al-aaida's most prolific recruner, Anwar al- Awalaki. Until now, Lewthwaite who has 
become known as 'he WMe Widow' was only thought to have visijed Africa, where she is believed to 
have strong links to al-Shabaab, the Somalian wing of al-Qaida, which was responsible for last month's 
Kenyan shopping mall massacre. Lewthwane (29), also recently made a bizarre series of Twitter rants 
making reference to Coronation Street and Strictly Come Dancing. IUs beUeved that Lewthwalte is using 
a Twitter account called the Muslim Youth Centre, a Kenyan-affiliated offshoot of al-Shabaab. 

Australia, New Zealand· Australie, Nouvelle-Zelande 

34. 'Insider' attack injures Kiwi 
New Zealand Herald, Teuila Fuatai, 2013 1028 
Wellington - New Zealander and Australian hurt aller exchange of fire with lone gunman. The exchange 
of gunfire that injured a New Zealand soldier in Afghanistan involved three rounds being fired towards the 
New Zealander from a lone Afghan soldier. The "insider" attack at Qargha, near Kabul at about S.30pm 
on Saturday (New Zealand time), happened as a New Zealand soldier was being escorted from a 
meeting by two Australian soldiers, said Defence Force chief Lieutenant General Rhys Jones. The New 
Zealander received injuries to his foot. Lieutenant General Jones said the trio had been fired on from a 
lone Afghan soldier who appeared between two buildings. An Australian soldier was hit in the chest, but 
received only superficial injuries as all three soldiers were wearing full protection gear. "[The soldier] hit 
one of the Australian escorts and injured our person. The second Australian returned fire. 

36. ADM deal could open noodgates 
The Financial Review (New Zealand), Tony Walker, 2013 10 28 
Opinion: Never before in this country's history have we seen anything quite like the lobbying campaign to 
bring about a change in government policy than the one accompanying Chinese company Huawei's 
attempts to persuade us it is an exemplary corporate mizen. No expense has been spared in Huawei's 
efforts to redeem whatever misgivings might be held about ns possible connections with Chinese secumy 
(you'd have to be exceptionally naive to believe no such relationship exists); few constraints have been 
placed on generouSly endowed visns for Australian "opinion- makers" to ns Shenzen "campus" and no 
amount of "'window-dressing" has been forsaken in the appointment of ex-politicians to its "Australian 
board". Board members Alexander Downer, former foreign minister, and John Brumby. former Victorian 
premier. might not comprehend the intricacies of the printed circun board or the complexities of the 
computer microchip, but they are useful adornments for a Chinese company seeking to make ns way in 
the Australian market. An allied question is why a decision on whether to enable Huawei to gain access 
as a component supplier to the national broadband network is assuming such significance in the earty 
days of a new government, and what relevance this may have to that other foreign investor decision 
weighing on Treasurer Joe Hockey's mind. ADM decision due in December This is the vexed issue of 
whether to allow the American grain trading giant Archer Daniels Midland (ADM) to swallow the Australian 
company GrainCorp. Hockey has indicated a decision will be announced on December 17. 

36. Asylum 'cruises' to NZ touted 
New Zealand Herald, Audrey Young, 2013 1028 
Wellington - People-smugglers in Indonesia are promoting a passage tQ New Zealand in shipping 
containers for up to $17,000 a person and are describing it to WOUld-be customers as " the cruise ship 
option", an Australian news investigation has found. Immigration Minister Michael Woodhouse warns 



anyone contemplating the trip: "Don~ come." He says a law passed in June for mass arrivals means New 
Zealand is prepared if any do. A Sydney Moming Herald investigation involving secret recordings of 
people- smugglers reveals that New Zealand is being promoted as a better option than Australia. The 
smugglers tell asylum seekers they can get permanent residency lJe~ after 45 days, and bring their

0family. ), ~ 
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37. Call for thorough review of spy agencies 0 'T.(~ 0 '''... 
Stuff.nz, Cathie Bell, 2013 10 28 ( ~ C 
Wellington - An independent and thorough investigation into all aspects of spy agencies' activities is 
needed, says the Green Party following a key court ruling on Friday. The Appeal Court held that the three 
men who slashed a dome at Marlborough's Waihopai spy base in 2008 were liable for $1 .2 million in 
damages, dismissing their appeal. Peter Mumane, Adrian Leason and Sam Land were found not guiHy in 
2010 of charges of burglary and wilful damage to the Govemment Communication Security Bureau's 
Waihopai base when they went on to the property, and deflated the satellne dome cover. They believed 
the operation of the base was contributing to the second Iraq war, and their protest was aimed at 
exposing n . 

. 38. CBA spy subject's legal threat 
Sydney Moming Herald, Michaela WMboum, Adele Ferguson, 20131028 
Sydney - A customer who claims he was spied on by the Commonwealth Bank is threatening legal action 
that could expoSe records of further covert surveillance operations by the bank. Geoff Shannon, the 
founder of the Unhappy Banking advocacy group, said he had legal advice that the alleged spying could 
amourri to an "interference wnh the administration of justice" because he .is involved in litigation wnh the 
bank. "We're actually issuing subpoenas, I think, on them for all the reports and any other surveillance 
jobs," Mr Shannon said. Fairfax Media revealed on Saturday that the Commonwealth Bank had hired 
securny firm G4S to spy on Gold Coast-based consumer advocate Michael Fraser, who calls himself "The 
Arbitrator". ' ...... 

v. 
39. CCTV spy network growing 
The Courier Mail, Arrihony Gough, 2013 1028 
Brisbane - But then again, so is everyone else. Brisbane's surveillance arsenal is expanding, with the 
council rolling out hundreds of new securny cameras over the past year brtnging the total number in the 
Brisbane area to a whopping 1500. A further 60 cameras have been added to local businesses through a 
council grant to improve coverage of my streets, wnh such footage proving instrumental in solving the 
recent Jill Meagher murder. But the rollout has given rise to fears Brisbane is tuming into a surveillance 
city, with privacy advocates waming the creeping increase in cameras is tuming us irrio the equivalerri of 
Soviet-controlled East Germany. Lord Mayor Graham Quirk said there were now 1500 security cameras 
monnoring a mix of traffic, safety, security and operational applications as part of a crime-fighting strategy. 
"It's important for our economy that local businesses can operate without the fear of their hard work being 
undone through crime," he said. In the past year 280 cameras have been added to Brisbane's CCTV 
network, and 60 cameras have been installed in local businesses through the Suburban Crime Prevention 
Grant established last year. 

40. lIIegals sounds soft - maybe we could call them invaders 
The Advertiser, Susan Mnchell, 20131028 
Opinion: Does the fact that a person arrives on our shores in an illegal way automatically make them irrio 
an "illegal"? Does their means of arrival define them more than why they have arrived? Surely the fact 
that we process them according to whether they are genuine asylum seekers or not, means that they 
should not all be immediately branded wnh the name "illegals". Why would the Abbott Govemment 
change the name "asylum seeker" to "illegal"? Doesn't this change of name automatically stigmatise this 
person? We might not want people seeking asylum to risk their lives on leaky boats in order to come here 
but do we want to make them feel less than human? Why doesn~ Immigration Minister Scott Morrison just 
be honest and call them "invaders"? This has nothing to do with what the conservatives love to label 
"polnical correctness", this is just about treating other human beings with some kind of civilny. No one in 
public life would call indigenous Australians "abos" any more. Nor do we name those bom with both a 
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white and Aboriginal parent "half-castes". They deserve to be treated as human beings, not products of 
their breeding. What's next? Will we be ordered to describe people not born to parents who are legally 
married as "illeg~imates"? 

41. Legal action against CBA could reveal more cases; Surveillance record sought 
Canberra Times, Michaela Whttboum and Adele Ferguson, 2013 1028 ' 
Canberra - A customer who claims he was spied on by the Commonwealth Bank is threatening legal 
action that could expose records of further covert surveillance operations by the bank. Geoff Shannon, 
the founder of the Unhappy Banking advocacy group, said he had legal advice that the alleged spying 
could amount to an "interference ~h the administration of justice" because he is involved in litigation with 
the bank. "We're actually issuing subpoenas, I think, on them for all the reports and any other surveillance 
jobs," Mr Shannon said . Fairfax Media revealed on Saturday that the Commonwealth Bank had hired 
security firm G4S to spy on Gold Coast-based consumer advocate Michael Fraser. A leaked email from a 
bank executive to the firm requested "physical surveillance" of Mr Fraser from August 28 to September 1, 
when he was in Sydney to attend a fund- raising dinner for Nationals senator John Williams. Senator 
Williams, along ~h Labor senator Doug Cameron, is part of a parliamentary inquiry involving CBA. 

42. Many Sri Lankans in danger if sent back, lawyers warn 
The Age, Nick Toscano, 2013 10 28 
Canberra - Hundreds of Sri Lankan asylum seekers are being sent home to face persecution because 
Australian au1horities are rushing through refusals of their proteclion claims, human rights lawyers say. 
Research conducted in Sri Lanka by Melbourne's Human Rights Law Centre has found immigration 
au1horities are grossly underestimating the country's ongoing danger. Despite the end of a three-decade 
civil war, ~ found increasing erosion of the rule of law, reprisals against dissent and one of the highest 
numbers of "disappearances" in the world - about two a month - second only to Iran. Almost 80 Sri 
Lankan asylum seekers who arrived by boat on October 11 were flown home last week, bringing the 
number of people returned to Sri Lanka to nearly 1400 since mid-2012. 

Afghanistan· Pakistan 

43. Bolivia's Descent Into Rogue State Status 
Wall Street Journal, Mary Anastasia O'Grady, 2013 1028 
Column - In the years after a bru1al10-year Soviet occupation , Afghanistan became a petri dish in which 
a culture of organized crime, radical politics and religious fundamentalism festered - and where Osama 
bin Laden set up operations. Now something similar may be happening in Bolivia. The government is an 
advocate for coca growers. The Iranian presence is increasing. And reports from the ground suggest that 
African extremists are Joining the fray. Bolivian President Evo Morales, who is also the elected president 
of the coca producers' confederation, and Vice President Alvaro Garcia Linera, formerly of the Maoist 
Tupac Katari Guerrilla Almy, began building their repressive narco-state when they took office in 2006. 
Step one was creating a culture of fear. Scores of intellectuals, technocrats and former government 
officials were harassed. Many fled. Wrth the opposition cowed , President Morales has turned Bolivia into 
an international hub of organized crime and a safe haven for terrorists. The U.S. Drug Enforcemerrt 
Agency has been expelled. Un~ed Nations data show that cocaine production is up in Bolivia since 2006 
and unconfirmed reports say that Mexican, Russian and Colombian toughs are showing up to get a piece 
of the action. So are mil~ants looking to raise cash and operate in the Western Hemisphere. 

44. Gennan embassy in Kabul reopens 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Khwaja Basir Ahmad, 2013 10 28 
Kabul - The Ministry of Foreign Affairs on Sunday said the German embassy in Kabul had reopened after 
one week of closure over securily threats. The embassy was shut on Oct 18 after Germany's intelligence 



agency, the BND, wamed of a possible terrorist attack. The German foreign minister confirmed the 
embassy's closure but declined to comment on a media report that the step had been taken in response 
to a "serious" security threat. In Kabul, the Ministry of Foreign had said only the visa section of the 
embassy had been closed due to some problems. Ministry spokesman Janan Musazai told a news 
conference on Sunday the closed parts of the German embassy had reopened. He said there were no 
threats to the embassy, and the closure was not caused by securtty concems. ~,. 

1 "'Oh 
46. Kabul not taken board on drone strikes: Faizi C 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Hakim Basharat, 2013 10 28 
Kabul - The Karzai administration, contradicting media reports, on Sunday denied the United States had 
taken it on board on increasing drone strikes in Afghanistan. US militory officials has said armed drones 
would continue to fly over Afghanistan even after the 2014 pullout of combat troops. The United Nations' 
mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) says the number of drone strikes rose quite sharply in 2012 to 506, 
compared to 294 the year before. Tallies kept by the US air force also reflect an increase: 494 weapons 
released by drones in 2012, compared to 294 in 2011 . UNAMA has also reported 16 civilian deaths as a . 
result of drone warfare in Afghanistan in 2012, as opposed to a single casualty in 2011. Asked for 
comments, President Karzai's spokesman Aimal Faizi told pajhwok Afghan News that the increase in 
drone attacks was a serious issue. 

46, Karzai leaves for London on 5-day state visit 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Syed Mudassir Ali Shah, 2013 10 28 
Kabul - President Hamid Karzai on Monday left Kabul for London on a five-day state visi1 to attend the 
Wood Islamic Economic Forum and a trilateral summit with Brttish and Pakistani prime ministers. Leaders 
from 120 countries, economic experts, corporate managers, investors, educationists and others experts 
are scheduled to attend the 9th meeting of the forum at the exCel London. Besides giving a speech at the 
Oxford University and visi1ing the British military academy, the president would hold wide-ranging talks 
with Cameron, Defence Secretary Phillip Hammond and Intemational Development Secretary Justine 
Greening on bilateral cooperation. At the fourth tripartite summit with David Cameron and Nawaz Sharif, 
Karzai will seek an explanation from Pakistan on the whereabouts of Taliban's former second-in
command Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar. 

I 

47. Leaders to be briefed on Taliban talks 
Pakistan Dawn, Iftikhar A. Khan, 2013 10 28 
Islamabad - In a sign that the govemment is finally getting down to opening talks with the Taliban, it has 
decided to take all political parties on board, with a view to making their leaders part of the dialogue 
process. The deciSion was taken during a meeting between Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Interior 
Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan at the Prime Minister's House on Saturday. What apparently prompted 
the prime minister to issue the directive was a letter written to him by the Leader of Opposition in the 
National Assembly, Syed Khurshid Ahmad Shah, asking the govemment to immediately inform the nation 
and partiament about progress on the direction unanimously set by an all·party conference on Sept 9. 
The opposition leader said the APC had unanimously passed a resolution authorising the govemment to 
initiate dialogue with Taliban or to take steps to eliminate extremism and terrorism. 

48. Meddling in polls won't be brooked: Karzai 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok Reporter, 2013 10 28 
Kabul - President Hamid Karzai on Sunday promised next year's elections would be conducted in a free 
and transparent manner, saying no domestic or foreign interference would be brooked. At a meeting with 
a Brttish parliamentary delegation, Karzai said holding fair polls on schedule was an important step 
toward promoting democracy in the country. In a statement from his office, the president called lasting 
peace a primary demand of the Afghans, who wanted to live in a peaceful environment and send their 
children to school. The training of Afghan security forces, the ongoing peace drive, the Afghan·US 
security pact, the 2014 presidential and provincial council polls and women's rights were also discussed. 
Pleased with the progress Afghanistan made over the past decade, the delegates signalled Britain's 
willingness to help train Afghan forces within the framework of NATO. 
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49. Mol sets up election security commission 
Pajhwok Afghan News. Ahmad Quraishi. 2013 10 28 
Kabul - The Ministry of Interior Affairs (Mol) on Sunday said a commission supervising election security

h

had been established in compliance with a presidential decree. In a statement. the ministry said the 
commission had been set up under a decree issued by P[esident Hamid Karzai last month. It directed 
security personnel to maintain security and stay impartial during the election process and never get 
involved in the interest or harm of any side running in the election. Led by Lt. Gen. Mohammad Salim 
Ihsas, the commission consists of 11 members, inCluding nine high-level officials from the Mol and two 
from the National Directorate of Security (NDS), the spy service. In coordination with the Independent 
Election Commission (IEC), the panel will hold meetings on a weekly basis to evaluate social challenges 
emerging during the poll campaign. :>", 

50. NATO Reduces Scope Of Its Afghanistan Plans 
New York Times, Thom Shanker, 201310 28 
Brussels - After months of tense negotiations over the size and role of a postwar presence in Afghanistan, 
senior North Atlantic Treaty Organization officials say they are planning a more minimalist mission, with a 
force consisting of fewer combat trainers and more milttary managers to ensure that billions of dollars in 
security aid are not squandered or pilfered. The shrinking ambitions for the postwar mission reflect fears 
that the United States Congress and European parliaments might cancel their financial commttments -
amounting to more than $4 billion a year, the largest single milttary assistance program in the world -
unless American and NATO troops are positioned at Afghan milttary and police headquarters to oversee 
how the money is spent in a country known for rampant conruption. The reduced scope is aJso a result of 
conflicting interests among military and political leaders that have been on display throughout the 12-year 
war. Milttary commanders have advocated a postwar mission focused on training and advising Afghans, 
with a larger number of troops spread across the battlefield. Political leaders in Washington and other 
NATO capttals have opted for smaller numbers and assignments only at large Afghan headquarters. Any 
enduring NATO military presence in Afghanistan "is tied directly to the $4.1 billion and our abiltty to 
oversee it and account for it," a senior NATO diplomat said. ''You need enough troops to responsibly 
administer, oversee and account for $4 billion a yeal of security assistance." The senior diplomat -- who, 
like other military Officials, spoke on the condttion of anonymity to discuss the alliance's deliberations -
described continued financing of Afghan security forces as vital to avoid political chaos and factional 
bloodshed after NATO's combat role ends in December 2014. "It's not just the shiny object, the number of 
troops," he said. "Perhaps much more meaningful is, does the funding flow?" 

51 . NATO shrinks scope of future Afghan mission 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Syed Mudassir Ali Shah, 2013 10 28 
Kabul- NATO is planning a modest post-war mission in Afghanistan, wtth fewer combat trainers and more 
military managers to ensure that billions of dollars in security aid are not wasted, a media report said on 
Monday. The minimalist mission mirrors concems the Us Congress and European parliaments may 
revoke their financial pledges -- more than $4 billion a year -- unless foreign troops are positioned at 
Afghan military and police headquarters to oversee how the money is spent. "The reduced scope is also a 
result of conflicting interests among milttary and political leaders that have been on display throughout the 
12-year war," the New York Times reported. A senior NATO diplomat told the newspaper any long-term 
NATO milttary presence in Afghanistan was directly linked to the $4.1 billion aid and the alliance ability to 
account for it. 

52. Pak given 5 more 26111 dOCUments, but says not enough 
The Hindu, Staff Report, 2013 10 28 
New Delhi - Pakistan has no excuses left. India tumed over fIVe key documents to Pakistan on October 
15, completing the full list of documents asked for by the neighbouring country for the trial of 26/11 
accused. Pakistan is expected to prosecute the seven 26/11 accused including the mastermind Zakiur 
Rehman Lakhvi. Indian officials said there were no documents left to give to Pakistan. On Saturday, the 
foreign ministry, in an unusually sharp reaction , said tt was Pakistan's responsibility to present the 
evidence given by India in the case. Since the planning, training an'd financing of the terror attacks was 
done in Pakistan, "99 per cent" of the evidence would be availablethere. "The.entire planning of the 



dastardly Mumbai terrorist attack was hatched in Pakistan, the training of the terrorists who launched that 
attack was undertaken in Pakistan, the financing of the conspiracy was in Pakistan. 

&? 
63. Safety of Pakistan's nuclear assets has improved: US '" 
Pakistan Dawn, Anwar Iqbal, 20131028 
Washington - In a dOCl!ment issued after Prime Minister Nawaz Sharifs visit to the United States, the 
WMe House has acknowledged improvement in a key area of US concem: the safety and security of 
Pakistan's nuclear assets. 'Pakistan is engaged w~h the international community on nuclear safety and 
security issues and is working to ensure its strategic export controls are in line with international 
standards," says the document. 'Pakistan is a state party to both the Chemical Weapons Convention and 
the Biological Weapons Convention and is a partner in the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism," 
the WMe House notes. "Pakistan is an active participant in the Nuclear Security Summtt process and 
works closely with the International Atomic Energy Agency's Office of Nuclear Security to promote best 
security practices," tt adds. . 

64, Targeted operation, raids: TTP affiliate killed in encounter, 94 criminals arrested 
The Express Tribune, Staff Correspondent, 2013 10 .28 
Karachi - An alleged member of the outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) was reportedly killed in 
an encounter between TIP members and the Rangers in Ijtamah Gah Road. It happened at the same 
place where on October 10 three suicide bombers had died in premature blasts while they were moving 
towards their target near Orangi Town's Ijtamah Gah (religious gathering spot). "We had some leads over 
the case and as we reached the spot, the TIP men opened indiscriminate firing at us," said a Rangers 
official. 'Thanks to Allah, our men remained safe in the attaCk, however, our jawans also fired back and 
one TIP member was wounded, and who later succumbed to his injuries." A large number of rangers 
came to the s~e and conducted the operation, however, most of the culprits had already escaped under 
the cover of firing. . 

65, Would-be suicide bomber shot dead in Paktika 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Ali Mohammad Nazari, 2013 10 28 
Sharan - A would-be car suicide attacker was shot dead before he could reach his target in the Khairkot 
district of southern Paktika province on Monday, an official said. The incident took place atl1 am when a 
car suicide bomber tried to target the National Directorate of Security (NOS) office in the district, the 
governor's spokesman, Mukhlis Afghan, told Pajhwok Afghan News. Security forces identified the 
attacker, he said, adding NOS operatives shot him to death before he reached the target. Two NOS 
agents were slightly injured in the incident and taken to hosp~al for treatment. (Full Report). 

Africa· Afrique 

56, 'God knows wihat would happen in Ubya if I was taken' 
London Times, Anthony Uoyd, 2013 10 28 
Benghazi - Libya's most wanted man is Just over 6ft 2in tall, has a grey beard, wears a long brown 
sheepskin abaya coat, has a thin scar on the left-hand side of his temple and appears to have flu. Given 
his status as a fug~ive and the gravtty of his alleged crime -- involvement in the killing of the US 
ambassador - it might be expected that Ahmed Abu Khattala would have gone to ground in a safe house. 
Yet, as Abu Khattala, 42, pours a cup of green tea and offers me a tray of biscuns, he gazes thoughtfully 
from the sofa in the front room of his home in a street barely ten minutes' drive from the centre of 
Benghazi. "God knows what would happen in Libya if I was taken away," he muses. "This act would win 
the Americans more enemies, and they would fall." He was charged in New York State two months ago 
with involvement in the attack on the US consulate in Benghazi in September 2012 in which Chris 
Stevens, the American Ambassador, and three other Americans died. The attack was one of the biggest 



foreign policy embarrassments on President Obama's watch. The snatch of another wanted libyan, Abu 
Anas al- liby, in Tripoli ea~ier this month by a US Special Forces team has only intensified the focus on 
Abu Khallala, yet he is manifestly at liberty and at large. , c: 

57. Accul6, Ie gouvemement tunisien lance un .. dialogue national" p6rilleux 
Le Monde, Isabelle Mandraud, 20131028 
Tunis - Dans un climat lourd de violences, les islamistes ont reitere leur promesse de quitter Ie pouvoir 
Deux interventions successives a une heure de grande ecoute sur la chaine de television nationale n'ont 
pas suffi . II a fallu un document ecrit et signe par Ie premier ministre, Ali Larayedh, confirmant la decision 
prise de presenter la demission de son gouvemement, pour que Ie • dialogue national· s'engage enfin, 
vendredi 25 octobre, entre Ie parti islamiste Ennahda au pouvoir, et I'opposition. D'ici ahuit jours, selon la 
• feuille de route · adoptee deja depuis Ie debut du mois, M. Larayedh devrait donc ceder sa Pi!lce, et son 
equipe prendre conge dans les quinze jours suivants, mellant ainsi fin a la periode.de transition menee 
par les islamistes tunisiens depuis deux ans. Du moins est-ce Ie calendrier prevu. Car vendredi soir, Ie 
syndicat national des forces de securite inteneure (SFSI) s'est interpose d'une bien curieuse maniere en 
lanCiSnt, a I'issue d'une assemblee generale extraordinaire " restreinte ", un uttimatum de • quarante-huit 

. heures " au gouvemement pour satisfaire ses revendications : remplacement des cadres du ministere de 
I'interieur" relevant de partis politiques • par des · personnalites competentes independantes ", 
autorisation pour les policiers de porter leurs armes en dehors des heures de service " en raison de la 
propagation du terrorisme " ou bien encore creation d'une " cellule de crise " alliant des policiers, des 
soldats, des douaniers ou des magistrats. 

58. Caught Between Sudans, Region Tries to Pick Side 
New Yor1l Times, Isma'il Kushkush, Nicholas Kulish, 20131028 
Khartoum - Residents of the disputed Abyel region, on the border of Sudan and South Sudan, began 
voting in a referendum Sunday on which country to be part of. Though the voting was largely symbolic, 
and likely to be heavily one-sided, it could have very real consequences if it raises tensions and prompts 
further conflict in an area plagued with violence. Abyei has been in limbo for more than two years since 
South Sudan declared independence, and as a resutt the border between Sudan and South Sudan, 
roughly 1,250 miles long, has not been settled. The region is shared uneasily by two ethnic groups: the 
more-settled Ngok Dinka and the nomadic Misseriya. The Ngok Dinka, who have links to the south, were 
expected to vote in favor of joining South Sudan. The Misseriya people, who cross in and out of the 
district with their livestock, fear that if they join South Sudan their movements may be restricted and their 
way of life threatened - but they were not expected to take part in the referendum. Luka 8iong, a 
spokesman for the Abyei Referendum High Commillee, which organized the vote, told The Associated 
Press that there would be three days of voting. "This was a special moment, a historic moment." he said. 
''This was like crowning the history of the struggle of the people of Abyei. I saw my people so 
detemnined." Results are expected on Thursday. 

68. Combats dans I'est de la ROC: I'amnea congolaise investit plusleurs places fortes du M23 
Radio France Internationale, Journaliste maison, 20131027 
Kibumba - Le M23 a de nouveau recuhl ce dimanche 27 octobre au troisieme jour des combats avec les 
forces congolaises (FARDC). Apres avoir repris la localite de Kibumba aux rebelles. I'amnee congolaise a 
pris aujourd'hui Kiwanja puis Rutshuru avec I'aide de la Monusco. Un casque bleu tanzanien est mort au 
cours de I'operation. Nouvelle joumee d'offensive pour I'amnee congolaise, et apres trois jours de 
combats, I'heure est aux premieres victoires. En milieu d'apres-midi, les forces congolaises ont pris Ie 
contrOle de la ville de Kiwanja. Ce fut ensuite Ie tour de Rutshuru de tomber. Autant de places fo~es de la 
rebellion , a 70 kilometres au nord de Goma. Les combats ont ete intenses et compliques avec plus de 40 
000 civils vivant dans la zone. Mais I'appui de la brigade d'intervention de I'ONU, qui a ouve~ Ie feu, a 
sans doute ete crucial. Le M23 s'est retire de la zone. 

60. CPI - La president k6nyan demande un report de son proces en raison de la menace terroriste 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 27 
Nairobi - CPI - Le president kenyan demande un report de son protes en raison de la menace terroriste 
Uhuru Kenyalla, Ie president kenyan, n'a nullement I'intention de se presenter devant ses juges de La 
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Haye. Or ces demiers ne veulent pas se contenter de ses avocats : ils veulent Ie voir en chair et en os 
dans Ie box des accuses, comme c'est Ie cas pour son vice-president. A la Cour penale intemationale 
(CPI), Ie proces du president Uhuru Kenyatta doit se tenir Ie 12 novemtire prochain. Dans Ie bras de fer 
qui I'oppose ala CPI, Ie president Uhuru Kenyatta a fa~ Ie choix de s'abriter deniere ses avocats. Ce sont 
eux qu'il fait monter au creneau. Ces demiers demandent un report du proces pour la date du 12 fevrier 
prochain « au minimum» . Leur argument: une « crise natlonale et intemationallt » depuis I'attaque du 
centre commercial Westgate de Nairobi, la ca~ale. Pour les avocats, Ie Kenya at, bien sur, son chef, 
sont d'office en premiere ligne dans la lutte contre Ie groupe lie a al- Qarda qui a mene cette operation . 

61. ~but de negociations chaotique a Tunis 
Le Figaro, Thibau1 Cavailles, 2013 10 28 
Tunis - Le syndicat des forces de securite appelle amanifester ce lundi contre Ie gouvemement islamiste, 
deja fragillse. MAGHREB Apres trois mois de paralysie politique, I'oppos~ion et Ie pouvoir,tunisiens ont 
enfin reussi vendredi as'asseoir autour de la table. Quatre semaines de negociations devraient permettre 
de const~uer un nouveau gouvemement compose exclusivement de technocrates, de finaliser la fu1ure 
Constitu1ion. de statuer sur la loi electorale et de mettre en place I'lsie, I'instance qui organisera Ie futur 
scMin. 

62. Egypt: Brotherhood plans to block Mursi trial with sit-in 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Waleed Abdul Rahman, 20131028 
Cairo - High-ranking sources within the Mus(im'BrothertlOod in Egypt have revealed to Asharq A~Awsat 
the party's plans to mobilize proponents and supporters of ousted president Mohamed Mursi ahead of his 
trial, which is scheduled to begin on November 4. In an interview wi1h Asharq AI-Awsat on Saturday, 
Brotherhood sources-the majority of whom are grassroots leaders and students from AI-Azhar University 
in the Egyptian cap~a~said that the information they have received recently from Brotherhood leaders in 
Cairo and the provinces indicates that the group will try to disrupt the trial of former President Mursi and 
attempt to prevent the police from escorting ~im to the courtroom. The plans also call for Brotherhood 
supporters and student activists from the private Al-Azhar University to create disturbances in the main 
squares in Cairo and Giza, in order to divert the security forces from the area where the ousted president 
will be tried. 

63. IG Seeks Collaboration With FBI, CIA To Combat Boko Haram 
Leadership Newspaper (Nigeria), Staff report, 2013 10 28 
Abuja - In an attempt to stop the insecurity that is being posed to Nigeria by the Boko haram Sect, the 
Inspector General of Police, Mr. Mohammed Abubakar. has sought for collaboration wi1h the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) , Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), New York Police Department, United 
Nations and other United States secumy agencies. The Inspector General of Police who has been on a 
working visit to the Un~ed States since last week told Nigeria's officials at the embassy in Washington , 
DC at a briefing that his meetings with various security agencies in America were aimed at achieving the 
required support from the international security agencies and other multilateral bodies, particularly in the 
area of intelligence gathering, intelligence sharing. exchange programmes, combating terrorism. peace
keeping operations and capacity building, especially on training, manpower and infrastructural 
development for the Nigeria Police Force. 

64. Insacume - Le Kenya pointe du doigt les refugies somaliens 
All Africa. Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 27 
Nairobi - Le ministre de la Securite Joseph Ole Lenku pointe du doigt les refugies somaliens comme 
source d'insecume pour Ie pays. Depuis I'attentat contre Ie centre commercial de Westgate aNairobi, les 
declarations officielles appelant les refugies somaliens a rentrer chez eux se multiplient. Depuis plus de 
vingt ans, Ie Kenya accueille des retugies dont Ie nombre a atteint plus de 500.000 personnes ces 
demieres annees. 

66. L'Afrique de l'Ouest veut instaurer un cadre juridique pour lutter contre la piraterie maritime 
Radio France Intemationale, Joumaliste maison, 20131027 
Dakar - Au Senegal, des organisations regionales s'organisent pour monter un plan sur la sOrete et la 



securM maritime. Soutenues par les Nations unies, la CEAC, la Cedeao et la Commission du golfe de 
Gulnee on! cree ce samedi 27 octobre un groupe de travail charge de mellre en place un cadre juridique 
pour mieux luller contre la piraterie, qui prend dans celie zone Ie visage du banditisme et du trafic de 
drogue. Depuis Ie debut de I'annee 2013, l'Organisation maritime intemationale a denombre 47 attaques 
contre des navires au large des cOtes ouest-africaines. Parmi ces allaques, figurent 28 bateaux qui ont 
ete abordes et six autres qui ont ete detoumes avant d'6tre liberes. En 2011 et 2012 deja, celie structure 
recensait respectivement 62 et 60 allaques de ce type. Ce phenomene inquiete les organisations 
regionales, teiles que la Communau1e economique des Etats d'Afrique centrale (CEAC). 

66, L'6ta! algerien restera mobilise pour la liberation de ses diplomates enleves au nord du Mali 
Horizons (Algene), Joumaliste maison, 2013 1027 
Bamako - L'Etat algerien restera mobilise pour la liberation de ses diplomates enleves en 2012 au nord 
du Mali, a aflirme, samedi demier. a Bamako, Ie ministre des Affaires etrangeres, Ramtane Lamamra. « 
L'Alg6rie ne s'inclinera pas face au terrorisme et restera mobilisee pour la liberation de ses diplomates 
enleves », a declare M. Lamamra dans un point de presse tenu au siege de I'ambassade d'Algene a 
Bamako en marge de la visite de travail et d'am~ie qu'il effeelue dans ce pays. « Je re~ere notre profonde 
sympathie et notre solidarite avec nos compatriotes vielimes de leur devoir professionnel », a-t-il 
souligne, rMeran! Ie « profond engagement» de l'Etat adeployer tous les efforts pour « une issue 
heureuse acelie question» . 

67. L'cHydre., vaste offensive militaire contre les djihadistes 
Le Soir, David Bache, 2013 10 28 
Bamako - L'operation «Hydre» porte Ie nom de ce monstre mythologique dote de plusieurs It~tes qui 
repoussent plus nombreuses lorsqu'on tente de les couper. Une image qui en d~ long sur la perception 
qu'ont les forces armees des groupes islamlstes terroristes qu'iI s'agit de combattre dans les confins du 
Nord malien... Lancee dans Ie plus grand secret iI y a tout juste une semaine, Ie 20 oelobre, I'operation 
Hydre est menee conjointement par la force fran'tBise Serval et par I'armee malienne, avec Ie soutien des 
Casques bleus de la Minusma (Mission des Nations unies au Mali). Un soutien essentieilement logistique 
et de coordination, car Ie mandat onusien de maintien de la paix n'inclu1 pas les missions offensives de 
lulle antiterroriste. Pour celie operation d'envergure. plus de 1.500 soldats sont mobilises, dont la grande 
majorite, pres de 900 hommes, appartiennent a I'armee malienne. Une Implication inedite. Un bataiiion 
est meme deja sorti des rangs de la mission de formation mil~aire de l'Union europeenne, mise en place 
dans la foulee de I'operation Servai. . 

68. La MONUSCO demande aux groupes armes de liberer les enfants de leurs rangs 
Ail Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 27 
Kinshasa - La Mission de l'Organisation des Nations unies pour la stabilisation en Republique 
democratique du Congo (Monusco) est extremement preoccupee par des rapports persistants faisant etat 
de recrutements d'enfants par des groupes armes en ROC. C'est ce que rapporte un communique de 
presse de la Mission onusienne, parvenue a notre redaction. La source precise que la Monusco 
demande. par la m&me occaSion, a tous les acteurs de tout mellre en oeuvre, afin « d'arreter et 
d'empecher celie grave violation des droits de I'enfant » . Selon Ie rapport publie, Ie jeudi 24 octobre a 
Kinshasa, presque 1 000 cas de recrutement d'enfants par des groupes armes ont ete venfies par la 
Monusco, entre Ie 1 er janvier 2012 et le~l aoOt 2013, principalement dans la province du Nord-Kivu. « 
Les groupes armes Nyatura, Forces democratiques pour la liberation du Rwanda (FDLR) et Mouvement 
du 23 mars (M23) ont ete identifies comme ayant respeclivement reerute 190, 137 et 124 enfants au sein 
de leurs groupes durant la periode consideree », renseigne Ie communique. 

69. Le vice-president du Kenya n'echappera pas ason proces devant la Cour penale internationale 
Le Monde, Stephanie Maupas, 2013 10 28 
Nairobi - Saut circonstances exceptionneiles, William Ruto devra etre present dans Ie box des accuses 
William Ruto, Ie vice-president du Kenya, poursuivi pour" crimes contre I'humanite " commis en 2007 et 
2008, devra sieger dans Ie box des accuses de la Cour penale intemationale (CPI) jusqu'au terme de son 
proces, qui pourrait durer plusieurs annees, a decide la chambre d'appel de la CPlle 25 oelobre. De 
Nairobi a La Haye en passant par New York, Londres et Paris, celie decision a fait I'objet d'une attention 



toute particuliere. Elle aura aussi des consequences sur Ie proces du president du Kenya. Uhuru 
Kenyatta. 6galement poursuivi pour" crimes contre I'humanite ", et dont I'ouverture du proces est prevue 
Ie 12 novembre. 0" 0 

70. Nord-Kivu/Guerre du M 23 : Le verrou strategique de Kibumba a saute 
L'Observateur (RD Congo). Patient Ndoole. 2013 10 27 
Kibumba - Contraint de quitter Kanyamahoro. les rebelles pro- rwandais du M23 ont fini par abandonner 
la localite strategique de Kibumba. pennettant aux FARDC d'avoir un contrOle total du territoire de 
Nyiragongo. Le cap est desonnais mis sur Rumangabo apres la prise celie matinee de la bourgade de 
Rugari sur la route Goma - Rutshuru. Des scenes de liesse hier matin dans les rues de Kibumba ou des 
milliers de gens. hommes. femmes. jeunes et vieux. sont sortis de leurs maisons ou de leurs cachettes 
apres trois jours presque. d'insecurite et persecution par les troupes rebelles. "C'est pour nous une 
liberation. apres des mois sous Ie joug des rebelles qui tuaient pour un oui ou pour un non. Que les 
FARDC poursuivent leur avancee vers Kiwanja et puissent liberer I'ensemble du territoire de Rutshuru. 
Que les rebelles du M23 qui ont tue. viole et massacre de paisibles citoyens. soient poursuivis par la 
justice.. ..... Autant de messages exprimes par celie population qui celebrait ainsi la victoire des FARDC. 

71 .•Plus de 16 000 criminels se font passer pour des revolutionnaires I. 
La Nouvelle Republique. Moncef R. . 2013 10 27 
Tripoli - La situation securitaire qui prevaut en Libye n'a pas laisse indifferent certains hauts responsables 
du gouvernement. C'est Ie cas du Ministre des affaires etrangeres qui a ose crever I·abcils. indiquant que 
plus de 16000 criminels se font passer pour des revolutionnaires. La situation securitaire en Libye est 
compliquee par les fonnations paramilitaires. mais aussi par les nombreux criminels qui se sont evades 
de prison. et se font desonnals passer pour des revolutionnaires. a indique Ie ministre libyen des Affaires 
etrangeres Mohamed Abdel Aziz. «Bien des problemes en rnatiilre de securite sont dus a la grande 
quantite d'annes dans la population. mais aussi au fait que I'annee derniere pres de 16.000 prisonniers 
se sont retrouves en liberte et se font passer pour des revolutionnaires •• a declare Ie ministre dans une 
interview au journal saoudien al-Sharq al-Awsat. II a toutefois reconnu que certains groupes ayant 
particip6 au renversernent du regime de Mouarnmar Kadhafi aldaient apresent I'annee et la police a 
maintenir la securite et I'ordre dans Ie pays. «Nous ne pourrons nous en passer que si nous arrivons a 
creer une puissante armee et achevons la fonnation d'une police et de forces de securite que les 
revolutionnaires pourraient integrel». a indique M.Abdel Aziz. 

72. Samantha Lewthwaite 'received British passport before going on run' 
London Daily Telegraph. Muttiple reporters. 2013 1028 
Nairobi· Britain and South Africa both issued new passports to Samantha Lewthwaite in the months 
before she went on the run. having been linked to a terrorist plot. The Daily Telegraph can disclose. 
Lewthwaite. the widow of the one of the July 7 suicide bombers and now dubbed the "world's most 
wanted woman". received a ·new British passport in Feb 2011 from the British High Commission in South 
Africa's capital. Pretoria. Days earlier. on Jan 31 . 2011. Lewthwaite had also been given a South African 
passport in the name of Natalie Faye Webb. a nurse then living in Essex whose identity she allegedly 
stole. Naledi Pandor. the South African home affairs minister. insisted that this document was cancelled 
"in Feb 2011" and placed on an lilIerpol "stop list". Instead. the Kenyan authorities gave Lewthwaite new 
tourist visas - or renewed old ones - on five separate occasions: Feb 26. March 28. May 3. Aug 25 and 
Nov 21 . All these stamps were placed in the supposedly cancelled SoUth African passport. 

73. Top Brotherhood leader goes on trial on Tuesday 
. Gulf News. Reporter. 2013 10 28 • 
Cairo: The Muslim Brotherhood's head Mohammad Badie is to go on trial on Tuesday as part of a series 
of trials targeting leading Islamists rounded up in a relentless crackdown since the army deposed Istamist 
president Mohammad Mursi in July. Badie. 70. and his two deputies Khayrat AI Shater and Mohammad 
Bayoumi are charged with inciting the killing of nine people and injuring more than 90 outside the 
Brotherhood headquarters in Cairo on July 1. Badie. a veterinary professor. is also indicted in other cases 
relating to complicity in violence. His trial comes a week before Mursi. who hails from the Brotherhood. 
stands trial allegedly for incitement to the murder of opponents while he was in office in December. Mursi. 



Egypt's first democratically elected preSident, has been held incommunicado since July 3 when the 
military ousted hm after enormous street protests against his one-ye~r-old rule. "These trials are illegal," 
said Mohammad Ebrahim, a member of the Brotherhood's Freedom and Justice Party. 

74. Tripoli : l'ann6e renforce sa pr6sence malgr6 un nouveau cycle de violence en week-end 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Joumaliste maiSon, 20131028 
Tripoli , Uban - Combats La capitale du Uban-Nord a connu un week-end sanglant avec quatre morts et 
plus de seize blesses entre samedi soir et dimanche matin. Apres la flambee de violence de samedi soir, 
Tripoli a connu une treve precaire hier dans la joumee, suivie d'une reprise des affrontements en soiree. 
La capitale du Uban-Nord evolue donc dans un terrible cycle de violence, malgre Ie deploiement de >l 

I'armee dans les differentes rues de Jabal Mohsen et de Bab el-Tebbaneh, qui s'inscrit dans Ie cadre du 
plan securitaire etabli pour la ville. Ce plan securitaire suscite plus de reserves qu'iI n'a convaincu de 
personnes jusque-lllI. Ainsi , une source politique anonyme a affirme III NowLebanon hier que « Ie plan 
securitaire ne donnera pas de resuitats puisque Ie probhlme central est celui des armes abohdantes qui 
sont entre les mains des citoyens sur tout Ie territoire, en commen98nt par les armes du Hezbollah ». 

Americas· Ameriques 

75. Colombia's FARC frees kidnapped ex-U.S. marine: Red Cross 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 10 27 
Bogota - Colombia's FARC guerrillas have freed a former U.S. marine who was kidnapped in June while 
he trekked through the jungle in a known guerrilla area, the Intemational Committee of the Red Cross 
(ICRC) said on Sunday. Kevin Scott Sutay, a veteran of the war in Afghanistan, had been backpacking 
through several Central and South American countries before he was captured by the FARC. He had 
ignored police wamings against hiking through a "red zone" for rebel activity. "We confirm that Kevin 
Scott Sutay was handed over to a humanitarian commission made up of representatives of the 
govemments of Colombia, Cuba and Norway and members of the ICRC," said Bogota-based ICRC 
spokeswoman Patricia Rey. Rey said the release took place on Sunday in the southeastem province of 
Guaviare, where Sutay had been held. He has since been handed over to U.S. embassy officials at 
Bogota airport, she said . An ICRC doctor had deemed Sutay to be in good health and fd to travel but Rey 
could not confirm whether he would travel immediately to the United States. 

76. Guatemala ties its drug policy ~ investment, security 
Globe and Mail, Campbell Clark, 2013 10 28 
Ottawa - Guatemala's Foreign Minister went straight from talking about investment in Ottawa on Thursday 
to a Denver conference where the legalization of drugs is being debated. For Luis Femando Carrera 
Castro's country, the two issues are linked. In Guatemala - a country on the worid's most heavily travelled 
drug route and threatened by powerful cartels - economic development and security go hand in hand. 
Alld now, as New Zealand is legalizing "party pills," Uruguay is opening the regulated sale of marijuana 
and some U.S. states are decriminalizing pot, countries such as Canada and the United States would 
face an unavoidable debate on changing drug policy, he said. The starting point, Mr. Carrera said in an 
interview with The Globe and Mail, is that "what we have done so far has strengthened organized crime." 
That debate has exploded across the Americas, with Guatemalan President Otto Perez Molina, who 
came to power promising to crush organized crime, one of many leaders calling for change - legalization 
or decriminalization of some drugs, though they have not yet specified the details. 

77. Rebels Free U.S. Hostage In Colombia 
New York Times, William Neumann, 201310 28 
Caracus - Colombia's largest rebel group has released a United States ci1izen it held hostage for more 
than four months, Secretary of State John Kerry said Sunday in a statement from Washington. The 



guerrilla group, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, turned over the American, Kevin 
Scott Sutay, to an international delegation in a rural area of southeastern Colombia, according to a 
statement by the International Committee of the Red Cross, which participated in the release. It said that 
a doctor had examined Mr. Sutay and that he was in good health and able to travel. Mr. Sutay was 
kidnapped in mid-June while traveling in an area where the FARC is active. News reports said that local 
authorities had warned him not to remain in the area. According to The ASSOCiated Press, Pentagon 
records show that Mr. Sutay was born in 1985 and served as an amy combat engineer from November 
2009 to March 2013. He was deployed to Afghanistan for a year ending in November 2011 , The A.P. 
reported. The FARC announced in July that it had taken Mr. Sutay hostage on June 20, claiming that his 
presence in Colombia was proof that "American soldiers and mercenaries" were taking part in 
counterinsurgency operations in the guise of private contractors. Un~ed States officials denied that, 0) 

saying Mr. Sutay had no current ties with the American armed forces. They said he appeared to have 
been on a trip through Latin America as a tourist when he was kidnapped. 

Asia' Asie 

78. 4 Chinese ships enter Japanese waters near Senkakus 
Kyodo News, 2013 10 28 
Naha - Four China Coast Guard ships entered Japanese territorial waters near the Senkaku Islands in the 
East China Sea on Monday morning, the Japan Coast Guard said. The intruSion, which occurred around 
9:30 a.m., was the first since Oct. 1 and the 68th since the Japanese government purchased a major part 
of the islands from a private Japanese owner In September last year. Alter a Japanese patrol ship told the 
Chinese vessels to leave Japanese waters, one of the four responded in Chinese and Japanese that the 
uninhabited islets have been ·China's inherent territory since ancient times," according to the 11th 
Regional Coast Guard Headquarters in Naha, Okinawa Prefecture. Eartier, the Chinese ships were seen 
sailing in the contiguous zone outside Japan's waters from shortly alter midnight Sunday to around 2:30 
a.m. Monday. The Senkaku chain is administered by Japan, but claimed by China and Taiwan, which call 
them Diaoyu and Tiaoyutai, respectively. (full article) 

79. 6 killed in 8 explosions as 1M targets Modi's Patna rally 
Times of India, Gyan Prakash, Sayantanee Choudhury & Deeptiman TIwary, 2013 1028 
New Delhi - The political campaign for the 2014 election took a frightening tum on Sunday when six 
persons were killed and around 100 injured at the crowded venue of Narendra Modi's rally here in a 
suspected terror attack designed to inflict mass casualties. Eight explosive devices with timers went off 
between 9.30am and 12.25pnn as part of a serial bomb attack suspected to be the handiwork of Indian 
Mujahideen (1M). Four alleged operatives of the outfrt have been detained, one of whom is in critical 
condition after being caught in a blast. During interrogation, they reportedly told the police that they had 
staged the attack in retaliation for the Muzaffamagar riots. They are also said to have named the 1M 
module involved in the Bodh Gaya blasts. The names of the four detained are Irrrtiaz Ansari, Ainul, Akhtar 
and Kaleem. Ansari, a resident of Ranchi, was apprehended at the railway station just after the first two 
bombs went off. 

, 
80. Abe leaves no room for talk 
China Daily, 2013 10 28 
It is right to point out that whatever problems arise between China and Japan, they are not the whole of 
relations between the two, as they are close neighbors with profound common interests, as well as 
shared responsibilities, in the Asia-Pacific and beyond. But, although they disagreed on the causes, 
participants at the Ninth Beijing-Tokyo Forum agreed on the effect - Sino-Japanese relations are in 
danger and need sensibie crisis management. A non-govemmental platform dedicated to people-to
people communication between the two countries - co-sponsored by the Japanese think tank Genron 



NPO and China Daily - the forum found ~s latest session penneated with dismay over the coldness 
between Beijing and Tokyo. The well-hyped dispute over the Oiaoyu Islands, which has created media 
frenzies in both countries, and grown tenser as a result, may be an explosive flashpoint. The war of 
rhetoric between the two countries' maritime authomies, and most recently the militaries, could take an 
at;>rupt tum into a phYSical one at any time. Still, even a Chinese People's Liberation Anny general known 
for hawkish utterances told the forum that the situation, while "tense" mil~arily, remains "controllable". But 

. such control entails a shared pol~ical will; a shared willingness to sort things out and find a solution 
acceptable to both parties. Which seems out of the question at present as Shinzo Abe, the Japanese 
prime minister, remains stubbornly resistant to acknowledging a territorial dispute exists over the Oiaoyu 
Islands, and he accuses Beijing of refusing to talk, knowing full well thpt ~ will not tlO~ until thejlispute is 
acknowledged. ~4\I: (, vI? 
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81. Chinese coast guard patrols Diaoyu Islands (";'''~ 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 1028 
Beijing - Four China Coast Guard (CCG) vessels patrolled termorial waters surrounding the Diaoyu 
Islands on Monday, according to a State Oceanic Administration statement. The CCG, which enforces 
rnamime law for fisheries, surveillance, customs and border control, has conducted 59 patrols at a 
minimum distance of 0.28 nautical miles around the Diaoyu Islands since September 2012, when Japan 
announced a plan to "purchase" the islands. The fleet was comprised of CCG 2350, 1123, 2102 and 
2166. (full article) 

82. Google serves users from 700 p.c. more locations 
Press Trust of India, 2013 10 28 
Washington - Google search has expanded Its network, serving its users from 700 per cent more 
locations than a year ago, a new study, including an Indian-origin scientist, has found. OVer the past 10 
months, Google search has dramatically increased the number of sites around the world from which ~ 
serves client queries, repurposing existing infrastructure to change the physical way that Google 
processes web searches, according to researchers from Univers~y of Southern California (USC). From 
October 2012 to late July 2013, the number of locations serving Google's search infrastructure increased 
from a little less than 200 to a little more than 1,400, and the number of ISPs grew from just over 100 to 
more than 850, according to the study. Most of this expansion reflects Google utilising client networks that 
It already relied on for hosting content like videos on YouTube, and reusing them to relay - and speed up 
-- user requests and responses for search and ads, researchers said. 

83. Japan PM Abe warns China on use of force as jets scrambled 
Agence France-Presse, 20131027 
Japan's leader warned China on Sunday against forcibly changing the regional balance of power, as 
reports said Tokyo had scrambled tighter jets in response to Chinese mil~ary aircraft flying near Okinawa. 
Verbal skinnishing between Asia's two biggest economies, who dispute ownership of an island chain, 
escalated as Beijing warned Tokyo that any hostile action in the skies against Chinese drones would be 
construed as an "act of wa". "We will express our intention as a state not to tolerate a change in the 
status quo by force. We must conduct all sorts of activities such as surveillance and intelligence for that 
purpose," Mr Abe said in an address to the military. "The security environment surrounding Japan is 
becoming increasingly severe. This is the reality," he said. (full article) 

84. Les barons rouges chinois reglent leurs comptes a Nankin 
Le Figaro, Philippe Gelie, 2013 10 28 
Nankin - Derriere les accusations de corruption, les luttes de pouvoir semblent expliquer la disgrace du 
maire de la grande cite historique. ASIE Une semaine apras I'eviction du puissant maire de Nankin, Ji 
Janye, annoncee par un communique lapidaire, Ie Parti communiste chinois (PCC) livre entin quelques 
explications. Demis de ses fonctions et place sous Ie coup d'une enquete pour corruption, I'ancien Mile . 
aurait commis de «graves violations de la loi et de la discipline» . Selon Wang Weize, 50 ans, secrataire 
du com~e du Parti aNankin - ace titre, I'homme Ie plus puissant de cette grande cite historique a300 km 
de ShanghaI -, sont reproches aJi Janye « certains echanges iIIegaux avec des entreprises locales. La 
corruption de M. Ji decoule de ce qu'il a fait prevaloir son interet personnel sur celui de la population, dit-il 



en recevant un groupe de joumalistes occidentaux, a I'initiative de I'lnstitute for Strategic Dialogue. II 
fallail eliminer celie personne, c'est ce qui a ete fait» . ,il.til "'.til 
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85. Mongolian president to visit N. Korea to boost cooperative til s'. re ~ 
Yonhap News Agency, 201310 28 CI 111',. ~l-
Seoul - The Mongolian president was to visit North Korea on Monday to strengthen economic, social and 
cuilural ties, the communist country's media said. The Rodong Sinmun, an organ of the ruling Workers' 
Party of Korea, said President Tsakhia ElbegdOlj's trip comes at the,invitation of Kim Yong-nam, the 
president of the Supreme People's Assembly (SPA) Presidium, the North's ceremony head of state. In an 
editorial monitored in Seoul, the daily said that the arrival of the chief exe tive is a sign of the strong 
friendship that exists between the people of the two countries. The stature of the North is rising more in 
the intemational community, and the two sides have worked for some time to advance common goals and 
ideals, iI added. The paper said Elbegdo~ comes on the 25th anniversary of North Korean founder Kim 11
sung's second trip to the land-locked Asian country. In addition to the Rodong Sinmun, the Korean 
Central Television also reported the. Mongolian president's trip. Foreign media, meanwhile, speculated 
that Elbegdo~ may meet North Korean leader Kim Jong-un for summit talks to discuss outstanding 
bilateral issues. (full article) 

86. NSI breaks up Chinese extort gang in Angeles 
Philippine Inquirer, 2013 10 28 
National Bureau of Investigation (NBI) agents raided an Angeles City hotel at dawn on Friday being used / 

as a base for "blackmail" by a syndicate of foreigners, a bureau official said. Agents of the NBI 
Investigation Services headed by Deputy Director Ruel Lasala raided 26 rooms of the Sothemberg Hotel 
in Clark, Pampanga. Lawyer Daniel Daganzo, NBI Foreign Liaison Division head, said 52 Chinese were 
arrested for financial fraud for allegedly threatening and extorting money from people in Taiwan and 
China. He said the Taipei Economic and CuHural Office in Manila was the main complainant in the case. 
Daganzo said the suspects who were males and females in their 20s and 30s had posed as tourists. He 
noted that they sported the same talloo designs on their backs, arms arid legs, and that at the hotel they 
always declined room service or to have their rooms cleaned. 

87. Negotiations Begin Over Resumption of 6-Party Talks 
Chosun llbo, 2013 10 28 
South Korea's chief delegate to six-party talks about North Korea's nuclear program will visit the U.S. 
early next month to discuss a possible resumption of the muitilateral dialogue. The visit has renewed 
focus on whether the stalled six-way talks involving the two Koreas, the U.S., China, Japan and Russia, 
can resume after being suspended in late 2008. A Foreign Ministry official on Sunday said Seoul's chief 
delegate Cho Tai-young plans to visit the U.S. soon, and talks are under way about a possible trip to 
Beijing' as well. 

88. Patna blasts: Basic sanitizing rules not followed, Central agencies say 
Times of India, Gyan Prakash & Deeptiman Tiwary, 20131028 
New Delhi - BIhar CM Nitish Kumar has maintained that there were no security lapses on part of the state 
police but the central security establishment is livid with the arrangements made for the Hunkar rally at 
Gandhi Maidan and sources said even basic rules of sanitizing a venue were not followed. Sources said 
though there were no speCific inputs, Bihar govemment was told about possible threats to the Narendra 
Modi rally. Still, security was so lax that even anti-sabotage checks, a routine in such rallies, were not 
done. Even policemen were not found in adequate numbers around the venue while several peripheral 
sections of the venue were seen guarded by private security. Bihar Police had earlier claimed that it had 
deployed nearly 5,000 policemen and women for security and smooth movement of people to Gandhi 
Maidan. But there was no bomb disposal squad at the rally venue or at Patna Junction. 

89. Patna serial blasts: Alleged mastermind held, several detained 
Press Trust of India, 2013 10 28 
Patna - Making headway in the Patna blasts case, police have arrested two suspected terrorists, 
including one possibly the mastermind, and detained several others, even as the toll in the serial 



explosions rose to six. A search operation by NIA and Patna Police is on at Gandhi Maidan, the area 
which witnessed six of the seven serial bomb blasts on Sunday that left 83 people injured, to locate 
explosives, if any, a senior police officer said on Monday. The suspected terrorists have been identified 
as Tausim and Imtiyaz, official sources said. SSP Patna Manu Maharaj ea~ieF said that "one of the 
accused, who is being considered as the mastermind, has been arrested. He has confessed how the 
planning took place". Three to four suspects have been detained, he said, adding, "We are in the process 
of interrogation so things will be clear very soon". Maharaj said there were six-seven ~rsons 
accompanying the alleged mastermind. "Based on that information, we conducted raidS," he said. 

o 
90. PM vows to 'reveal truth' about election-rneddling scandal 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 10 28 • 
Seoul - Prime Minister Chung Hong-won promised Monday that the government will lay bare the whole 
truth about the spy agency's alleged meddling in last year's presidential election and punish whoever is 
found responsible for any wrongdoing. The statement from the chief of the Cabinet came as the 
opposition has demanded President Park Geun-hye to state her pos~ion on the snowballing allegations 
that state agencies, including the National Intelligence Service (NIS), attempted to influence last 
December's presidential race with online political postings. The statement was seen as an indirect 
response from Park to the demand. "The government will accurately reveal what happened and what 
caused it w~h regard to a series of suspicions including the NIS's online campaign ... Upon a judicial 
decision, the government will not hesitate to take necessary actions," Chung said in his statement to the 
nation. It marks the first time that the Park government, launched in February, has issued this kind of 
statement. "The president has made it clear from the outset that she did not get any help from the 
intelligence agency during the election ... She also has said her government will carry out reform of the 
NIS more thoroughly than any other former governments," Chung added. Expressing deep regret over the 
ongoing controversy "at this critical juncture with signs of a nascent economic recovery," he asked the 
people to "trust the government and wait." 

91 . Police say 3 killed, many hurt as vehicle veers into crowd at Beijing's Forbidden City 
Associated Press, Christopher Bodeen, 2013 1028 
Beijing - A sport-util~y vehicle plowed through crowds in front of Beijing's Forbidden City and then 
crashed and caught fire Monday, killing three occupants and injuring 11 tourists and security officers, 
police and state media said. The injured were among the crowds in front of the iconic Tiananmen Gate, 
where a large portra~ of Mao Zedong hangs near where tourists both Chinese and foreign enter the 
southern entrance to the former imperial palace. The vehicle burst into flames after crashing into a 
guardrail of one of the ancient stone bridges leading to the gate, said a statement posted on the Beijing 
police's microblog. The statement said the driver veered inside of a banner separating a crowded sidewalk 
from busy Chang'an Avenue then drove along the walkway to Tiananmen Gate, which stands across the 
avenue from the sprawling TIananmen Square. 

92. Possible 1M hand; NIA quizzes arrested suspect 
TImes of India, Deeptiman Tiwary & Sharti Jain, 2013 10 28 
New Delhi - Though a team of National Investigation Agency (NIA) began a probe into the Patna serial 
blasts only late on Sunday evening with the arrest of a suspect, sources said the role of Indian 
Mujahideen (1M) could not be ruled out. Second-in-command of 1M, Tehsin Akhtar alias Monu, who 
belongs to Bihar and is part of the infamous Darbhanga module of the outfrt, is still on the run and is now 
heading the outfrt's India operations after Ahmed Siddibappa alias Yasin Bhatkal's arrest in August. 
Akhtar is wanted for several blasts including the 2011 Mumbai and 2013 Hyderabad blasts. Sources in 
the secu~y establishment said 1M had a strong motive to target BJP's PM candidate Narendra Modi as 
much of the recru~s in the outfrt had been indoctrinated through the 2002 Gujarat riots videos and 
photographs. Sources, however, said the man was claiming to have recced the area only a day ago 
which is contrary to an 1M routine which plans its attacks well in advance through several reeces. 

93. S. Korean returnees 'had sought better life in N. Korea' 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 10 27 
Seoul - Some of the six South Koreans sent home from North Korea Friday had entered the hardline 



communist state in search of a better life, a report said Sunday. The six were taken into custody for 
questioning after being handed over - along with the body of a )¥Oman - at the border truce village of 
Panmunjom. One of the six was the woman's husband, who had strangled her in an aborted suicide pact, 
the South's Yonhap news agency quoted "public safety authorities· as saying. said all six had entered 
North Korea illegally between 2009 and 2012 - either by jumping off a Chinese cruise ship in rivers along 
the North'Korea-China border, or by walking across the rivers when they were frozen. (full article) 

o 0 lI. 
94. Seoul Wants to Know Whether U.S. Wiretapped Park J-
Chosun llbo. 2013 10 28 .,... 
The government has asked Washington to confirm whether Korean presidents were among 35 world 
leaders who were the target of wiretapping by the U.S. National Security Agency in 2006. A Foreign 
Ministry official said the Korean Embassy in Washington has sought clarification from the U.S. 
government. The allegation arises from an investigation by a German magazine that revealed that 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel had been the victim of wiretapping by the NSA for a decade and that 
34 other world leaders were also targeted. 

95. Serial blasts at Bihar BJP rally kill 5 
Gulf News, Lata Rani, 2013 10 28 
Patna: A series of low-intens~y blasts rocked the grounds of a rally held in Patna in the eastern Indian 
state of Bihar killing fIVe and wounding more than 80. The massive rally of India's main opposition party, 
the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP), was addressed by the party's prime ministerial candidate Narendra 
Modi. A few blasts took place while the rally was in progress and a large number of lives could have been 
lost but people maintained restraint and the police did not reveal that the attacks had taken place. 
Authorities said as many as eight serial blasts took place in Patna on Sunday -- the day of the BJP's first 
mega rally in the state after the spl~ with chief minister Nitish Kuma(s Janata Dal (Un~ed) . While two 
blasts took place at the Patna railway station, six others went off in various part of Gandhi Maidan, the 
venue of the rally. 

96. South Korea rescues, returns North Korean fishing boat 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 10 27 
Seoul - Seoul returned four North Korean fishermen and their boat on Sunday after it drifted into southern 
waters, military authorities said, two days after Pyongyang handed back six detained South Koreans. The 
vessel was picked up by a South Korean navy ship on Saturday after being spotted stranded off the 
country's east coast following engine failure, officials said. The fishermen and their boat were handed 
over to North Korea on Sunday in an operation along the sea border, they added. On Friday, in a move 
that may help relax tensions, North Korea returned six detained South Korean men across the two rivals' 
heavily-militarised land border. (full article) 

97. Sri Lanka mll,jor Tamil party to boycott CHOGM 
Colombo Page, 2013 1028 
Colombo - Sri Lanka's major Tamil party Tamil National Alliance (TNA) has decided to boycott the 
CommonweaHh Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) to be held in Colombo from November 15 to 
17. "We will not take part in CHOGM. But our staying away does not mean we are protesting against the 
participating nations. We will be eager to meet them," Mavai Senathirajah, a senior Tamil National 
Alliance (TNA) legislator has told PTI said Saturday. However, the newiy elected Chief Minister of 
Northern Provincial CounCil, C. V. Vigneswaran in an exclusive interview to Times of India has asked. the 
Indian leaders to attend the CHOGM to express their concerns over the Tamil cause and other issue. 
Disagreeing with the Chief Minister, party leader R. Sampanthan has asked India to boycott the summ~. 
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98. Operators have to pay for higher FSB control over users' data 
Prime News (Russia), Staff report, 2013 1028 0 
Moscow - Russia's Communications and Mass Media Ministry has worked oul a ruling obliging Internet 
providers to save and store traffic data from their users ant! then provide it to the security services with 
unlimited access. The news sparked a wide public outcry and provoked numerous discussions about 
whether this order complies with the country's existing legislation and even constitution, The ministry has 
reassured citizens that the disputed ruling only specifies the technical detaHs of the cooperation between 
telecom companies and security services. The experts believe that the installation of the equipment 
required by the security services will cost operators U.S. $100 million to $400 million. Business dall 
Kommersant reported on October 21 that the ministry had ordered all Internet providers to install, by July 
14,2014, special equipment to save and store infonnation about Web sites visited by their users across 
12 hour intervals. The Federal Security Service (FSB) will have unlimited access to the users' data 
including phone numbers, IP and e-mail addresses of the social networks' users, as well as the users' 
account names, Kommersant said citing a letter sent to the ministry by mobile major VimpelCom 
commenting on the order. The operator also said that some provisions of the order contradict the 
constitution, which says that no personal data must be collected and kept without a court ruling. In 
addition, the order does not comply with the existing law on search and investigative activities, which 
does not oblige operators to buy and use special technical means for these activities, apart from the 
means used for protection, Kommersant reported citing VimpelCom's letter. 

99. Russia opened for compromise on missile defence - Lavrov 
IT~R-TASS Work! Service, Staff report, 2013 1028 
Rostov-on-Oon - Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said Russia was opened for a compromise on missile 
defence. However, Lavrov said any talks saying nothing should be changed were unacceptable. "Missile 
defence remains one of the pressing issues," the minister said, adding that Russia's position on this 
problem was well-known. "We're ready for a constructive dialogue with the United States and NATO. 
We're opened for a compromise," Lavrov said, adding, "Pennanent talks saying nothing should be 
changed and this isnl aimed against Russia are unacceptable for us." (Full report). 

Iran, Iraq· Iran, Irak 

100. Antl-u5 billboards crop up across Tehran 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Shahrokh Sadeqi, 2013 1028 
Tehran - On the morning October 22, residents of Tehran leaving for work were confronted by huge 
billboards decrying, in Persian script, the "US's honesty." The billboards depict two men sitting, facing one 
another, with Iranian and American flags in the background indicating that one of the men is American 
and the other one Iranian. The image is an overt reference to direct talks between Tehran and 
Washington, which has become the talk of the town. In one of the nine images, the US negotiator is 
shown anned with a gun and wearing fatigues and military boots. In another image, the American is 
shown with a vicious attack dog at his side. Even to less-infonned observers, it is clear that these 
billboards have been designed and installed across the capital city for one purpose: to call into question 
the sincerity of the Americans as signs of a thaw in the two countries' thirty- year standoff begin to 
appear. 

101. Car bombs kill scores in Baghdad, in sign of crisis in Iraq 
Washington Post, Ben Van Heuvelen, 2013 10 28 
Ibril, Iraq - Nearty two years after the U.S. troop withdrawal, Iraq is in the midst. of a deepening security 
crisis as an al-Oaeda affiliate wages a relentless campaign of attacks, sending the death toll soaring to its 
highest level since 2008. In the latest violence, nine car bombs tore through markets and police 



checkpoints in Baghdad on Sunday, killing dozens of people. The bloody campaign has virtually erased 
the security gains made in the past five years. More than 5,300 Iraqjs have been killed this year. Sunday's 
attacks occurred just three days before Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki is scheduled to arrive in 
Washington , where he will take part in meetings at the White House and on Capitol Hill. At the top of his 
agenda is a request for more U.S. help in the fight again~ the al-Oaeda affiliate, whose scope has grown 
to encompass neighboring Syria as well. "VIle need to increase the depth and width of our cooperation, to 
be more agile and reflect the seriousness of the situation in Iraq," Iraq's ambassador to Washington, 
Lukman Faily, said in a telephone interview. "In our discussions, we will highlight the urgent need for the 
approval and quick delivery of military sales." )::, 

102. Closing Fordow facility, Iran redline 'I. b~<
Press TV, 2013 1028 
Tehran - Senior Iranian lawmaker Alaeddin Boroujerdi says the closure of Iran's Fordow nuclear faCility is 
one of the country's redlines at the nuclear talks with the group of six major world powers. "Fordow is one 
of Iran's redlines and will definitely not be closed," the chairman of Iran's Majlis National Security liM 
Foreign Policy Committee said on Saturday. Boroujerdi added that Iran has taken measures to make the 
facility immune to potential bombardment in case the Israeli regime commits the folly of actually attacking 
the site. Fordow is producing uranium enriched to the 20-percent purity. Iran decided to enrich uranium to 
the 20-percent purity to supply fuel for Tehran Research Reactor, which produces medical isotopes for 
cancer patients, after potential suppliers failed to provide the Islamic Republic with the required uranium. 

103. Iran's secret night flights to ann Syria's Assad revealed 
The National (UAE), Phil Sands, 2013 10 28 
Undisclosed placeline - Iran provides military support to President Bashar AI Assad by way of regular 
clandestine nights between Tehran and Damascus, according to a Syrian official with knowledge of air 
traffic between the two capitals. Up to three supply flights occur each week between the two cities, none 
of them appearing on public timetables, said the Official, who has access to certain details of air traffic in 
and out of Damascus Intemational Airport. The flights typically take place at night, with no weekly 
schedule set in advance. "There are private flights every week, sometimes three a week, and they are 
controlled by an Iranian officer in Damascus," the Syrian official said. He spoke on condition of anonymity 
because of the sensitive nature of the information. "Everyone must follow this [Iranian] man's orders. We 
have been told he is the second most important man in Syria and that we are to do as he says without 
question," said the Official , who continues to support the Assad regime. 

104. Iran: Parliament approves two new ministers amid controversy over attack on Mousavi's 
daughter 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Staff Report, 2013 10 28 
London - A prominent Iranian legislator, Ali Motahari , has called on the country's intelligence ministry and 
other authorities to launch an investigation into reports of an alleged attack on the daughter of reformist 
activist Mir Hossein Mousavi. In an interview published on Sunday, Motahari told Oanoon newspaper: 
"First, I am going to send a written note to the intelligence minister about this case and then, if I donl 
achieve a tangible result, [I] will summon him to Parliament." He added that the intelligence ministry 
should apologize to the family of Mir Hossain Mousavi and the Iranian people if it the allegations prove to 
be true. Nargess Mousavi has claimed she was struck across the head and bitten by a security guard 
after refusing to be strip searched during an authorized visit to her parents' house. Her parents were 
placed under house arrest in 2011, after calling for mass protests in emulation of t~e events of the Arab 
Spring in Egypt and elsewhere. 

105. IRGC Vows to Take Action against Terrorists 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1028 
Tehran - The Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) in a statement on Sunday vowed to take action 
against terrorists after a group of outlaws killed 14 Iranian border guards in a cross-border attack in 
Southeastem Iran early Saturday morning. 14 Iranian border guards were killed and 6 more were injured 
during the terrorist attack in Saravan border region in Southeastem Iran in the early hours of Saturday 
moming. "Under the present crucial juncture that the Islamic establishment is going through a sensitive 



historical juncture and is trying to gain a major achievement in area of nuclear talks strategic 
achievement, terrorist actions under the command and support of the spy agencies of the arrogant and 
colonial powers will not be able to harm the sincere and determined Will of the Iranian nation," parts of 
IRGC statement read. '" 

106. La situation des droits de I'homme ne s'ameliore pas en Iran, selon I'ONU (Canada) 
Le Monde, Alexandra Geneste, 201310 28 
Teheran - Comme chaque annee depuis 2002, Ie Canada qui a rompu ses relations diplomatiques avec 
I'lran depuis 2012, s'apprAte aadopter fin novembre par l'Assemblee gen6rale de I'ONU un projet de 
resolution ferme, condamnant Teheran pour son bilan sur les droits de I'homme. o'apres un rapport, Ie 
discours d'ouverture du president Rohani est contredit par les fa~s. Seule la musique de ia rengaine 
iranienne a change; les paroles, elies, restent les mAmes ", resuma~ demierement un diplomate 
occidental, en reference a I'ouverture prOnee par Ie president de la Republique islamique d'iran, I'tassan 
Rohani, depuis son investiture, en aoat. Le rapporteur special de I'ONU sur les droits de l'homlT,le en Iran, 
Ahmed Shaheed: confirme : " La situation des droits de I'homme reste preoccupante et ne montre aucun 
signe d'am6lioration. " 

107. President: Iran Resolute to Defend Nation's N. Rights in Talks with G5+1 
Fars News Agency, 2013 10 28 
Tehran - Iran's President Hassan Rouhanl underiined that the Iranian negotiating team is determined to 
defend the nation's rights to advance its nuclear"program in the upcoming talks with the Group 5+1 (the 
US, Bmain, France, Russia and China plus Germany). President Rouhani attended the open session of 
the Iranian Pariiament on Sunday morning to discuss the credentials of his three nominees to take over 
the ministries of Education; Science, Research and Technology; and Sports and Youth Affairs. 
Addressing the pariiamentarians, President Rouhani said Iran is determined to properiy defend the 
nation's rights and interest as well as its goals in a logical and rational way using the art of diplomacy in 
talks with the G5+1 . In such cond~ions, added the President, the Iranian negotiators need the support of 
both the nation and that of the members of the pariiament. ,. 

108. Saturday Terrorist Attack Done by Remnants of Rigi Group 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1028 
Tehran - The eariy Saturday morning attack which resulted in the death of 14 Iranian border guards was 
carried out by the remnants of the terrorist Jundoliah group which is based in Pakistan, the Judiciary 
branch of Sistan and Balouchestan prOvince, where the attack took place, announced on Sunday. 
Jundollah is the main terrorist cell operating in Southeastern Iran. Tehran has arrested a majomy of tts 
members and executed its number one and number two men. Iran arrested Abdolmalek Rigi, the 
ringleader of Jundollah, in late February 2011 and executed him in June 2011 . Iran executed 8 members 
of the terrorist group in the Southeastern ctty of Zahedan on Saturday. "All the executed people were 
accused of belligerence, conruption on the Earth, cooperation with the Jundasha~an (Jundollah as it is 
called In Iran) and effective complicity in terrorist actions in Sistan and Balouchestan province in recent 
years," the Judiciary said in a statement today. 
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109. 'Israel's missile-defense sy.stem could crumble at the moment of truth' 
Jerusalem Post, Yossi Melman, 2013 1028 
Jerusalem - In a piercing, informative and opinionated articie based on data, Dr. Nathan Faber criticized 
the Israeli missile-defense concept ("tiered defense") this week. The conclusion of Dr. Faber's articie, 
published on the Magen Laoref ("Homefront Shield") foundation's website, is that if Israel finds itself in an 
all-out war on several fronts facing enemies that are showering it with hundreds of missiles a day 



(pemaps over a thousand), this concept could crumble due to financial, operational and technological 
reasons. The tiered-defense concept is based on different types of Qefense missiles to intercept the 
different variations of enemy projectiles in a number of ranges and altitudes ("interception tiers"). 
According to Dr. Fabe(s artide, the Arrow 3 anti-ballistic-missile system (that is still under development) 
is designed to intercept Iranian Shahab missiles (that hllVe a range of 1,300 kin.), .lit an altitude of 250
300 km., hundreds of kilometers away from Israel's borders (over Jordan). 1'0 .,.~,.Co , 

'""c ~..110. Army achieves sweeping advance against foreign-backed terrorism 
Syria Arab News Agency, 2013 10 28 
Provinces - The army units continued on Sunday crackdown on terrorist groups through large-scale 
operations in several Syrian cities and districts. Seven citizens were injured after terrorists launched 
mortar shells on the city of Jaramana in Damascus Countryside on Sunday. A source at the Police 
Command told SANA reporter that seven shells fell in the city, causing the injury of seven citizens. The 
source said that the injured persons were hospitalized, adding that the attack also caused material 
damage to the private properties in the area. Units of the armed forces canied out a number of operations 
against terrorists' dens and gatherings in the villages and towns of Damascus Countryside, killing and 
injuring many terrorists, in addition to destroying their dens and weapons. Units of the Syrian Arab Army 
eliminated an armed terrorist group in Maloula and Yabroud and Adra districts in Damascus countryside. 

111. Army fails to halt clashes in Tripoli 
Lebanon Daily Star, Antoine Amrieh, 2013 10 28 
Tripoli - The Lebanese Army reinforced its presence in Tripoli Sunday as six people, including a military 
sergeant, were killed in sniper fire over the weekend , raising the death toll in seven days of fighting 
between supporters and opponents of Syrian President Bashar Assad to at least 16 and over 80 
wounded. Former Prime Minister Saed Hartri, meanwhile, accused the Syrian regime of triggering the 
latest bout of violence in Tripoli and criticized the Army for becoming "a false witness" in the ongoing war 
against the northern city. The Army began taking measures, induding the setting up of checkpoints and 
mounting patrols between the waning parties, as preparations were underway to implement a new 
security plan to restore calm to Tripoli, ravaged by sectarian faghting linked to the 31-month war in Syria. 
The Army deployed heavily in the city in the morning hours as Rltaat Eid, the head of the Jabal Mohsen
based Arab Democratic Party, urged his fighters to withdraw completely. 

112, Brahimi anrives in Damascus amid clashes 
AI Jazeera, 2013 10 28 
Damascus - The UN-Arab League envoy Lakhdar Brahimi arrives in Damascus for talks with Syrian 
government Officials, amid reports of fierce fighting in and around the capital city. In his visit, which starts 
on Monday, he is expected to meet Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad and Foreign ministerWalid al
Muallem. Brahimi has been trying to build support for peace talks planned in Geneva next month between 
the government and the opposition. The so-called Geneva II peace talks, backed by Russia and the US 
and due to take place on November 23, have been repeatedly postponed amid wrangling among the 
Syrian opposition, and a dispute over which countries, including Iran, should participate. Making the task 
harder for Brahimi has been the refusal of 19 powerful rebel groups in Syria to take part in the 
conference, saying that negotiating with the Assad government would be an act of betrayal. 

113. Bras de fer au Uban entre l'Arabie saoudite et I'lran 
Radio France IntemaliOnale, Paul Khalifeh, 2013 1027 
Tripoli, Uban - De violents combats entre miliciens sunnites et alaouites secouent depuis plusieurs jours 
la ville de Tripoli, au nord du Uban, alors que la crise gouvemementale en est II son septieme mais. Au
dela des considerations purementlibanaises, Ie pays est devenu Ie theatre d'un bras de fer entre l'Arabie 
saoudite et I'lran. Tripoli, la deuxieme ville du Uban, est Ie theatre, depuis une semaine, de violents 
affrontements entre des miliciens sunniles, partisans des rebelles syriens, et des comballants alaouites, 
favorables au regime du president Bachar el- Assad. Les combats d'une intensite sans precedent 
opposentle quartier populaire sunnite de Bab el-Tebbaneh a celui de Jabal Mohsen, peuple en majorite 
d'alaouiles et surplombantla ville. 



114. Christians and Alawites target of Tripoli attacks 
Lebanon Daily Star. Misbah ai-Ali, 2013 1028 ,. 
Tripoli - Residents of the Tripoli neighbomood of Zahrieh were still reeling from attacks targeting 
businesses owned by Christians and Alawites over the weekend , with some fearing the incidents were 
meant to fuel sectarian hostil~ies. The attacks took place overnight by unidentified armed men, as owners 
were surprised to learn earty Friday when they arrived at the main street of Zahrieh to open up their 
shops. They rummaged through the debris, as many shops had been burned, to see if any of their 
merchandise could be salvaged. All of the owners belong to the Christian and Alawite commun~ies of 
Zahrieh, causing some observers to muse that they were paying the price for long-standing sectarian 
tensions in the northern city. Belonging to a minority group in Tripoli, some shop owners said they didn' 
have authority figures to complain to e~her. ~ II 

115. CIA spied on 7.8 billion Saudi calls 
1)0 ~6 G.......'4, 
~ "..-, ~ 

Arab News, M. Ghazanfar Ali Khan, 2013 10 28 c: 
Riyadh - As controversy continues to encircle the American surveillance program, Cryptome, the dig~al 
library host that was created by the US as a repos~ory for secret documents and material, revealed that 
the CIA spied on 7.8 billion calls in Saudi Arabia. The Cryptome report said that "Saudi Arabia was the 
target of espionage operations," besides several other countries in the Middle East and Asia . Arab News 
could not reach officials at the Communications & Information Technology Commission of Saudi Arabia 
(CITC), the Kingdom's regulatory authority, for official comment. However, a top-notch IT expert working 
for a major telecom operator, who identifled himself as R. K. Hussain, said that, "such mon~oring of 
phone calls, though unethical, is regularty conducted by intelligence agencies from different countries, 
including the US." Hussain said many 'arget" international calls pass through US carriers because they 
are cheaper and more accessible. 

116. Clashes in al-Baydha claim three soldiers' life 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 201310 26 
Sana'a - Government officials confirmed on Sunday that at least three soldiers had been killed in clashes 
against "unidentified gunmen" in the province of al Baydha, located south of the capital, Sana'a. Speaking 
to reporters officials in Sana'a explained that a group of armed men targeted an army checkpoint in the 
eastern outskirts of al-Baydha (270 Km south of Sana'a) in the earty hours of Sunday, forcing soldiers to 
engage in order to proted their positions. So far the Interior Ministry has confirmed that ~s losses amount 
to three dead soldiers and four casualties. All men were immediately transported to the nearest hospital 
where they are being treated and cared for. While officials were not allowed to comment on any potential 
terror links, several admitted that the possibil~y of an al-Qaeda·run attack against a mil~ary checkpoint 
remained of course an avenue the Defense and Interior ministries will have to look at seriously. 

117. French Embassy rejects terror accusations 
Publication , Staff Report, 20131026 
Beirut - The French Embassy in Beirut denounced Sunday accusations made by a Lebanese daily that ~ 
was a hub for terrorist acts. The embassy said in a statement that ~ · overwhelmingly denies these 
extremely serious and dangerous allegations and denounces them." The statement was a response to an 
editorial published on Oct. 22 by a local media outlet. The editorial claimed that French intelligence 
officials supportive of Saudi Arabia's views toward the Syrian crisis were turning the French Embassy in 
Beirut into a hub to sponsor terrorist ads. The French Embassy added that ~ was "committed to 
counterterrorism measures in all ~s forms and this is a permanent comm~ment which France has paid 
dearty for.· Criticizing the ethics of the media outlet that published the ed~orial, the embassy said the 
allegations were fabricated. 

118. Hezbollah blames Saudi Arabia for deadlock, Parliament paralysis 
Lebanon Daily Star, Hussein Dakroub, 2013 10 26 
Beirut - Hezbollah indirectly blasted Saudi Arabia Sunday, accusing ~ of prolonging Lebanon's political 
crisis by using ~s March 14 allies to prevent the formation of a new Cabinet and Partiament from meeting 
to approve draft laws. The party also accused an Arab Gulf state - a clear reference to Saudi Arabia - of 
holding Lebanon hostage to settle polttical scores with Syria, where the regime of President Bashar 



Assad has accused Riyadh and other Gulf states, Turkey and Westem countries of funding and arming 
Syrian rebel groups fighting to oust ~. The accusations by Hezbollah, a key ally of Assad, are bound to 
heighten tensions in Lebanon, where the March 8 and March 14'Parties are sharply split over the 31
month conflict in Syria. The charges come as Lebanon is in the thlDes of a chronic political crisis, 
deepened by Hezbollah's mil~ary intervention in Syria Oil the side oO\ssad's forces and a Cabinet 
deadlock which has entered its seventh month with no solution In· sjght. 1'0lAC. 'I. 
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119. IAF strikes underground rocket launchers in Gaza follOWing rocket attacks on Israel l' 
Jerusalem Post, Yaakov Lappin, 2013 10 28 0 0 
Jerusalem - The Israel Air Force struck two underground rocket launche~ in the northem Gaza Strip on 
Monday moming in response to earlier rocket fire on the Ashkelon region . Palestinian sources reported 
that the IAF strike tllrgeted a site belonging to Hamas's Kassam Brigades tenrorist group. No injuries were 
reported in the IAF strike, according to Palestinian news agency Ma'an. Earlier on Mbrlday, the Iron Dome 
anti-rocket system intercepted a Palestinian projectife fired from the Gaza Strip toward the southem city of 
Ashkelon, the IDF said. A second Palestinian rocket slammed into an uninhab~ed area in the Astikelon 
Coast Regional Councif area, an army spokeswoman added. There were no injuries or damage in the 
attacks, which triggered a Color Red rocket alert. The rocket fire came a day after two mortar shells fired 
from Gaza landed in southern Israel and coincided with the announcement of the names of 26 Palestinian 
security prisoners set to be released by Israel on Tuesday. 

120, Israel announces names of Palestinians to be freed in next stage of prisoner release 
Jerusalem Post, Tovah Lazaroff, 201310 28 
Jerusalem - The Israel Prison Service publicized the names late Sunday of the 26 Palestinians to be 
released from Israeli jaifs, the second batch of pre-Oslo inmates convicted of terrorism who are to be 
freed as part of the ongoing peace negotiations between Jerusalem and the Palestinian Authority. Earlier 
on Sunday, a ministerial committee headed by Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu approved a list of the 
prisoners to be released in the second of a four-stage process by which 104 Palestinian prisoners will be 
sent to the Palestinian Authomy as a measure for resuming peace talks. In the first stage of the release 
this past August, 26 Palestinians were freed. The issue of prisoner releases is a politically sensitive one 
for Israel, where the bereaved kin enlist public opinion to pressure the govemment against freeing 
Palestinians who have committed violent crimes against IsraeliS, including murder. 

121. Israel capable of setting back Iran's nuclear program 
Times of Israel, Yita Yaakov, 2013 1028 
Jerusalem - Sanctions alone are not sufficient to pressure Iran to abandon its nuclear program, former 
Israeli Air Force commander Ido Nehushtan said on Saturday morning, and he indicated that the Israel Air 
Force was capable of setting back the Iranian nuclear program if ordered to do so. Advocating a carrot
and-stick approach, Nehushtan said the option of a mif~ary strike on Iran, which claims its nuclear 
program is peaceful but has refused to honor intemational resolutions aimed to prevent it attaining 
nuclear weapons capability, must remain on the table. "Nobody's happy about the idea of a mifitary strike. 
It is carried out when the attemative is worse. There's no knowing what'li happen as a resutt of a mifitary 
strike," he said. Nehushtan stressed Tehran must realize that Israel is prepared to use the mifitary option 
"as a means to an end." He was adamant that Israel did retain the capabifity to realize a viable mifitary 
option. 

122. Israeli road tunnel hit by cyber.,attack 
Times of Israel, 2013 10 28 
Hadera - When Israel's mifitary chief delivered a high-profile speech this month outlining the greatest 
threats his country might face in the future, he listed computer sabotage as a top concem, waming a 
sophisticated cyber-attack could one day bring the nation to a standstifl. Lt. Gen. Benny Gantz was not 
speaking empty words. Exactly one month before his address, a major artery in Israel's national road 
network in the northem city of Haifa suffered a cyber-attack, cybersecumy experls tell The Associated 
Press, knocking key operations out of commission two days in a row and causing hundreds of thousands 
of dollars in damage. One expert, speaking on condition of anonymity because the breach of security was 
a classified matter, said a Trojan-horse attack targeted the security camera apparatus in the Carmel 



tunnels toll road on September 8. A Trojan horse is a malicious computer program that users unknowingly 
install, which can give hackers complete control over their syst ms..t>~ 
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123. Israeli tunnel hit by cyber-attack ... ...~~O",,, 4'4'~ 
Associated Press, Staff report, 2013 10 27 ~ 0.... ~;. 
Hadera, Israel - When Israel's mil~ary chief delivered a high- profile speech this montll outlining the 
greatest threats his country might face in the future, he listed computer sabotage as a top concem, 
waming a sophisticated cyberattack could one day bring the nation to a standstill. Lt. Gen. Benny Gantz 
was not speaking empty words. Exactly one month before his address, a mallir artery iii Israel's national 
road network in the northem c~y of Haifa suffered a cyberattack, cybersecurity experts tell The ~" 
Associated Press, knocking key operations out of commission two days in a row ana causing hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in damage. One expert, speaking on condition of anonymity t:iecause the b each of 
security was a classified matter, said a Trojan horse attack targeted the security camera apparatus..in the 
Carmel Tunnels toll road on Sept. 8. A Trojan horse is a malicious computer program that users 
unknowingly install that can give hackers complete control over their systems. The attack caused an 
immediate 20-minute lockdown of the roadway. The next day, the expert said, it shut down the roadway 
again during moming rush hour. Hremained shut for eight hours, causing massive congestion. The expert 
said investigators believe the attack was the work of unknown, sophisticated hackers, similar to the 
Anonymous hacking group that led attacks on Israeli websites in April. He said investigators determined ~ 
was not sophisticated enough to be the work of an enemy govemment like Iran. 

124. Israeli-Palestinian Security Cooperation Stronger than Ever 
The Media Line, Linda Gradstein, 2013 10 28 
Tel Av'rol - As Israel prepares to release another group of 26 Palestinian prisoners later this week, Israeli 
security experts say security cooperation w~h the Palestinian authorny remains solid despite three 
separate incidents in which Palestinians killed Israelis. The security experts say they do not see the 
killings as evidence of a new intifada, or Palestinian uprising. "This is the best security cooperation we've 
had in years," Shlomo Brom, a senior researcher at the InstHute for National Securny Studies and a 
retired brigadier general in the Israeli army told The Media Line. "The Palestinian securny forces are 
much more professional than in the past and they are not political." Brom said there has been a decision 
by Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas to maintain security cooperation ~h Israel, despite growing 
anger in the Palestinian street against Israel's continued construction in post-1967 areas. 

125. Le Hezb multiplie ses accusations contre Ie 14 Mars : Le Uban n'est pas un prix de 
consotation 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 28 
Beyrouth - Le Hezbollah a accuse une nouvelle fois Ie 14 Mars de vouloir instaurer Ie vide et destabiliser 
Ie pays, « sur ordre de forces regionales », afin de compenser une soi-disant defa~e en Syrie et de 
justifier une eventuelle prorogation du mandat presidentiel, selon des figures du parti. Ainsi, Ie ministre 
sortant de l'Agl1cullure Hussein Hajj Hassan a insiste sur « la determination du Hezbollah et de ses allies 
II former un gouvemement au ptus vHe », avant de se desoler aussitOt du fait que « I'autre camp, qui 
regeit ses directives de I'etranger, paralyse ce processus, les parties auxquelles il pr6te allegeance etant 
actuellement en crise ». Ce sont egalement « les ordres de sponsors regionaux qui definissent les 
developpements securnaires ». 

126. Lebanon exposed to telecoms security risks by lack of legislation 
Lebanon Daily Star, Paul Cochrane, 2013 10 28 
Beirut - The sheer scope of the United States' telecommunications surveillance is a hot topic, with recent 
revelations showing the U.S. was snooping on 45 World leaders and is bulk spying on millions of people 
around the planet. Yet while the European Union is updating its data protection legislation in the wake of 
the revelations from the documents leaked by former National Security Agency contractor Edward 
Snowden, Lebanon is exposed at the intemal and extemallevel.ltis an issue for citizens and businesses 
alike, with no law yet enacted for electronic commerce, e- transactions, cybercrimes such as phishing 
(stealing of data, account information and money from, say, an online bank account) or data security. "On 



the legal side I don1think we are protected at all: said Gabriel Deek, vice president of the Intemet 
Society of Lebanon. One of the pillars of the economy, the banking and financial sector, is also exposed. 

127. Lebanon: Violence escalates in Tripoli as Syrian war continues 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Sawsan AI-Abtah, 2013 10 28 ~ ). 
Beirut - The civil war in Syria continues to take its toll on Lebanon, with a spate of clashes between Sunni 
opponents and Shi'ite supporters of the regime of Bashar AI-Assad erupting over the last week in the 
northem Lebanese city of Tripoli. Violence escalated after militias from the Sunni majority Bab AI
Tabbaneh district blamed Shi'ite anned groups in the Jabal Moshsen district of carrying out twin atlaCks at 
Sunni mosques in Tripoli in August. Sunni-Shi'ite violence has killed six people and injured dozens of 
others over the past week. Estimates say that 50 shells fell on Tripoli on Friday alone. Given the grav' y of 
the security situation in Lebanon, President Michel Sieiman cancelled his visit to Austria on Fric!ay. For 
his part, caretaker Prime Minister Najib Mikati emphasized the importance of using security and judlcial 
procedures and adopting more sedate rhetoric. 

128. Political Islam 'a threat to Arab nation states', Abu Dhabi forum hears 
The National (UAE), Thamer AI Subaihi, 2013 10 28 
Abu Dhabi - Tribalism and political Islam are the gravest threats facing the Arab nation state, the 
audience at a leading discussion forum heard today. The inability of some govemments to provide 
acceptable levels of infrastructure, heatth care and education contribute to people's laCk of respect and 
civic pride, said Mohammed AI Murr, the author, FNC Speaker and fonner editor in chief of Khaleej 
Times. "Economic failure has led to groups tuming to their tribes and sects before the state," Mr AI Murr 
told the annual forum organised by Alltlihad, the Arabic-language sister newspaper of The National. "An 
example is that a third of lebanon is being provided for by Hlzbollah." Political Islam viewed the nation 
state with doubt and fear, Mr AI Murr said. "One of the Islamlst leaders in Egypt said he viewed belonging 
to his country as secondary. He has a vague concept of an ancient caliphate system he wants to enforce 
on the region today." 

129. Saudi Coup Attempt to Topple Yemeni President Fails 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1028 
Tehran - The Saudi govemment's piotto stage a coup in Yemen to topple President Abd Rabuh Mansur 
Hadi fell flat after sensitive infonnation leaked, infonned sources disclosed on Sunday. "Saudi Arabia 
planned to stage a coup in Yemen similar to what it aided to happen in Egypt in a move to topple Yemeni 
President Mansur Hadi and replace him with one of the Yemeni generals loyal to ousted dictator Ali 
Abdullah Salih, but this coup plot failed before it could be put into aelion: an infonned source in Yemen's 
anny told FNA on the condition of anonymity. The source underlined that the AI Saud regime has been 
discontent with President Mansur Hadi's policies towards Yemen's Islamist groups, specially the Yemeni 
Congregation for Refonn (AI-Tajammu AI-Yamani UI-Islah), and first sought to bribe him into fighting 
against these groups. 

130. Sources allege Saudi Arabia seeks to overthrow President Hadi 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 10 28 
Sana'a - Fars new agency alleged on Sunday that sources in Yemen had confinned that Saudi Arabia 
had failed to stage a coup d'etat against President Adbo Rabbo Mansour Hadi after the latter was tipped 
off to Riyadh's plans for Yemen. "Saudi Arabia planned to stage a coup in Yemen similar to what it aided 
to happen in Egypt in a move to topple Yemeni President Hadi and replace him with one of the Yemeni 
generals loyal to fonner President Ali Abdullah Saleh, but this coup plot failed before it could be put into 
action," an infonned source in Yemen's anny told FNA on condition of anonymity. It is important to note 
that the Yemen Post could not at this stage independently verify such claims. However for Ihe sake of 
argument, such theories of a shift in alliance have been flaunted by political analysts and politicians over 
the past weeks as Saudi Arabia has distanced itself from Washington; looking to change the focus of its 
foreign policy. 

131. Syria Meets Deadline for Submitting Destruction Plan for Chemical Weapons 
New York Times. Nick Cumming-Bruce. Michael R. Gordon, 201310 28 



Geneva - Syria submitted a fonnal declaration of ~s chemical weapons program and its plans for 
destroying its arsenal three days ahead of the deadline, the intematjgnal chemical weapons watchdog 
said Sunday. The watchdog, the Organization for the Prohib~ion of Chemical Weapons, which has been 
charged with mon~oring and destroying Syria's chemical weapons~rogram , sa'd that it had received the 
Syrian submission on Thursday and that the agency's Execuijve Council would iWiew the declaration's 
"general plan of destruction" by Nov. 15. It was not immediately Clear, however, whether the declaration's 
listing of chemical weapons sites was exhaustive, an impollaDt test of Presidenl,Bashar al-Assad's . 
willingness to cooperate with the program to eliminate Syria's chemical eapons infrastruct~ and 
arsenal. Saying that such declarations are confidential, the chemical wea ns agency declmea 10 'I> 
disclose or discuss the contents of the Syrian document. (7~ II(I ~ 4C). ~/O 
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132. Appels • la liberation de Georges Ibrahim Abdallah, pour sa 30e annee de detention 
Le Monde, Soreen Seelow, 2013 1028 . 
Paris - L'ancien mil~anl libanais propalestinien, condamne pour · complicite d'assassinats . , est liberable 
depuis 1999. Sa demiere demande a ete bloquee par Ie ministere de I'interieur debut 2013 Georges 
Ibrahim Abdallah a entame, vendredi 25 octobre, sa trentieme annee de detention dans les prisons 
fran~ises. Une demi-vie derriere les barreaux qui fa~ de ee mil~ant libanais propalestinien de 62 ans, 
condamne pour · complicite d'assassinats . , • Ie plus vieux prisonnier pol~ique d'Europe ., selon les mots 
de son avocat, Me Jean-Louis Chalanset. Un prisonnier politique, Georges Ibrahim Abdallah? De I'avis de 
I'ensemble des acteurs interroges sur ce dossier, Ie destin de eet ancien combattant marxiste chretien se 
joue davantage a l'Elysee que dans les palais de justice. Faee ace qu'elle considere comme un • regime 
d'exception ., la Ugue des droits de I'homme appalle samedi 26 octobre a un raSsemblemeni a 
Lannemezan, dans les Hautes- Pyrenees, ou II est incarcere. 

, 
133. Sarack Obama aurall laisse Angela Merkel sur ecouta 
Le SOir, Christophe Bourdoiseau, 2013 10 28 
Berlin - La nouvelle ambassade des Etats-Unis aBerlin abrite-elle une cellule d'espionnage de la NSA? 
SII'on en crott les revelations de la presse allemande, certains diplomates americains joueraient les 
espions dans la capttale allemande, comme aux grandes heures de la Guerre froide. La representation 
americaine se trouve acOte de la porle de Brandebourg, en plein coeur du quartier gouvememental. Elle 
est situee aquelques centaines de metres de I'assemblee federale (Bundestag) mais aussi a800 metres 
de la chancellerie. Les ecoutes du telephone de Merkel auraient donc ete effectuees apartir du demier 
Btage de celte ambassade inauguree en 2008. Les Etats-Unis ont obtenu, apres plusieurs an",~es de 
querelles avec la mairie de Berlin, qu'on impose une bande de securite de 25 metres autour du bAtiment 
et qu'on depillce une rue de 10 metres pour se premunir contre les attentats a la vo~ure piegee. Ces 
mesures de sl!curite auraient-elles ete exigees pour mieux dissimuler des activ~es d'espionnage? En 
tous les cas, Ie jour de I'inauguration, les Berlinois n'avaient pas ete inv~es apenetrer dans les locaux. 

134. Sarack Obama empttre dans Ie scandale de la NSA 
Le Monde, Philippe Bernard, 20131028 
Berlin - Les revelations sur I'espionnage americain mettent a I'epreuve la confiance des pays allies envers 
les Etals-Unis Edward Snowden ava~ deja gAche, Ie 18 juin, Ie voyage de Barack Obama aBerlin. En 
pleine campagne electorale allemande, les premieres revelations sur la surveillance des · amis • 
allemands par l'Agence nationale de securite (NSA) americaine avaient jete un froid . A I'epoque, Ie 
president Obama affinna~ que Ie contenu des communications n'etait pas conceme et que les 
interceptions avaient pennis de dejouer des attentats. Quatre mois plus tard, II n'est plus question pour Ie 
president americain de minimiser, ni de se tenir a I'ecart d'un scandale qui met a I'epreuve la confiance 
des allies les plus proches et affaibl~ la pretention de Washington a incamer I'exemplarite et la moral~e 



aux yeux du monde. La crise ouverte avec l'Union europeenne, apres la revelation des ecoutes visant Ie 
portable d'Angel Mer1lel et I'interception massive de communicati0rl.l;, en Europe, menace d'affaiblir 
Barack Obama tant sur Ie plan international qu'inteneur. 0 

'" c. 0 ~~ 135. Can Germany call on Snowden as a witness? .tCl,. .t .". ~J. 
Deutsche Welle, Staff report, 2013 10 27 ...~ ..... 
Berlin - His is the face of the NSA scandal: Edward Snowden, former employee of the CIA and NSA. Over 
the summer, and carrying thousands of secret documents, he. traveled to HOI)g Kong. From there, it was 
onward to Russia. The latest revelation - about the NSA eavesdropping on German Chancellor Angela 
Mer1lel's cellphone - also came directly from the pages released by Snowden~To,many German 
politicians, then , Snowden would clearly be the most appropriate person to speak to as a witness in the 
spying affair. ·Snowden's allegations appear to be credible, while the US government clearly lied to us in 
this matter," said the Social Democrat Party's parliamentary chairman , Thomas Opperman, In the pages 
of Germany's mass-circulation BILD newspaper on Sunday (27.10.2013). During that interview, 
Opperman called for an investigative committee to be formed into the eavesdropping affair. Such an 
inquiry, he argues, should try to question the whistleblower himself. The problem with this is that, 
although Snowden has enjoyed asylum in Russia since August, his exact place of residence is not 
publicly known. By traveling to Germany, he would run the risk of being handed over to the US - although 
Oppermann considers such a scenario unlikely. 

138. Data Suggests Push to Spy on Merkel Dates to '02 
New Vor1l Times, Multiple reporters, 2013 1028 
Bertin - New details about the monitoring of Chancellor Angela Mer1lel's cellphone by the National 
Security Agency further stoked the German government's anger on Sunday and raised two questions: 
Why did the United States target her as early as 2002. and why did it take fIVe years for the Obama 
administration to put a halt to the surveillance? The latest round of recriminations came after Der Spiegel. 
the German newsmagazine, published details from what it described as an entry from an N.S.A. 
database, apparently from the trove of documents downloaded by Edward J. Snowden, the former N.S.A. 
contractor who is now in temporary asylum in Mo,scow. The database entry, according to Der Spiegel and 
outside experts, seemed to indicate that the request to monitor her cellphone began in 2002. But the 
document refers to her as ·chancellor," a poSition she has held only since late 2005. That seems to 
suggest the database entry had been updated. The authenticity of the document could not be 
independently confirmed . But the German intelligence services believe it to be real, and in conversations 
between Susan E. Rice, the national security adviser, and her German counterpart, Ms. Rice made no 
effort to question the evidence, even while declining to confirm that Ms. Mer1lel's cellphone was ever 
monitored, according to both American and German officials. The N.S.A. issued a statement to deny 
another German news media report, published in Bild am Sonntag, that said Mr. Obama had been briefed 
on the surveillance of Ms. Mer1lel in 2010 by Gen. Keith Alexander, the head of the N.S.A. and of the 
United States Cyber Command. The report contradicted assurances given privately to the German 
authorities by Ms. Rice that Mr. Obama was unaware of any such operation. The N.S.A. statement did not 
question the validity of the database entry indicating when surveillance began, back when Ms. Mer1lel 
was the leader of the Christian Democratic Party. Nor did it shed light on why Ms. Mer1lel, a rare stalwart 
supporter in Europe of the Bush administration's plans to invade Iraq, was chosen for surveillance. 

137. Embassy Espionage: The NSA's Secret Spy Hub in Berlin 
Der Spiegel, Multiple reporters, 2013 10 27 
Berlin - It's a prime site, a diplomat's dream. Is there any better location for an embassy than Berlin's 
Pariser Platz? It's just a few paces from here to the Reichstag. When the American ambassador steps out 
the door, he looks directly onto the Brandenburg Gate. When the United States moved into the massive 
embassy building in 2008, they threw a huge party. Over 4,500 guests were invited. Former President 
George H. W . Bush cut the red-white-and-blue ribbon. Chancellor Angela Mer1lel offered warm words for 
the occasion. Since then , when the US ambasSador receives high-ranking visitors, they often take a stroll 
out to the roof terrace, which offers a breathtaking view of the Reichstag and Tiergarten par1l. Even the 
Chancellery can be glimpsed. This is the political heart of the republic, where billion- euro budgets are 
negotiated, laws are formulated and soldiers are sent to war. It's an ideal location for diplomats - and for 



spies. Research by SPIEGEL reporters in Bertin and Washington, talks with intelligence officials and the 
evaluation of internal documents of the US' National Security Agency (NSA) and other information, most 
of which comes from the archive of former intelligence agent Edward Snowden, lead to the conclusion 
that the US diplomatic mission in the German capital has not merely been promoting German-American 
friendship. On the contrary, it is a nest of espionage. From the roof of the embassy, a special unit of the 
CIA and NSA can apparently monitor a large part of cell phone communication Il1..the government quarter. 
And there is evidence that agents based at Pariser Platz recently targeted the cel phone that Merkel uses 
the most. A "top secret" classified NSA document from the year 2010 shows that a unit known as the 
"Special Collection Service" (SCS) is operational in Bertin, among other locations. It is an elite corps run 
in concert by the US intelligence agencies NSA and CIA. The secret list reveals that its agents are active 
worldwide in around 80 locations, 19 of which are in Europe -- cities such as Paris, Madrid, Rome, 
Prague and Geneva. The SCS maintains two bases in Germany, one in Berlin and another in Frankfurt. 
That alone is unusual. But in addition, both German bases are equipped at the highest level and staffed 
with active personnel. The SCS teams predominantly work undercover in shielded areas of the American 
Embassy and Consulate, where they are officially accredited as diplomats and as such enjoy special 
privileges. Under diplomatic protection, they are able to look and listen unhindered. They just can' get . 
caught. . 

138. EU Shifts Tactics to Bolster Iran Sanctions 
Wall Street Journal, Benoit Faucon, Laurence Norman, 2013 1028 
Brussels - The European Union is moving to a new approach in reinforcing its Iran sanctions regime in a 
bid to prevent legal challenges by companies from undermining the West's efforts to counter Tehran's 
nuclear program. In recent weeks, the EU has informed more than a dozen companies with ties to Iran 
that have won rulings against previous restrictions that it plans to target them with new sanctions, an EU 
official said. The notices to the companies mark the first attempt In a broader effort to shore up economic 
sanctions against Iran after a raft of defeats in European courts last month. Although the EU can still 
challenge many of the rulings before the EU's top court, European officials have voiced concern that the 
prospect of additional legal defeats could further weaken the sanctions strategy. Western diplomats have 
credited the tighter EU restrictions on Iran's financial, energy and shipping industries since 2010 as 
playing a key role in forcing Tehran back to the negotiating table over its nuclear activities. Talks with Iran 
are set to continue Nov. 7 in Geneva and hopes have grown of a possible breakthrough since the June 
election of President Hasan Rouhani. EU officials say the measures are intended to safeguard its existing 
sanctions regime to maintain leverage with Tehran and aren' aiming at expanding it. But the move comes 
at a sensitive time: In the U.S., the Obama administration is pressing Congress to hold back on additional 
sanctions against Iran, arguing that diplomatic efforts need more time to contain Tehran's nuclear 
program and that furlher moves could undermine Mr. Rouhani's ability to negotiate. 

139. Iran-lAEA talks begin in Vienna in a new format 
ITAR-TASS Wortd Service, Staff reporl, 20131028 
Vienna - A regular round of talks between Iran and experts of the International AtomiC Energy Agency 
(IAEA) begin here on Monday in a basically new format. It is the first time in recent years that such high
ranking politicians are the chief delegates: Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Abbas Araghchi for Tehran 
and Director-General Yukiya Amano for the IAEA. An official in the IAEA press service specified that 
Amano and Araghch would meet one-on-one at first and then experls would joint them and take their 
seats at the negotiating table. Discussion will refer to the plan, suggested by the Iranian side in Genev at 
talks with the Six, for a settlement of differences over the country"s nuclear programme. At that time, 
Tehran"s initiative was regarded with cautious optimism. In so dOing, representatives of the mediator 
countries from among the Six noted a low level of mutual trust which must be strengthened first. Experts 
point out that how the process will evolve will depend precisely on the talks with the IAEA. The sides are 
to start a detailed elaboration of the Iran-advanced proposals. Experts had stated earlier that a solution to 
the issue concerning access to Tehran"s nuclear facilities, in connection with which IAEA experls still 
have questions, would be a substantial contribution to the implmentation of lran"s proposals. 

140. L'Allemagne passe A I'offensive sur les questions d'espionnage (Canada) 
La Croix, Fran~s d'Alan~n, 20131028 



Bertin - La Siiddeutsche Zeitung (SZ), un quotidien bavarois,souligne les services de renseignement 
franc;a is ont signe sous Ie nom de code « Lustre» un accord de collaboration, dans Ie domaine des 
activ~es de surveillance, avec leurs homologues des Etats-Unis, d~ la 'Grande-Bretagne, du Canada, de 
l'Australie et de la Nouvelle-Zelande. Angela Merkel demande aux Elats-Unis des mesures pour retablir 
la confiance. Selon « Der Spiegel », son portable figurait sur iii iste iles ecoutes de I'agence de securite 
amencaine NSA depuis 2002. Bertin et Paris veulent etablir un code de bonne cOndulte avec Washington 
d'ici a la fin de I'annee. ~ ,. ~ "',toO ~~ &"'0 
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141. La Conseil federal veut se doter d'un reseau crypte /:O", '" 70", C,. 
Le Temps, Yves Petignat, 20131028 'Cf v, ..~ ~/O 
Berne - Apres les revelations sur I'espionnage du telephone d'Angela Merkel pa[ la NSA,'le ConSeil ., 
federal songe as'6quiper d'un reseau de telecommunications crypte independant du reseau pUblic Le 
Conseil federal devrait beneficier d'ici peu d'un systeme de communication crypte, independant des 
reseaux publics afin d'echapper, autant que faire se peut, a I'espionnage des telecommunications tel que 
reprocM a I'agence de renseignement amencaine NSA. Ueli Maurer s'est dit tres irrile du fait que ce soit 
un pays ami comme les Etats-Unis qui puisse se livrer a I'espionnage sans aucune retenue. Le Conseil 
federal aura~ decide de nouvelles mesures de protection bien avant la revelation des ecoutes par la NSA. 
C'est ce qu'a confirme Ie president de la Confederation , Ueli Maurer, au journal dominical 
SonntagsZeitung. Les specialistes en matiere de telecommunications doivent aussi "'tre mieux formes a 
ce genre de risques, « car finalement Ie plus grand risque vient toujours des gens en contact avec des 
informations sensibles »; selon Ie ministre. 

142. Madrid: contre la liberation des prisonniers basques 
Charente Libre, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 28 
Madrid - Reclamant «justice», des dizalnes de milliers de parsonnes ont manifeste hier a Madrid a I'appel 
des victimes de I'ET A, soutenues par Ie parti de droite au pouvoir en Espagne, pour denoncer I'arro'it des 
juges de Strasbourg qui pourrait entrainer la liberation de dizaines de prisonniers du groupe arme 
basque. A I'appel de l'Association des victimes du terrorisme (A 1fT) et du Parti populaire du chef du 
gouvemement Mariano Rajoy, la foule a converge sur la grande esplanade de la piace Colon, dans Ie 
centre de la capita Ie, autour d'une immense banderole portant les lettres «Justicia» et deux rubans noirs 
en signe de deuil. Beaucoup de manifestants portaient Ie drapeau espagnol rouge et or, symbole de 
I'unite du pays, tandis que resonnait I'hymne national . • Contre I'ETA», mait un homme dans les haut
parteurs, sous les applaudissements. «Nous ne crions pas vengeance aujourd'hui, nous luttons pour 
obtenir justice», lanc;ait la pnlsidente de I'AVT, Angeles Pedraza, depuis la tribune. 

143. Maurer veut des telephones cryptes 
Tribune de Geneve, Joumaliste maison, 20131028 
Berne - Le president de la Confederation se dit irrile par I'ampieur de I'espionnage. II veut aussi serrer la 
vis aGoogle, Facebook ou Apple. Le president de la Confederation Ueli Maurer sort enfin de sa reserve. 
II denonce Ie «sans-gene» des Etats-Unis concernant les ecoutes a large echelle de la NSA. II annonce 
la mise en service prochaine de natels cryptes a la Confederation et des mesures juridiques contre les 
geants des reseaux sociaux trop complaisants envers les services secrets. Ces informations onl ete 
devoilees hier dans une interview donnee a laSonntagsZeitung. Est-ce parce que les Etats-Unis sont un 
pays ami de la Suisse depuis longtemps? Toujours est-il que Ie president de la Confederation ne s'est 
pas montre tres critique depuis les premieres revelations d'Edouard Snowden sur les activites de la NSA. 
L'ampleur de I'espionnage en Europe, qui apparait de pius en plus clairement au fil des mois, a 
cependant epuise la patience d'Ueli Maurer. «Un tel sans-g"'ne m'irrite, declare-t-il. On ne peut pas violer 
ainsi la sphere intime de chefs d'Etat de pays amis. Celui qui agit ainsi sans egards, met en danger 
durablement la relation de confiance entre Etats. » 

144. New NSA leak stirs outrage in Bertin 
Washington Post, Michael Birnbaum, 20131028 
Bertin - German Interior Minister Hans-Peter Friedrich said Sunday that U.S. intelligence agencies broke 
German laws if they monitored cell phones in Germany, after a new report that the United States may 
have been monitoring Chancellor Angela Merkel's phone since 2002. Merkel's communications may have 



been tapped even before she became leader of Germany in 2005, according to the German 
newsmagazine Der Spiegel, citing a leaked National Security Agency document from former contractor 
Edward Snowden. Eavesdropping activities were run out of the U.S. Embassy in Bertin as well as in 
about 80 other embassies and consulates around the world, including 19 in Europe, the magazine 
reported , citing another document leaked by Snowden. If it were disclosed that diplomatic facilities were 
being used to do spying, "serious harm" could be done to relations.Y/ith host countries, Der Spiegel 
reported one document as saying. But the magazine said it was not dear frorn1he leaked documents 
whether intelligence agencies had been listening to Merkel's conversations or whether they had simply 
been collecting connection data. A o....:~.... c,. .. 
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145. Obama savait que Merkel6tait sur 6coute 0 (.q ·~I\(t 'lI0 
Le Figaro, Joumaliste maison, 201310 28 "'''~<0, ~'Q 
Berlin - Le president americain aurait demande en 2010 aobtenir davantage d'in ormations au sujet de la 
chanceliere allemande, affirme Ie Blld am Sonntag. La NSA dement. Barack Obama savait qu'Angela 
Merkel elan surveillee. Keith Alexander, Ie patron de l'Agence de securite nationale (NSA), aurait informe 
en 2010 Ie president americain du programme d'ecoutes visant la chanceliere allemande, affirme Ie Bild 
am Sonntag . • Barack Obama n'a alors pas mis fin aI'operation mais I'a laissee se poursuivre», indique 
une source citee par Ie joumal allemand. Le president americain aurait m4!me reclame davantage 
d'informations au sujet de la chanceliere et aurait ordonne a la NSA d'etablir un .dossier exhausti!» . 
• Obama, d'apres la source a la NSA, n'avait pas confiance en Merkel et voulait tout savoir au sujet de 
l'Aliemande», poursuit Ie Blld am Sonntag. 

146. Paris veut un " code de conduite" european 
Le Monde, Philippe Ricard, 2013 1028 
Paris - Fran~is Hollande a reagi, vendredi 25 octobre, aux demieres revelations du Monde concemant 
I'a\taque informatique dont a ete victime l'Elysee entre les deux tours de I'election presidentielle de mai 
2012. " Nous I'avons su des mon arrivee en fonctions ", a indique Ie chef de l'Etat depuis Bruxelles. " 
Nous avons conduit les investigations pour connaitre les auteurs de ces attaques ", a-t-il poursuivi, 
assurant par ailleurs que I'operation avait ete " dejouee ". Fran~s Hollande a confirme la visite, dans Ie 
cadre de cette enqu4!te , de responsables francais du renseignement aupres de l'Agence nation ale de 
securite (NSA), tout en laissant entendre que les autorites fram;aises n'avaient pas encore identifitl les 
auteurs de I'a\taque. " Le Monde evoque, apartir des documents asa disposition, plusieurs pistes. Nous 
aussi , nous avons plusieurs pistes", a dit Ie president, sans donner davantage de precisions. " On ne 
s'espionne pas entre amis et allies ", a marteh! M. Hollande, a I'issue d'un Conseil europeen electrise par 
une semaine de revelations quotidiennes sur les pratiques de la NSA. D'apres nos informations, Ie chef 
de l'Etat a propose jeudi soir de mettre en place une sorte de " code de conduite ", non seulement avec 
les Americains, mais aussi entre les services europeens. 

147, Pour vous,la Suisse est sans doute sous surveillance 
Le Matin (Suisse) , Detraz, 2013 1028 
Beme - Espionnage «The Guardian» revele que 35 dirigeants ont eta surveilles par la NSA. Et notre 
president de la Confederation? Certainement, repondez-vousl On parle de 35 dirigeants qui ont ete 
surveilles par la NSA. Pour ma part, je crois qu'li y en a plus et que les telecommunications de la Suisse 
ont aussi ete surveillees comme dans tous les autres pays. A mon avis, les seuls qui n'ont pas ete 
surveilles par les Etats-Unis, ce sont les populations de notre planete qui n'utilisent pas encore de 
moyens de telecommunication comme nous les concevons. Que peut com prendre la NSA au suisse 
allemand. Notre langue crypl6e est sans doute la meilleure defense face a la surveillance mondiale. La 
eybersurveillance est certainement bien etablie en Suisse. Petit pays avec son transit perpetuel de 
personnages importants, imaginons une terrasse aGeneve clic clic et des satellites capables de zoomer 
sur des documents et de les lire! Les Etats-Unis vont trop loin, mais ce n'est malheureusement pas une 
surprise. 

148, Spain Calls in U,S, Ambassador in Spying Scandal 
New York Times, Raphael Minder, 2013 1028 
Madrid - The American ambassador James Costos was summoned by the Spanish govemment on 



Monday to address allegations that the National Security Agency collected data on millions of telephone 
calls in Spain. Adding to a worldwide scandal that Includes France" Gennany and Mexico, Spanish media 
reporled on Monday that the agency recently colleded data on 60 million telephone calls in Spain. EI 
Mundo and EI Pais, two Spanish newspapers, based their reporling on documents seen by Glenn 
Greenwald, an American joumalist, and provided to him by: Edward J . Snowden, the fonner N.S.A. 
contractor who has been at the center of the spying scanda . According to the Spanish newspapers, the 
N.S.A. gathered data on phone numbers and locations but did not mOhitor the contents of the calls. The 
data covered infonnation relating to about 60 million Spanish phQne calls and was collededbetween 
December and early January. i 0. ~ c,. 
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149. The uncomfortable truth behind the Merkelphone scandal (Canada 
The Business Spectator (New Zealand) , Claudia Hillebrand, 2013 1028 "I 
Opinion: Revelations about the extent of the American National Security Agency's (NSA's) global 
communications surveillance have raised considerable media and political attention. The facl that the 
NSA not only bugs the phones of drug kingpins and reads the e-mails of al-Oaeda members, but also 
targets so-called "friendly" states, such as Gennany, Brazil and France, has had a significant impad on 
the current discussion. Der Spiegel's allegations that even the mobile of the Gennan chancellor, Angela 
Merkel was not safe from American spying efforts were widely seen as scandalous. As Robert RoBmann 
in the SOddeutsche Zeitung wrote: "(a) greater affront by a friendly state is hardly conceivable". For 
scholars and praclitioners of intelligence the news is much less surprising, though. The fonner director of 
France's domestic intelligence agency DCRI, Bemard Squarcini, stated in an interview with Le Figaro that 
"there is no reason to be surprised" as allies have been spying on each other for a long time. And he is 
right, of course. The history of intelligence provides examples of occasional friend-on-friend spying. The 
point of gathering infonnation about foreign govemments and countries is to establish an infonnational 
picture which is as accurate as possible and helps to make goOd political decisions. EverybOdy's doing 
it... The uncomfortable truth for those being outraged by the #Merkelphone revelations is that no 
govemment wants to be blind with respect to any other country or region in this interdependent world . As 
John Mclaughlin, fonner acting director of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), said earlier this week: 
"All govemments coiled infonnation on nearly all govemments." This includes material gained from 
intercepting foreign communications data through Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) institutions, such as the 
NSA and the British Govemment Communications Headquarters (GCHO). However, spying among 
friends is an ethical grey area and a taboo topiC. It can cause great embarrassment, if revealed. What has 
been truly remarkable about the revelations on the basis of leaked infonnation provided by fonner private 
intelligence contractor Edward Snowden is that it allows the public to get some sense of the scope and 
detail of surveillance operations conducted by Westem SIGINT services. And the pidure is daunting. 
SIGINT agencies have been traditionally working under a cloak of secrecy. The long- standing UKUSA 
agreement which now provides for SIGINT cooperation among the "Five Eyes" - the UK, the US, Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand - requires the members not to reveal the existence of the agreement to any 
outSiders. 

160. Turkey's 'white hackers' to work for cybersecurity 
Hurriyet Daily News, Staff report, 2013 10 28 
Ankara - Turkey will train "white hackers" to protecl digital data in the public and private sedors, 
Technology Minister Nihat ErgOn said yesterday. ErgOn stated that experts trained in the Turkish 
Standards Institute (TSE) would work for country's cyber security, declaring that a "new era" in the field 
had begun. He said that while science and technology was advancing, it unfortunately created an 
environment for an "anti-sector" for every sedor. 

161. Ueli Maurer, I'ignorance tranquille 
Le Matin (Suisse) , Detraz, 2013 1028 
Editorial - Ouatre mois apresle debut des revelations d'Edward Snowden, Ueli Maurer, chef de la Defense 
et patron du Service de renseignement helvetique (SRC), semble toujours anesthesie par ce dossier. Si 
Angela Merkel et 34 autres dirigeants de la planete ont ete ecoutes, lui, Ie chef de la meilleure annee du 
monde, declare ne rien savoir .8 son sujet. Dans la presse dominicale, il se justifie. Sa personne ne serait 
pas «assez interessante. pour faire I'objet d'ecoutes. Si c'est une ruse, elle est bien faite. De nombreux 



Suisses n'ont pas la m~me modestie. Depuis des semaines, plusieulS parlementaires - et Ie public 
veulent savoir dans quelle mesure la Suisse est touchee par les ecoutes de la NSA. Depuis des 
semaines, Ueli Maurer s'en remet ason fameux SRC, qui rendra rapport dans un mois, peut- etre. De 
toute evidence,la Suisse, sa place financiere et ses marchands d'anmesva tout pour etre «interessante». 
AlolS, vu I'attentisme et Ie peu de reaction d'Ueli Maurer, certains en arrivent acroire qu'en realM Ie SRC 
est une filiale de la NSA. Autrement dtt: nos espions collaborent et se pr~!ent leutS oreilles. 
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Selected Broadcast Coverage· Reportages Teledlffuses Selectlfs v -r. " 

•LE TVA 22 HEURES WKND (TVA-TV), TVA-National, 27 Oct 2013, Length: 00:06:58, Ref #:1DDE1 E8-2, 
Time: 10:00pm Reporter: REJEAN LEVEILLEE,YVES POIRIER,MAXIME LANDRY,AUDREY GAGNON I 
Reach: 835,093 Collapse [---JON A ETE AVARE DE COMMENTAIRES PENDANT LA JOURNEE 
PARCE QU'ON ATTENDAIT DE CONTRE-INTERROGE [---J - MERCI BEAUCOUP. VOILA, LE 
PERIMETRE A ETE OUVERT AU COURS DES TOUTES DERNIERES MINUTES. LA RUE A ETE 
OUVERTE. LES GENS PEUVENT REGAGNER LEUR RESIDENCE. [---J ILlOl EN ONT ENCORE POUR 
UNE BONNE PARTIE DE LA NUIT A L'INTERIEUR DE LA RESIDENCE. ET L'ANCIEN AGENT DES 
SERVICES SECRETS CANADIENS, MICHEL JUNEAU-KATSUYA, PENSE AVOIR UNE BONNE IDEE 
DU TYPE D'INFORMATIONSRECHERCHEES PAR LES ENQUETEURS ... ON VEUT SAVOIR S'IL A 
DES ASSOCIES, S'IL FAISAIT PARTIE D'UN GROUPUSCULE. EVIDEMMENT, SES INTENTIONS 
SONT TRES IMPORTANTES PARCE QUE, COMME ON LE MENTIONNAIT UN PEU PLUS TOT DANS 
LES DIVERS REPORTAGES, SOIT SUR L'AVION OU SOIT A DESTINATION, IL POURRAIT AVOIR EU 
OU PEUT-ETRE ENCORE AVOIR DES COMPLICES QUI L'ATTENDAIENT. 

SUNDAY SUN 18:00 (SUN-TV), Toronto, 27 Oct 2013, Length: 00:01 :02, Ref # 1 DDE069-7, Time: 
06:05pm Reporter. BRIAN DUNSTAN Collapse COVERAGE ACROSS THE COUNTRY. THIS IS 
NATIVE VIOLENCE AND THROWS AND THERE'S ALWAYS AN EXCUSE FOR THAT AMONG MEDIA 
PARTY TIPTS. I DON'T THINK THIS IS A MAYTIVE ISSUE. THIS FIGHT OVER FRACKING. I THINK 
ITEM MORE THAN THAT. I THINK THIS IS WHAT CSIS PREDICTED WHEN THEY STAYED IN A 
REPORT MULTIISSUE EXTREMISTS AND ABORIGINAL EXTREMISTS MAY PURSUE COMMON 
CAUSES AND BOTH GROUPS HAVE DEMONSTRATED THE ATTEMPT TO CARRY OUT ATTACKS 
AGAINST CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE. NOT YET, BUT THESE ARE ENVIRONMENTAL 
EXTREMISTS TEAM UP WITH NATIVE EXTREMISTS TO SHUT DOWN NATURAL RESOURCE 
EXTRACTIONS BECAUSE THEY DON'T LIKE IT. 

CBC NEWS NOW: AFTERNOON WKND 15:00 (CBC-NN) , CBC-National, 27 Oct 2013, Length: 
00:01 :01, Ref # 1 DDDF29-42, Time: 03:42pm Reporter: CHRISTINE BIRAK I Reach: 60,986 Collapse 
THE INTERIOR MINISTER SAYS THAT THE EAVESDROPPING COULD VIOLATE GERMAN LAW 
AND HE WANTS THOSE RESPONSIBLE TO BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE. DOCUMENTS LEAKED BY 
THE FORMER N.S.A. ANALYST EDWARD SNOWDEN CLAIM THAT MERKEL WAS JUST ONE OF 
NEARLY THREE DOZEN WORLD LEADERS WHO HAD THEIR PHONES TAPPED. WELL, ONE 
CANADIAN SECURITY EXPERT SAYS THAT IT'S COMMON PRACTISE FOR COUNTRIES TO SPY 
ON EACH OTHER, AND MICHEL JUNEAU-KATSUYA IS A FORMER C.S.I.S. INTELLIGENT AGENT 
AND HE SAID THAT IT SHOULD HAVE PEOPLE HERE LOOKING AT CANADA'S SECURITY 
POLICIES. » INTE'RVIEW: IT DOESN'T COME AS A SURPRISE TO ME OR MANY PEOPLE IN THE 
INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY. WE REMOVED FROM A MILITARY CONFRONTATION TO AN 
ECONOMY CONFRONTATION. I'M GLAD TO SEE THE REVELATION THAT SNOWDEN AND 
MANNING AND SCHWARTZ AND WEAK LEAKS ARE BRINGING UP BECAUSE THEY'RE BASICALLY 
CONFRONTING THE GOVERNMENT SAYING, WELL, YOU'VE BEEN PRACTISING THE PRACTISE 
OF DO WHAT I SAY BUT DON'T DO WHAT I DO AND NOW YOU'RE CONFRONTED TOA CERTAIN 
ACCOUNTABILITY AND YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE TO ANSWER TO THOSE THINGS AND THAT'S 
REALLY, REALLY INTERESTING AND THAT INVOLVES MUCH MORE OF THE PUBLIC. 

CBC NEWS NOW: AFTERNOON WKND 13:00 (CBC-NN), CBC-National, 27 Oct 2013, Length : 



00:01 :03, Ref # 1 DDDE7C-35, Time: 01 :34pm Reporter: NANCY WILSON I Reach: 60,986 Collapse THE 
COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PART AND RIGHT AFTER THE COLD WAR WHEN EVERYONE WAS 
DOUBLING AND TRIPLING THEIR BUDGE CSIS WAS CUT IN HALF AND CANADA HAS TO WAKE 
UP AND WITH THE NAIVETY AND TO SEE NO EVIL, SPEAK NO EVIL AND WE HAVE TO ENGAGE 
THE POPULATION AND HAVE TO ENGAGE THE BUSINESS LEADERS BECAUSE Irs OUR 
INDUSTRIES THAT ARE SPIED ON AND WE NEED TO DEVEl OP THE BEITER REFLEX TO DEAL 
INTERNATIONALLY AND DO BUSINESS INTERNATIONALL . 0 ~ 0 ,~ '+, 

(' C' 
CBC NEWS NOW: MORNING WKND 09:00 (CBC-NN), CBC-National, 27 Oct 2013, Length: 00:01 :04, 
Ref # 1DDDBFC-16, Time: 09:14am Reporter: MICHAEL SERAPIO I !{eaCh: 66,326 Coliapse ,tlATIONAL 
SECURITY AGENCY LEAKER EDWARD SNOWDEN THAT THEY HAD BEEN TAPPING MERKEL'S 
CELL PHONE SINCE 2002. SNOWDEN ALSO REPORTEDLY CLAIMS THE WORLD lEADERS WHO 
HAD THEIR PHONES BUGGED BY THE NSA. WELL, FOR MORE ON THIS TOP STORY WE'RE 
HEADING OVER TO OTTAWA WHERE WE WILL BE JOINED BY THE SECURITY EXPERT AND 
FORMER CSIS AND SENIOR INTELLIGENCE AGENT. HELLO AND THANK YOU FOR JOINING US 
TODAY.» GOOD MORNING. » MICHAEL: I WANT TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT THE ALLEGATIONS 
THE NSA WAS LISTENING IN ON AMERICAN ALLIES AND THE CELL PHONE OF THE EUROPEAN 
LEADERS. ARE YOU SURPRISED BY THIS ALLEGATION?» INTERVIEW: NO, UNFORTUNATELY 
IT DOESN'T COME AS A SURPRISE TO ME OR TO MANY PEOPLE IN THE INTELLIGENCE 
COMMUNITY. ACCOUNTABILITY AND YOU'LL HAVE TO ANSWER TO THOSE THINGS AND THArS 
REALLY INTERESTING AND THAT INVOLVES MUCH MORE IN THE PUBLIC AND THAT BEGS THE 
QUESTION HOW FAR DO YOU WANT YOUR GOVERNMENT TO GO IN THE NAME OF 
PROTECTING IN THE NAME OF NATIONAL SECURITY AND AT THE SAME TIME SORT OF REVIEW 
A LITTLE BIT THE EFFORT THAT WE'RE GIVING ON THE COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PART WHICH 
RIGHT AFTER THE COLD WAR WHEN EVERYONE WAS TRIPLING AND DOUBLING THEIR 
BUDGET, CSIS WAS CUT IN HALF. CANADA HAS TO WAKE UP. WE HAVE TO LOSE THE NAIVETY 
AND LOSE THE SEE NO EVIL, SPEAK NO EVIL ANI:) HAVE TO ENGAGE THE BUSINESS LEADERS 
BECAUSE IT IS OUR INDUSTRY THAT ARE SPIED ON AND WE NEED TO HAVE A BETTER REFLEX 
TO DEAL INTERNATIONALLY AND TO DO BUSINESS INTERNATIONALLY. 
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1. Harper govemmenrs extensive spying on anti~ilsands groups revealed in FOis 
Vancouver Observer. Matthew Millar. 2013 11 20 
Vancouver - The federal government has been vigorously spying on ant~oil sands activists and 
organizations In BC and across Canada since last December. documents obtained under the Access to 
Information Act show. Not only is the federal government subsidizing the energy industry in underwriting 
their costs. but deploying public safety resources as a de- facto 'insurance policy' to ensure that federal 
strategies on proposed pipeline projects are achieved, these documents indicate. Before the National 
Energy Board's Joint Review Panel hearings on the proposed Enbridge oil pipeline. the NEB coordinated 
the gathering of intelligence on opponents to the oil sands. The groups of interest are independent 
advocacy organizations that oppose the Harper govemment's policies and work for environmental 
protections and democratic rights. including Idle No More. ForestEthics. Sierra Club. EcoSociety. 
LeadNow. Dogwood Initiative. Council of Canadians and the People's Summit. Mandated as an 
'independent federal agency', the NEB directed the police protection of their board members and officials 
from Enbridge and TransCanada Corporation. 140 pages of emails from December 2012 through April 
2013 show. In the emails. Richard "Rick" Garber. the NEB's "Group Leader of Security". marshals 
security and intelligence operations between government agencies and private interests. and says in a 
January 31, 2013 email that the NEB "Security Team has consuHed today with Canadian Security and 
Intelligence Service (CSIS) at national and regional levels; RCMP at national, regional and local levels." 
"The Security Team. together with our police and intelligence partners. will continue to monitor all sources 
of information and intelligence," he says. The documents show the NEB working with CSIS and the 
RCMP to make "security plans" for the Vancouver. Victoria. Kelowna and Prince Rupert hearings and 
actively coordinating wi1h officials from Enbridge and TransCanada Corporation and a private security 
contractor hired by the NEB. 

2. Harper's NEB spies monitoring anti-pipeline groups 
Vancouver Province. Staff reporter, 2013 11 20 
Vancouver - The provincial chapter of a national non-profit environmental organization says Canadians 
should be chilled by a media report claiming the Harper govemment has been closely monitoring anti-oil 
sands groups in B.C. Bob Peart. the executive director of the Sierra Club of B.C .• said the report. 
published Tuesday in the Vancouver Observer. raises all kinds of questions and casts a pall over the 
democratic process in Canada. "What we really want in a country like Canada is a healthy debate," he 
said. "What information have they gathered? What are they trying to do wi1h it? There are all kinds of 
questions. not only about how they are doing it. but what they are doing with it." Based on freedom of 
information documents. the Vancouver Observer reported that the National Energy Board (NEB) 
"coordinated the gathering of intelligence on opponents to the oil sands" ahead of the recent federal 
hearings on the Northern Gateway pipeline project. The story quotes excerpts taken from 140 pages of 
emails. from December 2012 to Aplil 2013. which show the NEB "directed police protection of their board 
members and officials from Enbridge and TransCanada Corporation." The documents also show that the 
NEB worked with CSIS and the RCMP to co-ordinate "security plans" for the Vancouver. Victolia . 
Kelowna and Prince Rupert healings. the Vancouver Observer reported. The groups identified in the 
emails included Idle No More. ForestEthics. the Sierra Club and the Dogwood Initiative. 

3. How to hold our spies accountable 
Ottawa Citizen. Kent Roach, 20131120 
Op-ed: The Edward Snowden revelations demonstrate how Signals intelligence agencies can exploit 



technology to engage in unprecedented levels of spying. The question is whether there is any meaningful 
restraint or accountabiltty on our spies. Canadians should be concerned that their accountabiltty house is 
in particular disorder. The government has rejected the 2006 recommendations of the Arar Commission, 
which stressed that accountabilny should keep pace wnh the increased Intensity of the whole of 
government and transnational national security activnieli) e heads ofthe two main watchdogs on 
Canada's intelligence agencies have both recently raised alarms that they do not haviJ the authority to 
chase intelligence threads beyond the agency that they review,iCanada is alone amol)g democracies in 
not giving even a small group of par1iamentarians access to secret information. The Afghan Cletainee 
affair under1ines the mischief that this can cause in an interconnected wprta where so much is classified 
as secret. Congressional committees have been briefed on most of the notorious American national 
security activnies but have failed to prevent or blow the whistle on them. Briefing in legislators can ties 
their hands and provide the thinnest veneers of legttimacy and accountabiltty to problematic JlI3.lQrams. 
Par1iamentarians that were briefed in on a dodgy CSEC program would at most be able to demand..that 
the minister of defence or the prime minister know of and take responsibilny for the program: This In itself 
could be important. Nevertheless, it would not necessarily change, stop or reveal the program. The cour1s 
have played little role in restraining CSEC because its activnies are authorized not by a judicial warrant 
but by a warrant from the minister of national defence. This approach is now being challenged by the 
Brttish Columbia Civil Liberties Association and it remains to be seen what the courts will decide. The 
government will rely on restrictions that CSEC not target Canadians unless they are assisting the RCMP 
or CSIS presumably under a valid warrant. Note: Kent Roach is a former member of the Arar 
Commission's research adviSOry group, a 2013 Trudeau Fellow and a professor of law at the University of 
Toronto. 
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4. 'Incendiary' evidence found in car's trunk 
Toronto Sun, Chris Doucette, 2013 11 20 
Toronto - Two men are in custody after the Toronto Police bomb squad blew up a suspected "incendiary 
device" found in a car during a traffic stop in the Entertainment District ear1y Tuesday. Police say officers 
pulled over a whne Honda Civic for an alleged Highway Traffic Act offence in the westbound lanes of King 
St. W., at Peter St., around 3:30 a.m. "During a search of the vehicle, the officers found a suspicious 
package in the trunk," Canst. Wendy Drummond said Tuesday. The area bounded by John St. , Spadina 
Ave., Front st. and Adelaide st. was closed to pedestrians. "The package was then removed from the 
vehicle and Imploded; Drummond said of the controlled detonation. 

5. Anti-fracking activists denied injunction in Canada 
AI Jazeera, Andrea Schmidt, 2013 11 20 
Fredericton, Canada - A judge ruled here Monday against an injunction to suspend controversial shale 
gas exploration activities in Kent County, New BrunSwick, which last month created headlines across 
North America when protests in the area turned violent as activists burned police cars amid dozens of 
arrests. The injunction was filed last week by the Elsipogtog First Nation, who fear the exploration activtty 
will lead to shale gas extraction - known as "tracking" - and will harm their land and water. Justice Judy 
Clendening of the New Brunswick Queen's Court Bench made the ruling on the injunction, which had 
been filed by Elsipogtog Chief Aaron Sock and the First Nation band council against the government of 
New Brunswick, SWN Resources Canada.and a provincial umbrella group of First Nations Chiefs. "1\ is a 
small step backward, I guess," Sock told reporters outside the provincial court in New Brunswick's capital, 
Fredericton. 

6. Baird pledges $10M to combat cluster bombs, defends loophole in bill 
Canadian Press, Mike Blanchfield, 2013 11 20 



Ottawa - Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird pledged. Tuesday to earmark $10 million over the next 18 
months to help end the misery caused by deadly cluster bombs. Despite the commHment, Baird 
continued to defend a loophole in Canada's heavily cmicized bill that would ratify Canada's participation in 
the international treaty to ban the dea/jly munitions that are a hazard to innocent civilians, especially 
children, in dozens of post- war countries. Baird said the so-called interoperabilHy clause is necessary 
because Canadian Forces personnel need to participate in joint operations with the UnHed States, which 
has opted out of the treaty. Senior Canadian milHary officers also enjoy privileged access to top-level 
exchange programs within the U.S. milHary. ""These secondments improve the security and safety of all 
Canadians," Baird said during testimony before the House of Commons foreign affairs commil\.ee. 

7. Bombing victim returns " () 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 11 20 
Toronto - A Somali Canadian who returned to his homeland last year to serve as a member of Parliament 
has returned to Toronto for medical treatment after being injured in a suicide bombing. Sooyaan Abdi 
Warsame, 42, was among more than a dozen people injured when an AI-Shabab car bomb exploded 
outside the Hotel Maka in Mogadishu on the evening of Nov. 8. Six died in the attack. He flew to Toronto 
from Dubai on Monday. He has shrapnel wounds but no broken bones or head injuries, his brother Liban 
Warsame said Tuesday. "He was going to the hospital this morning." he said. Mr. Warsame had lived in 
Toronto since the early 1990s and worked at various jobs including truck driving. The son of a minister 
who was in government before Somalia's COllapse, he returned to help rebuild the troubled African 
country and was named to the Federal P.arliament of Somalia in August 2012. Somalia is emerging from 
decades of lawlessness and vioience. Wrth the help of an African Union peacekeeping force sanctioned 
by the UnHed Nations, Somalis have beaten back an armed Islamist insurgency. 

8. Canada 'at odds' with allies on Syrian rebels as new report cites abuse 
Canadian Press, Mike Blanchfield, 2013 11 20 
Ottawa - Canada is ""at odds" with key allies by not recognizing the Syrian opposition, says a newly 
released internal memo. But a separate human-rights report also released Tuesday offers support to the 
Harper government's decision not to follow the UnHed States, Bmain and others in recognizing the 
disparate coalition of rebel groups. The report from Human Rights Watch, the New York-based watchdog, 
says rebel fighters executed civilians in their custody and killed others with indiscriminate sniper fire and 
mortar attacks during a one-week battle in a mainly Christian village last month in northern Syria. The 
report was unable to say which of several opposition groups was rasponsible for the abuses documented. 
The memo, a briefing note on the Syrian crisis for Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird, reHerates Canada's 
opposition to recognizing the Syrian Opposition Coalition (SOC) in part because of concerns about 
extremist links. But it says the decision cost Canada membership in an ll-country group that is trying to 
find a diplomatic solution to the long-running civil war. 

9. Canadians offered refuge to U.K, envoy at risk in Iran 
Toronto Star, Bruce Campion-Smith, 2013 11 20 
Ottawa - In echoes of the Iranian hostage crisis, staff at the Canadian embassy in Tehran offered refuge 
to a member of the British ambassador's household after protesters stormed the Bmish embassy in a 
scary 2011 incident, new documents show. Indeed, senior Canadian diplomat Dennis Horak noted the 
actions of his "distant predecessor" as he outlined the offer of help to the British who were scrambling to 
wHhdraw staff. "We stand ready to provide whatever assistance is necessary and doable while the UX 
draws down," Horak writes in a Nov. 30, 2011, memo marked "Secret" and for "Canadian Eyes Only." "In 
keeping with the tradHions established by one of my distant predecessors, we have agreed to offer refuge 
at (official residence) to one member of the Amb's household." That distant predecessor was Canadian 
ambassador Ken Taylor, who along with his colleagues famously helped shelter six Americans who 
escaped after Iranian protesters stormed the U.S. embassy in Tehran on Nov. 4,1979. Those six were 
smuggled out of Ihe country on Canadian passports while the 52 others taken hostage were held for 444 
days before their release. 

10. Canuck activist gets bail 
aMI News Agency, Dave Johnson, 2013 11 20 

http:commil\.ee


Weiland - One of two Canadians charged by Russian authorities following a Greenpeace protest on an 
Arctic 011 platform has been grantad bail, the organization says. Paul Ruzycki of Port Col borne was 
released Tuesday morning in a st. Petersburg court. Alexandre Paul of Montreal remaihs in custody. 
"This is a very pleasant surprise," said Ruzycki's sister, Debbie Reid. "Who thought I'd be happy my 
brother got bail." Reid said aller seeing other members of the Arctic 30 denied bail Monday, she didn1 
hold out much hope. Russian authorities arrested the Canadians aod 28 others from the Greenpeace 
vessel Arctic Sunrise on Sept. 19. l' ".. i. 
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11. Chinese, Canadian relations 'suffering' 1Q ~ 
Postmedia News, Jason Fekete, Lee Berthiaume, 2013 11 20 
Ottawa - Nearly two years after Xi Jinping, now China's preSident, in~ially ducked an inv~ation from Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper to vis~ Canada, the two leaders still have not held an offICial bilaWal meeting, 
raising questions about the state of Sino-Canadian relations. Mr. Harper is one of only two G8 leaders 
who have not held a meeting with Mr. Xi since the Chinese president took office ear1y this year, or who 
have not been inv~ed for an official state vi~. Canada and China have held other high-level talks, 
however. Other leaders, such as Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott (who has only been in office two 
months) have already held a bilateral meeting mh Mr. Xi or been inv~ed to China. Canada-China 
observers believe a handful of lingering issues is straining the relationship between the two leaders and 
countries, including: Mr. Harpe(s changes to foreign investment rules for state-owned enterprises; 
Canada's delay in enacting the foreign investment promotion and protection agreement (FIPA); ongoing 
human rights concerns in the Asian country; and a continued lack of infrastructure to export Canadian 
resources to China. 

12. Closed-(;ircuit cameras keep festival safe 
Leader-Post (Regina), Will Chabun, 2013 11 20 
Regina - Look up and smile. And behave yourself, too). because the central Grey Cup Festival area in 
downtown Regina will be protected by 33 closed-circuit TV (CCTV) cameras. Testing was to take place 
late Tuesday with the system going live ear1y this morning. "Our No. 1 job here is to protect patrons and 
facilities, athletes, dignitaries - everyone participating in the Grey Cup - in the event of some situation that 
occurs," said John Hill, Grey Cup Festival committee chair for iT and communications. "It's prevention 
and protection, at the end of the day." Wdh workmen still poring over the Mosaic Underground tent on 
Cny Square in downtown Regina, Hill told a media briefing inside that the temporary cameras will watch 
Victoria Park and the festival tents on ~, plus Telus Festival activ~ies on the nearby Frederick W. Hill Mall. 
The cameras will be monitored by festival secumy staff in one of three command centres - Hill wouldn1 
say where they are - who can alert onsite security personnel or police. He said "privacy is absolutely at 
the forefront of a lot of our conversations" in 20-month planning of this project, adding that if police or 
prosecutors seek access to video footage, they will have to go "to the proper legal authorities." A 
separate system is already in place at Evraz Place, site of even more festival activ~ies, added Hill, who 
said, "We're not hooked up to it, but I would expect the authorities would have access to it if required." 

13. Cutting size of military could be on the table for Harper government 
Canadian Press, Murray Brewster, 2013 11 20 
Ottawa - When Gen. Tom Lawson was sworn in as the country's top military commander, he was 
explicitly told the Harper government did not want to see the Canadian Forces reduced in size or 
capability in the name of saving money. Fast forward a year, however, and the uncomfortable notion of 
cutting the ranks of uniform members is something the Harper government could well be grappling with 
next month as ~ reviews an updated defence strategy ...It is always an option , but the direction has not 
been given to us yet," Lawson said Tuesday following a speech to the Canadian Club in Ottawa. " You 
have to provide all kinds of optionality to the government when affordability is an issue." Faced with an 
appropriations budget that could shrink by up to $2.5 billion by 2014, Lawson has been engaged in a 
tightrope act of finding the savings demanded by a deficit-minded government while still preserving the 
military's ability to respond to unforeseen crisis. 

14. Joanne SI. Lewis lawsuit against Denis Rancourt set for trial next May 
Ottawa C~izen , Don Butler, 2013 11 20 



Ottawa - The Ontario Superior Court has scheduled a four-week trial in Ottawa starting May 12 in the $1
million libel lawsuit filed by University of Ottawa law professor Joanne SI. Lewis against Denis Rancourt, a 
former physics professor at the university. SI. Lewis filed the lawsuit in June 2011 after Rancourt - who 
was fired in 2009 after he awarded A+ marks to every student in an advanced physics class - referred to 
her as university president Allan Rock's "House Negro" on his blog. Rancourt posted the comment in 
response to an evaluation by SI. Lewis that called a student-produced report alleging systemic racism at 
the university "unsubstantiated, inconclusive and inflammatory." In her statement of claim, SI. Lewis 
alleged that Rancourt's comment likened her evaluation to academic fraud, implied that she supports 
racism and lacks integlity, and "aded in a servile manner" toward Rock. None of her allegations have 
been proven in court. (0" 

15. La SQ aurait sous-evalue Ie risque 
.La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 2013 11 20 
Quebec - Emeute II Vidoriaville lors de la clise etudiante de 2012 La Surete du Quebec avait sous
evalue Ie risque de debordements qui ont ultimement mene II I'emeute du 4 mai, la plus violente durant la 
crise etudiante du printemps 2012. Deux jours avant la manifestation II Victoriaville ou Ie Parti liberal du 
Quebec tenai! un conseil general, la diredion du renseignement de seculite, II Quebec, avait etabli la 
menace II un niveau moyen. Puis, Ie jour mArne de I'evenement, alors que les manifestants 
convergeaient vers Victoriaville, la SQ a revu Ie niveau de menace II eleve, ce qui a nui II la coordination 
du deploiement policier sur Ie terrain, selon une source anonyme. «Le renseignement n'a pas 
fondionne» , a di! celie personne. Les tlquipes du renseignement criminel, aMontreal, disposaient 
pourtant de I'expertise pour reconnaitre les mouvements des groupes extremistes actjfs qui se 
preparaient II aller faire du grabuge aVictoriaville, a dit celie source. Or, la direction du renseignement de 
securile, sous la responsabilite de Jose Bernard, n'aurai! pas sollicite les informations de la direction du 
renseignement criminel, qui auraient permis d'etablir Ie niveau de risque approprie. «Jose Bernard a 
decide par souci d'economie d'envoyer l'equiP,jl de Quebec. 

16. La minislre Jason Kenney commel une bourde sur Twitter 
Le Droit, Philippe Olfali, 2013 11 20 
Ottawa - Le ministre federal de l'Emploi, Jason Kenney, s'est rejoui du fait que ses employes ne sont pas 
syndiques, tard lundi soir sur Ie reseau social Twitter, avant de retirer son commentaire. «Je viens de finir 
une reunion avec plusieurs membres de mon personnel, a minui!. Heureusement qu'ils ne sont pas 
syndiques», a indique Ie ministre Kenney dans un message envoye sur Twitter, quelques minutes apres 
minuit, accompagnes du mot-clic #beststaffever (#meilleursemployesquisoient). Quelques instants plus 
tard , Ie ministre avait supprime son «!weel», Ie rempla~nt par un message dans lequel ne figurait 
aucune reference syndicale. De nombreuses personnes, dont quelques elus, en ont toutefois enregistre 
des copies, alin de les rediffuser. De I'avis du Nouveau parti democratique, ce «tweel» nocturne · 
demontre Ie manque de respect des conservateurs pour les employes syndiques, notamment ceux de la 
fonction publique federale. 

17. Man in Calgary freeman case to have psychiatric tests for alleged Quebec crimes 
Canadian Press, Sidhartha Banerjee, 2013 11 20 
Montreal - The Montreal man evicted from a Calgary duplex after trying to declare it a sovereign embassy 
will be evaluated to determine whether he can be held responsible for alleged crimes in Quebec. Mario 
Antonacci appeared Tuesday in Quebec court in Montreal. Judge Jean-Paul Braun granted a request by 
Atonacci's lawyer to have him evaluated for criminal responsibility in climes dating back nearly six years. 
Leandre Dube-Laberge told the court that new information suggests Antonacci may not have been 
mentally well at the time of one of the alleged crimes and it is necessary to have her client assessed. She 
said Antonacci is showing more willingness to work with doctors at the institute where he'll be evaluated 
and has agreed to share his previous heaHh files with them. 

18. Meanness is just a way of life in Ottawa 

Toronto Star, Unda Diebel, 20131120 

Toronto - Cindy Blackstock knew something was up when officials threatened to cancel a 2009 meeting 

on aboriginal child welfare if she was in the room. So she dutifully sat outside the Parliament Hill office, 




watched by a security guard, while deliberations continued within. Blackstock is executive director of the 
First Nations Child and Family Caring Society, a university professor, author and recipient of awards for 
distinguished service over 20 years in her field . The Ontario chiefs had Invned her to the meeting 
specifically because she is an expert in child advocacy. Baffled by what she terms the "extreme reaction" 
to her presence, she filed a request under the Privacy Act and in due course received a 2,500-page file 
on herself. She was astounded by the findings. Senior officials In Justice and AbQriginal Affairs, she 
learned, had cast a broad surveillance net over her professional and personal life, jncluding her Facebook 
and Twitter accounts. Moreover, in notes and emails to one another, they trashed her 'n terms that were 
arrogant, demeaning and sexist. "Our gin's on a roll, " wrote one official. In February 2011, as the'" ~ 
Conservatives were about to celebrate fIVe years of minority govemment, the Star'interviewed some 30 
public Officials, politicians, academics and consultants for their take on the mood in the capnal. Some It 
spoke off the record of an "us versus them" mentality under Prime Minister Stephen Harper. AI. that time, 
Wesley Wark, an expert on national security issues, warned that a climate of fear among civil servants 
was having "a stifling effect that gathers momentum the further n works ns way down in the system." 
Today, the nastiness is deep and systemic. Recent interviews wnh many of the same people show that 
lack of civilny has become a way of life in Ottawa - from committee meetings to tribunal hearings to 
everyday communications in which civil servants treat groups and citizens like Blackstock in a manner 
that suggests they have been actively targeted for meanness. 

19. NDP push access to infonnation~ ethics law changes 
Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier, 2013 11 20 
Ottawa - Accusing Prime Minister Stephen Harper's Conservatives of abandoning the principles of 
accountability and transparency they were first elected on, the opposition New Democrats are pushing a 
suite of reforms to Canada's access to information and conflict of interest legislation. The NDP are 
targeting three specific areas for reform: the federal Access to Information Act, the ConHict of Interest Act, 
and Treasury Board President Tony Clement's push for "open government" initiatives. "liberal and 
Conservative governments know how to use the language of accountability, but they have conSistently 
failed to strengthen the ethics of their governments while they create loopholes large enough for them to 
drive trucks through," said Chanie Angus, the NDP's ethics critic, in a press conference Tuesday. 

20. Neuf militants de Greenpeace liberas 
La Presse avecAFP, Hugo Pilon-Larose, 20131120 
Saint-Petersbourg - Neuf militants de Greenpeace, dont un Canadien, sur les trente qui ont participe en 
septembre demier a une aelion contre une plateforme petroliere russe en Arctique, ont ete liberas sous 
caution hier par Ie tribunal de Primorskiy, a Saint-Petersbourg, en Russie. Ces nouvelles liberations 
portent it 12 Ie nombre d'ecologistes relAchils jusqu'a maintenant. Un Canadien, Alexandre Paul, est 
toujours detenu. II doit comparaitre demain devant un juge qui etablira la caution et les conditions 
permettant sa liberation, en atlente d'un proces.•On ne sait pas trop ce que ~ veut dire pour I'instant. lis 
sont liberas sous caution, mais doivent-ils demeurer en Russie? Et pour combien de temps? On n'a pas 
de reponse», a deplore Nicole Paul, mere d'Alexandre Paul, lors d'une entrevue avec La Presse. 
Greenpeace a conflrme que I'organisation paiera pour I'ensemble des cautions. Cela occasionnera un 
coOt d'environ 64 000$ par liberation. Inquietudes Le directeur general de I'ONG, Kumi Naidoo, s'est dit 
inquiet des conditions de liberation, mais aussi des accusations portees contre eux. «Nous n'avons 
aucune illee des conditions dans lesquelles vont vivre nos amis lorsqu'ils seront relAchils. Ce dont nous 
sommes certains, c'est qu'ils sont toujours inculpes et qu'ils risquent des annees de prison s'ils sont 
condamnes pour un crime qu'ils n'ont pas commis», a-t-il dit. 

21. Supremacist from Vancouver charged after North Dakota town 'terrorized' 
Vancouver Province, Stephanie Ip, 20131120 
Vancouver - A former Vancouver man and neo-Nazi white supremacist has been charged with terrorizing 
the people of a small town he wants to take over and tum into a white enclave. Craig Paul Cobb, 62, was 
arrested in Leith, North Dakota, while carrying out what he called an "armed patrol." Cobb has bought 13 
properties in Leith during the past two years, outlining plans to develop a white supremacist community. 
In an interview three months ago with The Province, he encouraged like-minded individuals to move to 
the area, citing plans to take over the local govemment. "I've always had the little Europe concept in 



mind," Cobb told The Province in August. Residents finally sought help over the weekend because they 
claimed Cobb and Kynan Dutton, 29, a follower, were confronting them with guns. 

&'. ~ 
22. Toronto police detonate suspicious package seize from car In ente inment district, arrest 
two men .t(f. ~, I/O' ~ ~.. 
Toronto Star, Jodee Brown, 2013 11 20 ~ ~ "'0 /f~~~'I. 
Toronto - Police detonated a suspicious package they seized, rom a car in doWnto 'loroiif9 early 
Tuesday moming after arresting two occupants of the vehicle. Th Toronto P9lice's EllJe ency Task 
Force discovered the package in the back of a white sedan during a traffic stop on King' Sfr:\I8t jus! west of 
Peter Street around 3 a.m. They used an explosive disposal robot to inspect the trunk's contents before 
removing a package, which was detonated at about 7:40 a.m. While media oOllets are rePQfling that tne 
package was an "incendiary device," Toronto police cannot confirm this information. They saidJ.hat ~ is 
still a "suspicious package" at this point, and the investigation is still going on. No damage yt8s 'l!.(,0, 
immediately visible to surrounding buildings following the detonation and no injuries were repj) I1d7',t 

.t 
23. Trade secrets increasingly under attack from hackers, Foreign Affairs warns 
Postmedia News, Jordan Press, 2013 11 20 
ottawa - Foreign affairs' networks face daily cyber attacks, with the "range and severity" increasing, 
raising the risk that secret information about trade negotiations could fall into the wrong hands, the 
department says. II's not only information about trade negotiations that is under attack from cyberspace: 
sensitive information about foreign policy passes through the worldwide network used by Department of 
Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development (DFATD) at all hours of the day. Messages can be sent to any of 
Canada's allies, or to one of more than 170 Canadian missions abroad. In a report to Parliament in early 
November, the department flagged cyber security as a key risk that it must continue to address, saying 
the loss of sensnive information "could have significant negative consequences for Canada." "A cyber 
attack that blocks access to IT systems or interrupts communications could also threaten the safety of 
Canadian officials and place Canadian commercial, consular or passport clients at risk," the department's 
performance report says. "The range and severity of cyber threats is increasing, and attempts to 
compromise govemment communications are an almost daily occurrence." 

24. TransCanada exec: Keystone XL denial would be 'tragedy,' spur more oil by rail 
Canadian Press, Lauren Krugel, 2013 11 20 
Calgary - A denial of the proposed Keystone XL pipeline would lead to more oil moving across the 
continent by rail , an executive with pipeline builder TransCanada Corp. said Tuesday, calling such an 
outcome a " tragedy." " While we view rail as a complementary short-term solution until more pipeline 
capacity is brought online, more rail terminals will be buitt to fill the capac~y gap if Keystone XL is not 
approved," Alex Pourbaix, president of energy and oil pipelines, told an investor conference. " And I think 
it's a real tragedy if this situation continues indefinitely, as pipelines are obviously much more cost
effective. They are statistically safer and more environmentally friendly to transport oil." By the end of 
2015, Pourbaix said rail loading capacity in Alberta is expected to double to 600,000 barrels per day 
almost as much as the long- stalled Keystone XL pipeline would carry south of the border. 

26. U.S.-Canada human smuggling up In 2011 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill , 2013 11 20 
ottawa - Smugglers were caught trying to slip dramatically more people into Canada in 2011 over the 
previous year at largely unguarded points along the border with the United states, says a newly 
declassified report. Authorities apprehended 467 people as smugglers attempted to sneak them into 
Canada at remote locales, up from 306 in 2010, says the binational report on border security. At the same 
time, the number of people nabbed while being spirited into the U.S. from Canada fell slightly during the 
same period - to 360 from 376. The figures on smuggling between official ports of entry appear in the 
2012 Integrated Border Enforcement Team threat assessment report, obtained by The Canadian Press 
under the Access to Information Act. The report indicates that stronger enforcement may partly account 
for the increase in arrests, but adds there is concem that "a significant portion" is the result of "a surge in 
human smuggling activ~y." An advocacy group for refugees attributes the 58-per·cent rise in Canada



bound human smuggling attempts to an agreement belween the countries that has prompted desperate 
refugees to tum to criminal groups willing to help them acros~the border. 

~"" t'~26, UAE, Canada cement strategic partnership "c. 0 ;s~ 
Khaleej TImes, Suchitra Steven Samuel , 2013 11 20 "CI.~~/" 0... ~)o 
Abu Dhabi - Canada fully supports the UAE's desire to p(Omote regional secu l , accOlding to John 
Baird, Canada's Minister of Foreign Affairs. Minister Baird met Khaleej Times on Sunday at a reception 
held aboard the HMCS Toronto, a Halifax-class frigate that has served in tile Canadian Fo~s silJqe 
1993. "I am here in the UAE to attend the Sir Bani Vas Forum with the UAE Foreign Minister Shaikh 
Abdullah bin Zayed AI Nahyan. I am also pleased to be in Dubai , along with Simon Kennedy, oUr Deputy 
Minister of International Trade, to welcome Canadian participation in the Dubai Air Show. This visit helps 
to reinforce ties not only regarding commerce, trade and investment but also with r egard tl> fegio~al 
security," the minister said. The Sir Bani Vas Forum, held at Qasr AI Sarab, brings together SI sele . 
number of foreign ministers, senior officials, business leaders and academic experts for frank a ij 1l 
constructive discussion of the most pressing issues on the regional agenda. " 

United States· Etats-Unis 

27. Dark internet site seeks funds to kill the President 
London Times, Murad Ahmed, 2013 11 20 
London - A sinister new website has emerged on "the dark internet" encouraging people to contribute 
money to fund the murder of leading American figures, including President Obama. Its founder claims that 
he wants to destroy "all governments, everywhere". "AssaSSination Market" asks people to donate 
towards a bounty on the head of top public officials. F-ound on the dark net, part of the web hidden from 
ordinary users, it claims to allow people to "purchase murder using Bltcoins", a digital currency that exists 
outside banking, making transactions hard to track. To date, six public officials have been placed on the 
assassination list. They include Keith Alexander, the head of the NSA, America's spy agency, whose 
bounty has reached more than £5,000; President Obama, whose fund is close to £20,000; and Ben 
Bemanke, head of the US Federal Reserve, with a bounty at more than £50,000. The FBI and US Secret 
Service have not said whether they are investigating the website. 

28, Digging the NSA Out of the Snowden Stonn 
Wall Street Journal, Mike Pompeo and David B. Rivkin Jr., 2013 11 20 
Op-ed - Former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden's leaks have subjected the NSA's 
surveillance programs to unprecedented attack, raising the possibility that Congress will not be able to 
pass the 2014 Intelligence Authorization bill needed to provide congressional guidance on a host of 
crucial national-security issues. It would be lamentable if the entirely legal and invaluable NSA 
surveillance program became more of a political football than it already is. Some proposals would 
hamstring the NSA's ability to obtain, store and analyze information, while forcing disclosures of now
classified operations. Balancing the intelligence community's need for secrecy with the public's appetite 
for disclosure is always difficult in a democracy. But the NSA's programs have from the start been tailored 
to balance consmutional requirements, statutory authorizations and operational needs. What's different 
today is not how we collect intelligence, but the new and extreme legal and policy arguments against 
doing so. For more than a decade, pursuant to orders issued by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 
Court, the NSA has acquired and stored bulk telephone metadata invoMng both Americans and 
foreigners. Federal law also authorizes the NSA to collect the content of foreign communications and -
only when authorized by the FISC following a showing of probable cause -- the communications of 
specific Americans. Every member of Congress has had access to these programs' inner workings and 
the relevant congressional committees have been consistently and fully briefed. Critics claim that bulk
data acquisition violates U.S. citizens' Fourth Amendment right against "unreasonable searches and 



seizures." But telephone metadata is generated by communications companies, and ~ belongs to them, 
not to their customers. Its acquisition by the govemment therefore dQesn1 implicate the Fourth 
Amendment interests of individual Americans. Even if it did, the judicially recognized "special needs" 
doctrine would still allow collection. Note: Mike Pompeo, a Republican from Kansas, is a member of the 
House Permanent Select Commmee on Intelligence. Davjt! B. Rivkin is a partner. at Baker Hostetler LLP 
and served in the Justice Department and the White House Counsel's Office duriOg Reagan and George 
H.W. Bush administrations. • 1-4 
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29. Documents Show Years of Problems in NSA Programs ~~ 701vt. ~+ 1Q C ~ 
Wall Street Journal, Siobhan Gorman, 201311 20 '"'0.,. ".r. -0 
Washington - The National Security Agency repeatedly mishandled a program to COilect data on 
American Intemet communications, such as email, according to newly release<! documents that provide a 
glimpse into possible reasons that program was shut down in 2011 . The documents undersqore a 
continuing theme of many of the secret court opinions declassified in recent months: systems that are 
complex and difficutt to operate, even for the NSA. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court Judge John
Bates cites "serious compliance problems" and "frequent failures" to comply with court orders. The 
documents were among approximately 2,000 some pages of court orders, opinions, and internal NSA 
documents released by the Director of National Intelligence Monday evening pursuant to a lawsuit by the 
American Civil Liberties Union and the Electronic Frontier Foundation, an online rights group. Director of 
National Intelligence James Clapper said in a statement that the document release reflected the 
government's "continued commitment to making information about this intelligence collection program 
publicly available when appropriate and consistent with the national security of the United States." 

30. Intelligence community's top lawyer compares NSA violations to health care website's 
problems 
Associated Press, Staff report, 2013 11 20 1 
Washington - The intelligence community's top lawyer on Tuesday defended the surveillance violations by 
staff of the National Security Agency by comparing programs that collect mass amounts of information on 
Americans to problems with the troubled heatth care website. "Complicated technology systems 
frequently don1 work as they expect them to," Robert Lilt, general counsel for the Director of National 
Intelligence, told a conference at the Georgetown University Law Center. "Using the word 'abuse' in the 
context of the operation of the surveillance program is a little btt like saying the Department of Heatth and 
Human Services is abusing people because of the fact that the Obamacare websites don1 work properly. 
They are complicated ." In 2011 , after the government disclosed what ~ said were technical problems with 
its computer systems, a court found the NSA had violated the Constitution for three years. Lilt's statement 
on Tuesday could be read as significantly downplaying the constitutional violations c~ed by the court or 
as highlighting the politically sensitive problems with the health care website. The Obama administration 
on Monday declassified another round of secret documents, showing that the NSA has made serious 
mistakes in collecting American communications records. The documents also show that agency reported 
those errors and took action to prevent future missteps. 

31. Lack of clearance reviews may mean less security 
Washington Post, Joe Davidson, 2013 1120 
Washington - Federal offiCials understand the need 10 limit the number of security clearances they issue, 
but without regular reviews they can1 be sure they are doing that, according to a report a Senate panel is 
to release Wednesday. That can contribute to the growth - and perhaps too much growth - in the number 
of federal employee and contractor posilions with security clearances. The number is so high, almost 5 
million, because Uncle Sam has so many secrets - 100 many secrets, say some in Congress. To 
compound things, federal employee representatives complain that agencies can designate routine jobs as 
sensitive, leaving workers in those slots with weaker job protections. These are some of the issues the 
Homeland Security and Govemmental Affairs subcommittee on the federal workforce will explore at a 
hearing that will review the Government Accountabil~ Office (GAO) report. Congressional interest in 
security classifications rose after a cleared Defense Department contractor, Aaron Alexis, shot up the 
Washington Navy Yard in September, killing 12 people. 



32. Meet The 'Assassination Market' Creator Who's Crowdfunding Murder With Bitcoins 
Forbes, Andy Greenberg, 2013 11 19 . 
New York - As B~coin becomes an increasingly popular form of dlg~al cash, the cryptocurrency is being 
accepted in exchange for everything from socks to sushi to heroin. If one anarchist has his way, ~'II soon 
be used to buy murder, too. Last month I received an enClYpted email from someone calling himself by 
the pseudonym Kuwabatake Sanjuro, who pointed me towards his recent creation: The website 
Assassination Market, a crowdfunding service that lets anyone anonymously contlibute bilcoins towards a 
bounty on the head of any govemment official-a kind of Kickstarter for political assassinations. According 
to Assassination Market's rules, if someone on ~s M list is killed-and yes, Sanjuro hopes that many 
targets will be-any Mman who can prove he or she was responsible receives the collected funds. For 
now, the site's rewards are small but not insignificant. In the four months that Assassination Market has 
been online, six targets have been submitted by users, and bounties have been collected ranging from 
ten Mcoins for the murder of NSA director Ke~h Alexander and 40 bitcoins for the assassination of 
President Barack Obama to 124.14 b~coins-the largest current bounty on the site-targeting Ben 
Bemanke, chairman of the Federal Reserve and public enemy number one for many of B~coin's anti
banking-system users. At Bitcoin's current rapidly lising exchanges rate, that's nearty $75,000 for 
Bemanke's would-be killer. Sanjuro's glisly ambitions go beyond raiSing the funds to bankroll a few 
pol~ical killings. He believes that if Assassination Market can persist and gain enough users, it will 
eventually enable the assassinations of enough pol~icians that no one would dare to hold office. He says 
he intends Assassination Market to destroy "all govemments, everywhere." "I believe ~ will change the 
world for the better," writes Sanjuro, who shares his handle with the nameless samurai protagonist in the 
Akira Kurosawa film "Yojimbo'" (He tells me he chose it in homage to creator of the online black market 
Silk Road, who called himself the Dread Pirate Roberts, as well B~coin inventor Satoshi Nakamoto.) 
"Thanks to this system, a wortd wHhout wars, dragnet panopticon-style surveillance, nuclear weapons, 
armies, repression, money manipulation, and lim~s to trade is firmly within our grasp for but a few Mcoins 
per person. I also believe that as soon as a few politicians gets offed and they realize they've lost the war 
on privacy, the killings can stop and we can transHion to a phase of peace, privacy and laissez-faire." I 
contacted the Secret Service and the FBI to ask if they're investigating Assassination Market, and both 
declined to comment. 

33. New documents detail NSA privacy violations with email 
Los Angeles Times, Ken Dilanian, 2013 11 20 
Washington - The National Secunty Agency acknowledged that ~ repeatedly violated its own privacy 
guidelines in a now-defunct program to collect "to and from" data in Amelican email, according to newly 
released documents that paint a picture of incompetence but offer no evidence that the agency 
intentionally misused its surveillance powers. A judge on the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, 
John D. Bates, said in an opinion whose date was redacted that there had been "systemic over collection" 
in the email program and that "those responsible for conducting oversight at the NSA had failed to do 50 

effectively." The documents, released by the director of national intelligence in response to a Freedom of 
Information Act lawsuit by civil liberties groups, offer new details about that and other surveillance 
programs previously revealed through leaks by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden. The latest 
disclosures come as some members of Congress are pushing to rein in the NSA. On Thursday, the spy 
agency's top civilian is to testify before a Senate comm~tee that is consideling a bill to strip tt of its 
authonty to collect American phone records, which ~ says it needs to detect domestic terrorist plots. On 
Monday, three Somali immigrants -- an imam, a cabdriver and an employee of a money-transm~ng 
business - were sentenced to federal prison in San Diego for sending money to a terrorist group in their 
homeland. tt is the only prosecution the govemment has said resutted exclusively from its collection of 
Amelican telephone records beginning in late 2001. 

34. Top deputy defends NSA spying programs 
Washington Times, Guy Taylor, 2013 11 20 
New York - The top deputy at the National Seculity Agency defended the organization's spying activities 
Tuesday, asserting that, despite damaging leaks and media attention in recent months, the agency's 
secretive operations exist only under close scrutiny from officials across the govemment. "There's no 
lack, there's no dearth of insight into what the NSA does on a regular basiS," NSA Deputy Director John 



C. Inglis told an audience during a rare public appearance at New York Univers~y's law school. Mr. Inglis 
said he hoped to generate a deeper conversation than the "balUe of sound bites" that have rocked the 
world's media since the summer when Edward Snowden -- the former NSA contractor now living in 
RUSSia - began leaking internal information about the far-reaching sCO'pe of the agency's telephone and 
computer data collection activtties in the United States and around the worfl. Mr. Inglis, a top NSA official 
since the late- 19905, said Tuesday that the agency is actually far more concerned wtth civilliberlies than 
has been suggested by cmics. Eager to counter negative attention on the NSA during recent months, Mr. 
Inglis contended that the agency's spying activities are considerably more well-known to officials y.rithin 
the U.S. government than has been reporled . There are "upwards of 300 people" inside the NSA focused 
exclusively and "on a full- time basis" on assuring that the agency's operatio s<do not-breach U.S. laws 
Mr. Inglis said. . o~ ~ • 

~ 1",. 1 ~/~ 
36. War in Afghanistan to end by 2014: US ~ "1I,. ~", (0, 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Laltt K Jha, 2013 11 20 '" ,/' 
Washington - Despite differences on certain aspects of the bilateral security agreement (BSA), the White 
House on Tuesday said the war in Afghanistan would end by 2014. "The war in Afghanistan will end next 
year, as the president has promised. The combat mission will be over." White House Press Secretary Jay 
Carney told reporters at his daily news conference. "What we have said for a long time now, coming out 
of Lisbon , and consultations with our NATO allies, is that we would potentially come to an agreement with 
Afghanistan to engage in counterterrorist operations the training of Afghan troops .. ." Carney said . It would 
be a limited mission to assist Afghanistan in ~s counterterrorism operations and to assist in the training 
and equipping of Afghan troops, the offICial explained, saying the post-2014 engagement had long been 
under discussion. 

36. With lettar, U.S. _ks to clear hurdle in Afghan deal 
Washington Post, Karen DeYoung, TIm Craig, 2013 11 20 
Washington - A last-minute hitch in the agreement over a post-2014 U.S. military presence in Afghanistan 
appeared to have been resolved Tuesday as the United States agreed to put certain assurances in a 
letter to Afghans that is likely to be signed by President OIJama, U.S. and Afghan officials said . The 
assurances will include a pledge that U.S. troops will enter Afghan homes only in exceptional 
circumstances to save lives, as well as what has become a standard U.S. expression of regret for Afghan 
suffering and the loss of innocent lives in the 12-year-old war. The proposed letter is to be read to an 
assembly of more than 2,&00 Afghan elders and Officials, scheduled to start Thursday in Kabul , that will 
consider whether to endorse the long-term security agreement w~h the United States. Obama's final 
decision on signing the letter will depend on wording that is still under discussion. The president "is not 
averse to signing ." said a senior administration official, one of several who discussed the talks on the 
condition of anonymity. "One way or the other." the official said, "~ 's going to be worked out in the next 24 
hours." The agreement was completed in draft form in recent weeks, and U.S. lawmakers have been 
briefed on its terms. 

United Kingdom' Royaume-Uni 

37. British Guantanamo Bay inmate Shaker Aamer speaks from prison cell for first time on US TV 
show 
The Independent (UK) , John Hall, 20131119 
London - The last Bmish prisoner being held at Guantanamo Bay has spoken from his prison cell for the 
first time. Shaker Aamer, who has been incarcerated at the US military prison since 2002, spoke to CBS's 
60 Minutes show. Shouting from his cell he said: "Tell the world the truth ... Please, we are tired. Either 
you leave us to die in peace - or etther tell the world the truth. Open up the place. Let the world come and 
visit. Let the world hear what's happening. "Please colonel, act with us like a human being, not like 



slaves." He added: "You cannot walk even half a metre without being chained. Is that a human being? 
That's the treatment of an animal.. . "It is very sad what is hap~ ing i this place." 

0"'''1.oc~ 
38. Cameron rings Iran's President as relations thaw .t, 4"ccO",,,""~O 
London Times, Michael Savage, 2013 11 20 .t(l, ~"I.~ ~.t"0.... 4',.. 
London - David Cameron became the first Bmish Prime'~lniste[ to SR!lak t '110 lraman president in more 
than a decade yesterday in the latest sign that relations beMee C9ndo ,and Tehran are thawing. Mr 
Cameron made the approach to President Rowhani on the eve o'f crucial negotiations tn Geneva over the 
Iranian regime's nuclear programme. He was the first to telephone the ~untry's presidenf.'since ny 
Blair spoke with President Khatami in 2002. Downing Street said that Mr Caml'~on made the call, . ~/Oot 
yesterday aftemoon, a week after both countnes mutually apPOinted a non-·reSlqent,.charge d'affaires. 
The move was also designed to bolster the improving relationship. Bmish diplomats have been 
increasingly optimistic that President Rowhani's election victory in the summer could' mark a change'of 
direction for Iran, long regarded as an intemational pariah. Mr Cameron wrote to President Rowhani after 
his victory, congratulating him and expressing his hopes that he would use the opportunity to restart 
Tehran's strained relationship with London. A Downing Street spokesman said last night that, during the 
call, the two leaders had discussed "the bilateral relationship between Britain and Iran, welcoming the 
steps taken since President Rowhani took office". 

39. Keyboard cops take on cyber gangs 
London Times. Mark Frary, 2013 11 20 
London - My contact -- I shall call her D -- ushered me along a conidor and then stopped in front of a solid 
wall. She swiped a badge over a card reader. Silently, the wall moved aside and D led me into a secret 
room that would not look out of place in a James Bond film, thanks to ~s monitor-covered walls and 
futuristic light. frttings. D offered me a drink. I saw no obvious place to get one but nodded. She pressed a 
wall panel to reveal a fridge of chilled drinks. D passed me one and I took a slug, wondering whether this 
control centre would be the last thing I ever saw. Welcome to the mysterious world of cyber secumy. A 
recent survey by the Center for Strategic and Intemational Studies estimates that cyber attacks cost the 
global economy as much as US$1 trillion. Attacks this year, inCluding those by the Syrian Electronic 
Army, mean that more companies are now looking at greater protection. David Garfield, managing 
director of cyber secumy at BAE Systems Detica, which helps govemments and companies do just that, 
says the threats come from a wide range of sources, "from enthusiastic bedroom hackers trying to gain 
notoriety through to a criminal gang or foreign state". "The gangs are now doing organised crime but with 
a cyber facet," he says. 'Why would someone walk into a bank with a sawn-off shotgun these days -- you 
are far too likely to get caught and it is easier to go through cyberspace." 

40. Trade in spy systems must be reviewed, says committee chair 
The Guardian (London), Nick Hopkins, Matthew Taylor, 2013 11 20 
London - Advances in technology have given undemocratic countries unparalleled opportun~ies to buy 
powerful off-the-shelf systems for spying on people, the head of a committee of MPs has wamed. Sir 
John Stanley said governments must review the electronic equipment now being sold by private 
companies to ensure that authomarian regimes were not allowed to acquire technology that could be 
used for intemal repression . Stanley is chair of the parliamentary committee on arms export controls, 
which reviews the licences given to UK companies for the sale of weapons and other controlled goods. 
Over recent years a number of new technologies have been added to the list of equipment that require a 
licence, but Stanley said this needed to be constantly updated. 

Australia, New Zealand· Australie, Nouvelle-Zelande 

41. 'Five eyes' saving lives (Canada) 

., 




The Australian, Brendan Nicholson, 2013 11 20 
Sydney - In Buikling M at the Australian Defence Force's Russell headquarters in Canberra, massive 
computers crunch their way through millions of phone conversations scooped up across the region 
hunting for clues to terrorist plans and other threats to Australia. At Russell, the Australian Signals 
Directorate (former1y the Defence Signals Directorate) uses key words and phrases across half a wor1d of 
languages to find the scant clues left by plotters bUlied in the mundane discourse on everything from 
business deals to the state of baby's nappies. Australia constantly gathers vast amounts of information 
from its neighbours in a giant electronic eavesdropping operation that has long been regarded by ~s allies 
as one of its most important strategiC assets. This silent surveillance of its Asian neighbours' civil and 
military communications covers a giant slice of the planet stretching from mid-Pacific to the middle of the 
Indian Ocean. As part ofthe " Five Eyes" alliance with the US, Britain , Canada and New Zealand, linked . 
ground stations at Kojarena, near Geraldton, in Western Australia, Shoal Bay, in the Northern Territory 
and Waihopai, in New Zealand , can intercept the civil and military communications of many regional 
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42. Abbott stands firm in spying row 
The Australian, Cameron Stewart and Peter Alford, 2013 11 20 
Sydney - Indonesia is considering whether to escalate ~s spying row with Australia after Tony Abbott 
defied Jakarta's call for an explanation over revelations the Australian intelligence monitored the phones 
of President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, his wife and senior advisers. Dr Yudhoyono said the 
controversy had wounded his country's relationship with Australia, but he stopped short of asking 
Canberra to apologise. " These US and Australian actions have certainly damaged the strategic 
partnerships with Indonesia, as fellow democracies," the President tweeted. " I also regret the statement 
of Australian Prime Minister that belittled this tapping matter on Indonesia, without any remorse." Dr 
Yudhoyono said Indonesia woukl review " a number of bilateral co-operation agendas as a consequence 
of this hurtful action by Australia". 

43. Abbott's defiant stand threatens ties: Jakarta 
The Age, Staff reporters, 2013 11 20 
Sydney - Tony Abbott's unapologetic approach to spying allegations threatens to escalate tensions and 
damage relations, a confidant of Indonesian President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono has warned. His 
warning came as the recalled Indonesian ambassador anived back in Jakarta for "consultations·. A 
defiant Mr Abbott on Tuesday ignored pleas by Dr Yudhoyono for an official explanation of past actIvities 
and for a hatt to further spying on Indonesia. Instead the Prime Minister strengthened his stance on the 
issue, saying that Australia gathered information "to advance its national interests". In a statement before 
question time, Mr Abbott refused to apologise to Dr Yudhoyono for attempted phone intercepts in 2009, 
offering only "regret [for] any embarrassment that recent media reports have caused him". His comments 
came after the Indonesian President had taken to Twitter to express his personal affront at revelations 
that his phone and those of his wife, lbu Ani Yudhoyono, and eight in their dose circle were subject to 
surveillance by Australia's Defence Signals Directorate. 

44. AFP confirms monitoring phone data of up to four Australian MPs 
ABC (Australia), Michael Brissenden, 2013 11 20 
Canberra - The Australian Federal Police has confirmed it has collected phone and internet data on up to 
four Australian federal MPs, sparking calls from local pol~icians for laws to be tightened to protect them. 
The Australian Federal Police has confirmed ~ has collected phone and internet data on up to four federal 
MPs. after ~ was revealed that Australian spies tried to tap his phone president Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono's phone. But on Monday night, while reporters were diverted by news about the spying 
allegations in Indonesia, the AFP was being grilled in Senate Estimates. In a lengthy exchange on the 
COllection of metadata, Senator Nick Xenophon asked AFP Chief Commissioner Tony Negus how many 
members of par1iament had been the subject of authorisation orders allowing the AFP to track their phone 
calls and email traffic. 

45. Australian PM refuses to apologize for spying activities in Indonesia 
Xinhua News Agency, 20131119 



Canberra - Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott has refused to apologize for the spying activities of 
monitoring the Indonesian President and other senior ministers' telephone conversation in a statement to 
the Parliament on Tuesday. Indonesia called on Australia to apologize over daims Australian spies in 
2009 targeted the mobile phone of Indonesia's President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, along with those 
of his wife and dosest confidant, after the Australian Broadcasting CooJl!lr:&tion (ABCl's report revealed 
the details of the spying activities in 2009 on Monday. Indonesia has recalled its amb(ssador on Tuesday 
from Canberra and is reviewing all cooperation with the Australian gov~mment . And according to the local 
media, the President of Indonesia has lashed out at Tony Abbott in a ser'les~of angry tvieel$, accusing him 
of taking the spying scandal too lighlly. According to the statement from AbbOtt on Tuesday, Australfa 
should not be expected to apologize for the steps it takes to protect itself now or ill tlte past, 'any more 
than other governments should be expected to apologize for the similar steps that tHey have taken'. ''The 
first duty of every government is to protect the country and to advance its national interests,"-he said on 
Tuesday. 'That's why every government gathers information and why every government knows that 
every other government gathers information.' And Abbott also confirmed that 'Australia shouldn't be 
expected to detail what we do to protect our country any more than other governments should be 
expected to detail what they do to protect theirs'. Even so, he still insisted that he wants to make it 
'absolutely crystal deal" that Australia has 'deep respect' for Indonesia. 

46. Australian spies have 'run amok': Indon 
Australian Associated Press, Karlis Salna and Adam Gartrell, 2013 11 20 
Jakarta - Indonesia has hatted all co-operation with Australia on people smuggling after the phone
tapping controversy in a major blow to Prime Minister Tony Abbott's plan to stop the boats. Jakarta will 
also suspend all military co-operation, with Foreign Minister Marty Natalegawa warning of a downgrade in 
bilateral ties. 'We are turning off the tap by degrees,' he said. Dr Natalegawa said on Wednesday the 
Australian intelligence community had 'run amok". "Australia must take concrete steps and send strong 
signals of its wish to repair the almost irreparable damage that they are causing," he said. The nation 
could also look elsewhere for trading partners, said Trade Minister Gita Wiljawan, appearing to single out 
agricuHure and the cattle trade as at risk. 

47. Brisbane traffic liable to cyber attack 
Australian Associated Press, Paddy Wood, 2013 11 20 
Sydney - Hackers could create mayhem on Brisbane's streets by targeting the computer systems that 
control the city's traffic lights, according to a report from the Queensland Audit Office. And the likelihood 
of them doing so is heightened with the city set to host the G20 summit meeting in November next year, it 
says. Investigators took on the role of hackers for three weeks, finding it was too easy to breach the city's 
traffic management systems, which are co-run by the Department of Transport and Brisbane City Council. 
On several occasions they managed to break into the IT systems responsible for traffic management and 
even managed to access restricted buildings. 

48. Guardian 'sat on' spy records 
The Australian, Joe Kelly, 2013 1120 
Sydney - The Guardian has been in possession of the Snowden intelligence documents for several 
months but its Australian arm only last week received material alleging Australia targeted the Indonesian 
President's phone, Guardian Australia editor-in-chief Katharine Viner says. As ex-foreign minister 
Alexander Downer slammed The Guardian's behaviour in reporting the content of the documents and 
triggering a crisis in Australia's ties with Indonesia as " contemptible", Viner defended the decision to 
share the story with the ABC. The Guardian's London-based editor Alan Rusbridger, who was in Australia 
last week, and ABC managing director Mark Scott are understood to be close. Both organisations 
declined to comment on whether they had met last week to discuss the copy-sharing arrangement. The 
intelligence document leaked by former National Security Agency operative Edward Snowden, which 
contained a Defence Signals Directorate slide presentation, dated from November 2009 when Kevin 
Rudd was prime minister. 

49. Indo suspends people smuggling cooperation 
Australian Associated Press, Staff reporter, 2013 11 20 



Canberra - Dr Yudhoyono said cooperation in the area of intelligence gathering and the sharing of 
information would also be ha~ed. "I have also asked to stop for a while joint training between Indonesian 
soldiers and Australians, whether army, navy or air force," he said. Dr Yudhoyono said he wanted to 
make ~ clear that cooperation on combating people smuggling would not go a/lead until he received an 
explanation from Mr Abbott. "It's impossible for us to continue when we're not sure that there's no tapping 
of Indonesian soldiers who are performing a duty for both countries," he said. (ful! report) 

o 0 i",...O' I", 
50. More leaks to come: fonner top US diplomat ~)-, c It..,..;,.,. ,.." 
Australian Associated Press, Nick Perry, 2013 1120 ,/' 0 C,. 
Canberra - A top former US diplomat is waming America's allies to brace themselves for more qamaging 
intelligence leaks, as Indonesia suspends all mil~ary co-operation with Australia over recent spying 
revelations. The latest leaks have triggered a diplomatic crisis with Jakarta, but former US assistant 
secretary of state Kurt Campbell says the intelligence secrets released so far could be just the tip of the 
iceberg. Mr Campbell, a senior official in the first Obama administration, said fugitive US intelligence 
whistleblower Edward Snowden had a "very substantial amount" of documents and would trickle them out 
overtime. 

51. N.S.A. Spying Scandal Hurts Close Ties Between Australia and Indonesia 
New York Times, Joe Cochrane, 20131120 
Jakarta - The relationship between Indonesia and Australia, Pacific neighbors with a long history of 
cooperation and trade, has in recent years been marked by disagreements on a range of issues, 
including human rights, terrorism and asylum seekers. But relations reached a new low over the weekend 
over the latest bombshell from the surveillance scandal involving a third country, the United states. The 
Indonesian foreign minister, Marty Natalegawa, announced at a news conference on Monday night that 
he had recalled Indonesia's ambassador to Canberra, the Australian capital, for "consultations" over 
reports that Australia, a close ally of the Un~ed States, used its embassies in Asia to collect intelligence 
as part of global surveillance conducted by the Un~ed States' National Security Agency. The Indonesian 
govemment also said ~ would review ~s security cooperation and information exchanges with Australia. 
Arguably Indonesia's most important bilateral relationship and security partner, Australia is a familiar 
target of Indonesia's anger. Yet Mr. Natalegawa curiously ignored the role ofthe Un~ed States, making 
no mention of the status of Indonesia's ambassador to Washington. "It has not been a very good day for 
the Indonesia-Australia relationship," Mr. Natalegawa said. 

52. PM repeats regret over spy revelations 
Australian Associated Press. Staff reporter, 2013 11 20 
Canberra - The president has indicated that he would shortly be writing to Mr Abbott. "I'd like to reassure 
the house that I will be responding to the president's letter swiftly, fully and courteously," Mr Abbott said. 
"As always, I am absolutely committed to building the closest possible relationship with Indonesia 
because that is overwhelmingly in the interest of both our.countries." Opposition leader Bill Shorten also 
spoke, telling pal1iament Labor would support the govemment's efforts to rebuild the relationship. 'We do 
not underestimate the seriousness of this matter, or the sense of offence that our Indonesian friends are 
feeling," Mr Shorten said. 

53. Sea rescue in wake oftowing accident 
The Age, David Wroe, 2013 11 20 
Sydney - An Australian Customs patrol boat had to rescue about 40 asylum seekers at the weekend after 
accidentally ripping the bow of their boat away and causing ~ to start sinking. Multiple sources said the 
patrol boat was trying to tow the fishing vessel when ~ damaged ~s bow, causing it to take on water. The 
fishing boat's engines had stopped about 20 kilometres off Christmas Island. It is understood Customs 
was at the time of the incident trying to tow the boat back towards Christmas Island, not towards 
Indonesia. The incident happened on Friday night and the asylum seekers were offioaded at Christmas 
Island on Sunday moming. Commander of Operation Sovereign Borders Lieutenant-General Angus 
Campbell refused to confirm or deny the incident when asked about it by Labor Senator Kim Carr in a 
Senate estimates hearing on Tuesday. 



64. Security agencies ' not vulnerable to stonns' 
The Australian, Peter Alford and Brendan Nicholson, 2013 11 20 
Sydney - Disrupting Australia-Indonesia intelligence and policing infonnl!lion exchanges would be " very 
regrettable and potentially qu~e damaging" to both countries' count r-terrorism efforts, wams fonner 
Defence Department deputy secretary Peter Jennings. One of the most significant risks, particular1y if 
relations were suspended in key areas, would be the breakdown of habits of routine co-operation 
between intelligence and police agencies. " If you get out of the hab~, if contacts are broken. you find that 
when you need these connections, you really do need them," Mr Jennings, now executive director of the 
Australian strategic Policy Inst~ute , said yesterday. When the row about Ji!iustralian and US electronic 
spying in Indonesia broke out a for1nighl ago. Foreign Minister Marty Natalegawa pointedly nominated 
counter-terrorism and anti- people-smuggling as the two areas where information exchanges might be at 
risk. Again on Monday evening, he specifically mentioned intelligence and policing, . 

55. Spy says Indonesia tapped Australia too 
Adelaide Adver1iser, Ian McPhedran, 2013 11 20 8 
Indonesia's fonner spymaster openly boasted about spying on Australian pomicians and officials and has 
said that Australia would be "silly" if it didn~ do the same thing. As the diplomatic fallout widened 
yesterday over Australian phone intercepts of the Indonesian preSident, his family and staff, security 
experts and former spies accused Jakarta of hypocrisy and confected outrage. When he retired in 2004, 
Indonesian spymaster General Abdullah Mahmud Hendropriyono revealed his agency had not only 
tapped Australian civil and military communications and politicians' phone calls during the 1999 East 
Timor crisis, but he had unsuccessfully tried to recruit Australian officials as double agents. Then Prime 
Minister John Howard offered a muted diplomatic response to the allegations and maintained that 
Australia's relationship with Indonesia was "very strong". 

Afghanistan· Pakistan 

56, Afghanistan : Ie pacte de securit6 avec les Am6ricains finalise 
Le Figaro, Maeva Bambuck, 2013 11 20 
Kaboul - Kaboul et Washington sont tombes d'accord mardi sur les conditions qui r6girontla presence 
americaine apres 2014. AFGHANISTAN Moins de deux jours avant de consulter la Loya Jirga, Kaboul et 
Washington auraient trouve un compromis sur I'un des demiers points mena~nt encore Ie traite bilateral 
de securite d'apres guerre (BSA) qui r6gira la presence amencaine en Afghanistan apres '2014. Lors 
d'une conversation t6lephonique avec Ie secr6taire d'Etat americain John Kerry, Ie president afghan 
Hamid Karza'j Burait accepte de pennettre aux soldats americains de conduire des raids dans les 
domiciles afghans apres 2014, selon son porte-parole, Aimal Faizi. Jusqu'alors cat6goriquement oppose 
II cette clause, Ie president afghan aura~ aceepte ces raids « uniquement dans des circonstances 
extraordlnaires oil des soldats americains courraient des risques graves» . 

57, Afghans Demand That U.S. Admit Military Errors 
New York Times, Rod Nordland, 2013 11 20 
Kabul - Months of fraught /legotialions and public posturing over how a long-tenn American military force 
could remain in Afghanistan have suddenly come down to a demand for a single personal gesture: a 
display of contrition by President Obama for military mistakes that have hurt Afghans. Afghan officials 
said Tuesday that in retum for such a letter from Mr. Obama, President Hamid Karzai would end his 
vehement opposition to American counterterrorism raids on private Afghan homes - one of the most 
contentious issues between allies over a cosily dozen-year war -- clearing the way for an agreement to 
keep a smaller American troop force in the country past the 2014 withdrawal deadline. As described by 
Mr. Karzai's spokesman, Aimal Faizi, the letter would be tantamount to an apology, though he did not use 
that word. But not even that would be enough to ensure the final passage of a security agreement the 



United States had pressed to have in hand before next year. The Afghans have made final approval 
subject to an Afghan grand council of elders, a loya jirga, that is to begin meeting on Thursday, and 
aspects of the security deal remain deeply unpopular with the public. The White House spokesman, Jay 
Camey, would not confirm details on Tuesday, but he nodded to the potential deal-breaking potential of 
the meeting. "There are ongoing negotiations," he said. "I would simply say this agreement is not reached 
until it goes through the loya jirga." . .( , 1"0 'I'~W 
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68. Afghans say agreed framework with Americans on military resenc:e 'It~"'c,. 1>~ 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 11 19 (,..t ~ .. 

Kabul - Afghanistan said on Tuesday ~ had agreed the framework of a secumy pact with the Unjted 0 
States days ahead of a national gathering to debate the future of the U.S. mil~ary presence in the 
country. But the U.S. State Department said some final issues still had to be settled before a final text 
was ready. 'We are not there yet: a spokeswoman said Thousands of Afghan tribal and politicelleaders 
are due to gather in Kabul on Thursday to decide whether to allow U:S. troops to stay after a 2014 
drawdown of foreign military to help fledgling secumy forces fight a Taliban-Ied insurgency. Aimal Faizi, a 
spokesman for Afghan President Hamid Karzai. said President Obama Obama would wme a letter to the 
Afghan people acknowledging mistakes made during the 12-yearwar. Wrth the agreement, a U.S. force 
of between 10,000 and 15,000 will remain in Afghanistan. 

69. Army chief to chair meeting of commanders 
Pakistan Dawn, Staff Reporter, 20131120 
Islamabad - Army Chief Gen Ashfaq Parvez Kayani will chair on Wednesday a meeting of the Formation 
Commanders -- in all likelihood the last such gathering of his tenure. The conference held twice a year is 
attended by corps commanders, principal staff officers and.the formation commanders. The event has 
assumed special significance because of impending change In the army's command. Gen Kayani, who 
retires on Nov 28, will brief the commanders on "extemal and intemal security environment' and 
professional matters as he prepares to bid farewell to the arms after leading the army for six years. Gen 
Kayani's successor has not been named yet. The govemment has said it'will announce the next army 
chief and chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff committee on the day Gen Kayani retires. Chief of General Staff 
Lt Gen Rashad Mehmood and Chief of Logistic Staff Lt Gen Haroon Aslam are frontrunners for the two 
slots. A change of command ceremony h'as been planned for Nov 29. 

60. Kabul all set to host jirga on US security deal 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Muhammad Hassan Khitab, 2013 11 20 
Kabul - Kabul will host an epoch-making consultative Loya Jirga from Thursday (tomorrow) to Sunday to 
debate the nitty-gritty of the Bilateral Secumy Agreement (BSA) with the US and advise the govemment 
on whether or not the deal should be signed, an official said on Wednesday. Around 2,500 people's 
representatives, tribal chieftains and others would attend the assembly, for which all the arrangements 
have already been finalised. A literal secumy blanket has been thrown around the city, where several 
busy entry points have been blocked. National assembly and provincial council members, schOlars, 
women, civil society groups, the Kuchi tribe, people with disabilities, traders, industrialists, rights activists, 
govemors, presidential runners and representatives of refugees are also among invitees. Numbering 532, 
elders from different parts and communities of the country const~ute a vast majority of participants. 

61. Karzai, Kerry inch closer to deal on night raids 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Hakim Basharat, 2013 11 20 
Kabul - President Hamid Karzai on Tuesday floated two suggestions to US Secretary of State John Kerry 
on the Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA) between Kabul and Washington. The chief presidential 
spokesman said that Karzai spoke with Kerry over the telephone on a major sticking point in the security 
pact conceming night raids by American troops in post-2014 Afghanistan. Speaking to a select group of 
reporters, Aimal Faizi said the president had floated two suggestions - the US should either sign the deal 
with his predecessor or Kerry himself should attend a consuitative Loya Jirga on the subject. Karzai 
asked Kerry to convince members of the jirga, which is scheduled to convene in Kabul from Thursday to 
Saturday, into approving the idea that US forces be allowed to conduct night raids under special 
circumstances. 



62. Special court set up for treason case against Musharraf ...~ 
The International News. Shoaib A Raja & Sohail Khan. 2013 11 20 'loc, 
Islamabad - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Tuesday approved a Pl!nel of three judges for the 
establishment of a special court for the trial of former president General (retd) Pervez Musharraf for high 
treason under article 6 of the Constitution. The criterion for selection of the three judges was strictly 
based on merit and seniority.The special court will be headed by Justice Faisal Arab from the Sindh High 
Court (SHC) , while Justice Syeda Tahira Safdar of the Balochistan High Court (BHC) and Justice Yawar 
Ali of the Lahore High Court (LHC) will be its members. The notification of the tribunal has been Issued by 
the government.Ear1ier. the Supreme Court received the names of fIVe judges from the superior judiciary 
to inHiate the treason case against Pervez Musharraf for subverting the ConstHution While imposing 
emergency and the Provisional Cons\Hutional Order (PCO) on Nov 3. 2007. ,,~ I 

63. Suicide attack injures four security personnel in N. Waziristan 
Pakistan Dawn. Dawn Report, 2013 11 20 
Miramshah - At least four security personnel were injured Wednesday morning during a suicide attack on 
a security forces' checkpost on Miramshah's Mir Ali Road in North Waziristan tribal agency, Dawn News 
reported. An unknown suicide bomber rammed an explosives-laden vehicle into the security forces' 
checkpost situated on Mir Ali Road. Subsequently, four security personnel sustained injUlies. Following 
the attack, security personnel cordoned off the area and the Mir Ali Road was also closed to avert traffic. 
Meanwhile, a curfew was imposed in the area. North Waziristan is one of the seven regions in Pakistan's 
Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) governed by tribal laws. An extremist insurgency led by the 
Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) plagues the region and the area is known to be infested with milHants, 
including those from AI Oaeda and other armed extremist organisations. The region also comes under 
attacks from US drones frequently which target militant hideouts in the area. 

64. Suicide bomber shot dead in Kandahar • 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Basher Ahmad Naadem, 2013 11 20 
Kandahar CHy - Police on Wednesday shot dead a suicide bomber trying to force his way into a 
government-run guesthouse in southern Kandahar province, an official said. Javed Faisal , the governor's 
spokesman, told Pajhwok Afghan News police gunned down the bomber before he could enter the 
Mandigak Palace. The incident took place at 9:00am in Kandahar CHy. Provincial police spokesman Ziaur 
Rahman Durrani believed the Kandahar police chief, Gen. Abdul Raziq , who was inside the compound at 
the time, was the apparent target. He said the attacker, posing as a labourer, was trying to target the 
police chief at the under-construction site. The bomb disposal squad defused his explosive vest, he 
added. Gen. Raziq, who has survived a string of suicide assaults, was injured in one such incident. The 
Taliban have not yet commented the botched attack. (Full Report). 

65. TaUban talks, US assures Pakistan 
Pakistan Dawn, Dawn Report, 2013 11 20 
Islamabad - The United States has promised that it will not carry out any drone strikes in Pakistan during 
any peace talks with Taliban militants in the future, the Prime Minister's Special Advisor on Foreign Affairs 
Sartaj Azlz said Wednesday. Briefing a session of the Senate's Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs in 
Islamabad, Aziz said a team of government negotiators was prepared to hold talks with former Tehrik-i
Taliban Pakistan (TTP) chief Hakimullah Mehsud on Nov 2, the day after he was killed in a US drone 
strike in North Waziristan . Aziz said Mehsud had been sent a list of negotiators, and that the ex-TIP chief 
himself had added the names of two clerics to be part ofthe team. However, Aziz said the peace process 
had been on hold since Mehsud's killing and that the negotiations had been badly affected by the Nov 1 
drone strike. The foreign atfairs advisor said the US had assured that no drone strikes would be canied 
out during any peace talks. 



Africa· Afrique 

66. Abuses by Kenyan police aid Islamists, rights group say 
The Guardian (London). Daniel Howdon. 2013 11 20 
Mombasa - A Kenyan human rights group has called on Britain and the US to suspend their support for 
anti-terror police accused of a string of disappearances and extra-judicial killings in the country. Illegal 
tactics allegedly used by Kenya's anti-terrorism police unit (ATPU), which receives finance and training 
from the UK and US, may be strengthening support for radical Islamists in east Africa, a report by 
Muslims for Human Rights (Muhuri) concludes. The report, entHled We Are TIred of Taking You To Court, 
documents six years of alleged abuses in the port my of Mombasa, which has become a recruHing 
ground for the al-Qaida-linked Somali Islamist group al-Shabaab. Based on interviews with former 
detainees and families of victims, the dossier builds a picture of rouline harassment by the police unit, as 
well as unlawful killings and mistreatment of suspects in custody. "These abuses are not only unlawful but 
counterproductive," said Jonathan Horowitz of the Open Society Justice Initiative, a group funded by the 
financier George Soros which co-authored the report. "Violent extremists use such abuses to justify 
violence and to recruit others." Kenyan authorities have denied licensing the unH to operate outside the 
law and ciaim it has thwarted a number of terror plots. Since 2003 Kenya has received neariy $50m from 
the US state department's anti-terrorism assistance fund. it has also received unspecified training, 
equipment and funds from the UK. 

67. Attentat A la voiture piegee dans Ie Sinal, 10 soldats tues 
Reuters. Michael Gregory; Pierre Sensier, 2013 11 20 
Ismailia, Egypte - Dix soldats ont ate tues et 35 autres blesses dans I'explosion d'une voHure piegee pres 
de la ville d'EI Arich dans Ie nord de la region du Sinar, indique un responsable des services de.securite. 
Cette attaque est I'une des plus meurtrieres commises dans la peninsule depuis que des insurges lies a 
AI Qarda ont pris les armes apres la destitution du president islamiste Mohamed Morsi par I'armee Ie 3 

. juillet. 

68. Au caire, " Ie quotidien d'un policier, c'est la loi du plus fort " 
Le Monde, Marion Guenard, 2013 11 20 
Le Caire - Dans leur " lutte contre Ie terrorisme " les autorites font toumer I'appareil securitaire egyptien a 
plein regime Les joumalistes n'etaient pas obliges de respecter Ie couvre-feu. Une nuit, je passais devant 
Ie ministere de I'inteneur. Un officier m'a interpelII!. II a fouille mon sac et a confisque la carte memoire de 
rna camera. Pourquoi tu fais ~? , lui ai-je demande. Ta gueule , a-t-il repondu. Tu n'es rien. Je peux te 
mettre en prison, je peux dire que tu es un terroriste, je peux meme te tuer. Personne ne te defendra. 
Desormais, Ie peuple est avec nous. " Jeune photographe de 23 ans, Oussama agHe sa carte de presse 
avec vehemence. " II me mena~H avec son arme a feu. Finalement, il m'a laisse partir. Mais j'ai dO faire 
tout un detour pour arriver chez moi. " Dans l'Egypte post-30 juin, apres Ie coup de force de I'armee qui a 
conduit a la destftutton du president Mohamed Morsi, issu des Freres musulmans, Ie tamolgnage 
d'Oussama, jeune homme sans histoires issu de la petfte bourgeoisie cairote, sans passif particulier avec 
la police, n'a rien d'extraoroinaire. Dans un contexte qualifie de • lutte contre Ie terrorisme • par les 
autorites, I'appareil securitaire egyptien toume a plein regime, soutenu par la propagande mediatique qui 
I'accompagne. 

69. Briton faces 'spy' charge in Somalia 
London Daily Telegraph, Staff report, 20131120 
London - A British security expert arrested in northern Somalia could face spying charges after authorities 
claimed they found 'classified information" on his laptop. The man, whose name has not been confirmed, 
was detained with a French colleague and two Somalis after what the regional government called a 
"three-month investigation'. The expatriates worked for a DUbai-based security company that helps firms 
operate in high risk areas of the Hom of Africa. Sources said the Briton had the necessary permits to 
work in Somalia. He and his colleague were arrested on Thursday in Garowe, the capHal of Somalia's 
northern breakaway republic of Puntland. A French foreign ministry spokesman said Paris was liaising 
with British offICials in East Africa. (Full report). 



70. Egypte: joumlle de commemoration des premiers affrontements de la place Tahrir 
Radio France Intemationale, Perrine Mouterde, 2013 11 19 
Le Caire - Ce 19 novembre est une joumee de commemoration en Egypte. A cette m~me date, en 2011, 
de violents affrontements opposaient de jeunes revolutionnalres aux forces de I'ordre dans la rue 
Mohamed Mahmoud, adeux pas de la place Tahrir. Le bilan &tait d'au moins 47 morts en quatre jours. 
Ces violences marquent un toumant et obligent les militaires, alors au pquvoir, aannoncer un calendrier 
electoral. 7"l ,.. 

71. Enl6vement du pere Georges: la France a demande I'aide du Cameroun 
Radio France Intemationale, Joumaliste maison, 2013 11 19 
Yaounde, Cameroun - Aprils I'enlilvement du pr/!tre franlfSis dans Ie nord du Cameroun, gendarmes 
franlfSis et camerounais Iravaillent de concert. Le president Fran~is Hollande a officiellement demande 
I'appui de son homologue Paul Biya dans ce nouvel enlilvement en territoire camerounais. On se 
souvient de la fin heureuse -et plus ou moins rapide-, aprils I'intervention des reseaux camerounais, de 
I'enlilvement de la famille Moulin-Fournier. La strategie ayant fonctionne en fevrier 2013 sera-t-elle de 
nouveau utilisee ? Les autorites camerounaises restent muettes sur leur strategie, mais on peut supposer 
que Ie Cameroun utilisera ses reseaux habituels dans cette affaire. Particulierement avec les reseaux 
etendus et transfrontaliers des chefs traditionnels du Nord parce que les populations de cette zone sont 
quasiment les mAmes au Nigeria voisin. De plus la frontiere etant poreuse, les connexions avec les villes 
et villages nigerians faeilitent I'echange d'informations. 

72. lib6ration de Collomp - La police nigeriane a ta recherche des ravisseurs 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1119 
Kaduna, Nigeria - Au Nigeria, la police de l'Etat de Kaduna est a pied d'oeuvre pour remonter la piste des 
geOliers qui ont detenu durant des mois I'otage franlfSis Franeis Collomp. D'aprils Ie recit qu'il a livre a 
ses proches, Francis Collomp avait minutieusement prepare son evasion. II avait notamment affaibli Ie fil 
de fer de sa cellule. On a par ailleurs appris qu'it avait enferme ses geOliers aprils Atre sortie de la piece 
ou iI etait detenu, dans cette ville paisible de Zaria, ou les terroristes d'Ansaru ont deja sevi. Apres avoir 
fausse compagnie a ses geOliers, Francis Collomp a parcouru quatre kilometres a pied avant d'heler une 
moto taxi qui I'a conduit au poste de police Ie plus proche, a indique aRFI Oulefemi Adenaike, Ie 
commissaire de police de I'Elat de Kaduna. Ses hommes sont apied d'oeuvre pour remonter la piste des 
ravisseurs. Les habitants de Zaria, une ville universitaire paisible, ont ete surpris d'apprendre qu'un 
franlfSis y avait ete detenu durant deux mois, mais ils savaient que des membres d'Ansaru frequentaient 
la zone. 

73. Libyan troops in show of force in the capital 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Khalid Mahmoud, 2013 11 20 
Cairo - The libyan army was deployed in the capital Tripoli on Monday in order to'avert armed clashes, 
following unrest over the weekend. Eyewitnesses in Tripoli informed Asharq AI-Awsat that dozens of 
military vehicles carrying libyan army soldiers were deployed in the capital on Monday, and that they 
were warmly welcomed by the residents. The libyan Ministry of Defense had earlier issued a statement 
informing the residents of Tripoli that army units were about to enter the capital and called on them to 
cooperate. National Police Directorate chief, Col. Mohamed Suwaisi, said in a news conference on 
Monday that police would also deploy in all areas of the capital and would cooperate with the army to 
restore security. Hashim Bashr, the chairman of the Higher Security Committee in Tripoli , told Asharq AI
Awsat that these developments took place following the withdrawal of armed militias from the Gharghour 
suburb of Tripoli. 

74. New AI-Shabaab Magazine Spins Horrors of Westgate, Threatens Kenya With More Attacks 
Sabahi, Staff report, 2013 11 19 
Washington - In the new edition of its bilingual English-Swahili magazine, al-Shabaab in great detail 
attempts to justify its massacre at Nairobi's Westgate mall as part of an Islamic retribution, and warns 
Kenya of a host of terrorist attacks to come. "Kenyans are in for the long haul; the Westgate attack is 
merely the beginning of a long, gruesome war," the magazine quoted al-Shabaab top commander Ahmed 



Abdl Godane as saying. Released on a number of jihadist websites November 12th, the magazine, called 
Galdi Mlaani, is a skilfully produced electronic document complete with pictures, essays and opinion 
pieces supporting a~Shabaab's activnies and calls to jihad. A large portion of the magazine is dedicated 
to al- Shabaab's reasons for carrying out the Westgate attack, mos prOVline!l.t among them Kenya's 
continued milnary presence in Somalia. c,. ~"l ~.t.t0.... ~ ~,. 
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75. Niger: Mohamed Akotey, profession negociateur 'It..t ."I>~~~ ( 10\0....0 'It'''4 CI. ~~ 
Jeune Afrique, Seidik Abba et Remi Carayol, 2013 11 19 (
Niamey - Ancien ministre, directeur de la filiale du groupe nueleaire francais Areva, cet omme discret a 
su gagner la confiance des Touaregs et des autorites nigeriennes et francaises. Mais que saR-on au juste 
de Mohamed Akotey? De Mohamed Akotey, heros discret de la liberation des otages d'Ar1it, les 
Nigeriens disent qu'il a eu plusieurs vies. Toutes dictees par des circonstances exceptionnelles. Jeune 
etudiant en geographie a I'universite de Niamey, la vie de cet homme de 46 ans originaire du village de 
Tidene, dans la region d'Agadez, bascule une premiere fois lorsqu'il quilte son pays dans les annees 
1990 pour poursuivre des etudes d'archeologie en France, grAce aune bourse de la cooperation 
francaise obtenue par sa famille. Le 15 decembre 1995, un evenement inattendu interrompt son cursus et 
change totalement sa vie: son oncle Mano Dayak, cofondateur avec Thierry Sabine du rallye Paris-Dakar 
et figure emblematique (surtout en France, ou les medias en ont fait leur coqueluche) de la rebellion 
touaregue qui a eelate cinq ans plus tOt, dect\de dans un tragique accident d'avion dans les montagnes 
du Nord-Niger alors qu'il se rendait aNiamey pour un nouveau round de negociations. II faut vne trouver 
un nouveau chef, emblematique comme Mano Dayak, capable de federer une rebellion minee par les 
divisions et de laisser la place aux autres quand viendra Ie moment de toucher les dividendes de la lutte. 
Un leader capable aussi de tact et de fermete avec les autorites nigeriennes. Akotey a Ie profil de 
I'emploi. "Ce n'est pas un va-t-en-guerre. C'est un intellectuel. Un homme qui ne pane pas beaucoup, 
mais en qui on peut avoir confiance. II est calme, reserve et correct", dn de lui un autre mediateur 
saMlien. 

76. Police Station Is Attacked By the Shabab in Somalia 
New York Times, Mohammed Ibrahim, Nicholas Kulish, 20131120 
Mogadishu - Attackers from the Shabab militant group assaulted a police station in a Somali town north of 
Mogadishu on Tuesday, leaving at least 28 people dead and scores more wounded. W~nesses said a 
Toyota pickup truck tried to pass through the gate of a police station in the town of Beledweyne, near the 
Ethiopian border, but the truck was blocked by African Union forces. The attackers then detonated 
explosives inside the vehicle. After the explosion, wHnesses said, armed Shabab fighters entered the 
station and engaged in a shootout with the police. A Somali government spokesman, Abdirahman Omar 
Osman. said that in all, 11 officers and 7 civilians were killed in the attack, along with 10 milnants who 
died etther in the explosion or in the ensuing gun battle. A spokesman for the Shabab claimed 
responsiblltty for the attack. Just two months ago, the group said it was behind the deadly siege at the 
Westgate shopping mall in the Kenyan capital, Nairobi, which left more than 60 people dead and thrust 
the Somali mllHants back into focus as a dangerous, cross-border threat. 

77. Somalia's al-Shabab Revives, Renews Attacks 
Voice of America. Huran Maruf, Dan Joseph, 2013 11 20 
Washington - In tts seven-year existence, al-Shabab has faced strong opposHion, ineluding the Ethiopian 
intervention into Somalia, drone attacks that target top leaders, and the milHary forces of the Somali 
government and African Union miSSion, AMISOM. But the group has persevered, and according to Cedric 
Barnes of the International Crisis Group, the setbacks of 2011 and 2012 may have increased its abilny to 
attack. He said, "And now AMISOM is in a similar posHion to al-Shabab before the big offensive - its lines 
are more stretched, H has more responsibilHy to populations, logistics, whereas al-Shabab is more free 
from those responsibilHies and now it has more capacity to react and change tactics quickly in what 
seems to be a new capacity to hurt both Somalis and foreign troops." In addition, al-Shabab appears to 
have settled internal unrest after the group's top leader, Ahmed Abdi Godane, reportedly ordered the 
killing of his opponents. 



78. Somalie: un Fran\;ais et un Britannique detenus au Puntland pour "espionnage" 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 20131119 
Mogadiscio- Les autorites de la region sem~autonome somalienne du Puntland (nord-est) ont affirme 
lundi avoir arr6te et detenir pour "espionnage" un Franyais et un Britannique entres sur leur territoire qui 
se faisaient passer, selon elles, pour des employes d'une ONG. Mals selon une source proche du 
dossier, Ie Franyais et Ie Britannique travaillent en fait pour Oversight Intemational, une societe 
enregistree au Puntland specialisee dans Ie conseil -- notamment securitaire - aux entreprises 
souhaitant investir dans la region sem~autonome. 

Americas· Ameriques 

79. Au BreSil, la " Constitution de l'lnternet " en difficulte 
Le Monde, Joumaliste maison, 2013 11 20 
Sao Paulo - Apres les poings sur la table, la dure realite de la politique bresilienne. Dans les jours qui ont 
suivi les revelations d'Edward Snowden sur la mise sur ecoute, par l'Agence nationale de securite 
americaine (NSA), de ses communications et de celles de ses proches, la presidente Dilma Rousseff a 
annule la visite d'Etat qu'elle devait effectuer aWashington. Le 24 septembre, a la tribune de l'Assemblee 
generale des Nations unies, elle avait qualifie d'" affront" les agissemenls amencains et promis de placer 
Ie Bresil au coeur du debat sur la gouvemance mondiale de l'lntemet. Une conference intemationale sur 
Ie sujet a ete annoncee aSao Paulo pour Ie 23 avril 2014. Et un decret vient d'~tre signe de sa main, Ie 5 
novembre, afin d'imposer la mise en place d'un systeme de courrier electronique securise pour les 
organes federaux avec, dans Ie viseur, la volonte de rapatrier I'ensemble des donnees de l'Etat sur des 
serveurs bresiliens. Soit quelque 25 % de documents publics et municipaux encore stockes sur des 
machines etrangeres, selon Serpro, la plus grande entreprise publique bresilienne de technologies de 
I'information. 

80. Venezuela gives Maduro power to rule by decree for year 
Agence France-Presse, Staff report, 2013 11 20 
Caracus - Venezuela's National Assembly on Tuesday gave President Nicolas Maduro wide-ranging 
special powers to rule by decree for one year. The socialist president of the OPEC member state says he 
needs the greater personal power as his govemment struggles with soaring inflation and shortages of 
basic goods. Maduro requested the special powers last month, citing the need to fight corruption and take 
on opponents who are waging "economic warfare" against his govemment. Maduro, 50, has said he will 
use the expanded powers to impose caps on private sector profits and crack down on speculators. 

Asia· Asie 

81. 'SIMI syrnpathisers had links with Bihar blasts suspects' 

The Hindu, Devesh K. Pandey, 2013 11 20 


.New Delhi - The suspected sympathisers of the banned outfit, Students Islamic Movement of India (SIMI), 
who were arrested in Chhaltisgarh for allegedly providing logistical support and shelter to the four Indian 
Mujahideen members wanted in connection with the Bihar blasts, had close links with a person arrested 
in Andhra Pradesh a few months ago for alleged involvement in naxal activities, said the police. "During 
interrogation, the accused disclosed that they were in contact with one Mujeeb who was recently arrested 
at Konta in Andhra Pradesh for his role in naxal operations," said a senior Chhattisgarh police officer on 



Monday, adding that a National Investigation Agency team was In Raipur to interrogate the suspects. 
Among those arrested is Orner Siddiqui (35) who has allegedly been associated with SIMI since 2001. 

0., 
82. Anny gets final nod to deploy 80,000 troops along China bordet 
Times of India, Rajat Pandit, 2013 11 20 .t(, ~"l "I> ~ 
New Delhi - The ball has been set rolling for the Army to raise a new mountain "strike" corps with two 
"independent" infantry brigades and two "independent" armoured brigades, totalling over 80,900 soldiers, 
along the Une of Actual Control (LAC) with China. While the Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS) on 
July 17 had cleared the new mountain corps and brigades, as was t/len reported by TOI, the defence 
ministry has now issued the "government sanction letter" to the Army for the new raising to be 
undertaken. The new corps - the 1.13-million strong Indian Army already has three "strike" corps among 
the 13 such formations but they are largely geared towards Pakistan - will eventually have its 
headquarters at Panagarh in West Bengal. The new formation to be called 17 Corps, along wHh . s 
infrastructure, will come up over seven years at a cost of around Rs 90,000 erore. "Officers and soldiers 
are already being earmarked for posting to the new corps," said an official . 

83. China says still keen to promote friendly ties with Japan 
Kyodo News, 2013 11 19 
Beijing - Chinese Vice Premier Wang Yang said Tuesday his country's policy of promoting friendly 
relations with Japan "has not changed at all" during a meeting with a delegation of executives from top 
Japanese companies, one of the executives said. During the meeting in Beijing, the Japan-China 
Economic Association submitted to Wang, one of the four deputy premiers in charge of commercial 
affairs, a set of proposals to facilitate greater business cooperation and rebuild mutual trust between 
Asia's two biggest economies. One major point in the package was a request for an ea~y resumption of 
high-level political dialogue between Tokyo and Beijing to mend soured bilateral relations. The meeting 
comes amid signs that economic relations, hit hard by a bitter territorial dispute, have been gradually 
recovering in recent months. Wang told the delegation, led by Fujio Cho, honorary chairman of Toyota 
Motor Corp., that the Japanese government should face history squarely, but the overall atmosphere of 
the meeting that lasted for about an hour was warm and he did not directly touch on the territorial spat, 
according to the executive. The delegation and Wang agreed that Japan and China should increase 
economic exchanges, despite the current difficulties facing the two countries, the executive said . 

84. China Stages Night Landing Drill Near N.Korea 
Chosun llbo, 20131120 
China staged a live-firing landing exercise with about 5,000 Army, Navy, and Air Force troops in Bohai 
Bay near North Korea on Sunday night, the official Chinanews website reported Monday. Photos showed 
tanks from a landing ship running on the beach, self-propelled guns firing shells, soldiers loading a 
landing boat and lIares exploding above a lIeet of ships. The website said the exercise focused on 
reconnaissance, warning, maritime transport, firepower, and landing. Chinese soldiers fire shells during a 
night landing d~1I in Sohai Bay on Sunday (top); Chinese soldiers load a landing boal onto a warship 
during a nighllanding drill In Bohai Bay on Sunday. IChinanews.com The live shell firing exercise 
continues until Wednesday, the website added, and s.hips are banned from the area for the duration. It is 
rare for China to staga a military exercise under North Korea's nose and make it public immediately. A 
diplomatic source In Beijing speculated that the drill aims to prepare for any serious instability in Ihe 
North. Others guess that it was a show of force aimed chiefly al Japan in the conllict over the Diaoyu or 
Senkaku Islands in Ihe East China Sea (full a~icle) 

85. Chinese finns' participation key to Kaesong internationalization: expert 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 11 19 
Seoul - Ensuring future participation of Chinese companies in an inter-Korean industrial complex in No~h 
Korea is crucial for its successful internationalization, an expert said Tuesday. Speaking at a seminar on 
enhanCing Northeast Asian cooperation and the development of North Korea, Troy Stangarone, the 
senior director at the Korea Economic Institute of America (KEI), said Chinese companies are used to 
dealing with Pyongyang, giving them an edge compared to others. He added that for the best benefrts, it 
may be advisable to connect the Kaesong Industrial Complex with special economic zones being set up 

http:IChinanews.com


in the northem regions of North Korea by China. The researcher said a Chinese presence in Kaesong 
can prevent the kind of shutdown that caused production to be haRed for more than five months. All 
operations at the complex, which is home to 123 South Korean companies, came to a halt in early April 
when Pyongyang, c~ing political and mil~ary provocations from the South, ordered its 53,000 workers not 
to report for duty. Transforming Kaesong into a globally competHive business hub by attracting foreign 
companies is one of the goals agreed on by the two Koreas when they reached a deal to reopen the 
industrial complex on Sept. 16. The KEI expert also said at the gathering hosted by the Institute for Far 
Eastem Studies in Seoul that ongoing talks to forge a free trade agreement between Seoul and Beijing 
need to take into account investment in Kaesong and other special economj c zones that Pyongyang 
wants to create. (z 0"~ . '" 

86. Computer giant Lenovo plays down China roots in favor of global rea~ <
Washington Post, Cecilia Kang, 2013 11 20 
Washington - Computer giant Lenovo wants to tweak its image. That means emphasizing its global reach 
as the largest maker of personal computers and de-emphasizing ~s roots in China - where ~ has 35,000 
employees. "We are a global company," said chief executive Yang Yuanquing in an interview w~h 
Washington Post reporters and members of the editorial board this week. He pointed to the 
interconnected nature of the global technology industry, where a smartphone's chips may come from the 
United States or South Korea and ~s glass screen from Japan or China. 'We source from the same 
providers as U.S. companies." Jay Parker, ~enovo's president of North America, added: "We don' 
characterize ourselves as a Chinese company." Congressional lawmakers last year introduced a 
provision in the continuing resolution that would prevent agencies such as the Commerce Department, 
Justice Department and NASA from buying information technology from China. The law comes from 
concems raised by Rep. Mike Rogers (R- Mich.), chairman of the House Intelligence Committee, that 
telecom equipment makers HU8wei and ZTE were tapping into U.S. networks for data on Intemet users. 
Some analysts have criticized the language of the bill, saying it could unfairly cover too many technology 
companies. Yang said the legislation could hurt his business. 

87. Espionnage: Jakarta suspend sa cooperation avec l'Australia sur les boat-people 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 11 20 
Jakarta - L'lndonesie a annonce mercredi qu'elle suspendait sa cooperation avec l'Australie dans la lutte 
contre Ie trafic de boat-people, en represailles aux allegations selon lesquelles Canberra aurait ecoute Ie 
telephone du president indonesien. "Nous faisons face a un probleme commun, qui est celui des 
passeurs (de clandestins, ndlr) et nous avons une cooperation militaire avec des patrouilles en mer. J'ai 
donne des instructions pour que cela cesse jusqu'a ce que tout so~ clarifie", a declare Ie president 
indonesien Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (SBY) lors d'une conference de presse televisee. 

88. Govt mulls norms to curb unauthorized phone tapping 
Times of India, Bharti Jain, 2013 11 20 
New Delhi - The Centre, as part of an initiative to curb unauthorized access to call data records (CDR) of 
phone users, may soon make it mandatory for law enforcement agencies to get all CDR requests routed 
through the Superintendent of Police (SP) in a district or deputy commissioner of police (DCP) in a 
commissionerate. The proposed guidelines to tighten accessing of CDR from mobile operators, being 
fina lized by the department of telecommunications and the home ministry, are direct fallout of the Arun 
Jaitley CDR case. Several Delhi Police personnel and private detectives have been arrested for illegally 
securing call logs of the Leader of Opposition in the Rajya Sabha. The norms will make it imperative for 
the police and law enforcement agencies to exercise their powers under Section 92 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code -- which allows them to seek custody of messages from a postal or telegraph company 
for the purposes of investigation -- only through a SP or DCP. 

89. Indonesia 'downgrading' Australia ties amid spying row 
Agence France-Presse, 201311 20 
Jakarta - Indonesia is "downgrading" ties with Canberra over allegations that Australian spy agencies 
tried to tap the phones of the president and his inner circle, the foreign minister has said. President Susilo 
Bambang Yudhoyono had already announced Indonesia would review ~s cooperation with Australia over 



the scandal and late Tuesday Foreign Minister Marty Natalegawa went further, telling reporters: 'We are 
downgrading Australia's relations with us. "Like taps, we are closing off areas of cooperation one by one." 
'We will review Australia-Indonesia relations generally ... to make sure that it is not business as usual, not 
like it used to be," he added. (full article) .. '0 

90, IT security: No place for complacency 
C 'I> 
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straits Times, 2013 11 20 
THE authorities have named the suspects in the hacking attackS on the websites ofthef ng Mo Kio Town 
CounCil, Plime Min iste~s OffICe and Istana ("Hacking probes show Singapore must be on its guard"; last 
Wednesday). The clitical questions are: How safe and secure is our IT infrastructure? Are we equipped to 
deal with hacking attacks by more sophisticated sources? If amateulish hac~ers are able to· attack 
govemment websites here, then the autholities should seliously consider tightening our IT security to 
prevent attacks by more sophisticated sources. If any vital and confidential information were to fall into 
the wrong hands, it could jeopardise national affairs and the economy. The aim is to protect national 
seculity, financial institutions and citizens' personal information from organised cybereliminals. His 
difficuH to catch these crooks as they are able to cover their digital tracks. There should be no 
complacency when dealing with issues of national interest. (full article) 

91. Japanese team in China to mend ties 
Straits Times, 2013 11 20 
WITH relations still tense between China and Japan and a summit between their top leaders unlikely, 
businessmen and academics from both sides are stepping in to mend ties. A 178-member Japanese 
business delegation visited Beijing yesterday, the largest business group to visit China since bilateral ties 
soured due to terlitolial disputes over the Diaoyu/Senkaku isles in September last year. The visit was 
organised by the Japan-China Economic Association, which has visited China yearly since 1975 but 
shelved their tlip last year due to the disputes. Delegation members led by Toyota Motor honorary 
chairman Fujio Cho met Chinese Vice-Premier Wang Yang yesterday. But their wish to meet top Chinese 
leaders Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang is unlikely to be realised, Japanese media reported. China's Foreign 
Ministry spokel>man Hong Lei said yesterday that the Japanese delegation would meet unspecified 
national leaders. 'We will exchange views on Sino-Japanese ties, especially on things like economic and 
trade ties,· he said. The visit comes after a low-key symposium was organised in Beijing last month by 
the China-Japan Fliendship Association headed by former Chinese state councillor Tang Jiaxuan, to 
mark the 35th anniversary of a bilateral fliendship treaty. Japanese media reported that the celebration, 
held two months after the actual anniversary on Aug 12, was initiated by the Chinese and a sign that 
China had softened its attitude towards Japan in business and trade areas. 

92. Le pari de Xi Jinping 
La Presse, William H. Overhott, 2013 11 20 
Opinion - Le virage chinois historique vers des politiques axees sur Ie marche dissimule une elise 
potentlelle Le 12 novembre, la Troisleme seance pleniere du 18e Comite central du Parti communiste 
chinois (PCC) a annonce un toumant majeur vers des politiques axees sur Ie march6: les taux d'inter"t et 
la lib6ralisation de la monnaie, la rMorme des banques et des entreprises d'Etat, la proprit\te fonciere 
claire pour les habitants ruraux et de meilleures opportunnes pour les migrants urbains. Cette decision 
historique dissimule une elise potentielle. La reussite de la Chine reposait jusqu'ici sur les exportations II 
bas prix rendues possibles par une main- d'oeuvre bon marche, des infrastructures construites par des 
entreprises d'Etat grAce fl un financement bancaire II faible coat et par des budgets gouvemementaux 
finances par la vente de terrains. 

93. N. Korea bolstering trade with China, developing WMD under new leadership 
Yonhap News Agency, 20131119 
Seoul - Under Kim Jong-un's leadership, Pyongyang has strengthened its trade ties with China while 
develOping weapons of mass destruction (WMD) despite stiff extemal opposition, a report by a South 
Korean think tank showed. According to the report by the Korea Institute for National Unification (KINU), 
bilateral trade between China and North Korea has been fueled by the North's shipping of valious raw 
minerals while importing more food and basic necessities to ease the isolated country's chronic ration 



shortage. In the first nine months of this year, the two-way trade increased 4.4 percent on-year to reach 
US$4.69 billion. Of the total, North Korean exports shot up 9.4 percent to $2.09 billion while the country 
imported $2.6 billion worth of goods from the neighboring country in the same period a year eartier. In 
2012, the country's exports M $2.35 billion, wHh minerals accounting ior $1 .60 billion and $101 million 
coming from fisheries and meat shipments. The South Korean t~ink tank sald while exports and trade 
wHh China have been on the rise in recent years, the leadership in Pyongyang Is aware that the country 
will not be able to attract the kind of foreign investment it wants. "The govemment has started to 
emphasize the importance of people becoming self-reliant to make ends meet, although this policy has . 
resulted in the general state of poverty among the population," the report said. It also showed that despite 
greater interest shown toward the economy compared wHh when Kim Jong-il wes at the helm, there have 
been no signs of public funds going into bolstering the economy. A meeting of the North Korean Cabinet 
in April that would have touched on the issue did not deliberate on allocating more money to building up 
the national economy and necessary infrastructure. 

94. N.Korean Defectors Are Not the Same as Immigrants 
Chosun llbo, 2013 11 20 
Govemment assistance for multicultural families is increasing as foreign brides and the children they have 
wHh their Korean husbands gain more attention in Korean society. This is a positive development, since 
many of them fall among the lowest income-eamers. But the measures are also meant for North Korean 
defectors who now live here, and they do not want to be lumped together with multicultural families in 
terms of state support. They feel they should be treated differently from marriage or economic migrants, 
since they risked their lives to escape an oppressive regime. Govemment officials seem to think it is only 
natural to put them together in helping them adapt to their new home, and an overwhelming number of 
academics appear to agree thet the social problems of North Korean defectors and multicultural families 
should be tackled together. It is not unreasonable to think that the special treatment North Korean 
defectors demand can be seen another form of prejudice. 

95, S. Korea steps up defense on northwestern islands 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 1120 
Seoul - South Korea has beefed up Hs forces on a group of northwestem islands along the tensely 
guarded maritime border with North Korea to counter provocations from Ks archrival, milKary officials said 
Wednesday. Following the North's shelling of a front-line island in 2010, Seoul has increased forces and 
firepower near the area to enhance strike capabilities, but some of the weapons systems were not 
deployed last year as planned. Wdh the third anniversary of the Yeonpyeong attack three days away, 
military officials said that the deployment of advanced weapons has been nearty completed to counter 
provocations by North Korea, which has recently deployed longer-range artillery to its front-line troops. 
Among the new weapons are multiple rocket launchers, Artillery Hunting Radar, Cobra attack helicopters 
and K-l0 ammunition resupply vehicles, they said. In May, Israeli precision-guided missiles capable of 
striking North Korean coastal artillery were deployed to Yeonpyeong, which lies just 11 kilometers from 
North Korean shores. The satellite-guided Spike missile has a range of about 20km and weighs 70 
kilograms. The milHary more than doubled K-9 self-propelled howHzers, which fired back against North 
Korea's shelling three years ago. It also plans to introduce surveillance blimps as earty as next year to 
monHor the communist state near the border. The move comes as Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff Choi 
Yun-hee visHed units at the border islands earlier this month and wamed that the possibilHy of a North 
Korean provocation near the West Sea is higher than ever. Earty this year, Pyongyang set up 76.2
millimeter coastal guns, each wHh a range of 12km, on the coast northwest of Baengnyeong and 
Yeonpyeong. The North has also forward-deployed 122-mm multiple rocket launchers, which have a 20
§o range, on land, according to military officials. (full article) 

96. Seoul urges N. Korea to identify detained S. Korean 

Yonhap News Agency, 20131120 . 

Seoul - The govemment again called on North Korea Wednesday to provide information on a South 

Korean cHizen who Pyongyang says is being detained in the communist country on espionage charges. 

Unification ministry spokesman Kim Eui-do said Seoul asked for the personal information of the man 

being questioned by the North, the circumstances related to his arrest and present status of the probe. 




"The request is being made because the North ignored a similar demand made on Nov. 11 ," the official 
said. The communist country announced on Nov. 7 that ~ apprehended a South Korean spy trying to 
enter ~s capital city. It said the man worlted for the Seoul's National Intelligence Service (NIS) and worlted 
in a nei.ghboring country disguised as a missionary. The NIS from the outset denied that the man arrested 
is an agent, with some local media outlets suggesting the detainee is linked to a Il>cal Christian group 
involved in providing humanHarian aid to North Koreanie~pees, as well as nducting missionary worlt. 
·Every effort is being made to verify the exact identity of the J1lan," Kim said. 1\0 ~/"4f/+b 

~ ... c".tC." ~~ 'tlC,.4~It " 
97. SL gov1 now under pressure than a week ago-Cameron 4 ~:o+:.~+ lQ c,. 7.-~ 
Daily Mimor(Sri Lanka),20131119 I.Z "lib ~ '" 4c,.. vQ 
Bmish Prime Minister David Cameron said that the Sri Lankan govemment is now under more pressure 
than a week ago or months ago regarding the alleged human rights violation . •.. .1 do not think tbat anyone 
can be in any doubt that they are under more pressure today than they were a week ago, or a month ago, 
because of the intemational attention that has been shone on these issues-they know that the world will 
be watching. One only has to watch President Rajapaksa's press conference, which was dominated by 
questions about human rights and inquiries into what happened at the end of the war, to see that there is 
pressure today that there was not a week ago,· Cameron said in Bmish Parliament on Monday. He also 
said that the Sri Lankan Govemment have set up some processes, including the ones to which he 
referred, but too many of them have been mil~ary-Ied inquiries. 

98. U.S. renews travel warning for N. Korea" ..r 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 11 20 
Washington - The U.S. govemment on Tuesday urged ~ c~izens again not to travel to North Korea, 
citing the recurrence of arrests and long-term detention. tt is the second renewal of the official travel 
waming in less than two months, which apparently reflects Washington's concem about the safety and 
security of American people in the communist nation. 'Travel by U.S. citizens to North Korea is not 
routine, and U.S. citizenS crossing into Norlh Korea, even accidentally, have been subject to arbitrary 
arrest and long-term detention," the State Department said in a public notice. It alluded to the case of 
Kenneth Bae, a Korean-American man who has been detained in North Korea for more than a year. "The 
Department of State has also received reports of DPRK (North Korea) authomies arb~rarily detaining U.S. 
cHizens and not allowing them to depart the country," ~ said. The waming came as two American rappers 
- Pacman, 20, and Peso, 21 , -- reportedly plan to visit Norlh Korea later this month to film a music video. 
(full article) 

99. Une nouvelle ere agraire 
La Presse, Sylvain CharleboiS, 2013 11 20 
Opinion - Les reformes annoncees en Chine vont bouleverser I'agroalimentaire sur toute la planete Fidele 
II lui-meme, Ie Parti communiste en Chine a publie la semaine demiere un communique avare de details 
au terme d'un plenum tres attendu. II s'agissait du troisieme plenum sous Ie ragne du present secretaire 
general Xi Jinping et du premier ministre Li Kegiang. Bien entendu, les attentes etalent tres elevees, les 
reformes prec6dentes ayant connu beaucoup de succes. Desormais, on semble vouloir miser davantage 
sur une reforme agraire d'imporlance. Malgre I'absence de precisions, ce changement de ton II Pekin 
marque Ie debut d'une nouvelle ere pour Ie pays. Plus encore, les reformes annoncees bouleverseront 
probablement Ie domaine agroalimentaire sur toute la planete. 

I. 

I 
Eastern Europe· Europe de l'Est 

100, Canadian Greenpeace activist arrested during protest granted bail in Russia 
Associated Press, Staff reporter, 2013 11 20 
A Greenpeace spokesman says a Canadian activist who was among 30 arrested during a protest in 



September has been granted bail by a Russian court. Spencer Tripp says Paul Ruzycki of Port Colbome, 
Onl., one of two Canadians being held in Russia, was granted bail Tuesday. The Primorsky court in SI. 
Petersburg set bail at two million rubles (US$61 ,500) each for the nine Greenpeace activists granted bail 
Tuesday. The court said they will be released if the bail is ~id within the next four days. Greenpeace said 
~ would make money available as soon as possible. Ruz~cki and Alexandre Paul of Montreal are among 
the activists awa~ing trial for taking part in a demonstration outside a Russia!} oilc(ig bltck in September.

i o ~b 
101. Greenpeace: lajustice russe libere douze militants sous caution (Canad )"9,., ~ ~ 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 11 19 l 
Saint-Petersbourg - Parmi les militants de Greenpeace IibElres par la Russie, se trl'uve Ie Caniidien Pl!ul 
Ruzycki. La justice russe a Iibere mardi sous caution neuf membres de I'equipage ,du navire de 
Greenpeace arraisonne en septembre apres une action contre une plateforme petroliere dans l'Arctique, 
portant II douze Ie nombre des mil~ants qui vont I!tre relAches. Le Fran~is Francesco Pisanu, la I 
Finlandaise Sini Saarela, la Bresilienne Ana Paula Alminhana Maciel, Ie Neo-Zelandais David John 
Haussmann, l'Argentin Miguel Heman Perz Orzi, Ie Polonais Tomasz Dziemianczuk, l'italien Cristian 
d'Alessandro, l'Argentine Camila Speziale et Ie Canadien Paul Ruzycki, arrl!tes en septembre, vont I!tre 
Iiberes apres avoir verse leur caution. Selon Greenpeace, neuf audiences etaient prevues pour mardi a 
Saint-Peterbsourg (nord-ouest), au les 30 mil~ants du navire Arctic Sunrise de Greenpeace ant 
recemment ete transferes apras avoir d'abord ete incarceres a Mourmansk, Ie port russe de la mer de 
Barents. L'examen des autres cas reprendra mercredi dans I'ancienne capitale imperiale russe. 

102. Greenpeace activists are granted ball 
London Times, Ben Hoyle, 2013 11 20 
Moscow - The brother of Kieran Bryan, the former Times video joumalist who has been detained for 
almost two months in Russia aller an environmental protest, said last night that the family was "hoping 
and praying" that he would be given ball today. Courts in Saint Petersburg granted bail to nine more 
Greenpeace activists from eight countries yesterday, bringing to 12 the total who have been told that they 
will be out of jail soon. The rulings are the first real indication of leniency on the part of the Russian 
authorities since the 30 men and women aboard the Greenpeace ship Arctic Sunrise were detained at 
sea in September aller protesting against Arctic oil drilling. Mr Bryan, who is not an activist and was hired 
to document the protest, is due to appear in court for a bail hearing today. Hearings for two other Britons, 
Alexandra Harris and Anthony Perret, have also been set for today. Russell Bryan said that he and his 
father, Andrew, planned to fly to St Petersburg as soon as their Russian visa applications were cleared 
but were making no assumptions about his brothers immediate future, given that one Australian activist, 
Colin Russell, had his pre-trial detention extended to February 24 on Monday. 

103. Les Jeux de Sotchi, «terrain d'experimentation» du Kremlin 
La Presse, Nicolas Berube, 2013 11 20 
Moscou - Entrewe avec Ie joumaliste AndreI Soldatov Les Jeux olympiques de Sotchi permettront au 
Kremlin d'expenmenter avec la prochalne generation de technologies de surveillance. Athletes, 
spectateurs, dig nitaires ... La collecte de renseignemenls prives est deja commencee, explique Ie 
joumaliste d'enqul!te moscov~e AndreI Soldatov, I'un des rares adenoncer ces pratiques. Pour assister 
aux competitions olympiques iI Sotehi, les spectateurs devront avoir plus que leurs billets valides en 
main. Chaque spectateur Age de 2 ans ou plus aura I'obligation de presenter 'une accred~ation . Pour 
obtenir ce «laisSez-passer du spectateuD, on do~ s'inscrire sur un s~e intemet du gouvemement russe et 
donner son nom, sa date de naissance, son adresse, sa photo d'identite, son numero de passeport au, 
pour les enfanls russes, son numero de certificat de naissance. . 

104. Nine Greenpeace activists to be freed on bail (Canada) 
The Guardian (London), Shaun Walker, 2013 11 20 
Moscow - A court in Saint Petersburg has ruled that nine Greenpeace activists can be freed on bail 
before their trial for hooliganism, raising hopes that the majority of the Arctic 30 will be released aller two 
months in prison. New Zealander David Haussmann and Brazilian Ana Paula Maciel were granted 
release from pre-trial detention on payment of a 2m rouble (£38,000) bail surety on Tuesday moming, 
and as the day progressed activists from Finland, France, Italy, Argentina, Poland and Canada had bail 



requests approved on the same conditions. On Wednesday two of the six British cttizens among the 
detainees, activist Alexandra Harris and freelance videographer Kieron Bryan, will have their bail requests 
heard. This week's decisions are the first time that Russian authorities or prosecutors have made 
concessions in the tough stance they have taken against Greenpeace since the 28 activists and two 
freelance joumalists were seized in September on board the Arctic Sunrise durfng a protest against Arctic 
drilling. Those named as being bailed on Tuesday are: Ana Paula Maciels, 31, from Brazil, Miguel Heman 
Perez Orsi, 40, Argentina, David Haussmann, 49, New Zealand, Sini Saarela, 31, Finland, Paul Ruzycki, 
48, Canada, Camila Speziale, 21, Argentina , Tomasz Dziemianczuk, 36, Poland, Franresco Pisanu, 38, 
France, Cristian D'Alessandro, 32, Italy. 

.., Cl; 
106, Russian punk protest singer to appeal sentence in Supreme Court '" II 
RIA Novosti, Staff report, 2013 11 20 1 
Moscow - The defense of a Russian punk group singer convicted last year of hooliganism for singing a 
song against President Putin will file a supervisory appeal against her sentence with the Supreme Court, 
her lawyer said Wednesday. The appeal by Maria Alyokhina of the group Pussy Riot follows a similar 
appeal with the same court by another band member, Nadezhda Tolokonnikova. Russia's Human Rights 
Commissioner Vladimir Lukin supported that application. In February 2012, fIVe young women wearing 
brightly colored baladavas staged a "punk prayer" in Moscow's Christ the Savior Cathedral. An edtted 
video of their performance was posted on the Intemet and caused a public outcry. In August 2012, a 
Moscow court sentenced Alyokhina and two other Pussy Riot members - Tolokonnikova and Yekaterina 
Samutsevich - to two years in prison. 

106. Snowden did not apply for Russian citizenship - source 
Interfax, Staff report, 2013 11 20 
Moscow - Former U.S. intelligence contractor Edward Snowden has not asked the Russian authorities to 
grant him Russian citizenship, a source familiar with the situation told Interfax on Tuesday. Snowden was 
granted temporary asylum in Russia in August. "The information available confirms that he has not left the 
Moscow region and has not applied for Russian cilizenship," he said. ' 

107, Warlord killed in Dagestan involved in terrorist acts 
ITAR-TASS Wond Service, Staff report, 2013 11 20 
Moscow - The warlord of the Makhachkala gang killed in the Russian North Caucasian Republic of 
Dagestan is involved in masterminding several terrorist acts, induding that committed in the Volga River 
city of Volgograd, spokesman of the information centre of the National Anti- Terrorism Committee Andrei 
Chatsky said on Wednesday. "According to available reports in the operations headquarters of the 
National Anti- Terrorism Committee, killed Murad Kasumov was named as a warford of the gang at the 
beginning of 2013, he masterminded and parlicipated in the terrorist acts in Makhachkala, Dagestan's 
capital , this year. The found hunting rifle Saiga equipped with an optical sight and a silencer belonged to 
him. It was also found that Dmttry Sokolov on the orders from Kasumov has made a bomb for a terrorist 
act staged by a female suicide bomber in the city of Volgograd," Chatsky said. (Full report). 

108, Deadly bomb attacks strike Baghdad 
AI Jazeera, 2013 11 20 
Baghdad - A spate of bombings in the Iraqi capttal Baghdad mostly targeting Shia neighbourhoods has 
killed at least 28 people and wounded 65, security and medical officials said. Wednesday's blasts struck 
across Baghdad from around 7:30am (0430 GMT) onwards, according to the Officials who spoke on 
condition of anonymity. Police officials said the deadliest attack was in the central Sadria neighbourhood, 
where a parked car bomb went off at an outdoor market, killing five shoppers and wounding 15. Other 



attacks took place in Shaab, Tobchi, Karrada, Azamiyah and Amil neighbourhoods. AI Jazeera's Imran 
Khan, reporting from Baghdad, said the death toll could have been higher as the attacks happened on a 
day that has been declared a holiday by the government due to heavy rains. Our correspondent said 
there had been no reaction from the government yet. 

109, Dozens Killed in Wave of Attacks in Baghdad 
New York Times, Duraid Adnan, Alan Cowell, 2013 11 20 
Baghdad - A wave of apparently coordinated bombings at bakeries and public markets M the Iraqi capital 
Baghdad on Wednesday, killing 37 people and wounding more than 80, many of them as they rushed to 
shop in a break during unusually heavy rainstorms, according to the police, residents and medical 
officials. Seven bombs detonated in Shi~e Muslim neighborhoods and one in an area populated mainly by 
Sunnis, reflecting the protracted sectarian violence that has spiked since the American wflhdrawal in 2011 
and raised concerns that Iraq was again locked into levels of strife not witnessed for years. One attack 
struck Shine Muslims during religious observances of the month of Muharram requiring them to prepare 
food for the poor, witnesses said. The first bombing erupted near a bakery where people were buying 
bread for breakfast when a car bomb exploded, killing 3 civilians and wounded 13, the officials said, 
'speaking in return for customary anonymity. That was followed by a rash of car bombings that tore 
through public markets in areas including Sadr C~y, a Shiite stronghold. 

110, Iran Criticizes canada for Breaching Iranian Citizens' Rights 
Fars News Agency, 2013 11 20 
Tehran - Iran's Permanent Representative to the Un~ed Nations Mohammad Khazaei blasted Canada for 
proposing a resolution on human rights cond~ions in Iran, saying the move breached the Iranian citizens' 
rights. Referring to the proposed human rights draft resolution, Khazaei said that Canada's move 
defin~ely has roots in political intentions, adding that dealing with the human rights issue this way will not 
contribute to promoting ~. ·On the contrary, due to the political intentions of the Canadian government, 
the draft resolution lacks credibility and leg~imacy, and is basically unrelated to basic freedoms and 
human rights," he added, press tv reported. The permanent representative of Iran at UN meanwhile 
referred to the process of observing democracy and strengthening the civil foundations in Iran, including 
the last presidential election and numerous other elections in Iran. 

111. Iran denies claim it is building secret nuclear site 
Tehran nmes, Political Desk, 2013 11 20 
Tehran - Iran has dismissed the claim of the terrorist Mojahedin Khalq Organization (MKO) that ~ is 
building a secret nudear s~e . Such claims are being made by the MKO to ruin the atmosphere of the 
upcoming talks between Iran and world power overthe country's nuclear program, Atomic Energy 
Organization of Iran spokesman, Behrouz Kamalvandi, told IRNA on Tuesday. Iranian Defense Minister 
Hossein Dehqan also dismissed the report on the same day saying that the claim was meant to 
undermine Iran's "successful" diplomacy. According to Reuters, the MKO claimed on Monday it had 
information about an underground nuclear site being buitt in Iran and that this was among a number of 
secret venues for an atomic bomb program. The Islamic Republic and six wor1d powers will resume 
negotiations on Wednesday aimed at agreeing the first stage toward a comprehensive deal to end a 
decade-long standoff with Tehran over ~s nuclear program. 

112. Iran holds Israel's agents responsible for Beirut attack 
Tehran Times, Political Desk, 2013 11 20 
Tehran - Tehran has said that it holds the Zionist regime and its mercenaries responsible for the 
explosions that took place near the Iranian Embassy in Beirut on Tuesday, in which at least 23 people 
were killed. It was an inhuman action carried out by the Zionists and their agents, Iranian Foreign Ministry 
spokesperson Marzieh Afkham said in a statement, noting that Iran will seriously investigate the incident. 
At least 146 people were injured in the blasts. Early reports saic;lthatlran's cultural attache, Ebrahim 
Ansari, who was on his way to work at the diplomatic compound when the bombs exploded, had been 
killed. Speaking to Hezbollah's AI-Manar TV from inside the embassy compound, Iranian Ambassador 
Ghazanfar Roknabadi confirmed the report, saying that Ansari took his post in Lebanon a month ago. 



113. Iran nuclear talks: Tehran 'will not step back one iota' 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 11 20 
London - Iran's Supreme Leader has wamed his country will not step back "one iota" from ~s nuclear 
rights, as Hresumes talks wHh wor1d powers in Geneva. Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said he would not 
intervene directly in the negotiations, but that he had set "red lines" for Iran's representatives. President 
Barack Obama meanwhile urged US senators not to impose new sanctions on Iran to allow time for 
diplomacy. He was unsure if Hwould be possible to reach an interim agreement soon. In a televised 
speech on Wednesday, Ayatollah Khamenei said Iran's negotiators had been set clear lim~s before they 
travelled to SwHzenand for two days of meetings with representatives of the P5+1 - the US, UK, France, 
China and Russia, plus Germany. ~ 

114. Iran, US Might Resume DireclFlights in 2 Months 
Fars News Agency, 2013 11 20 
Tehran - Iranian Deputy Road Minister for Aviation Affairs Ali Mohammad Nourian announced on 
Tuesday that Iranian air1ines will be ready to resume direct flights to the US before the end of 2013 in 
case an agreement is reached between Tehran and the six wor1d powers (the US, Russia, China, France, 
Bntain and Germany) In the upcoming Geneva talks. "If the negotiations in the next few days move 
towards good and positive results, we will be able to stari this flight, maximum, in two months (by the end 
of 2013)," Nourian said. He said if Iran and the US come into terms to resume their direct flights, they 
would start with chartered flights. He said that Iran Air can resume the flights with its Boeing 747 
passenger planes and Mahan Air also has three long-distance Air Bus jets which can be used for the 
same purpose. On Monday, Iran Air President Farhad Parvaresh announced that his air1ine is ready to 
resume direct flights between Iran and the US and that President Rouhani's administration has also been 
informed of the same. 

115. Iranian, British envoys discuss steps to revive diplomatic ties 
Tehran Times, Pol~ical Desk, 2013 1120 
Tehran - In a telephone conversation on Monday, Iranian non- resident charge d'affaires to Bntain, 
Hassan Habibollahzadeh, and British non-resident charge d'affaires to Iran, Ajay Sharma, discussed 
inHial steps meant to revive diplomatic relations between the two countries. The two officials also agreed 
that Tehran and London will exchange delegations to help pave the way for the resumption ofties. Bntain 
ordered the closure of Iran's embassy in London after dosing ~s own in Tehran following the storming of 
the compound by hundreds of angry students in November 2011 . They were protesting at Westem 
sanctions against Tehran over its nuclear program. However, after the victory in June elections of 
moderate cleric Hassan Rouhani as Iranian president with a pledge to engage the wor1d constructively, 
London and Tehran have been working toward restoring ties. (Full Report) . 

116. Iraq minister defends curbs on protests 
Gulf News, Mayada AI Askari, 2013 11 20 
Dubai: As a draft law to regulate demonstrations is currently under discussion in par1iament, Iraq's 
Minister of Human Rights assured Gulf News that the government is keen on ensuring citizens their 
constitutional rights. Mohammad Shia AI Sudani has denied an outright ban on demonstrations and but 
insisted some regulations be implemented. Currently, all demonstration requests have been rejected by 
the government and security forces have been cracking down on any rallies that do take place. Iraq 
accuses some neighbouring countries of backing terrorist groups in the country and encouraging anti
government demonstrations. "There are conspiracy theories suggesting that some regional countries 
have supported groups in Iraq which are working to stir up sedition, sectarianism and hatred amongst 
Iraqis who have lived in unity and harmony for thousands of years," AI Sudani explained. 

117. La diplomatie franljaise testH sur Ie nucleaire iranien 
Le Figaro, Isabelle Lasserre, 2013 11 20 
Geneve - POUr la troisieme fois en cinq semaines, un nouveau cyde de negociations avec Teheran 
s'ouvre mercredi aGeneve. PROLIFERATION Alors que les negociations sur Ie programme nucleaire 
iranien reprennent mercredi aGeneve, FranljOis Hollande a reaffirme la fermeta de la position fran!j8ise. 
Le chef de l'Etat a prevenu que Paris « ne cederaH pas sur la proliferation nucleaire » et que les 



sanctions seraient maintenues tant que I'lran n'auraft pas renonee ason programme militaire. Apres 
Laurent Fabius la semaine demiere, iI a rappels en Isralll , comme pour les graver dans Ie marbre, ses 
exigences : la mise sous contrOle intemational des installations nuclsaires, la suspension de 
I'enrichissement de I'uranium a20 %, la reduction des stocks existants et I'am\t de I'usine aplutonium 
d'Arak. 

I.
118. Nouvel episode de la guerre secrete saoudo-iranienne 
Le Figaro, Georges Malbrunot, 2013 11 20 
Beyrouth - Minutieusement prepare, Ie double attentat suicide, qui a vise mardi I'ambassade d'iran a 
Beyrouth, marque une nouvelle escalade dans la guerre secrete meurtriere que sa livrent l'Arabie 
saoudite sunnite et I'lran chine, avec pour toile de fond Ie conflit syrien. L'aide logistique que Teheran et 
son allie libanais du Hezbollah apportent aBachar el-Assad est insupportable aRiyad. Surtout depuis 
qu'en juin demier, Ie regime de Damas, fortement epaule par les combattants du Hezbollah, a repris aux 
rebelles la ville strategique d'al-Qusayr, verrou par lequel transitaient armes et combattants en 
provenance du Liban. Un franchissement d'une « ligne rouge» que l'Arabie saoudite s'est jure de faire 
oublier. 

119. Put Iran to the test 
Toronto Star, 2013 11 20 
Editorial: Give talks a chance. That should be the principle that guides American, Russian and other 
policy-makers as negotiations resume in Geneva to stop Iran from getting The Bomb. President Barack 
Obama wants to 'buy some additional months' to broker a wider deal to defuse the threat Iran poses. And 
Russian President Vladimir Putin sees a 'real chance' for success. Yet amidst this high-level hope of a 
breakthrough under Iran's moderate new preSident, Hassan Rouhani , pressure is nonetheless building in 
the U.S. Congress to slug Iran with tougher economic sanctions before a deal can be cut. That pressure 
has been driven, in part by alarmist messaging from Israel not to broker a "bad and dangerous deal.' But 
striking 'out at Iran now would be perverse. h could undercut both Obama and Rouhani, ensure the talks 
fail before they start, prod Tehran into speeding up its bid for nuclear weapons, and just possibly force the 
U.S. to launch a military strike. 

120. Spokeswoman Dismisses Reports on Halt in Iran's Enrichment Activities 
Fars News Agency, 2013 11 20 
Tehran - Iranian Foreign Ministry Spokeswoman Marziyeh Afkham strongly rejected some westem media 
news reports alleging that Iran has hahed a part of its nuclear enrichment activities, and reiterated that the 
activfties of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI) are proceeding on a normal track. The westem 
and Israeli media, inCluding Reuters, CNN and the Jerusalem Post, reported that the six world powers 
(the US, Russia, China, France, Bmain and Germany) want Iran to hah its most sensitive nuelear fuel
making work and take other measures as part of a confidence- building deal that would buy time' for 
negotiations on a more far-reaching settlement of the decade-old dispute, adding that Iran has started 
complying with their demands and stopped part of its enrichment activfties momentarily. 'The news 
reports released about the haH of our country's nuclear activfties are not true," Afkham stressed during a 
weekly press briefing here in Tehran on Tuesday. 

121. UK's Cameron makes first call to Rouhani 
Press TV, 2013 11 20 
Tehran - Cameron has held a phone conversation wfth Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, in the first 
such call between a UK premier and an Iranian president in more than a decade. A Downing Street 
spokesman said on Tuesday that Rouhani and Cameron discussed a wide range of issues, including the 
forthcoming nuclear talks between Iran and the six major world powers in the Swiss city of Geneva. ' On 
Iran's nuelear program, both leaders agreed that signif1C8nt progress had been made in the recent 
Geneva negotiations and that it was important to seize the opportunity presented by the further round of 
talks which get under way tomorrow,' the spokesman said. Iran and the fIVe permanent members of the 
United Nations Secumy Council- Bmain, China, France, Russia and the United States -- plus Germany 
will resume their next round of talks on Wednesday. Rouhani and Cameron also discussed the Situation 
in Syria during the phone conversation. 



122. Vote on Iran sanctions put off as talks resume 
Washington Post. JoWarrick. Ed O'Keefe, 2013 11 20 
Washington - Lawmakers acknowtedged Tuesday that they were unlikely to impose new economic 
sanctions on Iran while sensHive nuclear talks are underway, removing a potential obstacle to a 
diplomatic settlement that U.S. officials say could come Within days. The decision to delay action on new 
sanctions came as a new Washington Post-ABC News poll showed widespread approval for a deal with 
Iran, even if that deal means lifting some of the economic restrictions that have helped force Iran to the 
negotiating table. A bipartisan group of senators emerged from a two-hour WhHe House meeting saying 
there would likely be no vote this week on proposed new sanctions targeting Iran's oil industry. Still, some 
lawmakers continue to push to ratchet up the pressure on Iran, desp~e warnings that sucH a move could 
prompt the country's representatives to abandon international negotiations scheduled to resume 
Wednesday in Geneva. "People are concerned that we're giving up some leverage," Sen. Bob Corker 
(Tenn.), the ranking Republican on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, told reporters after the 
WhHe House meeting. 

Middle East· Moyen-Orient 

123. Abu Dhabi OED selects IBM Security to protect private customer information 
Gulf News, Staff Report, 2013 11 20 
Abu Dhabi: The Abu Dhabi Department of Economic Development (ADDED) announced on Monday that 
it has chosen an IBM managed security services solution to ensure protection of its information systems 
infrastructure and customer data. Using sophisticated predictive analytics technology, the solution will 
help anticipate and mitigate threats and any possible breaches, providing higher efficiency and 
productivHy to the department's operetions. The IBM managed security services will facilHate round-the
clock monHoring and alerts to investigate and escalate incidents effectively, while delivering threat 
assessments of the severity of potential issues and enabling optimisation software to enhance the 
information security levels. (Full Report). 

124. AI Qaeda-linked group claims responsibility for Beirut's Iranian embassy suicide bombings 
The National (UAE), Staff Report, 2013 1120 
Beirut - Two suicide bombers killed Iran's cultural attache and 22 other people outside the Iranian 
Embassy in a ShiHe neighbourhood of Beirut yesterday. Footage from local news channels showed 
charred bodies on the ground as flames rose from the remains of several vehicles. Aid workers and 
residents carried away some of the victims on blankets. At least 140 people were also injured in the 
blasts in the upscale neighbourhood of Janah, a stronghold of the Lebanese Shiite Hizbollah group. The 
Abdullah Azzam Brigade, which has links with AI Oaeda, said Hwas responsible for the bombings that 
have highlighted the intensifying proxy battle between factions fighting in Syria's civil war. The brigade 
warned more attacks would follow unless Hizbollah, which is backed by Iran, withdraws Hs fighters from 
Syria. They have fought alongside Bashar AI Assed's military against Syrian rebels, helping them to 
several military victorices, notably in Ousayr in May this year. 

125. AI Qaida in Lebanon? 
Gulf News, Joseph A. Kechichian, 2013 11 20 
Beirut: Immediately after two powerful explOsions targeted the Iranian embassy in Beirut, news reports 
revealed that the Abdullah Azzam Brigades (AAB) claimed responsibility for the dastardly acts that, once 
again, raised the spectre of the so-called AI Oaida organisation in Lebanon. In a Twitter post in ArabiC, 
the group's spiritual guide, Shaikh Siraj AI Deen Zuraykat, affirmed that "two Sunni heroes of Lebanon: 
carried out the "double martyrdom operation: and warned that the group was ready to continue Hs 
operations until Hezbollah pulled its fighters out of Syria. However, details of the group remained murky 



and full of controversy. Some sources claimed the group was established in 2009, led by Saleh AI 

Qarawi, a Saudi national wanted by Interpol, while others insisted that ~ was created by Iranian secret 

services in 2003. However, Lebanese Intelligence sources confirmed denied that the group had ties to AI 

Qaida saying the accusations were 'mere fabrications.' 


126. AI..Qaida frappe I'lran au Uban 

Le Figaro, Sibylle Rizk, 2013 11 20 

Beyrouth - En visant I'ambassade d'iran aBeyrouth, les djihadistes ont voulu punir Teheran pour son 

soutien au regime syrien. PROCHE-ORIENT. La panique s'est emparee des Libanais mardi peu apras 9 

h 30 du matin a I'annonce de I'attentat survenu dans Ie quartier tres fr6quente de Bir Hassan, en banlieue 

sud de Beyrouth. Les images de destruction et de sang inondent les ecrans de television. Le bilan 

apparait d'emblee comnne tres lourd : au total au moins 24 personnes ont ete tuees et 146 blessees, ce 

qui en fa~ I'un des attentats les plus meurtriers au Liban, depuis I'assassinat de I'ex-premier ministre 

Rafic Hariri en fevrier 2005. L'armee affirme en debut d'apres-midi qu'il s'agit d'un double attentat suicide 

: une premiere depuis la periode de la guerre civile de 1975-1990. Le scenario rappelle etrangement les 

attaques meurtrieres imputees arlran, qui avaient vise il y a trente ans exactement les baraquements 

des marines amencains et Ie poste mil~aire franyais du Drakkar. 


127. Armed Forces Control Qara, Seize Terrorists Criminal Tools in Daraa 

Syria Times, 2013 11 20 

Provinces - The armed forces continued successful operations across the country, eliminating large 

number of terrorists and re- controlling many areas. On Tuesday, un~s of the armed forces imposed full 

control over the ~y of Qara in Damascus Countryside after crushing the terrorists' last groupings there. In 

a statement to a local media, a military source said that all the dens of the terrorists and their ringleaders 

were eliminated, while scores of explosive devices, which the terrorists had planted in neighborhoods, 

streets and houses, were dismantled. The special operation, which the army carried out to seize control 

of Qara, took 24 hours and resulted in killing large numbers of terrorists, most of them are affiliated to 

Jabhat al-Nusra and "Islam Brigade", according to the field commander. Terrorists of Libyan, Saudi, 

Yemeni, Egyptian and Tunisian nationalities were identified among the dead, while some of the terrorists 

ran away towards Arsal town inside the Lebanese territories. 


128. Bahrain court upholds jail terms for 17 activists 

Bahrain Daily News, 2013 11 20 

Manama - A Bahrain appeals court has upheld jail terms of up to 15 years for 17 oppos~ion activists 

convicted over attacks on police in the country, a judicial source said Tuesday. The Manama court, which 

delivered the verdicts on Monday, also reduced by seven years sentences for three other defendants in 

the same case, the source said. The group of activists were tried on charges of attempting to murder 

police, carrying out arson attacks on their vehicles, causing public disturbance and possessing Molotov 

cocktails. The charges followed a firebomb attack in February 2012 on a police station in Sitra, a 

predominantly Shiite village near Manama, that left one policeman injured and the front of the station 

damaged. It came a year after protests broke out against Bahrain's govemment, in an uprising to demand 

democratic reforms that was quelled in a month. At least 89 people have been killed since the protests 

began, according to the International Federation for Human Rights. (Full Report). 


129, Beirut bombing sees Iran drawn deeper into Lebanon quagmire 
. Times of Israel, Avi Issacharoff, 2013 11 20 • 

Jerusalem - The double suicide bombing at the Iranian embassy in Beirut on Tuesday moming was 

anything but a surprise. In fact, ~ was almost expected given the battles in Syria between radical Sunni 

forces, on the one hand and Hezbollah and Iranian Revolutionary Guards forces on the other, along with 

the threats by al-Qaeda groups in Syria to hit Iranian targets in the area. Nonetheless, the bombings raise 

the confrontation between Sunnis and Shi~es in Lebanon and Syria to new heights. Two suicide bombers 

acting in coordination, bent on harming as many Shi~es as possible, may be an almost routine 

phenomenon in Iraq, but in Lebanon ~ represents an unprecedented escalation in hostilities. In similar 

fashion to the methods used by Hezbollah and the Revolutionary Guards against Westem targets in 

Lebanon in the early 1980s, Tuesday's assailants - who apparently belong to an al-Qaeda offshoot 



sent two bombers in a coordinated attack: The result was devastating: 23 fatal~ies and almost 150 
injured. 

130. Beirut Bombs Strike at Iran As Assad's Ally 
New York Times, Multipie reporters, 2013 11 20 CI 
Beirut - A double bombing struck the iranian Embassy cqmpound in Beirut on Tuesday, in the deadliest 
assault on Iran's interests since Hemerged as the most forceful backer of the Syrian government against 
an armed insurgency. The frontal attack struck a symbol of the country's powerful influence in Lebanon 
and neighboring Syria. The Abdullah Azzam Brigades, an offshoot of AI Oaeda that operates In Lebanon, 
claimed responsibilHy for the bombings, which killed at least 23 peopie, including an lrenian dipiomat. 
Syria, Iran and Hezbollah, the Lebanese milHant organization, pointed fingers at Isreel and Saudi Arabia, 
and officials said Hwas unclear who had carried out the attack. Regardless, it was quickly seen as 
retaliation against Iran and Hezbollah, Iran's ally, for supporting the Syrian government. The double 
bombing highlighted the risks and costs that Iran faces over Syria, which some analysts have called Iran's 
Vietnam. Others say Iran has successfully turned its support for Syria's president, Bashar ai-Assad, into a 
powerful international trump card that strengthens its hand in negotiations over its disputed nuclear 
program. "Today's event demonstrates the political and economic costs of Syria for Iran," said Cliff 
Kupchan, an Iran analyst at Eurasia Group, a political risk consultancy based in Washington. "Syria is a 
kind of flytrap for the Iranians. They're just stuck to it." 

131. Beirut's Iranian Embassy is the target in a widening war between Shia and Sunni 
The Independent (UK), Robert Fisk, 2013 11 20 
Beirut - It was a message, of course: the two bombs only metres from the Iranian embassy, the Iranian 
cultural attacM dead, the expiosion heard across Beirut and all the vile detritus of the event; the leg 
under the broken balcony, the bits of teeth, the jaw wHh beard attached, the blood swamping the road. At 
least 22 others were slaughtered. But how could you tell amid this horror? This was Shia Muslim territory 
in Beirut and the burning cars and smashed buildings of Jnah in south Beirut were quickly surrounded by 
uniformed Hezbollah milHiamen and young men waving silver pistols. A suicide bomber, we were told. 
There was another story. A small bomb to lure peopie into the street and then a massive car bomb to cut 
them down. Then one of the black-uniformed men said he believed a suicide bomber had set off the first, 
smaller bomb. Iranian embassy guards had tried to prevent the second blast - which tore the embassy 
gate from Hs hinges. At least 160 people were wounded in the two expiosions. In the days of Twitter, who 
can trust a self-proclaimed al-Oa'ida outfrt called the Abdullah Azzam brigades, which claimed the 
bombings and told Hezbollah to leave Syria? But could there be a more obvious target for those who 
curse Hezbollah's milHary support for Bashar ai-Assad in Damascus? Could there be a more ruthless way 
of hitting at the Shias of Lebanon than to go for the jugular and set off bombs so close to the embassy of 
a country which has sent its own Shia fighters to Syria? Offices of pro-Syrian television stations stand - or 
did stand - around the street. Only a week ago, Sayed Hassan Nasrallah, Hezbollah's leader, warned that 
Lebanon was heading for a grave crisis. He was right. 

132. Bombings in Beirut linked to Syrian conflict 
Washington Post, Loveday Morris, Ahmed Ramadan, 2013 11 20 
Beirut - The debris-strewn, bloodstained street outside the Iranian Embassy in Beirut lay as mute 
testimony of another dark day in Lebanon on Tuesday, when nearly two dozen people were killed in a 
double suicide bombing, the letest in a string of sectarian attacks to blight the country. The first bomber, 
on a motorcycle, struck at a checkpoint just yards from the embassy in the Bir Hasan area of the capital, 
according to secumy officials and the army. The blast drew residents out onto the street and their 
balconies, exposing them to the more powerful suicide car bombing that occurred minutes later. By day's 
end, the death toll from the twin blasts stood at 23, wHh 147 people injured, according to the Health 
Ministry. Iran's state-run Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) confirmed that the country's cultural 
attache, Ibrahim Ansari , was among the dead. The Abdullah Azzam Brigades, the al-Oaeda-linked Sunni 
milHant group that asserted responsibility for Tuesday's attack, made clear that the Syrian war was the 
motive and demanded that Hezbollah pull out ~s fighters. "The attack on the Iranian Embassy in Beirut 
was a twin martyrdom operation by two heroes of the Sunni in Lebanon," Sheik Sirajeddine Zuraiqat, a 
cleric affiliated wHh the group, said in a message posted on Twitter. 



133. Brotherhood members in UAE channelled millions to Egypt, trial hears 
The National (UAE) , Ayesha AI Khoori, 2013 11 20 
Abu Dhabi - Members of a Muslim Brotherhood cell channelled US$2 million (Dh7.3m) back to the parent 
group in Egypt, prosecutors alleged on Tuesday. Egyptian members of the group also copied and spread 
the confidential contents of a memory drive, a court was told. The court heard last week that the drive 
was given to an Egyptian, M?A, by mistake by a First Warrant Officer in the Supreme Council for National 
Security, The drive contained details of people connected to the Muslim Brotherhood and information and 
PowerPoint presentations about the group, the prosecution said on Tuesday. All the contents were strictly 
confidential and intended for use by National Security officers only, the court was told as the prosecution 
began the oral presentation of its case. Thirty men are on trial at the Federal Supreme Court accused of 
establishing and running a branch of the Muslim Brotherhood. :of I. 

134. Challenges in the Middle East for US defence companies 
The National (UAE) , Tom Amold, 2013 11 20 
Abu Dhabi - US defence companies are increasingly looking to Middle East buyers to help offset sagging 
military spending at home. But their quest to secure purchases is happening against a backdrop of more 
distant relations between Washington and some of its allies in the region. Last year about 7 per cent of 
Lockheed Martin's US$47.2 billion sales originated from the Middle East. 'We certainly expect that to 
grow in the region as we think we have products and capabilities that our customers in the region need," 
said Marillyn Hewson, chief executive of Lockheed Martin, the largest US defence company, in an 
interview at the Dubai Airshow. ·CertainlYaround missile defence products we provide, F-16s, C-130Js, 
work we're doing in satellite communication, cyber security - a whole range of IT services we provide." 

135. Chechen Blowback: Meet the Rebel Commander Assad, Russia and the U.S. All Fear 
Wall Street Joumal, Alan Cullison , 2013 11 20 
Unidentified placeline - For months, Syrian govemment forces hunkered down at a remote air base north 
of Aleppo, deftly fending off rebel assaults -- until one moming a war machine rumbled out of the 
countryside, announcing that the Chechens had arrived. The final capture of the airport in August 
immediately boosted the prestige of its unruly mastermind Tarkhan Batirashvili, according to analysts
an ethnic Chechen whose warring skills, leamed in the U.S.-funded Georgian army, are now being put to 
use by a group deeply at odds with more mainstream Westem-backed rebels. The jihadi commander has 
recently emerged from obscurity to be the northem commander in Syria of the Islamic State of Iraq and 
the Sham (ISIS), an al Oaeda-connected coalition whose thousands of Arab and foreign fighters have 
overrun key Syrian military bases, staged public executions and muscled aside American-backed 
moderate rebel groups trying to topple President Bashar ai-Assad. Conversations with Mr. Batirashvili 's 
relatives and two of his former army commanders reveal a complex portrait of a modem jihadist from the 
former Soviet Union, motivated by misfortune as much as newly found religious zeal. 

136, China to build new power plants and develop ports in Yemen 
Yemen Times, Rammah AI-Jubari, 20131120 
Sana'a - Yemen's relations with China are expanding, President Abdu Rabu Mansour Hadi told state-run 
media. The Yemeni leaders statement came following the signing of multiple contracts between the 
nations, allowing China to build new power plants and develop ports in the Arab country. Hadi wrapped 
up a flVe-day visit to Beijing on Friday. Based on one of the mutual agreements President Hadi signed 
with his Chinese counterpart, Xi Jingping, China will provide Yemen with Ii new power planl that will have 
a total output capacity of 5,000 megawatts. Saleh Sumai , Yemen's minister of electricity and energy, said 
that the construction of new power plants will begin in the next one to two months and one of the plants 
will be based in Shabwa. The state-run Saba news agency quoted President Hadi as saying that the 
power plants will be gas and coal powered. 

137, Chronique d'une tragedie annonc6e 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Elie Fayad, 2013 11 20 
Beyrouth - La situation. II y a quelques mois, Ie secreta ire general du Hezbollah, Hassan Nasrallah, 
portait au grand jour, lors de I'une de ses innombrables apparitions televisees, la nouvelle de I'implication 



de son parti dans Ie sanglant confl" syrien. Ce jour-la, il ava" pris soin d'adresser au camp adverse un 
message dont la substance peut 4tre resumee en ces termes : etant donne que nous sommes en 
desaccord sur tout, mais qu'en m6me temps nous voudrions preserver la paix civile au Liban, allons 
guerroyer tous ensemble en Syrie, vous aux cOtes de l'oPpos"ion et nous avec Ie regime, et laissons Ie 
calme prevaloir sur Ie territoire libanais. AI'epoque, ce qui ava" choque dans cette proposition, ce n'est 
pas tant son immoral"e et Ie mepris qu'elle exprime pour les parties syriennes au conHit ; c'est surtout 
qu'elle refli~te, du moins en apparence, une absence de sens des realites, ou plutO! un surcroit de 
confiance en soi et, disons- Ie, d'arrogance. 

138. David's Sling shoots down ballistic missile in trial 
Jerusalem Post, Yaakov Lappin, 2013 11 20 
Jerusalem - The Ministry of Defense and the US Missile Defense Agency (MSA) held a successful test of 
the David's Sling air defense system on Wednesday morning, in which a ballistic missile was shot down 
and destroyed. David's Sling is designed to intercept intermediate and short- range rockets and cruise 
missiles, and should be effective against a good portion of Hezbollah's rocket arsenal. The trial saw a 
David's Sling battery fire an interceptor at "a ballistic target from short range; and examined the 
remainder of the system's components for the first time, the Defense Ministry said in a statement. After a 
ballistic missile was fired, David's Sling MMR radar identified ", passed along its trajectory to the fire 
management system, which formulated a defensive interception. A David's Sling interceptor was then 
fired, striking and destroying the target successfully. 

139. Dubai Polic:e introduced to hand-thrown drone at Airshow launch 
The National (UAE), Caline Malek, 20131120 
Dubai - A British defence company specialising In designing, developing and operating unmanned 
systems has launched a small precision product that has "eyes in the sky". The 75-cenijmetre wingspan 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicie (UAV), called iSlart, is to be used for surveillance. "It gets unfolded, shaken and 
thrown into the air wilh a ground control station to log in details about where it's meant to look and land," 
said Dr Yoge Patel, chief executive of Blue Bear, which launched the product. "It's a very high-precision 
flight. It has a high level of automation and autonomy. You don~ need to fly this plane, you just unpack " 
and throw it into the air." The launch is automated by a flight control system that comes into playas soon 
as there is movement. "The avionics will do all the thinking; Dr Patel said. "The cameras are clipped on 
for day and night." She said the iSlart, made of foam, was easier to use than current UAVs. 

140. Eight policemen killed in south Yemen ambush 
Agence France Presse, 2013 11 20 
Aden - Gunmen ambushed and killed eight policemen Monday near a gas terminal in southern Vemen, a 
security official told AFP. The attack took place as the police were driving to a security checkpoint near 
the Belhaf terminal, in the southern Shabwa province, the official said. "Armed men in two cars opened 
fire on the policemen, killing them on the spot," he said. He was unable to identify the assailants or 
explain their motives. Eallier Monday, a special forces officer was abducted by armed men northeast of 
Balhaf, and his body was later found to the wes\. He had been shot three times. The corpse was found 
not far from where the eight policemen were killed, another security source said. Yemeni security 
personnel have come under increasing attack in recent months, particularly in the south and east of the 
country, with authortties generally blaming AI Qaida. 

141. Entre Jerusalem et Ramallah, 15 km, un checkpoint et un changement de ton significatif 
Le Monde, David Revaull D'Ailonnes, 2013 11 20 
Ramallah - "Je serai toujours I'ami d'isralli ", avait-II attaque en Mbreu, la veille, a peine Ie pied pose sur 
Ie tarmac de I'aeroport de Tel-Aviv. "Vive I'am"ie entre la France et la Palestine ", a lance Fran~is 
Hollande, lundi 18 novembre aRamallah, it I'occasion d'une conference de presse tenue avec Ie 
president de l'Autome palestinienne, Mahmoud Abbas. Entre les deux formules, II y ava" une vingtaine 
d'heures et quelques dizaines de kilometres d'ecart, ainsi qu'un checkpoint, celui de Betounia, passe 
sans encombre par Ie president. II y avait aussi et surtout, une variation de ton significative. Entre 
Israeliens et Palestiniens, Franyois Hollande, certes, a dementi toute forme de double langage : " Je ne 
cherche pas un equilibre, une espece de parallelisme des formes. Ce que je fais ici en Palestine, ce que 



fai fait hier en Israel, c'est t'!tre utile, a- t-il evacue. Je n'ai pas a vouloir en faire plus pour les uns ou plus 
pour les autres, fai afaire plus pour la paix. " 

142. French President in Israel Seeking Improved Political and Economic TIes 
The Media Line, Felice Friedson and Rye Druzin. 2013 11 20 
Jerusalem - In the aftermath of a rare break with European allies that scuttled the anticipated agreement 
between Iran and the Western powers, an assertive French President Francois Hollande arlived in Israel 
on Sunday to a welcoming public and grateful government. But while Israeli Plime Minister Binyamin 
Netanyahu may want to gush about France's role in delaying what he sees as a disastrous deal, Hollande 
is much more focused on tapping into Israel's know-how to help his country's beleaguered economy. 
"Israel is, from an economic point of view, with the high-tech industry, considered to be very valuable," Dr. 
Tsilla Hershco, a senior research associate at Bar-lian UniversHy's Begin·Sadat (BESA) Center for 
Strategic Studies told The Media Line. "W~h all the turmoil around us, Israel is considered the one stable 
state in the Middle East from a polHical and economic point of view." 

143. Hezbollah's strategy in Qalamoun 
Now Lebanon, Qassem Qassir, 2013 11 20 
Beirut - Against a backdrop of the new developments regarding the start of the Qalamoun battle in Syria's 
Qara and the twin blasts that rocked Jnah near the Iranian Embassy in Dahiyeh, sources close to 
Hezbollah reported that the party is committed to Hs decision to fight in Sylia and is leading the Qalamoun 
battle based on a new strategy of slowly munching away from the media spotlight even as it predicts new 
explosive attacks in various Lebanese regions. According to these informed sources, Hezbollah 
operatives' strategy in the Qalamoun campaign is different from the one implemented in the Qusayr 
battle. The current offensive is calm and slow, focusing on eating away at villages and regions gradually 
rather than launching a lightning-fast, direct attack. as was the case in the battle for Qusayr and its 
province. The mountainous geography of the vast Qalamoun region calls for different milHary tactics 
based on besieging each individual village and town, the sources said. 

144. High Court refuses to free alleged aloQaida arch terrorist held without charge for 3 years 
Jerusalem Post. Yonah Jeremy Bob, 2013 11 20 
Jerusalem - The High Court of Justice on Tuesday rejected a request from an alleged ai- Qaida arch
terrolist to be freed from administrative detention after over three years. The court accepted the state's 
arguments that Samer Abed a-Latif ai-Barak was an arch-terrorist who had training in and headed al· 
Qaida's biological weapons program, had recruHed many violent followers and had significant contact with 
top ai- Qaida leaders such as Hs current chief Ayman a~ Zawahiri. A three-justice panel of Daphna Barak
Erez, Edna Arbel and Uzi Vogelman said that being kept in administrative detention for more than three 
years wHh no definite end in sight was "not a situation to be accepted lightly," but that in light of how 
dangerous Barak was, "at this time there is no less harmful method" for preventing him from returning to 
carrying out terrorist attacks. Noting what Hcalled new intelligence regarding Barak. the court said there 
was no baSis to argue that he had become less dangerous over time. 

145. IAF strikes targets in Gaze Strip in response to mortar fire 
Jerusalem Post, Yaakov lappin, 2013 11 20 
Jerusalem - The air force struck four terrolist targets in Gaza on Tuesday evening in response to 
Palestinian mortar fire earlier in the day at soldiers in the Eshkol region . The IDF said HhH a weapons 
manufactuling site and two attack tunnels in southern Gaza, and a fourth terrolist activHy center in the 
north of the Stlip. "This is in response to the projectile fire on our forces who were working near the 
[border] fence this morning," the IDF Spokesman's Office. ~ added that the military will not tolerate any 
attempt to harm civilians or soldiers, and will act against any element seeking to activate terrolism against 
the Statlt of Israel. "The terror organization of Hamas is the address, and it bears responsibility," the IDF 
Spokesman's Office said. On Tuesday morning, a Gazan mortar shell struck in the Eshkol region. No 
injuries or damage were reported. Soldiers were operating in the area where the mortar shell landed near 
the Gaza border fence. 



146. Israel on alert over suspected Hezbollah tunnel activity 
Lebanon Daily Star, Mohammed Zaatari. 2013 11 20 
Sidon - Israel has stepped up Hs spying activities along the bord r with Lebanon. fearing Hezbollah may 
have buitt an underground tunnel into the Jewish state. Lebanese security sources said Monday. A senior 
security source told The Daily Star that Israel was increasingly worried that Hezbollah might have 
established a passage connecting south Lebanon to an unspecified area in Israel. The recent discovery 
of two tunnels from the Hamas-run Gaza Strip into Israel has increased their fears. the source added. The 
Israeli Army has said that one of the recenlly discovered tunnels was packed with explosives and 
stretched tens of meters into the Jewish state. The source said Israeli concems Hezbollah might have 
dug a tunnel across the border prompted their military to survey the settlement of Metula, located near the 
southern Lebanese village of Kfar Kila. Their activity reportedly drew the suspi!(ion of Lebanese 
authorities, who are monitoring the situation along the border closely. 

(,...."'._,
147. L'ambassade d'iran a Beyrouth visee par un double attentat, 23 morts 
Agence France-Presse. Joumaliste maison. 2013 11 19 
Beyrouth - L'ambassade d'iran a Beyrouth a ete visee mardi par un double attentat ayant fait au moins 23 
morts et pres de 150 blesses. ont indique des sources officielles libanaises alors qU'un groupe jihadiste a 
revendique I·attaque. Le conseiller cutturel, un religieux, a ete tue dans I'attentat selon des sources 
officielles libanaises et iraniennes. Un membre du service de securite de I·ambassade. lui aussi de 
nationalite iranienne. a egalement peri dans I·attaque. selon les medias iraniens. II s'ag~ de la premiere 
attaque visant l'lran depuis Ie debut du confl~ en Syrie, au Teheran a depeche des experts militaires et 
encourage Ie Hezbollah llbanais ainsi que des miliciens chiites irakiens a participer aux combats aux 
cOtes des troupes du president Bachar ai-Assad. 

148. L'ambassade d'iran visee par un double attentat: Bir Hassan compte ses victimes 
L'Orient-Le Jour. Anne-Marie EI-Hage, 2013 11 20 
Beyrouth - Des immeubles devastes. Des balcons effondres. Des volets deboi\es. Des vitres brisees. 
Images de desolation d'une rue du quartier cossu de Bir Hassan. dans la banlieue sud de Beyrouth. la 
rue Mohammad Fakih, appelee communement rue des Ambassades, car elle regroupe les ambassades 
d'iran. du Yemen et du Maroc. Une heure trente plus tOt. peu apres 9h30. ce quartier residentiel qui abrite 
aussi Ie Golf Club de Beyrouth. la television al-Mayadeen et ta caseme Henri Chehab. est secoue par un 
double attentat-suicide qui vise I'ambassade d·lran. Les incendies ont deja ete eteints. Les blesses. les 
morts evacues. Parmi ces demiers. Ie conseiller culturel de I'ambassade iranienne. cheikh Ibrahim 
Ansari , qui n'a pas survecu. de mArne que cinq gardiens de I'ambassade et un technicien d'Ogero, Abdel 
Nasser Zan~ . 

149. Le service minimum de M. Hollande ala Knesset 
Le Monde, David Revault d'Alionnes et Laurent Zecchini, 2013 11 20 
Jerusalem - AlTAI de la colonisation et partage de Jerusalem : Ie president franyais a reitere la position 
traditionnelle de Paris Son equipe I'avait annonce. Ie discours du president ne serait pas fracassant. La 
promesse. de ce point de vue, fut parfaitement tenue. Franyois Hollande a lui-mllme reconnu, lundi 18 
novembre, a la tribune de la Knesset. Ie Panement israelien. qu'il n'innovait pas : " La position de la 
France est connue : c'est un reglement negocie pour que les Etats d'lsral!1 et de Palestine. ayant tous 
deux Jerusalem pour capitale. puissent coexister en paix et en securite. " C'etait d~, sans rien ajouter ni 
retrancher : la position tradttionnelle de la France. Le president de la Republique savait qu'iI ne pouvait 
manquer de rappeler au moins eela, puisqu'en cette mArne enceinte, Nicolas Sarkozy. pourtant considere 
COmme plus proche d'israill que M. Holiande (du moins au debut de son mandat), avait souligne. Ie 23 
juin 2008, qu'il " ne peut y avoir de paix sans la reconnaissance de Jerusalem comme capitale des deux 
Etats ". 

160. More attacks likely but Iran won't respond in kind 
Lebanon Daily Star, Mirella Hodeib. 2013 11 20 
Beirut - The twin suicide attack targeting the Iranian Embassy in Beirut Tuesday marks a significant 
escalation that is a direct result of Iran's role in Syria and is unlikely to be the last of such deadly incidents 
in Lebanon, analysts told. The Daily Star. "Both the tactics employed and the specific targeting of the 



attack is a notable qualitative escalation from the previous bombings we've seen in Beirut in recent 
months," said Charles Lister, an analyst at the London-based IHS Jane's Terrorism and Insurgency 
Center. Lister and other analysts all agree that the latest bombings are yet another indication that the 
region - and Lebanon in parlicular - is being drawn further into the Syrian war. ''The conflict in Syria 
already encompasses dynamics far wider than Syria alone, and attacks like this one underline that 
concretely," Lister said. In a unique operation, two suicide bombers - one on a motorcycle with an 
explosives-laden belt and the other one driving a rigged car - targeted Iran's embassy in Beirut, killing at 
least 25 people and wounding more than 150. 

151. News agencies embrace infonnation technology 
Arab News. Rashid Hassan. 2013 11 20 
Riyadh - Abdul Aziz Khoja, minister of cu~ure and information. launched the fourth News Agencies Wo~d 
Congress (NAWC) in Riyadh on Monday. Khojah is also the chairman of the board of directors of the 
state-run Saudi Press Agency (SPA). which is hosting the congress. He called upon the media fratemijy 
at the largest gathering of intemational media to brace themselves for the challenges faced by the 
information technology sector in the 21st century. "Today, the wo~d is full of changes and contradictions," 
he said. "Media play an important role as a communicator around the wo~d. The main goal of this media 
conference is to get a better understanding of new developments and the future role of media around the 
wo~d. We aim to share experiences and expertise." The minister hoped the conference would lay 
foundations for positive cooperation among news agencies in the world during the three-day 
brainstorming session. 

152. Options Narrowed, U.S. ts Said to Weigh Destroying Syrian Chemicals at Sea 
New York Times, Thom Shanker. Eric Schmitt. 20131120 
Washing10n - Unable to find a country willing to dispose of Syria's chemical weapons. the Unijed States is 
considering plans to place the chemical components of the weapons on a barge where they would be 
dissolved or incinerated. according to senior American officials. The two systems under review are 
intended to destroy the precursor materials that are designed to be combined to form chemical munijions. 
Syria's smaller arsenal of operational chemical weapons would be destroyed separately, officials said. 
Officials from the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. which is operating in Syria to 
locate and identify the weapons. would monijor the destruction. which would be carried out following 
safety standards set by legislation in the Unijed States and the European Union. according to officials 
familiar with the proposal. Officials did not say whether any chemical residue would be dumped in the 
ocean. The system could be operational in 75 days. 

153. Policemen are ambushed by al-Qaeda 
Yemen Post. Staff Report. 2013 11 20 
Sana'a - Officials confirmed on Monday that eight policemen were killed following an ambush by armed 
militants allegedly linked to a~Qaeda at an army checkpoint near the gas terminal of Belhaf in the 
province of Shabwa. Belhaf is now considered one of the main ports of Yemen, particularlyaflerthe 
success of Yemen LNG project for constructing a liquefied natural gas in 2006. The policemen who were 
posted near the checkpoint as extra secunty were attacked by al-Qaeda in what the authonties believe to 
be yet another sabotage attempt by the terror group. Ovefthe past two years, al-Qaeda has tried to derail 
Yemen's central govemment efforts to rebuilt the impoverished nation and successfully complete its 
transijion of power without reverting to violence and senseless bloodshed. 

154. President Hadi will stay on 
Yemen Post. Staff Report, 2013 1120 
Sana'a - Special UN Envoy to Yemen, JamaLBenomar confirmed that in all likelihood President Abdo 
Rabbo Mansour Hadi, who was elected as Yemen's transition president in 2012's one candidate 
elections. will stay on much longer than first anticipated. Benomar told reporters on Saturday that since 
President Hadi had faced many roadblocks and many delays. his term at the presidency would have to be 
extended in order for him to complete the tasks assigned to him by the GCC. Under the GCC-brokered 
power transfer initiative. Hadi was charged with transitioning Yemen into a modem civil state under the 
banner of new constijution and reformed institutions. Through the organization of a National Dialogue 



Conference, the impoverished nation's many warring tribal and political factions were meant to bridge 
their differences and mend their ties through dialogue; moving all confticts onto the pol~ical arena and 
away from the battlefield. " 

o155. Quiet calm of Bir Hasan shattered, residents say 
Lebanon Daily Star. Wassim Mroueh, 2013 11 20 
Beirut - The twin suicide bombings that rocked the southem Beirut neighborhood of Bir Hasan shattered 
the peace and calm that has characterized the quiet residential area for years, sparking fears among its 
residents that the worst was yet to come. "I heard the sound of a small explosion. Just like everybody else 
in the neighborhood, I went outside to see what happened and where the smoke was billowing from," 
Rabih Istanbuli said , standing outside one of two fum~ure showrooms he manages in the area. "A few 
minutes later, there was a very loud explosion. I saw people falling from balconies and glass falling on 
people who came out to see what was happening." he told The Daily Star. Two suicide bombers attacked 
the Iranian Embassy in Bir Hasan just before 10 a.m., killing at least 25 people and wounding more than 
150, security sources said. The Abdullah Azzam Brigades, an AI.Qaeda-linked group, claimed 
responsibility for the attack. Several Arab embassies are located in Bir Hasan. 

156. Six Other Iranian Embassy Staff Confirmed Dead in Beirut Suicide- Blasts 
Fars News Agency, 20131120 
Tehran - Six local embassy staff have also been killed in the terrorist bomb blasts near the Iranian 
embassy in Beirut today, local officials said, after the embassy's cultural attache was also confimned dead 
earlier in the day. Head of the Iranian Embassy's security team and five of his men have also been 
among more than two dozen people killed in the twin blasts which struck an area near the embassy 
compound in Beirut Tuesday moming. "Rezwan Fares, a Lebanese national who was in charge of the 
security of the Iranian embassy in Beirut and was also known as Hajj Reza, and the Ambassador's 
personal bodyguard stopped the suicide-bomber from entering the embassy compound and opened fire 
on him, when the suicide- bomber exploded his jacket," local officials told FNA's bureau in Beirut Tuesday 
aftemoon. A Lebanese govemment source said Iran's Cultural Attache Ebrahim Ansari was entering the 
embassy as the blasts took place, adding that the Iranian official died of his wounds at a Beirut hosp~al. 

167. Suicide bombers kill 25 near Iran embassy In Beirut 
Lebanon Daily Star, Rima S. Aboulmona, 2013 11 20 
Beirut - Two suicide bombers - one driving a rigged car and the other on a motorcycle with an explosives 
belt - attacked Iran's Embassy in Beirut Tuesday, killing at least 25 people including an Iranian diplomat 
and wounding more than 150, security sources said. The attack, confimned by Lebanon's military 
prosecutor as the work of suicide bombers, was claimed by an AI-Oaeda-linked group and is the latest in 
a spate of deadly bombings linked to the war in Syria. "The Abdullah Azzam brigades - the Hussein bin 
Ali cells - ... are behind the attack on the Iranian embassy in Beirut." Sheikh Sirajeddine Zuraiqat, the 
group's religious guide, said on his Twitter feed. "It is a twin suicide operation by two heroes from the 
Sunni community in Lebanon," he said, waming that that the group - a Lebanon- based AI-Qaeda affiliate 
- would carry out further attacks until Hezbollah withdraws ~s fighters from Syria and Islamist detainees in 
Lebanon are released. 

168. Suicide slaughter at Iranian embassy 
Now Lebanon, Alex Rowell, 20131120 
Beirut - There was still a bloodied body squimning on the ground when NOW arrived at Jerusalem Street 
Tuesday moming, surrounded by rescue workers frantically trying to lift the semi-conscious man onto a 
stretcher. The Lebanese army, in tandem with plain-clothed security forces including some wearing 
yellow amnbands bearing the Hezbollah logo, had sealed off an adjacent fifty-meter stretch of the street 
outside the Iranian embassy in Beirut's predominantly Shiite Jnah suburb, where earlier two suicide 
bombers had detonated over 50kg of explosives, killing 23 and wounding over 150. In the minutes 
following the explosions, television stations aired disturbing footage of charred corpses sprawled before 
blazing rows of cars, the air thick with clouds of black smoke. By the time NOW arrived, the fires had 
been doused, but pools of blood still dotted the street, dyeing the countless shards of glass blown out of 



hundreds of windows from the surrounding apartment blocks. At least a dozen cars lay mangled and 
squashed. 

159. Syria: Geneva II conference to be held in mid.{)ecember 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Caroline Akoum, 20131120 
Beirut and London - UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon announced on Monday that the Geneva II peace 
conference on the Syrian conflict will be held in mid-December. The secretary-general said UN-Arab 
League envoy Lakhdar Brahimi will try to set the exact date during a meeting between US and Russian 
diplomats in Geneva on November 25. The Syrian opposition, meanwhile, is coming under American 
pressure to accept an inv~ation by Russia to go to Moscow to discuss the peace conference. The Syrian 
National Coal~ion , the most prominent alliance of opposition groups, is waiting for Russia to set new 
dates for meetings with Russian officials after rejecting the first suggested dates of November 18 to 21 , in 
order to avoid meeting a Syrian govemment delegation. Speaking to Asharq AI-Awsat, Coal~ion member 
Samir AI-Nashar said he hoped that talks with Russia would adhere to the points previously announced 
by the Coalition on Geneva II . 

160. Targeting officials: Assassination toll casts shadow on Yemen 
Yemen Times, Ali Ibrahim AI-Moshki, 2013 11 20 
Sana'a - The Yemeni govemment is reckoning with troubling questions about ~s abil~y to respond to 
militant at1acks both in its urban and rural areas and other ongoing security-related issues. Besides 
ongoing clashes between the Houthis and Salafis in Dammaj and increasing disagreements among major 
political stakeholders at the National Dialogue Conference (NDC), targeting military and security officials 
has become a major challenge facing Yemen's transitional government over the past year. A data-driven 
investigation conducted by The Yemen Times found that at least 93 security or army officials have been 
assassinated by unidentified gunmen across the country in the course of seven months, from April 1 
through the end of October. Many have called 2013 the bloodiest year on record in terms of 
assassinations and attempted assassinations. 

161. Terror attack puts Lebanon on brink 
Lebanon Daily Star. Hussein Dakroub. 2013 11 20 
Beirut - Lebanon slid into further turmoil Tuesday, facing the threat of Iraq-style sectarian violence, after 
two suicide bombers - one driving a rigged car and the other on a motorcycle with an explosives belt· 
attacked the Iranian Embassy in Beirut. Twenty-five people were killed. including an Iranian diplomat, and 
more than 150 wounded, security sources said. Wo~d leaders condemned the bombings and called for 
restraint to prevent tensions from escalating in Lebanon, which is already reeling under the repercussions 
of the conflict in Syria. The twin bombings, the first of its kind to target an embassy since the 1975-90 
Civil War, showed how quickly Lebanon has been pulled into the Syrian war and the grave consequences 
for the country's fragile security and stability. The bombings, which have sent shockwaves across 
Lebanon and heightened fears of Syria- related sectarian violence, came a few days after Hezbollah 
leader Sayyed Hasan Nasrallah vowed to keep the party's fighters In Syria battling alongside President 
Bashar Assad's forces against armed rebel groups. 

162. UAE, Kuwait jail two Twitter users for dissent, blasphemy 
Reuters, 2013 11 20 
DubailKuwait - A United Arab Emirates court has jailed a man for two years for tweeting about a pol~ical 
trial and Kuwait handed a fIVe-year prison term to a Kuwaiti Twitter user for insulting the Prophet 
Mohammad, activists and a lawyer said on Tuesday. The cases and similar previous prosecutions 
highlight the sensitivity of Gulf Arab states to political dissent, criticism of senior Officials, ruling family 
members and to comments they regard as blasphemous, especially on social media. In the UAE, activists 
said Walid al·Shehhi, who was arrested in May, was convicted on Monday of violating the country's 
Intemet crime law by a court in the cap~al Abu Dhabi. He was also fined 500,000 dirhams ($136,100). 
Shehhi had used his Twitter account to question the trial of 94 alleged Emirati coup plotters and to call for 
the release of detainees he believed were held for baCking democratic reforms, according to a local 
activist who asked not to be named. 



163. What Is the Abdullah Azzam Brigades? 
Lebanon Daily Star, Staff Report, 2013 11 20 
Beirut - The AI-Oaeda-linked Abdullah Azzam Brigades, which Claimed responsibil~y for Tuesday's twin 
suicide bombings outside the Iranian Embassy in Beirut that killed at least 25 people, was formed in 2009 
~h the goal of carrying out attacks against Western interests in the Middle East. Wrth branches in 
Lebanon, Jordan and the Arabian Peninsula, ~ is deSignated by the U.S. State Department as a terrorist 
organization. In recent years, the group claimed responsibil~ for launching grad rockets into northem 
Israel from south Lebanon. The Lebanon branch of Abdullah Azzam is called the Ziad Jarrah Battalion, in 
reference to Ziad Jarrah, a Lebanese citizen who was one of the masterminds of the Sept. 11 attacks on 
the United States. He was the pilot of Un~ed Airlines Flight 93, which crashed into a field in Shanksville, 
Pennsylvania, after passengers tried to retake the plane from the hijackers. 

164. Yemen: 3 policiers tues dans des affrontements avec AI..Qa"ida 
Agence France-Presse, Joumaliste maison, 2013 11 20 
Aden - Trois policiers, dont un colonel, ont ete tues dans des affrontements mercredi avec des insurges 
d'AI..QaIda dans la province du Hadramout (sud-est du Yemen), ou Ie reseau extremiste est actif, a 
indique une source policiere. Les membres presumes d'AI..QaIda, retrancht\s dans deux maisons et un 
depOt dans la ville d'AI·Shahr, ont ouvert Ie feu sur les policiers qui voulaient effectuer une perquisition, 
selon cette source. Plusieurs membres d'AI-OaIda ont egalement trouve la mort dans les affrontements, 
les insurges opposant une resistance farouche aux forces de securite, a ajoute a I'AFP la meme source. 

Others· Autres 

165. G77+China Group walks out of Warsaw negotiation on financial assistance issue 
Times of India, Vishwa Mohan, 2013 11 20 
Warsaw - In a rare show of solidarity against rich nations, the G77+China Group, comprising almost all 
developing countries, walked out of the negotiations on Loss and Damage (L&D) early Wednesday 
morning - sending a strong message that the poor nations are not going to give an elbow space to the 
US-led group unless they get comm~ent over financial assistance. The move comes a day after the 
G77+China threatened to boycott the negotiations when rich countries refused to dilute their stand that 
the issue concerning L&D should be discussed only after the final ciimate deals come in Paris in 2015. 
Loss and Damage is a mechanism where poor nations want financial assistance for adaptation and 
mitigation efforts on the premise that they had to suffer losses due to damage caused by high emissions 
of greenhouse gases by rich countries over the years during the industrialization period. (Full Report). 

166. U,N. committee slaps Syria, Iran, North Korea, Myanmar for rights abuses 
Reuters, 2013 11 20 
United Nations - A U.N. General Assembly committee on Tuesday condemned Syria for widespread 
human rights abuses and expressed concern about such violations in Iran,North Korea and Myanmar, but 
also welcomed pledges by Iran and Myanmar's presidents to improve some areas. The draft resolution on 
Iran was approved with 83 votes In favor, 36 against and 62 abstentions; the draft on Syria was adopted 
~h 123 votes in favor, 13 against and 46 abstentions; while the drafts on North Korea and Myanmar 
passed by consensus, although some states disassociated themselves with the texts. The draft 
resolutions were approved by the 193-nation assembly's Third Committee, which focuses on human 
rights, and will be put to formal votes next month in the General Assembly. They are expected to pass 
~h similar support. 



Western Europe· Europe de "Ouest 

167. A " Liil6ration ", malgr6 1'6tat de choc, "on continue" 
Le Monde, Marion Van Renterghem, 2013 11 20 
Paris - Au si~e de Liberation, lundi 18 novembre, la redaction est en etat de choc, Ie joumal continue. 
On cog~e la " une " du lendemain. II est 19 heures et les " chefs" essaient des t~res en vrac : " Western it 
Liberation ", " L'agression ", " 24 heures a Liberation ", " Balles tragiques it Libe " Non, c'est nUl. Le 
maquel\iste revient avec un autre essai : sur une page blanche, une citation. Une " citasse ., comme on 
dit dans Ie jargon. Fabrice Rousselot, directeur de la redaction , la trowe " pas mal ". " II ne tau1 pas faire 
une manchet\e comme une manchelle, dit-il. Avec la citasse, on reste dans la sobriete, c'est un debut de 
reportage, c'est Ie bon moyen de s'en sortir.• Fran~is Sergent, directeur adjoint: " Mais celie citasse 
n'est pas tres torte Complique de paner de soi-merna. On est plus habitue a couvrir les horreurs qui ne 
nous concernent pas. " Fabrice Rousselot : " On ne va pas trouver une formule qui resume celie joumee. 
Les guillemets, c'est bien, on comprend que ya se passe chez nous. " Eric Decouty : .. La citasse 
n'apporte pas grand-chose it I'info, mais I'avantage, c'est que si Ie tireur se fait arreter dans la nuit, on 
reste bons. " 

168. A Paris, la police face aux myst6res du tireur 
Le Monde, Laurent Borredon et Patricia Jolly, 2013 11 20 
Paris - L'homme qui a tire it " Liberation ", it la Defense et it BFM-TV restait introuvable et son mobile 
inconnu, mardi matin Un ancien detenu, a-t-II assure it un temoin. Un " tireur fou ", comme I'ont 
immediatement decrit les reseaux sociaux. L'homme qui a grievement blesse un assistant photographe 
au joumal Liberation, lundi 18 novembre, avant de tirer sur Ie si~e de la Societe generale it la Defense 
puis de fuir dans la voiture d'un automobiliste pris en otage, et enlin de s'evanouir dans la nature sur les 
Champs-Elysees, etait toujours recherche, mardi 19 novembre au matin. Vendredi 15, il avait deja 
menace, it I'aide de son fusll it pompe, un redacteur en chef de BFM TV. " La prochaine fois, je ne vous 
raterai pas ", ava~-II affirme, ejectant deux cartouches de son fusil it pompeoLundi, en fin de journee, la 
police judiciaire a revele plusieurs photos du suspect, issues de cameras de videosurveillance. Sur I'une 
d'elle, I'homrne est assis, sur les quais de la station de tramway Porte d'issy. Quelques minutes plus tard , 
iI va entrer, calrnernent, dans Ie hall de la chaine, dont Ie siege est situe it quelques metres de la dans Ie 
15e arrondissement de Paris. 

169 • • Comme chercher une aiguille dans une bolte de foin» 
La Presse, Agnes Gnuda, 2013 11 20 
Paris - Le tireur qui a seme la stupeur a Paris demeure introuvable Malgre la diffusion d'une nouvelle 
photo qui montre clairement son visage, malgre I'analyse partielle d'un echantillon de son ADN et la 
mobilisation de milliers de policiers, Ie tireur qui a grievement blesse un assistant photographe du journal 
Liberation, lundi, etait toujours introuvable hier soir. Depuis celie allaque sans precedent en France, la 
prefecture de police de Paris a recu 400 appels de citoyens croyant detenir des informations pertinentes 
pour l'enqu6te. Plus d'une centaine de ces tuyaux ont fait I'objet d'une verification. Une information 
relay6e hier apres-midi par Ie journal Le Parisien annonyait I'arrestation de I'homme Ie plus recherche de 
la France. Mais eile a vite ete dementie: un suspect avait bel et bien ete interpeile, mais ce n'etait pas Ie 
bon. 

I 
170. France - La parole raclSle 1Ib6r6e I 
Ail Africa, Journaliste maison, 2013 11 19 
Chronique - Les violentes atlaques racistes dont est victime la Garde des Sceaux, ministre de la Justice, 
Christiane Taubira , peuvent difficilement laisser indifferent. Mercredi demier, elle a ete insuHee par« 
Minu1e », un hebdomadaire d'extrl!me droite. Trois semaines auparavant, eile a eu droit aux ml!mes 
outrages dans les rues d'Angers (Ouest de la France). Des politiques ne sont pas en reste. La parole 
raciste se libere en France. Plus que jamais, un sursaut republicain est necessaire pour combatlre la 
detenante des propos nauseabonds II laquel\e on assiste depuis plusieurs semaines. 



171. Le contre-espionnage allemand va etargir ses operations 
Reuters, Sabine Siebold; Henri-Pierre Andre, 2013 11 20 
Berlin - Les services allemands du renseignement inteneur vont elargir leurs operations de contre
espionnage y compris contre des Etats allies a la suite des revelations sur les pratiques d'ecoutes des 
services americains, a annonce un haut responsable du renseignement allemand. JUsqU'1I present, parmi 
ses partenaires de l'Union europeenne ou ses allies de l'OIan, l'Aliemagne ne surveillait que les pays 
consideres comme concretement suspects, a-t-il ajoute. A'S8voir des pays espionnant l'Allemagne ou 
tentant de recruter des agents dans la republique federale. c 

,
172. Le racisme masque o 
Le Devoir. Marie Oarrieussecq. 2013 11 20 
Opinion - On a tendance en France a appeler "\Ioile" tout morceau de tissu couvrant la tllte d'une femme 
de type arabe. Mes voyages au Maghreb, au Proche et au Moyen·Orient, m'ont fait meltre un peu d'eau 
dans mon vin laique sur cette question. Al'Universite AI Azhar du Caire, j'ai assiste II un debal sur Ie voile 
qui se tenait avec une liberte de parole decoiffante. Deux jeunes femmes salafistes, dont je ne voyais pas 
Ie visage, m'expliquaient que Ie voile integral, selon elles un imperatif islamique, les protegeait du regard 
des hommes. La plupart des professeures et toutes les autres etudiantes portaient des foulards colores, 
aux modes variees, qui laissaient leur visage apparent. Elles traitaient les deux salafistes de sectaires, 
ironisant sur Ie fait qu'elles avaient • toujours moins chaud, Ill-dessous, que dans les flammes de I'enfer·. 
Avec ces democrates musulmanes j'ai parte de tout, de contraception, du tabou de la virginite, et de 
I'excision, encore frequente en Egypte. Les salafistes n'ont voulu parter que du voile. Et c'etait un 
dialogue de sourdes pour une raison que je n'avals pas anticipee : je n'entendais pas bien ce qu'elles me 
disaient. 

173. Le tireur de c Liberation» toujours activement recherche 
La Croix, Joumaliste maison, 2013 11 20 
Paris - La police recherchait toujours activement hier I'homme age de 35 II 45 ans qui a grievement 
blesse un assistant photographe lundi II Liberation. La brigade criminelle de la police judiciaire a reyu 
plus de 400 appels, dont 120 «sont pris au senaux at ont fait I'objet d'una fiche de renseignement », 
selon une source policiere, et plusieurs personnes ont ete interpellees ou contrOlees, sans resultat 
jusqu'a hier apres-midi. Selon I'appel a temoin, I'homme, de type european, cheveux poivre et sel, 
mesure entre 1,70 m et 1,80 m. 

174. Les pistes pour retrouver Ie tireur isote 
Le Figaro, Christophe Comevin, 2013 11 20 
Paris - Outre I'ADN et la videosurveillance, la police passe au crible de nombreux elements pour trouver 
I'homme qui a seme la panique dans Paris. Quelque 120 temoignages sont pris au serieux. SECURITE 
Lancees aux trousses du mysterieux tireur isole qui a seme la panique lundi dans Paris, toutes les 
polices se livrent 8 un veritable contre-Ia-montre pour Ie capturer avant qu'il ne puisse repasser II I'acte. 
Plusieurs plstes sont explorees par les limiers de la Brigade Criminelle. Mais mardi soir, Ie suspect n'etait 
toujours pas identifie. Un eventuel achantillon genatique pourrait accelerer I'enqu~te 

175. PET in hot water for allegedly spying on Pia Kjaarsgaard 
Copenhagen Post, Staff report, 2013 11 19 
Copenhagen - The head of the domestic intelligence agency PET, Jakob Scharf, stands accused of 
forcing PET employees to illegally spy on the former head of Oansk Folkeparti (OF). Pia Kjaersgaard . A 
number of sources have told Ekstra Bladet tabloid that Scharf broke the rules when he coerced PET 
workers into looking into Kjaersgaard's calendar in order to prevent her from attending a meeting in 
Christiania. According to Ekstra Bladet, Kjaersgaard's presence in Christiania would have been a costly 
affair for PET, which had just been handed its own budget, so Scharf ordered PET employees to access 
the former OF leader's calendar so that the Christiania trip could be organised on a day which Kjaersgaard 
would not be able to attend. Today, Scharf categorically denied the accusations, arguing that, as head of 
PET, he had access to the the OF MP's schedule all along and never used it for illegal purposes. In 
related news, PErs week didn1 improve after its head of administration, Mette Lyster Knudsen, resigned 



from her posHion amid accusations that the agency is laden with poor leadership and a slipshod work 
ethic. 

176. PKK chief says legal arrangement a must for settlement process 
Today's Zaman, staff report, 201311 19 
Istanbul - The imprisoned leader of the terrorist Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) has said a legal 
arrangement is required for the continuation of the settlement process aimed at ending the Kurdish 
question and the 30-year-old conflict between the Turkish state and the PKK. Mehmet Ocalan, brother of 
the PKK leader, told journalists after meeting his brother on Imrali Island on Tuesday that there are three 
conditions the Turkish government must meet in order for the settlement process to continue. While he 
declined to elaborate on the conditions set, the PKK chiefs brother told reporters that there must be a 
legal framework to ensure the process' progress, emphasizing that the views of PKK commanders in the 
Kandil mountains in northem Iraq are also of crucial importance. He said the pro-Kurdish Peace and 
Democracy Party (BOP), which recently held a meeting with PKK commanders in northem Iraq, will 
deliver the commanders' proposals to the PKK chief in the next few days. 

177. Spy agency: NSA 'did not' monitor Norway calls 
The Local (Norway) , Staff report, 2013 11 19 
Oslo - Norwegian secret services denied on Tuesday the US spy agency at the centre of an intemational 
row had monitored millions of phone calls in Norway, responding to accusations made in a local 
newspaper. The Dagbladet tabloid claimed the National Security Agency (NSA) had monHored the details 
of 33 million phone calls made in just one month in Norway, citing information leaked by former NSA 
analyst turned fugHive Edward Snowden. Kjell Grandhagen, the chief of Norway's milHary intelligence 
service, said the newspaper was mistaken and that the calls were made abroad and monHored by his 
agency as part of the fight against "international terrorism" and other Norwegian milHary operations 
outside the country. They were then shared with allies including the NSA, Grandhagen said, adding that 
the newspaper's claims were "incorrect". Prime Minister Ema Solberg said she thought the newspaper 
was unwittingly referring to 'otally legHimate" phone calls of the same volume collected in Afghanistan . 

178. Une profileuse : « Frustre, I'individu va recommence"..• » 
Le Figaro, Christophe Comevin, 2013 11 20 
Paris - Criminologue et pionniere dans les techniques du profilage criminel, Lygia N6grier-Dormont, 
formee II I'academie du FBI , a enseigne les sciences du comportement II Washington , Pekin ainsi que 
dans les ecoles d'officiers de police et de gendarmerie en France. Elle livre son analyse sur Ie suspect. 
LE FIGARO. - Le tireur en cavale, sous des allures un peu brouillonnes, est decrit comme « methodique 
» . Est-on face II un criminel structure? Lygia NEGRIER-DORMONT. - Sans aucun doute, nous avons 
affaire II un criminel de type organise, mais dont I'Btat psychique un peu deli rant est proche de celui de ce 
que nous appelons les border line. Je Ie crois anime par un tres profond desir de reglement de comptes 
personnel, par une croisade intime. Atravers sa serie d'agressions, il semble vouloir repondre II une 
injustice qu'il e5lime avolr subie. S'iI a fa~ de la prison comme ille pretend, il faudra eplucher son dossier 
judiciaire, voir dans quelles circonstanees il a ete condamne at quel rOle precis les medias, qu'iI cibla, 
auraient pu jouer II I'epoque. II a manifestement soif de vengeance .. . 

Selected Broadcast Coverage· Reportages Telediffuses Selectifs 

There is no selected broadcast coverage available today III n'y a pas de selection de reportages 
telediffuse disponible aujourd'hui. 
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General News Overview/Aper~u general des nouvelles 

CSIS in the News/Le SCRS dans les nouvelles 

1. Letter warning Stephen Harper against appointing Arthur Porter to oversee spy agency raised 
no red flags 
Postmedia News, Stephen Maher, 2013 JO 05 
Ottawa - A letter warning in stark language against the appointment of Arthur Porter to oversee Canada's 
spy agency in 2008 appears to have gone unheeded or unnoticed by the prime minister's office at the time. 
Porter is now in Panama's La Joya prison awaiting extradition to Canada, where he is accused of 
defrauding the McGill University Health Centre by taking bribes from former executives at engineering 
firm SNC Lavalin as part ofa $22.5-million kickback scheme. Porter, who has lung cancer, says he is 
innocent, and the charges have not been tested in court. Just a year and a half ago, he was living in luxury 
in Montreal, running the hospital, socializing with politicians and travelling the world meeting with 
spymasters from allied nations. Prime Minister Stephen Harper appointed Porter head of the Security 
Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC) on Sept. 3, 2008, giving him access to Canada's most carefully 
guarded secrets, including information shared with Canadian spies by American and British intelligence 
agencies. In June 20 I 0, Harper made him chairman of the five-member committee. SIRC's job is to 
review operations of Canada's spy agency, CSIS, by providing civilian oversight ofoperations and 
handling appeals from citizens who feel they have been mistreated by the agency. He stepped down amid 
controversy in 20 II. The PMO won't comment on the reasons he was initially appointed, but at the time 
Porter was popular with the Liberal government in Quebec, which was impressed by his work getting the 
McGill hospital built; and with Conservatives such as Sen. David Angus, who sat on the hospital's board. 
Ron Atkey, a former Progressive Conservative MP from Toronto who 'in 1984 was appointed the first 
chairman ofSIRC, said in an interview that ifCSIS had uncovered troubling information about Porter's 
past, it would have passed the information on and let the prime minister decide what to do with it. "It 
could have been ... some information was turned up, but someone in the primc minister's officc said, well 
that's fine," he said. "Interesting to know but that does not disqualify him in our opinion for taking on this 
job. "That's not CSIS. CSIS has done its job. So I don't want to point the finger, but one should ask, what 
did the prime minister's office know when the appointment was made of Porter?" Retired intelligence 
officials say that the security clearance level required for appointment to SIRC was too low at the time of 
Porter's appointment: the same level that applies to cabinet ministers, not the tougher level required for 
most officials who deal with official secrets. Porter, and the other appointees, received a background 
check through databases maintained by RCMP, CSIS, the Canada Revenue Agency and the 



Superintendent of Bankruptcy, and interviews with references. After the National Post revealed Porter's 
African business deal with the Russians, and he resigned from SIRC, the government made the process 
much tougher. . 

2. Harper visit to Malaysia dwarfed by presence of Chinese President Xi Jinping 
Postmedia News, Matthew Fisher, 2013 to 05 
Kuala Lumpur - Prime Minister Stephen Harper was ahnost invisible to most Malaysians Saturday as his 
visit to this increasingly prosperous southeast Asia nation continued to be dwarfed by a parallel visit by 
Chinese President Xi Jinping. Xi and Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak created a media frenzy here 
by announcing this weekend that their goal was to expand trade between their countries to a whopping 
$160 billion a year by 2017 from about $100 billion this year. Canada does about $3 billion a year in two
way trade with Malaysia, a figure that has been stagnant for several years despite a strong push by the 
Harper government to make doing business in Asia a top priority. As it was impossible to compete head
to-head with China's economic juggernaut or its newly appointed leader, Xi - who left Malaysia for the 
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit late Saturday - Harper chose to keep a low profile. 
Harper is to finally meet with Razak on Sunday when an aviation agreement between Canada and 
Malaysia is to be formally signed. After that, Harper and Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird will fly to 
Bali for the annual meeting of the 21 Pacific Rim nations. Canada launched a capacity-building program 
to assist Malaysia and Thailand to stop people smuggling on the High Seas after 492 Tamils landed 
illegally in British Columbia in 20 I O. They had crossed the Pacific Ocean from Thailand aboard the MY 
Sun Sea cargo ship. "It is a large issue in which we have played a small, but significant role," said Ward 
Elcock, a former director of CSIS who is heavily involved in such security issues. Canada faces a much 
smaller problem with illegal arrivals by seas than does Australia, which detained about 20,000 would-be 
immigrants arriving by sea last year, Elcock said. Nevertheless, Canada's collaborative efforts with 
southeast Asia nations had contributed to preventing between four and six vessels from reaching 
Canadian waters with their human cargo, he said. 

Canada 

3. Losier reappointed to spy watchdog 
The New Brunswick Telegraph Journal, 2013 1005 
Ottawa - A former provincial cabinet minister has been reappointed to a six-month term on the oversight 
committee for Canada's spy agency. Denis Losier, ofCap-Pele, was appointed to be a member of the 
Security Intelligence Review Committee. Losier, chairman of the board of InvestNB, retired as CEO of 

. Assumption Life last year. (Complete Report) 

4. Can Statistics Canada be hacked? When it comes to computer security, nothing's impossible, 
experts 
Toronto Star, Liam Casey, 2013 1004 
Toronto - On Thursday, a sparkplug 89-year-<>ld woman and her lawyer, who doubles as a math 
professor, presented a doozie to the court. Could Lockbeed Martin, an American arms manufacturer, use 
the software it sold to Statistics Canada to secretly extract the country's census data and hand it over to 
U.S. spy agencies? Statistics Canada said, categorically, that no one at any time has ever breached its 
network and no information could ever be stolen. "I don't buy that argument," said Justice Razcm 
Khawly. "Unless I'm Jesus Christ incarnate, no one could make such a categorical statement where the 
Internet is concerned." Audrey Tobias was on trial for refusing to fill out the census form because the 
software used to process the information was provided by Lockbeed Martin, a company the peace activist 
loathes. Back doors are exactly that - an alternate, and often secret, way to get into a network. That is 
one of the techniques the U.S. National Security Agency used to track Americans ' telecommunications, 
as was revealed by whistleblower Edward Snowden. "A number of months ago, there would have been 
many saying that shc's just being paranoid," said Michael Geist, a law professor with the University of 



Ottawa (and contributor to the Star). "Once you learned about the NSA spying techniques, anything is 
possible. Even our own government's systems can be breached." None of the data ever leaves that 
compound, he said. Yet there remains one connection to the outside world."Even having the stuff safe and 
sccure in Canada is somewhat reassuring, but we have no real idea w.hat Canadian spy agencies are 
doing," said Graeme Hirst, a professor of computer science at the Univcrsity ofToronto. Any time data 
leaves Canada, it is likely to pass through the United States at some point. 

5. Harper meets with business leaders in Malaysia 
The Canadian Press, Bruce Cheadle, 2013 10 05 
Kuala Lumpur - It had been 17 years since a sitting Canadian prime minister had 'visited Malaysia and on 
Saturday Stephen Harper slipped in with barely a ripple. Amid a capital consumed with a state visit by 
new Chinese President Xi Jinping, Harper simply couldn't compete and chose to spend a low-key day 
touring a mosque and a maritime air base and speaking to Canadian business leaders. That's not to say 
Canadians aren 't competing in Southeast Asia. The emerging economies have been a bright spot in global 
economic growth and a number of Canadian firms have capitalized. 

6. Family of Canadian Greenpeace activist charged in Russia speaks out 
Global News, Erika Tucker, 2013 10 05 
Toronto - The father ofa Canadian Greenpeace activist charged with piracy is calling his son's 
detainment in Russia "ridiculous." "No guns, no weapons on the ship - the worst they had was a kitchen 
knife," said Raymond Paul, whose son, Alexandre, is acrewmember of the Arctic Sunrise ship. ''He was 
handcuffed, and put in a cage - treatcd like a criminal," he told Global News on Friday afternoon. Paul 
said he ' s had no contact with his only son, and that his wife isn't doing well . They continue to "pray for 
good news. " The young Montreal man and Paul Ruzycki of Port Colborne, Ont., were among 30 activists 
charged by Russia after the environmental group protested at an oil platform in the Arctic Sea. 

7. Porter fourbit ses armes 
La Prcssc, Vincent Larouche, 2013 10 05 
Montreal - SNC-Lavalin voulait plus, beaucoup plus que Ie super hopital anglophone de Montreal. Si la 
firme de genie s'est liee avec l'enigmatique Arthur Porter, c'est qu'elle esperait que les contacts Politiques 
du medecin lui donneraient acces it des contrats de milliards de dollars en Afrique, mais aussi ... it Ottawa, 
aupres du gouvernement federal, oil Porter avait ses entrees. SNC-Lavalin voulait plus, beau coup plus que 
Ie super hopital anglophone de Montreal. Si la firme de genie s'est liee avec I'enigmatique Arthur Porter, 
c'est qu'elle esperait que les contacts politiques du medecin lui donneraient acces it des contrats de 
milliards de dollars en Afrique, mais aussi ... a Ottawa, aupres du gouverncment federal , oil Porter avait 
ses entrees. Voila en gros la defense que prepare Ie docteur Porter pour repondre aux graves accusations 
de corruption, fmude, commissions secretes et complot dont il est l'objet au Quebec. Du fond de sa cellule 
au Panama, oil il conteste toujours la demande d'extradition du Canada a son endroit, I'ancien patron du 
Centre univcrsitaire de sante McGill (CUSM) fourbit ses armes. Avec l'aide du journaliste canadien Jeff 
Todd, qui lui prete sa plume, Arthur Porter vicnt de terminer une autobiographie de 300 pages qu'il 
compte publier au printemps. Les deux partenaires negocient avec deux editeurs canadiens. Arthur Porter 
a offert un aper~u exclusif, mais bref, du livre a La Presse, en plus d'ouvrir ses archives et de ressortir 
plusieurs documents datant de son passage a Montreal . Devant .un tribunal, il sera difficile pour Porter de 
nier que SNC-Lavalin a verse 22,5 millions dans son compte et celui de son ancien bras droit. La preuve it 
cet egard, devoilee en partie dans les mandats de perquisition deposes en cour, est accablante. 

8. Canada and U.S. may share info on immigrants 
The Toronto Star, Nicholas Keung, 2013 1005 
Ottawa - Ottawa and Washington are further aligning their border security by sharing personal 
information of immigration and refugee applicants to both countries. The plan, to be fully implemented 
next fall , is raising privacy concerns over the disclosure and retention of information, such as an 
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applicant's date of birth, travel document number and fingerprints . The information-sharing wouldn't 
apply to Canadian and American citizens or permanent residents. "Information-sharing between Canada 
and the U.S .... supports mutual efforts to facilitate legitimate travel and protect our common borders 
through improved screening of visitors before they enter our countries," said Alexis Pavlich, press 
secretary of Immigration Minister Chris Alexander. "Privacy protection is a primary consideration for us, 
and the limited information exchange will comply with all relevant Canadian laws, including the Privacy 
Act and thc Chartcr of Rights and Frcedoms, to ensure that Canadians' privacy rights are protc<;ted." 

9. Le collectif d'Adil Charkaoui va manifester il Quebec 
La Presse, Fabrice de Pierrebourg, 2013 1005 
Ville de Quebec - Le collectif d'opposants ala Charte, mene par Adil Charkaoui et I'imam Salam 
Elmenyawi, va manifester anouveau demain midi, mais sous les fenetres de l'Assemblee nationale a 
Quebec, cette fois . II y a quelques jours, les organisateurs ont lance un appel ala mobilisation de tous les 
"opposants de la charte discriminatoire, liberticidc, scxiste et islamophobe" . Des autobus ont etc atfretes 
de Montreal. Le collectif, qui arbore desormais comme logo un eerc1e rouge, espere rallier autant de 
protestataires que lors de sa premiere manifestation hi 12 septembre aMontreal. Sur les pages Facebook 
des organisateurs, Ie ton se fait de plus en plus acrimonieux et vindicatif chez les partisans de chaque 
"camp". Aplusieurs reprises, des citoyens y ont affiche des messages acaractere raciste. Du cOte des 
manifestants hostiles ala Charte, certains ne miichent pas leurs mots non plus au cours des demiers jours 
contre Ie PQ et plusieurs figures connues. 

10. Deux militants condamnes 
La Presse, Philippe Teisceira-Lessard, 2013 10 05 
Ville De Quebec - Deux militants quebecois d'extreme gauche ont ete condamnes a6 mois de prison pour 
des gestes commis lors des manifestations du G20 aToronto, en 2010. Youri Couture et Guillaume 
Constantineau ont notamment plaide coupable ades accusations de voies de fait armees contre un 
policier. L'entente intervenue prevoyait leur incarceration pendant 6 mois. La procureure de la Couronne, 
Elizabeth Nadeau, n'a pas voulu discuter du dossier avec La Presse. Etienne Poitras, l'avocat des deux 
accuses, a indique que ceux~i avaient ete photographies alors qu'ils lan~aient un baton de bois sur des 
policiers. Ses clients ont accepte I'entente comprenant un plaidoyer de culpabilite afin d'etre juges, puis 
detenus au Quebec. 

11. UN to probe Canada's aboriginal rights record 
QMI News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 2013 1005 
Ottawa - Canada's human rights record with its aboriginal pcople is about to get some United Nations 
scrutiny. James Anaya, UN special rapporteur on the right of indigenous people, will kick offa seven
day, six-province inspection Monday into Canada's relationship with First Nations, Inuit and Metis 
people. His visit could set the stage for renewed tension between the Conservative government and 
aboriginal leaders. Anaya's only scheduled news conference comes the day before a throne speech 
which will likely address long-standing aboriginal issues - sets the agenda for a new parliamentary 
session . It also comes after a raucous few months last winter between aboriginal leaders and the federal 
government, spurred by the ldle No More movement and Attawapiskat Chief Theresa Spence's liquid-diet 
protest. 

12. Canada has 'lot of catching up to do' in Asia 
Postmedia News, Matthew Fisher, 2013 10 05 
Kuala Lumpur - Since the Harper government made trade with Asia a top priority three years ago, Canada 
has urgently wanted to develop much stronger business ties here. But repeated trips to Asia by ministers 
since - such as the one Prime Minister Stephen Harper begins in Malaysia on Friday and which continues 
at a summit of Asia Pacific lcaders in Indonesia - have not erased the fact that Canada still has a 
minuscule profile across the world's most dynamic trading zone. Canada represents 0.9 per cent oftotaI 



imports to Asia, according to figures published by the Asia Pacific Foundation. Paul Evans, a professor of 
Asian International Relations at the University of British Columbia, described Canada's presence in the 
Orient as being like "a gossamer film ... Canada has virtually disappeared from screens of policy-makers 
from Northeast Asia to Southeast Asia. They used to ask where Canada is. Now they don't ask at all. "Yet 
this is not just a place to do business . It is the place that defines business. Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and 
Hong Kong are on the cutting edge ofbusiness practices. This is the 21st century on steroids." Evans said 
Forcign Affairs Minister John Baird "and somc of the cabinet arc beginning to hum the melody, arc 
coming more often and say Asia-Pacific matters. The problem is that they have the music but they don't 
have the words. They don't have a plan. There is not a coherent strategy that covers trade, investment, 
security, the environment and social and cultural issues ." 

13. Canadian PM confirms presence at APEC summit 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 05 
Bali - Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper confirmed his presence in the APEC 2013 summit which 
opens on Monday, according to information released by bosting country Indonesia. During his two-day 
stay, Harper will participate in various events accompanied by Foreign Minister John Baird and 
International Trade Minister Ed Fast. "Trade relations between Canada and its partners in Asia and the 
Pacific are very important in the promotion ofdomestic economic growth. We hope that this meeting, 
which is held in the Southeast Asia region, will boost Canada's economy, encourage regional trade 
liberalization, and promote Canada as a business partner of choice," Harper said. 

14. Canada, Syria, Iran, North Korea: Together against arms control 
The Globe and Mail, Matt Canlpbell, 2013 10 05 
Analysis - Last Wednesday, our closest ally and the world's largest amlS exporter became the latest 
country to sign the Arms Trade Treaty. 'This is about keeping weapons out of the hands of terrorists and 
rogue actors," U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said as he explained the Obama administration's 
decision. 'This is about promoting international peace and global security." Over the past six months, 113 
nations have signed onto the agrccment, which will oversee the global arms trade and interrupt the steady 
flow of weapons into the hands of human rights abusers . The idea is simple: we stop exporting guns, 
ammunition, tanks and aircraft to countries that intend to use them against children or civilians, creating 
new humanitarian thresholds, and in the process we make it more difficult for those regimes to commit 
mass atrocities like what we're seeing in Syria today. Canada is increasingly isolated and alone; in the 
company of Iran, Syria and North Korea - not exactly champions of human rights. Earlier this week, Mr. 
Baird had an opportunity to make amends during his UN General Assembly speech in New York. 
Quoting Roman philosopher Cicero, Somali poct Gaarriye and Holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel, Mr. Baird 
pleaded with tbose in attendance to take action. "We arc not here to achieve results for governments or 
politiealleaders. We are here to protect and defend ... "( Note: Matt Campbell is a former aide to Romeo 
Dallaire and Michael Ignatieff and former director ofcommunieations for The Romeo Dallaire Child 
Soldiers Initiative at Dalhousie University.) 

15. Free Greyson and Loubani 
Ottawa Citizen, 2013 10 05 
Editorial - The sad case of John Greyson and Dr. Tarek Loubani, the two Canadians detained without 
charges and subjected to brutal treatment in Egypt since mid-August, should serve as a cautionary tale to 
those who would give succour to dictators . The two men, a Toronto filmmaker and a London, Ontario 
emergency room physician, were arrested during the tumultuous demonstrations that followed the ouster 
of President Mohammed Morsi. They were on their way to Gaza, when after the closure of the Rafah 
border, the two men went to watch demonstrations that turned violent. Loubani apparently answered ealls 
for a doctor, and Greyson began filming. Shortly after, they were arrested and according their account, 
tortured. Thcy stagcd a hunger strike to protest their maltreatment. "We were arrested, searched, caged, 



questioned, interrogated ... slapped, beaten, ridiculed, hot-boxed, stripped, shaved bald," they said in a 
statement reported in Canadian media. 

16. PQ proposes global development agency 
The Toronto Star. Allan Woods, 2013 1005 
Montreal - Quebec's sovcreigntist govcrnment is moving toward the creation of its own international 
development ann to fill the gap it says has been left by a federal aid agency more focused on tIying to 
help Canadian mining and oil finns abroad. Modelled on development initiatives from separatist 
administrations in Scotland, the Spanish region of Catalonia, and Belgium's independent Walloon region, 
the proposed Agence quebecoise de solidarite internationale is being pitched as a way to present the 
province as a nation-level force for good in the world. But it's also a deliberate poke in the eye of the 
Canadian International Development Agency, which has been taken over by the Department ofForeign 
Affairs and rearranged to focus more on economic development as the best way to alleviate poverty and 
human suffering. 

17. Dutch fight to free jailed Canadian eco-activists 
The Associated Press, 2013 10 05 
Amsterdam - The Dutch foreign minister said Friday he will file suit to recover the Greenpeace ship 
Arctic Sunrise, which was seized by the Russian government last month after activists for the 
environmcntal group protcsted at an oil platfonn in the Arctic Sea. Frans Timmerrnans said he would also 
try to obtain the release via diplomatic channels of the ship's 30 occupants charged by Russia with piracy, 
including two Canadians: Alexandre Paul of Montreal and Paul Ru~cki of Port Colborne, Ont. "I feel 
responsible for the ship and its crew beeause it's a ship that sails under the Dutch flag," he told reporters 
in The Hague, Netherlands. Timmennans said he would file an arbitration suit at the International 
Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, based in Hamburg, Gennany, beeause it wasn't clear to him that the 
ship's seizure was legal. Greenpeace International, which is based in Amsterdam, denies any wrongdoing 
and dcscribes the chargcs as absurd. 

18. Ottawa pushes ISP code of conduct 
The Toronto Star, Michael Geist, 2013 1005 
Column - With the cost of cybercrime in Canada on the rise - a new report released last week by 
Symantec, a security software vendor, pegged the cost at $3 .1 billion annually - the Canadian government 
is quietly working behind the scenes to create a new Internet service provider code of conduct. If 
approved, the code would technically be voluntary for Canadian ISPs, but the active involvement of 
government officials suggests that most large providers would feel pressured to participate. The move 
toward an ISP code of conduct would likely form part of a two-pronged strategy to combat malicious 
software that can lead to cybercrime, identity theft, and other harms . First, the long-delayed anti-spam 
legislation features new disclosure requirements for the installation of software along with tough penalties 
for non-compliance. Recent comments from Industry Minister James Moore suggest that the government 
is ready to bring that law into effect. Second, the code ofconduct would require participants to provide 
consumers with assistance should their computers become infected. The proposed code, which is 
modelled on a similar Australian initiative dubbed the iCode, has been placed on a policy fast-track, with 
officials hoping to create a final version by the end of the year. 

19. A non-vegan sandwich? Oh, the horror 
National Post, Rex Murphy, 2013 10 05 
Colum - Recently, two Canadians - one a doctor, one a filmmaker, both of them pro-Palestinian activists 
travelled to Egypt en route to a planned visit to Gaza. Upon their arrival in Cairo, they found themselves 
ill the after tow of that country's violent politieal unheavels, amid street protests and a police effort to shut 
down elements of the Muslim Brotherhood. Both Canadians were arrested, without charges, along with 
countless others. They are now enduring their second 45-day remand in an Egyptian jail. In an open letter, 
they have described some of their tonnents and the frightening conditions in which they are being held. I 



join the long and various queue that stretches from Sarah Polley to Stephen Harper, from John Baird to 
Judy Rebbick, in publicly urging their release. Long stays in Egyptian jails, at a time of near civil war, is 
something none of us wish on fellow citizens, regardless of the carelessness these two demonstrated in 
undertaking a mission to the region during such a dangerous period. We might also give some mind to 
two other Canadian activists abroad -Greenpeacers how sitting in a Russian jail. They were part ofa 
group that went to protest Russian drilling in the high north. Two Greenpeace activists tried to board a 
rig. The Russian Coast Guard was not amused, and promptly seized the Grccnpcace ship and jailed all 30 
of the activists. They have been charged with piracy, which carries a woeful penalty of 15 years injail. 
Between a frigid Russian jail cell somewhere inside the Arctic Circle, and a hot Egyptian one, there is not 
much to choose: Neither venue will be mistaken for the relative Shangri-La a modern Western detention 
facility (complete with Western standards ofdue process). 

20. The best of our bad options 
National Post, Conrad Black, 2013 10 05 
Column - Such a tremendous agitation is being made about improved prospects for a nuclear deal with 
Iran by the embattled media claque still generating a hallelujah chorus for the Obama administration, that 
it would be churlish not to examine the possibilities. It must be said that the Iranians have done nothing 
but swindle and confound the West for 10 years. All the threats, from Hillary Clinton~s "crippling 
sanctions" (whose allegedly crippling effects we are still awaiting, though the sanctions that have been 
imposed, less severe than the U.s . Congress approved, are admittedly causing considerable 
inconvenience), to the many references to the military option being "on the table" (where it has 
remained), have not elicited a single concession from Iran. That country's official position has remained a 
litany of non sequiturs: It is developing a nuclear potential fQr non-military uses; it will not submit to the 
inspections required by the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons of 1968 (NPT), which 
Iran signed; and its leaders still believe that Israel should be destroyed. The International Atomic Energy· 
Agency (IAEA) - though generally run by, and favourable to, J'hird World and especially Muslim 
countries - after shilly-shallying for some years under the tedious and pedantic Egyptian, Mohamed 
ElBaradei (who departed to seck, unsuccessfully, the parlous presidency of his country), repcatedly has 
accused Iran of lying to the international community, violating its treaty obligations, and endangering 
international stability. 

21.Tbe century's worst refugee crisis 
The Globe and Mail, 2013 1005 
Editorial - It would be wrong to interpret the rcccnt flurry of activity at thc United Nations around Syria 
as a shining example of diplomatic progress. For nearly three years, the Security Council was seemingly 
paralyzed, while a popular uprising morphed into a dark and drawno{)ut conflict, punctuated by the kinds 
of atrocities that- one would think - inspire action in the face of stalemate. The baby steps now being 
taken, in some ways, only serve to highlight the international community's collective failure to act sooner. 
Still, the council has now moved - twice, in the space ofa week - in a way which suggests that 
meaningful international intervention in Syria's civil war is finally gaining momentum. First, the council 
adopted a resolution that seeks to rid President Bashar al-Assad's regime of its chemical weapons. That 
opened a narrOw window which spawned further action on Wednesday, when the council voted 
unanimously to urge all combatants in Syria to allow the free flow of humanitarian aid into the country. 
These are both significant accomplishments, though they have come too late for more than a hundred 
thousand people who have already lost their lives in the conflict and the millions more who have been 
driven from their homes. More than two million Syrians have fled their country and are now living in 
refugee camps in neighbouring countries. Another six million have been internally displaced inside their 
own country. Canada, for its part, should seize on this fragile international unity and amplify its already 
substantial efforts around humanitarian assistance to make more of a difference to those struggling to 
survive the fallout of war. 



22. GTEC show focuses on 'agile' government 
Ottawa Citizen, Vito Pilieci, 2013 10 05 
Ottawa - The annual Government Technology event, better known as GTEC, will take place at the Ottawa 
Convention Centre next week with the intention of helping government become more "agile". The event, 
which is now in its 21st year, will bring together 190 technology companies with more than 7,000 
delegates from the public service. The goal is to get the two sides talking about how to offer more modem 
govcrnmcnt services to Canadians. "Thcy sec thc cvent as an opportunity to mect with perspective clients 
in a venue that is neutral," said Terry Horsman, director of sales at GTEC. The show will be opened by 
Treasury Board Secretariat president Tony Clement on Tuesday morning. Clement will be followed by 
Corinne Charette, chief information officer for the Government of Canada. Other keynote speakers at the 
conference will include: John Forester, deputy head and chief at the Communications Security 
Establishment Canada, who will discuss Canada's cyber-security preparedness, and Carlos Dominguez, a 
senior vice-president at Cisco Systems Inc., who will discuss how government can use Internet based 
scrvices to bettcr scrvc Canadians. 

23. Compensation committee on hold as Treasury Board re-evaluates executive pay packages 
Ottawa Citizen, Kathryn May, 201310 05 
Ottawa - The 6,000 executives working in Canada's public service haven't had a raise this year as the 
Conservative government "re-evaluates" their compensation packages as part of its drive to cut spending 
and bring public sector salaries in line with the private sector. The independent blue-chip panel that 
advises the government on executive compensation was shut down with little notice after longtime chair 
Carol Stephenson, former dean of the Richard Ivey School of Business at the University of Western 
Ontario, resigned a year ago. The committee hasn't had a report since July 20 II . Officials in Treasury 
Board President Tony Clement's office said the minister is "re-evaluating" the committee's mandate to put 
more focus on "containing costs" rather than wage increases to retain executives. The Stephenson 
committee, as it was known, was formally called the Advisory Committee on Senior Level Retention and 
Compensation to reflect its original mission when created more than 15 years ago. Executives have long 
had performance agrecmcnts with their bosscs, but Clement unvcilcd his plan for beefed-up performance 
management at the annual symposium of the Association of Professional Executives in the Public Service 
of Canada (APEX), calling it a "new beginning" for a more productive and affordable public service. 

24. Depression, anxiete et insomnie chez les hauts fonctionnaires fMeraux 
La Presse, Philippe Teisceira-Lessard, 2013 10 05 
Ottawa - Les cadres du gouvernement federal vont mal. La presence de problemes de sante mentale 
notamment la depression - a presquc double au cours des cinq dernicres annecs dans la haute fonction 
publique federale, selon une etude scientifique. Et 20% de ses membres consomment des medicaments 
pour traiter la depression, I'anxiete ou I'insomnie. Le climat tendu cree par la vague de mises II pied des 
deux dernieres annees pourrait ne pas etre etranger II cette degradation, selon la specialiste qui a dirige Ie 
sondage. «Les cadres ont rapporte vivre plus d'insecurite que dans les annees anterieures, a indique 
Louise Lemyre, professeure II I'Universite d'Ottawa. lis sont moins satisfaits de leur horizon de carriere.» 
La proportion de cadres du gouvernement federal qui disent avoir un probleme de sante mentale 
diagnostique est passee de 6 II II% de 2007 II 2012, selon I'etude realisee aupres de quelque 2300 
fonctionnaires pour Ie compte de leur association professionnelle. <dl y a une part de cette detresse qui 
pourrait eire amenuisee avec des strategies de soutiem), selon Mme Lemyre. Si beaucoup s'imaginent que 
les fonctionnaires federaux travaillent dans un milieu calme et feutre, un nombre etonnamment eleve de 
cadres assurent etre victimes de harcelement en cours d'emploi. Plus d'un haut fonctionnaire sur cinq a 
affirme avoir ete harcele verbalement au cours des 12 derniers mois, une donnee en hausse marquee 
depuis 10 ans. 

25. Lessons from Tecumseh 
The Toronto Star, Jim Coyle, 2013 10 05 



Toronto - A year ago, as summer waned, Allan Gregg gave a lecture at Carleton University. It dealt with 
the worrisome partisanship, polarization and cynical manipulations in modern politics, most notably as 
practised by the current federal government. Gregg didn't expect it to resonate much beyond the four 
walls of the auditorium. He was wrong. The speech - which he called"1984 in 2012: The Assault on 
Reason" and posted online - went viral, became the subject of much chattering-class attention and now 
approaches half a million views. In an era when news media are largely preoccupied with the doings of 
celebrities or curiosities such as "cats playing pianos," Gregg was pleasantly shocked at the obvious 
appetite for long, sophisticated discussions of substantive issues. This week, he's baek. Gregg is 
distributing to his considerable social network a 6,000-word essay on the 200th anni..versary of the death 
in battle of the great Shawnee chief Tecumseh at Moraviantown, Ont., during the War of 1812. And he's 
asking them to pass it on. If the power of social networks and media give Gregg a place to stand, he's 
hoping the story of Tecumseh gives him a lever big enough to move the world - or at least that 1?afI of it 
dealing with Canada's sorry relations with its Aboriginal Peoples. Gregg sees in Tecumseh a metaphor for 
that relationship - how the charismatic chief was misunderstood, fcared; betrayed and, in the generations 
since his death, largely ignored by mainstream history. 

26. Calgary-based mining company suing Costa Rica for more than $1 billion 
Global News, Jeremy Hunka, 2013 1005 
La Tigra - A billion-dollar showdown is looming in Central America this week as a Calgary-based mining 
company announced it will sue the country of Costa Rica, infuriating residents who say their sovereignty 
is being taken away. Infinito Gold was hoping to operate an open-pit gold mine in the Crueitas region of 
Costa Rica's north. On its website, the company says it " ... completed all the environmental, social and 
technical studies and obtained all approvals required under Costa Rican law to develop and operate the 
Las Crucitas Project." But the project was held up in court, and after irregularities were found in the 
approval process the mine 's approval was declared illegal. In 2011, Costa Rica banned all open-pit metal 
mmmg. 

27. Assembly of First Nations: Governments must resolve shale gas protests 
QMI News Agency, 2013 10 05 
Fredericton - The Assembly of First Nations says the federal , New Brunswick and First Nation 
governments must resolve the issues surrounding the shale gas protests in New Brunswick. A protest 
against shale gas and hydraulic fraeking has been underway near Elsipogtog First Nation in New 
Brunswick since early June. The community says fracking threatens groundwater supplies and native 
trcaty rights. Protesters set up a harricade on Route 134 on Monday but a judge ordered its removal on 
Thursday. "This is about governments respecting and recognizing First Nations rights and that we have a 
right to free, prior and informed consent on any proposed development that could affect our lands, our 
waters or our people," AFN National Chief Shawn A-in-chut Atleo said in a statement. "All parties must 
commit to a sustained process of engagement to set sustainable plans for responsible economic 
development that are acceptable to all. This is the approach we want to see going forward in all parts of 
the country." AFN New Brunswick-Prince Edward Island Regional Chief Roger Augustine said Monday 
marks the 250th anniversary of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 that "recognized our rights to our lands . 

28. Alberta's government never enforced eviction of 'Freeman on the land' 
The Edmonton Sun, Matt Dykstra, 2013 10 05 
Edmonton - Provincial officials never enforced a notice to vacate that was rejected by the "Freemen on 
the land" group accused of forcibly taking several trappers ' cabins in Northern Alberta. A spokesperson 
for Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource Development (ESRD), who is too afraid to be named, 
confirmed officials discovered two people illegally camped roughly 80 kilometres south of Grande Prairie 
in late May. ESRD said officials accompanied by RCMP members issued a notice to vacate in June that 
was rejected by the men who "indicated that it was not crown land, it was land taken over by them". A 
second site visit by ESRD and Department of Justice officials in September confirmed that not only had 



the group not left, but there were now a total of five people illegally camped, the spokesperson said. 

United States - Etats-Unis 

29. Obama: Iran 'a year or more away' (rom building a nuclear weapon 
The Associated Press and Barak Ravid, 2013 1005 
Washington - U.S. President Sarack Obama said U.S. intelligence assessments show [ran is still "a year 
or more away" from building a nuclear weapon. Obama, in an interview with The Associated Press, 
acknowledged that American estimates are "more conservative" than those of the Israelis, who say it will 
take Iran months to reach a bomb. The president used the same timetable in March, before traveling to 
Israel. The United States and [srael contend that [ran's nuclear program is aimed at building a bomb, 
while Tehran says it is enriching uranium for peaceful purposes . . 

30. Cancellation of Trip by Obama Plays to Doubts of Asia Allies 
The New York Times, Jane Perlez, 2013 10 05 
Beijing - As President Obama made apologetic calls to Asia to cancel his planned trip to the region, 
China's leader, Xi Jinping, was taking a star turn in some of the same countries Mr. Obama would have 
visited. Mr. Xi this week became the first foreigner to address the Indonesian Parliament, offering billions 
of dollars in trade to the country that was Mr. Obama's childhood home. The Chinese leader then moved 
on to Malaysia, before preparing to attend two Asian summit meetings that Mr. Obama had to abandon 
because of the government shutdown at home. With the cancellation of the visits, the much-promoted but 
already anemic American "pivot" to Asia was further undercut, leaving regional allies increasingly 
doubtful the United States will be a viable counterbalance to a rising China. 

31. Hagel's Week in Asia, Complete With Talk of Drones and Fiscal Standoff 
The New York Times, Jennifer Steinhauer, 2013 10 05 
Aboard a U.S. Military Jet - Within the same hour that the White House announced that President Obama 
was scuttling the remainder of his long-planned trip to Asia because of the government shutdown, 
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel was ending a weeklong trip to South Korea and Japan, as part of the 
administration's continuing - and vexed - attempt to refocus defense, economic and diplomatic 
interests in the region. As in all such ventures, meetings were had - including one with Secretary of 
State John Kerry and their Japanese counterparts ill Tokyo - a wreath was laid at a cemetery for the war 
dead and troops were visited. Both within and outside the trip's central message - the reaffirmation of 
America's commitment to Asian allies in light of North Korea's threat and China's growing dominance 
- there were several notable contours . 

32. White House says shutdown impedes sanctions 
Associated Press, 2013 10 05 
Washington - The White House has said that the partial shutdown of the US government is hindering the 
enforcement of sanctions against Iran and Syria because of worker furloughs at the Treasury Department 
office. White House spokesman Jay Carney said on Friday that the shutdown had reduced staffing at the 
Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control to II employees from a normal contingent of 175. "The 
office is unable to sustain its core functions," Carney told reporters at the daily White House briefing. 
"That is a negative consequence of this wholly unnecessary decision by the House Republicans to shut 
down the government." US State Department deputy spokesperson Marie Harf blasted what she called a 
"damaging" shutdown that "really negatively impacts our standing abroad" . "For a Congress that talks a 
lot about American exceptionalism, they're sending the exact opposite message all around the world right 
now," she said citing international newspaper headlines. 

33. Vigilantes patrolling Arizona border are more radical than ever 
Salon.com, David Neiwert, 2013 10 05 

http:Salon.com


(Unidentified Placeline) - The Southern Poverty Law CenterThough more than three years have passed 
since the Arizona-based Minuteman organization run by movement co-founder Chris Simcox shuttered its 
operations, would-be vigilantes are still patrolling the Arizona desert for border crossers. They are 
generally operating in smaller and, some say, more radical cells. One of these militiamen made headlines 
recently when he got into an armed confrontation with a Maricopa County sheriff's deputy. This was 
especially noteworthy, since Sheriff Joe Arpaio - a well-known nativist figure himself - made a point of 
denouncing thc vigilantism of the border watchers. Last weck, KPHO in ehoenix aired video of one 
militia in action in the desert and at a recruitment gathering. The militiamen, who insisted on anonymity 
and used such monikers as "Reaper" and "Raptor," said they were only performing a public service 
"We're here to protect our community, first and foremost," the man dubbed Reaper told the reporters. 
"Protect our state, second. And in doing so, that also means curbing the flow of drugs into our cities 
(Note: David Neiwert is an investigative journalist and author based in Seattle, whose most recent book is 
And Hell Followed With Her: Crossing the Dark Side of the American Border (Nation Books). fie has 
won a National Prcss Club award for his rcportagc on domestic terrorism, and is also known for his work 
as the senior editor of the popular political blog Crooks and Liars.) 

34. Possible Clues in Fatal Chase, but No Motive 
The New York Times, N. R. Kleinfield & William K Rashbaum, 2013 05 10 
Washington - The woman who was shot to death after a taut, high-speed car chase through the streets 
between the White House and Capitol Hill was still in her car, snagged on the curb ofa grass-rovered 
median, when the police fired at her, a Senate official said on Friday. Terrance W. Gainer, the Senate 
sergeant-at-arms, who was briefed on aspects of the episode, said the woman, Miriam Carey, was trying 
to make a U-turn between a United States Capitol Police security booth and some planters in the middle 
of the street on Constitution Avenue when Capitol Police officers and uniformed Secret Service officers 
shot at the car with semiautomatic pistols. Ms. Carey, 34, was a dental hygienist who lived in Stamford, 
Conn. Law enforcement officials said on Friday that investigators found antipsychotic medications in her 
apartment, potential clues to her actions. Friends and relatives, while portraying her as harmless, also 
recountcd somc bizarre behavior. After collccting itcms from the Stamford apartment and intcrvicwing 
friends and relatives, law enforcement authorities were still trying to understand what prompted her to 
drive to Washington and what she hoped to accomplish when she tried to force her way onto the White 
House grounds . 

35. After Killings, Tourists Are Told to Avoid Madagascar 
The New York Times, Lydia Polgreen, 2013 10 05 
Johannesburg - Several Western countries issued travel warnings about the Indian Oecan island nation of 
Madagascar on Friday, citing mob attacks that killed two Europeans and a Madagascan accused oforgan 
trafficking. The three men were killed after a boy's body was found mutilated on a beach on the island of 
Nosy Be, just northwest of Madagascar, which is off Africa's southeastern coast. Residents asserted that 
the boy had been killed by foreigners seeking to harvest his organs, according to news reports in 
Madagascar. The two Europeans were tortured and their bodies were set on fire, local officials said. 
Tourism is a mainstay of Madagascar's economy. More than 250,000 visitors come yearly to see the 
unique flora and fauna, which include highly endangered lemurs, lush tropical forests and exotic spice 
plantations. 

36. Supervisors of Navy Yard Gunman Were Told of Issues 
The New York Times, Serge F Kovaleski, 2013 10 05 
New York City - The mother of Aaron Alexis, the military contractor who killed 12 people at the 
Washington Navy Yard last month, told his bosses one month before the shootings that he had a history 
of paranoid episodes and most likely needed therapy. But Mr. Alexis' managers at the Experts Inc., an 
information technology firm , decided to keep him on the'job and did not require him to seek treatment, an 
internal company investigation has found. The investigation by Hewlett-Packard, which oversaw the 



Experts' subcontract at the navy yard and other military bases, concluded that the Experts mishandled Mr. 
Alexis and knew more about his mental problems than the company has disclosed, a person with · 
knowledge of the inquiry said. As a result, Hewlett-Packard last week canceled its business relationship 
with the firm, saying it had lost confidence in its work. "It is HP's understanding that the Experts made 
their decision to return Mr. Alexis to duty without consulting a medical professional about his behavior, 
without determining whether he had seen a therapist as his mother suggeste~ he might need to do, and 
without taking any other action to ensure that any mental hcalth issues had becn trcated and resolved," the 
person said. The person spoke on the condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to discuss the 
case publicly. 

37. Man on Fire Is Hospitalized in Washington 
The New York Times, Staff Writer. 2013 10 05 
Washington - A week in which the capital was first shaken by a shutdown of the federal government and 
then rattled by a car chase and shooting on Capitol Hill ended Friday with Scenes of a medical helicopter 
evacuating a man who the police believed set himself on fire on the National Mall. The man, who had not 
been identified, was taken to a hospital with life-threatening injuries, according to law enforcement 
officials investigating the episode. Hugh Carew, a Washington police spokesman, said the man was 
conscious and breathing when the authorities arrived. 

38. Files show NSA targeted Tor encrypted network 
The Washington Post, Craig Timberg , Steven Rich, 2013 09 10 05 
Washington - On Nov. 1, 2007, the National Security Agency hosted a talk by Roger Dingledine, 
principal designer of one of the world's leading Internet privacy tools. It was a wary encounter, akin to 
mutual intelligence gathering, between a spy agency and a man who built tools to ward off electronic 
surveillance. According to a top-secret NSA summary of the meeting, Dingledine told the assembled 
NSA staff that his service, called Tor, offered anonymity to people who needed it badly - to keep business 
secrets, protect their identities from oppressive political regimes or conduct research without revealing 
themselves. In the minds ofNSA officials, Tor was offering protection to terrorists and other intelligence 
targets. As he spoke to the NSA, Dingledine said in an interview Friday, he suspected the agency was 
attempting to break into Tor, which is used by millions of people around the world to shield their 
identities. Documents provided to The Washington Post by former agency contractor Edward Snowden 
show that he was right. 

39. NSA's attempt to crack web privacy tool used by dissidents is revealed 
The Guardian, James Ball, Bruce Schneier"Glenn Greenwald, 2013 1005 
London - The US National Security Agency has tried repeatedly to develop attacks against people who 
use Tor, a popular tool designed to protect online anonymity, even though the software is primarily 
funded and promoted by the US government itself. Top-secret NSA documents, disclosed by 
whistleblower Edward Snowden, reveal the agency's current successes against Tor rely on identifying 
users and attacking vulnerable software on their computers. One technique targeted the Firefox web 
browser used with Tor, giving the agency full control over targets' computers. But the documents suggest 
the fundamental security of Tor remains intact. One top-secret presentation, titled Tor Stinks, states: "We 
will never be able to de-anonymise all Tor users all the time.". Another top-secret presentation ealls Tor 
"the king of high-secure, low-latcncy internet anonymity" . Tor - which stands for The Onion Routcr - is 

. an open-source public project that bounces users' internet traffic through several computers, called 
"relays" or "nodes", to keep it anonymous lind avoid online censorship tools . It is relied upon by 
journalists, activists and campaigners in the US and Europe as well as in China, Iran and Syria, to 
maintain the privacy of their communications and avoid reprisals from government. It receives 60% of its 
funding from the US government, primarily the state department and department ofdefence - which 
houses the NSA. 



United Kingdom - Royaume-Unis 

40. Attack on Syria's innocents 
The Toronto Star, Jennifer Quinn, 2013 10 05 
London - When "Saving Syria's Children" aired on British television earlier this year, the BBC broadcast 
a warning at the start of the documentary: "There are scenes which some viewers may find upsetting." 
Shots of children, staring solcmnly at thc camera with huge, dark eyes. Premature babies, thin and tiny, 
reaching out to doctors who coo over how small their fingers are. Then, this : "I think there's been some 
kind of chemical attack. There's dozens of people that have just been rushed in, covered in burns and 
some kind of white powder dust. All their clothes are hanging off them." And that is in the first three 
minutes. It's bloody, even though there is actually very little blood, and upsetting. It airs Saturday at 10 
p.m. on The Passionate Eye on CBC News Network. BBC reporter Ian Pannell and cameraman Darren 
Conway were in Syria earlier this year with two doctors from a charity called Hand in Hand for Syria. Dr. 
Rola Hallam usually works in a pediatric ICU in London; her collcague, Dr. Saleyha Ahsan, in a hospital 
in Essex, just outside London. 

41. Chinese investors touch down at Manchester's Airport City 
The Times of London, Robert Lea, 2013 1005 
London - Manchester airport is set to be the next slice of British life to get a boost from Chinese 
investment. Industrial and Commercial Bank of China has emerged as a backer ofa deal that will mean 
the £650 million creation ofa 160-acre Airport City is cleared for take-off. The deal for a 15-year 
development of offices, hotels, apartments, stores, leisure facilities and high-tech manufacturing plants is 
expected to be announced next weekend when George Osborne leads a trade mission to China. 

42.Briton 'behind terror group's bid to wage chemical war' 
The Times of London, Michael Evans & David Brown, 2013.1 0 05 
London - A British jihadist is suspected ofdeveloping chemical weapons for the terrorists behind the 
Kenyan shopping centre massacre, raising fears that al-Qaeda will use them on Western targets. Madbi 
Hashi, 24, is accused of being a leading figure in al-Shabaab, the African affiliate of al-Qaeda. He was 
captured while preparing to fly to Yemen to discuss the group's campaign. Western intelligence services 
fear a terrorist organisation acquiring chemical or biological weapons because of the potential for mass 
casualties. AI-Qae~ tested mustard gas in Afghanistan. 

43. 'SO Britons' involved in Somali terror network 
The Times of London, David Brown, 2013 10 05 
London - Scotland Yard and MI5 arc increasingly concerned about home-grown Jihadists in al-Shabaab, 
the Somali terrorist group. They believe that about 50 British men and women are actively involved 
within the network. Members of London street gangs are suspected of being involved in recruiting, 
indoctrinating and financing young Britons who want to travel to Africa. Three years ago Sir Jonathan 
Evans, the former head of M15, warned that Somali-born Britons travelling to Mogadishu for training 
with militants posed an increasing threat to the national security of the UK.. Samantha Lewthwaite, 29, the 
"White Widow" who was married to Germaine Lindsay, the 717 suicide bomber, is the most-high profile 
Briton accused of links to al-Shabaab. 

Australia, New Zealand - AustralielNouvelle Ulande 

44. The Advertiser Strike at bikie gangs' urban terrorism 
The Advertiser, Staff Writer, 2013 10 05 
Canberra - Let us be plain - bikie gangs like the Finks, Bandidos and Hells Angels are urban terrorists 
who break the law, prey on the weak, exploit the innocent and damage our society. Wild brawls on the 
Gold Coast recently have highlighted the willingness of gang members to engage in wanton violence with 



no regard to public safety. In South Australia, bikies have engaged in vicious assaults, shootings, 
firebombings of rivals ' premises and even cold-blooded assassinations on our streets. This week, this 
newspaper reported the move by Finks members Australia-wide to re-badge to the US-based Mongols 
gang in what was suggested the be akin to a ' 'takeover''. While the precise motive is unknown, sources 
indicated it may be in order to thwart moves by police here and in Queensland to have the Finks declared 
outlawed organisations. It would also give the gang more power and influence against rival gangs. While 
police state the Mongols move will make little difference to legal efforts against the Finks, this new 
development is exactly the opposite direction to what we need. 

o
45. Security scare as drone hits Bridge 
The Sydney Morning Herald, Bellinda Kontominas, 2013 10 05 
Canberra - A mystery drone has crashed into the Harbour Bridge causing counter terrorism officers to be 
alerted and an investigation by the Civil Aviation and Safety Authority. The incident occurred two days 
ahcad ofthc International Flcct Review, an event that has drawn thousands ofspcctators to the harbour 
and foreshore. However police believe the two are not linked. At about IOpm on Wednesday, Harbour 
Bridge security discovered a device, which had a camera attached, near one of the southern pylons and 
handed it in to police. "At this stage police don't believe that the quad-copter is suspicious and is most 
likely for recreational use. Investigations are continuing but anyone with information or knows who owns 
it is invited to contact police." 

46. Twist in navy secrets scandal 
The Australian, Cameron Stewart, 2013 to 05 
Canberra - The US Navy's sex-for-spy-secrets scandal has spn;ad with the sacking of the commander of 
the US warship involved in the dropping ofunanned bombs on Queensland's Great Barrier Reef in July. 
Commanding officer Daniel Dusek was escorted off his amphibious assault ship, the USS Bonhomme 
Richard, in the waters off Japan in relation to an alleged plot where prostitutes, luxury hotels and Lady 
Gaga concert tickets were offered in return for classified information on ship movements to benefit a 
defence contractor. While Captain Dusck has not been charged, he is the third senior US naval officer 
implicated in the scandal that saw the movements of US naval taskforces in the Asia Pacific allegedly 
manipulated so that one company, Glenn Defense Marine Asia, could massively overcharge the US 
Seventh Fleet for servicing its ships . The Australian yesterday revealed that the US Navy had banned the 
company from servicing its ships in Australia, including the USS Chosin, which took part in yesterday's 
centenary anniversary of the Royal Australian Navy in Sydney Harbour. 

Afghanistan - Pakistan 

47. 4 would-be suicide bombers detained 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Hidayatullah Hamdan!, 2013 10 05 
Faizabad - Three fighters were killed and four suicide bombers detained during an operation in 
northeastern Badakhshan province, the governor' s spokesman said on Thursday. Abdul MaroofRasikh 
said the rebels were killed during an operation against Taliban commander Khairullah in the Batash area 
on the outskirts of Faizabad, the capital of Badakhshan provincial. 

48. Police suffer casualties in Peshawar explosion 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Qaiser Y ousafzai, 2013 10 05 
Islamabad - Policemen suffered casualties on Friday when a roadside bomb exploded on the outskirts of 
Peshawar, the capital of Pakistan's northwester Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province. The target of the bomb 
attack in the restive area of Pishtakhara was a police van patrolling !he volatile area on Kohat road, a local 
police official told reporters at the scene. As a result of the power explosion, one policeman was killed, 
two others were wounded and their vehicle destroyed. Police and rescue teams reached the site that was 
cordoned offand a search operation launched. 



49. Impasse With Afghanistan Raises Prospect of Total U.S. Withdrawal in 2014 
The New York Times, Matthew Rosenburg, 2013 10 05 
Kabul - The United States and Afghanistan have reached an impasse in their talks over the role that 
American forces will play here beyond next year, officials from both countries say, raising the distinct 
possibility of a total withdrawal - an outcome that the Pentagon's top military commanders dismissed 
just months ago. American officials say they are preparing to suspend negotiations absent a breakthrough 
in the coming weeks, and a senior administration official said talk of resuming them with President 
Hamid Karzai 's successor, who will be chosen in elections set for nel't April, is, "frankly, not very 
likely." "The time to conclude for us is now," the administration official said on Friday. In the absence of 
a deal, "this fall, we are going to have to make plans for the future accordingly." 

Africa - Afrique 

SO. Bomb scare at PDP National Secretariat 
Vanguard News, Henry Umorus, 2013 10 05 
Abuja - National secretariat of the ruling Peoples Democratic Party, PDP was yesterday thrown into 
pandemonium and state of total confusion as both senior and junior staff ran for safety following fear of 
planted bomb by an undisclosed group. As the news went round the Wadata Plaza, the PDP National 
Secretariat, top party officials were scampering to leave the secretariat, just as some directors hurriedly 
discharged their Staff for the week end. It was also difficult for staff to drive out of the premises because 
of the tight nature of the available packing space and middle and junior level officials without cars who 
were apparently disturbed especially as the news broke out barely twenty four hours after the Lagos Plane 
crash were seen in groups discussing the matter. 

Q
51. Riots in Kenya After Killing of Muslim Cleric 
The New York Times, Josh Kron, 2013 10 05 
Nairobi - Deadly riots broke out in the coastal city of Mombasa on Friday morning after a popular but 
controversial Muslim cleric was fatally shot in what his followers said they believed was an attack by the 
security services. Four people were confirmed dead and seven injured in the unrest, according to the 
Kenya Red Cross, and a church was set ablaze. The violence unleashed bubbling religious tensions in the 
wake of the terrorist attack last month on a shopping mall in Nairobi, the Kenyan capital, which left more 
than 60 people dead and investigators grasping for answers. The cleric, Sheik Ibrahim Ismail, also known 
as Ibrahim Omar, was killed Thnrsday night along with three others when their car was sprayed with 
bullets as they drove along Mombasa's palm-fringed coastal highway. Sheik Ismail's predecessor, Sheik 
Aboud Rogo Mohammed, a radical cleric, was killed last year in similar circumstances. He had been 
linked to the Shabab, the Somali Islamist militant group that has claimed responsibility for the attack at 
the Westgate mall in Nairobi . 

52. New a1-Qaida tactics, used in Kenyan mall attack, could do 'incredible damage,' expert says 
Associated Press, Rukmini Calli machi, 2013 10 05 
Nairobi - Salim Massebellab had just reached the parking lot at Nairobi's premiere mall . Private guards 
inspected his trunk, then passed a mirror underneath his vehicle, checking for the exposed wires that 
would indicate a bomb. That was the weapon ofchoice of al-Shabab, the terrorist group Kenyans had 
becn warned might one day target their capital. Moments later, the shooting erupted. The terrified guards 
ran, dropping the mirror. It hit the pavement with a clang. Sitting stiffly at the wheel, Massebellah saw the 
two attackers pass by his car. Each one was holding a single, belt-fed machine-gun. What neither of them 
was wearing was a suicide vest. ''They were shooting indiscriminately," said Massebellab. ' 'There was 
nothing the guards could have done." Experts say the attackers ' choice of weapons, including AK-47s and 
grenades, was decidedly low-tech for al-Shabab, the al-Qaida affiliate based in neighbouring Somalia 
which is known for their lethal use of suicide bombers. And it's this very decision to use small arms, 



instead of explosives, that made possible the most deadly terrorist attack in Kenya since the 1998 
bombing of the United States embassy, analysts say. 

53. Terrorism: Ihejirika meets top military commanders 
Nigerian Tribune, Chris Agbambu, 2013 1005 
Abuja - As the north east and other targeted like schools continue to face attack from the Boko Haram 
insurgents, the Chiefof Army Staff (COAS), Lieutcnant Gcneral Azubuike Ihejirika, has met with top 
military commanders to reappraise the counter terrorism and counter insurgency efforts so far. Director, 
Army Public Relations, Brigadier General Ibrahim Attahiru, who disclosed this on Friday at a press 
briefing, however, assured that 7 Division Nigerian Army which became operational on August 22, 2013 
has continued to conduct terrorism and counter insurgency operations to meet the warfare challenges. "As 
apart of routine review, the Chief of Army Staff, Lieutenant General Azubuike Ihejirika bas just 
concluded a meeting with top military commanders from all major formations of the Nigerian Army. 

54. Kenya military names Westgate mall attack suspects 
BBC News, 2013 10 05 
Nairobi - Four men believed to have carried out the deadly shopping centre attack in Nairobi last month 
have been named by the Kenyan military. The men were named as Abu Baara al-Sudani, Omar Nabhan, 
Khattab al-Kene and Umayr. No more details have been given about the suspects, but Kenya said 
previously that 10-15 militants were involved. The al-Shabab group said it carried out the attack on the 
Westgate mall on 21 September, leaving at least 67 dead. The al-Qaeda-linked group said the attack was 
in retaliation for Kenya's military involvement in Somalia. 

55. Muslim leaders condemn killings and subsequent chaos 
The Daily Nation, Jeremiah kiplang, 2013 10 05 
Nairobi - Muslim leaders have strongly condemned the killing in Mombasa ofa Sheikh plus three others 
and the subsequent chaos that led to the death of four more people. The clerics also distanced themselves 
from the burning of a church by protesting youths saying those who did so were criminals who did not 
subscribe to any religion. "Whilst we reiterate our condemnation of the Westgate massacre, we are also 
appalled by the violence which broke out in the aftermath of the extrajudicial killings offour Muslim 
preachers on Thursday and the uncalled for attaeks on a church and private property," the leaders said. In 
a statement read by Supreme Council of Kenya Muslims Secretary-General Adan Wachu, they also asked 
the government to launch credible investigations on both incidences. 

56. Calm returns to Mombasa after violent unrest 
The Nation (Kenya), Galgalo Bocha, 2013 10 05 
Mombasa - Calm has returned to Mombasa after Friday chaos ignited by the killing ofa fiery Muslim 
preacher Sheikh Ibrahim Umar Rogo and three others on Thursday night. Mombasa County police boss 
Robert Kitur said normalcy had returned and residents were going on with their daily activities in 
Majengo and Kisauni, areas that were worst hit by the protests that saw four people die. "We are back to 
normal life but we are not taking chances," Mr Kitur told the Nation on phone. Contingents ofanti-riot 
officers are keeping vigil around Masjid Musa mosque in Majengo, the epicentre of the violent riots . 

57. Police pursue preacher believed to be behind terror plans at Coast Kenya 
The Standard (Kenya), 2013 10 05 
Mombasa - Police are now looking for preacher, Sheikh Abubakar Shariff, alias Makaburi, for supporting 
terrorism. This comes less than 24 hours after killing of another radical Islamist, Sheikh Ibrahim Omar 
Rogo alias Amru . Makaburi is said to have disappeared from his residence early yesterday, after the 
hurried burial of Sheikh Ibrahim and three friends who were together shot dead along Mombasa-Malindi 
highway. His cell-phone has so far been switched off. Police, however, believe he is in Mombasa. The 
latest casualty in what is considered a crackdown on terrorists sparked riots in parts of Mombasa. 



Intelligence sources are meanwhile trying to derive an operational link between the deceased and 
Makaburi, who has been accused of offering support to the A1-Shabaab militants. 

58. Different streams of thought among AI-Shabaab members could lead to internal tension 
The Standard (Kenya), Juma Kwayera, 2013 1005 
Nairobi - AI-Shabaab, the Isfamist militant group that has claimed responsibility for Westgate attack may 
have succeeded in eliciting the kind of response it needed to mobilise symyathisers in and outside 
Somalia. But more chilling, a United Nations' agency reports that A1-Shabaab's financier and ideological 
prop, AI- Qaeda, has been rebuilding its cells in East Africa prior to the attack. The attack is part of 
Shabaab 's - with AI-Qaeda's support - wider efforts to draw attention as it struggles for relevance on 
the Somalia territory, experts on terrorism and conflicts in eastern Africa say. More significantly, the 
revival of AI- Qaeda-linked cells in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam points to intensifying rivalry and push by 
jihadists to create an Islamic emirate. 

59. Foreign troops attack al-Shabaab Somalia stronghold 
The Daily Nation, Abdulkadir Khalif, 2013 10 05 
Barawe - Foreign troops have October 5, 2013 attacked an al-Shabaab stronghold in the Somalia town of 
Barawe about 200 km south of Mogadishu, reports indicate. The unidentified foreign forces targeted a 
house situated close to the Indian Ocean coastline in the early hours of Saturday. Residents said that they 
suspected thc attackers to be forces from a western country with a planncd mission against the targeted 
house. Locals told the media that heavy fire started at around 3am and lasted for about half an hour, 
according to Mogadishu Radio, a state run broadcaster in the capital. 

60. Ethiopia says no plans to withdraw troops from Somalia 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 05 
Nairobi - Ethiopia will not withdraw its troops from Somalia in the wake of the dcadly attaeks in Kenya, 
the Prime Minister said Friday. 'There is no reason we are withdrawing at this time, we will fight al 
Shebab to the maximum possible," Ethiopian Prime Minister Hailemariam Deslaegn told reporters. AI 
Qaeda-linked Shebab extremists claimed responsibility for the attack in an upscale shopping centre in . 
Nairobi last month that left at least 67 people dead. Hailemariam said Shebab militants pose a threat to the 
region and that Ethiopia would support African Union (AU) and Somali troops in the country as long as 
the threat persists. 

61. Somali Pirates Jailed by Seychelles Court 
Shabelle Media, Maalik Eng, 2013 1005 
Mogadishu - II pirates have been convicted in the Seychelles Supreme Court of committing acts of 
piracy and operating a pirate vessel between 7 - 11 May 2012. Their sentences ranged from 18 months to 
16 years. The pirates had been apprehended by the Royal Netherlands Navy frigate, HNLMS Van Amstel, 
on II May 2012, after the warship's Lynx helicopter sighted a suspicious fishing dhow towing 2 skiffs, 
400 nautical miles off the Somali coast. When the warship's boarding team approached the dhow, the 
Dutch Navy erew found II suspected pirates of Somali origin and a total of 17 hostages on board. 

62. RCA: la Fomac envoie des troupes il Bangassou 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 1005 
Bangassou - En Centrafrique, la force d' Afrique centrale, la Fomac, a decide, ce samedi 5 octobre, 
I'envoi d' clemcnts aBangassou, dans Ie sud'du pays, pour tenter de rCduirc les tensions entre jeunes 
chretiens, jeunes musulmans et membres de la Seleka. Ces tensions ont augmente au fil de la semaine. La 
Iocalite etait envahie, hier vendredi, de barrages de jeunes exasperes et prets II en decoudre. 

63. Somalie: les shebabs annoneent avoir ete attaques par des forces etrangeres dans Ie Sud 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 10 05 
Nairobi - Dcux semaines apres avoir revendiquc I'attaque du ccntre commercial de Westgate aNairobi, 



au Kenya, les shebabs auraient ete pris pour cible par un commando cette nuit, sur I'une de leur base, Ie 
port de Barawe, a 180 km au sud de Mogadiscio. Selon les shebabs, I'attaque aurait eu lieu dans la nuit. 
Les assaillants auraient debarque sur la plage abord de deux petits bateaux. Un helicoptere serait aussi 
entre en action. II y aurait eu des ecbanges de coups de fel\, mais on ne connait pas encore Ie bilan des 
affrontements. Selon plusieurs sources, c'est une maison qui abritait un commandant shebab qui etait 
visee. L'assaut aurait ete mene par des Occidentaux, des « Blancs I), selon les islamistes radicaux 
somalicns qui promcttcnt dc donncr plus lard leur nationalitc. Cc samedi midi, Ic quartier etait encore 
boucle par des shebabs lourdement. armes. 

64. Mali: l'envoye special de Ban Ki-moon confiant sur la reprise du dialogue avec les groupes du 
Nord 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 1005 
Gao - Le representant special du secn!taire general des Nations unies pour Ie Mali etait hier, vendredi 4 
octobre, chez Ie mediateur Blaise Compaore. Bert Koenders est aile s'assurer du retour des groupes armes 
du Nord ala table des negociations. Le 26 septembre demier, les groupes armes touaregs et arabes avaient 
suspendu leur participation au comite de suivi de l'accord de Ouagadougou et demande une evaluation de 
la mise en reuvre dud it accord. Pendant un entretien d'une heure, Ie representant special du secretaire 
general des Nations unies a filit Ie point de la situation securitaire et politique au Mali. Bert Koenders 
estime que la securite s'est beaucoup amelioree, et qu 'avec Ie retour al'ordre constitutionnel au Mali, il y 
a des signes forts pour une reprise des pourparlers entre Ie gouvernement et les groupes armes du Nord : « 
C'est important que tous les partis parlent ensemble dans Ie contexte du Conseil de securite, de la 
resolution et de l'accord de Ouagadougou, c 'est important que maintenant il y ait les discussions. 

65. Tunisia gears ror crisis talks 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 05 
Tunis - Delegates began gathering Saturday for the launch ofa hard-won dialogue between Tunisia's 
ruling Islamists and thc opposition aimed at cnding a crisis protracted political crisis. The conflict was 
triggered in July with the assassination of prominent MP Mohamed Brahmi, with the opposition accusing 
Islamist Ennahda party offailing to curb extremists they say were behind the murder. Delegates began 
gathering at the Palais des Congres for Saturday highly-symbolic ceremony, during which Ennahda must 
solemnly declare its willingness to resign and, along with the opposition, pledge allegiance to a roadrnap 
on the country's political future. The talks, which will begin in earnest next week and last a month, will 
focus on implementing the roadmap that calls for the formation of a government of independents, the 
adoption of a mucb-delayed constitution and sct a timctable for ncw clections. 

66. Fears or violence loom as rivals eye Egypt's Tabrir on armed rorces day 
Abram Online, Randa Ali , 2013 1005 
Cairo - Nationwide celebrations and protests are scheduled to take place in Egypt Sunday to mark the 
40th anniversary of the 6 October 1973 war against Israel with rival camps eyeing the iconic Tahrir 
Square as their destination. Egyptian military helicopters have been hovering over the capital for the past 
few days, while food has been distributed in several governorates to commemorate Armed Forces Day. A 
military source told the state-owned MENA news agency late Friday that Tahrir Square, and Ittihadiya in 
the Heliopolis district, will be closed "for the celebrations planned in public squares on the 6 October War 
anniversary [on Sunday]." At least four were killed Friday as supporters ofdeposed president Mohamed 
Morsi marched to several squares in Cairo, part of the plan of the pro-Morsi National Alliance to Support 
Legitimacy (NASL) to hold continuous rallies from Friday until 6 October against what they describe as a 
"coup d 'etat" staged by the military 3 July. 

67. Amid Sinai conflict, honoring old vows 
The Washington Post, William Booth, 2013 10 05 
St. Catherine's Monastery, Egypt - Thousands ofyears of tradition say the monastery built here marks the 



spot where Moses fell down on his knees before a burning bush and talked to God. Hidden high in the 
desert mountains, guarded for centuries by scholar monks and Bedouin tribesmen, this fortress sanctuary 
was once as remote as any place on Earth could be. This is no longer so. The modem world arrived at St. 
Catherine's Monastery in the form of paved highways and mass tourism, which once brought thousands of 
pilgrims a day. But a violent insurgency and military crackdown sweeping across Egypt's northern Sinai 
Peninsula has brought an unwelcome quiet to the south, where the Bedouin tribes make their money from 
tourists. In the northern Sinai, the restive tribes have been sabotaging natural gas pipelines and smuggling 
weapons, drugs and gasoline through their network of tunnels with the Gaza Strip. In the power vacuum 
created by Egypt's upheaval, the Bedouin there have raised the black flag for militant jihad and are 
waging a guerrilla campaign of extortion, kidnapping and targeted assassination against the powers of the 
state. 

68. 6 Die in Egypt as Islamist Opposition Tries to Re-energize Movement 
The New York Times, David D Kirkpatrick, 2013 10 05 
Cairo - At lcast six people were killed in political violence in Egypt on Friday in the buildup to a much
anticipated day of protests on Sunday calling for a rollback of the recent military takeover. The violence 
flared across the country as the new government installed on July 3 by Gen. Abdul-Fattah el-Sisi 
struggles to consolidate its control of the streets. Its Islamist opponents, meanwhile, are seeking to re
energize their protest movement against the takeover. Four civilians were killed in Cairo, the official 
news media reported, as marches called by the Islamist supporters of the ousted president, Mohamed 
Morsi, tried to converge on Tahrir Square, the trampled roundabout at the center of the 2011 revolution 
against President Hosni Mubarak. 

69. Libyan gunmen kill 15 soldiers 
BBC News Africa, 2013 1005 
Tripoli - Gunmen have attacked a military checkpoint south-cast of the Libyan capital Tripoli killing 15 
soldiers, the authorities say. A military official said the attack was near Bani Walid, a stronghold in 20 II 
of supporters offormer leader, Muammar Gaddafi . Several more soldiers are reported to have been 
injured. It is not clear who carried out the attack, but the government has struggled to control armed 
groups. The official, describing it as an ambush, said the attack took place on a road between Bani Walid 
city and the town ofTarhouna. 

70. Belmokhtar defection weakens al-Qaeda 
Magharebia News, 2013 10 05 
Magharebia - Mokhtar Belmokhtar's split from al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQlM) raises 
questions about the overall strength of the parent organisation, analysts say. In late August, al-Qaeda 
splinter group Katibat EI Moulethemoune ("Brigade of the Veiled Ones") led by Belmokhtar (real name 
Khaled Abou EI Abass) joined forces with the Movement for Tawhid and Jihad in West Africa (MUJAO) 
to create the "Mourabitounes". To local experts, the move looks like the only option left for jihadists 
ostracised by al-Qaeda's Maghreb leadership. The former AQIM coinmander had already been cut offby 
the organisation. "New factors, such as money and leadership, replaced ideological convictions," analyst 
Abdallah Bin Maalum says. These enticements, he explains, "undermined any alliance between men who 
no longer shared conviction injihadist ideology that has been the basis for their armed action" . 
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71. 2 millions de chinois contr61ent internet 
Le Figaro.fr, 2013 10 05 
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Pekin - La surveillance et la censure de I'internet occupent environ deux millions de personnes en Chine, 
a affirme un quotidien de la presse officielle en n;velant des facettes de cette armee secrete. Vne grande 
partie de ces petites mains disposent d'un logiciel permettant de trier avec des mots c1es I'enorrne volume 
de messages qui circulent sur les n!seaux sociaux chinois, a precise, dans un article paru jeudi, Ie journal 
les Nouvelles de Pekin. Le nombre exact d'agents operant en Ghine pour censurer I'internet - et eviter 
ainsi que les reseaux communautaires servent de relais pour critiquer Ie regime communiste ou perturber 
I'ordrc etabli - cst un secrct d'Etat qui fait dcpuis longtcmps I'objct dc beaucoup de supputations. Lcs 
"policiers de la toile" sont payes par les organes de propagande du gouvernement et du Parti communiste, 
ainsi que par les sites commerciaux, a souligne les Nouvelles de Pekin. Malgre leur nombre 
irnpressionnant, ils ne peuvent toutefois empecher que des informations ou des commentaires non 
souhaites par les autorites passent entre les mailles du filet et soient publies et republies. 

72. Chinese president calls (o.r c1o.ser co.o.peratio.n with Malaysia 
Xinhua Ncws, 2013 10 05 
Kuala Lumpur - Visiting Chinese President Xi Jinping called Friday for efforts to deepen mutually 
beneficial cooperation between China and Malaysia. Xi said China-Malaysia economic and trade 
cooperation will benefit not only the two countries but also the whole region. He proposed that the two 
countries boost bilateral trade, increase investment, step up cooperation in the sectors of finance, 
agriculture and fishery, and jointly improve regional cooperation. Xi made the remarks while addressing 
the China-Malaysia Economic Summit, which was attended by more than 1,000 businessmen and 
government officials from the two countries. The Chinese president said that the mutually beneficial 
cooperation has been furthered since the two countries established diplomatic relations 39 years ago. 

73. China, Malaysia agree to. lift ties to. co.mprehensive strategic partnership 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 05 
Kuala Lumpur - Chinese President Xi Jinping and Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak agreed on 
Friday to upgrade bilateral ties to a comprehensive strategic partnership. During their talks, the two 
leaders spoke highly of the achievements made in cooperation between the two countries and exchanged 
views on advancing bilateral ties under the new circumstances. They both agreed to lift bilateral ties to a 
comprehensive strategic partnership. Noting that Malaysia is the first country in the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) to forge diplomatic ties with China, Xi stressed the importance of 
China-Malaysia ties. 

74. Mo.re than 100,000 cases o.f cybercrime o.ccur in S. Ko.rea every year 
y onhap News, 2013 10 05 
Scoul- South Korea has sccn over 100,000 cases ofcybcrerime every year since 2010, a lawmaker said 
Friday citing government data. According to Kang Dong-won, an independent lawmaker, the number of 
eybererimes in the country, including hacking and distributed denial-of-service attack, was 108,223 in 
2012, 116,961 in 2011 and 122,902 in 2010. The data compiled by the Ministry of Science, ICT and 
Future Planning indicate there were an average of 296 cyberattacks by unidentified hackers per day in 
2012 . 

75. No.ng Hyup demands 5 bin wo.n from AhnLab over No.rth Ko.rean cyberattack 
y onhap Ncws, 2013 10 05 
Seoul - NongHyup Bank said Friday that it will demand 5 billion won (US$4.7 million) froin AhnLab 
Inc., an antivirus software firm, for damage from an allegedly North Korea-led cyberattack in March. The 
banking unit of NongHyup Financial Group Inc. said AhnLab's software program failed to deal with 
malicious code attacks on March 20, inflicting financial damage to the company. "Since April, NongHyup 
has been negotiating with AhnLab concerning damages of the cyberattack," an official from the bank 
said. "If they fail to reach an agreement, the issue will move on to a lawsuit." 



76. N. Korea vows not give up nuclear weapons under U.S. pressure 
Y onhap News, 2013 10 05 
Seoul - North Korea reiterated its nuclear ambition Saturday, saying it will never give up its nuclear 
arsenal unless the United States first ends its hostility toward the communist country. The North's acerbic 
rhetoric, which is not new, comes as the United States is set to launch joint naval exercises with South 
Korea and Japan off the Korean Peninsula's east coast next week. The U.S. naval fleet taking part in the 
routine drills includes nuclear-powered supercarricr USS George Washington. "Under the condition 
where the United States' nuclear threat (against the North) continues, it is so reasonable for us to possess 
and further develop nuclear capabilities to defend its dignity and the safety of the nation," North Korea 
said in a statement issued through its Committee for the Peaceful Reunification of Korea, a party 
organization handling inter-Korean affairs 

77. China voices concerns about modernizing U.S.:Japan defense alliance 
Yonhap News, 2013 1005 
Beijing - China expressed concerns Saturday about a move by Japan to modernize its defense alliance 
with the United States, saying Washington and Tokyo should not extend their alliance beyond the 
bilateral scope. The Chinese foreign ministry, in a faxed statement to Yonhap News Agency, made the 
remarks two days after the U.S. and Japan agreed to expand their military alliance and boost surveillance 
in the region amid North Korean nuclear threats and China's rising military clout. "The Japan-U.S. 
alliance, formed as a bilateral arrangement under certain historical context, should not move beyond the 
scope of the two countries," the Chinese ministry said in the statement. China also urged "the relevant 
countries to respect concerns of safety from nations in the region and make more efforts to ensure 
regional peace and stability." 

78. N. Korea slams joint naval exercise as plot to start nuclear war 
Y onhap News, 2013 10 05 
Seoul - North Korea on Saturday lashed out at the planned trilateral joint naval exercise next week among 
South Korea, the United States and Japan, calling it a plot to start a nuclear war. The Rodong Sinmun, an 
organ of the ruling Workers' Party of Korea (WPK), said in a commentary monitored in Seoul that the 
large-scale maneuver involving a U.S. nuclear-powered aircraft carrier can only be seen as a move that 
pours cold water on dialogue efforts with the North and will lead to heightened tensions. The daily 
claimed that the military exercise set to take place off southern coast of the Korean Peninsula is a 
dangerous move that can spike up tensions and lead to confrontation. 

79. N. Korea vows not give up nuclear weapons under U.S. pressure 
Yonhap News, 2013 10 05 
Seoul - North Korea reiterated its nuclear ambition Saturday, saying it will never give up its nuclear 
arsenal unless the United States first ends its hostility toward the communist country. The North's acerbic 
rhetoric, which is not new, comes as the United States is set to launch joint naval exercises with South 
Korea and Japan off the Korean Peninsula's east coast next week. The U.S. naval fleet taking part in the 
routine drills includes nuclear-powered supercarrier USS George Washington. "Under the condition 
where the United States' nuclear threat (against the North) continues, it is so reasonable for us to possess 
and further develop nuclear capabilities to defend its dignity and the safety ofthe nation," North Korea 
said in a statement issued through its Committee for the Peaccful Reunification of Korea, a party 
organization handling inter-Korean affairs. 

80. Indian army chief says no village occupied by Pakistani troops on Kashmir LoC 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 05 
Srinagar -Indian army ehiefGenerai Bikram Singh Friday denied reports that a village near line-of
control (LoC)in Indian-controlled Kashmir has been occupied by militants or Pakistani troops. "They 
have been stopped, prevented. They have been neutralized (some of them) and operations are on to flush 



them out," Singh told media in New Delhi. "No village has been occupied. Nothing like that. The core 
commander has clarified that." A fierce gunfight is going on between Indian army and militants since 
Sept. 24 in Keran sector offrontier Kupwara district, around 135 km north'l'est of Srinagar city, the 
summer capital of Indian-controlled Kashmir. 

81. Indian army says 7 suspected rebels killed in Kashmir in 2 separate gunbattles 
Thc Associated Press, Aijaz Hussain, 2013 10 05 
Srinagar - The Indian army said Saturday that it killed seven suspected rebels in two separate gunbattles 
near the heavily militarized line dividing the disputed Kashmir region between India and Pakistan. Four 
militants were killed Saturday after they crossed over from Pakistani-held territory into the Indian portion 
of Kashmir in Kupwara region, an army officer said. Three rebels were killed Friday in another clash near 
the de facto border, said the officer, who spoke on condition ofanonymity, in line with military policy. 

82. Four militants killed in Keran sector 
Press Trust of India, 2013 10 05 
Keran - Army soldiers move towards Keran sector near the Line of Control in Kupwara district on Friday. 
Indian troops are engaged in a hattie with around 40 terrorists who infiltrated into the Keran sector of 
Jammu and Kashmir from across the border. The Hindu Army soldiers move towards Keran sector near 
the Line of Control in Kupwara district on Friday. Indian troops are engaged in a battle with around 40 
terrorists who infiltrated into the Keran sector of Jammu and Kashmir from across the border. The Army 
on Saturday foiled a major infiltration bid along the LoC in Keran sector of Kashmir, killing four 
militants, as the operation against the infiltrating ultras in the area entered the 12th day. "An infiltration 
bid was foiled in Fateh Gali area of Keran sector, 25 km west from Shalbhati village. Four militants have 
been killed in the operation," a Defence spokesman said. 

83. Indian army kill 3 militants in Indian-controlhid Kashmir 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 05 
Srinagar - Indian army Friday said they have foiled an infiltration bid and killed three militants during a 
gunfight along the Line of Control (LoC) in restive Indian-controlled Kashmir. The gunfight, according to 
the army, broke out early Friday in Gujjar-Dur in Keran sector of frontier Kupwara district, around 125 
km northwest of Srinagar city, the summer capital of Indian- controlled Kashmir. "Our vigilant troops 
early today noticed some suspicious human movement in Gujjar-Dur area close to LoC," said Col. Naresh 
Vig, Indian army spokesman. "Out troopers challenged, the men fired on the army positions making it 
clear they were infiltrators trying to enter deep in our territory. In the ensuing gunfight three militants 
were killed." 

84. Navy brings 70 Stranded Persons ashore 
Daily Mirror, Staff Writer, 2013 10 05 
Colombo - Sri Lanka Navy's Offshore Patrol Vessel, Sagara brought the 70 persons, who had been 
stranded in the south western deep seas, safely to the Galle harbour yesterday. The rescued persons 
included 44 men, ) 3 women and 13 children and they are all in good health. The multi-day trawler named 
"Dinuja Putha", which carried the people, had developed mechanical problems while in the sea between 
Sri Lanka and the Maldives. 

85. 'Cancellation of Obama's visit won't affect US pivot to Asia' 
The Philippine Star, Alexis Romero, 2013 10 05 
Manila - The cancellation of United States President Barack Obarna's trip to Asia would not affect 
Washington 's pivot to the region, former American security officials said yesterday. Former US Pacific 
Command chief Dennis Blair said Obama's decision to scrap the trip was due to the federal shutdown and 
should not be a cause for concern . " I would read nothing morc into the postponement of President 
Obama's trip. I'm very confident he will reschedule it and be. back here in the Philippines," Blair said in a 



press briefing held at the Asian Institute of Management in Makati. "Frankly, it would be a better visit if 
he is not on the phone to call back home and get reports on tlie latest development there. There will be a 
time he can fully engage in a visit to a country. I'm sure that time will come," he added. 

86. Police raid Misuari's house in Zamboanga 
The Philippine Star, Roel Pareno, 2013 10 05 
Zamboaoga City - Policcmcn yesterday blastcd their way into the house of Moro National Liberation 
Front (MNLF) chairman Nur Misuari accused of masterminding the three-week siege of the city that left 
hundreds of people killed and homeless. Police forces, supported by government troops, swooped down at 
the house of Misuari at Sitio Pasay in Barangay San Roque. Villagers were awakened at dawn while 
security forces used explosives to tear down the steel gate of the compound to gain entry and serve the 
search warrant. Police on Thursday filed charges of rebellion and violation of international humanitarian 
law against Misuari and 83 of his followers over the deadly three-week siege in the city. 

87. BIFF attacks won't discourage gov't from pursuing peace 
The Philippine Star, Jose Rodel Clapano, 2013 10 05 
Manila - The government will not be discouraged from pursuing peace in Mindanao amid the attacks 
launched by the outlawed Bangsamoro Islamic Freedom Fighters (BIFF) in North Cotabato last week, 
government chief negotiator Miriam Coronel-Ferrer said yesterday. 'The BIFF attacks show a totaJ 
disregard for human life and a willful desire to block the progress toward achieving a peaceful resolution 
of the armed conflict in Mindanao," Ferrer said. Around 200 Muslim rebels opposed to peace talks with 
the government stormed five villages and engaged government troops in firefights, prompting thousands 
of residents to flee their homes. 

88. Army doubts 'insurgent' video 
Bangkok Post, 2013 1005 
Pattaoi - The Internal Security Operations Command has expressed doubt about a video clip claiming to 
be of insurgents in the deep South. The agency was investigating to determine whether the people seen in 
the video were real militants, said Col Pramote Prom-in, the Isoc spokesman for the Southern Forward 
Command. The clip entitled "Fatoni Darusalam" shows a group ofheavily armed, masked men firing 
weapons in a forest at unknown targets. 

89. Gov't forces raid Misuari home in Brgy. San Roque 
Zamboaoga Times, Staff Writer, 2013 10 05 
Zamboaoga City - Police backed by soldiers on Friday raided the home ofNur Misuari, the founding 
chairman of Moro National Libcration Front (MNLF), in Barangay San Roque, in the north west of 
Zamboaoga City, on charges of rebellion for the group' s attack on Zamboaoga City, which left more than 
200 people dead. But Misuari, his family and followers were not home when the raid took place. Security 
forces armed with search warrant and backed by armored fighting vehicles surrounded and approached 
the compound ofMisuari at around 4:00 a.m. and bombed its gate. ' 'We used a water explosive to enter 
Misuari ' s house since no one was there to open the gate," Police Regional Office 9 (PRO 9) spokesman 
Chief Inspector Ariel Huesca told reporters in an interview at the area. According to Huesca, the seach 
team also confiscated several documents and suspected components of improvised explosive devices 
(IEDs) inside the housc. Hc said troops wcnt to thc house of Misuari in Barangay San Roque to servc a 
seareh warrant, but no one was inside the house when the troops entered it. 

90. The 969 Movement 
Reuters, 20131005 
Thandwe - Flies were buzzing around the bloodied patch of earth outside a ransacked mosque in Tha 
Phyu Chai village where police removed Khin Naing's body after he was hacked to death by ethnic 
Rakhinc Buddhists. "Hc couldn~ run fast enough from the Rakhine people," said his son, 17-year-old Tun 



Tun Naing, who emerged from hiding to identify his father's corpse from what remained of his charred 
clothing. The Buddhist mob had mutilated and burned Khin Naing so severely his son couldn't recognise 
the body, one ofa series ofattacks that suggest a resurgence ofa monk-led, movement in Myanmar 
accused of stoking violence against Muslims. Khin Naing was one of five Muslims killed and four 
Rakhine Buddhists wounded in four days ofviolence in Thandwe, a township in western Rakhine State 
popular with foreign tourists for its nearby Napali Beach. Not far from its resorts, Buddhists armed with 
sticks, slingshots and machctes launched repeated attacks on Muslim villagcrs from Sunday, burning 
down dozens of homes, witnesses said. 

Eastern Europe -Europe de l'Est 

91. Dutch take legal action over Greenpeace ship seized by Russia 
Dutch News, 2013 10 05 
Amsterdam - The Netherlands is taking legal action against Russia in an effort to have the Greenpeace 
ship Arctic Sunrise released from Russian coastguard control. Foreign minister Frans Timmermans said 
on Friday he is taking steps under the UN Convention of the Law of the Sea to have the ship released. He 
will fight for the crew's release through diplomatic channels. The 30 activitists on board the ship, which 
sales under the Dutch flag, were arrested last month while protesting about a Gasprom rig in Russia's 
northern waters. All have since been remanded in custody and charged with piracy. 

92. Russia Actions Among Worst 'Assaults' - Greenpeace 
The Associated Press, 20 \3 10 05 
Amsterdam - Greenpeace International's director says Russia's seizure of its ship "Arctic Sunrise" and the 
arrest of its crew is the worst "assault" on the group's environmental activism since its flagship "Rainbow 
Warrior" was bombed in 1985. Russia seized "Arctic Sunrise" after a Sept. 18 protest at a Gazprom oil 
drilling platform located in the Arctic circle, and last week charged all 30 people on board with piracy, 
which carries a maximum sentence of 15 years. 

93. Russia Hits Back at Netherlands Over Greenpeace Ship 
Ria Novosti, 2013 10 05 
Moscow - The Russian Foreign Ministry on Saturday lashed out at the Netherlands over its failure to stop 
the Dutch-flagged Greenpeace ship, Arctic Sunrise, a day after the Dutch Foreign Minister said he views 
Russia's actions - seizing the ship and crew - as illegal. The Russian side made repeated attempts to 
contact thcir Dutch counterparts "to intervene in the vessel's illegal activities" over the last year and a 
half, Russian Foreign Ministry deputy head Alexei Meshkov told RIA Novosti. "Unfortunately, this was 
not done. Therefore we have significantly more questions for the Dutch side than they can have for us," 
RIA Novosti cites Meshkov as saying, adding that "everything that happened with Arctic Sunrise is pure 
provocation. " 

94. Sofia to Rally in Support of Russia-Jailed Greenpeace Activists 
Ria Novosti, 20 J3 10 05 
Sofia - Sofia to Rally in Support of Russia-Jailed Greenpeace Activists: Sofia to Rally in Support of 
Russia-Jailed Greenpeace Activists On September 26, a group ofGreenpeace activists occupied a gas 
station near Bulgaria'S southwestern town of B1agoevgrad to protest against Gazprom's Arctic drilling. 
The rallies will be held on the World Day of Solidarity with "30 for Arctic" in over 100 cities around the 
world. "To protect the Arctic is not a crime," "Greenpeace" say. "Greenpeace Bulgaria" is inviting local 
residents to express their solidarity with environmentalists at the Monument ofthe Soviet Army at 4:00 
pm this Saturday. On October 3, Russia chargcd five Grccnpcace activists with piracy, the environmental 
campaIgn group says . 

95. Greenpeace Slams Russia over 'Assault' 



Novonite News, 2013 10 05 
Moscow - Greenpeace International 's director says Russia's seizure of its ship "Arctic Sunrise" and the 
arrest of its crew is the worst "assault" on the group's envirorunental activism since its flagship "Rainbow 
Warrior" was bombed in 1985. "We will not be bullied and intimidated into silence," Greenpeace 
International director Kumi Naidoo said Saturday, as cited by RIA Novosti. He demanded the release of 
the activists. Last week, Russia charged a total of 30 Greenpeace activists with piracy. The acrivists were 
dctaincd aboard a Grecnpcace icebreaker during a protest at an offshore oil rig in the Arctic last month. 
The charges carry a maximum punishment of up to 15 years in prison. 

96. Polish photographer kidnapped in Syria in July is alive, Polish foreign minister says o 
Associated Press, 2013 1005 
Warsaw - Poland's foreign minister says that a Polish photographer who was abducted in Syria in July is 
alive. Marcin Suder, working for a Polish photo agency, was abducted in the rebel-held northern town of 
Saraqeb when masked gurunen stormed a media centre. 

Iran, Iraq - Iran, Irak 

97. Iran top leader hints at disapproval over Obama call, but reiterates support for Rouhani 
The Associated Press, Ali Akbar Dareini, 2013 10 05 
Tchran -Iran's top lcader hintcd Saturday that he disapproved of the phone call bctwccn Presidents 
Hassan Rouhani and Barack Obama during the Iranian leader's trip to New York last month, but he 
reiterated his crucial support for the president's policy ofoutreach to the West. Ayatollah Ali Khamenei's 
comments came after hard-liners criticized the 15-minute phone conversation between Rouhani and 
Obama, a gesture aimed at ending three decades ofestrangement between the two countries. Hard-liners, 
including commanders in the powerful Revolutionary Guard, have said the president went too far in 
reaching out to the U.S . Khamenei, whose speech was broadcast on state TV, also said the U.S. was 
" untrustworthy." He previously has said hc's not opposed to dirccttalks with the U.S. to resolve Iran's 
nuclear standoff with the West but is not optimistic. 

98. Deadly suicide bombings in Iraq 
Associated Press, 2013 10 05 
Baghdad - Attacks in Iraq, including two suicide bombings, have killed three soldiers and four civilians, 
security and medical officials said. In Anbar province, west of Baghdad, a suicide bomber detonated an 
explosivcs-riggcd vehicle ncar an army checkpoint at an entrance to the town ofHcet at about 7:30am 
(0430 GMT) on Friday, killing three soldiers and wounding five. While the mostly Sunni Anbar province 
was home to fighter strongholds in past years, it has been relatively quiet in recent weeks, with most of 
the latest violence seen in Baghdad and several northern provinces, which are more mixed. 

99. Attacks killS in Iraq, including TV journalists and anti Qaida militiamen 
The Associated Press, Adam Schreck, 2013 10 05 
Baghdad - Two television journalists were shot dead and three anti-extremist militiamen were killed in a 
bomb blast on Saturday in the latest attacks to strike Iraq. The on-the-job killings are part of the deadliest 
surge in bloodshed to hitJraq in five years, raising fears that the country is failing back into the spiral of 
violence that brought it to the edge of civil war in the years after the 2003 U.S.-led invasion. A reporter 
and a cameraman for the privately owned aI-Sharqiya TV channel were shot _ one in the head, the other 
in the torso _ while working on a report in the city of Mosul, according to police. The city, about 360 
kilometres (220 miles) northwest of Baghdad, is a former Sunni insurgent stronghold that has been one of 
the hardest areas of Iraq to tame. 

100. To This Tycoon, Iran Sanctions Were Like Gold 
The New York Times, Thomas Erdbrink, 20 \3 10 05 



Tehran - He called himself the "economic basij," a reference to Iran's hard-line paramilitary organization 
and defender of the Islamic Revolution. He drove a black Mercedes 500 SL and wore a $30,000 watch, as 
befits Ii man who put his self-worth at $13.5 billion. Not bad for a 39-year-old who began his career in the 
1980s selling sheepskins and emerged more recently as a critical actor in Iran's effort to evade United 
States sanctions on its oil sales. But it has all come tumbling down for the tycoon, Babak Zanjani, whose 
accounts were frozen by the United States Treasury in April and who has been blackljsted by the 
European Union. Adding to his troubles, he has come under scrutiny by offiCials ofthe new pragmatist 
Iranian goverrunent, who suspect him of having worked with what they considered the corrupt inner circle 
of the previous president, Mahmoud Ahrnadinejad. They accused Mr. Zanjani, last week of withholding 
$1.9 billion in oil revenues, prompting Parliament to begin an investigation into his business dealings . 

o101. US, Israel have 'long history of enmity' towardTran 
Press TV, 2013 1005 
Tehran - A senior Iranian military official says the United States and Israel have a long history ofenmity 
toward the Islamic Republic ofiran. 'The Americans and Zionists bear deep-seated hostility toward the 
Islamic Republic ofIran," said Major General Yahya Rahim Safavi, who is a top advisor to Leader ofthe 
Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei. 'The Americans ' carrot-and-stick policy has not 
changed fundamentally," he underlined. He further criticized US President Barack Obama for being 
swayed by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 's remarks. "It is regrettable that the US president 
is so much influenced by the pressure and lies of the Zionist regime (Israell's prime minister regarding 
Iran, and changes his tone and stance on Iran issues," Major General Rahim Safavi said. 

102. Iranian espionage plot uncovered by Shin Bet shows a new level of sophistication 
The Jerusalem Post, Staff Writer, 2013 1005 
Jerusalem - The incident cleared for publication this week, in which the Shin Bet (Israel Security Agency) 
arrested alleged Iranian intelligence agent Ali Mansouri in Israel differs from previous cases which have 
occurred in the last decade. This time, it appears that the recruitment and running of the agent was carried 
out by the Iranian Revolutionary Guard's special operations unit (Quds Force), rather than by the Iranian 
intelligence agency. Among other things, the role of the Quds Force is to execute terror attacks against 
Israel and additional targets in the West and in the Middle East. The significance of this is that Mansouri 
was not sent to Israel to spy and collect intelligence like his predecessors, but rather to establish an 
infrastructure to carry out terror attacks within Israel. It warrants noting that the Revolutionary Guard's 
Quds Force was behind the February 2012 terror attack in which an employee of the Israeli embassy in 
Delhi was wounded, and was also responsible for attempted terror attacks in Bangkok and Thlisi, 
Georgia, as well as previous plots in Azerbaijan, Kenya and Nigeria. 

Middle East - Moyen-Orient 

103. Syria submits further details of its chemical arms program 
Reuters, Louis Charbonneau, 2013 10 05 
United Nations - Syria has given international experts additional details about its chemical weapons 
program that go beyond a September 21 declaration of its poison gas arsenal, the United Nations said on 
Friday. The team consists of experts from the Organization for the Prohibition ofChemical Weapons in 
The Hague, Netherlands, with help from U.N. personnel. Last week, the U.N. Security Council demanded 
the elimination of Syria's chemical arsenal. U.N. spokesman Martin Nesirky said the director-general of 
the organization, Ahmet Uzumcu, informed the agency's executive council that Syria has presented it with 
new details. "The additional submission is being reviewed by the Organization for the Prohibition of 
Chemical Weapons," Nesirky said. He said Uzumeu was expected to give OPCW member countries an 
update on Tuesday. 

104. Turkey will pay for backing rebels 



AI-Jazeera News, 201 3 10 05 
Damascus - The Syrian president, Bashar ai-Assad, has said Turkey will pay a heavy price for backing 
rebels fighting against him, and accused it ofharbouring "terrorists" who, he claimed, would soon turn on 
their hosts. In an interview with Turkey's Halk TV due to be broadcast on Friday, Assad called the 
Turkish prime minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, "bigoted" and said Ankara was allowing terrorists to 
cross into Syria to attack his army and civilians. "It is not possible to put terrorism in your pocket and use 
it as a card. It is likc a scorpion which won~ hcsitatc to sting you at the first opportunity," Assad said, 
according to a transcript from Halk TV. "In the near future, these terrorists will have an impact and 
Turkey will pay a heavy price for it." Turkey shelters about a quarter of the two million people who have 
fled Syria and has allowed rebel fighters to cross in and out of Syria. 

105. Abu Ghraib jihadists escape to Syria 
'0 • 

The Toronto Star, Harald Doornbos and Jenan Moussam, 2013 IO 05 
Gaziantcp, Turkcy - Waiting for the tram in the southcrn Turkish city of Gaziantcp, Abu Omar is on his 
way to the mall. No groceries today - his shopping list includes a Turkish-made tablet computer and a 
small GPS navigation device loaded with digital maps of the Middle East. "It's nothing special," says 
Omar, an Iraqi national, as he puts the goods in his rucksack. "But this stuff might come in handy after I 
make it to Syria." Omar, a handsome young man with long black hair, is not the only one making the trek 
to Syria. Hundreds of Iraqi prisoners - mostly suspected or convicted jihadists - were freed in July after Al 
Qaeda-linked militants staged a jailbreak at the notorious Abu Ghraib prison near Baghdad. At the time, 
Iraqi and Western authorities feared that some of those men would travel to Syria, helping to fuel the rise 
of extremist groups there. Those fears have become a reality. Omar is one of the Al Qaeda members who 
escaped during the Abu Ghraib prison break. He says six of his former cellmates have also made it to 
Syria. "Many more are on their way," he says. "Everybody wants to go for jihad to Syria." 

106. Syrian military shells village on coast: activists 
Associated Press, 2013 IO 05 
Damascus - Syrian government forces shelled a vulnerable Sunni community in a coastal province 
dominated by President Bashar Assad's Alawite sect on Saturday, activists said, raising fears that 
residents of the isolated town could face mass killings by pro-Damascus militias. Two Syrian rights 
groups said shelling of the town of al-Mitras began at dawn, killing six people. The town lies near two 
other Sunni Muslim towns of Bayda and Banias. Rights groups charge that regime supporters killed at 
least 248 people in those two communities in May. They said regime forces shelled Bayda before militias 
entered and carried out the alleged massacre. "We are worried, because this is an isolated area and crimes 
can be covered up. quickly," said Rami Abdul-Rahman of the Britain-based Syrian Observatory for 
Human Rights, which follows a network ofactivists in the field . He said the shelling began at dawn after 
rebels were spotted nearby. 

107. Half of UAE smartphones hacked 
The News International (pakistan), 2013 1005 
Dubai - As many as halfof the UAE's smartphone users have been victims of some form of cybercrime 
in the last year, according to computer security experts. In addition, a further 56 per cent of users grossly 
underestimate the risks of malware being installed on their handsets. The data, published in the Norton 
Report, an annual cyber security study carried out by Symantec, follows warnings from analysts over a 
rise in corporate espionage and hacking targeted at smartphones. "If this was a test, mobile consumers in 
the UAE would be failing," said Tamim Taufiq, a spokesman for Symantec in the region. "While 
consumers are protecting their computers, there is a general lack ofawareness to safeguard their 
smartphones and tablets. It's as if they have alarm systems for their homes, but they' re leaving their cars 
unlocked with the windows wide open." 



lOS. The Israeli-Sunni coalition against Iran 
AI Monitor.com, Ben Caspit, 2013 10 05 
Analysis - "Japan and Gennany can assemble a nuclear bomb. They have the scientific, technical and 
logistical infrastructure. They're not interested in that. But if they were, they would need five to seven 
weeks to do it, were such a decision made. That's where Iran wants to be, and that's where it is going to be 
very shortly, unless the West comes around and understands that it is playing for time." This is the 
essence of the current Israeli posture vis-a-vis the burgeoning "Iranian Spring." When Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu, Defense Minister Moshe "Bogie" Ya'alon and Knesset member Avigdor Libennan 
look out the window, what they see is not spring but fall. "The h:udest thing to do," the senior official told 
me, "is to enrich uranium to a 3% grade. The initial enrichment - from zero to three - is the hardest 
phase. Later in the process, enriching it to 20% is relatively easy. It's a function ofcentrifuges and time. 
And that's why Iran should not be allowed to enrich uranium on its soil, even if it is the so-called low
grade enrichment. Iran doesn't have an ' inherent right'; there is no such legal or international concept. 
Thc pressure must not be let up until the Iranians understand that they have to forego enrichment." 
Libennan, chair ofYisrael Beitenu and fonner foreign minister (and perhaps also the future one, if he is 
acquitted later this month of the criminal charges pressed against him), posted on his Facebook page on 
Oct. 2 a snapshot of the New York Times headline from 1938, featuring the newspaper's exhilaration 
upon the signing of the Munich Agreement. The headline reads: "Hitler gets less than his Sudeten 
demands." It welcomes the bold peace agreement that lifted the danger of W3I off of Europe. (Note: Ben 
Caspit is a columnist for AI-Monitor's Israel Pulse. He is also a senior columnist and political analyst for 
Israeli newspapers, and has a daily radio show and regul:u TV shows.on politics and Israel. On Twitter: 
@BenCaspit) 

109. Netanyahu Plans to Meet With European Leaders on Iranian Nuclear Talks 
The New York Times, Jodi Rudoren, 2013 LO 05 
Jerusalem - Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel said Friday that he would meet with European 
leaders next week in hopes of influencing the negotiations scheduled to begin Oct. 15 over Iran's nuclear 
program, part ofwhat he dcscribcd as a "comprehensive international struggle." "I will emphasize the fact 
that the sanctions on Iran can achieve the desired result if they are continued," Mr. Netanyahu said upon 
returning to Israel from a five-day visit to the United States. ''The world must not be tempted by the 
Iranian stratagem into easing sanctions as long as the Iranians do not dismantle their military nuclear 
program." Mr. NetanYahu spent the last three days in an intense media blitz following a speech at the 
United Nations on Tuesday in which he tried to unmask what he has repeatedly denounced as a "charm 
offensive" by the new Iranian president, Hassan Rouhani. Mr. Rouhani has agreed to engage in talks with 
thc United States and other Western powers over Iran's nuclcar program, which he insists is solely for 
civilian purposes. But he wants the economic sanctions against his country relaxed and some uranium 
enrichment capabilities maintained, conditions that Mr. Netanyahu virulently opposes . 

110. Israeli troops practice in mock Hezbollah-run village 
The Washington Post, William Booth, 201310 05 
Elykim, Israel - Senior Israeli commanders sat on a hilltop here this week and watched their troops attack 
Hezbollah operatives in a southern Lebanese village. Except that it wasn't a real village - it was a mock
up, a Hollywood-style stage set, built at this base in northern Israel to mimic the kind of town the Israeli 
anny would target in the event of war. And the "Hezbollah" fighters? They were Israelis, too, soldiers 
acting the part of the enemy. The guns fired blanks, the grenades were just smoke bombs and nobody 
died. But the intent was deadly serious. The Israel Defense Forces :ue currently reviewing and refining 
their tactics for potential house-to-house fighting in Lebanon and Syria. Israeli military officers have said 
in interviews that, although they believe an imminent assault from the north is unlikely, the chanee of 
accidental spillover from the civil W3I in Syria is high. According to estimates by Israeli military 
intelligence, 2,000 to 4,000 members of the military wing of Lebanon's Shiite organization Hezbollah - 10 
to 15 percent of the group's total fighters - :ue gaining valuable battlefield experience fighting Syria's 

http:Monitor.com


rebels on behalf of Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad. 

Others - Autres 

Nil 

Western Europe - Europe de l'Ouest 

111. Greenpeace Activists Gain an Ally 
The New York Times, Andrew E Kramer, 20131005 
Brussels - Foreign Minister Frans Timmermans said Friday that the Netherlands intended to press a case 
against Russia in the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea for seizing a Greenpeace International 
ship, the Arctic Sunrise, which was sailing under a Dutch flag. Russian prosecutors this week filed piracy 
charges against all 28 members of the crew and 2 freelance journalists. The Dutch government called the 
detentions unlawful. 

112. Desperation Fuels Trips of Migrants to Spain 
The New York Times, Raphael Minder & Jim Yardley, 2013 10 05 
Tarira, Spain - The southern tip of Spain is barely nine miles from the coast of Morocco, a distance so 
tantalizingly close that African migrants trying to reach Europe can see the Continent from the Moroccan 
shoreline. To actually reach Europe is not so simple, yet they come anyway. For months now, a rising 
number of migrants have been daring the waters of the Mediterrancan. And the Spanish police and boat 
captains say many asylum seekers have become so desperate that they are trying to reach Europe on 
flimsy rubber dinghies. So many migrants are now traveling by dinghies that the price for a modest one 
can reach $680 in Morocco, compared with only $109 in Spain. ''Some people will clearly risk death to 
reach Europe," said Israel Diaz Aragon, who captains one of the boats of Spain's maritime rescue 
services. " It has been a very busy summer, because we' re now also rescuing Africans who not only cross 
in a toy boat but haven' t even spent money on buying proper oars." In Morocco, where the ruling 
monarchy has been relatively unscathed by the Arab Spring, officials have increased cooperation with 
Spain and are intercepting many boats before they can even reach Spanish waters. Doing this, though, has 
also involved a clampdown by the Moroccan police against sub-Saharan migrants who have flocked to 
the country' s northern cities closest to Spain, according to some human rights advocates. 

113. Syrians Seeking Asylum End Standoff in France 
The New York Times, Dan Bilefsky, 2013 10 05 
Paris - A three-day standoff between security forces in the French port of Calais and several dozen 
Syrians ended Friday evening when the Syrians backed down, a migrant association in northern France 
said. The standoff began on Wednesday when about 60 Syrians who had fled the conflict in their country 
but felt they were being harassed in France began occupying a gangway at the Calais ferry terminal. 
When the French police intervened Friday, two of the Syrians climbed onto the roof of the terminal 
building and threatened to jump or stay there until their demand for asylum in Britain was met, according 
to Mael Galisson, the coordinator of Migrant Serv)ces Platform, an outreach group. "These are Syrians 
who have come from cities in Syria like Damascus and Dara'a to escape from the Syrian conflict," Mr. 
Galisson said from Calais. "They have not had a warm welcome in France and so would prefer to go to 
Britain." 
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CSIS in the News/Le SCRS dans les nouvelles 

1. Secret Supreme Court hearing focuses on seCurity certificate 
CBC News, John Chapman, 2013 10 06 
Ottawa - The 'Supreme Court of Canada has a well-earned reputation for being an open, public and 
transparent court. Its hearings are televised and its rulings often reinforce the notion that courts function 
best when they are transparent. It once famously warned of "the mischief that flows from a presumption 
of secrecy. So it is somewhat ironic that the Supreme Court will be holding a secret, in camera hearing 
later this week. It's a hearing so secret that the court will not even confirm where it is being held because 
of national security concerns . At the centre of the hearing is a little-used immigration tool called a 
security certificate, which allows suspects to be detained for years without charge on national security 
grounds. The certificates have been issued against six people in the past 15 years. "To find a precedent for 
this, you have to go back to early days of the Cold War, when you ' re looking at allegations around the 
Gouzenko affair and spy rings operating in Ottawa," says Mike Larsen, a criminology instructor a! ' 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University in Surrey, B.C. Harkat was picked up on a security certificate in 2002, 
based on CSJS intelligence that allegedly linked him to known al-Qaeda sympathizers, including Ahmed 
Said Khadr, an Egyptian-born Canadian who had c10sc tics to Osama bin Ladcn in thc 1990s. Harka! 
denies the charges and questioned the reliability of CSIS 's intelligence after it was revealed that one of its 
agents on his case was fired after having an affair with someone she was investigating. Harkat was 
incarcerated without charge for 3 y, years. When he was released, he was placed under some of the most 
restrictive bail conditions ever ordered in Canada, including house arrest, a GPS monitoring bracelet, 24
hour surveillance and no access to cellphones or computers. Harkat's bail restrictions were gradually 
relaxed over the past seven years, including the removal of his GPS ankle bracelet this summer. The 
Supreme Court hearing on Friday is being held in a secret location so the judges can examine the specific 
intelligence implicating Harkat while protecting CSIS informants who provided it. An open hearing is 
being held the day before to examine the legality of the entire system. 

Canada 

2. Harper arrives at Asia Pacific summit bearing $36B Malaysian investment boost 
The Canadian Press, Bruce Cheadle, 2013 10 06 
Nusa Dua, Indonesia - Primc Minister Stephcn Harpcr arrivcd in Bali for an Asia-Pacific leadcrs' summit 



Sunday bearing what could be called a $36-billion vote ofconfidence from Malaysia's state-owned oil 
and gas company. Malaysian Prime Minister Mohd Najib sprung the ,. gargantuan" investment figure 
during a joint availability with Harper in Putrajaya, saying Malaysia's state-owned oil and gas company 
Petronas has committed to construction of a liquid natural gas plant in British Columbia and the pipeline 
to feed it. " I'm told that this is the largest direct foreign investment in caruida by any country," Najib 
said, flanked by Harper following a fonnal welcoming cere)l1ony at a sprawling new government precinct 
outside the Malaysian capital of Kuala Lumpur. Najib called it a .. significant landmark decision" by 
Petronas, which last year spent more than $5 billion buying Alberta-based Progress Energy Jnc. The 
Petronas takeover, and a bigger oil patch buyout by China's state-owned CNOOC prompted months of 
hand-wringing by the Harper government. It approved the deals late last year but at the same time 
introduced new rnles that permit majority takeovers of Canadian companies by state-owned enterprises 
only in the most exceptional circumstances. 

3. Canadian PM Harper in KL on official visit 
The Star (Malaysia), 2013 06 10 
Kuala Lumpur - Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper has arrived to begin a three-day official visit to 
Malaysia. This is Harper's first visit to Malaysia since becoming prime minister. He was greeted at the 
KL International Airport by Deputy Minister in the Prime Minister' s Department Datuk Razali Ibrahim 
on Friday night. The last Canadian prime minister to visit Malaysia was Jean Chretien who attended the 
Apec Summit in Kuala Lumpur in 1998. On the other hand, the last high-level visit from Malaysia to 
Canada was by former Yang di-Pertuan Agong Tuanku Mizan Zainal Abidin in 2010. 

4. Petronas largest FDI investor in Canada, says Najib 
The Malay Mail Online, Staff Writer, 2013 10 06 
Putrajaya - National oil corporation, Petronas, has emerged as the largest foreign direct investor in 
Canada following its recent investment ofCS36 billion (RMIII billion) in Canada's liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) industry. Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib Tun,Razak confirmed that Petronas would setup an 
LNG plant in Canada with related upstream facilities including pipelines for the project. 'The cornerstone 
of our relations has always been in the field of economic and business . We are also very pleased and 
enlighten with the Canadian 's government approval for Petronas' earlier investment ofC$5 billion in 
progress energy which is a very significant investment for us in Canada. "We (also) have several 
significant Canadian companies operating in Malaysia and I have been informed by the Canadian Prime 
Minister that they have been enjoying a positive business experience in Malaysia," he told a joint press 
conference with his Canadian counterpart, Stephen Harper, here today. 

5. Petronas to build S35bn LNG plant in Canada 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 06 
Ottawa - Petronas will embark on a $35 billion liquid natural gas (LNG) project in Canada following the 
reversal of Ottawa's decision to block the Malaysian national oil company's purchase of-Canadian gas 
producer Progress Energy Resources. At a joint press conference Sunday with his Canadian counterpart, 
Malaysian Prime Minister "Najib Razak said this followed from the "approval principally" given for the 
state energy firm's $5.5 billion purchase. Najib announced that Petronas will spend CAD$36 billion to 
build "all the facilities upstream including investment in a pipeline" which he said was the "largest 
foreign dircct investment in Canada by any country". "We believe this project will be mutually beneficial 
because it will open up Canadian energy to new markets, principally East Asia," he added of the 
"gargantuan investment". Harper batted away concerns over Canada's foreign investment policy Sunday, 
saying that total FDI "has continued to increase over the past year and has increased very rapidly. I'm told 
it's up by almost a third". "We view the Petronas investments very positively and all the indications I 
have is that Petronas is looking at further investments. Obviously our policy involves the use ofdiscretion 
when it comes to state-owned enterprise," he said. 



6. Cauada and Malaysia sign deal to improve cooperation ou secur ity issues 
The Canadian Press, Bruce Cheadle, 2013 10 06 
Kuala Lumpur - Canada and Malaysia have signed an agreement that Prime Minister Stephen Harper 
says will enhance security co-operation between the two, countries. Harper announced the agreement in 
Malaysia on Sunday when he was formally welcomed to the Asian country by his counterpart, Prime 
Minister Mohd Najib. A news release from Harper's office says the deal wiU help combat the th(eats of 
terrorism, human smuggling and organized crime. Harper also announced amendments to the Canada
Malaysia air transport agreement. A statement says the amendments will allow greater flexibility for 
airlines to offer air services using the flights ofother airlines. ~. 

~" I ~ '0 It,,, :-t (7. Canadians freed from Cairo jail 
The Toronto Star, Olivia Ward, 2013 10 06 ~r 

Cairo - In a surprise middle-of-the-night move, Egyptian authorities have released Canadian detainees 
Tarek Loubani and John Greyson after nearly 50 days in an overcrowded, cockroach-infested cell in 
Cairo. ''lbey just came to their cell and said, 'Come with us,' " said Loubani's brother Mohammed in a 
phone interview with the Star. "They had no idea what was happening until they arrived at the police 
station. They were stunned." He said Loubani and Greyson were resting in a Cairo hotel after their 
release. Greyson's sister Cecilia Greyson tweeted "Christmas has come early" upon getting the happy 
news late Saturday night Toronto time and thankedall those who worked for their release. In Ottawa, 
Consular Affairs Minister Lynne Yelich welcomed the two men's release in a statement: "I look forward 
to Dr. Loubani and Mr. Greyson being reunited with their families and friends who have shown 
tremendous strength during this difficult time." Loubani, an emergency room physician from London, 
Ont., and Greyson, a Toronto filmmaker, were arrested Aug. 16 during a stopover in Cairo while en route 
to Gaza, where Loubani was to teach medical students while Greyson filmed the project. 

8. Tarek Loubani and John Greyson freed from Cairo prison 
QMI Agency, John Miner, 2013 1006 
London - London emergency room doctor Tarek Loubani and Toronto filmmaker John Greyson have 
been freed from a Cairo prison where they have been held since Aug 16. "We're over the moon," 
Greyson's sister Cecilia said Saturday night. Greyson said she spoke to her brother at about 11 p.m., and 
he confirmed that the two had been released. "They are doing really well," she said. The pair are now in a 
Cairo hotel and will be returning to Canada once arrangements have been completed. Mohammed 
Loubani, a brother ofTarek, said he spoke briefly on the phone to his brother after they were released. 

9. Prime Minister Stephen Harper addressed the release of the two Canadians, saying Canada 
welcomes the decision by the government of Egypt. 
CTVNews.ca, 2013 10 06 
Ottawa - Prime Minister Stephen Harper says his government welcomes the decision by Egyptian 
authorities to release two Canadians who were detained without charges in a Cairo jail for more than 
seven weeks. Speaking in Malaysia Sunday> Harper singled out the Canadian government's efforts to 
push for the release of the two' men, Dr. Tarek Loubani and John Greyson, who were arrested during a 
protest in Cairo on Aug. 16, "The Government of Canada has obviously been pushing for that and 
welcomes this decision by the government of Egypt," he said. "We look forward to seeing these two 
Canadian citizens return home in the not too distant future." In a statement issued late Saturday night, 
Minister of State Lynne Y elich confirmed that the men had been released, but there were no immediate 
details on what prompted the pair's release 

10. John Greyson, Tarek Loubani released from Egyptian prison 
The Canadian Press, 2013 10 06 
Cairo - Two Canadians held for seven weeks in an Egyptian prison in what they've described as brutal 

http:CTVNews.ca


conditions have been freed, Canadian officials announced Saturday. There were few other details on the 
release of John Greyson and DrTarek Loubani, who were arrested on Aug. 16 during violent anti
government demonstrations in Cairo. " I look forward to Dr. Loubani and Mr. Greyson being reunited 
with their families and friends, who have shown tremendous strength during this difficult time," Lynne 
Yelich, a junior minister responsible for consular affairs said in a statement late Saturday. "We are 
facilitating Dr. Loubani and Mr. Greyson' s departure from Egypt," the statement added. Prime Minister 
Stcphen Harper also welcomed the news of the release of the two Canadians, issuing a statement from the 
Malaysian capital of Kuala Lumpur where he' s continuing a visit aimed at strengthening ties with that 
Southeast Asian nation. 

11. SNC-Lavalin tente de redorer son blazon ~ 

EI Watan, Salima Tlem~ni, 2013 10 06 
Alger - Eclaboussee par une serie de scandales en A1gerie,en Libye et au Bangladesh, inscrite par la 
Banquc mondiale sur la liste noire des entrcprises interdites, SNC-Lavalin, cc geant quebecois de 
I'ingenierie et de la construction se deploie depuis quelques mois pour montrer patte blanche et redorer 
son blason atravers un vaste programme de mise en conformite, dans I' espoir de decrocher Ie statut de 
leader en matiere de lutte contre la corruption. Son implication dans I'affaire Sonatrach, atravers les 
activites suspectes de son ancien responsable, Ryad Benaissa (tres proche de la famille de I'ancien 
dirigeant Iibyen Mouarnmar ErGueddafi) et les relations qu'il entretenait avec I' ancien ministre de 
I'Energie, Chakib Khelil, par Ie biais de son «am;') Farid Bedjaoui, ont eu raison de sa reputation au point 
de perdre d' enormes marches, notarnrnent en Algerie, ou il est interdit de toute soumission publique. 
L'arrestation, il y a pres d'une annee par les autorites suisses de Ryad Benaissa avait provoque un seisme 
au sein de la compagnie, la poussant aentreprendre <<un veritable nettoyage au karcher» en mettant fin 
aux fonctions du PDG ainsi qu 'a certains vice-presidents et directeurs executifs. La multinationale ne 
s'est pas arretee aux sanctions ; elle a fait appel aun pool d' une trentaine de «Monsieur Propre», diriges 
par deux «grosses cylindrees» connus dans Ie milieu des affaires sous Ie qualificatif de <<Messieurs 
AnticorruptioO» : Andreas Pohlmann et Stefan Hoffmann-Kuhnt, deux Allemands aI'origine de la 
politique de «mise en conformite» menee par Ie groupe Siemens en 2007, apres les affaires de corruption 
qui I'ont eclabousse. 

12. Meeting set in effort to end protest blocking highway in New Brunswick 
The Canadian Press, 2013 10 06 
Moncton - A meeting is set for this afternoon between Premier David Alward and members of the 
Elsipogtog (ELS-ih-pook-took) First Nation in an effort to end a protest that has blocked a highway in 
eastcrn New Brunswick for a wcck . The RCMP blocked Highway 134 last Sunday after a protest against 
shale gas exploration began spilling onto the highway. Protesters subsequently cut down trees across 
another part of the highway and have blocked an entrance to a compound used by SWN Resources to 
store exploration equipment. The large group of protesters _ which includes members of the Elsipogtog 
community _ have been demanding a meeting with the premier, and for SWN Resources to stop seismic 
testing and leave the province. 

13. Canada, U.S. join forces to keep foreign criminals out 
QMI Agency, Daniel Proussalidis, 2013 10 06 
Ottawa - Canada is tightening the screws in its evaluation of immigration and refugee applications, 
setting up a new information-sharing system with the United States. Under proposed regulations 
published Saturday, Canadian and U.S. authorities will share the biographical information of 
immigration, refugee, work permit and visa applicants with each other by November. Canadian officials 
say the biggest benefit will be "an increase in the number of identified and prevented ineligible refugee 
claimants, and a decrease in the volume of crime as a greater number of known criminals who would have 
otherwise gained access to Canada would be denied entry." 



14. Lisee demande la liberation d'un Quebecois 
Agence QMI, Camille Laurin-Desjardins, 201310 05 
Montreal - Le ministre Jean-Fran~ois Lisee a uni sa voix Ii Greenpeace et aux parents d'Alexandre Paul, 
ce Montrealais detenu en Russie, pour demander aux autorites russes de modifier les accusations 
«demesurees» de piraterie qui pesent contre lui . «On aimerait qu'Alexandre revienne chez nous Ie plus tot 
possible», a lance Ie ministre quebecois des Relations intcrnationales devant une quarantaine de personnes 
rcunies samedi soir Ii la Placc des Festivals, Ii I'occasion d'une vigile en soutien aux 28 militants de 
Greenpeace et aux deux journalistes qui risquent 15 ans de prison. Les 30 individus, qui faisaient partie de 
I'equipage du bateau Arctic Sunrise, ont ete arretes Ie 18 septembre par les autorit6s russes lors d'une 
manifestation pacifique contre les forages petroliers en Arctique. Les parents d'Alexandre Paul sont 
inquiets pour leur fils, avec qui ils n'ont pas eu de contact depuis plus d'un mois. Mais Nicole Paul est 
confiante que Greenpeace reussira aliberer Alexandre et ses 29 acolytes. 

IS. Foreign Affairs mum on Canadian Greenpeace activists charged in Russia 
QMI News Agency, 2013 10 06 
Montreal - The department offoreign affairs wouldn't say Saturday whether it is helping to secure the 
release of two Canadian Greenpeace activists charged with piracy in Russia. Greenpeace Canada 
spokesman Diego Kreimer said lawyers are preparing appeal arguments for all 30 activists on board a 
ship seized two weeks ago by Russian forces. Russian state prosecutors charged all 30 on board -
including Montrealer Alexandre Paul, 35, aod Paul Ruzycki from Port Colborne, Ont. - with piracy and 
refused them bail. Kreimer said Greenpeace contacted Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird last week for a 
meeting but he said that the department has not responded. 

16. Jailed Cdn. Greenpeace activists' plight 'blown ofr by Baird, sister says 
CTV News, 2013 1006 
Ottawa - The sister of a Canadian Greenpeace activist who has been charged with piracy for participating 
in a protest at a Russian offshore oil drilling platform says she's disappointcd by the lack ofsupport ITom 
Ottawa. Patti Ruzycki-Stirling, the sister of Paul Ruzycki ofPort Colbome, Ont. , says no representative 
of the federal goverrunent has called the family to offer their condolences or support. "The only support 
we've had has been from Paul's local MP, Malcolm Allen, and his office.. .. Unfortunately, John Baird has 
just blown off the whole event," Ruzycki-Stirling told CTV News Channel on Saturday. Last month, the 
Russian Coast Guard seized the Greenpeace ship "Arctic Sunrise" and all the people aboard - inCluding 
Canadians Alexandre Paul of Montreal and Paul Ruzycki of Port Colborne, Ont. -- following a Sept. 18 
protcst at an offshore platform owned by Russian state-controlled energy firm Gazprom. 

17. Manifestation du collectif anti-Charte des vaJeurs il Quebec 
La Presse Canadienne, 20 J3 10 06 
Montreal - Apres Montreal, Ie collectif d'opposants Ii la Charte des valeurs quebecoises men6 par Adil 
Charkaoui doit manifester Ii Quebec dimanche. Le groupe, qui avait attire environ 5000 manifestants Ie 12 
septembre dernier dans la metropole, entend protester face Ii I'Assemblee nationale. Le collectif, qui dit 
rassembler des citoyens de toutes les confessions religieuses, qualifie notamment Ie projet de Charte du 
gouvernement Marois de «discriminatoire et islamophobe». La manifestation doit se derouler vers midi. 
Un autre rassemblement des pro-Charte avait ete prevu au meme moment et au meme endroit, mais il a 
ete reporte Ii la fin d'octobre. 

18. Anti-charter march on for Quebec City, pro-charter rally postponed 
The Gazette, Catherine Solyom, 2013 10 06 
Quebec City - Quebec City police may be breathing easier now that a pro-Charter of Values 
demonstration initially scheduled for Sunday has been postponed until the end ofOctober. The mareh was 
set to take place at the same time and place - in front of the National Assembly - as an anti-charter 
rally organized by the Collectif Quebecois Contre I'Islamophobie (Quebec collective against 
)slamophobia), the same group that drew an estimated 40,000 protesters to a rally in Montreill Sept. 14. 



The CQCI, which counts among its spokespeople Imam Salam Elmenyawi of the Muslim Council of 
Montreal and Adil Charkaoui, whose case before the Supreme Court ofCanada eventually led to his 
security certificate being revoked in 2009, hailed the development as good news Saturday on tbeir 
Facebook page. It is organizing buses to take demonstrators from Montreal to Quebec City and hopes to 
rally people from all parts of Quebec. With a new logo - a red circle on white background said to 
represent "the urgency of taking action against a government tuming around in circles rather than 
attacking rcal problems in society," the group says it wants to take its message right to Premier Pauline 
Marois and the minister for democratic institutions, Bernard Drainville, the principal architects of the 
charter. 1 

United States - Etats-Unis 

19. U.S. Raids in Libya and Somalia Strike Terror Targets 
The New York Times, David D Kiratrick, Nicolas Kulisb and Eric Schmitt, 2013 10 06 
Cairo - American commandos carried out raids on Saturday in two far-flung African countries in a 
powerful flex of military muscle aimed at capturing fugitive terrorist suspects. American troops assisted 
by F.B.I . and C.I.A. agents seized a suspected leader of AI Qaeda on the streets of Tripoli, Libya, while 
Navy SEALs raided the seaside villa ofa militant leader in a predawn firefight on the coast of Somalia. In 
Tripoli, American forces captured a Libyan militant who had been indicted in 2000 for his role in the 
1998 bombings of the United States embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. The militant, born Nazih Abdul
Harned al-Ruqai and known by his nom de guerre, Abu Anas al-Liby, had a $S million bounty on his 
head; his capture at dawn ended a IS-year manhunt. 

20. ·Twin raids in Africa target terror leaders 
The Washington Post, Ernesto Londono, Scott Wilson, 2013 10 06 
Washington - U.S. Navy SEALs carried out an overnight raid on the Somali seaside home ofa leader of 
the aI-Qaeda-linked group al-Shabab, U.S. officials said Saturday, an operation that suggests how worried 
Washington has become about the thrcat poscd by an organization that recently launched an attack on a 
shopping mall in neighboring Kenya. A U.S. official said the aim of the raid, which took place Friday, 
was to take a "high-value" al-Shabab militant into custody, but the militant was not seized. "U.S. 
personnel took all necessary precautions to avoid civilian casualties and disengaged after inflicting some 
al-Shabab casualties," said the official, who spoke on the condition ofanonymity to discuss a covert 
operation. "We are not in a position to identify those casualties." 

21. U.S. Raids Terror Targets in Somalia, Libya 
The Wall Street Journal Online, Julian E. Bames, 20131006 
Washington - In separate raids, U.S. Navy SEALs carried out a predawn strike in Somalia on Friday 
aimed at capturing a senior leader of the aI-Shabaab militant group, while a group of U.S. commandoes in 
Libya on Saturday captured a man suspected of taking part in the 1998 American Embassy bombings in 
east Africa. The raid in Somalia failed to capture the senior militant, and it isn't clear whether he was 
killed, although several al-Shabaab members were killed, according to an official. But the U.S. military, 
in an operation with the CIA and FBI, sueceeded in capturing Nazih Abdul-Hamed aI-Ruqai, a militant 
known as Abu Anas aI-Libi who was on the FBI most wanted list with a $S million reward. Although the 
Obama administration has used deadly force in many of its counterterrorism strikes, the twin raids were 
aimed explicitly at capturing the accused militants. "I can confirm that [on] October 4 U.S . military 
personnel were involved in a counterterrorism operation against a known al-Shabaab terrorist," said 
Pentagon Press Secretary George Little. "We aren't prepared to provide additional detail at this time." AI
Shabaab bas claimed responsibility for the deadly attack at a Nairobi shopping mall, which killed at least 
69 people. But the raid wasn't a direct response to the attack on the mall, according to the U.S. official. 

22. US forces capture suspected al Qaida leader in Libya, battle militants in seaside Somalia raid 



The Associated Press, Kimberly Dozier, Abdi Guled And JasonStraziuso, 2013 10 06 
Washington - U.S. special forces captured a Libyan a1-Qaida leader linked to the 1998 bombings of two 
American embassies in Africa, seizing him outside his Tripoli home and whisking him out the country. A 
Navy SEAL team that swam ashore hours earlier in Somalia engaged in a fierce firefight but did not 
apprehend a terrorist suspected in the recent Kenyan mall siege .. 'We hope that this makes clear that the 
United States of America will never stop in the effort to hoJd those accountable who conduct acts of 
tcrror," U.S. Sccretary of State John Kerry said Sunday while in Indonesia for an economic summit. 
.. Members of a1-Qaida and other terrorist organizations literally can run but they can't hide." The 
Pentagon identified the al-Qaida leader captured Saturday as Nazih Abdul-Hamed a1-Ruqai, known by his 
alias Abu Anas al-Libi . He has been on the FBI's most wanted terrorists list since it was introduced 
shortly after the Sept. II , 200 I attacks. There was a $5 million bounty on his head. 

23. U.S. Raids AI-Shabaab Hub as Fugitive Captured in Libya 
Bloomberg News, John Walcott & Indira A.R. Lakshmanan, 201310 06 
Washington - U.S. forces raided a Somali town in search ofa leader of the Islamist group a1-Shabaab and 
captured a fugitive, Abu Anas al-Libi, in Libya as part ofanti-terrorism efforts. The Somali operation was 
carried out against a known al-Shabaab terrorist, said George Little, a Pentagon spokesman. He deelined 
to give further details. AI-Libi is "currently lawfully detained under the law of war" outside of Libya, 
Little said a subsequent statement today. U.S. armed forces undertook the missions "to continue to hunt 
down those responsible for acts of terrorism," Secretary of State John Kerry said today during a trip in 
Bali, Indonesia. "TItis makes clear that the U.S. will never stop in its effort to hold those accountable who 
conduct acts ofterror." Special Operations forces raided the port of Baraawe, south of Somalia's capital, 
Mogadishu, a U.S. official briefed on the mission said earlier. The official, who spoke on condition of 
anonymity because counter-terrorism operations are classified, said one of the main targets of the air and 
sea assault was a suspected leader of al-Shabaab, which said it carried out an attack on the Westgate Mall 
in the Kenyan capital, Nairobi, that killed at least 67 people last month. 

24. U.S. shows Qaeda pursuit with Libya, Somalia raids 
Reuters, Ghaith Shennib and Abdi Sheikh, 2013 10 06 
TripoliIMogadishu - U.S. raids in Libya and Somalia that captured an Islamist wanted for bombing its 
Nairobi embassy 15 years ago show Washington's determination to hunt down al Qaeda leaders around 
the globe, Secretary of State John Kerry said on Sunday. Libyan Nazih al-Ragye, better known by the 
cover name Abu Anas al-Liby, was seized by U.S. forces in Tripoli on Saturday, the Pentagon said. A 
scabornc raid on the Somali port of Barawe, a stronghold ofthc al Shabaab movemcnt behind last month's 
attack on a Kenyan mall, failed to take or kill its target. "We hope this makes clear that the United States 
of America will never stop in its effort to hold those accountable who conduct acts of terror," Kerry said 
during a visit to Bali. "Those members of al Qaeda and other terrorist organizations literally can run but 
they can't hide," Kerry said. "We will continue to try to bring people to justice." The twin raids, two years 
after a U.S. Navy SEAL team killed aI Qaeda founder Osarna bin Laden in Pakistan, demonstrated 
American reach at a time when Islamist militants have been expanding their presence in Africa - not least . 
in Libya following the Western-backed overthrow of Muammar Gaddafi. 

25. AI Shabaab had claimed the raid was by British and Turkish forces 
Reuters, 2013 10 05 
Washington - U.S. forces launched raids in Libya and Somalia on Saturday, two weeks after the deadly 
Islamist attack on a Nairobi shopping mall, capturing a top aI Qaeda figure wanted for the 1998 U.S. 
embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania, U.S. officials said. The Pentagon said senior aI Qaeda figure 
Anas aI Liby was seized in the raid in Libya, but a U.S. official said the raid on the Somali town of 
Barawe failed to capture or kill the intended target from the aI Qaeda-linked aI Shabaab movement. Liby, 
believed to be 49, has been under U.S. indictment for his alleged role in the East Africa embassy 
bombings that killed 224 people. . 



26. Le raid americain visait-il un haut responsable shebab? 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 10 06 . 19: 
Mogadishu - Le raid des forces americaines dans Ie sud de la Somalie visait un haut responsable shebab, 
peut-etre l'emir des insurges islamistes radicaux, Ahmed Godane. PllS de blesses cote americain, un mort 
cOte shebab selon Ie mouvement. Du materiel GPS, une grenade assourdissante, des munitions pour fusil 
d'assaut et un chargeur amovible, c'est ce qu'on peut voir sur les photos publiees par les shebabs et 
reprises sur la plupart dcs sitcs somaliens. Le mouvement affirme avoir saisi cet equipement sur Ie 
commando des Navy Seals, forces speciales americaines ayant effectue Ie raid dans la nuit de vendredi it 
samedi sur Barawe. Cette ville cotiere, situee it environ 180 krn au sud de l\I.ogadiscio abrite frequemment 
l'emir du mouvement, Ahmed Godane, qui a revendique l'attaque terroriste sur Ie centre coinunercial de 
Westgate it Nairobi, il y a deux semaines. C'est aussi dans cette zone que se trouvent de nombreux hauts 
responsables shebabs ainsi que des camps d'entrainement pour les militants somaliens etles recrues 
venues de toute la region. 

27. Libya, Somali raids signal US won't forget attacks: Kerry 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 06 
Washington - Secretary of State John Kerry on Sunday said two high-profile raids in Libya and Somalia 
showed the United States' unflinching determination to hunt down those responsible for terrorism. "We 
hope that this makes clear that the United States of America will never stop in its effort to hold those 
accountable who conduct acts of terror," he told reporters in the Indonesian island of Bali after Saturday's 
raids. The action should also make clear that "those members of AI-Qaeda and other terrorist 
organisations literally can run, but they can't hide", Kerry added. In Libya US forces seized a militant 
known as Abu Anas al-Libi, a long-sought AI-Q,aeda operative indicted in the 1998 bombings of US 
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. 

28. US sources confirm raids in Somalia 
Shabelle News Network, Maalik Eng, 2013 1006 
Washington - US military forces have conducted an operation in Somalia targeting a member of the rebel 
group a1-Shabab, a Pentagon official has said. On Saturday, George Little, the press secretary for the US 
Department of Defence, confirmed the raid was carried out.He said that the operation was aimed at 
capturing a "high value al-Shabab terrorist leader" and that no US personnel were injured or killed. "US 
personnel took all necessary precautions to avoid civilians casualties in this operation and disengaged 
after inflicting some al-Shabab casualties. We are not in a position to identify those casualties," said 
Little. Although the Shabab leader was believed to have been killed during the assault, the SEALs had to 
withdraw before they could confirm the kill, a senior US official told The New York Times. 

29. Pentagon calls back most workers 
Los Angeles Times, Lisa Mascaro and David S. Cloud, 2013 10 06 
Washington - The urgency to end the government shutdown eased Saturday as the Pentagon said it would 
recall nearly all its furloughed civilian employees and House Republicans focused their artention to a 
broader budget battle with the White House. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel's surprise announcement to 
call about 350,000 civilian defense workers back to work next week was expected to loosen pressure on 
Congress and the White House to quickly end the shutdown, which was in its fifth day Saturday. About 
800,000 federal employees in all have been idled. Instead, Republican leaders already had focused on 
their next point of leverage to extract political concessions from the White House: the need to raise the 
nation's debt limit by Oct. 17 or risk what economists warn could be a catastrophic default. President 
Obama reiterated his refusal to negotiate with House Speaker John A. Boehner (R-Ohio) and other GOP 
lcaders until Republicans agrccd to rcopen govcrnment and raise thc debt limit to cover accrued spending 
that Congress previously had approved. 

30. In Surprise Announcement, Hagel Recalls Most Defense Department Workers 



The New York Times, Thorn Shanker & Jonathan Weisman, 2013 10 06 
Washington - Defense Seeretary Chuck Hagel made a surprise announcement on Saturday that he would 
reinstate almost all of the 350,000 civilian employees of the Defense Department who had been sent 
home when the government shut down last week. Mr. HageJ said "most DoD civilians" would be 
exempted from the furloughs and would return to work this week because Pentagon and Justice 
Department lawyers interpreted a stopgap budget measure signed into law last week by President Obama, 
which guaranteed pay for service members, to also apply to a larger number ofcivilian workerS. When 
the government shut down on Tuesday, about 350,000 of the Defense Department's civilian work force of 
approximately 800,000 was ordered to stay home; military personnel ru:e automatically exempt,.ct from the 
shutdown. t"."" 

3 I. Defense civilians to return to jobs 
The Washington Post, Zachary A. Goldfarb , Craig Whitlock , Jeff Simon, 2013 10 06 
Washington - The Pentagon announced Saturday that it would order almost all of its 350,000 furloughed 
civilian employees back to work this week, a surprise move that could substantially reduce the impact of 
the government shutdown. Pentagon officials said more than 90 percent of the employees who were told 
to stay home are expected to return to work, under a decision made by Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel 
that the workers are needed to support the readiness of the military. The action, supported by members of 
both parties, will leave about 450,000 of the federal government's 2.1 million civilian employees on 
furlough. In a rare Saturday session, Congress also took steps to relieve the financial concerns of workers 
who are facing a government shutdown with no end in sight. The Republican-led House unanimously 
passed a bill that would offer them full pay for the time they are not at their jobs during the shutdown. 

32. Ayatollah approves of U.S. trip 
Los Angeles Times, Ramin Mostaghim and Patrick J. McDonnell, 2013 1006 
Washington - Iran's supreme leader on Saturday publicly endorsed President Hassan Rouhani's efforts to 
reconcile with archenemy Washington, but indicated his displeasure with some events during Rouhani's 
high-profile visit latc last month to the United Nations. "We support the government's diplomatic drive, 
including the New York trip, because we trust the administration, which is dedicated to serving [the 
people], and we are optimistic about it," Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said at a ceremony here Saturday in a 
speech quoted by Iran's Press TV news service. The comments from Iran's ultimate authority were viewed 
as an important sign that the nation's conservative leadership stood behind the new president's 
conciliatory approach, despite the deep misgivings of hard-liners in Iran. 

33. Man Who Set Himself Ablaze On Mall Dies 
Washington - A man who set himself on fire on the National MaRin the U.S. capital has died of his 
injuries, which were so severe that authorities will have to use DNA and dental records to identity him, 
District of Columbia police said Saturday. The man died Friday night ata Washington hospital where he 
had been airlifted, Officer Araz Alali, a police spokesman, said. The man poured the contents of a red 
canister ofgasoline on ,himself in the center portion of the mall Friday afternoon. He then set himself on 
fire, with passing joggers taking off their shirts to help put out the flames. Police had said he was 
conscious and breathing at the scene, buthe was airlifted to MedStar Washington Hospital Center with 
life-threatening injuries. 

34. Libya's PM demands explanation for U.S. raid in Tripoli 
Reuters, 2013 1006 
Tripoli - Libya's Prime Minister Ali Zeidan on Sunday asked U.S. authorities to explain a military raid in 
Tripoli to capture a Libyan man wanted for bombing U.S. cmbassies in Africa 15 years ago, his office 
said. Nazih al-Ragye, better known by the cover name Abu Anas al-Liby, was seized by U.S. forces in the 
Libyan capital on Saturday, the Pentagon said. 
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35. Selling Secrets of Phone Users to Advertisers 
The New York Times, Claire Cain Miller & Somini Sengupta, ~O 13 10 06 
San Francisco - Once, only hairdressers and bartenders knew people's secrets. Now, smartphones know 
everything - where people go, what they search for, what they buy, what they do for fun and when they 
go to bed. That is why advertisers, and tech companies like Google and Facebook, are.fioding new, 
sophisticated ways to track people on their phones and reach them with individualized, hypertargeted ads. 
And they arc doing it without cookics, thosc tiny bits of code that follow users around the Internet, 
because cookies don't work on mobile devices. Privacy advocates fear that consumers do not realize just 
how much of their private information is on their phones and how much is made vulnerable simply by 
downloading and using apps, searching the mobile Web or even just going about daily life with a phone 
in your pocket. And this new focus 00 tracking users through their devices and online habits comes 
against the backdrop of a spirited public debate on privacy and government surveillance. On We<Inesday, 
the National Security Agency confirmed it had collected data from cellphone towers in 20 I 0 and 20 II to 
locatc Amcricans' cellphones, though it said it never used the information. 

36. Deciding Who Sees Students' Data 
The New York Times, Natasha Singer, 2013 10 06 
Jefferson County, Colo - When Cynthia Stevenson, the superintendent of Jefferson County, Colo., public 
schools, heard about a data repository called inBloom, she thought it sounded like a technological fix for 
one of her bigger headaches. Over the years, the Jeffco school system, as it is known, which lies west of 
Denver, had invested in a couple of dozen student data systems, many of which were incompatible. In 
fact, there were so many information systems - for things like contact information, grades and 
disciplinary data, test scores and curriculum planning for the district's 86,000 students - that teachers 
had taken to scribbling the various passwords on sticky notes and posting them, insecurely, around 
classrooms and teachers' rooms. There must be a more effective way, Dr. Stevenson felt. InBloom, a 
nonprofit corporation based in Atlanta, seemed to offer a solution: it could collect information from the 
district's many databases and store it in the cloud, making access easier, and protect it with high-level 
encryption. 

37. Electronic Devices on Plan 
The New York Times, 2013 IO 06 
Editorial - The Federal Aviation Administration is considering relaxing restrictions on the use of 
electronic devices on airplanes . Since there is a lot ofconfusion among passengers about why restrictions 
apply, clarification is a sensible move. As it is, many passengers accidentally or deliberately violate the 
rules thcy don't likc or undcrstand. According to one private survey, as many as 30 percent of passengers 
left their devices on when they were not supposed to. The use ofelectronics on airplanes is subject to 
limitations because of fears that the radio transmissions from these devices might interfere with or disable 
navigational and other equipment. While no accidents have been attributed to this, pilots have reported 
hundreds ofepisodes in which they suspected personal electronic devices were interfering with their 
instruments. 

38. A Wolf, a Sheep, or What? 
The New York Times, Thomas L. Friedman, 2013 10 06 
Column - For anyone who enjoys a good metaphor, Iranian President Hassan Rouhani ' s visit to the 
United Nations has been a field day for sheep and wolves. Rouhani has been dubbed both a "wolf in 
sheep 's clothing" and a "sheep in wolfs clothing" and Prime Minister Bibi NetanyahU ofIsrael called 
Iran's previous president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, "a wolfin'wolfs clothing." The important question, 
though, is not who Rouhaoi is but what kind ofcountry Iran's regime wants it to be in the 21 st century 
and what role nuclear power will play in shaping that identity. Seen from that perspective, there's only 
onc rclevant qucstion: Is Iran content to be a big North Korca or docs it aspire to be a Persian China? 
North Korea built a small nuclear arsenal for two reasons: to protect that regime from threats from the 



outside and from threats from the inside. That is, North Korea's leadership believes that nuclear weapons 
make it impervious to regime change from abroad and that the international isolation that has 
accompanied North Korea' s nuclear weapons program keeps its people down - on a permanent low
calorie diet of both food and information. It' s a foxy survival strategy for a crazy regime: a nuclear iron 
fist that keeps the world at bay with one hand and its own people isolated and weak with the other - all 
the while North Korea' s leaders gorge on imported fast cars and fast food . 

39. Coffee. Chitchat. E-mail. The reassuring routine. Then, the gunfire 
The Washington Post, Eli Saslow, 2013 10 06 
Washington - The employees on the Navy Yard's IT team had jokingly nicknamed themselves "the 
lemmings," so routine was their work. They sat overlooking the parking garage on the fourth floor ofa 
nondescript government office building, in a comer their bosses called the "Cube Farm." Their space was 
like any modern American office space - an ordered succession of 8-by-8-foot squares, a sea of blue 
partitions so indistinguishable that some staff members had given up on providing directions to 
colleagues. "Get lost until you find us," one handmade sign read. The first employees arrived at the Cube 
Farm that Monday in mid-September just before 6 a.m. In carne 73-year-old John Johnson, known as 
"J.J .," suffering from the beginnings ofa post-vacation cold; and Mary Knight carrying pictures from her 
daughter's recent wedding in North Carolina to hang above her new desk; and John Weaver on his 51st 
birthday, darting between cubicles, hurrying to see a supervisor, checking his BlackBerry. "Urgent!" one 
of his messages read. Some of the Navy Yard's internal Web pages had crashed because ofan issue with 
an expired security certificate. 

40. The unthinkable is now in motion 
The Washington Post, David Ignatius, 2013 10 06 
Column - President Obama is approaching one of those moments when a big tum in foreign policy is 
possible. People can debate whether it's the equivalent of the opening to China or the end of the Cold 
War, but there's no doubt that this is a time of opportunity - and that, as the old English proverb put it, 
"there's many a slip twixt cup and lip." What was unthinkable only a few months ago with Iran and Syria 
now appears to be in motion. On Iran, Obama has talked directly with President Hassan Rouhani about 
quickly negotiating a deal to limit the Iranian nuclear program. On Syria, the United States and Russia 
have agreed on a U.N. plan to destroy President Bashar aI-Assad's stockpile of chemical weapons. 
Because this diplomacy engages countries that have becn our adversaries, some observers see signs of 
American weakness or even capitulation. They're mistaken. The United States will be stronger if it can 
create a new framework for security in the Middle East that involves Iran and defuses the Sunni-Shiite 
sectarian contlict threatening the region. But change frightens people, especially when it's being pushed 
by a president who is perceived as weak at home and abroad. 

41. In the war on leaks. reporters fight back 
The Washington post, Leonard Downie Jr, 2013 10 06 
Comment - In the Watergate era, the Nixon administration's telephone wiretaps were the biggest concern 
for journalists and sources worried about government surveillance. That was one of the reasons why Bob 
Woodward met with FBI official Mark Felt (a.k.a. "Deep Throat") in an underground parking garage in 
Arlington, and why he and Carl Bernstein did much of their reporting by knocking on the front doors of 
thcir sources' homes. Exccpt for the abortcd prosecution of Danicl Ellsberg for the leak of the Pentagon 
Papers, criminal culpability or pervasive surveillance were not major concerns, especially after Richard 
Nixon resigned the presidency in 1974. Not so now. With the passage of the Patriot Act after the Sept. I I , 
200 I , terrorist attacks, a vast expansion of intelligence agencies and their powers, the aggressive 
exploitation of intrusive digital surveillance capabilities, the excessive classification of public documents 
and officials' sophisticated control of the news media's access to the workings of government, journalists 
who cover national security are facing vast and unprecedented challenges in their efforts to hold the 
government accountable to its citizens . They find that government officials are increasingly fearful of 



talking to them, and they worry that their communications with sources can be monitored at any time. So 
what are they doing? Many reporters covering national security and government policy in Washington 
these days are taking precautions to keep their sources from becoming casualties in the Obama 
administration's war on leaks. They and their remaining government sources often avoid telephone 
conversations and e-mail exchanges, arranging furtive one'~m-one meetings instead. A few news 
organizations have even set up separate computer networks and safe rooms for journalists trained in 
cncryption and othcr ways to thwart surveillancc. (Notc: Leonard Downie Jr. , a former executive editor of 
The Washington Post, is the Weil family professor ofjournalism at the Walter Cronkite School of 
Journalism at Arizona State University. This article is based on his report "The Obarna Administration 
and the Press," forthcoming Thursday from the Committee to Protect Journalists.) 
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42. How Tom Clancy made the military cool again 
The Washington Post, Erin Simpson, Phillip Carter, 2013 1006 
Commcnt - Tom Clancy nevcr scrvcd in the military, the intclligence community or any other part of the 
U.S. government. Instead, he wrote stories of submariners fighting the Cold War, infantrymen fighting 
the drug war, and spies and analysts looking for enemies in dark alleys and satellite photos. In doing so, 
the best-selling novelist not only captured the imaginations of many readers, he created a literary bridge 
across the civil-military divide - inspiring many, including us, to join the units and agencies he wrote 
about so colorfully. One of us, Erin, grew up in suburban Kansas, where, despite nearby Fort 
Leavenworth, home of the Army's Combined Arms Center, and Lawrence, the setting of the Cold War 
shock flick "The Day After," foreign policy and military affairs had little presence. It was hard to compete 
for attention with Jayhawks basketball, after all. But spy novels did - and "The Hunt for Red October" 
was the first spy thriller she read in elementary school. Nearly two deeades later, she wrote her 
dissertation on intelligence in irregular warfare, taught operations and counterinsurgency to Marines, and 
later deployed to Afghanistan as a civilian adviser. (Note: Erin Simpson is the chiefexecutive of Caerus 
Analytics, a strategy and design firm in Arlington. Phillip Carter is a senior fellow and counsel at the 
Center for a New American Security.) 

43. They fought terrorism. We put them in jail. (Canada) 
The Washington Post, Stephen Kimber, 2013 10 06 
Comment - Consider for a moment what would happen if American intelligence agents on the ground in a 
foreign country uncovered a major terrorist plot, with enough time to prevent it. And then consider how 
Americans would react if authorities in that country, rather than cooperate with us, arrested and 
imprisoned the U.S. agents for operating on their soil. Those agents would be American heroes . The U.S. 
government would move heaven and Earth to get them back. This sort of scenario has occurred, except 
that, in thc rcal-lifc vcrsion, which unfolded 15 ycars ago last month, the Amcricans play the role of the 
foreign government, and Cuba - yes, Fidel Castro's Cuha - plays the role of the aggrieved United States. 
In the early I 990s, after the demise of the Soviet Union made the collapse of Cuba's communist 
government seem inevitable, Miami's militant Cuban exile groups ratcheted up their efforts to overthrow 
Castro by any means possible, including terrorist attacks. In 1994, for example, Rodolfo Frometa, the 
leader of an exile group, was nabbed in an FBI sting trying to buy a Stmger missile, a grenade launcher 
and anti-tank rockets that he said he planned to use to attack Cuba. In 1995, Cuban police arrested two 
Cuban Americans after they tried to plant a bomb at a resort in Varadero. Those actions clearly violated 
U.S. neutrality laws, but America's justice system mostly looked the other way. AJthough Frometa was 
charged, convicted and sentenced to almost four years in jail, law enforcement agencies rareiy 
investigated allegations involving exile militants, and if they did, prosecutors rarely pursued charges. Too 
often, Florida's politicians served as apologists for the exile community's hard-line elements. In June of 
that year, FBI agents flew to Havana to meet with their Cuban counterparts. During three days in a safe 
house, the Cubans provided the FBI with evidence their agents had gathered on various plots, including 
the planned airplane attack and an ongoing campaign of bombings at Havana hotels that had taken the life 
of an Italian Canadian businessman. (Note: Stephen Kimber teaches journalism at the University of 



King's College in Halifax, Canada, and is the author of "What Lies Across the Water: The Real Story of 
the Cuban Five.) 

United Kingdom - Royaume-Unis , 
44. Sudanese in London demonstrate in support of Khartoum pr9tests 
Sudan Tribune, 2013 10 06 
London - Over 50 members of the Sudanese diaspora protested outside the S danese Embassy in London 
on Friday in solidarity with anti-govemment protests that have left over 200 dead, according to Amnesty 
International. The protests were triggered by the withdrawal of subsidies from fuel and other commodities 
but swiftly morphed into expressions of more general antipathy against the ruling National Congress 
Party. Demonstrators asked that the United Kingdom's foreign office stop all trade with Sudan due to its 
corruption and violence against its own people. The government has put the number of those who have 
died in the unrest at 34 and has disputed allegations from human rights groups, witnesses and activists 
that the Sudanese police fired live rounds at protestors. 

45. Civil liberties groups move first legal challenge to GCHQ 
The Hindu, Parvathi Menon, 2013 10 06 
New Delhi - In what is the first legal challenge from within the UK against the British intelligence 
gathering agency GCHQ (Government Communications Headquarters) for its secret surveillance of 
private internet data on a mass scale, three civil liberties groups and an internet activist have taken their 
case before European Court ofHuman Rights (ECHR). The groups, Big Brother Watch, Open Rights 
Group, English PEN, along with German Internet activist Constanze Kurz have come together on a 
platform called Privacy Not Prism. They argue that the information gathered from documents released by 
whistleblower Edward Snowden points to the GCHQ, in collaboration with the United States' intelligence 
arm, the National Security Agency, exercising untrammelled surveillance ofprivate digital data of UK 
citizens - a breach of the Right to Privacy under Article 8 of the ECHR. "Any interference with that 
right must be proportionate and in accordance with adequate and publisbed legal standards. The law and 
practice in the U.K. fails to meet either requirement," the group states. 

46. Malala 'salvaged' by British doctor 
The Sunday Times, Christina Lamb, 2013 10 06 
London - Malala Yousafzai the schoolgirl who became known worldwide after being shot in the head by 
the Taliban, says she owes her life to a UK doctor. Fiona Reynolds, 47, an intensive care specialist at 
Birmingham Children's Hospital, was visiting Pakistan when the young campaigner for girls' education 
was critically wounded last year. Reynolds told only her husband, Adrian, about her role in Malala's 
survival. "My whole life is anonymous," she said. "My father, brother and sister don't know I was 
involved. I was just doing illy job." But Malala, now 16, personally asked to name the doctor in her 
memoir, which is serialised today in News Review and will be published on Tuesday, the eve of the 
anniversary of the attack. Malala was shot by a gunman who boarded her school bus in .the valley of Swat 
in northwest Pakistan. The bullet went into her left eye socket but missed her brain. 

47. My fears for Greenpeace 'pirate' in jail 
The Sunday Times, Kevin Dowling & George Arbuthnott, 2013 10 I 06 
London - A British journalist who is facing up to 15 years in a Russian prison for piracy had told his 
girlfriend days before he was charged that he expected to be home within 10 days. In her first interview 
since Kieron Bryan was charged, along with 28 Greenpeace activists and a photographer, Nancy 
Thorburn said none of them had expected anything more than a slap on the wrist. The decision by a 
Russian court to charge all 30 with piracy has sparked outrage from Greenpeace supporters and 
govcrnments around the world. Thorburn said she was "hcartbroken" and "completely overwhelmed" but 
"refused to accept that he may be imprisoned for years". 



48. We merely stand and shrug while 30 protesters battle to save the Arctic (Canada) 
The Sunday Times, Camilla Cavendish, 2013 10 06 
Opinion - Childish stunts end in tears. That may be how you feel about the imprisonment of 30 
Greenpeace protesters in the Arctic Ocean - if you've noticed it at all . Lately, anything to do with "the 
environment" seems to be met with a wall of silence. I resigned my membership ofGreenpeace 15 years 
ago because I was fed up with its self-indulgent stunts railing against modernity. I had forgotten, until I 
watched the video footage of men winching themselves onto a Gazprom oil platform from tiny .inflatables 
in a freezing sea, struggling to keep their footing under water cannon, how much danger people will 
endure for what they believe. Their actions were illegal. But Russia's threat to jail them for up to 15 years 
is an outrage against free speech. And the point they were trying to make needs urgently to be heard. 
Greenpeace targeted the Prirazlomnaya rig because it is likely to be the first to start drilling oil. The 
Arctic is the site of the new gold rush. As the ice melts, prospectors are hoping to discover as much as 
20% of the world's oil and gas in previously inaccessible places. Our government has rejected calls for 
such a moratorium by its own Commons environmental audit committee. The UK has limited ·influence 
because it is not an Arctic state (the five Arctic Ocean coastal states are Russia, Canada, America, 
Norway and Denmark). But an agreement signed between the UK and Norway last year to enable 
"sustainable development" of Arctic energy is surely an oxymoron. When I was growing up in the 1970s 
and 1980s people were happy to donate to save the panda or to cheer on the Rainbow Warrior. Today we 
are richer but we feel that anything we do is futile. This is despite the fact that a majority of us believe 
mankind is changing the climate. A recent survey was written up in the media as demonstrating a 
quadrupling of public scepticis.m. But the more striking finding was how many people - 72% - still 
believe the climate is changing. 

49. London terror cell stripped of citizenship 
The Sunday Times, Dipesh Gadher, 2013 10 06 
London - Members of an alleged London cell of the a1-Shabaab terrorist group have secretly been 
stripped of British citizenship to help eliminate the risk of an attack on UK soil. At least four men with 
links to the group behind the Kenyan shopping centre massacre have had their British passports removed 
by Theresa May, the home secretary, on national security grounds. A fifth man from London with 
terrorist links is using human rights legislation to block his deportation to his native Ethiopia. Those who 
have been stripped of citizenship include Bilal al-Berjawi, who first travelled to Somalia, the home ofal
Shabaab, in 2007 and rose up the ranks to become briefly al-Shabaab's second-in-command. Berjawi, who 
was born in Lebanon, also raised funds in Britain for the terrorist group. 

50. In the age of big data, privacy is a thing ofthe past 
The Observer, John Naughton, 2013 10 06 
London - Watching the legal system deal with the internet is like watching somebody trying to drive a ear 
by looking only in the rear-view mirror. The results are amusing and predictable but not really interesting. 
On the other hand, watching the efforts of regulators - whether national ones such as Ofcom, or 
multinational, such as the European Commission - is more instructive. At the moment, the commission is 
wrestling with the problem of how to protect the data of European citizens in a world dominated by 
Google, Facebook and co. The windscreen of the metaphorical car that the commission is trying to drive 
has becn crackcd so extensively that it's difficult to sec anything clearly through it. So in hcr despcration, 
the driver (Viviane Reding, the commission's vice-president) oscillates between consulting the rear-view 
mirror and asking passers-by (who mayor may not be impartial) for tips about what lies ahead. And just 
to make matters worse, she also has to deal with outbreaks of fighting between the other occupants of the 
car, who just happen to be sovereign states and are a quarrelsome bunch at the best of times. 
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51. Bondi start to Silk Road 
The Advertiser, 2013 to 06 
Bondi Beach - The man accused of masterminding billion-dollar drugs website Silk Road lived in Bondi 
while developing the site. Ross William Ulbricht, 29, was arrested by FBI agents while using his laptop in 
the science-fiction section of a San Francisco library and charged with narcotics trafficking, computer 
hacking and money laundering. According to court documents filed in New York, Ulbricht established the 
sophisticated sitc - described by FBI prosecutors as "the most extensive c.riminal marketplace on the 
internet" - in January 20 It. 

Afghanistan - Pakistan 

52. JWP local leader shot in Khuzdar 
The Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 06 
Quctta - Police sources on Sunday said locallcadcr of the Jamhoori Watan Party (JWP) Daad Ali Bugti 
was seriously wounded from firing by unknown men on the National Highway near Khuzdar district. He 
was travelling ill a passenger bus which was headed from Quetta to Karachi. Bugti was immediately 
rushed to the Civil Hospital Khuzdar for medical treatment, where he later succumbed to his wounds. 

53. Three killed. eight injured in Bannu convoy attack 
Pakistan Dawn, lahir Shah Sherazi, 2013 1006 
Bannu - Three security personnel have been killed and eight others injured as a security forces convey 
was attacked in Bakakhel area near FR Bannu on Sunday morning. The security vehicle was targeted nar 
Mirzal Checkpost and the blast destroyed the vehicle killing one solider on the spot and injured ten others, 
Two security personnel later died on way to hospital. The official sources has confirmed that three 
soldiers have died and the eight others injured in the attack early morning. 

54. NOS detains Kandahar haj director 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Bashir Ahmad Naadcm, 2013 to 06 
Kandahar City - Intelligence agents on Sunday detained the haj and religious affairs director for southern 
Kandahar province after more than 100 intending pilgrims could not find their way to Makkah to perform 
the annual ritual, an official said. Javed Faisal, the governor's spokesman, confirmed to Pajhwok Afghan 
News Maulvi Noor-ul-Aziz had been arrested by the National Directorate of Security (NOS) -- the spy 
service. Kandahar had been allocated a quota of 950 pilgrims this year, but 100 of them were deprived of 
performing the ritual despite completing all legal formalities, the spokesman said. 

55. NATO-led soldiers killed by insurgents 
Pajhwok Afghan News, 2013 10 06 
Kabul - Four International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) soldiers were killed by militants during a 
joint operation in troubled southern Afghanistan on Sunday, the alliance said. The deaths were announced 
in a brief statement that neither gave the victims' nationalities nor the exact location. In line with its 
policy, the NATO-led force deferred casualty identification procedures to the relevant national 
authorities: 

56. Taliban devised plans to kill or capture Harry 
Pajhwok Afghan News, 2013 1006 
Kabul - As soon as he was deployed to southern Afghanistan, British Prince Harry became a prime main 
target for the Taliban who did what they could to capture or kill him, an insurgent commander was quoted 
as saying on Sunday. Rebcllcader Qari Nasrullah told Daily Mirror the movement repeatedly tried to 
breach security surrounding the young member of the royal family. "When your prince came here and 
flew his Apache helicopter and bombarded the mujahidin it meant our fighters did not exactly have a soft 



spot for him. To the militants, Harry was just an ordinary soldier fighting for America, the commander 

said, adding they had devised a string of plans to capture him but he- managed to escape. 


57. Afghan presidential candidates finish registration on eve of invasion anniversary 
Associated Press, Patrick Quinn And Rahim Faiez, 2013 IO 06 
Kabul - A slew of political hcavyweights, along with the Afghan president's brother and a number of 
former warlords, will take part in next year's elections for the country's top office in a critical vote that 
that could determine the future course of the country and the level of (oreign involvement in Afghanistan 
after 12 years of war. The candidacies ended weeks of speculation over who will aspire to replace 
President Hamid Karzai, who has essentially run the country since the Oct. 7, 200 I invasion that ousted 
the Taliban. Karzai is not entitled to run for a third consecutive term in the AprilS elections, but is 
expected to back at least one' of the candidates _ his former Foreign Minister Zalmai Rassoul, despite the 
fact that his businessman brother Qayyum Karzai is also running for president. The contenders are a mix 
of Afghanistan's past and current power players, including some warlords with a tainted history, a couple 
of technocrats and some complete political outsiders. All, however, come from Afghan elite that has to 
one degree or another shaped the eountry over the past 12 years. 

58. Karzai Is Planning to Be There for a Successor. Right There. 
The New York Times, Matthew Rosenburg, 2013 10 06 
Kabul - With less than a year left in his final term, President Hamid Karzai insists that he is eager to leave 

. the presidential palace and lead a quieter life. It turns out, though, he may just be moving next door, to a 
lavish new home yards from the complex that has been tbe seat of his power for more than a decade. 
According to Afghan officials, Mr. Karzai 's new home will be an old, European-style mansion that, once 
renovations are done, will be roughly 13,000 square feet. And the scale would befit the new role he is said 
to desire: guiding whoever fills his old job, as a presidential adviser for life. 

Africa - Afrique 

59. Killing of Kenyan Cleric Sparks Riot 
The Wall Street Journal, Heidi Vogt, 2013 IO 06 
Nairobi - Rioters enraged over the killing ofa Muslim cleric poured into the streets of Kenya's coastal 
city of Mombasa on Friday, exposing again the religious and ethnic fault lines of a country already on 
edge from a recent terrorist attack. The Mombasa-based cleric, Ibrahim Amar, and three other people 
were in a ear when they were shot and killed on Thursday night by unidentified gunmen in another 
vehicle, according to Mombasa Police Commander Robert Kitur. A fifth passenger survived the attack, he 
said. Mr. Kitur said there had been no arrests made. Protesters on Friday set fire to a Protestant church 
and clashed with police in rioting that a witness said left at least two people dead. Mr. Kitur said he had 
no confirmation ofany deaths. The shooting on Thursday was the second such killing in the past year ofa 
prominent Muslim cleric seen by authorities as sympathetic to the militant group al-Shabaab. The Somali 
group claimed responsibility for the Sept. 21 attack on the Westgate maJl in Nairobi, which killed at least 
69 people. 

60. US commando raids target lslamist leaders in Africa 
BBC.co.uk, 2013 to 06 
Tripoli.- US special forces have carried out two separate raids in Africa targeting senior Islamist militants, 
American officials say. In Libya, US commandos captured an al-Qaeda leader accused of the 1998 
bombings of the US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. Anas al-Liby was seized in the capital Tripoli. 
And a leader of the al-Shabab group was targeted in southern Somalia, but that raid appears to have 
failed . The al-Shabab leader - who has not been identified - is suspected of involvement in last month's 
attack in the Westgate shopping centre in Kenya's capital Nairobi, which left at least 67 people dead. Al
Shabab has said it carried out the attack on 21 September. US Secretary of State John Kerry said the 
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operations in Libya and Somalia showed that the US would never stop "in its effort to hold those 
accountable who conduct acts of terror". 

61. Nigeria Has Capacity But Lacks Will to Tackle Boko Haram, Says US Official 
This Day Live, Vincent Obia , 2013 10 06 
Lagos - Chairman of the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom, Robert P. George, has 
said that the Nigerian government has the capacity to wage a successful war against Boko Aaram, but the 
government does not have the political will to wage the battle. George, whose organisation published a 
report last year on the activities of the Islamic insurgent sect, reiterated some of the recommendations in 
the report. He said Boko Aaram insurgency was a real and growing threat to the future ofNigeria, which 
the country must confront head-on. Boko Aaram seeks to introduce "pure" Shariah law in northern 
Nigeria. The group is responsible for many deaths and destructions in religious and educational 
institutions and other public places in the eountry since the last two years. In an attempt to tackle the 
threat posed by Boko Aaram, the federal governmcnt has imposed emcrgcncy rule in three North-east 
states of Borno, Y obe, and Adamawa, which are the hotbeds of the group's rebellion. 

62. The military lost the plot in Westgate siege, says retired general 
The Daily Nation, Roy Gachuhi, 2013 10 06 
Nairobi - For a career soldier who spent a great deal of his time in service, what happened on the 
unforgettable noonday of Saturday, September 21, when AI-Shabaab attackers stormed a shopping mall in 
Nairobi, was an unfortunate display of planning and execution lapses by security forces that almost turned 
tragi-comic. The terrorists ' objective was to seize Westgate Shopping Mall, and they did it, he says, by 
employing the age-old tactic of surprise. Once this happened, a suCcession of lapses ensued. Those wbo 
arrived first were police on patrol, who thought they were dealing with an armed robbery. When the 
magnitude of the problem dawned on them, reinforcements were brought in the form of the General 
Service Unit's Reece Company, the para-military police's most elite squad. It is unclear how smooth the 
change-over from the patrol police to the GSU was, but even the Reece Company would not finish the job 
and was rclieved by the Kenya Defence Forces. 

63. Foreign troops attack al-Shabaab Somalia stronghold 
The Nation, Abdulkadir Khalif, 2013 10 06 
Barawe - Foreign troops have October 5, 2013 attacked an al-Shabaab stronghold in the Somalia town of 
Barawe about 200 km south of Mogadishu, reports indicate. The unidentified foreign forces targeted a 
house situated close to the Indian Ocean coastline in the carly hours of Saturday. Residentnaid that they 
suspected the attackers to be forces from a western country with a planned mission against the targeted 
house. Locals told the media that heavy fire started at around 3am and lasted for about half an hour, 
according to Mogadishu Radio, aState run broadcaster in the capital. 

64. US 'Clandestine' forces recommended against Shabaab 
The Nation, Kevin J. Kelly, 201310 06 
Mogadishu - A security analyst told the US Congress on Friday, hours prior to an apparent Western attack 
in Somalia, that "clandestine Special Operations Forces" should be sent into action against al-Shabaab. 
Seth Jones, associate director of international security and defence policy at a US think tank, said that in 
the aftermath of the Westgate Mall attack the US should implement a "light footprint strategy" in 
Somalia. Such a response to al-Shabaab's capabilities should focus, Mr Jones suggested, on intelligence 
gathering and law enforcement as well as actions by Special Forces, but should not include deployment of 
US conventional forces in Somalia. 

65. Lack of intelligence sharing brought into focus 
The Daily Nation, Fred Mukinda, 2013 10 06 
Nairobi - The manner in which Kenya security agencies consume intelligence reports has come into sharp 
focus following the Westgate terror attack in which at least 67 people died and more than 240 others were 



injured. In the aftermath of the attack, senior officers of National Intelligence Service have been engaging 
in a blame game with the police, albeit away from the public eye. NIS generates most of the intelligence 
briefs and the police are a major consumer, especially on those ofa criminal nature. Matters are 
complicated by the law, which does not give NIS powers to arrest suspects as they have to pass 
information to the agencies that have such powers. 

66. AI Shabaab militants 'repel raid' by unidentified foreign troops 
Garowe Online, 2013 10 06 
Mogadishu - Foreign troops from an unidentified country raided a house in Barawe, a coastal town in 
Lower Shabelle region of southern Somalia, and Al Shabaab militants reportedly repelled the foreign 
troops, Garowe Online reports. Local witnesses reported on VOA Somali Service that unidentified 
foreign troops "came from the coast with boats and helicopters" and raided a house in Barawe around 
2am local time Saturday morning. At least one person Was killed in the raid, locals reported. Sheikh 
Abdulaziz Abu Musab, spokesman for Al Shabaab's military wing, confirmed the raid and disclosed in a 
recorded press statement that the militants "repelled a midnight raid by white infidel soldiers". 

67. Mali: reprise des discussions avec les rebelles touareg et arabes 
Agence France Presse, 2013 to 06 
Gao - Les rebellions touareg et arabe ont annonce samedi soir qu'elles reprenaient les negociations de 
paix avec Ic gouvcrnemcnt malicn, portant notamment sur les territoircs du Nord ou vivent 
essentiellement ces communautes, neufjours apres les avoir suspendues unilateralement. L'annonce, 
effectuee par Ibrahim Ag Mohamed Assaleh, Ie charge des relations exterieures du Mouvement national 
de liberation de I'Azawad (MNLA), au sortir d' une audience aOuagadougou avec Ie president burkinabe 
Blaise Compaore, mediateur de la crise malienne, relance Ie processus de paix, alors que des violences 
avaient repris dans Ie nord du Mali. "Desireux de creer un climat de confiance reciproque pour la 
poursuite du processus de paix, reaffirmant notre attachement aI'esprit de I'accord preliminaire a 
I'elcction presidcnticllc ct aux pourparlcrs inclusifs dc paix au Mali, (nous) declarons la levee de la 
suspension de notre participation au sein des organes de I' accord", a lu M. Assaleh devant la presse. 

68. Mali: reprise du dialogue entre les groupes armes du Nord et Ie pouvoir 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 10 06 
Ouagadougou - Les groupes armes du Nord reprennent leur participation au comite de suivi et 
d 'evaluation de I'accord d·Ouagadougou. lis I'ont annonce Ie 5 octobre aOuagadougou, apres un 
entrcticn avec Ie represcntant du secretaire general des Nations unics pour Ie Mali . Ccs groupes avaient 
suspendu leur participation au comite de suivi d'un premier accord de paix signe en juin aOuagadougou. 
lis aecusaient Bamako de ne pas respecter ses engagements. Apres une seance de travail avec Ie 
representant special du secretaire general des Nations unies pour Ie Mali, et une rencootre avec Ie 
mediateur, Ie president burkinabe, Blaise Compaore, les groupes armes du nord du Mali, ont annonce leur 
retour au comite de suivi et d 'evaluation de I'accord preliminaire d 'Ouagadougou . 

. 69. RDC: les concertations nationales coneluent ala necessite de profondes reformes 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 1006 
Kinshasa - Les concertations nationales se sont achevees hier, samedi 5 octobre, aKinshasa. La synthese 
des travaux a ete remise au president Joseph Kabila en presence de la delegation du Conseil de securite et 
des responsables de la Mission de l'Organisation des Nations unies en Republique democratique du 
Congo (Monusco) . Les rapports des differents groupes thematiques recommandent la transformation 
profonde de la societe congolaise. Et Ie president Kabila a promis d'y repondre dans un brefdelai. C'est 
dcs mains dc Aubin Minaku, Ic presidcnt de l'Asscmblec nationale, accompagne de son collcgue du 
Senat, Leon Kengo Wa Dondo, que Joseph Kabila a reyu la synthese des travaux des concertations 
nationales. Grande satisfaction du president de la Republique qui a annonce par la meme occasion des 
mesures importantes dans un brefdelai, mesures qui seront avant tout politiques : « Face aux enjeux de 



I'heure, vous estimez qu ' il ne faut pas sacrifier les imperatifs de la pacification et du developpement 
acrelere du pays sur l'auteJ d'une orthodoxie democratique qui voudrait que la majorite tienne la minorite 
eloignee de la gestion de la chose publique. » , 

70. ROC: la delicate visite d'une delegation du Conseil de securite de I'ONU 
Radio Francc Intcrnationalc, 2013 10 06 
Kinshasa - En Republique democratique du Congo (RDC), Ie conseil de securite de I'ONU aentame hier, 
samedi 5 octobre, une visite de trois jours dans la region. Premiere etape, Kinshasa. L' occasion de 
rencontrer les autorites congolaises et de verifier si les engagements pris par Ie Congo dans Ie cadre de 
I'accord d ' Addis-Abeba sont bien appliques. Dans cet accord de paix signe il y a six mois, la RDC 
s ' engageait - nolamment - a revoir l'organisation de son armee et de sa police, de ses finances ; mais aussi 
a entamer des ref ormes democratiques. Reformer I'armee et la police, Ie secteur des finances mais aussi 
ameliorer la gouvernance de la republique democratique du Congo (ROC), voila quelques-uns des 
engagements de Kinshasa pris a Addis Abeba en fevrier 2013. Samedi matin, les quinze pays membres du 
Conseil de securite ont choisi d 'assister a la cloture des concertations nationales. Ce forum, qui, pendant 
trois semaines, a reuni parti au pouvoir et I'opposition. 

71. Tight security in Cairo ahead of protests, celebrations 
Ahram Online, Sunday 6 Oct 2013 
Cairo - Security forces havc incrcased thcir presence in Cairo ahcad ofcelebrations for the 1973 October 
War anniversary and protests in support ofousted president Mohamed Morsi. Several main streets in 
Cairo and Giza have been cordoned offby barricades, and highways leading into the capital have been 
reinforced with checkpoints. There are concerns that violence could erupt between the rival groups. 
Dozens of people flocked to Tahrir Square and the nearby Maspero state television building early on 
Sunday to begin celebrations on the 40th anniversary of the war with Israel in response to a televised call 
by interim president Adly Mansour on Saturday evening. 

72. Court Defers Imprisonment for Journalist Covering Sinai 
The New York Times, David D Kirkpatrick, 2013 JO 06 
Cairo - A military court on Saturday convicted an Egyptian journalist of entering a military zone without 
authorization and sentenced him to six months in prison, but deferred his sentence indefinitely, a mixed 
decision in a closely watched test ofnews media freedom under the new government. The reporter, 
Ahmed Abu Deraa, is one of the few well-known journalists covering the lawless Sinai region, where the 
Egyptian Army is battling militants angry at the military ouster of President Mohamed Morsi of the 
Muslim Brotherhood. A military prosecutor accused Mr. Abu Deraa of publishing reports that 
contradicted army statements, in particular an account ofcivilian casualties from military strikes. He was 
arrested on Sept. 4 and has been detained since. 

73. Counter rallies, clashes on Egypt's war anniversary 
Ahram Online, StaffWriter. 2013 JO 06 
Cairo - Protests commenced on Sunday in support of toppled Islamist president Mohamed Morsi in Cairo 
and elsewhere, with one fatality. as the country marks the 40th anniversary of the 1973 Arab-Israeli war. 
Armoured vehicles and security forces have been heavily deployed within main squares across the nation, 
as fears heighten of a violent flare-up between the protesters and crowds celebrating the war anniversary. 
In the flashpoint Tahrir Square in downtown Cairo, an Abram reporter said people were queuing to 
stream into the area to celebrate the national holiday. There is a celebratory atmosphere, but security is 
evident. Protesters, many clad in T-shirts bearing the photo ofarrny chiefGeneral Abdel Fattah EI-Sisi or 
holding his picture. have converged on the square in their thousands as patriotic songs boom from loud 
speakers . 



74. Pro-Morsi protester killed in Upper Egypt's Minya 
Ahram Online, 2013 10 06 
Cairo - At least one protester has been shot dead in clashes with security forces in Minya in Upper Egypt, 
as protests against the transitional government and in support of ousted president Mohamed Morsi 
gathered pace on Sunday. Aceording to Egyptian state television there was an exchange of fire between 
security forces and demonstrators in the city of Delga in Minya. Three other protesters were injured. In 
September security forces stormed Delga after two months ofattaeks against local churches and Christian 
owned houses and shops, reportedly by Morsi supporters. 

· 0 
75. Egyptian prosecution accuses 'terrorist ·cell' of Kerdasa police raid 
Ahram Online, Sunday 6 Oct 2013 
Cairo - Egyptian prosecutors have charged five suspects with establishing a "terrorist cell" and taking part 
in executing the anned attack on Kerdasa police station south ofGiza in August, in which II policemen 
were killed. The five are also facing charges of targeting the police and anny, possessing weapons 
unlawfully and plotting to bomb public establishments. The suspects were arrested over the past week in 
the governorate of Menoufiya after a campaign by security forces to capture the perpetrators of the attack. 

76. Tripoli protests US 'kidnap' of Libyan in Qaeda raid 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 06 
Tripoli - Libya said it had demanded an explanation from Washington Sunday for the "kidnap" of a 
citizen in an unauthorised commando raid on its territory that netted a top AI-Qaeda suspect. "The Libyan 
government has been following the reports of the kidnap ofone of the Libyan citizens wanted by the 
authorities in the United States," a government statement said. "As soon as it heard the reports, the Libyan 
government contacted the US authorities to demand an explanation." US special forces seized Abu Anas 
al-Libi in a commando raid in broad daylight on Saturday, sealing a 15-year manhunt for the top AI
Qaeda suspect. 

77. A Killing by Sudanese Security Forces Stokes the Anger of a Protest Movement 
The New York Times, Isma' il Kushkush, 2013 10 06 
Khartoum - The killing ofa young phannacist by Sudanese security forces during an antigovernment 
demonstration here has become a rallying cry for the protest movement that has rocked Sudan for the last 
two weeks, threatening the government's grip on power. Since the phannacist, Salah Sanhouri, 28, was 
shot in the back and killed last month, crowds have gathered daily outside his house. "Oh, Khartoum, 
revolt, revolt against those who killed Salah Sanhouri," they chanted on a recent evening. A short 
documentary about his life and death titled "Stairway to Heaven" has drawn nearly 9,000 views in three 
days on YouTube. A Facebook page called 'We are all Salah Sanhouri" received 44,000 likes in a single 
week. 

Americas - Ameriques 

78. Four dead in U.S. plane crasb on Panama-Colombia border 
Reuters, Luis Jaime Acosta, 2013 10 06 
Bogota - Four of six passengers on a U.S. government surveillance mission died on Saturday when their 
plane crashed along a section ofjungle on Colombia's border with Panama known for arms and drug 
trafficking, Colombian military sources said. The plane with five Americans and one Panamanian on 
board, crashed near Acandi, in the Colombian province of Choco, a region where Revolutionary Armed 
Forces of Colombia guerrillas and drug-trafficking gangs operate. The two surviving crew members were 
evacuated by helicopter to a regional hospital. Colombian military sources declined to revcal the identities 
of those who were on board. The Dash 8 plane was based in Panama and often carried out surveillance 
and intelligence missions along the I 65-mile (266- km) border that Colombia and Panama share in the 
Darien jungle region, the military sources said. 



79, Ex-Colombian leader, relentlessly typing on Twitter, undercuts heir's peace talks with rebels 
The Washington Post, Juan Forero & Marina Villeneuve, 2013 10 06 
Bogota - Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos has a problem: his predecessor and former boss, 
Alvaro Uribe. During the 20 I 0 presidential campaign, Uribe backed Santos as the most capable steward 
of his hard-line, U.S.-supported policies that brought a once-chaotic country under control. Now Uribe 
calls his former defense minister "a traitor" and "a scoundrcl," warning of the doomsday scenario that 
awaits if peace negotiations with Marxist guerrillas are fruitful. Uribe has even formed his own political 
party, the Uribe Democratic Center, and says he'll run for senate to block his former underling's 
initiatives. 

Asia-Asie 

80. China refutes Japan's concern over maritime security 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 06 
Bali - A Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman on Sunday rejected concerns raised by the Japanese side on 
the so-called maritime security and China's maritime activities. Qin Gang made the remarks when asked 
by press ahead of the 21st informal economic leaders' meeting of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 
(APEC) in the Indonesian resort island ofBali, slated for Monday and Tuesday. During an informal 
breakfast meeting offoreign ministers from AJ.'EC's sovereign members on Saturday, Japan's Foreign 
Minister Fumio Kishida reportedly raised concerns over maritime security and China's maritime 
activities. 

81. China pays 2 million to monitor Internet 
Agence France Presse, 2013 \0 06 
Beijing - China is employing two million people to keep tabs on people's Internet use, according to state 
media, in a rare glimpse into the secret world of Beijing's vast online surveillance operation. Many of the 
employees are simply performing keyword searches to monitor the tens of millions of messages being 
posted daily on popular social media and microblogging sites, the Beijing News said. The exact number 
of people employed to trawl through the Internet in a bid to prevent social unrest and limit criticism of the 
ruling Community party has long been the subject of speculation. The "web police" are employed by the 
government's propaganda arm, as well as by commercial sites, the Beijing News said. 

82. Park heads to Southeast Asia for second 'sales diplomacy' pitch (Canada) 
Yonhap News,Chang Jac-soon, 2013 1006 
Seoul - President Park Geun-hye left for Indonesia's resort island of Bali on Sunday, embarking on a two
nation trip to Southeast Asia during which she plans to focus on boosting South Korea's economic and 
business interests under her "sales diplomacy" drive. The week long trip has three stops, first in Bali for a 
summit of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum, second in Brunei for a trio of regional 
summits led by the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the third in Jakarta for a state 
visit. Park has termed the visit to Southeast Asia as a second "sales diplomacy" trip, after a similar 
business-{)riented visit to Vietnam last month during which the two countries agreed to conclude bilateral 
free trade talks next year and cooperate closely in Vietnam's plan to build nuclear power plants. The 12 
TPP countries are Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, 
Singapore, the United States and Vietnam. APEC was formed in 1989 in response to growing regionalism 
in other parts of the globe. Its 21 member economies account for about 40 percent of the world's 
population, 58 percent ofglobal gross domestic product and 49 percent ofworld trade. 

83, S. Korea, U.S, remain apart on how to share costs of U,S. forces in Korea: sources 
Y onhap News, 2013 10 06 
Seoul - Officials of South Korea and the United States met Saturday but tailed to narrow differences over 



how much of the cost South Korea should share to keep American troops on its soil, sources said. "There 
were in-depth discussions, but we cannot say there has been a breakthrough," a diplomatic source in 
Seoul said of Saturday's meeting, asking that he not be identified. The ta1ks-, held behind closed doors, 
were attended by Hwang Joon-kook, Seoul's special ambassador for the Special easures Agreement 
(SMA), and his U.S. counterpart Eric John. . 

84. N. Korea denounces S. Korean court ruling on activist 
Y onhap News, 2013 10 06 
Seoul - North Korea lambasted South Korea Sunday for upholding a jail term ofan activist for making an 
illegal trip to Pyongyang, saying it is an "unethical" ruliog by conservatives. South Korea's top court last 
month confirmed the four-year term for Ro Su-hui, the vice chairman of the South Headquarters of the 
Pan-national Alliance for Korea's Reunification, for illegally visiting the communist regime to attend a 
memorial service to mark the 100th day since the death of long-time North Korean leader Kim Jong-il. 
South Korea's National Security Law prohibits citizens from visiting the North without prior permission 
or from praising the North. 

85. N. Korea vows not give up nuclear weapons under U.S. pressure 
Y onhap News, 2013 10 06 
Seoul - North Korea reiterated its nuclear ambition Saturday, saying it will never give up its nuclear 
arsenal unless the United States first ends its hostility toward the communist country. The North's acerbic 
rhetoric, which is not new, comes as the United States is set to launch joint naval exercises with South 
Korea and Japan off the Korean Peninsula's east coast next week. The U.S. naval fleet taking part in the 
routine drills includes nuclear-powered supercarrier USS George Washington. "Under the condition 
where the United States' nuclear threat (against the North) continues, it is so reasonable for us to possess 
and further develop nuclear capabilities to defend its dignity and the safety of the nation," North Korea 
said in a statement issued through its Committee for the Peaceful Reunification of Korea, a party 
organization handling inter-Korcan affairs. 

86. Rift in Sri Lanka's Tamil alliance over ministerial portfolios in Northern PC 
Colombo Page, 2013 10 06 
Colombo - Sri Lanka's major Tamil party, Tamil National Alliance (TNA) is in a crisis over the 
assignment of ministerial portfolios in the Northern Provincial Council to the constituents of the alliance . . 
The four constituent parties of the Tamil National Alliance - PLOTE, TELO, EPRLF and ITAK- have 
been requested to nominate suitable representatives for Ministerial positions of the Council. TNA Vanni 
District parliamentarian Selvam Adaikalanathan has declared that he would resign from the leadership of 
ti,e constituent party Tamil Eelam Liberation Organization (TELO) over the assignment ofministerial 
portfolios. 

87. Militiaman wounded in leftist rebel ambush in Butuan 
The Philippine Star, 2013 10 06 
Davao City - A pro-government militiaman was wounded in an alleged ambush by leftist rebels in the 
southern Philippines over the weekend, the military said today. The victim was identified as Crisanto 
Pangarga Jr., 44, a member of paramilitary Citizen Armed Auxiliary (CAA). He sustained multiple 
gunshot wounds following the attack at Manila de Bugabos village, in Butuan City past 6 a.m.local time, 
according to Captain Christian Uy, spokesperson of the army's 4th Infantry Division. Captain Uy said the 
unarmed militiaman , who moonlights as a tricycle driver, has just dropped off two passengers and was on 
his way homc when waylaid by three New People's Army guerrillas armed with assault rifles. 

88. 'Comprehensive peace pact with MILF a challenge' 
The Philippine Star, Jose Rodel Clapano, 2013 10 06 
Manila - Meeting the expectation of the people for a comprehensive peace agreement between the 
government and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front remains a challenge to both government and MILF 



panels, government peace panel chairman Miriam Coronel-Ferrer said yesterday. She cited the results of 
the Social Weather Station (SWS) survey conducted from June 28 to 30

J 
which showed that seven out of 

10 Filipinos are still hopeful that an agreement can be forged between the government and the MILF 
under the Aquino administration. The expectation is strongest in Mindanao, with 23 percent expecting it 
to happen this year, compared to 4 percent in Metro Manila and 9 percent in the rest of Luzon and 3 
percent in the Visayas. 

89. 3 soldiers wounded in Yala 
Bangkok Post, 2013 10 06 
Yala - Three soldiers were slightly wounded in a bomb explosion in Muang district ofYala province on 
Sunday morning, police said. The incident occurred at about lOam at a bridge on Highway 418 near Ban 
Bo Chet Luk in tambon Yupo while soldiers ofYaia Task Force 13 were travelling across it in three 
GMC trucks. A bomb made of a 7kg gas cylinder, hidden in a fertiliser sack placed on a roadside, was 
remotely detonated with a communication radio by militants hiding on the roadside. 

90. Four more militants killed near LoC, says Army 
The Hindu, Ahmed Ali Fayyaz, 2013 10 06 
Kupwara - Army soldiers move towards Keran sector near the Line of Control in Kupwara district on 
Friday. Indian troops are ~gaged in a battle with around 40 terrorists who infiltrated into the Keran sector 
of Jammu and Kashmir from across the border. On a day when senior commanders visited the embattled 
Keran sector, the Army claimed to have killed four more militants close to the Line of Control in north 
Kashmir. On the 12th day, Saturday, of the massive combing operation in Kupwara district, the troops 
foiled a fresh infiltration attempt by heavily armed militants at Fateh Gali, 25 km west ofShalbata village, 
a Defence spokesman at the headquarters of 15 Corps said. He claimed that four militants of the group
who had crossed the LoC, walked 3 km in rugged terrain and reached close to an Indian Army post late 
Friday night - were killed even as they directed heavy fire at a bunker. 

91. Tunda brought to Hyderabad in connection with terror case 
Press Trust of India, 2013 10 06 
Hyderabad - LeT bomb expert Abdul Karim Tunda was on Sunday brought to the city from Delhi by 
Hyderabad Police in connection with a ease lodged against him here in 1998 on charges of waging war 
against India. ''Tunda will be produced before a local court today and we will seek his IS-day police 
custody to interrogate him in connection with the ease lodged against him," deputy commissioner of 
police (detective department) LKV Ranga Rao told PTI. A Delhi court on October 4 had allowed the plea 
of the Special Investigation Team (SIT) of Hyderabad Police, which moved the court seeking Tunda's 
custody after the accused was remanded in judicial custody till October 15 in connection with a 1997 
bomb blast case lodged against him in Delhi. 

92. Japan promoting programs to produce more hackers for cybersecurity 
Kyodo Ncws, 2013 10 06 
Tokyo - Japan is under growing pressure to generate more computer hackers due to its shortage of 
security engineers to help protect the government's information system, as well as transport, finance and 
other key infrastructures, from cyberattacks. Japan needs about 80,000 more information security 
engineers than it currently has, while more than 160,000 of the 265,000 already involved in the service 
need further education, a government panel of experts on information security said in a long-term strategy 
it compiled in June to enhance the nation's capacity to deal with cyberwarfare. Cyberattacks are becoming 
increasingly sophisticated, making it morc difficult to protect computcr systems from thcm. The long
term strategy calls for upgrading specialized education at universities and other institutions and reviewing 
the qualification system for such engineers . In addition to increasing the number, it is imperative to secure 
"manpower with outstanding abilities," the panel stressed. 



Eastern Europe -Europe de I'Est 

93. Moldovan Communists Demand Government Resignation at Mass Rallies 
RIA Novosti, 2013 1006 
Chisinau - Supporters of Moldova's communists staged mass rallies this weekend demanding the 
resignation of the country's pro-European government and calling for closer ties with Russia, local media 
reportcd Sunday. Thousands of pcople in major cities in southern> northern and central Moldova, a 
struggling and impoverished former Soviet nation of3 .5 million tucked between Romania and Ukraine, 
took to the streets calling for the early parliamentary election. Protesters vo~ced their dissatisfaction with 
Moldova's pro-Europe policies, as the country prepares to sign a free trade agreement with the EU in 
November, and also said they were concerned about the growing corruption and crime, pressure on 
courts, business and mass media, weakening social programs and unemployment. 

94. Mobilisation mondiale pour les militants de Greenpeace incarceres en Russie 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 1006 
Moscou - Des milliers de sympathisants de Greenpcace ont manifeste samedi 5 octobre dans Ie monde 
pour exiger la liberation des 28 militants de I'ONG ecologiste et des 2 journalistes emprisonnes pour 
piraterie II Mourmansk, en Russie. II y a deux semaines, ils tentaient d'aborder une plate-forme petroliere 
dans I'ocean Arctique abord du brise-glace Artic Sunrise. Les manifestations ont commence en Nouvelle
Ulande, mais c'est en Europe que les protestataires etaient plus nombreux. A Londres, ils etaient un 
millier devant I'ambassade de Russie. Des personnalites comme I'acteur britannique Jude Law faisaient 
partie des protestataires . lis etaient plus d'un millier II Helsinki et aLa Haye, aux Pays-Bas, et quelques 
centaines aStockholm et Paris notamment (voir encadre). Entin, on peut signaler Ie rassemblement au 
principal port de Hong-Kong. Selon Greenpeaee, les centaines de manifestants ont constitue une chaine 
humaine en forme de lettres qui disait : « Liberez les 30 de I'ArctiQ,ue » 

95. Greenpeace holds rallies in effort to press Russia to release arrested activists (Canada) 
Dcutschc W cllc, 2013 10 06 
Moscow - Greenpeace are holding demonstrations in almost 50 countries to protest against the arrest by 
Russian authorities ofdozens ofactivists. This comes after the Dutch govemment announced it was 
taking legal action . The German branch of the environmental lobby group said in a statement posted on its 
website that demonstrations were planned in 30 cities in Germany on Saturday to demand that Russia free 
the 28 activists and two journalists, who have been held in custody for more than a fortnight. A statement 
on the group's international page described those being held as the "Arctic 30," and called on supporters 
to takc part in an "cmergency global day of solidarity events" this Saturday. Thc activists, who include 
citizens of a nnmber of countries, were taken into custody last month after several of them scaled an oil 
platform owned by energy giant Gazprom in the Barents Sea to protest against Russia's plans to drill in 
the Arctic. The rallies come a day after the Netherlands announced that it was launching legal 
proceedings against Russia, arguing that the arrests and seizure of the vessel, which was sailing under a 
Dutch flag, were unlawful. "The Netherlands ... today started an arbitration process on the basis of the UN 
Convention of the Law of the Sea," the Dutch foreign minister, Frans Timmermans, said in a letter to 
parliament on Friday. The move was welcomed by Greenpeace, which has said those being held include 
two Britons, two Canadians, two Russians, two New Zealanders, as well as citizens of the United States, 
Australia, France, Denmark, Italy, Switzerland and Turkey. 

Iran, Iraq - Iran, Irak 

96. Iran arrests 4 nuclear saboteurs: AEOI chief 
Press TV, StaffWriter, 2013 1006 
Tehran - Director of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI) Ali Akbar Salehi says the country's 
security forces have arrested four individuals who planned sabotage at a nuclear energy facility. "Four 



people have been identified and arrested in the course of an act of sabotage at a nuclear site," said Salehi 
on the sidelines of a Saturday ceremony in Tehran. The AEOI chief refused to provide further comments 
on the issue due to security considerations but warned of the possibility of more such threats. 

97. From Iranian Ayatollah, Support for U.S. Outreach, but Also Criticism 
The New York Times, Thomas Erdbrink, 2013 10 06 
Tehran - Iran's supreme lcader expressed support on Saturday for the recent diplomatic outreach to the 
West by President Hassan Rouhani and his aides, but criticized some actions by the president as 
" inappropriate. " Although the supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, did not specify which acts he 
meant, a political strategist close to Iran's highest leadership said the ayatollah was criticizing Mr. 
Rouhani for taking a phone call from President Obama after a trip to the United Nations. The phone call 
- the first contact between American and Iranian presidents in more than 30 years - was seen by some 
in the West as a promising sign that Iran might be willing to make compromises on its nuclear program in 
order to get crippling sanctions lifted. During the call, the two presidcnts agrecd to accelerate talks aimed 
at defusing the dispute over Iran's nuclear program. 

98. Sanctions can't be lifted soon: Iran minister 
Press TV, 2013 10 06 
Tehran - Iran's Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance Ali Tayyeb-Nia has dismissed the likelihood of 
a quick removal of the sanctions against the Islamie Republic. " If we hope that the sanctions would be 
lifted in the near future and a breakthrough would occur, it would be wishful thinking, because the 
removal of the sanctions is a long-term process," Tayyeb-Nia said on Saturday. On September 26, 
following a meeting between the representatives of Iran and six powers in New York over Tehran's 
nuclear energy program, US Secretary of State John Kerry said Washington could begin removing bans 
on Tehran within months if a "transparent process is in place" over the nuclear issue. 

99. Navy Thwarts Pirate Attacks on Iranian Oil Tanker 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1006 
Tehran - An attempt by pirates to hijack an Iranian oil tanker in international waters was foiled by the 
timely action of the Iranian warships present in the region. Lieutenant Commander of the Iranian Navy 
for Operations Admiral Siyavash Jarreh announced that the Navy's 27th fleet ofwarship saved the Iranian 
tinker from pirate attacks in the Gulf of Aden. "The Iranian oil tanker was attacked by a pirate boat last 
night but their devilish act failed due to the timely action of the 27th flotilla of warships and the pirates 
fled the scene," he added. Yet, the admiral said, the pirates returned after reinvigorating their forces on 
cight boats but the Iranian fleet of warships rushed to the scene and forced pirates to flce by staging 
successful defensive operations and a heavy firepower, he added. 

100. Iran Stops Several Acts of Sabotage against N. Facilities in Recent Days 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1006 
Tehran - Head of the Atomic Energy Organization oflran (AEOI) Ali Akbar Salehi called on the 
country's security forces to be watchful ofpossible terrorist attacks on the country's nuclear centers, and 
said several such acts of sabotage have been defused and a number of spies have been arrested in the last 
few days. "I urge the security forces to watch the country's borders vigilantly since there is a possibility of 
acts of sabotage in the country," Salehi said in Tehran on Sunday. He said that the Iranian security forces 
have foiled several plots against the country's nuclear installations in recent days, and said, "The enemy 
always seeks to strike a blow at the country's nuclear installations and therefore, the AEOI's guard units 
bear a highly heavy responsibility." Salehi also announced the identification and arrest offour spies in the 
AEOI in recent days, and said they are being interrogated now and the details of the case will be 
announced later. 



101. Suicide bombers kill 27 as they strike school, pilgrims, police; 12 children among dead 
The Associated Press, Qassim Abdul-Zahra, 2013 1006 
Baghdad - Suicide car bombers attacked an elementary school and a police station in a small northern 
Iraqi village on Sunday while another on foot detonated his payload among Shiite pilgrims in Baghdad, 
killing at least.27 people including children, officials said. The attacks are the latest in a relentless wave 
of killing that has made for Iraq's deadliest outburst of violence since 2008. The mounting death tolls are 
raising fears that the country is falling back into the spiral of violence that brought it to the edgc of civil 
war in the years after the 2003 U.S.-led invasion. Sunday's blasts began around 9:30 a.m. in the-Shiite 
Turkomen village of Qabak, just outside the town ofTal Afar. The area around the stricken village has 
long been a hotbed for hard-to-rout Sunni insurgents and a corridor for extremist fighters arriving from 
nearby Syria. 

102. Scores Are Killed in Iraqi Violence 
The New York Times, Duraid Adnan, 2013 10 06 
Baghdad - A suicide bomber killed at least 51 Shiite pilgrims who were crossing a bridge in Baghdad in 
the deadliest of several attacks in Iraq on Saturday, the police said. All told, the attacks claimed at least 80 
lives, officials said. The bridge connects the two largest neighborhoods of Baghdad, Kadhimiya, a largely 
Shiite area, and Adhamiya, a mainly Sunni area. The Shiite pilgrims were headed to Kadhimiya on the 
eve of the anniversary of the death of one oftheir imams. The blast also wounded 109 people, the Interior 
Ministry said. 'This has been happening with us for the last 10 years, and they don't learn that we have 
faith in our imams and we will never stop," said one of the wounded pilgrims, Hassan al-Zargani. "We 
will be happy to die for our imams." 

Middle East - Moyen-O'rient 

103. Yemen could be close to reaching a consensus on the southern issue 
Yemen Post, 2013 1006 
Sana'a - Several officials in Yemen have revealed under anonymity that NDC representatives assigned to 
the southern issue could soon announce they have indeed reached a consensus and thus fulfil the NDC's 
ultimate task. The thorniest of all issues, the southern dossier has weighted heavy on the National 

. Dialogue Conference from the get go. Politicians, foreign dignitaries and analysts alike have often warned 
that South Yemen would literally make or break Yemen. And indeed over the past weeks, Yemenis have 
witnessed first-hand what powers southern representatives held over the NDC, having brought through 
their lobbying the entire negotiation process to a halt. 

104. UN experts 'begin destroying Syria stockpile' 
Associated Press, 20131006 
Damascus - A team of disarmament inspectors in Syria have begun the process ofdestroying the country's 
chemical weapons and production facilities, news reports say. A source in the international mission told 
AFP news agency on Sunday that members of the tearn from the UN and The Hague-based Organisation 
for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) "have left for a site where they are beginning 
verification and destructioO:'. "Today is the first day of destruction, in which heavy vehicles are going to 
run over and thus destroy missile warheads, aerial chemical bombs and mobile and static mixing and 
filling units," the source, who spoke on condition ofanonymity, added. 

105. Israeli police say girl attacked in West Bank 
The Associated Press, 2013 10 06 
Gaza - A nine-year-old Jewish girl lias been seriously injured in a suspected Palestinian attack while 
laying outside her home in a settlement in the West Bank, Israeli police said. Initial reports indicated the 
attack was carried out by a sniper but police said they were investigating all options, including the 
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possibility that the Psagot settlement was infiltrated by a Palestinian fighter. Spokesman Micky Rosenfeld 
said residents were told to stay indoors while searches are under way. 

106. Alleged Iranian spy indicted by Israeli prosecutors 
The Jerusalem Post, Yonah Jeremy Bob, 2013 10 06 o 

Jcrusalcm - Thc Ccntral District Attorney's Office on Sunday filed an indictmcnt with the Lod District 
Court against alleged Iranian spy Ali Mansouri on Sunday morning for spying and assisting an enemy in 
time 'of war. The indictment stated that over the course of 20 12, Mansouri, 55 and with dual Iranian and 
Belgian citizenship, was recruited by Iran with the purpose ofcarrying out terror operations in Israel. 

. Mansouri had visited Israel three times in order to establish fictitious corporations in Israel to serve as 
cover for creating a terrorist infrastructure, which would include at least one more Iranian agent who was 
expected to come to Israel in the future, said the indictment. Mansouri was arrested while trying to leave 
Israel on September II , security sources announced earlier this month, having arrived in Israel on 
September 6. 

107. As Syrian Refugees Develop Roots, Jordan Grows Wary (Canada) 
The New York Times, Norimitsu Onishi, 2013 10 06 
Mafraq, Jordan - For Jordan, a small desert nation that is one of the world's driest, the recent home 
improvement trends at its biggest camp·for Syrian refugees may prove particularly unsettling. "This helps 
us forgct thc war," said Dalal ai-Mansour, 35, smiling at her children who werc splashing around inside 
the four-level family fountain one recent afternoon. With no end to the 30-month-old war back home, 
some Syrian refugees are seemingly settling in for the long haul by recreating fixtures of their past 
domestic lives: paved courtyards with decorative water fountains . One man even built a swimming pool 
in his courtyard. That growing look of permanence is deeply unsettling to Jordan, which over the decades 
has weathered large-scale migrations of refugees, among them Iraqis and Palestinians, as well as the 
accompanying, existential threats to its fragile demographic balance. Ibrahim Saif, the minister of 
planning and intcrnational coopcration, said thc prcsence of thc Syrians in Jordan was tantamount to "the 
United States absorbing the entire population of Canada." Jordan has said the cost of hosting the refugees 
is $1 billion a year. 

lOS. Gunfire Wounds Israeli Girl, 9, Playing in Yard in West Bank 

The New York Times, Jodi Rudoren, 2013 10 06 

Jerusalem - A 9-year-old girl was shot in the chest Saturday night while playing outside her home in a 

West Bank settlement, in what thc Israeli authorities suspect was an attack by a Palestinian who had 

broken into the settlement from one of the surrounding villages. The girl was in stable condition at a 

Jerusalem hospital, officials said. Libby Weiss, a spokeswoman for the Israel Defense Forces, said the 

shooting in Psagot, near the Palestinian city of Ramallah, was "being investigated as a possible terrorist 

attack." Israeli news Web sites reported that a hole had heen found in the fence surrounding Psagot, a 

community of 2,000 residents known for its winery, and that the girl had told a medic that she saw the 

assailant enter her yard. 


109. Syria consolidating chemical arsenal in sign of compliance 

The Washington Post, Joby Warrick, 2013 IO 06 

Washington - Syria appears to be moving its chemical weapons to a small number of central locations, 

U.S. officials say, in a sign that the regime is preparing to cooperate with an international effort to rapidly 
destroy its entire arsenal of deadly toxins. The movement ofchemicals and equipment in recent days 
which initially spurred fears that Syrian officials were trying to hide parts of their stockpile - suggests 
instead that the weapons are being consolidated ahead ofa first visit by inspection teams that arrived in 
the country last week, administration officials said. The activity has contributed to a cautious optimism 
among U.S. officials over the prospects for quickly dismantling the chemical arsenal. Syrian officials a 
week ago turned over their first inventory ofchemical weapons and storage sites, a list that U.S. analysts 
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110. German intelligence says Syrian jets parked in Iran: media .. 
Agence France Presse, 2013 to 06 
Berlin - Iran has allowed Syria's regime to station fighter jets on its territory to keep them safe from 
foreign attack, German intelligence services believe according to a media report Sunday. News portal 
Spiegel Online said the report, marked "classified", pointed to close military ties between Damascus and 
Tehran bcyond the deployment of Iran-backed Hezbollah militia on the side of regime forces . The 
German intelligence paper reportedly said Iran had also sent elite troops from its Revolutionary Guard to 
support the forees of Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad. 

111. Security official says gunmen kill German citizen outside supermarket in Sanaa 
The Associated Press, 2013 to 06 
Sana'a - A Yemeni security official says unknown gunmen killed a German embassy guard in an attack 
on a diplomatic vehicle outside a supermarket in the capital, Sanaa. The official said the two gunmen tried 
to kidnap the German citizen as he left the supermarket Sunday, killing him when he resisted, and fleeing 
in a car. The official did not give details on the identity of the German man. He spoke on condition of 
anonymity because he was not authorized to brief reporters. 

•
112. As Germans Push Austerity, Greeks Press Nazi-Era Claims 
The New York Times, Suzanne Daley, 2013 1006 
Amiras, Greece - As they moved through the isolated villages in this region in 1943, systematically 
killing men in a reprisal for an attack on a small outpost, German soldiers dragged Giannis Syngelakis's 
father from his home here and shot him in the head. Within two days, more than 400 men were dead and 
the women left behind struggled with the monstrous task ofburying so many corpses . Mr. Syngelakis, 
who was 7 then, still wants payback. And in pursuing a demand for reparations from Germany, he reflects 
a growing movement here, fueled not just by historical grievances but also by deep resentment among his 
countrymen over Germany's current power to dictate budget austerity to the fiscally crippled Greek 
govcrnment. Germany may be Greece's stem banker now, say those who are seeking reparations, but 
before it goes too far down that road, it should payoff its own debts to Greece. It is not just aging victims 
of the Nazi occupation who are demanding a full accounting. Prime Minister Antonis Samaras's 
government has compiled an 80-page report on reparations and a huge, never-repaid loan the nation was 
forced to make under Nazi occupation from 1941 to 1945. 
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CSIS in tbe NewslLe SCRS dans les nouvelles 

1. Mabjoub rigbt to fair trial violated but security certificate upheld 
The Canadian Press, Colin Perkel, 2013 10 26 
Toronto - The branding ofan Egyptian man as a terrorist threat to Canada is reasonable even though the 
government violated his constitutional rights, Federal Court ruled Friday. The ruling upholds the national 
security certificate Ottawa imposed on Mohamed Mahjoub that has severely restricted his freedom for the 
past 13 years, even though he bas never been charged with any crime. Judge Edmond Blanchard also 
issued a declaration that Mahjoub's "right to a Illir trial pursuant to Section 7 of the Charter and right to 
be free of unreasonable search and seizure have been violated." However, Blanchard opted against any 
further orders ... Except for this declaration, no further relief is granted for the above violations," he wrote. 
The judge gave no reasons for his decision _ to allow time for them to be scrutinized for any possible 
security issues. Mahjoub, 53, a Toronto Illther of three, has been fighting government allegations that he 
was a ranking member ofa terrorist group in Egypt that may - according to the evidence - never have 
existed: the Vanguards of Conquest. What emerged over years ofhearings is, among other things, that the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service destroyed the original records it used as a basis for claiming 
Mahjoub poses a threat. In addition, the spy service admitted foreign agencies that provided intelligence 
to Canada were linked to torture, but made no effort to filter out the information. 

2. Michel Coulombe appointed to head CSIS as government remakes upper ranks of public service 
Postmedia News, Lee Berthiaume, 2013 10 25 
Ottawa - The Harper government shook up the top ranks of Canada's primary spy agency and its Foreign 
Affuirs Department Friday, the latest in a string of changes to senior leadership throughout the federal 
civil service. Long-time spy Michel Coulombe formally takes over as director of the Canadian Security 
Intelligencc Service, five months after he was tapped to serve as interim director to replace the outgoing 
Richard Fadden. Fadden famously made headlines in June 2010 when be said in an interview that foreign 
countries were actively engaged in industrial and political spying in Canada, and that they held sway over 
several unnamed Canadian politicians. He is now the most senior civilian leader at National Defence. 
Coulombe, who has been with CSIS since 1986, told a parliamentary committee in March that 
radicalization, or homegtown terrorism, was the spy agency's "No. I priority. CSIS is separate from the 
Cornmunications Security Establishment Agency, the federal government's super-secret electronic 



espionage agency, which has been at the centre of controversy over allegations of spying in Brazil and 
other activities. 

Canada 

3. Public's NSA fury to descend on Washington 
The Toronto Star, Mitch Potter, 2013 10 26 
Washington - It's been a week of rising heat for American diplomats everywhere as they scramble to 
calm rattled nerves in Europe and beyond over the international scope of the NSA surveillance vacUum. 
And now Washington itself is about to feel the fire, as domestic fury over "ubiquitous suspicionless 
spying" by the National Security Agency comes en masse to the capital, steeled by the anger ofglobal 
allies. Thousands of Americans are expected Saturday on the National Mall, where Stop Watching Us, a 
coalition of more than 100 disparate groups, will gather in what it touts as the largest anti-surveillance 
dcmonstration in U.S . history. The Amcrican Civil Libertics Union will be among those enlisted in a 
protest that's timed - not by accident - to coincide with the 12th anniversary of the U.S. Patriot Act. 
Joining them will be activists from across the political spectrum, all locked on what they see as a golden 
opportunity to turn the clock back on raw intelligence gathering by the U.S. Sponsored by Vermont 
Democratic Sen. Patrick Leahy and Republican Rep. Jim Sensenbrenner ofWisconsin, author of the 
Patriot Act, the U.S. Freedom Act is expected to "rein in the dragnet collection ofdata by the National 
Security Agency," according to an outline of the bill obtained by ·Politico.com. The Stop Watching Us 
coalition, meanwhile, includes at least some Canadians' eyes watching closely for changes in Washington 
that could have a spillover effect in Ottawa. "We're adding our voice to the Stop Watching Us campaign 
on Washington for two reasons," said Steve Anderson, executive director of Vancouver-based Open 
Media. "One is that so much of our sensitive Canadian infonnation is swept up in NSA spying because 
that's just the way the tariff is routed, with Canadian emails going through the U.S.," said Anderson. "But 
we also recognize the power dynamics at play. Canada's spy agency, along with the other Five Eyes, feels 
pressure to engage in the same activities in able to share similar level of detail with the U.S.," he said. 

4. Are you in Canada's cyberspy data banks? Maybe. But good luck getting that info 
Global News, Anna Mehler Paperny, 2013 10 26 
Ottawa - Canada's cyber-surveillance body isn' t allowed to target Canadians . But it keeps information 
banks with Canadians ' personal details. A spokesperson for the Communications Security Establishment 
said in an email the "vast majority" ofpersonal infonnation kept indefinitely in the digital surveillance 
agency's infonnation banks belongs to non-Canadians. But if they have infonnation on you, chances are 
slim you' ll get to see it. Last week, CSEC published rough descriptions of those databases for the first 
timc sincc it becamc a quasi-autonomous body (instead of being directly under National Defence) and 
after coming under fire for keeping those data banks secret even though the law demands it publish at 
least an index. Canada's digital espionage agency is growing, and preparing to move into swanky new . 
headquarters. Its newly-minted watchdog takes the reins amid calls for closer pol icing ofan agency with a 
lot of power and little public oversight. Revelations earlier this month that Canadian cyberspies had been 
targeting Brazilian government ministries incensed President Dilma Rousseff and prompted global 
consternation over exactly what else Canadian cyberspies were looking for. Meanwhile, U.S. digital 
intelligence came under fire this week amid allegations the NSA spied on Gennan Chancellor Angela 
Merkel and dozcns of other world lcadcrs. CSE Commissioncr Jcan-Pierre Plouffe, a fonner judge and 
federal auditor who was named to the Court Martial Appeal Court of Canada this past March, replaced 
Robert Decary Oct. 18. He takes up office at a touchy time: The Canadian Civil Liberties Association is 
suing CSEC, alleging illegal collection of Canadians' information. Privacy commissioners at both the 
provincial and federal level are worried CSEC is spying on Canadians - which it isn't allowed to do. 

5. U.S. tapping Stephen Harper's phone? Unlikely, says intelligence expert 
Thc Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 10 26 
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Ottawa - The U.S. eavesdropping agency may be snooping on dozens of world leaders, but one 
intelligence expert says it's unlikely the National Security Agency is listening to Stephen Harper's calls. 
Wesley Wark, a visiting professor at the University of Ottawa, points to an agreement among the so
called Five Eyes countries that they won't spy on one another. " In a crisis, I think that convention might 
be temporarily suspended. But I don't think there's any crisis ofthat proportion that's come along in 
Stephen Harper's time," said Wark, who teaches in the university's graduate school of public and 
international affairs. The Five Eyes _ Canada, the United States, Britain, Australia and New Zealand _ 
have been exchanging information for decades and their signals intelligence agencies co-operate closely. 
In addition, Wark says, the Canadian prime ministers' working style _ controlled and discreet ~makes 
him an unattractive target for U.S. spies. Canada's eavesdropping agency, the Communications Security 
Establishment, says the Five Eyes do not target each other's citizens. On the contrary, documents 
previously published by the Guardian indicate the NSA and Canada's CSEC teamed up with Britain's 
Government Communications Headquarters to monitor the computers and intercept the phone calls of 
foreign politicians and officials at two G20 summit meetings in London in 2009. It strongly suggests the 
fact Canadian politicians use the BlackBerry _ and its highly touted security protocol _ would not 
immunize them from foreign spies. Wark says American intelligence has likely already dissected the 
device. 

6. Canada could be drawn into U.S. spying controversy 
QMI News Agency, Jessica Murphy, 2013 10 26 
Ottawa - If the U.S. was monitoring Prime Minister Stephen Harper's phone calls, they may have 
overheard a few choice words about the Senate. But it's highly unlikely Harper was the target of National 
Security Agency (NSA) surveillance because Canada is a member of the so-called Five Eyes, says Roland 
Paris, University of Ottawa research chair in International Security and Governance. The Five Eyes group 
-- Canada, the U.S., the U.K., Australia and New Zealand - have shared intelligence resources for 
decades. "Canada benefits in that it apparently shares some of the intelligence that it's collecting with its 
Five Eyes partners and it receives, from what I can understand, plenty in return," he said. "It gives us an 
awareness of what's happening in the world we might not otherwise have." But that doesn~ mean Canada 
can't be drawn in to the growing controversy about the breadth of American surveillance. A Brazilian 
news report alleged the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) targeted Brazil's mining 
and energy ministry and monitored e-mail and phone coITununications. Paris said any more blowback 
Canada receives depends on whether there's more about our activities in the Snowden files ."lfthere are 
allegations Canada did things Canadians aren't comfortable with then we'll have to have a debate about 
that," he said. This week, the British Columbia Civil Liberties Association launched a lawsuit against the 
federal government claiming Canada's eavesdropping spy agency's actions are unconstitutional. They 
maintain thc CSEC is spying on Canadians, something it has repeatedly denied. CSEC's mandate only 
allows it to monitor foreign communications. 

7. Canadians lend hand in Nairobi siege 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 10 26 
Ottawa - Canadian officials are providing "assistance" in Kenya in the wake of the Nairobi shopping mall 
siege, a Foreign Affairs official said Wednesday, as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police issued its first 
statement on attack that killed 72 people, including two Canadians. While neitJ:1er the RCMP nor Foreign 
Affairs would provide details of their involvement, Joseph Ole Lenku, Kenya's interior minister, told 
reporters Canada was one of several countries helping with the forensic investigation at the Westfield 
shopping centre. "We are aware there are reports that a Canadian may have been involved in a terror 
attack in Nairobi," said Sergeant Julie Gagnon, an RCMP spokeswoman. "Canadian law enforcement and 
security agencies co-operate with agencies around the world on national security issues . "There are 
investigative processes that police must follow in gathering evidence to determine any potential 
involvemcnt by Canadians in terrorist activities outside of Canada," she said, adding anyone with 
information should call police. After initial reports that two Canadians were involved in the terrorist 



attack atthe In Arnenas gas plant in Algeria in January, the RCMP sent its disaster victim identification 
team to confirm the men's identities. In that case, it was two months before the police force publicly 
confirmed it had found "Canadian human remains" at the scene. In April, the RCMP released their names. 
Both were London, Ont. men who had apparently adopted al-Qaeda ideology. 

8. Trop radical pour la France 
La Prcssc, Fabrice dc Picrrcbourg, 2013 1026 
Montreal - Un imam fondamentaliste montrealais, qui considere que Ie '01 est une punition d'Allab, n'est 
pas Ie bienvenu en France. II a ete contraint de revenir it Montreal siro! debarque de son avion outre
Atlantique pour assister it un rassemblement salafiste, a appris La Presse. Le 21 juin dernier, I'imam 
Sulaiman AI-Hayiti alterrit it I'aeroport d'Arnsterdam. II est attendu en Belgique pour une serie de "cours" . 
Sa destination finale est Montpellier, dans Ie sud de la France, oil a lieu debutjuillet un seminaire 
salafiste. Mais une mauvaise nouvelle I'attend. II doit revenir it son point de depart. "Semblerait que je ne 
puissc pas entrcr en France. La France m'intcrdit I'entree dans l'Union europecnnc. Je suis bloque it 
Amsterdam", ecrit-il alors sur son compte Twitter. Le lendemain, Ie predicateur ccrit ceci: "Je suis desole 
pour les freres qui avaient organise les seminaircs, mais la France m'interdit I'entree. Je suis arrive it 
Montreal sain et sauf." 

9. Profiling plan reflects Bell's unique power 
The Toronto Star, Michael Geist, 2013 10 26 
Column - Last week, Bell announCed plans to implement new consumer monitoring and profiling 
practices that would greatly expand how it uses the information it collects on millions of subscribers. The 
planned scope of Bell's profiling is unprecedented in Canada, reflecting the power of a vertically
integrated media giant to effortlessly track their customers' location, media habits, search activity, website 
interests and application usage. The BeJI plan generated a significant public backlash, with the Privacy 
Commissioner of Canada launching an immediate investigation. Yet the company steadfastly defended its 
plans, saying that users are supportive of the new policy and maintaining that it is fully compliant with 
Canadian law. Given that many of its customers purchase bundled Internet and wireless services, the 
magnitude of the profiling extends to virtually all media and communications activity. Bell says that it 
will be tracking seemingly everything about their customers: which websites they visit, what search terms 
they enter, what television shows they watch, what applications they use, and what phone calls they make. 
Moreover, all of that data will be correlated with additional data points such as location, age, gender and 
even bill payment practices. 

10. 'Suspicious' fire investigated at Elsipogtog RCMP station 
CBC News, 2013 1026 
Fredericton - Police and the fire marshal ' s office are investigating what they call a suspicious fire at the 
RCMP detachment in Elsipogtog First Nation in New Brunswick on Friday night. Firefighters and RCMP 
were called to the fire outside of the building at around 8 p.m. This is the second fire at the Elsipogtog 
RCMP detachment in the last few weeks. On Oct. 18 a minor fire was extinguished outside of the 
building, just hours after a violent clash between RCMP and shale gas protesters. RCMP Sgt. Andre 
Pepin said damage to the structure could have been much worse. 

11. Fracking divides New Brunswick communities 
The Toronto Star, Donovan Vincent, 2013 10 26 
Fredericton - It was a dramatic protest that saw police cars set ablaze, dozens of people arrested and the 
federal government calling for calm. Last week's violent confrontations in Rexton raised tensions 
throughout New Brunswick after native protesters 'and police squared off in a clash that included Molotov 
cocktails, pepper spray and rubber bullets. The protesters, concerned fracking could harm their drinking 
water, were demonstrating against a firm doing exploratory work nearby. The unrest has reignited debate 
over the issue of fracking, with protesters and those on the anti-shale gas extraction side taking aim at 



Premier David Alward's position that the industry will boost the province's economy. Alward is arguing 
that New Brunswick "can't afford otherwise" and continues to insist that he wants the shale gas industry 
developed in the province. To make his case he points to a recent 80-page consulting study the firm 
Deloitte did for the New Brunswick Business Council. 

12. Protests may be brewing: Brant 
QMI News Agency, Brice McVicar, 2013 10 26 
Belleville - Shawn Brant said Natives across Canada have waited long enough for an inquiry into 
hundreds of missing Native women across the country and will make their unrest known "in the near 
future. "Brant said Natives were anxiously watching Prime Minister Stephen Harper's Throne Speech last 
week in anticipation of an announcement regarding an inquiry in to the hundreds ofmissing Native 
women across the country. While tbe speech did include a promise that the federal government "will 
renew its efforts to address the issue of missing and murdered Aboriginal women" there was no mention 
of an inquiry. Speaking on the recent protest in New Brunswick, Brant said communities are becoming 
more frustrated and are expressing it visibly. 'This whole thing with vented up frustrations in 
communities are spilling over," said Brant. "I was incredibly impressed with the national response within 
hours of the RCMP raid. I think that's a real force the government is going to have to reckon with." That 
may include a local display of frustration. 

13. OpFrackOff: Anonymous pledges support to Canada anti-fracking protesters 
Global Post, Jeb Boone, 2013 1026 
(Unidentified Placeline) -Individuals within the Anonymous hacker collective are joining Canadian 
protesters in a struggle against fracking in New Brunswick that has seen growing violence in recent days . 
Anons behind OpFrackOff are lending support to the Canadian Elsipogtog anti-fracking movement, after 
accusations that the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) used racially charged violence against 
protesters demonstrating against shale gas exploration. A large portion of the protesters are members of 
Canada's indigenous First Nations. They say their drinking water and land are being contaminated by the 
development of natural gas reserves through hydraulic fracturing, also known as fracking. According to 
activists and journalists, last week a heavily armed police officer shouted, "Crown land belongs to the 
government, not to f*cking natives" at protesters' who were barricading access to an exploration site. On 
Friday, Anonymous members with OpFrackOff announced their campaign to identify the officer who 
allegedly made the comment, among others. According to an RCMP representative contacted by 
GlobalPost, the police, not military, officers present at the protest were members of emergency response 
tcams facing "extremely high risk." The representative confirmed the presence of private security firm 
employees in the area, but stated that those individuals left the area shortly after receiving death threats. 
"We were informed offirearrns at the protest camp, hundreds of rounds ofanununition and even 
improvised explosive devices. 111e situation was extremely dangerous," said Cst. Jullie RogerS-Marsh, an 
officer from the New Brunswick division of the RCMP. 

14. Baird makes no promises on Canadian Forces' cluster bomb use 
The Canadian Press, 2013 10 26 
Ottawa - Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird says he's open to hearing from crities of the government's 
much-maligned bill that would ratify Canada's participation in the international treaty to ban deadly 
cluster bombs. But Baird made no promises he would back down from a contentious clause that would 
allow the Canadian Forces to be involved in the use ofcluster bombs in joint operations with the United 
States, which has opted out of the convention. That so~led interoperability clause has opened Canada to 
a wide range ofcriticism from across Canada and the world, including the normally neutrallnternational 
Committee of the Red Cross. Last month, at a major international meeting of states who arc parties to the 
cluster bomb convention, Canada faced a renewed round of calls to amend what was called a flawed bill, 
to close the loophole. 



15. Canadian Greenpeace activist releases letter from Russian prison 
CTV News, 2013 1025 
Toronto - A Greenpeace activist into his fifth week in a Russian jail has released a letter in which he 
describes his detention and asks the public for help. Two Canadians, Montrealer Alexandre Paul and Paul 
Ruzycki, of Port Colborne, Ont., were among those arrested on the Green\>Cilce ship Arctic Sunrise on 
Sept. 18. On Friday, the organization released a handwritten letter in which Paul details his plight in 
prison. He said hc's isolated from the other detained activists. Their home for the past five weeks has been 
a prison in Murmansk, a port city near Norway and Finland. "The organization has been good to us 
providing extra food and clothes . The weather is turned to winter, the days are getting shorter," Paul 
wrote. "As a Canadian, you shouldn't worry for me, but have a thought for my colleagues from Brazil, 
southern (Italy), Argentina and Turkey. It must be cold for them." 

16. A government agency has amassed 165M files, many with personal details it has no right to 
collect 
Postmedia News, Vito Pilieci, 2013 10 26 
Ottawa - The federal agency responsible for monitoring financial institutions for evidence of nefarious 
activity is still collecting and keeping personal information it should not have, even though it was warned 
to stop gathering such data four years ago, the federal privacy commissioner says. A new audit of the 
Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) - the department 
responsible for monitoring consumer bank accounis across Canada for signs of terrorist fundraising or 
fraud - has found information is collected and kept seemingly without reason. The commissioner's 
office said, for example, the personal financial information ofa store owner was found in FINTRAC's 
systems after a fmancial institution filed a report on the person. The report was filed because the person 
deposited $570 in $100, $50, $20 and $5 bills . No reason was given about why the transaction was 
considered suspicious . FINTRAC responded to the audit by saying that it "welcomed" the fmdings, and 
noted that the audit found no evidence to suggest private information had fallen into the wrong hands. 
"We are pleased the audit recognizes that FINTRAC has in place a comprehensive approach to security, 
including controls to safcguard personal information," said FINTRAC director Gerald Cossette in a 
statement. "Safeguarding the information entrusted to FINTRAC is an overarching and fundamental 
consideration in all aspects ofour operations . We understand the protection of privacy is critical to 
maintaining Canadians' confidence in FINTRAC and the broader anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist 
financing regime." 

17. Hassan Diab doit etre extrude 
Le Droit, Richard Marceau, 2013 \0 26 
Opinion: Le 3 octobre 1980, une bombe explosa devant la synagogue de la rue Copernic aParis, tuant 4 
personnes et en blessant 46. Seul un dysfonctionnement de la minuterie evita pire carnage. Placee dans la 
sacoche d'une moto stationnee devant Ie lieu de culte, la bombe devait exploser quand des centaines de 
fideles sortaient aI'issue de la priere. Cet attentat a traumatise la communaute juive fran~se. 
Malheureusement, cet episode ne fut pas isole. II marqua Ie debut d'une serie d'attaques brutales en 
Europe de la part de groupes terroristes palestiniens dans les annees 1980. Apres plusieurs annees 
d'enquete, Ie systeme judiciaire fran~s se concentra sur un suspect: Hassan Diab. Libanais d'origine, 
Diab enseignait la sociologie aI'Universite Ottawa. II est sou~nne d'etre Ie leader de I'equipe qui a 
commis I'attentat Diab lutte contre son e,,1radition. Le cas se retrouvera bientot, les 4 et 5 novembre, 
devant la Cour d'appel de 1'0n13rio. Le fardeau qui s'applique dans un cas d'extradition n'est pas celui du 
"hors de tout doute raisonnable" comme lors d'une procedure criminelle. La cour doit determiner s'il y a 
suffisamment d'elements de preuve pour qu'un jury puisse conclure ala culpabilite. Ceci a pour but 
d'assurer que nul ne puisse etre extrade sur Ie fondement d'un soup<;on, demande ou hypothese. La 
decisi.on de la cour canadienne d'acceder aune demande d'extradition n'est pas une determination de la 
culpabilite ou d'innocence. C'est une confirmation qu'il y a assez d'elements de preuve pour donner lieu a 
un proces. (Note: L'auteur est avocat au Centre consultatif des relations juives et israeliennes.) 
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18. Will the real Khadr please stand up? 
QMI New Agency. Farzana Hassan. 2013 1026 
Opinion - Perhaps the psychiatrist who recently commented on convicted terrorist Omar Khadr's nature as 
the "gentlest. most decent man" is the one who needs his head examined. Ret'd Brig.Gen. Stephen 
Xenakis believes that Khadr is now ready to be part ofsociety. This is more than what Khadr has 
requested. He simply wants to be moved to a provincial prison. for now. Xenakis also believes Khadr did 
not throw the grenade that killed an Amcrican soldier in 2002. He stated all this in a tcary-eycd lecture he 
delivered at the University of Alberta. Tuesday. After spending five years ~th Omar Khadr. no doubt the 
psychiatrist thinks he knows him well . But it takes more than contact time to infiltrate the terrorist 
mindset. Do his textbooks teach him to deconstruct the pernicious notions that tum the merely faithful 
into murderers? The only way Xenakis could know Khadr is truly reformed is if Khadr openly repudiated 
armed jihad and backed it up with a convincing counter-narrative. 

19. Budget bill 'stacked the deck' against PS unions, negotiator says 
Ottawa Citizen. Kathryn May. 2013 1026 
Ottawa - The Conservative government's budget bill introduces sweeping reforms that could severely 
weaken federal public service unions as they gear up for an upcoming round of contract negotiations over 
sick leave and disability. The scope and breadth of changes the government is proposing to the Public 
Service Labour Relations Act came as a surprise to union officials. who were poring over the implications 
of the reforms tabled in the second budget implementation bill tabled Tuesday. They claim it will 
completely change the ground rules for collective bargaining in the public service. Ron Cochrane. a 
longtime negotiator and the current cochair of the union-management National Joint Council, said he has 
never seen such profound changes. He also said Treasury Board president Tony Clement had never 
indicated to unions that he felt such changes were necessary to manage labour relations . "This bill 
removes any semblance of fairness in collective bargaining. He (Clement) has taken every caution to 
make sure that no matter what happens. he will win. He has stacked the deck in his favour and that is 
unheard of in labour relations anywhere. 

United States - Etats-Unis 

20. A quiet alliance on Iran 
Los Angeles Times. Paul Richter Sergei L. Loiko. 2013 10 26 
New York - As the U.S. presses for a deal to limit Iran's nuclear program. it is getting help from an 
unlikely ally: Russia. Relations between the two countries have tumbled to a low point this year because 
of a disputc ovcr Moscow's decision to grant temporary asylum to formcr National Security Agency 
contractor and leaker Edward Snowden and long-standing friction between President Obama and Russian 
President Vladimir Putin. Analysts say neither side views repairing the overall relationship as a top 
priority. Yet they have been careful to build cooperation in areas vital to them. They are working closely 
on the effort to rid Syria of its chemical weapons. And on Iran. an issue of even greater importance to the 
White House. they are quietly collaborating. 

21. Obama, Congress Clash On Iran 
The Wall Street Journal. Jay Solomon. 2013 1026 
Washington - The White House is pressing Congress to hold back on new sanctions against Iran. pitting 
the administration's hopes for a re-energized diplomatic engagement against the growing concern of some 
lawmakers and foreign allies. The Obama administration is arguing that diplomatic efforts need more 
time to contain Tehran's nuclear program. But a number of Republican and Democratic lawmakers want 
to bring a new sanctions bill targeting Iran's oil exports and finances to a Senate vote by the end of next 
week. A similar bill cleared the House in July and is waiting to be reconciled with the Senate's. "Iran 
needs to immediately end its systematic noncompliancc with the repeated demands of the U.N .. .. said 
Rep. Eric Cantor (R.. Va.). the House majority leader. "We all want negotiations to succeed. but time is 



clearly running out." 

22. Angry Over Syrian War, Saudis Fault U.S. Policy .. 
The New York Times, Ben Hubbard & Robert F. Worth, 2013 10 26 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia - Saudi Arabia has abandoned its traditional policy ofdiscretion in recent weeks, 
signaling deep anger at the Obama administration's Middle East policies and threatening' to break with its 
most powerful ally and pursue a more robust and independent rolc in supporting the rebellion against 
President Bashar ai-Assad of Syria. But privately, Saudi officials concede that their efforts to forge an 
alternative strategy in Syria have run up against the same issue the Americans face : how to bolster the 
military might ofa disorganized armed opposition without also empowering the jihadists who 
increasingly dominate its ranks. And while Saudi officials have hinted at a broader diplomatic shift away 
from the United States, their options are limited there, too: Saudi Arabia is dependent on American 
military and oil technology, and the other countries the Saudis have courted - including France and India 
- can hclp only on the margins, analysts say. 

23. After years of sacrifice, U.S. troops want to stay in Afghanistan to win 
The Wall Street Journal, Michael M. Phillips, 2013 10 26 
New York - U.S. and Mghan politicians are in the middle ofa heated debate over whether a small 
American and NATO force will remain in Mghanistan at the end ofnext year. But what's a political and 
strategic question at the negotiating table is an emotional question at bases around Afghanistan, where 
soldiers watch the discussions with one eye on their sacrifices over the past 12 years and the other on the 
American withdrawal from Vietnam four decades ago. In short, they don't want to go home without the 
win. After repeated combat tours, an untold number of divorces and nearly 2,300 U.S. dead, American 
servicemen want their losses in Mghanistan to have been worth it. For many of them, that means keeping 
a residual force here to help the Afghans fend offa resurgent Taliban. The sense is especially sharp 
among elite special-operations troops. They were the first U.S. forces on the ground in Mghanistan in 
2001, fighting alongside Northern Alliance rebels to oust the Taliban regime that had sheltered Osama bin 
Laden and al Qaeda. And they are the ones likely to form the backbone ofany force the U.S. would leave 
in place to buttress the Afghan military and government after the bulk ofcoalition forces withdraw by the 
end of next year. 

24. In Spy Uproar, 'Everyone Does It' Just Won't Do (Canada) 
The New York Times, David E Sanger, 2013 IO 26 
Washington - The angry protests from Germany's chancellor over the National Security Agency's 
monitoring of her cellphone and France's furor over the collection ofdata about millions of its citizens 
havc obscured a new rcality : The digital age has merely expanded the ability ofnations to do to one 
another what they have done for centuries. But at the same time, it has allowed the Europeans, the 
Chinese and other powers to replicate N.S.A. techniques. France has long been considered one of the 
most talented powers at stealing industrial secrets and intellectual property, intelligence officials say, 
although in recent years it has been pushed to the sidelines by the Chinese. Their daily cyberattacks have 
worked their way into the Pentagon and gotten them the blueprints for the F-35, the most expensive 
fighter jet in history. In Europe, where Ms. Merkel and Mr. Hollande demanded Friday that the United 
States open negotiations on a "code ofconduct" that would limit surveillance, there is a sense that the 
stcady stream of revelations may give them an upper hand. Ms. Merkel kecps repeating the phrase that the 
Americans must " restore trust." One way the French and Germans intend to do that is to seek some form 
of inclusion in the inner circle of American intelligence allies, or at least for a deeper intelligence alliance. 
Right now that inner circle, called the "Five Eyes," consists of the United States and four English
speaking partners: Britain, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Those partners agree not to spy on one 
another and to share in many of the United States' deepest intelligence secrets, as the trove of highly 
classified documents made public by Edward 1. Snowden, the former N.S.A. contractor, makes clear. 



25. Amid New Storm in U.S.-Europe Relationship, a Call for Talks on Spying 
The New York Times, Alison Smale, 2013 \0 26 
Berlin - While President Obama has tried to soften the blow, this week's disclosures about the extent of 
America's spying on its European allies have added to a series of issues that have sharply eroded 
confidence in the United 'States' leadership at a particularly difficult moment. The sharp words from 
Germany, France and others this week are part of a broader set of frustrations over issues like the Syrian 
civil war, the danger posed to the global economy by Washington's fiscal fights and the broader 
perception that President Obama himself - for all his promises to rebuild relations with allies after the 
presidency ofGeorge W. Bush - is an unreliable partner. This American administration is "misreading 
and miscalculating the effects" of its deeds in a Europe that is less ready than it once was to heed the 
United States, said Annette Heuser, executive director of the Bertelsmann Foundation, a research 
organization in Washington. 

26. NSA Website Offline, Agency Denies Attack 
Associated Press, 2013 \0 26 
Washington - The National Security Agency says its website nsa.gov was inaccessible for several hours 
during a scheduled update. The agency says an internal error in the system caused the problem. There had 
been speculation on the Internet that the online site had been hit with a denial-of-service attack, but the 
agency said that was not true. A denial-of-service attack is an attempt by outsiders to make a network 
unavailable to its intended users. The NSA said the problem would be resolved Friday night. (Full 
Report) 

27. NSA target of anti-spying rally in Washington 
CBC News, 2013 \0 26 
Washington - Thousands of people are expected to march on the National Mall in Washington, D.C. 
today to protest against the U.S. National Security Agency's surveillance program. Organizers of the rally, 
the Stop Watching Us Coalition, wants to end government spying on American citizens. Their campaign 
comes amid increasing scrutiny of the NSA, with revelations this week that is has been spying on allies 
that include France and Germany. The rally also coincides with 12th anniversary of the U.S. Patriot Act. 
That law, pushed through Congress by the Bush administration after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, allows 
the FBI to issue national security letters without a judge's approval in terrorism and espionage eases. The 
letters require telephone companies, internet service providers, banks, credit bureaus and other businesses 
to produce highly personal records about their customers or subscribers. 

28. NSA spying threatens to undermine US foreign policy; Obama, Kerry try to quell furor abroad 
Thc Associated Press, Deb Ricchmann, 2013 \0 26 . 
Washington - Secretary of State John Kerry landed in Rome and Paris to talk about Mideast peace, Syria 
and Iran but was confronted by outrage over the sweep and scope of U.S. snooping abroad. President 
Barack Obama already has defended America's surveillance dragnet to leaders of Russia, Mexico, Brazil, 
France and Germany and was even quizzed about it during his birthday appearance on late·night 
television. In the short run, Obama and Kerry are trying to quell international anger over classified 
disclosures by former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden. Longer term, Snowden's 
.revelations about NSA tactics _ that allegedly include tapping up to 35 world leaders' cellphones _ 
thrcatcn to undermine U.S. foreign policy in a host of areas. It's thc vacuum-deaner approach to data 
collection that has rattled foreign allies. "The magnitude of the eavesdropping is what shocked us," 
former French Foreign Minister Bernard Kouchner said in a radio interview ... Let's be honest, we 
eavesdrop too. Everyone is listening to everyone else. But we don't have the same means as the United 
States, which makes us jealous." 

29. Why would US spy on friends? Because it can, and it makes sense, experts say. 
The Christian Science Monitor, Howard LaFranchi, 2013 1026 



Cornment: As the scandal over the United States spying on friends and allies expands beyond German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel's cell phone to perhaps dozens of other countries, one question lingering in the 
background is: Why spy on friends anyway? The basic answer, some national intelligence and security 
experts say, is that relations among countries are essentially based on interests, and no matter how 
friendly countries may be, their interests are rarely exactly the same. "We and Germany don't always see 
eye-to-eye on some important issues," says James Lewis, director of the Technology and Public Policy 
Program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies 'n Wa'shington. "One way to reassure 
yourself about the direction an ally like Germany is heading on one of those issues is to know what 
Germany is saying." In recent years the US and Germany have had their differences on issues ranging 
from technology trade with Iran to how to counter Chinese cyberespionage, Mr. Lewis notes. And beyond · 
such areas of disagreement, the US would also have an interest in knowing Germany's thinking on issues 
with global implications where it is playing a central role, he adds. "Germany pretty much kept Europe 
afloat in the (2008) financial crisis," says Lewis, citing an example of a fast-moving global challenge 
where t)1c US would have wanted as much information as possible. 

30. Congressional oversight of the NSA is a joke. I should know, I'm in Congress 
The Guardian.co.uk, Alan Grayson, 2013 10 26 
Comment: In the 1970s, Congressman Otis Pike of New York chaired a special congressional cornmittee 
to investigate abuses by the American so~lled "intelligence community" - the spies. After the 
investigation, Pike commented: It took this investigation to convince me that I had always been told lies, 
to make me realize that I was tired of being told lies. I'm tired of the spies telling lies, too. Pike's 
investigation initiated one of the first congressional oversight debates for the vast and hidden collective of 
espionage agencies, including the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI), and the National Security Agency (NSA). Before the Pike Commission, Congress was kept in the 
dark about them - a tactic designed to thwart congressional deterrence of the sometimes illegal and often 
shocking activities carried out by the "intelligence community". Today, we are seeing a repeat of this 
professional voyeurism by our nation's spies, on an unptecedentcd and pervasive scale. Recently, the US 
House of Representatives voted on an amendment - offered by Representatives Justin Amash and John 
Conyers - that would have curbed the NSA's omnipresent and inescapable tactics. Despite furious 
lobbying by the intelligence industrial complex and its allies, and four hours of frantic and overwrought 
briefings by the NSA's General Keith Alexander, 205 of 422 Representatives voted for the amendment. 

31. ACLU: Lavabit 'fatally undermined' by US request for encryption keys 
The Guardian.co.uk, Dominic Rushe, 2013 1026 
New York - The US government "fatally undermined" Lavabit, the secure email service used by 
whistleblower Edward Snowden, when it demanded access to encryption keys that kept the service 
secure, the American Civil Liberties Union said in court filings on Friday. The ACLU has filed a "friend 
of the court" briefing in defence of Lavabit and its founder, Ladar Levison, who faces contempt of court 
charges after his decision to close down his service rather than co-operate with US authorities. ACLU 
lawyer Catherine Crump said the government's "unreasonably burdensome" demands "fundamentally 
destroyed the company as a whole" . "Lavabit's business was predicated on offering a secure email 
service, and no company could possible tell its clients that it offers a secure service if its keys have been 
handed over to the government," Crump said. 

32. What does being a US ally mean? (Canada) 
The Pakistan Dawn, Julian Borger, 2013 1026 
Comment: For the third time in a week, Barack Obama has found himself trying to placate the leaders of 
closely allied nations who have discovered the extent ofNSA surveillance in their countries . As the flood 
of spying scandals threatens to engulf the White House, it has raised the question over whether the 
negotiating edge such secret eavesdropping provides is worth the rcputational damage to Washington 
once it is secret no more, mostly as a result of the revelations of former NSA contractor Edward 
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Snowden. With each leak, American soft power haemorrhages, and hard power threatens to seep away 
with it.At the summit level, deal-making is personal. Now that the US under Obama has acknowledged it 
cannot act alone on the world stage, relationships between leaders can make the difference between 
success and failure . The recent wrangling over Syria in the UN security-council is a recent and vivid 
illustration. Belgium, another old ally, found evidence its main telecoms provider, Bclgacom, had 
undergone a powerful cyber attack apparently from GCHQ, in a scheme codenamed Operation Socialist 
aimed at "bettcr exploitation" of Belgian communications. It is clcar from the trove of documents leaked 
by Snowden that the only protection against NSA or GCHQ intrusion is membership of Five Eyes: the 
US, UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 

o ~ l 
33. Espionnage: les Etats-Unis s'altendent il d'autres accusations 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 1026 
Washington - Alors qu 'une delegation allemande doit venir aWashington pour discuter des operations 
d'cspionnagc ct d'ecoutes telcphoniques, Ie gouverncment americain s' efforee de dissiper les inquietudes 
des Europeens, sans ecarter la possibilite que d 'autres accusations « fassent surface ». Le departement 
d'Etat a declare qu'aueune decision n 'avait ete prise concernant les pourparlers proposes par I'Union 
europeenne apropos des programmes d' ecoutes telephoniques et electroniques de I' Agence americaine de 
securite nationale (NSA). La porte-parole du ministere, Jennifer Psaki, a reconnu que ce qu ' elle a appele 
« la publication d'inforrnations classifiees non autorisee »avait cree des difficultes dans les relations avec 
certains des partenaires des Etats-Unis. Mais elle a repCtC I'argument souvent avance par I'administration 
Obama, asavoir que les renseignements recueillis par la NSA sont partages avec les allies de Washington 
et servent aussi leurs interets securitaires. 

34. As Europe erupts over US spying, NSA chief says government must stop media (Canada) 
The Guardian.co.uk, Glenn Greenwald, 2013 \0 26 
Colurnn:The most under-discussed aspect of the NSA story has long been its international scope. That all 
changed this week as both Germany and Franee exploded with anger over new revelations about 
pervasive NSA surveillance on their population-and democratically elccted leaders . As was true for Brazil 
previously, reports about surveillance aimed at leaders are receiving most of the media attention, but what 
really originally drove the story there were revelations that the NSA is bulk-spying on millions and 
millions of innocent citizens in all of those nations. The favorite cry of US government apologists 
everyone spies! - falls impotent in the face of this sort of ubiquitous, suspicionless spying that is the sole 
province of the US and its four English-speaking surveillance allies (the UK, Canada, Australia and New 
Zealand). 

35. Exclusive: 21 Nations Line Up Behind U.N. Effort to Restrain NSA 
Foreign Policy Magazine, Colum Lynch, John Hudson, Shane Harris, 2013 1026 
Washington - An effort in the United Nations by Brazil and Germany to hold back government 
surveillance is quickly picking up steam, as the uproar over American eavesdropping grows. The German 
and Brazilian delegations to the U.N. have opened talks with diplomats from 19 more countries to draft a 
General Resolution promoting the right of privacy on the Internet. Close American allies like France and 
Mexico - as well as rivals like Cuba and Venezuela - are all part of the effort. The push marks the first 
major international effort to curb the National Security Agency's vast surveillance network. Its 
momentum is building. And it comes as concerns are growing within the U.S. intelligence community 
that the NSA may be, in effect, freelancing foreign policy by eavesdropping on leaders like Germany's 
Angela Merkel. The draft, a copy of which was obtained by The Cable, calls on states "to respect and 
ensure the respect for the rights" to privacy, as enshrined in the 1976 International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights. It also calls on states "to take measures to put an end to violations of these rights" and to 
"review their procedures, practices and legislation regarding the extraterritorial surveillance of private 
communications and interception of personal data of citizens in foreign jurisdictions with a view towards 
upholding the right to privacy:" 
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36. N.S.A. Snooping and the Damage Done · 
The New York Times, 2013 10 26 
Editorial - President Obama spent this week trying to perspade America' s close allies, France and 
Germany, that the National Security Agency's extensive eavesdropping in those countries is under 
adequate control. He was not entirely successful. His efforts to reassure President Fran9Qis Hollande of 
France and Chanccllor Angela Merkel ofGermany seem to have been as incomplete as the explanations 
the administration has given to the American public about the agency's excessi\!e domestic surveillance. 
The German government lcamed this week that the newsmagazine Der Spiegel had new evidence 
(presumably via information leaked by Edward Snowden) that the N.S .A. had monitored Ms. Merkel ' s 
cellphone. On Monday, Le Monde reported that the agency had gathered data on more than 10 million 
phone calls and messages inside France within one 30-day period, suggesting a surveillance program that 
went well beyond any legitimate tracking of international terrorists. 

37. Barack Obama empetre dans Ie scandale de la NSA 
Le Monde, Philippe Bernard, 20 J3 10 26 
Washington - Edward Snowden avait deja gache, Ie 18 juin, Ie voyage de Barack Obama aBerlin. En 
pleine campagne electorale allemande, les premieres revelations sur la surveillance des « amis » 
allemands par I'Agence nationale de securite (NSA) americaine avaientjete un froid . A l'epoque, Ie 
president Obama affirmait que Ie contenu des communications n'etait pas concerne et que les 
interceptions avaient permis de dejouer des attentats. Quatre mois plus lard, il n'est plus question pour Ie 
president americain de minimiser, ni de se tenir al't!cart d'un scandale qui met aI'epreuve la confiance des 
allies les plus proches et affaiblit la pretention de Washington II incarner l'exemplarite et la moralite aux 
yeux du monde. La crise ouverte avec l'Union europeenne, apres la revelation des ecoutes visant Ie 
portable d'Angel Merkel et I'interception massive de communications en Europe, menace d'affaiblir 
Barack Obama tant sur Ie plan international qu'interieur. 

38. Des agents secrets americains trop jaloux espionnaient aussi leurs conjoints 
Le Monde, Yves Eudes, 2013 JO 26 
Paris - Les agents de la NSA sont aussi des gens ordinaires, qui ont parfois envie d'en savoir plus sur leurs 
conjoints ou leurs partenaires sexuels, presents, passes, ou potentiels. A la suite d'une demande ecrite du 
senateur republicain de I'lowa, Charles Grassley, la NSA a dO publier en septembre une liste de douze 
employes, civils et militaires, qui ont reconnu avoir utilise leurs outils de surveillance professionnels pour 
espionner les appels telephoniques et les courriers electroniques de leur entourage. Certains ont ete pris 
sur Ic fait , d'autres sc sont denonces par la suitc. La.plupart des agents etaient bases hors des Etats-Vnis. 
Leurs" cibles " etaient des ressortissants etrangers, ce qui facilitait les demarches internes, et rendait 
l'operation a priori legitime - au moins selon les criteres de la NSA. Au cours des interrogatoires rnenes 
par les services internes de I'agenee, plusieurs employes ont avance des raisons semi-professionnelles, 
pretendant qu'i1s voulaient savoir si leur partenaire etranger avait des activites illicites ou collaborait en 
secret avec les autorites de son pays. 

39. Ala Une : I'affaire d'espionnage americain, Obama dans l'embarras 
Radio France Internationale, Stefanie Schiiler, 2013 10 26 
Paris - Si I'indignation de la France apres les revelations sur I'espionnage americain dans I'Hexagone n'a 
pas inquiete outre mesure les editorialistes americains, il n'en va pas de meme pour la colere de 
l'AlIemagne. Le portable de la chanceliere Angela Merkel mis sur ecoute par Washington, c'est 
visiblement de trop. « La revelation que les Etats-Unis ont espionne Madame Merkel place Barack 
Obama ala croisee des chemins », titre ainsi Ie New York Times. « Le president americain doi! decider 
aujourd'hui s'il continue d'espionner les pays amis en prenant Ie risque de serieusement compromettre la 
cooperation dcs Etats-Unis avcc leurs partenaires intcrnationaux en matiere de lutte anti-tcrroriste et de ' 
gestion de I'economie mondiale », estime Ie quotidien. « Dans Ie cas de I'Allemagne, Ie dilemme est 



particulierement clair. Puisque Ie Bundesnachrichtendienst, Ie principal service de renseignement 
allemand, est un pivot dont Washington ne peut se passer ». Cet avis est partage par USA Today. « Ce 
n'est pas parce que les Etats-Unis possedent les possibilites techniques d'espionner qui bon leur semble 
qu'ils doivent forcement Ie faire », lance I'editorialiste. « II est vrai que les services secrets americains ne 
soot pas les seuls a ecouter leurs allies. Ce n'est pas pour rien qu'on a demande a Barack Obama de Hicher 
son BlackBerry, uoe fois president. Mais nous estimons que les chefs d'Etat et de gouvemement de pays 
amis nc dcvraicnt etrc mis sur Croutc quc dans dcs circonstances exceptionnclles », 6crit USA Today 
avant de conclure : « L'Amerique a deja suffisamment d'ennemis dans Ie monde. Tiichons de ne pas nous 
en faire de nouveaux ». 

40. Armed agents seize records of reporter, Washington Times prepares legal action 

The Washington Times, Guy Taylor, 2013 10 26 

Washington - Maryland state police and federal agents used a search warrant in an unrelated criminal 

investigation to seize the private reporting files of an award-winning former investigative journalist for 

The Washington Times who had exposed problems in the Homeland Security Department's Federal Air 

Marshal Service. Reporter Audrey Hudson said the investigators, who included an agent for Homeland's 

Coast Guard service, took her private notes and government documents that she had obtained under the 

Freedom of Information Act during a predawn raid of her family home on Aug. 6. The documents, some 

which chronicled her sources and her work at the Times about problems inside the Homeland Security 

Department, were seized under a warrant to search for unregistered firearms and a "potato gun" suspected 

of belonging to her husband, Paul Flanagan, a Coast Guard employee. Me. Flanagan has not been charged 

with any wrongdoing since the raid. The warrant, obtained by the Times, offered no specific permission 

to seize reporting notes or files . 


41. U.S. to use warrantless evidence in terror case 

The Washington Post, Robert Barnes, Ellen Nakashima, 2013 10 26 

Washington - The Justice Department on Friday informed a terrorism suspect in Colorado that it intends 

to usc cvidence against him gathercd through thc govcrnmcnt's warrantless survcillancc program, a move 

that will likely lead to a constitutional challenge to the law. It is the first time the government has 

informed a criminal defendant that it intends to use "information obtained or derived from acquisition of 

foreign intelligence information conducted pursuant to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act." It is 

important because the Supreme Court last term declined to consider the constitutionality of the law 

amended five years ago because it said those who brought a lawsuit against it could not prove they had 

been subject to its provisions. 


42. Filesharing site revealed to be anti-piracy 'honeypot' 

The Guardian.co.uk, Samuel GibbS, 2013 10 26 

London - A high-profile file-sharing site has been revealed to be a year-long pirate "honeypot", collecting 

data on users, file hosters and websites. The revelation, which had users of the forum up in arms, 

accompanied the purchase of the UploaderTalk (UT) site by US-based anti-piracy company Nuke Piracy. 

A honeypot is a facility, in this case a site, run under false pretences that encourages criminal behaviour in 

an effort to collect incriminating data. "That's right - the biggest swerve ever," the operator ofUT, known 

only as WDF, said in a statement about the purchase of the site. "I, WDF, work for the anti-piracy 

people! " 


43. Mozilla's new Lightbeam download allows users to track trackers 

RTNews, Staff Writer, 2013 10 26 

Washington - Mozilla, the open-source software community responsible for the Firefox browser, has 

released a new download that allows users to identify who's tracking their Internet movements. Dubbed 

"Lightbeam," the free Firefox extension wil" enable users to see which third party companies are 

monitoring their online presence, a move that Mozilla states will "illuminate the inner workings of the 
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web." "It's a stake in the ground in tenos ofletting people know the ways they are being tracked," said 
Mark Surman, Mozilla's executive director, to the UK-based Independent. "At Mozilla, we believe 
everyone should be in control of their user data and privacy and we want people to make informed 
decisions about their Web experience." With the download in place, Lightbeam creates a visual 
representation of all the third parties that are active on the websites you visit. Typically, that would 
include advertisers or other companies looking to sell your data for marketing purposes . Mozilla is also 
encouraging Lightbcam users to crowd-source their data in order to generate "a big-picture view of how 
tracking works on the Internet," potentially singling out which companies are the most active in their 
monitoring. 

44. U.N., Fearing a Polio Epidemic in Syria, Moves to Vaccinate Millions of Children 
The New York Times, Rick Gladstone, 2013 1026 
New York - United Nations officials said Friday that they were mobilizing to vaccinate 2.5 million young 
children in Syria and more than eight million others in the region to combat what they fear could be an 
explosive outbreak of polio, the incurable viral disease that cripples and kills, which has reappeared in the 
war-ravaged country for the first time in more than a dozen years. The officials said that the discovery a 
few weeks ago of a cluster of paralyzed young children in Deir al-Zour, a heavily contested city in eastern 
Syria, had prompted their alarm, and that tests conducted by both the government and rebel sides strongly 
suggested that the children had been afflicted with polio. The possibility of a polio epidemic in Syria, 
where the once-vaunted public health system has collapsed after 31 months of political upheaval and war, 
came as the United Nations is increasingly struggling with the problem of how to deliver basic emergency 
aid to millions of deprived civilians there. 

45. Norway Rejects U.S. Request to Help Destroy Syrian Chemical Weapons 
The New York Times, Alan Cowell, 2013 10 26 
London - Citing regulatory constraints and time pressures, Norway said Friday that it had turned down an 
American request to help destroy chemical weapons as part of the effort to dismantle Syria's arsenal of 
toxic munitions. The incoming government of the Conservative prime minister, Erna Solberg, has been 
considering the request for several weeks, and has conducted "extensive discussions" with the United 
States, the Norwegian Foreign Ministry said in a statement on its Web site. ''The two countries have come 
to the joint understanding that Norway is not the most suitable location for this destruction," the statement 
said. 

United Kingdom - Royaume-Uni 

46. Somali aI-Shabab commander Ikrima 'spent time in UK' 
BBC News, 2013 1026 
London - An al-Shabab commander who was the target ofa recent abortive US special forces raid in 
Somalia had spent time in the UK, the BBC has learned. Abdukadir Mohamed Abdukadir, widely known 
as Ikrima, has been linked to alleged terror plots in Kenya. Friends have told the BBC that he came to the 
UK in 2007 and spent time in London, before moving to Somalia the following year. US Navy Seals 
failed in an attempt to capture him on 5 October. The raid followed an attack on the Westgate shopping 
centre in Nairobi, Kenya, on 21 September that lasted four days and left at least 67 people dead. 

47. Cameron backs work of 'brave spies' as he sidesteps Merkel hacking row (Canada) 
The Times of London, Sam Coates, 2013 10 26 
London - David Cameron dismissed the "Iah-didah, airy-fairy" criticism of the intelligence services 
yesterday as he sought to deflect growing questions about British complicity in US spying operations. 
The Prime Minister said that revelations about the activities of secret agencies on both sides of the 
Atlantic was making thc fight against terrorism harder but he sidestepped questions on what he knew 
about the hacking of Angela Merkel's mobile phone by US spies. Mr Cameron also used his closing press 



conference to challenge the leaks by Edward Snowden, the US whistleblower, and the newspapers that 
published them. However, his staunch defence ofdIe work ofGCHQ came hours after he signed a 
statement by EU leaders effectively criticising US espionage activities, aJ are act by a British Prime 
Minister. However, Mr Cameron did make a rare admission about the nature of British intelligence 
operations, saying that Britain would continue to be part of the "Five Eyes" security protocol, an 
intelligence-sharing agreement between the US, UK, Australia, New Zealand and Canada. He also hinted 
that he was reluctant to allow newcomers - a snub to France and Germany, which say they want to Join 
the group. 

o 
· 	48. How Facebook and Twitter could be handing your identity to fraudsters 

The Times of London, Abhijeet Ahluwalia, 2013 10 26 
London - Hundreds of thousands of Britons are putting their financial safety at risk by exposing their lives 
online to scammers who can steal their identity. Cases of identity theft have seen an upswing and can 
cause long-term damage to your credit rating but consumers remain naive, not taking simple precautions 
such as using privacy settings on Facebook or Twitter. Figures from Cifas, the British fraud database, 
show that there were about 124,000 cases of identity fraud last year - a 9 per cent increase from 20 II 
and 80 per cent of identity-related crime was committed online. Research by Get Safe Online (GSO), a 
not-forprofit body that provides advice on online safety, puts the average cost per victim at £236, or a 
total ofnearly £ 1.5 billion. And it's not just average consumers who can fall victim to scammers 
celebrities, including Jay-Z and Beyonce, had details of their finances posted online earlier this year. 

49. MP who attacked Guardian over leaks published picture of security staff 
The Guardian, Matthew Taylor, 2013 10 26 
London - A Conservative MP who claimed the Guardian had endangered national security with its 
reporting of top secret intelligence files has a picture on his official website of him posing with staff from 
the high-security US base in North Yorkshire, Menwith Hill. Julian Smith, MP for Skipton and Ripon, 
raised concerns about the Guardian's coverage of the US National Security Agency files, leaked by 
whistleblower Edward Snowden, in a House of Commons debate on Tuesday. He wrongly claimed it had 
distributed information about British intelligence agents and called for the Guardian to be prosecuted. 
However, on his website, he has publicly identified staff from the high-security US base, publishing a 
picture of himself posing with more than 30 people outside the House of Commons. The caption reads: 
"Julian has welcomed a group ofaround 40 people from RAF Menwith Hill to Westminster." The picture 
is also on Smith's Facebook page. 

50. White supremacist gets 40 years for terror campaign against Muslims 
The Guardian, Vikram Dodd, 2013 10 26 
London - A white supremacist who hoped to "ethnically cleanse" Muslims was yesterday told he will 
serve at least 40 years imprisonment for a terror campaign in which he hunted down a Muslim to murder 
before he bombed three Midlands mosques aiming to kill and maim worshippers. pavlo Lapshyn, 25, 
came to Britain in April from Ukraine after winning a prize to further his studies. Instead he tried to 
trigger a race war, fuelled by extremist material on his computer - including a video game called "ethnic 
cleansing" which celebrated racist violence. Within a day ofarriving and starting a work placement in 
Birmingham, Lapshyn who was a PhD student, was viewing an extremist rightwing Russian website used 
by those imprisoned for racist crimes, including murder. 

51. GCHQ fears challenge over mass spying 
The Guardian, James Ball, 2013 10 26 
London - The UK intelligence agency GCHQ has repeatedly warned it fears a "danlaging public debate" 
on the scale of its activities because it could lead to legal challenges against its mass-surveillance 
programmes, classified internal documents reveal. Memos contained in the cache disclosed by the US 
whistleblower Edward Snowden detail the agency's long fight against making intercept evidence 



admissible as evidence in criminal trials - a policy supported by all three major political parties, but 
ultimately defeated by the UK's intelligence community. Foremost among the reasons was a desire to 
minimise the potential for challenges agaiost the agency's large-scale interception programmes, rather 
than any intrinsic threat to security, the documents show. The papers also reveal that: 118 GCHQ assisted 
the Home Office in lining up sympathetic people to help with "press handling", including the Liberal 
Democrat peer and former intelligence services commissioner Lord Carlile, who this week criticised the 
Guardian for its coverage of mass surveillance by GCHQ and America's ~"tional Security Agency. The 
most recent attempt to make intelligence gathered from intercepts admissible in court, proposed by the 
last Labour government, was finally stymied by GCHQ, Ml5 and MI6 in 009. 

(' 

Australia, New Zealand - AustralielNouvelle Ulande 

52. Huawei linked to China deal 
Sydney Morning Hcrald, Lucy Battersby and Phillip Wen, 2013 1026 
Canberra - The former attorney-general, Mark Dreyfus, has warned the new government not to 
compromise national security for trade, as it pushes ahead with a review of the ban on Huawei's 
involvement in building the national broadband network. His. comments came as the Chinese telco's case 
to pitch for work in the $30 billion-plus high-speed network was helped by the Communications Minister, 
Malcolm Turnbull, who described the Chinese technology company as a "very credible business". While 
Mr Turnbull confirmed he would review the government ban on Huawei's involvement in the network, he 
has not set a timetable. But Mr Dreyfus, who served as attorney-general for seven months this year, 
suggested that Huawei was being used as a bargaining chip to secure a trade deal with China. "He should 
listen to the advice of the national security agencies before making any decisions about the involvement 
of foreign entities in critical national infrastructure." Huawei was told by the Labor government in early 
2012 that it could not work on or supply high-tech equipment to the NBN based on national security 
grounds. The former government was acting on advice from Australia's national security agency, ASIO. 

53. Pair facing asylum seeker charges 
Sydney Morning Herald, Natalie O'brien, 2013 10 26 
Canberra - A police raid on a house linked to notorious people smuggler Ali Khorram Heydarkhani, jailed 
for organising the boat that was shipwrecked on Christmas Island killing more than 50 people, has led to 
the seizure of $40,000 cash and a Sydney woman being charged with dealing with the proceeds of crime. 
Australian Federal Police Assistant Commissioner Steve Lancaster said the woman, an Iranian-born 
Australian citizen, was charged by summons after the cash was discovered. She is due to appear in court 
next month. Mr Lancaster revealed at the government's weekly briefing on its Operation Sovereign 
Borders that the 34-year-old woman and another Iranian asylum seeker who had been held in Villawood 
Detention Centre had been charged with separate offences related to people smuggling. 

Afghanistan - Pakistan 

54. Afghan soldier killed by foreign forces 
Agence France Presse, 2013 1026 
Kabul - The coalition in Afghanistan says a gunman in Afghan uniform opened fire on its personnel 
before bcing killed on the outskirts of the capital. Kabul's Defense Ministry spokesman Gen. Mohammad 
Zahir Azimi meanwhile confirmed that an Afghan soldier was killed in Saturday's exchange at a military 
facility. He says a member of the Nato-led international Security Assistance Force was wounded in his 
leg. He provided no other details. 

55. Never approved drone strikes, Pakistan tells UN 
Agenee France Presse, 2013 1026 
United Nations - Pakistan told a UN committee on Friday that drone strikes resulting in civilian casualties 



violate international law, and that Islamabad did not approve such attacks on its territory. "[t is not 
justifiable to launch strikes in the context of non-international armea cOnflict in Pakistan-Afghanistan 
border area," Ambassador Masood Khan said while commenting on the seminal report by Ben 
Emmerson, UN special rapporteur on human rights and counterterrorism. Emmerson formally presented 
to the General Assembly's Third (Social, Humanitarian and Cu~tural) Committee on Friday his report on 
the use of armed drones in various parts of the world. The Pakistani ambassador, while agreeing with 
Emmcrson that the continued usc of remotely pilotcd aircraft amounts to a violation of Pakistani 
sovereignty, took issue with the special rapporteur's observation that "while the fact that civilians have 
been killed, or injured does not necessarily point to a violation of international humanitarian law, it 
undoubtedly raises issues of accountability and transparency." 

56. Bomb targeting Shia pilgrims kills two Fe personnel in Mastung 
, 

Agence France Presse, 2013 10 26 
Mastung - At least two soldiers were killed when a roadside bomb hit a paramilitary van escorting a bus 
of Shia Muslim pilgrims in the Mastung district of Balochistan on Saturday, officials said. The incident 
took place in Dringhar area, on the main Quetta-Taftan Highway in Mastung district, some 50 kilometres 
southwest of Quetta. 'The bomb exploded after a Frontier Corps (FC) vehicle stopped to check a parked 
car," Sayed Mehrab Shah, a senior government official in Mastung told AFP. All the pilgrims on the bus, 
who were on their way to Iran, were safe but several security personnel were wounded by the remotely 
triggered bomb, Shah said. . 

57. Peshawar operation stepped up following intelligence reports 
Pakistan Dawn, Zahir Shah Sherazi, 20[3 [026 
Peshawar - Police has stepped up combing efforts on the outskirts of Peshawar, following reports of 
terrorists ' entry into the provincial capital city for targeting upcoming Muharram processions and 
gatherings. Peshawar's Capital City Police Officer Ijaz Ahmed Khan told Dawn.com that a joint sting 
operation of police, Army and Fronticr Corps started in thc city as thcrc was ample information available 
on the entry of terrorists seeking entry to conduct possible attacks and that scores of suspects were 
apprehended whereas weapons and ammunition were also seized from them. On Saturday morning, the 
joint task force conducted a search operation in Badaber area on the outskirts of Peshawar and arrested 46 
suspects. 

58. Talks with Taliban soon, says adviser 
Pakistan Dawn, Anwar Iqbal, 2013 10 26 
Washington - The dialogue with Taliban militants may start in the next few days, says Prime Minister's 
Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz. In an interview to Dawn, Mr Aziz also said that while the US 
might not make a formal announcement for stopping the drone strikes, "we hope that the attacks will taper 
off". "We are developing a comprehensive anti-terrorism policy and holding talks with TIP is part of that 
strategy," he said. "We are developing a national consensus on this and that's why we held the all-party 
conference in Islamabad recently." Briefing Pakistan journalists on Thursday, senior US officials 
acknowledged that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had shared with them his plan to engage the Taliban. 
"And we told them we have no objection to it as long as the Taliban agree to recognise the Pakistani 
constitution and respect the rule of law," said one US official . 

59. Rocket strike disrupts high-level meeting 
Pajhwok Mghan Newns, Saifullah Maftoqn, 2013 10 26 
Ghazni City - A high-level meeting at the governor's officc in southern Ghazni province was disrupted by 
a rocket attack on Saturday noon, an official said. Interior Minister Omar Daudzai, Deputy Chairman of 
Senate Mohammad Alam Ezedyar, Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission Chairperson 
Seema Samar and a number of MPs attended the meeting in Ghazni City. However, the meeting on 
reviewing preparations for Ghazni City serving the capital of the Islamic Civilisation resumed after the 
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strike, The Taliban fired at least two rockets at the compound, causing no damage, Deputy Governor 
Mohammad Ali Ahmadi told Pajhwok Afghan News, Gunshots were heard in the area, 

60. Taliban trying to disrupt elections: NATO 
Pajhwok Afghan News, 2013 1026 
Kabul - Taliban arc trying to disrupt next ycar' s landmark elections but nascent Afghan security forces 
have the capability to thwart insurgent attacks, a NATO official said on Saturday, Speaking exclusively to 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Deputy Commanding General ofNATO Training Mission-Afghanistan Maj , 
General Dean Milner said militant activities had witnessed a surge in the past few months, He expressed 
the views while inaugurating a new building for central police hospital. The intensifying militant-linked 
violence mostly targetted civilians, he said, hoping Afghan forces would control the.attacks, 

•Africa - Afrique 

61. Tunisia Islamists, Secularists Vie for Power -- Focus of Political Leaders Diverted From 
Economic Woes, Security, Corruption as Talks Open on Transitional Government 
The Wall Street Journal, Maria Abi-Habib, 2013 1026 
Tunis - Tunisia's Islamists and secularists struggled Friday to find a path out of their deepening power 
struggle, which has paralyzed the country's transition rrom dictatorship to democracy and diverted its 
agcnda of fixing thc cconomy, security and endemic corruption, In the nation whose uprising inspired the 
Arab Spring, opposition activists complain that although the leadership has changed - in Egypt, Libya, , 
and their own country -- the repressive systems they sought to transform remain largely in place, The 
standoff between Islamists and secularists, punctuated by protests and violence over the past few months, 
has marred what until recently was one of the brightest spots in an Arab Spring that has disappointed the 
revolutionaries who took to the streets demanding "jobs, freedom and dignity." 

62. Moroccan journalist in Qaeda video case freed on bail 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 26 
Marrakesh - A Moroccan journalist on trial for aiding terrorism was freed on bail Friday, after his arrest 
last month for posting a video link attributed to AI-Qaeda triggered an international outcry, Ali Anouzla 
was arrested on September 17 after his website posted a link to a video attributed to AI-Qaeda in the 
Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), with the authorities saying he was giving the jihadists a platform, On Friday, 
Anouzla walked out of the Sale prison near Rabat, accompanied by his lawyer, Hassan Semlali, after a 
one-month detention, an AFP photographer said, A committee of support was outside the prison gates to 
welcome him, "We have won because Ali is among his relatives and his friends, but \his is not over yet 
because he is still being prosecuted," supporter Fouad Abdelmoumni said, 

63. Army kills over ,5 insurgents in Borno 
Vanguard News, Kingsley Omonobi & Ndaahi Marama, 2013 1026 
Maiduguri - In continuation of its fight against Boko Haram Insurgents in the North-East, the troops of 7 
Division of the Nigerian Army have destroyed Boko Haram camp, killing over 95 insurgents in Galangi 
and Limanti villages ofKaga local government area of Borno state, The invasion came barely some hours 
after attack on military and police locations in Damaturu the capital ofYo be State by gunmen suspected 
to be Boko Haram members yesterday, The gunmen had access and launched coordinated attacks using 
Rocket Propelled Launchers and Improvised Explosive Devices (EIDs) on different military checkpoints 
within the metropolis killing several people, Mallam Abdulwasiu Akinsanya, a staff of Media Trust, 
publishers of Daily Trust, Weekly Trust and Sunday Trust was among several civilians that were killed in 
Damaturu when the gunmcn launched multiple attacks on military and police locations as well as public 
and private buildings on Thursday, His Wife, Bilkisu A Akinsanya confirmed that her husband was 
killed around 5.30pm when their vehicle broke down in Damaturu shortly before the Boko Haram 
insurgents launched the attacks, 



64. Massive Onslaught against Boko Haram in Borno, Yobe 
This Day Live, Michael Olugbode, 2013 10 26 
Lagos - TIle Nigerian Army on Thursday launched a massive air and ground onslaught against Boko 
Haram in Bomo killing 74 insurgents and destroying the deadly sect's camp in Galangi and Kawanti 
villages. But in neighbouring Yobe State, members of the sect launched surprise attacks on Darnaturu, the 
state capital, and engaged the military in gun duels for several hours, forcing the imposition of 24 hour 
curfew on the state by thc Army. The military confirmed that 21 members of the sect were killed in Yobe, 
bringing the total number of casualties suffered by the sect in both states to 95. The spokesman of 3 
Division, Special Operation Battalion, Capt. Eli Lazarus, in a statement said: "At about 5.30pm 
Wednesday 24, October 2013, gunmen in large number suspected to be Boko Haram terrorists attacked a 
military checkpoint close to NNPC Mega Station along Maiduguri-Damaturu Road. Troops of 3 Division 
Special Operation Battalion had fierce encounter with the terrorist in various parts of Damaturu, the Yobe 
State capital, for several hours. 

65. Frontieres algero-Iybiennes : nouvelle decouverte de missiles sol-air 
EI Watan, Gaidi Mohamed Faouzi, 2013 10 26 
Tunis - Un veritable arsenal de guerre a ete decouvert par les forces de I'ANP a 200 km du site gazier de 
Tiguentourine. L'alerte est maintenue sur la frontiere algero-libyenne, ou les autorites viennent de 
depecher un renfort de 1500 hommes. Depuis quelques jours, c'est Ie branle-bas de combat a I'etat-major 
de I' Armee nationale populaire (ANP). Les troubles securitaires que connaissent actuellement la Libye et 
la Tunisie aceentuent la pression sur la region frontaliere qu 'est Ie grand Sud-Est algerien, poussant l'etat
major a deployer un renfort supplementaire de quelque 1500 militaires et gendarmes Ie long du trace 
frontalier, notamment avec la Libye. lis appuieront les 20 000 autres deja mobilises aux frontieres est et 
sud-est. C'est ce qu'a revele, hier, une source militaire a EI Watan. Apres Ie refus de l'ANP de cooperer 
avec les milices issues des tribus touareg et de Zentan qui ecument I'autre cOte de la frontiere avec 
l'Algerie suite au retrait de I'armee reguliere Iibyenne vers Tripoli et Benghazi, cet important renfort a ete 
installe tout Ie long de cette region. 

66. Des missiles sol-air et des roquettes iI Illizi 
L'Expression, Brahim Takheroubt, 2013 10 26 
Tripoli - La situation securitaire aux frontieres algero-maliennes inquiete au plus haut point. Cela fait des 
mois que les autorites militaires algeriennes ont place leurs forces de securite en alerte maximale dans 
cette region. Avant-hier, I'ANP a mis la main sur un veritable arsenal de guerre. La nature du materiel et 
Ie Iicu de cette decouverte font r6ellement peur. Une eentaine de missiles anti-aeriens, plusieurs centaines 
de roquettes anti-helicopteres, des mines terrestres et des grenades RPG ont ete saisies a la frontiere 
algerienne avec la Libye. Cette information non confirmee par les services de I'ANP a ete rapport6e par 
l'agence Reuters, citant une source securitaire qui revele I'illformationjeudi demier. eet arsenal de guerre 
a .:te decouvert dans une cache situee iI environ 200 km du complexe gazier de Tiguentourine (Illizi). Ce 
site, pour rappel, a fait I'objet, Ie 16 janvier demier, d'une terrible attaque terroriste suivie d'une prise 
d'otages qui a braque les projecteurs de I'actualite mondiale. Souvent, des armes sont saisies dans les 
regions frontalieres provenant sou vent des stocks de I'armee libyenne. 

67. Kenya calls for Somalis to leave world's largest refugee camp 
Shabelle News Media, Maalik Eng, 2013 10 26 
Nairobi - Kenya's interior minister said Friday that the country's refugee camps were havens for Somali 
extremists and called for hundreds of thousands of refugees to return home, amplifying anti-Somali 
sentiment sparked by the Westgate mall attack in September. "Some of these refugees have abused our 
hospitality and kindncss to plan and launch terror attacks from the safcty of the refugee camps. This 
cannot and should not be allowed to continue," said Joseph Ole Lenku, noting that Kenya had "welcomed 
with open arms" refugees from neighboring countries. There are an estimated 630,000 refugees in Kenya, 
according to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). The interior minister's 



comments come a week after Kenyan security chiefs submitted a report to the National Assembly 
indicating that the Sept. 21 Westgate attack by the AI-Qaeda-linked Somali group AI-Shabab was 
orchestrated and coordinated out of the Dadaab Somalian refugee camp. The siege left at least 67 dead 
and injured hundreds more. 

•68. Le Rwanda menace la RDC apres un bombardement 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 26 
Kigali - Les soldats rwandais sont prets amener "une operation chirurgicale" en Repu lique democratique 
du Congo si de nouveaux engins explosifs tombent au Rwanda, a mis en garde I'ambassadeur du pays 
aupres de I'ONU vendredi . Samedi, les combats se poursuivaient entre Ie M23 et les"FARDC. Vendredi, 
des engins explosifs sont tomMs en territoire rwandais apres la reprise des combats entre armee et 
rebelles du M23 en ROC, et un porte-parole de I'armee rwandaise a aeeuse I'armee congolaise de "viser 
des civils" "S'ils ne mettent pas un terme aeela, nous agirons sans attendre et cela fera mal", a deClare a 
I'AFP Eugene Richard Gasana apres des discussions du Conseil de securite sur la situation. "Nous Ie 
ferons avec une precision laser, nous savons d'ou eela vient" . Le Rwanda est actuellement membre du 
Conseil de securite et M. Gasana a explique avoir fait passer Ie message de son gouvernement aupres des 
14 autres membres. Le Conseil a demande une enquete sur I'origine des bombardements de vendredi, ont 
declare des diplomates . 

69. Visuel interactif: Ie nouvel organigramme d'Aqmi 
Jeune Afrique, Benjamin Roger, 2013 10 25 
Gao - Durement frappe durant I'operation Serval au Mali, Aqmi a revu son organisation interne. 
Promotions, nouveaux lieutenants, personnages des : decouvrez Ie nouvel organigranune de la filiale 
maghrebine d'AI-Qaida. Environ 500 jibadistes auraient ete tues lors des six premiers mois de I'operation 
Serval au Mali, de janvier ajuin 2013. Parmi eux figuraient de nombreux combattants d'AI-Qaida au 
Maghreb islamique (Aqmi) . Confrontee ases plus impottantes pertes depuis sa creation, en janvier 2007, 
I'organisation tcrroristc a etc contraintc de reamcnagcr sa structurc interne. Les principaux changcmcnts 
concernent la direction des deux principales brigades au Sahel: la katiba Tarik Ibn Ziyad et la katiba al
Fourghan. Deeapitees avec la mort de leurs anciens chefs, I'Algerien Abou Zeid et Ie Mauritanien 
Mohamed Lemine Ould EI-Hassen, elles sont desomais dirigees par leurs compatriotes respectifs Said 
Abou Moughatil et Abderrahmane. 

70. Egyptian satirist Bassem Youssers return creates political fuss 
Ahram Online, Sherif Tarek, 2013 10 26 
Cairo - Egyptian political satirist Bassem Youssef returned to television on Friday with a bang, drawing 
both praise and criticism from all sides of the political spectrum after an alinost three-month hiatus. 
Youssef, sparing no one in the season three premier ofEI-Bemameg (The Program), poked fun at ousted 
Islamist president Mohamed Morsi, the Muslim Brotherhood, as well as the zealous supporters of army 
chief Abdel-Fattah EI-Sisi. AJthough Friday's EI-Bernameg was not as singularly focused on Islamist 
critique as it had been during Morsi's year in power, the Islamist camp still received a generous share of 
ridicule. During a song and dance sketch to the tune of "Old MacDonald had a Farm," Youssef altered the 
iconic song's lyrics in order to "explain" to Egypt's children the events leading to Morsi's ouster last 
summer. 

71. Egypt's 'War on Terror': The dangers ahead 
Ahram Online, Ahmed Eleiba, 2013 10 26 
Cairo - Terrorist attacks havc increased in scale and frequency in Egypt in recent weeks. They have also 
begun to spread beyond the desert in northern Sinai to the western bank of the Suez Canal - most 
recently Ismailia - and beyond, including Cairo which this week saw a drive-by shooting at a church 
wedding. These developments suggest that this trend may continue and leave no shadow of a doubt that 
they are closely related to political developments in the country. Militant jihadist groups have declared 
war on the state and its institutions, particularly its security and military establishments. Statements 



claiming responsibility for the attacks underscore the takfiri (anti-expiatory) mindset of the perpetrators. 
They were targeting the soldiers of the "false god" who were in alliance with and collaborating with the 
Israeli enemy against the innocent in Sinai, they claim. Analysts suggest that there is a link between the 
increased frequency of such messages and mounting anger in society at large against all shades of 
political Islam. From random encounters with many young army officers working in Sinai and Ismailia it 
is clear they are bound by a strong determination to end te(forism in Egypt regardless of the sacrifices. 

72. Militants: Suicide bomber who tried to kill Egypt's interior minister was ex army officer 
The Associated Press, Maarnoun Youssef, 2013 10 26 
Cairo - An ex-Egyptian army officer carried out the suicide bombing last month that unsuccessfully 
targeted the country's interior minister, a video posted online Saturday by al-Qaida-inspired militants 
claims. Military officials reached by The Associated Press declined to comment on the video posted in the 
name of the Ansar Jerusalem militant group, which has carried out other attacks in the country's lawless 
Sinai Peninsula. But it comes as security officials already sacked one police officer over alleged ties with 
Islamists as turmoil persists over the country's July 3 military coup. The video posted on militant websites 
shows a man identified as Waleed Badr, who wears a major's uniform. He says in the video that the 
Egyptian army is .. bent on fighting religion" and . ' loves America" more than Egyptians. 

73. Captured fighter: Extremists from Chad, Niger, Cameroon fighting in Nigeria'S Islamic 
uprising 
The Associated Press, Michelle Faul And Haruna Umar, 2013 1026 
Maiduguri - Extremists from neighbouring Chad, Niger and Cameroon are fighting in Nigeria'S 
northeastern Islamic uprising, according to a man presented by Nigeria'S military as a captured member of 
the Boko Haram terrorist network. His account tallies with reports from politicians and survivors of 
attacks, and it reinforces fears that Boko Haram, once a machete-wielding gang, now poses the greatest 
security threat to Nigeria's unity and may be growing closer to al-Qaida affiliates in Africa. It comes the 
samc wcck Justice Ministcr Mohammed Adoke chargcd that Boko Haram is being influenccd from 
abroad . . 'Nigeria is experiencing the impact of externally-induced intemal security challenges, 
manifesting in the activities of militant insurgents and organized crime groups which has led to the 
violation of the human rights of many Nigerians," he said, defending the country's record at a meeting of 
the United Nations Human Rights Council in Geneva. 

Americas - Ameriques 

74. Brazilian police say protesters beat up officer, steal his service pistol 
The Associated Press, 20131026 
Sao Paulo - Law enforcement officials say protesters beat up a police colonel and stole his service pistol 
and radio during a Friday night demonstration demanding lower p.uhlic transportation fares in Brazil's 
largest city. The Sao Paulo state police department said in a statement posted Saturday on its website that 
the demonstration tumed violent when so-called Black Bloc anarchists shattered store windows and 
destroyed A TM machines, turnstiles and other installations at one of the city's biggest bus terminals. The 
statement said about a dozen protesters attacked Col. Reynaldo Rossi, knocked him to the ground and 
broke his collarbone. 

Asia-Asie 

75. Abe Sees a Resurgent Japan Leading Response to China 
Thc Wall Strcct Journal, Gerard Bakcr, Gcorge Nishiyama, 2013 10 26 
Tokyo - Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said he envisions a resurgent Japan taking a more assertive 
leadership role in Asia to counter China's power, seeking to place Tokyo at the helm of countries in the 
region nervous about Beijing's military buildup amid fears ofan American pullback. In an exclusive, 



wide-ranging interview with The Wall Street Journal, Mr. Abe also defended his program of economic 
reforms against growing criticism that the package lacks substance - though he offered few details of 
new programs, or a timetable, that anxious foreign investors have been seeking. "I've realized that Japan 
is expected to exert leadership not just on the economic front, but also in the field of security in the Asia
Pacific," Mr. Abe said, referring to his meetings with the region's leaders at a series of summits this 
month . In his continuing attempt to juggle his desire to enact economic-stimulus policies with the need to 
pay down Japan's massive debt, the prime minister said he was open to reviewing the second stage of a 
planned increase in the sales tax in 2015 if the economy weakens after the first increase is implemented in 
the spring. ' 

76. Abe's play for secrecy law 
I 

Kyodo News, Noriyui Suzuki, 2013 10 26 
Tokyo - Prime Minister Shinzo Abe is striving to protect state secrets by stiffening the penalties for 
leakers in a new law touted as a pillar of his envisioned security framework. With the focus on how 
Tokyo will address public criticism about tightening control over government information in the Diet, 
Abe is laying the groundwork for the Self-Defense Forces to engage in overseas missions to make more 
"proactive" contributions to global peace under the new framework. The Cabinet on Friday approved a 
bill to toughen penalties for civil servants, politicians and others who leak sensitive information related to 
diplomacy, defense, terrorism and espionage. Those who disclose information designated as "special 
secrets" will face up to 10 years in prison. Abe has said Japan needs to create a new framework that 
guarantees confidentiality as a prerequisite for sharing sensitive information with its allies, especially the 
United States . His main desire, however, is to bolster the Japan-U.S. security alliance to cope with new 
threats in the Asia-Pacific region, experts say. 

77. Do Xilai's inglorious exit (Canada) 
The Globe and Mail, Nathan Vanderklippe, 2013 1026 
Cannes, Francc & Beijing - As China's biggest political scandal in decades came to its unsurprising 
conclusion - with a court dismissing Bo Xilai's final appeal and upholding the former Communist Party 
star's sentence of life in prison - the red-roofed villa that was central to his downfall sat empty, wasting 
its idyllic view of the Mediterranean coast. The silence hanging over No.7 Boulevard des Pins on the 
French Riviera speaks to the gutted ambitions ofa man whose plummet from power mesmerized China 
for the past year and embarrassed the ruling elite as never before. Mr. Bo, who was convicted of three 
charges, including bribe-taking related to the ownership of the villa, went to jail China's most charismatic 
and controversial politician, factors many believe turned the Communist Party apparatus against him. He 
was also admired abroad, openly courted by corporate Canada and successive Canadian governments. 
Until his downfaJilast year - sparked by his wife's admission that she murdered British businessman Neil 
Heywood - Mr. So was counted as a friend by Montreal's powerful Desmarais family, which cultivated 
the Bo family for decades and saw its businesses in China grow as Mr. Bo rosc in power. Canadian 
politicians also sought him out: Prime Minister Stephen Harper and former prime minister Jean Chretien 
were among the last high-profile foreign visitors to Chongqing, the southwestern Chinese city Mr. Bo 
governed until his arrest on corruption charges. 

78. China responds over U.S. spying on allies 
Xinhua News, 2013 1026 
Beijing - China on ljiday called on the international community to speed up the formulation ofguidelines 
for cyberspace after the United States was accused of spying on the phone records of its allies. "We have 
noticed relevant reports and the remarks by some nations' leaders. It is the latest testimony that cyber 
sccurity is a common focus ofall countries," Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying said at a 
daily news briefing. The international community must accelerate the formulation ofguidelines for a code 
ofconduct in cyberspace within the UN framework in order to ensure an open, secure cyberspace, Hua 
said. 



79. Chinese University Defends Outspoken Teacher's Firing 
The New York Times, Andrew Jacobs, 2013 to 26 
Beijing - He lectured students about tbe trespasses oftbe Communist Party, publicly belittled the 
country's mighty propaganda minister and issued frequent demands for an end to single-party rule in 
China. But in voting two weeks ago to dismiss tbe economist, Xia Yeliang, from' his teaching post at 
Pcking Univcrsity, university officials say, they wcighcd only onc ariterion: his perfonnancc as an 
academic. "He just wasn't a good teacher," Sun Qixiang, dean oftbe school of economics, said Friday in 
an interview. " Politics had nothing to do with tbis decision." 

80. S. Korean websites hit by DDos attack: AhnLab 
Y onhap News, 2013 10 26 
Seoul - South Korea's largest anti-virus software finn AhnLab Inc. said Friday it detected distributed 
denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks on local companies, sounding alann bells for tbeir cyber security. 
Sixteen websites operated by 13 Soutb Korean.finns, including No. 2 portal operator Daum 
Communications Corp. and game developer Nexon Korea Corp., experienced cyber attacks Thursday, 
AhnLab said. According to tbe anti-virus finn, tbe attack was detected around 4:00 p.m., infecting around 
10,000 computers until Friday. The hacking attempt is estimated to have been sparked by a new malicious 
code which was first detected in July, AhnLab added. 

81. North Korea Hands Over Six South Korean Detainees 
The New York Times, Choe Sang-Hun, 2013 to 26 
Seoul - Six Soutb Koreans who had been held in North Korea on charges of illegal entry returned to tbeir 
home country on Friday, after tbe North released tbem in a gesture that could help ease tensions on tbe 
Korean Peninsula. The six men were handed over to tbe South Korean autborities at tbe border village of 
Panmunjom, tbe Soutb's Unification Ministry said in a statement. North Korean officials also handed 
over tbe remains of a woman. They said tbat tbe woman was tbe wife ofone of tbe six men, and that she 
had bccn killed during a quarrcl with her husband, Soutb Korean officials said. 

82. N. Korea to return 6 S. Korean citizens through Panmunjom 
Y onhap News, 2013 to 26 
Seoul - North Korea was to hand over six Soutb Korean citizens at tbe neutral border village of 
Panmunjom Friday, a rare move that has raised speculations that tbe country may be trying to mend 
fenccs with its southern rival. The Ministry of Unification said tbat tbe six men will cross over into Soutb 
Korea at around 4:30 p.m. and will be questioned about how tbey came to be in tbe communist country. 
"Seou,1 has verified overnight tbat all six are citizens, but because tbe North claimed tbey voluntarily 
crossed over into the North, it has been determined that their actual names will not be released until they 
have been questioned," said ministry spokesman Kim Eui-do. He said releasing names of people who 
could face criminal charges could raise legal issues . Iftbey willingly entered North Korea witbout getting 
prior approval from tbe government, tbey can be prosecuted for violating tbe National Security Law. 

83, Foreign firms show interest in Kaesong complex: official 
Y onhap News, 2013 to 26 
Seoul - Foreign companies have shown steady interest in investing in an inter-Korean factory park in 
North Korea, which may contribute to tbe internationalization of tbe business zone, a government official 
said Friday. Transfonning tbe Kaesong Industrial Complex into a globally competitive one is part oftbe 
agreement reached between Seoul and Pyongyang to resume its operations on Sept. 16. All work was 
halted in early April amid heightcncd tensions on tbe Korean Peninsula. "Companies from such countries 
as China, Russia, Australia and Gennany have made inquiries about possible investments," said the 
unification ministry source, who wanted to remain anonymous. "While companies did not want tbeir 
interests to be made public at present, executives were lnaking detailed inquiries ." ''The interest shown 



docs not mean an investment is imminent, but it docs mean foreign companies are viewing Kaesong as an 
option," he said. 

84. S. Korea, U.S. to resume talks on defense cost-sharing next week 
y onhap News, 2013 10 26 
Scoul - South Korca will resume talks with the United States next week on how much it should share the 
cost of keeping American troops on its soil, the foreign ministry said Friday. Under the1ive-year Special 
Measure Agreement (SMA) set to expire at the end of tbis year, South Korea is required to pay over 40 
percent of the cost of stationing American soldiers here . Currently, 28,500 U.S. troops are stationed in 
South Korea, a legacy of the 1950-53 Korean War which ended in a cease-fire. not a peace treaty, leaving 
the two Koreas technically in a state ofwar. The new round of talks, the sixth in a series since last year, 
will be held from Oct. 30-31 in Seoul. The fifth round, a small-group talks, was held in the western South 
Korean city of Incheon earlier this month, and the fourth round last month in Washington . 

85. Indian army trooper kills officer in Indian-controlled Kashmir 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 26 
Srinagar - An Indian army trooper killed a junior level officer (JCO) inside a camp following a brawl in 
restive Indian~ontrolled Kashmir, police said Friday. The fratricide took place Thursday night at a 
stationed camp at Larnoo camp in Kokemag of Anantnag district, about 85 km south of Srinagar city, the 
summcr capital of Indian~ontrolled Kashmir. "Last night an army trooper indiscriminately firing upon a 
JCO, killing him on spot," said a police official. "The body of JCO was brought to Anantnag district 
hospital for postmortem." The deceased JCO was identified as Rajinder Singh. Reports srud a scuffie 
broke out between the two after the officer refused to sanction leave to the trooper. The accused trooper 
has been detained and a murder case was registered against him. Indian troops stationed in Indian
controlled Kashmir, battling armed insurgency are reported to be under a lot of stress and strain. 

86. LeT militant killed in Kashmir encounter 
The Hindu, Ahmed Ali Fayyaz, 2013 10 26 
Mumbai - In ajoint operation by Janunu and Kashmir police and security forces, an Lashkar-e-Tooba 
militant was shot dead in Hassanpora village in south Kashmir. A massive search is underway for his 
companion, a Pakistan-based commander, believed to be trapped in the village. Sources said the 
personnel from the J&K police, army and Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) launched a joint 
operation after a tip-off about the presence of two LeT militants at a hideout at Hassanpora Imamsahib in 
Shop ian district, 50 km from Srinagar. 

87. 26111 evidence available in Pak as attack plotted there: India 
The Hindu, StaffWriter, 2013 10 26 
Mumbai - India has conveyed to Pakistan that it should look for more evidence about the Mumbai 2008 
attacks in its own land because "99 per cent of the evidence will be available" there. India on its part had 
submitted all that was asked by Pakistan High Commission hcre on October 15, Ministry of External 
Affairs spokesperson Syed Akbaruddin said here on Saturday. It also assisted the Pakistani Judicial 
Commission when it visited Mumbai in September to interact with officials who had handled the 
aftermath of the attack. The five documents submitted to the Pakistan High Commission included those 
relating to articles recovered from the attackers, proceedings of the Judicial Commission before 
Additional Chief Metropolitan Magistrate and true copy of the Supreme Court judgement delivered in the 
Mumbai Terror Attack case.' 

Eastern Europe -Europe de I'Est 

88. Russia okays anti-terrorism bill ahead of Sochi Games 
The Globe and Mail, Alexei Anishchuk , 2013 10 26 
Moscow - Russia's parliament passed a bill on Friday imposing prison terms of up to six years on 



Russians who take part in conflicts abroad, as the government tries to head off potential security threats 
ahead of the Winter Olympics in Sochi. Militants waging an Islamist insurgency in southern Russia's 
North Caucasus region sympathize with the international jihadists trying to overthrow Syrian President 
Bashar ai-Assad. National security officials estimate that up to 400 PllOple have left Russian territory to 
fight in Syria and analysts warn they pose a serious threat when they return. President Vladimir Putin 
submitted the amendments to the existing anti-terrorism law in September. Under the amended law, 
relatives of those committing acts of terrorism will be held financially liable for the damage. It also sets 
prison terms of up to 20 years for setting up a terrorist organization and up io 10 years fot being part of it. 

89. Chechen Leader Accuses Russian Lawmaker of 'Inciting Hatred' 

RIA Novosti, Said Tsarnaev, 2013 10 26 

Moscow - Leader of Chechnya Ramzan Kadyrov has accused Russian lawmaker Vladimir Zhionovsky of 

" inciting hatred" in Russia after he called to "block off the Caucasus with barbed wire" during a TV 

program broadcast this week. Speaking during the Pocdinok program on Russia I TV channel, the lcader 

of Russia's ultra-nationalist Liberal Democratic Party (LDPR), known for his headline-grabbing outbursts, 

called to impose limits on the birth rate in the North Caucasus and curtail the movement of local citizens 

across the country. Kadyrov said in a statement on Instagram that the sharp statements of Zhirinovsky, 

who he said had tried to prove that all the country's problems were linked to the North Caucasus region, 

" insult millions of Russians," adding that he should be "held accountable." 


Iran, Iraq - Iran, Irak 

90. Iran continuing to enrich uranium to 20% level: MP 
Press TV, Staff Writer, 2013 1026 
Tehran - Senior Iranian lawmaker Alaeddin Boroujerdi says Iran is continuing the enrichment of uranium 
to the 20-percent purity level. Iran's nuclear energy activities continue as in the past, said Boroujerdi, who 
is the chairman of the National Security and Foreign Policy Committee ofIran's Majlis, on Saturday. 
Iran decided to cnrich uranium to the 20-pcrcent purity to provide fuel for the Tehran Research Reactor, 
which produces medical isotopes for cancer patients, after potential suppliers failed to provide the Islamic 
Republic with the required uranium. "During the talks with the P5+ I, the Islamic Republic of Iran called 
for the recognition of its nuclear rights and the lifting of sanctions [against the country). We should wait 
for the outcome of these negotiations," Boroujerdi said. 

91. No One Abducted in Terrorist Attack in Southeastern Iran 
Fars Ncws Agency, 2013 10 26 
Tehran - Commander of Iran's Border Guard Force General Hossein Zolfaqari confirmed that 14 border 
guards have been killed in clashes with terrorists in the Southeastern province of Sistan and Baluchestan 
early Saturday morning, but meantime rejected some media reports alleging that some ofhis troops have 
been abducted by the invaders. Some media reports claimed earlier today that several border guards had 
also been abducted by the terrorists before they fled into Pakistan. ' 'No border guard has been abducted in 
this incident," General Zolfaqari told FNA on Saturday. "Eight brave border guards have been martyred 
in clashes with the outlaws early this morning," General Zolfaqari said, adding, "Six other border guards 
were also wounded and died of injuries." 

92. 14 Border Guards Killed in Southeastern Iran 
F ars News Agency, 20 13 10 26 
Tehran - At least 14lranian border guards have been killed in heavy clashes with outlaws in the 
Southeastern province of Sistan and Balouchestan on Friday night, sources said. An informed source told 
FNA on Saturday that 14 border guards have been killed in the clashes in Saravan border region, while 
Saravan's deputy at the Parliament Hedayatollah Mir-Moradzehi put the number at 17. Midnight reports 



said, at least, 7 more border guards have been wounded in the attack. 

93. Three Terrorists Killed in Clashes with IRGC in West of Ira" 
Fars News Agency, 2013 10 26 
Tehran - At least three terrorists have been killed in clashes with the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps 
(IRGC) troops in Iran's Western Kurdistan province, an IRGC commander said. Brigadier General 
Mohammad Hossein Rajabi said three terrorists were killed and two more were captured during the 
clashes between the Iranian security forces and members of a terrorist group in the countryside of the city 
of Baneh in Kurdistan province. The Iranian commander added that the operation was carried out in 
coordination and cooperation with provincial security forces . Brigadier General Rajabi added that none of 
the IRGC forces was injured in the clashes . 

Middle East - Moyen-Orient 

94. UN aid chief seeks action on Syria aid access 
AI Jazeera News, 2013 10 26 
United Nations - Valerie Amos demands stronger action by the Security Council to get desperately 
needed food into the country. The United Nations aid chief has demanded stronger action by the UN 
Security Council to get desperately needed aid into Syria, where 2.5 million people in need have not 
received help for almost a year. Valerie Amos, the UN Emergency Relief Coordinator, called upon 
members of the Council on Friday "to exert influence and take the necessary action to stop this brutality 
and violence" . "This is a race against time. Three weeks have passed since the adoption of this Council's 
statement with little change to report," Amos told the Security Council. "As we deliberate, people 
continue to die unnecessarily." Violence and excessive red tape have slowed aid delivery in Syria, where 
more than I 00,000 people have been killed in the two-and-a-half-year civil war and about 2.1 million 
have fled . 

95. Car bomb targets mosque in Damascus suburb 
AI-Jazeera News, 2013 10 26 
Damascus - A car bomb explosion has killed at least 40 people and wounded dozens more near a mosque 
in the Damascus province town ofSuq Wadi Barada, a monitor said. "At least three of the dead were 
children," said Observatory director Rami Abdel Rallman on Friday. The town is under rebel control, but 
troops loyal to the regime of President Bashar ai-Assad were positioned right outside it, said the Syrian 
Observatory for Human Rights. State news agency SANA also reported the blast, and blamed "terrorists," 
the term the Assad regime uses for forces fighting to oust it. "The car exploded while the terrorists were 
packing it with explosives ncar the Osama Bin Zeid mosque. Terrorists and civilians were killed," said the 
agency. "Two bodies have arrived at the Moassat hospital, including a seven-year-old child's . There are 
also 30 wounded people, most of them critically." 

96. Syria Kurds take Iraq border post from jihadists, says NGO 
AI Arabiya, 2013 1026 
Istanbul - Kurdish militants seized a crossing on the eastern border with Iraq early Saturday following 
three days ofclashes with jihadists belonging to an al-Qaeda affiliated group. The Kurdish fighters "took 
control of the AI-Y aarubia border crossing with Iraq at dawn after clashes with the Islamic State in Iraq 
and the Levant, the AI-Nusra Front and other rebels," said the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. The 
Free Syrian Army however denied that Kurds have seized the border post, according to Al Arabiya 
television. 

97. 'Israel's missile-defense system could crumble at the moment oftruth' 
The Jerusalem Post, Yossi Melman, 2013 10 26 



Jerusalem - In a piercing, informative and opinionated article based on data, Dr. Nathan Faber criticized 
the Israeli missile-{!efense concept (the "tiered defense") this week. The conclusion of Dr. Faber's article, 
published in the Magen Laoref ("Homefront Shield") foundation's website, is that ifisrael fmds itself in 
an all-out war on several fronts facing enemies that are showering it with hundreds of missiles a day 
(perhaps over a thousand), this concept could crumble due fmancial , operational and technological 
reasons. The tiered-defense concept is based on different types of defense missiles to intercept the 
different variations ofcnemy projectiles in a number of ranges and altitudes ("interception tiers"). 
According to Dr. Faber's article, the Arrow 3 anti-ballistic-missile system (that is still under development) 
is designed to intercept Iranian Shihab missiles (that have a range of 1,300 km.), at an altitude of 250-300 
km., hundreds of kilometers away from Israel's borders (over Jordan) . In the future, Arrow 3 missiles will 
also have to intercept Sejil missiles, that have a range of over 2,000 km. Arrow 2 missiles are designed to 
intercept mostly Syrian Scud missiles (Scud B, C and D) that are launched from a distance of 300-700 
km. Arrow 2 can intercept missiles at an altitude of 30- 100 km., over Israeli territory or over the West 
Bank. 

98. Israel's Mossad may have hacked former French president Sarkozy's communications in 2012 
(Canada) 
Jerusalem Post, Staff Writer, 2013 1026 
Jerusalem - US National Security Agency documents revealed by fugitive whistleblower Edward 
Snowden demonstrate that Israel may have hacked into former French President Nicholas Sarkozy's 
communication network in May 2012, Le Monde reported on Friday. After the French discovered the 
hack, French officials Bernard Barbier and Patrick Pailloux traveled to Washington seeking clarification 
from the Americans on the issue, according to the report. The Americans denied involvement in the 
hacking and said that their closest allies.Britain, Canada, Australia and New Zealand were also not 
involved. 

99. Lebanon on dangerous path, warns U.N. envoy 
The Daily Star, Staff Writer, 2013 IO 26 
Beirut - U.N. Special Envoy Terry Rod Larsen warned in remarks published Saturday that Lebanon is 
heading quickly toward a dangerous situation in light of the large presence of Syrian refugees and the 
political deadlock in the country. Speaking to An-Nahar, Larsen said the political paralysis could mean 
that presidential elections are cancelled. The possibility of refraining from holding the presidential 
elections due in April, Larsen said, would place Lebanon in its most dangerous phase since the end of the 
Civil War. . 

100. Syrian Kurdish fighters capture border crossing with Iraq from hard liners 
The Associated Press, Bassem Mroue, 2013 10 26 
Beirut - Syrian Kurdish fighters on Saturday captured the sole border post held by al-Qaida-linked groups 
on the border with Iraq, a major source of the militants' support, activists and an iraqi official said. Rebels 
meanwhile denied government media<reports that the head ofone of Syria's two main hard-line groups, 
the Jabhat al-Nusra or Nusra Front, had been killed in fighting on the other side of the country. Friday's 
one-line state media report, which could not be immediately confirmed, said Abu Mohammad al-Golani 
died in the coastal province of Latakia. But rebels said they had received no word ofclashes in that 
province. 

Others - Autres 

Nil 



Western Europe - Europe de l'Ouest 

101. German spy chief: more than 210 extremists from Germany have travelled to Syria 
The Associated Press, 2013 10 26 
Berlin - Germany's domestic intelligence chief says more than 210 people are known to have travelled 
from Germany to Syria, and at least 15 have returned from the country's civil war with battle experience. 
Hans-Georg Maassen told German news agency dpa in an interview published Saturday that he believes 
" significantly more" people have travelled to Syria than authorities ha e identified but he can't estimate 
how many. 

102. Fin de l'action Greenpeace ilia Tour Eiffel 
Le Figaro.fr avec AFP, 2013 1026 
Paris - Les pompiers ont deloge ce matin un militant de Greenpeace qui s'etait installe dans une !ente 
suspcndue depuis Ie deuxicme ctagc de la Tour Eiffel, pour demander la liberation des 30 membres de 
l'organisation detenus en Russie, a constate une journaliste de I'AFP. Peu apres IlhOO, les pompiers ont 
hisse la nacelle sur laquelle Ie militant avait pris place, deployant une banderole sur laquelle on pouvait 
lire "Free the Artie 30" (Liberez les 30 de I'Arctique) et "Militants en prison, climat en danger" . 

103. Merkel phone tapping allegations 'extremely serious', says Dutch PM 
Dutch News, Staff Writer, 2013 1026 
Amsterdam - The possible tapping ofGerman chancellor Angela Merkel's mobile phone by the US 
security services is 'extremely serious', says Dutch prime minister Mark Rutte. Speaking in Brussels 
during the EU summit, Rutte said: ' If this is true, it is extremely serious. I fully support her protests. This 
is just not on. ' The revelations that Merkel and thousands of other Europeans have been listened into by 
the Americans is threatening to overshadow the summit, the BBC said. 

104. NSA spying: From minor to major scandal 
Deutschc Welle, Marcel Fiirstenau, 2013 1026 
Berlin - Chancellor Angela Merkel's tapped mobile phone has brought about quite the change in the 
German government. Formerly appeased politicians, who earlier had accepted US excuses for NSA 
spying, are suddenly outraged. Sometimes politics can be funny. Such a rare moment oflevity happened 
in front of the assembled Berlin press corps on Friday (25.10.2013), when deputy government spokesman 
Georg Streiter said Germany had "never declared" the US National Security Agency (NSA) affuir "to be 
over." The remark eaused many journalists, from both German and international media, to laugh - leading 
Streiter to add that the case had been closed on only "one aspect" of the affair. By one aspect, Streiter was 
referring to the NSA's alleged spying of millions of German citizens. This accusation was "no longer an 
issue," according to head of the chancellery Ronald Pofalla, commenting in August after one of the many 
meetings of the parliamentary control panel for the German secret services. "There have not been millions 
of violations of fundamental rights in Germany," he said, a statement that, as a close confidant of 
Chancellor Angela Merkel and as coordinator of the German secret services, was given extra weight. 

105. Berlin, Paris want new pacts with U.S. on spying 
The Washington Post, Michael Birnbaum & Colum Lynch, 2013 1026 
Berlin - The leaders ofGell)1lU1Y and France on Friday proposed the creation of new cooperation 
agreements between U.S . and European intelligence services, taking the first steps toward resolving a 
diplomatic crisis in the wake of reports alleging that the National Security Agency had monitored the 
phone conversations of more than 30 world leaders. Saying that trust in the United States had been 
damaged, German Chancellor Angela Merkel pledged Friday that she and French President Franois 
Hollande would quickly forge new pacts that would expand guidelines for U.S. intelligence operations on 
European soil. She did not elaborate on her demands. Merkcl is planning to send the heads ofGermany's 
foreign and domestic intelligence agencies to the United States to discuss the issue on "relatively short 
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notice," a spokesman said Friday, an unusual measure that suggests Germany is pushing for a quick end 
to the diplomatic uproar and the domestic outrage accompanying it. He said the visit would aim to clarify 
past U.S. spying efforts on German soil. I. 

106. Divided EU Responds To NSA Spying Scandal 
Huffington Post, Daniel Bastciro, 2013 10 26 
Madrid - Leaders from 28 European Union countries signed a joint statement after a meeting in Brussels 
on Friday to warn the United States that "a lack of trust could prejudice the necessary cooperation" 
required in the fight against terrorism. The statement also reminded Washington that U.S.-EU relations 
ought to be "based on respect and trust." The memo is the first joint statement from EU leaders in 
response to revelations that point to massive U.S. espionage activities in Europe. The Guardian reported 
Thursday that the phone numbers of 35 European leaders -- including German Chancellor Angela Merkel 
-- had been turned over to the National Security Agency and immediately "tasked" for monitoring. 
Despite sharing a common position, the EU is divided ahout what steps to take in response to the alleged 
spying, and countries are making decisions separately. Merkel announced that she will ask the U.s. for a 
new agreement that limits the scope of both countries' investigations and surveillance activities, The 
Guardian reported. French President Franyois Hollande is looking for a similar arrangement. According to 
leading French newspaper Le Monde, Hollande said on Friday that his government has gathered "several 
trails" pointing to a cyberattack against the Elysee Palace -- the official residence of the president -- in 
May 2012. The announcement gave credibility to a report previously published by Le Monde, which 
pointed to the NSA as the organization responsible for the attack. 

107. Cachotteries numeriques ' 
Le Monde, Nicolas Truong, 2013 10 26 
Paris - Sans doute inspire par un titre aux confluences du prophetique et du mediatique, ce numcro de la 
revue Medium consacre aux " secrets aI'ere numerique " ne pouvait pas mieux tomber. En plein scandale 
politique et diplomatique provoque par les ecoutes de l'Agence nationale de s6curite americaine (NSA) 
aupres de ses allies europ6ens, la publication, dirig6e par I'ecrivain Regis Debray, explore tous les arcanes 
et ressorts du secret, au moment oil l'Amerique de Barack Obama semble passer du "Yes we can" au " 
Yes we scan ". Car les revelations des lanceurs d'alerte, du hacker Julian Assange, du soldat Bradley 
Manning ou du consultant en securite Edward Snowden, tous condamnes par la justice de leur pays, " sont 
les preuves vivantes qu'il existe des rogue democraties comme il existe des rogue states ", explique Pierre 
Conesa, ancien directeur adjoint de la delegation aux affaires strat6giques du ministere de la defense. Aux 
" Etats voyous ", pays complices du terrorisme denonces par les " faucons " americains, tels I'lran et la 
Coree du Nord, correspondent Ics " democraties voyous ", au premier rang desquelles il faut desorrnais 
compter 1''' ami americain ". Cette nouvelle ere de la " transparence opaque" (Regis Debray) est aussi 
celie de " l'hypocrisie ", car" I'espionnage de la CIA en France a ete maintes fois observe par les 
sp6cialistes ", remarque Raymond Nart, ex-directeur adjoint de la Direction de la surveillance du territoire 
(DST, aujourd'hui DCRJ). Ce nouveau monde de la visibilite digitalisee n'a pour autant pas fait disparaitre 
la vie priv6e, explique la mediologue Louise Merzeau, meme si, aujourd'hui, " les personnes n'ayant pas 
de compte Faeebook sont suspectes, car eela signifie qu'elles ont quelque chose acacher ". 

108. Les Etats-Unis n'ont jamais cesse d'espionner la France 
Le Monde, Jacques Villain, 2013 10 26 
Commentaire - Les cris d'orfraie pousses par quelques dirigeants europeens designant les Americains 
comme de viis espions trahissant leurs allies, interpellent. Ob, certes, c'est Ie moins qu'ils pouvaient faire 
en attendant, peut-etre, une position commune de I'Europe, qui aura toutefois bien du mal aengager des 
mesures de retorsion. Mais cela est une autre histoire. Non, ce qui interpelle est la profonde stupeur de ces 
memes dirigeants. De deux choses I'une. Soit ils ne se sont pas penches sur l'histoire des relations 
amcricano-curopeennes depuis 1945, soit ils se moquent des citoyens curopeens en affichant unc 
indignation feinte. Car en fait, I'espionnage americain sur l'Europe et Ie monde est de notoriete publique. 



Ce n'est d'ailleurs pas la premiere fois que la presse se fait I'echo de tels agissements. Tout Ie monde Ie 
sait. Depuis des decennies, les Etats-Unis exercent une surveillance constante du monde et, dans certains 
cas, font meme appel aux Europeens pour cela. Le reseau mondial d'ecoute Echelon en est I'exemple Ie 
plus connu. Que l'Agence centrale de renseignement (CIA) pose des micros un peu partout et recrute des 
agents au sein meme des gouvernements europeens n'est pas nouveau. 

109. Comment Paris a soup~onne la NSA d'avoir pirate l'Elysee 
Le Monde, Jacques Follorou et Glenn Greenwald, 2013 10 26 
Paris - La creation en dix ans, par les Etats-Unis, d'un systeme d'espionnage electrQnique sans precedent iI 
travers Ie monde a provoque des tensions avec des pays pourtant consideres comme des allies historiques 
com me la France. L'examen, par Le Monde, de documents inedits de I'Agence de securite nationale 
(NSA) americaine, chargee de cette guerre de I'ombre dans I'univers du numerique et des 
communications, atteste des tensions et de la mefiance qui existent entre Paris et Washington. C'est une 
note interne de la NSA de quatre pages devoilee par Edward Snowden, I'ex-consultant de cette agenee, et 
frappee du plus haut degre de confidentialite « top secret ». Adressee ilia direction de I'agence par Ie 
service charge des relations exterieures, elle fixe les grandes lignes de la visite, Ie 12 avril, de deux hauts 
responsables fran<;ais . L'objet du deplacement : I'attaque informatique qui a vise, en mai 2012, la 
presidence de la Republique fran<;aise . La note mentionne que Bernard Barbier, directeur technique de la 
DGSE (services secrets exterieurs fran<;ais) et Patrick Pailloux, directeur de I'Agence nationale de la 
securire des systemes d'information (Anssi), viennent demander des comptes illeurs homologues 
americains qu'ils suspectent d'ctre derriere ce piratage. Ces quatre pages melent des considerations 
d'organisation au resultat d'une enquete sur Ie bien-fonde des griefs des Fran<;ais. On y apprend qu'aucun 
des services capables de conduire ee type d'offensive eleetronique au sein du renseignement americain 
(NSA ou CIA) ou panni ses proches amis du deuxieme cercle (Britanniques ou Canadiens) ne serait 
responsable de cette operation hostile ill'Elysee. Au terme de son tour d'horizon, oil chaque mot est pese, 
Ie redacteur precise qu'au cours des recherches la NSA a «volontairement evite de demander au Mossad 
et ill'ISNU [Ia direction technique des services israeliens 1s'ils etaient impliques » dans cette operation 
d'cspionnage contrc la tete du pouvoir fran<;ais . . 

110. 'We can't defend ourselves against the NSA' 
Deutsche Welle, Erich Schmidt, 2013 10 26 
Berlin (Interview) - OW: What is the National Security Agency (NSA) capable of - or rather, what can't 
they do? Erich Schmidt-Eenboom: The Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) in Bonn attempts to 
protect government communication. It is responsible for encryption technology, not only for the 
chanccllor but also for thc ministers, state sccrctaries, all govcrnment agcncies. But all the IT experts in 
Germany agree that it's nearly impossible to defend against the massive capacities of the NSA and its 
advanced technology. If they want to break through the encryption' somewhere, then they can do it. Their 
orders come from the White House; the president decides what intelligence objectives are to be pursued. 
In this respect, it's not really an NSA scandal, but an Obarna scandal. Who is responsible for 
counterintelligence in Germany? For counterintelligence, the monitoring of the activities of foreign 
intelligence services in Germany, it's the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution (BfV) that's 
responsible. The technical security ofgovernment communications is the responsibility of the BSI, which 
attempts to protect communication with the appropriate encryption. Since the beginning of the last 
century, we have actually experienced a constant race between encryption and decryption experts. And 
that has mostly worked in the favor of those who want to access data, in this case the NSA. (Note: Erich 
Schmidt-Eenboom is a well-known secret service expert and was described by the weekly newspaper 
"Die Zeit" as someone who "watches the watchers." He is head of the Research Institute for Peace Policy 
in Bavaria.) 

118. Turkey 'open' to new bids for anti-missile system 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 26 



Istanbul - Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said Oct. 26 Turkey was open to new bids in its plan to 
acquire its first long-range anti-missile system, should negotiations with China come to nothing. "It is not 
a finalised deal yet. If the American and European companies make us better offers, we will continue to 
talk with them," Davutoglu, was quoted as saying. He also stressed that co-production was an 
unnegotiable condition for Ankara and only the Chinese firm had complied with it. ·We also have 
concerns. Why the [European and American firms) are avoiding co-production?" Davutoglu asked Last 
month, in a move that irritated Turkcy's allies in NATO, particularly thc Unitcd States, Ankara announced 
it was entering talks with the China Precision Machinery Export-Import Corporation (CPMIEC) to buy a 
long-range anti-missile system. 

119. Des soldats fran~ais patrouillent dans I' Adrar des Ifoghas, au nord du Mali. 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 10 26 
Gao - Vne vaste operation militaire a ere lancee Ie 24 cetobre, dans le .nord du Mali. Baptisee «Hydre », 
elle irnplique plus de 1500 soldats fran~s, matiens et les hommes de la force de I'ONV. Son objectif est 
de faire pression sur les groupes jihadistes, pour « eviter une resurgence » de « mouvements terroristes », 
a indique I'etat-major de I'armee fran~aise. Cette operation intervient au lendemain de I'attaque aI'arme 
lourde des positions de I'armee tchadienne aTessaiit, par des islamistes radicaux. Bilan : au moins trois 
morts dont deux soldats tchadiens et plusieurs blesses. Depuis deux mois, les jihadistes multiplient les 
attaques. Comme tres souvent en Afrique, la saison des pluies a ete calme. Peu ou pas d'attaques 
jihadistes, en juin, juillet aout. L'armee fran~se a poursuivi ses missions : collecte du renseignement, 
contrOle de zone, decouverte de cache d'armes . 
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1. Le Montrealais Michel Coulombe est Ie nouveau patron des espions canadiens 
4Se Nord.ca (site de nouvelle en-ligne), Jacques Godbout, 2013 10 27 
MontreaI - Les espions canadiens ont un nouveau patron. Panni les changements aux echelons superieurs 
de la fonction publique que Ie Premier ministre Stephen Harper a annonce Ie 2S octobre, Ie Montrealais 
Michel Coulombe, actuellement directeur interirnaire du Service canadien du renseignement de securite, 
en devient maintenant Ie directeur. II suecede it ce poste it Richard B. Fadden, qui avait d'aiUeurs ete au 
centre d 'une controverse enjuin 2010, quand il avait affirme dans une interview que les pays etrangers 
faisaient de I'espionnage industriel au Canada et tentaient aussi d' influencer les hommes politiques 
canadiens. Fadden, nomme directeur du "SCRS en juin 2009, avait ete mute it la Defense en mai demier. 
Michel Coulombe a fait ses etudes it Montreal, au Quebec, et il est titulaire d 'un Baccalaureat es sciences 
en genie de I'Ecoie Poly technique de Universite de Montreal. II est est entre au SCRS OU il a occupe 
divers postes des 1986, soit deux ans it peine apres la creation du Service. Directeur interimaire du 
Service canadien du renseignement de securite depuis mai 2013, il a ete auparavant sous-directeur des 
Operations, (20 10 -2013), directeur adjoint, Renseignement et directeur adjoint, collecte it I' etranger 
(2009), directeur general, Region du Quebec (2006-200&), sous-directeur general, region du Quebec 
(2004 -2006), sous-directeur general, region d'Ottawa (2002 -2004), gestionnaire, antiterrorisme (2000 
2002), adjoint executifdu directeur (1999 -2000). Avant d'entrer au SCRS, iI avait occupe divers postes 
sein de la Gendarmerie royale du Canada (1982 -1986) et des Forces canadiennes (1980-1981) Le Service 
canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS) est Ie principal service de renseignements du Canada. En 
1984, i1 a remplace I'ancien departement de securite de la Gendannerie royale du Canada. Le SCRS vise 
d'abord et avant tout, selon ses propres mots, «a se distinguer dans son role de conseiller principal du 
gouvemement du Canada en matiere de seeurite nationale». Sur Ie front domestique, Ie SCRS doit 
cgalement collaborer ctroitement avec, notamment, les Forecs annces canadiennes, Ie Centre de la 
securite des telecommunications, Ie Ministere'de la Defense nationale et la Gendarmerie royale du 
Canada. 

2. Death threats, brandished weapons, forcible confinement triggered raid: RCMP 
APTN National News, Jorge Barrera, 2013 1026 
Ottawa - The RCMP moved in on the anti-shale gas protest near Elsipogtog First Nation after some 
individuals at the site issued death thrcats, brandished wcapons and forcibly confined security guards in a 



compound holding vehicles belonging to a Houston-based energy company, according to the force' s 
superintendent of national Aboriginal policing. The RCMP has faced criticism from First Nations leaders 
across the country over last Thursday's raid last which led to 40 arrests, the seizure of three rifles and 
improvised explosive devices and intense clashes betweenllisipogtog residents and RCMP officers. Supt. 
Tyler Bates said he didn't agree with the criticism his force used heavy handed tactics to try and break the 
protest encampment which was blocking the entrance to a compound holding vehicles belonging to SWN 
Resources Canada. The company had been conducting shale gas exploration work in the region. The 
security guards at the compound were employed by Industrial Securities Ltd. 'The security company is 
owned by the Irving family. The Irvings, through Irving Oil, have an interest in seeing shale gas deposits 
developed in the province. The New Brunswick-based company sees shale gas as a cheap energy source 
to expand its refining capacity. Irving Oil is eyeing Alberta bitumen which could soon flow to the 
province ifTransCanada gets approval for its proposed Energy East pipeline. Bates said the raid had 
reverberations across the country and impacted the RCMP's ongoing relationship with First Nation 
communities. Thc RCMP is the main policc force in many First Nation communities. "Sometimes, 
depending on the perspective of what people choose to believe as the reality of the situation is concerned, 
it takes a long protracted effort to rebuild trust," he said. ' ''There is a level of trust that exists that we can 
build upon. It is unfortunate when these types of outcomes occur and there is a residual impaet. The 
rebuilding of trust has to occur." Bates said the RCMP's national Aboriginal policing branch was no 
involved in the operational details of Thursday's raid which were handled by the commander of the 
RCMP's J-Division in New Brunswick. He stressed there was "no military involvement" during the raid. 
Bates said he couldn't comment on whether Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams (INSEl) 
were used in Thursday's raid, describing the issue as an "operational" detail. INSET teams include RCMP 
officers along with agents from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, Canada Border Services 
Agency and other federal departments. 

Canada 

J. U.S. spying has high cost 
The Toronto Star, 20 \3 \0 27 
Editorial - National Security Agency spies no doubt had a few chuckles as they listened in on 35 world 
leaders while they discussed everything from Europe's economic woes to their affaires de coeur and 
grocery lists. But the American spying yielded "little reportable intelligence," according to one memo 
made public by NSA leaker Edward Snowden, and it carried a high cost. Washington's addiction to 
wholesale, unwarranted cyber-snooping has left President Barack Obarna working the phone lines to 
placatc political leaders in Europe, Brazil and Mexico as friends, allies and trade partners cry betrayal and 
ponder retaliation. The latest outraged parties include German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French 
President Fran~is Hollande, who are calling for a "no spying" pact to remedy this breakdown in trust. 
This comes at a time when Obama is struggling to reassure Americans alarmed by the NSA's grotesquely 
excessive domestic surveillance. For the sake of "intel" of marginal value, the U.S. government is 
damaging its image and buying itself a passel of trouble. The furor affects Canada's interests because it 
draws attention to, and criticism of, the "Five Eyes" information-sharing pact that links the U.S. , Canada, 
Britain, Australia and New Zealand. Prime Minister Stephen Harper's government has been embarrassed 
by the revelation that the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC), our modest answer to 
the NSA, regarded Brazil's Mines and Energy Ministry as a target. The Brazilians, with whom we share 
billions in investment and trade, were annoyed. Now our European allies may well wonder what we're up 
to. This speaks to the need for Obarna - and Harper as well - to sharply rein in the snoopers. Just because 
the NSA, CSEC and allied agencies have the ability to intrude on a vast scale shouldn't give them the 
licence to do so. They need to be kept on a short leash. 

4. Too much information going in ... 
The Globe and Mail Online, 2013 \0 26 



Editorial - A court is probably not the ideal forum in which to try to clarify the purposes and activities of 
an intelligence agency. But the Communications Security Establishment Canada is so murky and 
perplexing that a constitutional challenge by the British Columbia Civil Liberties Association is a 
welcome opportunity. The BCCLA is suing for a declaration that CSEC is unjustifiably infringing the 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. If the association were to win on every issue, CSEC would probably 
have to close down. That extreme result may not be desirable, but closer oversight of the agency is. The 
lawsuit may help articulatc what the agency is, what it should be - and what it shouldn't bc doing. The 
sections of the National Defence Act that govern CSEC are badly drafted. The definition of "foreign 
intelligence" is too broad, and doesn 't limit the agency's scope to actual or potential threats to Canada. 
That may go some distance to explaining the puzzling surveillance of the Brazilian Ministry of Mines and 
Energy, in which CSEC may have been assisting Canadian firms to compete against Brazilian firms . This 
is not its job. CSEC is also not supposed to engage in surveillance of Canadians except when it gets a 
special authorization to do so. Is that how it works in practice? The Edward Snowden revelations suggest 
widespread abuse of the spirit ofthc law by U.S. intclligence agencies. What ' s the story here? Who is 
overseeing the governments gatherers of secrets, and who is protecting us from them? 

5. More than 1,500 Canadians detained in foreign prisons 
The Canadian Press, Benjamin Shingler, 2013 10 27 
Montreal - For nearly two months all eyes were turned to John Greyson and Tarek Loubani, the Canadian 
activists held in an Egyptian prison before being allowed to return to Canada. Two other detained 
Canadians, Greenpeace activists Alexandre Paul and Paul Ruzycki, have also been in the headlines as 
they remain held in a Russian prison and could face a lengthy prison sentence on piracy charges. But 
there are other Canadians detained abroad who don' t have such a network of supporters, and fail to 
capture similar public attention. Overall, 1,590 Canadians are in prison outside the country, according to. 
figures provided by Canada's Foreign Affairs department, aceurate to Oct. 10. The bulk of them - 1,097
are behind bars in the United States. The rest are in prisons in more than 85 other countries. Foreign 
Affairs wouldn't provide a breakdown on the circumstances or duration ofdetention, nor how many cases 
the government is actively contesting. But human-rights groups continue to monitor a number of cases 
where they believe Canadians are being wrongly detained or have been the victim of human-rights 
violations. Often, it can take years to bring a Canadian back home. 

6. Anti-Semitic graffiti rocks Hampstead during election season 
Global News, Billy Shields, 2013 10 27 
Hampstead - Warren Budning said he was coming back from a fumily dinner when he noticed the first bit 
of graffiti on one of his campaign posters, moustaches he chalked up to mere vandalism. It was only after 
going deepcr into the Montreal suburb of 7,000 people that he realized it was an anti-Semitic smear - the 
moustaches were accompanied by swastikas and Nazi slogans. " I mean there's Holocaust survivors, tons 
of them, living in this community and they' re waking up seeing swastikas on their lawn," said Budning's 
younger brother Kevin, who was taking signs down Saturday afternoon. "It's absolutely disgusting." 
More than 80 per cent of Hampstead's population is Jewish, and its entire slate of municipal candidates 
this election - including Budning - are Jewish. Police say that around 60 signs were defaced Friday night. 
Strangely all ofthem seem to belong to Budning, while other candidates' posters were left largely 
untouched, something Budning chalks up to having a larger poster than other candidates. 

7. Au tour des anti-charte de prendre la rue 
Radio-Canada, 2013 1027 
Montreal - Une autre manifestation pour denoncer Ie projet du gouvernement Marois doit se derouler a 
Montreal. Le rassemblement aura lieu au square Phillips, a14 h. La manifestation est organisee par 
l'Association des musulmans et des Arabes pour la la[cite au Quebec, Ie Congres maghreb in au Quebec 
ainsi que les Quebecois musulmans pour les droits et libertcs. Le regroupement sc dit en accord avec Ie 
principe de la neutralite religieuse de l'Etat, mais il estime que les mesures prevues dans la eharte sont 



discriminatoires envers « un groupe de citoyens ». Les manifestants disent « en avoir assez du c1imat qui 
entoure Ie debat ». . 

8. Sun News barred from Native anti-fracking protest 
QMI Agency, 2013 10 27 
Fredericton - Fredericton Police ordered a Sun News Network reporter to move his camera after his 
attcmpt to vidcotapc a Native protcst was blocked. Crowds gathcred in a Fredcricton park Saturday to 
erect the traditional Native longhouse to protest exploratory shale fracking in Rexton, N.B. Sgt. Mike 
Hudson told Sun News reporter Josh Skumik to move after the protesters blocked his camera, despite 
Skumik being on public property and behavirig professionally. A YouTube vicfeo shot by tbe protesters 
shows a group denouncing Sun News as "racist," and bunching together to block the camera. 

9. Que. boy, 12, pleads guilty to hacking government websites 
QMI Agency, Michael Nguyen, 2013 10 26 
Montreal - A 12-year-Qld Quebec boy is responsible for hacking several government and police websites 
during the student uprising in spring 2012, creating computer havoc and causing $60,000 damage, court 
heard Thursday. Some sites were out ofservice for up to two days and the boy did it in the name of the 
activistlhacktivist group Anonymous. The Grade 5 student from the Montreal suburb of Notre-Dame- de
Grace, whose actions were not politically motivated, traded pirated information to Anonymous for video 
games, court was told. The boy appeared in youth court Thursday dressed in his school uniform and 
accompanied by his father. He pleaded guilty to three charges related to the backing of the websites, 
including those of Montreal police, the Quebec Institute of Public Health, Chilean government and some 
non-public sites. Police estimate damage to the sites at $60,000 but a more detailed report will be 
produced in court when the boy is sentenced next month. 

United States - Etats-Unis 

10. Germany to send intelligence officials to Washington amid spying uproar 
CNN, Laura Smith-Spark and Per Nyberg, 2013 10 27 
Washington - Germany is sending senior intelligence officials to Washington, a Foreign Ministry 
spokesman said Saturday, amid outrage over claims the U.S . National Security Agency monitored 
German·Chancellor Angela Merkel's cell phone. Among them will be the heads ofGermany's foreign and 
domestic intelligence services and the coordinator of the federal intelligence services, the government's 
press office said. The trip comes amid a series of reports that have challenged relations between the two 
long-time allies. The lalest is a story in the German magazine Der Spiegel that -- citing a secret U.S. 
intelligence file -- claimed Merkel's phone had been monitored for more than 10 years, stretching back 
before her current post. The same database indicated the United States was spying on many others in 
Berlin's political district, at least up to when U.S. President Barack Obama visited Berlin this year, Ocr 
Spiegel reported. Asked about these claims, U.S. National Security Council spokeswoman Caitlin Hayden 
said her agency does not "comment publicly on every specific intelligence activity." 

11. US bugged Merkel's phone from 2002 until 2013, report claims 
BBC News, 2013 10 27 
London - The US has been spying on German Chancellor Angela Merkel's mobile phone since 2002, 
according to a report in Der Spiegel magazine. The Gennan publication claims to have seen secret 
documents from the National Security Agency which show Mrs Merkel's number on a list dating from 
2002 - before she became chancellor. Another report says Mr Obarna was told in 2010 about the 
surveillance. Meanwhile Washington has seen a protest against the NSA's spying programme. Several 
thousand protesters marched to the US Capitol to demand a limit to the surveillance. Some of them held 
banners in support of the fugitive former contractor Edward Snowden, who revealed the extent of the 
NSA's activities. 



12. Merkel spying allegations go back 10 years 
The Toronto Star, 2013 10 27 
Washington - The United States may have bugged Angela Merkel's phone for more than 10 years, 
according to a news report on Saturday that also said President Barack Obama told the German leader he 
would have stopped it happening had he known about it. Germany's outrage over reports of bugging of 
Merkel's phone by the National Security Agency (NSA) prompted it to summon the U.s. ambassador for 
thc first time in living memory, an unprecedented postwar diplomatic rift. Der Spiegel said Merkel's 
mobile telephone had been listed by the NSA's Special Collection Service (SCS) since 2002 - marked as 
"GE Chancellor Merkel" - and was still on the list weeks before Obama visited Berlin in June. 10 a 
document cited by Der Spiegel, the NSA said it had a "not legally registered spying branch" in the U.S. 
Embassy in Berlin, the exposure of which would lead to "grave damage for the relations of the United 
States to another government." 

13. Surreal scenes abound at Guantanamo Bay as pretrial hearings for five alleged 9111 plotters 
drag on, amid doubts over whether justice is served 
The Toronto Star, Michelle Shepard, 201310 27 
Analysis - Even in the pre-dawn darkness ofa Guantanamo morning, there is activity inside Camp 
Justice. Humming generators power the spotlights that cast shadows over rows of tents and pump air 
conditioning to keep those khaki bivouacs cooler than the Cuban swelter outside. Trucks roam the 
perimeter of a high-tech courthouse, which is enveloped in elmin link fences, loops of razor wire and 
signs that read "No Photography." Ioto this scene, just before 5 a.m. on a hot August morning, runs Brig.
Gen. Mark S. Martins. The humidity already hangs heavy, but Martins looks energized. Lean and six
foot-three, the 53-year-<>ld is always an imposing figure, even in a T-shirt and shorts. Noticeably absent 
from his sweaty running uniform, however, is his neon Joint Task Force Guantanamo-issued belt, 
encouraged for runs along darkened roads. My yellow belt is stamped with the word "MEDIA," which in 
Guantanamo is pretty much akin to wearing the triangles ofa radioactive sign. The run was my idea. Not 
the run itself, which is part of Martins' regime most mornings, but the idea ofaccompanying him with my 
tape recorder after an earlier interview ran short and his answers ran long, which tends to be the general's 
public relations Achilles heel. Martins is Guantanamo's chief prosecutor and the man responsible for 

. putting the five alleged conspirators of the Sept. 11,2001 attacks to death. He calls the case the "largest 
criminal investigation in U.S. history." Guantanamo's critics say it is the largest cover-up in American 
history - to hide the fact that the U.S. government committed war crimes by torturing terrorism suspects. 

14. Anti-NSA rally attracts thousands to march in Washington 
USA Today, Staff Writer, 2013 10 27 
Washington - Thousands rallied against NSA's domestic and international surveillance on Saturday by 
marching to the Capitol and calling for closer scrutiny of the agency as more details of its spying are 
leaked. Holding signs that said "Stop mass surveillance," "Thank you, Edward Snowden" and "No NSA 
mass spying," and chanting slogans like "no secret courts," the protesters gathered under a blue sky to 
hear various speakers. Craig Aaron, head of the group Free Press, said "this isn~ about right and left -- it's 
about right and wrong." Stop Watching Us organized the march and is a diverse coalition of more than 
100 public advocacy groups aiming to deliver a petition to Congress on Saturday calling for an end to 
mass surveillance of the National Security Agency. The group includes civil liberties watchdogs like the 
ACLU and the Electronic Frontier Foundation and more broad-based groups like the Council on 
American-Islamic Relations, the Koch brothers' FreedomWorks and Occupy Wall Street-NYC, according 
to a press release. 

15. NSA 'Stop Watching Us' Protest Draws Thousands In WaShington 

Huffington Post, Farah Mohammed, 2013 10 27 

Washington - Thousands rallied against the National Security Agency's domestic and international 

surveillance programs Saturday, marching from Union Station to the Capitol to call for an end to mass 




surveillance. "We are witnessing an American moment, in which ordinary people -- from high schools to 
high office -- stand up to oppose a dangerous trend in government," said a statement from Edward 
Snowden, read aloud at the rally by a participant. The former NSA employee who leaked information 
about government surveillance programs to the media ended his statement by saying, "It is time for 
reform. Elections are coming, and we're watching you." The march was organized by the Stop Watching 
Us coalition and drew on the support of more than 100 public advocacy groups. They included the 
American Civil Libcrtics Union, Demand Progress and the Council on American- Islamic Relations. 
Demonstrators came from across the United States. Some wore tape across their mouths and masks, and 
dressed up as cameras. Others carried signs plastered with images of Snowden, and a giant blue and white 
parachute that read "constitutional rights not NSA mass spying." Groups of protesters chanted slogans 
like, "They say wiretap, we say fight bilck," and "Hey hey, ho ho, the NSA has got to go." One person 
dressed up as Obama, held an "Obamacam" and posed in front ofa model drone. 

16. Don't Be Silly. Lock Down and Encrypt Your Smartphone 
Wired.com, Roberto Baldwin, 2013 10 27 
New York - Your smartphone is your most portable computer. It's also a treasure trove of personal 
information. You wouldn' t leave your laptop unlocked in public, so why leave your phone unprotected? 
Lock up that data and encrypt it. Social media, budgeting and finance apps, photos, address book, and 
email - they' re all filled with details about you and the people you know. Yet for some reason a third of 
smartphone users in the U.S. still don' t bother setting up password security on their phones. It's a shame 
because using a four-<ligit pin or a pattern lock is one of the easiest ways to keep thieves out ofyour 
phone. Trust us, the person that finds your phone in the back ofa cab or swipes it from your open bag 
while you' re on the bus isn' t a criminal mastermind. On the other hand, they will be able to figure out 
from your emails when you' ll be on vacation and what time you leave for work. FCC officials said that in 
2012 smartphone theft increased from 8 percent to 42 percent in New York City over a 10 year period. 
The agency suggested a system where you ealI your carrier to brick your phone as soon as its stolen to 
reduce identity theft. But most people who lose their smartphones spend at least some time retracing their 
steps in the hopes of, you know, finding it. In fact, having your carrier enable such a scorched earth 
protocol kind of renders tracking services like Apple' s ' Find My iPhone,' obsolete. 

17. Federal Prosecutors, in a Policy Shift, Cite Warrantless Wiretaps as Evidence 
The New York Times, Charlie Savage, 201310 27 
Washington - The Justice Department for the first time has notified a criminal defendant that evidence 
being used against him came from a warrantless wiretap, a move that is expected to set up a Supremc 
Court test of whether such eavesdropping is constitutional. Prosecutors filed such a notice late Friday in 
the case of Jamshid Muhtorov, who was charged in Colorado in January 2012 with providing material 
support to the Islamic Jihad Union, a designated terrorist organization based in Uzbekistan. Mr. Muhtorov 
is accused ofplanning to travel abroad to join the militants and has pleaded not guilty. A criminal 
complaint against him showed that much of the government' s case was based on e-mails and phone calls 
intercepted under a 2008 surveillance law. The government's notice allows Mr. Muhtorov's lawyer to ask 
a court to suppress the evidence by arguing that it derived from unconstitutional surveillance, setting in 
motion judicial review of the eavesdropping. 

18. Rice Offers a More Modest Strategy for Mideast 
The New York Times, Mark Landler, 2013 10 27 
Washington - Each Saturday morning in July and August, Susan E. Rice, President Obarna's new national 
security adviser, gathered half a dozen aides in her comer office in the White House to plot America' s 
future in the Middle East. The policy review, a kind of midcourse correction, has set the United States on 
a new heading in the world' s most turbulent region . At the United Nations last month, Mr. Obama laid 
out the priorities he has adopted as a result of the review. The United States; he declared, would focus on 
negotiating a nuclear deal with Iran, brokering peace between the Israelis and the Palestinians and 
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mitigating the strife in Syria. Everything else would take a back seat. That includes Egypt, which was 
once a central pillar ofAm.erican foreign policy. Mr. Obama, who hailed the crowds on the streets of 
Cairo in 2011 and pledged to heed the cries for change across the region, made clear that there were limits 
to what the United States would do to nurture democracy, whether there, or in Bahrain, Libya, Tunisia or 
Yemen. 

19. Man Checking Guns Is Arrested at J.F.K., Authorities Say 
The New York Times, Michael Schwirtz, 2013 10 27 
New York - A Tennessee man was arrested at Kennedy International Airport on Saturday as he was 
checking in and officers discovered two pistols and two rifles, painted silver and purple, the authorities 
said. The man, identified as Keenan A. Draughon, 23, of Clarksville, Tenn., approached a United Airlines 
counter around 7:45 a.m. and told an attendant that he had two cases containing firearms that he wanted to 
check for his flight to Charlotte, N.C., the Queens County district attorney's office said in a statement. 
The cases contained two 9-millimeter pistols, two magazines capable of holding 15 rounds of 9
millimeter ammunition, and two .22-caliber rifles, the statement said. One of the rifles had a round in the 
chamber, and both were missing serial numbers, the statement added. Joseph Pentangelo, a spokesman for 
the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey police, which conducted the investigation, said the two 
rifles had been painted, one purple and one silver. He also said that Me. Draughon had a shotgun with 
him, though that weapon was not mentioned in the district attorney's statement. 

20. The InCormation-Gathering Paradox 
The New York Times, Somini Sengupta, 2013 10 27 
San Francisco - Trust is a vital currency for every big Internet company, which helps to explain why the 
giants of Silicon Valley have gone to great lengths in recent months to show how hard they are fighting 
back against government surveillance. Companies have released transparency reports, many for the first 
time, enumerating how many times law enforcement agencies demand user data; their executives have 
issued blistering statements; and several firms, including Facebook and Google, have filed lawsuits in a 
bid to revcal more about secrct government orders. All the while, though, a central contradiction has 
become ever harder to conceal. The Internet industry, having nudged consumers to share heaps of 
information about themselves, has built a trove of personal data for government agencies to mine 
erecting, perhaps unintentionally, what Alessandro Acquisti, a Carnegie Mellon University behavioral 
economist, calls "the de facto infrastructure of surveillance." Nearly five months after Edward J. 
Snowden, the former National Security Agency contractor, went public with classified documents 
detailing the agency's widespread spying, the Internet industry has only sharpened its efforts to track 
users online, which it considers essential to profitability. Behaviorally targeted advertising is thC principal 
revenue source for a bost of online companies. 

21. Can the military learn from its mistakes? 
Washington Post.com, Thomas E. Ricks, 2013 10 27 
Opinion - After the Vietnam War, the U.S. Army soberly examined where it had fallen short. That critical 
appraisal laid the groundwork for the military's extraordinary rebuilding in the 1970s and 1980s. Today, 
after more than a decade of war in Afghanistan and Iraq, no such intensive reviews are underway, at least 
to my knowledge - and I have been covering the U.S. military for 22 years. The problem is not that our 
nation is no longer capable of such introspection. There has been much soul-searching in the United 
States about the financial crisis of 2008 and how to prevent a recurrence. Congress conducted studies and 
introduced broad legislation to reform financial regulations. But no parallel work has been done to help 
our military. The one insider work that tried to critique overall military performance was a respectable 
study by the Joint Staff, but it fell short in several key respects, including silence about the failure to 
deploy enough troops to carry out the assigned missions in Iraq and Afghanistan. As James Dobbins 
recently noted in a review of that study, our military shows "a continued inability to come to closure" on 
some controversial issues. 
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22. GCHQ fears challenges over spying . 
The Sunday Express.co.uk, Staff Writer, 2013 1027 
London - Classified documents leaked by the US whistleblower Edward Snowden outline GCHQ's 
ongoing battle against having evidence obtained through interception being allowed as evidence in court. 
According to the Guardian, the leaked memos revealed the agency was keen to reduce the possibility of 
challenges against its wide-scale interception programmes. It feared challenges under the Human Rights 
Act to the right to privacy if M methods became admissible in court. The revelation comes after Prime 
Minister David Cameron mounted a staunch defence of the intelligence agencies following diplomatic 
rifts over spying by the United States on its European allies. Mr Cameron issued a stem reminder at an 
EU summit in Brussels yesterday that GCHQ's intelligence had helped protect citizens across Europe 
from terrorist attacks. 

23. UK's GCHQ tried to avoid legal challenge over spying: Report 
Press TV, Staff Writer, 2013 10 27 
London - Britain's eavesdropping agency, Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), has tried 
its best to keep leaks over its spying activities under wraps in fear of legal challenge, classified memos 
reveal. According to internal documents seen by the daily Guardian, GCHQ has repeatedly warned it 
fears a "damaging public debate" on the scale of its surveillance practices because it could lead to legal 
action against the UK spy agency under the rights to privacy in the Human Rights Act. Papers leaked by 
American whistleblower Edward Snowden showed GCHQ's hattie to intercept evidence inadmissible in 
criminal trials. The documents also showed that the spy agency had lobbied to hide that telecom firms 
had gone "well beyond" their legal obligations in assisting intelligence agencies in their efforts to 
intercept communications not only in the UK but overseas as well. 

24. Scottish independence could impair anti-terrorism efforts 
The Telegraph.co.uk, Tim Ross, 2013 10 27 
Glasgow - An independent Scotland could become a "weak link" in the fight against terrorism if it is 
forced to develop its own intelligence services separate from the rest of the UK, a group ofacademics 
suggested. In a study which included contributions from terrorist experts in Britain and the Continent, 
they said that separation would create "uncertainty" about how, or if, a new spy agency could work with 
M15 . While it would be possible to set up a Scottish security service, it is not clear how effective this 
would be, the study, published by the Economic and Social Research Council, said. The Scottish 
government and police currently benefit from close daily cooperation with UK-wide security 
organisations, which are based in London. lltis cooperation could be disrupted if voters back 
independence in next year's referendum, the experts concluded. 

25. Scottish police thwart IRA plan to attack Britain 
The Sunday Times, John Mooney, 2013 10 27 
London - The security services believe that they have thwarted a planned attack by dissident republicans 
on an as yet unidentified target in Britain. Police in Scotland last week arrested several alleged republican 
dissidents in connection with an operation to prevent an attack. Among those in custody is a senior 
member of the new IRA group, originally from Donegal, according to security sources. The suspect and 
others were arrested last Wednesday by armed officers at several locations in Scotland under Section 41 
of the Terrorism Act 2000 on suspicion of committing various offences. Police yesterday extended their 
period ofdetention at Govan police station in Glasgow to allow for further questioning. 

26. The Briton who has become the world's most wanted woman may have been radicalised by a 
terror kingpin in Yemen 
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The Sunday Times, Dipesh Gadher, 2013 10 27 
London - The widow ofone of the July 7 bombers, Samantha Lewthwaite, has claimed to have spent 
some time il) Yemen, raising fears that she had been radicalised by al-Qaeda's most prolific recruiter. The 
Middle Eastern country was home to Anwar al-Awlaki, a firebrand preacher credited with inspiring a new 
generation of terrorists in the West through his English language internet sermons. Until he was killed by 
an American drone strike in 2011 , Awlaki had been the spiritual leader ofal-Qaeda in the Arabian 
Peninsula (AQAP). The group had plotted with a graduate from a British university to blow up a 
passenger jet over Detroit with a bomb sewn into his underpants in 2009. AQAP also influenced one of 
the Boston marathon bombers, while Roshonara Choudhry, who had tried to murder Stephen Timms, a 
former Labour minister, listened to Awlaki's lectures online. 

Q (
27. Asperger hacker's Scottish terror 
The Sunday Times, Mark Macaskill, 2013 10 26 
London - Computer hacker Gary McKinnon, whose extradition to America was blocked by the UK 
government, has not set foot in his native Scotland since for fear that he could still face deportation. 
McKinnon won a 10-year fight against extradition to the US after home secretary Theresa May blocked 
the move a year ago. His mother, Janis Sharp, has revealed that her son is too afraid to visit his elderly 
father in Glasgow after he was warned by his legal team that the UK government's commitment did not 
extend to Scotland. McKinnon believes that the American authorities would insist upon his arrest and 
extradition if he were to cross the border. A spokeswoman for the Scottish government refused to 
comment on McKinnon's case but said that Holyrood ministers were responsible for extradition 
obligations within Scotland. 

28. Fears over civilian deaths as Britain triples drone raids 
The Sunday Times, Nicola Smith, 2013 10 27 
London - Britain has trebled its covert use of armed drone technology to fight the Afghan Taliban despite 
a growing controversy over the absence ofdata on civilians killed by remotely controlled airstrikes. 
Drone missions in Mghanistan that use remotely piloted Reaper aircraft flown by British forces increased 
from 296 in 2008 to 892 last year, according to a Ministry of Defence reply to a parliamentary question. 
Despite the rise, the MoD has admitted it does not collate or publish figures of civilian casualties 
"because of the immense difficulty and risks of collecting robust data". This year alone five children and 
an expert in mine clearance are thought to have died in coalition strikes, although the MoD believes 
British drones have directly caused civilian deaths in only one incident, in 20 II . 

29. Everyone has secrets, so start worrying before the state snatches them all 
The Sunday Times, Jenni Russell, 2013 10 27 
Opinion - We don't care. We really don't care. American politicians demand explanations, the Germans 
are furious, the Brazilians are incensed, the French insist that there must be immediate reform. This 
summer we learnt that US spy agencies have been secretly monitoring, recording and storing the phone 
and internet activity of millions of us around the world; last week we learnt that not even friendly heads 
of state are immune. At lea:;t 35 world leaders, including the German chancellor, have had their phone 
calls and texts monitored, even the most private and intimate ones. A coldly angry Angela Merkel told an 
EU summit on Friday there is a perception that mass surveillance by America's spy agencies is out of 
control. And in Britain? The response has pretty much been an indifferent shrug. David Cameron has 
assured us that even though the public had no idea how much information GCHQ and America's National 
Security Agency was gathering on us, we needn't worry about it because all intelligence matters are 
"properly governed" in the UK. 

30. Shameless Chinese hackers risk future of British companies 
The Sunday Times, Isabel Oakcshott; Richard Kcrbaj, 2013 10 26 



London - Commercial espionage is threatening to drive some British companies out of business, 
according to government insiders. Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) sources say Chinese 
computer hackers are targeting the IT systems of UK companies of all sizes, including small, low-profile 
businesses whose profits depend on just one or two products. Hackers are stealing prototypes and 
computer models for patented products and using them to produce identical items in Asia that can be 
marketed more cheaply. Stealing the design and technology can save millions of pounds in research and 
developmcnt. According to·Whitehall sourecs, computcr hackers targeting British businesses are . 
becoming increasingly brazen in their activities, taking so little trouble to make their version of products 
different that they have even been known to reproduce spelling and grammatical mistakes from original 
British instruction manuals. 
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31. CBA spy subject's legal threat 
The Sydney Morning Herald, Michaela Whitbourn, Adele Ferguson, 2013 10 27 
Canberra - A customer who claims he was spied on by the Commonwealth Bank is threatening legal 
action that could expose records of further covert surveillance operations by the bank. Geoff Shannon, the 
founder of the Unhappy Banking advocacy group, said he had legal advice that the alleged spying could 
amount to an "interference with the administration of justice" because he is involved in litigation with the 
bank. "We're actually issuing subpoenas, I think, on them for all the reports and any other surveillance 
jobs," Mr Shannon said. Fairfux Media revealed on Saturday that the Commonwealth Bank had hired 
security firm G4S to spy on Gold Coast-based consumer advocate Michael Fraser, who calls himself "The 
Arbitrator" . 

32. Spies help defend freedom (Canada) 
The Australian, 2013 10 27 
Editorial - Understandably, German Chancellor Angela Merkel is peeved about having her phone bugged 
by the US National Security Agency. Other leaders are also annoyed, with French President Francois 
Hollande declaring surveillance ' ' unacceptable between friends and allies'" But before the sanctimonious 
view of London's The Guardian and its discredited informant, former NSA analyst Edward Snowden, 
gains credence, a reality check is needed. Governments everywhere with the capacity to do so (apart from 
those in the" Five Eyes" alliance grouping the US, Britain, Australia, Canada and New Zealand) spy on 
each other. French spying on the US has been described by a former CIA chief as " the most predatory in 
the world since the Soviet collapse". Germany maintains a prodigious intelligence network with 
thousands of agents, which is not surprising given the webs of terrorist cells that have been operating 
there. The US would be short-sighted if it did not kecp tabs on terrorists and other criminals. Friends and 
allies the US and Germany may be, but that has not stopped Ms Merkel's government from taking 
different stands on Libya, Iran and Syria, nor German companies helping Iran evade sanctions. 

33. Legal action on CBA spying could reveal surveillance record 
The Age, Michaela Whitbourn, Adele Ferguson, 2013 1027 
Canberra - A customer who claims the Commonwealth Bank spied on him is threatening legal action that 
could expose records of other covert surveillance operations by the company. Geoff Shannon, the founder 
of the Unhappy Banking advocacy group, said he had legal advice that the alleged spying could amount to 
an "interference with the administration ofjustice" because he was involved in litigation with the bank. 
"We're actually issuing subpoenas, I think, on them for all the reports and any other surveillance jobs," Mr 
Shannon said. Fairfax Media revealed on Saturday that the Commonwealth Bank had hired security firm 
G4S to spy on Gold Coast-based consumer advocate Michael Fraser, who calls himself The Arbitrator. 

34. Deal with Huawei too risky: Dreyfus 
Canberra Times, Lucy Battersby, Philip Wen, 2013 10 27 



Canberra - Former attorney-general Mark Dreyfus has warned the new government not to compromise 
national security for trade, as the Coalition pushes ahead with a review of whether to overturn the ban on 
Chinese telco Huawei's involvement in building the national broadband network. His comments came as 
Huawei's case to pitch for work in the $30billion-plus networl< received a boost when Communications 
Minister Malcolm Turnbull described the technology company as a "very credible business" . While Mr 
Turnbull confirmed he would review the government ban on Huawei's involvement in the network, he has 
not set a timetable. But Mr Dreyfus, who served as attorney-general for seven months this year, suggested 
Huawei was being used as a bargaining chip to secure a trade deal with China. "[Prime Minister] Mr 
Abbott should not sacrifice national security in the rush to sign a free trade agreement. He should listen 
to the advice of the national security agencies before making any decisions about the involvement of 
foreign entities in critical national infrastructure," he said. Huawei was told by the Labor government last 
year that it could not work on or supply high tech equipment to NBN Co based on national security 
grounds. The former government was acting on advice from ASIO. 

Afghanistan - Pakistan 

35. Pakistan appeals India to release prisoners from jails 
The Pakistan Dawn, 2013 1027 
Amitstar - A Pakistan judicial commission, comprising of two members, met prisoners of their country 
languishing in a prison in India's northern Amritsar city on Saturday, while appealing that those who have 
completed their sentence be repatriated, DawnNews reported. An Indian official also joined the two 
members of the Pakistan delegation as they met 57 Pakistani prisoners at the central jail in Amritsar city 
of northern Punjab state. After meeting the prisoners, Justice (retd) Mian Mohammad Ajmal spoke to the 
media and appealed that those who had completed their sentence should immediately be sent back home, 
as keeping them in prison is illegal detention. 

36. Rashid urges Imran to shun pOliticking on drone strikes 
Associated Press, 2013 10 27 
Islamabad - Federal Minister for Information and Broadcasting Pervaiz Rashid Saturday said the 
statement about US drone strikes which was linked with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had already been 
rejected so Imran Khan should avoid politicking on the issue. In a statement issued here, he said that 
Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaf (PTI) chief Imran Khan should avoid hurling baseless allegation, adding that the 
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government had a clear stance on drone attacks. Rashid said 
the prime minister not only raised the issue in United Nation's General Assembly but also stressed the 
American leadership for halting attacks in tribal areas of Pakistan as it was in violation of the country's 
sovereignty and International laws. 

37. Nawaz seeks support to legislate new anti-terrorism ordinance 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 27 
Islamabad - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif Saturday wrote a letter to the heads of all political parties, 
seeking their support for passage of"Protection of Pakistan Ordinance 2013" from the Parliament. 
Sharifs government has promulgated two ordinances in as many weeks to further tighten the noose 
around terrorists. In the new ordinance, the minimum punishment for terrorists involved in various crimes 
has been set at IO-year imprisonment. The ordinance is aimed at strengthening the hands of law 
enforcement agencies against terrorists and ensuring speedy disposal ofcases by the courts. 

38. Never approved drone strikes, Pakistan tells UN 
Associated Press, 20131027 
United Nations - Pakistan told a UN committee on Friday that drone strikes resulting in civilian 
casualties violate international law, and that Islamabad did not approve such attacks on its territory. "It is 
not justifiable to launch strikes in the context of non-international armed conflict in Pakistan-Afghanistan 



border area," Ambassador Masood Khan said while commenting on the seminal report by Ben' 
Emmerson, UN special rapporteur on human rights and counterterrorism. Emmerson formally presented 
to the General Assembly 's Third (Social, Humanitarian and Cultural) Committee on Friday his report on 
the use of armed drones in various parts of the world. 

,
39. Peshawar operation stepped up following intelligence reports 
Pakistan Dawn, Zahir Shah Sherazi, 2013 10 21 
Peshawar - Police has stepped up combing efforts on the outskirts of Peshawar, following reports of 
terrorists ' entry into the provincial capital city for targeting upcoming Muhanam processions and 
gatherings. Peshawar's Capital City Police Officer Ijaz Ahmed Khan told Dawn.com that ajoint sting 
operation of police, Army and Frontier Corps started in the city as there was ample information available 
on the entry of terrorists seeking entry to conduct possible attacks and that scores of suspects were 
apprehended whereas weapons and ammunition were also seized from them. On Saturday morning, the 
joint task force conducted a search operation in Badaber area on the outskirts of Peshawar and arrested 46 
suspects. 

40. Police: Roadside bomb kills 18 Afghan civilians riding a small bus in eastern Afghanistan 
The Associated Press, 2013 10 21 
Kabul - Police say a roadside bomb has killed 18 civilians and wounded five as they rode a small bus 
home after attending a wedding in a lawless district of eastcrn Afghanistan's Ghazni province. Deputy 
provincial police chief Col. Asadullah Ensafi said the blast occurred Sunday in the Andar district as the 
bus travelled from one village to another. He says the dead include 14 women, three men and a child. 
Ensfai says the wounded are all women and two are in critical condition. 

Africa - Afrique 

41. Army kills over 9S insurgents in Borno 
Vanguard News, Kingsley Omonobi & Ndahi Marama, 2013 1021 
Maiduguri - In continuation of its fight against Boko Haram Insurgents in the North-East, the troops of 1 
Division of the Nigerian Army have destroyed Boko Haram camp, killing over 95 insurgents in Galangi 
and Limanti villages of Kaga local goverrunent area of Borno state. The invasion came barely some hours 
after attack on military and police locations in Darnatucu the capital of Yobe State by gunmen suspected 
to be Boko Haram members yesterday. The gunmen had access and launched coordinated attacks using 
Rocket Propelled Launchers and Improvised Explosive Devices (ElOs) on different military checkpoints 
within the metropolis killing several people. Mallam Abdulwasiu Akinsanya, a staff of Media Trust, 
publishers of Daily Trust, Weekly Trust and Sunday Trust was among several civilians that were killed in 
Damaturu when the gunmen launched multiple attacks on military and police locations as well as public 
and private buildings on Thursday. His Wife, Bilkisu A. Akinsanya confirmed that her husband was 
killed around 5.30pm when their vehicle broke down in Damaturu shortly before the Boko Haram 
insurgents launched the attacks. 

42. Foreign Fighters, Doctors With Boko Haram 
This Day Live, Michael Olugbode, 2013 1021 
Lagos - What had been widely suspected, but without much evidence, was confirmed at the weekend, as a 
captured Boko Haram insurgent revealed that extremists from three neighbouring countries were fighting 
in the ongoing terrorist attacks in the northeastern part of the country on the side of the sect. He also said 
there were doctors, professionals and artisans within the Boko Haram sect. The account of the sect 
member reinforces fcars that the Islamic militant sect, Boko Haram, is getting closer to al-Qaida affiliates 
and that radical movements are spilling across national boundaries. The Nigerian Army had on Thursday 
launched a massive air and ground onslaught against Boko Haram in Borno State, killing 14 insurgents 
and destroying the sect's camp in Galangi and Kawanti villages. But in neighbouring Yobe State, 
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members of the sect had launched surprise attacks on Damaturu, the state capital, and engaged the 
military in gun duels for several hours, forcing the imposition ofa 24-hour curfew on the state by the 
army. 

43. Boko Haram: NYO Decries Attacks on Students and Security Agents 
This Day Live, Segun Awofadeji, 2013 1027 
Lagos - Youths undcr the auspices of the Nigeria Youth Organisation has decried the incessant attacks on 
students of tertiary institutions and security agents by terrorists in some states in the nortb-east region, 
describing it as barbaric and a gross violation of the right to life. The National President of the 
organisation, Alhaji Ahmed Bature Musa who made this position known Saturday during the inauguration 
ceremony of the state chapter of tbe organisation and the presentation of awards to its officials at the 
Zaranda Hotel in Bauchi, lamented that since the activities of insurgence started in 2009, there have been 
massive destruction of lives and properties as well as backwardness of the region in the area of 
dcvelopment. 

44. Kirinyaga leaders call for ICC cases to be dropped 
The Daily Nation, George Munene, 2013 10 27 
Nairobi - Members of the Kirinyaga Council of Elders and county leaders have called for the cases 
against President Uhuru Kenyatta and Deputy President William Ruto at the International Criminal Court 
to be dropped. The elders led by the Council chairman Mzee Bernard Kathanga said the sitting President 
and bis deputy were democratically elected by the Kenyan people and should not be tried by the ICC. 
"Kenyans demonstrated that they had confidence in the two leaders by electing them and the ICC has no 
business trying them," Mr Kathanga said during a prayer ceremony. 

45. Tunisie : negociations tous azimuts pour sortir de la crise politique 
Agence France Presse, 2013 JO 27 
Tunis - Les pourparlers reunissant islamistes au pouvoir et opposants pour resoudre en un mois une 
profonde crise politique en Tunisie, lances vendredi, doivent entrer samedi dans Ie vif du sujet avec la 
reprise des travaux de la Constituante. Le lancement de ce dialogue national vendredi apres-midi a pu 
avoir lieu apres que Ie Premier ministre Ali Larayedh a fourni un engagement ecrit de laisser dans trois 
semaines la place a un cabinet apolitique avec a sa tete un nouveau chefde gouvernement qui doit Stre 
designe d'ici une semaine. Les representants du parti islamiste Ennahda et de I'opposition ont planche 
jusqu'a tard dans la nuit de vendred.i a samedi pour former un comite charge de composer la future equipe 
gouvernementale, a rapporte Ie syndicat UGTT, principal mediateur de ces pourparlers a huis clos. 

46. Sudanese army and rebels clash in North Darfur's town 
Sudan Tribune, StaffWriter, 2013 1027 
Khartoum - Sudan Armed Forces (SAF) and rebel Sudan Liberation Movement - Abdel Wabid (SLM
A W) clashed in Mellit town in Nortb Darfur, as the two sides claimed inflicting casualties on each other. 
The SLM-AW spokesperson Abdel Rahim Nimir said in a statement issued on Saturday they took the 
control of Mellit town on Friday where they killed 16 militiamen and captured a number of vehicles 
loaded with weapons and ammunition. The rebel spokesperson said their fighters evacuated the town on 
Saturday. He added that the enemy offered little resistance but however said they lost two combatants . 

47. Mali: levee des mandats d'arret contre quatre responsahles touaregs 
Radio France Internationale, Ahmed Ouaba, 2013 10 27 
Gao - Les groupes armes mali ens du nord du Mali sont aBamako pour faire Ie point sur les accords de 
paix de Ouagadougou. En attendant de rentrer dans Ie vif du sujet, on a appris que les mandats d'arrSt 
contre quelques membres de la rebellion avaient ete leves. La levee des mandats d'arret internationaux 
contre les quatre responsables de la rebcllion touarcgue cst un nouvcau gcste d 'apaiscment de la part du 
gouvernement mali en. Parmi les personnes desormais non poursuivies, deux candidats a la deputation : 



Hamada Ag Bibi, qui se presente it Abeibara dans la region de Kidal et Alghabass Ag Intalla, en lice dans 
la ville de Kidal. 

48. Somali police force radio station off air 
BBC News Africa, 2013 10 27 
Mogadishu - Police in Somalia have stonncd thc Mogadishu headquarters of the independent radio 
station, Shabelle, forcing it off the air. The authorities said they were taking back-possession of the 
building, which belonged to the government. The radio station is well known for being critical ofsenior 
officials. The move is the latest in a series ofattacks on independent journalists by the government and 
the Islamist group, al-Shabab, media activists say. The authorities say the five days' notice to vacate the 
building has elapsed and they are enforcing the law - but Radio Shabelle says it is legally occupying the 
building under an agreement with the previous government. 

49. Plus de 70 affaires jugees par Ie tribunal criminel d'Alger iI partir de dimanche 
Algerie Presse Service, 2013 10 27 
Alger - Soixante-douze (72) affaires, dont une vingtaine liees au terrorisme, seront jugees, it partir de 
dimanche, par Ie tribunal criminel pres la Cour d' Alger lors de sa deuxieme session ordinaire de I ' annee 
2013, apprend-on samedi aupres de la cellule de communication de la Cour de justice. "Dix-huit affaires 
liees au terrorisme sont enrolees sur la liste de cette session dont la plus importante est celie du rapt 
d'ctrangers dans Ie Sahara algerien, de l'attaque conlre la prison de Tawult (Batna) et l'evasion de 1200 
prisonniers, dans laquelle sont impliques quatre individus, complices de Amar Saifi alias Abderrezak EI 
Para", precise-t-on de meme source. L'affaire de l'attaque contre la prison de Tawult a ete programmee 
pour Ie 12 novembre prochain. Le tribunal criminel reexaminera, Ie 6 novembre prochain, l'affaire du 
musicien Djamel Bafdel, implique dans une affaire d'attentat it la pudeur. 

SO. A Reason for Hope in Congo's Perpetual War 
Thc New York Times, Nicholas Kulish, 2013 10 27 
Goma, Democratic Republic of Congo - Rocket after rocket ripped across the sky. By Saturday everung, 
after two straight days of pitched battle with artillery, tanks and mortars, the Congolese Anny had driven 
the M23 rebels out of the strategic town of Kibumba. "We are victorious," sang ecstatic soldiers from the 
back ofa truck as dusk fell . "We are the winners." The officers were more circumspect. "It's not finished 
yet," said the commander, Maj . Gen. Bahuma Ambamba, adding that the area was still being cleared. 
Still, the battle was a dramatic turnaround from barely a year ago, when the rebels had the upper hand. Ill
disciplined, corrupt and often drunk, the Congolese soldiers were only somewhat more popular than the 
mutineer rebels who had taken up arms against them. Last fall , after the rebels briefly overran Goma, the 
regional capital and a city of one million people, the United Nations peacekeeping forces here were 
exposed as little more than blue-helmeted mannequins. That bitter defeat jolted both the Congolese 
government and the United Nations Security Council into action, bringing new leadership and vigor to the 
long war in eastern Congo. 

51. Egyptian Satirist Returns to TV with Careful Barbs 
New York Times, Kareem Fahim, 2013 1027 
Cairo - As his popular television show returned to Egypt's airwaves on Friday after a long hiatus, Bassem 
Youssef, an Egyptian satirist, took a swipe at the country's new military leadership in perhaps the only 
manner such criticism remains possible: with great care. After playing a recently leaked video clip of 
Egypt's defense minister, Gen. Abdul-Fattah el-Sisi, talking to colleagues about influencing the news 
media, Mr. Youssef responded with mock indignation. ' 'Nobody can tell us what to say or not to say," he 
said, as a disembodied ann appeared from beneath his desk, stole his script and replaced it with a new 
text. ' 'We want freedom," Mr. Youssef added, as the ann, a stand-in for Egypt's powerful security 
agencies, slapped him in the face. It was Mr. Youssefs first show since the military ousted President 
Mohamed Morsi in July, casting Egypt into a kind of fevered dream of violence and polarization. As the 



country's Islamists were brutally swept from. power by Egypt's new leaders, television channels were also 
purged of dissent, cheering on the military-backed government and a mood of resurgent nationalism. 
That climate fed restless anticipation here for the return of Mr. Youssefs show, called "The Program," a 
weekly skewering of Egypt's political class and the news media. Wo.uld he lampoon the new leadership 
as mcrcilcssly as hc had Mr. Morsi? 
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52. China poses no danger to Russia, Medvedev says 

Xinhua News, Zhu Ningzhu, 2013 1027 

Moscow - Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev said here Saturday that China poses no danger to 

Russia, and bilateral cooperation between the two countries will bring mutual benefit. China, the world's 

second largest economy, is Russia's strategic partner, Medvedev said in an interview with the Russia-I 

TV channel, adding that Moscow should cooperate with Beijing on high technology. "Why should we 

fear them. They are our neighbors," the prime minister said after ending a two-day visit to China on 

Wednesday. 


53. With Snap of Group Photo, 3 Members of Advocacy Group Face Trial in China 
The New York Times, Chris Buckley, 2013 1027 
Hong Kong - Three grass-roots rights advocates face trial in eastern China on Monday, with the main 
charge against them stemming from a group photograph snapped in the courtyard of an apartment block. 
That brief gathering will be at the heart of the first courtroom test of how far the government will go to 
extinguish the Ncw Citizens Movemcnt, which has prcssed thc Communist Party leadership under Xi 
Jinping to embrace democratic change. The three residents of Xinyu City in Jiangxi Province - Liu Ping, 
Wei Zhongping, and Li Sihua - face charges of illegal assembly for gathering below Ms. Liu 's second
floor home in April with other friends to take a photograph to make a political point, said Ms. Liu' s 
daughter, Liao Minyue, and lawyer, Zhang Xuezhong. The group displayed signs urging the release of 
detained protesters and the disclosure of officials' wealth, and released the picture on the Internet. The 
police detained the. three about a week after the photograph was taken. 

54. Japan adopts tougher attitude on territorial disputes 
Xinhua News, Liu Tian, Jon Day, 2013 10 27 
Tokyo - Japan is seemingly upping its gamesmanship regarding territorial disputes with neighboring 
countries as its foreign ministry recently uploaded sovereignty- claiming videos on the internet and 
defense ministry also kicked off a muscle show to display its resolve on the issue. Despite strained Japan-. 
South Korea and Japan-China relations over territorial disputes, Japan said it will continue such video 
public relation (PR) campaign, saying the move is promoting a more correct understanding of Japan's 
surrounding situation, Japanese foreign ministry press secretary Kuni Sato said Wednesday. The videos 
claim Japan's ownership over a pair of rocks in the Sea of Japan, known as Dokdo in South Korea and 
Takeshima in Japan, as well as the islets in a row with China in the East China Sea. Local reports said 
Japan is working on another one that will claim sovereignty over the islands off Hokkaido seized by 
Russia at the end of the second world war. 

55. Chinese drone training in line with international law, practice 
. Xinhua News, Mu Xuequan, 2013 to 27 
Beijing - China said that the training and flight of its military aircraft, including drones, over relevant 
'areas of the East China Sea are in line with international law and practice. Defense Ministry spokesman 



Geng Yansheng made the remarks at a press briefing Saturday in response to a question on lapan's plan to 
shoot down drones that infringe into its airspace. "Chinese aircraft have never infringed on other 
countries' airspace, and China never allows other countries' aircraft to infringe on China's airspace," Geng 
said. 

,
56. Seoul asks U.S. if president was wiretapped by U.S. spy agency 
Y onbap News, 2013 10 27 
Seoul - The South Korean government has requested a reply from the United States on whether South 
Korea was one of the 35 countries whose leaders were reportedly wiretapped by the U.S. intelligence 
agency, an official said Sunday. "We are checking with the U.S. side for verification," the government 
official said. "The government is closely following the issue and is determined to respond strictly." The 
official said Seoul has not yet received any answer from the U.S. The British daily the Guardian had 
previously reported that the U.S. National Security Agency wiretapped the phones of at least 35 leaders of 
foreign countries, referring to the intelligence agency's document, written in 2006. 

57. Seoul seeks to buy advanced U.S. missiles 
The Korea Herald, Staff Writer, 2013 10 27 
Seoul- South Korea seeks to procure 121 units of advanced U.S. patriot missiles worth $404 million as 
part of efforts to establish its own air defense system to deter North Korea's increasing missile threats. 
To bc launched in the carly 2020s, the Korea Air and Missilc Dcfense program is a low-tier, multiple
interception shield designed to strike incoming missiles at an altitude of 40-50 kilometers . The U.S. 
Defense Security Cooperation Agency said it notified Congress on Friday that Seoul sounded out the 
agency about a possible sale of Patriot Anti-Tactical Missiles and related equipment, parts, training, data 
and logistical support. The Washington-based DSCA is an affiliate of the U.S. Defense Department and 
handles government-to-government "foreign military sales. 

58. Three dead, scores injured in Bangladeshi hartal violence 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 27 
Dhaka - At least three politicians were dead and scores including cops injured in stray incidents of 
violence in the early hours of Bangladesh's opposition enforced countrywide 60-hour non-stop strike 
which began on Sunday morning, sources said. They said a leader of ex-Prime Minister Khaleda Zia's 
Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) was killed in central Faridpur district, some 101 km away of capital 
Dhaka, where dozens of shots were fired by the law enforcers. In southwestern Pabna district, some 216 
km west of Dhaka, sources said an activist of Islami Chhatra Shibir, the student wing of Bangladesh 
lamaat-e-Islami party which is the key ally of BNP's IS-party on alliance, was shot dead as ruling party 
men allegedly opened fire on opposition men. 

59. Separatist strike call affects life in Indian-controlled Kashmir 
Xinhua News, 2013 10 27 
Srinagar - A shutdown call by various separatist groups on Sunday paralyzed normal life in Muslim 
majority areas of Indian-controlled Kashmir including capital city-Srinagar, officials said. The strike call 
was given to protest the arrival of Indian troops in the region way back on October 27, 1947. Every year 
complete shutdown is observed on Oct. 27 as a mark of protest across the region. The authorities fearing 
clashes in Srinagar city and other towns deployed paramilitary troopers and policemen at sensitive places 
to prevent clashes and protest demonstrations. 

60. Five killed in 6 serial bomb blasts at Modi rally 
Press Trust of India, Staff Writer, 2013 10 27 
Patna - Five people were killed and 66 injured in six serial bomb blasts near the venue of BIP prime 
ministerial candidate Narendra Modi's rally in Patna on Sunday minutes before he reached there to 
address a huge gathering. Hours before the multiple explosions, a crude bomb went off in a newly 
constructed toilet at the Patna railway station, two km from the BIP's 'Hunkar rally' venue. Five people 



died from blast injuries and 66 others were being treated for these injuries, according to Vimal Karak, 
Deputy Superintendent of Patna Medieal College Hospital. Five low intensity blasts occurred on the outer 
periphery of the Gandhi Maidan, Union Home Secretary Anil Goswami told PTI in Delhi. One bomb 
went off before the Eliphistine cinema hall on the western side of the rally venue, police said. Tens of 
thousands of people had gathered at the rally venue. 

61. Centre rushes NIA team to Patna 
Press Trust of India, 201310 27 
Patna - The Home Ministry on Sunday sought a report from the Bihar government on the explosion ofa 
crude bomb in Patna and is sending a team of National Investigation Agency (NIA) to assist in further 
investigations. Concerned over the blast at the Patna railway station and recovery of two more crude 
bombs, the Ministry told the state government to send a report about the nature of the bomb, suspected 
persons or organisations, which could be behind it and steps taken to maintain law and order, official 
sources said. 

62. Nitish Kumar cancels Munger visit after serial blasts 
Press Trust of India, Staff Writer, 201310 27 
Patna - Bihar chief minister Nitish Kumar cancelled his scheduled tour to Munger in the wake ofserial 
blasts that rocked the state eapital ahead ofNarendra Modi's address at a BIP rally on Sunday. Kumar's 
careade was ready at his I, Anne Marg residence to leave for the airport to fly to Munger when the visit 
was cancelled, sources in the chief minister's office said. The chief minister also spoke to Prime Minister 
Manmohan Singh over the phone about the blasts, they said. Kumar was scheduled to go to Munger and 
from there to Rajgir to attend two-day ID(U) convention in Nalanda district, the sources said. 

63. Narendra Modi's Rise in India 
The New York Times, 2013 1027 
Editorial - In 2002, rioters in the western Indian state ofGujarat savagely killed nearly 1,000 people, most 
of whom were part of the Muslim minority. Now, barely a decade later, Narendra Modi, who was the 
chief minister ofGujarat at the time and still holds the office, is a leading eandidate to become prime 
minister of India. Mr. Modi, a star of India's main opposition party, the Bharatiya lanata Party, would 
become prime minister if the party won enough seats in parliamentary elections next summer with 
support from its political allies. His rise to power is deeply troubling to many Indians, especially the 
country's 138 million Muslims and its many other minorities. They worry he would exacerbate sectarian 
tensions that have subsided somewhat in the last decade. Supporters of Mr. Modi argue that an 
investigation commissioned by India's Supreme Court cleared him ofwrongdoing in the riots. And they 
insist that Mr. Modi, who is widely admired by middle-class Indians for making Gujarat one of India's 
fastest-growing states, can revive the economy, which has been weakened by a decade of mismanagement 
by the coalition government headed by the Indian National Congress Party. 

Eastern Europe -Europe de I'Est 

64. Thousands protesting in Moscow demand release of political prisoners 
Global News, Staff Writer, 2013 10 27 
Moscow - Several thousand opposition supporters marched through the Russian eapital on Sunday to 
demand the release of people they consider political prisoners. The demonstration was intended primarily 
to show support for those who were arrested after May 2012 clashes between protesters and police on the 
eve of President Vladimir Putin' s inauguration for a third presidential term. Their arrests and trials were 
widely seen as part the Kremlin 's crackdown on dissent. More than 5,000 protesters chanted slogans such 
as "Free Politieal Prisoners" and earried a big poster that read "End Putinism, free hostages! " The march, 
which was sanctioned by authorities, went on peacefully amid a heavy police presence. The number of 
demonstrators was significantly lower than the organizers' expectations of 20,000. The relatively low 



attendance reflected the sense of weariness among the opposition movement, which has been losing its 
energy after a series of major anti-Putin demonstrations in Moscow in the winter of2011-2012, which 
attracted 100,000 or more. 

.	65. 'Open Games' in Moscow to Test an Antigay Law 
The New York Times, Noah Sneider, 2013 10 27 
Moscow - Viktor Romanov smiles slyly as he explains his plans to hold gay-friendly Olympics in 
Moscow just three days after the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi. These "Open Games" will be for 
athletes of any orientation and will consist of eight events, including basketball, badminton, swimming 
and indoor soccer. "I'm not afraid," Mr. Romanov said, weathered hands wiping tea from his salt-and
pepper stubble. ' 'I'm apprehensive. We don' t know how the government will take this.".The passage in 
June ofa federal law banning "propaganda of nontraditional sexual relationships to minors" set off a 
sustained international outcry and calls to boycott the Sochi Olympics, prompting President Vladimir V. 
Putin to claim that, "In Russia thcrc arc no laws which punish scxual minorities ." Ncverthcless, nobody 
has a clear sense of how the newest statute, specifically the term "propaganda," will be interpreted. Sport, 
Mr. Romanov believes, will be the perfect cover for gay men and lesbians to gather Mr. Romanov, a 
retired investigator for the Soviet and Russian security services, cuts a fatherly figure, wearing faded 
jeans, a brown leather jacket and worn white sneakers. It remains unclear whether Mr. Romanov's 
Olympic intentions will make him a criminal. 

66. Thousands march through Moscow demanding release of political prisoners 
Associated Press, Vladimir lsachenkov, 2013 10 27 
Moscow - Several thousand opposition supporters marched through the Russian capital on Sunday to 
demand the release of people they consider political prisoners. The demonstration was intended primarily 
to show support for those who were arrested after May 2012 clashes between protesters and police on the 
eve of President Vladimir Putin's inauguration for a third presidential term. Their arrests and trials were 
widely seen as part the Kremlin's crackdown on dissent. More than 5,000 protesters chanted slogans such 
as " Free Political Prisoners" and carried a big poster that read " End· Putinism, free hostages!" The march, 
which was sanctioned by authorities, went on peacefully amid a heavy police presence. 

67. Egypt eyeing large-scale supplies of weaponry from Russia - newspaper 
ITAR-TASS World Service, 2013 10 27 
London - Egyptian authorities are highly interested in large-scale purchases of weaponry from Russia in 
the wake of U.S. decision to suspend "the delivery ofcertain large-scale military systems" to Cairo, The 
Sunday Timcs said. It indicated that the Egyptian military might want to get the Russian warplanes 
efficiently operating at low altitudes and top-notch antitank missiles. Also, they bave interest in the 
modernization of Soviet-era tanks that are still found on the Egyptian Army's inventory. The newspaper 
recalls !bat the U.S. Administration froze at the beginning of this month the supplies of Apache strike 
helicopter, Harpoon anti-ship cruise missiles, F-16 fighter jets, and spare parts for tanks. Simultaneously, 
Washington refused to remit $ 260 million in financial assistance to the Egyptian Armed Forces, the 
article says. 

68. 'Sponsors' of Syrian Rebels Sabotage Geneva-2 - Russian MP 
Ria Novosti, 2013 1027 
Moscow - A senior Russian lawmaker said Sunday that the recent refusal of 19 Syrian opposition groups 
to attend a peace conference in Geneva was instigated by their foreign backers. "Nineteen groups in the 
Syrian opposition, which is incapable of acting without outside support, ' rejected' Geneva-2. It means 
their sponsors want it to fall through," Alexei Pushkov, the head of State Duma's foreign policy 
committee, said on Twitter. The militant groups, most of them moderate Islamists, announced their 
decision in a joint statement on late Saturday. 



69. La Russie durcit sa h~glislation antiterroriste 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 10 27 
Moscou - C'est une initiative de Vladimir Poutine en personne. Les amendements au eooe penal etendent 
la responsabilite d 'un attentat terroriste sur la famille du criminel. Jusqu 'it present, Ie terroriste lui-meme 
et I'Etat devaient payer pour les dommages eauses par un attentat. Desormais, les sommes necessaires 
seront prelevees sur les proches du coupable. Qu' il s' agisse de sa famille biologique ou de personnes qui 
lui sont ehi:res, precise la loi . Au prealable, une enquetc devra prouver que les biens posscdes paI: les 
proches en question sont bien lies it une activite terroriste. Le nouveau texte prevoit egalement de punir de 
einq adix ans de prison les personnes ayant re~u un entraJnement en vue de commettre des attentats et les 
personnes liees aI'organisation de reseaux terroristes. Dans Ie meme temps, ceux qui ont quitte ce type 
d'organisation volontairement et n'ont pas commis d'autre delit ne seront pas poursuivis en justice. 

Iran, Iraq - Iran, Irak 

70. Iran Executes 16 Sunni Insurgents in Retaliation for an Attack 
The New York Times ,Thomas Erdbrink, 2013 10 27 
Tehran - The Iranian authorities executed 16 Sunni insurgents on Saturday, Iranian media reported, in 
retaliation for an attack a day earlier that killed 14 guards on the volatile southeastern border with 
Pakistan. The 14 soldiers, most of them conscripts, were killed at dusk on Friday at a border post near the 
city of Saravan when a group ofarmed men crossing the border gunned them down using automatic 
weapons, the semiofficial Iranian Students ' News Agency reported on Saturday. Seven other soldiers 
were wounded, the news agency said, and some local reports said the attackers also took three guards 
hostage. In retaliation, 16 "handits linked to groups against the system" were hanged early Saturday, 
Mohammad Marzieh, the chief prosecutor in Zahedan, the capital of Sistan and Baluchestan Province, 
told the semiofficial Fars news agency. It is unclear whether the executed men were already in custody in 
the province or were rounded up, but they were not believed to be connected to the border attack. 

71. Iran's President, UN Envoy Meet on Syria 
Fars News Agency, 2013 10 27 
Tehran - Iran's President Hassan Rouhani and UN-Arab League Joint Special Envoy on Syria Lakhdar 
Brahimi in a meeting in Tehran Sunday morning discussed the latest developments in the crisis-hit Syria 
and the ways to end bloodshed in the Muslim country. At the meeting, President Rouhani and Brahimi 
conferred on the various issues related to the crisis in Syria. Brahimi arrived in Tehran on Saturday to 
hold talks with senior officials on the latest developments in Syria as well as the upcoming International ' 
Geneva n Peace Conferencc. On Saturday, Brahimi met with Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad 
Zarif, and then the two diplomats attended a joint press conference. 

72. Wave of car bombs hits Baghdad and northern Iraq, killing at least 56 
The Associated Press, Sinan Salaheddin, 2013 10 27 
Baghdad - A new wave of ear bombs hit Shiite neighbourhoods of Baghdad and a suicide bomber 
targeted soldiers in a northern city in attacks that killed at least 56 across Iraq on Sunday, officials said. 
Co-ordinated bombing onslaughts killing scores of people have hit Iraq multiple times each month, 
feeding a spike in bloodshed that has left over 5,000 since April. The local branch ofal-Qaida often takes 
responsibility, although there was no immediate claim for Sunday's blasts. Four police officers said that 
the bombs in the eapital, placed in parked ears and detonated over a half-hour, targeted commercial areas 
and parking lots, killing 42 . • 

73. Many dead in Iraq car-bomb attacks 
AI-Jazeera News, 2013 10 27 
Baghdad - Ten car bombs have exploded in several areas of Baghdad province, killing at least 51 people 
and pushing the October death toll from Iraq violence past 600, according to Iraqi officials . The wave of 



blasts, which hit Shia Muslim-majority areas in and around the Iraqi capitaJ on Sunday, also wounded 
more than 120 people, the security and medical officials said. One of the worst-hit neighbourhoods was 
Shaab in north Baghdad, where two car bombs exploded in a commercial area, killing at least five people 
and wounding at least 17. Blasts also struck the areas of Bayaa, Baladiyat, MashtaJ, Hurriyah and Dura in 
Baghdad, and Saba ai-Bur near Baghdad. 

v74. Syrian Kurds capture border post with Iraq 
AI-Jazeera News, 2013 10 27 
Baghdad - Kurdish fighters in Syria have seized a major border crossing with Iraq from al-Qaeda-linked 
groups, which had held the crossing since March, according to activists and an rraqi official . The Kurdish 
fighters captured the Yaarabiya post in northeast Syria on Satnrday after three days ofclashes with 
several rebel groups there, including Jabhat al-Nusra and the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant. The 
clashes left fighters dead on both sides, according to the Britain-based Syrian Observatory fOl:.Human 
Rights. An Iraqi intelligence official confirmed that Kurdish rebels now held the crossing point, one of the 
two main crossings with Iraq, adding that Baghdad brought reinforcements to the area to prevent any 
spillover of violence. . 

Middle East - Moyen-Orient 

75. AI-Qaeda issue harsh warning 
The Yemen Post, Staff Writer, 201310 27 
Sana'a - AI-Qaeda uploaded a vide on YouTube late on Thursday warning the Yemeni government any 
form of reprisal against terror detainees, who on Tuesday staged a riot in a failed attempt to break out of 
prison. The Sana'a prison which houses a reponed 300 al-Qaeda operatives managed to quell a full blown 
mutiny on Tuesday, after detainees launched at prison guards and managed to acquire fire arms as well as 
kniv,es after breaking through one of the jail security line. Pre-empting on any form ofcorporal or judicial 
revenge on its militants, al-Qaeda warned its retaliation would "painful". Jalal Baledi al-Maraqshi, a top 
ranking AQAP leader said, "We warn Sanaa's collaborator regime of the consequences ofany attack on 
the prisoners due to their uprising against their jailers". 

76. Assassination in the capital 
The Yemen Post, Staff Writer, 2013 1027 
Sana'a - On the same day that al-Qaeda warned Yemen coalition government it would take "painful 
actions" against whoever and whatcver dcpanments would dare punish terror dctainees after their 
attempted break-out from jail on Tuesday, the authorities confirmed that suspected al-Qaeda operatives 
gunned down yet another intelligence officer this Friday in the capital, Sana'a. Xinhua quoted an 
anonymous government source as saying, "The al-Qaeda gunmen on a motorcycle opened fire at Col. 
Abdulrahman al-Shami, who works in the military intelligence depanment, as he got out of his residential 
building in central Sana' a." Eye-witnesses confirmed that Col. AI-Shami attackers managed to elude the 
authorities by speeding away from the scene of the crime. AI-Qaeda militants have often used 
motorcycles in their targeted attacks as they are highly manoeuvrable and allow for quick escape aeross 
small streets and alley ways. 

77. U.N. Arab league envoy: Iran 'necessary' at Syria talks 
Al Arabiya, 201 3 1027 
Damascus - The U.N.-Arab League envoy to war-torn Syria said Satnrday in Tehran that Iran's 
participation in international peace taJks on the conflict was "necessary," Mehr news agency reponed. 
"We think the participation oflran at Geneva II is natnral and nccessary," Lakhdar Brahimi said at a joint 
press conference after talks with Foreign Minister Javad Zarif, in comments carried by Agence France
Presse. However, Brahimi stressed that no invitations have yet been sent out for the proposed 
international peace conference, which he hopes will be held in late November. 



7S. Rebel sources: 15 Hezbollah soldiers killed outside Damascus 
Al Arabiya, 2013 10 27 
Damascus - At least 15 Hezbollah fighters were killed on Saturday by Syrian rebels in Damascus' Ghouta 
district, AI Arabiya television reported, citing opposition sources. A video posted on the internet showed 
dead soldiers with Hezbollah label patches on their uniforms. Six wounded Hezbollah fighters were 
reportedly transferred to Lebanon for medical treatment.Hundreds of fighters from the Lebanese Shiite 
guerrilla group were reportedly killed in Syria since the start of the civil war there about two years ago. 

79. Hunger, disease spread in Syria as aid is blocked 
The Washington Post, Loveday Morris, 2013 \0 27 
Beirut - With more than 5 million people internally displaced, a suspected polio outbreak, and starvation 
threatening, the United Nations and aid agencies say that just a trickle of the required assistance is getting 
into war-ravaged Syria as the harsh winter months loom. After more than 2112 years ofconflict, the 
accounts of struggling civilians paint a portrait of abject human suffering amid what the World Health 
Organization has deemed the world's worst humanitarian crisis. The U.N. humanitarian chief, Valerie 
Amos, on Friday chastised both sides for failing to improve access along the lines laid out in an Oct. 2 
U.N . statement and described the situation as a "race against time." The crisis has intensified over the past 
month, with the WHO reporting 22 suspected cases of polio in Deir aI-Zour - which, ifconfirrned, would 
mark the first outbreak of the debilitating virus in Syria in 14 years. U.N. agencies are mobilizing an 
emergency plan to vaccinate more than 2.5 million children against polio, but with cross-border 
operations from neighboring countries and operations across front lines hampered by red tape and security 
concerns, they concede it will be a major challenge. 

SO. Thousands of Islamists rally for AI Aqsa Mosque 
The Jerusalem Post, Taylor Luck, 2013 1027 
Amman - Thousands of Islamists gathered in the capital on Friday to urge the Arab and Muslim worlds 
to "defend" AI Aqsa Mosque from Israeli violations, urging the government to sever diplomatic ties with 
Tcl Aviv. Ovcr 4,000 supporters of the Muslim Brotherhood movement gathered in northern Amman on 
Friday to call for liberating Jerusalem, in a two-hour rally "in support ofAI Aqsa". Islamists took turns in 
warning Israel against ongoing violations at AI Aqsa Mosque and urging the Palestinian people and Arab 
governments to "resist occupation forces". '''The Zionist entity has entered the final quarter of its fmal 
hour as a state," Hammam Saeed, overall leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, said in a speech addressing 
participants. 

SI. Watchdog says Syria has filed chemical weapons details and destruction plan 
The Associated Press, Mike Corder, 2013 10 27 
The Hague - Syria has filed details of its poison gas arid nerve agent program and an initial plan to destroy 
it to the world's chemical weapons watchdog, the organization announced Sunday. The Organization for 
the Prohibition ofChemical Weapons said in a statement that Syria completed its declaration Thursday, as 
part of a strict and ambitious timcline that aims to destroy the lethal stockpile by mid-20 14. The Hague
based group said such declarations by member states " provide the basis on which plans are devised for a 
systematic, total and verified destruction of declared chemical weapons and production facilities ." 

S2. Activists: Rocket kills 5 in embattled Syrian Christian town 
The Associated Press, Diaa Hadid, 2013 10 27 
Beirut - A rocket smashed into the home ofa family in the embattled Christian town of Sadad in central 
Syria, killing five people as al-Qaida-linked rebels and soldiers clashed for control on Sunday, activists 
said. At least three women were among the dead in Sadad, said Rami Abdurrahrnan of the Britain-based 
Syrian Observatory of Human Rights. He said it wasn~ clear whether the projectile was fired by Syrian 
soldiers, or rebels who have been trying to seize the town for the past week. Abdurrahrnan said the rocket 
strike occurred overnight Friday. The Observatory obtains its information from a network of activists on 



the ground. 

83. Saudi Women Rise Up, Quietly, and Slide Into the Driver's Seat 
The New York Times, Ben Hubbard, 2013 10 27 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia - Hackers defaced their Web site. Delegations of clerics appealed to the king to 
block their movement. And men claiming to be security agents called their cellphones to leave a clear 
mcssagc: 0 , women ofthc kingdom, do not get behind the wheel! But they did anyway. On Saturday, a 
few dozen women insisted on violating one of the most stubborn social codes in staunchly conservative 
Saudi society, getting into their cars and driving, activists said. Many posted videos of themselves doing 
so to spread the word. "We are looking for a normal way oflife," Madiha al-Ajroush, 60, a psychologist, 
said in an interview in Riyadh, the Saudi capital, " for me to get into my car and do something as small as 
get myself a cappuccino or something as grand as taking my child to the emergency room." The public 
call for women nationwide to drive on Saturday was the latest push in a decades-old effort by a small 
group ofactivists to exercise what they scc as a fundamcntal human right. Saudi Arabia, a hercditary 
monarchy, is the only country in the world where women are not allowed to drive. 

Others - Autres 

Nil 

Western Europe - Europe de l'Ouest 

84. Spaniards rally against potenial Eta releases 
The Local (Spain), StaffWriter, 20131027 
Madrid - Thousands of Spaniards answered a call Sunday by victims of Basque armed group Eta to 
protest against a European court ruling that could lead to the release ofdozens of militants. Many of the 
dcmonstrators turned up in downtown Madrid, carrying thc red and gold Spanish flag as a symbol ofthc 
country's unity, and enthusiastically applauded as the national anthem played. "Criminals must pay," said 
Maria Luisa Guisado, 71 , who was at the protest with her husband and another retired couple. "We are not 
victims, thank God, but we came in support of the victims. Let's hope this would help." The European 
Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg ruled on October 21 against a Spanish judicial practice that 
effectively reduces remission earned through prison work, allowing female Eta militant Ines Del Rio 
Prada to walk free. 

85. Media reports suggest Obama knew NSA spied on Merkel 
Deutsche Welle, Staff Writer, 20131027 
Berlin· There are new questions over how much President Obama knew about US spying on Angela 
Merkel. A newspaper report says that the US leader has been aware ofNSA eavesdropping on the 
German chancellor since 2010. On Saturday, Spiegel magazine reported that the NSA's Special Collection 
Service (SCS) had listed Merkel's mobile telephone since 2002, beginning under the George W. Bush 
administration, and that it had remained on the list weeks before Obama visited Berlin in June. According 
to the Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung, Obama had told Merkel during a phone conversation on 
Wednesday that he had not known of the bugging. However, a report in Bild am Sonntag published 
Sunday cites an unnamed NSA official who said that the US leader instead ordered the program be 
escalated. The newspaper reports that Obama knew that the NSA had been spying on Merkel's mobile 
phone since at least 20 I 0, when NSA chief Keith Alexander personally informed him of the oper!ltion. 

86. NSA may have spied on Merkel for a decade 
Deutsche Welle, 2013 1027 
Berlin - The US may have bugged Angela Merkel's phone for a deeade. Spiegel has reported that US 
President Barack Obama told the German leader he would have stopped it from happening had he known 



about it. On Saturday, Spiegel reported that the NSA's Special Collection Service (SCS) had listed 
Merkel's mobile telephone since 2002, beginning under the Bush administration, and that it had remained 
on the list weeks before Obama visited Berlin in June. The German magazine also reported that NSA and 

. 	CIA staff had tapped government communications with high-tech surveillance from the US Embassy in 
Berlin. Spiegel cited a SCS document saying the agency had a "not legally registered spying branch" in 
the Berlin embassy, the exposure ofwhich would lead to "grave damage for the relations of the United 
States to another government." 
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1. Spy debate needed 
The Toronto Star, 2013 1102 
Editorial : Do U.S. President Barack Obama and his White House security staff know what their nation's 
spies are up to? Not as much as Americans might hope, it turns out. A vast surveillance apparatus, much 
expanded after the Sept. II attacks, operates in its own mysterious ways. While Obama and his team "can 
and do" inquire into National Security Agency activities, "we do not necessarily review with the White 
House what the collection deck is," NSA Director Gen. Keith Alexander told a hearing on Capitol Hill 
this weck. That explains why Obama was out of the loop as the NSA intercepted German Chancellor 
Angela Merkel's phone calls until Edward Snowden's leaks put an end to it. Pressure is now building on 
both the Obama administration and Congress to curb the NSA's reach and to boost its oversight. A deeply 
embarrassed Obama has had to rein in NSA spying on United Nations diplomatic missions, promise 
Merkel that it won't happen again and try to assure friendly leaders that the NSA isn't tapping their phone 
lines. This is a mess, and it comes at a time when the NSA's vast domestic overreach hoovering up 
telecommunications metadata is under fire as well. Now the NSA is reported to be tapping into Google 
and Yahoo operations. Granted, we have nothing like the $IO-billion-plus NSA operation, with its vast 
domestic and overseas scope. But we do have the Canadian Security Intelligence Service and the super
secret Communications Security Establishment Canada with their combined budgets of more than $900 
million, and their ability to pry into our lives and pluck phone calls and emails out oflhin air. CSIS does 
have credible oversight. But CSEC, with its mandate to target foreign intelligence, gets nothing like the 
scrutiny the NSA does, despite recent revelations that it has turned Canadian embassies into electronic 
listening-posts, spied on Brazil's mines and energy ministry and helped allies spy on G20 summit 
participants. As the Star has argued before, Parliament should take a greater interest in CSEC's many 
activities, as American lawmakers arc doing with the NSA. But hcrc in Canada, New Democrat defence 
critic Jack Harris got nowhere with his recent bid to raise support in Parliament for striking a.special 
committee to review and strengthen Parliament's oversight ofCSIS, CSEC and other intelligence 
agencies. That's a pity. Our American neighbours are waking to the dangers of security overreach, and the 
need for greater scrutiny and accountability. So should we. 

2. Militant Native rebellions won't stop anytime soon 
The Sault Star, Kris Sims, 2013 II 02 



Halifax - They block roads, stop trains and fight the cops. Men and women dressed in camouflage, boots 
and bandanas. They come from reserves, wave red flags, set fires, tear up roads and declare sovereignty 
for their tribes. They are the so-called Warrior Societies' and they mean business . They even award 
themselves ranks such as general and lieutenant, insisting a military wing is a part of any sovereign 
nation. Many aboriginal rights activists 'consider themselves as members ofa sovereign people, separate 
from Canada. Many arrested at a recent riot in Rexton, N.B., where six police cruisers were torched, are 
members of the Mi'kmaq Warrior Society. Charges range from possession ofa firearm to unlawful 
confinement and uttering threats. Dressed head to toe in combat fatigues, Susanne Patles was released on 

. a $400 bond and talked to reporters outside court and explained where their anger was coming from. 
"(Warrior societies) are the boots on the ground to emancipate people, to have the people rise up. "We are 
a nation. We are above Canada," she said. "We are above it all, because we are a nation. Canada is a 
corporation, we are a nation, and when we signed on to our pre-Confederation treaties it was on a nation
to-nation basis, and we signed it with the British nation, not Canada." A November 2008 CSIS report 
warned: "Multi-issue extremists and aboriginal extremists may pursue common causes, and both groups 
have demonstrated the intent and the capability to carry out attacks against critical infrastructure." 
Douglas Bland, a retired lieutenant-colonel with the Canadian military, offered similar warnings in his 
2009 political thriller, Uprising. Bland says warrior societies are paramilitary organizations with easy 
access to weapons and explosives and believe they have the moral high ground. "Whether they are very 
competent or not doesn't matter -- they are an element and they are something we have to deal with," 
Bland said. "What ifa small militant group shut down the railways for three months?" . 

3. Spying revelations revive Cold War memories 
Waterloo Region Record, Carol Goar, 2013 II 02 
Column - I buried this incident in my memory long ago, thinking it was a Cold War relic. But lately it has 
been resurfacing, stirring up all the troubling questions world leaders seemed to have settled when the 
Iron Curtain fell . In 1984, Pierre Trudeau, convinced he could thaw relations between the East Bloc and 
the United States, went on a three-country mission to Czechoslovakia, East Germany and Romania. I was 
one of the parliamentary reporters covering the former prime minister's "east-west dialogue." On the 
transatlantic flight, we were warned by Canadian officials not to put anything - especially our notes - in a 
trash can or say anything that could be used by Communist authorities. Our first stop was Prague. We 
stayed in a relatively mOdern hotel with a media centre set up by the Canadian Embassy downstairs. A 
junior diplomat was in charge of media relations, which meant everything from providing us with 
background information to helping us cope with Czechoslovakia's balky telecommunications system. She 
had a tough day. I lingered in the press room after most of my colleagues had left. I liked the young 
diplomat's warmth and dedication. I wanted to know about her life in Prague. She was hungry for news 
from Canada. But when I tried to speak, she cautioned: "Not here, Carol. We'll go for a walk in the park 
when I'm off duty. We can talk there." Washington is the focal point right now, as legislators in the 
United States come to grips with the reams of secret documents being leaked by whistleblower Edward 
Snowden, a former contractor at the National Security Agency. But other governments eavesdrop, too
just not as extensively or as brazenly. "Everyone is listening to everyone else," French Foreign Minister 
Bernard Kouchner admitted in a recent radio interview. Canada certainly does. One of Snowden's leaks 
showed that Ottawa's secretive intelligence gathering agency, the Communications Security 
Establishment Canada, hacked into the computer network of the Brazilian Department of Mines and 
Energy, hardly a hotbed for terrorists. "We rcally don't know what they're up to," said Jack Harris, 
longtime defence critic for the NDP. Nor are we likely to find out; Harris' motion calling for a 
parliamentary committee to examine the oversight of intelligence gathering was soundly defeated this 
week. Canada's domestic surveillance agency, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS), has a 
slightly higher profile. But we don't know who it is watching, how it is doing it or how widely it is 
sharing its findings . What we do know is no one can have a private conversation on the internet, over the 
phone, in a coffee shop, a car or an embassy. With hindsight I should have thought harder after my walk 



in the Prague park about what it would be like to live in a place where everyone is watched, listened to 
and judged. We all live in that place now. 

4. An uneasy peace between China and Taiwan 
The Ottawa Citizen, J. Michael Cole, 2013 II 02 v, 

OpEd: China's rise has scnt the international community scrambling for ways to dcal with its 
implications, and no country has more at stake in getting the relationship right than Taiwan, the 
democratic nation of 23 million people that Beijing regards as part of its "indivisible" territory. Yes, the 
world - and Canada - can and should learn a lot from Taiwan's experience in dealing with the Asian giant, 
and Crowley, who recently visited the island, is absolutely right when he says that we should fully engage 
with China with our eyes wide open. That being said, there is a lot about Taiwan's dealings with China 
that is idiosyncratic and which therefore makes its relationship an imperfect model for the rest of the 
world. And that, sadly, is airbrushed out in Crowley'S otherwise fine piece. A lot of what is left unsaid 
stems from the common perception that relations between Taiwan and China have improved dramatically 
since President Ma Ying-jeou of the Chinese Nationalist Party, or KMT, came into office in 2008. Indeed, 
tourism, trade, cultural and educational exchanges have boomed in the past five years, and the two 
countries have signed no less than 19 agreements during that period. China is now Taiwan's top source of 
tourists and, as Crowley points out, an increasingly important trade partner for the island. The problem 
with the status quo - a stalling measure meant to diminish the risk of a Chinese military invasion - is that 
it is dynamic rather than static: Cross-strait trade, financial, services and cultural liberalization aren't 
normal exchanges, but political ones meant to transform Taiwan from within, create over-dependence and 
further draw it into China's orbit. This is where Taiwan ceases to serve as an example for Canada, as we 
do not face such an existential threat. We pretend relations between Taiwan and China are nonnal, or that 
peace is at hand in the Taiwan Strait, at our own risk. Ambiguity, a euphemism for keeping our heads in 
the sand, blinds us to the day of reckoning, wben Beijing can no longer countenance the reality that 
Taiwan's and China's political systems are altogether incompatible, and will continue to be. (Note: J. 
Michael Cole is a Taipei-based contributor to Jane's Defence Weekly and the Diplomat, and a former 
analyst at the Canadian Sccurity Intelligcncc Scrvicc.) 

Canada 

5. Canada's cyber-conundrum in today's espionage world 
The SI. Catharine's Standard, Charles Burton, 2013 1102 
Opinion: Prime Minister Stephen Harper is "very concerned" about reports that Canada's elcctronic spy 
agency, the Communications Security Establishment of Canada, conducts industrial espionage in Brazil. 
He says he'll check to see if CSEC has been acting within the law, and presumably will get back to us on 
that "soon." Cyber-spying is a must-have skill in the Internet age, but it's not cheap. With 1,800 
employees, CSEC is moving into a new $880 million state-of-the-artcomplex next year, whose super 
computers reportedly devour enough electricity to power every light in Ottawa. Ofcourse, all of this · 
snooping capacity begs another question: Are these super computers also collecting information about 
Canadians? Modern espionage is far removed from the spycraft of yore, as depicted in my 1960s 
childhood copy of Stirring Stories for Boys: steaming open envelopes, tapping phone lines with a 
screwdriver and copper cable, sneaking into offices with spy cameras to photograph documents onto 
microfilm, and so on. By the 1980s, Washington pigeons with tiny transmitters on their legs were being 
induced to roost on Soviet embassy window sills, in hopes of picking up secret conversations inside. In 
the Cold War era, Canada, Britain and tbe United States shared technology to encrypt military and 
diplomatic communications. The deal was they wouldn't spy on eacb other, but nobody was surprised 
when the content of coded cables between Ottawa and its high commission in London --about strategy to 
induce Britain to repatriate the Canadian Constitution--came up in the British House of Commons. This 
pooling of cyber-espionage means CSEC has to satisfy the hunger of Canadian government departments 
for purloined data, but is also under pressure from foreign reciprocating agencies to supply its fair share 



of high-quality cyber-info, to justify Canada's continued membership in the club. Should we be worried? 
At least in Canada, classified information stays largely inside government, as the number of people 
outside g<ivernment with security clearances is restricted. But many non-Canadians in the U.S., Britain, 
Australia, New Zealand and other "friendly" nations also have access to this data--not to mention the 
Julian Assanges and Edward Snowdens who see their mission as outing the digitized secrets of others. 
CSEC's defenders say the Commissioner for the Communications Security Establishment (a retired judge 
with a staff of six) is thcre to ensure CSEC docs not abuse its position and violate Canadians' Charter 
rights to privacy and freedom from unwarranted intrusion. Because it is necessarily a process obscured by 
tight secrecy, it's difficult to know how effectively the Commissioner keeps CSEC in check.(Note: 
Charles Burton is a professor of political science at Brock University, and a former counselor at Canada's 
embassy in Beijing. His first job was at CSEC.) 

6. Nuclear terror now on the books 
The Calgary Sun, Danicl Proussalidis, 20 I 31 I 02 
Ottawa - Nuclear terrorism is now a specific crime under the Criminal Code. The change came through 
the Nuclear Terrorism Act, which got the governor general's signature in June, but only came into effect 
Friday. Using a nuclear device or material to commit terrorism, or attacking a nuclear facility "with the 
intent to cause death, serious bodily hann or substantial damage to property or the environment" can get 
someone a life sentence. Even threatening to do so could put someone behind bars for up to 14 years. 
When she first introduced the bill in 2012, Conservative Sen. Raynell Andreychuk acknowledged that 
criminal law already applied generally to nuclear terror. "However, I believe it would be fair to conclude 
that these existing laws do not fully describe or take into account the gravity of these nuclear terrorism 
offences," she said at the time. 

7. Ottawa man wanted by France in 1980 bombing fights extradition order 
The Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 II 02 
Ottawa - An Ottawa sociology professor says both an Ontario judge and the federal justice minister made 
legal errors in deciding he should be sent to France as a suspect in a decades-old terror bombing. Hassan 
Diab heads to the Ontario Court of Appeal on Monday to argue their reasoning was flawed and should be 
overruled. French authorities suspect Diab, 59, was involved in the anti-Semitic bombing of a Paris 
synagogue in 1980 that killed four people and injured dozens ofothers. It was the final day ofa Jewish 
festival known as Simchas Torah. Judge clears way for Diab's extradition to France. In June 2011 , 
Ontario Superior Court Justice Robert Maranger committed Diab for extradition to face French authorities 
despite acknowledging the case against him was weak. In addition, the government contends, the minister 
was entitled to defer to French judicial authorities concerning protections ofan accused under French law. 
"Having entcrcd into an cxtradition treaty with France, it is to be assumed that Canada considcrs the 
French criminal justice system to be a fundamentally just one." The Court ofAppeal has set aside two 
days for the Toronto hearing, and is likely to take several weeks before handing down a judgment. 
Whatever the outcome, either party may end up appealing to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

8. Cyber attack expected to hit Canada this faU: Public Safety 
iPolitics, James Munson, 2013 II 01 
Ottawa - Public Safety Canada is expecting a cyber attack on industrial infrastructure some time this fall, 
an official said Wcdncsday. Intelligence gathcred by thc Canadian Cybcr Incidcnt Responsc Centrc 
(CCIRClis pointing toward a threat that will attempt to infiltrate an industrial control system - a general 
term for computer systems that help large commercial operations function, said Windy Anderson, 
CCIRCC's director, while speaking at the Securetech conference in Ottawa. "We have very good inte! on 
this and we are asking all ofour partners that have industrial control systems under their control please go 
back and check you 've done the basics," said Anderson, who was attending a panel on cyber security. 
CCIRC, which is overseen by the Public Safety department, is the federal government's office in charge 
of monitoring cyber attacks. It' s main goal is to protect the country's critical infrastructure, which 



includes banking, oil and gas companies and the health sector. The private sector is supposed to feed the 
cenlre information on attacks they've experienced in order to build strong profiles of attack types, which 
are evolving extremely rapidly, said Anderson. 

9. Ottawa targets $lOB in counterreit goods 
The Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier, 2013 1102 
Toronto - The federal government is attempting to more accurately gauge the size ofCanada's black 
market for pirated and counterfeit goods, which recent estimates value at more than $30 billion a year. 
Public Safety Canada is commissioning a study to assess current methods used to estimate the amount of 
counterfeit and pirated goods in Canada. In a document posted Friday, the department explained the end 
goal of the exercise is to recommend new methods to collect data and track illicit trade. "There were 
several past attempts to estimate the size of the market for counterfeit and pirated goods . No single 
method has been applied across all industries to calculate reliable estimates," the department noted. "The 
illicit nature of the counterfeit and piracy trade makes it extremely difficult to obtain reliable estimates of 
the size of trade." The best guess the government currently has values black market counterfeiting at $30 
billion a year. That doesn't include trade in pirated software ($1.14 billion) or pirated movies ($118 
million). Public Safety bases those numbers on estimates from the website havocseope.com, which 
attempts to compile information on the global black market through newspaper articles, reports from 
international organizations, and documents from intelligence and security agencies. 

10. Vous sentez-vous espionne? 
Acadie Nouvelle, lean Saint-Cyr, 2013 1102 
Editorial - L'informaticien americain Edward Snowden est responsable de tout un tsunami politique apres 
avoir revele les activites d'ecoute electronique auxquelles se livre Ie gouvemement americain. Apres les 
evenements du II septembre, la NSA (National Security Agency) a multiplie les moyens pour traquer 
tout indice pouvant permettre de debusquer des complots terroristes. Par exemple, Ie simple fait d'ecrire 
« II septembre» et ,<NSA» pourrait declencher dans Ie systeme de surveillance de I'agence americaine un 
suivi des activites de I'auteur de ces Iignes ... Les millions d'internautes qui frequentent les medias sociaux 
et qui utilisent les services de Google ou de Yahoo', selon ce qu'on apprenait celte semaine, sont, eux 
aussi, susceptibles de se retrouver dans la banque de donnees presque sans Iimites de I'agence americaine. 
Des analystes specialises en informatique expliquent que, parce que la propri6te intellectuelle du systeme 
d'encodage utilise sur pratiquement toutes les plateformes est americaine, il n'y a, en ce moment, que Ie 
gouvemement americain qui dispose des moyens necessaires pour pouvoir glaner des informations sur 
des millions de gens, it leur insu. Chez nous, au Canada, il n'y a pas que des agents secrets qui nous 
espionnent, mais des fonctionnaires de l'Agence du revenu du Canada (ARC). Dans son rapport presente 
mardi au Parlement, la commissaire it la protection de la vic privee du Canada, lennifer Stoddart, a 
formule treize recommandations visant specifiquement ('ARC. Apres avoir velifie les activites du 
personnel de ('ARC, ('equipe de Mme Stoddart a releve que les employes de ('agence federale s'etaient 
rendus coupables, pendant des annees, d'acces inapproprie ades milliers de dossiers contenant les 
renseignements personnels des contribuables qui auraient dft etre proteges. Nous ne pouvons qu'endosser 
les propos de Mme Stoddart quand elle declare que «Les Canadiennes et les Canadiens sont en droit de 
s'attendre ace que I'on protege leurs renseignements personnels, surtout 10rsqu'i1s les communiquent au 
gouvemement sous contrainte legale ... » 

11. Vous n'a avez rien acacher? Vraiment? 
Le loumal De Montreal, Michel Dumais, 2013 II 02 
Opinion: Suite aux demieres revelations du Guardian et du Washington Post, tout porte acroire que 
I'agence americaine de securite (NSA) aurait aceumule des donnees personnelles de nombreux citoyens 
de par Ie monde, y compris des Americains. Et dans bien des cas, la source originale est Ie citoyen lui
meme. Cessons de jouer aI'autruche. De tout temps, les Etats ont joue au petit jeu de I'espionnage, 
industric1 ou politique. Les compagnies, grandcs et petites, ainsi que les fonctionnaires et les politiciens 

http:havocseope.com


oeuvrant dans des postes nevralgiques ont ele les cibles des services d'espionnage et de contre
espionnage. Que la NSA soit sous les feux croises des projecteurs ne nous fasse pas oublier que tous les 
ftats d'une maniere ou d'une autre se sont livre aun pillage illegal de donnees sensibles. Rappelons-nous 
que les ftats n'ont pas d'amis, encore moins de famille . lis n'ont que des interets. Reste qu 'avant la 
democratisation d' internet, les etats dits democratiques s ' interessaient moins aux donnees personnelles de 
l'ensemble de ses citoyens. N'est pas la Stasi qui veut. Souvenons-nous que les moyens mis en oeuvre par 
l'agcncc de rcnscigncmcnts de l'ex-Allcmagne dc l'Est ctaient considerables. 

,12. Should we care about the NSA's snooping on our emails? 
The Kingston Whig Standard, Udo Schuklenk, 2013 II 02 
Opinion: Former U.S. spy agency contractor Edward Snowden is seen in this still image taken from video 
during an interview by The Guardian in his hotel room in Hong Kong on June 6. The ' Internet,' from 
Facebook to Tumblr to Google+, lit up with posts from outraged users complaining bitterly about 
violations ofthcir privacy. All sorts of funny jokes madc the rounds, from requests to thc NSA to plcase 
pass on emails someone had deleted accidentally many years ago to other tongue-in-cheek requests to 
NSA staffers. The NSA has seemingly snooped on accounts of millions and millions of people all over 
the world. Amazingly, leaders ofcountries whose citizens were illegally spied on uttered some 
perfunctory criticism, but it was clear that they didn 't care - that is until they realized that their mobile 
phone were also hacked into. The hypocrisy of these politicians is truly something. In any case, free email 
accounts hosted by major United States companies such as Gmail, Yahoo and others were tapped into by 
the spy agency. Frarikly, given that I am neither a captain of industry nor a significant political figure, I 
couldn' t care less. And I do wonder whether you should be bothered much either. What would the spy 
agency have found in my email account? Communications between me and my publisher, my family, my 
friends, requests for donations from various politieal, environmental and other outfits, dodgy emails 
telling me that I won the lottery in Britain and that I should plcase pass on my banking details, the list 
goes on. (Note: Udo Schuklenk teaches ethics at Queen's University, he tweets @schukleok). 

13. Porter ne sera pas de retour de sitot 
Le Journal de Montreal, Camille Laurin-Desjardins, 2013 II 02 
Montreal - L'ancien patron du CUSM a conteste sa demande d'extradition au Canada. Arthur Porter s 'est 
officiellement oppose ason extradition au Canada, jeudi. II devrait rester encore plusieurs mois au 
Panama, ou il est delenu, estime son avocat. Arthur Porter est toujours delenu au Panama. II est 
notamment accuse de fraude, commise ill'epoque OU il dirigeait Ie CUSM. ,de ne crois pas qu ' il sera de 
retour au Canada de sitot. S' il revient. En tout cas, ce ne sera pas avant 2014 » , a affirme son avocat, 
Ricardo Bilonick, quc Ie Journal ajoint au Panama, hicr. Arthur Porter a etC arrete en mai demier au 
Panama. L'ancien grand patron du Centre universitaire de sante McGill etait recherche depuis fevrier par 
l'Unite permanente anticorruption ( UPAC), qui Ie soup~nne notamment d 'avoir accepte 22,5 millions 
de dollars en pots- de- vin de la part de SNC-Lavallin. La finne d ' ingenierie voulait s ' assurer d 'obtenir Ie 
mega contrat pour la construction du futur CUSM. Dcpuis l'arrcstation de son client, Me Bilonick plaide 
qu ' il contestera son extradition vers Ie Canada. Mais ce n' est que jeudi que Me Bilonick a officiellement 
signe les papiers. L'avocat estime que la demande d 'extradition etait al'origine mal redigee, et ne 
decrivait pas clairement les accusations. Les autorites canadiennes semblent avoir complete Ie dossier Ie 
10 octobre, alors qu ' une procureure de l'UPAC s'est rendue au Panama. . 

14. Two-pronged losses bite SNC-Lavalin 
The Toronto Star, Madhavi Acharya-Tom Yew, 2013 II 02 
Toronto - Montreal-based SNC-Lavalin has spent two years hattling the loss of its reputation. Now it's 
also fighting a loss to its bottom line. As expected, the beleaguered engineering and construction giant 
announced a loss of$72.7 million for the third quarter due to money-losing contracts and a restructuring 
chargc in Europc. Thc company first wanied of lower carnings in mid-October. By coincidence, the 
results came on the same day as a brief court hearing in the case against former SNC-Lavalin executives 



who have been charged in connection with an alleged scheme to bribe officials in Bangladesh. 10 
February 2012, Ramesh Shah of Oakville and Mohammed Ismail of Mississauga were charged under the 
Corruption of Foreign Officials Act. Former senior vice-president Kevin Wallace was charged in 
connection with the alleged scheme in September, 2013 . Wallace left SNC-Lavalin in December, 2012 
and has filed a wrongful dismissal lawsuit against the company. His lawyer, Scott Fenton, previously told 
the Star that Wallace maintains his innocence and "will fight to clear his good name." The RCMP has also 
charged Zulfiquar Ali Bhuiyan, a Canadian citizen, and Abul Hasan Chowdhury of Bangladesh under the 
act. 

15. Les Peacekeepers denoncent les actions de la GRC II Redon 
L' Acadie Nouvelle, Mathieu Roy-Comeau, 2013 0 II 02 
Moncton - Les Peacekeepers autochtones de la Warrior Society denoncent les agissements de la GRC et 
les conditions de detention de ceux qui sont emprisonnes. Le chef regional des Peacekeepers, Jason 
Augustine, a tenu un point de presse, vendredi midi, devant Ie Palais de justice de Moncton en compagnie 
de I'avocate Alison Menard et de I'ex-chef de la Premiere Nation d'Elsipogtog Susan Levi-Peters. lis ont 
decrie I'intervention policiere du 17 octobre contre les opposants au gaz de schiste sur la route 134 pres de 
Rexton. Selon eux, la GRC a viole les traites des Autochtones en les delogeant de leur terre ancestrale. 
«N ous, les Peacekeepers de la Warrior Society, protegions notre mere la Terre pacifiquement quand des 
membres de la ORC ont fait leur descente. lis ont viole tous les traites qui existent», a declare M. 
Augustine. Le chefdes Peacekeepers II passe huit jours en prison avant d'etre libere en attendant son 
proces. 

16. Greenpeace detainees, including Canadians, moved to new Russian jail 
The Canadian Press, Lise Millette, 2013 II 02 
Ottawa - The Greenpeace activists being held in a Russian jail_ including two Canadian men _ are being 
transferred after six weeks in detention in a remote prison. The environmental organization says it has 
lcarncd from diplomatic sources that the so-called Artetic 30 will bc moved to a SI. Petersburg jail from 
the current one in Murrnansk, an isolated port city in the northwestern tip of the country. Montrealer 
Alexandre Paul and Paul Ruzycki, of Port Colborne, Ont., were among those arrested on the Greenpeace 
ship Arctic Sunrise on Sept. 18. Paul spoke to his mother Friday for the first time time since his arrest six 
weeks ago and said that, although he hasn't been mistreated in prison, he's lost plenty of weight. 10 a 
recent letter, he said the Murmansk prison was cold and that the activists had been separated from each 

..other. St. Petersburg will offer more sunlight than the current location, in the Arctic Circle. It's also closer 
to consular services. 

17. Banning hijabs won't halt honour killings 
National Post, 2013 II 02 
Editorial - Quebec's Status ofWomen Committee has released a I 67-page report that primarily addresses 
the disturbing phenomenon ofhonour killings ofgirls and women, 17 ofwhich have been officially 
designated as such in Canada since 1991 . The report also considers strategies to combat non-lethal honour 
motivated abuses, including genital mutilations, virginity testing, forced marriage and "excessive 
control." One of the report's seven recommendations to the government is the creation of a plan to educate 
hea1thcare workers, teachers and protection specialists who work closely with populations in cultural 
communities considered at highest risk. Another recommendation would change the law by stipulating 
that youth-protection agencies must inform parents when children report honour-motivated abuses to 
them. The report has its conception in the revulsion experienced by all Canadians at the brutal 2009 
murders of three Quebec sisters (Zainab, Sahar and Oeeti) and their stepmother, Rona Amir, at the hands 
of their Afghan-born parents (Mohammad Shafia and Tooba Mohammad Yahya) and brother Hamed. The 
document is welcome: Honour-motivated crimes are a reality (albeit a rare one) 'in this country. But the 
immediate response from the Quebec govemment, exploiting it as a prop for its controversial Charter of 



Values - which would ban "conspicuous" religious accessories such as the hijab and yarmulke from 
public life - is unwelcome. 

18. Canada's Beijing ambassador visited Tibet, raised rights concerns 
Tibetanreview.net., Staff Writer, 2013 II 02 
Bcijing - Canada has said Oct 31 that its ambassador to China, Guy Saint-Jacques, had visited Tibet from 
Sep 24 to 29 and expressed concerns about the human rights situation there. The information was given 
belatedly by Canada's Foreign Minister, Mr John Baird, during the third Annual John Diefenbaker 
Defender of Human Rights and Freedom Award ceremony held in Vancouver. "Canada's Ambassador to 
China recently had the opportunity to visit Tibet and raise concerns directly with officials," Baird was 
quoted as saying. Ambassador Saint-Jacques was reported to have met with provincial and local officials 
to discuss developments in Tibet, including the human and religious rights situation, during his visit to 
Lhasa and Shigatse prefecture in the Tibet Autonomous Region . 

United States - Etats-Unis 

19. Man targeting TSA agents opens fire in terminal 
Los Angeles Times, Scott Gold, Joel Rubin, Kate Mather, 2013 II 02 
Los Angeles - A composed, solitary gunman shot his way into Los Angeles International Airport on 
Friday morning, killing a transit security screener and injuring at least one more before being wounded by 
police and taken into custody. The incident was over in less than 10 minutes but caused chaos at the 
world's sixth-busiest airport and disrupted thousands of flights across the nation. The suspected gunman 
was identified as Paul Anthony Cianeia, 23, a New Jersey native who lives in Los Angeles. Authorities 
declined to discuss the gunman's motivation publicly. But a law enforcement official told The Times that 
a note was found on the gunman expressing "disappointment in the government" and noting that he had 
no interest in hurting "innocent people." Ciancia also sent a sibling a text message last week suggesting 
that he was prcpared to die, officials said. It appears the gunman targeted Transportation Security 
Administration agents, who are not armed. Authorities said he approached several people cowering in the 
airport terminal, pointed his gun at them, asked if they "were TSA" and then moved on without pulling 
the trigger if the answer was no. A witness said the gunman cursed the TSA repeatedly as he moved 
through the terminal. 

20. Suspect in LAX attack kept to self 
Los Angeles Times, Joc Tanfani, Abby Sewell and Scott Glover, 2013 II 02 
Los Angeles - People who knew Paul Anthony Ciancia struggled to reconcile the quiet teenager who by 
some accounts was bullied in high school with the man who allegedly targeted Transportation Security 
Administration workers during a fatal shooting rampage at LAX. In this suburban Philadelphia 
neighborhood, people described him as shy and a little awkward but said they never saw signs ofanger or 
violent tendencies. "He kept to himself and ate lunch alone a lot," said David Hamilton, who graduated 
with Ciancia from Salesianum School in Wilmington, Del., in 2008. "I really don't remember anyone 
person who was close to him .... In four years, I never heard a word out of his mouth." Hamilton, an 
editorial assistant at a publishing firm in Philadelphia, said he recalled Ciancia being the victim of 
bullying, but did not remember any particular incidents. "He was quiet and people would take advantage 
of that," he said. Police say that Ciancia, 23, went to LAX on Friday morning, pulled a rifle out ofa bag 
and began shooting at TSA agents, killing" a 39-year-old screener, identified as Gerardo I. Hernandez, the 
first TSA officer killed in the line ofduty. 

21. Gunman Kills TSA Officer I n Rampage at L.A. Airport 
The Wall Street Journal, Tanuny Audi, Jack Nieas, Erica E. Phillips, Andy Pasztor, 2013 II 02 
Los Angeles - A gunman opened fire Friday morning inside Los Angeles International Airport, killing a 
Transportation Security Administration officer and shooting his way past the screening area into a 
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terminaJ packed with travelers. The shooting shut down one of the world's busiest airports for hours and 
affected air traffic across the country as flights to and from the airport, known as LAX, were canceled, 
delayed or diverted. By Friday afternoon, flights were resuming. Six people were injured, officials said, 
including two other TSA employees. The TSA identified the officer who was killed in the shooting as 
Gerardo I. Hernandez, 39. One of the injured TSA agents was also shot, officials said. Federal officials 
identified the alleged shooter as Paul Anthony Ciancia, a 23-year-old resident of Los Angeles. The 
suspect, who was wounded in a shootout with airport police, was taken into custody and hospitalized, 
law-enforcement officials said. Officials said they believe Mr. Ciancia acted alone. 

22. Security Agent Is Killed at Los Angeles Airport 
The New York Times, Jennifer Medina & Ian Lovett, 2013 II 02 , 
Los Angeles - A 23-year-old man wielding an assault rifle and carrying 100 rounds ofammunition shot 
and killed a Transportation Security Administration officer at Los Angeles International Airport on Friday 
morning, scnding travelers flecing in panic and paralyzing one of the world's busiest airports for hours. 
Two other people, one of them a security agent, were shot and at least four others were injured in the 
melee. The gunman entered Terntinal 3 just before 9:30 a.m., pulled a weapon from a bag and began 
firing as he forced his way through a security checkpoint, officials said. Airport police officers chased 
him through the bustling terminal as he continued to fire, before shooting him near a departure gate and 
arresting him. The T.S.A. agent who was killed was the first to die in the line of duty since the agency 
was created in the aftermath of the Sept.. II terrorist attacks, officials said. 

23. Snowden Asks U.S. to Stop Treating Him Like a Traitor 
The New York Times, Alison Smale, 2013 II 02 
Berlin - Edward J. Snowden, the fugitive American security contractor granted temporary asylum by 
Russia, has appealed to Washington to stop treating him like a traitor fo~ reveaJing that the United States 
has been eavesdropping on its allies, a German politician who met with Mr. Snowden said on Friday. Mr. 
Snowden made his appeal in a letter that was carried to Berlin by Hans-Christian Strobele, a veteran 
member of the Green Party in the German Parliament. Mr. Strobele said he and two journalists for 
German news outlets met with Mr. Snowden and a person described as his assistant - probably his 
British aide, Sarah Harrison - at an undisclosed location in or near Moscow on Thursday for ahnost 
three hours. Mr. Strobele had gone to Moscow to explore whether Mr. Snowden could or would testify 
before a planned parliamentary inquiry into the eavesdropping. Any arrangements for Mr. Snowden to 
testify would require significant legal maneuvering, as it seemed unlikely that he would travel to 
Germany for fear of extradition to the United States. 

24. Lhota's Strengths and Weaknesses, Exposed on 9/11 
The New York Times, Michael BArbaro, 2013 II 02 
New York City - Nobody ever asked Joseph J. Lhota about the thick three-ring binder on his desk at City 
Hall, a dusty tome that bore a cryptic label: E.O.W. End of the World. Inside was an emergency phone 
directory for the national security apparatus, and the supersecret documents that would activate it in a 
crisis. For the first 1, 167 days of Mr. Lhota's tenure as deputy mayor for operations in the Giuliani 
administration, the binder sat untouched. On Sept. 11 , 2001 , it became his bible. As he ticked through a 
series of unimaginable decisions that day - rousing the White House, summoning the National Guard 
the binder would epitomize Mr. Lhota's approach to the unfolding crisis, reveaJing a Boy Scout's 
obsession with preparedness and a bureaucrat's fuith in the problem-solving powers ofgovernment. 
Today, as he struggles to promote himself as the battle-tested candidate for mayor, armed with a rare 
command of City HaU's operations, pressure points and bottlenecks, his role in overseeing the response to . 
the attacks remains a potentially potent credential, unmatched by anything on his rival's re~;ume. 

25. Plans to thwart hackers take wing 
Los Angeles Times, Parcsh Dave, 2013 II 02 



Los Angeles - Worri~d that computer hackers attacking banks and media companies could easily shift 
targets, the airline industry is taking preemptive steps to ensure it doesn't become the next victim. 
Although the "hacking" of planes midair to bring them down is unlikely, many networks, including airline 
reservation systems and airport parking meters, could be vulnerable to cyberattacks, which could disrupt 
air travel, weaken travelers' confidence and deal a major blow to a fragile economy. "The aviator guys are 
getting together because they see what's going on in every other sector," said Paul Kurtz, chief strategy 
officcr for computer security firm CyberPoint International. "It's just a matter of time before the bad guys 
start wondering, 'How do we start making money off attacking the aviation industry.'" New technologies 
and tighter budgets have added to the complexity of safely transporting 2.6 billion air passengers ayear 
worldwide. But officials at airlines, airports and aircraft makers believe they can develop enough 
safeguards to limit the effects ofhackers. 

26. U.S. Drone Kills Chief Ofpakistan Taliban 
The Wall Strect Journal, Siobhan Gorman, 2013 II 02 
Islamabad - The leader of the Pakistani Taliban was killed by a U.S. drone strike on Friday, according to 
Pakistani security officials and Taliban commanders, a development that removes a top U.S. target but 
complicates Islamabad's attempts to open peace talks with militants . Hakimullah Mehsud was the subject 
of a three-year manhunt by the Central Intelligence Agency, which carries out most drone strikes in 
Pakistan. U.S. officials said Friday it was looking strongly like he had been killed but stopped short of 
providing final confirmation. The missile hit Mr. Mehsud in the North Waziristan tribal areas near the 
Afghan border as he was coming from a meeting of his Tebreek-e-Taliban Pakistan movement. The group 
is closely linked to aI Qaeda and has killed thousands oLPakistani civilians and military personnel, 
Pakistani officials said. 

27. Iraq Leader's Visit Shows Strain With U.S. 
The Wall Street Journal, Dion Nissenbaum and Jared Favole, 2013 II 02 
Washington - Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki headed back to Baghdad after a strained visit to 
Washington that fell short of securing more U.S. military aid and exposed divisions about the causes and 
cures for rising violence in his country. Mr. Maliki wrapped up his three-day visit Friday with a White 
House meeting at which President Barack Obama praised the Iraqi leader and said the two countries 
would step up their efforts to uproot al Qaeda militants expanding their operations across the region. But 
while Mr. Maliki worked to persuade American leaders to free up more U.S. military aid, leading 
lawmakers expressed dismay over the Iraqi leader's repeated insistence that he bore little responsibility 
for the sectarian violence sweeping his country. 

28. The US Intelligence Community Has A Secret Internet That Is Much More Secure Than Ours 
The Businesslnsider.com, Michael Kelley, 2013 II 02 
Washington - The U.S. intelligence community (IC) developed a secure, internal network version of 
Twitter called eChirp that allows its analysts to discuss breaking news across agencies, David Nakamura 
of The Wasbington Post reports. It appears that the IC has created secured versions of the most popular 
apps around, suggesting that an officer's phone looks like a secure version of that carried by a regular 
person. Created by the intelligence field's Chief Information Officer, the presentation states that Intelink 
was created in 1994, making it the earliest government use of the World Wide Web. 

29. Strident Video by Chinese Military Casts U.S. as Menace 
The New York Times, Jane Perlez, 2013 II 02 
Beijing - A conspiracy-minded 100-minute film produced by the Chinese military that was circulating 
widely on the Internet Thursday accuses the United States of trying to undermine the Communist Party's 
control of the People's Liberation Army and impose American values on China. Among the American 
tactics dccricd in the film are military-to-military exchanges, which Washington has long promotcd to 
improve communications in the event of a crisis. The video, complete with ominous soundtrack, warns 
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instead that such visits are intended to corrupt Chinese officers. The strikingly hard-line film, titled 
"Silent Contest" (lj( 'xf'1), also takes aim at Western nongovernmental organizations, the American 
and British consulates in Hong Kong, and prominent reformers inside China. It accuses Washington of 
sponsoring exiled minority leaders such as the Dalai Lama and the Uighur dissident Rebiya Kadeer. 

30. Kerry Plans Brief Stop in Egypt, His First Since Military Takeover, State Media Report 
The New York Times, Kareem Fabim, 2013 1102 
Cairo - Secretary of State John Kerry will travel to Egypt on Sunday i"n his tirst visit since the military 
deposed President Mohamed Morsi four months ago, state news media reported. The trip; which is 
supposed to last a few hours, was an unpublicized addition to Mr. Kerry's official itinerary as he begins a 
nine-day trip that includes a fence-mending visit to Saudi Arabia. Relations between the United States 
and Egypt, once-<:Iose allies, have grown increasingly strained, and Mr. Kerry is scheduled to arrive at a 
particularly fraught moment: the day before Mr. Morsi, detained incommunicado since his July 3 ouster, 
is to make his first court appearance on murder charges. The website of AI Abram, the flagship state 
newspaper, said Mr. Kerry would meet with the interim president and foreign minister to discuss aid and 
bilateral relations. 

31. Pentagon News Service, R~d at First Light and Debated All Day, Fades Away 
The New York Times, Thorn Shanker, 2013 1102 
Washington - The Defense Department's Early Bird news service - which drove debates at the 
Pentagon, and its senior leaders to frustration, with its compilation ofarticles on military operations, 
budget politics and weapons programs - was declared dead on Friday. The three dozen or SO news and 
opinion articles that made the Early Bird's daily cut became must-reads at first light for Pentagon civilian 
employees and military personnel, as well as for members of the executive branch, Congress, the defense 
industry, research groups, academia and the news media. It had enormous clout, with defense secretaries 
known to thunder at subordinates after reading an unexpected morning dispatch. 

32. Can Iraq Be Saved? 
The New York Times, 2013 II 02 
Editorial - With Iraq wracked by the worst violence in three years, Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki 
was in Washington this week looking for military aid and other help. This was quite a turnabout, since he 
had essentially forced American troops to leave in 20 II . Since then, the pressures in Iraq have grown, and 
Mr. Maliki bears much responsibility for the current turmoil. His plea for assistance is urgent because AI 
Qaeda in Iraq, a Sunni group and AI Qaeda affiliate that was significantly degraded in 2008, is again a 
major threat, stoking war against Iraq's majority Shiites. Since January, more than 7,000 people have 
been killed in bombings and shootings in outdoor markets, cafes, bus stations, mosques and pilgrimages 
in Shiite areas. AI Qaeda in Iraq waged a virulent insurgency that brought the country near civil war in 
2006 and 2007, then suffered big defcats from Iraqi Sunni tribal groups and American forces . Since the 
Americans withdrew, the group has gained strength against Iraqi forces that are incapable of fully 
protecting civilians and has taken in fighters spilling in from neighboring Syria. These are serious 
problems. Mr. Maliki, however, has been playing a central role in the disorder. There is no doubt that 
militant threats would be less pronounced now ifhe had united the country around shared goals rather 
than stoked sectarian conflict. 

33. Restoring Trans-Atlantic Trust 
The New York Times, Wolfgang Ischinger, 2013 II 02 
Comment: In the wake of revelations that the American government tapped the cellpbone of Germany's 
chancellor, Angela Merkel, trans-Atlantic relations have reached a low point not seen since the Iraq war. 
In fact, the current crisis may be worse: Back then it was a question of policy disagreement; this time, it is 
a matter of broken trust and personal humiliation, the worst thing that can happen to a politicaileader. For 
Germans, it is particularly painful. We remember well the days of the Cold War, when East Germans like 



. Ms. Merkel were spied on by the Stasi. Again, in some ways this is worse: The Stasi wasn' t our friend; 
America is. In International Diplomacy 10 I, one learns that the most important ingredient of international 
cooperation is trust, easy to lose but hard to gain. How can Ms. Merkel, or anyone else in the European 
political leadership, ever trust the White House again? The problem is not that countries spy on one 
another per se. Everybody does it (well, many countries do it) with varying degrees of effectiveness and 
success. But few governments do it to the extent that the Americans appear to have - the tap on Ms. 
Merkel ' s phonc began in 2002, long bcforc she became chancellor, and apparently continued even after 
she was awarded the Medal of Freedom in the Rose Garden a few years ago. (Note: Wolfgang Ischinger, 
the chairman of the Munich Security Conference, was the German ambassador to the United States from 
200 I to 2006.) 

o
34. National security hard to balance with social media 
The Washington Post, David Nakamura, 2013 1102 
Washington - Is Twittcr a thrcat to national sccurity? Ovcr thc past two wccks, a National Sccurity 
Council staffer was fired for tweeting anonymous personal attacks on colleagues; a former high-ranking 
U.S : intelligence official had his private conversations published on Twitter by an activist who overheard 
him on a train; and hackers from the Syrian Electronic Army redirected a pair of tweets from President 
Obama's account to YouTube. The incidents - perhaps more embarrassing than damaging - served to 
underscore the uneasy relationship between the national security community and social media. At the 
White House and the National Security Council, most staffers are not permitted to access Twitter, 
Facebook and other social media sites from their office computers or government-issued mobile phones. 
Administration officials said the restrictions are aimed at preventing staffers from downloading malware 
onto government networks or accidentally uploading sensitive material onto public networks. The rules 
also serve to discourage White House aides from conducting business on networks that will not archive 
their communications as required under the Presidential Records Act. 

35. A change of heart on Iraq? 
The Washington Post, Melinda Henneberger, 2013 1102 
Washington - There was at least a little corner of agreement between some retired partisans right outside 
the White House on Friday. But it was nothing to smile about, for starters because the scenes they'd come 
out to deplore are so gory. Former senator Robert G. Torricelli (D-NJ .), former representative Patrick J. 
Kennedy (D-Mass.), former Republican homeland security secretary Tom Ridge and former House 
speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) spoke to the crowd of rain-ponchoed Iranian dissidents repeating the 
unlikely chant "President Obama take action, ensure liberty protection." One by one, the formers all said 
Obama should get a lot tougher on his esteemed current guest, Iraq Prime Minister Nouri aI-Maliki, who 
is in town to ask for morc help in beating back al-Qacda-linked groups from thc same United States of 
America that he couldn't wait to be rid of when we pulled out of Iraq two years ago. Though Obama ran 
in 2008 on ending that war, it's gone on without us, and violence has spiked again recently. 

36. Obama, Maliki talk Iraq security needs 
The Washington Post, Philip Rucker, 2013 II 02 
Washington - President Obama assured visiting Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki on Friday that the 
United States wants to be a strong partner in bringing about a stable and inclusive Iraq amid a rapid spike 
in sectarian violence that threatcns security across the country. But following a private meeting in the 
Oval Office, Obama made no public commitment of military equipment or other assistance that Maliki is 
seeking. The Iraqi leader says U.S. help is vital to containing the security threat in his country posed by 
growth in al-Qaeda. Obama said he urged Maliki to pass an election law so Iraqis can express their 
differences politically instead of using violence. The United States has been seeking to pressure Maliki to 
stop his Shiite-led government's political mistreatment of Sunnis and hold him accountable for a failure to 
govern inclusively. 



United Kingdom - Royaunie-Uni 

37. UK Hesitant about Admitting MKO Terrorists as Refugees 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1102 
Tehran - UK Immigration Minister Mark Harper said the country has not yet made any decision on giving 
asylum to the members of the Mojahedin-e Khalq Organization (MKO, also known as MEK, NCRl and 
PMOI) . ''None ofthc 52 residents of Camp Ashrafand Camp Liberty who werc previously settled in the 
UK have any current immigration status here," Harper said according to a report by the Habilian 
Association. "We have agreed to consider, exceptionally, their re-admission as refugees, subject to a UN 
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) assessment of each individual to ensure that none has been 
complicit in acts of terrorism or other activities incompatible with refugee status," he added. Harper also 
said that the UNHCR has submitted 17 assessments to the Home Office, adding that "no decision has yet 
been reached". 

38. Government spying? Worry about yourself 
The Globe and Mail, Timothy Garton Ash, 2013 II 02 
Opinion: Big Brother has never had it so good. Why? Technology. The amount of privau; information 
you share on your smartphone, and the ease with which spies ean now access it, make the Stasi look like a 
medieval relic. Unfortunately, it's not just spies who are tracking your every move. It is also phone
hacking British journalists and data-devouring, for-profit U.s . Internet companies. The essential good 
that's under threat from all these technology-empowered agents ean also be spelled out in one word: 
privacy. "Privacy is dead. Get over it," a Silicon Valley boss once reportedly remarked. Some of us don't 
accept that. We believe that preserving individual privacy is essential not just to human dignity but to 
freedom and security. The difficulty is that privacy is at once essential to and in tension with both 
freedom and security. A cabinet minister who keeps his mistress in satin sheets at the taxpayer's expense 
cannot justly object when the press exposes him. The citizen's freedom to scrutinize public figures trumps 
the minister's claim to privacy. But where and how do we draw the line between genuine public interest 
and what merely interests the public? Equally, if we are to be protected from terrorists on our daily 
commute to work, some potentially dangerous people must have their phones bugged and e-mails read. 
But who, how many and with what controls? (Note: Professor of European studies at Oxford University, 
senior fellow at Stanford's Hoover Institution) 

39. Snowden reporter's partner involved in 'espionage' and 'terrorism' 
Reuters, Mark Hosenball, 2013 II 02 
Washington - British authorities claimed the domestic partner of reporter Glenn Greenwald was involved 
in "terrorism" when he tried to carry documents from former U.S . intelligence contractor Edward 
Snowden through a London airport in August, according to police and intelligence documents. 
Greenwald's partner, David Miranda, was detained and questioned for nine hours by British authorities at 
Heathrow on August 18, when he landed there from Berlin to change planes for a flight to Rio De Janeiro, 
Brazil. After his release and return to Rio, Miranda filed a legal action against the Bri\ish government, 
seeking the return of materials seized from him by British authorities and a judicial review of the legality 
of his detention. At a London court hearing this week for Miranda's lawsuit, a document called a "Ports 
Circulation Sheet" was read into the record. [t was prepared by Scotland Yard - in consultation with the 
MI5 counterintelligence agency - and circulated to British border posts before Miranda's arrival. The 
precise date of the document is unclear. 

40. Europe's spies work together on mass surveillance: Guardian 
Reuters, 2013 II 02 
London - Spy agencies across Western Europe are working together on mass surveillance oflnternet and 
phone traffic comparable to programs run by their U.S. counterpart denounced by European governments, 
Britain's Guardian newspaper reported on Saturday. Citing documents leaked by fugitive former U.S. 



National Security Agency (NSA) contractor Edward Snowden, the Guardian said methods included 
tapping into fiber optic cables and working covertly with private telecommunications companies. The 
Guardian named Germany, France, Spain, Sweden and the Netherlands as countries where intelligence 
agencies had been developing such methods in cooperation with counterparts including Britain's 
surveillance agency GCHQ. The report is potentially embarrassing for governments, especially in 
Germany and France which have been the most vocal in protesting about U.S. mass surveillance of 
European communication nctworks rcvcaled by Snowdcn since June. 

41. Tabloid Hacked Prince Harry's Phone, Jury Is Told 
The New York Times, Steven Erlanger, 2013 1102 
London - The tabloid The News of the World, now defunct, hacked into Prince Harry' s cellphone in 
2005 to write an article about how he had sought help from his private secretary, a former member of the 
military, to prepare a term paper for officers' school at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, the jury in 
Britain's phone hacking trial heard on Friday. The young prince was seeking help for a paper on the 1980 
Iranian Embassy siege in London. He asked his private secretary, Jamie Lowther-Pinkerton, a former 
Special Air Service officer who trained at Sandburst: " Just wondering if you have any info at all on siege 
on the Iranian Embassy because I need to write an essay quite quickly on that. I need some info Have most 
of the stuff but if you have extra." Help in doing academic work is a violation ofacademy rules, but there 
were few repercussions for the prince, now 29 and a helicopter gunner with the British Army. 

42, Sixth man in court on terrorism charges 
The Times of London, 2013 1102 
Glasgow - A sixth person has appeared in court charged with conspiring to murder and commit acts of 
terrorism. John Gorman, 56, is alleged to have acted with five others who have also been charged with 
planning to murder Johnny Adair and Samuel McCrory, former high-profile members of the Ulster 
Defence Association. Mr Gorman and his co-accused - Martin Hughes, Edward McVeigh, Anton Duffy, 
Paul Sands and Stacy McAllister - are all accused of plotting to carry out a terrorist campaign in the UK. 

43. EDL's only Muslim fined over threats 
The Times of London, Tom Coghlan, 2013 1102 
London - A man believed to be the only Muslim member of the far-right English Defence League has 
been fined a total of £245 after pleading guilty to using threatening language and behaviour towards a 
group of Asian men. Abdul Rafiq, 43, who lives in Glasgow, was seen at an EDL rally in Bradford, West 
Yorkshire, on October 12 "talking to a group ofAsian males about being British", Leeds Magistrates' 
Court was told . "A poliecman tricd to usher thc dcfendant away," said Mike Vittis, for the prosecution. 
"He then started to swear and tried to pull a Union flag out of his bag." Rafiq told the court that it was he 
who was being threatened. "There were about ten of them and one of me," he said. "The argument was 
about me being part of the EDL, even though I'm Muslim. "I said: 'I'm here because I love my country'. If 
it wasn't for the police being there, they would have attacked me." 

44, Hackers 'listened to William and Harry's private messages' 
The Times of London, David Brown, 2013 II 02 
London - The level of intrusion into the Royal Family by tabloid Journalists included eavesdropping on 
the voicemail messages of Prince William and Prince Harry, the Old Bailey was told yesterday. Prince 
Harry's pleas to an aide for help with an essay and his complaints that a terrorism training exercise had 
been a "complete waste of time" were illegally intercepted by the News of the World, it was said. A story 
that his older brother had been "shot" when he got lost during a night training exercise at the military 
academy was allegedly obtained by hacking. Andy Coulson, the paper's former Editor, is aecused of 
sanctioning the hacking of members of the Royal Family and allegedly corrupt payments to the police 
officcrs who wcre supposed to bc protecting thcm. Even the Quccn was not immune, with a private list of 
her direct telephone lines bought for £1 ,000 from a Royal protection officer, the prosecution said. Three 



Palace aides were also victims of phone hacking while Sir Michael Peat, an adviser to Prince Charles, was 
targeted by a private investigator over suspicions that he was having al)affair. 

45. Chemical exports 'could fail into terrorist hands' 
The Times of London, Oliver Moody, 2013 1102 
London - Chemicals that could be used to create weapons of mass destruction are being exported from 
Britain to some of the most chaotic countries in the world, an investigation has found . Britain risks losing 
track of "dualuse" substances which are sold to unstable countries including Libya, Yemen, Sudan, 
Algeria and Pakistan, senior military figures have said. The Government was struggling to monitor the 
whereabouts of chemicals and there was a danger of them falling into the hands of terrorists, they added. 
Of nearly 250 licences issued in the past three years, more than a quarter were to states which had been 
put on the Foreign Office's "of concern" list for a legacy ofviolence, or a poor record on human rights. 

46. Terror suspects cleared oftampering with 'faulty' tags 
The Guardian, Alan Travis, 2013 II 02 
London - Prosecutions have been halted in three separate cases over the past week involving terror 
suspects accused of breaching new-style "control orders" by tampering with their G4S-supplied GPS 
electronic tags. Defence lawyers say that the cases have had to be dropped not because of attempts to 
remove the tracking devices, but because the design of the new tags is flawed. Security experts say that 
the tags do not appear to have been stress-tested to cope with a devout Muslim who prostrates himself in 
prayer five times a day. Birnberg Peirce and Partners, who represent all three men, say there are serious 
questions about the reliability of the bulkier GPS "tracking tags" which are due to be widely used. The 
law firm has written to the justice secretary, Chris Grayling, about this "extraordinary situation" and ask 
for reassurance for the men required to wear the "deeply suspeet devices" . 

47. Sixth person charged over alleged terror plot 
The Guardian, Staff Writer, 2013 1102 
London - A sixth person has been charged with conspiring to murder and carry out terrorist attacks in an 
alleged plot to target two senior Ulster loyalists living in Scotland. John Gorman, 56, appeared in private 
at Glasgow sheriff court aftet four men and one woman were charged earlier this week with an alleged 
conspiracy involving dissident Irish republican sympathisers. Gorman, from Irvine, Ayrshire, is alleged to 
have acted with the other five in a plot to kill Johnny Adair and Samuel McGrory, both former senior 
figures in the Ulster Defence Association, who now live in Scotland. The suspects were arrested in a 
series of raids in the Glasgow area and west of Scotland last week in a joint operation involving MIS, 
Police Scotland and the Police Service of Northern Ireland. 

48. Declaration of web iRllependence 
The Guardian, Ian Brown, 2013 II 02 
Opinion: There has been criticism of America's National Security Agency and Britain's GCHQ from Latin 
American nations and close allies such as Germany, whose chancellor Angel Merkel, below, allegedly 
had her phone bugged. The EU's internal market commissioner, Michel Barnier, has called for a 
"European data cloud", while its justice commissioner, Viviane Reding, has declared Monday's European 
parliament vote on new data protection rules to be "Europe's declaration of independence" . Brazil's 
government has ambitious plans to encourage rcgional internet traffic to be routcd locally and set up a 
secure national email service. Germany's privacy commissioners have called for a review of whether 
Europe's internet traffic can be kept as far as possible within the EU (and by implication, from the UK). 
Are these proposals all steps towards a "Balkanised" set of isolated, national internets? China's "great 
firewall" has long been criticised by freedom ofexpression campaigners. The difference between China 
and Brazil's plans is that Chinese citizens are deliberately cut off from debate on political issues, while 
Brazilians will get new options to protect their privacy. Greater US attention to its intemationallegal 
obligations might go somc way to reassuring other nations it is paying regard to thcir citizens' privacy. 



(Note: Ian Brown is associate director of Oxford University's Cyber Security Centre, and senior research 
fellow at the Oxford Internet Institute) 

49. NSA surveillance may result in internet break-up 
The Guardian, Matthew Taylor, Nick Hopkins & Jemima Kiss, 2013 II 02 
London - The vast scale ofonline surveillance revealed by Edward Snowden is leading to the breakup of 
the intcrnct as countrics scramblc to protect cmails and phone records> according to experts. They say 
moves by countries, such as Brazil and Germany, to encourage regional online traffic to be routed locally 
rather than through the US are likely to be the first steps in a fundamental shifun the way the internet ' 
works. The change could potentially hinder economic growth. "States may have few other options than to 
follow in Brazil's path," said Ian Brown, from the Oxford Internet Institute. "This would be expensive, 
and likely to reduce the rapid rate of innovation that has driven the development of the internet to date." 
Since the Guardian's revelations about the scale of state surVeillance, Brazil's government has published 
ambitious plans to promotc Brazilian nctworking tcchnology, cncourage rcgional intcrnet traffic to be 
routed locally, and is moving to set up a secure national email service. In India, it has been reported that 
government employees are being advised not to use Gmail and last month, Indian diplomatic staff in 
London were told to use typewriters rather than computers when writing up sensitive documents . 

SO. Union of spies: Europe's league of surveillance 
The Guardian, Julian Borger, 2013 II 02 
London - The German, French, Spanish and Swedish intelligence services have all developed methods of 
mass surveillance of internet and phone traffic over the past five years in close partnership with Britain's 
GCHQ eavesdropping agency. The bulk monitoring is carried out through direct taps into fibre optic 
cables and the development of covert relationships with telecommunications companies. A loose but 
growing eavesdropping alliance has allowed intelligence agencies from one country to cultivate ties with 
corporations from another to facilitate the trawling of the web, according to GCHQ documents leaked by 
the former US intelligence contractor Edward Snowden. The files also make clear that GCHQ played a 
leading role in advising its European counterparts how to work around national laws intended to restrict 
the surveillance power of intelligence agencies. The German, French and Spanish governments have 
reacted angrily to reports based on National Security Agency (NSA) files leaked by Snowden since June, 
revealing the interception of communications by tens of millions of their citizens each month. US 
intelligence officials have insisted the mass monitoring was carried out by the security agencies in the 
countries involved and shared with the US. 

Australia, New Zealand - AustralielNouvelle Ulande 

51. Sea Sbepherd captain expects Australian government support for anti-whaling campaign 
(Canada) 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation, David Weber, 2013 II 02 
Canberra - Sea Shepherd founder Paul Watson is expecting the Abbott Government will support the anti
whaling campaign due to start in the Southern Ocean, at least in spirit. Mr Watson is in the United States 
after spending 15 months at sea avoiding authorities. He became an international fugitive after he was 
arrested and then skipped bail in Germany last year. He has had two Interpol notices for arrest hanging 
over his head, onc from Costa Rica and one from Japan. Now he is in Scattle preparing for a civil case 
brought against him and Sea Shepherd USA by Japanese whaling interests. When Paul Watson 
disembarked in the United States earlier this week, he was welcomed by attorney and supporter Robert F. 
Kennedy Junior, along with a group ofother lawyers, and volunteers. For 15 months, the only land that 
Paul Watson set foot on was the odd atoll in the Pacific . Now be is in the United States, and he thinks he 
is on solid legal ground. 

52. Manus staff didn't know of assault: report 



Australian Associated Press, 2013 II 02 
Canberra - A report commissioned by the immigration department disputes claims staff knew young male 
asylum seekers were being sexually abused at the Manus Island processing centre. However, the 
independent review recommends a separate area be set up within the facility to accommodate "vulnerable 
transferees" who need to move out of the single adult male compound for their own safety. The report by 
lawyer Robert Cornall was sparked by an SBS Dateline program in July, in which the former head of 
occupational hcalth and safety at the centrc, Rod St Georgc, said staff knew as many as half a dozen 
young men were being assaulted and sexually abused. Mr St George also claimed acts ofself-harm and 
attempted suicide were occurring "almost daily" at the Papua New Guinea facility, where he worked for a 
month before quitting in April. 

(0,
53. Govt embarrased over Huawei: Labor 
Australian Associated Press, 2013 II 02 
Canbcrra - Confusion ovcr whethcr or not thc coalition governmcnt would back a ban on Chinese 
telecoms giant Huawei tendering for work on the NBN was "amateurish and somewhat embarrassing", a 
senior Labor MP says. Prime Minister Tony Abbott ruled out overturning the ban this week, despite his 
Communications Minister Malcolm Turnbull and Trade Minister Andrew Robb earlier indicating it could 
be reviewed. The former Labor government instituted the ban based on security advice from spy agencies 
ASIO and the Defence Intelligence Organisation. 

54. Huawei still banned from Australia's broadband project 
Xinhua News, Xu Yanyan, Song Dan, 2013 II 02 
Melbourne - China's telecom giant Huawei on Friday confirmed that the ban by Australian government 
on Huawei from participating the National Broadband Network (NBN) project continues, saying it was 
"extremely disappointed" with the decision. At the same time, Prime Minister Tony Abbott also 
reportedly reiterated his promise of the ban to the country's opposition leader. In an internal letter 
obtained by Xinhua, Huawei Australia Chairman John Lord told his 700 staff to "hold their heads up 
high," saying they should be proud of this company. "We are extremely disappointed with this decision ... 
Huawei's business in Australia has never been dependent on the NBN. Despite the NBN decision, last 
year was our most successful year to date and today Huawei's Australian business is bigger than ever," 
Lord said in the letter. He also said that the Australian government's decision is the exception, not the 
rule. "Huawei is building eight of the nine NBNs around the world, including the UK, New Zealand, 
Singapore, Malaysia, and more. These countries have not embraced Huawei cautiously, they have 
embraced us \vith open arms," said the chairJl1lUl. 

55. Huawei reerets Abbott's NBN ban 
Canberra Times, Peter Cai, 2013 II 02 
Canberra - Huawei has broken its silence after the federal government decided to uphold a ban on the 
Chinese telco taking part in the national broadband network, saying the company is "extremely 
disappointed" . John Lord, the chairman of Huawei Australia and a former Royal Australian Navy admiral, 
told the company's staff to hold their heads up high and be "proud to be Huawei". Mr Lord's letter to staff 
came after Prime Minister Tony Abbott effectively shut down speculation tbat Canberra was going to 
relax the Labor government's ban on Huawei. Mr Abbott ruled out any softening of the Coalition's stance 
on the tclco in a Ictter to Opposition Leader Bill Shortcn. "While much of this wcck's commentary has 
focused on cyber security," Mr Lord wrote, "I want to make it crystal clear that Huawei has never been 
presented witb any evidence tbat our company or technology poses any kind of security risk." The former 
fleet commander played down the importance of the NBN to Huawei's business operation. "Despite the 
NBN decision, last year was our most successful year to date and today Huawei's Australian business is 
bigger than ever," be wrote. Huawei Australia more than doubled its local revenue last year and earned 
$368million, a 61 per cent increase on the previous year. It has secured major contracts, including 
construction of part of Optus' fast 4G nctwork. Mr Lord reiterated an offcr to revcal its technology and 



source codes to be verified by Australian security agencies. The offer has so far been ignored by both the 
Coalition and Labor governments. , 
56. Cheery facade hides Sri Lankan leader's tough message 
The New Zealand Herald, Jason Burke, 2013 II 02 
Wellington - Down in the deep south of Sri Lanka, where life usually moves at a leisurely pace, there is 
onc small town that is less tranquil. Hambantota - population 20,000 - is cxpanding fast. There is a vast 
new deep-water port, built with $360 million of borrowed Chinese cash; a new 35,OOO-seater cricket 
stadium; a huge convention centre; and a $242 million intemational airport. A broad-gauge railway is 
under construction. Powerful people have ambitions for Hambantota. None is more powerful or more 
ambitious than President Mahinda Rajapaksa, born nearby in 1945. There is much construction in Sri 
Lanka these days. The island nation was already one of the wealthiest in south Asia but its economy had 
been held back by decades of civil conflict. Now the war is over and the Government says growth rates 
are touching 7 per ccnt. 

57. Australia feels the heat over spying role (Canada) 
The New Zealand Herald, 2013 II 02 
Canberra - The diplomatic fallout from continuing disclosures about America's vast global spy network 
has begun descending on Australia after revelations that its foreign embassies are being used to intercept 
sensitive communications. Indonesia yesterday summoned Australia's ambassador in Jakarta, Greg 
Moriarty, to explain reports on intelligence eavesdropping that it described as " unacceptable". " The 
actions that were carried out, as they were reported, absolutely do not reflect the spirit of friendship that 
has been well maintained between neighbouring and friendly countries, and are a serious breach of 
security that is unacceptable to the Indonesian Government," an official statement said. Australia's use of 
diplomatic posts for electronic snooping adds to a growing awareness of the United States-led Five Eyes 
agreement, under which it swaps intercepted data with the United States, New Zealand, Britain and 
Canada. At least some of this information is passed to other countries, including Singapore and South 
Korea, under a .. Five Eyes Plus" arrangement. Australia and the US are also further boosting intelligence 
co-Qperation with Japan. The revelations about the use of diplomatic posts followed the publication of 
documents leaked to the German weekly Der Spiegel by exiled American whistIeblower Edward 
Snowdon. 

58. Spying could damage regional trust 
The Age, Chris lohnson, 2013 II 02 
Canberra - Australia's reputation as a friendly and trusted leader in the region will be dented if it is proved 
it is using its embassies to spy on neighbouring countries. That assessment comes from somc Asian 
nations with diplomatic missions in Canberra. Fairfux Media revealed this week that Australian embassies 
and high commissions across Asia were being used to intercept phone calls and data as part ofa US-led 
global spying network. On Friday, the Indonesian government demanded clarification on a suggestion 
that Australia's embassy in lakarta was used to tap into the phone conversations of President Susilo 
Bambang Yudhoyono or other high-ranking officials. Australia's ambassador in Jakarta, Greg Moriarty, 
was summoned to the Foreign Ministry for a "please explain". In Perth, Indonesian Foreign Minister 
Marty Natalegawa said the spying was "not cricket" and Jakarta wanted an explanation. "If Australia was 
itself subjcct to such an activity, would you consider it as being a friendly act or not?' he said. "I'm not 
sure what is the right term in Australian terminology. I guess it's not cricket." 

59. Surveillance shatters trust (Canada) 
The Canberra Times, Staff Writer, 2013 II 02 
Canberra - There can be few more sticky situations in an ambassador's career than being summoned by a 
foreign government official to explain alleged spy activities. Greg Moriarty found himself in just that 
place on Friday when Indonesia's foreign ministry demanded a response to allegations that Australia's 



embassy in Jakarta is used to amass signals intelligence. It is doubtful Mr Moriarty would have any more 
than a superficial knowledge of intelligence-gathering activities at the embassy. Nonetheless, he would 
have been obliged to deny the accusations, to dissemble or to give assurances that such activities are 
intended to facilitate counter-terrorism investigations and not to monitor the communications of political 
leaders. However, since former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden revealed last 
month that the United States routinely taps the telephones ofat least 35 foreign leaders - and because 
Australia is a member of the "Five Eyes" intelligence-sharing pact, along with the US, Britain, Canada 
and New Zealand - it is very probable the Indonesians may have found Mr Moriarty's explanations 
wanting. 

60. It's no secret, cyber spying is a serious business 
The Canberra Times, Nicolas Stuart, 2013 II 02 
Canberra - The group of polite young men (neat, hair tidily parted, clean clothes) hardly look as if they're 
on the fTont line of any war, let alone at the pointy-end of daily, massed attacks from a foreign power. 
Nevertheless here, in a clean white room on the third floor of the Lockheed Martin building on 
Wentworth Avenue, a small team is staring at computer consoles. These monitor the blips that indicate 
that somewhere, someone else is probing, exploring, penetrating ... trying to gain secret information any 
way possible. There's been a lot written about cyber security lately but it's hard to get a grip on what it 
means. Television images of people lounging at computers don't explain very much. If a journalist 
attempts to penetrate a bit further, jargon and "security issues" quickly emerge, enveloping the discussion 
in grey confusion. It's rare to find someone who knows what they're talking about and is prepared to share 
that information. Over the other side of the lake there's another cyber-security centre at Russell Hill - but 
(perhaps quite understandably) nobody will tell you anything about what's going on in there. After all, if 
the defender explains how they're detecting intrusions, the aggressor will alter their means of penetrating. 
Given that earlier this year the Prime Minister's department was penetrated by a "foreign power" (read 
China), there's understandably a certain degree of sensitivity, particularly with reorganisation under way. 

61 pies ofthe future ought to go low-tech 
The Age, Tony Wright, 2013 II 02 
Column - A while ago now, when there was still a Cold War, the world wide web hadn't yet been 
invented, no one had a mobile phone in their pocket and newspaper companies still had money to lavish 
on reporters, I was sent off to trek around the USSR. One didn't trek, exactly. You had to be a guest of the 
Soviet government and you were given a " guide" , a trusted comrade of the Communist Party whose job 
it was to ensure the guest saw just as much of life in the USSR as was officially. permitted. There was an 
endless round of factory tours - at one such place a worker informed me, when I inquired what industry 
was supposed to be occurring, that " they pretend to pay us, we prepare to work" - visits to television 
stations, recitals ofopera and performances of ballet, trips to historic sites, conversations with tame 
newspaper editors and the like. I developed a technique of bidding my guide good night each evening 
and, yawning, heading off to my room. Communist Party members in that winter of 1988 weren't 
supposed to drink alcohol, so a gift ofa bottle of vodka ensured that guides would remain in the privacy 
of their rooms in the evenings. Then I would find one of the helpful black-market kids who infested the 
bars and streets around hotels. With a further gift of cigarettes, these savvy urchins would spirit me out 
into the night and introduce me to relatively ordinary people who would confide details of their lives, 
which wcre rarely happy. Placcs such as Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania were in a tumult ofdemand for 
independence fTom Moscow and there was no shortage of voices wishing to be heard, often on the wise 
requirement of anonymity. 

62. People smugglers are on the back foot, says Morrison 
The Sydney Morning Herald, Kim Arlington, 2013 II 02 
Canberra - Australia is getting the upper hand over people smugglers, with the number of boat arrivals 
"significantly below trends and expectations", Immigration Minister Scott Morrison says. No asylum 



seeker boats arrived in the past week, the government said on Friday in its weekly briefing on "Operation 
Sovereign Borders" . Asked whether asylum seekers had been turned back to Indonesia, Mr Morrison and 
the operation's commander, Lieutenant-General Angus Campbell, responded by saying they would not 
comment on "on-water operations" . It was revealed at the briefing that an alleged people smuggler, an 
Iraqi suspected of being the principal organiser of three boats which carried 763 people into Australian 
territory from Indonesia in 200 I, had been arrested by police in Malaysia and extradited to Perth. 
Indonesian authoritics working with thc opcration had also arrested three "facilitators" and disrupted two 
potential ventures in the past week. 

63. Kim Dotcom Submits Mega iOS App To Apple For Approval, Makes Other Announcements 
The Inquisitor.oz, Staff Writer, 2013 11 02 
Wellington - Kim Dotcom announced on Friday that his Mega app for iOS has been submitted to Apple 
for approval. Dotcom revealed that the app was submitted on Thursday. He also announced that a Sync 
clicnt is coming soon for Windows, Mac, and Linux dcvices. Dotcom didn 't stop thcre, announcing that 
his engineers are working to improve the Mega.Co.Nz website, making it faster and more stable for users. 
Here are Kim Dotcom's own words for the upgrade: #Mega is also launching a new and improved site 
with our iOS app. Faster & better than ever. Encrypted communication features will follow. 

Afghanistan - Pakistan 

64. Pakistan will not let US drone strike 'kill' peace talks: Rashid 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 II 02 
Islamabad - The Pakistani government said Saturday it would not allow the death of Pakistani Taliban 
leader Hakimullah Mehsud in a US drone strike to derail proposed peace talks . Federal Information 
Minister Pervez Rashid told reporters in Islamabad that the government wanted to press ahead with its 
plan to negotiate with Mehsud's Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP). "We can say that this time drone struck 
the peace talks but we will not let the peace talks die," Rasheed said. He said the process of peace should 
not stop despite the TIP chiefs death. Mehsud was killed in a US drone strike in North Waziristan 
agency Friday evening, throwing the talks process into doubt a day after the government said it was 
taking steps to initiate dialogue. 

65. Pakistani Taliban meeting chooses Khan Said 'Sajna' as new chief 
Pakistan Dawn, Zahir Shah Sherazi, 2013 II 02 
Peshawar - A meeting of the Pakistani Taliban's council on Saturday decided on Khan Said 'Sajna' to 
lead the banned Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), a day after a US drone strike killed its former leader 
Hakimullah Mchsud in North Waziristan . Most of the members of the shura (council) were present at the 
meeting which was held at an undisclosed location. Out of 60 members attending the meeting, 43 
members voted in favor of 'Sajna' whereas 17 others voted against him, militant sources told Dawn.com. 
They said thatthe appointment of Said, who leads the Taliban in South Waziristan, was not confirmed by 
several splinter groups of the militant organisation. A spokesman for the Taliban in South Waziristan, 
Azam Tariq, declined to say whether ' Sajna' had been chosen to lead the TIP umbrella group. He, 
however, said a formal announcement will be made in the coming days. 

66. Security high alert in KP after TTP chiefs killing 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 II 02 
Peshawar - Security in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa was put on high alert hours after the chief ofbanned militant 
group Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan, Hakimullah Mehsud, was killed in a US drone strike in North 
Waziristan, DawnNews reported. In an attempt to prevent a possible backlash from Taliban militants, 
security was increased at all sensitive government installations in the provincial capital of Peshawar, 
including in its Cantonment areas and thc localities adjaccnt to tribal regions. Blockades were also set up 
at all entry and.exit points of the city where searches of passers-by were underway. There was also a step 
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up in random snap checkings being conducted in Peshawar. Security agencies were put on high alert in 
the region whereas the number of personnel deployed at security check posts was also increased. 

67. Pakistani Taliban chief, associates laid to rest 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Qaiser Y ousafzai, 2013 II 02 
Islamabad - Pakistani Taliban leader Hakimullah Mehsud, who W8$ killcd in a US drone strike late on 
Friday, was laid to rest in the tribal region of North Waziristan on Saturday morning. Killed in the same 
raid, Mehsud's uncle, driver and other close aides were also buried today but at different places in the 
restive region, which has long been home to Pakistani, Afghan, Chechen and Arab .fighters. Carrying a $5 
million US bounty on his head, the outlawed Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TfP) chief was killed along 
with his driver and personal bodyguard in the latest strike that Islamabad instantly denounced as an 
attempt 'at derailing talks with the rebel movement. 

68. TTP appoints Sajna as Mehsud's successor 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Qaiser Yousafzai, 2013 11 02 . 
Islamabad - Khan Said Mehsud, alias Sajna, replaced Hakimullah Mehsud as Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan 
(TIP) head on Saturday, the day his predecessor Hakimullah Mehsud was laid to rest, local officials 
said.Mehsud was killed along with several close associates in a US drone strike in the Dande Darpakhel 
area near Miranshah, the North Waziristan Agency headquarters, on Friday. Sajna had previously been 
clevatcd as TIP's second-in-command aftcr the killing ofWaliur Rehman Mehsud in a similar strike on 
May 29, 2013. He was born in the Sararogh area of South Waziristan. The appointment of TIP's new 
chief came at a meeting of its Central Advisory Council. Most of the council members were present at the 
meeting held at an undisclosed location. Of the 60 members attending the Shura, 43 voted for and 17 
others against Sajna, according to a TIP source, who said that the election had not been endorsed by 
splinter groups of the outlawed organisation. .. 
69. Pakistani Taliban chief, associates laid to rest 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Qaiser Yousafzai, 2013 1102 
Islamabad - Pakistani Taliban leader Hakimullah Mehsud, who was killed in a US drone strike late on 
Friday, was laid to rest in the tribal region of North Waziristan on Saturday morning. Killed in the same 
raid, Mehsud's uncle, driver and other close aides were also buried today but at different places in the 
restive region, which has long been home to Pakistani, Afghan, Chechen and Arab fighters. Carrying a 
$5 million US bounty on his head, the outlawed Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TfP) chief was killed along 
with his driver and personal bodyguard in the latest strike that Islamabad instantly denounced as an 
attempt at derailing talks with the rebel movement. 

Africa - Afrique 

70. 30 Shabaab militants killed in attack on Somalia base 
The Standard (Kenya), 2013 II 02 
Nairobi - The Somali National Anny (SNA) has killed more than 30 Shahaah militants in Kolbio, close to 
the Kenyan border, the Kenya Defence Forces has said. Military spokesman Major Emmanuel Chirchir 
said SNA are believed to have attacked a base belonging to die militants. On Tuesday, a senior US 
military official told the media that a drone strike in southern Somalia had killed two AI-Shabaab 
militants including the group' s top explosives expert. 

71. RDC : "I 'offensive continue" contre les derniers rebelles du M23 
Agence France Presse, 2013 II 02 
Goma - L'armee congolaise a indique samedi que I'offensive contre les derniers bastions du M23 
continuait dans l'Est de la Republique democratique du Congo (ROC) apres Ie semblant d'accalmie de la 
veille. "L'offensive continue, nous n'avons pas arrete", a declare ill'AFP Ie general Lucien Bahuma, 
commandant de la 8e region militaire congolaise, qui couvre la province du Nord-Kivu. Joint par 



telephone de Kiwanja, aun peu plus de 80 km au nord de Goma, la capitale du Nord-Kivu, I'officier a 
refuse d'en dire plus sur la localisation des combats, indiquant simplement que I'armee etait "partout, 
partout" . Mis en deroute par I'offensive lancee Ie 25 octobre par les Forces armees de la Republique 
democratique du Congo (F ARDC), Ie M23 ne controle plus depuis mercredi que quelques collines 
proches de son ancien fief politique, Bunagana, localite situee ala frontiere ougandaise, aenviron 80 km 
au nord de Goma. 

72. Mali: atmosphere tendue ill'ouverture des assises sur Ie nord 
Agence France Presse, 2013 II 02 
Gao - Plus d'un millier de personnes ont manifeste vendredi aGao (nord), contre la composition de la 
delegation locale devant representer la region aux assises sur Ie nord, ouvertes vendredi aBamako par Ie 
president maJien. "II y a plus d'un millier de personnes actuellement dans les rues de Gao. Elles sont 
contre la composition de la delegation locale devant representer la region aux assises de Bamako", a 
declare Oumar Dicko, membre du collectif des jeunes de Gao. Les manifestants reprochent aux membres 
de la delegation de ne pas representer la population de la region, a-t-il precise. Selon differents temoins, 
des pneus ont ete brUies aplusieurs endroits de la ville, paralysant la circulation. Le domicile du maire de 
la localite a ete en partie brule, et des projectiles ont ete lances aI'interieur du gouvernorat de Gao. "Nous 
avons ete un peu debordes. Nous avons ete obliges d'utiliser des gaz lacrymogenes", a declare un policier 
contacte par telephone. 

73. Terror Suspect Mutabazi Handed Over to Rwanda 
The New Times (Rwanda), StaffWriter, 2013 II 02 
Kigali - Rwanda fugitive and former RDF officer, Lt. Joel Mutabazi, is in Rwandan Police custody after 
being handed over earlier this week by the police in Uganda. Contrary to reports in Ugandan media that 
Mutabazi was abducted, Rwandan Police spokesperson Damas Gatare said in a statement yesterday that 
Mutabazi had been transferred to Rwanda as part of standing bilateral cooperation. "We have Lt. Joel 
Mutabazi in custody following his arrest and hand-ovcr by Uganda Police. This was done in keeping with 
ongoing collaboration between Rwanda and Uganda police to fight and prevent transnational organised 
crimes through Interpol and the Eastern Africa Police Chiefs Cooperation Organisation framework. Lt. 
Mutabazi will face the due process of the law," Gatare said. Reliable sources indicate that while in exile 
in Uganda, Lt. Mutabazi was active in organising and coordinating a terror cell targeting Rwanda. 

75. Freedoms in Egypt questioned after EI-Bernameg's suspension 
Ahram Online, Saturday 2 Nov 2013 
Cairo - The suspension of Egyptian satirist Bassem Youssefs show "EI-Bernameg" by privately-owned 
channel CBC has drawn widespread critcism from public figures, many expressing their concern 
regarding the future of Freedoms in Egypt. Minutes before millions were expecting EI·Bemameg's 
second episode of the third season on Friday, a statement was read by the host channel saying EI
Bernameg would not air as expected, claiming Youssef and his producer had "violated what had been 
agreed upon" with the channel, as well as CBC's "editorial policies." The statement added that the show 
will remain offair until editorial and commercial disputes with Youssef are resolved. "Ifonly I were 
minister of information, I would have invited Bassem Youssef to host his show on state TV," said Law 
professor and Head of Cairo University Gaber Nassar via Twitter on Friday night, adding that the 
suspension affirms that the relationship of businessmen to media outlets is an issue that needs to be 
revised. 

76. Egyptian Channel Blocks Episode by TV Satirist 
The New York Times, Kareem Fahim, 2013 1102 
Cairo - A private television station on Friday abruptly canceled an episode of a show whose host is 
Bassem Youssef, a popular Egyptian satirist who lampoons political figures and the news media, with the 
channel saying it had been "taken by surprise" by the show's content. There was no apparent sign that the 



Egyptian authorities had ordered the cancellation by the private channel, CBC. In a statement read on the 
air, CBC accused Mr. Youssef and the show's producer of disregarding the channel's editorial policy and 
said the show would be suspended until the disputes with the host were resolved. The sudden, mysterious 
cancellation ofone of Egypt's most widely talked-about shows fed a sense ofa1ann about media 
freedoms that has intensified since July, when the military ousted President,Mohamed Morsi, a leader of 
the Muslim Brotherhood, after widespread protests against his rule. 

77. Pro-Morsi protests aim to shake Egypt: President Mansour " 

Abram Online, Staff Writer, 2013 II 02 

Cairo - Egypt's interim president Adly Mansour said on Saturday that recurring protests in support of 

deposed president Mohamed Morsi aim to "shake" the country. Mansour said in an interview with the 

Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) that these protests are "not popular" and only represent "limited groups," 

that want to give the impression that the "government is unable to run the country." This comes as the 

pro-Morsi National Alliance to Support Legitimacy (NASL) vowed to sta1!e daily protests until Monday, 

when the deposed president's trial is due to begin. 


78. US Restates Commitment to Wipe Out Boko Haram 

Vanguard News, Nduka Nwosu, 2013 1102 

Washington - The United States of America, Thursday re-stated its commitment to join the Federal 

Government and counter terrorism experts in wiping out Boko Haram and its war ofextennination 

against defenceless civilians in the northern part of the country. According to the statement, in spite of the 

increased spate of activities of Boko Haram and similar terrorist groups in the sub-region, which made 

many wonder if U.S. diplomacy in West Africa had failed, the US was resolute in its commitment to fight 

terrorism to a stand-still. The statement was made during the eighth annual Trans-Sahara 

Counterterrorism Partnership (TSTP), chaired by Linda Thomas-Greenfield, Assistant Secretary, Bureau 

of Mrican Affairs. Thomas-Greenfield expressed dismay at the incessant killing of civilians in the 

northcrn region of Nigeria by Boko Haram, while in Libya, Tunisia and Mali, Algeria and Niger 

Republic, terrorists continue to capitalise on the relative political instability in those countries, "but the 

stakes for TSCTP have never been higher than they are today," Thomas-Greenfield asserted. 


79. Army destroys Boko Haram operational vehicles in Borno 

Nigerian Tribune, James Bwala, 2013 1102 

Maiduguri - The Nigerian Anny, on Thursday, said it had destroyed two suspected operational vehicles of 

the Boko Haram sect in the ongoing operations in Maiduguri . The spokesman of the 7 Division of the 

Nigerian Army in Maiduguri, Lt.-Col. Mohammed Dole, announced this in a statement. Dole said that the 

destruction was to get rid of insurgents terrorising motorists on highways in Borno State. "We have been 

able to identify camps used by the terrorists in planning attacks against motorists and innocent villagers in 

Kaga Local Government Area of the state. ''Troops of the division, supported by the Nigerian Air Force, 

have been able to destroy these camps since we began the operations this week," Dole said. 


Americas - Ameriques 

80. Anger spurs move to repatriate servers and privacy 
The Guardian, Jonathan Watts, 2013 II 02 
London - Brazil's congress will vote next week on a controversial new internet bill that will help to define 
the parameters of President Dilma Rousseffs campaign to reform the web. It is the first legislative step in 
a major diplomatic and tcchnological push by Brazil to increase domestic cyber security, reduce reliance 
on US servers and revise global governance of the internet in the wake of the NSA spying revelations. 
The marco civil da internet - or civil rights framework for the internet - has been in the pipeline for more 
than a year, but it was fast-tracked by Rousseff in September after leaked documents from NSA 
whistleblower Edward Snowden revealed the US agency had been monitoring the president's emails and 
phone calls, those of Brazil's biggest oil company and the communications of millions of citizens. 



Officials are haggling with legislators and telecom companies over last-minute amendments to the bill, 
which will only apply domestically but is likely to set several fundamental principles for the government's 
international strategy. 

Asia-Asie 

81. Unacceptable US spying 
China Daily, Staff Writer, 2013 II 02 
Beijing - With the NSA eavesdropping scandal continuing to unfold and revealing an increasing number 
of the United States friends have been victimized, the exposure ofalleged Special Collection Service units 
of the US spy network on Chinese soil came as no surprise. To many Americans, we are at the very best a 
potential rival, ifnot an enemy, despite all the official rhetoric about partnership. According to the 
German weekly Der Spiegel, SCS cells operate in five Chinese cities -Beijing, Chengdu, Hong Kong, 
Shanghai and Taipei . The White House has some explaining to do because such establishments and 
activities are illegal in nature and not covered by diplomatic immunity. Nor are there any known bilateral 
agreements allowing their existence. 

82. Chinese cities victim of US spying 
China Daily, Pu Zhendong, 2013 II 02 
Beijing - Washington is fueling distrust with surveillance, foreign ministry says. China will beef up its 
security following a report that the massive US National Security Agency surveillance of world leaders 
and civilians has spread into major Chinese cities, a Foreign Ministry spokeswoman said on Oct 30. 
According to German magazine Der Spiegel, China has become another victim of Washington'S 
monitoring sweep. US intelligence has been operating a global network of80 special collection services, 
including "listening posts" in cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, Chengdu, Hong Kong and Taipei, Der 
Spiegel said. Calling cybersecurity "a matter of sovereignty", spokeswoman Hua Chunying said Beijing 
will take the necessary measures to safeguard its information security. ''We have been concerned about 
the continuing exposure to US surveillance activities and will keep a close watch on further 
developments," Hua said. 

83. Explain embassy-spying claims, China tells US 
China Daily, 2013 II 02 
Beijing - China is demanding an explanation from the United States after a report in an Australian 
newspaper said Australian embassies, including the one in Beijing, were being used as part of a US-led 
spying opcration. The Sydney Morning Herald said on Thursday that the intelligcnce-collccting takes 
place in Australian embassies across Asia, as well as at other diplomatic missions, without most 
Australian diplomats knowing about it. Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying told a 
daily news briefing in Beijing on Thurday: "China is extremely concerned about this report and demands 
that the US offer a clarification and explanation. 

84. Bomb threats disrupt Changsha flights 
South China Morning Post, Keith Zhai, 20 J3 II 02 
Beijing - Police have detained a man suspected of making false bomb threats that affected four flights 
from or bound for Changsha in central Hunan province yesterday afternoon. China Central Television 
reported that Changsha Huanghua International Airport recei ved warnings from a single suspect of 
possible bombs aboard the four flights. The identity and motive of the suspect remained unknown. The 
airport could not be reached for comment. The incident came just days after a car crash and explosion in 
Tiananmen Square which authorities described as a "terrorist attack" . Public security officials are also on 
a state of heightened alert ;mead of the Communist Party plenum planned to start next week. A Beijing 
Capital Airlines flight from Changsha to Hangzhou , a Southern Airlines flight from Harbin to Changsha 
and a Xiamen Airlines flight from Lanzhou to Changsha were forced to alter their flight plans after the 



airport received threatening phone calls, according to CCTV and airlines . 

85. China says Tiananmen attackers carried out reconnaissance trips 
Reuters, Paul Carsten, 2013 11 02 
Beijing - Eight suspected Islamist separatists behind a deadly attack in the Chinese capital had carried out 
three reconnaissance trips and collected 400 Iitres of fuel in preparation for their assault on Tianaomen 
Squarc, state mcdia said. Thc accused all camc from Hotan in the restive far western region of Xinjiang 
and were hiding out in western Beijing ahead of the attack, state television said late on Friday. They had 
accumulated 40,000 yuan ($6,600) and a number ofknives before driving a Mercedes SUY onto the 
northern part of the square at midday on Monday, in front of the entrance to the Forbidden City, the report 
said. The car ploughed through bystanders on the edge of the capital's iconic Tiananmen Square and burst 
into flames, killing the three people in the car and two bystanders, in what the governrnent called a 
"terrorist attack" . Forty people were hurt. 

86. China Says Terror Group Was Behind Tiananmen Attack 
The New York Times, Austin Rantzy, 2013 If 02 
Beijing - China's domestic security chief said a terrorist organization was behind this week's attack at 
Beijing's Tiananmen gate that left five people dead and 40 injured. Speaking at a meeting in Uzbekistan, 
the official, Meng Jianzhu, said the East Turkestan Islamic Movement was a "behind-the-scenes 
instigator" of the assault Monday. "The terrorist incident in Beijing was an organized, premeditated 
aetivity," he told Phoenix Television, a Hong Kong-based broadcaster. 'The behind-the-scenes instigator 
is the East Turkestan Islamic Movement that is entrenched in central and west Asia." Mr. Meng, who was 
participating in a meeting of the antiterrorism body of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, a grouping 
of China, Russia and four central Asian states, offered no further details on how investigators made that 

. link. The Beijing police said they found a banner printed with "religious extremist messages" on the 
vehicle that crashed into a stone bridge and was ignited by the three occupants who died in the fire . 

87. Chinese Embassy in Finland speaks out after media allegation' of cyber spying 
Xinhua News, 2013 1102 
Helsinki - The Chinese Embassy in Finland issued a press release on Friday after media reports alleged 
China had been possibly behind cyber espionage against Finnish foreign ministry. "Many countries 
including China are victims of the recent cyber attacks," said the press release, adding that China has 
consistently sought to promote international cooperation on combating cyber crimes. The embassy said 
that China has scrupulously abided by international law and principles of international relations, and "the 
Chincse govcrnment and military authorities havc never supported any activitics of this kind." 

88. China says U.S. denies plan with Japan over disputed islands 
Xinhua News, 2013 II 02 
Beijing - The United States has clarified reports about a U.S.-Japan joint military plan relating to disputed 
islands in the East China Sea, said a Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman on Friday. Hua Chunying 
told a regular press briefing, "China has noticed relevant reports, and the U.S. side has given clarification 
to the Chinese side and said the Japanese reports were not in line with the fact." Nikkei News reported on 
Oct. 25 that Japan and the United States had drawn up a plan to jointly "recapture" the Diaoyu Islands if 
they were taken away. 

89. Defense chief vows to reform scandal-ridden cyber command 
Y onhap News, Kim Eun-jung, 2013 II 02 
Seoul - South Korean Dcfense Ministcr said Friday he will rcform thc Cybcr Warfure Command to better 
conduct its core mission of countering North Korea's hacking attempts, amid widening investigations into 
the secretive unit's alleged online smear campaign. Kim Kawn-jin made the remark during the 
parliamentary audit as the cyber command, which was created in 20 I 0 to fend off online security threats, 



was embroiled in a snowballing scandal in regard to the last year's presidential election. Four cyber 
warfare officials are currently under investigation over posting political messages against then opposition 
camp candidate Moon Jae-in ahead of the last December's election. 

90. S. Korea's chief nuclear envoy to visit U.S. next week 
Y onhap News, 2013 II 02 
Seoul - South Korea's chief nuclear negotiator will visit the United States next week to discuss recent 
developments in efforts to restart the stalled six-party talks on ending North Korea's nucJear weapons 
program, Seoul's foreign ministry said Saturday. Cho Tae-yong, Seoul's chief envoy to the six-party talks, 
plans to meet with his U.S. counterpart, Glyn Davies, and other National Security Council officials during 
the five-day trip that kicks off on Sunday, the ministry said. Cho's trip comes after Davies flew to Seoul 
late last month for a two-day visit aimed at coordinating the allies' policies amid burgeoning expectations 
over the resumption of the six-party denuclearization forum. The talks, which involve China, Japan, the 
two Koreas, the U.S. and Russia, have been suspended since the last session concluded in late 2008. The 
forum was launched in 2003 to convince Pyongyang to give up its pursuit of nuclear weapons in 
exchange for economic and diplomatic concessions. 

91. Japan, Russia agree to expand defense ties 
Associated Press, 2013 II 02 
Tokyo - Japan and Russia held their first high-level dcfcnse and diplomatic talks Saturday and agreed to 
step up cooperation between their militaries amid regional security concerns such as North Korea and 
China. Japanese Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida and Defense Minister Itsunori Onodera, and their 
Russian counterparts Sergei Lavrov and Sergei Shoigu also agreed to hold joint military and anti-piracy 
exercises and establish a defense consultation framework. Their countries' defense ties are geared up 
toward peace and stability in the Asia-Pacific region and would not affect existing alliances, including 
one between Japan and the U.S., they said. Lavrov told a news conference after Saturday's talks that 
upgrading dcfense tics between the two countries could serve their national interests in resolving 
terrorism and North Korea's nuclear threats, as well as other regional disputes. He welcomed the talks as a 
landmark development for Russia and Japan, and said that this new cooperation would not interfere with 
the Japan-U.S. alliance. 

92. Sri Lanka dismisses UK's Channel 4 video as fake 
Asian Age, Staff Writer, 2013 II 02 
Colombo - Sri Lanka on Saturday dismissed a latest video documentary released by Britain's Channel 4 as 
'fake', saying attempts are being made to discredit the army ahead of the Commonwealth conference. In 
the latest video, Channel 4 shows a group of soldiers surrounding a half-naked Tamil lady. The video 
claim that lady, a Tamil television presenter who had served in the LTIE, was executed after being 
captured by the troops and not during the tinal battle as claimed by the government. She was found dead 
with her clothes stripped. "It is nothing new for Channel 4 to discredit Sri Lanka at important times such 
as the UN Human Rights Council sessions and the upcoming Commonwealth conference," military 
spokesman Brigadier Ruwan Wanigasuriya said. "We reject outright the video. It is a complete 
fabrication," Wanigasuriya said. He said none of the L TIE members who had either surrendered or 
captured had been killed by the troops. 

93. Jharkhand not prepared for emergent terror threat, say officials 
The Hindu, Anumeha Yadav, 2013 II 02 
Ranchi - Even as scveral suspccts for the Patna blasts have been rounded up here this wcek, lharkhand 
police officials said the State was ill-equipped to tackle what may be an emerging terror module. The 
State's security apparatus is focused fully on cou'nter-insurgency operations against the banned CPI 
(Maoists). It lacks the capacity for intelligence gathering for terror activities, said officials. Of the six 
suspects arrested, Imtiaz Ansari and Tariq alias Ainul were caught when the bomb carried by the latter 
exploded in a toilet at Patoa railway station. Tariq, estimated to be below the age of 20, succumbed to 



blast injuries in Patna on Friday. "Of the six suspects, four lived in Ranchi . Two others, Tehseen Akhtar 
and Hydar Ali, who seem to have planned and led this attack and are absconding, visited Ranchi 
regularly. There is a clear link with planning and funding organised willi Jharkhand as a base," said 
Jharkhand Director General of Police (DGP) Rajeev KUI1l<\r. 

o94. AIADMK official website hacked ( 
The Hindu, Petlee Peter, 2013 II 02 
New Delhi - The official website of the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam, 
www.aiadmkallindia.org, was on Saturday hacked by a group which ealls itself Pakistan Haxors Crew. 
The group posted a symbol featuring a skull and the Pakistan flag and posted messages like "Islam 
Zindabad , Long Live Muslims, Pakistan Zindabad" and "HACKED BY H4$N4!N H4XOR". "We Are 
PHC (PAKISTAN HAXORS CREW) We Just Want Justice & Peace," the group said in its post along 
with an email id. A scroll with anti-India messages was also posted with names purported to be members 
of the group. The site is now offline with visitors being greeted with a message "This Website is under 
construction". According to sources Chennai Police confirmed the hacking attack and had the cyber team 
block the website. Senior police officers are now working with cyber experts in the Cyber Lab at the new 
Chennai Police Commissionerate to retrieve the ruling party site, sources added. 

95. Penetrating the web of terror networks 
The Hindu, Aaron Mannes, V.S. Subrahmanian, R.K. Raghavan and Animesh Roul 
Opinion: A detailed study of the Indian Mujahideen, based on a clinical analysis ofcurated data, is 
beginning to pay dividends in understanding when the outfit will launch attacks and who its targets will 
be. The deadly explosions that struck a Bharatiya Janata Party rally in Patna on October 27 confirmed that 
terrorism will remain on top of the agenda for an over-stretched Indian police and a heavily burdened 
Intelligence Bureau (IB). Investigations have revealed the involvement of at least six individuals in the 
planting of 18 explosives (of which only seven exploded) in Gandhi Maidan. The Indian Mujahideen (1M) 
is the leading suspect for thc daring attack. Its intentions seem clear: convert the rally into a mass fatality 
event, and spread fear and panic with a blatant message to the security apparatus that the 1M is a force to 
contend with. To the credit of the Bihar Police, some operatives from the 1M's Ranchi cell- one of its 
newly unearthed field entities - have been arrested in connection with the Patna bombing. 
Unfortunately, arresting 1M operatives does not appear to prevent the outfit from launching terror attacks 
with relative impunity, and in fact could be a sign that further attacks are in the works. In the forthcoming 
book Indian Mujahideen: Computational Analysis and Public Policy (Springer 2014), the four writers 
hcre were ablc to usc data mining algorithms developed at the University of Maryland to identify broad 
conditions that were predictive of different types of terror acts carried out by the 1M. Over the years, the 
1M has consistently carried out simultaneous attacks with multiple devices within a few months ofthe 
arrests or deaths of its top operatives. Following the arrest of Yasin Bhatkal in late August 2013, this 
behavioural rule led us to predict that the [M was likely to launch attacks in the last quarter Of 20 13 - a 
prediction that has unfortunately come true with the Patna attacks. (Aaron Mannes and V.S. 
Subrahmanian are researchers at the University of Maryland, where Professor Subraltmanian heads the 
Center for Digital International Government. R.K. Raghavan served as Director of the Central Bureau of 
Investigation, while Animesh Roul directs the Society for the Study of Peace & Conflict in Delhi. They 
have co-authored Indian Mujahideen: Computational Analysis and Public Policy [Springer 2014]) 

96. Indonesia Confronts Australian Ambassador on Reports of Spying 
The New York Times, Joe Cochrane, 2013 II 02 
Jakarta - Indonesia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs summoned Australia's ambassador on Friday to 
respond to news media reports that Australia's embassy in Jakarta was used as part of a United States-led 
spying effort, saying such actions were "not acceptable" and had harmed its diplomatic relations with 
both countries. The Australian ambassador, Greg Moriarty, met with Indonesian officials on Friday 
morning after reports this week in the German newsmagazine Der Spiegel and The Sydney Morning 

http:www.aiadmkallindia.org


Herald that the intelligence collection program had been conducted from Australian Embassies in China, 
lbailand, Indonesia, Vietnam and East Timor, and from Australian high commissions - the equivalent 
of embassies among Commonwealth countries - in Malaysia and Papua New Guinea. 

Eastern Europe -Europe de I'Est 

97. Russian-Japanese Talks Focus on US Missile Defense Plans 
Ria Novosti, Isset Kato, 2013 II 02 
Tokyo - Russian concern over the deployment of elements ofa US missile defense network in Japan was 
the subject of "special attention" during talks in Tokyo this week between Russia's defense and foreign 
ministers and their Japanese counterparts, Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu said Saturday. Shoigu 
said that the Russians had suggested holding additional meetings with Japan about Moscow's 
apprehension over US moves to deploy missile defenses around the arc of the South China Sea in addition 
to the disputed Europcan missile shield, including a new missile defense radar in western Japan to join an 
existing radar in the northern Aomori prefecture. "We made no secret of the fact that the creation by the 
US of a global missile defense system, including a Japanese element, is causing us grave concern, 
primarily over the possible destruction of the strategic balance of power in the Asia-Pacific region," 
Shoigu said ata news conference on the outcome of the two-day talks in Tokyo on Saturday. 

98. Kremlin Denies Snowden Is Breaking Terms of Russian Asylum 
RJA Novosti, Vitaly Belousov, 2013 II 02 
Moscow - Fugitive US intelligence leaker Edward Snowden will not be permitted to break the conditions 
of his asylum status in Russia by harming the US, a Russian newspaper quoted President Vladimir Putin's 
spokesman as saying Saturday. The Kommersant daily quoted a source in the US White House as saying 
that Snowden's activities in Moscow were clearly hanning US national interests, but cited Putin's 
spokesman Dmitry Peskov as rejecting the allegation in an article published Saturday. Putin said in July 
that the former US National Security Agency contractor, who went on the run after leaking details of top
secret US surveillance programs to the media, would only be allowed to stay in Russia if he stopped "his 
work aimed at banning our US partners." Snowden was granted asylum in Russia in August after 
spending more than a month in the transit zone ofa Moscow airport, and now lives at an undisclosed 
location in Russia. This week, Snowden was back in the news after he met with Gennan lawmaker Hans
Christian Strobele in Moscow who said the former CIA employee had offered to testify to Gennan 
lawmakers about information leaked by him about the US spying on Germany, including claims that the 
NSA had tapped the mobile phone ofGerman Chancellor Angela Merkel for more than 10 years. 

99. Syrian army soldiers loading tanks with ammunition in the Damascus suburb Jobbar 
RJA Novosti, Andrei Stenin, 2013 II 02 
Washington - Russia has increased its weapons shipments to Syrian President Bashar Assad' s government 
since last year, military aid that is likely "more significant" than Iranian arms supplies to Damascus, 
according to senior US diplomats. "It has increased from a year ago. There are more deliveries, and in 
some cases, they are militarily extremely significant," Robert Ford, the US ambassador to Syria, told a 
hearing of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee this week. Ford said he had not seen a "detailed 
estimate of the dollar value" of the Russian arms shipments, which US officials have said are propping up 
Assad in his government's raging civil war against Syrian rebel forces. Giving an example of the 
deliveries ' impact, however, Ford said Gen. Salim Idris, commander of the Western-backed Free Syrian 
Army, told him that Syrian air force jets refurbished by Russia and delivered to Assad's forces "make a 
huge difference." 

100. Russie: les militants de Greenpeace incarceres en route vers Saint-Petersbourg 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 1102 
Saint-Petersbourg - Les trente militants de Greenpeace detenus en Russie sont en train d'etre transferes a 



Saint-petersbourg. lis etaient detenus depuis environ un mois Ii Mourmansk, dans Ie Grand nord, apres 
que leur navire a ete arraisonne par les garde-cotes russes. Les militants avaient tente de monter sur une 
plateforme petroliere pour denoncer I'exploitation des hydrocarbures en mer Baltique. L'infonnation a ete 
confirmee lil'agence russe Interfax par une source proche du comite d'enquete. Les militants sont en 
cours de transfert vers une prison de Saint-Petersbourg, oil leurs conditions de detention devraient etre 
meilleures. II y a, dans I'ancienne capitale russe, des Iieux de detentions adaptes pour «des groupes de 
suspects aussi importants que eclui-lii ». 

101. Pussy Riot: Tolonnikova 'out of sight' since prison move 
BBC News, 2013 II 02 
Washington - One of the jailed members of the Pussy Riot protest band has vanished from sight since she 
was moved to a new prison 10 days ago, reports from Russia say. The husband ofNadezhda 
Tolokonnikova told a US news website he had not received any news about her and her current location 
was being kept secret. She had been on hunger strike at a penal colony in Mordovia. She and another 
band member were jailed over a protest in a Moscow cathedral. 

Iran, Iraq - Iran, Irak 

102. Turkey and Iran Signal a Softening of Differences Over Syria 
Thc Ncw York Timcs, Tim Arango & Scbnem Arsu, 2013 II 02 
Ankara, Turkey - Turkey and Iran, on opposing sides of the civil war in Syria, signaled a thaw in relations 
on Friday, asserting that they shared concerns about the rise in sectarianism there and could collaborate to 
bring peace to their neighbor. The softening, reflected in the Iran foreign minister's visit to Turkey, came 
as the international community was working toward talks to end the Syrian conflict. Turkish officials 
appeared to be trying to position themselves as a bridge between the West and Iran on Syria, as Turkey 
has done on the Iranian nuclear issue. In an afternoon meeting here between Mohammad Javad Zarif, the 
Iranian foreign minister, and Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Turkey's primc minister, Mr. Erdogan made clear 
that he still believes that President Bashar ai-Assad of Syria must go. A senior Turkish official who spoke 
on the condition ofanonymity said that Turkey was willing to support a plan in which some institutions 
of the Syrian state remained intact, and that Turkey was pressuring Iran to abandon Mr. Assad. . 

103. Iran to vigorously pursue nuclear energy program: MP 
Press TV, Staff Writer, 2013 II 02 
Tchran - A scnior Iranian parliamcntarian says the Islamic Republic will vigorously proceed with its 
peaceful nuclear activities in line with international regulations. 'The Islamic Republic of Iran will 
continue its [nuclear] activities with full strength and will enhance its technological capability to the 
maximum level for enrichment [needed] for its industry and will do these within the framework of 
international regulations," Spokesman for the Majlis National Security and Foreign Policy Committee 
Hossein Naqavi Hosseini said on Saturday. He added that Iran is a member of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) and is among those countries in the world that have nuclear industry. The Iranian 
legislator noted that talks have been resumed between Iran the UN nuclear agency to settle the differences 
on the Iranian nuclear energy program. 

104. UN passes Iran-proposed resolution on disarmament 
Press TV, Staff Writer, 2013 II 02 
Tehran - The UN General Assembly has approved a draft resolution proposed by Iran on international 
nuclear disannament despite strong opposition by the US, the Israeli regime and certain Western 
countries. Iran's proposal on global disannament was passed at a session of the Disannament and 
International Security Committee of the General Assembly with a recorded vote of 113 in favor, 52 
against and seven abstentions. The resolution urges nuclear-armed countries to rapidly adopt the 
necessary measures in order to abide by their international commitments regarding disannament. It 



specifically calls for the full annihilation ofnuclcar arsenals, transparently, irrevocably, and under 
international supervision. According to the resolution, non-nuclear states should be given guarantees that 
they will not be threatened or attacked by nuclear weapons. 

105. Commander: IRGC Planning to Form Shadow Navy Force 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1102 
Tchran - The Islamic Revolution Guards Corps is planning to set up an auxiliary navy force in 
cooperation with Iran's Basij (Volunteer) Force, a senior IRGC commander announced on Saturday. 
"The Naval Basij (force) should be quickly organized through the cooperation of the IRGC Navy and the 
Basij Organization," Lieutenant Commander of the IRGC Navy Brigadier General Ali Akbar Kharatiyan 
said on Saturday, addressing a conference in the Southern Iranian city of Bandar Abbas. General 
Kharatiyan underlined the high capabilities of Iran's Basij force, and said that Basij should be empowered 
to boost the capabilities of the IRGC Navy. "On the basis of the same plan," he said, "some members of 
Basij will undcrgo specialized trainings in the field of naval defense and operations." 

106. Commander: Iranian Navy Raising Combat Capabilities in Caspian Sea for Defensive 
Purposes 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1102 
Tehran - The Iranian Navy is upgrading its warfare capabilities in the Caspian Sea in a bid to maintain 
peace and security along its coastal waters in the North, a senior commander said Saturday, reiterating 
that the country's military goals and agenda are all defensive in nature. "Enhancing the Iranian Navy's 
combat capabilities in the Caspian Sea is in line with national defense (policies) and maintenance of 
security at the coasts," Commander of the Iranian Army's 4th Naval Zone Admiral Khordad Hakimi told 
FNA in the Northern city of Rasht today. '''The Islamic Republic of Iran's Navy is moving towards 
reinforcing peace and friendship with other countries," Admiral Hakimi added. In late September, Hakimi 
announced that the Iranian Navy would build new frigates in the Caspian Sea. 

107. Surge in Iraqi Violence Reunites Maliki and Obama 
The New York Times, Mark Landler, 2013 II 02 
Washington - With violence spiking again in Iraq, fomenting fears of widening instability in the region, 
Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki pressed President Obama on Friday for American help in fighting 
Qaeda terrorists in his country's lawless west. Mr. Maliki said the Iraqi government was "mobilizing our 
people in order to fight AI Qaeda because it's good for Iraq and the Middle East." Speaking after a 
meeting with the president in the Oval Office, Mr. Maliki said he and Mr. Obama had "similar ideas" on 
counterterrorism priorities, though he did not offer details on any requests for military equipment or other 
aid. Other Iraqi officials said the government was appealing for a range of aid, including Apache 
helicopter gunships and Hellfire missiles, as well as more American intelligence and other forms of 
counterterrorism support, like reconnaissance drones that would be operated by Americans. 

Middle East - Moyen-Orient 

108. More terror related violence in southern Yemen 
Yemen Post, 2013 1102 
Sana'a - Two days aftcr the security forecs confirmed they had managed to arrest and detain, Omar Salem 
a top al-Qaeda leader in the south-eastern province of Hadhramawt, officials in the southern province of 
Abyan said they suspected terror militants to have exerted their revenge on an army checkpoint. Unknown 
armed men attacked one of Abyan many military checkpoints in Ahwar, killing two soldiers and a 
bystander; three other people were also injured in the clashes. A local official told the press, "Suspected 
al-Qaeda gunmen shot dead on Thursday two soldiers and a civilian in an attack on an army checkpoint in 
the southern province of Abyan." He added, '''The assailants opened fire at a checkpoint in the Ahwar 



area, and sped away in their car." While no group claimed responsibility for the attack, local officials 
have already warned that all evidences so far point to the terror ~roup . 

109. Failed truce in Sa'ada 
Yemen Post, 2013 1102 
Sana'a - Despite the coalition government's best efforts, no truce so far was brokered in between the 
Houthis and their religious nemesis, the Salafis, instead violence reached a new peak when Zaidi militants 
shelled Darnmaj religious centre and home to dozens of students this Thursday. Abu Ismail al-Hajouri, a 
spokesman for the Salafis faction (Sunni radical group) told reporters that the death had risen to 24 now, 
following two days of intense fighting. Hajouri added that over 100 people, mainly civilians had been 
injured since the Houthis began their siege of Dammaj several weeks ago. According to Salafi militants, 
the Houthis have been raining down shells and rockets upon the school and its immediate perimeter in an 
attempt to make all Salafis flee and thus reclaim control of the region altogether. 

110. Israeli air strikes hit Syrian military base 
AI-Jazeera News, 2013 11 02 
Jerusalem - Israel has launched air strikes against a Syrian airbase in the northern province of Latakia, 
according to media reports and officials. A US official confirmed that "there was an Israeli strike" on 
Thursday but gave no detail on the location or the target, according to the AFP news agency. Citing 
unnamed "exclusive sources", Saudi Arabian news network Al-Arabiya said on its website that "Israel 
was behind a series of explosions that rocked a Syrian airbase in the northern Latakia province. "The 
bombing targeted a shipment of surface-to-air missiles [SAM] that was headed for Hezbollah in 
Lebanon," the report said. 

111. Israeli Strikes in Gaza Kill 4 Hamas Militants 
The New York Times, Isabel Jershner & Fares Akram, 2013 1102 
Jerusalem - Israeli military strikes killed four Palestinian militants from the military wing ofHamas, the 
Islamic group that controls Gaza, late Thursday and early Friday after five Israeli soldiers were wounded 
in an explosion near the Israel-Gaza border. It was the deadliest confrontation in the area since last 
November, when an Israeli offensive set off eight days'of fierce cross-border fighting, which ended with a 
fragile, Egyptian-brokered cease-fire. The episode began late Thursday when Israeli soldiers from an elite 
engineering unit were on a mission to destroy part of a mile-long tunnel running beneath the border from 
Gaza into Israel. The military discovered the tunnel last month and said it could have been used for an 
attack against Israeli soldiers or civilians. 

112. Army raid in e. Lebanon after kidnapped Germans freed 
The Daily Star, 2013 II 02 
Beirut - A clash between the Army and gunmen in east Lebanon Saturday led to the killing of one soldier 
and a wanted drug dealer, security sources said, adding that military raid also targeted suspects involved 
in the brief kidnapping of two German nationals . The early morning raid in Dar a1-Wassia led to the 
killing of soldier Cbarbel Tannouri and Mohammad Shkeir, wanted by authorities for drug dealing, the 
sources said. Another person was wounded in the exchange of fire, they added. Those targeted in the raid 
included individuals suspected of being involved in the recent brief kidnapping of two Germans, the 
sources said. 

113. The Syrian Exodus: Into the unknown (Part 4) 
Postmedia News, Terry Glavin, 2013 II 02 
Za'atari Regufee Camp - At night, you can sometimes hear the fighting. It's the roar of artillery, the sound 
of rockets, or the explosion of missiles fired from airplanes. It is a mere 40 kilometres from the centre of 
this sprawling refugee camp in Jordan to what is left of the town of Dara'a, on the Syrian side-of the 
border. Dara'a is where the Syrian revolution began. It started on March 6, 20 II , when some schoolboys 



were arrested for painting "The people want to topple the regime" on a wall in Dara'a. More than a dozen 
boys were arrested. In the following days, crowds began' to assemble;'demanding the children's release. 
By March 18, 2011 , the Baathist regime of Bashar ai-Assad was firing li\'e rounds into groups of 
protesters. The slaughter has not stopped. Za'atari is an immense and shambling bedlam of tents and 
"living containers" laid out on a grid pattern and enclosed by chain link and barbed wire where only two 
years ago there was nothing but an expanse of weeds and scorpions and dust-devils. The UN High 
Commission on Refugees doesn't claim to know exactly how many people live here but this past summer 
the UNHCR's best guess put the camp's population at 140,000. 

Others - Autres 

Nil 

Western Europe - Europe de ('Ouest 

114. Trans-Atlantic Relations Should Not Be Jeopardized 
Der Spiegel, Annette Heuser, 2013 11 02 
Commentary: The ongoing NSA spying scandal has put major strain on the relationship between 
Germany and the US. But both sides should stop reacting emotionally and look at the political realities. 
With trans-Atlantic trade on the line, there's simply too much at stake. One week after German Chancellor 
Angela Merkel delivered a stark message to President Barack Obama about the inadmissibility of spying 
on friends, there is little doubt that the issue has fractured trans-Atlantic relations . It has been the focus of 
nearly incessant debate among relevant government officials, the media and the public at large. But 
emotion has framed this debate when a deep and mutual understanding of one another's positions is 
needed. The black-and-white attitudes must give way to more nuanced approaches that reflect the 
complexities of the issues at hand. So what have the tis and Europe learned from all the clamor? And 
how can they recoup the understanding that is more characteristic of their postwar relationship? The 
silence from thc White House and the president has gone beyond irritating the Europcans to frustrating 
and angering them. They firmly believe that Washington must respond seriously and comprehensively to 
the spying allegations, and take transparent measures to ensure that NSA encroachments on German civil 
liberties are permanently terminated. (Note: Annette Heuser is the executive director of the Washington, 
DC-based Bertelsmann Foundation.) 

115. Counterespionage Pushed to Step Up 
Der Spiegel, Jorg Diehl, 2013 11 02 
Berlin - Amid the continuing NSA scandal, the German intelligence community is being pushed to do 
more to counter US spying. But with limited resources and a complex bureaucracy, that may not be easy. 
Perhaps the proudest moment in the recent history of German counterespionage was a stealth operation 
conducted in October 2011 , when an elite GSG 9 unit crept into an unremarkable, white-painted house in 
the city of Marburg and caught a housewife operating a short-wave radio. The woman was so startled, she 
fell off her chair. The 47-year-old, who went by the name Heidrun Anschlag, and her husband Andreas, 
allegedly 53, were agents working for the Russian foreign intelligence agency SVR. For years, they lived 
a quiet, inconspicuous life in Germany, all the while reporting back to Moscow. In July 2013, the 
Stuttgart Higher Regional Court sentenced the couple, who have a daughter, to five and a half years and 
six years in prison, respectively. Since then, the Anschlags have been left hoping a proposed exchange of 
agents will go through, and complaining about.the prison food in Gennany's federal state of Baden
Wiirttemherg. 

116. Dutch soldiers to join UN mission in Mali 
Dutch News, 2013 11 02 
Amsterdam - The Dutch government on Friday announced it will send soldiers, trainers and support staff 



to Mali as part of the UN's peace-keeping mission. The Dutch will send 70 military analysts to join the 
unit gathering intelligence from headquarters in the capital Bamako and the northern city of Gao, and a 
reconnaisance unit of 90 special forces and 60 soldiers with four Apache helicopters to be stationed in 
Gao. In addition, 30 police and customs officers will be sent to help with the training of the Malian police 
force, and a number ofcivilian experts will be involved in the 'developing ofa system of law, reforming 
the security sector and protecting the cultural inheritance'. In total, the Dutch will send around 380 
military personncl to Mali . Thc mission is set to last until the end of2015. 

,117. Germany's attitude to Snowden shifts 
Deutsche Welle, Ben Knight, 2013 II 02 
Berlin - No one could accuse Hans-Christian Strobele, a veteran Green party r((presentative in the German 
parliament, ofcomplacency. Having grown frustrated with the hand wringing and speculation in Germany 
about what exactly Edward Snowden does and does not know, the 74-year-old politician decided he 
would take matters into his own hands. "I asked myself, 'Why doesn't anyone ask him? It's not like he's 
disappeared from the world,'" Strobele told a press conference on Friday (01.11 .2013) in Berlin. Of 
course, it didn't tum out to be that simple, and months of negotiations left the proactive politician "sitting 
on a packed bag," as he put it, waiting for his chance to speak to the young American whistleblower. That 
chance finally came on Thursday, when Strobele and Snowden spent three hours discussing the National 
Security Agency revelations, and whether Snowden would be willing to come to Germany to testify to a 
parliamentary investigation on mass surveillance. As well as the news that Snowden was healthy, in good 
spirits, and, yes, he was able to go shopping in Moscow whenever he wanted, Strobele brought back an 
important message. 

c
118. In Germany, circling the e-wagons 
The Washington Post, Michael Birnbaum, 2013 II 02 
Berlin - The news that the National Security Agency has its eye on much of the world's electronic 
communications has shocked Germans, who have memories of Nazi and Cold War-era spying. Now, an 
alliance of German phonc and Internct companies claims it has a solution: German e-mail and Internet 
transmitted within German borders. The proposals - one for Internet, one for e-mail - aim to boost the 
security of Germany's internal communications by preventing them from bouncing outside the country, 
which has far stricter privacy regulations than the United States. If a German customer wants to call up a 
German Web site, there is no reason that the data must pass through a server in Virginia, exposing the 
information to potential surveillance, advocates say. The same goes for e-mails within Germany. Some 
security professionals say the efforts are little more than a marketing gimmick, since Germans would still 
want to surf American Web pagcs - Faccbook, anyone? - and the nation's plans wouldn't make doing so 
any more secure. The NSA could also still theoretically access German data on German soil, as could 
Germany's intelligence agencies. 

119. Snowden offers to go to Germany to testify in U.S. surveillance inquiry 
The Washington Post, Michael Birnbaum, 2013 II 02 
Berlin - Former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden is interested in testifying in a 
German inquiry into U.S spying, a German lawmaker said Friday, a day after meeting with the leaker in 
Moscow. But questions remained about how and where that would be possible. The suggestion came the 
same day that Germany's top security official said he was open to making it possible to take testimony 
from Snowden about allegations that the NSA monitored German Chancellor Angela Merkel's cellphone 
for more than 10 years. Snowden has been living in Russia, which granted him temporary asylum for a 
year after the United States revoked his passport. Snowden's apparent interest in going to Germany - if the 
country could give him assurances it would grant him shelter and not send him on to the United States 
puts Merkel into a tight spot. German voters are furious with the U.S. government over the spying 
revelations, and allowing Snowden into Germany would be a popular move. But the Obarna 
administration has made clear that it is willing to gp to great lengths to retrieve Snowden - including, 



Bolivian President Evo Morales said this summer, forcing the leader of a sovereign country to make an 
emergency landing because of suspicions that Snowden was on his jet. 

120. The bigger NSA outrage? Snowden. 
The Washington Post, Colbert I. King, 2013 II 02 
Column: What's this about governments spying on their closest allies? We called it "the bubble." It was a 
I 2-by-15-foot acoustic conference room made ofclear plastic and aluminum. There were at lcast five 
inches of space between the walls of the bubble and the walls of the room in which it was located. The 
bubble's plastic walls, ceiling and floor allowed visual inspection for electronic listening devices, or 
"bugs." As an extra security measure, a noise-generating machine was installed in the outer room to 
prevent interception of any discussions ofclassified information within the bubble. The outer room was 
secured by a combination lock, the code known only to my office. The first U.S. "bubble" was installed 
after hidden microphones were found in American diplomatic missions in Moscow, Prague and elsewhere 
in thc I 960s. Our bubblc, within a room on an upper floor ofthc U.S. Embassy in Bad Godesberg, West 
Germany, was a countermeasure against possible technical penetration by the Soviet KGB and the East 
German Stasi. But Eastern Bloc countries weren't the only concern. Our bubble allowed classified 
discussions to occur beyond the hearing of our host and ally, the-then Federal Republic ofGermany, and 
our friends down the road in the French and British embassies. 

121. Calls for Snowden to testify in Germany met with skepticism 
Deutsche Welle, Staff Writer, 2013 II 02 
Berlin - The suggestion by Greens parliamentarian Hans-Christian Strobele that Snowden could testify 
before the German Bundestag has received a mixed response in Berlin, with members of the governing 
Christian Democrats (CDU) saying that a US application for the whistle-blower's extradition would 
preclude him from leaving Russia. CDU spokesman for domestic affairs Hans-Peter Uhl told the daily 
Berliner Zeitung on Saturday that a German delegation could possibly travel to Moscow to question 
Snowden about the surveillance operations of the US National Security Agency (NSA). "A trip by 
Snowden to Germany would be problematic because it is questionable whether or not he would receive 
asylum here," Uhl said. "If he didn't receive asylum, then there's the extradition application from the 
Americans. " 

122. Two Golden Dawn supporters shot dead in Athens 
Ekathimerini .com, 2013 II 02 
Atbens - Two members of Golden Dawn were murdered and a third was fighting for his life on Friday 
night aftcr two mcn on a motorcycle rode past the neofascist party's officcs in Neo iraklio, northern 
Athens, and opened fire on people that were standing outside the building. According to Health Minister 
Adonis GeorgiadiS, the two men who were killed in the attack, which took place at around 7 p.m., were 
aged 20 and 23. One died at the scene, while the second passed away at the hospital. A third man was 
being operated on late Friday night after being hit by at least one bullet. Police sources said that the 
gunmen used two 9 mm weapons, likely handguns, to shoot the men. At least 15 bullet casings were 
found outside the Golden Dawn offices, sources added. Authorities would not comment on speculation 
about whether the attack was linked to terrorism or some other kind of settling of scores. However, the 
anti-terrorism squad was immediately called to Neo lraklio to help with the investigation. 

123. Snowden report fingers Sweden for UK spying 
The Local.Se, Staff Writer, 2013 II 02 
Helsinki - Swedish, German, French and Spanish intelligence services have conducted a close 
cooperation with GCHQ over the past five years, developing methods for the mass surveillance of data 
and telecom networks, The Guardian wrote on Friday. The conclusions were based on documents 
provided by the US whistle blower Edward Snowden who remains in temporary asylum in Russia. The 
surveillance is mostly conducted by the direct tapping of fibre optic cables and the development of "secret 
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relationships" with telecommunications companies, the newspaper wrote, without further specification. 
Snowden's documents show that GCHQ played a leading role in providing advice to the European 
partners to get around legislation that limits opportunities for surveillance. 
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Canada 

I. Watch the government that watches us 
Victoria Times Colonist, lain Hunter, 2013 II 03 
Comment: Governments are obsessed these days with amassing information, openly or surreptitiously, on 
their subjects or those ofother countries. They're also obsessed with keeping secrets from the public on 
the assumption that their release would be damaging to the affairs of state or the public interest - which 
usually means embarrassing to governments. We all know that the affairs ofstate involve some pretty 
shady deals and that governments think they alone can define the public interest. What's called freedom of 
information in some jurisdictions isn't free at all: It can cost a lot in time and money. What's called access 
to information, as in the Canadian statute, is a misleading enticement. When that piece of legislation was 
iiJtroduced in the House of Commons, Pierre Trudeau declared that even before it became law, all 
government departments and agencies should act in its "spirit." Accordingly, J submitted a request for the 
prime minister's daily appointments agenda. The reply was soon in coming: The PMO was not covered by 
the bill. "Nice try," Trudeau scrawled under his signature. So much for the spirit of a law that was 
supposed to improve the transparency of government. We might ask why the president of the Canadian 
Association of Petroleum Producers is in on talks between federal and Alberta officials to set up a joint 
oilsands monitoring program when no other non-government representative is. We might ask what 
government scientists know that we're not entitled to know. We might ask why the government is 
planning to spend $4.2 billion on an operation centre for Communications Security Establishment 
Canada, which is onc of the Fivc Eyes of a global spying network. If we ask these questions, we'll be told 
by a government that over-classifies information that some things must be kept secret for our own 
security, that truth doesn't make us free. Big Brother bears watching. . 

2. Washington's spies don't know what they're missing 
Victoria Times Colonist, Jack Knox, 2013 I I 03 
Column: To: Gen. Keith Alexander, National Security Agency, Spying On Your Friends Division, 
Washington, D.C. From: Canada. Dear Gencral, As director of the NSA, you will apprcciate the 



consternation we in Canuckistan felt upon learning that the U.S. has been caught spying on its allies. In 
particular, we read with alarm the accusations that you tapped the personal cellphone ofGerman 
Chancellor Angela Merkel, one of 35 world leaders whose calls were monitored. With this in mind, we 
demand to know: why not us? Why not Harper? What, our secrets aren't good enough for you? Jeez, 
General, we don't mean to sound like some no-self-esteem teenager yearning for the attention of the boy· 
next door, but we are your biggest trading partner and upstairs neighbour, albeit one who doesn't stomp 
around in work boots or wake you up at 3 a.m. with noisy rodco sex or narco wars . True, we might come 
across as a little dull sometimes. A comedian once called Canada "the designated driver of North 
America." Where your constitution offers a stirring cry for "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness," 
ours is dedicated to "peace, order and good government." Meanwhile, remember all that Canadian oil you 
count as part of the U.S. strategic reserve? We just sold it to China. Or, to be precise, we sold them 
Alberta. It has been bought by Petrochina, China Investment Corp., Sinopec .... CNOOC alone bought 
Nexen for $15 billion. You might want to pay attention, General. On the other hand, you can counter that 
you need not spy on us because Canada and the U.S. are already wrapped together like Kanye and Kim, 
part of the scx:alled Five Eyes Network - you, us, Britain, Australia and New Zealand -a listening 
network SO tightly interwoven that it might as well be a single government agency. This will be news to 
most Canadians, who were not so much shocked as secretly thrilled in October when Brazil accused the . 
littleknown Communications Security Establishment Canada of cyber-rooting through their Energy 
Ministry's files like a raccoon in a garbage can. Spying? Canada? How very Daniel-Craig-as-Bond of us. 
We were less shaken than stirred. 

3. Curb shadow wars 
The Toronto Star, 2013 11 03 
Editorial: To hear Pakistani officials tell it, American drone strikes have killed not a single civilian in the 
past two years in the lawless region bordering Mghanistan. They've only cut down Al Qaeda and Taliban 
militants . That upbeat assessment is a hard sell with Zubair and Nabeela Rehman. They saw their 
grandmother Mamana Bibi blown to bits by a drone missile as she picked okra in her garden on Oct. 24, 
2012. There were flashes oflight from the sky, the children say, explosions and shock. Six children, all 
under 15, were wounded. U.S. President Barack Obama's administration defends its shadowy drone war 
as "necessary, legal and just." It is also a fur-flung affair, affecting Pakistan, Yemen, Afghanistan, 
Somalia, Libya and Iraq. And it has done a lot ofdamage to America's image, to the international rule of 
law, and to civilians caught in the crossfire. Recently the U.S. has tightened the rules to "heavily 
constrain" strikes. But the secrecy that cloaks them makes verification impossible. Meanwhile, the 
technology is spreading. Britain and Israel have armed drones. Canada and 70 other countries have 
surveillance drones, and could field armed ones. "Drones ... are here to stay," a recent report by UN 
expert ChristofHeyns concluded. Yet there is no consensus on their lawful use. That invites anarchy. 

4. Man pleads guilty to murder of Saskatoon mom of 4 
Victoria Times Colonist, 2013 1102 
Victoria - A man pleaded guilry to first-degree murder in the shooting of a mother of four in what turned 
out to be a case of mistaken identity. Kyle Darren Halbauer, 23, was one of three people charged in the 
Sept. 12, 2012, death ofLorry Anne Santos in Saskatoon. According to an agreed statement of fucts 
entered in court on Friday, eight shots were fired at the home. Halbauer fired one shot that was nowhere 
near Santos, while an accomplice fired the rest, including the bullet that struck and killed her. The 
statement said Halbauer and another accused were instructed to kill a former member of the White Boy 
Posse, an Alberta white supremacist gang they belonged to. 

S. Shale gas protesters stake claims on Crown land 
CBC News, 2013 II 03 
Fredericton - Members of the Elsipogtog First Nation in New Brunswick are staking symbolic claim on 
Crown land in their continuing opposition to shale gas exploration. About 20 members gathered on 



Saturday to reclaim public land in Kent County by placing plaques on 50 separate 40-heclare lots. SWN 
Resources intends to resume operations on Monday. Now, band members, like Kenneth Francis, are 
taking action. 'The plan today for us is to go out and plant our stakes ofclaims in areas that are very 
vulnerable to exploration. Because it seems to be the only way to get our message across that we are very, 
very determined on this issue," he said. 

6. Amnesty pens open letter to N.B. premier after violent protest 
CTVNews.ca, 2013 1103 
Fredericton - Amnesty International Canada says it's worried more violence could break out at anti
fracking protests in New Brunswick unless the provincial government takes a different approach toward 
the First Nations groups involved. In an open letter to New Brunswick Premier David Alward, the 
organization said it's '\Ieeply concerned" about the government's response to the protests over shale-gas 
exploration in the province. Pointing to last month' s rally in Rexton, N.B., that saw six police 'Vehicles set 
on fire and 40 protesters arrested, Amnesty spokespersons wrote that the clash could have been avoided if 
the province had respected the human rights of indigenous peoples under Canadian and international law. 
"It is critical to acknowledge that Indigenous Peoples have rights to their lands, territories and resources 
that predate the creation of the Canadian state," Amnesty wrote in the letter released Friday, adding that 
Canada's failure to protect those rights "has been repeatedly condemned by international human rights 
bodies." 

United States - Ittats-Unis 

7. No Morsel Too Minuscule for All-Consuming N.S.A. (Canada) 
The New York Times, Scott Shane, 2013 II 03 
New York - When Ban Ki-moon, the United Nations secretary general, sat down with President Obarna at 
the White House in April to discuss Syrian chemical weapons, Israeli-Palestinian peace talks and climate 
changc, it was a cordial, routine exchange. The National Security Agency nonethelcss went to work in 
advance and intercepted Mr. Ban's talking points for the meeting, a feat the agency later reported as an 
"operational highlight" in a weekly internal brag sheet. It is hard to imagine what edge this could have 
given Me. Obarna in a friendly chat, ifhe even saw the N.S.A.'s modest scoop. (The White House won't 
say.) But it was emblematic ofan agency that for decades has operated on the principle that any 
eavesdropping that can be done on a foreign target ofany conceivable interest - now or in the future 
should be done. After all, American intelligence officials reasoned, who's going to find out? From 
thousands of classified documcnts, the National Security Agency emerges as an c1ectronic omnivore of 
staggering capabilities, eavesdropping and hacking its way around the world to strip governments and 
other targets of their secrets, all the while enforcing the utmost secrecy about its own operations. It spies 
routinely on friends as well as foes, as has become obvious in recent weeks; the agency's official mission 
list includes using its surveillance powers to achieve "diplomatic advantage" over such allies as France 
and Germany and "economic advantage" over Japan and Brazil, among other countries. The agency, 
using a combination ofjawboning, stealth and legal force, has turned the nation's Internet and 
telecommunications companies into collection partners, installing filters in their facilities, serving them 
with court orders, building back doors into their software and acquiring keys to break their encryption. 
But even that vast American-run web is only part of the story. For decades, the N.S.A. has shared 
eavesdropping duties with the rest of the so-called Five Eyes, the Sigint agencies of Britain, Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand. More limited cooperation occurs with many more countries, including formal 
arrangements called Nine Eyes and 14 Eyes and Naesi, an alliance of the agencies of26 NATO countries. 

8. A portrait of the NSA: No detail is too small in surveillance quest 
The Observer, Ewen MacAskill and James Ball, 2013 II 03 
London - The National Security Agency gathers intelligence to keep America safe. But leaked documents 
reveal the NSA's dark side- and show an agency intent on exploiting the digital revolution to the full . 
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Barack Obama hailed United Nations secretary general Ban Ki-moon as a "good friend" after the two had 
sat down in the White House in April to discuss the issues of the day: Syria and alleged chemical 
weapons attacks, North Korea, Israel-Palestine and climate change. But long before Ban's limousine had 
even passed through the White House gates for the meeting, the US government knew what the secretary 
general was going to talk about, courtesy of the world's biggest eavesdropl1ing organisation, the NSA. 
One NSA document - leaked to the Guardian by whistleblower Edward Snowden just a month after the 
meeting and reported in partnership with the New York Times - boasts how the spy agency had gained 
"access to UN secretary general talking points prior to meeting with Potus [pres~dent of the United 
States1".The White House declined to comment on whether Obama had read the talking points in 
advance of the meeting. 

II . 
9. Reforming the NSA 
The Washington Post, 2013 II 02 
Editorial - Debate has continued for months about the information-gathering process of the National 
Security Agency (NSA). Now, Congress is starting to act. Lawmakers have offered a raft of proposals in 
both chambers to shake up various parts of the government's spying operation. The most prominent 
comes from the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, which approved a relatively timid reform plan 
Thursday. On the same day, major technology firms got behind a bill from Sen. Patrick J. Leahy (D-Vt.) 
and Rep. James F. Sensenbrenner Jr. (R-Wis.), who lead the judiciary committees in their respective 
chambers. Neither offers the right reform package. The most obvious difference between the two 
proposals is what each would do with the NSA's bulk collection of phone records. The Intelligence 
Committee's bill would codify but tweak the practice, which the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court 
(FISC) repeatedly has deemed legal. Government officials would be allowed to review communications 
data collected in bulk only if it is reasonably believed to be connected to international terrorism - not for 
any other investigative purpose. The bill would require the FISC to limit how many officials could 
examine the database, restrict how far into the data they could dig and review their searches. Mr. Leahy's 
and Mr. Sensenbrenner's bill, on the other hand, would bar "dragnet" collection of communications 
records entirely. 

10. Rules for spying 
The Washington Post, David Ignatius, 2013 II 02 
Column: Several years ago, the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity, a think tank for the 
intelligence community, launched the Good Judgment Project. The idea is to use forecasting competitions 
to test the factors that lead analysts to make good predictions . One of the most interesting findings, 
according to a participant in the project, is that forecasting accuracy doesn't necessarily improve when 
analysts have access to highly classified signals intelligence ofthe sort the National Security Agency 
(NSA) has been collecting secretly from the phones and messages of world leaders and, it sometimes 
seems, nearly everyone else. In fact, the top forecasters, drawn from universities and elsewhere, 
performed about 30 percent better than the average for intelligence community analysts who could read 
intercepts and other secret data. Good predictions don't necessarily correlate with access to secret data, in 
other words. Indeed, said Philip Tetlock, a University of Pennsylvania professor who heads the project, 
too much information can sometimes overwhelm analysts and decrease their forecasting accuracy. This 
problem of separating the essential "signal" from the chatter of "noise" has been well known to scholars 
for decades . But it seems to have been forgotten by modern-day intelligence agencies in their push to 
collect. The NSA obviously operates on the theory that more data are better. And the agency has been 
ingenious at expanding the information available for analysts. If there's a thrice-encrypted channel such as 
"The Onion Router," the NSA will crack it. If there's a privacy scheme such as "secure sockets layer," the 
NSA will decrypt it. If there's a world leader with an accessible cellphone, the NSA will tap it. But this 
mad dash for signals lacks the essential quality of sound judgment. 

11. Senate bill would validate NSA spying, critics say 



The Washington Post, Ellen Nakashima , 2013 II 03 
Washington - Privacy advocates and at least one U.S. senator are expressing concern that legislation 
introduced Thursday would not only endorse the National Security AgenGy's collection ofall Americans' 
phone records, but also give the agency permission to collect massive amounts of their e-mail records. 
The bill to amend the Foreign Intelligence SurveiUance Act (FISA), which advanced out of the Senate 
Intelligence Committee, would codify limits that a special court has placed on the NSA's use of the 
rccords. But if the FISA Improvements Act became law, Congress would be validating expansive powers 
that have been claimed by the NSA and upheld by a court - but never explicitly written into statute - to 
harvest the phone and e-mail records of millions ofAmericans, the advocates say. 

12. At Los Angeles International Airport, Two Lives Collide in a Fatal Instant 
The New York Times, Jennifer Medina & Ian Lovett, 2013 II 03 
Los Angeles - One was a troubled 23-year-old, with an assault rifle and an apparent grudge against the 
govcrnment, who witnesscs said secmcd to be hunting for airport security officials. The other was a 39
year-old father of two who for three years had been a sereener of the torrent of passengers who move 
through the security lines at Los Angeles International Airport. In a few chaotic minutes on Friday 
morning, their paths crossed by happenstance, and the security agent, Gerardo I. Hernandez, lay dead. 
Paul A. Ciancia, identified by the police as the gunman, was critically wounded, shot in the head by 
officers in pursuit to stop a rampage. All around, the everyday drudgery of passing through security gates 
turned into terror, passengers running for their lives and abandoning luggage as heavily armed police 
officers ordered them to hit the floor for safety. 

13. Suspect charged in LAX shooting 
The Washington Post, Josh Hicks , Martin Weil , 2013 II 02 
Los Angeles - The suspect in the kiUing of a TSA screener during a shooting rampage at the Los Angeles 
International Airport was charged with murder Saturday, and authorities said he had signed a letter to 
TSA employees saying that he wanted to "instill fear in your traitorous minds." Federal prosecutors said 
Paul Anthony Ciancia, 23, killed TSA screener Gerardo Hernandez during a terrifying outbreak ofgunfire 
Friday in which two other TSA employees and one airport passenger were wounded before police shot 
Ciancia. The source of Cianci a's apparent hostility toward the Transportation Security Administration 
remained unclear and puzzling. But a statement filed in court by the FBI gave the first detailed account of 
how the shootings unfolded. According to the FBI, Ciancia entered the airport's Terminal 3 about 9:20 
a .m. and approached the security checkpoint. Pulling a Smith & Wesson .223-ca1iber M&P-15 assault 
rifle from his bag, he fired multiple times at point-blank range at Hernandez, who was on duty and in 
uniform, leaving the screener wounded. 

14. Working for the TSA can be thankless - and now deadly 
The Washington Post, Joe Davidson, 2013 II 02 
Washington - Being a Transportation Security Officer, a TSO, can be a thankless job. It's certainly not 
lucrative. And as of Friday, it seems a lot less safe. You're on your feet all day, making anxious airline 
travelers wait in sometimes long lines, while you and your colleagues pry into their baggage, gaze at their 
full-body scans, even X-ray their shoes. Impatient, irate travelers come with the job. Now you must worry 
about killers, too. Gerardo Hernandez, 39, was the first Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 
officer killed in the line of duty sinee the ageney was created after the Sept. 11 , 2001 , terrorist attacks. He 
was allegedly gunned down by Paul A. Ciancia, 23, at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) on 
Friday. 

15. LAX shooting: Alleged gunman's motive remains a mystery 
Los Angeles Times, Joe Tanfani, Ashley Powers and Kate Mather, 2013 11 03 
Los Angeles - As authorities filed murder charges against the suspect in the LAX shooting rampage, they 
were also trying to determine a possible motive. Paul Anthony Cianeia, 23, an unemployed motorcycle 



mechanic, grew up in the Philadelphia suburb of Pennsville Township, N.J., where his father runs an auto 
body shop. The sueeess of Salem County Collision afforded the family beach vacations, private school 
tuition for their children and renovations to their stately home, said 10l)gtime family friend Alan Levitsky. 
Some of the work on the house - ramps and an elevator - was done to accommodate a wheelchair for 
Ciancia's mother, who suffered from multiple sclerosis, Levitsky said. She died in 2009. "It was tough on 
the kids," he said. In recent years, Ciancia's father had been training his son to take over the body shop, 
Levitsky said. In 2011 , Cianciagraduatcd from thc Motorcycle Mcchanics Institute in Orlando, Fla. , 
where he learned to fix Harley-Davidsons. "He was a sweet kid. A good, quiet boy. Nothing abnormal," 
Levitsky said, adding that he showed no signs of the political obsessions on display in the note the FBI 
described. "I don't know where any of that came from. The dad is not political at all." 

16. Alone in the field, Afghan forces hold Taliban at bay but long term success is not assured 
The Associated Press, Patrick Quinn, 20 13 II 03 . 
Bagram, Air Field - Thc Taliban failed to capture any ground from Afghan security forees fighting for the 
first time without foreign firepower this fighting season, U.s. officials say, but the insurgents killed scores 
of soldiers, police and civilians in their campaign to weaken the government. American and NATO 
officials say the fledgling army and police aren't ready to wage a sustained war against a determined 
insurgency. Coming just 13 months before most foreign forces are to withdraw, the mixed results reported 
by U.S. military officials underline the unresolved question ofwhether some of those forces should stay. 
The assessment adds urgency to the need for the U.S . and Afghanistan to sign a much-delayed security 
agreement that will allow a residual foreign force to stay on after the Dec. 31, 2014 withdrawal deadline. 
The U.S. says the one issue still to be decided is which courts _ U.S. or Afghan _ will prosecute crimes 
committed by American forces stationed here. Washington is expected to keep about 10,000 troops in 
Afghanistan after 2014, provided the security agreement is signed and includes immunity from 
prosecution by Afghan courts . 

17. Kerry says US will not allow attacks on Mideast friends, says differences on Syria minor 
The Associated Press, Matthew Lee, 2013 II 03 · 
Cairo - U.S . Secretary of State John Kerry on Sunday tried to reassure America's Arab friends that ihe 
United States will not allow them to be attacked " from outside," in an apparent warning to Iran. He 
specifically mentioned Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Jordan and Egypt as nations, 
alongside unspecified " others," that the U.S . will defend. Those others likely would include Israel, the 
strongest U.S . ally in the region .. 'The United States will be there for the defence of our friends and our 
allies," Kerry told reporters in Cairo. " We will not allow those countries to be attacked from outside. We 
will stand with them." Kerry spoke during the first stop on his trip to the Middle East, Europe and North 
Africa. 

18. Pakistani Taliban Gather to Select Successor to Leader Killed in U.S. Drone Strike 
The New York Times, Declan Walsch, Ismail Khan & Salman Masood, 2013 II 03 
London - Pakistani Taliban commanders met Saturday to choose a successor to Hakimullah Mehsud, their 
leader who was killed Friday in an American drone strike, as mainstream political leaders stepped up their 
criticism of the United States and vowed to press ahead with peace talks. Pakistani officials said the 
Taliban shura, or governing council, started to gather at a mosque in Miram Shah, the main town in North 
Waziristan, on Friday night. Early Saturday, fighters buried Mr. Mehsud, who had a $5 million United 
States bounty on his head, and six others in Danday Darpakhel, the village where they were killed. 
Officials said Mr. Mehsud's body was damaged beyond recognition, after several missiles hit the vehicle 
in which he was traveling as it entered a compound in the village on Friday. 

19. States Take on Privacy 
The New York Times, 2013 II 03 



Editorial - Tired of waiting for Congress to pass comprehensive privacy legislation, state lawmakers are 
taking matters into their own hands, and not a moment too soon. Legislatures across the country have 
enacted laws to regulate the kinds of information that companies and law enforcement agencies can 
collect about individuals and how it can be done. Businesses ranging from social networking services to 
little-known data brokers collect all kinds of information about consumers, often without their knowledge 
or permission. The data includes basic details like what websites people visit, what they purchase online 
and in retail stores and whom they interact with . The information is most commonly used to help 
businesses deliver targeted ads, but it can also be amassed into detailed profiles for purchase by anybody, 
including potential employers. In Washington, lobbyists from technology, marketing and related 
industries have effectively put the brakes on privacy protection legislation. Lawmakers have done nothing 
to advance a consumer privacy bill of rights that President Obama proposed in 2012, which would have 
allowed consumers to restrict the data collected and required businesses to give individuals access to files 
about them. And despite the Federal Trade Commission's support for a "do-not track" option on Internet 
browscrs that could prevent advertisers from monitoring consumcrs online, it has not been implemented. 

20. Calling America: Hello? Hello? Hello? Hello? 
The New York Times, Thomas L Friedman, 2013 1103 
Column - Having lived and worked abroad for many years, I'm sensitive to the changing ways that 
foreigners look at America. Over the years, I've seen an America that was respected, hated, feared and 
loved. But traveling around China and Singapore last week, I was confronted repeatedly with an attitude 
toward America that I've never heard before: ''What' s up with you guys?" Whether we were feared or 
loved, America was always the outsized standard by which all others were compared. What we built and 
what we dreamt were, to many, the defmition of the future. Well, today, to many people, we look like the 
definition of a drunken driver - like a lifelong mentor who has gone on a binge and is no longer 
predictable. And, as for defining the future, the country that showed the world how to pull together to put 
a man on the moon and defeat Nazism and Communism, today broadcasts a politics dominated by three 
phrases: ''You can't do that," "It's off the table" and "The president didn't know. " A Singaporean official 
who has been going to America for decades expressed shock to me at being in Washington during the 
government shutdown and how old and emotionally depressed the city felt. 

21. Spyware vs. Spyware 
The New York Times, Robert Kolker, 2013 II 02 
Book Review: When we hear about people's identities being stolen - e-mail appropriated, accounts 
infiltrated, lives invaded and subverted - a sense of helplessness envelops us. Sure, the victims of such 
crimes can rebuild their virtual lives, with new account numbers, passwords, Internet providers and 
computers. But none of this changes the fact that thc culprits are unlikely to be caught. We feci somcthing 
similar when we learn ofa new governmental encroachment into our privacy, as we did with the 
revelations Edward Snowden furnished last spring about the National Security Agency's ability to 
monitor our lives online. In both instances, it's as if everything that was once promised by the computer 
age - certainty, precision, safety, power - has been little more than a lie. Yet the Internet has always 
been a murky, unaccountable place, as much a delightful Shangri-La as an anarchi<; shadow world, rife 
with fraud, pornography, drug and human trafficking networks and, ofcourse, spam. In "The Internet 
Police," Nate Anderson, deputy editor at the technology Web site Ars Technica, describes how order has 
been erratically imposed on thc chaos. It 's a talc filled with plot twists. Governmcnt overrcach lcads to 
judicial pushbaek. Private-sector innovation enables the cops, but also the criminals. Internet utopians 
resent the intrusion ofold-world laws on what they had hoped would remain an untrammeled new world. 
The latest technology renders traditional methods like wiretap laws obsolete. But no one can finish this 
book thinking the Internet remains a disorderly wasteland. The West is being tamed, if slowly. (Note: 
Robert Kolker is a writer for New York magazine and the author of "Lost Girls: An Unsolved American 
Mystery. ") 



22. Gulf allies tire of waiting for U.S. to lead on Syria 
The Washington Post, Karen DeYoung, Bob Woodward, 2013 1102 
Washington - Persian Gulf countries, led by Saudi Arabia, are moving to strengthen their military sUPP9rt 
for Syrian rebels and develop policy options independent from the United States in the wake of what they 
see as a failure of U.S. leadership following President Obarna's decision not to launch airstrikes against 
Syria, according to senior gulf officials . Although the Saudis and others in the region have been supplying 
wcapons to the rebels since the fighting in Syria began more than two years ago and have cooperated with 
a slow-starting CIA operation to train and arm the opposition, officials said they.have largely given up on 
the United States as the leader and coordinator of their efforts . 

23. A 'fox in the human-rights henhouse' (Canada) 
The Washington Post, Yang lianli, 2013 II 02 
Opinion: While it is debatable whether the United States should intervene in criminal eases in China, such 
as that of the recently executed street vendor Xia lunfeng, it is unacceptable for Washington to ignore 
China's human rights record when it can raise the issue without being accused of "interfering in internal 
affairs." Washington will have such an opportunity when the U.N. General Assembly chooses new 
members of its Human Rights Council this month. China, after a year of leave, is seeking a three-year 
term on the council. It is critical for the United States to show Beijing's new leaders that their horrific 
treatment of citizens matters. U.S. government agencies, Congress, U.N. human rights monitors and 
human rights organizations show the atrocious extent of Chinese repression. Putting China on the U.N. 
Human Rights Council would be like picking the fox to guard the henbouse - wbile it was still wiping 
feathers off its mouth. Yet the Obama administration appears to approve of doing so. For many reasons, 
China is unfit to sit on a council charged with protecting human rights : As the Congressional-Executive 
Commission noted in its 2012 annual report, forced abortions and sterilizations are still common in China. 
The State Department's 2012 report on human rights said that the denial of religious freedom in China 
remains pervasive and was particularly severe against Tibetan Buddhists, Muslim Uighurs, Falun Gong 
practitioners and members of house churches. Other nations have risked economic ties to criticize Beijing, 
including Norway, which awarded the Nobel Peace Prize to Liu Xiaobo over China's strong objection; 
Canada, which has sharply criticized Chinese treatment of Tibetans; and the European Union, which has 
condemned China's human rights abuses. (Note: Yang lianli is founder and president ofinitiatives for 
China. He was imprisoned in China from 2002 to 2007 for attempting to observe labor unrest.) 

United Kingdom - Royaume-Uni 

24. Muslims set up poppy stalls for Remembrance 
The Sunday Times, Dipesh Gadher, 2013 II 03 
London· Islamic leaders have urged British Muslims to "wear the poppy, rather than bum it" to counter 
claims of being unpatriotic on Remembrance Sunday. Mosques will take the unprecedented step of setting 
up poppy stalls this week with the backing of government ministers and the Royal British Legion. Despite 
strong reservations in the Muslim community about military action in Mghanistan and Iraq, the centynary 
of the First World War next year will be used to highlight that thousands of Muslims have fought and 
died for Britain. The move follows high-profile protests in the past by Muslim extremists, including those 
linked to the hate preacher Anjem Choudary, and the murder of Drummer Lee Rigby outside Woolwich 
barracks in southeast London. On November 11, 2010, fanatics set fire to giant paper poppies outside the 
Albert Hall. During the traditional two-minute silence to honour the war dead, the extremists chanted 
"British soldiers bum in hell" . 

25. The British-born film star at the heart of Egypt's fight for freedom 
The Observer, Khalid Abdallah, 2013 II 03 
London - When actor and political activist Khalid Abdalla was a young schoolboy, a teacher set his class 
the task ofwriting their own obituaries . It has become part offamily lore that Abdalla wrote in his that he 



had been assassinated because he was doing important political work. If there are, as his wife jokes, 
delusions ofgrandeur in that anecdote, there is also an early sign of the onerous sense of responsibility 
that has since driven Abdalla in both his work and his life. At 33, he doesn't have a filmography so much 
as'a geographical guide to the 21st century's flashpoints . It goes like this: 9/ 11 , Afghanistan, Iraq, Egypt. 
Or to put it in cinematic terms, United 93, The Kite Runner, Green Zone and In the Last Days of the City 
and The Square The first three fi Ims were major productions that seemed to place Abdalla on a 
Hollywood trajectory towards if not exactly stardom, then a ecrtain kind of respected international status. 
But an actor only interprets the world. For Abdalla the point was to change it. In 2008 he went to Cairo to 
make In the Last Days of the City, a low-budget independent film, and ended up becoming a dedicated 
activist in the revolution that, three years on, finds Egypt under military control. Abdalla is an unlikely 
revolutionary. A privately educated Cambridge graduate, he is faultlessly polite and deeply thoughtful, 
given to long and textured analyses of everything from dramaturgy to nation-building. With a high 
hairline and a square jaw, his looks are finely balanced between cinematic character actor and theatrical 
leading man. From either perspective, his near-black eyes provide a penctrating directncss to an otherwise 
self-contained manner. As befits someone who feels equally at home in London and Cairo, his English 
accent is that of the educated middle class but he also speaks Arabic like a native Egyptian. 

26. US terror fear over separate Scotland 
The Sunday Times, Gillian Bowditch ; Jason A1lardyce, 2013 II 03 
London - Members of Barack Obama's administration believe Scottish independence could compromise 
western security by weakening Britain's intelligence strength, according to sources close to the US 
government. American government officials fear a Yes vote in next year's referendum could create "a 
hole in the fence" in terms of anti-terrorism intelligence and amid concerns about renewed activity on the 
part of the Russians . The man who was once Scotland's most senior soldier has also warned that, under 
SNP plans, Scotland may not have enough money available to protect the nation and its interests abroad. 
Last week Theresa May, the horne secretary, claimed independence would harm national security on both 
sides of the border - undermining the fight against organised crime, cyber attacks and terrorism while 
Scotland tried to replicate the functions of bodies such as MIS and GCHQ. 

27. Hero .of717 bombings joins EDL 
The Sunday Times, Camilla Long, 2013 II 03 
London - He was a hero of the 717 bombings, publicly honoured for his courage in finding victims and 
cutting their bodies from the mangled wreckage at Edgware Road Underground station. But Martin 
Sculpher's experiences in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks prompted him to join the English Defence 
League (EDL), the farright group that stages protests against what it sees as the spread of Islamic 
cxtrcmism, Thc Sunday Times can reveal. Sculphcr, from cast London, said he joined the group because 
he felt "let down" by ministers, including Tony Blair who "pontificated about terror in London" with their 
"heads in the clouds". The 52-year-old former Tube worker said he felt no guilt about belonging to a 
radical organisation, because "I've always believed there will be more terror attacks, whether we are out 
on the street or not." He denied that the EDL incited racial hatred and blamed "the media interpretation of 
what we are. From the start we have opposed radical Islam," he said. "It is not racist to challenge a radical 
ideology ofIslam." Sculpher admitted that the organisation had been "infiltrated by wrong 'uns", but said 
it was a grassroots movement and would "make mistakes. I hate the Nazi element as much as J hate 
radical Islam," he said. 

28. All we ask is for transparency to inform the surveillance debate 
The Observer, Henry Porter, 2013 II 03 
Opinion - A couple of weeks ago, I asked the Scottish National party the following questions: "If 
independence is achieved, will the Scottish government continue with the extensive surveillance of the 
civilian population, allowed under the Regulation ofInvestigatory Powers Act? Is it part of the SNP's 
programme to break free from this surveillance regime or will an independent Scotland remain a client of 



GCHQ?" If I say it myself, this goes to the heart of the independence debate. A sovereign Scotland could 
not possibly remain integrated in the British systems of surveillance, which include the monitoring of 
internet searches, texts and emails, and hope to be taken seriously as a new nation state. The answer from 
the SNP was fascinatingly dull. "The primary function of government is to ensure the security of its 
citizens and to protect them, their property and way of life against threats. An independent Scotland will 
have security arrangements that are proportionate, fit for purpose and reflect a full strategic assessment of 
Scotland's necds and the thrcats we may face ." The SNP knows full well that a statement on this issue 
either risks offending those Scots who want their new nation to be free from the British surveillance state 
or those who believe that the bulk collection of data will protect the country from terrorists. Hence the 
straight bat. 

(
29. Our spy chiefs won't be losing any sleep over their summons by MPs 
The Observer, Andrew Rawnsley, 2013 II 03 
Opinion - A murder ofcrows. A congregation of alligators. A bloat of hippopotamuses. What is thc 
collective noun for intelligence chiefs? A cache? An encryption? A shadow? We need one because this 
week the three men who run Britain's intelligence agencies will appear together to answer questions from 
MPs and they will do so in public. The head of M16, Sir John Sawers, the director ofGCHQ, Sir lain 
Lobban and the director general ofMI5, Andrew Parker (the knighthood will come) have a date before 
the Commons intelligence and security committee and we are all sort of invited. I guess this is progress 
since the days when it was illegal to name a spy chief, let alone put three of them in front of a camera. I 
expect the word "unprecedented" will be bandied about breathlessly. We may also hear excited taJk of 
"historic". To inject theatrical thrill into the occasion, we are told that the session will broadcast with a 
short time delay in case anything is said that might endanger national security or the safety of those 
working for the agencies, though you would have thought everyone involved would be too professional to 
blurt out a state secret. The group of MPs chaired by Sir Malcolm Rifkind is hyping the moment. Under 
pressure to justify its own existence as an effective invigilator, the committee is taJking this up as "a very 
significant event in terms of the openness and transparency of the agencies". 

30. The British-born film star at the heart of Egypt's fight for freedom 
The Observer, Khalid Abdallah, 2013 II 03 
London - When actor and political activist Khalid Abdalla was a young schoolboy, a teacher set his class 
the task of writing their own obituaries. It has become part of family lore t!lat Abdalla wrote in his that he 
had been assassinated because he was doing important political work. If there are, as his wife jokes, 
delusions of grandeur in that anecdote, there is also an early sign of the onerous sense of responsibility 
that has since driven Abdalla in both his work and his life. At 33, he doesn't have a filmography so much 
as a geographical guide to the 21 st century's flashpoints . It goes like this: 9/11 , Afghanistan, Iraq, Egypt. 
Or to put it in cinematic terms, United 93 , The Kite Runner, Green Zone and In the Last Days of the City 
and The Square The first three films were major productions that seemed to place Abdalla on a 
Hollywood trajectory towards if not exactly stardom, then a certain kind of respected international status. 
But an actor only interprets the world. For Abdalla the point was to change it. In 2008 he went to Cairo to 
make In the Last Days of the City, a low-budget independent film, and ended up becoming a dedicated 
activist in the revolution that, three years on, finds Egypt under military control. Abdalla is an unlikely 
revolutionary. A privately educated Cambridge graduate, he is faultlessly polite and deeply thoughtful, 
givcn to long and textured analyses of everything from dramaturgy to nation-building. With a high 
hairline and a square jaw, his looks are finely balanced between cinematic character actor and theatrical 
leading man. From either perspective, his near-black eyes provide a penetrating directness to an otherwise 
self-contained manner. As befits someone who feels equally at home in London and Cairo, his English 
accent is that of the educated middle class but he also speaks Arabic like a native Egyptian. 

Australia, New Zealand - AustralielNouvelle Ulande 



31. AS[O report says there are great dangers from radicallslamists 
The Herald Sun, Andrew Bolt, 2013 II 03 
Canberra - AS[O's report to Parliament last week exploded some sweet lies we've been told about our 
immigration program. Here's one: immigration brings only good things, like falafel. Here's another: 
there's still only a "tiny, unrepresentative minority" of Muslim extremists here. A "handful" . Handful? 
Check the AS[O report: "This year AS[O ... investigated severaJ hundred mostly Australia-based 
individuals who are advocates ofa violent [slamist ideology." [n fact, we already have 20 Muslims jailed 
for terrorism-related offences and AS[O fears more may come: "There has been an increase in AustraJians 
travelling overseas to participate in terrorist training or engage in foreign disputes - Syria is the primary 
destination. "The concern is ... the likelihood of radicalised Australians returning home with an increased 
commitment and capability to pursue violent acts on our shores." Indeed, the Syrian civil war has already 
"created domestic tensions ... partJy because of deep familial ties to Lebanon that exist here", with 
"sporadic incidents of small-scaJe communaJ violence in AustraJia". Nor is the danger just from the 80 or 
so Australian Muslims fighting in Syria, or others who've trained or fought in Somalia, Afghanistan, 
Pakistan and Yemen. There are also the ticking bombs at home, fired up by messages pumped into their 
homes over the internet. "The threat of homegrown terrorism is of significant concern," says AS[O, citing 
the Boston Marathon bombings and the London jihadists who slaughtered a British soldier. "[n AustraJia, 
there are individuals and small groups who believe an attack here is justified." AS[O says more moderate 
leaders have helped keep down tensions, especiaJly over Syria. But Sheik HilaJi still preaches at Lakemba 
Mosque - our biggest - and young radical preachers now whip up potentially lethaJ resentments, 
particularly when AustraJian soldiers are fightingjihadists overseas, or when police arrest them at home. 

32. Hacking group claims to have infiltrated Australian websites 
Sydney Morning Herald, James Robertson, 2013 II 03 
Canberra - An Indonesian hacking group claims to have infiltrated hundreds ofAustraJian websites in 
apparent revenge over reports that AustraJia is intercepting Indonesian communications. A group caJling 
itself "Anonymous Indonesia" has posted links to about 200 hacked AustraJian websites. "Tell on your 
government stop aJl forms of tapping into Indonesia," one hacked site reads. "Or we will make your 
internet network destroyed". Last week Fairfax reveaJed a former intelligence officer claimed the 
Australian Embassy in Jakarta played an important role as a listening post for political, diplomatic and 
economic intelligence. 

33. Fresh spy report angers Jakarta 
The Australian, Jared Owens, 2013 II 03 
Jakarta - Relations with Indonesia have been further strained by new allegations of a joint US-AustraJian 
effort to spy on Indonesian officials during Kevin Rudd's first overseas visit as prime minister in 2007. 
News of the secret operation came after MaJaysia and China joined Indonesia in demanding explanations 
about alleged eavesdropping by Australian Signals Directorate operatives stationed in diplomatic 
missions throughout the region. But international diplomacy experts yesterday said the foreign 
governments were mostly " feigning" outrage, noting they had not recaJled their ambassadors or expelled 
any suspected spies. " Indonesia's under no illusions as to what Australia does in listening to its 
communications. Once it was made public, governments had to respond as if they were aggrieved and 
innocent parties," Michael McKinley, a senior lecturer in global politics at the Australian National 
University, told The Australian. 

34. Leaked NSA report reveals Australia-US spying operations during Bali conference 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 2013 II 03 
Canberra - Australia and the US used the 2007 UN climate change conference in BaJi to carry out a joint 
surveillance operation on Indonesia, according to reports. AustraJia and the US used the 2007 United 
Nations climate change conference in Bali to carry out a joint surveillance operation on Indonesia, 
according to reports. The that documents leaked by whistIeblower Edward Snowden reveal how the 



Australian spy agency Defence Signals Directorate (DSD) and the US National Security Agency (NSA) 
worked together on an operation to collect phone numbers ofsecurity officials in Indonesia. Indonesia's 
president Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono personally invited the then newly-elected prime minister Kevin 
Rudd to attend the climate change conference in Bali in 2007. 

Afghanistan _ Pakistan 

35. Pakistan Taliban appoint interim leader: spokesman 
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Agence France Presse, 2013 II 03 
Miramshah -The Pakistani Taliban have appointed an interim leader to head the group temporarily after 
the death of commander Hakimullah Mehsud in a US drone strike, a spokesman told AFP Sunday. 
Mehsud, who had a $5 million US government price on him, was killed along with four eadres in North 
Waziristan tribal district near the Afghan border on Friday. Shahidullah Shahid, the main spokesman for 
the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) said a permanent replacement had not becn chosen yct. 
"Asmatullah Shaheen Bhittani, the head of the supreme shura, has been appointed as temporary head of 
the TIP," Shahid told AFP, adding that prayers for Mehsud were still going on. 

36. Paktika mosque bomb kills 3 policemen . 

Pajhwok Afghan News, Ali Mohammad Nazari, 2013 II 03 

Sharan - The Afghan LoeaI Police (ALP) members were. killed and a fourth wounded by a bomb placed 

inside a mosque in southeastern Paktika province, an official said on Sunday. The explosive device had 

been placed in a mosque in the Sehgani village of Khairkot district, the provincial police chief, Brig. Gen. 

Dawlat Khan Zadran, told Pajhwok Afghan News. 


37. NATO loses soldier to insurgent attack 

Pajhwok Afghan News, 2013 II 03 

Kabul - An International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) soldier died in a smaIl arms fire attacl< from 

militants in eastern Afghanistan on Sunday. The NATO fatality was announced in a brief statement from 

the alliance, which neither gave the victim's nationality nor the exact location of the attack. Mostly US 

troops, who borne the brunt of easualties in recent years, are stationed in the restive east, where the 

insurgents often assault Afghan and NATO forces . 


38. That Other Big Afghan Crisis, the Growing Army of Addicts 

The New York Times, Azam Ahmed, 2013 II 03 

Islam Qala, Afghanistan - The addicts stalk the streets of this border post like hollowed-out skeletons, hair 

matted by filth and cyes glassy. The villages that hug the roads arc veritable zombie towns, where 

families of men, women and children hide their addiction within barren mud compounds. "Sometimes I 

feel it is better to die than live like this," said Haidar, 30, seated on the floor of his living room beside a 

small tin of sugarlike powder. His family, a wife and young children, bore the gaunt faces ofaddiction as 

well. In western Herat Province, held up as an island of stability and progress in Afghanistan, this forlorn 

border town is instead a showease for an intensifying crisis : Long the global leader in opium production, 

Afghanistan has now also become one of the world 's most addicted societies. 


39. Pakistan livid over U.S. drone strike 

The Washington Post, Tim Craig, 2013 II 02 

Islamabad - The V.S. drone strike that killed the head of the Pakistani Taliban drew expressions of 

outrage from politieal officials here Saturday, ·capped by a public rebuke of the Obama administration. A 

day after three missiles were fired into a vehicle in northwestern Pakistan, senior Pakistani Taliban 

members confirmed Saturday that Hakimullah Mehsud and four others had been killed in the attack, a 

major victory in the decade-old V .S. campaign targeting Islamist militants. But after they had buried their 

former chief, Pakistani Taliban leaders began to regroup, vowing retaliatory strikes against U.S. interests. 




With security heightened across Pakistan, the sharpest effect so far has been the derailment, at least 
temporarily, of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharifs efforts to engage Mehsud and other Taliban leaders in 
peace talks. In an angry, hour-long, televised news conference Saturday, Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar 
Ali Khan accused the United States of "ambushing" the Sharif government's efforts by authorizing the 
strike. 

Africa - Afrique 

40. Militants test Tunisia's new democracy 
Reuters, Patrick Markey, 2013 II 03 
Tunis - When protesters stormed the U.s. embassy in Tunis last year, they hoisted a black jibadist flag 
that exposed the militant Islamist undercurrent in one of the Muslim world's most secular societies. An 
attack on a tourist resort last week by a suicide bomber, and recent gun battles with Tunisian police, 
rcvealcd how deeply that fervour, fostered worldwide by al Qaeda, has taken root in the country where 
the Arab Spring began. Militants, few in number, have little chance of forging the Islamic state they want 
in Tunisia or igniting wider war. But with the country still stumbling toward democracy and Libya's chaos 
on its doorstep, violent Islamists have room to flourish . 

41. 30 killed in fresh Adamawa ambush 
Vanguard News, Ndahi Marama, 2013 I 103 
Maiduguri - A bridegroom, family members and friends were said to be among 30 persons killed 
yesterday in an attack by insurgents believed to be members ofBoko Haram in Michika local government 
area of Adamawa State. The victims, eye witnesses said, were returning from a wedding Fatiha in 
Michika town when they ran into an ambush laid by the insurgents. The incident, it was learnt, happened 
along Bama- Banki -Firgi highway. A source in one of the federal owned hospitals in Maiduguri said: 
''We have received the bodies of over 30 people suspected to have been killed while coming from a 
wedding Fatiha as most of them wore same wedding uniforms (Anko in Hausa) on Saturday evening, but 
we are are yet to ascertain who are those behind such a deadly attack". 

42. Boko Haram Abducts Two Women Along Borno Highway 
Vanguard News, Michael Olugbode, 2013 I I 03 
Lagos - Two women have been abducted by suspected members of the Boko Haram sect along the 
Maiduguri-Damaturu highway. According to eyewitnesses, the women were abducted from a commercial 
vehicle near Beneisheikh in Kaga Local Government Area of Borno State . The insurgents were alleged 
to have stopped their vehicle after setting up a barricade. The women were said to have been travelling 
from Abuja and were headed to Maiduguri, the Borno State capital. It would be recalled that Beneisheikh 
has become a dangerous spot as the insurgents have frequently come on the highway in the area to harm 
unsuspecting travellers. 

43. Mali: les journalistes de RFI "assassines froidement" par des "groupes lerrorisles" 
Agence France Presse, 20 I 3 I I 03 
Goa - Les deux journalistes franl,'ais de RFI enleves et tues samedi au Mali ont "ete assassines 
froidement" par baDes, par des "groupes terroristes", a annonce dimanche Ie ministre des Affaires 
etrangeres Laurent Fabius, apres une reunion de crise a (,Elysee. Ghislaine Dupont et Claude Verlon "ont 
ete assassines froidement. L'un a r~u deux balles, I'autre trois balles", a declare M. Fabius, indiquant que 
les deux joumalistes.avaient ete enleves ·par un petit commando" devant Ie domicile d'un responsable 
touareg qu'ils venaient d'interviewer. "Leurs corps ont ete retrouves a 12 krn (...) a quelques metres de la 
voiture fermee a c1e, il n'y avait aucun impact de balles sur la voiture", a-t-il dit. "Les assassins, ce sonl 
ceux que nous combattons, e'est-a-dire les groupes terroristes qui refusent la democratie et qui refusent les 
elections", a martele Ie ministre. Le nord du Mali, occupe en 2012 par des islamistes armes lies a AI
Qaida, reste tres instable en depit de I'intervention armee intemationale lanere par la France en janvier et 



toujours en cours pour traquer les jihadistes de la region. Les attentats et attaques islamistes se multiplient 
aI'approche des elections legislatives, dont Ie premier tour est prevu Ie 24 novembre. 

44. Assassinat des envoyes speciaux de RFI: ce que I'on sait du drame 
Radio France Internationale, Kenzo Tribouillard, 2013 1103 
Kidal- Ghislaine Dupont et Claude Verlon, les deux envoyes speciaux de RFI en reportage aKidal, dans 
Ic nord du Mali, ont etc tues aprcs avoir etc enleves hier, samedi 2 novembre, par des hommes armcs qui 
les avaient emmem:s en dehors de la ville. A eelte heure, peu d' elements sur les circonstances du drame 
sont connus. Le point sur la situation. Selon les informations recueillies par RFI des ('annonce du deces 
de nos confreres, Ghislaine Dupont et Claude Verlon venaient apeine de fermer les portieres de leur 
vehicule quand un pick-up beige a surgi. lis sortaient tout juste du domicile d'Ambery Ag Ghissa, un 
membre du Mouvement national de liberation de I'Azawad (MNLA) qu'ils venaient d'interviewer. Ce 
qu'explique leur chauffeur, c'est qu'un homme enturbanne, parlant tamachek, a braque une arme sur lui, 
lui a demande de sortir du vchieule et de s'allonger par terre. Les assaillants ont ensuite fait sortir nos 
deux envoyes speeiaux, les ont ligotes et les ont fait entrer dans leur vehicule. 

45. Deux journalistes franfais enleves puis assassines au Mali 
Midi Libre, 2013 II 03 
Kidal- Deuxjournalistes fran<;ais de Radio France Internationale (RFI), Gbislaine Dupont (51 ansi et 
Claude Verlon (58 ansi, en reportage aKidal, dans Ie nord-est du Mali, ont ete enleves et executes 
sarnedi. Ghislaine Dupont et Claude Verlon ont ete captures par des hommes armes a 13 h (locale) devant 
Ie domicile d' Ambery Ag Rbissa qu'ils venaient d'interviewer. "Enturbannes et parlaient tamachek" Ce 
representant du Mouvement national de liberation de I'Azawad (MNLA, rebellion touaregue) a vu quatre 
hommes armes qui etaient "enturbannes et parlaient tamaehek", la langue touaregue. lis etaient venus 
avec un 4X4 couleur sable et ont oblige Ie chauffeur des journalistes ase plaquer au sol. lis auraient tire 
un coup de feu en I'air avant de partir. "Les corps des deuxjournalistes ont ete retrouves vers 14 h 55 
locales" Des I'annonce de leur capture, I'armee fran~se a mis en place un dispositif de surveillance au 
nord de la ville ct envoye d'une patrouille d'une trentaine d'hommes. Deux hClieoptcrcs ont cgalement 
decolle de Tessali!. A aueun moment Ie contact n'a ete etabli avec les ravisseurs. "Les corps des deux 
journalistes ont ete retrouves par la patrouille au sol vers 14 h 55 locales aune douzaine de km aI'est de 
Kidal aproximite d'un vehicule aI'arret", a indique un militaire. 

46. ROC: nouvelle offensive de I'armee contre les derniers bastions du M23 
Agencc France Pressc, 2013 II 03 
Bunagana - L'armee congolaise a lance dimanche matin une nouvelle offensive contre les dernieres 
positions des rebelles du M23 sur quelques collines de l'Est de la R6publique democratique du Congo 
(RDC), a indique it I'AFP Ie general Lucien Bahuma, commandant de la 8e region militaire congOlaise. 
"Nous sommes en train de pilonner Mbuzi [ ...], apres I'artillerie vient I'infanterie", a indique Ie general, 
joint par telephone depuis Kiwanja, ville situee aune vingtaine de kilometres des combats ct d'oill'on 
entendait au loin depuis 10HOO (08HOO) GMT des detonations rapprochees d'armes lourdes. "On est en 
train de recuperer les collines. Ca tire au niveau des montagnes de Ntamugena, Mbuzi et Runyonyi . Les 
rebelles sont en train de fuir", a affirme aI'AFP, sous Ie couvert de I'anonymat, un capitaine des Forces 
armees de la ROC (FAROC) aI'arriere. 

47. U.N.fights for peace in Congo 
The Washington Post, Sudarsan Raghavan, 2013 1103 
Goma - With shells flying overhead, the Congolese soldiers pressed forward on a desolate stretch of road 
ncar the Rwandan border. Ahead of them was a rebel army, firing relentlessly. Behind them, a new U.N. 
combat brigade waited in white armored vehicles, ready to serve as backup. The U.N. soldiers are in 
Congo with an ambitious goal: to reverse the trajectory of one of the world's most horrific and complex 
conflicts, one that has killed more than 5 million people since 1998, the deadliest war since World War II. 



They are also here to rescue the image of the troubled U.N. peacekeeping mission in the Congo. "To be a 
peacekeeper doesn't mean you need to be passive," a top commander, Gen. Carlos' Alberto dos Santos 
Cruz, said hours before the offensive began. "To be a peacekeeper> you need to take action. The way to 
protect the civilians is to take action. If you see the history of atrocities here, it justifies action." Inaction 
is precisely what the U.N. mission here has been criticized for in the 14 years since the United Nations 
dispatched soldiers to Congo, the first members of what has become the largest peacekeeping force in 
U.N. history. Now, the U.N. Security Council has launched thc Forward Intcrvcntion Brigadc in a bold 
attempt to defeat the dozens of militias that pillage this mineral-rich central African country, which is 
roughly the size of Western Europe. The brigade, composed of 3,000 soldiers, is the United Nations' first 
offensive combat force and is seen as a possible model for defusing crises in other chaotic parts of the 
world. 

48. Egypt considers enhancing power of armed forces 
Thc Washington Post, Erin Cunningham, 2013 II 02 
Cairo - The committee writing Egypt's constitution is enmeshed in a contentious debate over provisions 
that would grant the military special privileges, including the power to try civilians in secret military 
courts amid a widespread crackdown on the Muslim Brotherhood. The head of the 50-member committee, 
former foreign minister and Arab League chief Amr Moussa, has held a series ofclosed-door meetings 
with top military officials, who are pushing to persuade delegates to include such a clause. The army says 
it needs the ability to prosecute civilians who harm its interests as militant attacks increase. A final draft 
of the constitution is expected to be finished by Dec. 3. But the provisions would further entrench and 
expand the military's already considerable authority. With its troops on the streets and a military
appointed government io power - after a July coup that-ousted President Mohamed Morsi, who is set to go 
00 trial Monday - the army is the country's dominant political actor. 

49. Egypt's Morsi to be tried at Police Academy 
Abram Online , 2013 II 03 
Cairo - Morsi, who was ousted on 3 July after massive protests against his rule, is due to appear in court 
on Monday, alongside 14 other senior Islamists and Muslim Brotherhood figures on charges of inciting 
violence. If found gnilty, Morsi and his co-defendants could face lifetime imprisonment or the death 
penalty. His trial is to be held at the same venue in which former president Hosni Mubarak, alongside 
members of his administration, were tried following the 20 II uprising that deposed him. Earlier media 
reports said the hearing would be held at a courtroom at a police institute near Cairo's Tora prison. Morsi 
is charged with incitement of murder and violence in the December 2012 Ittihadiya presidential palace 
clashes, which pitched Morsi opponents against his supporters. At least eight died in the Ittihadiya clashes, 
which brokc out after pro-Morsi protestcrs attacked a sit-in held by his opponents. 

50. Kerry's message in Cairo 
Abram Online, Dina Ezzat, 2013 II 03 
Cairo - US Secretary of State John Kerry met with top Egypt officials to convey Washington'S "deep 
concern" about the transitional period and to offer the US's goodwill should developments move "on the 
right track," according to Western diplomats. It is Kerry's first visit to Cairo since the ouster of elected 
president Mohamed Morsi on 3 July following mass protests against his rule. Across Cairo's official 
quarters, Kerry's visit is widely perceived as representing tacit approval of the Muslim Brotherhoods 
"irreversible end." According to one high-level Egyptian official, "some regional capitals - to be frank, 
Ankara and Doha - assessed that Morsi's removal could be reversed by Muslim Brotherhood 
demonstrations if backed by external support." "Now, it has become clear that despite the admitted 
opposition to Morsi's removal, a larger segment of Egypt's society is not willing to have the Muslim 
Brotherhood back." 
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51. China to be more involved in global affairs, says prez 
Asian News International, Staff Writer, 2013 1103 
Beijing - Chinese President Xi Jinping has reiterated the country will aOhere to the path of peaceful 
development and vowed to never seek hegemony. He added that China will assume more internatioruil 
responsibilities and participate more in international affairs and system reforms. According to the China 
Daily, Jinping made the remarks in Beijing while meeting the foreign participants ofa meeting of the 21st 
Century Council, a top global think tank. He said China is a constructive agent in promoting world peace 
and developmcnt, and will continue to lcarn from advanccd dcvelopmcnt conccpts and other countries' 
experiences to harmoniously develop with other nations, the report said. 

52. Uyghur scholar says he was intimidated by Chinese public security 
Kyodo News, 2013 11 03 
Beijing - A prominent Uyghur scholar in Beijing said Sunday that Chinese security authorities have 
warned him not to talk to foreign journalists about a car crash near Tiananmen Square on Oct. 28 that 
killed eight people, including a family of three ethnic Uygburs inside the car. llham Tohti, an associate 
professor at Minzu University of China, said he was given the warning after a public security vehicle 
deliberately rear-ended his car shortly after he drove out of his home in Beijing on Saturday evening. He 
said his wife and two children were also in the car but none of them was injured. The Chinese government 
has called the car crash and subsequent fire near Tiananmen Square a terrorist attack carried out by a 
Uyghur separatist group seeking independence in the Xinjiang region. Tohti has cast doubt on the Chinese 
government's version of the event in interviews with foreign media. .,
53. Chinese Embassy refutes allegation of cyber spying 
Xinhua News, 2013 II 03 
Helsinki - The Chinese Embassy in Finland issued a press release on Friday after media reports alleged 
China had been possibly behind cyber espionage against Finnish foreign ministry. "Many countries 
including China are victims of the recent cyber attacks," said the press release, adding that China has 
consistently sought to promote international cooperation on combating cyber crimes. The embassy said 
that China has scrupulously abided by international law and principlcs of intcrnational relations, and "the 
Chinese government and military authorities have never supported any activities of this kind" "Any 
allegation without irrefutable evidence against China is groundless with ulterior motives, and cannot 
contribute to the enhancement of international eyber security," said the embassy. It also expressed the 
hope that "the Finnish side will tackle the issue with due responsibility." 

54. Russia welcomes more Chinese students: diplomat 
Xinhua News, 20 I 3 II 03 
Beijing - Russian educational authorities will make extra efforts to welcome Chinese students and push 
forward Sino-Russian cooperation in the field of education, a Russian diplomat said on Saturday. 
Yevgeniy Tomikhin, a diplomat with the Russian Embassy in China, made the comments at a two-day 
international education exhibition, which was held in Beijing and attended by more than 40 Russian 
institutions of higher education. "There will be promising cooperation prospects between China and 
Russia as educational exchange has become an important part of China-Russia people-to-people and 
cultural exchanges," Tomikhin added. According to a joint communique issued by the two sides during 
Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev's official visit in China last week, the two nations will target 
sending 50,000 students to study in each other's country by 2020. 



55. Seoul, Moscow to issue joint statement focusing on N. Korea after summit 
Y onhap News, 2013 II 03 
Seoul - South Korea and Russia plan to issue a joint statement focused on their efforts to denuclearize 
North Korea and beef up economic cooperation with it after their leaders' summit next week in Seoul, 
government sources said Sunday. Russian President Vladimir Putin is scheduled to make a two-day visit 
to South Korea from Nov. 12 for his planned summit talks with President Park Geun-hye. After the 
meeting, the leaders plan to issue a joint statement that will be focused on their shared stance on working 
toward denuclearizing North Korea, as well as their plan to jointly facilitate economic coo'peration with 
the communist nation, the sources said. "Working-level discussion is now under way between the 
countries in order to put their cooperation plans in the joint statement," one government official said. 

56. Seoul's chief nuclear envoy leaves for U.S. to discuss N. Korea 
Yonhap News, 2013 1103 
Seoul - South Korea's chief nuclear negotiator left for the United States on Sunday to discuss ways to 
reopen the stalled six-party talks on ending North Korea's nuclear weapons program, the foreign ministry 
here said. During his five-day trip to Washington, Cho Tae-yong, Seoul's lead envoy to the six-party 
talks, plans to meet with his U.S. counterpart, Glyn Davies, and other National Security Council officials 
to exchange views on the issue, the ministry said. Cho is also scheduled to hold a three-way meeting with 
Davies and Japan's lead nuclear negotiator on Wednesday, it said. "Specific views on (the resumption of 
the six-nation dialogue) will be exchanged with U.S. officials," Cho told Yonhap News Agency before 
embarking on his trip. "The negotiations should contribute to achieving substantive progress in 
denuclearization (of North Korea)." 

57. Spying on Malaysia to hurt relations with countries involved, Defense Ministe 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 II 03 
Kuala Lumpur - Spying activities on Malaysia by its allies is a serious matter, as it can strain the relations 
between Malaysia and these countries, which have been long established based on trust and sincerity, 
Malaysian Defense Minister Hishammuddin Hussein said here Sunday. "I believe if this (spying) is not 
fully explained, our long- established good relations can be adversely affected. Therefore, we need a full 
explanation on the extent of the spying activities and for what purpose," the minister told reporters here. 
"Tensions can be avoided if the allies involved uphold the trust and sincerity in their relations with 
Malaysia," he said. 

58. Maldives President warns against foreign interference 
Xinhua News, 2013 II 03 
Male - Maldives President Mohamed Waheed on Sunday said that foreigners should not interfere in the 
domestic issues of the Maldives. In a speech to mark the National Victory Day, President Wahecd said 
that foreign intervention could negatively affect the independence and sovereignty of the Maldives. The 
President's office quoted him as saying that it was important for the Maldives to strengthen the unity 
among the people. He said the best way to do this is by addressing the current polarizations and tensions 
and refraining from actions that could further affect national unity. 

59. Philippine leftist &roup condemns U.S. for allegedly using Manila as spy hub in Asia 
Xinhua News, 2013 11 03 
Manila - The Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) condemned the United States Sunday for 
allegedly setting up telecom facilities in the Philippines to intercept internet traffic and telephone calls as 
part of its network of international intelligence network. In a statement, the CPP, the umbrella 
organization of the leftist rebel group New Pcople's Army (NPA) and National Democratic Front (NDF), 
also slammed the administration of President Benigno S. Aquino III for "sitting idly and allowing the U.S. 
security and defense agencies to use the Philippines as a listening post and wantonly engage in spy 
operations in outright violation of Philippine sovereignty." The U.S . National Security Agency reportedly 



was engaged in cyber surveillance in different countries, drawing protests and condemnations from 
different parts of the world. Manila, in particular, was reportedly being used by the U.S. as major spy hub 
in Asia. 

60. Soldier, ex-militiaman killed by leftist rebels in Mindanao 
Philippine Star, 2013 II 03 
Davao City - A soldier and a former pro-government militiaman were killed by suspected leftist rebels in 
Bukidnon over the weekend on separate occasions, authorities said today. The army personnel died in a 
brief clash between soldiers and a handful of New People's Army (NPA) guerrillas in Manolo Forticb, 
Bukidnon yesterday afternoon, according to Christian Uy, a regional army spokesperson. Uy said the 
soldiers were conducting pursuit operations against dozens of NPA gunmen who bad stormed and burned 
a piggery farm in nearby Libona early last week when yesterday's clash erupted. 

61. India, Pak forces exchange sweets at Attari border on Diwali 
Press TrustofIndia, 2013 1103 
New Delhi - Indian and Pakistani forces at the border here exchanged sweets on the occasion of Diwali on 
Sunday. Border Security Force's officiating DIG, Deby Joseph, along with other officers and Jawans, 
gifted different types of traditional Indian sweets to their Pakistani counterparts. Pakistani Rangers Wing 
Commander Mohammed Asheer Khan returned the gesture with an assortment ofchoice Pakistani sweets . . 

62. Indian Mujahideen would be under al-Qaida: Riyaz told Yasin 
Times of India, Neeraj Chauhan, 2013 II 03 
New Delhi - Indian Mujahideen's (1M) Pakistan-based leader Riyaz Bhatkallooked to tap an al-Qaida 
connection to access an arms manufacturing base in a remote area of Thailand and is closer to the Afghan 
TaJiban, than the Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TIP) as the latter had fallen out with the lSI. Arrested 1M 
leader Yasin Bhatkal, who ran thc terror outfit's India operations, has spoken about Riyaz's 
disillusionment with the TIP who the 1M boss felt is wrongly engaged in battling the lSI and other arms 
of the Pakistani establishment. "Indian Mujahideen wants to be closely associated with Afghan Taliban 
and al-Qaida and not Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan based in Pakistan because latter is against lSI. Members 
of the TIP are Pathans, who are pure but foolish," Yasin has said in his statement to the National 
Investigating Agency (NIA) . . 

63. Muzaffarnagar riots: Detention under NSA confirmed for five 
The Times ofIndia, Staff Writer, 2013 II 03 
Lucknow (India) - UP's state advisory board confirmed detention of five persons under the provisions of 
the National Security Act (NSA) for their role in Muzaffarnagar riots in September. They were accused of 
leading violent mobs in Muzaffarnagar and ShamJi districts that resulted in communal clashes. While 
Vikrarn Saini and Mukkararn were booked under NSA for instigating mobs on August 29 at KawaI 
village following death of three youths which led to large-scale communal violence, three persons 
Ghanshayarn, Radhcy Shyam and Israr were booked for leading violent group of people at Sharnli's 
market on September 3. The board is expected to announce its decision on BJP MLAs Sangeet Singh 
Som and Suresh Rana booked under NSA for similar charges soon. Muzaffarnagar district magistrate 
Kaushal Raj Sharma said that Saini was a former village pradhan while Mukkararn is a cleric, he added. 
The two with their supporters carrying firearms and sharp edged weapons had clashed at KawaI to avenge 
the killing of youths from their communities. 

64. Bangladesh to hang British Muslim leader, US citizen 
Agence France Presse, 2013 II 03 
Dhaka - A Bangladesh war crimes court Sunday sentenced a British-based Muslim leader and a US 
citizen to death in absentia for murder, in the latest ruling over atrocities during the war of independence. 
London-based Chowdhury Mueen-Uddin and Ashrafuzzaman Khan, from the United States, were found 
guilty by the International Crimes Tribunal of II charges related to the kidnap and slaughter of 18 



intellectuals during the 1971 conflict. "Justice will not be done if they are not awarded capital 
punishment," senior judge Obaidul Hassan told the packed court in Dhaka. Prosecutors accused the pair, 
who fled Bangladesh after it gained independence from Pakistan, of being "high command" members of 
the notorious Al Badr militia that supported Pakistani forces during the war. 

65. Philippine government Web site hacked 
United Press International, 2013 II 03 
Manila - Hackers in the Philippines said they advertised an anti-government rally on a government 
website because it was "easiest way we could convey our message." A group known as Anonymous 
Philippines advertised what was billed as a "Million Mask March," scheduled for Tuesday. at the 
country's House of Representatives in Quezon City near Manila, The Philippine Daily Inquirer reported 
Sunday. The hackers posted the group's name in the Office of the Ombudsman's website. Clicking on the 
name redirects visitors to an Anonymous Philippines logo and a letter, the newspaper said. 

Eastern Europe -Europe de l'Est 

66. Kosovo Serbs urged to end boycott of polls; Elections seen as bellwether for peace with Serbia 
The Toronto Star, Olivia Ward, 2013 II 03 
Belgrade - On Sunday, Kosovo holds local elections that are widely seen as a pointer to the tiny territory's 
progress toward peace with neighbouring Serbia, and the fate of Belgrade's bid for membership in the 
European Union. They take place 14 years after NATO bombing drove Serbian forces out of mainly 
Albanian Kosovo, and the then Serbian province came under the control of the UN, backed by NATO 
troops . But the north of Kosovo remained bitterly divided, with mutual hostility and intermittent violence. 
At least 40,000 Serbs stayed there, including hard-line paramilitaries in the partitioned town of Mitrovica, 
split between Serbs and Albanians. It is Kosovo's storm centre, an unstable and crime-ridden zone that 
has evaded control by Kosovo's Pristina govemment, and has been largely administered by Belgrade. 

67. Putin Signs Law Punishing Terrorists' Relatives 
RIA Novosti. Mikhail Klimentyev, 2013 II 03 
Moscow - President Vladimir Putin signed a law Sunday forcing the relatives of terrorists to pay for the 
damages caused by their attacks. The law submitted by President Putin in September that includes 
measures to criminalize training in terrorist camps was approved by the country's parliament in late 
October. Effort to target the families of militants marks the latest attempt by Russian authorities to stamp 
out an insurgency in the turbulent North Caucasus that has claimed thousands of lives over more than a 
decade. Under the law, material and moral damages inflicted as a result of a terrorist attaek should be 
compensated "by the perpetrator and his or her family members, relatives, in-laws and other people, 
whose lives, health and well-being are Significant to him or her because of established personal relations." 

68.Swiss Lawmakers Want to Meet Snowden in Russia 
Ria Novosti, 2013 II 03 
Moscow - A group of Swiss lawmakers are planning to travel to Moseow to ask fugitive intelligence 
leaker Edward Snowden about his undercover work in Geneva, a media report said on Saturday. Swiss 
parliamentarian with the Socialist Party, Carlo Sommaruga, said in an interview with the local RTS 
television that together with a group of colleagues from other parties, they are planning to visit Russia to 
get first-band details about what the US intelligence serivces were doing in the country when Snowden 
worked under a diplomatic cover in Switzerland in 2007. The lawmaker expressed a concern that the 
American agency might be still doing intelligence work in the country. Snowden was hired by the CIA in 
2006 for a technology job and later worked under the cover of the US State Department in Geneva. The 
former National Security Agency contractor told the Guardian newspaper in June that much of what he 
saw in Geneva "really disillusioned me about how my government functions and what its impact is in the 
world." 



Iran, Iraq - Iran, Irak 

o
69. Iran youths realized truth about US decades ago: Leader 
Press TV, 2013 II 03 
Tehran - Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei says Iranian youths were 
more than three decjldes ahead of their time when they called the former USembassy in Tehran the den 
of espionage. The Leader was addressing a group of school and university students on the occasion of the 
Student Day which coincides with the takeover of the former US Embassy in Tehran by revolutionary 
students on November 4, 1979. "On that day, our youths named the US Embassy the 'den ofespionage' 
and today, after over three decades, US embassies in the European countries, which are American allies, 
are called nest ofespionage," said the Leader on Sunday, adding, '''This shows thar our youths were over 
30 years ahead of the world calendar." 'The arrogant approach taken by the US has caused nations to 
distrust and loathe it. Moreover, experience has shown that any nation and government that trusts the US 
wi II bc harmed, cven if thcy arc friends ofthc US," the Leader noted. 

70. AIPAC vows to continue anti-Iran effort 
PressTV, 2013 II 03 
Tehran - The American Israel Public Affairs Committee (A1PAC) says it will not slack off its efforts to 
force the administration of US President Barack Obama to impose new sanctions against Iran. "A1PAC 
continues to support congressional action to adopt legislation to further strengthen sanctions and there 
will absolutely be no pause, delay or moratorium in our efforts," read a statement by AlP AC President 
Michael Kassen on Saturday. The statement comes as the Obarna administration has reportedly 
convinced a number of the US Senators during a c1osed-door briefing on Thursday to delay imposing 
another round of sanctions against Iran. White House officials did not sway every Senator who 
participated in the meeting, but the Senate Banking Committee would reportedly delay plans for drafting 
a new sanctions bill next week. 

71. US won't ignore Israeli interest at N-talks': Sherman 
Press TV, 2013 II 03 
Tehran - US Undersecretary of State Wendy Sherman says Washington will take into consideration 
Israel's security interests at the upcoming talks between Iran and the group of six major world powers. 
According to a report published by the Israeli daily Jerusalem Post, Sherman said the US will not ignore 
Israel's security interests at the forthcoming nuclear talks, which are slated to be held in the Swiss city of 
Geneva on November 7-8 . Sherman made the remarks in an interview with Channel 10, which is set to 
be broadcast later on Sunday. Iran and the five permancnt membcrs of the UN Sccurity Council - Britain, 
China, France, Russia and the US - plus Germany held two days of talks over the Islamic Republic ' s 
nuclear energy program in Geneva, Switzerland, on October. 15-16. 

72. AI-Qaeda Member Arrested in Southeastern Iran 
Fars News Agency, 2013 1103 
Tehran - Iranian border guards have arrested a key member of the al-Qaeda terrorist group in the 
bordering areas of the Southeastern Sistan and Balouchestan province, senior border officials announced 
on Sunday. The announcement was made by Commander of Sistan and Balouchestan province' s border 
guards Hassan Asadollahi this afternoon. During the interrogations, "the border guards could realize the 
identity of the arrested person and find out his evil intentions," the commander said, adding that the 
terrorist intended to "carry out acts of sabotage in Iran". Asadollahi added that the captured terrorist has 
been a member ofal-Qaeda and Taliban groups for 6 years and has been aiding Americans with their 
drone cargo program, transferring weapons and ammunitions by the US drones. He said that the 
apprehended terrorist who has been captured by the Iranian forces has also confessed that he has been 
making 5 improvised bombs through two different methods every day for two years. 



73. Shootings kill 4 in north-central Iraq 
Arab News, 2013 I I 03 . 
Baghdad - Authorities in Iraq say shootings have killed four security members, including two anti-AI
Qaeda militiamen, in north-central Iraq. Police officials say the first attack took place early Saturday 
when gunmen in a speeding car killed two fighters and wounded four at a security checkpoint manned by 
Sunni Sahwa militiamen in the city of Samarra. Also, police say they found the bodies o(two police 
officers killed by gunshots to the hcad in a town ncar the northern city of Mosul, a day after they were 
kidnapped. 

Middle East - Moyen-Orient 

74. A truce at last in Sa'ada! Growing fears of it becoming short 
Yemen Post, 2013 I 103 
Sana'a - A military official confirmed on Saturday that a truce had been brokered in Dammaj (northern 
province of Sa' ada) in between the Houthis (Shiite group) and Salafi militants (Sunni radicals) following 
over three days of heavy fighting. According to several local reports an estimated 100 people have 
perished since Wednesday, among which many civilians, which prompted several NGO to call on the 
government to intervene. 

75. Failed truce in Sa'ada 
Yemen Post, 2013 I 103 
Sana'a - Despite the coalition government's best efforts, no truce so far was brokered in between the 
Houthis and their religious nemesis, the Salafis, instead violence reached a new peak when Zaidi militants 
shelled Dammaj religious centre and home to dozens of students this Thursday. Abu Ismail a1-Hajouri, a 
spokesman for the Salafis faction (Sunni radical group) told reporters that the death had risen to 24 now, 
following two days of intense fighting. Hajouri added that over 100 people, mainly civilians had been 
injured since the Houthis began their siege of Dammaj several weeks ago. According to Salafi militants, 
the Houthis have been raining down shells and rockets upon the school and its immediate perimeter in an 
attempt to make all Salafis flee and thus reclaim control of the region altogether. 

76. Rebels press attack on Yemeni town 
Reuters, 20 I 3 I I 03 
Sana'a - Shiite Houthi rebels pressed their offensive on Saturday against a town in north Yemen held by 
their Salafi rivals, a Salafi spokesman said, bringing the total death toll in four days of sectarian clashes to 
55 . Spokesman Serour AI-Wadei denied a statement on the Yemeni defense ministry website saying that 
the fighting in the town of Damaj had ended on Friday afternoon and that the Yemeni army had taken up 
positions in the troubled area. The spokesman for the puritanical group told Reuters the Houthis, using 
rockets and tank shells, had killed 15 more Salafis and wounded at least 30 in their latest attack on Damaj, 
which lies in the mountainous Saada province that has long been outside Yemeni control. 

77. Dozens killed in Yemen sectarian clashes 
AI-Jazeera News, 2013 I I 03 
Sana'a - The death toll in four days ofclashes between rival Muslim factions in northern Yemen has risen 
to 55, as the government tries to broker a ceasefire in a region that lies largely outside its control. Shia 
Muslim Houthi rebels launched an attack on the town of Dammaj, held by their Sunni Muslim Salafi 
rivals, on Wednesday. The army said earlier that a ceasefire had come into effect on Friday afternoon, but 
a Salafi SpOkesman then said clashes had continued on Saturday, and that a total of 55 people from his 
group had been killed by rockets and tank fire . 

78. Jordan says will 'take measures' if Syrian refugee crisis not resolved 
AI Arabiya, 2013 II 03 
Damas - Jordan will "take measures" to protect its interests if the Syrian refugee crisis is not resolved, 



King Abdullah II said on Sunday in a speech to parliament. The monarch said that the influx of Syrian 
refugees is draining Jordan's resources and called for international assistance to deal with the problem. 
"Jordan currently hosts around 600,000 Syrian refugees -- an issue that depletes our already limited 
resources and puts enormous pressure on our infrastructure," the king said. "lithe international 
community does not move quickly to help us shoulder the burdens of the Syrian crisis ... Jordan is able to 
take measures to protect the interests of our people and country," he added without elaborating. 

79. Stick Figures and Stunted Growth as Warring Syria Goes Hungry 
The New York Times, Anne Barnard, 2013 II 03 
Beirut - Rana Obaid began her life less than two years ago in a comfortable house draped with roses, the 
daughter of a grocer locally famous for his rich homemade yogurt. But war and siege brought hunger so 
quickly to their town near Damascus that when she died in September, at 19 months, her aJ'!I1S and legs 
were as thin as broomsticks. In a nearby town, a woman with a son suffering from kidney failure makes 
her children take turns eating on alternate days. In a village outside Aleppo in northern Syria, people say 
they are living mainly on wild greens. Aid workers say that Syrian refugee children are arriving in 
northern Lebanon thin and stunted, and that suspected malnutrition cases are surfacing from rebel-held 
areas in northern Syria to government-held suburbs south of Damascus. 

Others - Autres 

Nil 
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80. Assassinat des envoyes speciaux de RFI au Mali: ce que dit I' armee fran~aise 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 1103 
Kidal - L'armec fran~isc, qui maintient aujourd'hui environ 200 hommcs aKidal, a etc prevcnuc de 
l'enlevement de Ghislaine Dupont et Claude Verlon par un baut responsable de Kidal des 13HI5 TV. Vne 
patrouille de vehicules blindes, partie de Kidal, a tente de rattraper les ravisseurs, mais « aaucun moment 
l'armee fran~ise n'a ete en contact visuel ou physique avec Ie vehicule en fuite », assure l'6tat-major de 
l'armee. A 13H 15 TV, Ie dispositif Serval est prevenu de l'enlevement des deux journalistes de RFI. C'est 
un haut responsable local qui donne I'alerte et indique aux militaires fran~s la direction dans laquelle est 
parti Ie 4X4 des ravisseurs. Aussitot, affirme l'armee, un dispositif de surveillance est mis en place dans 
Ie scctcur nord / nord-cst dc la ville. II s'agit de points de controles. Dans Ie meme temps, une patrouille a 
vehicule quitte la ville et s'engage sur la route de Tin-Essako, vers l'est. Selon l'etat-major des armees, il 
s'agit de lourds vehicules blindes, de Type VAB, avec une trentaioe de militaires abordoDes forces 
conventionnelles, pas de forces speciaJes, precise-t-on. 

81. Journalistes tues au Mali: debut d'une reunion de crise ill'Elysee 
Agence France Presse, 2013 1103 
Paris - Les ministres des Affaires etrangeres et de la Justice, Laurent Fabius et Christiane Taubira, sont 
arrives dimanche peu avant 09h30 aL'Elysee pour une reunion de crise avec Fran~is Hollande apres la 
mort de deuxjournalistes enleves et tues au Mali, a constate unejournaliste de l'AFP. Les deux envoyes 
sp6ciaux de Radio France Intemationale, Claude Verlon et Ghislaine Dupont, ont ete enleves samedi a 
Kidal dans Ie nord du Mali par des hommes armes et retrouves morts par I'armee fran~se aune douzaine 
de kilometres de Kidal . L'annonce de leur mort a plonge la redaction de Radio France internationale dans 
la tristesse. Exprimant "son indignation al'egard de cet acte odieux", Ie president de la Republique avait 
annonce samedi cette reunion "pour etablir precisement, en lien avec les autorites maliennes et les forces 
de I'ONV, les conditions de ces assassinats" . Les trois points aI'ordre du jour de la reunion sont un 
echange d'informations sur ce qui s'est passe, l'examen des suites judiciaires acet assassinat et Ie point sur 
la force Serval au Mali, selon un conseiller de l'Elysee. "Indignation aI'egard de cet acte odieux" La 



ministre de la Justice participe acette reunion car Ie parquet de Paris a ouvert samedi une enquilte samedi 
pour des faits d'enlevement et sequestration suivis de meurtres en lien avec une entreprise terroriste. 
L'enquilte, sous l'autorite du parquet de Paris, a ete confiee ala Direction centrale du renseignement 
interieur (DCRI) et ala sous~irection antiterroriste (SDA T). 

82. Mali: "Ie prix paye par certains pour que Ie public soit in forme" 

Le Monde.fr avec AFP, 2013 II 03 

Paris - Laurent Fabius a declare, dimanche 3 novembre, apres une reunion al'Elysee, que Claude Verlon 

et Ghislaine Dupont, journaIistes de Radio France Internationale (RFI), avaient ete "assassines 

froidement", et il a qualifie cet acte de "crime odieux, abject et revoltant". Samedi, Ie president Fran~is 


Hollande a exprime son "indignation aI'egard de cet acte odieux". "C'est notre travail qui est d'inforrner 

qui est atteint aujourd'hui, nous sommes en colere, atterres. Le Mali devait accueillir une partie des 

emissionsjeudi prochain it Bamako ( ...). Nous annulons cette operation rnais nous retournerons aKidal", 

a declare, samedi, Cecilc Megic, directrice de la redaction de RFI. "Face ala barbaric, est-ce qu'on va 

pouvoir continuer II faire notre metier ? C'est la mission de tous les journalistes. On a peut.etre tendance 

ici apenser que la liberte d'inforrner est un acquis et nous, nous savons que dans bien des endroits, elle est 

en train de regresser", a reagi pour sa part la PDG de France medias monde-RFI, France 24, Monte Carlo 

Doualiya (MCD), Marie-Christine Saragosse. Dimanche, Marie-Christine Saragosse a annonce qu'elle 

partait pour Bamako avec la directrice de RFI, cecile Megie, et l'adjoint de celle-ci en charge de 

l'information Afrique, Yves Rocle, pour rapatrier les corps de Ghislaine Dupont et de Claude Verlon. Le 

chefde l'Etat a "appele les families juste avant de nous recevoir", a-t-elle aussi indique, prt!cisant que les 

ministres des affaires Clrangeres et de la culture et de la communication, Laurent Fabius et Aurelie 

Filippetti, devaient se rendre au siege de RFI pour rencontrer les equipes. 


83. Journalistes tues : Fabius accuse "Ies groupes terroristes qui refusent la democratie" 

Le Monde.fr avec AFP, 2013 II 03 

Paris - Samedi,Fran~is Hollande et son homologue malien Ibrahim Boubacar Kelta, ont "marque leur 

volonte de poursuivre sans relache la lutte contre les groupes terroristes qui restent presents au Nord du 

Mali". La reunion de crise avec Ie president Fran~is Hollande qui se tenait dimanche 3 novembre, dans 

la matinee, al'Elysee, au lendemain de la mort de deux reporters fran~is enleves et tues au Mali, s'est 

achevee peu avant 10 h 30. Y participaient notamment Ie ministre des affaires etrangeres, Laurent Fabius, 

la ministre de la justice Christiane Taubira, et Ie directeur general de la securite exterieure (DGSE), 

Bernard Bajolet. Etaient egalement presents Ie directeur de cabinet du ministre de la defense (en 

deplacement au Mexique), Cedric Lewandowski. Etaient egalement presents Ie directeur de cabinet du 

premier ministre, Christophe Chantepy, et Ie chefd'etat-major particulier du president, Ie general Benoit 

Puga. Des la fin de la reunion, unc delegation de RFI, conduitc par sa PDG, Marie-Christine Saragossc, 

est aussit6t arrivee pour etre r~ue par Fran~is Hollande. 


84. Hollande en reunion de crise 

Le Figaro.fr, 2013 II 03 

Paris - Les ministres des Affaires etrangeres et de la Justice, Laurent Fabius.et Christiane Taubira, sont 

arrives dimanche peu avant 9h30 al'Elysee pour une reunion de crise avec Fran~is Hollande apres la 

mort de deux journalistes enleves et tues au Mali . Les deux envoyes sptlciaux de Radio France 

Internationale, Claude Verlon et Ghislainc Dupont, ont etc cnlcves samedi II Kidal dans Ie nord du Mali 

par des hommcs arrnes et retrouves morts par l'arrnee fran~ise II one douzaine de kilometres de Kida!. 


85. Fran~ois Hollande et 18K determines II "remporter Ie combat contre Ie terrorisme" 

Agence France Presse, 2013 II 03 

Paris - Les presidents fran~s Fran~is Hollande et malien Ibrahim Boubacar Kelta, Ie ler octobre 2013. 

Les presidents fran~is Fran~ois Hollande et malien Ibrahim Boubacar Kelta, Ie ler octobre 2013. I(;) AFP 
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Les presidents fran\'llis Franyois Hollande et malien Ibrahim Boubacar Keita ont affirme samedi leur 
determination "a poursuivre et aremporter" Ie "combat commun contee Ie terrorisme". apres l'enh~vement 
et la mort de deux joumalistes fran\'llis au Mali. Lors d'un entretien telephonique dans la soiree, les deux 
chefs d'Etat "ont marque leur volonte de poursuivre sans relache la lutte contre les groupes terroristes qui 
restent presents au Nord du Mali", selon un communique de l'Elysee. Ibrahim Boubacar Keita a presente a 
son homologue "Ies condoleances du peuple malien, a la suite de l'assassinat des deuxjournalistes de 
RFI, Ghislaine Dupont et Claude Verlon" . < 

86. Mali: Ie recit et les questions apres I'assassinat des journalistes rran~ais 
Le Figaro, David Bache, 2013 II 03 
Bamako- Une fois l'interview achevee, les deux journalistes sortent et s'apprment a remonter dans leur 
voiture. II est 13hl5 (l4h15 a Paris). C'est ace moment que surgissent plusieurs hommes, qui les 
attendaient devant la maison du chef rebelle. Les ravisseurs etaient a10rs au nombre de trois, selon la 
version rapport&: par Ie MNLA. D'autres sources parlent de quatre personnes. En tamashek, la langue 
touareg, les ravisseurs intiment I'ordre it Ambeiri Ag Rhissa de rester chez lui. Le fixeur, une arme 
braquee sur lui, est couche au sol sur Ie ventre. Les ravisseurs ligotent ou menottent alors les deux 
joumalistes et les forcent a monter dans leur voiture. En depit de la presence des casques bleus des 
Nations unies et des militaires de la force franyaise Serval2, qui controlent les points d'entre. de la ville, 
Ie vehicule parvient a sortir de Kidal et prend la route de Tin Essako, vers la triple frontiere Mali-Niger
Algerie. Mais Ie voyage ne dure pas puisque c'est seulement a une quinzaine de kilometres de la ville, 
moins de deux heures plus tard, que les militaires franyais retrouvent les corps de Ghislaine Dupont et 
Claude Verlon, cribles de balles, eta cOte d'une voiture qui serait celie des ravisseurs (un 4x4 Toyota 
beige). Les corps doivent arriver ce dimanche it Bamako. 

87. Reporters de guerre : la verite sur les risques 
Le Figaro.fr, Emmanuel Galiero, 2013 II 03 
Paris - Gaz en Syrie, radioactivite a Fukushima, tirs d'artillerie, mines artisanales, guerillas urbaines ... Ces 
dangers sont intimement lies au metier perilleux de reporter en zoncs sensiblos. Quelles sont leurs 
protections? Comment ces professionnels tres exposes assurent-ils leur seeurite sur Ie terrain? Et sont-ils 
reellement prepares en France pour assumer de telles missions? Au-dela des discours officiels des 
chaines de televisions, des failles existent. Enquete et temoignages. La question de la securite des 
reporters sur les terrains los plus sensibles suscite des discours contrasres, voire contradictoires. Le 
premier veut laisser croire que tout est mis en oeuvre pour une protection maximale des joumalistes. A 
France Televisions, des briefings specifiques sont mis en place en fonetion de la dangerosite des missions. 
Par exemple, un guidc pratiquc avait etc Cdite lors du drame de Fukushima. Au nom de la responsabilite 
d'entreprise et depuis la mort de Gilles Jacquier [Ie journaliste est mort a Horns Ie Iljanvier 2012], Ie 
directeur de l'information a voulu systematiser les preparations avant tout reportage en zone de conflits, 
sachant qu'une vingtaille de professionnels sont collcemes par cette question au sein du groupe. En ce 
moment, Thierry Thuillier interdit strictement aux joumalistes du groupe public de franchir la frontiere 
syrienne sans visa. <<II y a trop de risques, estime-t-il, tant chimiques qu'en termes d'enlevements et de 
bombardements.» 

88. Bildt defends Sw!!den surveillance 
The Local.se, 2013 II 03 
Stockholm - Sweden's Foreign Minister Carl Bildt has defended mueh-critieised surveillance practices 
and stated that the Swedish police and Security Service operates within the Swedish law and in line with 
Swedish interests. "Today, we face a world of more diverse risks, challenges and threats. Constant 
knowledge of these important for security of the nation," Carl Bildt said via Twitter on Saturday. Sweden 
has been criticised for staying relatively quiet on the issue of mass surveillance of European citizens and 
political leaders. Further details of which were released in The Guardian newspaper on Friday based on 
documents provided by the US whistle blower Edward Snowden. The latest revelations prompted Bildt to 
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defend Sweden and its cooperation with foreign intelligence services in the face of revelations which he 
dismissed on Friday as "hardly sensational" , 
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Harper government's extensive spying on anti-oilsands groups revealed in FOIs 
Vancouver Observer, Matthew Millar, 2013 II 20 
Vancouver - The federal government has been vigorously spying on anti-oil sands activists and 
organizations in BC and across Canada since last December, documents obtained under the Access to 
Information Act show. Not only is the federal government subsidizing the energy industry in underwriting 
their costs, but deploying public safety resources as a de- facto 'insurance policy' to ensure that federal 
strategies on proposed pipeline projects are achieved, these documents indicate . Before the National 
Energy Board's Joint Review Panel hearings on the proposed Enbridge oil pipeline, the NEB coordinated 
the gathering of intelligence on opponents to the oil sands. The groups of interest are independent 
advocacy organizations that oppose the Harper government's policies and work for environmental 
protections and democratic rights, including Idle No More, ForestEthics, Sierra Club, EcoSociety, 
LeadNow, Dogwood Initiative, Council of Canadians and the People's Summit. Mandated as an 
'independent federal agency', the NEB directed the police protection of their board members and officials 
from Enbridge and TransCanada Corporation, 140 pages ofemails from December 2012 through April 
2013 show. In the emails, Richard "Rick" Garber, the NEB's "Group Leader of Security", marshals 
security and intelligence operations between government agencies and private interests, and says in a 
January 31, 2013 email that the NEB "Security Team has consulted today with Canadian Security and 
Intelligence Service (CSIS) at national and regional levels; RCMP at national, regional and local levels." 
"The Security Team, together with our police and intelligence partners, will continue to monitor all 
sources of information and intelligcncc," hc says. Thc documents show thc NEB working with CSIS and 
the RCMP to make "sccurity plans" for the Vancouver, Victoria, Kelowna and Prince Rupert hearings and 
actively coordinating with officials from Enbridge and TransCanada Corporation and a private security 
contractor hired by the NEB. 

'Incendiary' evidence found in car's trunk 
Toronto Sun, Chris Doucctte, 2013 II 20 
Toronto - Two men are in custody after the Toronto Police bomb squad blew up a suspected "incendiary 
device" found in a car during a traffic stop in the Entertainment District early Tuesday. Police say officers 
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pulled over a white Honda Civic for an alleged Highway Traffic Act offence in the westbound lanes of 
King St. W., at Peter St., around 3:30 a.m. "During a search of the vehicle, the officers found a suspicious 
package in the trunk," Const. Wendy Drummond said Tuesday. The area bounded by John St., Spadina 
Ave ., Front St. and Adelaide St. was closed to pedestrians. "The package was then removed from the 
vehicle and imploded," Drummond said of the controlled detonation . 

Anti-fracking activists denied injunction in Canada 
AI Jazeera, Andrea Schmidt, 2013 II 20 
Fredericton, Canada - A judge ruled here Monday against an injunction to suspend controversial shale gas 
exploration activities in Kent County, New Brunswick, which last month created headlines across North 
America when protests in the area turned violent as activists burned police car.; amid dozens ofarrests. 
The injunction was filed last week by the Elsipogtog First Nation, who fear the exploration activity will 
lead to shale gas extraction - known as "flacking" - and will harm their land and water. Justice Judy 
Clendening of the New Brunswick Queen's Court Bench made the ruling on the injunction, which had 
been filed by Elsipogtog Chief Aaron Sock and the First Nation band council against the government of 
New Brunswick, SWN Resources Canada and a provincial umbrella group of First Nations Chiefs. "It is a 
small step backward, I guess," Sock told reporters outside the provincial court in New Brunswick's 
capital, Fredericton. 

Bombing victim returns 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 II 20 
Toronto - A Somali Canadian who returned to his homeland last year to serve as a member of Parliament 
has returned to Toronto for medical treatment after being injured in a suicide bombing. Sooyaan Abdi 
Warsame, 42, was among more than a dozen people injured when an AI-Shabab car bomb exploded 
outside the Hotel Maka in Mogadishu on the evening of Nov. 8. Six died in the attack. He flew to Toronto 
from Dubai on Monday. He has shrapnel wounds but no broken bones or head injuries, his brother Liban 
Warsame said Tuesday. "He was going to the hospital this morning," he said . Mr. Warsame had lived in 
Toronto since the early 1990s and worked at various jobs including truck driving. The son of a minister 
who was in government before Somalia's collapse, he returned to help rebuild the troubled African 
country and was named to the Federal Parliament of Somalia in August 2012. Somalia is emerging from 
decades of lawlessness and violence. With the help of an African Union peacekeeping force sanctioned by 
the United Nations, Somalis have beaten back an armed Islamist insurgency. 

Canuck activist gets bail 
QMI News Agency, Dave Johnson, 2013 1120 
Weiland - One of two Canadians charged by Russian authorities following a Greenpeace protest on an 
Arctic oil platform has been granted bail, the organization says. Paul Ruzycki of Port Col borne was 
released Tuesday morning in a St. Petersburg court. Alexandre Paul of Montreal remains in custody. 
"This is a very pleasant surprise," said Ruzycki's sister, Debbie Reid. "Who thought I'd be happy my 
brother got bail." Reid said after seeing other members of the Arctic 30 denied bail Monday, she didn't 
hold out much hope . Russian authorities arrested the Canadians and 28 others from the Greenpeace vessel 
Arctic Sunrise on Sept. 19. 

Closed-circuit cameras keep festival safe 
Leader-Post (Regina), Will Chabun, 2013 II 20 
Regina - Look up and smile. And behave yourself, too, because the central Grey Cup Festival area in 
downtown Regina will be protected by 33 c1osed-circuit TV (CCTV) cameras. Testing was to take place 
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late Tuesday with the system going live early this morning. "Our No . I job here is to protect patrons and 
facilities, athletes, dignitaries - everyone participating in the Grey Cup - in the event ofsome situation 
that occurs," said John Hill, Grey Cup Festival committee chair for IT and communications. "It's 
prevention and protection, at the end ofthe day." With workmen still poring over the Mosaic 
Underground tent on City Square in downtown Regin~Hill told a media briefing inside that the 
temporary cameras will watch Victoria Park and the festival tents on it, plus Telus Festival activities on 
the neruby Frederick W . Hill Mall. The cameras will be monitored by festival security staffin one of three 
command centres - Hill wouldn~ say where they are - who can alert onsite security personnel or police . 
He said "privacy is absolutely at the forefront of a lot of our conversations" in 20-month planning ofthis 
project, adding that if police or prosecutors seek access to video footage , they will have to go "to the 
proper legal authorities." A separate system is already in place at Evraz Place, site ofeven more festival 
activities, added Hill, who said, "We're not hooked up to it, but I would expect the authorities would have 
access to it if required." 

Man in Calgary freeman case to have psychiatric tests for alleged Quebec crimes 
Canadian Press, Sidhartha Banerjee, 2013 II 20 
Montreal - The Montreal man evicted from a Calgary duplex after trying to declare it a sovereign 
embassy will be evaluated to detennine whether he can be held responsible for alleged crimes in Quebec . 
Mario Antonacci appeared Tuesday in Quebec court in Montreal . Judge Jean-Paul Braun granted a 
request by Atonacci's lawyer to have him evaluated for criminal responsibility in crimes dating back 
nearly six years. Leandre Dube-Laberge told the court that new information suggests Antonacci may not 
have been mentally well at the time ofone of the alleged crimes and it is necessary to have her client 
assessed. She said Antonacci is showing more willingness to work with doctors at the institute where he'll 
be evaluated and has agreed to share his previous health files with them. 

Neuf militants de Greenpeace liberes 
La Presse avec AFP, Hugo Pilon-Larose, 2013 II 20 
Saint-Petersbourg - Neuf militants de Greenpeace, dont un Canadien, sur les trente qui ont participe en 
septembre demier a une action contre une plate forme pctroliere russe en Arctique, ont ete liberes sous 
caution hier par Ie tribunal de Primorskiy, a Saint-Pctersbourg, en Russie. Ces n.ouvelles liberations 
portent a 12 Ie nombre d'ecologistes reliiches jusqu'a maintenant. Un Canadien, Alexandre Paul, est 
toujours detenu. II doit comparaitre demain devant un juge qui etablira la caution et les conditions 
pennettant sa liberation, en attente d'un proces. «On ne sait pas trop ce que <;a veut dire pour I'instant. Os 
sont Iiber':s sous caution, mais doivent-ils demeurer en Russie? Et pour combien de temps? On n'a pas de 
reponse», a deplore Nicole Paul, mere d'Alexandre Paul, lors d'une entrevue avec La Presse. Greenpeace a 
continne que I'organisation paiera pour I'ensemble des cautions. Cela occasionnera un coilt d'environ 64 
000$ par liberation. Inquietudes Le directeur general de I'ONG, Kumi Naidoo, s'est dit inquiet des 
conditions de liberation, mais aussi des accusations portees contre eux. «Nous n'avons aucune idee des 
conditions dans lesquelles vont vivre nos amis lorsqu'ils seront reliiches. Ce dont nous sommes certains, 
c'est qu'i1s sont toujours inculpes et qu'i1s risquent des annees de prison s'ils sont condarnnes pour un 
crime qu'ils n'ont pas commis)), a.-t-il dit. 

Supremacist from Vancouver charged after North Dakota town 'terrorized' 
Vancouver Province, Stephanie Ip, 2013 1120 
Vancouver - A fonner Vancouver man and neo-Nazi white supremacist has been charged with terrorizing 
the people of a small town he wants to take over and tum into a white enclave. Craig Paul Cobb, 62, was 
arrested in Leith, North Dakota, while carrying out what he called an "armed patrol." Cobb has bought 13 
properties in Leith during the past two years, outlining plans to develop a white supremacist community. 
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In an interview three months ago with The Province, he encouraged like-minded individuals to move to 
the area, citing plans to take over the local government. "I've always had the Little Europe concept in 
mind," Cobb told The Province in August. Residents finally sought help over the weekend because they 
claimed Cobb and Kynan Dutton, 29, a follower, were confronting them with guns. 

o
U.S.-Canada human smuggling up in 2011 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 II 20 
Ottawa - Smugglers were caught trying to slip dramatically more people into Canada in 20 II over the 
previous year at largely unguarded points along the border with the United States, says a newly 
declassified report. Authorities apprehended 487 people as smugglers attempted to sneak them into 
Canada at remote locales, up from 308 in 2010, says the binational report on border security. At the same 
time, the number of people nabbed while being spirited into the U.S. from Canada fell slightly during the 
same period - to 360 from 376. The figures on smuggling between official ports ofentry appear in the 
20 12 Integrated Border Enforcement Team threat assessment report, obtained by The Canadian Press 
under the Access to Information Act. The report indicates that stronger enforcement may partly account 
for the increase in arrests, but adds there is concern that "a significant portion" is the result of "a surge in 
human smuggling activity." An advocacy group for refugees attributes the 58-per-cent rise in Canada
bound human smuggling attempts to an agreement between the countries that has prompted desperate 
refugees to tum to criminal groups willing to help them across the border. 
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Dark internet site seeks funds to kill the President 
London Times, Murad Ahmed, 2013 II 20 
London - A sinister new website has emerged on "the dark internet" encouraging people to contribute 
money to fund the murder of leading American figures, including President Obama. Its founder claims 
that he wants to destroy "all governments, everywhere". "Assassination Market" asks people to donate 
towards a bounty on the head of top public officials. Found on the dark net, part of the web hidden from 
ordinary users, it claims to allow people to "purchase murder using Bitcoins", a digital currency that 
exists outside banking, making transactions hard to track. To date, six public officials have been placed 
on the assassination list. They include Keith Alexander, the head of the NSA, America's spy agency, 
whose bounty has reached more than £5,000; President Obama, whose fund is close to £20,000; and Ben 
Bernanke, head of the US Federal Reserve, with a bounty at more than £50,000. The FBI and US Secret 
Service have not said whether they are investigating the website. 

Meet The 'Assassination Market' Creator Who's Crowdfunding Murder With Ditcoins 
Forbes, Andy Greenberg, 2013 II 19 
New York - As Bitcoin becomes an increasingly popular form of digital cash, the cryptocurrency is being 
accepted in exchange for everything from socks to sushi to heroin . If one anarchist has his way, it'll soon 
be used to buy murder, too. Last month I received an encrypted email from someone calling himself by 
the pseudonym Kuwabatake Sanjuro, who pointed me towards his recent creation: The website 
Assassination Market, a crowdfunding service that lets anyone anonymously contribute bitcoins towards a 
bounty on the head of any government official-a kind of Kickstarter for political assassinations. 
According to Assassination Market's rules, if someone on its hit list is killed-and yes, Sanjuro hopes that 
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many targets will be-any hitman who can prove he or sbe was responsible receives the collected funds . 
For now, the site's rewards are small but not insignificant. In the four months that Assassination Market 
has been online, six targets have been submitted by users, and bounties have been collected ranging from 
ten bitcoins for the murder ofNSA director Keith Alexander and 40 bitcoins for the assassination of 
President Barack Obama to 124.14 bitcoins-the largest current bounty on the site-targeting Ben Bemanke, 
chairman of the Federal Reserve and public enemy number one for many of Bitcoin's anti-banking-system 
·users. At Bitcoin's current rapidly rising exchanges rate, that's nearly $75,000 for Bemanke's would-be 
killer. Sanjuro's grisly ambitions go beyond raising the funds to bankroll a few political killings. He 
believes that if Assassination Market can persist and gain enough users, i('will eventually enable the 
assassinations of enough politicians that no one would dare to hold office. He says he intends 
Assassination Market to destroy "all governments, everywhere." "I believe it will change the world for the 
better," writes Sanjuro, who shares his handle with the nameless samurai protagonist in the Akira 
Kurosawa film "Yojimbo." (He tells me he chose it in homage to creator of the online black market Silk 
Road, who called himself the Dread Pirate Roberts, as well Bitcoin inventor Satoshi Nakamoto.) "Thanks 
to this system, a world without wars, dragnet panopticon-style surveillance, nuclear weapons, armies, 
repression, money manipulation, and limits to trade is firmly within our grasp for but a few bitcoins per 
person. I also believe that as soon as a few politicians gets offed and they realize they've lost the war on 
privacy, the killings can stop and we can transition to a phase of peace, privacy and laissez-faire." I 
contacted the Secret Service and the FBI to ask if they're investigating Assassination Market, and both 
declined to comment. 

British Guantanamo Bay inmate Shaker Aamer speaks from prison cell for first time on US TV 
show 
The Independent (UK), John Hall, 2013 II 19 
London - The last British prisoner being held at Guantanamo Bay has spoken from his prison cell for the 
first time. Shaker Aamer, who has been incarcerated at the US military prison since 2002, spoke to CBS's 
60 Minutes show. Shouting from his cell he said: "Tell thc world the truth ... Please, we arc tired. Either 
you leave us to die in peace - or either tell the world the truth. Open up the place. Let the world come and 
visit. Let the world hear what's happening. "Please colonel, act with us like a human being, not like 
slaves." He added: "You cannot walk even haifa metre without being chained. Is that a human being? 
That's the treatment of an animal... "It is very sad what is happening in this place." 

PAKISTAN 


Suicide attack injures four security personnel in N. Waziristan 
Pakistan Dawn, Dawn Report, 2013 II 20 
Miramshab - At least four security personnel were injured Wednesday morning during a suicide attack on 
a security forces' checkpost on Miramshab's Mir Ali Road in North Waziristan tribal agency, DawnNews 
reported. An unknown suiCide bomber rammed an explosives-laden vehicle into the security forces' 
checkpost situated on Mir Ali Road. Subsequently, four security personnel sustained injuries. Following 
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the attack, security personnel cordoned off the area and the Mir Ali Road was also closed to avert traffic. 
Meanwhile, a curfew was imposed in the area. North Waziristan is one of the seven regions in Pakistan's 
Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Fata) governed by tribal laws. An extremist insurgency led by the 
Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TIP) plagues the region and the area is known to be infested with militants, 
including those from AI Qacda and other armed extremist organisations. The region also comes under 
attacks from US drones frequently which target militant hideouts in the area. . 

OTHERS I AUTRES 

Brisbane traffic liable to cyber attack 
Australian Associated Press, Paddy Wood, 2013 1120 
Sydney - Hackers could create mayhem on Brisbane's streets by targeting the computer systems that 
control the city's traffic lights, according to a report from the Queensland Audit Office. And the 
!ikelihood of them doing so is heightened with the city set to host the G20 summit meeting in November 
next year, it says . investigators took on the role ofhackers for three weeks, finding it was too easy to 
breach the city's traffic management systems, which are co-run by the Department ofTransport and 
Brisbane City Council. On several occasions they managed to break into the IT systems responsible for 
traffic management and cven managed to access restricted buildings. 

Suicide bomber shot dead in Kandahar 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Basher Ahmad Naadem, 2013 1120 
Kandahar City - Police on Wednesday shot dead a suicide bomber trying to force his way into a 
government-run guesthouse in southern Kandahar province, an official said . Javed Faisal, the governor's 
spokesman, told Pajhwok A fghan News police gunned down the bomber before he could enter the 
Mandigak Palace. The incident took place at 9:00am in Kandahar City. Provincial police spokesman 
Ziaur Rahman Durrani believed the Kandahar police chief, Gen . Abdul Raziq, who was inside the 
compound at the time, was the apparent target. He said the attacker, posing as a labourer, was trying to 
target the police chief at the under-<:onstruction site. The bomb disposal squad defused his explosive vest, 
he added. Gen. Raziq, who has survived a string of suicide assaults, was injured in one such incident. The 
Taliban have not yet commented the botched attack. (Full Report) . 

Abuses by Kenyan police aid Islamists, rights group say 
The Guardian (London), Daniel Howdon, 2013 II 20 
Mombasa - A Kenyan human rights group has called on Britain and the US to suspend their support for 
anti-terror police accused ofa string ofdisappearances and extra-judicial killings in the country. Illegal 
tactics allegedly used by Kenya's anti-terrorism police unit (ATPU), which receives fmance and training 
from the UK and US, may be strengthening support for radicallslamists in east Africa, a report by 
Muslims for Human Rights (Muhuri) concludes. The report, entitled We Are Tired of Taking You To 
Court, documents six years ofalleged abuses in the port city of Mombasa, which has become a recruiting 
ground for the a1-Qaida-linked Somali Islamist group al-Shabaab. Based on interviews with former 
detainees and families of victims, the dossier builds a picture of routine harassment by the police unit, as 
well as unlawful killings and mistreatment of suspects in custody. "These abuses are not only unlawful 
but counterproductive," said Jonathan Horowitz of the Open Society Justice initiative, a group funded by 
the financier George Soros which co-authored the report. "Violent extreinists use such abuses to justify 
violence and to recruit others." Kenyan authorities have denied licensing the unit to operate outside the 
law and claim it has thwarted a number of terror plots . Since 2003 Kenya has received nearly $50m from 
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the us state department's anti-terrorism assistance fund. It has also received unspecified training, 
equipment and funds from the UK. 

Attentat ilIa voiture piegee dans Ie Sinai, 10 soldats tues 
Reuters, Michael Gregory; Pierre serisier, 2013 II 20 
Ismailia, Egypte - Dix soldats ont ete tues et 35 autres blesses dans I'explosion d'une voiture pie gee pres 
de la ville d'EI Arich dans Ie nord de la region du Sinal, indique un responsable des services de securite. 
Cette attaque est I'une des plus meurtrieres commises dans la peninsule depuis que des insurges lies it Al 
Qalda ont pris les armes apres la destitution du president islamiste Mohamed Morsi par I'armee Ie 3 
juillet. , 

Enlevement du pere Georges: la France a demande I'aide du Cameroun 
Radio France Internationale, Journaliste maison, 2013 II 19 
Yaounde, Cameroun - Apres I'enlevement du pretre fran~is dans Ie nord du Cameroun, gendarmes 
fran~s et carnerounais travaillent de concert. Le president Fran~ois Hollande a officiellement demande 
I'appui de son homologue Paul Biya dans ce nouvel enlevement en tcrritoire carnerounais. On se souvient 
de la fin heureuse -et plus ou moins rapide-, apres I'intervention des reseaux camerounais, de I'enlevement 
de la famille Moulin-Fournier. La strategie ayant fonctionne en fevrier 2013 sera-t-elle de nouveau 
utilisee ? Les autorites carnerounaises restent mucttes sur Icur strategic, mais on peut supposer que Ie 
Cameroun utilisera ses reseaux habitue Is dans eette affaire. Particulierement avec les reseaux etendus et 
transfrontaliers des chefs traditionnels du Nord parce que les populations de celte zone sont quasiment les 
memes au Nigeria voisin. De plus la frontiere etant poreuse, les connexions avec les vi lies et villages 
nigerians facilitent I'echange d'informations. 

New AI-Shabaab Magazine Spins Horrors of Westgate, Threatens Kenya With More Attacks 
Sabahi, Staff report, 2013 II 19 
Washington -In the new edition of its bilingual English-Swahili magazine, a1-Shabaab in great detail 
artempts to justify its massacre at Nairobi's Westgate mall as part ofan Islamic retribution, and warns 
Kenya of a host of terrorist attacks to come. "Kenyans are in for the long haul; the Westgate artack is 
merely the beginning of a long, gruesome war," the magazine quoted a1-Shabaab top commander Ahmed 
Abdi Godane as saying. Released on a number ofjihadist websites November 12th, the magazine, called 
Gaidi Mtaani, is a skilfully produced electronic document complete with pictures, essays and opinion 
picces supporting al-Shabaab's activities and calls to jihad. A largc portion of the magazine is dedicated to 
a1- Shabaab's reasons for carrying out the Westgate attack, most prominent among them Kenya's 
continued military presence in Somalia. 

Police Station Is Attacked By the Shabab in Somalia 
New York Times, Mohammed Ibrahim, Nicholas Kulish, 2013 II 20 
Mogadishu - Attackers from the Shabab militant group assaulted a police station in a Somali town north 
of Mogadishu on Tuesday, leaving at least 28 people dead and scores more wounded. Witnesses said a 
Toyota pickup truck tried to pass through. the gate ofa police station in the town of Beledweyne, near the 
Ethiopian border, but the truck was blocked by African Union forces. The attackers then detonated 
explosives inside the vehicle. After the explosion, witnesses said, armed Shabab fighters entered the 
station and engaged in a shootout with the police. A Somali government spokesman, Abdirahman Omar 
Osman, said that in all , I I officers and 7 civilians were killed in the attack, along with 10 militants who 
died either in the explosion or in the ensuing gun battle. A spokesman for the Shabab claimed 
responsibility for the attack. Just two months ago, the group said it was behind the deadly siege at the 
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Westgate shopping mall in the Kenyan capital, Nairobi, which left more than 60 people dead and thrust 
the Somali militants back into focus as a dangerous, cross-border threat. 

Somalia's al-Shabab Revives, Renews Attacks 
Voice of America, Huran Maruf, Dan Joseph, 2013 II 20 
Washington - In its seven-year existence, a1-Shabab has faced strong opposition, including the Ethiopian 
intervention into Somalia, drone attacks that target top leaders, and the militaIy forces of the Somali 
government and African Union mission, AMISOM. But the group has persevered, and according to 
Cedric Barnes of the International Crisis Group, the setbacks of 20 II and 2012 may have increased its 
ability to attack . He said, "And now AMISOM is in a similar position to a1-Shabab before the big 
offensive - its lines are more stretched, it has more responsibility to populations, logistics, whereas al
Shabab is more free from those responsibilities and now it has more capacity to react and change tactics 
quickly in what seems to be a new capacity to hurt both Somalis and foreign troops." In addition, a1
Shabab appears to have settled internal unrest after the group's top leader, Ahmed Abdi Godane, 
reportedly ordered the killing of his opponents. 

Warlord killed in Dagestan involved in terrorist acts 
ITAR-TASS World Service, Staff report, 2013 II 20 
Moscow - The warlord ofthe Makhachkala gang killed in the Russian North Caucasian Republic of 
Dagestan is involved in masterminding several terrorist acts, including that committed in the Volga River 
city ofVol go grad, spokesman ofthe information centre of the National Anti- Terrorism Committee 
Andrei Chatsky said on Wednesday . "According to available reports in the operations headquarters ofthe 
National Anti- Terrorism Committee, killed Murad Kasumov was named as a warlord of the gang at the 
beginning of2013 , he masterminded and participated in the terrorist acts in Makhachkala, Dagestan's 
capital, this year. The found hunting rifle Saiga equipped with an optical sight and a silencer belonged to 
him. It was also found that Dmitry Sokolov on the orders from Kasumov has made a bomb for a terrorist 
act staged by a female suicide bomber in the city of Vol go grad," Chatsky said. (Full report). 

Dozens Killed in Wave of Attacks in Baghdad 
New York Times, Duraid Adnan, Alan Cowell, 2013 II 20 
Baghdad - A wave of apparently coordinated bombings at bakeries and public markets hit the Iraqi capital 
Baghdad on Wednesday, killing 37 people and wounding more than 80, many of them as they rushed to 
shop in a break during unusually heavy rainstorms, according to the police, residcnts and medical 
officials. Seven bombs detonated in Shiite Muslim neighborhoods and one in an area populated mainly by 
Sunnis, reflecting the protracted sectarian violence that has spiked since the American withdrawal in 20 II 
and raised concerns that Iraq was again locked into levels of strife not witnessed for years. One attack 
struck Shiite Muslims during religious observances of the month of Muharram requiring them to prepare 
food for the poor, witnesses said. The first bombing erupted near a bakery where people were buying 
bread for breakfast when a car bomb exploded, killing 3 civilians and wounded 13, the officials said, 
speaking in return for customary anonymity. That was followed by a rash ofcar bombings that tore 
through public markets in areas including Sadr City, a Shiite stronghold . 

AI Qaeda-Iinked group claims responsibility for Beirut's Iranian embassy suicide bombings 
The National (UAE), Staff Report, 2013 II 20 
Beirut - Two suicide bombers killed Iran's cultural attache and 22 other people outside the Iranian 
Embassy in a Shiite neighbourhood of Beirut yesterday . Footage from local news channels showed 
charred bodies on the ground as flames rose from the remains of several vehicles. Aid workers and 
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residents carried away some of the victims on blankets. At least 140 people were also injured in the blasts 
in the upscale neighbourhood of Janah, a stronghold ofthe Lebanese Shiite Hizbollah group. The 
Abdullah Azzam Brigade, which has links with AI Qaeda, said it was responsible for the bombings that 
have highlighted the intensifying proxy battIe between factions fighting in Syria's civil war. The brigade 
warned more attacks would follow unless Hizbollah, which is backed by lIan, withdraws its fighters from 
Syria. They have fought alongside Bashar AI Assad's military against Syrian rebels, helping them to 
several military victorices, notably in Qusayr in May this year. 

AI-Qaida frappe !,Iran au Liban 
Le Figaro, Sibylle Rizk, 2013 II 20 
Beyrouth - En visant I'ambassade d'lIan aBeyrouth, les djihadistes ont voulu punir Teheran pour son 
soutien au regime syrien. PROCHE-ORIENT. La panique s'est emparee des Libanais mardi peu apres 9 h 
30 du matin aI'annonce de I'attentat survenu dans Ie quartier tres frequente de Bir Hassan, en banlieue sud 
de Beyrouth. Les images de destruction et de sang inondent les ecrans de television. Le bilan apparait 
d'emblee comme tres lourd : au total au moins 24 personnes ont ere tuees et 146 blessees, ce qui en fait 
I'un des attentats les plus meurtriers au Liban, depuis I'assassinat de I'ex-premier ministre Rafic Hariri en 
fevrier 2005. L'armee affirme en debut d'apres-midi qu'il s'agit d'un double attentat suicide: une premiere 
depuis la periode de la guerre civile de 1975-1990. Le scenario rappelle etrangement les attaques 
meurtrieres impurees aI'lran, qui avaient vise il y a trente ans exactement les baraquements des marines 
amcricains ct Ic poste militaire franr;ais du Drakkar. 

Bahrain court upholds jail terms for 17 activists 
Bahrain Daily News, 2013 II 20 
Manama - A Bahrain appeals court has upheld jail terrns of up to 15 years for 17 opposition activists 
convicted over attacks on police in the country, ajudicial source said Tuesday. The Manama court, which 
delivered the verdicts on Monday, also reduced by seven years sentences for three other defendants in the 
same case, the source said . The group ofactivists were tried on charges ofattempting to murder police, 
carrying out arson attacks on their vehicles, causing public disturbance and possessing Molotov cocktails. 
The charges followed a firebomb attack in February 2012 on a police station in Sitra, a predominantly 
Shiite village near Manama, that left one policeman injured and the front of the station damaged. It came 
a year after protests broke out against Bahrain's government, in an uprising to demand democratic reforms 
that was quelled in a month. At least 89 people have been killed since the protests began, according to the 
Intemational Federation for Human Rights. (Full Report). 

Eight policemen killed in south Yemen ambush 
Agence France Presse, 2013 II 20 
Aden - Gunmen ambushed and killed eight policemen Monday near a gas terminal in southern Yemen, a 
security official told AFP. The attack took place as the police were driving to a security checkpoint near 
the Belhafterminal, in the southern Shabwa province, the official said. "Armed men in two cars opened 
fire on the policemen, killing them on the spot," he said. He was unable to identify the assailants or 
explain their motives. Earlier Monday, a special forces officer was abducted by armed men northeast of 
Balhaf, and his body was later found to the west. He had been shot three times. The corpse was found not 
far from where the eight policemen were killed, another-security source said. Yemeni security personnel 
have come under increasing attack in recent months, particularly in the south and east of the country, with 
authorities generally blaming AI Qaida. 
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Hezbollah's strategy in Qalamoun 
Now Lebanon, Qassem Qassir, 2013 II 20 
Beirut - Against a backdrop of the new developments regarding the start of the Qalamoun battle in Syria's 
Qara and the twin blasts that rocked Jnah near the Iranian Embassy in Dahiyeh, sources close to 
Hezbollah reported that the party is committed to its decision to fight in Syria and is leading the 
Qalamoun battle based on a new strategy of slowly munching away from the media spotlight even as it 
predicts new explosive attacks in various Lebanese regions. According to these informed sources, 
Hezbollah operatives' strategy in the Qalamoun campaign is different from the one implemented in the 
Qusayr battle . The current offensive is calm and slow, focusing on eating away at villages and regions 
gradually rather than launching a lightning-fast, direct attack, as was the case in the battle for Qusayr and 
its province. The mountainous geography of the vast Qalamoun region calls for different military tactics 
based on besieging each individual village and town, the sources said. 

High Court refuses to free alleged al-Qaida arch terrorist held without charge for 3 years 
Jerusalem Post, Y onah Jeremy Bob, 2013 II 20 
Jerusalem - The High Court of Justice on Tuesday rejected a request from an alleged aI- Qaida arch
terrorist to be freed from administrative detention after over three years . The court accepted the state's 
arguments that Samer Abed a-Latif ai-Barak was an arch-terrorist who had training in and headed aI
Qaida's biological weapons program, had recruited many violent followers and had significant contact 
with top al- Qaida leaders such as its current chicf Ayman al- Zawahiri. A three-justice panel of Daphna 
Barak-Erez, Edna Arbel and Uzi Vogelman said that being kept in administrative detention for more than 
three years with no definite end in sight was "not a situation to be accepted lightly," but that in light of 
how dangerous Barak was, "at this time there is no less harmful method" for preventing him from 
returning to carrying out terrorist attacks. Noting what it called new intelligence regarding Barak, the 
court said there was no basis to argue that he had become less dangerous over time. 

(
France - La parole raeiste Iiberee ! 

All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 II 19 

Chronique - Les violentes attaques racistes dont est victime la Garde des Sceaux, ministre de la Justice, 

Christiane Taubira, peuvent difficilement laisser indifferent. Mercredi demier, elle a ere insultee par « 

Minute », un hebdomadaire d'extreme droite. Trois semaines auparavant, elle a eu droit aux memes 

outrages dans les rues d'Angers (Ouest de la France). Des politiques ne sont pas en reste. La parole raciste 

se libere en France. Plus que jamais, un sursaut republicain est necessaire pour combattre la dUerlante des 

propos nauseabonds it laquclle on assiste depuis plusicurs scmaines. 


Le raeisme masque 
Le Devoir, Marie Darrieussecq, 2013 II 20 
Opinion - On a tendance en France aappeler "voile" tout morceau de tissu couvrant la tete d'une femme 
de type arabe . Mes voyages au Maghreb, au Proche et au Moyen-Orient, m'ont fait mettre un peu d'eau 
dans mon vin lai·que sur cette question. A l'Universitc Al Azhar du Caire, j'ai assiste aun debat sur Ie 
voile qui se tenait avec une liberte de parole decoiffante . Deuxjeunes femmes salafistes, dontje ne voyais 
pas Ie visage, m'expliquaient que Ie voile inregral, selon eUes un imperatif islamique, les proregeait du 
regard des hommes. La plupart des professeures et toutes les autres etudiantes portaient des foulards 
colores, aux modes variees, qui laissaient leur visage apparent. EUes traitaient les deux salafistes de 
sectaires, ironisant sur Ie fait qu'eUes avaient " toujours moins chaud, lit-{!essous, que dans les flarnmes de 
l'enfer ". Avec ces democrates musulmanes j'ai parle de tout, de contraception, du tabou de la virginite, et 
de l'excision, encore frequente en Egypte. Les salafistes n'ont voulu parler que du voile. Et e'etait un 
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dialogue de sourdes pour une raison que je n'avais pas anticipee : je n'entendais pas bien ce qu'elles me 
disaient. 

Les pistes pour retrouver Ie tireur isole 
Le Figaro, Christophe Comevin, 2013 II 20 
Paris - Outre I'ADN et la videosurveillance, la police passe au crible de riombreux elements J.'Our trouyer 
I'homme qui a seme la panique dans Paris. Quelque 120 temoignages sont pris au serieux. SECURITE 
Lancees aux trousses du mysterieux tireur isole qui a seme la panique lundi dans Paris,Joutes les polices 
se livrent a un veritable contre-la-montre pour Ie capturer avant qu'il ne puisse repasser al'acte. Plusieurs 
pistes sont explorees par les limiers de la Brigade criminelle. Mais mardi soir, Ie suspect n'etait toujours 
pas identifie. Un eventuel echantillon genetique pourrait accelerer I'enquete 
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Militant Native rebellions won't stop anytime soon 
Sault Star (Sault Ste.Marie), Kris Sims, 2013 II 02 
Halifax - They block roads, stop trains and fight the cops. Men and women dressed in camouflage, boots and 
bandanas. They come from reserves) wave red flags, set fires, tear up roads and declare sovereignty for their tribes. 
They arc the so-<:alled 'Warrior Societics' and they mcan busincss. They even award themselves ranks such as 
general and lieutenant, insisting a military wing is a pan of any sovereign nation. Many aboriginal rights activists 
consider themselves as members of a sovereign people, separate from Canada. Many arrested at a recent riot in 
Rexton, N.B. , where six police cruisers were torched, are members of the Mi'kmaq Warrior Society. Charges range 
from possession of a firearm to unlawful confinemcnt and uttcring threats. Drcssed bead to toc in combat fatigues, 
Susanne Patles was released on a $400 bond and talked to reporters outside court and explained wbere their anger 
was coming from. "(Warrior societies) are the boots on the ground to emancipate people, to have the people rise up. 
"We are a nation. We are above Canada," she said. "We are above it all, because we are a nation. Canada is a 
corporation, we are a nation, and when we signed on to our pre-Confederation treaties it was on a nation-to-nation 
basis, and we signed it with the British nation, not Canada." A November 2008 CSIS report warned: "Multi-issue 
extremists and aboriginal extremists may pursue common causes, and both groups have demonstrated the intent and 
the capability to carry out attacks against critical infrastructure." Douglas Bland, a retired lieutenant-colonel with the 
Canadian military, offered similar warnings in his 2009 political thtiller, Uprising. Bland says warrior societies are 
paramilitary organizations with easy access to weapons and explosives and believe they have the moral high ground. 
"Whether they are very competent or not doesn't matter -- they are an element and they are something we have to 
deal with," Bland said. "What if a small militant group shut down the railways for three months?" 

Afghan, Iranian. found on Canada night with fake tickets 
Agence France-Presse, Staff report, 2013 11 04 
Caracas - A Toronto-bound tlight was stopped shortly before departure from Caracas when four Iranians and an 
Afghan were found aboard with fake tickets and no visas, Venezuelan officials said Saturday . The captain of Air 
Canada Flight 075 discovered there were five extra passengers aboard his flight as it was scheduled to depart late 
Friday, said Luis Graterol, the head of the Simon Bolivar Maiquetia International Airport. All those on board were 
forced to disembark and military officials identified the suspicious passengers, Graterol told the state-run 
Venezuelan News Agency. The Iranians and the Afghan "did not have a visa to enter Canada, nor legitimate 
tickets," Graterol said. He added tbat the flight had been delayed for five hours due to the incident. The office of 
Venezuela's prosecutor general said that charges will be pressed against four people in the case: a member of 
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Venezuela?s immigration office, an Air Canada employee, and two workers with an airport security company . The 
suspects will face charges "linked to the illegal trafficking of five foreigners" at the Simon Bolivar airport, the office 
said in a statement No details were given on whether the five illegal passengers would face charges. The security 
lapse comes after 1.3 ·tonnes of cocaine were found aboard an Air France jet that departed from the same airport in 
Septcmber and landed in Paris. At least 28 peoplc have been detained in that case, including eight members of 
Venezuela's National Guard, various airport officials, and an Air France employee. 

Air Canada flight reportedly boarded with fake ticket. 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2013 II 04 
Toronto - The Canada Border Services Agency says it is aware of an incident involving suspicious passengers on an 
Air Canada flight from Venezuela to Toronto. A media report says the flight's captain found five extra people on 
board with fake tickets. The four Iranians and one Afghan had no visas to enter Canada. They were reportedly all 
forced off the plane before it left the Venezuelan capital, Caracas. Air Canada did not provide details except to say 
the flight was delayed five hours because of "immigration issues." "Air Canada and the Venezuelan authorities are 
still investigating this maUer so we have no fwther information to offer at this time,- the airline said in an email to 
CBC News. (full report) 

Amnesty pens open letter to N.B. premier after violent prole.t 
CTV.CA, 2013 1103 
Frodcricton - Amnc;ty Intcrnational Canada says it's worried more violence could brcak out at anti-fracking protests 
in New Brunswick unless the provincial government takes a different approach toward the First Nations groups 
involved. In an open letter to New Brunswick Premier David Alward, the organization said it's" deeply concerned' 
about the government's response to the protests over shale-gas exploration in the province. Pointing to last month's 
rally in Rexton, N.B., that saw six police vehicles set on fire and 40 protesters arrested. Amnesty spokespersons 
wrote that the clash could have been avoided if the province had respected the human rights of indigenous peoples 
under Canadian and international law. "It is critical to acknowledge that Indigenous Peoples have rights to their 
lands. territories and resources that predate the creation of the Canadian state," Amnesty wrote in the letter released 
Friday, adding that Canada's failure to protect those rights "h•• been repeatedly condemned by international human 
rights bodies." 

Anti-fracken Set Up On Premier', Lawn 
24 Hours Vancouver, Jeremy Nuttall. 2013 II 04 
Vancouver - A brief protest against the natural gas industry saw a IS-foot mock fraeking rig set up on the 
Vancouver lawn of British Columbia Premier Christy Clark Sunday morning. Maryam Adrangi, local spokeswoman 
for the group Rising Tide, said the protest drew attention to fracking, a process used to extract natural gas on private 
property around B.C. "If (Clark) thinks the oil and gas industry can just set up fracking rigs wherever they want ... 
then why not bring it to her front door?" said Adrangi. 

Bell data collection part of 'disturbing trend' 
CBC News, Ian Munroe, 2013 II 04 
Bell Canada's recently announced plan to collecl and analyze data from millions of cu:,iomers is prompting public 
complaints, warnings from privacy advocates and has caught the attention of both the federal privacy commissioner 
and the CRTC. The ability of multibillion-dollar internet behcmoths Iikc Facebook and Googlc to capitalize on 
users' information by offering so-called "targeted ads" to marketers has been crucial to their success. But critics say 
the idea of a telecommunications firm such as Bell· which is at once an internet service provider, cable TV provider 
and phone carrier to many of its customers - implementing a similar scheme is part of a trend that will have serious 
implications for how Canadians' personal information is used. Thc tclccom giant's plan "is almost unprecedentcd" in 
terms of the amount of information it will be able to collect, said Micheal Vonn, policy director at the B.C. Civil 
Liberties Union. She described the targeted-ad system as part of "a disturbing trend" toward companies seeking to 
capitalize on data about how their customers behave. 
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Canada bl""ts North Korea, and North Korea blasts back at UN panel 
Associated Press, 20 13 II 03 
Ottawa - North Korea , one of the world's worst human-rights abusers, used a United Nations committee this week to 
publicly dcnounce Canada's rights record. The incidcnt is another cxample of a trend that fuels the Harper 
government's disdain for the UN despotic, rights-abusing countries using the world body as a podium to bash their 
democratic critics. A North Korean diplomat called Canada a land of broken promises, saying Ottawa has no right to 
criticize others because it has been accused of mistreating immigrants, aboriginal women and children. The diplomat 
wa, responding to earlier cri ticism of North Korea by Canada and the United States at Wednesday's session of the 
UN's social, humanitarian cultural affairs committee. Earlier in the meeting held in New York, Guillermo 
Rishchynski, Canada's ambassador to the UN, condemned the closed, totalitarian state. " Canada and Canadians are 
deeply disturbed by the existence in North Korea of total control zones and labour camps, and the use of collective 
camps and coercive measures that target the rights of persons with disabilities including forced medical testing," the 
diplomat said. 

Canada: I'extradition du suspect de la rue Copernic en appel (Canada) 
Agence France-Presse, Marc Broiban~ 2013 1104 
Montreal - La demande d'extradition par la France du Libano- Canadien Hassan Oiab, principal suspect de l'attentat 
de la rue Copemic aParis il y a plus de 30 ans, va etre examinee en appel apartir de lundi aToronto. Hassan Oiab, 
un ancien professeur de sociologie et qui aura 60 ans dans quelques jours, conteste son implication dans eet attentat 
et a fait appel dc la decision du gouvcrnemenlcanadien en avril 20 12 de I'extrader vcrs la France. interpelle au 
Canada Ie 13 novembre 2008 ala demande de la justice fmn9aise, Hassan Oiab est presente comme celui qui a 
confectionne et depose la bombe dans la sacache d'une moto, qu'd aurait ensuite placee aux abords de la synagogue 
de la rue Copemic aParis. M. Dish se dit victime d'une homonymie et clame son innocence. soutenant qu'il etait 
etudiant aBeyrouth au moment des faits. 

Diab legal team prepare. for crucial hearing to qu""h extradition order 
OUawa Citizen, Chris Cobb, 2013 II 04 
Ottawa - Lawyers for alleged terrorist Hassan Oiab take their case to the Court of Appeal for Ontario on Monday in 
an effort to have an extradition order against the former university professor quashed. Oiab, arrested five years ago 
this month at the request of French authorities, is a suspect ill the 1980 bombing of a Paris synagogue in which four 
passersby were killed and many inside and outside the building injured. Dozens of children inside narrowly escaped 
the blast because a service they were attending ran several minutes late. The fonner University of Ottawa and 
Carleton University sociology professor spent several months in jail before being released on strict bail conditions. 
Among the conditions he agreed to in exchange for his freedom was the wearing of a GPS ankle bracelet that costs 
his family $2,000 a month. He has not been able to work since being arrested by an RCMP SWAT team at his 
Galineau apartment as he was preparing to go for a run. 

Greenpeaoe detainees, Including Canadians, moved to new Russian jail 
Canadian Press, Lise MilleUe, 2013 1103 
OUawa - The Greenpeace activists being held in a Russian jail including two Canadian men are being transferred 
after six weeks in detention in a remote prison. The environmental organization says it has learned from diplomatic 
sources that the so-called Artctic 30 will be moved to a St. Petersburg jail from the current one in Munnansk, an 
isolated port city in the northwestern tip of the country. Montrealcr Alexandre Paul and Paul Ruzycki, of Port 
Colborne, Ont. , were among those arrested on the Greenpeaee ship Arctic Sunrise on Sept. 18. Paul spoke to his 
modler Friday for the first time time since his arrest six weeks ago and said tha~ although he hasn't been mistreated 
in prison, he's lost plenty of weight. In a recent letter, he said the Murmansk prison was cold and that the activists 
had been separated from each other. St. Petcrsburg will offer more sunlight than the current location, in the Arctic 
Circle. It's also closer to consular services. . 
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Les Peacekeepen diDoncent les actions de la GRe aReJ:tOD 
L'Acadie Nouvelle, Mathieu Roy-Comeau, 2013 1103 
Moncton - Les Peacekeepers autochtones de la Warrior Society denonoent les agissements de la GRC et les 
conditions de detention de ccux qui sont emprisonncs. Lc chef regional des Peacckeepers, Jason Augustine, a teou 
un point de presse, vendredi midi, devant Ie Palais de justice de Moncton en compagnie de l'avocate Alison Menard 
et de l'ex-chef de la Premiere Nation d'Elsipogtog Susan Levi-Peters. lis ont decrie I'intervention policiere du 17 
octobre contre les opposants au gaz de schiste sur la route 134 pres de Rexton. Selon eux, la GRC a viole les traites 
des Autochtones en les delogeant de leur terre ancestrale. «Nous, les Peacekeepers de la Warrior Society, protegions 
notre mere In Terre pacifiquement quand des membres de la GRC ont fait leur descente. lis ont viole tous les traites 
qui existen!» , a declare M. Augustine. Le chef des Peacekeepers apasse huit jours en prison avant d'etre libere en 
attendant son proces. 

Nuclear terror now on the books 
Calgary Herald, Daniel Proussalidis, 2013 II 02 
Ottawa - Nuclear terrorism is now a specific crime under the Criminal Code. The change came through the Nuclear 
Terrorism Act, which got the governor general's signature in June, but only came into effect Friday. Using a nuclear 
device or material to commit terrorism. or attacking a nuclear facility "with the intent to cause de~th, serious bodily 
hann or substantial damagt: to property or the environment" can gel someone a life sentence. Even threatening to do 
so could put someone behind bars for up to 14 years. When she first introduced the bill in 2012, Conservative Sen. 
Raynell Andreychuk acknowledged that criminal law already applied generally to nuclcar terror. ' However, I 
believe it would be fair to conclude that these existing' laws do not fully describe or take into account the gravity of 
these nuclear terrorism offences," she said at the time. 

Ottawa man wanted by France in 1980 bombing challenges e.tradltion order 
Canadian Press, Jim Sronskill, 2013 II 04 
Ottawa - An Ottawa sociology professor says an Ontario judge and the federal justice minister made legal errors in 
deciding he should be extradited to France as a suspect ina decades-old terror bombing. HaSsan Diab heads to 
Ontario's appeal court today to argue the reasoning was flawed and should be overruled. French authorities suspect 
Diab, 59, was involved in the anti-Semitic 1980 bombing of a Paris synagogue that killed four people and injured 
dozens of OOlcrs. In June 20 II , Ontario Superior Court Justice Robert Maranger committed Diab for extradition to 
face French authorities, even though he acknowleged the case against him was weak.. Last year, then-justice minister 
Rob Nicholson signed an extradition order. Diab denies any role in the deadly attack, saying the unwavering moral 
principle throughout his life has been to promote equality and respect for all . (full report) 

Ottawa targets $3OB in counterfeit goods 
Toronto Slar, Alex Boutilier, 2013 11 02 
Toronto - The federal govenunent is attempting to more accurately gauge the size of Canada's black market for 
pirated and counterfeit goods, which recent estimates value at more than $30 billion a year. Public Safety Canada is 
commissioning a study to assess current methods used to estimate the amount of counterfeit and pirated goods in 
Canada. In a document posted Friday, the department explained the end goal of the exercise is to recommend new 
methods to collect data and track illicit trade. "There were several past attempts to estimate the size of the market for 
counterfeit and pirated goods. No single method has been applied across all industries to calculate reliable 
estimates," thc department noted. 'The illicit nature ofthc counterfeit and piracy trade makes it extremely difficult 
to obtain reliable estimates of the size of trade.' The best guess the government currently has values black market 
counterfeiting at $30 billion a year. That doesn't include trade in pirated software ($1.14 billion) or pirated movies 
($118 million). Public Safety bases those numbers on estimates from the website havocscope.com, which attempts 
to compile information on the global black market through newspaper articles, reports from international 
organizations, and documents from intelligence and security agencies. 
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Porter ne sera pas de retour de sltot 
Journal de Montreal, Camille Laurin-Desjardins, 2013 II 03 
Montn!al - L'ancien patron du CUSM a conteste sa demande d'extradition au Canada. Arthur Porter s'est 
officicl1cmcnt oppose ason extradition 8U Canada, jcudi . II dcvrait rester encore plusicurs mOls au Panama, Oil il est 
detenu, estime son avocal. J\rthur Porter est toujours detenu au Panama. II est notamment accuse de fraude, commise 
aI'epoque ou il dirigeait Ie CUSM. (de ne crois pas qu'il sera de retour au Canada de sit6t. S'il revienl. En tout cas, 
ee De sera pas avant 20)4 ». a affimlt~ son avocat, Ricardo Bilonick. que Ie Jownai a joint au Panama, hier. Arthur 
Porter a etc arrete en mai demier au Panama. L 'ancien grand patron du Centre universitaire de sante McGill etait 
recherche depuis fevrier par l'Unite permanente anticorruption ( UPAC), qui Ie souNOnne notamment d'avoir 
accepte 22,5 rrullions de dollars en pots- de- vin de la part de SNC- Lavallin. La firme d'ingenierie voulait s'assurer 
d'obtenir Ie mega contrat pour la construction du futur CUSM. Depuis I'arrestation de son client, Me Bilonick plaide 
qu'il contestera son extradition vcrs Ie Canada. Mais ce n'est que jeudi que Me Bilonick 8 officiellement signe les 
papiers. L'avocat estime que la demande d'extradition etait II l'origine mal redigee, et ne decrivait pas clairement les 
accusations. Les autorites canadiennes semblent avoir complete Ie dossier Ie 10 octobre, alors qu'une procureure de 
l'UP AC s'est rendue au Panama. 

Un faux appel ala bombe aLa Durantaye 
Le Soleil, David Remillard, 2013 II 04 
La Durantayc, Quebcc - Un appel ala bombc a foree l'evacuation· ct la fcrmeture tcmporairc d'un bureau de vote a 
La Durantaye, une municipalite de Bellechasse, hier apres-midi. La SOrete du Quebec (SQ) a reyu un appel vers 
14h45 en provenance d'une cabine telephonique. L'individu au bout du fil a mentionne qu'un colis suspect se 
trouvait au bureau de vote situe 8: l'ecole Plein Soleil , au 539, rue Piedmont. «Plusieurs policiers et pompiers se sont 
immCdiatcmcnt rcndus sur placc» , a explique Audrcy-Annc Bilodcau, de la SQ. Lcs activitcs electorales ont cte 
suspendues jusqu'. 16h30, une fois Ie batiment et ses alentours fouilles par les autorites. Des techniciens en identite 
judiciaire et des enqueteurs se sont rendus sur les lieux d'ou I'appel a cte fail. Tout porte acroire, selon la SQ, qu'il 
s'agirait d'un canular. 

UNITED STATES· ETATS-UNIS 


CIA made doctors torture suspected terrorists after 9111, taskforce finds 
The Guardian (London), Sarah Boseley, 2013 II 04 
London - Doctors and psychologists working for the US military violated the ethical codes of their profession under 
instruct ion from the defence department and the CIA to become involved in the torture and degrading treatment of 
suspected terrorists, an investigation has concluded. The report of the Taskforce on Preserving Medical 
Professionalism in National Security Detention Centres concludes that after 911 I , health professionals working with 
the military and intelligence services "designed and participated in cruel, inhumane and degrading treatment and 
torture of detainees" . Medical professionals wefe in effect told that their ethical mantra "fIrst do no harm" did not 
apply. because they were not treating people who were ill. The report Jays blame primarily on the defence 
department (DoD) and the CIA, which required their healthcare staff to put aside any scruples in the interests of 
intelligence gathering and security practices that caused severe harm to detainees, from waterboarding to sleep 
deprivation and force-feeding. The two-year review by the 19-member taskforce, Ethics Abandoned: Medical 
Professionalism and Detainee Abuse in the War on Terror, supported by the Institute on Medicine as a Profession 
(lMAP) and the Open Society Foundations, says that the DoD termed those involved in interrogation "safety 
officers" rather than doctors. Doctors and nurses were required to participate in the force-feeding of prisoners on 
hunger strike, against the rules of the World Medical Association and the American Medical Association. 
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Fein.tein, Rogers defend NSA but differ on whether agency need, to change 
Face the Nation (CBS), Rebecca Kaplan, 2013 II 03 
Washington - The leaders of the House and Senate Intelligence Conunillees defended the National Security Agency 
on "Face the Nation" Sunday, arguing thatthc agency has merely been following thc directions given to them by 
political leaders to keep the country safe. However, the two disagree on whether the scope of the agency's work 
should change going forward. Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., the chairwoman of the Senate Intelligence 
Committee, called for a "review of the intelligence framework" to assess the priorities. Feinstein explained that the 
agency's priorities -- counter terrorism, support of overseas military, prevention of nuclear counter-proliferation, 
hard targets and cyber spying -- are set by the administration, with input from the president, the National Security 
Council and other cabinet members. The president is already undertaking a review, which Feinstein said should 
include what infonnation gets collected and what the criteria are for seeking that infonnation. But Rep. Mike 
Rogers, R- Mich., Feinstein's counterpart at the head of the House Intelligence Committee, argued that the NSA is 
just doing what it takes to protect the U.S. against a wide range of threats, from intellectual property theft, attacks on 
financial institutions and the spread of al Qaeda. Neither Feinstein nor Rogers had much sympathy for Edward 
Snowden, the fonner NSA contractor accused of stealing and leaking thousands of documents before fleeing to 
Moscow. A Gennan lawmaker who met with Snowden said Friday that he is interested in traveling to Gennany to 
testify about U.S. spying. The answer from Feinstein and Rogers: Neither the U.S. nor Gennany should not give him 
clemency to investigate the NSA. Both said that if Snowden wanted to be a whistleblower about U.S. intelligence 
collection, he should have raised those concerns to·U.S. authorities in a different fashion. 

Gulf allies tire of waiting for U.S. to lead on Syria 
Washington Post , Karen DeYoung & Bob Woodward, 2013 1103 
Washington - Persian Gulf countries, led by Saudi Arabia, are moving to strengthen their military support for Syrian 
rebels and develop policy options independent from the United States in the wake of what they see as a failure of 
U.S. leadership following President Obama's decision not to launch airstrikes against Syria, according to senior gulf 
officials. Although the Saudis and others in the region have been supplying weapons to the rebels since the fighting 
in Syria began more than two years ago and have cooperated with a slow-starting CIA operation to train and arm the 
opposition, officials said they have largely given up on the United States as the leader and coordinator of their 
efforts. 

Kerry call' halt in aid to Egypt a ',mall issue' 
Washington Post, Karen DeYoung, 2013 1104 
Cairo - Secretary of State John F. Kerry said here Sunday that the suspension of some U.S. assistance to Egypt "is 
not a punishmenl" and that aid was "8 very !)mall issue between us" compared with the many interests the two 
countries share. Kerry, who made an unannounced stop in Cairo at the beginning of an II-day trip through the 
Middle East and North Africa, is the most senior U.S. official to visit since the Egyptian military ousted elected 
President Mohamed Morsi in the summer. Morsi is scheduled to go on trial Monday. In public comments 
surrounding meetings with Gen. Abelel Fatah al-Sissi and the leaders of an interim military-appointed civilian 
government, Keny sought to balance the long-term U.S. conunitment to Egypt with what he described as temporary 
concerns about human and civil rights and the promised return to full civilian rule under an elected government. 
"Our hope is that we can make the progress" needed to restore all elements of a $1 .3 billion annual military 
assistance program, "and then we will march together hand in hand into the future with Egypt playing the vital role 
it has played traditionally" in the Arab world, Kerry said at a news conference with interim Foreign Minister Nabil 
Fahrny. 

LAX ,hooting: Alleged gunman's motive remain, a my,tery 
Los Angcles Timcs, Joc Tanfani , Ashley Powers and Kate Mather, 2013 II 03 
Los Angeles - As authorities filed murder charges against the suspect in the LAX shooting rampage, they were also 
trying to detenoine a possible motive. Paul Anthony Ciancia, 23, an unemployed motorcycle mechanic, grew up in 
the Philadelphia suburb of Pennsville Township, N.J. , where his father runs an auto body shop. The success of 
Salem County Collision afforded the family beach vacations, private school tuition for their chi ldren and 
renovations to their stately home, said longtime family friend Alan Levitsky . Some of the work on the house -
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ramps and an elevator -- was done to accommodate a wheelchair for Ciancia's mother. who suffered from multiple 
sclerosis, Levitsky said. She died in 2009. "It was tough on the kids," he said. In recent years, Ciancia's father had 
been training his son to take over the body shop, Levitsky said. In 2011 , Ciancia graduated from the Motorcycle 
Mechanics Institute in Orlando, Fla., where he learned to fix Harley-Davidsons. "He was a sweet kid. A good, quiet 
boy. Nothing abnonnal ," Levitsky said, adding that hc showed no signs of the political obsessions on display in the 
note the FBI described. "I don't know where any of that came from. The dad is not political at aiL" 

Lhota'. Strength. and Weaknesses, Exposed on 9/11 
New York Times, Michael Barbaro, 2013 II 02 
New York City - Nobody ever asked Joseph J. Lhota about the thick three-ring binder on his desk at City Hail, a 
dusty tome that bore a cryptic label: E.O. W. End of tile World. Inside was an emergency phone directory for the 
national security apparatus, and the supersecret documents that would activate it in a crisis. For the first 1,167 days 
of Mr. Lhota's tenure as deputy mayor for operations in the Giuliani administration, the binder sat untouched. On 
Sept. II, 200 I, it became his bible. As he ticked through a series of unimaginable decisions that day -- rousing the 
White House, summoning the National Guard -- the binder would epitomize Mr. Lhota's approach to the unfolding 
crisis. revealing a Boy Scout's obsession with preparedness and a bureaucrat's faith in the problem-solving powers of 
government. Today, as he struggles to promote himself as the battle-tested candidate for mayor, armed with a rare 
command of City Hall's operations, pressure points and bottlenecks, his role in overseeing the response to the 
attacks remains a potentially potent credential , unmatched by anything on his rival's resume. 

National .ecurity hard to balance with social media 
Washington Post, David Nakamura, 2013 1102 
Washington - Is Twitter a threat to national security? Over the past two weeks, a National Security Council staffer 
was fired for tweeting anonymous J'CT'Onal attacks on colleagues; a fonner high-ranking U.S. intelligence official 
had his private conversations published on Twitter by an activist who overheard him on a train; and hackers from the 
Syrian Electronic Anny redirected a pair of tweets from President Obama's account to YouTube. The incidents 
perhaps morc embarrassing than damaging - served to underscore the uneasy relationship between the national 
security community and social media. At the White I-louse and the National Security Council , most staffers are not 
permitted to access Twitter, Facebook and other social media sites from their office computers or government-issued 
mobile phones. Administration officials said the restrictions are aimed at preventing staffers from downloading 
malware onto government networks or accidentally uploading sensitive material onto public networks. The rules 
also serve to discourage White House aides from conducting business on networks that will not archive their 
communications as required under the Presidential Records Act. 

Pentagon News Service, Read at First Ligbt and Debated All Day, Fades Away 
New York Times, Thorn Shanker, 2013 1102 
Washington - The Defense Department's Early Bird news service -- which drove debates at the Pentagon, and its 
senior leaders to frustration, with its compilation of articles on military operations, budget politics and weapons 
programs -- was declared dead on Friday. The three dozen or so news and opinion articles that made the Early Bird's 
daily cut became must-reads at first light for Pentagon civilian employees and military personnel, as well as for 
members of the executive. branch, Congress, the defense industry, research groups, academia and the news media. It 
had enormous clout, with defense secretaries known to thunder at subordinates after reading an unexpected morning 
dispatch. 

Plans to thwart hackers take wIng 
Los Angeles Times, Paresh Dave, 2013 II 03 
Los Angclcs - Wonied that computer hackers attacking banks and media companics could easily shift targets, the 
airline industry is taking preemptive steps to ensure it doesn't become the next victim. Although the "hacking" of 
planes midair to bring them down is unlikely, many networks, including airline reservation systems and airport 
parking meters, could be vulnerable to cyberallacks, which could disrupt air travel, weaken travelers' confidence and 
deal a major blow to a fragile economy. "The aviator guys are getting together because they see what's going on in 
every other sector," said Paul Kurtz, chief strategy officer for computer security finn CyberPoint InternationaL "It's 
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just a matter of time before the bad guys start wondering, 'How do we start making money off attacking the aviation 
industry.'" New technologies and tighter budgets have added to the complexity of safely transporting 2.6 billion air 
passengers a year worldwide. But officials at airlines, airports and aircraft makers believe they can develop enough 
safeguards to limit the effects of hackers. 

US Re.tates Commitment to Wipe Out Boko Haram 
Vanguard (Nigeria), Nduka Nwosu, 2013 II 03 
Washington - The United States of America, Thursday re-stated its commitment to join the Federal Government and 
counter terrorism experts in wiping out Boko Haram and its war of extermination against defenceless civilians in the 
northern part of the country. According to the statement, in spite of the increased spate of activities of Boko Haram 
and similar terrorist groups in the sub-region. which made many wonder if U.S. diplomacy'" in West Africa had 
failed , the US was resolute in its commitment to fight terrorism to astand-still. The statement was made during the 
eighth annual Trans-Sahara Counterterrorism Partnership (TSTP), chaired by Linda Thomas- Greenfield, Assistant 
Secretary, Bureau of African Affairs. Thomas- Greenfield expressed dismay at the incessant killing of civilians in 
the northern region of Nigeria by Boko Haram, while in Libya, Tunisia and Mali, Algeria and Niger Republic, 
terrorists continue to capitalise on the relative political instability in those countries, "but the stakes for TSCTP have 
never been higher than they are today," Thomas-Greenfield asserted. 

MEXICO' MEXIQUE 
No mentions 

UNITED KINGDOM' ROY AUME-UNI 

Chemical exports 'could ran into terrorist hands' 
London Times, Oliver Moody , 2013 II 02 
London - Chemicals that could be used to create weapons of mass destruction are being exported from Britain to 
some of the most chaotic countries in the world. an investigation has found. Britain risks losing track of "dualuse" 
substances which are sold to unstable countries including Libya, Yemen, Sudan, Algeria and Pakistan, senior 
military figures have said. The Government was struggling to monitor the whereabouts of chemicals and there was a 
danger of them falling into the hands of terrorists, they added. Of nearly 250 licences issued in the past three years, 
more than a quarter were to states which had been put on the Foreign Office's "of concern" list for a legacy of 
violtmce. or a poor record on human rights. 

EDL'. only Muslim fined over threat. 
London Times, Tom Coghlan, 2013 II 02 
London - A man believed to be the only Muslim member of the far- right English Defence Leagne has been fined a 
total of £245 after pleading guilty to using threatening language and behaviour towards a group of Asian men. Abdul 
Rafiq, 43, who lives in Glasgow, was seen at an EDL rally in Bradford, West Yorkshire, on October 12 "talking to a 
group of Asian males about being British", Leeds Magistrates' Court was told. "A policeman tried to usher the 
defendant away," said Mike Vittis, for the prosecution. "He then started to swear and tried to pull a Union flag out of 
his bag." Rafiq told the court that it was he who was being threatened. "There were about ten of them and one of 
me," he said. "The argwnent was about me being part of the EDL, even though I'm Muslim. "I said: 'I'm here 
because I love my country'. If it wasn't for the police being there, they would have attacked me." 
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Hero of 7n bomhings joins EDL 
Sunday Times (UK), Camilla Long, 2013 II 03 
London - He was a hero of the 7 n bombings, publicly honoured for his courage in finding victims and cutting their 
bodies from the mangled wreckage at Edgware Road Underground station. But Martin Sculpber's experiences in the 
aftcrmath of the terrorist attacks prompted him to join the English Defence League (EDL), the farright group that 
stages protests against what it sees as the spread of Islamic extremism, The Sunday Times can reveal. Sculpber, 
from east London, said he joined the group because he felt" let down" by ministers, including Tony Blair who 
"pontificated about terror in London" with their "heads in the clouds". The 52-year-old former Tube worker said he 
felt no guilt about belonging to a radical organisation, because "I've always believed there will be more terror 
attacks, whether we are out on the street or no\." He denied that the EDL incited racial hatred and blamed "the media 
interpretation of what we are. From the start we have opposed radical Islam," he said. "It is not racist to challenge a 
radical ideology of Islam." Sculpher admitted that the organisation had been "infiltrated by wrong"uns", but said it 
was a grassroots movement and would "make mistakes. I hate the Nazi element as much as 1hate radical Islam. " he 
said. 

Police search (or escaped terror suspect 
The Guardian (London), Ben Quinn, 20 13 II 04 
London - Counter-terrorism police are searching for a man who went missing after breaching the tenns of a 
terrorism prevention measure used to restrict the movements of su~-pects . Mohammed Ahmed Mohamed was last 
seen on Friday aHernoon at a mosque - the An-Noor Masjid and Community Centre in Church Road, Acton, west 
London - aftcr going therc in the morning and later chruiging into a burqa. Thc Somali born 27 -year-oId is not 
considered at present to represent a direct threat to the public, according to a statement issued by Scotland Yard, 
which released CCTV images, including one in which he is wearing what the police described as "traditional Islamic 
clothing". He was subject to a Terrorism Prevention and Investigation Measure (fPIM) notice, a measure introduced 
to replace control orders, which can be used to restrict the movements of individuals and their ability to associate or 
communicate with others. 

Sixth man in court on terrorism charges 
London Times, 2013 II 02 
Glasgow - A sixth person has appeared in court charged with conspiring to murder and commit acts of terrorism. 
John Gorman, 56, is alleged to have acted with five others who have also been charged with planning to murder 
Johnny Adair and Samuel McCrory, former high-profile members of the Ulster Defence Association. Mr Gorman 
and his co-accused -- Martin Hughes, Edward McVeigh, Anton Duffy, Paul Sands and Stacy McAllister -- are all 
accused of plotting to carry out ~ terrorist campaign in the UK . 

Terror suspects <leared of tampering with 'faulty' tags 
The Guardian (London), Alan Travis. 2013 11 02 
London - Prosecutions have been haIted in three separate cases over the past week involving terror suspects accused 
of breaching new-style "control orders" by tampering with their G4S-supplied GPS electronic tags. Defence lawyers 
say that the cases have had to be dropped not because of attempts to remove the tracking devices, but because the 
design of the new tags is flawed. Security experts say that the tags do not appear to have been stress-tested to cope 
with a devout Muslim who prostrates himself in prayer five times a day . Bimberg Peirce and Partners, who represent 
all three men, say there are serious questions about the reliability of the bulkier GPS "tracking tags" which are due to 
bc widcly used. The law firm has written to thc justice secrctary, Chris Grayling, about this "cxtraordinary situation" 
and ask for reassurance for the men required to wear the "deeply suspect devices" . 

II 
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Con.ultation. today on tie., with US 
Pakistan Dawn, Dawn Report, 2013 II 04 
Islamabad - Pakistan is to review its relationship with the United States, the prime minister's office said on Sunday, 
following the killing of Taliban leader Hakeemullah Mehsud in a US drone strike, But a top-level meeting to 
examine relations scheduled for Sunday was postponed at the last minute without explanation. Hakeemullah 
Mehsud, who had a $S million US bounty on his head, was killed on Friday in the militant stronghold of North 
Waziristan, near tbe Afghan border. Prime Minister·Nawaz Sharifs office said he would chair a meeting on the 
consequences for ties with Washington. There was no indication when it might take place. The prime minister, who 
arrived in Lahore on Sunday after a three-day visit to the UK, will meet Chief of Army Staff General Ashfaq Parvez 
Kayani on Monday and attend a briefing at the 

Effective monitoring of lSI by parHament suggested 
Pakistan Dawn, Khawar Ghumman, 2013 II 04 
Islamabad - The Senate Standing Committee on Human Rights has recommended an effective role of parliament in 
monitoring the Inter-Services Intelligence (lSI) agency and putting it under civilian control. A report unanimously 
adopted by the eommillee was presented in the house on Wednesday but couldn't be taken up for discussion because 
of opposition's boycott of the session. The committee unanimously approved on Sept S the recommendations which 
call for setting up a bicameral intelligence and security committee to suggest ways of addressing the issue of 
enforced disappearance of citizens. The report is a follow-up of resolutions unanimously endorsed by the Senate on 
March 7 and National Assembly on March 12 last year on the issue of enforced disappearances. A parliamentary 
oversight of the lSI will be possible if the committee's recommendations arc included in a proposed Inter-Services 
Intelligence Agency (Functions, Powers and Regulation) Bill and if approved by parliamenl.Foreign Office. 

No peace through 'senseless force': Sharif 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 I I 04 
Bahawalpur - In his first public speech since a US drone strike killed Pakistani Taliban leader Hakimullah Mehsud, 
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Monday warned that peace could not be achieved "by unleashing senseless force." 
The killing of Mehsud on Friday, as government representatives prepared to meet members of his Tehrik-i-Talihan 
Pakistan (TTP) umbrella militant group, triggered an angry response from Islamabad. Interior minister Chaudhry 
Nisar accused Washington of sabotaging peace efforts witb the drone strike. Though Sharif did not mention the 
drone strike directly, he stressed his desire to "give peace a chance". "My government is finnly resolved to bringing 
the cycle of bloodshed and violence to an end. 

Pakistani Taliban cbief HakimuIlah Mehsud killed in drone attack 
Pakistan Dawn, Zahir Shah Sherazi, 2013 11 04 
Peshawar - Hakimullah Mehsud, chief of the T ehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), was killed in a US drone strike in the 
North Waziristan tribal region on Friday, i~telligence officials and the Pakistani Taliban said. Intelligence officials 
said the Pakistani Taliban supremo was leaving a meeting at a mosque in Dande Darpakhel area of North Waziristan 
when the drone targeted the vehicle he was travelling in. Drones continued to fly over North Waziristan on 
Satnrday. Witnesses in the towns of Mir Ali and Miramshah reported that Mehsud's supporters were firing at them 
in anger. Pakistani Taliban militants said funerals for the TTP chief and olber militants killed in the drone strike 
were held on Saturday in various parts of North Waziristan. They further said that a meeting of the Taliban central 
shura (council) was underway at an undisclosed location to decide over the next leader of the militant organisation 
adding that their decision in this regards was expected to be made today. 

Pakistan TaIiban appoint interim leader: spokesman 
Agcnce France-Pressc, 2013 II 03 
Miramshah -The Pakistani Taliban have appointed an interim leader to head the group temporarily after the death of 
commander Hakimullah Mehsud in a US drone strike, a spokesman told AFP Sunday. Mehsud, who had a $S 
million US government price on him, was killed along with fonr cadres in North Waziristan tribal district near the 
Afghan border on Friday. Shahidullah Shahid, the main spokesman for the Tehreek-e-Talihan Pakistan (TTP) said a 
permanent replacement had not been chosen yel. "Asmatullah Shaheen Bhillani, the head of the supreme shura, has 
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been appointed as tcmporary hcad ofthc TTP: Shahid told AFP, adding that prayers for Mchsud werc still going 
on. 

OTHERS'AUTRES 

Govt embarrased over Huawel: Labor 
Australian Associated Press, 2013 II 03 . 
Canberra - Confusion over whcther or not the coalition govcrruncnt would back a ban on Chinese tclecoms giant 
Huawei tendering for work on the NBN was "amateurish and somewhat embarrassing" . a senior Labor MP says. 
Prime Minister Tony Abbott ruled out overturning the ban this week, despite his Communications Minister Malcolm 
Turnbull and Trade Minister Andrew Robb earlier indicating it could be reviewed. The former Labor government 
instituted the ban based on security advice from spy agencies ASIO and the Defence Intelligence Organisation. 

Huawei regrets Abbott's NBN ban 
Canberra Times, Peter Cai, 2013 II 03 
Canberra - Huawei has broken its silence after the federal goverrunent decided to uphold a ban on the Chinese telco 
taking part in the national broadband network, saying the company is "extremely disappointed". John Lord, the 
chairman of Huawei Australia and a former Royal Australian Navy admiral , told the company's staff to hold their 
heads up high and be "proud to be Huawei" . Mr Lord's letter to staff came after Prime Minister Tony Abbott 
effectively shut down speculation that Canberra was going to relax the Labor government's ban on Huawei. Mr 
Abbott ruled out any softening of the Coalition's stance on the telco in a letter to Opposition Leader Bill Shorten. 
"While much of this week's commentary has focused on cyber security: Mr Lord wrote, "I want to make it crystal 
clear that Huawei has never been presented with any evidence that our company or technology poses any kind of 
security risk." The former fleet commander played down the importance of the NBN to Huawei', business operation. 
"Despite the NBN decision, last year was our most successful year to date and today Huawei's Australian business is 
bigger than ever," he wrote. Huawei Australia more than doubled its local revenue last year and earned $368million, 
a 61 per cent increase on the previous year. It has secured major contracts, including construction of part of Optus' 
fast 4G network. Mr Lord reiterated an offer to reveal its technology and source codes to he verified by Australian 
security agencies. The offer has so far been ignored by both the Coalition and Labor governments. 

Manu, .taff didn't know of assault: report 
Australian Associated Press, 2013 1103 
Canberra - A report commissioned by the immigration department disputes claims staff knew young male asy lum 
seekers were being sexually abused at the Manus Island processing centre. However, the independent review 
recommends a separate area be set up within the facility to accommodate "vulnerable transferees" who need to move 
out of tbe single adult mole compound for their own safety. The report by lawyer Robert Cornall was sparked by an 
SBS Dateline program in July, in which the former head of occupational health and safety at the centre, Rod St 
George. said staff knew as many as half a dozen young men were being assaulted and sexually abused. Mr St 
George also claimed acts of self-harm and attempted suicide were occurring" almost daily" at the Papua New 
Guinea facility , where he worked for a month before quitting in April. 

Online threats again't Qld Premier Campbell Newman made by 'gutle.. coward,' 
ABC (Australia), 2013 II 04 
Canberra - "Gutless cowards" are behind an online attack against state Premier Campbell Newman over the state's 
bikie laws, the Police Minister says. A YouTube video claiming to be from the "hacktivist" group Anonymous 
attacks Mr Newman over the laws, saying they could be used against any group. "This is a direct attack on our 
rights, we will not tolerate it," a masked man says on the vidco. "Campbell Newman, expect us." The video had over 
170,000 hits at the time of "Tiling. Police Minister Jack Dempsey says police are investigating. "Obviously they are 
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just gutless cowards -they havc to hidc behind a mask," Mr Dcmpscy said. "It is very disappointing, but obviously 
police will investigate the matter thoroughly. Known for its cyber attacks, Anonymous has been blamed for hacking 
the FBI, the United States Department of Justice and the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation. Dr Mark 
Gregory from Melbourne's RMIT University says an attack of this kind would be unlike Anonymous. 

People smugglers are on the back foot, says Morrison 
Sydney Morning Herald, Kim Arlington, 2013 II 03 
Canberra - Australia is getting the upper hand over people smugglers, with the number of boat arrivals "significantly 
below trends and expectations", Immigration Minister Scott Morrison says. No asylum seeker boats arrived in the 
past week, the government said on Friday in its weekly briefing on "Operation Sovereign Borders". Asked whether 
asylum seekers had been turned back to Indonesia, Mr Morrison and the operation's commander, Lieutenant-General 
Angus Campbell, responded by saying they would not comment on "on-water operations" . It was revealed at the 
briefing that an alleged people smuggler, an Iraqi suspected of being the principal organiser of three boats which 
carried 763 people into Australian territory from Indonesia in 200 I, had been arrested by police in Malaysia and 
extradited to Perth. Indonesian authorities working with the operation had also arrested three "facilitators" and 
disrupted two potential ventures in the past week. 

Sea Shepherd captain expects A~strallan government support for anti-whaling campaign (Canada) 
Australian Associated Press, David Weber, 2013 II 03 
Canberra - Sea Shepherd foundcr Paul Watson is expecting the Abbott Governmcnt will support thc anti-whaling 
campaign due to start in the Southern Ocean, at least in spirit. Mr Watson is in the United States after spending 15 
months at sea avoiding authorities. He became an international fugitive after he was arrested and then skipped bail in 
Germany last year. He has had two Interpol notices for arrest hanging over his head, one from Costa Rica and one 
from Japan . Now he is in Seattle preparing for a civil case brought against him and Sea Shepherd USA by Japanese 
whaling interests. When Paul Watson disembarked in the United States earlier this week, he was welcomed by 
attorney and supporter Robert F. Kennedy Junior, along with a group of other lawyers, and volunteers. For 15 
months, the only land that Paul Watson set foot on was the odd atoll in the Pacific. Now he is in the United States, 
and he thinks he is on solid legal ground. 

Search continues after explosives material found in Leschenault Estuary 
ABC (Australia), 2013 II 04 
Perth - Police will today continue searching an area in WA's South West where two packages of explosive material 
were found last week. Officers spent parts of the weekend patrolling near the Leschenault Estuary. Testing has 
confirmed one ofthe packages contained the highly volatile explosive ATP. It is believed the other package found 
nearby contained the same substance. Both were safely detonated to remove any danger JX)sed by the explosive 
which has been used in terrorist attacks, including the London bombings and a thwarted attempted by shoe bomber 
Richard Reid. 

Drone Strikes Are Said to KIll Tallban Chief 
New York Timo", Declan Walsh, Ihsanullah Tipu Mohsud and Ismail Khan, 2013 1102 
London - American drones on Friday killed the leader of the Pakistani Taliban, dealing a major blow to a militant 
group that has terrorized Pakistan and that tried to set off a car bomb in New York City in 20 I 0, according to 
Pakistani intelligence officials and militant commanders in the tribal belt. The death of the leader, Hakimullah 
Mehsud, is a signal achievement for the covert C.LA program at a time when drones themselves have come under 
criticism from human rights groups and other critics in Pakistan and the United States over the issue of civilian 
casualties. While prior reports of Mr. Mehsud's death have proved false -- ultimately serving only to burnish his 
credentials as an untouchable renegade -- within hours there was a strong sense from multiple sources, including two 
American defense officials, that this time he had not escaped. 
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30 Shabaab militants killed In attack on Somalia ba.e 
The Standard (Kenya), 2013 II 03 
Nairobi - The Somali National Army (SNA) has killed more than 30 Shabaab militants in Kolbio, close to the 
Kenyan border, the Kenya Defence Forces has said. Military spokesman Major Emmanuel Chirchir said SNA are 
believed to have attacked a basc belonging to the militants. On Tuesday, a scnior IJS military official told the media 
that a drone strike in southern Somalia had killed two AI-Shabaab militants including the group's top explosives 
expert. 

Army destroys Boko Haram operational vehicles in Borno 
Nigerian Tribune, 20 13 II 03 
Maiduguri - The Nigerian Army, on Thursday, said it had destroyed two suspected operational vehicles of the Boko 
Haram sect in the ongoing operations in Maiduguri . The spokesman of the 7 Division of the Nigerian Anny in 
Maiduguri, Lt.-Col. Mohammed Dole, announced this in a statement. Dole said that the destruction was to get rid of 
insurgents terrorising motorists on highways in Remo State. "We have been able to identify camps used by the 
terrorists in planning attacks against motorists and innocent villagers in Kago Local Government Area of the state. 
"Troops of the division, supported by the Nigerian Air Force, have been able to destroy these camps since we began 
the operations this week," Dole said. 

Assas.lnat des envoy.s speelaux de RFI: ee que I'on salt du drame 
Radio France Intemalionale, Kenzo Tribouillard, 2013 II 03 
Kidal - Ohislaine Dupont et Claude Verlon, les deux envoyes speciaux de RFI en reportage Ii Kidal , dans Ie nord du 
Mali, ont ete tues apres avoir ete enleves hier, samedi 2 novembre, par des hommes armes qui les avaient emmenes 
en dehors de la ville. A cette heure, peu d'eh!ments sur les circonstanees du drame sont connus. Le point sur la 
situation. Selon les informations recueillies par RFI des I'annonce du deces de nos confreres, Ohislaine Dupont et 
Claude Verlon venaicnt apeine de fermer les portieres de leur vehicule quand un pick-up beige a surgi. 115 sortaient 
toutjuste du domicile d'Amoory Ag Ohissa, un membre du Mouvement national de liberation de I'Azawad (MNLA) 
qu'i1s venaient d'interviewer. Ce qu'expJique leur chauffeur, c'est qu'un homme enturbanne, parlant tamachek. a 
braque une arme sur lui , lui a demande de sortir du vehicule et de s'allonger par terre. Les assaillants ont ensuite fait 
sortir nos deux envoyes speciaux. les ont ligotes et les ont fait entrer dans leur vehiculc. 

Deposed Egyptian President Mor,; Goes on Trial 
New York Times, David D. Kirkpatrick, 2013 II 04 
Cairo - As Egypt's new military-led govcmment consolidates its power, Mohamed Morsi, the deposed president, 
went on trial on Monday in a makeshift courtroom, facing charges of inciting the murder of protesters. But soon 
after the trial opened, news reports said, with Mr. Morsi defiantly rejecting its authority and proclaiming himself to 
be Egypt's legitimate president, state television said the case was adjourned until Jan. 8. The hearing was Mr. 
Morsi's first public appearance since his removal from office on July 3. and. in a di72ying tum for Egypt, the second 
criminal trial of a fonner head of state in less than three years. Fonner President Hosni Mubarak. ousted in February 
20 II and now under house arrest in a military hospital , is still facing a retrial at the same venue, the auditorium of a 
police academy. According to the website of Al Abram, Egypt's flagship state newspaper, the trial got under way as 
Mr. Morsi and 14 other Islamist defendants appeared in a caged dock and court officials called out their names. But 
news reports said proceedings were fIrSt delayed and then suspended after Mr. Morsi refused to dress in prison 
clothing, and chanting by his co-defendarits drowned out the proceedings. Journalists who were allowed into the 
courtroom were not allowed to bring telephones or other communications devices, limiting the flow of infonnation. 
But news reports quoted eyewitnesses in the courtroom 8S recounting that Mr. Morsi declared: "This trial is 
illegitimate," and said he was Egypt's lawful president. 

Freedoms in Egypt questioned after EI-Bernameg's suspension 
Abram Online, 20\3 II 03 
Cairo - The suspension of Egyptian satirist Bassem Youssefs show "EI-Bemameg" by privately-owned channel 
CBC has drawn widespread critcism from public figures, many expressing their concern regarding the future of 
Freedoms in Egypt. Minutes before millions were expecting EI-Bernameg's second episode of the third season on 
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Friday, a statcment was read by the bost channel saying EI-Bernamcg would not air as expected, claiming Youssef 
and his producer had "violated what had been agreed upon ' with the cbannel, as well as CBC's 'editorial policies.' 
The statement added that the show will remain off air until editorial and commercial disputes with Youssef are 
resolved. "If only I were minister of information, I would have invited Bassem Youssef to host his show on state 
TV: said Law professor and Hcad of Cairo University Gaber Nassar via Twitter on Friday night, adding that the 
suspension affirms that the relationship of businessmen to media outlets is an issue that needs to be revised. 

» 
Journalistes tues au Mali: debut d'une reunion de cri§e it "Elysee 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 II 03 
Paris - Les ministres des Affaires etrangeres el de la Justice, Laurent Fabius et Christiane Taubira, sont arrives 
dimanche peu avant 09h30 aL'Elysee pour une reunion de crise avec Fran~is Hollande apres la mort de deux 
journalistes enleves et tues au Mali , a constate une joumaliste de l'AFP. Les deux envoyes speciaux. de Radio France 
Internationale, Claude Verlon et Ghislaine Dupont, ont ete enleves samedi aKidal dans Ie nord du Mali par des 
hommes armes et retrouves morts par I'armee fran~aise aune douzaine de kilometres de Kidal. L 'annonce de leur 
mort a plonge la redactiou de Radio Franoe intemationale dans la tristesse. Exprimant "son indignation II !'egard de 
eet acte odieux" , Ie president de la Republique avait anDonce samedi cette reunion "pour etablir precisement. en lien 
avec les autorites IDa1iennes et les forces de I'ONU. les conditions de ces assassinats" . Les trois points al'ordre du 
jour de la reunion sont un echange d'informations sur ce qui s'est passe, !'examen des suites judiciaires acet 
assassin at et Ie point sur la force Scrval au Mali, selon un conseiller de !'Elysee. "Indignation a!'egard de oet acte 
odieux" La ministre de la Justice participe acette reunion car Ie parquet de Paris it ouvert samedi une enquete 
samcdi pour des faits d'cnlcvcmcnt et sequestration suivis de rncurtres en lien avec unc cntrcprise terroristc. 
L'enquete, sous I'autorite du parquet de Paris, a ete confiee II la Direction centrale du renseignement interieur 
(OCRI) et ala sous-direction antiterroriste (SDAT). . 

Le Hezbollah cODdamne I'attaque contre un bus transportant des a1aoulte, II Tripoli 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Journaliste maison, 2013 II 03 
Tripoli - Le Hezbollah a vivement condamne dimancbe l'aUaque la veille contre un bus transportant des travailleurs 
alaouites aTripoli, faisant au mains neufblesses. estimant qu'i1 s'agissait d'un "message tres dangereux" . "Nous 
condamnons les attaques et les tortures contre les citoyens aTripoli" , a declare Ie parti chiite dans un communique . 
.. Ce crime commis par un groupe haineux devrait etre condamne par toutes les parties et constitue un message tres 
dangercux ataus les Libanais" . 

Mali Official: Group Arrested in Journali,t Death, 
Associated Press, Staff report, 2013 I I 04 
Dakar - A Malian intelligence official says about a half-dozen people have been detained by French forces east of 
the north Mali city of Kidal in connection with the kidnapping and killing of two French journalists. The official, 
who could not be named because he was not authorized to speak to reporters, said the joumalists' bodies were found 
next 10 the altackers' abandoned car. He said French troops followed Ihe altackers' tracks in the sand and on Monday 
apprehended a group of men. Witnesses reported that Radio France Internationale journalists Ghislaine Dupont and 
Claude Verlon were grabbed by four men on Saturday after interviewing a Tuareg rebel leader. The intelligence 
official said: "We believe that of the people they now have in custody, they have at least one of the four killers." 
(Full report). 

Two French Journalists Are Kidnapped and Killed by Gunmen in Mali 
New York Times, Adam Nossiter, 2013 II 03 
Dakar, Senegal - Two Frenchjoumalists were kidnapped and killed in northern Mali on Saturday, the French 
Forcign Ministry said, underscoring thc continuing instability of a region retaken from fighters linked to Al Qaeda 
only eight months ago. The reporters, Ghislaine Dupont, 51, and Claude Verion, 58, worked for Radio France 
Internationale, a French state-supported broadcaster. They had been interviewing a leader with a separatist group in 
the town of Kidal in Mali 's unstable desert north. Gurunen foroed the reporters into a truck as they were leaving the 
leader's house in the center of town on Saturday afternoon, a ranking officer in Mali's army said. Their bodies were 
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found shortly after, with thcir throats slit, about cight miles outside Kidal in the Sahara, the officer, Col. Didier 
Dacko, said by telephone. 

China Say. Terror Group Was Bebind Tiananmen Attack 
New York Times, Austin Ramzy, 2013 1102 
Beijing - China's domestic security chief said a terrorist organization was bebind this week's attack at Beijing's 
Tinnanmen gate that left five people dead and 40 injured. Speaking at a meeting in Uzbekistan, the offici a!. Meng 
Jianzhu. said the Ea~t Turkestan Islamic Movement was a "behind-the-scenes instigator- of the assault Monday. 
"The terrorist incident in Beijing was an organized, premeditated activity: he told Phoenix Television, a Hong 
Kong-based broadcaster. "The behind-the-scenes instigator is the East Turkestan Islamic t..;1ovement that is 
entrenched in central and west Asia.· Mr. Mens. who was participating in a meeting of the antiterrorism body of the 
Shanghai Cooperation Organization, a grouping of China, Russia and four central Asian states, offered no further 
details on how investigators made that link. The Beijing police said they found a banner printed with "religious 
extremist messages" on the vehicle that crashed into a stone bridge and was ignited by the three occupants who died 
in the fire. 

Jharkhand not prepared for emergent terror threat, say otTlCials 
The Hindu, Anumeha Yadav, 2013 II 03 
Ranchi - Even as several suspects for the Patna blasts have been rounded up here this week, Jharkhand police 
officials said the State was ill-equipped to tackle what may be an emerging terror module. The State's security 
apparatus is focused fully on counter-insurgency operations against the banned CPI (Maoists). It lacks the capacity 
for intelligence gathering for terror activities, said officials. Of the six suspects arrested, lmtiaz Ansari and Tariq 
alias Ainul were caught when the bomb carried by the latter exploded in a toilet at Palna railway station. Tariq, 
estimated to be below the age of 20, succumbed to blast injuries in Palna on Friday. "Of the six suspects, four lived 
in Ranchi. Two others, Tehscen Akhtar and Hydar Ali, who seem to have planned and led this attack and are 
abseonding, visited Ranchi regularly . There is a clear link with planning and funding organised with Jharkhand as a 
base," said Jharkhnnd Director General of Police (DGP) Rajeev Kumar. 

0, 
Laser weapons among futuri.,tic MBDA products 
The Hindu, Y. Mallikarjun, 2013 1104 
Hyderabad - High energy laser weapons, light weight shoulder-launch missiles and sealable warheads through dial
a-yield technology are among the hi-tech futuristic products for military applications being developed by the MBDA 
group, a consortium of European missile manufacturers. During a rccent visit to the missile production and 
integration facilities of MBDA Germany at Schrobenhausen, 90 km from Munich, and MBDA U.K. at Lostock, near 
Manchester, a group of Indian journalists were briefed on the wide range of advanced missiles and warheads being 
produced by the two entities. Vice-president Operations of MBDA Gem18ny Walter Stammler said a very light 
weight missile with a 2-km range that could be fired by an infantry soldier from his shoulder was tested in 
demonstration firings. The low cost, high-precision weapon with all the elements of a missi le weighed just 6-7 kg. 

Putin Sign. Law Punishing T.rrorl...• Relative. 
RIA Novosti, Mikhail Klimentyev, 2013 1103 
Moscow - President Vladimir Putin signed a law Sunday forcing the relatives of terrorists to pay for the damages 
caused by their attacks. The law submitted by President Putin in September that includes measures to criminalize 
training in terrorist camps was approved by the country's parliament in late October. Effort to target the families of 
militants marks tbe latest attempt by Russian authorities to stamp out an insurgency in the turbulent North Caucasus 
that has claimed thousands of lives over more than a decade. Under the law, material and moral damages inflicted as 
a result of a terrorist attack should be compensated "by the perpetrator and his or her family members, relatives, in
laws and other people, whose lives, health and well-being are significant to him or her because of established 
personal relations." 
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Russia to Trander Detained Greenpeace Activists 
New York Times, Stevens Lee Myers, 2013 II 02 
Moscow - Russia, unexpectedly and without explanation. is preparing to transfer 30 crew members of a Greenpeace 
International ship from a detention center in the far northern city of Murmansk to a jail in St. Petersburg, the 
organization said Friday night. The reason for transferring the detainees, who have been held since their ship was 
seized on Sept. 19 after an opeu seas protest against oil drilling in the Arctic, was not immediately clear, and a 
spokesman for Russia's prison system declined to coniment. In a statement, Greenpeace said it also did not know the 
reason for the transfers, which were expected to begin soon. 

AI-Qaeda Member Arrested in Southe..tern Iran 
Fars News Agency, 2013 11 03 
Tehran -Iranian border guards have arrested a key member of the al-Qaeda terrorist group in the bordering areas of 
the Southeastern Sistan and Balouchestan province, senior border officials announced on Sunday. The 
announcement was made by Commander of Sistan and Balouchestan province's border guards Hassan Asadollahi 
this afternoon. During the interrogations, "the border guards could realize the identity of the arrested person and find 
out his evil intentions," the commander said, adding that the terrorist intended to "carry out acts of sabotage in Iran" . 
Asadollahi added that the captured terrorist has been a member of al-Qaeda and Taliban groups for 6 years and has 
been aiding Americans with their drone cargo program, transferring weapons and ammunitions by the US drones. 
He said that the apprehended terrorist who has been captured by the Iranian forces has also confessed that he has 
been making 5 improvised bombs through two different methods every day for two years. 

Official Di,mi,,,,, Terrorl,t Group', Claim about 2nd Attack ill Southea.tern Iran 
Fars News Agency, 20131104 
Tehran - Iranian Deputy Interior Minister for Security Affairs Ali Abdollahi stmngly dismissed the reeent 
allegations by a terrorist group that it has launched a second deadly attack on the Iranians in the Southeastern 
province of Sistan and Balouchestan after killing 14 soldiers in the same region last week. On Saturday, the Jeish 
AI-Adl terrorist group claimed that it launched its second terrorist attack killing a number of Iranians in an attack on 
Sarbaz town in Sistan and Balouchestan province. "Such an attack has absolutely not happened," Abdollahi said. 
The claim by Jeish AI-Adl came as the terrorist group killed 14 Iranian border guards and wounded six others last 
week in the border region ncar the city of Saravan in Sistan and Balouchestan province. Last week, the Islamic 
Revolution Guards Corps (lRGC) in a statement vowed to take action against terrorists afler they killed 14 Iranian 
border guards in a cross-border attack in Saravan. 

Shooting' kill 4 in north..,entral Iraq 
Arab News, 2013 II 03 
Baghdad - Authorities in Iraq say shootings have killed four security members, including two anti-AI-Qaeda 
militiamen. in north-central Iraq. Police officials say the ftrst attack took place early Saturday when gunmen in a 
speeding car killed two fighters and wounded four at a security checkpoint manned by Sunni Sahwa militiamen in 
the city of Samarra. Also, police say they found the bodies of two police officers killed by gunshots to the head in a 
town near the northern city of Mosul, a day after they were kidnapped. 

Dozens killed in Yemen sectarian clashes 
AI-Jazeera, 2013 II 03 
Sana'a - The death toll in four days of clashes between rival Muslim factions in northern Yernen has risen to 55, as 
the government tries to broker a ceaseflfe in a region that lies largely outside its control. Shia Muslim Houthi rebels 
launched an attack on the town of Dammaj, held by their Sunni Muslim Salafi rivals, on Wednesday. The army said 
earlier .that a ceasefire had come into effect on Friday afternoon, but a Salafi spokesman then said clashes had 
continued on Saturday, and that a total of 55 people from his group had been killed by rockets and tank fire. 
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Drone crashes in Gaza, Hamas claims responsibility 
Times oflsrael , Staff Repon, 2013 II 04 
Jerusalem- Hamas's military wing claimed it shot down the unmanned aerial vehicle. The al-Qassam Brigades wrote 
on Twitter that it had downed the drone with what it called a "mini-drone." The Israel Defense Forces denied the 
repon, saying its drone crashed from a technical malfunction. "In contradiction to the Palestinian reports, there was a 
Skylark tactical mini UAV system that crashed in the northern Gaza Strip due to a technical malfunction," an IDF 
spokesperson said. A photo published on the Facebook page of the Palestinian Quds news agency claimed to show 
the crashed drone. The Skylark, operated by the field troops from the Artillery Corps, is a 7.5 kilogram drone that is 
launched by infantrY and can send live video footage back to operators in the field . It is is used primarily for 
surveillance and intelligence-gathering. 

Hamas preparing terrorism infrastructure against Ull 

Jerusalem Post, Yaakov Lappin, 2013 II 04 
Jerusalem - Hamas is digging attack tunnels as part of its efforts to create a terrorism infrastructure against Israel for 
future attacks, Defense Minister Moshe Ya'alon said Sunday, adding that Israel is concerned by the threat and is 
acting to counter it. Speaking at the Soroka Universi ty Medical Center in Beersheba, where he was visiting IDF 
soldiers wounded when a Hamas tunnel bomb went off during an anny demolition mission over the weekend. 
Ya'alon added that Israel views Hamas as the sovereign entity in the Ga"" Strip. "It is the one digging tunnels and 
controlling Gaza: Ya'alon said. "We say again: Quiet will be met with quiet. All provocations will be met with a 
finn response by us. We'll continue to act as we've acted until now." Ya'alon added that there is a connection 
between events in Gaza in recent days and Israel's negotiations with the Palestinians. 

More ter,ror related violence in southern Yemen 
Yemen Post, 2013 II 03 
Sana'a - Two days after the security forces confirmed they had managed to arrest and detain, Omar Salem a top al
Qaeda leader in the south- eastern province of Hadhramawt, officials in the southern province of Abyan said they 
suspected terror militants to have exerted their revenge on an anny checkpoint. Unknown anned men attacked one 
of Abyon many military checkpoints in Ahwar, killing two soldiers and a bystander; three other people were also 
injured in the clashes. A local official told the press, "Suspected al-Qaeda gunmen shot dead on Thursday two 
soldiers and a civilian in an attack on an army checkpoint in the southern province of Abyan." He added. "The 
assailants opened fire at a checkpoint in the Ahwar area, and sped away in their car." While no group claimed 
responsibility for the attack, local officials have already warned that all evidences so far point to the terror group. 

US monifored high-priority Israeli military targets 
Jerusalem Post, Yaakov Lappin and Michael Wilner, 2013 II 04 
WashingtonlJerusalem - The US National Security Agency tracked "high priority Israeli military targets." a New 
York Times report said Sunday, citing classified files made public by fugitive fonner NSA ageot Edward Snowden. 
The revelation came in acomprehensive overview of thousands of NSA internal documents, mostly dating from 
2007 to 2012, which were taken by Snowden and shared with the Times by the UK's Guardian newspaper. The 
Times repon lists Israel as an example of an ally that the NSA both spied on and shared intelligence infonnation 
with. "The documents describe collaboration with the Israel Sigint National Unit [The Military [ntelligenee's Unit 
8200], which gets raw NSA eavesdropping material and provides it in return. but they also mention the agency's 
tracking of 'high priority Isracli military targcts: including drone aircraft and the Black Sparrow missile system," the 
Times reponed. 

2 Shot Dead at Greek Site Used by Party on Far Right 
New York Times, Niki Kitsantonis, 2013 II 02 
Athens - Gunmen on a motorcycle killed two people and wounded a third on Friday evening outside the offices of 
the neo-fascist Golden Dawn party in a northern suburb of Athens, the police said, and the party called it a 
politically motivated attack. Greek news services speculated that the shootings signaled a possible resurgence of 
domestic terrorism and unrest in an economically struggling country that is heavily burdened by debts. The gunmen 
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pulled up outside the offices shortly after 7 p.m. and fired at three peoplc, a pol icc spokesman said, leaving two dead 
and a third hospitalized with serious injuries. 

Dutch soldiers to join UN mission in Mali 
Dutch News, 2013 II 03 
Am~erdam - The Dutch government on Friday announced it will send soldiers, trainers and support staff to Mali as 
part of the UN's peace- keeping mission. The Dutch will send 70 military analysts to join the unit gathering 
intelligence from headquarters in the capital Bamako and the northern city of Gao, and a rcconnaisance unit of 90 
special forces and 60 soldiers with four Apache helicopters to be stationed in Gao. In addition, 30 police and 
customs officers will be sent to help with the training of the Malian police force, and a number of civilian experts 
will be involved in the 'developing of a system of law, reforming the security sector and protecting the cultural 
inheritance'. In total , the Dutch will send around 380 military personnel to Mali. The mission is set to last until the 
endof2015. 

In Germany, circling the e-wagons 
Washington Post, Michael Birnbaum, 2013 1102 
Berlin - The news that the National Security Agency has its eye on much of the world's electronic communications 
has shocked Gennans, who have memories of Nazi and Cold War-era !5pying. Now, ao alliance of Gennan phone ' 
and Internet companies claims it has a solution; German e-mail and Internet transmitted within Gennan borders. The 
proposals - one for Internet, one for e-mail - aim to boost the security of Germany's internal communications by 
preventing them from bouncing outside the country, which has far stricter privacy regulations than the United States. 
If a German customer wants to call up a German Web site, there is no reason that the data must pass through a 
server in Virginia, exposing the infomlation to potential surveillance, advocates say. The same goes for e-mails 
within Germany. Some security professionals say the efforts are little more than a marketing gimmick, since 
Germans would still want to surf American Web pages - Facebook, anyone? - and the nation's plans wouldn't make 
doing so any more secure. The NSA could also still theoretically access German data on German scil, as could 
Germany's intelli gence agencies. 

.~ (0, 
Turkey and Iran Signal a Softening or DitTerences Over Syria 
New York Times, Tim Arango & Sebnem Arsu, 2013 1102 
Ankara, Turkey - Turkey and iran, on opposing sides of the civil war in Syria, signaled a thaw in relations on Friday, 
asserting that they shared concerns about the rise in sectarianism there and could collaborate to bring peace to their 
neighbor. The softening, reflected in the Iran foreign ministers visit to Turkey, came as the international community 
was working toward talks to end the Syrian conflict. Turkish officials appeared to be trying to position themselves as 
a bridge between the West and Iran on Syria, as Turkey has done on the Iranian nuclear issue. In an afternoon 
meeting here between Mohammad Javad Zarif, the Iranian foreign minister, and Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Turkey's 
prime minister, Mr. Erdogat;l made cleM that he stil1 believes that President Bashar aI-Assad of Syria must go . A 
senior Turkish official who spoke on the condition of anonymity said that Turkey was willing to support a plan in 
which some institutions of the Syrian state remained intact, and that Turkey was pressuring Iran to abandon Mr. 
Assad. 

Two French journalist. shot dead in Mali 
The Guardian (London), Angelique Chrisafis, 2013 II 04 
Paris - Two French journalists kidnapped and shot dead in northern Mali on Saturday were killed by the "terrorists" 
that France is fighting in tbe west African country, the foreign minister, Laurent Fabius, said yesterday. Ghislaine 
Dupont, 51, and Claude Yerlon, 58, highly experienced Africa specialists for the French state radio station Radio 
France Intcrnationalc (RFJ), wcre abducted by gunmen just after interviewing a senior member of the MNLA 
Tuareg separatist group in Kidal, northern Mali . Less than two hours later their bodies were found about eight miles 
outside the desert town. One bad been shot twice, the other three times. The four- wheel-drive car in which they had 
been taken was found metres away , locked, but witb no traces of any bullet impact. Fabius said everything would be 
done to catch the killers. "The assassins are those we are fighting - the terrorist groups that refuse democracy and 
elections," he said, describing the killings as "heinous and revolting" . He added: "Security in the area and the 
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surrounding areas, especially for French nationals, will be increased." Yesterday the French president, Francois 
Hollande, held emergency talks on the killings after expressing his indignation at what he called "a hateful act" . 

Two Golden Dawn supporters sbot dead in Atbens 
Ekathimerini.com, 2013 I I 03 
Athens - Two members of Golden Dawn were murdered and a third was fighting for his life on Friday night after 
two men on a motorcycle rode past the noofascist party's offices in Noo Iraklio, northern Athens, and o!?"ned fire on 
people that were standing outside the building. According to Health Minister Adonis Georgiadis, the two men who 
were killed in the attack, which took place at around 7 p.m., were aged 20 and 23. One died at the scene, while tbe 
second passed away at the hospital . A third man was being operated 00 late Friday night after being hit by at least 
one bullet. Police sources said that Ule gunmen used two 9 IlUD weapons, likely handguns, to shoot the men. At least 
15 bullet casings were found outside the Golden Dawn offices, sources added. Authorities would not collUDent on 
speculation about whether the attack was linked to terrorism or some other kind of settling of scores. However, the 
anti -terrorism squad was immediately called to Neo Iraklio to help with the investigation. 
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Fight still on for man hoping to reunite with Toronto family 
Toronto Star, Petcr Edwards, 2013 10 18 
Toronto - The federal government has acted in bad faith and refuses to provide information that it claims 
links former Toronto librarian's assistant Douglas Gary Freeman to the Black Panther party, Freeman's 
lawyer argued in federal court Wednesday. Barbara Jackman said Ottawa has repeatedly refused to 
provide disclosure in the case to support its allegations that Freeman, 64, has any terrorist links or that he 
was once connected to the now~efunct radical group. "There has been a clear withholding of relevant 
evidence," Jackman said. She made her comments before Justice Anne Mactavish, who is conducting a 
judicial review of Ottawa's blocking of Freeman's application to re-enter Canada. Freeman fled to Canada 
four decades ago after wounding Chicago police officer Terrence Knox with three gunshots in 1969, in 
what he said was a case of self- defence. The shooting caused permanent injuries to Knox, who died in 
20 II at age 63 after a prolonged illness. Now that he has served his American sentence, Freeman, a futher 
of four and a grandfather, remains barred from re-entering Canada and rejoining his family in the GTA. 
Jackman argued that information Freeman's family has gathered under the Freedom ofinformation and 
Protection of Privacy Act suggests that Canada's spy agency, the Canadian Security and Intelligence 
Service, repeatedly investigated Freeman and found there was nothing to link him to terrorism. 

Lenovo interest in BlackBerry raises national security fears 
Globe and Mail, lain Marlow, 2013 10 18 
Toronto - Lenovo Group Ltd. is joining the list of suitors considering a bid for BlackBerry Ltd ., raising 
concerns that the Canadian company's ultra-secure cornmunications network for the global elite might end 
up owned by a firm based in China. BlackBerry provides mobile phones and an encrypted wireless 
network to many of the world's largest corporations and most Western governments, including top 
officials in thc United States and thc country's military - and would likely draw scrutiny in Washington 
and Ottawa. If Lenovo's reported interest resulted in a deal, the takeover attempt would be subject to a 
tough regulatory review in Canada. The federal government has killed several foreign takeovers under the 
Investment Canada Act. That act permits reviews ofdeals worth more than $344-million. The government 
has also granted itself broader powers to bait takeovers of Canadian firms by foreign state-owned 
companies, particularly those from China. And Ottawa recently barred a bid for Winnipeg-based telecom 
company MTS Allstream by an Egyptian-led group on national security grounds. "If the Egyptian 
company raised some red flags for the Canadian government, we should have red fireworks going off ifa 
Chinese company wants to buy BlackBerry," said Michel Juneau-Katsuya, the former head of Asia
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Pacific at the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) and chief executive of the Northgate Group, 
an Ottawa-based cyber-security finn . 

4 0
Alleged Hill attack shocks Wife 
Toronto Sun, Terry Davidson, 2013 10 18 
Toronto - The wife of a Toronto man who allegedly threatened to blow up the Prime Minister's Office in 
Ottawa says her husband has been mentally ill for the better part of two decades. Fos Elmi, 44, told the 
Toronto Sun Thursday she doesn~ know why her husband, Mohamoud Hirsi Jimale, 45, allegedly 
ventured into the government building housing the PMO on Wednesday with a briefcase he said 
contained a bomb and began threatening people. Elmi called her husband of 18 years a gentle man 
dedicated to his Muslim faith . "I don't know why he went to Ottawa," Elmi said outside the Weston Rd. 
apartment she shares with Jimale and their seven children. 

Bomb threat accused in court 
Ottawa Citizen, Chloe Fedio and Blair Craw Ford, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa - A Toronto man accused of making a bomb thrcat in the building that houses the Prime Minister's 
Office was ordered during a brief court appearance at the Ottawa courthouse Thursday afternoon to meet 
with a psychiatrist. Mobamoud Jimale, 45, is accused of threatening to kill a security guard at the . 
Langevin Block on Wednesday by dropping offa briefcase he claimed was a bomb. He is also charged 
with mischief because he allegedly"did interfere with the lawful use of the Prime Minister's Office," 
according to court documents. None of theallegations has been proven in court. His lawyer, Solomon 
Friedman, requested a publication ban after Jimale made statements in court. The Langevin Block, at 80 
Wellington St., was evacuated Wednesday and downtown streets were shut for several hours as ajoint 
RCMP-Ottawa police bomb team examined the briefcase. 

Canadian free after months of captivity 
Globe and Mail, Patrick Martin, 2013 1018 
For eight months, the fumily and friends of Carl Campeau received increasingly chilling news from his 
captors in Syria. They were told that Mr. Campeau, a Canadian United Nations official, was sick, that one 
of his legs had been cut off, that he would be killed unless someone came up with millions of dollars in 
ransom and released dozens ofpolitical prisoners in Iraq. Mr. Campeau's elderly mother felt powerless 
and despaired ofever again seeing her son. Mr. Campeau himself, in one of the rare late-night phone calls 
he was allowed to make to bi~ fumily to let them know he was still alive, despaired ofever again seeing 
his own young son. That nightmare came to an end Thursday with an unexpected phone call to the fumily 
and these words: "It's Carl. I'm in Damascus and I'm okay." "It came out of the blue," said Laurence 
Hengl , Mr. Campeau's ex-partner and the mother ofhis young son, Raphacl. The call , she said, came 
about noon on Thursday at her home in Vienna, where Mr. Campeau kept an apartment, too, for when he 
was not in the field in Syria and wanted to be near his son . 

Canadian laywer abducted in Golan Heights ned to freedom when captors left door open 
Associated Press, Staff report, 2013 10 18 
The United Nations - A Canadian lawyer abducted while serving with the U.N. observer force in the 
Golan Heights was quoted as saying he escaped when gunmen forgot to lock the room where he was 
being held . Carl Campeau, who was abducted in February, said he left the villa in Syria and ran into the 
fields, eventually making his way to freedom, the Syrian news agency SANA reported Thursday. U.N. 
spokesman Martin Nesirky said Campeau is now with the United Nations and "initial indications are that 
he is in good health ." The Canadian government said it is "thrilled" that Campeau was free . Campeau 
called his kidnapping "a nightmare and a terrifying experience," SANA said. He added that there were 
Iraqis, Saudis, Jordanians and Chechens among his captors, the news agency said. 
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Charge laid in PMO bomb threat 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 10 18 
Toronto - A Toronto man has been charged with uttering threats after the building that houses the office 
of Prime Minister Stephen Harper was evacuated hours before Wednesday's throne speech. Mohamoud 
Hirsi Jimale, 45, allegedly arrived at the Langevin Building in Ottawa on Wednesday and claimed he had 
a bomb inside his briefcase, according to the charge sheet. The charges gave his home address as 2100 
Weston Rd ., Toronto, the site of the Humberview Housing Co~p . A woman there, who did not want to 
be identified, said Mr. Jimale lived in a three-bedroom unit with his wife. Together they collect $3 ,000 a 
month in welfare for themselves and their seven children, she said. She said on Tuesday he had become 
angry when the co~p asked him to provide proof that his children still lived in Canada. 

(
Ex-Commissionaire says religious views cost him top-secret clearance 
Postmedia News, Elizabeth Payne, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa - A former Commissionaire says he was denied the chance to get the top-secret security clearance 
needed to work at a government agency ·after telling interviewers he is Catholic and believes armed 
conflict is wrong. Tyler Cybulski, 24, says he was told his views could "put into question" his loyalty to 
Canada. The alleged incident was the subject ofan Ontario Human Rights Tribunal hearing this week in 
which secrecy was a theme . Not only does the complaint involve pre-screening for top-secret security 
status, but the name of the government agency where he hoped to work is the subject ofa publication ban. 
Tribunal vice-chair Paul Aterman also banned publication of the names of the two people who conducted 
the screening interview with Cybulski in Mareh 20 II , but declined a request by lawyer David Law to 
issue a more sweeping ban on the proceedings. 

Federal info commissioner says integrity of access-to-information system at risk 
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa - Poor leadership and scant resources have left government agencies struggling to answer access
to-information requests from Canadians, wams a federally appointed watchdog. In her annual report 
tabled Thursday, Information Commissioner Suzanne Legault said the integrity of the system is at risk 
and the weaknesses must be urgently addressed . The Access to Information Act allows people who pay 
$5 to request a variety of records from federal agencies from correspondence and briefing notes to 
expense reports and audits. The government is supposed to respond within 30 days or provide good 
reasons why a delay is necessary. But Legault said staff shortages meant one institution the RCMP 
routinely went six months without even acknowledging receipt of requests. 

Hill protesters back N.B. natives 
Ottawa Sun, Michael Aubry, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa - Dozens ofAboriginal protesters gathered in solidarity on Parliament Hill Thursday night to 
support their comrades after an anti- fracking blockade turned violent in New Brunswick. Protesters 
rallied at the Human Rights Monument on Elgin SI. before marching to the Hill and holding a vigil at the 
eternal flame . Elsipogtog Mi'kmaq first Nation members in New Brunswick were blocking access to 
fracking operations Thursday -- a way of using hydraulics and pressurized liquid to extract oil from rock 
- when violence broke out. Supporters in Ottawa backed their members in New Brunswick, insisting the 
oil operations are destroying the water supply on their native land . 

La fille d'un proche de Ben Ali s'adresse aux tribunaux 
La Presse, Hugo Pilon-Larose, 20131018 
Montreal - L'adolescente a ete mise ala porte de son ecole en raison des activites de son pere La fille de 
Belhassen Trabelsi, agee de 17 ans, s'adresse aux tribunaux pour forcer Ie college prive montrealais 
Lower Canada ala reintegrer. Elle allegue qu'elle a ete mise ala porte de I'ecole en raison des activites de 
son pere, Ie beau-frere de I'ex-<:lictateur tunisien Ben Ali . Soufia Trabelsi a ete expulsee du college de 
langue anglaise Ie I I octobre dernier, un peu moins de deux mois apres avoir cornmence ses etudes dans 
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un programme preuniversitaire . Les directeurs de I'etablissement, qui ont rencontre sa mere adeux 
reprises, ont affirme qu'ils ne pouvaient accepter son argent pour payer les droits de scolarite, qui 
s'elevent a9573$. Selon eux, il serait Ie fruit de la corruption . Le pere de I'etudiante, Belhassen Trabelsi, 
est designe par Ottawa comme un "etranger politiquement vulnerable" en vertu de la Loi sur Ie blocage 
des biens de dirigeants etrangers corrompus. Ses avoirs, tout comme ceux des 'membres de sa famille, sont 
bloques. Pour payer Ie college, la fumille Belhassen a fait appel au grand-pere maternel de l'etudiante, 
Hedi Djilani . Si ce dernier fait "l'objet d'allegations de corruption" en Tunisie, a ecnt un porte-parole du 
ministere des Affaires etrangeres dans une lettre envoyee aux procureurs de la mere de Soufia Trabelsi, il 
peut neanmoins envoyer legalement de I'argent asa famille au Canada par Ie compte de ses avocats pour 
payer, entre autres, les droits de scolarite de sa petite fille . 

Lenovo Scopes BlackBerry Bid (Canada) 
Wall Street Journal , Multiple reporters, 2013 10 18 
New York - Lenovo Group Ltd. is actively considering a bid for all of struggling Canadian smartphone 
maker BlackBerry Ltd., according to people fanliliar with the matter, the latest sign of the voracious 
appetite of Chinese companies for foreign acquisitions. The Chinese personal-computer maker has signed 
a "nondisclosure" agreement that allows it to look at BlackBerry's books, one of the people said, joining a 
list of potential bidders for the company, which has put itself up for sale. Spokesmen for BlackBerry and 
Lenovo, the world's largest PC maker, declined to comment. A Lenovo purchase of BlackBerry would be 
onc of the biggcst and most noteworthy Chinese acquisitions of a Western company. It would again 
highlight the desire ofcompanies in the world's second-largest economy to become bigger players in the 
West, where they stand to gain both industrial expertise and a wider array ofproducts to sell their 
customers. The Committee on Foreign Investment in the U.S. would likely review any proposed purchase 
of BlackBerry by Lenovo. Cfius, an interagency panel, focuses solely on national-security risks. The 
Treasury, which leads the committee, doesn~ comment on cases under review. A spokeswoman for 
Canadian Industry Minister James Moore, the official responsible for approving any foreign-led bid that 
might emerge for BlackBerry, said Canada's government is aware that the company is exploring a sale, 
but she declined to comment on the process. 

Native shale-gas protest erupts in violence 
Globe and Mail, Gloria Galloway and Jane Taber, 2013 10 18 
Ottawa and Rexton, N .B. - A native protest against a shale-gas project in New Brunswick has exploded in 
violence, sending dozens of people to jail and reducing five police cars to smouldering ruins. The clash 
between the RCMP and the Elsipogtog First Nation, north ofMoncton, began early Thursday morning 
when a large number ofofficers arrived at a compound where SWN Resources Canada stores equipment. 
The policc intended to enforce an injunction against a native blockade that has prevented SWN, a natural 
gas and oil exploration company, from conducting seismic testing. The protesters refused the demands to 
disperse, and the confrontation devolved into a melee of tear gas and rubber bullets. By the end, at least 
40 people, including Elsipogtog Chief Arren Sock and several council members, had been arrested and 
five pol icc cruisers had been set ablaze. The situation had calmed by early evening with news that Mr. 
Soek and some of the other protesters had been released. 

Six Nations blocks southern Onto highway in solidarity with N.B. protesters 
Canadian Press, Staff reporter, 20131018 
Caledonia, Onto - Ontario Provincial Police say First Nations protesters have shut down Highway 6 in 
southern Ontario between the communities of Hagersville and Caledonia. Const. Mark Foster says the the 
protest blockade involves 30 to 40 people. A local news agency, Turtle Island News, says people from Six 
Nations shut down the road in solidarity with First Nations protesters arrested Thursday during a 
demonstration against shale gas exploration in eastern New Brunswick. Foster says the protesters are 
walking on the highway and blocked motorists during the evening rush, but adds the protest has been 
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peaceful. Foster says a liaison team is talking with the protesters in an effort to get the road reopened. 
(full report) 

Un Montrealais libere en Syrie 
La Presse, Eric-Pierre Champagne, 2013 10 18 
Damas - Carl Campeau etait detenu par les rebelles depuis huit mois Un avoca! montrealais, Carl 
Campeau, a ete transfere hier al'Organisation des Nations unies (ONU) par Ie ministre des Affuires 
etrangeres de la Syrie. navait ete fait prisonnier par des rebelles en fevrier dernier. L'organisation 
internationale s'etait contenlee alors d'annoncer la disparition d'un de ses employes, sans donner plus de 
precisions. Dans une video de Reuters diffusee hier, on aper\'Oit l'avocat en compagnie du ministre des 
Affaires etrangeres, Wallid al-Mouallem. M. Campeau semble en bonne sante. Selon La Presse 
Canadienne, il a declare ala teltlvision syrienne s'etre enfui de la maison ou il etait retenu prisonnier 
lorsque ses ravisseurs ont oublie de verrouiUer la porte. "J'ai ete prisonnier durant huit mois", a-toil 
affirme. 

UNITED STATES· ETATS-UNIS 

Edward Snowden: US would have buried NSA warnings forever 
The Guardian (London), Ed Pilkington, 201310 18 
New York - Edward Snowden, the source of National Security Agency leaks, has insisted that he decided 
to become a whistleblower and flee America because he had no faith in the internal reporting mechanisms 
of the US government, which he believed would have destroyed him and buried his message for ever. 
One of the main criticisms levelled at Snowden by the Obama administration has been that he should 
have taken up an official complaint within the NSA, rather than travelling to Hong Kong to share his 
concerns about the agency's data dragnet with the Guardian and other news organisations. But in an 
interview with the New York Times, Snowden has dismissed that option as implausible. "The system 
does not work," he said, pointing to the paradox that "you have to report wrongdoing to those most 
responsible for it." Ifhe had tried to sound the alarm internally, he would have "been discredited and 
ruined" and the substance of his warnings "would have been buried forever" . Snowden, 30, conducted the 
interview with the New York Times over the past few days, cornmunicating from Russia, where he has 
been granted a year's asylum, with a Times journalist in New York via encrypted email. He took the 
opportunity to try to quash several ofthe most widely aired criticisms ofhis actions. 

Former Pentagon Official to Be Chosen as Homeland Security Chief 
New York Times, Michael S. Schmidt, Charlie Savage, 2013 10 18 
Washington - President Obama plans to nominate Jeh C. Johnson, who framed many of the 
administration's national security policies as the Defense Department's general counsel during Mr. 
Obama's first term, to become the next secretary of the Homeland Security Department, according to 
administration officials. Ifconfirmed by the Senate, Mr. Johnson, 56, will fill the vacancy left by Janet 
Napolitano, who resigned in July to lead the University of California system. Mr. Johnson -- whose first 
name is pronounced "Jay" -- has little experience with some of the issues that Ms. Napolitano faced, like 
border security and immigration. But he was a legal adviser to Mr. Obama during his first presidential 
campaign and has similar views to the president's about the future of the United States' counterterrorism 
operations. He was at the center of Mr. Obama's first-term efforts to re-evaluate .the counterterrorism 
policies of President George W. Bush. During his tenure at the Defense Department, Mr. Johnson shaped 
the Obarna administration's policies on the detention of terrorism suspects and on targeted drone strikes in 
Yemen and Somalia. 
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India, US agencies join hands to set up center to counter cyber attacks 
Times of India, Kim Arora, 2013 10 18 
New Delhi - The Center for Development and Advanced Computing (CDAC) has joined hands with the 
US-based agency, International Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), to set up a 
research facility that will help tackle cyber attacks and online security threats. The institution has been 
named, Center for Excellence in DNS Security. Officials from the CDAC, an agency' of the union 
ministry of communications and IT, and the ICANN signed an expression orintent regarding the same on 
Thursday. The ICANN allocates web addresses and assigns unique protocol numbers on the internet. A 
non-profit body, it functions under a contract with the US government, where the US department of 
commerce vets changes and additions to top level domain names (for example, country' codes like .in or 
.pk). "We are always in doubt when accessing the internet whether whatever is being shared is visible to 
someone else. We need to dispel this fear, which is associated to the internet," said J Satyanarayan. 

U.S. Embassy in Uganda on alert for possible terror attack 
CBS News, Margaret Brennan, 2013 10 18 
New York - The U.S. embassy in Kampala, Uganda, warned that it is on alert for the possibility of a terror 
attack that could resemble the ''Westgate-style'' massacre that killed more than 60 people in a Kenyan 
mall last month. AI-Shabab militants, a group with links to al Qaeda and Somalia, claimed responsibility 
for that siege. State Department spokesman Jen Psaki said that the warning was issued "because of 
information available" but declined to spell out the specifics ofthis new Kampala threat. "Clearly, when 
there's a concern we provide information to Amcrican citizens," she said. In a statement posted on its 
website on Tuesday, the embassy noted that it "continues to assess reports that a Westgate-style attack 
may soon occur" in the Ugandan capital. The post also advised U.s. citizens in the area to "exercise 
vigilance and to avoid public venues that 'attract large crowds." The unusually stark language used to 
describe the nature ofa potential attack caught public attention since diplomatic advisories are typically 
muted. A State Department official declined to provide further information about the potential attackers 
or the timing of the threat. However, the official noted that O.S. is legally required to share information 
about all "credible, specific, and non-counterable threats." 

MEXICO· MEXIQUE 

UNITED KlNGDOM • ROYAUME-UNI 

Jake Davis: The teen hacker who came in from the cold 
The Independent (UK), Sarab Morrison, 2013 10 18 
London - As "Topiary", he was the witty spokesman for the group ofhacktivists once dubbed the "most
wanted cyber-criminais on the planet". He acted as the chief promoter for Anonymous and offshoot 
LulzSec as they went on a high-profile hacking spree in 20 II , targeting the likes ofNews International 
(replacing The Sun's homepage with a fake story claiming Rupert Murdoch had died), Sony, the CIA, the 
UK's Serious Organised Crime Agency, the Arizona police force and even a website affiliated with the 
FBI. It all ended for Jake Davis two years ago when he was arrested in his home in the Shetland Islands 
on suspicion ofmore than 80 charges ofconspiracy. He eventually pleaded guilty to two counts ("with 
intent to impair the operation ofa computer") and was banned from doing anything on the internet for two 
years. He was also electronically tagged and locked up at Feltham Young Offenders Institution for 37 
days. Davis, now 20 years old, is still on probation and is not allowed to leave the country, erase his 
internet history, or speak to anyone currently or formerly associated with Anonymous or its offshoots. 
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Today he will be ·giving a talk on his experience at Wired 2013 to an audience who have paid more than 
£1 ,500 to attend the two-day conference. He is also planning on publishing a "nerd's perspective" on his 
time behind bars. He. shrugs off the threat of being extradited to the US (he was also indicted for his 
crimes in America), and said would-be hackers should be helped to find a "different outlet for their 
creativity". He is adamant that if you give most hackers a "reward mechanism" or a job, they'll 
"immediately drop what they're doing". He warns against portraying hackers as an "elite cool" who "go 
against the system in an edgy way" because it will encourage more people to do it. Davis insists the life of 
a hacker is not glamorous. "I would never have done it if there was something else outside my front door 
to get involved with," he told The Independent. 

Prominent UK Muslims under police protection after al-Shabaab threats 
The Guardian (London), Mutliple reporters, 2013 10 18 
London - A prominent British Muslim commentator is being protected by police following concerns over 
his safety following the release of a video by Somali-based terror group, al-Shabaab, which singled out 
several British Muslims for having criticisedjihadists in the aftermath of the Woolwich murder. 
Mohammed Ansar, a filmmaker and journalist who has spoken out against extremism in Islam and the far 
right, said police visited his home at midnight on Wednesday, concerned for his safety after Shabaab 
released an hour-long film, The Woolwich Attack: It's an Eye for an Eye. Other British Muslims named in 
the film have also been contacted by police and offered security advice since the video's release, the 
Guardian has learned . Narrated by a man with a British accent, wearing a black mask and a camouflage 
jacket, the Shabaab production praises those behind the murder of Drummer Lee Rigby, describes the 
Woolwich killings as "a new and terrifying reality" and incites others to carry out attacks in the UK. In 
the film, the jihadist group, which has also claimed responsibility for the bloody Kenyan Westgate mall 
attack, singles out specific British Muslims, includil,lg Ansar, who have distanced "themselves from the 
mujahideen who carried out these attacks" as having "mutilated the teachings of Islam". 

Senior Labour MP welcomes public debate over security service powers 
The Guardian (London), Patrick Wintour, Rowena Mason, 2013 to 18 
London - Hazel Blears, the senior Labour member ofparliament's intelligence and security committee, 
said yesterday it was right that a debate was under way in Britain over the powers of the security services, 
adding that the inquiry into agencies' powerful new capabilities would go wherever the evidence takes it. 
She also hit back at Nick Clegg for suggesting that there needed to be a review of the oversight of the 
security services, noting that the powers ofthe ISC had only just been enhanced. Blears, a former cabinet 
minister with responsibility for counter-terrorism, was speaking the day after the ISC announced it was 
broadening its inquiry into the legal accountability of the services to include the balance between 
individual privacy and national security. Blears said: "We are going to ask people to come and give us 
evidence on these issues, and provided we are not dealing with classified information, then we should be 
able to do that in public. In the next week or so, I think we are going to be sending out invitations to a 
wide range ofpeople. We want as wide a range of views as we can get. There is a public debate going on, 
rightly so. Some ofwhat we do is in private because we are dealing with classified information, but if you 
can do it in public, that is a good thing." 

PAKISTAN 

Bilawal declares war on "hijackers of faith" 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 to 18 
Karachi - Chairman of the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP), Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari, on Friday said he was 
dec1aringjihad (holy war) against "hijackers of the faith" , DawnNews reported. Addressing his supporters 

. at Karachi's Karsaz on the occasion of the sixth anniversary of the Oct 18, 2007 bomb blasts that killed 
176 people during a historic rally led by Benazir Bhutto, Bilawal promised supporters that he would fight 
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for the people. The PPP chainnan said that on Oct 18, the Taliban had used a child in the suicide attack on 
the rally led by his mother on her return from Dubai . He said the PPP was a party ofjiyalas (zealots), 
adding that it had given numerous sacrifices on several occasions. Speaking at the site of the attack amid 
cheer from party supporters, Bilawal said he had "sacrificed" his childhood and )lis mother for the 
country. 

o ( o
Karachi operation: Rangers, police arrest 60 suspects 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 18 
Karachi - Rangers' personnel arrested 16 suspects Friday during targeted operations in different parts of 
Karachi while the East and West Zone police arrested 44 suspects in the past 24 hours, DawnNews 
reported. The arrested suspects were guilty ofvarious crimes. Security forces' personnel moreover 
confiscated weapons and explosives from the suspects during the raids . Targeted operations were 
conducted by security men in Alfalah, Fakir Colony, Jehangirabad, Nazimabad and Garden areas of the 
city. Separately, the East Zone police arrested 16 suspects over the past 24 hours. The arrested persons 
were said to be involved in various crimes. According to Deputy Inspector General (DIG) Munir Sheikh, 
security forces' personnel also confiscated drugs, weapons and explosives from the suspects. Meanwhile, 
the West Zone police also arrested 28 other suspects in the past 24 hours. 

KP cabinet approves anti-terror task force. demands Fe back again 
Pakistan Dawn, Zahir Shah Sherazi, 2013 10 18 
Pcshawar - Following the dcath of Khybcr Pakhtunkhwa (KP) law minister Israrullah Gandapur in a 
suicide attack, the KP cabinet in a special meeting on Thursday approved tough decisions to control the 
law and order situation in the province. A special meeting of the KP cabinet, headed by Chief Minister 
Pervez Khattak, approved the establishment ofan anti- terrorism task force which will be led by the 
Inspector General of Police and comprise members of all law enforcement and intelligence agencies 
including Anny, Frontier Corps and Frontier Constabulary. The cabinet has also demanded of the center 
to return the Frontier Constabulary's platoons back to the province so that they can be deployed at 
sensitive places for controlling law and order and fighting terrorism. The cabinet in another decision 
called upon the federal government to pace up the peace talks process as KP is facing the brunt of terrorist 
attacks. 

OTHERS' AUTRES 

Aussie passports stolen in terror-zone security threat 
Adclaide Advertiser, Miles Kemp, 2013 10 18 
The theft of hundreds of Australian passports in terrorism hot spots around the world is a direct threat to 
national security, experts have warned. After fighting for two years to keep secret the locations where the 
passports were stolen, the Department of Foreign Affairs has been forced to release all reports of stolen 
documents since the September II 200 I attacks on the US. The details show that while the majority are 
taken in Australia's favourite travel destinations, many are reported missing from the nation's consular 
offices in crime and terrorism capitals like Baghdad, Amman, Bali, Cairo, Kabul, Islamabad and Riyadh. 
Since September II, 1633 Australian passports have been stolen or lost across the Middle East, including 
29 in war-tom Baghdad, and 60 in the lrnnian capital, Tehrnn. 

Germany shuts Kabul embassy over attack threat 
Pajhwok Afghan News, Pajhwok Report, 2013 10 18 
Kabul - Gennany has closed its embassy in Kabul after the country's intelligence agency, the BND, 
warned ofa risk of terrorist attack, reports said on Friday. On Thursday, Gennany's foreign minister 
confinned its embassy in Afghanistan was shut but declined to comment on a media report it had been 
closed in response to a "serious" security threat. "It is correct that the Gennan embassy in Kabul is 
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currently closed," a foreign ministry spokesman told a foreign news agency, AFP, confirming a report in 
the Welt newspaper. However, the spokesman would not be drawn OJ! the newspaper report that the 
embassy had been closed for "several days" after warnings of an "Islamist terrorist attack" from the 
German secret service (BND). 

Des soldats angolais penetrent au Congo-Brazzaville, via Ie Cahinda 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Brazzaville - Pour la premiere fois, sans y etre invites, des militaires angolais conduisent une operation au 
Congo-Brazzaville. Ce mercredi 16 octobre, on s'interroge sur les raisons qui ont pousse I'armee angolaise 
amener cette action. Les soldats pourchassaient-ils des rebelles cabindais qui se seraient replies en 
territoire congolais ou s'agit-il d'une simple provocation de Luanda? Depuis Ie 14 octobre, ces demiers 
occupent cinq localites en territoire congolais. A Brazzaville, c'est Ie mutisme total. 

Elysee - Ces otages qui troublent Ie sommeil de Hollande 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Paris - A peine a-t-il acheve sa visite d'Etat au pays de Nelson Mandela que Fran~ois Hollande a ete tire 
ce mercredi 16 octobre de son sommeil sur Ie sort des otages fran~s: Ces demiers qui seraient toujours 
aux mains de leurs ravisseurs quelque part dans les sables mouvants du Sahel. La piqure de rappel de 
leurs proches visait surtout aa1erter I'opinion publique intemationale, mais aussi surtout Ie president sur 
son devoir regalicn dc vcillcr sur tous les Fran~is, ct dc permcttrc aceux qui sont kidnappcs, de 
recouvrer la libertC, OU qu'ils soient. Mission accomplie pour les proches des otages d'Ariit au Niger? Rien 
n'est moins sur. Cela fait plus de trois ans maintenant que dure Ie cauchemar de I'enlevement de Pierre 
Legrand, Marc Feret, Thierry Dol et Daniel Larribe. MaIgre I'offensive de I'armee fran~aise qui a perrnis 
de Iiberer Ie Nord-Mali des mains des groupes armes qui contmlaient cette region, I'Elysee a toujours du 
mal arassurer veritablement les families des otages et I'opinion fran~aise sur I'espoir de retrouver ces 
hommes et de les delivrer du piege de leurs ravisseurs. Plus les jours, les mois et les annees passent, plus 
I'angoisse augmente. 

Kenya attack: Westgate mall bodies 'probably gunmen' 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 18 
London - wo charred bodies pulled from Kenya's Westgate shopping centre on Thursday are "highly 
likely" to be two ofthe attackers, an MP has told the BBC. Ndung'u Gethenji, chairman of the committee 
investigating the attack, said AK47 rifles used by the militants were found next to the bodies. The 
authorities will now conduct forensic tests on the bodies. Mr Gethenji said the bodies recovered on 
Thursday were likely to be militants because the army docs not use AK47s. Officials initially said 10 to 
15 gunmen were involved, but CCTV footage appears to show only four militants. The BBC's Newsnight 
programme has revealed that one ofthe suspected attackers is a 23-year-<>ld Somalia-bom Norwegian 
national, Hassan Abdi Dhuhulow. 

La rebellion du M23 veut asphyxier Goma en erigeant des barrieres sur la·route principale 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Goma - Les rebelles du M23 semblentavoir pris I'option d'asphyxier la ville de Goma en erigeant une 
barriere dans la localite de Ruhunda sur la route Butembo-Goma, empechant ainsi les habitants des 
groupements de Buhumba et Kibumba, dans Ie territoire de Nyiragongo (Nord- Kivu) de se rendre a 
Goma, chef-lieu de la province du Nord-Kivu. Pour les habitants de ces deux groupements, I'erection de 
cette barriere signifie qu'ils sont pris en otage par la rebellion adominance IUtsi, Mais Ie M23 nie tout. 
Selon Radio Okapi, les habitants des localites de Rutovu, de Rudiranga, de Kingarame et d'autres sont 
obliges de rester chez eux, a10rs que deja, ils ne peuvent meme pas traverser la frootiere vers Ie Rwanda 
en cas des problemes d'insecurite, affirment-i1s. 
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Otages d'Arlit - action coup de poing des families devant l'Elysee 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Paris - Des proches des otages fran~s d'Arlit ont mene une action symbolique devant I'Elysee, ce 
mercredi 16 octobre 2013 dans la matinee. lis ont deploye une banderole avec un message adresse 
directement au president Fran~ois Hollande : « Liberez les otages ! » . Pierre Legrand, Marc Fere!, 
Thierry Dol et Daniel Larribe, enleves au Niger, sont retenus quelque part au Sahel depuis plus de trois 
ans. Les proches des otages fran~s d'Arlit avaient fait une tentative la semaine demiere, mais la police 
les attendait. Cette fois, il ne fallait pas que « I'operation » soit evenree. lis sont donc arrives en toute 
discretion devant I'entree principale du palais de l'Elysee vers II h ce mercredi matin. Au signal, ils se 
sont enchaines les uns aux autres et ont deploye une banderole pendant une dizaine de minutes appelant it 
la liberation des quatre otages. « L'idee n'est pas de venir en grand nombre, mais d'etre lit regulierement 
pour rappeler aux ministres, au president que nous sommes toujours dans I'attente depuis trois ans, 
explique Frederic Leclair, un ami de Pierre Legrand . 

Pirates somaliens - Ie secret-defense, enjeu du proces du « Tanit » 
All Africa, 10umaliste maison, 2013 10 17 
Rennes, France - A Rennes, suite du proces des trois pirates somaliens juges pour avoir detoume 
I'equipage breton du Tanit en avril 2009. Un evenement qui s'etait soldee par la mort du jeune skipper 
F10rent Lema~n, toe par erreur par un tir fran~s au moment de I'assaut. Mercredi 16 octobre 2013, 
I'ancien ministre fran~s de la Defense, Herve Morin est venu temoiguer a10rs que les debats ont porte 
essenticllcmcnt sur Ie secret- defensc. « C'est pour vous Ie sccret-<iefcnse ? », tout commence par une 
question posee it Herve Morin par I'un des avocats des pirates somaliens. Une provocation de maitre 
Ronan Appere qui reclame I'ajout de pieces au dossier, des pieces detenues aujourd'hui par les militaires : 
« II y a les annes, les commandos marine, les douilles qui ont ere percurees, il y a les conversations 
telephoniques entre les pirates et leur commanditaire qui ne sont pas au dossier. Ie ne vois pas en quoi les 
conversations entre les pirates et leur commanditaire, de pres ou de loin, ont un lien avec la defense 
nationale » . 

U.N. uncovers 'credible' new al Shabaab terror plot 
Foreign Policy, Colum Lynch, 201310 18 
New York - The United Nations recently uncovered a "credible" plot by the Somali Islamist group a1
Shabah to mount a major terrorist attack against the U.N. compound in Mogadishu, according to senior 
U.N. officials briefed on the plan. It's another sigu that the militant outfit, once thought to be all but . 
expired, has once again become a major force for terror in East Africa. The warning, one of several 
threats against the U.N. in recent months, drove home the harsh risks of life in Somalia for the United 
Nations nearly throe months after the Islamist movement attacked the organization's humanitarian 
compound in downtown Mogadishu, killing eight U.N. employees . It also reinforced the fact that a1
Shabab, which was widely considered to be organizationally spent earlier this year, has regrouped. Late 
last month, a1-Shabab killed dozens at the Westgate mall in Nairobi, Kenya. "U.N. premises in 
Mogadishu may come under direct terrorist attacks," according to a confidential security assessment of 
Somalia produced jointly by the African Union and the United Nations. The report, which was shared 
with U.N. Security Council members, said the ongoing "risk ofasymmetric attacks has siguificantly 
curtailed the mobility of U.N. staff in Mogadishu and hampers delivery of critical UN programs in 
support of [Somalia's] Federal govemment." In response, U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon called 
this week for the deployment of thousands of additional African troops to take the fight to a1-Shabab's 
strongholds and to reinforce the V .N.'s own security. 

Huawei: No government has asked for customer data 
Associated Press, 2013 10 18 
Beijing - Chinese tech giant Huawei said in a report Friday on cybersecurity that it never has been asked 
to provide inforrna~on about a citizen to any government. Huawei Technologies Ltd . has spent recent 
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years trying to allay fears in the United States and some other countries that it is controlled by China's 
Communist Party or might be a security risk. Its statement Friday that it doesn't aid official. information
gathering follows an outcry over disclosures about the role of Internet and telecoms companies in 
sweeping U.S. government surveillance. "We have never been asked to provide access to our technology, 
or provide any data or information on any citizen or organization to any government," said Huawei's 
deputy chairman, Ken Hu, in a foreword to the report. 

S. Korea gives jet, backs PH approach in sea row 
ABS-CBN News, 2013 10 17 
Seoul - President Aquino and South Korean President Park Geun-hye discussed the current situation in 
the West Philippine Sea during their summit talks at the Blue House . Aquino thanked South Korea for 
supporting the country's position in taking a rules-based approach in resolving conflicting territorial 
claims with China. "We do not want to pick up a fight with anybody but we will do what is needed to 
protect our sovereignty. As we respect other nations' rights, we expect them to respect ours," Aquino was 
quoted by Communications Secretary Sonny Coloma as saying. 

S.Korea's top security advisor to visit U.S. to discuss DPRK issue 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 10 17 
Seoul - South Korea's top presidential security advisor planned to visit the United States next week to 
discuss issues on the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) 's nuclear threat and the restarting 
of its Yongbyon reactor, a local daily reported Friday. Kim Jang-soo, top security advisor to South 
Korean President Park Geun-hye, will travel to Washington to meet with White House national security 
advisor Susan Rice and other U.S. foreign affairs and security officials for talks about the DPRK nuclear 
standoff and bilateral security issues, according to the Dong-a I1bo newspaper. An official at the 
presidential office Cheong Wa Dae told reporters that Kim will visit the U.S. next week, saying that 
detailed schedules had yet to be decided. His visit came amid heightened concerns over the DPRK's 
nuclear threats. South Korea's spy agency confirmed on Oct. 8 that the DPRK has restarted its 5
megawatt plutonium-producing reactor in the Yongbyon nuclear complex since around August of this 
year. South Korea had asked the U.S. to delay the transfer of its wartime operational control from the 
current deadline of Dec. 2015, citing growing nuclear threats from the DPRK. Seoul has handed over the 
command of its troops to Washington after the 1950-53 Korean War broke out. (full article) 

US businessman accused of being mob boss in China 
Associated Press, 2013 10 18 
When more than 500 policemen swooped in to arrest 40 suspected gangsters in southern China last year, 
thc a1lcged kingpin was a Los Angeles businessman who had hoisted an United States flag amid a crowd 
to welcome Xi Jinping, now China's president, to California. Vincent Wu's children and lawyers say he's 
an upstanding, philanthropic Chinese-American entrepreneur who has been framed by business foes who 
want to seize his assets, including a nine-story shopping mall. But police in the southern city of 
Guangzhou say lie was a ruthless mob boss who led gangsters with nicknames such as "Old Crab" and 
"Ferocious Mouth." Mr Wu is expected to stand trial within weeks in Guangzhou on charges of heading a 
crime gang that kidnapped rivals, threw acid at a judge, set fire to farmers' sheds, operated illegal 
gambling dens and committed other offences. MrWu has told his lawyers that police interrogators 
tortured him into confessing. 

Caucase russe: explosion pres d'une mosquee, des morts 
Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 18 
Moscou - Des morceaux de corps ont ete retrouves dans la cour d'une mosquee en Kabardino-Balkarie, 
republique du'Caucase russe proche de la Tchetchenie ou une puissante explosion a retenti dans la nuit de 
jeudi avendredi, a annonce la police locale. "Un engin non-identifie a explose a03H20 dans la cour de la 
mosquee du village de Dougouloubguei ou ont ete retrouves des morceaux de corps", indique la police 
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dans un communique. "L'explosion a brise les vitres des maisons voisines", selon la meme source . IINous 
sommes en train d'etablir Ie nombre exact des victimes", a indique aI'AFP un responsable de la police 
locale . Selon les premieres informations, les victimes de l'explosion sont ceux qui ont pose l'engin,ont 
indique des sources dans les forces de I'ordre citees par l'agence Interfax. 

,. 'fl.Pressure Over Arctic Detainees Mounts 
Moscow Times, Staff report, 2013 10 18 
Moscow - International pressure on Russia over the arrest ofGreenpeace activists has mounted Thursday, 
as II Nobel Peace Prize winners urged President Vladimir Putin to drop the piracy charges against them. 
The II laureates made such an appeal in a letter sent to the Russian president, Greenpeace said. The 
letter, which may hold special significance for the president in light of his recent nomination for the 
Nobel Peace Prize, came just a day after German Chancellor Angela Merkel expressed her concern to 
Putin over the arrest of the activists, and· Brazil's President Dilma Rousseff and Argentinian Foreign 
Ministry said they would ask Russian authorities to release their citizens. Twenty-eight Greenpeace 
activists, as well as a freelance photographer and a videographer, were arrested last month and charged 
with piracy after trying to place a Greenpeace banner on the Prirazlomnaya oil platform, owned by state
run energy giant Gazprom Nefi, to protest oil drilling in the Arctic. The case against the multinational 
crew has attracted international attention, with top Western politicians raising the issue with Russian 
authorities and people around the world organizing demonstrations in support ofthe detainees. "We, like 
millions of people around the world, are watching this case, eager to see Russian authorities drop the 
piracy charges, treat the 'Arctic 30' in accordance with international law, reaffirm the right to nonviolent 
protest and rededicate its efforts to protecting the Arctic," Nobel Laureates from I 0 countries, including 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, said in their letter to Putin. 

Pussy Riot Member Restarts Hunger Strike in Russian Jail 
RIA Novosti, Staff report, 2013 to 18 
Moscow - Russian feminist punk group Pussy Riot member Nadezhda Tolokonnikova, who is serving a 
two-year jail sentence for a anti-Kremlin stunt in a Moscow cathedral, restarted a hunger strike Friday 
after being transferred from a hospital back to her prison colony. "On Friday Tolokonnikova declared that 
she was refusing food," a spokesperson for Russia's prison service said. Tolokonnikova's decision is a 
protest against being transferred from a hospital, where she was being treated after a nine- day hunger 
strike against prison conditions, back to her former prison colony, in violation of promises made to her by 
officials, her husband Pyotr Verzilov was cited by Russian news website Lenta.ru as saying. In an 
expression of solidarity, Maria Alyokhina, the other jailed member of Pussy Riot, said at an appeal 
hearing in the central Russian city of Nizhny Novgorod on Friday that she had withdrawn a request for 
early release because of the way in whieh Tolokonnikova was being treated, RAPSllegal news service 
reported. Alyokhina, 26, conducted an II-day hunger strike against conditions in her own prison camp in 
June. 

115,000 Dead in Syrian Connict 
The Media Line, Rye Druzin, 2013 to 18 
Tel Aviv - A report released by the British-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights at the beginning 
of October tallied the overall death toll from the Syrian conflict at more than 115,000 people. To date, it is 
the most detailed breakdown of casualties since the fighting began in March 2011 . The numbers were 
confirmed on Oct. 16 by Israeli intelligence sources, which were cited by Israeli Homeland Security, a 
local think tank. "Israel is doing a lot to know what is going on in Syria, for many reasons," a member of 
the think-tank, who asked not to be named, told The Media Line. "Israel has the resources to know what 
is going on there." However, members ofother international organizations said that it is hard to know 
what is really happening in Syria and to verify the number of deaths from the war. "The bottom line is I 
don~ think anybody knows," Nadim Shehadi, an associate fellow at the non-profit independent research 
firm Chatham House, told The Media Line. 
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Abu Dhabi journalists go missing in Syria 
Kbaleej Times, Allan Jacob, 2013 10 18 
Abu Dhabi - Concerns are rising about the fate of the missing Abu Dhabi-based TV channel Sky News 
Arabia crew, with no trace of the men since Tuesday. The channel said it had lost contact with the team 
while they were covering the situation in the Syrian town of Aleppo. Watchdog Reporters Without 
Borders said it was worried about Ishak Moctar from Mauritania, cameraman Samir Kassab, a Lebanese 
national and an unnamed Syrian driver. The watchdog said they were filming Eid Al Adha celebrations in 
the Syrian town and were returning from Anadan (10 km north-west ofAleppo). The circumstances 
surrounding their disappearance were still unclear, Reporters Without Borders said. The sectarian strife in 
Syria has been a graveyard for working journalists with watchdog Reporters Without Borders putting 
their death toll at 25. The number rises for bloggers and citizen journalists with 80 reported killed in over 
two years of war. It also said 37 foreign journalists had been imprisoned by the warring sides. 

Army anti-terrorism large-scale operations continue in several areas 
Syrian Arab News Agency, 20131018 
Damascus - The army's anti-terrorism large-scale operations continued in several Syrian provinces and 
areas. The source added that army units targeted dens of armed terrorist groups in aI-Rastan countryside 
and killed a number of terrorists and destroyed their criminal tools. Army units eliminated numbers of 
terrorists in a series of qualitative operations against their hideouts in aI-Kaboun and Barzeh 
neighborhoods and several villagcs and farms in Damascus countryside. An official source told SANA 
that the operations resulted in killing a number of terrorists, among them Hamada Adnan in al-Kaboun 
neighborhood, and destroying a car with the weapons and ammunition inside near the Syrian Educational 
Channel building in Barzeh. An army unit foiled the attempt of terrorists to detonate three IEDs weighing 
between 15 and 25 kg planted east of the aI-Cornishe aI- Wastani in Jobar. 

Attacks including Baghdad car bombs kill 66 in iraq (Canada). 
Agence France Presse, 2013 10 18 
Baghdad - A series of car bombs hit Baghdad province on Thursday, killing at least 44 people, while 22 
died in other attacks, including two suicide bombings in northern Iraq, officials said . The attacks come as 
Iraq witnesses its worst violence since 2008, when the country was just emerging from a brutal sectarian 
conflict. The violence, which has included sectarian attacks, has raised fears of a relapse into the intense 
bloodshed that peaked in 2006-2007 and killed tens of thousands of people. Eleven car bombs exploded 
in eight areas in and around the Iraqi capital on Thursday, killing at least 44 people and wounding more 
than 120, officials said. More attacks, including two suicide bombings, were carried out in northern Iraq. 
A study rei cased this month by academics based in Canada, Iraq and the United States said nearly half a 
million people have died from war-related causes in Iraq since the U.s.-led invasion of2003. 

Feared Syrian intelligence chief killed by rebel forces 
Washington Post, Loveday Morris, 2013 10 18 
Beirut - A senior Syrian intelligence chiefhas been killed by rebel forces in the eastern province of Deir 
aI-Zour, the opposition and Syrian state media said Thursday, as the rebels claimed new gains in the 
region . Gen . Jameh Jameh, who led the Syrian military intelligence unit in the province, died "carrying 
out his mission in defending Syria," state television said in a report. It gave no details, but Lt. Col. 
Mohammad Abboud, a top rebel commander for the eastern front, said Jameh, 59, was fatally shot near 
his home in the aI-Joura neighborhood ofDeir aI-Zour city, the provincial capital. The Britain-based 
Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said rebel snipers shot Jameh in the midst of a battle. Jameh, one of 
Syria's most powerful generals, was frequently linked to the 2005 car-bomb assassination ofRatiq aI
Hariri, a former Lebanese prime minister and an outspoken critic of the Syrian army's presence in his 
country. Jameb, who was based in Beirut at the time, was questioned by U.N. investigators in relation to 
the assassination. "General Jameh Jameh has been a household name of terror in the province even before 
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the uprising," said Hassan Hassan, a Syria analyst and columnist for the Abu Dhabi-based National 
newspaper and a native of the province. "After the uprising, he was even more brutal, running an intricate 
web of informants and agents. People across Deir al-Zour are celebrating his death ." 

Rights group warns against alleged pillage of Yemen's natural resources 
Yemen Post, Staff Report, 2013 to 18 
Sana'a - Aseer, a Yemeni-based human rights group has warned against an alleged hatched by Saudi 
Arabia to pillage Yemen's natural resources in the northern province of al-Jawf, )Vhich sits directly south 
of the kingdom . Activists have stressed that tribes were resentful over what they perceived as trespassing 
over their territories. Tribal chiefs said they are ready to defend their land and underground riches to 
whatever cost, hinting to potential military repercussions should tribesmen feel strengthen in the slightest. 
AI-Jawf sits directly over large reserves ofoil and gas. Oil wells have already been dug up in region in the 
1980's and experts have established that one of them is considered the third largest oil well in Yemen and 
Saudi Arabia. Local tribes have long accused Saudi Arabia of trying to muscle Yemen out of its wealth to 
quench its own grid. 

Syrian intelligence chief killed in Deir al-Zour 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 to 18 
London - A senior Military Intelligence officer has been killed in eastern Syria, state media and activists 
say. State television reported on Thursday that Gen Jamaa Jamaa had died while "carrying out his national 
duties" and "pursuing terrorists" in Deir ai-lour. The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said hc was 
shot by a sniper during clashes between government and rebel forces in the city's Rashdiya district. Gen 
Jamaa was close to President Bashar al-Assad, the UK-based group added. 

Yemeni businessmen increasing target of kidnappings 
Yemen Times, Adham Manasrah, 2013 to 18 
Sana'a - The words 'kidnapping' and 'Yemen' always bring to mind the phenomenon of kidnapping 
foreigners in Yemen to secure funding for tribes who want schools, roads or development projects. There 
is also the more recent, and less innocent model of selling foreigners to AI-Qaeda, who in tum demand 
millions of dollars. For some, Yemenis are suitable enough for targeting, and the kidnapping of 
businessmen in Yemen continues to occur. The latest known case is that of Jayid Hassan Jayid, a Yemeni 
national kidnapped in Sana'a. Relatives of Jayid continue to call for his release and to raise awareness 
about the kidnapping. The latest effort was a letter sent to media this week, pleading with authorities and 
the public not to neglect the case. Jayid's uncle, Mohammed Turki, sent the letter to press outlets 
reminding them of the kidnapping case that happened two months ago by seven armed men . 

Ce Fran~ais oublie depuis un an en Afghanistan 
Europe I, Pierre de Cossette, 2013 to 18 
Khost, Mghanistan - Voila un an qu'un Franyais est detenu en Afghanistan ... et I'affaire est reme jusqu'ici 
totalement confidentielle. Un Franyais parti faire Ie djihad est retenu par les soldats americains. Difficile 
d'en savoir plus sur son profit, meme aupres des autorites frruiyaises . Europe I a enquete sur cet hornme. 
On vous explique sa situation. Arrete dans un endroit sensible. II y a un an toutjuste, les autorites 
fran~ises apprennent que les militaires americains viennent d'arreter un homme. L'interpellation s'est 
deroulee dans I'est de l'Afghanistan, dans la province de Khost. Cette zone ala frontiere du Pakistan est 
particulierement connue pour etre I'un des bastions des djihadistes afghans. Une enquete preliminaire est 
ouverte. Depuis, comme une centaine d'autres etrangers, il est detenu par les Americains, sur la base 
militaire de Bagram. Paris ne sait pas grand-chose de lui et de ses intentions djihadistes. Pour tenter d'en 
savoir plus sur les conditions de son interpellation, Ie parquet antiterroriste a ouvert une enquete 
preliminaire. 
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Norwegian suspected of being Kenya mall attacker named 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 18 
London - The man being investigated by Norwegian police over the attack on Kenya's Westgate shopping 
centre is Hassan Abdi Dhuhulow, BBC Newsnight has learned . The 23-year-old Norwegian citizen of 
Somali origin is suspected of helping to plan and carry out the attack. BBCNewsnight has spoken to a 
relative of his in Norway who said he left the town of Larvikfor Somalia in 2009. One relative, who 
spoke to our correspondent on condition of anonymity, said that Dbuhulow left for Somalia in 2009. He 
made infrequent, increasingly erratic, phone calls to the family, they said, the last one coming in the 
summer when he said that he was in trouble and wanted to return home. On being shown the CCTV 
footage of the Kenya attackers by Newsnigbt, Dhuhulow's relative said: "I don't know what I feel or 
think ... If it is him, he must have been brainwashed." 

Turkish government delays Kurdish bid: PKK leader 
Hurriyet Daily News, Staff report, 2013 10 18 
Istanbul - The jailed leader of the outlawed Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK), Abdullah Ocalan, has urged 
the government to establish a legal basis for the peace process to shift the talks into the "deep negotiation 
stage" while accusing it ofeffectively stopping the process. "Good or bad, we have exited a one-year 
process, but any legal basis has not been established. Despite our calls and messages, the government 
hasn't taken any steps," Peace and Democracy Party (BDP) Deputy Parliamentary Group Chair Pelvin 
Buldan quoted Ocalan as saying in an interview with daily Ozgiir Giindem that was published yesterday. 
Speaking a fcw days aftcr visiting Ocalan on the Imrali island prison on Oct. 14 with a BDP delegation, 
Buldan said OcaIan was struggling to maintain the process amid his confinement and the government's 
passivity in establishing the necessary conditions following the retreat of PKK militants from Turkish 
soil. 

c
Un ancien dirigeant presume de I'ETA remis... 
Sud Ouest, Journaliste maison, 2013 10 18 
Pau, France - Un ancien dirigeant presume de I'ETA remis ill'Espagne Justice La France a remis hier, ilIa 
police espagnole, un membre presume de I'ETA, liiigo Vallejo, considere comme I'ancien numero deux de 
I'appareil militaire du groupe arme basque, qui avait ete arrete dans l'Hexagone en 2003 . L'Audience 
nationale, principale instance penale espagnole, chargee notarnment des affaires de terrorisme, " Ie 
recherche pour des delits de terrorisme et blessures ", explique la police espagnole. 
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Builders Fight Over NSA Center Delay 
Wall Street Journal, Siobhan Gorman, 2013 1022 
Washington - Contractors working on a new National Security Agency data center in Utah are fighting 
over the causes and responsibility for electrical failures that have caused construction delays costing up to 
$50 million, project officials say. The NSA's Utah Data Center, which has become a symbol of the 
agency's potent surveillance power, has been hobbled by the electrical failures, which have resulted in a 
series of fiery explosions, The Wall Street Journal reported earlier this month . The lead contractor on the 
project says it has uncovered the cause of the explosions -- a defect in electrical switches provided by a 
subcontractor -- and is installing a fix . Outside investigators from the Army Corps of Engincers, which is 
overseeing the $1 .4 billion construction of the center, say the contractors' explanation and the proposed 
fix remain unproven. Government officials managing the project are split over which side is right. 
Representatives from the lead contractor -- ajoint venture of Balfour Beatty Construction, DPR 
Construction and Big-D Construction Corp. -- are scheduled to present their case at the NSA's Fort 
Meade, Md ., headquarters on Tuesday . 

Des services de renseignement americains peu enclins il renoncer il ces pratiques 
Le Figaro, Laure Mandeville, 2013 10 22 
Washington - John Kerry va tenter de calmer la tempete d'indignation qui s'eleve de Paris a Bruxelles. 
Mais la vraie question cst dc savoir si la Maison-Blanche et Ie d6partement de la Justice, vraies instances 
aavoir la main sur ce dossier, ont l'intention de changer quelque chose aux stupefiantes pratiques 
d'ecoutes mondialisees de la NSA ; et s'ils envisagent au minimum d'en exclure leurs allies europeens. Le 
peu d'interet suscire par Ie sujet aWashington, ou toutes les televisions sont focalisees sur les malheurs du 
site informatique de la loi sur la sante d'Obama, ne porte pas a I'optimisme. Surtout, la maniere dont 
I'Administration democrate a gere Ie scandale des ecoutes americaines en Europe depuis juin, semble 
indiquer Ie contraire. Malgre les protestations europeennes, la caravane du renseignement americain 
pourrait juste passer sa route. Le fait est que les ecoutes fran~ses et allemandes revelees par Snowden 
font partic d'ccoutes « du troisicme cercle » , c'est-a-<lire de pratiqucs gJobalisccs qui touchent aussi bien 
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ces pays que Ie Bresil ou Ie Mexique. Y renoncer reviendrait sans doute II tout annuler. « Je ne vois pas 
comment ces pratiques pourraient etre stoppees juste par I'emotion actuelle» , confie, sceptique, une 
source proche du dossier. Malgre I'annulation d'un voyage de la pnlsidente bresilienne Dilma Rousseff II 
Washington, Obama n'a pas annonce la fin des ecoutes de la NSA. <,Penser que cela va cesser est naIf, on 
s'est toujours espionne entre allies » , confiait en juillet une source du renseignement fran~is . 

La toile NSA (112) L'ampleur de la surveillance mondiale par la NSA 
Le Monde, Martin Untersinger, 2013 10 22 
Washington - Une collecte massive d'informations, notamment via des cables sous-marins Au cours de 
I'ete, les documents foumis au Guardian et au Washington Post par I'ex-employe de la NSA Edward 
Snowden ont contribue II lever Ie voile sur I'ampleur de la surveillance et de I'espionnage menes par la 
NSA ct scs allies. Le Mondc a d6sormais egalement aceCs II unc partie de ces documents. Edward 
Snowden, qui s'est vu accorder un droit d'asile pour un an en Russie, a voulu denoncer " Ie plus vaste 
programme de surveillance arbitraire de I'histoire humaine ". L'Americain travaillant pour un sous-traitant 
de la NSA s'est procure plusieurs des milliers de documents hautement confidentiels. Debutjuin, les 
premiers secrets de I'Agence nationale de securite contenus dans ces pieces commencent II mtrer. Le 
Guardian revele que I'operateur telephonique Verizon fournit II la NSA les donnees telephoniques de 
plusieurs millions d'Americains, en vertu d'une ordonnance judiciaire top secret. Puis, c'est au tour du 
programme Prism d'etre devoilc . 

Injunction lifted as protesters leave N.B. road 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 10 22 
Moncton, N.B. - A judge has lifted an injunction ordering shale- gas protesters to end their blockade ofa 
resource company's compound, ahead ofexpected talks this week with New Brunswick's premier. Judge 
George Ride out said the injunction was no longer required since equipment and vehicles owned by SWN 
Resources have been removed from the compound near Rexton, N.B., and the protesters are no longer 
blocking the road. The RCMP enforced the injunction last Thursday during a violent clash that saw the 
seizure of weapons including improvised explosive devices and firearms, six police vehicles set on fire 
and 40 people arrested for offences including threats, intimidation and mischief. The Mounties said they 
fired non-lethal, beanbag-type bullets and used pepper spray to defuse the situation after Molotov 
cocktails were tossed at them. Susan Levi-Peters, a former chiefofElsipogtog First Nation, said the 
community is ready to demonstrate wherever there is any shale gas exploration, but she hopes such 
activities won't proceed. 

,., . 

Our energy under attack 
Toronto Sun, Ezra Levant, 20131022 
Column: The RCMP arrested 40 people at the anti-fracking riots in New Brunswick last week. Six police 
cars were torched, and police found caches of firearms, ammunition and even lED explosive devices. 
That's shocking, especially in New Brunswick. But what was even more shocking was the response to the 
riots. The Sierra Club put out a press release entitled "Welcome to Canada, the Petro State: Harper 
replaces consultation with storm troopers." Huh? Does the Sierra Club really think Harper directed the 
RCMP action that day? And he pressured a New Brunswick court to issue an injunction two weeks 
earlier, that the RCMP were enforcing'/ It gets crazier: "Sierra Club Canada is outraged by the military 
style attack on peaceful protesters yesterday in New Brunswick." 

Les revelations d'Edward Snowden, un seisme planetaire 
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Le Monde, Philippe Bernard avec Marie Jego, 2013 JO 22 
Washington - L'affaire de la NSA a declenche des crisesdiplomatiques entre les Elats-Unis et leurs allies 
et secoue les geants de l'Internet Traitre ou heros? "Ni l'un ni l'autre, avait repondu Edward Snowden en 
juin, depuis son premier exil it Hongkong. Je suis un Americain. " A I'epoque, it Washington, 
I'establishment Ie trainait dans la boue. " Ce n'est pas un patriote ", a lacM Barack Obama en aoiit. n 
evitait ainsi de reprendre I'etiquette de " traitre " immediatement accolee it l'in(onnaticien de 30 anS tant 
par Ie secretaire d'Etat John Keny que par la representante democrate Dianne Feinstein et Ie president 
(rcpublicain) de la Chambre John Boehner. Un traitre? 39 % des Americains qualifient ainsi Edward 
Snowden, selon un sondage publie en septembre, tandis que 35 % voient en lui un " patriote " (un quart 
n'a pas d'opinion). Mais, de f""on significative, les jeunes sont neltement plus nombreux it I'encenser, les 
personnes ilgees it Ie condamner. Quatre mois apres Ie debut de ses revelations, l'ancien coIlaborateur de 
la NSA reste poursuivi aux Etats-Unis pour" espionnage " et " vol de documents appartenant au 
gouvemement ". 

This Tiny Town Is Trying To Stop Neo-Nazis From Taking Over (Canada) 
All Things Considered (NPR), Meg Lindholm, 2013 10 20 
Leith - A white supremacist has plans to take over a tiny town in North Dakota and tum it into one for 
whites only. This weekend, members ofone of the nation's largest neo-Nazi organizations will descend 
upon the town in a step toward making that vision a reality -- and several residents are trying to stop 
them. Leith, N.D., which sits 3 miles off the nearest paved road, has been in decline for decades. The 
railroad, schools and most of the town's businesses and residents are gone. Many buildings are held 
together by rotting boards and slabs ofconcrete. At the urging of residents, the county health department 
has condemned several of the structures. It's part ofan effort to stop Craig Cobb, a white supremacist, 
from easily moving in others like him to take over the town and its small local government. Cobb's plans 
don~ end in Leith. He also wants to take over other towns roughly adjacent to the state's oil fields, like 
one near the Canadian border called Alkabo. "A little bit like 'al-Qaida' but 'Alkabo,' " he says with a 
laugh . Gregory Gordon, a law professor at the University of North Dakota, says he doesn't think Cobb is 
necessarily dangerous but that he should not be underestimated . 

Most of Snowden spying files have yet to be released - former Guardian journalist (Canada) 
ITAR-TASS World Service, Staff report, 2013 JO 22 
Washington - Fonner Guardian newspaper journalist Glenn Greenwald, who released material from U.S. 
National Security Agency (NSA) fugitive Edward Snowden, is preparing new revelations of U.S. special 
services activity, Greenwald, now in Brazil, told the Inter American Press Association (Sociedad 
Interarnericana de Prensa) in Denver, Colorado, by telephone . Greenwald promised more revelations, as 
important as those published already. Asked whether he had more scoops about NSA spying on Latin 
America, he said he had much to reveal, including (lata about spying on Argentina, V cnezuela, Canada 
and other countries ofthe American continent. He said numerous NSA espionage operations in Latin 
America notably concerned economic activities of the countries and their governments. While speaking to 
the media organisation, Greenwald said most ofthe files Snowden had taken to Hong Kong and then to 
Russia had not been released yet and promised they would be soon be given to the press. He added that he 
had more infonnation about illegal NSA surveillance ofAmericans within the United States. 

Via Rail terror suspect unlikely to find Qu'ran-based lawyer, Crown says 
Canadian Press, Colin Perkel, 2013 1022 
Toronto -It's unlikely a man accused of plotting to attack a Via Rail passenger train will be able to find a 
lawyer willing to follow the Qu'ran rather than the Criminal Code, a prosecutor said Monday. The 
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comment came during a brief hearing for Chiheb Esseghaier to set a date for judicial pre-trial. Crown 
lawyer Croft Michaelson told Ontario Superior Court Justice Ian Nordheimer that Esseghaier, 31, is a 
" self-represented accused" due to his insistence on retaining a lawyer willing to follow the Qu'ran. " The 
likelihood that he'll be represented by counsel is pretty slim," Michaelson said. Esseghaier will next 
appear Dec. 9 for ajudicial pre-trial, a hearing that will be closed to the public, along with his co
accused, Raed Jaser. 

NSA delayed anti-leak software at base where Snowden worked - officials 
Reuters, Mark Hosenball, Warren Strobel, 2013 102i 
Washington - The U.S. National Security Agency failed to install the most up-to-date anti-leak software 
at a site in Hawaii before contractor Edward Snowden went to work there and downloaded tens of 
thousands of highly classified documents, current and former U.S. officials told Reuters. Well before 
Snowden joined Booz Allen Hamilton last spring and was assigned to the NSA site as a systems 
administrator, other U.S. government facilities had begun to install software designed to spot attempts by 
unauthorized people to access or download data. The purpose of the software, which in the NSA's case is 
made by a division of Raytheon Co, is to block sO-<:alled "insider threats" - a response to an order by 
President Barack Obama to tighten up access controls for classified information in the wake ofthe leak of 
hundreds of thousands of Pentagon and State Departruent documents by an Anny private to WikiLeaks 
wcbsite in 20 IO. The main reason the software had not been installed at the NSA's Hawaii facility by thc 
time Snowden took up his assignment there was that it had insufficient bandwidth to comfortably install it 
and ensure its effective operation, according to one ofthe officials. 

Report: NSA netted 70 million French phone records in month 
Washington Post, Anne Gearan, 2013 10 22 
Washington - A report Monday that the National Security Agency vacuumed up more than 70 million 
French phone records in one month left the Obama administration scrambling once again to explain spy 
practices that have angered allies and dented the United States' reputation overseas. In a sign that the 
latest revelations are causing political and diplomatic headaches, President Obama called French 
President Francois Hollande on Monday to discuss what the White House called "recent disclosures in the 
prcss - some of which have distorted our activities and some of which raise legitimate questions for our 
friends and allies." To assuage the French and other allies, the Obama administration is pointing to a 
White House review of intelligence-gathering practices that the president ordered in response to foreign 
and domestic criticism of U.S. surveillance operations. That review, whose findings are expected in 
December~ is similar to the audit ofcounterterrorism practices that led to new curbs on the use ofdrones 
earlier this year. It could recommend some new limits or greater accountability for electronic espionage 
by the NSA. The story about the NSA's collection of phone records from French citizens appeared timed 
to coincide with Kerry's trip to France for unrelated meetings. "This has had an impact on the way 
America works with its allies and on intelligence- gathering activities going forward," a senior U.S. 
official said Monday. 

Security Check Now Starts Long Before You Fly 
New York Times, Susan Stellin, 20131022 
New York - The Transportation Security Administration is expanding its screening of passengers before 
they arrive at the airport by searching a wide array ofgovernment and private databases that can include 
records like car registrations and employment information. While the agency says that the goal is to 
streamline the security procedures for millions of passengers who pose no risk, the new measures give the 
government greater authority to use travelers' data for domestic airport screenings. Previously that level of 
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scrutiny applied only to individuals entering the United States. The prescreening, some of which is 
already taking place, is described in documents the T.S.A. released to comply with government 
regulations about the collection and use of individuals' data, but the details of the program have not been 
publicly announced. It is unclear precisely what information the agency is relying upon to make these risk 
assessments, given the extensive range of records it can access, including tax identification number, past 
travel itineraries, property records, physical characteristics, and law enforcement or intelligence 
information. The measures go beyond the background check the government has conducted for years, 
called Secure Flight, in which a passenger's name, gender and date of birth are compared with terrorist 
watch lists. Now, the search includes using a traveler's passport number, which is already used to screen 
people at the border, and other identifiers to access a system of databases lI)aintained by the Department 
of Homeland Security. 

MEXICO I MEXIQUE 

UNITED KINGDOM I ROY AUME-UNI 

'Lone wolr terrorist admits racist murder and mosque bombings 
London Times, Sean O'Neill, 2013 10 21 
London - A Ukrainian engineering student faces a life sentence after admitting to the racist murder of an 
elderly Muslim man and a bombing campaign against mosques in the West Midlands. Pavlo Lapshyn, 25, 
had been in Britain for just five days when he stabbed Mohammed Salcem, 82, to death as the grandfather 
walked home from prayers at his local mosque in Birmingham in April. He then began accumulating 
materials for a bombing campaign, placing three devices which exploded at mosques in Walsall, 
Wolverhampton and Tipton in June and July. Appearing at the Old Bailey today, Lapshyn, from 
Dnipropetrovsk in eastern Ukraine, pleaded guilty to murder, causing an explosion and conduct in 
preparation for terrorist acts. Early in his interviews he said his motive was "racism". He added: "I would 
like to increase racial conflict, because they aren't white, I am white." 

Facebook reverses its ban on gory videos 
London Times, Murad Ahmed, 2013 10 22 
London - David Cameron has criticised as "irresponsible" a decision by Facebook to allow videos 
dcpicting decapitations to appear on its website . Facbook announced last night that it was lifting a 
temporary ban on such material implemented earlier this year. It said that gory photos and videos, such as 
those ofbeheadings, were permitted if they were presented in a manner that would "condemn" the acts, 
rather than celebrate them. "Faeebook has long been a place where people turn to share their experiences, 
particularly when they're connected to controversial events on the ground, such as human rights abuses, 
acts ofterrorism and other violent events," the company said. "People share videos of these events on 
Facebook to condemn them . If they were being celebrated, or the actions in them encouraged, our 
approach would be different." 
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Government urges court to reject Libya rendition case 
BBC News, Staff report, 20131021 
London - The UK government is trying to prevent a fonner Libyan dissident and his wife seeking 
damages over its alleged role in their rendition to Tripoli in 2004. Abdul-Hakim Belhaj claims to have 
proof of MI6's role in their mistreatment. They are suing fonner Foreign Secretary Jack Straw and Sir 
Mark Allen, ex-head of counter-terrorism at M16. But lawyers for the government told the High Court the 
case should be stopped because the claims could not be heard by a British court. Mr Belhaj , a leading 
opponent of fonner Libyan president Colonel Gaddafi, was in hiding in early 2004 in east Asia when, he 
says, he and his wife, Fatima Boudchar, were abducted. The couple claim the UK fucilitated this 
abduction because MI6 shared intelligence with the Libyans and the US over the couple's whereabouts 

Safeguards 'keep UK spies in line' 
Press Association, Staff report, 2013 10 22 
London - Fonner foreign secretary Sir Malcolm Rifkind has said every large scale terror plot faced by the 
UK since the July 7 attacks ;"'ould not have been foiled ifthe intelligence agencies could not intercept 
emails and other communications. Speaking at a debate on "the rise of the surveillance state in the UK" , 
Sir Malcolm insisted that the necessary safeguards are in place to ensure that security service M15, secret 
intelligence service Ml6 and eavesdropping agency GCHQ act appropriately. "There are in place legal 
safeguards in Britain, in the United States, not in China, not in Russia, not in most countries that have 
authoritarian dictatorships," he said. The Tory chainnan of the Intelligence and Security Committee told 
University College London's debating society that the approval of the Foreign Secretary or the Home 
Secretary is required before a human can look althe content ofan email. Sir Malcolm, who denied the 
suggestion that the UK is a "surveillance state", said the committee has access to all the infonnation held 
by the intelligence agencies. 

Student pleads guilty to attacks on Midlands mosques 
The Guardian (London), Vikram Dodd, 2013 10 21 
London - A self confessed racist Ukraininan student has pleaded guilty to trying to incite a race war on 
Britain's streets by launching a terrorist campaign in the Midlands during which he stabbed a Muslim 
grandfather to death, then exploded bombs ncar mosques in an attempt to murder and maim worshippers. 
Pavlo Lapshyn, 25, a Ukrainian, admitted to police that he hated anyone who was not white and that he 
wanted to carry out a series of violent attacks to convulse community relations in Britain. His campaign 
started in April 2013, five days after his arrival from Ukraine, where he had won a prize to gain work 
experience in Britiin. When the PhD student was arrested in July, bours before it was feared he could 
strike again, police found three partially assembled bombs in his Birmingham flat. The Guardian has 
learned his terror campaign caused alarm at the top levels of the British government, with the domestic 
security service MI5 joining the police-led hunt. 

Terror alert issued over far-right 'lone wolves' 
London Times, Sean O'Neill, 20 \3 10 22 
London - The terrorist threat from extreme right-wing "lone wolves" is on the increase and growing in 
potency, one of the Government's most senior security officials warned yesterday. Individual terrorists 
driven by hatred of immigrants and Muslims are assessed as being more skilled in making and using 
explosives, firearms and poisons while also being harder to track than Islamist terrorist cells. Police and 
intelligence services stepped up monitoring of the far-right threat after Anders Breivik's massacre in 
Norway in 20 II and have reviewed measures again this year after the murder of an elderly Muslim man 
and bomb attacks on mosques in the West Midlands. Pavlo Lapshyn, 25, had been in Britain for only five 
days before he murdered Mohammed Saleem, 82, in Binningharn in April and embarked on his bombing 
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campaign. He pleaded guilty at the Old Bailey yesterday and will be sentenced on Friday. "The extreme 
right-wing terrorist threat is a threat of lone actors - but lone actor threats are often more challenging 
because groups often have weaknesses, whereas determined lone actors rarely do," Charles Farr, director
general of the Office for Security and Counter-terrorism, said. 

'White Widow' Samantha Lewthwaite wrote poem about 'love' for Bin Laden, court hears 
London Daily Telegraph, Mike Pflanz, 2013 10 22 
Nairobi - The world's most wanted woman, the British terror suspect Samantha Lewthwaite, wrote a 
poem telling of her "love" for Osama Bin Laden and once rented a flat near a Nairobi shopping mall, files 
found on hcr laptop havc disclosed . Lewthwaite, the widow of Germaine Lindsay, one of the July 7 
suicide bombers, wrote that her love for the aI-Qaeda leader was "like no other", and described him as 
"my father, my brother" . The 34-line "Ode to Osama" was recovered from a computer that Lewthwaite 
tried to destroy before she fled police who were hunting her in Kenya's coastal city of Mombasa in 
December 20 II. Among the thousands of files recovered by detectives were also photographs of 
Lewthwaite and her four children, as well as records ofher rented flat near The Junction, a shopping 
centre in Nairobi that is popular with middle-class Kenyans and expatriates. 

PAKISTAN 


Drone strikes hy US could be classed as war crimes, says Amnesty rnternational 
The Guardian (London), Jon Boone, 2013 1022 
Islamabad - US officials responsible for the secret CIA drone campaign against suspected terrorists in 
Pakistan may have committed war crimes and should stand trial, a report by a leading human rights group 
warns. Amncsty International has highlighted thc casc of a grandmothcr who was killed while she was 
picking vegetables and other incidents which could have broken international laws designed to protect 
civilians. The report is issued in conjunction with an investigation by Human Rights Watch detailing 
missile attacks in Yemen which the group believes could contravene the laws of armed conflict, 
international human rights law and Barack Obama's own guidelines on drones. The reports are being 
published while Nawaz Sharif, Pakistan's prime minister, is in Washington. Sharif has promised to tell 
Obama that the drone strikes - which have caused outrage in Pakistan - must end. Getting to the bottom of 
individual strikcs is exceptionally difficult in the restive arcas bordering Afghanistan, whcre thousands of 
militants have settled. People are often terrified of speaking out, fearing retribution from both militants 
and the state, which is widely suspected of colluding with the CIA -led campaign. 

Manmohan Singh, Vladimir Putin lash out at states backing terror 
Times of India, Rajeev Deshpande, 2013 1022 
Moscow - In a strong signal to Pakistan on the need to statnp out terror launched from its soil and to 
desist from attempts to re-install an unreformed Taliban in Afghanistan, India and Russia on Monday said 
states abetting terrorism were as guilty as terrorist organizations. An exceptionally forthright joint 
statement issued after Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin 
noted that "states that provide aid, abetment and shelter for such terrorist activities are themselves as 
guilty as thc actual perpetrators of terrorism" . In a clcar referencc to Pakistan, the statement said states 
supporting terror "need to irreversibly shut down terrorist networks, organizations and infrastructure, and 
show tangible movement in investigating and bringing quickly to justice those responsible for acts of 
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terrorism". The statement went further and said "terrorist acts perpetrated under misleading slogans" were 
aimed at undermining territorial integrity of India and Russia. 

MI6 Wants More Spies in Afghanistan 
TOLO News, Geeti Mobsini, 2013 10 22 
Kabul- The British Secret Intelligence Service MI6 has asked its government for more spies in 
Afghanistan, proposing to borrow them from other British intelligence agencies amid fears the countl)' 
could become a 'intelligence vacuum' after the 2014 troop withdraw, according to a British newspaper. 
The recommendation comes j ust over a year before the NATO combat mission ends and the bulk of 
coalition troops are to be shipped out of Afghanistan. Although it is likely a residual contingent of U.S. 
troops will remain to ensure a stable transition, British Prime Minister David Cameron and other officials 
in London have indicated that no more than a couple hundred British troops at most would stay behind. 
According to Britain's the Telegraph, British intelligence officials are increasingly concerned that the 
countl)' could once again become a safe haven for international terrorists post-2014. 

Pak-US anti-terror concert to continue 
The International News, Rana Jawad, 2013 10 22 
Washington - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and top US officials led by Senator John Kerry and National 
Security Adviser Susan Rice agreed on a counter-terrorism strategy ahead of the Wednesday summit with 
President Barack Obama at the White House . US President Barack Obama called upon the Congress to 
revive the assistance to Pakistan worth $300 million so that the relations with the South Asian countl)' 
could be put in full gear. Although there is little progress on the key issue ofdrone strikes, a matter of 
great importance in Pakistan, and talks with the Taliban, officials on both sides are upbeat at the initial 
preparatol)' discussions held between John Kerry, Susan Rice and CIA Director John Brennan. On the 
drone issue, Pakistani officials are privately saying the two sides are at least talking if there is no major 
breakthrough yet. 

Pakistan made record 254 infiltration bids in 9 months 
Times of India, Bharti Jain, 2013 10 22 
New Delhi - Infiltration attempts in Jammu & Kashmir this year have breached the levels witnessed 
during the last couple of years, with 254 instances being recorded until September 30 as against 233 
during the corresponding period of last year and 247 during 20 II . Incidentally, though the infiltration 
attempts -- facilitated by higher ceasefire violations that now stand at 200 this year as compared to 117 in 
2012 -- have been on the rise, the security forces have managed to contain the number ofcases where the 
terrorists could successfully sneak into Indian territOI)'. In 133 cases, the terrorists were made to "return" 
to Pakistan territoI)', while they successfully crossed over in 84 eases. The corresponding cases of 
"returned" infiltrators were 130 (2012) and 159 (2011). Successful infiltration attempts were lower at 84 
until September 30, as compared to 112 cases in the corresponding period of2012 and 52 (2011). 

, 
Use of toxic chemicals in suicide bombs new worry 
Pakistan Dawn, Ashfaq Yusufzai, 2013 10 22 
Peshawar - The Taliban are now using more toxic chemicals in their explosive devices to infiict lethal 
injuries on the survivors of their bomb and suicide attacks, according to officials. Quoting the relevant 
doctors, they said that the people who sustained injuries in Taliban attacks developed complications due 
to presence of toxins in the explosives. Survivors of the Taliban's bombs suffer from chronic wounds that 
leave scars on skin and don't respond to antibiotics with proven efficacy in other surgical infections. 
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Officials said that the explosives used by the Taliban left lasting effects on the injured people. "Taliban 
have now mastered the science ofmanufacturing bombs that cause more than the intended casualties as 
they are imparted training regarding use ofpotassium, nitrogen, sugar, urea and glycerine etc in the 
bombs," they said. The officials said that terrorists used phosphorus in explosives.that destroyed human 
cells. 

OTHERS I AUTRES 

Rights groups urge probe of civilian drone deaths 
Toronto Star, Michcllc Shephard, 2013 1022 
Toronto - Salim hin Ali Jaber was a popular cleric and a 42-year- old father of seven who preached 
bravely about the scourge of Al Qaeda's influence upon his village in eastern Yemen. Mamana Bibi was a 
farmer, still tending crops at age 68 with her grandchildren in her village in Pakistan despite the frequent 
presence ofdrones buzzing overhead. Both were killed in the past two years in U.S. aerial strikes, which 
have become the cornerstone of the Obama administration's national security policy. Details oftheir 
deaths are part ofextensive reports released Tuesday hy influential human rights organizations Human 
Rights Watch and Amnesty International. The organizations are calling for an investigation into these 
highlighted cases of civilian deaths, echoing what UN special rapporteur Ben Emmerson described last 
week as an urgent need for greater disclosure concerning aerial strikes. 

Espionnage : Obarna a appele Hollande 
Le Point avec AFP, Journaliste maison, 2013 1022 
Paris - Le secretaire d'Etat John Kerry s'est egalement employe aeteindre Ie feu a10rs que Paris s'indigne 
apres les nouvelles revelations sur la NSA. Le president americain Barack Obama s'est entretenu lundi au 
telephone avec son homolojlue Franyois Hollande, en pleine controverse nee de revelations sur les 
activites d'espionnage des Etats-Unis en France, dont certaines ont ete "deformees" selon la Maison
Blanche. Lors de cet appel, les deux presidents "ont parle des recentes revelations dans la presse, dont 
certaincs ont deforme nos activites et d'autres soulcvcnt des questions Icgitimes pour nos amis et allies sur 
la ~n dont ces capacites (de surveillance) sont employees", a precise la presidence americaine dans un 
communique. Fran~ois HoUande a exprime sa "profonde reprobation" concernant des "pratiques 
inaceeptables" entre allies et amis. Le president fran~s "a demande que toutes les explications soient 
foumies", selon un communique de la presidence fran~se qui precise que les deux hommes ont 
"souligne que les operations de collecte de renseignement devaient etre encadrees, notamment dans un 
cadre bilateral" . 

Explain spying by NSA: France 
The Hindu, Vaiju Naravane, 20131022 
Paris - Paris has suddenly decided to sit up and take formal notice of spying on its national interests by 
the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) . Foreign Minister Laurant Fabius on Monday demanded to see 
U.S. Ambassador to France Charles Rivkin and asked for an explanation . Ever since Edward Snowden 
disclosed in June that the NSA had been spying not just on America's enemies but its closest allies as 
well, several countries have lodged formal complaints with Washington only to receive bland assurances 
that the allegations ofspying would be looked into and "an adequate answer given" . France made a few 
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noises but protests were extremely muted after it was revealed that France's agency for internal security 
carried out widespread spying of its own people. 

Face aux ecoutes, la France trouve peu d'allies en Europe 
Le Figaro, Jean-Jacques Mevel , 2013 10 22 
Luxembourg - La France trouve peu d'appuis en Europe lorsqu'elle reclame des comptes a la Maison
Blanche. Lundi, il ne s'est trouve que l'Allenuigne pour partager « la colere et I'indignation » de 
l'Hexagone face aux ecoutes telephoniques massives lancees par Iii NSA. « Toute cette affaire doit etre 
tiree au clair car elle ne conceme pas que la France, mais aussi d'autres pays Ii commencer par la 
Republique federale, a martele Ie chef de la diplomatie allemande, Guido Westerwelle,lors d'un rendez
vous avec ses vingt-sept collegues de I'UE. II faudrait faire bien davantage pour que cela cesse. » Mais a 
Luxembourg, c'est a peu pres tout ce que Laurent Fabius a pu reunir comme soutien public. La question 
des ecoutes telephoniques de la NSA depasse sans doute les frontieres fran«aises, mais elle a ere esquivee 
dans Ie huis clOS des ministres des Affaires etrangeres, d'apres plusieurs participants. Depuis les premieres 
confessions d'Edward Snowden, en juin, Ie Vieux Continent a deja multiplie les demandes officielles 
d'explication. Mais elles se sont toujours heurtees a un mur de silence aux Etats-Unis. 

La justice fran~aise s'interroge sur les suites II donner il ceUe affaire 
Le Figaro, Anne Jouan, 2013 10 22 ' 
Paris - Scion nos informations, Ie parquet dc Paris n'a pas encore pris de decision concernant I'ouverture 
d'une information judiciaire dans I'affaire d'espionnage en communications electroniques appelee .Prism et 
realisee par les agences de securite americaines. Le II juillet dernier, la Federation internationale des 
droits de l'homme (FIDH) et la Ligue des droits de l'homme (LDH) deposaient plainte au !rib.unal de 
grande instance de Paris. Si la plainte etait deposee contre X, ce sont bien la NSA et Ie FBI qui etaient en 
realite vises. Moins de cinq semaines plus lard,le 16 juillet, une enquete pn!liminaire etait ouverte pour « 
acces et maintien frauduleux dans un systeme de traitement automatise de donnees » , « collecte illicite de 
donnees a caractcre personnel» , « atteinte a I'intimitc de la vie privee » et ·« violation du secret des 
correspondances » . 

Les services secrets americains tres interesses par Wanadoo et Alcatel-Lucent 
1£ Monde, Jacques Follorou et Glenn Greenwald, 20 \3 10 22 
Paris - Les adresses de messagerie de I'entreprise franco- americaine de telecommunications et celles de 
I'ancienne filiale d'Orange, qui compte encore 4,5 millions d'utilisateurs, ont ete espionnees. La toile 
tissee par la NSA, reveh,e par Edward Snowden, I'ex-consultant de la plus importante agence de 
renseignement americaine, est symbole de gigantisme. On en sait, aujourd'hui, davantage sur les 
procedures et I'exhaustivite de I'intrusion americaine . C'est une certitude, les Etats-Unis fouillent les 
secrets de leurs allies comme de leurs ennemis. En revanche, peu d'elements ont encore filtre sur I'autre 
visage de cet espionnage; celui OU apparaissent les individus ou les entreprises eibles par Ie gouvernement 
americam. 

MEPs tighten up data privacy rules in wake of Snowden revelations 
The Guardian (London), Ian Traynor, 2013 10 22 
Brussels - MEPs in the European parliament have overwhelmingly.baeked draft rules on data privacy. in 
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the first concrete EU response to the revelations of mass digital surveillance by the Americans and the 
British . The new regime would curb the transfer of personal data to US corporations. In a vote on Monday 
evening, MEPs in the parliament's civil liberties and justice committee sUJ>ported the draft new regime, 
which will form a framework for further negotiations with the 28 governments ofthe EU. The legislation 
has been gridlocked for almost two years following US pressure to dilute the package. Disclosures by the 
NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden about mass digital surveillance in Europe by the Americans and the 
British have changed the climate on data privacy, lending greater urgency to the attempt to frame new 
rules in the EU. "The vote is a breakthrough for data protection rules in Europe, ensuring that they are up 
to the challenges of the digital age. This legislation introduces overarching EU rules on data protection, 
replacing the current patchwork of national laws," said Jan- Philipp Albrecht, the German Green MEP 
steering the legislation through the parliament in Strasbourg. 

Le Maroc embarrasse par la mobilisation autour de " I'affaire Anouzla " 
Le Monde, Isabelle Mandraud, 2013 10 22 
Rabat - Ali Anouzla, Ie directeur du site d'information Lakome, est accuse d'" apologie du terrorisme " 
Incarcero depuis Ie· 17 septembre sur decision du procureur du roi , poursuivi pour" assistance materielle 
", " apologie " et " incitation it I'execution d'actes terroristes ", Ie joumaliste marocain Ali Anouzla devrait 
etre prosente pour la premiere fois devant un juge d'instruction it Rabat, mardi 22 octobre. Ces chefs 
d'accusation tres lourds pesent sur Ie directeur du site d'information arabophone Lakome apres la 
publication d'un article et Ie renvoi sur Ie lien d'une video de propagande d'AI-Qaida au Maghreb 
islarnique mena\<lllt Ie Maroc et dressant un portrait au vitriol du roi Mohammed VI. 

Les terroristes detournent la revolution libyenne 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 21 
Tripoli - Cela fait maintenant deux ans que Mouarnmar Kadhafi a ete renverse, et aujourd'hui, les 
militants parcourent les rues et Ie desert de Libye en tentant d'instaurer un emirat islarnique et de 
promouvoir de maniere intransigeante leur ideologie fondamentalis!e . Ces demiers mois, Ie pays a connu 
une serie d'attentats it la bombe, d'attaques et d'assassinats. En debut de mois, dix-sept soldats ont ete toes 
sur la route reliant Tarhuna et Bani Walid lors d'un seul accrochage. A Benghazi, Ie bain de sang 
quotidien nc s'est pas arrete, mcmc pour I'aid al:Adha. Deux soldats ont etc toes mardi 15 octobre, scion 
Ie Libya Herald. Lors d'un autre incident Ie meme jour, I'explosion d'une bombe a souffle les vitres de 
l'hopital de Manva. "Ces toeries it Benghazi ne sont plus considerees comme des vengeances contre des 
partisans de l'ancien regime, mais plutot comme des tentatives de la part des militants de detruire l'Etat . 
post-revolutionnaire dans Ie but de prendre Ie pouvoir", seion Ie quotidien. 

Mali: une carte bancaire fatale pour Cbeibane Ould Hama 
Jeune Afrique, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 21 
Gao, Mali - La traque du terroriste et membre d'Aqmi Cheibane Quid Harna commence it porter ses fruits. 
Celui~i a ete reptire pres de Gao grlice ... it sa carte bancaire. Evade de la prison civile de Niamey Ie ler 
juin, Ie terroriste malien Cheibane Quid Hama, membre d'AI-Qaida au Maghreb islarnique, a ete repero 
par les services nigeriens et maliens pres de Gao, la grande ville du Nord-Mali, grace a·... sa carte 
bancaire, dont il a imprudemment fait usage. II est egalement recherche par Ie FBI et la CIA pour 
l'assassinat, en decembre 2000, de William Bultemeier, l'attache de defense arnericain Ii Niamey. 

5ecurisation des frontieres algeriennes : Ramtane Lamamra rassure 
LcMatin DZ, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1021 
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Alger - L'Algerie a mobilise d'''enormes moyens" pour securiser ses frontieres et lutter contre Ie 
terrorisme et Ie crime organise, a affirme lundi II Alger, Ie ministre des Affaires etrangeres, Ramtane 
Lamamra. Ramtane Lamamra evoque un dispositif securitaire renforce aux frontieres . L'episode de 
I'attaque de Tiguentourine est encore dans les memoires. En I'espece, les frontieres a1geriennes s'etaient 
averees de veritables passoires et ce, en plein offensive militaire menee par la France au nord du Mali. 
L'Algerie semble avoir retenu la le<;on . C'est ce qui ressort des declarations du ministre des Affaires 
etrangeres. "Pour ce qui est du dispositif securitaire tout Ie long de nos frontieres, I'Algerie a mobilise 
d'enormes moyens et apporte une contribution significative II la lutte contre Ie terrorisme et Ie crime 
organise", a indique M. Lamamra lors d'une conference de presse animee conjointement avec Ie ministre 
d'Etat, ministre des Affaires etrangeres et de la Cooperation regionale du Burkina Faso, Yipene Djibril 
Bassole . 

White Widow's poem of love for bin Laden 
London Times, Jerome Starkey, 2013 \0 22 
Nairobi - One of the world's most wanted women, a British fugitive known as the White Widow, wrote a . 
ballad in praise ofOsama bin Laden in which she warned that a1-Qaeda was "stronger and fiercer than 
ever" . Samantha Lewthwaite, who was married to one of the July 7 London bombers, is said to have left 
the poem on a laptop seized by Mombasa police in 20 II . In her Ode to Osama, which is 34 lines of 
clumsy rhymcs, the 29-yearold mothcr of four appears to declare hcr love for the late terrorist leader, who 
was killed in a raid by US Navy Seals in Abbottabad, Pakistan, in 20 II . "Oh Sheik Osama my father, my 
brother! My love for you is like DO other," she wrote, according to Sky News. Ms Lewthwaite is wanted 
in Kenya to face charges of possessing explosives and conspiracy to commit a felony . 

S.Korea, U.S. to Set Up Bioterror Monitoring System 
Chosun Ilbo, 2013 to 21 
South Korea and the U.S. have agreed to set up a monitoring system against bioterror threats from North 
Korea. The Defense Ministry on Sunday said the contract to build a surveillance portal system against 
biological weapons was signed Friday at the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command. This 
system will detect and respond to the use ofaround 10 dangerous biological weapons such as anthrax and 
smallpox. 

Singapore launches assessment of money-laundering risks 
Xinhua News Agency, 2013 1021 
Singapore - Singapore has launched an assessment of money-laundering and terrorist-financing risks 
within its borders, the Ministry of Home Affairs said on Monday . The assessment, which will he 
presented in a report that is expected to be published by the end of the year, is a risk audit of not only the 
financial sector, but also designated non- financial businesses and professions in Singapore, it said. As 
part ofthe assessment, various agencies are engaging relevant stakeholders to identify the risks that may 
arise in their respective sectors and explore ways to mitigate them. A joint steering committee led by the 
Ministry ofHome Affairs, the Finance Ministry and the Monetary Authority of Singapore has been 
coordinating the efforts of the government agencies involved . The ministry said that Singapore is 
committed to detecting and deterring illicit funds from passing through its economy. Various government 
agencies have heen working closely with the industry to put in place appropriate anti- money laundering 
and counter terrorist-financing measures, including the requirement for financial institutions to review 
high tax-risk accounts, it said. (full article) 
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European Court Rules Spain Must Free Terrorist 
New York Times, Raphael Minder, 2013 10 22 
Madrid - The European Court of Human Rights ruled Monday against a Spanish law that has allowed the 
Madrid government to extend the imprisonment ofconvicted terrorists and members of ETA, the Basque 
separatist group. The court, in Strasbourg, France, ruled on the case ofan ETA member, Ines del Rio 
Prada, who had appealed her prolonged prison stay. She was imprisoned in 1989 for taking part in the 
deadly bombing of a bus carrying police officers. The European court ordered that she be released 
immediately and receive about $41 ,000 in damages to cover legal costs. The ruling is likely to be cited as 
precedent by other prisoners applying for early release. However, the government dismissed any 
suggestion that it would revise its prison policies, insisted the ruling applied only to Ms. del Rio Prada 
and said Spain's national court had to study the ruling to determine whether she should be released . The 
government also said it would examine any other appeals for early release on a case-by-case basis. "The 
policy of the government won't change," Jorge Fernandez Diaz, Spain's interior minister, said in a 
televised news conference. "We witt continue until we achieve the definite dissolution of ETA." 

Family bewildered at how model student became a racist killer 
London Times, Ben Hoyle, 2013 10 22 
Moscow - Nobody who knew Pavlo Lapshyn in Ukraine can begin to understand how this shy, high
achievcr becamc a tcrrorist bomber and racist murderer. Not his heartbroken father, not his teachers, not 
his neighbours, not the study companion who recalls him defending immigrants' rights in a pub, not his 
Muslim friends . The skinheads in Ukraine's fourth city say that they never encountered Lapshyn and that 
their targets are Russians and Jews rather than Muslims. Sitting in a cafe near the National Metallurgical 
Academy, where his son was a star pupil and where he himself taught, Sergey Lapshyn looked wrung out 
by grief and much older than his 65 years. His world collapsed in two stages this year. On March 20, his 
wife, Galina, was involved in a car accident that nearly killed her. She remains in hospital and he has not 
been to work since. Then in July he heard that his son had been arrested for murder. At first he refused to 
believe it. Bitter experience has taught Ukrainians to believe that police officers routinely plant evidence, 
extract false confessions through torture and pursue bogus prosecutions for political reasons. He called his 
son and told him that he wanted to come to England to see him. His son replied : "You don't need to come. 
It happened." 

Terrorists among us: Militant's wife behind Volgograd suicide blast 
RT (Russia), Staff report, 2013 10 22 
Moscow - The 30-year-old female suicide bomber responsible for the deadly blast in Volgograd, central 
Russia, was a Dagestani national and allegedly the wife ofa militant. She reportedly converted her 
husband to radical Islam to join the Dagestan rebels. Naida Asiyalova, also known as 'Amaturahman,' 
blew herself up on a bus at around 2:05 p.m. Moscow time (10:05 GMT) on Monday, killing six people 
and injuring 37 - including a 20- month-old child. The bomb detonated "almost immediately" after she 
entered the bus, which was heading away from the heart of the city, Investigative Committee spokesman 
Vladimir Markin said . According to Dagestan security sources, Asiyalova was the alleged wife of Dmitry 
Sokolov - a militant in Makhachkala. Asiyalova and Sokolov reportedly studied together at a Moscow 
university, where she recruited him to radical Islam. They later left the capital to join rebel groups in the 
southern Russian republic of Dagestan. The fact that a young man from the Moscow suburbs was 
recruited by rebels indicates the rapid expansion ofthe social base of terrorism, Artur Ataev, senior 
researcher at the Russian Institute of Strategic Research, told RT. Sokolov, 21 , is wanted in Dagestan for 
taking part in two terrorist explosions in which at least 29 people were injured. Sokolov is also known as 
'Abdul Jabbar.' 
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Volgograd suicide blast was planned for Moscow - Investigative Committee source 
RT (Russia), Staff report, 2013 10 22 
Moscow - The suicide blast that devastated a bus in Volgograd was meant to take place in Moscow, a 
source in the Russian Investigative Committee told RT. The investigation also revealed that the bomber 
had conspirers in the capital who are on the wanted list. According to the source, the investigation shows 
that Naida Asiyalova - the 30-yearo()ld native of the Republic of Dagestan who is believed to be the 
woman behind the Monday bus bomb blast in Volgograd - conspired with her partner, Dmitry Sokolov, 
and two other militants to carry out a terrorist attack in the Russian capital . Two of the conspirers, Ruslan 
Kazanbiyev and Kurban Omarov, both 25, had already arrived to Moscow and were waiting for 
Asiyalova, RTs source said. Both men are wanted in Russia for carrying out a tw~n terrorist bombing in 
Dagestan in May 2012, in which 14 people were killed and over 100 injured. Sokolov was also expected 
by the terrorists to arrive in Moscow, the source added . However, for some reason Asiyalova detonated 
her explosive device in a passenger bus in Volgograd, killing herself and six others, and injuring over 30. 

Can Water Diplomacy Bring Free Flowing Peace? 
The Media Line, Rye Druzin, 2013 10 22 
Undisclosed placeline - Peace in the Middle East has been as elusive as a mirage in the desert. Wars, 
religious conflict and the constant search for resources have seen countries collide continually in this arid 
environment. But some are trying to tum water - one of the region's most coveted assets - into a body of 
goodwill and peace . Enter "Blue Diplomacy," a concept put forth to bring about "blue peace" in the 
Middle East, developed in consultation with dozens ofexperts, politicians and scholars from across the 
region and the world. "Any two nations which are engaged in active water cooperation do not go to war 
for any reason whatsoever, including ideology, religion, terrorism, military conflict or economic conflict," 
Sundeep Waslekar, president of the Strategic Foresight Group, an Indian think tank, told The Media Line. 
Active water cooperation is the equitable and responsible sharing of mutual water resources between two 
or more countries. 

IDF kills terror suspect after firefight in West Bank 
Times of Israel, Avi Issacharoff, 2013 10 22 
Jerusalem - An active member of an Islamic extremist organization was killed in an early morning clash 
with Israeli special forces, not far from the village ofBil'in, west of Rarnallah in the West Bank, 
Palestinian sources said Tuesday. According to the sources, Israeli forces arrived in Na'ama, a village 
near Bil'in, to arrest several terror suspects, and one fled and hid, armed, in a nearby cave in an open area. 
Israeli forces besieged the cave and exchanged fire for several hours before killing the suspect, sources 
said. The soldiers, from a special forces unit, reportedly killed the suspect by shooting a Stinger shoulder
fired missile into the cave. The Shin Bet identified the suspect as Mohamed Aatzi, an Islamic Jihad 
militant behind last year's bus bombing ofTel Aviv during' Israel's military offensive on the Gaza Strip. 
The explosion wounded Israeli passengers. 

Syrian Arab army paves way for 'Qalamoun' battle, launches air strikes against terrorists 
Syria Times, Basma Qaddour, 2013 10 22 
Provinces - Preparations for the forthcoming battle in al-Qalamoun area, to the north-west of Damascus, 
have started, as fighting has remained unrelenting on other axes across the country. Media reports 
confirmed on Monday that the Syrian army made a notable advance in al-Qalamoun mountain in the wake 
ofeliminating many terrorists in areas of Rankos and Asal al- Ward mountain and launching air strikes 
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against terrorists' hideouts in towns of Yabroud and Der Ateyeh as well as in the northeastern side of 
Hosh Arab and the eastern side of Ma'aloula town. Dozens ofterrorists were killed in Yabroud and wide
scale clashes were raged in al-Nabk area, which is the main stronghold of terrorists in al-Qalamoun 
mountain . The advance in al-Qalamoun area coincided with continuity of military operations in the 
eastern and western Ghouta of Damascus and in suburbs of10bW, al-Qabon, Zamalka, just few kilometers 
to the north-east of Damascus. ~ 

Espagne.La soeur d'Aurore Martin convoquee par I'antiterrorisme 
Le Telegramme, 10urnaliste maison, 2013 10 22 
Madrid - La soeur d'Aurorc Martin, Ernilic Martin, cst convoqucc Ic 5 novembrc, a Madrid, par 
l'Audience nationale (jundietion specialisee notarnment dans les affaires de terrorisme). Cclle-ci souhaite 
l'entendre dans I'enquete sur Herrira, un groupe de soutien aux membres emprisonnes de I'ETA dont elle 
est la porte-parole. Emilie Martin est convoquee dans une enquete sur son eventuelle « appartenance a 
une organisation terroriste » et son « financement ». Sa soeur, Aurore Martin, avait ete arretee et remise a 
l'Espagne dans Ie cadre d'une autre enquete il y a tout juste un an, suscitant une vague de reactions 
hostiles au Pays basque et au-dela. Emilie Martin a, hier, refuse de commenter, precisant toutefois qu'elle 
s'exprimerait dans les jours a venir. Dans Ie cas ou elle deciderait de ne pas se rendre a Madrid pour etre 
entendue, la justice espagnole pourrait decider de delivrer un mandat d'arret europeen contre elle, comme 
cela avait ete Ie cas pour sa soeur. 

L'Espagne condamnee illiberer une prisonniere de I'ETA 
La Croix, Valerie Demon, 2013 10 22 
Madrid - La Cour europeenne des droits de l'hommc a juge irreguliere la detention prolongee d'une 
militante de I'ETA, dans un arret rendu hier. Cette decision devrait concerner des dizaines de prisonniers, 
anciens membres d'organisations terroristes ou detenus de droit commun. Rarement un arret definitif de la 
Cour europeenne des droits de l'homme de Strasbourg aura ete attendu avec autant de crainte du 
gouvernement espagnol et autant d'espoir de la part des prisonniers de l'organisation separatiste basque 
ETA. La Cour de Strasbourg a jugc hier la durce prolongce de detention d'une prisonniere de l'ETA, Ines 
Del Rio Prada, irreguliere et contraire aux articles 7 (<< pas de peine sans loi ») et 5 (<< droit ala liberte et a 
la surete ») de la Convention europeenne des droits de I'homme. 

Spain Told to Release Basque Convict 
Wall Street Journal, David Roman, Matt Moffett, 20131022 
Madrid - The European Court ofHuman Rights ruled that Spain had unlawfully prolonged the sentence of 
a convicted Basque terrorist, a decision that could clear the way for the release of dozens ofother 
Spaniards jailed for serious crimes. The court ruling, which isn~ subject to appeal, found that Spain was 
improperly calculating the time off for good behavior earned by Ines del Rio, a member of the Basque 
terror group ETA, who was convicted of24 murders in the 1980s. Spain had argued that Ms. del Rio 
should remain in prison until 2017 by its calculations, which aim to punish those who commit multiple 
offenses more severely. But the court agreed with Ms. del Rio that she should have been freed in 2008 . 
Spain's justice minister, Alberto Ruiz Gallardon, noted that the European court's ruling applied only to 
Ms . del Rio specifically. He said that Spanish judges would have to decide whether and how it applies to 
other prisoners in individual cases. 
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It's time for the 'Muslim 500' to make their voices heard 
National Post, Afsun Qureshi, 2013 10 22 
Op-ed: 'Oon1 you feel embanassed, even frustrated about being a Muslim right about now?" I asked a 
fumily member who is a particularly devoted follower of/slam. This was a few weeks ago. I was referring 
to the massacre at Westgate Mall in Kenya, an appalling killing spree authored by a splinter cell of AI
Qaeda, the Somalian-based AI-Shabaab. Of particular interest to me was this: Why did irseem like most 
of the Muslim world - except the radicals themselves - was ignoring the fact that nihilistic violence such 
as this now has become common in many Muslim communities. "Muslims have condemned the attack," 
came the swift, somewhat offended response: "It's just that the media has underreported it." But who from 
the Muslim world has spoken out? The Council on American - Islamic Relations were amongst the first 
up to bat, quickly denouncing the massacre, as did the secretary general of the Supreme Council of Kenya 
Muslims . Note: Afsun Qureshi is a Canadian born writer living in London, U.K. 

Nusra Front claims killing of top Syrian intelligence officer 
Lebanon Daily Star, Staff Report, 2013 10 22 
Beirut - The hard-line Islamist Nusra Front has claimed responsibility for killing a top Syrian intelligence 
officer in Deir al-Zor, in the latest version oflast week's incident. Maj . Gen . JamaaJarnaa was killed in 
the eastern city Thursday. Syrian state media said he was "pursuing terrorists" in Deir al-Zor when he was 
killed, without giving further details. The rebel Free Syrian Army spokesman claimed Jamaa was killed 
by a roadside bomb attack, while other versions ofhis death suggested he was slain by the regime. The 
Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights suggested Jamaa was killed by a sniper's bullet, a 
scenario that was echoed by other pro-opposition sources. Jamaa was a top security officer in Lebanon 
during Syria's presence in its neighbor and was interrogated, but not charged, as part of the investigation 
into the assassination offormer Prime Minister Rafik Hariri in 2005. 

Qaeda-Linked Group Is Seen Complicating the Drive for Peace in Syria 
New York Times, Michael R. Gordon, Ben Hubbard, 2013 10 22 
Paris - Even as planning intensifies for a Geneva peace conference on thc war in Syria, the emergence of 
a group affiliated with Al Qaeda has undermined the chances ofnegotiating an end to the conflict, a 
senior State Department official said on Monday. By challenging moderate Syrian rebels, the group, the 
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, has forced them to fight on two fronts and divert resources from their 
battle with the government of President Bashar al-Assad, the official said. And by presenting an extremist 
face to the world, the official said, the group is aiding Mr. Assad's efforts to portray the conflict in Syria 
as a tug ofwar between the goverrunent andjihadists. "That has to give the regime comfort and 
confidence, and it will make the task ofextracting concessions from the regime at the negotiating table 
more difficult," said the official, who declined to be identified in keeping with the State Department's 
protocol for briefing reporters on active diplomacy. 

Saudi UN Security Council rejection 'not impetuous' 
Gulf News, Habib Toomi , 2013 1022 
Manama: While the western diplomatic community is still expressing astonishment over the 
announcement by Saudi Arabia that it would not be taking up the seat it has won at the United Nations 
Security Council, Saudis are stressing that the signals have been there all along and that the world should 
have anticipated the decision. "In February, the custodian of the two holy mosques said in his address to 
the Islamic summit in Cairo that \ve would tum our backs to the Security Council if it failed' . The 
Council has failed," Salman Al Dossari, the editor-in-ChiefofSaudi daily AI Eqtisdaiya said . "And 
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before him, Saud Al Faisal, the foreign minister, said at the Security Council during the war on Gaza, that 
Saudi Arabia would tum its back to the Council if it failed to resolve our issues. I do not think there is any 
doubt that the Council did fail to address the issues in the region." , 

Senior rebel commander killed in Deraa battle 
Lebanon Daily Star, Staff Report, 2013 10 22 
Beirut - A senior commander of the rebel Free Syrian Army was killed Monday during clashes with 
government troops near the southern city of Deraa on the border with Jordan, insurgents and state media 
said. Vasser ai-Abboud, a former Syrian army officer who defected in the early days of!he revolt, was 
Icading an assault on army checkpoints in thc town ofTafas, northwest of Deraa, they added. "The 
commander Abboud was martyred as he was leading a group of rebels against regime forces," said Abu 
Hamza from the rebel Falujat Hawran Brigade, which was involved in the clashes. Abboud was a 
founding member of the Free Syrian Army's military council in southern Syria, which groups moderate 
brigades and has said it is worried about the growing role oflslamist insurgents in the conflict. Better 
known by his nom-de-guerre Abu Ammar, the commander "headed the operations room in Daraa 
province," which borders Jordan. 

Former enemy of Islam to establish 1st Islamic political party in Europe 
Saudi Gazette, Majed Al-Sugairi, 2013 10 22 
Madinah - A Dutchman who was involved in a derogatory film about Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon 
him) is aiming to cstablish thc first Islamic political party in Europe. Thc party will focus on serving 
Islam and Muslims not only in the Netherlands but Europe as whole, said Arnoud van Doom, who was 
involved in the production of the controversial "Fitna". Van Doom had reverted to Islam about a year ago 
and performed Haj this year. He also performed Umrah in February. "The party will comprise a large 
number of Muslim members as well as non-Muslim members who sympathize with Islam and Muslims," 
he said. Van Doom regretted taking part in the film, which he said contained a lot of misleading and 
incorrect information about the Prophet. Van Doom said his new political party would project the virtues 
of Islam in Europc and clsewherc. 

Jihadists from Germany Set up Base in Syria 
Dcr Spicgel, Staff report, 2013 10 21 
Berlin - German intelligence has observed a sharp increase in the number ofGerman Islamists traveling to 
Syria to aid the opposition in the civil war there. With some 200 Islamic fundamentalists from Germany 
either on their way to Syria or already there, the war-tom country is currently "by far the most attractive 
location for jihadists," says a classified report by the Federn! Office for the Protection of the Constitution 
(BfV) that has been seen by SPIEGEL. The 71-page document sheds light on the full-range of support 
within Germany's Muslim population for the Syrian opposition movement, from humanitarian aid 
charities and fundraisers that have amassed hundreds of thousands of euros to what intelligence agencies 
dub "trigger events," where imams collect funds for weapons acquisitions and call on young men to join 
the jihad. Some are heeding the call. But with anti-Assad militias tending to recruit German volunteers for 
suicide missions, mainly because they lack combat experience and cannot speak Arabic, German 
intelligence agencies have noted that German jihadists are increasingly keeping to themselves. A 
"German Camp" has been set up in northern Syria and now serves as a collection point and possibly also 
a training center for German-speaking fighters . The majority of these young men come from the state of 
North Rhine-Westphalia, home to one third of Germany's Muslim population, but others come from the 
states of Hcsse, Berlin, Bavaria and Hamburg. Over half ofthem are thought to have German nationality. 
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Guantanamo war crimes prosecutor agreed latest al-Qaida catch should get NYC trial 
Miami Herald, Carol Rosenberg, 2013 10 22 
Guantanamo Bay - The chief war crimes prosecutor said Monday he agreed with the Obama 
administration decision to bring the case of an alleged a1-Qaida conspirator in the 1998 U.s . embassies 
bombings to federal court rather than permit him to prosecute the case of Abu Anas aI Libt at a military 
commission. On Oct. 5, U.S. forces grabbed Libi, whose real name is Nazih Abdul-Harned aI Ruqai, in 
Tripoli, Libya, interrogated him at sea aboard a U.s. Navy warship then suddenly brought him to a New 
York court. Libi, 49, was sick and required treatment on land, U.S. sources said. Some Republican 
members of Congress protested the decision not to bring him here for more lengt)ty interrogation on al
Qaida -- notably his alleged role in the August 1998 bombings of the US. embassies in Nairobi, Kenya, 
and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, which killed 224 people, including two CIA agents and 10 other 
Americans . Yet Army Brig. Gen. Mark Martins, the Pentagon's chief Guantinamo prosecutor, said he 
"coordinated on that and concurred with the forum selection." He noted that Libi was already under 
indictment for the embassies bombings in a federal court in New York at the time ofhis capture. 

AI-Qaeda eyes Gaddafi's uranium and missiles 
London Times, Anthony Lloyd, 2013 10 22 
Sabha, Libya - The barefoot rebel in the pork pie hat is a troubled man. A former human trafficker, today 
he presides over a vast arsenal in southern Libya that includes an estimated 4,000 surface-to-air missiles, 
each capable ofdowning a passenger jet, and has access to thousands of barrels ofuranium yellowcake 
(ore sometimes used to produce nuclear weapons) in an abandoned desert warehouse. Bctwcen receiving 
a1- Qaeda emissaries seeking to buy his stocks, and Western intelligence agents who want to secure them, 

, he wonders who may kill him first. "Sometimes I'm afraid that a1-Qaeda will get me," said Bharuddin 
Midhoun Arifi , who commands 2,000 fighters in the Libyan city of Sabha. "Other times I fear that the 
Americans or French or British will fire missiles from the sea to destroy alii control." He was catapulted 
from smuggler to rebel kingpin by the fortunes of revolution. When Colonel Gaddafi was killed by rebels 
two years ago, Mr Arifi found himself one of the principal heirs to the regime's abandoned weapon stocks 
in Sabha. AI-Qaeda has been quick to step into the void. "Qaeda come to visit me, asking to buy weapons, 
asking for heat- seeking missiles, asking for uranium," Mr Arifi said, brow furrowed . "It started this year 
when the French sent troops to chase them out of Mali . Qaeda came to Sabha asking for medical supplies . 
They received some. Next they came back asking for weapons." 

Are Polisario Camps Becoming Prime Recruiting Grounds for al Qaeda? 
The Daily Beast, Vivian Salama, 2013 1021 
Morocco - In Algeria's no-man's land, buried in the vastness of the Sahara desert, there exists a 
community of mud huts and tents that have, over time, transformed from a destitute refugee camp into a 
bustling community forced to make due. The rebel movement-<:um-government in exile of the Polisario, 
formed to end Spanish colonization of the Western SaJiara-- only to be pushed out by Moroccan forces 
following Spain's withdrawal-- remains in refugee camps in neighboring Algeria. Along with tens of 
thousands of their fellow indigenous Sahrawi people, they are cut off from their would-be nation by a 
series ofcheckpoints, landmines and a Moroccan- built barrier of sand and stone spanning 170 miles 
across the desert-a bitter reminder that winner takes all. A new generation is coming ofage in the camps, 
frustrated by the perpetual status quo of talks over the future ofWestern Sahara, and detached from the 
far-left ideologies of Che Guevara and Gamal Abdel Nasser that fueled the Polisario's fight 40 years ago. 
At least 56 percent of the refugee camp population is under the age of 18, according to UNHCR, and have 
never stepped foot on Western Sahara soil. Concerns are growing that the camps are becoming a potent 
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recruiting ground for AI-Qaeda and that other extremists have begun to prey on the scalding frustrations 
of disillusioned Sabrawi youth who face a future ofuncertainty. Members ofal Qaeda in the Islamic 
Maghreb (AQIM), the group's North African affiliate, are thought to roam freely between the border of 
Mali and Algeria, near to the refugee camps, particularly after France launched a military offensive in 
Mali in January to drive out Islamic militants who had seized Timbuktu. That same month, a deadly 
hostage crisis orchestrated by AQIM at a gas facility in Al Amenas, Algeria further hinted that Algerian 
forces may be stretched thin in their efforts to combat domestic terrorism. A senior Moroccan intelligence 
source, who spoke to The Daily Beast on the condition of anonymity, said that the government has 
"concrete evidence" that as many as 100 members ofthe Polisario are working with Mujao, an offshoot of 
AQIM, in their lucrative drug trafficking business that generates some $1 billion annually. In 20 II , the 
government blamed AQIM for a bombing at a cafe in the Moroccan city of Marrakech that killed 17 
people, mostly European tourists. 

Rada'a to receive security reinforcement 
Yemen Times, Nasser AI-Sakkaf, 2013 10 22 
AI-Beidha - After a year ofcalling for security reinforcement in Ra'ada district, AI-Beidha governor AI
Dhabiri AI-Shadadi said security forces will be deployed to the district in the coming days. Security 
reinforcement is necessary to prevent the fall of the district to Al-Qaeda, said Rada'a security manager, 
Brigadier Hamoud AI-Amari. In January 2012, AI-Qaeda-affiliated groups took control of Rada'a, but the 
government reached an agreement, leading to the withdrawal of the militants in February of that year. "It's 
strange that reinforcements are [being) sent to all districts, [but Rada'a), the militant stronghold, [is] being 
neglected," Al- Amari said . "Rada'a has been demanding security reinforcement for over a year, but has 
received nothing so far," he added . Residents have reported an increased security presence in AI-Beidha 
governorate at the district border, where checkpoints were set up. 

L'Indonesie, plate-forme preferee des hackers 
Les Echos, Yann Rousseau, 2013 10 22 
Tokyo - 70 % des cyberattaques proviennent d'ordinatcurs dont les adresses IP sont situees en Indoncsic 
ou en Chine . Traquant depuis des annees I'evolution de la criminalite informatique, la societe americaine 
Akamai Technologies, qui dispose d'un vaste rescau de serveurs dans Ie monde, vient de reveler que 
l'Indonesie venait, pour la premiere fois, de depasser la Chine pour s'imposer comme Ie plus grand « 
exportateur » de cyberattaques de la planete. Dans son demier rapport trimestriel, Ie groupe explique que, 
sur la periode allant d'avril itjuin 2013, 38 % de ces flux informatiques non desires, qui organisent Ie 
pillage de donnees d'entreprises ou encore l'implantation de programmes malveillants, provenaient 
d'adresses IP situees en Indonesie . Sur ces trois mois, 33 % des attaques recensees provenaient, elles, de 
machines enregistrees en Chine, qui apparaissaient depuis plusieurs annees comme l'une des bases 
preferees des hackers. Et 7 % trouvaient pour origine des PC situes aux Etats-Unis. 

Better online banking security from Kaspersky 
Khaleej Times, Staff Report, 2013 10 22 
Abu Dhabi - Kaspersky Lab announced that it is developing a new targeted solution, Safe Money for 
Banks, which will enable banks and other fmancial institutions to better protect their online customers 
from financial cyberattacks. The new product's capabilities were presented by the company's Chief 
Technology Officer Nikolay Grebennikov at the GITEX Technology Week 2013 conference in Dubai . 
Attacks against online banking users are extremely attractive to cybercriminals, since each successful 
attack can steal money directly from the victim's clcctronic account. [n other types ofattacks, 
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cybercriminals usually have to find ways to monetize any stolen data by extoiting money from their 
victims or by selling the data stolen on the black market. Unfortunately, even with this level of risk, users 
themselves often fail to take the necessary precautions. 

S. Korean military to launch cyber warfare center next year 
Yonhap News Agency, 2013 1022 
Seoul - South Korea will launch a cyber warfare center under the loint Chiefs of Staff (lCS) later this 
year to protect the military network from rising hacking attempts by North Korea, the ICS said Tuesday. 
In a report to the parliament, the leS said it has updated its contingency plan to classify North Korea's 
cyber threat as a "non-military provocation" and is recruiting mcmbers for its own team tasked with 
preventing cyber attacks to operate the center at the start of next year. The latest move is aimed at 
countering cyber threats from North Korea, which is believed to have trained an elite force of "cyber 
warriors" to infiltrate South Korea's computer network. While the team's specific role is not yet known, 
the ICS said it will defend its military network by sharing information with related agencies, including the 
defense ministry's Cyber Warfare Command and the National Intelligence Service, the key spy agency. 
"The ICS's cyber team will mainly protect the military network, and will not have an offensive or 
defensive role in cyber warfare," a senior ICS official said, asking for anonymity. Following a massive 
attack against the websites of South Korean government agencies in 20 I 0, the defense ministry 
established a 400-member Cyber Warfare Command of soldiers and civilian experts to enhance cyber 
warfare capabilities. While defense plans regarding cyber warfare are largely kept in the dark, the latest 
move is seen as the military's forthcoming efforts to confront potentially disruptive cyber attacks in one of 
the world's most wired nations. The total damage from North Korea's cyber attacks on South Korea's 
computer systems is estimated at more than 860 billion won (US$805 million) between 2009 and 2013, 
according to the defense ministry. (full article) 

Plane brings 4 injured in South Russia blast to Moscow 
RIA Novosti, Staff report, 2013 10 22 
Volgograd - Russian Emergencics Ministry aircraft with four people of thosc injured in yesterday's 
suicide bomb attack in south Russia on board has landed at the Ramenskoye Airport near Moscow, a 
ministry spokesman said Tuesday. The aircraft, an Ilyushin 11-76 Candid airlifter, specially equipped to 
transport those wounded, has brought a 34-year-{)ld woman and a 61-year-{)ld man, who were in intensive 
care, a woman with facial burns and a man with a chest injury to clinics in the Russian capital. At least six 
people were killed and 28 wounded Monday after a suspected female suicide bomber detonated an 
explosive device on a bus in the southern city of Volgograd, investigators said. Investigators said 
preliminary information indicated the attack had been carried out by Naida Asiyalova, a 30-year-{)ld 
woman from Russia's republic of Dagestan, in the North Caucasus, which has been riven by unrest since 
the mid-1990s. 

Suicide Bomber Strikes Bus in Southern Russia 
New York Times, David M. Herzenhom, 2013 10 22 
Moscow - It was impossible not to notice her, one witness said . The young Muslim woman, her head 
covered by a light green scarf, boarded the No. "29 bus in the city of Volgo grad and took a seat near the 
back. She rode for two stops, quietly looking out the window as the bus zipped along Azure Street. Then 
she blew herself up. In a horrific flash of fire and noise, the woman, identified by the authorities as Naida 
Asiyalova, detonated a bomb belt made of blocks of TNT and two grenades and packed with metal screws 
and chips, killing six passengers in addition to herself, and wounding at least 33 others. Officials said that 
Ms. Asiyalova's husband, Dmitri Sokolov, is a demolitions and explosives expert for a rebel group based 
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in Makhachkala, the capital of Dagestan, where Russian security forces have been engaged in a fierce 
effort to suppress Muslim separatists. While Muslim rebels in the Caucasus have made a deadly practice 
in recent years of recruiting "black widows" -- the wives ofslain fighters - to serve as suicide bombers, 
investigators said Ms. Asiyalova's case had an unusual twist: She apparently recruited Mr. Sokolov after 
they met as students in Moscow. He converted to Islam and, according to local news reports, dropped out 
of the sight offamily members in June 2012, apparently moving with Ms. Asiyalova to Dagestan to join 
the local jihad. Ms. Asiyalova was four days shy of her 31st birthday, according to a Ilassport found near 
the scene that shows her in a photograph wearing a black head scarf, and she was apparently suffering 
from a grave illness. A Web page on a Russian social media site pleaded for donations to help her obtain 
medical treatment for a painful disease that had weakened her bones and left her dependent on painkillers 
and tranquilizers. 

Spain orders Eta convict's release after European ruling 
BBC News, Staff report, 2013 10 22 
London - Spanish judges have ordered the release ofa convicted Basque militant, after the European 
Court of Human Rights ruled against her continued detention. Ines del Rio, ofthe separatist group Eta, 
has been serving a 30-year sentence for bomb attacks in the I 980s. The High Court backed the ruling ofa 
Strasbourg court on Monday against Spanish laws that denied her right to earn remission through prison 
work. Spain says dozens of Eta prisoners could now be eligible for release. (Full report). 

Panama Says It Will Release Most From Ship To North Korea 
New York Times, Rick Gladstone, 2013 10 22 
New York - The authorities in Panama said Monday that they would release 33 of the 35 North Korean 
crew members of a rusting freighter impounded more than three months ago for carrying a secret stash of 
Soviet- era Cuban military gear hidden under bags of brown sugar. Neither the captain, who tried to slit 
his throat when the Panamanian marine police boarded the vessel, nor the captain's aide is free to go, said 
a top official at Panama's Foreign Ministry. The official, who spoke by telephone on the condition of 
anonymity becausc of ministry policy, said the two North Koreans had not cooperated and may still face 
criminal charges. The Foreign Ministry official said that the other crew members had cooperated, and that 
all of them had asserted that they had no idea the vessel was carrying military cargo. Two North Korean 
diplomats have been granted visas, the official said, to travel to Panama and to complete arrangements for 
those crew members to leave the country. The July seizure of the freighter, the 450-foot Chong Chon 
Gang, near the Panama Canal caused a spat between Panama and North Korea and Cuba, one of the few 
countries that enjoy cordial relations with the isolated North Korean government. The seizure shed light 
on the clandestine maritime trading practices of North Korea, hobbled by United Nations sanctions over 
its nuclear weapons and proliferation activities . 

Singh heads to Russia, China in likely last visits as India's premier 
Thc National (UAE), Samanth Subramanian, 2013 1022 
New Delhi - Prime minister Manmohan Singh left Moscow for Beijing on Monday, failing to make 
progress on a nuclear agreement with Russia but hoping to sign a border deal with China. Mr Singh, 
whose trips to two of India's most important regional partners were likely his last as premier, hoped to 
secure a deal for Russia to supply two reactor units for the Kudankulam nuclear plant in Tamil Nadu . 
Legal experts from both countries had worked to clear up several clauses, including a crucial one on who 
was liable in case of a meltdown, in time for Indian and Russian nuclear agencies to sign the deal during 
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Mr Singh's visit. But while the fine print prevented that from happening, Indian officials said the liability 
clause would soon be cleared and that much of the text of the final deal has found mutual agreement. 

Iran Not to Compromise Nation's N. Rights 
Fars News Agency, 2013 10 22 
Tehran - Iran will never compromise its nuclear rights, Deputy Foreign Minister for legal and 
international affairs Seyed Abbas Araqchi stressed in a briefing meeting with Iranian lawmakers on the 
recent nuclear talks between Tehran and the Group 5+ I (the five permanent UN Security Council 
members plus Germany) in Geneva on October 15-16. Araqchi Sunday went to the parliament to brief the 
National Security and Foreign Policy Commission's mcmbers on Iran's proposal in the latest nuclear talks 
between Tehran and the G5+1 held in Geneva on Tuesday and Wednesday. "The defined goal is that we 
safeguard our nuclear rights; both (uranium) enrichment and production, and that the other side is assured 
that our use of nuclear energy is peaceful and, in retum, the sanctions are totally lifted," Araqchi was 
quoted as saying by Spokesman of the Commission Mansour Haqiqatpour. 

Iran, G5+1 Hopeful about Initial Agreement in 3 to 6 Months 
F ars News Agency, 2013 10 22 
Tehran - A senior Iranian negotiator expressed the hope that the Group 5+ I (the US, Russia, China, 
Britain and France plus Germany) would continue the serious approach they have shown in the Geneva 
negotiations in the future rounds of talks, and said the two sides are hopeful to take the first step for the 
settlement ofTehran's nuclear standoff with the West within 3 to 6 months. "We believe that if, in future 
negotiations, we sec the scriousness that we saw in the Geneva negotiations, we can bring the negotiations 
to a conclusion within 6 months to one year and maybe we can come to obtain some results (agreement) 
in the next 3 to 6 months on how to take the first step," Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister and senior 
negotiator in talks with the world powers Seyed Abbas Araqchi said in an interview with the lran-based 
Arabic-language al-Alam news ehannel on Monday. 

Rouhani accuses Israeli government of undermining nuclear talks 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Staff Report, 2013 10 22 
London -Iran's President Hassan Rouhani hit out at calls by the Israeli govemment to maintain sanctions 
on Iran on Sunday, the same day that an Israeli delegation travelled to Washington for strategic 
consultations. Speaking to a cabinet meeting on Sunday, Rouhani claimed that Israel has "now been 
isolated" and that the Jewish state was trying to "ruin the positive atmosphere" surrounding talks about 
Iran's nuclear program, according to Iranian press reports. 

Suspects held in Turkish pilots case released on bail 
Lebanon Daily Star Youssef Diab, 2013 10 22 
Beirut - Three suspects detained for alleged involvement in the kidnapping of two Turkish pilots were 
relcascd on bail Monday, ajudicial source said. The source told The Daily Star that Mount Lebanon 
Investigative Judge Ziad Mekanna ordered their release on LL500,000 bail each. The three suspects - two 
of them members of the Saleh family and the third from the Zoghaib family - were interrogated over their 
alleged involvement in the August kidnappIng of two Turkish Airlines pilots on Beirut's airport highway. 
Mekanna had referred them earlier Monday to the prosecutor's office in Mount Lebanon. The pilots were 
released Saturday after international mediation efforts resulted in the release of nine Lebanese pilgrims 
held by Syrian rebels. Eleven Lebanese Shiites were kidnapped by a rebel group on their way from a 
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pilgrimage in Iran near tho Aleppo district of Azaz in May 2012. Two were released in the following 
months. 

I. 
La Libye, plaque tournante des reseaux jihadistes dans Ie monde 
All Africa, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 21 
Tripoli - Cet Intitule, rassurez-vous, ne releve ni de I'utopie, ni de l'exage)"l!lion. Tout simplement parce 
que ce sont les services de renseignements occidentaux eux-memes qui oops Ie partagent, apres avoir 
reussi it transpercer les secrets de ce qu'il est convenu d'appeler la « Libyan Connection » . Les revelations 
qui en decoulent sont it la fois sensationnelles et troublantes. En effet, il s'est avere que, outre les insurges 
dits ncutres mais asscz armes et capables dc survivrc, il y a une trcntainc de groupusculcs inrogristes qui 
sevissent aujourd'hui en Libye, et la tres vaste etendue territoriale et I'incapacite de I'Etat it en reprendre 
les commandes ont largement favorise cette invasion d'une ampleur sans precedent dans l'histoire du pays 
de l'illustre Omar EI Mokhtar. Ben Hmid, Belmokhtar et les autres ... Eparpilles un peu partout en Libye, 
particulierement it Sebha, Syrte, Tripoli, Zentane et Mosrata, ayant jure fidelite it AI Qaida et it son 
homme fort Aymen AI-Dhawabri, ces reseaux constitues de jihadistes de differentes nationalites (y 
compris occidentales) sont armes jusqu'aux dents, avec meme, en leur possession des fusees et des tanks, 
qui ont ete saisis dans I'arsenal de Gueddafi ou acquis grace it la contrebande, tres florissante dans ce pays 
et it ses frontieres avec Ie Mali, Ie Niger, l'Algerie et la Tunisie. Dans ce contexte, on ne peut eviter de 
parler d'un certain Wissam Ben Hmid, alias Abou Ali, connu pour etre Ie baron du tratic des armes en 
Libye. 

Le camp de Zaatari entre mafias et detresse 
Le Figaro, Georges Malbrunot, 2013 10 22 
Z&atari, Jordanie - Dans quelques jours, Ghassem quittera Ie camp de )"efugies de Zaatari, au nord de la 
Jordanie, pour franchir clandestinement la frontiere et rentrer dans sa ville de Naawa, it une trentaine de 
kilometres plus it I'ouest. «J'apporterai des medicaments aux blesses » , declare cet ancien m~n syrien 
de 40 ans, qui a pris les armes, il y a deux ans, contre Ie regime de Bachar el-Assad. Membre des Martyrs 
de Yarmouk, un bataillon actif dans Ie sud de la Syric oil la rebellion tient do largos portions du tcrritoire, 
Ghassem vient regulierement en aide aux blesses de la revolution . n est ce jour-lit aux cOtes d'Omran, 20 
ans, allonge sur une paillasse dans une caravane du camp. Encore sous Ie choc, I'homme, qui a perdu ses 
deux jambes quand une mine posee par I'armee reguliere a explose sous son vehicule, ne r<!pond que par 
des fatalistes « Griice it Dieu ! » 

Attacks in Egypt raise profile of extremists 
Washington Post, Staff report, 2013 10 22 
Cairo - A shadowy jihadist group based in Egypt's restive Sinai Peninsula claimed responsibility Monday 
for a weekend car bombing in a major Suez Canal city, underscoring the growing threat posed by Islamist 
extremists in Egypt nearly four months after a coup. Ansar Bayt a1-Maqdis, also known as Ansar 
Jerusalem, said in a message posted on jihadist forums that it was behind the explosion, according to the · 
SITE monitoring group, which tracks extremist Web sites. The attack in Ismailia, which wounded II 
people, including six soldiers, was the third bombing carried out by the group in less than two months, 
and it highlighted the militants' ability to strike government targets outside the Sinai Peninsula, despite 
intense efforts by the military to fence them in . Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis, which analysts say is made up 
mostly of local Bedouins, as well as some foreign fighters, established its presence in July 2012 when it 
asserted responsibility for a series ofbombings targeting a pipeline carrying gas from Egypt to Israel. 
Until recently, it had focused its attacks on Israel , analysts said . 
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Egyptian hostages released in Libya, says army 
Asharq AI-Awsat, Abdelsitar Hetieta, 2013 \0 22 
Cairo - Egyptian military sources told Asharq AI-Awsat on Sunday that thc army's leadership had 
succeeded in securing the release ofdozens of Egyptian hostages in Libya. A souree, speaking on the 
condition ofanonymity, said "instructions by army commander, General Abdel-Fattah EI- Sisi, and his 
good relations with the Libyan side, have led to the release of around 70 Egyptians held by Libyan armed 
men since last Friday in the Libyan city of Ajdabiya." Meanwhile, Staff Colonel Ahmed Mohamed Ali, 
Egyptian military spokesman, said "the military intelligence and reconnaissance administration .. .has 
succeeded in resolving the crisis of the kidnapped drivers after taking all necessary measures to 
coordinate with the Libyan authorities, following instructions from General Sisi, about the importance of 
resolving thc issue and the return of the drivcrs." 

Nord-Kivu - 21 pecheurs pris en otage par des presumes FDLR sur Ie lac Edouard 
All Africa, loumalistc maison, 2013 \0 21 
Nord-Kivu - Ces rebelles rwandais appeles « FDLR » restent un veritable casse-tete pour la Republique 

. democratique du Congo. C'est ce qu'il faut affinner it la vue de toutes ces atrocites que ces milices 
commettent al'endroit des Congolais sans aucunement etre inquietes. Le dernier fait en date est cet 
enlevement de vingt et un pecheurs sur Ie lac Edouard au Nord-Kivu. Vingt et un pecheurs de Vitshumbi 
et Nyakakoma sont portes disparus depuis la nuit de mercredi ajeudi 17 octobre 2013 sur Ie lac Edouard 
au Nord-Kivu, rapporte Radio Okapi . Selon plusieurs sources locales, ils seraient pris en otage par un 
groupe dc rcbcllcs rwandais des FDLR operant dans la partie Sud de ce lac. Ces pechcurs ctaient au 
nombre de vingt-dnq. Cinq d'entre eux provenaient de Nyakakoma et vingt de Vitshumbi . 

La liberation de neuf otages libanais en Syrie a donne lieu II un grand marchandage 

Le Monde, Laure Stephan, 2013 \0 22 , 

Beyrouth - La Turquie, dont deux pilotes otages au Liban ont etc liberes, ct Ie Qatar ontjoue un role 

essentiel, ainsi que Beyrouth, Damas et les rebelles Les neuf eX-<ltages libanais ont les traits fatigues . 

Leur emotion deborde, dimanche 20 octobre, quand ils racontent aux medias leur detention harassante. 

Enleves en mai 2012 dans la province d'Alep, ces hommes, tous chiites, ont passe plus de cinq cents jours 

reclus, aux mains d'une faction rebelle syrienne, avant de retrouver enfin Beyrouth, samedi soir. 


Online fraud costs $9.6 million a day 

Khaleej Times, Abdul Basit, 2013 \0 22 

Abu Dhabi - Cybercriminals are running very fancy online stores and selling all types ofcredit cards with 

different credit limits, according to an industry specialist. It is estimated that online frauds amounting to 

$3 .5 billion were reported last year; that means $9.6 million per day. These losses are increasing day by 

day, the specialist from Kaspersky feared. The reason is that people ignore basic security rules while 

going for online banking, he added. More than 90 per cent of customers use online banking and 14 per 

cent do so via public Wi-Fi networks with no special security measures in place. Kaspersky Lab 

announced that it is developing a new targeted solution, Safe Money for Banks, which will enable banks 

and other fmancial institutions to better protect their online customers from financial cyberattacks. The 

new product's capabilities were presented by the company's chief technology officer Nikolay 

Grebennikov at a news conference during the second day ofGitex Technology Wcek. 
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Death threats, brandished weapons, forcihle confinement triggered raid: RCMP 
APTN National News, Jorge Barrera, 2013 IO 27 
Ottawa - The RCMP moved in on the anti-shale gas protest near Elsipogtog First Nation after some 
individuals at the site issued death threats, brandished weapons and forcibly confined security guards in a 
compound holding vehicles belonging to a Houston-based energy company, according to the force's 
superintendent of national Aboriginal policing. The RCMP has faced criticism from First Nations leaders 
across the country over last Thursday's raid last which led to 40 arrests, the seizure of three rifles and 
improvised explosive devices and intense clashes between Elsipogtog residents and RCMP officers. Supt. 
Tyler Bates said he didn~ agree with the criticism his force used heavy handed tactics to try and break the 
protest encampment which was blocking the entrance to a compound holding vehicles belonging to SWN 
Resources Canada. The company had been conducting shale gas exploration work in the region . The 
security guards at the compound were employed by Industrial Securities Ltd. The security company is 
owned by the Irving family. The Irvings, through Irving Oil, have an interest in seeing shale gas deposits 
developed in the province. The New Brunswick-based company sees shale gas as a cheap energy source 
to expand its refming capacity. Irving Oil is eyeing Alberta bitumen which could soon flow to the 
province ifTransCanada gets approval for its proposed Energy East pipeline. Bates said the raid had 
reverberations across the country and impacted the RCMP's ongoing relationship with First Nation 
communities . The RCMP is the main police force in many First Nation communities. "Sometimes, 
depending on the perspective of what people choose to believe as the reality of the situation is concerned, 
it takes a long protracted effort to rebuild trust," he said. "There is a level oftrust that exists that we can 
build upon . It is- unfortunate when these types ofoutcomes occur and there is a residual impact. The 
rebuilding of trust has to occur." Bates said the RCMP's national Aboriginal policing branch was no 
involved in the operational details ofThursday's raid which were handled by the commander of the 
RCMP's I-Division in New Brunswick. He stressed there was "no military involvement" during the raid . 
Bates said he couldn't comment on whether Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams (INSET) 
were ·used in Thursday's raid, describing the issue as an "operational" detail . INSET teams include RCMP 
officers along with agents from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, Canada Border Services 
Agency and other federal departments. 
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Mahjoub right to fair trial violated but security certificate upheld 
Canadian Press, Colin Perkel, 2013 10 26 
Toronto - The branding of an Egyptian man as a terrorist threat to Canada is reasonable even though the 
government violated his constitutional rights, Federal Court ruled Friday. The ruling upholds the national 
security certificate Ottawa imposed on Mohamed Mahjoub that has severely restricted his freedom for the 
past 13 years, even though he has never been charged with any crime. Judge Edmond Blanchard also 
issued a declaration that Mahjoub's "right to a fair trial pursuantto Section 7 of the Charter and right to be 
free ofunreasonable search and seizure have been violated." However, Blanchard opted against any 
further orders. " Except for this declaration, no further relief is granted for the above violations," he wrote. 
The judge gave no reasons for his decision to allow time for them to be scrutinized for any possible 
security issues. Mahjoub, 53, a Toronto father ofthree, has been fighting government allegations that he 
was a ranking member ofa terrorist group in Egypt that may - according to the evidence - never have 
existed: the Vanguards of Conquest. What emerged over years ofhearings is, among other things, that the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service destroyed the original records it used as a basis for claiming 
Mahjoub poses a threat. In addition, the spy service admitted foreign agencies that provided intelligence 
to Canada were linked to torture, but made no effort to filter out the information. 

A government agency has amassed 165M files. many with personal details it has no right to collect 
Postmedia News, Vito Pilieci, 2013 1026 
Ottawa - The federal agency responsible for monitoring financial institutions for evidence of nefarious 
activity is still collecting and keeping personal information it should not have, even though it was wamed 
to stop gathering such data four years ago, the federal privacy commissioner says. A new audit of the 
Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre ofCanada (FINTRAC) -- the department responsible 
for monitoring consumer bank accounts across Canada for signs of terrorist fundraising or fraud -- has 
found information is collected and kept seemingly without reason . The commissioner's office said, for 
example, the personal financial information ofa store owner was found in FINTRAC's systems after a 
financial institution filed a report on the person . The report was filed because the person deposited $570 
in $100, $50, $20 and $5 bills. No reason was given about why the transaction was considered suspicious. 
FINTRAC responded to the audit by saying that it "welcomed" the findings, and noted that the audit 
found no evidence to suggest private information had fallen into the wrong hands. "We are pleased the 
audit recognizes that FINTRAC has in place a comprehensive approach to security, including controls to 
safeguard personal information," said FINTRAC director Gerald Cossette in a statement. "Safeguarding 
the information entrusted to FINTRAC is an overarching and fundamental consideration in all aspects of 
our operations. We understand the protection of privacy is critical to maintaining Canadians' confidence 
in FINTRAC and the broader anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing regime ." 

Canadians lend hand in Nairobi siege 
National Post, Stewart Bell, 2013 10 26 
Ottawa - Canadian officials are providing "assistance" in Kenya in the wake of the Nairobi shopping mall 
siege, a Foreign Affairs official said Wednesday, as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police issued its first 
statement on attack that killed 72 people, including two Canadians. While neither the RCMP nor Foreign 
Affairs would provide details of their involvement, Joseph Ole Lenku, Kenya's interior minister, told 
reporters Canada was one of several countries helping with the forensic investigation at the Westfield 
shopping centre. "We are aware there are reports that a Canadian may have been involved in a terror 
attack in Nairobi," said Sergeant Julie Gagnon, an RCMP spokeswoman. "Canadian law enforcement and 
security agencies co-Qperate with agencies around the world on national security issues. "There are 
investigative processes that police must follow in gathering evidence to determine any potential 
involvement by Canadians in terrorist activities outside of Canada," she said, adding anyone with 
information should call police. After initial reports that two Canadians were involved in the terrorist 
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attack at the In Amenas gas plant in Algeria in January, the RCMP sent its disaster victim identification 
team to confirm the men's identities . In that case, it was two months before the police force publicly 
confirmed it had found "Canadian human remains" at the scene. In April, the RCMP released their names. 
Both were London, Ont men who had apparently adopted a1-Qaeda ideology. 

Charte des valeurs quebecoises - Les personnalites publiques choisissent leur camp 
Le Devoir, Baba40r Zabihiyan; Melanie Loisel, 2013 10 28 
Montreal - Des marches pro et anti-;;harte ont eu lieu samedi et dimanche De nombreux artistes et 
politiciens ont pour la premiere fois participe, en fin de semaine, aux diff'erentes manifestations entourant 
la Charte des valeurs quebecoises. Aplusieurs occasions, des marches avaient ete organisees, mais les 
personnalites publiques se faisaient plutot rares. Dimanche apres-midi, Ie depute de Quebec solidaire, 
Amir Khadir, s'est nolamment joint ala manifestation contre la Charte organisee par I'Association des 
musulmans et des Arabes pour la lalcite au Quebec, Ie Congres.maghrebin au Quebec et les Quebecois 
musulmans pour les droits et libertes. M. Khadir a accepte d'y participer parce que les organisateurs 
tenaient adefendre la lalcite et les droits individuels. " Je suis pour la Ialcite, mais elle ne doit pas se faire 
sur la tete des femmes ni sur la tete des musulmanes ", a indique M. Khadir a10rs que des centaines de 
personnes attendaient Ie signal de depart de la manifestation au square Phillips au centre-ville de 
Montreal . 

Fracking divides New Brunswick communities 
Toronto Star, Donovan Vincent, 2013 10 26 
Fredericton - It was a dramatic protest that saw police cars set ablaze, dozens of people arrested and the 
federal government calling for calm. Last week's violent confrontations in Rexton raised tensions 
throughout New Brunswick after native protesters and police squared off in a clash that included Molotov 
cocktails, pepper spray and rubber bullets. The protesters, concerned ftacking could harm their drinking 
water, were demonstrating against a firm doing exploratory work nearby. The unrest has reignited debate 
over the issue of ftacking, with protesters and those on the anti-shale gas extraction side taking aim at 
Premier David Alward's position that the industry will boost the province's economy. Alward is arguing 
that New Brunswick "can~ afford otherwise" and continues to insist that he wants the shale gas industry 
developed in the province. To make his case he points to a recent 80-page consulting study the firm 
Deloitte did for the New Brunswick Business Council. 

Montreal airport scare leads police to LaSalle apartment 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2013 10 28 
Montreal - Montreal police have cordoned off a five-block residential section of a LaSalle neighbourhood 
tonight after security officials at Pierre Elliott Trudeau AirPort found a suspicious package that caused 
panic and delays. Several homes were evacuated and about 20 residents were displaced as officers taped 
off a security perimeter. Police said they were going to search a nearby house. Montreal police 
spokesperson Ian Lafreniere dismissed reports that a suspect who was detained had been carrying 
multiple passports . He said police have already searched the suspect's vehicle, but have not yet questioned 
him. 

Natives march to protest Primrose oil spill 
QMI News Agency, Jordan Small, 2013 10 28 
Cold Lake - The tune for justice was on the mind and microphone of Cold Lake First Nations (CLFN) 
during the activists' Walk for Future Generations. CLFN, neighbouring first nations and Idle No More 
participants began a 106-km protest walk on the weekend to bring attention to the six- month ongoing 
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Primrose oil spill at Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. (CNRL) and other resource extractive industries. 
The bitumen emulsion leaks were discovered in May and June at surface . To date, over 1.5 million litres 
of bitumen has spilled on the four sites and over 200 reported animals are dead as a result. A growing 
concern about the cleanliness ofgroundwater has risen after CNRL I);ceived an enforcement order from 
the province to investigate potential groundwater contamination on Oct. 21 . 

Operation policiere ill'aeroport Pierre-Elliott-Trudeau 
Agence QMI, Journaliste maison, 2013 1028 
Dorval - Un homme portant un colis suspect a ete apprehend6 par les forces de l'ordre, causant de 
nombreuses perturbations. L'arrestation d'un homme avec un colis suspect ill'aeroport PierreEliiott
Trudeau a necessite la fermeture d'une partie d'un terminal de depart, hier, iI Dorval, et d'une rue dans 
l'arrondissement de laSalle par la suite. Les policiers ont re9U un mandat de perquisition pour fouiller la 
resideoce du suspect sitUee rue Airlie, dans I'arrondissement de laSalle . Le suspect, un homme de 71 ans 
connu des policiers pour differents delits, s'appretait iI prendre I'avion, possiblement en direction de Los 
Angeles, lorsqu'il a ete intercepte par un employe de I'aeroport vers 5 h 45 du matin . II aurait tente de 
voyager en utilisant sa veritable identire, selon les policiers. 

Protests may be brewing: Brant 
QMI Agcncy, Bricc McVicar, 2013 1026 
Belleville - Shawn Brant said Natives across Canada have waited long enough for an inquiry into 
hundreds of missing Native women across the country and will make their unrest known "in the near 
future ."Brant said Natives were anxiously watching Prime Minister Stephen Harper's Throne Speech last 
week in anticipation of an announcement regarding an inquiry in to the hundreds of missing Native 
women across the country. While the speech did include a promise that the federal government "will 
renew its efforts to address the issue of missing and murdered Aboriginal women" there was no mention 
of an inquiry. Speaking on the recent protest in New Brunswick, Brant said communities are becoming 
more frustrated and are expressing it visibly. "This whole thing with vented up frustrations in 
communities are spilling over," said Brant. "I was incredibly impressed with the national response within 
hours of the RCMP raid. I think that's a real force the government is going to have to reckon with." That 
may include a local display of frustration . 

Will the real Khadr please stand up? 
QMI Agcncy, Farzana Hassan, 2013 1026 
Opinion - Perhaps the psychiatrist who recently commented on convicted terrorist Omar Khadr's nature as 
the "gentlest, most decent man" is the one who needs his head examined. Ret'd Brig.Gen . Stephen 
Xenakis believes that Khadr is now ready to be part of society . This is more than what Khadr has 
requested. He simply wants to be moved to a provincial prison, for now. Xenakis also believes Khadr did 
not throw the grenade that killed an American soldier in 2002. He stated all this in a teary-i)yed lecture he 
delivered at the University of Alberta, Tuesday. After spending five years with Omar Khadr, no doubt the 
psychiatrist thinks he knows him well. But it takes more than contact time to infiltrate the terrorist 
mindset. Do his textbooks tcach him to deconstruct the pernicious notions that tum the merely faithful 
into murderers? The only way Xenakis could know Khadr is truly reformed is if Khadr openly repudiated 
armed jihad and backed it up with a convincing counter-narrative. 
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Armed agents seize records of reporter, Washington Times prepares legal action 
Washington Post, Guy Taylor, 201310 26 
Washington - Maryland state police and federal agents used a search warrant in an unrelated criminal 
investigation to seize the private reporting files ofan award-winning former investigative journalist for 
The Washington Times who had exposed problems in the Homeland Security Department's Federal Air 
Marshal Service. Reporter Audrey Hudson said the investigators, who included an agent for Homeland's 
Coast Guard service, took her private notes and government documents that she had obtained under the 
Freedom of Information Act during a predawn raid of her family home on Aug. 6. The documents, some 
which chronicled her sources and her work at the Times about problems inside the Homeland Security 
Department, were seized under a warrant to search for unregistered firearms and a "potato gun" suspected 
of belonging to her husband, Paul Flanagan, a Coast Guard employee. Mr. Flanagan has not been charged 
with any wrongdoing since the raid. The warrant, obtained by the Times, offered no specific permission 
to seize reporting notes or files . 

Benghazi 
60 Minutes (CBS), Lara Logan, 2013 1027 
New York - When Chris Stevens was killed in Benghazi, Libya, on the anniversary of September 11th' 
last year, it was only the sixth time that the United States had lost an ambassador to its enemies. The 
events of that night have been overshadowed by misinformation, confusion and intense partisanship. But 
for those who lived through it, there's nothing confusing about what happened, and they share a sense of 
profound frustration because they say they saw it coming. Tonight, you will hear for the first time from a 
security officer who witnessed the attack. He calls himself, M.organ Jones, a pseudonym he's using for his 
own safety. A former British soldier, he's been helping to keep U.S. diplomats and military leaders safe 
for the last decade. On a night he describes as sheer hell, Morgan Jones snuck into a Benghazi hospital 
that was under the control ofaI Qaeda terrorists, desperate to find out ifone of his close friends from the 
U.S. Special Mission was the American he'd been told was there ...Morgan's guards told him the armed 
Libyan militia that was supposed to defend the compound had fled, just as Morgan had predicted. His 
guards -- unarmed and terrified - sounded the alarm, but they were instantly overwhelmed by the 
attackers. Morgan Jones: They said, "We're here to kill Americans, not Libyans," so they'd give them a 
good heating, pistol whip them, bcat them with their rifles and let them go. Col. Andy Wood (American 
security official): They knew what they were doing. That was a-- that was a well-executed attack. 

Man Checking Guns Is Arrested at J.F.K., Authorities Say 
New York Times; Michael Schwirtz, 2013 10 27 
New York - A Tennessee man was arrested at Kennedy International Airport on Saturday as he was 
checking in and officers discovered two pistols and two rifles, painted silver and purple, the authorities 
said. The man, identified as Keenan A. Draughon, 23, of Clarksville, Tenn., approached a United Airlines 
counter around 7:45 a.m. and told an attendant that he had two cases containing firearms that he wanted to 
check for his flight to Charlotte, N.C., the Queens County district attorney's office said in a statement. 
The cases contained two 9-millimeter pistols, two magazines capable of holding 15 rounds of9
millimeter ammunition, and two . 22~liber rifles, the statement said. One of the rifles had a round in the 
chamber, and both were missing serial numbers, the statement added. Joseph Pentangelo, a spokesman for 
the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey police, which conducted the investigation, said the two 
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rifles had been painted, one purple and one silver. He also said that Mr. Draughon had a shotgun with 
him, though that weapon was not mentioned in the district attorney's statement. 

Surreal scenes abound at Guantanarno Bay as pretrial hearings for five alleged 9/11 plotters drag 
on, amid doubts over whether justice is served 
Toronto Star, Michelle Shepard, 2013 1027 
Analysis - Even in the pre-dawn darkness ofa Guantanamo morning, there is activity inside Camp 
Justice. Humming generators power the spotlights that cast shadows over rows of tents and pump air 
conditioning to keep those khaki bivouacs cooler than the Cuban swelter outside. Trucks roam the 
perimeter of a high-tech courthouse, which is enveloped in chain link fences, loops of razor wire and 
signs that read "No Photography." Into this scene, just before 5 a.m. on a hot August morning, runs Brig.
Gen. Mark S. Martins. The humidity already hangs heavy, but Martins looks energized. Lean and six
foot-three, the 53-year-<lld is always an impOsing figure, even in aT-shirt and shorts. Noticeably absent 
from his sweaty running uniform, however, is his neon Joint Task Force Guantanamo-issued belt, 
encouraged for runs along darkened roads. My yellow belt is stamped with the word "MEDIA," which in 
Guantanamo is pretty much akin to wearing the triangles ofa radioactive sign. The run was my idea. Not 
the run itself, which is part of Martins' regime most mornings, but the idea ofaccompanying him with my 
tape recorder after an earlier interview ran short and his answers ran long, which tends to be the general's 
public relations Achilles heel. Martins is Guantanamo's chief prosecutor and the man responsible for 
putting the five alleged conspirators of the Sept 11,2001 attacks to death. He calls the case the "Iargest 
criminal investigation in U.S. history." Guantanamo's critics say it is the largest cover-up in American 
history - to hide the fact that the U.S. government committed war crimes by torturing terrorism suspects . 

MEXICO 1MEXIQUE 


UNITED KINGDOM 1ROYAUME-UNI 

Asperger hacker's Scottish terror 
Sunday Times (UK), Mark Macaskill, 2013 10 27 
London - Computer hacker Gary McKinnon, whose extradition to America was blocked by the UK 
government, has not set foot in his native Scotland since for fear that he could still face deportation. 
McKinnon won a I O-year fight against extradition to the US afIer home secretary Theresa May blocked 
the move a year ago. His mother, Janis Sharp, has revealed that her son is too afraid to visit his elderly 
father in Glasgow afIer he was warned by his legal team that the UK government's commitment did not 
extend to Scotland. McKinnon believes that the American authorities would insist upon his arrest and 
extradition if he were to cross the border. A spokeswoman for the Scottish government refused to 
comment on McKinnon's case but said that Holyrood ministers were responsible for extradition 
obligations within Scotland. 

Scottish independence could impair anti-terrorism efforts 
The Telegraph.co.uk, Tim Ross, 201310 27 
Glasgow - An independent Scotland could become a "weak link" in the fight against terrorism if it is 
forced to develop its own intelligence services separate from the rest of the UK, a group ofacademics 
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suggested. In a study which included contributions from terrorist experts in Britain and the Continent, 
they said that separation would create "uncertainty" about how, or if, a new spy agency could work with 
M15. While it would be possible to set up a Scottish security service, it is not clear how effective this 
would be, the study, published by the Economic and Social Research Council, said. The Scottish 
government and police currently benefit from close daily cooperation with UK-wide security 
organisations, which are based in London. This cooperation could be disrupted if voters back 
independence in next year's referendum, the experts concluded. 

Scottish police thwart IRA plan to attack Britain 
Sunday Times (UK), John Mooney, 2013 1027 
London - The security services believe that they 'have thwarted a planned attack by dissident republicans 
on an as yet unidentified target in Britain. Police in Scotland last week arrested several alleged republican 
dissidents in connection with an operation to prevent an attack. Among those in custody is a senior 
member of the new IRA group, originally from Donegal, according to security sources. The suspect and 
others were arrested last Wednesday by armed officers at several locations in Scotland under Section 41 
of the Terrorism Act 2000 on suspicion of committing various offences. Police yesterday extended their 
period ofdetention at Govan police station in Glasgow to allow for further questioning. 

Somali al-Shabab commander Ikrima 'spent time in UK' 
BBC News, 2013 10 26 
London - An al-Shabab commander who was the target ofa recent abortive US special forces raid in 
Somalia had spent time in the UK, the BBC has learned. Abdukadir Mohamed Abdukadir, widely known 
as Ikrima, has. been linked to alleged terror plots in Kenya. Friends have told the BBC that he came to the 
UK in 2007 and spent time in London, before moving to Somalia the following year. US Navy Seals 
failed in an attempt to capture him on 5 October. The raid followed an attack on the Westgate shopping 
centre in Nairobi, Kenya, on 21 September that lasted four days and left at least 67 people dead. 

The Briton who has become the world's most wanted woman may have been radicalised by a terror 
kingpin in Yemen 
Sunday Times (UK), Dipesh Gadher, 20131027 
London - The widow ofone of the July 7 bombers, Samantha Lewthwaite, has claimed to have spent 
some time in Yemen, raising fears that she had been radicalised by a1-Qaeda's most prolific recruiter. The 
Middle Eastcrn country was home to Anwar al-Awlaki, a firebrand preacher credited with inspiring a new 
generation of terrorists in the West through his English language internet sermons. Until he was killed by 
an American drone strike in 20 II, Awlaki had been the spiritual leader of a1-Qaeda in the Arabian 
Peninsula (AQAP). The group had plotted with a graduate from a British university to blow up a 
passenger jet over Detroit with a bomb sewn into his underpants in 2009. AQAP also influenced one of 
the Boston marathon bombers, while Roshonara Choudhry, who had tried to murder Stephen Timms, a 
former Labour minister, listened to Awlaki's lectures online. 

White supremacist gets 40 years for terror campaign against Muslims 
The Guardian (London), Vikram Dodd, 2013 1026 
London - A white supremacist who hoped to "ethnically cleanse" Muslims was yesterday told he will 
serve at least 40 years imprisonment for a terror campaign in which he hunted down a Muslim to murder 
before he bombed three Midlands mosques aiming to kill and maim worshippers. Pavlo Lapshyn, 25, 
came to Britain in April from Ukraine after winning a prize to further his studies. Instead he tried to 
trigger a race war, fuelled by extremist material on his computer - including a video game called "ethnic 
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cleansing" which celebrated racist violence. Within a day of arriving and starting a work placement in 
Birmingham, Lapshyn who was a PhD student, was viewing an extremist rightwing Russian website used 
by those imprisoned for racist crimes, including murder. 

White Widow Samantha Lewthwaite 'radicalised by top al-Qaida recruiter in Yemen' 
Belfast Telegraph, Jack Brennan, 20131028 
Belfast - Samantha Lewthwaite may have been radica1ised by an al- Qaida kingpin in Yemen, it has 
emerged. The widow ofone ofthe July 7 bombers, Lewthwaite, who was born and raised for some time 
in Banbridge, Co Down, has claimed to have spent some time inYemen, raising fears that she may have 
been influenced by al-Qaida's most prolific recruiter, Anwar al- Awalaki . Until now, Lewthwaite who has 
become known as 'the White Widow' was only thought to have visited Africa, where she is believed to 
have strong links to al-Shabaab, the Somalian wing of al-Qaida, which was responsible for last month's 
Kenyan shopping mall massacre . Lewthwaite (29), also recently made a bizarre series ofTwitter rants 
making reference to Coronation Street and Strictly Come Dancing. It is believed that Lewthwaite is using 
a Twitter account called the Muslim Youth Centre, a Kenyan-affiliated offshoot ofal-Shabaab. 

Samantha Lewthwaite 'received British passport before going on run' 
London Daily Telegraph, Multiple reporters, 2013 10 28 
Nairobi - Britain and South Africa both issued ncw passports to Samantha Lewthwaite in the months 
before she went on the run, having been linked to a terrorist plot, The Daily Telegraph can disclose . 
Lewthwaite, the widow of the one of the July 7 suicide bombers and now dubbed the "world's most 
wanted woman", received a new British passport in Feb 2011 from the British High Commission in South 
Africa's capital, Pretoria. Days earlier, on Jan 31, 2011, Lewthwaite had also been given a South African 
passport in the name of Natalie Faye Webb, a nurse then living in Essex whose identity she allegedly 
stole. Naledi Pandor, the South African home affairs minister, insisted that this document was cancelled 
"in Feb 2011" and placed on an Interpol "stop list" . Instead, the Kenyan authorities gave Lewthwaite new 
tourist visas - or renewed old ones - on five separate occasions: Feb 26,March 28, May 3, Aug 25 and 
Nov 21 . All these stamps were placed in the supposedly cancelled South African passport. 

PAKISTAN 

Before Malala 
New Yolk Times, William Dalrymple, 2013 1026 
Comment - Ever since Malala Yousafzai recovered from her shooting by the Taliban last year, she has 
been universally honored: As well as a nomination for the Nobel Peace Prize, she has been given 
everything from the Mother Teresa Award to a place in Time Magazine's" 100 Most Influential People in 
the World" Malala's extraordinary bravery and commitment to peace and the education of women is 
indeed inspiring. But there is something disturbing about the outpouring of praise: the implication that 
Malala is a lone voice, almost a freak event in Pashtun society, which spans the border areas of 
Afghanistan and Pakistan and is usually perceived as ultraconservative and super-patriarchal . Few 
understand the degree to which the stereotypes that bedevil the region -- images of terrorist hide-outs and 
tribal blood feuds, religious fanatics and the oppression of women -- are, if not wholly misleading, then at 
least only one side ofa complex society that was, for many years, a center ofGandhian nonviolent 
resistance against British rule, and remains home to ancient traditions of mystic poetry, Sufi music and 
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strong female leaders. (Note: William Dalrymple is the author, most recently, of "Return ofa King: The 
Battle for Afghanistan, 1839-42. ") 

Bomb targeting Shia pilgrims kills two Fe personnel in Mastung 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 10 26 
Mastung - At least two soldiers were killed when a roadside bomb hit a paramilitary van escorting a bus 
of Shia Muslim pilgrims in the Mastung district of Balochistan on Saturday, officials said. The incident 
took place in Dringhar area, on the main Quetta-Taftan Highway in Mastung district, some 50 kilometres 
southwest of Quetta. "The bomb exploded after a Frontier Corps (FC) vehicle stopped to check a parked 
car," Sayed Mehrab Shah, a senior government official in Mastung told AFP. All the pilgrims on the bus, 
who were on their way to Iran, were safe but several security personnel were wounded by the remotely 
triggered bomb, Shah said. 

Never approved drone strikes, Pakistan tells UN 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 1026 
United Nations - Pakistan 'told a UN committee on Friday that drone strikes resulting in civilian casualties 
violate international law, and that Islamabad did not approve such attacks on its territory. "It is not 
justifiable to launch strikes in the context ofnon-international armed conflict in Pakistan-Afghanistan 
border area," Ambassador Masood Khan said while commenting on the seminal report by Ben 
Emmerson, UN speeial rapporteur on human rights and counterterrorism. Emmerson formally presented 
to the General Assembly'S Third (Social, Humanitarian and Cultural) Committee on Friday his report on 
the use ofarmed drones in various parts of the world. The Pakistani ambassador, while agreeing with 
Emmerson that the continued use of remotely piloted aireraft amounts to a violation of Pakistani 
sovereignty, took issue with the speeial rapporteur's observation that "while the fact that civilians have 
been killed, or injured does not necessarily point to a violation of international humanitarian law, it 
undoubtedly raises issues ofaccountability and transparency." 

Pak given 5 more 26/11 documents, but says not enough 
The Hindu, Staff Report, 2013 10 28 
New Delhi - Pakistan has no excuses left. India turned over five key documents to Pakistan on October 
15, completing the full list of documents asked for by the neighbouring country for the trial of2611 I 
accused. Pakistan is expected to prosecute the seven 26111 accused including the mastermind Zakiur 
Rehman Lakhvi. Indian officials said there wcre no documents left to give to Pakistan . On Saturday, the 
foreign ministry, in an unusually sharp reaction, said it was Pakistan's responsibility to present the 
evidence given by India in the case. Since the planning, training and financing of the terror attacks was 
done in Pakistan, "99 per cent" of the evidence would be available there . "The entire planning of the 
dastardly Mumbai terrorist attack was hatched in Pakistan, the training of the terrorists who launched that 
attack was undertaken in Pakistan, the financing of the conspiracy was in Pakistan. 

Pakistan appeals India to release prisoners from jails 
Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 27 
Amitstar - A Pakistan judicial commission, comprising of two members, met prisoners of their country 
languishing in a prison in India's northern Amritsar city on Saturday, while appealing that those who have 
completed their sentence l?e repatriated, DawnNews reported. An Indian official also joined the two 
members of the Pakistan delegation as they met 57 Pakistani prisoners at the central jail in Amritsar city 
of northern Punjab state. After meeting the prisoners, Justice (retd) Mian Mohammad Ajmal spoke to the 
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media and appealed that those who had completed their sentence should immediately be sent back home, 
as keeping them in prison is illegal detention. 

Safety of Pakistan's nuclear assets has improved: US 
Pakistan Dawn, Anwar Iqbal, 20131028 
Washington - In a document issued after Prime Minister Nawaz Sharit's visit to the United States, the 
White House has acknowledged improvement in a key area of US concern: the safety and security of 
Pakistan's nuclear assets. "Pakistan is engaged with the international community on nuclear safety and 
security issues and is working to ensure its strategic export controls are in line with international 
standards," says the document. "Pakistan is a state party to both the Chemical Weapons Convention and 
the Biological Weapons Convention and is a partner in the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear 
Terrorism," the White House notes. "Pakistan is an active participant in the Nuclear Security Summit 
process and works closely with the International Atomic Energy Agency's Office ofNuclear Security to 
promote best security practices," it adds. 

OTHERS I AUTRES 

'Insider' attack injures Kiwi 
New Zealand Herald, Teuila Fuatai, 2013 \0 28 
Wellington - New Zealander and Australian hurt after exchange oftire with lone gunman. The exchange 
ofgunfire that injured a New Zealand soldier in Afghanistan involved three rounds being fired towards 
the New Zealander from a lone Afghan soldier. The ,. insider" attack at Qargha, near Kabul at about 
5.30pm on Saturday (New Zealand time), happened as a New Zealand soldier was being escorted from a 
meeting by two Australian soldiers, said Defence Force chief Lieutenant General Rbys Jones. The New 
Zealander received injuries to his foot. Lieutenant General Jones said the trio had been fired on from a 
lone Afghan soldier who appeared between two buildings. An Australian soldier was hit in the chest, but 
received only superficial injuries as all three soldiers were wearing full protection gear ... [The soldier] hit 
one ofthe Australian escorts and injured our person. The second Australian returned fire . 

IIIegals sounds soft - maybe we could call them invaders 
The Advertiser, Susan Mitchell, 2013 10 28 
Opinion: Does the fact that a person arrives on our shores in an illegal way automatically make them into 
an "illegal"? Does their means ofarrival define them more than why they have arrived? Surely the fact 
that we process them according to whether they are genuine asylum seekers or not, means that they 
should not all be immediately branded with the name "illegals" . Why would the Abbott Government 
change the name "asylum seeker" to "illegal"? Doesn't this change of name automatically stigmatise this 
person? We might not want people seeking asylum to risk their lives on leaky boats in order to come here 
but do we want to make them feel less than human? Why doesn't Immigration Minister Scott Morrison 
just be honest and call them "invaders'''! This has nothing to do with what the conservatives love to label 
"political correctness", this is just about treating other human beings with some kind of civility. No one in 
public life would call indigenous Australians "abos" any more . Nor do we name those born with both a 
white and Aboriginal parent "half-<:astes" . They deserve to be treated as human beings, not products of 
their breeding. What's next? Will we be ordered to describe people not born to parents who are legally 
married as "illegitimates"? 
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Would-be suicide bomber shot dead in Paktika 
P~hwok Afghan News, Ali Mohammad Nazari, 2013 10 28 
Sharan - A would-be car suicide attacker was shot dead before he could reach his target in the Khairkot 
district of southern Paktika province on Monday, an official said. The incident took place at Ilam when a 
car suicide bomber tried to target the National Directorate of Security (NDS) office in the district, the 
governor's spokesman, Mukhlis Afghan, told Pajhwok Afghan News. Security forces jdentified the 
attacker, he said, adding NDS operatives shot him to death before he reached the target. Two NDS agents 
were slightly injured in the incident and taken to hospital for treatment. (Full Report). 

40 years on, Egypt is at another crossroads 
London Times, Michael Binyon, 2013 10 26 
London - The battle for Sinai was bitter and bloody. Shattered lorries and burnt-<lut tanks lay allover the 
undulating desert on the east bank of the Suez Canal . Huge black patches with ashwhite centres marked 
artillery positions. Bomb craters pockmarked the fine yellow dunes. Twisted metal, old missile cases and 
the detritus of destruction littered the ground. I had crossed the canal on one of the Soviet-supplied 
pontoon bridges. All around, the Egyptian Second Army was dug in. Soldiers tidied up their shallow 
bunkers . Mobile radio stations hid under sand~loured netting, and every so often a tank, like a sleepy 
tortoise, peeped out from a sandbagged hollow. Vivid as the memory might be, it is now 40 years since 
the biggest and bloodiest Arab-Israeli war ended in a ceaseflre. I had been sent by The Times to cover the 
Yom Kippur war -- fearing that it might again end in catastrophe for the ill-fated Arab side. 

A Reason for Hope in Congo's Perpetual War 
New York Times, Nicholas Kulish, 2013 10 27 
Goma, Democratic Republic of Congo - Rocket after rocket ripped across the sky. By Saturday evening, 
after two straight days ofpitched battle with artillery, tanks and mortars, the Congolese Army had driven 
the M23 rebels out of the strategic town of Kibumba. "We are victorious," sang ecstatic soldiers from the 
back ofa truck as dusk fell . "We are the winners." The officers were more circumspect. "It's not finished 
yet," said the commander, Maj . Gen. Bahuma Ambamba, adding that the area was still being cleared. 
Still, the battle was a dramatic turnaround from barely a year ago, when the rebels had the upper hand. 111
disciplined, corrupt and often drunk, the Congolese soldiers were only somewhat more popular than the 
mutineer rebels who had taken up arms against them. Last faIl , after the rebels briefly overran Goma, the 
regional capital and a city of one million people, the United Nations peacekeeping forces here were 
cxposed as little more than blue-helmeted mannequins. That bitter defeat jolted both the Congolese 
government and the United Nations Security Council into action, bringing new leadership and vigor to the 
long war in eastern Congo. 

Army kills over 95 insurgents in Bomo 
Vanguard (Nigeria), Kingsley Omonobi & Ndahi Mararna, 2013 1027 
Maiduguri - In continuation of its fight against Boko Haram Insurgents in the North-East, the troops of 7 
Division of the Nigerian Army have destroyed Boko Hararn camp, killing over 95 insurgents in Galangi 
and Limanti villages ofKaga local government area of Borno state. The invasion came barely some hours 
after attack on military and police locations in Damaturu the capital of Yobe State by gunmen suspected 
to be Boko Hararn members yesterday. The gunmen had access and launched coordinated attacks using 
Rocket Propelled Launchers and Improvised Explosive Devices (EIDs) on different military checkpoints 
within the metropolis killing several people. Mallam Abdulwasiu Akinsanya, a staff of Media Trust, 
publishers of Daily Trust, Weekly Trust and Sunday Trust was among several civilians that were killed in 
Damaturu when the gunmen launched multiple attacks on military and police locations as well as public 
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and private buildings on Thursday. His Wife, Bilkisu A. Akinsanya confirmed that her husband was 
killed around 5.30pm when their vehicle broke down in Drunaturu shortly before the Boko Haram 

'insurgents launched the attacks. 

Des missiles sol-air et des roquettes il Illizi 
L'Expression, Brahim Takheroubt, 20131026 
Tripoli - La situation securitaire aux frontieres a1gero-maliennes inquiete au plus haut point. Cela fait des 
mois que les autorites militaires a1geriennes ont place leurs forces de securite en a1erte maximale dans 
cette region. Avant-hier, I'ANP a mis la main sur un veritable arsenal de guerre. La nature du materiel et 
Ie lieu de cette decouverte font reellement peur. Vne centaine de missiles anti-aeriens, plusieurs centaines 
de roquettes anti-helicopteres, des mines terrestres et des grenades RPG ont ete saisies it la frontiere 
a1gerienne avec la Libye . Cette information non confirmee par les services de I'ANP a ete rapporree par 
I'agence Reuters, citant une source securitaire qui revele I'information jeudi demier. Cet arsenal de guerre 
a ete decouvert dans une cache situee it environ 200 km du complexe gazier de Tiguentourine (Illizi) . Ce 
site, pour rappel, a fait I'objet, Ie 16 janvier dernier, d'une terrible attaque terroriste suivie d'une prise 
d'otages qui a braque les projecteurs de I'actualite mondiale. Sou vent, des armes sont saisies dans les 
regions frontalieres provenant souvent des stocks de I'armee libyenne . 

Egypt's 'War on Terror': The dangers ahead 
Ahram Online, Ahmed Eleiba, 2013 10 26 
Cairo - Terrorist attacks have increased in scale and frequency in Egypt in recent weeks . They have also 
begun to spread beyond the desert in northern Sinai to the western bank of the Suez Canal - most 
recently Ismailia -- and beyond, including Cairo which this week saw a drive-by shooting at a church 
wedding. These developments suggest that this trend may continue and leave no shadow ofa doubt that 
they are closely related to political developments in the country. Militantjihadist groups have declared 
war on the state and its institutions, particularly its security and military establishments. Statements 
claiming responsibility for the attacks underscore the takfiri (anti-expiatory) mindset of the perpetrators. 
They were targeting the soldiers of the ".faIse god" who were in alliance with and collaborating with the 
Israeli enemy against the innocent in Sinai, they claim. Analysts suggest that there is a link between the 
increased frequency of such messages and mounting anger in society at large against all shades of 
political Islam. From random encounters with many young army officers working in Sinai and Ismailia it 
is clear they are bound by a strong determination to end terrorism in Egypt regardless of the sacrifices. 

Foreign Fighters, Doctors With Boko Haram 
This Day, Michael Olugbode, 2013 10 27 
Lagos - What had been widely suspected, but without much evidence, was confirmed at the weekend, as a 
captured Boko Haram insurgent revealed that extremists from three neighbouring countries were fighting 
in the ongoing terrorist attacks in the northeastern part of the country on the side of the sect. He also said 
there were doctors, professionals and artisans within the Boko Harrun sect. The account of the sect 
member reinforces fears that the Islamic militant sect; Boko Haram, is getting closer to a1-Qaida affiliates 
and that radical movements are spilling across national boundaries . The Nigerian Army had on Thursday 
launched a massive air and ground onslaught against Boko Haram in Bomo State, killing 74 insurgents 
and destroying the sect's camp in Galangi and Kawanti villages. But in neighbouring Yobe State, 
members of the sect had launched sUl]Jrise attacks on Damaturu, the state capital, and enllaged the 
military in gun duels for several hours, forcing the imposition ofa 24-hour curfew on the state by the 
army. 
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L'etat algerien restera mobilise pour la liberation de ses diplomates enleves au nord du Mali 
Horizons (Algerie), Joumaliste maison, 2013 1027 
Bamako - L'Etat algerien restera mobilise pour la liberation de ses diplomates enleves en 2012 au nord du 
Mali, a affirme, samedi dernier, a Bamako, Ie ministre des Affaires etrangeres, Ramtane Lamamra. « 
L'Algerie ne s'inclinera pas face au terrorisme et restera mobilisee pour la liberation de ses diplomates 
enleves », a declare M. Lamamra dans un point de presse tenu au siege de l'ambassade d'Algerie a 
Bamako en marge de la visite de travail et d'amitie qu'il effectue dans ce pays. « Je reirere.notre profonde 
sympathie et notre solidarire avec nos compatriotes victimes de leur devoir professionnel », a-t-il 
souligne, reirerant Ie « profond engagement» de l'Etat adeployer tous les efforts pour « une issue 
heureuse acette question » 

L'«Hydre», vaste offensive militaire contre les djihadistes 
Le Soir, David Bache, 2013 10 28 
Bamako - L'operation «Hydre» porte Ie nom de ce monstre mythologique dote de plusieurs tetes qui 
repoussent plus nombreuses lorsqu'on tente de les couper. Une image qui en dit long sur la pereeption 
qu'ont les forces armees des groupes islamistes terroristes qu'il s'agit de combattrc dans les confins du 
Nord malien ... Lancee dans Ie plus grand secret il y a toutjuste une semaine, Ie 20 octobre, I'operation 
Hydre est menee conjointement par la force fran~se Serval et par l'armee malienne, avec Ie soutien des 
Casques bleus de la Minusma (Mission des Nations unies au Mali). Un soutien essentiellement logistique 
et de coordination, car Ie mandat onusien de maintien de la paix n'inclut pas les missions offensives de 
lutte antiterroriste. Pour cette operation d'envergure, plus de 1.500 soldats sont mobilises, dont la grande 
majorite, pres de 900 hommes, appartiennent a l'armee malienne. Une implication inedite. Un bataillon 
est meme deja sorti des rangs de la mission de formation militaire de l'Union europeenne, mise en place 
dans la foulee de l'operation Serval . 

Moroccan jou malist in Qaeda video case freed on bail 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 to 26 
Marrakesh - A Moroccan journalist on trial for aiding terrorism was freed on bail Friday, after his arrest 
last month for posting a video lin!< attributed to AI-Qaeda triggered an international outcry. Ali Anouzla 
was arrested on September 17 after his website posted a link to a video attributed to AI-Qaeda in the 
Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), with the authorities saying he was giving the jihadists a platform. On Friday, 
Anouzla walked out of the Sale prison near Rabat, accompanied by his lawyer, Hassan Semlali, after a 
one-month detention, an AFP photographer said. A committee ofsupport was outside the prison gates to 
welcome him. "We have won because Ali is among his relatives and his friends, but this is not over yet 
because he is still being prosecuted," supporter Fouad Abdelmoumni said. 

Tunisia Islamists, Secularists Vie for Power --- Focus of Political Leaders Diverted From Economic 
Woes, Security, Corruption as Talks Open on Transitional Government 
Wall Street Journal, Maria Abi-Habib, 2013 1026 
Tunis - Tunisia's Islamists and secularists struggled Friday to find a path out of their deepening power 
struggle, which has paralyzed the country's transition from dictatorship to democracy and diverted its 
agenda of fixing the economy, security and endemic corruption. In the nation whose uprising inspired the 
Arab Spring, opposition activists complain that although the leadership has changed - in Egypt, Libya, 
and their own country -- the repressive systems they sought to transform remain largely in place. The 
standoff between Islamists and secularists, punctuated by protests and violence over the past few months, 
has marred what until recently was one of the brightest spots in an Arab Spring that has disappointed the 
revolutionaries who took to the streets demanding "jobs, freedom and dignity." 
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Tunisie : negociations tous azimuts pour sortir de la crise politique 
Agence France-Presse, 2013 10 27 
Tunis - Les pourparlers reunissant islamistes au pouvoir et opposants pour resoudre en un mois une 
profonde crise politique en Tunisie, lances vendredi, doivent entrer samedi dans Ie vif du sujet avec la 
reprise des travaux de la Constituante. Le lancement de ce dialogue national vendredi apres-midi a pu 
avoir lieu apres que Ie Premier ministre Ali Larayedh a fourni un engagement Cerit de laisser dans trois 
semaines la place a un cabinet apolitique avec a sa tete un nouveau chefde gouvernement qui doit etre 
designe d'ici une semaine. Les representants du parti islamiste Ennahda et de I'opposition ont planche 
jusqu'a lard dans la nuit de vendredi a samedi pour former un comite charge de composer la future Cquipe 
gouvemementale, a rapporte Ie syndicat UGTT, principal mediateur de ces pourparlers a huis clos. 

Visuel interactif: Ie nouvel organigramme d'Aqmi 
Jeune Afrique, Benjamin Roger, 2013 10 26 
Gao - Durement frappe durant I'operation Serval au Mali, Aqmi a revu son organisation interne. 
Promotions, nouveaux lieutenants, personnages cles : decouvrez Ie nouvel organigramme de la filiale 
maghrebine d'AI-Qaida. Environ 500 jihadistes auraient ere tues lors des six premiers mois de I'operation 
Serval au Mali, de janvier ajuin 2013. Parmi eux figuraient de nombreux combattants d'AI-Qaida au 
Maghreb islamique (Aqmil. Confrontee ases plus importantes pertes depuis sa creation, en janvier 2007, 
I'organisation terroriste a etc contrainte de rearnenager sa structure interne. Les principaux changements 
concement la direction dcs dcux principales brigades au Sahel : la katiba Tarik Ibn Ziyad et la katiba aI
Fourghan. Decapitees avec la mort de leurs anciens chefs, I'Algerien Abou Zeid et Ie Mauritanien 
Mohamed Lemine Ould EI-Hassen, elles sont desomais dirigees par leurs compatriotes respectifs Said 
Abou Moughatil et Abderrahmane . 

Colombia's FARC frees kidnapped ex-U.S. marine: Red Cross 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 1027 
Bogota - Colombia's F ARC guerrillas have freed a former U.S. marine who was kidnapped in June while 
he trekked through the jungle in a known guerrilla area, the International Committee ofthe Red Cross 
(ICRC) said on Sunday. Kevin Scott Sutay, a veteran of the war in Afghanistan, had been backpacking 
through several Central and South American countries before he was captured by the FARe. He had 
ignored police warnings against hiking through a "red zone" for rebel activity. "We confirm that Kevin 
Scott Sutay was handed over to a humanitarian commission made up of representatives of the 
governments of Colombia, Cuba and Norway and members of the ICRC," said Bogota-based [CRC 
spokcswoman Patricia Rey. Rey said the release took place on Sunday in the southeastern province of 
Guaviare, where Sutay had been held. He has since been handed over to U.S. embassy officials at Bogota 
airport, she said. An [CRC doctor had deemed Sutay to be in good health and fit to travel but Rey could 
not confirm whether he would travel immediately to the United States. 

Sri Lanka major Tamil party to boycott CHOGM 
Colombo Page, 2013 10 28 
Colombo - Sri Lanka's major Tamil party Tamil National Alliance (TNAl has decided to boycott the 
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) to be held in Colombo from November 15 to 
17. "We will not take part in CHOGM. Butour staying away does not mean we are protesting against the 
participating nations. We will be eager to meet them," Mavai Senathirajah, a senior Tamil National 
Alliance (TNAl legislator has told PT[ said Saturday. However, the newly elected Chief Minister of 
Northern Provincial Council, C. V. Vigneswaran in an exclusive interview to Times ofindia has asked 
the Indian leaders to attend the CHOGM to express their concerns over the Tamil cause and other issue. 
Disagreeing with the Chief Minister, party leader R. Sampanthan has asked India to boycott the summit. 
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La Russie durcit sa leglislation antiterroriste 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 10 27 
Moscou - C'est une initiative de Vladimir Poutine en personne. Les amendements au code penal etendent 
la responsabilire d'un attentat terroriste sur la famille du criminel. Jusqu'll present, Ie terroriste lui- meme 
et l'Etat devaient payer pour les dommages causes par un attentat. DCsormais, les sommes necessaires 
seront prelevees sur les proches du coupable. Qu'il s'agisse de safamille biologique ou de personnes qui 
lui sont cheres, precise la loi . Au prealable, une enquete devra prouver que les biens possedes par les 
proches en question sont bien lies II une activire terroriste. Le nouveau texte prevoit egalement de punir de 
cinq II dix ans de prison les personnes ayant re9u un entrainement en vue de commettre des attentats et les 
personnes liees aI'organisation de reseaux terroristes. Dans Ie meme temps, ceux qui ont quine ce type 
d'organisation volontairement et n'ont pas commis d'autre delit ne seront pas poursuivis en justice. 

Russia okays anti-terrorism bill ahead of Sochi Games 
Globe and Mail , Alexei Anishchuk, 2013 10 26 
Moscow - Russia's parliament passed a bill on Friday imposing prison terms of up to six years on 
Russians who take part in conflicts abroad, as the government tries to head off potential security threats 
ahead of the Winter Olympics in Sochi. Militants waging an Islamist insurgency in southern Russia's 
North Caucasus region sympathize with the international jihadists trying to overthrow Syrian President 
Bashar ai-Assad. National security officials estimate that up to 400 people have left Russian territory to 
fight in Syria and analysts warn they pose a serious threat when they return. President Vladimir Putin 
submitted the amendments to the existing anti-terrorism law in September. Under the amended law, 
relatives ofthose committing acts of terrorism will be held financially liable for the damage. It also sets 
prison terms of up to 20 years for setting up a terrorist organization and up to 10 years for being part of it. 

Car born bs kill scores in Baghdad, in sign of crisis in Iraq 
Washington Post, Ben Van Heuvelen, 2013 10 28 
Ibril, Iraq - Nearly two years after the U.S. troop withdrawal, Iraq is in the midst of a deepening security 
crisis as an aI-Qaeda affiliate wages a relentless campaign of attacks, sending the death toll soaring to its 
highest level since 2008. In the latest violence, nine car bombs tore through markets and police 
checkpoints in Baghdad on Sunday, killing dozens of people. The bloody campaign has virtually erased 
the security gains made in the past five years. More than 5,300 Iraqis have been killed this year. Sunday's 
attacks occurred just three days before Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri aI-Maliki is scheduled to atrive in 
Washington, whcre he will takc part in meetings at the White House and on Capitol Hill . At the top of his 
agenda is a request for more U.S. help in the fight against the aI-Qaeda affiliate, whose scope has grown 
to encompass neighboring Syria as well. "We need to increase the depth and width of our cooperation, to 
be more agile and reflect the seriousness of the situation in Iraq," Iraq's ambassador to Washington, 
Lukman Faily, said in a telephone interview. "In our discussions, we will highlight the urgent need for the 
approval and quick delivery of military sales." 

'Israel's missile-defense system could crumble at the moment of truth' 
Jerusalem Post, Y ossi Melman, 2013 10 26 
Jerusalem - In a piercing, informative and opinionated article based on data, Dr. Nathan Faber criticized 
the Israeli missile-defense concept (the "tiered defense") this week. The conclusion of Dr. Faber's article, 
published in the Magen Laoref ("Homefront Shield") foundation's website, is that if Israel finds itself in 
an all-out war on several fronts facing enemies that are showering it with hundreds of missiles a day 
(perhaps over a thousand), this concept could crumble due financial , operational and technological 
reasons. The tiered-defense concept is based on different types ofdefense missiles to intercept the 
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different variations of enemy projectiles in a number of ranges and altitudes ("interception tiers"), 
According to Dr. Faber's article, the Arrow 3 anti-ballistic- missile system (that is still under 
development) is designed to intercept Iranian Shihab missiles (that have a range of 1,300 km.), at an 
altitude of 250-300 km" hundreds ofkilometers away from Israel's borders (over Jordan), In the future , 
Arrow 3 missiles will also have to intercept Sejil missiles, that have a range ofover 2,000 km , Arrow 2 
missiles are designed to intercept mostly Syrian Scud missiles (Scud B, C and D) that are launched from a 
distance of 300-700 km, Arrow 2 can intercept missiles at an altitude of-30-1 00 km" over Israeli territory 
or over the West Bank 

o~ 

AI-Qaeda issue harsh warning 
Yemen Times, Staff Writer, 2013 10 27 
Sana'a - AI-Qaeda uploaded a vide on Y ouTube late on Thursday warning the Yemeni government any 
form of reprisal against terror detainees, who on Tuesday staged a riot in a failed attempt to break out of 

, prison, The Sana'a prison which houses a reported 300 al-Qaeda operatives managed to quell a full blown 
mutiny on Tuesday, after detainees launched at prison guards and managed to acquire fire arms as well as 
knives after breaking through one of the jail security line, Pre-empting on any form ofcorporal or judicial 
revenge on its militants, al-Qaeda warned its retaliation would "painful", Jalal Baledi al-Maraqshi, a top 
ranking AQAP leader said, "We warn Sanaa's collaborator regime of the consequences ofany attack on 
the prisoners due to their uprising against their jailers" , 

Car bomb targets mosqne in Damascus suburb 
AI-Jazeera, 2013 10 26 
Damascus - A car bomb explosion has killed at least 40 people and wounded dozens more near a mosque 
in the Damascus province town ofSuq Wadi Barada, a monitor said , "At least three of the dead were 
children," said Observatory director Rami Abdel Rahman on Friday , The town is under rebel control, but 
troops loyal to the regime of President Bashar al-Assad were positioned right outside it, said the Syrian 
Observatory for Human Rights, State news agency SANA also reported the blast, and blamed "terrorists," 
the term the Assad regime uses for forces fighting to oust it "The car exploded while the terrorists were 
packing it with explosives near the Osama Bin Zeid mosque, Terrorists and civilians were killed," said the 
agency, "Two bodies have arrived at the Moassat hospital, including a seven-year-<>Id child's, There are 
also 30 wounded people, most ofthem critically," 

Christians and AIawites target of Tripoli attacks 
Lebanon Daily Star, Misbah al-AIi, 2013 10 28 
Tripoli - Residents of the Tripoli neighborhood ofZahrieh were still reeling from attacks targeting 
businesses owned by Christians and Alawites over the weekend, with some fearing the incidents were 
meant to fuel sectarian hostilities, The attacks took place overnight by unidentified armed men, as owners 
were surprised to learn early Friday when they arrived at the main street ofZahrieh to open up their 
shops, They rummaged through the debris, as many shops had been burned, to see if any of their 
merchandise could be salvaged, All of the owners belong to the Christian and Alawite communities of 
Zahrieh, causing some observers to muse that they were paying the price for long-standing sectarian 
tensions in the northern city, Belonging to a minority group in Tripoli, some shop owners said they didn't 
have authority' figures to complain to either. 

Israel capable of setting back Iran's nuclear program 

Times of Israel, Yifa Yaakov, 2013 10 28 

Jerusalem - Sanctions alone are not sufficient to pressure Iran to abandon its nuclear program, former 
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Israeli Air Foree commander Ido Nehushtan said on Saturday morning, and he indicated that the Israel 
Air Force was capable of setting back the Iranian nuclear program ifordered to do so. Advocating a 
carrot-and-;;tick approach, Nehushtan said the option ofa military strike on Iran, which claims its nuclear 
program is peaceful but has refused to honor international resolutions aimed to prevent it attaining nuclear 
weapons capability, must remain on the table. "Nobody's happy about the idea of a military strike. It is 
carried out when the alternative is worse. There's no knowing what'll happen as a result ofa military 
strike," he said . Nehushtan stressed Tehran must realize that Israel is prepared to use the military option 
"as a means to an end." He was adamant that Israel did retain the capability to realize a viable military 
option. 

Hassan Diab doit etre extrude 
Le Droit, Richard Marceau, 2013 10 26 
Opinion: Le 3 octobre 1980, une bombe explosa devant la synagogue de la rue Copernic aParis, tuant 4 
personnes et en blessant 46. Seul un dysfonctionnement de la minuterie evita pire carnage . Placee dans la 
sacoche d'une moto stationnee devant Ie lieu de culte, la bombe devait exploser quand des centaines de 
fideles sortaient it l'issue de la priere. eet attentat a traumatise la communaute juive franyaise . 
Malheureusement, cet episode ne fut pas isole. II marqua Ie debut d'une serie d'attaques brutales en 
Europe de la part de groupes terroristes paiestiniens dans les annees 1980. Aprils plusieurs annees 
d'enquete, Ie systeme judiciaire franyais se concentra sur un suspect: Hassan Diab. Libanais d'origine, 
Diab enscignait la sociologic al'Universire Ottawa. II cst soupyonne d'etre Ic Icader de I'equipe qui a 
commis I'attentat Diab lutte contre son extradition. Le cas se retrouvera bienrot, les 4 et 5 novembre, 
devant la Cour d'appel de l'Ontario. Le fardeau qui s'applique dans un cas d'extradition n'est pas celui du 
"hors de tout doute raisonnable" comme lors d'une procedure criminelle. La cour doit determiner s'il y a 
suffisamment d'lHements de preuve pour qu'un jury puisse conclure ala culpabilite. Ceci a pour but 
d'assurer que nul ne puisse etre extrado! sur Ie fgndement d'un soupyon, demande ou hypothese. La 
decision de la cour canadienne d'acceder aune demande d'extradition n'est pas une determination de la 
culpabilite ou d'innocence. C'est une confirmation qu'il y a assez d'elements de preuve pour donner lieu a 
un proces. (Note: L'auteur est avocat au Centre consultatif des relations juives et israeliennes.) 

Trop radical pour la France 
La Presse, Fabrice de Pierre bourg, 2013 10 26 
Montreal - Un imam fondamentaliste montrealais, qui considere que Ie viol est une punition d'Ailah, n'est 
pas Ie bienvenu en France . II a ete contraint de revenir it Montreal sitot debarque de son avion outre
Atlantique pour assister aun rassemblcmcnt salafiste, a appris La Presse. Le 21 juin dernier, I'imam 
Sulaiman AI-Hayiti alterrit it l'aeroport d'Amsterdam. II est attendu en Belgique pour une serie de "cours". 
Sa destination finale est Montpellier, dans Ie sud de la France, ou a lieu debut juillet un seminaire 
salafiste. Mais une mauvaise nouvelle l'attend. II doit revenir ason point de depart. "Semblerait que je ne 
puisse pas entrer en France . La France m'interdit I'entree dans l'Union europeenne. Je suis bloque a 
Amsterdam", ecrit-i1 alors sur son compte Twitter. Le lendemain, Ie predicateur o!crit ceci : "Je suis desole 
pour les freres qui avaient organise les seminaires, mais la France m'interdit I'entree . Je suis arrive a 
Montreal sain et sauf." 
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CSIS - Secret Supreme Court hearing focuses on security certificate 
CBC.CA, John Chapman, 2013 1006 
Ottawa - The Supreme Court of Canada has a well-eamed reputation for being an open, public and 
transparent court. Its hearings are televised and its rulings often reinforce the notion that courts function 
best when they are transparent. It once famously warned of "the mischief that flows from a presumption 
of secrecy. So it is somewhat ironic that the Supreme Court will be holding a secret, in camera hearing 
later this week. It's a hearing so secret that the court will not even confirm where it is being held because 
of national security concerns . At the centre of the hearing is a little-used immigration tool called a 
security certificate, which allows suspects to be detained for years without charge on national security 
grounds. Thc ccrtificates have been issued against six peoplc in the past 15 years. "To find a precedent for 
this, you have to go back to early days of the Cold War, when you're looking at allegations around the 
Gouzenko affair and spy rings operating in Ottawa," says Mike Larsen, a criminology instructor at 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University in Surrey, B.C. Harkat was picked up on a security certificate in 2002, 
based on CSIS intelligence that allegedly linked him to known a1-Qaeda sympathizers, including Ahmed 
Said Khadr, an Egyptian-born Canadian who had close ties to Osama bin Laden in the 1990s. Harkat 
denies the charges and questioned the reliability ofCSIS's intelligence after it was revealed that one of its 
agents on his case was fired after having an affair with someone she was investigating _ Harkat was 
incarcerated without charge for 3Y, years. When he was released, he was placed under some of the most 
restrictive bail conditions ever ordered in Canada, including house arrest, a GPS monitoring bracelet, 24
hour surveillance and no access to cellphones or computers. Harkat's bail restrictions were gradually 
relaxed over the past seven years, including the removal of his GPS ankle bracelet this summer. The 
Supreme Court hearing on Friday is being held in a secret location so the judges can examine the specific 

. intelligence implicating Harkat while protecting CSIS informants who provided it. An open hearing is 
being held the day before to examine the legality of the entire system. 

Rising border corruption flagged 
Globe and Mail, Colin Freeze, 2013 10 07 
Toronto - Canada's border agency pointed to an "increase in employee corruption" as it defended a move 
to grill its employees on their personal lives, according to documents obtained by The Globe and Mail. 
The federal privacy commissioner had challenged a move by Canada Border Services Agency to quiz 
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employees in sensitive positions, as well asjob applicants, on 57 questions, including drug use, weekly 
alcohol consumption and gambling debts. It was put only into limited circulation for a short time before it 
raised privacy concems. The Office ofthe Privacy Commissioner of Canada wrote to the CBSA last 
No>:ember, saying it was concerned about "highly intrusive questions." The CBSA defended the "integrity 
questionnaire" for enhanced employee screening, saying corruption was a growing problem. "There is 
currently an increase in employee corruption," reads an internal 2012 report obtained under Access to 
Information laws. The border agency's main work is to keep illicit goods and dangerous people from 
entering Canada, and some of its officials also play important roles in keeping terrorism suspects off of 
jetliners, and ensuring that contraband goods never reach rogue states such as Iran. Over the past decade, 
CBSA border guards have been given permission to carry guns. They've also been given more access to 
databases logging the movements ofpeople and goods . Such developments have spurred the agency to 
take more steps to ensure employees are trustworthy. Other federal employees do have their personal lives 
closely scrutinized. Recruits to the RCMP or CSIS, for example, must face probing questions, and 
bureaucrats consent to detailed background checks during bids for top-secret clearance . The privacy 
watchdog argued that potential leaks of CBSA questionnaire information could have dire consequences 
especially since the agency had not figured out how it would properly safeguard the forms once they were 
collected. 

Alberta's government never enforced eviction of 'Freeman on the land' 
Edmonton Sun, Matt Dykstra, 2013 10 05 
Edmonton - Provincial officials never enforced a notice to vacate that was rejected by the "Freemen on 
the land" group accused offorcibly taking several trappers' cabins in Northern Alberta. A spokesperson 
for Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource Development (ESRD), who is too afraid to be named, 
confirmed officials discovered two people illegally camped roughly 80 kilometres south ofGrande Prairie 
in late May. ESRD said officials accompanied by RCMP members issued a notice to vacate in June that 
was rejected by the men who "indicated that it was not crown land, it was land taken over by them" . A 
second site visit by ESRD and Depattment of Justice officials in September confirmed that not only had 
the group not left, but there were now a total of five people illegally camped, the spokesperson said. 

Anti-charter march on for Quebec City, pro-charter rally postponed 
The Gazette, Catherine Solyom, 2013 10 06 
Quebec City - Quebec City police maybe breatbing easier now that a pro-Charter of Values 
demonstration initially scheduled for Sunday has been postponed until the end of October. The march was 
set to take place at the same time and place - in front of the National Assembly - as an anti- charter rally 
organized by the Collectif Quebecois Contre I'[slamophobie (Quebec collective against [slamophobia), 
the same group that drew an estimated 40,000 protesters to a rally in Montreal Sept. 14. The CQC[, which 
counts among its spokespeople Imam Salam Elmenyawi of the Muslim Council of Montreal and Adit 
Charkaoui, whose case before the Supreme Court of Canada eventually led to his security certificate 
being revoked in 2009, hailed the development as good news Saturday on their Facebook page. [t is 
organizing buses to take demonstrators from Montreal to Quebec City and hopes to rally people from all 
parts of Quebec. With a new logo -- a red circle on white background said to represent "the urgency of 
taking action against a government turning around in circles rather than attacking real problems in 
society," the group says it wants to take its message right to Premier Pauline Marois and the minister for 
democratic institutions, Bemard Drainville, the principal architects of the charter. 

Assemb[y of First Nations: Governments must resolve shale gas protests 
QM[ News Agency, 2013 10 05 
Fredericton - The Asseinbly of First Nations says the federal, New Brunswick and First Nation 
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governments must resolve the issues surrounding the shale gas protests in New Brunswick. A protest 
against shale gas and hydraulic fracking has been underway near Elsipogtog First Nation in New 
Brunswick since early June. The community says fracking threatens groundwater supplies and native 
treaty rights . Protesters set up a barricade on Route 134 o",Monday but ajudge ordered its removal on 
Thursday . "This is about governments respecting and recognizing First Nations rights and that we have a 
right to free, prior and informed consent on any proposed development that could affect our lands, our 
waters or our people," AFN National Chief Shawn A-in-chut Atleo said in a statement. "All parties must 
commit to a sustained process of engagement to set sustainable plans for responsible economic 
development that are acceptable to all. This is the approach we want to see going forward in all parts of 
the country." AFN New Brunswick-Prince Edward Island Regional Chief Roger Augustine said Monday 
marks the 250th anniversary of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 that "recognized our rights to our lands. 

Autochtones - L'ONU depeche un rapporteur special 
La Presse canadienne, Joumaliste maison, 2013 lO 07 
Ottawa - Le rapporteur special de l'ONU sur les droits des populations autochtones sera au Canada a 
compter de lundi pour dresser un cOnstat de la situation precaire de ces communautes au pays. Le 
professeur de droit James Anaya, qui elaborera un rapport ace sujet ala demande de I'ONU, doit 
s'entretenir avec des representants autochtones et gouvemementaux au cours de son passage au Canada. " 
L'idee derriere cette demarche est d'avoir des renseignements de premiere main sur la situation des 
pcuplcs autochtoncs du Canada en m'entretenant dircctement avec eux aussi souvent que possible ", a-t-il 
souligne en entrevue telephonique avec La Presse canadienne. Neufjours En tant que rapporteur special 
des Nations unies, Ie role de M. Anaya est de faire la promotion des lois et politiques soutenant les 
communautes autochtones atravers Ie monde. II a egalement pour mandai d'etudier leurs conditions de 
vie et soumettre des rapports et recommandations acet egard. II n'a toutefois aucun pouvoir contraignant. 
M. Anaya tente pluto!, en denonyant des situations inacceptables, d'embarrasser les gouvemements aupres 
de la eommunaute intemationale. 

Canada and U.S. may share info on immigrants 
Toronto Star, Nicholas Keung, 2013 1005 
Ottawa - Ottawa and Washington are further aligning their border security by sharing personal 
infonnation of immigration and refugee applicants to both countries. The plan, to be fully implemented 
next fall, is raising privacy concerns over the disclosure and retention of infonnation, such as an 
applicant's date of birth, travel document number and fingerprints . The infonnation-sharing wouldn~ 
apply to Canadian and American citizens or permanent residents. "lnformation-1;haring betwcen Canada 
and the U.S . . .. supports mutual efforts to facilitate legitimate travel and protect our common borders 
through improved screening of visitors before they enter our countries," said Alexis Pavlich, press 
secretary of Immigration Minister Chris Alexander. "Privacy protection is a primary consideration for us, 
and the limited infonnation exchange will comply with all relevant Canadian laws, including the Privacy 
Act and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, to ensure that Canadians' privacy rights are protected." 

John Greyson, Tarek Loubani unable to leave Egypt 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2013 lO 07 
Toronto - Two Canadians released from an Egyptian prison after being held without charges for seven 
weeks were barred from flying out of the country on Sunday, Cairo airport officials said. John Greyson, a 
Toronto filmmaker and York University professor, and Tarek Loubani, a physician from London, 
Ontario, had checked in for a flight to Frankfurt, Germany, but were prevented from boarding the plane 
after their names appeared on a "stop-list" issued by prosecutors, the airport officials said. The pair 
retrieved their luggage and were free to leave the airport, the officials said, speaking on condition of 
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anonymity because they were not authorized to brief reporters. Confirmation that the pair were granted 
their freedom came from Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Lynne Yelich late Saturday. Greysqn's 
sister, Cecilia, told The Associated Press that Canadian consular officials were dealing with what she 
called "red tape" so they could begin their trip back to Canada. 

Q 
Deux militants condamnes 
La Presse, Philippe Teisceira-Lessard, 2013 10 05 
Ville De Quebec - Deux militants qw:becois d'extreme gauche ont ete condamnes it 6 mois de prison pour 
des gestes commis lors des manifestations du G20 it Toronto, en 2010. Youri Couture et Guillaume 
Constantineau ont notamment plaide coupable it des accusations de voies de fait armees contre un 
pol icier. L'entente intervenue prevoyait leur incarceration pendant 6 mois. La procureure de la Couronne, 
Elizabeth Nadeau, n'a pas voulu discuter du dossier avec La Presse. Etienne Poitras, l'avocat des deux 
accuses, a indique que ceux~i avaient ete photographies alors qu'ils lan~ent un baton de bois sur des 
policiers. Ses clients ont accepte l'entente comprenant un plaidoyer de culpabilite afin d'etre juges, puis 
detenus au Quebec. 

Le collectif d'Adii Charkaoui va manifester iI Quebec 
La Presse, Fabrice de Pierrebourg, 2013 1005 
Ville de Quebec - Le collcctif d'opposants it la Charte, mene par Adil Charkaoui et I'imam Salam 
Elmenyawi, va manifester it nouveau demain midi, mais sous les fenetres de l'Assemblee nationale it 
Quebec, cette fois . II y a quelques jours, les organisateurs ont lance un appel it la mobilisation de tous les 
"opposants de la charte discriminatoire, liberticide, sexiste et islamophobe" . Des autobus ont ere atfreres 
de Montreal. Le collectif, qui arbore desormais oomme logo un cercle rouge, espere rallier autant de 
protestataires que lors de sa premiere manifestation Ie 12 septembre it Montreal. Sur les pages Facebook 
des organisateurs, Ie ton se fait de plus en plus acrimonieux et vindicatif chez les partisans de chaque 
"camp". Aplusieurs reprises, des citoyens y ont affiche des messages it caracrere raciste . Du cOre des 
manifestants hostiles it la Charte, certains ne machent pas leurs mots non plus au cours des demiers jours 
contre Ie PQ et plusieurs figures connues. 

Manifestation anti-Charte des valeurs iI Quebec 
La Presse canadienne, 10umaliste maison, 2013 10 07 
Quebec - La lutte des partisans du Collectif quebecois contre I'islamophobie (CQCI) s'est transportee it 
Quebec. Apres avoir tenu une manifestation it Montreal Ie 14 septcmbre pour denoncer Ie projet de Charte 
des valeurs du gouvernement provincial, ils s'etaient donne rendez-vous devant l'Assembtee nationale, 
dimanche. Le porte-parole et coordonnateur du regroupement, Adil Charkaoui, soutient que cette 
deuxieme initiative etait necessaire pour une raison bien simple. Selon lui, Ie cri du coeur, qui avait ete 
lance Ie mois demier, ne s'est tout simplement pas rendu aux oreilles de la premiere ministre, Pauline 
Marois, et du ministre responsable des Institutions democratiques et de la Participation citoyenne, 
Bernard Drainville. M. Charkaoui estime qu'il fallait donc organiser une " caravane " pour repeter Ie 
message. C'est ainsi que des militants provenant, entre autres regions, de la metropole, de la Monreregie, 
de l'Estrie et de la Mauricie ont converge vers Ie lieu ou les elus provinciaux prennent leurs decisions. 
D'apres Adil Charkaoui, ils voulaient tous dire d'une seule et meme voix : " Mme Marois, M. Drainville, 
vous etes en train de diviser Ie Quebec. Vous etes en train d'aliroenter la xenophobie et Ie racisme. Vous 
etes en train d'exacerber les tensions". 
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AI Shabaab had claimed the raid was by British and Turkish forces 
Reuters, 2013 10 06 
Washington - U.S. forces launched raids in Libya and Somalia on Saturda).;, two weeks after the deadly 
Islamist attack on a Nairobi shopping mall, capturing a top aI Qaeda figure wanted for the 1998 U.S. 
embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania, U.S. officials said. The Pentagon said senior aI Qaeda figure 
Anas aI Liby was seized in the raid in Libya, but a U.S. official said the raid on the Somali town of 
Barawe failed to capture or kill the intended target from the aI Qaeda-linked aI Shabaab movement. Liby, 
believed to be 49, has been under U.S. indictment for his alleged role in the East Africa embassy 
bombings that killed 224 people. 

Capture of bombing suspect in Libya represents rare 'rendition' by U.S. military 
Washington Post, Emesto Londono, 20131007 
Washington - The capture ofan alleged aI-Qaeda operative outside his home by Special Operations forces 
in Tripoli on Saturday and his secret removal from Libya was a rare instance of U.S. military involvement 
in "rendition," the practice ofgrabbing tcrrorism suspects to face trial without an extradition proceeding 
and long the province of the CIA or the FBI . U.S. officials hailed the capture ofNazih Abdul-Hamed aI
Ruqai, who was wanted in connection with the 1998 bombings of the U.S. embassies in Tanzania and 
Kenya, as an intelligence coup that will disrupt efforts by aI- Qaeda to strengthen its franchise in North 
Africa. The Libyan government on Sunday condemned what it called the "kidnapping" ofone of its 
citizens after Ruqai, known by the alias Anas al-Libi, was forced out of his car and bundled away by men 
his brother described as foreign-looking "commandos." Addressing the Libyan complaints, Secretary of 
State John F. Keny called Ruqai "a key a1-Qaeda figure ." "He is a legal and an appropriate target for the 
U.S. military," Keny said, and will face trial in an American court. Kerry, speaking Monday on the 
sidelines of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum in Bali, Indonesia, gave no details about what 
the Libyans were told or when. 

Libya, Somali raids signal US won't forget attacks: Kerry 
Associated Press, 2013 10 06 
Washington - Secretary of State John Kcny on Sunday said two high-profilc raids in Libya and Somalia 
showed the United States' unflinching determination to hunt down those responsible for terrorism. "We 
hope that this makes clear that the United States ofAmerica will never stop in its effort to hold those 
accountable who conduct acts of terror," he told reporters in the Indonesian island of Bali after Saturday's 
raids. The action should also make clear that "those members of AI-Qaeda and other terrorist 
organisations literally can run, but they can't hide", Keny added. In Libya US forces seized a militant 
known as Abu Anas aI-Libi, a long-sought AI-Qaeda operative indicted in the 1998 bombings of US 
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. 

Libye, Somalie : Washington "poursuit ses ennemis", malgre Ie "shutdown" 
Le Monde.fr avec AFP et Reuters, 2013 10 06 
Washington - "Shutdown" ou pas, les Etats-Unis ne baissent pas la garde, a fait savoir dimanche 60ctobre 
Ie secretaire d'Etat americain, John Keny, apres les raids des forces speciales americaines contre deux 
chefs islamistes en Libye et en Somalie. "Les Etats-Unis ne cesseront jamais leurs efforts pour que les 
responsables d'actes de terrorisme rendent des comptes" , a-t-il declare ilIa presse, en marge de reunions 
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preparatoires au sommet de I'APEC (Asie-Pacifique) qui s'ouvre lundi sur me indonesienne de Bali . Les 
raids lances en Somalie et en Libye montrent que "ces membres d'AI-Qaida et d'autres organisations 
terroristes, meme s'ils s'enfuient, n'arriverontjamais anous echapper" , aajoute M. Kerry. "Nous allons 
continuer a essayer de les traduire devant la justice de maniere appropriee avec pour I'objectif u1time de 
faire en sorte que ce genre d'actions cesse", a-t-il dit. Les forces sptlciales americaines ont mene deux 
raids visant deux chefs islamistes soup~nnes d'actes terroristes, l'un en Libye, ou ils ont capture un des 
leaders presumes d'AI-Qaida, et I'autre en Somalie . 

U.S. Said to Hold Qaeda Suspect on Navy Ship 
New Yorl< Times, Benjamin Weiser, Eric Schmitt, 2013 1007 
New Yorl< - An accused operative for AI Qaeda seized by United States commandos in Libya over the 
weekend is being interrogated while in military custody on a Navy ship in the Meditenanean Sea, 
officials said on Sunday. He is expected eventually to be sent to New York for criminal prosecution. The 
fugitive, known as Abu Anas aI-Libi, is seen as a potential intelligence gold mine, possessing perhaps two 
decades of information about AI Qaeda, from its early days under Osarna bin Laden in Sudan to its more 
scattered elements today. The decision to hold Abu Anas and question him for intelligence purposes 
without a lawyer present follows a pattern used successfully by the Obama administration with other 
terrorist suspects, most prominently in the case of Ahmed Abdulkadir Warsame, a former military 
commander with the Somali terrorist group Shabab. Abu Anas is being held aboard the U.S.S. San 
Antonio, a vessel brought in specifically for this mission, officials said. He has been described as a Qaeda 
computer expert and helped to conduct surveillance of the embassy in Nairobi, according to evidence in 
trials stemming from the bombings. In investigating the attacks, the authorities recovered a Qaeda 
terrorism manual in Abu Anas's residence in Manchester, England. 

Vigilantes patrolling Arizona border are more radical than ever 
Salon.com, David Neiwert, 2013 10 05 
(Unidentified Placeline) - The Southern Poverty Law CenterThough more than three years have passed 
since the Arizona-based Minuteman organization run by movement co-founder Chris Simcox shuttered its 
operations, would-be vigilantes are still patrolling the Arizona desert for border crossers. They are 
generally operating in smaller and, some say, more radical cells. One of these militiamen made headlines 
recently when he .got into an armed confrontation with a Maricopa County sheriffs deputy. This was 
especially noteworthy, since Sheriff Joe Arpaio - a well-known nativist figure himself - made a point of 
denouncing the vigilantism of the border watchers. Last week, KPHO in Phoenix aired video ofone 
militia in action in the desert and at a recruitment gathering. The militiamen, who insisted on anonymity 
anq used such monikers as "Reaper" and "Raptor," said they were only performing a public service 
"We're here to protect our community, first and foremost," the man dubbed Reaper told the reporters. 
"Protect our state, second. And in doing so, that also means curbing the flow ofdrugs into our cities 
(Note: David Neiwert is an investigative journalist and author based in Seattle, whose most recent book is 
And Hell Followed With Her: Crossing the Darl< Side of the American Border (Nation Books). He has 
won a National Press Club award for his reportage on domestic terrorism, and is also known for his work 
as the senior editor of the popular political blog Crooks and Liars.) 

Washington se rappelle au bon souvenir des terroristes 
Tribune de Geneve, Joumaliste maison, 2013 10 07 
Washington - En £Tappant ce week-end en Libye et en Somalie, les Americains ont redit leur 
determination il retrouver les auteurs d'attentats L'Amerique n'oublie pas, I'Amerique n'abandonne jamais. 
Tel est Ie double message que Washington a voulu donner ce week-end en menant deux. raids audacieux 
contre des chefs islamistes sou~nnes d'actes terroristes. La premiere operation a permis la capture, 
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samedi en Libye, d'Abou Anas al- Libi, un des chefs presumes d'AI-Qaida, recherche pour son role dans 
les attentats meurtriers de 1998 contre les ambassades americaines en Tanzanie et au Kenya qui avaient 
fait plus de 220 morts. Le second, mene en Somalie quinze jours apres I'attaque des shebabs contre un 
centre commercial de Nairobi au Kenya, aurait coute la vie aun responsable des combattants islamistes. 

o ( oThey fought terrorism. We put them in jail. (Canada) 
Washington Post, Stephen Kimber, 2013 to 06 ' 
Comment - Consider for a moment what would happen if American intelligence agents on the ground in a 
foreign countl)' uncovered a major terrorist plot, with enough time to prevent it. And then consider how 
Americans would react ifauthorities in that countl)', rather than cooperate with us, arrested and 
imprisoned the U.S. agents for operating on their soil. Those agents would be American heroes. The U.S. 
government would move heaven and Earth to get them back. This sort of scenario has occurred, except 
that, in the real-life version, which unfolded 15 years ago last month, the Americans play the role of the 
foreign government, and Cuba - yes, Fidel Castro's Cuba - plays the role of the aggrieved United States. 
In the early 1990s, after the demise of the Soviet Union made the collapse of Cuba's communist 
government seem inevitable, Miami's militant Cuban exile groups ratcheted up their efforts to overthrow 
Castro by any means possible, including terrorist attacks. In 1994, for example, Rodolfo Frometa, the 
leader of an exile group, was nabbed in an FBI sting tl)'ing to buy a Stinger missile, a grenade launcher 
and anti-tank rockets that he said he planned to use to attack Cuba. In 1995, Cuban police arrested two 
Cuban Americans after they tried to plant a bomb at a resort in Varadcro. Those actions clearly violated 
U.S. neutrality laws, but America's justice system mostly looked the other way. Although Frometa was 
charged, convicted and sentenced to almost four years in jail, law enforcement agencies rarely 
investigated allegations involving exile militants, and if they did, prosecutors rarely pursued charges. Too 
often, Florida's politicians served as apologists for the exile community's hard-line elements. In June of 
that year, FBI agents flew to Havana to meet with their Cuban counterparts. During three days in a safe 
house, the Cubans provided the FBI with evidence their agents bad gathered on various plots, including 
the planned airplane attack and an ongoing campaign of bombings at Havana hotels that had taken the life 
of an Italian Canadian businessman. (Note: Stephen Kimber teaches journalism at the University of 
King's College in Halifax, Canada, and is the author of "What Lies Across the Water: The Real StOI)' of 
the Cuban Five.) 

MEXICO I MEXIQUE 

UNITED KINGDOM I ROY AUME-UNI 

'SO Britons' involved in Somali terror network 
London Times, David Brown, 2013 10 OS 
London - Scotland Yard and MIS are increasingly concerned about home-grown Jihadists in al-Shabaab, 
the Somali terrorist group. They believe that about 50 British men and women are actively involved 
within the network. Members of London street gangs are suspected of being involved in recruiting, 
indoctrinating and financing young Britons who want to travel to Africa. Three years ago Sir Jonathan 
Evans, the former head ofM 15, warned that Somali-born Britons travelling to Mogadishu for training 
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with militants posed an increasing threat to the national security of the UK. Samantha Lewthwaite, 29, the 
"White Widow" who was married to Germaine Lindsay, the 717 suicide bomber, is the most-high profile 
Briton accused oflinks to a1- Shabaab. 

Briton 'behind terror group's bid to wage chemical war' 
London Times, Michael Evans & David Brown, 2013 10 05 
London - A British jihadist is suspected ofdeveloping chemical weapons for the terrorists behind the 
Kenyan shopping centre massacre, raising fears that a1-Qaeda will use them on Western targets. Madhi 
Hashi, 24, is accused of being a leading figure in a1-Shabaab, the African affiliate ofal-Qaeda. He was 
captured while preparing to fly to Yenien to discuss the group's campaign. Western intelligence services 
fear a terrorist organisation acquiring chemical or biological weapons because of the potential for mass 
casualties. AI-Qaeda tested mustard gas in Afghanistan. 

Britons using Syria as terrorist training ground - and then returning home, says Theresa May 
London Daily Telegraph, Christopher Hope, 2013 10 06 
London - British extremists are going to Syria for terrorist training and returning to Britain, Theresa May 
has warned. The Home secretary also disclosed that security has been tightened at shopping centres amid 
fears of terrorist attack in the 'UK. The comments come after the charities' watchdog said it was concerned 
that donors' money to hclp rcfugecs was being diverted to support tcrrorism. Mrs May raised the prospect 
of the Syrian.civil war being use as a nursery for a new generation of terrorists on BBC I's Andrew Marr 
programme. She said: "What we have seen for some time now, is that a number of British people 
travelling out to Somalia, we're now seeing people travel out to Syria." 

London terror cell stripped of citizenship 
Sunday Times (UK), Dipesh Gadher, 2013 10 06 
London - Members of an alleged London cell of the a1-Shabaab terrorist group have secretly been stripped 
of British citizenship to help eliminate the risk ofan attack on UK soil. At least four men with links to the 
group behind the Kenyan shopping centre massacre have had their British passports removed by Theresa 
May, the home secretary, on national security grounds. A fifth man from London with terrorist links is 
using human rights legislation to block his deportation to his native Ethiopia. Those who have been 
stripped of citizenship include Bilal a1-Betjawi, who first travelled to Somalia, the home of al-Shabaab, in 
2007 and rose up the ranks to become briefly a1-Shabaab's second-in-command. Betjawi, who was born in 
Lebanon, also raised funds in Britain for the terrorist group. 

Manchester asylum link to Jihadist held in Libya 
London Times, Sean O'Neill, 2013 10 07 
London - The a1-Qaeda leader captured by US Special Forces in Libya at the weekend had been granted 
political asylum in Britain. Anas a1- Liby, 49, who was seized at gunpoint in Tripoli in one of two 
simultaneous raids in Africa, arrived in Britain as a refugee in the mid-1990s and lived in the Cheetham 
Hill area of Manchester. Scotland Yard anti-terrorist officers raided his home in 2000, when he was 
placed on the FBI's Most Wanted list after the 1998 American embassy bombings in East Africa. By then 
a1-Liby had fled. Detectives found in his house the first copy in the West ofthe "a1-Qaeda Handbook", a 
detailed manual for Osama bin Laden's followers on the justification for and execution of terrorist 
operations. The document was passed to the US Department of Justice, which translated it from Arabic 
and used it as evidence in the trial of several embassy bombing suspects . British MPs are set to question 
the Home Secretary Theresa May about why a1-Liby was granted asylum in Britain, given his background 
as an a1-Qaeda supporter. 
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PAKISTAN 

Blast on Peshawar's outskirts kills two 
Pakistan Dawn, Zabir Shab Sherazi, 20131007 
Peshawar - At least two people were killed and 13 others were injured in an explosion on Monday near a 
medical facility in Bazid Khel village of Budh Bhel's Suleman Khel area on the outskirts of Peshawar. 
SSP (operations) Najeebur Rehman had earlier quoted the death-toll as six butJater revised the figure 
after receiving confirmation from hospital sources. Rehman said two people had died, including one 
policemen and one member of a peace committee, and 13 others were injured in the explosion. Police 
sources said goods related to an anti-polio campaign were being distributed at a small health unit in Bazid 
Khel area when the explosion carried out by a remote-eontrol occurred. Security and rescue teams 
reached the site of incident. Security personnel cordoned off the area as a probe into the incident went 
underway. Police sources added that another bomb was found in the vicinity of the first explosion and that 
the Bomb Disposal Squad (BDS) was called in to defuse the explosive device. 

JWP local leader shot in Khuzdar 

Pakistan Dawn, 2013 10 06 

Quetta - Police sourccs on Sunday said local leader ofthe Jamhoori Watan Party (JWP) Daad Ali Bugti 

was seriously wounded from firing by unknown men on the National Highway near Khuzdar district. He 

was travelling in a passenger bus which was headed from Quetta to Karachi . Bugti was immediately 

rushed to the Civil Hospital Khuzdar for medical treatment, where he later succumbed to his wounds. 


Tackling terrorism: For govt, dialogue is still the first option 
The Express Tribune, 2013 10 07 
Islamabad - The recent spate ofdeadly violence has called into question the government's strategy of 
tackling the scourge of terrorism through dialogue. Rumours started making rounds that the government 
might gave in to increasing pressure from opposition parties and civil society and review its strategy. 
However, Interior Minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan reiterated on Sunday that the government's priority 

, was dialogue. In a policy statement, the minister said Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif himself wished for a 
peaceful settlement of the issue, which was also endorsed by the political and military leadersbips at the 
Sept 9 all-parties conference in Islamabad. He said the government appreciated the efforts of the country's 
religious leaders and clerics for supporting a permanent solution to the issue of terrorism. Wafaqul 
Madaris - a conglomerate of Deobandi madrassas - recently offered to mediate between the government 
and the outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan . 

Terror group sees Islamabad as a lucrative city for extortions 
Pakistan Dawn, Staff Reporter, 201 3 to 07 
Islamabad - For the last couple ofyears, the capital city has seen an alarming increase in extortion cases. 
Unable to trace the culprits, the police sayan outlawed terror group is behind the crime. The banned 
Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) has a hand in all the small and big extortion incidents . The terror outfit is 
involved in extorting money from rich people directly and indirectly, a police officer told Dawn on the 
condition ofanonymity. He added that the TTP was found directly involved in targeting big businessmen, 
traders and professionals, especially doctors. But these cases were not so rampant. The disturbing factor is 
that the TTP was also indirectly encouraging small groups to collect extortions and share the money with 
it. This racket ofsplinter groups has widened its activities across the city but most of the cases are not 
reported to the police on time, be said. 
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Three killed, eight injured in Bannu convoy attack 
Pakistan Dawn, Zahir Shah Sherazi, 2013 10 06 
Bannu - Three security personnel have been killed and eight others injured as a security forces convey 
was attacked in Bakakhel area near FR Bannu on Sunday morning. The security vehicle was targeted nar 
Mirzal Checkpost and the blast destroyed the vehicle killing one solider on the spot and injured ten others, 
Two security personnel later died on way to hospital. The official sources has confirmed that three 
soldiers have died and the eight others injured in the attack early morning. 

TTP denies role in church attack 
Khaleej Times, Staff Correspondent, 2013 JO 07 
Peshawar - The outlawed Tehreek-e-Taleban Pakistan (TTP) has once again denied involvement in the 
September 22 twin suicide bombings at All Saints Church in Peshawar - but the group says it condones 
the attack. "We didn't carry out the church attack. However, we believe it's according to the Shariah," 
TIP spokesperson Shahidullah Shahid told the BBC Urdu in a telephone interview from an undisclosed 
location . Asked who issues orders for any attack, he said the Tehreek-e-Taleban Pakistan central 
leadership did not necessarily take such decisions . "Our objectives are clear to all our component groups. 
They are free to select and attack the enemy targets," the group spokesman added . However, he added 
that the TTP had checked with all its groups and none of them owned the church attack. Separately, 
security forces arrested three local militant commanders during an operation in the Hassan Khel area of 
Frontier Region in Peshawar. 

TIP planning attacks in Peshawar over the next 24 hours 
Pakistan Dawn, Zahir Shah Sherazi, 20 J3 10 07 
Peshawar - Outlawed organisation Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TIP) is planning huge attacks within the 
next 24 hours in the. provincial capital of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) . The attacks will be majorly aimed at 
law enforcement agencies . According to well-placed sources, the TTP has planned attacks on the Frontier 
Constabulary (FC) and police checkposts throughout the northwestern city of Peshawar. Security 
measures have been strengthened around the city, along with at important security check posts. According 
to security officials, reports have been received that a suicide bomber has entered Nowshera district. 
Security measures have thus gone on high alert, and security officers are now searching for the suspect. 
Earlier, an attack by militants on a security convoy took place in Bannu district, killing three soldiers and 
injuring eight others. 

OTHERS I AUTRES 


ASIO boss David Irvine has revealed six Australians have been killed fighting the Assad regime in 
Syria. 
The Australian, Shah ram Akbarzadeh, 2013 10 07 
Comment: One of these was a Muslim known by his pseudonym Abu Asma aI-Australi who carried out a 
suicide bombing at a military airport. Syria has become a magnet for jihadists everywhere. Reports 
suggest the armed group which calls itself the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria is essentially a legion of 
foreign fighters who have come to Syria to wage jihad. Syria has become a battleground for holy war. 
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This is obviously a major concern. Any ~nflict.that takes on religious manifestations is much harder to 
resolve because it works on zero-sum assumptions. Religious wars are based on· absolutes, right versus 
wrong, black and white; there are no grey areas . Ironically, this paradigm also influenced president 
George W . Bush in his proclamation that states are either with the US in its war on terror or against it. 
Presenting the civil war in Syria in religious terms has grave implications, not only for citizens of Syria 
but also for the region and countries as far away as Australia. (Note: Shahram Akbarzadeh is professor of 
Middle East and Central Asian Politics at the University ofMelboume.) 

The Advertiser Strike at bikie gangs' urban terrorism 
The Advertiser, Staff Writer, 2013 10 05 
Canberra - Let us be plain - bikie gangs like the Finks, Bandidos and Hells Angels are urban terrorists 
who break the law, prey on the weak, exploit the innocent and damage our society. Wild brawls on the 
Gold Coast recently have highlighted the willingness ofgang members to engage in wanton violence with 
no regard to public safety. In South Australia, bikies have engaged in vicious assaults, shootings, 
firebombings of rivals' premises and even cold-blooded assassinations on our streets. This week, this 
newspaper reported the move by Finks members Australia-wide to re-badge to the US-based Mongols 
gang in what was suggested the be akin to a "takeover". While the precise motive is unknown, sources 
indicated it may be in order to thwart moves by police here and in Queensland to have the Finks declared 
outlawed organisations. It would also give the gang more power and influence against rival gangs. While 
police statc the Mongols move will make little difference to legal efforts against the Finks, this new 
development is exactly the opposite direction to what we need . 

4 US soldiers killed in suicide attacks 
Pl\ihwok Afgban News, Bashir Ahmed Naadem, 2013 10 01 
Kabul - Four American soldiers with the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) were killed by 
militants during ajoint operation in troubled southern Afghanistan on Sunday, Afghan officials and 
NATO said. The deaths were announced in a brief statement that neither gave the victims' nationalities 
nor the exact location . In line with its policy, the NATO-led force deferred casualty identification 
procedures to the relevant national authorities. But the Kandahar governor's spokesman, Javed Faisal, told 
Pl\ihwok Afghan News the Americans were killed in a suicide bombing in the Sinzari area of Zherai 
district. Also, four militants were eliminated as a result of the offensive . Jamal Agha, the town's 
administrative chief, said the partnered operation was conducted in Anarak Dara between Zherai, Khakrez 
and Arghandab districts. 

4 would-be suicide bombers detained 
Pl\ihwok Afghan News, Hidayatullab Hamdard, 201310 05 
Faizabad - Three fighters were killed and four suicide bombers detained during an operation in 
northeastern Badakhshan province, the governor's spokesman said on Thursday. Abdul Maroof Rasikh 
said the rebels were killed during an operation against Taliban commander Khairullab in the Batash area 
on the outskirts of Faizabad, the capital of Badakhshan provincial. 

Taliban zeroing in on Musa Qala 
Pl\ihwok Afghan News, Shams Jalal, 20131001 
Lashkargab - Taliban have once again besieged the strategic Musa Qala district ofsouthern Helmand 
province in a bid to mount pressure on the government, a security official said on Sunday. The official, 
who declined to be named, said the insurgents had crossed the main security post and were getting closer 
to the district centre. He warned the security threat would become graver if the government did not send 
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reinforcements to the town immediately. But the governor's spokesman, Omar Zwak, denied Musa Qala 
was under siege from militants. The district lies 70 kilometres" 0 11 .0 Lashkargah, the provincial capital. 
(Full Report). ;''''0 C. 8 .. 

(; 1\ ... 

6 Die in Egypt as Islamist Opposition Tries to Re-energize Movement 
New York Times, David D Kirkpatrick, 2013 10 05 
Cairo - At least six people were killed in political violence in Egypt on Friday in the buildup to a much
anticipated day of protests on Sunday calling for a rollback of the recent military taKeover. The violence 
flared across the country as the new government installed on July 3 by Ge\l. Abdul-Fattah el-Sisi 
struggles to consolidate its control of the streets. Its Islamist opponents, meanwhile, are seeking to re
energize their protest movement against the takeover. Four civilians were killed in Cairo, the official 
news media reported, as marches called by the Islamist supporters of the ousted president, Mohamed 
Morsi, tried to converge on Tahrir Square, the trampled roundabout at the center of the 2011 revolution 
against President Hosni Mubarak. 

A Killing by Sudanese Security Forces Stokes the Anger of a Protest Movement 
New York Times, Isma'il Kushkush, 2013 10 06 
Khartoum - The killing of a young pharmacist by Sudanese security forces during an antigovernment 
demonstration here has become a rallying cry for the protest movement that has rocked Sudan for the last 
two weeks, threatening the government's grip on power. Since the pharmacist, Salah Sanhouri, 28, was 
shot in the back and killed last month, crowds have gathered daily outside his house. "Oh, Khartoum, 
revolt, revolt against those who killed Salah Sanhouri," they chanted on a recent evening. A short 
documentary about his life and death titled "Stairway to Heaven" has drawn nearly 9,000 views in three 
days on YouTube. A Facebook page called "We are all Salah Sanhouri" received 44,000 likes in a single 
week. 

AbdeIrnaiek Droukdel: un sanguinaire qui se veut «clement» 
Radio France Internationale, Nicolas Charnpeaux, 2013 10 06 
Rabat - L'emir d'Aqmi oscille entre brutalite sans pareille et moderation . Son organisation, en proie it de 
profondes dissensions internes, cherche it se relever de la deroute essuyee par ses jihadistes au Mali. Mais 
la menace Aqmi ne s'est pas dissipee. L'homme qui la dirige, malgre son isolement, est un strati:ge, 
resolurnent tenace et optimiste. Abdelmalek Droukdel est ne it Meftah, dans la banlieue d'Alger, en 1970. 
Son perc cst membre d'une cooperative agricole, sa merc est femme au foyer. Adolescent, il frequente 
regulierement la mosquee de sa commune, et rejoint Ie Front islamique du salut des sa creation en 1989. n 
poursuit ensuite des etudes de chimie it Blida, mais ses soirees sont surtout consacrees aux reunions 
clandestines preparatoires au jihad. Droukdel devient ensuite I'un des artificiers du Groupement islamique 
arme (GIA) qu'il rejoint des sa creation en 1993, et en franchit rapidement les echelons. Fascine par Ie 
chefd'a1- Qaidaen)rak, il decide d'adopter Ie meme nom de guerre que feu Abou Moussab a1-Zarqaoui. 

After Killings, Tourists Are Told to Avoid Madagascar 
New York Times, Lydia Polgreen, 2013 10 05 
Johannesburg - Several Western countries issued travel warnings about the Indian Ocean island nation of 
Madagascar on Friday, citing mob attacks that killed two Europeans and a Madagascan accused oforgan 
trafficking. The three men were killed after a boy's body was found mutilated on a beach on the island of 
Nosy Be, just northwest ofMadagascar, which is off Africa's southeastern coast. Residents asserted that 
the boy had been killed by foreigners seeking to harvest his organs, according to news reports in 
Madagascar. The two Europeans were tortured and their bodies were set on fire, local officials said. 
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Tourism is a mainstay of Madagascar's economy. More than 250,000 visitors come yearly to see the 
unique flora and fauna, which include highly endangered lemurs, lush tropical forests and exotic spice 
plantations. 

AI Shabaab militants 'repel raid' by unidentified foreign troops 
Garowe Online, 2013 10 06 
Mogadishu - Foreign troops from an unidentified country raided a house in Barawe, a coastal town in 
Lower Shabelle region of southern Somalia, and AI Shabaab militants reportedly repelled the foreign 
troops, Garowe Online reports. Local witnesses reported on VOA Somali Service that unidentified 
foreign troops "came from the coast with boats and helicopters" and raided a house in Barawe around 
2am local time Saturday morning. At least one person was killed in the raid, locals reported. Sheikh 
Abdulaziz Abu Musab, spokesman for AI Shabaab's military wing, confirmed the raid and disclosed in a 
recorded press statement that the militants "repelled a midnight raid by white infidel soldiers" . 

AQMI .affaiblie par I'operation «Servah> 
Le Temps, Thomas Hofnung, 2013 10 07 
Tombouctou - AI-Qaida au Maghreb islamique semble ne plus pouvoir mener des actions de grande 
ampleur Paris estime avoir aneanti plusieurs centaines de combattants pendant «Servab) Dans Ie nord du 
Mali, AI-Qaida au Maghreb islamique (AQMI) ct los groupes djihadistes tentent de se reorganiser apres 
avoir ete chasses des grandes villes lors de I'operation franyaise «Servab). Etat des lieux. AQMI n'est pas 
mort. La preuve: Ie 25 septembre, deux kamikazes ont precipire leur vehicule contre un camp militaire a 
Tombouctou, tuant deux civils et blessant sept soldats. La veille, I'organisation affiliee a AI-Qaida avait 
annonce la nomination de SaId Abou Moughatil, un Algerien, pour succeder aAbou Zeid, tue en fevrier 
dans un raid de I'armee fran~aise pendant I'operation «Serval». Mais, paradoxalement, certains experts 
voient dans ces evenements Ie signe de I'affaiblissement durable d'AQMI. L'attentat de Tombouctou a eu 
un impact limite, revelant I'incapacite de I'organisation amonter une operation d'envergure. «Nous avons 
detruit Ie sanctuaire d'AQMI dans l'Adrar des Ifoghas, se felicite une source militaire. Ses forces 
residuelles n'ont plus de port d'attache .» 

Belmokhtar defection weakens al-Qaeda 
Magharebia News" 2013 1005 
Magharebia - Mokhtar Belmokhtar's split from aI-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) raises questions 
about the overall strength of the parent organisation, analysts say. In late August, al-Qaeda splinter group 
Katibat EI Moulethemoune ("Brigade of the Veiled Ones") led by BeImokhtar (real name Khaled Abou El 
Abass) joined forces with the Movement for Tawhid and Jihad in West Mrica (MUJAO) to create the 
"Mourabitounes". To local experts, the move looks like the only option left for jihadists ostracised by al
Qaeda's Maghreb leadership. The former AQIM commander had already been cut off by the organisation . 
"New factors, such as moriey and leadership, replaced ideological convictions," analyst Abdallab Bin 
Maalum says. These enticements, he explains, "undermined any alliance between men who no longer 
shared conviction in jihadist ideology that has been the basis for their armed action" . , 

New al-Qaida tactics, used in Kenyan mall attack, could do 'incredible damage,' expert says 
Associated Press, Rukmini Callimachi, 2013 10 05 
Nairobi - Salim Massebellab had just reached the parking lot at Nairobi's premiere mall. Private guards 
inspected his trunk, then passed a mirror underneath his vehicle, checking for the exposed wires that 
would indicate a bomb. That was the weapon of choice of aI-Shabab, the terrorist group Kenyans had 
been warned might one day target their capital . Moments later, the shooting erupted . The terrified guards 
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ran, dropping the mirror. It hit the pavement with a clang. Sitting stiffly at the wheel, Massebellah saw the 
two attackers pass by his car. Each one was holding a single, belt- fed machine-gun. What neither of them 
was wearing was a suicide vest. "They were shooting indiscriminately," said Massebellah. "There was 
nothing the guards could have done." Experts say the attac!<ers' choice ofweapons, including AK-47s and 
grenades, was decidedly low-tech for al-Shabab, the al- Qaida affiliate based in neighbouring Somalia 
which is known for their lethal use of suicide bombers. And it's this very decision to use small arms, 
instead ofexplosives, that made possible the most deadly terrorist attack in Kenya since the 1998 
bombing of the United States embassy, analysts say. 

0., 
Nigeria Has Capacity But Lacks Will to Tackle Boko Haram, Says US Official 
This Day, Vincent Obia, 2013 1006 
Lagos - Chairnlan of the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom, Robert P. George, has 
said that the Nigerian government has the capacity to wage a successful war against Boko Haram, but the 
government does not have the political will to wage the battle. George, whose organisation published a 
report last year on the activities of the Islamic insurgent sect, reiterated some of the recommendations in 
the report. He said Boko Haram insurgency was a real and growing threat to the future of Nigeria, which 
the country must confront head-on. Boko Haram seeks to introduce "pure" Shariah law in northern 
Nigeria. The group is responsible for many deaths and destructions in religious and educational 
institutions and other public places in the country since the last two years. In an attempt to tackle the 
threat posed by 80ko Haram, thc fedcral government has imposed emergency rule in three North-east 
states of Borno, Yobe, and Adamawa, which are the hotbeds of the group's rebellion. 

Police pursue preacher believed to be behind terror plans at Coast Kenya 
The Standard (Kenya), 2013 10 05 
Mornbasa - Police are now looking for preacher, Sheikh Abubakar Shariff, alias Makaburi, for supporting 
terrorism. This comes less than 24 hours after killing of another radical Islamist, Sheikh Ibrahim Omar 
Rogo alias Amru . Makaburi is said to have disappeared from his residence early yesterday, after the 
hurried burial ofSheikh Ibrahim and three friends who were together shot dead along Mombasa-Malindi 
highway. His cell-phone has so far been switched off. Police, however, believe he is in Mombasa. The 
latest casualty in what is considered a crackdown on terrorists sparked riots in parts of Mombasa. 
Intelligence sources are meanwhile trying to derive an operational link between the deceased and 
Makaburi, who has been accused ofoffering support to the AI-Shabaab militants. 

Somali Pirates Jailed by Seychelles Court 
Shabelle .net, Maalik Eng, 2013 1005 
Mogadishu - 11 pirates have been convicted in the Seychelles Supreme Court ofcommitting acts of 
piracy and operating a pirate vessel between 7 - II May 2012. Their sentences ranged from 18 months to 
16 years. The pirates had been apprehended by the Royal Netherlands Navy frigate, HNLMS Van Amstel, 
on II May 2012, after the warship's Lynx helicopter sighted a suspicious fishing dhow towing 2 skiffs, 
400 nautical miles offthe Somali coast. When the warship's boarding team approached the dhow, the 
Dutch Navy crew found II suspected pirates of Somali origin and a total of 17 hostages on board. 

Somalie: les shebabs annoncent avoir ete attaques par des forces etrangeres dans Ie Sud 
Radio France Internationale, 2013 10 05 
Nairobi - Deux semaines apres avoir revendique l'attaque du centre commercial de Westgate II Nairobi, au 
Kenya, les shebabs auraient ete pris pour cible par un commando cette nuit, sur I'une de leur base, Ie port 
de Barawe, II 180 km au sud de Mogadiscio. Selon les shebabs, l'attaque aurait eu lieu dans la nuit. Les 
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assaillants auraient debarque sur la plage abord de deux petits bateaux. Un Mlicoprere semit aussi entre 
en action . U y aurait eu des echanges de coups de feu, mais on ne connait pas encore Ie bilan des 
affrontements. Selon plusieurs sources, c'est une maison qui abritait un commandant shebab qui etait 
visee. L'assaut aurait ere mene par des Occidentaux, des « Blancs », selon les islamistes radicaux 
somaliens qui promettent de donner plus tard leur nationalire . Ce samedi midi, Je quartier etait encore 
boucle par des shebabs lourdement armes. 

Terrorism: Ihejirika meets top military commanders 
Nigerian Tribune, Chris Agbambu, 2013 1005 
Abuja - As the north east and other targeted like schools continue to face attack from the Boko Haram 
insurgents, the Chief ofArmy Staff (COAS), Lieutenant General Azubuike Ihejirika, has met with top 
military commanders to reappraise the counter terrorism and counter insurgency efforts so far. Director, 
Army Public Relations, Brigadier General Ibrahim Anahim, who disclosed this on Friday at a press 
briefing, however, assured that 7 Division Nigerian Army which became operational on August 22, 2013 
has continued to conduct terrorism and counter insurgency operations to meet the warfare challenges. "As 
apart of routine review, the Chiefof Army Staff, Lieutenant General Azubuike Ihejirika has just 
concluded a meeting with top military commanders from all major formations of the Nigerian Army. 

Terrorisme au Sahel: .<AI-Mourabitoune est I'organisation en deveniJ'» 
Radio France Internationale, Christophe Boisbouvier, 2013 10 06 
Tombouctou - L'an dernier au nord du Mali, les chefs jihadistes n'etaient pas d'accord sur la strategie a 
suivre. C'est ce qui ressort de la feuille de route du chef d'al-Qaida au Maghreb islamique (Aqmi), 
Abdelmalek Droukdel, que RFI et Liberation ont retrouvee en fevrier dernier aTombouctou. Mais 
pourquoi ces desaccords ? Et quelles consequences aujourd'hui sur Ie terrain ? Philippe Migaux, maitre de 
conference aSciences Po Paris et chercheur sur les conflits asymetriques, livre son expertise. RFI : Ce qui 
est frappant dans Ie document decouvert par RFI et Liberation, document redige en juillet 2012,. c'est que 
Ie numero un d'al- Qaida au Maghreb islamique (Aqmi) apparait comme un homme moderc. 11 invite 
Abou Zeid, Mokhtar Belmokhtar, Iyad ag Ghali, ala f1exibilite , ala douceur, ades concessions. Est-ce 
que c'est une posture nouvelle ou pas chez Abdelmalek Droukdel ? Philippe Migaux : Non . 11 faut 
rappeler que Ie printemps arabe a etc d'abord un cchec pour la communaute internationale qui n'avait pas 
su anticiper, et avait ere un cchec encore plus grand pour la mouvance al-Qaida qui, en trente ans de jihad, 
n'avait pas su renverser un regime musulman, alors qu'en quelques semaines des armees ont pu faire 
chuter des dictateurs ( en Tunisie, en Libye, en Egypte, ndlr). L'idee etait de surfer sur la vague des 
revolutions arabes pour s'associer les elements les plus ·radicalises et les de~us des nouveaux regimes. 
Cela a permis II Abdelmalek Droukdel de trouver des allies surs en Tunisie et en Libye. 

Indian army says 7 suspected rebels killed in Kashmir in 2 separate gun battles 

Associated Press, Aijaz Hussain, 2013 1005 


. Srinagar - The Indian army said Saturday that it killed seven suspected rebels in two separate gunbattles 
near the heavily militarized line dividing the disputed Kashmir region between India and Pakistan: Four 
militants were killed Saturday after they crossed over from Pakistani-held territory into the Indian portion 
of Kashmir in Kupwara region, an army officer said. Three rebels were killed Friday in another clash near 
the de facto border, said the officer, who spoke on condition ofanonymity, in line with military policy. 

4 Held in Iran Nuclear Site Plot 

New York Times, Thomas Erdbrink, 2013 IO 07 

Tehran - The Iranian authorities have arrested four people suspected ofplanning to sabotage one of the 
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country's nuclear sites, the chief of Iran's nuclear program told reporters on Sunday. The nuclear chief, Ali 
Akbar Salehi, who was foreign minister for three years under the previous president, Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad, warned that "some countries" are "not happy" now that Iran is trying to reach a settlement 
with the West in the IO-year-Iong nuclear standoff. "They are implementing sabotage plots," Mr. Salehi 
said, according to the conservative Tasnim news agency. He did not elaborate further. The four arrested 
were most likely employees of Iran's nuclear program, as Mr. Salehi said that they had been working 
inside unspecified nuclear facilities . "Of course, these people were under our control from the very 
beginning, but we allowed them to proceed a bit and arrested them right on time," Mr. Salehi said, adding 
that "a couple of sabotage acts had been foiled ." 

'Hezbollah's long-range missiles can carry chemical weapons' 
Times of Israel, Lazar Berman and Elhanan Miller, 2013 1007 
Jerusalem - Hezbollah is in possession of long-range missiles capable ofcarrying a chemical warhead, a 
Lebanese parliamentarian said according to a report Sunday. Khaled laher, from the anti-Hezbollah a1
Mustaqbal party, told the Saudi al-Watan newspaper that Syrian President Bashar Assad had transferred 
significant amounts ofweaponry to Hezbollah, including the missiles. The Iranian Revolutionary Guards 
Corps supervised the transfer of the weapons and helped build and design the launching pads in Lebanon, 
he said. Zaher alleged that the missiles were deployed in bases in,northem Lebanon - near the border 
with Syria - and in the central Lebanon city of Baalbek, some of them underground. He interpreted 
recent statcmcnts by Hczbollah chicfHassan Nasrallah, who said "Isracl will face what it hasn~ faced in 
the past," as an assertion that the missiles can reach Tel Aviv. 

Killing or capturing AI Qaeda militants 'is not a silver bullet' 
The National (UAE), Taimur Khan, 2013 10 07 
New York - US raids in Libya and Somalia have underscored the new Western focus on Africa as an 
emerging haven for Al Qaeda-affiliated militants. But such one-{)ff operations will not address the 
conditions that have made the region a fertile ground for extremists, analysts cautioned. Killing or 
capturing militant leaders "is not a silver bullet alone ... it offers a chance to kick them down, but not keep 
them down", a foreign security official said. Some militant groups have reportedly formed decentralised 
command structures that allows them to function despite the loss of senior commanders. According to a 
UN report, the Somali Al Shabab group suspected ofparticipating in the Nairobi mall attack has a secret 
service that operates in discrete cells "with the intention of surviving any kind ofdissolution" of its parent 
organisation. Islamist militants have recently struck across Africa, from Nigeria in the west to Mali, 
Algeria and Libya in the north, and Somalia and Kenya in the east. 

As Germans Push Austerity, Greeks Press Nazi-Era Oaims 
New York Times, Suzanne Daley, 2013 10 06 
Amiras, Greece - As they moved through the isolated villages in this region in 1943, systematically 
killing men in a reprisal for an attack on a small outpost, German soldiers dragged Giannis Syngelakis's 
father from his home here and shot him in the head. Within two days, more than 400 men were dead and 
the women left behind struggled with the monstrous task ofburying so many corpses. Mr. Syngelakis, 
who was 7 then, still wants payback. And in pursuing a demand for reparations from Germany, he reflects 
a growing movement here, fueled not just by historical grievances but also by deep resentment among his 
countrymen over Germany's current power to dictate budget austerity to the fiscally crippled Greek 
government. Germany may be Greece's stem banker now, say those who are seeking reparations, but 
before it goes too far down that road, it should payoff its own debts to Greece. It is not just aging victims 
of the Nazi occupation who are demanding a full accounting. Prime Minister Antonis Samaras's 
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government has compiled an 80-page report on reparations and a huge, never-repaid loan the nation was 
forced to make under Nazi occupation from 1941 to 1945. 
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Brazil spying allegations part of a 'war game scenario,' former official says; Former CSIS deputy 
director plays down likelihood of Brazil actually being targeted 
The Globe and Mail, Steven Chase, 2013 10 08 
OTT A W A -- A former high-ranking member of Canada's spy service says he suspects the leaked 
documents that purport to show Ottawa was spying on Brazil are in fuct part ofa pretend "wargame 
scenario." "There's no smoking gun here. It's again more little snippets and snapshots from the Snowden 
revelations; they actually mislead more than they inform," says Ray Boisvert, until last year a deputy 
director of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. "I don~ believe it's likely Brazil was targeted." A 
Brazilian television report on Sunday said Canada's electronic eavesdropping agency, the Communication 
Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) targeted the ministry that manages the South American nation's 
vast mineral and oil resources. The report was based on documents leaked by former U.s . National 
Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden. Mr. Boisvert, who left the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service in 2012, said the top priority for CSIS and CSEC is counter-terrorism. The directive from on high 
was national security, not infiltrating a Brazilian govemment department of mining. "When I worked 
there, very closely with CSEC and I was a top-line operational leader, we were all too busy chasing bad 
guys who want to kill people," the former CSIS official said."At the end of the day CSIS and CSEC have 
a mandate to go after foreign powers if those are acting in a way that's inimical to our interests, so the 
poster child for that would be Iran . Everything from nuclear proliferation to statc·sponsored terror," he 
said . 

Boycott won't help Tamils 
Toronto Star, 2013 to 08 
Editorial: Prime Minister Stephen Harper's distaste for Sri Lanka's current leadership is one many 
Canadians share. Four years after winning a brutal civil war, President Mahinda Rajapaksa's authoritarian 
govemment has been fiercely criticized by the United Nations and human rights groups for failing to fully 
probe war crimes, to devolve any substantial power to the Tamil minority or to demilitarize its heartland . 
Canada's large Tamil diaspora is painfully aware that friends and family remain second~lass citizens 
under an appointed governor and military control, years after the gunfire ceased. Attacks on Tamils are 
common. Promises of "substantive" autonomy, stronger rights and a fair crack at jobs in government and 
the army have failed to materialize. Yet while the injustice Tamils suffer is real, it's hard to see how 
Harper can ease it by boycotting the coming Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) 
in Sri Lanka on Nov. 15-17. And his threat to take a wrecking ball to the Commonwealth itself by 
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reviewing Canada's "engagement and our financing" of the 54~untry organization is even harder to 
fathom . 

Canadians tangled in red tape in Egypt ~ 
Globe and Mail, Carol Berger and Jill Mahoney, 2013 10 08 
Cairo and Toronto - Two Canadians released from an Egyptian prison early Sunday have been blocked 
from leaving the country, pending further investigation into allegations of their involvement in terrorism
related offences. The sudden release of John Greyson and Tarek Loubani from To!" Prison, south of 
Cairo, came after six weeks of imprisonment without charge. At some point on Sunday, in the hours 
following their release from prison, the men were reportedly prevented from boarding a Frankfurt-bound 
plane after officials at Cairo International Airport found the men's names on a no-fly advisory. Family 
members in touch with the men would not reveal their whereabouts on Monday, but-said they were in safe 
hands with Canadian officials. Cecilia Greyson, Mr. Greyson's sister, said: "They're in a safe location 
with consular staff." It was unclear whether the failure to allow the men to leave Egypt was a mere 
technicality or part ofa more serious development aimed at preventing their return to Canada pending 
completion ofa criminal investigation. 

Law flouting 'Freeman' arrested 
Calgary Sun, Jenna McMurray, 2013 1008 
Calgary - Just weeks after a self-proclaimed Freeman on the Land came to light in Calgary, the saga of 
anothcr man who says he's part ofthe same movement continucs south of the city. Darren Clifford, 40, 
who claims to be a Freeman, is scheduled to appear in Okotoks provincial court via CCTV for a bail 
hearing Tuesday after he was picked up Friday on several outstanding warrants. Clifford faces charges 
including assaulting a police officer, which stems from an alleged altercation with Const. Tom Christie of 
the Turner Valley detachment last year. Apparently a resident ofthe Millarville area, Clifford came onto 
RCMP radar in 2011 and was charged with assault in relation to a custody issue, said RCMP Sgt. Patricia 
Neely. A warrant was put out for Clifford's arrest after he failed to show up for fingerprinting and, in 
December of that year, he was charged with operation ofa motor vehicle while being pursued by police. 

New Brunswick premier, First Nation to form group to end shale gas dispute 
Canadian Press, Kevin Bissett, 2013 10 08 
Fredericton - New Brunswick Premier David Alward and members ofthe Elsipogtog First Nation have 
agreed to form a working group to help end a protest over shale gas exploration that is now into its second 
week. Alward and Chief Arren Sock left a three-hour meeting at a Fredericton hotel Monday to say they 
will continue talking in an effort to resolve the dispute . .. I can say that we have a consensus that we're 
working towards finding a peaceful rcsolution and we will continue that work," Alward said . He said the 
working group, which would include members from his government, Elsipogtog and the energy industry, 
is to begin its work immediately. But Sock said there were still many details to be worked out. 

Two radical grandstanders 
Globe and Mail, Margaret Wente, 2013 1008 
Column: The two Canadian men who were jailed in Egypt are now free (and not much the worse for 
wear, they say) and may soon be heading home to heroes' welcomes. I'm glad they're safe . I'm glad our 
government and our consular officials did their job in extremely chaotic circumstances and got them out 
in just a few weeks. They're lucky, and I hope they're grateful - although I doubt it. John Greyson and 
Tarek Loubani have been portrayed as innocents abroad, humanitarian do-sooders who were caught in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. This picture is inaccurate and incomplete. The two are hard~re anti
Israel activists who've been mixed up in Middle East politics for years. They should have known what 
they were getting into. When they were arrested, the two were on their way to deliver medical equipment 
to a hospital in Hamas~ntrolled Gaza. The whole world knew that the situation in Egypt was highly 
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volatile. The government was detennined to shut down the Muslim Brotherhood (an ally ofHamas) and 
unlikely to look kindly on a couple offoreigners who decided to film a bloody crnckdown. 

UNITED STATES lETATS-UNIS 

AI-Qaeda suspect 'was drugged by US snatcb squad' 
London Times, Will Crisp, 2013 1008 
Tripoli - The alleged a1-Qaeda leader snatched from the streets ofTripoli by US special forees appeared 
to have been drugged after being pulled from bis car by men in balaclavas carrying handguns with 
silencers, according to his son . Abu Anas a1-Liby, 49, who was on the FBI's Most Wanted list for his 
alleged role in the 1998 bombings of US embassies in East Africa, cried a warning to his fumily as he was . 
surrounded by Delta Foree soldiers. His 21-year-old son said that he watched from the family'S gated 
compound as his father was dragged from his black Hyundai Tucson by men driving three cars and a 
minibus as he returned from prayers at 6.30am on Saturday. Abdullah Nazih a1-Ruqaie said that the 
attackers rammed his vehicle before getting out and smashing the driver's window. They shouted "get 
out" and "get down" in Arabic before pulling a1-Liby from his vehicle and pinning him to the bonnet. He 
said that three men led the squad, supported by seven others who spoke in Tripoli accents. The Libyan 
Government has denied knowledge of the raid and asked Washington to explain. Mr a1-Ruqaie said that 
he believed the Americans drugged his father because his body went limp before he was bundled into the 
Mercedes minibus with blacked-out windows and the attackers sped off. ':AIl we can do now is pray that 
God protects him," his son said, adding that the family had been convinced for days that they were being 
watched . 

Alleged al-Qaeda operative captured in Libya was among terrorist organization's early elite 
Washington Post, Ernesto Londono, 201310 08 
Washington - During al-Qaeda's early years in the 199Os, when Osama bin Laden ran the terrorist group 
out of Sudan, a young Libyan man who was part ofhis country's besieged diaspora of Islamists used his 
advanced computer skills to rise to the top ofthe organization long before it emerged as a global menace . 
After the Libyan uprising started in early 20 II, Nazih Abdul-Hamed a1-Ruqai -- who was detained by 
U.S. Special Operations forces over the weekend - was among the Islamists who flocked back home. He 
soon received an important assignment from a1- Qaeda leaders in Pakistan, according to a U.S. 
intelligcnce official : cstablish a cell for the network in his strategic North African homeland, which was 
reeling from a brutal civil war. "He was tasked to create a terrorist network in Libya and involved in 
strategic planning between al-Qaeda and Libya," said the official, who spoke on the condition of 
anonymity to discuss an intelligence assessment. The official said the order was delivered within the past 
year, which might help explain why the Obama administration authorized the rare and risky "rendition" 
carried out Saturday by U.S. commandos. Ruqai, 49, is being held somewhere in the Mediterranean Sea 
ahoard the USS San Antonio, an amphibious transport dock. U.S. counterterrorism interrogators are 
hopeful that he will offer new insight into the recent transfonnation of al-Qaeda into a decentralized 
network that has consolidated new footholds in North Africa. "My guess is that he will have a good deal 
to tell us about what has been going on in Libya and a significant amount of information to tell us about 
what al-Qaeda has been up to between 2001 and the present," said Daniel Benjamin, who recently stepped 
down as the State Department's coordinator for counterterrorism and is a foreign policy expert at 
Dartmouth College. "Possibly that will help us identifY priorities and decide who else needs to be paid 
attention to ." 
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Des raids conformes it la loi americaine, selon Washington 
Le Monde, Corine Lesnes, 2013 10 08 
Washington - A peine les raids en Somalie et en Libye annonces, les autoJites americaines se sont 
efforcees de justifier leur legalite . " En vertu des autorisations militaires, Ie departement de la defense a 
mene Ie 5 octobre une operation pour apprehender Abou Anas AJ-Libi, memb[e d'AI-Qaida de longue 
date, a fait savoir Ie porte-parole du Pentagone, George Little . II est actuellement detenu legalement, 
conformement au droit de la guerre, dans un endroit sur, hors de la Libye. " L'operation contre AI-Chabab 
- apparemment moins reussie - a fait I'objet de beaucoup moins de commentaires officiels. Mais, tout 
comme I'enlevement du militant libyen, elle a ete justifiee par I'" autorisation d'utiliser la force militaire " 
(autorisation for use ofmilitaty force , AUMF), adoptee par Ie Congres Ie 18 septembre 2001, une 
semaine apres les attentats contre Ie World Trade Center et Ie Pentagone. 

Des reseaux durement touches, m ais qui renaissent 
Le Figaro, Georges Malbrunot, 20131008 
Washington - Jamais al-Qaida n'a ete aussi durement touchee par les attaques ciblees americaines, pas 
moins de 350 ordonnees par Barack Obama depuis sa premiere election en 2008. Une periode ou la 
mouvance terroriste a perdu sa tete, Oussama Ben Laden, ainsi que plusieurs cadres importants, dont Ie 
dernier en date, Abou Anas al-Libi, capture samedi lors d'un raid dans sa maison de Tripoli en Libye. Pas 
moins de vingt-<:inq des quarante plus importants responsables d'al-Qaida ont ainsi ete mis hors d'etat de 
nuire. Parmi eux : l'Americain d'ascendance yemenite Anwar al- Awlaqi, qui etait retoume sur ses terres 
pour organiser Ic rccrutemcnt dc musulmanst<p Europe et aux Etats-Unis, mais aussi Ie Saoudien Said al
Shiri, son adjoint ala direction d'al-Qaida dans la peninsule Arabique (Aqpa), qui constitue la principale 
menace pour les interets americains. Avec les zones tribales afghano-pakistanaises, c'est au Yemen que 
les forces speciales americaines ont concentre leur lutte. Et s'il est vrai que les attaques de drones au 
Yemen - pas moins de 79 sous I'Administration Obama - ont decapite Aqpa, I'efficacite tactique de ces 
tirs cibles n'a pas empeche la mouvance locale de prosperer. 

Heeding new counterterror guidelines, U.S. forces backed off in Somalia raid 
Washington Post, Karen DeYoung, 2013 1008 
Washington - When Navy SEALs were met with gunfire as they attempted a raid on a seaside militant 
compound in southern Somalia early Saturday, the commander of the operation had the authority to call 
in a U .S. airstrike. Instead, he opted to retreat. The site had been under surveillance, and the operation 
against an al-Qaeda-affiliated group had been in the planning stages, for months, current and former 
Obama administration officials said Monday. A drone strike against the al-Shabab compound had been 
rejected, officials said, because there were too many women and children inside, the same reason that the 
commander opted against an airstrike once the operation was underway. Destroying the compound 
probably would also have defeated a primary purpose of the mission : to capture, not kill, a Kenyan-born 
al-Shabab commander named Abdulkadir Mohamed Abdulkadir, also known as lkrima. He has long been 
on aU .S. "capture or kill" list, along with al-Shabab leader Mukhtat Abu Zubeyr, known as Godane, and 
was considered the group's primary planner ofattacks outside Somalia. As they provided more details of 
the aborted operation in the town of Barawe, current and former administration officials said it was . 
designed within restrictive counterterrorism guidelines that President Obama signed in the spring. Under 
the 200 I congressional Authorization for the Use of Military Force, the guidelines say that lethal force 
can be used only when there is a "near certainty that non-<:ambatants will not be injured or killed." 

La nouvelle doctrine antiterroriste d'Obama 
Le Figaro, Isabelle Lasserre, 2013 10 08 
Washington - Revisee au printemps 2013, la strategie americaine remct dans Ie jeu les commandos, acOte 
des drones. TERRORISME Apres Ie refus d'intervenir militairement en Syrie, les deux raids audacieux 
menes par les forces speciales americaines en Somalie et en Libye signalent-ils un changement de 
strategie de la Maison-Blanche dans la lutte contre Ie terrorisme ? La nouvelle doctrine en la matiere a ete 
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revelee par Barack Obama en mai dernier, douze ans apres Ie II septembre 200 I et les promesses faites 
par George W . Bush de porter la « guerre contre la terreur » partout oil se trouvaient les terroristes. 
Depuis les attentats contre Ie World Trade Center, les militaires americains ont concentre leurs forces 
dans des batailles menees contre un ennemi asymetrique, souvent invisible, aguerri aux techniques de la 
guerilla. Deux echecs plus tard, en Irak et en Afghanistan, Barack Obama a ett! 61u en promettant d'etre un 
homme de paix, qui eviterait desormais aI'Amerique de s'enliser dans de longs conflits au sol. 

The Next Breeding Ground for Global Jihad • 
Wall Street Journal, Reuel Marc Gerecht, 2013 1008 
Op-ed - When President Obama declared that Syrian dictator Bashar Assad must "step aside" two years 
ago, many believed that it was only a matter of time before the U.S. intervened on behalf of the rebels 
battling the regime . Now that seems increasingly out of the question. The growing power ofhard~re 
Islamic radicals among the rebels has made the White House, and many in Congress, look upon the 
Syrian opposition with little enthusiasm. Instead, Washington focuses on the charade of trying to relieve 
Assad of his chemical weapons, as if that will have any effect on the civil war. America ignores the rebels 
at its peril. Yet on the left and right, anti-interventionists argue against American airstrikes, or any serious 
military aid, because such assistance would abet aI Qaeda-Iinked jihadists. Perhaps what these anti
interventionists don't realize is that the president and Congress may have already done their part to create 

. the most deadly Islamic movement since the Taliban merged with aI Qaeda in the 1990s. Right now, the 
three seriously radical, armed outfits in Syria - Jabhat a1-Nusra, the Ahrar ai-Sham, and the Islamic State 
oflraq and Syria --likely have no more than 15,000 fighters among them, according to a study of the 
Syrian opposition by the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. That's less than 15% of the 
opposition's forces - too small a number to consolidate power and rule a post-Assad Syria. That may be 
the only good news out of Syria: It's not too late for the U.S. to influence the war in favor ofthe rebels 
who are not bent on establishing an Islamist state. Right now, Washington seems paralyzed by fear of 
U.S. weaponry getting into jihadist hands, which is why it has held off on doing more than having the 
CIA train rebels in Jordan . To make a real difference, the CIA will have to get involved inside Syria, but 
it won't take a lot of men to monitor supply lines and figure out who is using U.S. weaponry. Note: Mr. 
Gerecht, a former CIA operative, is a senior fellow at the Foundation for Defense of Democracies. 

U.S. official: Raid's target was AI-Shabaab foreign fighter commander 
CNN .com, Barbara Starr, 2013 10 07 
Washington - A pre-dawn raid by elite U.S. forces in southern Somalia, in the heart of territory controlled 
by the aI Qaeda subsidiary AJ- Shabaab, targeted an AI-Shabaab commander connected to one of the 1998 
U.S. embassy bombings, a senior Obama administration official said Sunday. The suspected foreign 
fighter commander is named Ikrima, a Kenyan of Somali origin about whom little is known. The offieial 
said !krima is associated with two now-deceased al Qaeda operatives who played roles in the 1998 
bombing ofthe U.S. embassy in Nairobi, Kenya, and the 2002 attacks on a hotel and airline in Mombasa, 
also in Kenya. A recent Kenyan intelligence report alleged that !krima was behind several foiled terror 
conspiracies against targets in Kenya between 20 II and 2013 . The most recent was a plot to attack 
Mandera Airport in Kenya's North Eastern province in April. Kenyan officials said last year that Ikrirna 
had a significant role in recruiting and training Kenyans in AI-Shabaab. He is thought to have been a 
close associate of Saleh Ali Nabhan, a fellow Kenyan and senior al Qaeda operative in east Africa, who 
was killed by U.S. forces in 2009 in Somalia. 

US team questions seized al-Qaeda suspect 
AI Jazeera, 2013 10 08 
Doha - A US interrogation team is questioning the alleged senior a1-Qaeda figure who was seized by 
special operations forces in Libya and then whisked onto a navy ship in the Mediterranean Sea, US 
officials said. Nazih al-Ragye, better known by the cover name Abu Anas a1-Liby, is being held aboard 
the USS San Antonio, an amphibious transport dock ship, the officials said on Monday. He is being 
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questioned by the US High Value Detainee Interrogation Group, an inter-agency unit created in 2009 and 
housed in the FBI's National Security Branch. The group specialises in garnering infonnation from 
suspects to prevent planned artacks. A suspect in the 1998 bombings ofthe US embassies in Kenya and 
Tanzania that killed 224 civilians, Liby was captured on the streets of Tripoli on Saturday and quickly 
taken out ofthe North African country. The raid in Tripoli was carried out by the US anny's special 
operations Delta Force, an official said. 

Wife of captured aJ Qaeda operative speaks to CNN 
CNN .com, Jomana Karadsheh, 2013 1008 
Unidentified placeline - CNN's Jomana Karadsheh talks exclusively to Umm Abdul Rahman, wife of 
~cently captured terror suspect Abu Anas 31 Libi. Wanted for his possible role in the 1998 US embassy 
bombings in Kenya and Tanzania, aI Libi was captured early Saturday morning by U.S. forces in Tripoli, 
Libya. Rahman, who witnessed her husband's capture, maintains his innocence. On her husband's role in 
1998 US embassy bombings: "I am sure of what I am saying - he did not take part in any bombing 
anywhere in the world . He participated in the jihad in Afghanistan ... He was a member ofa1- Qaeda and he 
was personal security for (Osama) bin Laden - that's true - but he did not take part in any operation." On 
her husband's capture: "What I saw were Libyans. Maybe they had Americans with them, but I didn~ see 
them because there was more than one car. They say there were 10 people involved, but I believe there 
were more than 10 - I couldn~ count them because there were many of them. I can't confinn ifthey were 
Americans or not, but what I saw were Libyans." (Full report). 

MEXICO I MEXIQUE 

UNITED KINGDOM I ROYAUME-UNI 

Britain has paid £4.4 million to criminals in human rights cases 
. London Daily Telegraph, Hayley Dixon, 2013 10 08 

London - Britain has lost 202 cases in the European Court ofHuman Rights to murderers, terrorists, 
paedophiles and rapists, resulting in payouts of£4.4 million, it has emerged .. The taxpayer funded 
compensation awarded by Strasbourgjudges averages at around £22,000 a head, and recipients have 
included British double agent George Blake and extremist cleric Abu Harnza. The figures, released by the 
House of Commons and seen by the Daily Mail, have increased pressure on the Government to pull out of 
the European Convention in order to refonn human rights law . Many of the judges are not legal experts as 
they are political appointees. 

Foreign gangsters face crackdown in Britain as spies join campaign 
London Times, Sean O'Neill, 2013 10 08 
London - As many as 8,000 foreign gangsters could be active in criminal groups in Britain, the Home 
Office said yesterday as it launched its new serious organised crime strategy. Goverrunent research and 
organised crime mapping estimated that between 13-22 per cent of the 37,000 members of the most 
significant crime networks came from overseas. In London, Scotland Yard says that 25 per cent of its 
most serious criminals are foreign national offenders. Identifying suspects, obtaining intelligence on their 
previous criminal history abroad and being able to prosecute or deport them were key elements of the 
fight against organised crime. Operation Nexus, Scotland Yard's drive against foreign offenders, has been 
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extended to the West Midlands and a further expansion of the project is "essential". Devised by police and 
the Office for Counter-Terrorism and Security under the senior civil servant Charles Farr, the strategy will 
draw on M15, MI6 and GCHQ to improve the intelligence picture on international crime. 

Four British men arrested over links to Silk Road website 
London Times, Philippe Naughton, 2013 10 08 
London - Four men arrested in the UK on drugs offences are being investigated over their alleged role in 
the Silk Road website, an "Amazon for criminals" whose suspected founder was arrested last week. The 
suspects - one in his early fifties from Devon and the others in their early twenties from Manchester 
were detained last week, hours after the FBI arrested Ross Ulbricht, the militant libertarian who is thought 
to have been behind the encrypted site . The UK's new National Crime Agency (NCA) said today that 
more aRests were certain to follow . The hidden website, which has now been closed, generated sales of 
more than $1.2 billion; American prosecutors say that it earned Mr Ulbricht more than $80 million in 
commission over a five- year period . He denies any wrongdoing. 

How terror suspect slipped through British hands 
London Times, John Simpson, David Brown, 2013 10 08 
London - The man captured in Libya at the weekend had been granted political asylum by Britain in 1995 
despite warnings that he was an aI-Qaeda terrorist. Abu Anas aI-Liby was seized on Saturday by US 
special forces, 14 years after fleeing Britain during an investigation into his role as the mastermind of an 
al-Qaeda terror cell. The computer expert had been arrested by counter-terrorism officers in Manchester 
in 1999 at the request of the FBI as part of an investigation into the bombing of the US Embassy in 
Nairobi, which killed 212 people and injured 4,000 a year earlier. Despite warnings from the FBI, aI-Liby 
was released on bail and shook offa police surveillance team to flee the country before the American 
authorities obtained sufficient evidence to charge him. Theresa May, the Home Secretary, said yesterday 
that the Government had "tightened up" the rules on granting asylum to extremists. Mrs May will face 
questions from the Home Affairs Select Committee next week. 

Northern Ireland's dismal day of disruption as security alerts across Belfast bring misery 
Belfast Telegraph, Adrian Rutherford, 2013 10 08 
Belfast - The Continuity IRA is being blamed after a series of bomb alerts brought parts of Belfast to a 
standstill during yesterday's rush hour. Anger erupted after separate incidents shut down the motorway at 
the height of the morning commute and forced 30 families to leave their homes. A suspicious object 
later declared a hoax - led to a seven-mile stretch of the M I between Belfast and Lisburn being closed in 
both directions . In a separate alert, residents at Brae Hill Link in the Ballysillan area ofnorth Belfast were 
evacuated from their homes following the discovery of a viable pipe bomb. A viable device was also 
recovered following a third incident at Old Brewery Lane in west Belfast. 

Son of seized terror suspect tells of family's life on the run 
London Daily Telegraph, Richard Spencer, 2013 10 08 
Tripoli - The family of Abu Anas aI-Libi, the aI-Qaeda suspect seized by American forces in Libya, last 
night claimed he was innocent and had been working in a pizza restaurant while in Britain, not 
masterminding international terrorist attacks. His son, Abdullah aI-Ruqaie, told The Daily Telegraph his 
father had been forced to leave Britain because of "police harassment" . He described how his own 
childhood had been spent on the run, leaving primary school in Manchester for a life first in Afghanistan, 
where his father became close to Osama bin Laden, and then in prison in Iran . But he insisted that his 
father had gone to Afghanistan to "help the oppressed" and was innocent of the murders of224 people in 
the twin bombings of the US embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam, of which he is accused by the US. 
"My father is a normal man," he said from his home in Tripoli . "He told us everything about his life . He 
went from Libya to Afghanistan to help oppressed people there. I assure you that he is innocent, and this 
will be clear soon, when they fail to provide any evidence against him." 
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Tommy Robinson quits EDL and warns of 'far Right extremism' 
London Times, Jenny Booth, 2013 10 08 
London - Tommy Robinson and Kevin Carroll, who founded the English Defence League (EOL), have 
both unexpectedly resigned from the organisation while warning of the dangers of "far Right extremism". 
The pair jointly set up the anti-Islamic campaign group in 2009, but said today that they felt that the EOL 
had got as far as it could with its high-profile street protests, which have o&n attracted violent clashes. 
Their departures were apparently co-ordinated by Quilliam, the anti-extremist movement. "I have been 
considering this move for a long time," Mr Ropbinson said, "because I recognise that, though street , 
demonstrations have brought us to this point, they are no longer productive. "I acknowledge the dangers 
of far-Right extremism and the ongoing need to counter Islamist ideology not with violence but with 
better, democratic ideas." 

PAKISTAN 

Pak Taleban vow to attack Malala 
Khaleej Times, 2013 10 08 
Islamabad - The Pakistani Taleban on Monday said schoolgirl campaigner Malala Yousafzai had "no 
couragc" and vowed to attack her again if they got the chance. Having spread a messagc of "cducation for 
all" across the globe, the 16-year-old is now among the favourites for the Nobel Peace Prize, which will 
be awarded on Friday. Shahidullah Shahid, spokesman fur the main Tehreek-e- Taleban Pakistan 
umbrella group, slammed Malala and said they would try again to kill her. Malala said on Monday she 
hoped to become a politician to "change the future ofmy country. "I will be a politician in my future. I 
want to change the future of my country and I want to make education compulsory," Malala said in a 
BBC interview. (Full Report). 

OTHERS I AUTRES 

Police return people to detention 
The AustraIian, Paul Maley, 2013 1008 
Sydney - Asylum-seekers charged with, but not yet convicted of, criminal offcnces have had their 
bridging visas revoked and have been returned to detention. Immigration Minister Scott Morrison said 
yesterday that 28 asylum-seekers had been removed from the community after being charged with an 
array ofoffences, from murder to people-smuggling. Half were on bridging visas while the other half 
were being held in community detention arrangements. Mr Morrison said 10 of those visa cancellations 
had occurred since the September election . " While there is no suggestion that the incidence of charges is 
disproportionate for illegal boat arrivals released into the community, I have a zero tolerance attitude for 
those who violate the trust given by granting them permission to live in the community," Mr Morrison 
said. 

After Botched U.S. Raid, Somalis Fear Looming War With AI-Shabab 
Time Magazine, William Lloyd George, 2013 10 08 
Mogadishu - On Oct. 5, the Same day the U.S. whisked leading al- Qaeda operative, Anas al-Liby, from 
his home in the Libyan capital to a suspected holding cell aboard a ship in the Mediterranean, it tried a 
similarly audacious operation in Somalia. Unfortunately for the Pentagon, the second raid, aimed at a 
suspected leader of al-Shabab, an al-Qaeda-linked militant group based in southem Somalia, did not 
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succeed. Following the U.S. raid, Abdi A ynte, director of the Heritage Institute, the first think tank in 
Somalia, told TIME if no leaders were taken this would be "the icing on the cake for a1-Shabab as they 
have now rebuffed the global super power and the same SEALs who took out Osama Bin Laden." It's a 
significant statement of their prowess, not least because, before the events of recent weeks, the group was 
considered to be a faction in retreat and disarray. "They wiJl be using this as a victory and selling it 
everywhere," Jabril Abdulle, co-<lirectorofthe Centre for Research and Dialogue, told TIME from his 
office in Mogadishu: "It is great propaganda for them" Despite the concerns this raid wiU have only 
boosted a1-Shabab's morale, residents from Baraawe told this reporter, that a1-Shabab are seriously shaken 
up by the attack. "It is obvious that the Islamists are terrified," one man in his forties told TIME over the 
phone from Baraawe, speaking on condition of anonymity because the town is still controlled by a1
Shabab fighters who would execute him for leaking information. "They cannot trust each other now," he 
says. "They know they must have informants in their ranks and it's driving them crazy." 

Al Qaida's Al Libi was wanted for 15 years 
Gulf News, Staff Report, 2013 10 08 
Dubai : Abu Anas Al Libi has been all around the world -- Afghanistan, Pakistan, Sudan, Kenya, Britain, 
Iran and beyond -- making friends with some of the world's most notorious terrorists and enemies with the 
United States and its allies . On Saturday, his escapade ended where it began: In his homeland of Libya. 
US special operations forces snatched the 49-year-Qld AI Qaida operative in broad daylight in the capital 
of Tripoli, a mission that was conducted with the knowledge of Libya's government. Al Libi had been 
living in that still unsettled nation , more or lcss in the open, for over a year despite his alleged 
associations . US authorities have long wanted Al Libi to stand trial in an American court to face charges 
for his role in the twin 1998 bombings at US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania that left well over 200 
dead and thousands wounded . Born Nazih Abdul Hamid Al Ruqhay, Al Libi joined Al Qaida soon after 
its founding as the terrorist organisation built up its presence in Mghanistan and Pakistan. 

Alleged embassy bomber fought with Bin Laden 
The Guardian (London), Ian Black, 2013 1008 
London - Abu Anas a1-Liby, the alleged a1-Qaida operative abducted by US forces in Tripoli at the 
weekend, is a survivor from the early days of Osama bin Laden's organisation who had shown signs of 
disenchantment with the jihadi movement years ago, according to an ex-rolleague. Liby, now 49, was a 
member of the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (L1FG), which the Gaddafi regime believed had links with 
British intelligence. Libya's External Security Organisation, headed by Moussa Koussa, made 
representations to the UK authorities but failed to block his 1995 asylum bid, the former Gaddafi official 
told the Guardian . Liby fought with Bin Laden in Mghanistan and was badly injured in the battle of 
Jalalabad in 1988, according to Noman Bcnotman, an ex-L1FG commander who knew him well. Later he 
spent time in Sudan and Qatar. Benotman said: "Abu Anas may be the last one left from the cell who 
mounted the attack in east Africa. All of the others have been killed or captured. With his arrest the 
Americans can claim that justice has been served." Another former Libyan activist privately welcomed 
the raid. "I'm very comfortable with what the Americans did and I wish they would take out anyone who 
is aligned to a1-Qaida or extremist groups who want to ensure that Libya never becomes a functioning 
state," he said. 

Au Caire, affrontements meurtriers entre freres musulmans et anti-Morsi 
Le Monde, Marion Guenard, 2013 10 08 
Le Caire - Au moins 50 personnes sont mortes en marge du 40e aoniversaire de la victoire de 1973 contre 
Israel II est minuit place Tahrir. Le couvre-feu sonne la fin des festivites. Les vendeurs ambulants 
repartent les bras charges de camelote aux couleurs nationales. Les derniers spectateurs rentrent chez eux 
satisfaits des celebrations de ce quarantieme anniversaire de la victoire du 6 octobre 1973, seule bataille 
remportee par l'armee egyptienne contre Israel, devenue jour de rete nationale et date incontournable des 
manuels d'histoire. " D'ordinaire, je regarde Ie defile ala maison. Mais cette aonee, c'est special . Je viens 
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pour soutenir notre armee, qui est descendue Ie 30 juin au cote du peuple contre les Freres musulmans ", 
precise Ahmed Rabia, ingenieur, habitant un quartier populaire du nord du Caire. A ses cOtes, sa fille 
arbore un masque representant Ie general Abdel Fattab AI-Sissi, ministre-.de la defense et chef d'etat
major. " II nous faut un chef charismatique pour conduire Ie pays", s'enthousiasme Ie pere de famille. 
Homme fort du pays depuis la destitution, Ie 3 juillet, de Mohamed Morsi, president issu des Freres 
musulmans, Ie general Sissi s'adresse ilia nation depuis un stade militaire en peripherie de la capitale., 

Egypt on alert after 10 police, army killed 
Gulf News, Ramadan Al Sherbini, 2013 10 08 oJ 

Cairo: Egyptian security authorities have been put on alert after 10 police and army personnel were killed 
in two separate attacks on Monday in a surge ofdeadly violence in the country. Security measures were 
beefed up around state buildings in several areas around Egypt shortly after six army personnel, including . 
an officer, were killed in a drive-by shooting near Ismailia, some 120km east of Cairo, according to 
security sources. The attack was the third of its kind in the area in less thait a week. Authorities have' also 
ordered removal of abandoned cars from streets for fear they could be used as ear bombs by suspected 
Islamist insurgents, said the sources. Four policemen were Monday killed in southern Sinai when a car 
bomb exploded outside the security department in the area. The Egyptian army is pursuing a massive
scale campaign in volatile Sinai, which has suffered security problems since a popular revolt ousted 
president Hosni Mubarak in early 20 I I. 

Kenyan in failed raid was linked to White Widow 
London Times, Jerome Starkey; Tristan McConnell, 2013 10 08 
Nairobi - US Navy Seals who raided a beachside villa in Somalia were hunting a Kenyan terrorist alleged 
to have plotted attacks with Samantha Lewthwaite, the British fugitive . A US official said that the target 
of Saturday's mission was Abdulkadir Mohamed Abdulkadir, a Kenyan of Somali descent, who is also 
known as Ikrima. Members of Seal Team 6 -- the unit that killed Osama bin Laden -- approached the 
house in two small boats, fought their way in, but were forced to retreat under heavy fire. Witnesses said 
that the battle lasted almost an hour, with helicopters circling overhead and a series ofexplosions. AI
Shabaab militants later posted photographs showing ammunition, magazines and a stun grenade they 
claimed to have captured in the raid. A leaked Kenyan intelligence document suggests that Ikrima, "a 
Kenyan in al-Shabaab management", led at least two foiled plots in 2011. One of them was sanctioned by 
"al-Qaeda core in Pakistan". According to the report, seen by The Times, he planned to establish sleeper 
cells in Kenya, to prepare for a "major attack" . In December 20 II, it claims, he was working with 
Le,v!hwaite, the widow ofGermaine Lindsay, one of the suicide bombers who killed 52 people in London 
on July 7, 2005. 

La Libye, nid de terroristes et de migrants 
Le Progres (Lyon), Journaliste maison, 2013 10 08 
Tripoli - La revolution libyenne « se solde aujourd'hui par un echec retentissant : meurtres, reglements de 
compte, tortures, arrestations arbitraires, viols, massacres ... pour ne pas dire genocide ill'encontre des 
Africains et des tribus noires du pays, presence massive d'Aqmi dans Ie Sud, implantation d'al-Qalda en 
Cyrenalque, trafic de drogue, d'armes, destabilisation regionale ... » Tel est Ie severe constat que dresse 
Samuel Laurent, auteur de Sahelistan (editions du Seuil), un ouvrage redige apres une enquete 
approfondie sur place. 

Libya Militants Seek to Avenge Al Qaeda Leader Capture 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 10 08 
Dubai - Libyan militants have called for the kidnapping of American citizens in Tripoli and for attacks on 
gas pipelines, ships and planes to avenge the capture of a senior al Qaeda figure by U.S. special forces in 
Libya last week. Nazih al-Ragye, better known by the cover name Abu Anas al-Liby, is a suspect in the 
1998 bombings of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania that killed 224 civilians. He was snatched 
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on the streets of Tripoli on Saturday and is being held aboard a Navy ship in the Mediterranean Sea, U.S. 
officials said. Messages posted by Libyanjihadists on the Internet and monitored by the SITE service 
included a Facebook page ealled "Benghazi is Protected by its People". It told Libyans to close off 
entrances and exits to the capital and kidnap citizens of the United States and its allies in order to use 
them to bargain for the release of imprisoned militants. It also urged them to damage pipelines exporting 
gas to Europe, and target ships and planes. 

Lutte contre Ie terrorisme 
La Presse de Tunisie, Mohsen Zribi, 2013 1007 
Jebel Chafunbi, Tunisie - Evitera-t-<>n des "remakes" de la bataille de Jebel Chafunbi? Le risque de voir 
d'autres monts «contamines» persiste ... en depit de I'intensification de raids aeriens Au lendemain du 
declenchement de ,da bataille de Jebel Chafunbi» pour deloger les combattants d'AI Qajda, nous avions 
prevenu, sur ces memes colonnes et dans une mise en garde exclusive, contre Ie risque de voir d'autres 
monts «contamines» par Ie cancer de la nebuleuse integriste, persuades que celle-ei «excelle» dans ce 
genre de bataille. En attestent des precedents inoubliables au Pakistan, au Yemen, en Libye, au Mali et en 
Tchetchenie. Mais c'est incontestablement en Afghanistan et en Algerie oil ,da guerre des montagnes» 
avait fait Ie plus de degats au debut des annre 90, ce qui a assure, aI'epoque, une longevire certaine aux 
poches de resistance terroristes, tant en Algerie oil Ie bras de fer «montagnard» a dure une bonne 
decennie, qu'en Afghanistan oil les Americains, face aI'accumulation des pertes humaines et materielles, 
ont du se resoudre a ... raser la tristement celebre montagne de Tora Bora, sans pour autant arreter ou tuer 
un certain Ben Ladcn qui y etait embusque des mois durant! 

Mali·: des jihadistes ont tire des obus sur Gao 
Jeune Afrique, Joumaliste maison, 2013 1007 
Gao - Plusieurs obus sont tombes sur la ville de Gao, lundi matin. Une attaque jihadiste dont on ne sait 
pas encore si eUe a fait des victimes. C'est Ie genre d'attaques qui, avec les attentats suicide, risquent de 
mettre du temps adisparaitre du paysage malien. Lundi 7 octobre au matin, des jihadistes ont tire des 
obus sur la ville de Gao, a annonce un militaire de I'Mat-major malien base dans la ville, qui n'a pas pu 
preciser s'il y avait eu des victimes. "Je confirme qu'il y a eu effectivement cinq explosions ce lundi a 
proximite de Gao. On ne sait pas encore s'il s'agit de tirs d'obus ou de roquettes. On cherche", a explique 
un membre du service de communication de Serval aBamako. "Deux maisons ont ere touchees en ville. 
Cote bilan, pour Ie moment, on sait qu'un militaire.malien a ete blesse. Nous avons dep8che sur place des 
hommes aux cotes des troupes maliennes" , a- t-il precise. 

Pourquoi Aqmi est surmediatisee 
L'Humanitc, H. Z., 2013 10 08 
Tripoli - La foeale mise sur cette organisation, issue de I'ex- GSPC present dans Ie Sahel des 2003, vise a 
legitimer les interventions occidentales. Aqmi est-elle differente de I'ex- Groupe salafiste pour la 
predication et Ie combat (GSPC) dont elle est issue'? Des sa creation en 1998 par Hassan Hattab, I'ex
GSPC avait entame une strategie de reconversion politico-ideologique et de ralliement sous sa banniere 
des islamistes maghrebins (Iibyens, marocains et tunisiens), en mettant aleur service son expertise, aidant 
ainsi it la creation du Groupe islamique combattant marocain (GICM) et du Groupe islamique combattant 
libyen (GICL), tout en portant un interet particulier au Sahel. Objectif : porter Ie djihad dans toute la 
region en la divisant en neuf entires politico-militaires. De ce fait, Ie rapt des 32 touristes europeens en 
2003, acte fondateur de cette strategie d'intemationalisation aI'ensemble maghrebo-sahelien, suivi des 
attaques en Mauritanie, au Mali et au Niger, entre 2004 et 2007 o'etaient rien d'autre que I'aononce du 
repositionnement d'un islamisme djihadiste ala recherche d'un second souffle dans un contexte de declin 
de la violence en Algerie, sous la forme d'une nouvelle organisation fondee par Abdelmalek Droukdel, Ie 
successeur de Hassan Hattab, qui prendra Ie nom d'Aqmi en janvier 2007. 
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Colombia's No.2 oil pipeline shut after bomb· attacks: Ecopetrol 
Reuters, Staff report, 2013 10 08 
Bogota - Colombia's second most important oil pipeline, the Cano Limon-Covenas, has been temporarily 
shut down after three bomb attacks, state oil company Eeopetrol said on Monday, explosions the security 
forces attributed to leftist guerrillas. The closure ofthe 780-km (484 mile) 80,000 barrel-per-{\ay (bpd) 
pipeline owned by Ecopetrol did not immediately affect exports or oil production by U.S. oil producer 
Occidental Petroleum Corp, which feeds crude into the pipeline from a field it operates near the 
Venezuelan border. The pipeline runs to the Caribbean sea port of Coven as, from where t1!e crude is 
exported. Guerrilla groups have attacked oil infrastructure with increasing frequency over the last year or 
so, even with peace talks under way between the government and Revolutionary Armed Forces of 
Colombia, or FARC. 

Govt tying to 'criminalize social protest': FARC 
Colombia Reports, Staff report, 2013 JO 07 
Bogota - Colombia's main rebel group FARC has criticized the Colombian government's attempts.lo 
modifY the law to make it easier to imprison the organizers ofprotests and strikes. Jorge Torres Victoria, 
known as "Pablo Catatumbo" , a member of the FARC delegation at the ongoing peace talks with the 
government in Havana, Cuba, told reporters on Monday that the law proposed by Minister of Defense 
Juan Carlos Pinzon, and currently being considered by the House of Representatives, threatens the 
fundamental right of freedom of speech and the right to protest. "What we are seeing is no less than the 
decision to incarcerate those who, moved by indignation due to growing social injustices, obstruct 
highways or have been involved in protests and the recent strikes," Catatumbo said . According to 
newspaper EI Espectador, the modification of the penal codes would result in three to five-year sentences 
for those who initiate protests that block roadways. Catatumbo urged President Juan Santos to increase 
social spending projects to address the protesters' grievances rather than simply labeling them as 
"criminals. " 

Massive infiltration bid in Keran sector foiled: Army 
Press Trust of India, 2013 JO 08 
Hindon - A massive infiltration bid by terrorists backed by suspected Pakistani special forces, the biggest 
after the 1999 Kargil confrontation, was foiled by the Indian army, which on Tuesday called off its 15
day-long major operation in Keran sector along the Line of Control (LoC) in Kashmir. "I have now given 
direction to call off the concerted search (in Keran sector). But our counter-infiltration deployment is 
being strengthened. We are now going to launch operations which are intelligence based, which are 
surveillance based so that we can eliminiate and meet the challenges," General Officer Commanding-in
Chiefof Army's Northern Command Lt Gcneral Sanjiv Chachra told reporters here . The Anny has been 
maintaining that it has been on a concerted search operation in Keran sector for the last 15 days after it 
foiled a major infiltration attempt by terrorists backed by suspected Pakistan special forces last month. 

Prithvi-I1 missile test-fired 
Times of India, Jatinder Kaur Tur, 2013 1008 
Hyderabad - The indigenously developed Prithv~-II missile, the baby of Research Centre, Imarat, the 
Hyderabad-based lab of Defence Research and Development Organisation (DROO) was successfully test
fired by the Strategic Forces Command of Indian Defence from Launch Complex-III, ITR, Chandipur in 
Balasore district ofOdisha on Monday. It was the 19th launch and sources revealed that the launch was 
not pre-planned unlike the rest of such test-fires. Highly placed sources shared that the test firing of the 
missile on Monday was directed at Pakistan. In view of the ongoing firing by infiltrators from Pakistan in 
the Keran sector along the Line of Control (LoC) in Kashmir, the Indian Anny has actually sent a strong 
message of defence preparedness of India to Pakistan with the Agoi launch. "In fact, most of the DROO 
officials were also not aware of it since it was a swift decision and definitely aimed at generating 
confidence that the Army can do it on its own", said an official . 
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Samba terror attack: BSP, J&K police found wanting 
Times of India, Bharti Jain, 2013 10 08 
New Delhi - The Centre has found lapses on part of the Border Security Force (BSP) as well and Jammu 
& Kashmir Police while analyzing the September 26 fidayeen attack on a police station and Army camp 
in Jammu region. The Union home ministry, based on inputs from intelligence agencies, concluded that 
BSP, which is in charge of the International Border (IB) at Kathua, was not carrying out patrolling at the 
unfenced stretch through which the three terrorists sneaked in from across Pakistan. Reports indicate that 
the terrorists infiltrated on the morning of the attack, taking advantage of the elephant grass that provided 
them a perfect cover. This is confirmed by the absence of any breach in the fenced stretch. "The unfenced 
arch, covered with elephant grass, was an attractive infiltration point for infiltration. The BSP should have 
been carrying out regular patrolling of the area, given its vulnerability . 

Iran Warns of Emergence of 3rd Wave of Terrorism in World 
Pars News Agency, 2013 1008 
Tehran - Secretary ofIran's Supreme National Security Council (SNSC) Ali Shamkhani in a meeting with 
Head of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq (lSCI) Anunar al-Hakim warned of the emergence of the 
3rd wave of terrorism in the world, and called for indiscriminate fight against this ominous phenomenon. 
"The grounds are being prepared through the metamorphosis of noble human beliefs for the emergence 
and living of the third wave of modem terrorism as a comprehensive threat to the global peace and 
security," Shamkhani said during the meeting in Tehran on Monday. He said that despite the claims made 
by the influential countries' officials about campaign against terrorism, no finn will is witnessed in them 
to this end. Shamkhani underlined that fighting terrorism without giving any concessions is merely 
possible by giving up double-standard policies on this phenomenon, and called on the main international 
actors to reach consensus over eradicating terrorism. 

Wave of bomb blasts rocks Iraqi capital 
AI Jazeera, 2013 10 08 
Baghdad - Multiple bombs have exploded in quick succession in the Iraqi capital, Baghdad, killing at 
least 37 and injuring 107, according to officials. The apparently coordinated string of attacks, mostly 
involving car bombs, struck mainly commercial areas across the Iraqi capital on Monday evening, 
Associated Press reported . Police reported casualties from explosions in ten different neighbourhoods in 
the Iraqi capital, including Meshahda town in the north, Dora, Zafaraniyah, Husseiniyah, Ubaidi 
neighbourhoods and Elaam and Aidiyah in the south. The deadliest attack happened when a car bomb and 
roadside bomb exploded in a market and nearby parking lot in the northern Shia district ofHusseiniya, 
killing five, while another five were killed in Ubaidi . Hospital officials confirmed the casualties. The 
authorities spoke on condition ofanonymity because they weren't authorised to brief reporters. 

100 Specialists to Carry Out Tricky Syria Disarmament 
New York Times, Rick Gladstone, 2013 J0 08 
The United Nations - One hundred specialists drawn from the United Nations and the organization that 
polices the global ban on chemical weapons will be sent to Syria over the next eight months to help 
dismantle and destroy its roughly I,OOO-ton arsenal , an extremely hazardous task that has never been tried 
and that could fail without Syria's cooperation, Secretary General Ban Ki-moon said Monday. In a 10
page report submitted to the United Nations Security Council that provided new detail on the undertaking, 
Mr. Ban said he would establish a joint mission with the policing group, the Organization for the 
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. It will be based in Damascus, the Syrian capital, but will include a 
staging ground on the Mediterranean island nation of Cyprus, about 300 miles west. Mr. Ban said the 
staging ground would help increase security for the workers and the specialized equipment needed to help 
monitor and neutralize Syria's vast quantities ofdeadly chemical compounds. It is "highly probable," he 
said, that he will ask other member states, which he did not identif'y, to help the joint mission complete its 
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work . His report provided the first official indication of the size of the staff for the mission . The roughly 
35-member advance team currently in Syria would grow to "approximately 100 personnel." 

AI-Qaeda replaces state presence in Ra'ada 
Yemen Times, Nasser AI-Sakkaf, 2013 10 08 
Beidha - Locals of Rada'a district of AI-Beidha governorate complained that they are often forced to 
resort to AI-Qaeda affiliates to mediate their disputes in the absence ofa"Strong state presence. Abdulrab 
Abu Saleh, Ra'ada resident, said the increase ofarmed militants has to do with the absence of security in 
the district, which he says drove them to seek help from armed militants. Although Ra'ada security 
manager Hamoud AI- Amari said the district needs at least 6000 soldiers to maintain security, Ra'ada 
currently has no more than 1500 soldiers. AI-Amari said that armed militants launch surprise attacks on 
security checkpoints and flee the scene, usually leaving between eight and 20 casualties. The latest attack 
on Monday saw seven men killed during clashes with the 139 Mechanized Brigade soldiers at Dar Al 
Najd checkpoint, east of Ra'ada city. Two soldiers were injured in the attack and two others were taken 
hostage. 

Benghazi's AI Qaeda Connection 
The Daily Beast, Eli Lake, 2013 1007 
Washington - The U.S. government is now acknowledging, at least indirectly, a significant aI Qaeda 
connection to the 9-11 anniversary attacks on the U.S. mission and CIA station in Benghazi. On Monday, 
thc State Department designated the Mohammed Jamal Network (MJN) and its founder, Mohammed 
Jamal as terrorists. The Wall Street Journal first reported on October 1,20 12 that fighters affiliated with 
MJN participated in the Benghazi attacks. The Daily Beast and other news outlets have since confirmed 
the report. Seth Jones, the associate director for the intemational security and defense policy center at the 
RAND Corporation, told the Daily Beast, "There was at least one member and may have been more 
members from the Mohammed Jamal network on the compound for the attack on Benghazi along with 
members of Ansar a1-Sharia and members ofaI Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb." Jones said the Jamal 
network's relationship to aI Qaeda had been widely known in counter-terrorism circles. "What's new is 
that the government is making it explicit and public that the Jamal network is linked to aI Qaeda," Jones 
said. 

Syria could be haven for radicals 
Los Angeles Times, Ken Dilanian, Raja Abdulrahim, 2013 10 08 
Washington - U.S. intelligence officials are increasingly concerned that AI Qaeda and other radical 
Islamist groups could carve out a haven in Syria that will offer the kind ofsanctuary they once enjoyed in 
northwestern Pakistan, currcnt and former U.S. officials say. Officials say a clandestine CIA program that 
provides rudimentary training and weapons to U.S.-backed politically moderate insurgents is unlikely to 
curb the growing strength of extremists among the opposition militias seeking to overthrow Syrian 
President Bashar Assad. Though the fighting remains limited to Syria, U.S. intelligence officials already 
are looking at worst-<:ase scenarios if the country breaks into distinct government- and rebel- controlled 
enclaves. The alarm grew recently when militants from AI Nusra Front, an AI Qaeda affiliate considered 
the most capable aJ)d best-armed rebel force, and its allies seized a border crossing between Syria and 
Jordan near the Syrian city of Dara. "I think Syria is heading toward becoming the next FAT A," said a 
U.S. official regularly briefed on intelligence, referring to the Federally Administered Tribal Areas of 
Pakistan, where AI Qaeda and its allies plotted attacks against the West until U.S. drone strikes and other 
counter-terrorism efforts decimated their forces . The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity in 
discussing intelligence, said he worries that the growing presence of Islamic militants could pose unique 
dangers to the West because of Syria's "close proximity to strategic U.S. interests, ease of travel to 
Europe, and the availability of advanced conventional and nonconventional weapons." 
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La France invite un depute du Hezbollah 
L'Orient-Le Jour, Scarlett Haddad, 2013 10 08 
Paris - Alors que la c1asse politi que passe son temps aessayer d'obtenir des indices sur I'etape future dans 
la region, une ouverture europ6enne discrete est en train de se faire en direction du Hezbollah. II y a une 
semaine, Ie responsable des relations internationales au sein du Hezbollah, Ie Dr Amrnar Moussaoui, s'est 
rendu en ltalie pour participer aune conference sur les relations entre les peuples etles Etats du bassin 
mediterraneen, ainsi que sur I'immigration clandestine et la lutte contre Ie terrorisme. Certes, Ie Hezbollah 
est regulierement invite aparticiper ace genre de conferences en tant qu'acteur important au Liban, voire 
dans la region. Mais Ie timing de ce rendez-vous lui donne une toute autre dimension . De plus, c'est 
desormais au tour du depute membre du bloc de la Resistance, Ali Fayad, d'entamer des aujourd'hui une 
visite en France. II a ete invite officiellement pour participer avec deux de ses colhlgues, Samir el-Jisr et 
Ghassan Moukheiber, aun debat aI'Assemblee nationale fran~se sur I'abolition de la peine de mort. La 
France milite activernent pour cette abolition au sein de l'Europe mais aussi dans Ie monde, et les deputes 
ont ete sciemment choisis parce que les partis ou blocs qu'ils representent ont une opinion precise sur Ie 
sujet. 

PI(]( leader to issue statement over process next week 
Hurriyet Daily News, Staff report, 2013 10 07 
Bursa - The imprisoned head of the outlawed Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK), Abdullah Oca1an, has said 
the "democratization package" recently unveiled by the prime minister is "irrelevant" to the Kurdish 
pcace process, adding that a full statement will be issued on Oct. 15 about the future of the process. The 
PKK leader's remarks were conveyed by his brother Mehrnet Ocalan, who answered reporters' questions 
on Oct. 7 after returning from Imrali Island, where Abdullah Oca1an has been jailed since 1999. "Oca1an 
said: "The package does not concern us. It's a package prepared by the government. There is nothing I can 
do at this point. I will announce my opinions on Oct. 15,'" Mehrnet Ocalan quoted him as saying, without 
elaborating. "The talks are being carried out by the'BDP [the Peace and Democracy Party] group and its 
deputies. Oca1an said: 'All I can say regarding the process is this: Is this package related to the process? If 
it's not, I don't know,'" he added. 

Terrorisme : des derogations provisoires qui perdurent 
Le Monde, Laurent Borredon, 2013 10 08 
Paris - C'est Ie mot magique, qui permet toutes les derogations aux libertes publiques : Ie terrorisme. 
Parfois, Ie legislateur culpabilise, et vote des dispositions provisoires. Ce qui ne change pas grand-<:hose. 
En 2005, apres les attentats de Londres, Ie gouvernement Villepin elabore dans I'urgence une loi 
antiterroriste, la huitieme en dix ans. Elle prevoit une " clause de rendez-vous ". " Les dispositions les 
plus sensibles - j'ai bien conscience qu'il en existe! - du projet de loi sont d'une duree de trois ans ", 
defend a10rs Ie ministre de I'interieur, Nicolas Sarkozy, devant des deputes PS sceptiques. II insiste sur Ie 
besoin d'un " consensus" face aux " intimidations des fanatiques, des assassins et des barbares ". " 
Fata1isme juridique " Ces dispositions, ce sont la possibilite de controles d'identite dans les trains 
internationaux, I'acces aux donnees de connexions Internet et telephonique et aux fichiers administratifs 
(permis de conduire, carte d'identite, etc.) pour les services de renseignement. Au PS, les deputes 
s'abstiennent et les senateurs s'opposent. 
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